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PREFACE

These three volumes contain Parts IV and V of the thirteen

parts which are set out in the plan of the book on p. v above.

The writer hopes to publish the remaining eight parts in one more
batch of volumes, as he believes that the five parts contained in the

first SIX volumes will prove to amount, in aggregate length, to

rather more than two-thirds of the whole work. Part V, as now
published, includes much that, in the first sketcli, was left over for

treatment in Parts Vl-VIII; on the other hand, nothing of what

was originally intended to be treated in the first five parts has been

omitted from the final version of these.

'fhe index to the volumes now published, like the index to the

preceding volumes, has been made by the writer’s friend and
colleague and co-author of the Annual Survey of International

AffairSy Miss V. M. Boulter. While the writeCvCannot let pass this

opportunity of expressing his now double gratitude to her on this

head, it seems hardly necessary this time to draw attention to the

excellence of her contribution, or to its indispensability to the

reader, because every reader of volumes i~iii will have found out

these facts for himself, and will know, in advance, on learning that

the index to vols. iv-vi comes from the same expert hand, that,

once again, he will have the same admirable guidance in finding his

way through the labyrinth of the text. The writer need only point

out that the greater length of the present batch of volumes has

made the indexer’s sk even more difficult—and unfortunately

also even more laborious—this time than it was before. Gratitude

to colleagues and affection for friends are feelings that mount up
wuth the years

;
and a lustrum /v^hich in retrospect seems as long as

a lifetime has now passed since the previous index was compiled.

During the same five years Miss Reddin has typed, with the

same patience and accuracy as always, many thousands more sheets

of complicated manuscript, not only for the present volumes of this

work, but also for the heavily laden current volumes of the Survey

of International Affairs; and, *n igain having her aid throughout,

both the writer and the printer nave been as fortunate as before.

The writer also wishes to thank another colleague, Miss P. F.

Beard, for her resourcefulness and good nature in helping him,

when the present volumes were being sent to press, to settle a

number of outstanding queries.

He is also again deeply indebted to other friends of his who have

found time—or made time—to read parts of these volumes in the

typescript. And again these kind critics, through the trouble that
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they have taken for the writer’s benefit, have put it in his power to

diminish a number of weaknesses in his original draft—though
this, of course, without any one beyond the writer himself being in

any way responsible for the final result. For this invaluable help

the writer wishes to express his most sincere gratitude to Professor

Gilbert Murray, Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Hammond, the Librarian of

Ampleforth Abbey, Lord Samuel, Professor N. H. Baynes, Dr.

W. W. Tarn, Father H. Thurston, S.J., Mr. Geoffrey Barraclough,

Mr. G. M. Gathorne-Hardy, Mr. R. N. Carew Hunt, Dr. Edwyn
Bevan, Professor A. L. Sadler, Sir George Sansom, Mr. M. P.

Charlesworth, Dr. Martin Braun, the writer’s sister. Miss J. M. C.

Toynbee, and other scholars to whom acknowledgements are made
in footnotes to the text.

In addition to these debts to individual scholars the writer is

also once again indebted to several learned institutions. The
Council of the Royal Institute of International Affairs have con-

tinued to make, out of a grant which they have been receiving from
the Rockefeller Foundation for research in the field of international

studies, an allocation for the purpose of releasing the writer's time

and energy for writing the present work, and for the same purpose

the trustees of the Leverhulme Fellowship Fund have given him
aid for which he takes this opportunity to express in public a

gratitude of which the trustees themselves arc, he feels suie, long

since aware. As for his indebtedness to Chatham House—on the

staff of which he has by now had the honour and happiness of

serving for more than fifteen years—this would not l)e fully ac-

counted for even in a complete catalogue of all the acts of help and
kindness that have been done him, during these years, by the

Council and his colleagues. He also owes more than he can tell, or

can repay, to the spirit of Chatham House itself; for he knows that

—while he owes his interest in history to his Mother, who died

while the present volumes were in the press—he could never have

produced this book without also having received a stimulus that is

by now perhaps familiar to all scholars who have done any work
under the auspices of this great institution.

Though the original sketch of Parts IV and V was worked out,

like that of all the parts that precede and follow, in the summers of

1927 and 1928, the actual writing of Part IV was not begun before

the summer of 1933, and the last proofs were sent to press, at a

moment of public anxiety and private grief, in March 1939. It will

be seen from the dates that the contemporary atmosphere in which
the present three volumes were produced was painfully appropriate

to the themes of ‘breakdown’ and ‘disintegration’ which these

volumes have for their subjects. There were moments when it
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almost seemed like tempting Fate and wasting effort to go on
writing a book that must be the work of many years, when a

catastrophe might overtake the writer’s world within the next few
weeks or days. At such moments the writer has often fortified his

will by calling to mind the dates of writing of another book with

which this book is comparable only on the single point of length.

Saint Augustine did not begin writing De Civitate Dei before the

sack of Rome by Alaric in a.d, 410; yet he finished the work within

the next twenty years, and, although, at the moment of his death

in A.D. 430 in his episcopal s'ee of Hippo, a Vandal war-band was

beleaguering the city-walls, the book survived to inform the minds
and inspire the souls of Christians from that day to this, in times

and places that were far beyond the fifth-century African Father’s

mundane horizon. Of course the author of this tale of two cities

had a supra-mundane range of vision in comparison with which no

appreciable difference is made by a few thousand terrestrial miles

or years more or less
;
and a glimp.se of this vision is the boon for

which the present writer is the most deeply grateful to the writer

of De Civitate Dei.

ARNOLD J. TOYNBEE
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IV

THE BREAKDOWNS OF CIVILIZATIONS
A. THE PROBLEM OF THE BREAKDOWNS OF

CIVILIZATIONS

The problem of the breakdowns of civilizations is more ob-
vious than the problem of their growths. Indeed, it is almost

as obvious as the problem of their geneses. The geneses of civiliza-

tions call for explanation in view of the mere fact that this species

of societies has come into existence and that we are able to enumer-
ate twenty-six representatives of the species (counting in the five

arrested civilizations)^ that have come to birth up to date, as

against four civilizations that have been abortk^e.^ We may now go
on to observe that while only four civilizations, to our knowledge,
have miscarried, as against twenty-six that have been born alive,

no less than sixteen out of these twenty-six are by now" dead and
buried.

These sixteen dead civilizations include all the six representa-

tives of the ‘unrelated* class the Egyptiac, the Andean, the Sinic,

the Minoan, the Sumeric, and the Mayan civilizations. Of the

fifteen ‘related’ civilizations, six—namely the Indie, the Ilittite,

the Syriac, the Hellenic, the Babylonic, and the Mexic—are now
dead likewise; and two more of them—^thc Arabic and the Yucatec

—have been swallowed alive by sister civilizations : the Arabic by
the Iranic Civilization,^ and the Yucatec by the Mexic.5 Of the five

arrested civilizations, two—tlie Spartan and the Ottoman—are

also now extinct. We arc thus left with no more than ten civiliza-

tions out of twenty-six (including three arrested civilizations out of

five) that are actually alive to-day. These ten arc our own Western

Society, the main body of Orthodox Christendom in the Near
East, the offshoot of Orthodox Christendom in Russia, the Islamic

Society, the Hindu Society, the main body of the Far Eastern

Society in China, and the offshoot of the Far Eastern Society in

Japan, together with the three arrested civilizations of the Poly-

* For the arrested Polynesian, Eskimo, Nomadic, Ottoman, and Spartan civilizations

sec Part III. A, in vol. iii, above.

2

For tlie abortive Far Western Christian, Scandinavian, Far Eastern Christian, and
Syriac civilizations sec 11 . D (vii), vol. ii, pp. 322-gi, above.

^ ,

3

For the distinction between 'related* and 'unrelated civilizations see I, C (ii),

vol. i, pp. 129—30. above. In the same chapter there is a catalogue of the civilizations

of both classes that have been identified by an empirical inquiry in 1 . C (i) (b), vol. 1,

pp, 63—129, above.

4

See 1, C (i) (b), vol. i, pp. 70-2, with I. C (i) (b), Annex I, above.

5

See I. C (i) (b), vol. i, pp. 123-4, above.
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nesians and the Esquimaux and the Nomads. If we look more
closely at these ten survivors, we observe that the Polynesian and
the Nomadic civilizations are now in their last agonies, and that

seven out of the eight others are all, in different degrees, under
threat of either annihilation or assimilation by our own Civiliza-

tion of the West. Moreover, no less than six out of these seven

civilizations whose existence is now threatened (that is, all except

the Eskimo Civilization, whose growth was arrested in infancy),

bear marks of having already broken down and gone into disinte-

gration.

One of the most conspicuous of the marks of disintegration,

which we have already noticed in this Study at an earlier point,* is

a phenomenon of the last stage but one in a decline and fall, when
a disintegrating civilization purchases a reprieve by submitting to a

forcible political unification within the framework of a ‘universal

state’. For a Western student of history the classical example of

a universal state in this special sense of the term is the Roman
Empire, into which the Hellenic Society was forcibly gathered up
in the penultimate chapter of its history, immediately before the

interregnum in which the Hellenic Society passed out of existence

and our own Western Society came to birth. With this clue in our

hands, we have succeeded, at the outset of this Study, in identify-

ing a number of other now extinct civilizations by working back-

wards from their respective universal states, whose memories still

stand out as conspicuous features in our mental landscape of the

Past.^ We did not employ the same clue for dealing with any of the

living civilizations, because we were able to identify these at once

by a direct observation of their existence in the world of to-day.

We have noticed incidentally, how^cver, that one of these still living

civilizations, namely the main body of Orthodox Christendom, has

already been through a universal state in the shape of the Ottoman
Empire.^ We have also noticed that the offshoot of Orthodox
Christendom in Russia entered into a universal slate towards the

turn of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries of the Christian Era
after the political unification, in A.n. 1478, of Muscovy and Nov-
gorod, which were the two principal parochial states in the Russian

Orthodox Christian World of the time.^ We may now observe that

at least three more of the civilizations in question have had their

universal states likewise: the Hindu Civilization in the shape of

the Timurid Mughal Empire and its successor the British Raj
;
the

^ See I C fi) (a), vol i, pp 52-5, above.
^ See I C (1) (b), passim, jn vol i, pp. 6}- 129, above.
^ See Part 11 J A, vol. m, pp 26—7, above.
See I C (1) (h). Annex I, vo) 1, p 374, II D (v), vol n, p. 175, and III. C (i) (n),

vol. ni, p. 145, above.
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main body of the Far Eastern Civilization in the shape of the

Mongol Empire and in the resuscitation of the Mongol Empire

—

in a less colossal but also less ephemeral form—at the hands of the

Manchus; and the Japanese offshoot of the Far Eastern Civiliza-

tion in the shape of the Tokugawa Shogunate. And when we pass

to the Islamic Civilization, we may perhaps discern at least an
‘ideologicar premonition of a universal state, here too, in the shape
of the Pan-Islamic Movement.

If we accept this phenomenon of a universal state as a token of

decline, we shall conclude that all the six non-Western civiliza-

tions that are alive to-day (leaving the arrested civilization of the

Esquimaux out of account) had broken down internally before

they were broken in upon by the impact of our Western Civiliza-

tion from outside. At a later stage of this Study, ^ whf^n we come to

investigate the contacts of civilizations with one another, we shall

find reason for believing that we have stumbled here upon an ex-

ample of a general ‘law’
;
and that, whenever tVe see one civilization

intruding upon another successfully, we may infer that the civiliza-

tion which is suffering the intrusion has already broken down and
is no longer in its growth. For our present purpose we have

merely to take note of the fact that, among the civilizations which
are alive at the present day, every one, apparently, has already

broken down and is now in process of disintegration, with the

possible exception of our own.
And what of our Western Civilization? In contrast to all its

living contemporaries, the Western Civilization has manifestly not

yet reached its universal state; and, to outward appearance at

least, it is not yet within sight of that historical landmark. The
paroxysm of Nationalism by vhich the Western World was being

racked in the year 1938 rafter suggested—unless, perhaps, this

frenzy was a last desperate bout of kicking against the pricks—that

the political unification of our W^estern World might have to be

bought at a heavy price, and that our parochial national states might

have to pass through further bouts of internecine fratricidal war-

fare before they would either bring themselves to enter into an effec-

tive social contract or else sub*/ to the terrible alternative of being

unified by force. ^ Yet a universal state is not the first stage in the

disintegration of a civilization, any more than it is the last. While it

is followed by an interregnum, a universal state is preceded, as we
have seen,3 by a ‘Time of Troubles’ that seems usually to occupy

several centuries ,
and if we in our generation were to permit our-

selves to judge by the purely subjective criterion of our own feeling

> In Part IX below. * See V. C (ii) (ft), vol. vi, pp. 3iS-ai, below.
3 In I. C (i) (a), vol. i, p. 53, above.
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about our own age, the best judges among us would probably

declare unanimously that our ‘Time of Troubles* has undoubtedly

descended upon us in our Western World of to-day— stat

praedita culpa

Nor would this subjective judgement be entirely without the

support of objective evidence. For, on an empirical test, we have

found strong grounds for believing that one of the symptoms of

social disintegration is a geographical expansion on the grand

scale;* and we have already asked ourselves, in this connexion,

whether the latter-day expansion of our own Western Civilization

over the face of the Earth may not be, perhaps, an intimation of

mortality. In our generation, no doubt, we must be content to

leaVe this question unanswered.^ Yet, if there is happily still no
proof that our Western Civilization has already broken down and

gone into decline, we are equally without assurance that our year

is still in the spring.

Meanwhile, we children of the West are in the posture of the

Ancient Mariner after Lifc-in-Dcath had won him for her own
while Death had gained dominion over his shipmates.

The many men, so beautiful!

And they all dead did he:

And a thousand thousand slimy things

Lived on ; and so did I.

As we cast our eyes around a wwld in w^hich the majority of the

civilizations known to us are already dead, while the rest of the

survivors are all either in decline or in extremis, and as we remind
ourselves that we have not any means of divining what our own
society’s expectation of life may be, we may be inclined to read

into the panorama of historj' the same grim motif that the poet

divined in the stones of Westminster Abbey.

Mortality, behold and fear!

What a change of flesh is here!

In truth, the problem of the breakdowns of civilizations stares

us in the face.

Haud igitur leti praeclusa est ianua caelo

nec soil terraeque neque altis aequoris undis,

sed patet immane et vasto respectat liialu."*

^ Lucrct'u'i De Rerum Matwa, Book V, 1 199
^ See III C (1) (fi'', vol 111, pp 139-54, above
’ Ste I n (iv), vol I, pp, 36-7, above, and V C (11) (h), voi. vi, pp 313-4, below
* Lucretius De Rerum Natwa, Book V, 11 373 5 (The passage has been quoted

already in vol 11, p 9, and m vol 111, p 374, above )



D, THE NATURE OF THE BREAKDOWNS OF
CIVILIZATIONS

Having recognized that the breakdowns of civilizations pre-

sent a problem, and having set ourselves to search for a solu-

tion, we shall be wise to make certain that we are agreed upon the

nature of the phenomenon with which we are concerned, before

we attempt to investigate its cause.

As it happens, we have defined the nature of the breakdowns of

civilizations already. These breakdowns arc failures in an auda-

cious attempt to ascend from the level of a Primitive Humanity,
living the life of a social animal, to the height of some superhuman
kind of being in a Communion of Saints; and we have described

the casualties of this great enterprise in various similes. We have

compared them to the drivers of motor-cars^whose cars backslide

before they have succeeded in passing out through the exit from a

one-way street;* and w^e have compared tlicm to climbers w^ho fall

to their death, or to an ignominious state of life-in-death, upon the

ledge from w'hich they have last started, before they succeed in

completing the ‘pitch’ and reaching a new resting-place on the

ledge abovc.2

We have also described the nature of these breakdowns in non-

material terms as a loss of creative powxr in the souls of the crea-

tive individuals, or tiie creative minorities, who have been the

leaders of any given dvi^ization at any given stage in the history of

its growth;*^ and wx‘ lurse seen that this failure of vitality on the

leaders’ side divests them of tlieir magic power to influence and

attract the uncreative masses. Where there is no creation, there is

also no mimesis. Idic piper wuo has lost his cunning can no longer

conjure the feet of the multitude into a dance; and if, in rage and
panic, he now' attempts to turn himself into a drill-sergeant or a

slave-driver, and to coerce by physical force a people whom he feels

that he can no longer lead bv his old uuignctic charm, then, all the

more surely and more swdftly, be defeats his own intention
;
for the

follow ers wdio had merely flaggeu and fallen behind as the heavenly

music died away wdll be stung by a touch of the whip into active

rebellion.

We have seen, in fact,'^ that when, in lut historj^ of any society, a

Creative Minority degeneratesintoamere Dominant Minoritywhich

^ Sec I. C (ill) (c/), vol. i, pp. 176-7, above.
^ See Pail II. D, voi. 1, pp. 192-5, above.
3 See I. C (1) (<i), vol. i, pp. 53-7, and Part II. A, vol. i, pp. 187-8, abo^e
* Ibid See further IV. C (lii) {a), in the present volume, pp. 1 19- 33, and V C (i) (o)-

(e), poistm, in voi. v
, pp. 35-337, befow.
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attempts to retain by force a position which it has ceased to merit,

this fatal change in the character of the ruling element provokes,

on the other side, the secession of a Proletariat which no longer

spontaneously admires, or freely imitates, the ruling element, and

which revolts against being reduced to the status of an unwilling

‘under-dog*. We have also seen that this Proletariat, when it asserts

itself, is divided from the outset into two distinct parts. There

is an ‘Internal Proletariat’, prostrate yet recalcitrant, under the

Dominant Minority’s heel within thv disintegrating society’s bor-

ders, and an ‘External Proletariat’ of barbarians beyond the pale

who now violently resist incorporation. And thus the breakdown

of a civilization gives rise to a class-war within the body social of a

society which was neither divided against itself by hard-and-fast

divisions nor sundered from its neighbours by unbridgeable gulfs

so long as it was in growth.

On this showing, the nature of the breakdowns of civilizations

can be summed up in three points : a failure of creative power in

the minority, an answering withdrawal of mimesis on the part of

the majority, and a consequent loss of social unity in the society as

a whole. With this picture of the nature of these breakdowns in

our minds, we may now proceed to inquire into their cause.



C. THE CAUSE OF THE BREAKDOWNS OF
CIVILIZATIONS

I. SAEVA NECESSITAS ?

ONE of the perennial infirmities of human beings is to ascribe

their own failure to the operation of forces which are entirely

beyond their control and immeasurably wider in range than the

compass of human action. This mental manoeuvre, which promises

to convert an importunate sense of humiliation into a new assur-

ance of self-importance—by setting the great engine of the Uni-
verse in motion in order to break one human career —is among the

most insidious of ‘the Consolations of Philosophy'. It is particu-

larly attractive to sensitive minds in periods of decline and fall; and

in the decline and fall of the Hellenic Civilization it was a common-
place of ditferent schools of philosophers to eiP|)lain the social decay

which they deplored but could not arrest as the incidental and in-

evitable effect of an all-pei*vasive onset of ‘cosmic senescence\

This was the philosophy of an Epicurean poet in the last genera-

tion of the Hellenic ‘Time of Troubles’ before the Hellenic Society

obtained the temporary reprieve of the Pax Augusta:

Sic igitur magni quoque circum moenia mundi
expugnata dabunt labem putrisque ruinas.

iamque adeo fracta est aetas, effetaque tell us

vix anim-"’’a parva creat quae cuncta creavit

saecla deciitque feranim ingentia corpora partu.

baud, ut opinor, eniin mortaiia saecla supernc

aurea de caclo den it funis in arva

nec mare nec flucti plangentes sava crearunt,

sed g<‘nuit tellus eadem quae nunc alit cx se.

praeterea nitidas fruges vinetaque laeta

sponte sua primuin mortalibus ipsa creavit,

ipsa dedit dulccs fetus et pabula laeta;

quae nunc vix nostro grand^^cuni aucta labore,

conteriinusquc bov^s et vires agricolaruni,

conficimus ferrum vi* .irvis suppeditati:

usque adco parcunt fetus augcntque laborem.

iamque caput quassans grandis suspirat arator

crebrius, incassum manuum cecidisse labores,

et cum tempora temporibus praesentia confert

praeteiitis, laudat fortunas saepe parentis

et crepat, antiquum genus ut pictate repletum

perfacile angustis tolerant finibus aevum,

cum minor esset a^ri multo modus ante viritim.
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tristis: item vetulae vitis sator atque vietae

temporis incusat momen caelumque fatigat

nec tenet omnia paulatim tabescere et ire

ad capulum spatio aetatis defessa vetusto.*

The theme recurs in a work of controversy which was written by
one of the Fathers of the Western Christian Church some three

hundred years later, under the impression of the stricken Hellenic

Society’s next relapse into a time of tribulation which had found
Thascius Cyprianus a pagan scholt^r and w^hich saw him become a

Christian martyr before the crisis passed:^

‘You ought to be aware that the age is now senile {senuisse iam saecu^

lum). It has not now the stamina that used to make it upstanding, nor

the vigour and robustness that used to make it strong. This truth is

proclaimed, even if we keep silence . . . ,
by the World itself, w’hich

testifies to its own decline by giving manifold concrete evidences of the

process of decay. There is a diminution in the winter rains that give

nourishment to the seeds in the earth, and in the summer heats that

ripen the harvests. The springs have less freshness and the autumns
less fecundity. The mountains, disembowelled and worn out, yield a

lower output of marble; the mines, exhausted, furnish a smaller stock

of the precious metals: the veins are impoverished, and they shrink

daily. There is a decrease and deficiency of farmers in the fields, of

sailors on the sea, of soldiers in the barracks, of honesty in the market-

place, of justice in court, of concord in friendship, of skill in technique,

of strictness in morals. When a thing is growing old, do you suppose
that it can still retain, unimpaired, the exuberance of its fresh and lusty

youth ? Anything that is near its end and is verging towards its decline

and fall is bound to dwindle. The Sun, for instance, radiates his beams
with a less brilliant and less fiery splendour when he is setting, and the

Moon grows thin, wnth her horns all eaten away, when she is on the

wane. The tree which was once so green and so luxuriant turns sterile

later on, as its branches wither up, and grows ugly with old age
;
and old

age likewise stops the flow' of the spring, until the bounteous outpouring
of its welling sources dw'indles into a bare trickle. This is the sentence

that has been passed upon the World ; this is the law of God : that what
has been born must die, and W'hat has grown up must grow' old, and
what has been strong must lose its strength, and what has been great

must be diminished
;
and that this loss of strength and loss of stature

must end, at last, in annihilation.’^

* Lucretius. De Rerum Natura, Rook 11, ad Jin., II. 1144- S and 1150-74.
» The teniblc social relapse uhich swept away the Pax Augusta in the thud century

of the Christian Era may be said to ha^ e begun (or at least to have become glaringly
manifest) with the murdei of Alexander Severus, at the instigation of Maximin, in
A D. 23s, and to have been surmounted (or perhaps rather to have been hidden under a
veilj after Diocletian had struck down Arnus Aper in a d 2S4. Cyprian was converted
to Christianity in the twelfth year of this time of tiibulation (i c. in A D 246); he wrote
the tract In Demetnanum in the eighteenth > ear (i.e in a.d. 252) ,

and he suflered maityr-
dom in the twenty-fourth year (i.e. in a.d. 258).

3 Thascius Caecilius Cyprianus: Ad Demetnanum, chap. 3. Cf. Saint Augustine:
Sermo Ixxxi, chap. 8 (apropos of Psalm ciii^ 5).
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This implication of death, as the inevitable consummation of an
unmistakable senescence, was the argument in the mind of Lucre-
tius when he wrote the lines above quoted as the tail-piece to a
canto which is devoted to a demonstration that the Universe is

doomed to destruction; and in another passage the pagan poet
pronounces his Epicurean sentence upon the World in almost
Christian tones of mingled horror and exultation

;

Principio maria ac terras caelumque tuere

;

quorum naturam triplicem, tria corpora, Memmi,
tris species tarn dissimiles, tria talia texta,

una dies dabit exitio, multosque per annos
sustcntata ruet moles et inachina mundi.'

This cosmic sentence of death is nf>t unfamiliar to us, since we
are accuston^ed to hearing it pronounced by our own physical

scientists in our own generation when they talk of ‘matter* being

transformed into ‘radiation’

:

‘The capacity of Space for radiation is practically infinite when judged
by any amount of radiation which can ever be poured into it. It follows

that the transformation of matter into radiation is a “one-way” or, as it

is technically called, an “irreversible’* process. Matter can change into

radiation, but under present conditions radiation can never change back
into matter. Ultimately a time must come when every atom which is

capable of dissolving into radiation will have done so. 7'he Universe
is like a clock which is running down: a clock which, so far as Science

knows, no one ever winds up, which cannot wind itself up, and so must
stop in time. ... [A <^'tatc in which] there [will] be neither sunlight nor
starlight but only a cuol glow o{ radiation uniformly diffused through
Space . . . is indeed, so far as present-day Science car sec, the final end
towards which all creation mt xs, and at which it must, at long last,

arrive.*"

For the latter-day Westerner, wiio has deliberately reinvested

his treasure in This World after taking the most up-to-date pro-

fessional advice, this sentence upon the Material Cosmos bears with

it none of that promise of spiritual liberation—through the ex-

tinction of our consciousness or else through its etherialization

—

which it bore for a Lucretiu .md a Cyprian. And if we were

bidden to believe, as well, that the destiny of our Western Civiliza-

tion is bound up with the destiny of our Physical l^nivcrse, and
that the symptoms of social breakdown, which in our day wt seem
to see on every side, are signs that the final cosmic catastrophe is

now upon us, then our neo-pagan spirits would be damped indeed!

* Lucretius; De Rnum hatuia, Book V, 11 . 92-6
2 Jea IS, Sir James; Eos, or the Wider Aspeds of Cosmogony (London 1930, Kegan

Paul), pp. 52 and 50.
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As it happens, however, our Western cosmologists part company
from their Hellenic confreres at this point; for they present us with

a Time-chart in which human history and cosmic history are

plotted on such utterly different scales that, from the practical

standpoint, they can be regarded as being quite out of relation with

one another.

‘Taking a very gloomy view of the future of the Human Race, let us

suppose that it can only expect to survive for two thousand million

years longer, a period about equal to ihe past age of the Earth, Then,
regarded as a being destined to live for three-score years and ten,

Humanity, although it has been bom in a house seventy years old, is

itself only three days old. . . . Utterly inexperienced beings, we are

standing at the first flush of the dawn of Civilization. ... In time, the

glory of the morning must fade into the light of common day; and this,

in some far distant age, will give place to evening twilight, presaging

the final eternal night. But we children of the dawn need give but little

thought to the far-off sunset.’*

Indeed, if the expectation-of-life of the Genus Homo is (as Sir

James Jeans here computes) something in the order of 8517 times

the length of its actual life up to date, the expcctation-of-hfe of the

species of human societies called civilizations dwarfs the actual

span of the existence of this species hitherto by a vastly greater

measure. At an earlier point in this Study^ we have satisfied our-

selves that if we accept our cosmologists’ time-chart, and if we
make the unverifiable but not intrinsically unreasonable assump-
tion that the average life-span of the tw^enty-one known civiliza-

tions which have come to birth and have proceeded to grow gives

the general average for all future as well as for all past repre.senla-

tives of the species, then, ‘on a conservative estimate', there is time

ahead of us for at least 1,743,000,000 civilizations to come into

existence and to pass away.^ On this showing, it is obvious that no
light whatever can be thrown upon the problem of the historic

breakdowns of civilizations by the alleged inevitability of an ulti-

mate breakdown of the Physical Universe.
Accordingly, our latter-day Western advocates of a predcstina-

rian or deterministic explanation of the breakdowns of civilizations

do not attempt to link the destinies of these human institutions up
with the ultimate destiny of the Physical Universe as a whole.
They appeal, instead, to a law of senescence and death with a

shorter wave-length, for which they claim jurisdiction over the

whole Kingdom of Life on this planet. Here are the terms in

* Jeans, op. cit.. pp. 12-13 and 83-4.
* See I. C (ill) (e), Annex, vol. i, pp. 462-4, above.
^ This 18 on the computation that the Human Pate ha*’ at least 500,000 million years

of existence still to look forw’ard to.
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which, on this ground, the death-sentence is demanded by our
most celebrated post-war exponent of a philosophy of history:

‘Every civilization {Kultur) passes through the same succession of
ages as an individual human being. Every one of them has its child-

hood, its youth, its manhood and its old age. A young, timid, anxious
soul reveals itself in the early dawn of Romanesque and Gothic. . . .

One feels here the breath of the breezes of spring. . . . Childhood pro-
claims itself likewise, and this in kindred accents, in the early Homeric
Doric. . . . The nearer a civilization approaches to the midday zenith of

its existence, the greater become the manliness, the severity, the dis-

cipline and the self-fulfilment of its self-expression {Formensprache)^

which is now at last assured; and there is a corresponding increase of

certainty in its feeling of its own strength, and increase of clarity in its

features. (In the archaic age, all this is still blurred and confused and
tentative—still inspired by childish longing and at the same time by
childish fear.) . . . Now, in the full consciousness of a mature formative

power, . . . every detail of expression gives evidence of a fastidiousness,

a precision, a sense of proportion and an amazmg facility and natural-

ness. This age is all shot through with flashes of a dazzling per-

fection. . . . Later still, we encounter a tenderness, a brittleness that is

near to breaking-point, a painful sweetness like the feel of the last

October days, in the Cnidian Aphrodite and in the Caryatid-portico of

the Erechtheum, in the arabesques of Saracenic horse-shoe arches, in

the Schloss at Dresden, and in the work of Watteau and Mozart. Last

of all, in the time of old age . . . ,
the soul’s fire goes out. The society’s

ebbing strength ventures just once again, and this time with only partial

success, to attempt a great act of creation in the shape of the Classicism

which is characteristic of every expiring civilization; and then, in a

Romantic Movemen
,
the soul casts back its thoughts once more,

sorrowfully, to its childhood. P'inally the soul turns weary, listless and
cold

;
she loses the appetite for existence ;

and all her longing is to leave

the light in which she has livcj. for a tliousand years and to sink back
into the darkness of primitive mysticism, into the womb, into thegrave.* **

In this passage we may acknowledge a fine appreciation of the

successive changes in 8thos that can be observed in the course of

the histories of certain civilizations which, at some point in their

growth, have in fact had the misfortune to break down and to lapse

into a decline. But Herr Speu.; r is here demanding from us much
more than a recognition of empirically verifiable facts. He is ask-

ing us to induce from this handful of facts a universal and in-

exorable law; and, with (no doubt, unconscious) jugglery, he is

attempting to mask the inadequacy of the evidential basis on which
his tremendous induction has to stand, behind the simile in which

* Spengler, O,: Der Untetgang des Abendlandes, vol. i (Munich 1920, Beck), pp.
154-5. Compare hrobetviua, L.: Paideunia (Frankfort 1928, Fraxikfurler Societftts-

Druckeici), p. 40.
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he likens the career of a civilization to the life-history of a human
being or other living organism. As an effective artifice of literary

expression, this simile might have been allowed to pass
;
but, when

we detect its author in the act of misusing it for the purpose of

glozing over a weakness in his chain of argument, we are bound to

point out that this simile has no basis in fact.

At an earlier stage in this Study^ we have noted that societies are

not, in fact, living organisms in any sense; and we may be sure

that our apparent glimpses of a living and breathing Leviathan will

always resolve themselves, under cold scrutiny, into the prosaically

inanimate realities of a bunch of gasometers or a pall of smoke on
the horizon. In subjective terms, societies are the intelligible fields

of historical study.^ In objective terms, they are the common
ground between the respective fields of activity of a number of in-

dividual human beings^ who are themselves living organisms but

who cannot conjure up a giant in their own image out of the inter-

section of their own shadows and then breathe into this unsub-
stantial body the breath of their own life. The individual energies

of all the human beings who constitute the so-called ‘members*

of a society are the vital forces whose operation works out the

history of that society, including its Time-span. And who can

decree or forecast what the characters and the interactions of all

these actors are to be, or how many of them are to appear upon
this particular stage from first to last? To declare dogmatically

that every vsociety has a predestined Time-span is as foolish as it

would be to declare that every play that is w'ritten and produced is

bound to consist of just so many acts, or that every film that is

photographed and thrown upon the screen is bound to measure

just so many yards or metres.

Nor does our historical deterrninist strengthen his case when
he abandons the simile of an individual organism for the simile of

a species of organisms or a genus;

‘The habitus of any group of organisms includes, among other things,

a definite life-span and a definite tempo of development ;
and no morpho-

logy of history can dispense with these concepts. The musical time of

Hellenic life was different from that of Egyptiac or Arabic life. One may
legitimately speak of the Graeco-Roman andante and of the Faustian^

allegro con brio. The concept of the life-span of a human being, an
eagle, a tortoise, an oak or a palm is bound up with a definite numerical

value which is quite independent of all the accidental elements in the

fate of the individual. In the life of all human beings a decade of years

is a Time-section of approximately equal significance, and the meta-

morphosis of insects is in some cases bound up with a particular number

* See 111 C (ii) (fl), vol in, pp. 2x9-23, above. » See Part I. B, in vol. i, above
3 See 111 . C (n) vol. 111, pp. 223-48, above. 1 e. Western.—A.J T.
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of days which is accurately known in advance. The Romans defined
their concepts of pueritia^ adulescentia, inventus^ virilitas^ senecttis with
an absolutely mathematical exactitude. The Biology of the future will

undoubtedly find the point of departure for an entirely new formulation
of its problems in the concept of the pre-ordained life-span of the genera
and species. . . . The span of a generation—whatever creature mav be in

question—is a numerical value of almost mystical significance. And
these relations are also valid for alB civilizations—and this in a way that

has never before been dreamt of. Every civilization, every archaic age,

every rise and every downfall, and every inevitable phase of each of these
movements, has a definite Time-span which is always the same and
which always recurs with symbolic emphasis. What is the significance

of the fifty-year period in the rhythm of political, intellectual and artistic

life which is prevalent in all civilizations ? (The basis of this particular

period is the spiritual relation between the grandfather and the grand-
child.) What is the significance of the three-hundred-\ jar periods of
Gothic, Baroque, Doric, Ionic, of the great mathematical systems, of
Attic sculpture, of mosaic, of counterpoint, and of Galileo’s system
of mechanics ? What is the significance of the millennium which is the

ideal life-span of all civilizations, considered in proportion to the in-

dividual human being’s '‘three-score years and ten”?’^

The conclusive ansver to these questionings is that a society is

not a species or a genus, ^ any more than it is an organism. It is

itself an individual representative of some species of the genus
‘societies’, and the indi\ idual liuman beings who are the ‘members’
of a society arc representatives of a species or a genus like\^ ise. But
the genus of which we human beings are the individuals is neither

the Western Society ;or the Hellenic Society or any other society)

in particular nor the genus of societies in general, but the Ge?ius

Homo; and this simple truth absolves us from an> obligation to

examine here Herr Spenglcr : dogma that genera ana species have

pre-ordained life-spans on the analog}' of the individual organisms

in which the biological genera and species are represented.

Let us assume, for the moment, without prejudice, that the

Genus Homo has a mandate of limited duration for reproducing

itself on the face of this planet, and that it cannot look forward to

* In this word ‘all* the watchful reader v\.il obsei-i'e a «?udden alteration in tiie major
piemise of Herr Sv^cnglcr’s argument. The ‘group ol orgainsins' ^\^th which Herr
Spengler sets out to deal at the beginning of this passage is a ungle cl^ ili/ation—Hellenic,

Egyptiac, or Arabic— in which the organisms are presumably the human beings wiio are

the ‘members’ of the civilization From the present point onwards, however, the group
becomes the species 'civilizations’ of the genus ‘societies’, and the organisms btcome
the several civibzations in which the species is repi esent'-'d This change of premise
has implicated the philosopher in an unresolved contradu tion. At the beginning of the

passage he tells us that ‘the musical time’ of each civilization is unique; at the close be

tells us that the rhythm, as well as the 7'ime-span, of all civilizations is uniform.—A.J.T

.

* Spengler. O. : Der Untergang des Ahendlandes, vol. i (Munich igao, Beck), pp. 157 8.

3 For Herr Spcnglci’s own inconsistency in regard to this premise of his argument
sec the last footnote but one.
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remaining in being as a matter of course until the progress of cos-

mic radiation eventually makes the Material Universe too chilly a

place for human life to continue here. Even on this assumption,

a brief consideration of the actual historical duration of biological

genera and species on the surface of this planet up to date shows
at once that it is just as impossible to link up the breakdown and
disintegration of any given civilization with this hypothetical ex-

piry of the mandate of the Genus Homo as it is to link it up with the

dissolution of the Material Universe into radiation. The Genus

Homo is supposed to have been in existence, in a recognizably

human form, for some 300,000 years already, as against the 6,000

years or less that have elapsed since the first emergence of the

species of societies called civilizations.^ What warrant is there for

assuming that the mandate of this genus (if it is really subject to

any mandate) is not good for another 300,000 years at least ? And,
to come to grips again with our immediate problem of the break-

downs of civilizations, what ground is there for suggesting that

these breakdowns are accompanied by any symptoms of physical

or psychic degeneration in the individual human beings who happen
to be the living ‘members’ of the particular society in question at

the moment when the breakdown occuis? Were the Athenians of

the generation of Socrates and Euripides and I’hucydides and
Pheidias and Pericles, who were overtaken by the catastrophe of

431 B.C., intrinsically poorer creatures, in either soul or body, than

the generation of the MapaOojvofxdxat, who shone in retrospect

in the illusively intensified light of an age which appeared more
glorious than it had been in truth by contrast with the tragedy of

the age which followed?

An explanation of the breakdowns of civilizations in tenns of a

supposed science of eugenics does, perhaps, appear to be suggested

by Plato in a famous passage of The Republic:

‘A society with the ideal constitution is not easily thrown out of

equilibrium; but, after all, everything that has a genesis is foredoomed

to eventual disintegration, and even the ideal constitution will not endure

in perpetuity but will break down in the end. The breakdown is con-

nected with the periodic rhj’thm (with a short wave-length for short-

lived creatures and a long wave-length for those at the other end of the

scale) wTiich is the rhythm of Life in the Animal as well as in the Veget-

able Kingdom, and which is the determinant of both physical and
psychic fecundity. The specific laws of human eugenics will baffle both

the reason and the intuition of our trained ruling minority, in spite of all

their intellectual power. These laws will elude them ; and one day tliey

will beget children inopportunely. For superhuman beings that have

had a genesis in Time, the numerical value of their wave-length is an

' Sec I. C (iii) {e). Annex, vol. i, p. 462, above.
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integer; but for human beings it is the number which is expressed in the
following formula

:

[A fantastically intricate formula follows.]

‘This number is the governing factor in the laws of human eugenics

;

and when our trustees—acting in ignorance of these laws—happen to

mate brides with bridegrooms unseasonably, then the children born of
these unions will be neither fine nor fortunate. The best individuals of
this generation will be duly installed in office by their elders ; but, being
below standard, they will misuse the powers bequeathed to them by
their fathers and will begin to neglect their trusteeship vis-a-vis their

fellows, undervaluing first mental and secondly physical culture, with
the result that there will be a falling off in the culture of the rising genera-
tion. In this next generation, rulers wdll be installed who will be quite

lacking in the trustee’s essential faculty of distinguishing between the

several ‘races’—of gold and silver and bronze and iron—whose existence

we have postulated on the venerable authority of Hesiod. And when
silver is alloyed "ath iron, and gold with bronze, this intruJu^ es those

factors of incongruity and disharmony which invariably generate war
and enmity wherever they are introduced. Wherever this happens at

any time, one must pronounce that this generation ?ias fallen into social

discord.

When we look into this passage more closely, \vc see that Plato

does not represent the racial degeneration, to w’^hich he attributes

the social breakdown, as being an automatic or a predetermined

event. He traces the degeneration back, in its turn, to a false step

of some sort on the part of his ruling minority, and does not ascribe

this false step, vice versa, to an antecedent degeneration. The
false step, as he describes it half whimsically in tenns of a philo-

sophy which interpret mural aberrations a^ intellectual mistakes

is a failure of technique: in fact, an error in mathematics! But

w^hether it be intellectual or m'^'ral, the failure to which the social

breakdown of Plato’s ideal sock iy is ultimatelv traced back is not

a deterioration in the ‘make-up’ of the human psyche or the human
physique, but a lapse in the sphere of human action: a failure to

meet a challenge with the appropriate response.

Nor is there any warrant for following Plato in accepting racial

degeneration as even a secondary link ui the chain of causation

through which a social breakdoum leads on to a decline. P'or

although, in times of social decline, the members of the declining

society may seem to dw indie into pygmies, or to stiffen into cripples

or bedridden invalids, by contrast with the kingly stature and the

magnificent activity of their forebears in the age of social growth,

to ascribe this malady to degeneration is a false diagnosis. The
biological heritage of the cpigoni is the same as that of the pioneers.

* riato: Respublica, 546 A-547 a.
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and all the pioneers* endeavours and achievements are potentially

within their descendants’ reach. The malady which holds the

children of the decadence fast bound in misery and iron^ for

generation after generation is no paralysis of their natural faculties

as human beings but a breakdown and disintegration of their social

heritage, which debars them from finding scope for their un-
impaired faculties in effective and creative social action. The wreck
of the social structure cribs and cabins and confines their natures

like those hideous strait-waistcoats in which, in Ancient Egypt,

well-framed and healthy children were deliberately deformed into

artificial dwarfs. The dwarfing of the epigoni is the effect of the

social breakdown and not its cause.^

This untenable hypothesis that a racial degeneration is the cause

of a social breakdow'n and decline is sometimes supported by the

obser\"ation that, during the interregnum which intervenes between
the final dissolution of a decadent society and the first emergence
of a new-born society related to it by 'affiliation*, there is frequently

a Volkerwanderung in which the population of the identical home
of the t^^o successive societies is treated to ‘an infusion of new
blood*. On the logic of post hoc propter hoc it is assumed that the

fresh access of creative power which the new-born civilization dis-

plays in the course of its growth is the gift of this ‘new blood’

from ‘the pure source’ of ‘a primitive barbarian race’; and it is

then inferred that, conversely, the loss of creative power in the life

of the antecedent civilization must have been due to some kind of

racial anaemia or pyaemia which nothing but a fresh infusion of

healthy blood could cure.

In support of this view an alleged case in point is cited from the

history of Italy. It is pointed out that the inhabitants of Italy ex-

hiluted a pre-eminent energy and creative power during a period

of some four centuries running from about the fourth to the last

century and again during a period of some six centuries run-

ning from the eleventh to the sixteenth century of the Christian

Era, During the first of these periods the Italians dealt the Hellenic

Civilization its coup de grace and then endowed the prostrate society

’ psalm c\u. 10
- Thjs dwarfin ^ eftcct of nfavourai)Ic social conditions upon human souls is noticed

l>v I^onuMiujs (), the Sublime, chap 44 Lonpinus has in mind the conditions in a
I fellenit universal state in which as he saw it, ptoplc were now engrossed m the sordid
business of rtiakinR and spending" money because they were debarred from the political

actiMtits that had stimulated and ennobled the souls of their torebears in the Hellenic
bo( itty b age it grou h A modern Western student of history who visited South Wales
or Noith Bohemia in a d 1038 might conclude that the same dwarfing effect could be
produced by a withdrawal ol opportunities for making and spending money m a society
m which the traditional idea of the good life was a regime, not of subsidized pubhc ser-
xicr, but of lemuncrattd private labour

' In this computation the achievements of the Greek and Etruscan colonists are, of
course, Ignored, and only those of the native Italians are taken into account.
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with its universal state in the shape of the Roman Empire. During
the second period the Italians insulated themselves from the rest

of Western Christendom and then worked out a new and higher
form of Western culture which inaugurated a fresh chapter in

Western history when it was imparted to the Transalpine ‘bar-

barians’ in due course,* In both of these two great ages of their

history the Italians performed feats which have not been outdone
by any other people in any other place or time. On the other

hand the two ages are separated from one another by a thousand
years of decadence, prostration, and convalescence, in which it

seemed for a time as though the virtue had gone out of the Italians

altogether. This fantastically chequered history would be in-

explicable, argue the racialists, if the key were not supplied by
Clio herself, who has preserved for our instruction a record of the

infusion into Italian veins of the new blood which was brought in,

during the post Hellenic Volkerwanderung, by the advent of the

Goths and the Lombards. This fresh barbarian blood was the

elixir of life which produced, in the fullness of time, the Italian

Renaissance It was for lack of this fresh blood that Italy lan-

guished, during the Imperial Age, after the demonic output of

Italian energy in the Age of the Roman Republic. And this energy

which burst into action in the last four centuries b.c. was itself,

perhaps, the product of an earlier infusion of fresh barbarian blood

which Italy had received during the post-Minoan interregnum,

when the Oscans and Sabellians were descending upon the pen-

insula out of Central Europe in the same Volkerwanderung that

carried their Achaean and ‘Dorian’ cousins into Greece.

This racial explanat' n of Italian history from the fourth century

B.c. to the sixteenth century of the Christian Era has a certain

plausibility so long as we are careful to cut short our survey of

Italian history at this point. But if we allow our thoughts to travel

on from the sixteenth century to the present day, we shall see that

Italian history has repeated itself in circumstances that rule the

racial explanation out.

From the close of the sixteenth century to the close of the

eighteenth, Italy suffered a fresh eclip^^e; and in the nineteenth

century this has been followed bv a iresh recovery. The Italian

Risorgimento is, as its name implies, at least as notable a feat of

rejuvenation as the Italian Renaissance; and if we are to accept the

racialists as our ciceroni, we may fairly ask them to specify the new
infusion of blood, at some date between the years 1600 and 1800,

which, on their theory, must have been recehed by Italy in order

to make the Risorgimento possible. The answer is, of course, that

» See III. C (ii) (6), vol. iii, pp. 1299-300 and above.
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the racial composition of the Italian people in the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries, when they have been displaying this fresh

manifestation of creative power, has been precisely what it was in

the immediately preceding period of eclipse and precisely what it

was, before that, in the great age of the Renaissance. In fact, there

has been no substantial change in the racial ‘make-up’ of the in-

habitants of Italy since the peninsula was partially overrun by
numerically weak war-bands of Lombards in the sixth century.*

Since then, the only considerable ‘infus^ions of new blood’ have

been in Calabria and Sicily
;
and their role in medieval and modern

Italian history has been secondary to the parts that have been
played by the Centre and the North.^

Accordingly, if we are to account for the decline of Italy after

the Renaissance and for her recent recovery after her decline, we
must find some explanation which does not depend upon a race-

theory; and such an explanation is not really very far to seek. In an

earlier passage^ we have traced the decline of Italy, in and after

the sixteenth century, to the failure of Italian statesmanship to

achieve that concord and co-operation between the Italian states

of the age which had to be achieved in order to counteract the

mechanical operation of the Balance of Power to the detriment of

the small Italian Powers at the centre of the Italian World and to

the advantage of the large ‘barbarian’ Powers on the periphery.

This failure of Italian statesmanship caused Italy to become the

battle-field of the Transalpine Powers from 1494 to 1859; and

* The Italian temtorieB which escaped being occupied and settled by the Lombards
included Venice, the Romagna, the Pentapolis (i.e. a considerable portion of the Mttrche),
Perugia, the Agro Romano, Naples, Amaih, Calabria, and Sicily. This mere catalogue
is enough to show that there is no geographical correspondence between the districts

which received an infusion of Lombard blood and the districts which have been pre-

eminent in energy and creative power in the history of medieval and modern Italy.

Amalfi contests with Venice the honour of having been the pioneer in starting the

medieval commerce of Italy with the Levant; and as for the Romagnols, they have
the reputation of being the most lively and the most domineering people in Italy. In the
Middle Ages Bologna was more pugnacious than any of the city-states of Lombardy;
and in the sequel ^e Romagnols have distinguished themselves repeatedly: first in the
Napoleonic period and then in the Risorgimento and latterly in the *post-war' chapter
of Italian history, in which the Romagna has provided the Fascist movement with its

founder and leader. Has anything comparable come out of Pavia, which was the capital

of the Lombard Kingdom, or out of Spoleto and Benevento, which were the seats of the
two autonomous Lombard duchies? If any racial conclusions are to he drawn from
this geographico-historical evidence, we shall have to pronounce that the best Italian

blood has been the blood which has remained free from a Lombard tairitl

* In Sicily there was an infusion of Arab and Berber blood in the ninth and tenth
centimes of the Christian Era, when the island was conquered from the East Roman
Empire by the Muslims of Ifriqlyah ; and there was an infusion of Apulian and North
Italic blood in the twelfth century, after the conquest of Sicily by the Normans. (This
last infusion has left a lasting trace of itself in the Romance dialect which has entirely
supplanted the previously prevalent Greek, except for one or two places where Greek
hM been re-introduced by modem Greek immigrants (see III. C (i) (a), Annex, vol.
iii, pp. 458-p, above).) In Calabria, in the ninth and tenth centuries, there was an in-

fusion of Sicilian blood, introduced by settlements of Sicilian refugees, which temporarily
turned the former Magna Graecia into a Greek-speaking country again (see I V. C (iii)

(c) 2 (j3), pp. 356-7, below). 3 In III. C (ii) (6), vol. iii, pp. 299-309, above.
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during this age of Italian impotence and adversity the Italians fell

behind their Transalpine neighbours not only in military power
but also in those arts of peace which the French and the Spaniards

and the Austrians had originally learnt from Italian masters. This
explains the Italian decadence; and the Risorgimento is explained,

in its turn, by the stimulus which Italy received, at the turn of the

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, from her temporary incor-

poration into the Napoleonic Empire: a passing political association

that effectively carried Italy back into the main current of Western
life and gave her a baptism of new ideas and new experiences which
was a far more potent influence than any infusion of new blood

could ever be.*

It is not more difficult to find non-racial explanations for the

previous rise of Italy at the beginning of the second millennium of

the Christian Era and for her foregoing decline which declared

itself in the course ofthe last two centuries B.c. This last-mentioned

decline was manifestly the nemesis of the Roman militarism, which
brought upon Roman Italy the scourge of Haiftiibal and all the

appalling social evils that followed in the train of the Hannibalic

War.2 The beginnings of social recovery in Italy, during the post-

Hellenic interregnum, can be traced with equal certainty to the

work of creative personalities of the old Italian race—a Benedict

and a Gregxxry—who are the fathers, not only of the rejuvenated

Italy of the Middle Ages, but of the new Western Civilization of

which the medieval Italians were members.^

Wc can even drive the racialists out of their one remaining

Italian stronghold by finding an alternative explanation for the

rise of the Roman Republic which will dispense us from having to

recognize any special viitue in the new blood which had been in-

fused into Italy out of Central Europe during the post-Minoan

Yolkerwanderung. The ris^ of t^e Romans, and of the other pre-

Greek and pre-Etru<?can inhabitants of Italy, in the course of the

last millennium B.c. can be explained as a response to the challenge

of Greek and Etruscan colonization. Were the native peoples of

the Italian Peninsula to resign themselves to that choice between

the alternatives of extermination, subjugation, and assimilation

which hud been forced upon th^.’^ 'ousins in Sicily and in those

Umbrian territories that had been transformed into an Etruria?

* Tlic significance of the Napoleonic Empire in the histories of Italy, Flanders, and
Western Germany is discussed further in IV. C (111) (c) 2 (oc), pp, 283-9, ®nd in V. C
(1) (</) 6 ^y), Amiex I, vol v, pp. 619-42, be»ow

* See I. B (iv), vol. 1, pp -ij II. D (vi), vol. u, pp. 213-16; and III. C (1) (b), vol.

III, pp. 166-7 and 170-1, above, and IV. C (ii) (a), m the present volume, pp. 48-9, and
IV. C (in) (c) 3 (fi), pp. 5oq-io, below.

3 For the work of SS. Benedict and Gregory sec III. C (11) (6), vol. iii, pp. 264-9,
above.
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Or were they to hold their own against the formidable intruders

by adopting the Hellenic Civilization of their own accord and on
their own terms, and thereby raising themselves to the Greek and
Etruscan level of cultivation and efficiency ? The Romans decided
to make this latter response, and in taking this decision they be-
came the authors of their own subsequent greatness.*

The Italian vicissitudes of renaissance and eclipse and risorgi-

mento in the Modem Age of our Western history have an almost
exact parallel, in Hellenic history, in the vicissitudes that were
experienced by the Greek city-states along the western coast of

Anatolia and on the inshore islands.

We have seen that, in the first age of Hellenic history, the lonians
and Aeolians were the creators and the pioneers but in the sixth

century' B.c. they fell on evil days. They forfeited their political

independence first to the Lydian Empire and afterwards to the
greater empire of the Achaemenidae ; the mismanaged revolt of

499-494 ended in the disaster of the fall and sack of Miletus; and
their ‘liberation* from the Achaemenidae by the Athenians in or
after 479 B.c. only added to the lonians* troubles. For the next
hundred and fifty years they were bandied about between the
Achaemenian Empire and whichever of the Powers of European
Greece was momentarily mistress of the Aegean; and as often as

not they were bullied and fleeced by their fellow Greeks and by
their fellow Asiatics simultaneously. In fact, all through the great
age of Athens, Ionia was in eclipse ; but she achieved a remarkable
revival in the new chapter of Hellenic history which opened with
Alexander's passage of the Hellespont. In the third century b.c.,

when Athens fell out ofthe ranks of the Great Powers ofthe Hellenic
World after her bitter experience in the Chremonidean War,

3

‘the old Greek cities of Asia, . . . with their ancient traditions, large

populations, compact and busy life, growing wealth, magnificent public
buildings, and vast walls scarcely felt themselves inferior to a king-
dom. . . . Magnesia on the Maeander could stretch her arms from Ithaca
to the Oxus ; she helped to defend Delphi against the Gauls, she gave to

Bactrian Hellenism its most powerful dynasty and thereby invaded

> For tliis barbarian reaction to Greek and Etruscan pressure in Italy sec further V. C (i)

(c), i*vol- v,p, 55, 'With footnote 4, and V.C(i)(c)3, vol.v, pp. 21 1-2, below. * III.C
(ii) (6), vol. iii, pp. 338—9, above. s See III. C (li) (6), vol. iii, pp. 338 and 340, above.

^ At the time of the Peloponnesian War, when loma was at her political nadir, we
have explicit testimony that a number of the continental and insular Asiatic Greek cities

were unfortified. Perhaps this was one of the unrecorded stipulations of the peacc-
icttlement between Athens and the Achaemenian Empire which had been negotiated
by Callias in 446 B.c. The evidence is as follows: for the Ionian cities in general, Thucy-
dides HI. 33; for Chios, Erythrae, and Clazomenae, VIII. 14; for Clazomenae again,
VIII. 31 ; for Chios previously, IV. 51 ; for Cnidus, VIII. 35 ; for Cos, VIII. 41 and 108;
for Camirus, VIII. for Samos, VIIl. 51; for Cyzicus VIII. 107; for Lampsacus,
VIII. 6z, and Xenophon Phocaea, Xenophon, op. cit., I. 5, § 1 1.

Teos had been re-fortified, h^reasona anr^|cded, not by the Teians themselves but
by the Athenians (Thucydj<?^Vriir
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India, and she helped the Seleucid to create Antioch-towards-Pisidia,

Antioch-in-Persis, and doubtless, if we knew, other cities; there was
not much infanticide in third-century Magnesia.’*

As for Ephesus, she succeeded, between the generation of Lysi-

machus and the generation of Augustus, in extending her com-
mercial hinterland so far eastwards into the interior of Asia Minor
that by the beginning of the Christian Era the products of Cappa-
docia were diverted from Sinope and shipped through Ephesus,*

though Ephesus was at least twice as far as Sinope was from
Mazaca. This second bloom of Ionia lasted throughout the Im-
perial Age and only wilted with Hellenism itself; and when the

Emperor Justinian resolved to build, in Constantinople, a fane

which should embody the spirit of the nascent Orthodox Christian

Civilization, he sent for the Ionian architects Anthemius of Tralles

and Isidorus of Miletus.^ The last feat of the Ionian genius was to

create the never-to-be-transcended masterpiece of a new-fangled

architecture which was the very antithesis of the classic style that

was enshrined in the Ionian fanes of Apollo at^Didyma and of

Artemis at Ephesus.

What is the explanation of Ionia’s deep eclipse and brilliant re-

emergencc.^ In the fifth and fourth centuries B.c. the lonians

were a by-word for softness in the mouths of Athenians and
Spartans and Thebans and Persians. Had the cancer of racial

degeneration sapped the moral and ruined the physique of the

descendants of those ‘brazen men’^ who had risen out of the sea

in the seventh century to sell their swords to an Egyptian Psam-
metichus? This explanation will only work if we can point to

some fresh infusion oi new blood which nerved a Magnesian
Euthydemus in the third century b.c. to emulate the hardihood of

his sixth-century ancestors—wht had carved their names on the

colossus at Abu Simbel®—by carving out a kingdom for himself

in Bactria and handing it on to a son who doubled it by his con-

quests in India. Can our racialists point to any infusion of the kind

between 494 and 334 B.c. ? If the Ionian cities did receive any fresh

blood during this dark period in their history, it must have been

* Tam, W. W.: Hellenistic Civilization (I ondon 1927, Arnold), pp. 138-9. Cf, eun-
dem: The (rreeks in Bactrta and India (Can.' Ve 1938, University Piess), p. 6,

* ‘Cappadocia produces the so-called “Sii ipic” red lead, which is the nnest in the
World. ... It is called “Sinopic*' because the dealers used to bring it to Sinope for ship-
ment before the commercial hinterland of Kphesus expanded into these parts.'—Strabo:
Ceographica, Book XII, chap. 10, p. 540.

3 Procopius: De Aedtfietts, Book I, chap, i, § 24.
^ Herouotus, Book II, chap. 152.
5 The oldest extant Greek inscriptions are those carved upon the two southern colossi

of the Great Temple at Abu Simbef by Ionian mercenaries in the service of the Egyptian
King Paammetichus 11 (regnabat 593-588 b.c.)—a successor of the original Psammetichus
who had founded the I'wenty-Sixth Dynasty and given Egypt a new lease of political

independence with the aid of earher Ionian ‘brazen men’.
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supplied by the Asiatic subjects of the Great King in their Conti-

nental hinterland—a strain which would be condemned with equal

conviction by a contemporary Spartan or Athenian Hellenomaniac

and by a latter-day Western racialist. We are driven to conclude

that the blood which coursed in a Euthydemus’s veins was
certainly no racier than that which had throbbed in the pulses

of his forebears four centuries back. Ionian history, like Italian

history, is impossible to explain on racial lines; and the satisfactory

non-racial explanation which we have found for the chequered

course of Italian history offers a clue which it is not difficult to

follow out.

Ionia fell on evil days because, at the turn of the sixth and fifth

centuries B.C., her statesmen failed as signally as Italian statesman-

ship failed at the turn of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries of the

Christian Era to respond to the challenge of a growing pressure

from surrounding Powers by solving the problem of the house

divided against itself.* Her plight in the fifth and fourth centuries,

as a pawn in the political game of the Athenians and Spartans and
Thebans and Achaemenidae, is remarkably like the plight of Italy

in the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries, when Lom-
bardy was the battle-field of the French and Spaniards and Aus-
trians, while the Levantine outposts of Genoa and of Venice were

being captured by the 'Osmanlis. Ionia, again, was impoverished

in the fifth century b.c. by the attraction of the maritime trade of

the Aegean to the Peiraeus while simultaneously her overland

trade with her Asiatic hinterland was being cut off by the new
political frontier between the Athenian and Achaemenian Empires

—just as Italy was impoverished in the sixteenth century by the

double blow of the Ottoman conquest of the Levant and the diver-

sion of sea-borne commerce from the Mediterranean to the Oceanic

routes. If we pursue the analogy, we can discern that the clis-

comfiture of Thebes and Athens and Sparta by Philip of Macedon
and the destruction of the Achaemenian Empire by Alexander had

substantially the same effect, mutatis mutandis^ as the overthrow of

the ancien rigime in Europe and the reopening of the Levant to

European enterprise by Napoleon. Like Italy post Napoleonem^

loniz post Alexandrum was drawn back into the main current of the

I 'I'he keener minds of Ionia, at this crisis in Ionia’s fate, were evidently aware that
their only hope of salvation lay in achieving the tour de force of political consolidation.
This is apparent in a legend which is recorded by Herodotus; 'Before Ionia was ruined
jby the Achaemenian conquest], an admirable policy was suggested to the lonians by
Thales of Miletus. . . . Thales proposed that the ionians should have one single Govern-
ment, and that the seat of this Government should be at Teos (Teos being the geographi-
cal centre-point of Ionia). I'he other Ionian cities were to go on being inhabited just
as before, but were to be reduced politically to the status of parishes’ (Herodotus, Book
I, chap. 170). Mutatis mutandis^ this is the policy which is advocated in the last chapter
of Machiavelli’s Prince,
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life of the society to which she belonged. Politically the Asiatic

Greek city-states received a far more gracious and considerate

treatment from Alexander and his successors than they had been
accustomed to receive either from Athenian tax-collectors or from
Spartan residents or from Persian satraps. Economically they

benefited by the reopening of the overland route from the cast

coast of the Aegean to the interior of Asia still more appreciably

than Italy has gained by the reopening of tlie Levantine maritime
route to India and China which was heralded by Napoleon’s

expedition to Egypt and was consummated by the cutting of the

Suez Canal.*

The histories of the Ionian and Italian risorgimenti discredit

the hypothesis of racial degeneration by demonstrating that a people

which has fallen into social decadence after a period of brilliant

achievements is capable of recovering its social health again without

any change whatever in its racial composition from first to last.

We have now disposed of three predestinarian explanations of

the breakdowns of civilizations: the theory that they are the

incidental consequence of a running-down of the clockwork of

the Physical Universe; the theory that a civilization, like a living

organism, has its own inherent life-span and life-curve which com-
pel it to pass, within a definite number of centuries, from birth

through growth and senescence to death; and the theory that the

breakdown of any given civilization at any given date is due to the

racial degeneration of the particular portion of the Human Race
from which this particular civilization happens to have drawn its

‘members’. We have still to consider one further predestinarian

hypothesis which folic s cut to its logical conclusion the hypo-
thetical analogy between the lives of civilizations and the lives of

the Physical Universe and of the Human Race and of individual

human beings. This hypothesis assumes that civilizations succeed

one another, by a law of their nature which is the common law of

the Cosmos, in a perpetually recurrent cycle of alternating birth

and death

The application of this theory of cycles to the history of Man-
kind was a natural corollary to the sencalional astronomical dis-

covery, which appears to have b to made in the Babylonic World
some time between the eighth and tne sixth centuries B.c., that the

three conspicuous and familiar astronomical cycles—the terrestrial

cycle of day-and-night and the lunar cycle of the month and the

solar cycle of the year—were not the only instances of periodic

recurrence in the movements of the heavenly bodies; that there

> For the vast and rapid increase of wealth in the Ionian cities post Alexattdrum see

Tam, Hellenistic Civiltzation, pp 96-7.
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was also a larger co-ordination of stellar movements which em-
braced all the planets as well as the Earth and the Moon and the

Sun; and that ‘the music of the spheres*, which was made by the

harmony of this heavenly chorus, came round full circle, chord for

chord, in a cycle of great cosmic months and years which dwarfed

the solar year into insignificance. The inference was that the

annual birth and death of the terrestrial vegetation, which was
manifestly governed by the solar year cycle, had its counterpart

in a recurrent birth and death of all things on the Time-scale of

the cosmic year cycle
;
and minds which came under the spell of this

idea were apt to project this pattern of periodicity into every object

of their thought.^ The interpretation of Human history in these

cyclic terms evidently fascinated Plato.

ATHENIAN STRANGER. Do you feel that the ancient legends have any
truth in them?

CLEINIAS OF CR^TE. "Which legends ?

STRANGER. The legcnds of repeated destructions of the Human Race
by floods and plagues and many other catastrophes, in which only a tiny

remnant of Mankind survived.

CLEINIAS. Why, certainly, the whole of that body of legend carries

conviction with everybody.^

This brief exposition of ttie cyclic hypothesis in the Laws has its

counterpart in the Timaeus in a myth w'hich is placed in the mouth
of an old Egyptian priest to justify his exclamation to Solon that

‘the Hellenes are perpetual children’ and that ‘such a thing as an

old Hellene does not exist’.

‘All of you,’ proceeds Plato’s Egyptian priei>t in reply to the Platonic

Solon’s expostulation: ‘All of you Hellenes are young in mind. Your
minds contain no thoughts handed down from Antiquity by ancient

tradition and no knowledge hoary with age. There is a reason for this,

which I will explain. A series of catastrophes in a variety of forms has

befallen, and will continue to befall, the Human Race—the greatest

being the work of fire or water, while the others, which arc of less

violence, are produced by an infinity of different causes. In Hellas you
have a tradition that Phaethon, the child of the Sun, once harnessed his

father’s chariot but proved incompetent to drive it along his father’s

course, with the result that he burnt up everything on the face of the

* For the consequent invention of the pseudo-science of Astrology see V. C (i) (c) i,

vol. V, pp. 56-7, below.
» Plato; Leges, 677 a; compare Crtltas, 109 d. This Hellenic concept of repetition

ad infinitum m the Time-dimension was matched, in one school of Hellenic thought,
b/ a corresponding concept of repetition ad infinitum in the Space-dimension as well.

On this view there was not only an infinite number of successive worlds, but also an
infinite number of worlds existing simultaneously at any given moment. Logically the
two doctrines hang together; but Plato appears to have adopted the hypothesis of an
infinite repetition in Time without admitting that the same hypothesis was applicable
to Space on the same showing. (See Comford, F. M.: *The Invention of Space’ in
Essays in Honour of Gilbert Murray (London 1936, Allen & Unwin).)
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Earth before his own career was cut short for ever by the thunderbolt.

Although this tradition has been dressed in a legendary form, it pre-

serves the scientific fact that, at immense intervals of time, there is a

declination in the orbit of the heavenly bodies revolving round the Earth

and a catastrophe which overtakes life on this planet in the shape of a

vast conflagration. At this juncture the inhabitants of regions with a

mountainous relief, a high altitude, or an arid climate pay a heavier toll

than those of riverain ormaritime neighbourhoods; and on these occasions

we in Egypt are rescued by the Nile, our unfailing saviour, from a

quandary from which he is immune himself. There are other occasions

on which the Gods cleanse the Earth with a deluge of water, and in these

circumstances the shepherds and herdsmen on the mountains survive,

while the inhabitants of your lowms in Hellas are swept away by the

rivers. In Egypt, however, water never descends upon the fields from
above—not even in these pluvial epochs—but rises from below by a law

of Nature which never varies. Thus, for the above reasons, the traditions

preserved in Egypt are the most ancient in the World. . . . And glorious

or important or in any way remarkable events in the history of Hellas or

of Egypt itself or of any other region within our field of knowledge are

recorded and preserved in our shrines here in Egypfr since a remote
antiquity. On the other hand, human society in Hellas or elsewhere has

always just arrived at the point of equipping itself with written records

and the other requisites of Civilization when, after the regular interval,

the waters that are above the firmament descend upon you like a re-

current malady and only permit the illiterate and uncultivated members
of your society to survive, with the result that you become as little

children and start again from the beginning with no knowledge what-
ever of Ancient History either in Egypt or in your own w^orld. . . .

You have only preserved the memory of one deluge which is the most
recent in a long series.’^

* Plato: Timaeus, zi E-23 c. It will be seen that Plato deliberately emphasizes the
periodic recurrence of the floods and other natural catastrophes which he represents as

perpetually destroying: successive human att* npts at Civilization in every part of the
OlKoiftUvT} except Egypt. On the other hand he version of the Sumeric flood-myth
which the Jews brought back to Syria from . leir Babylonish cjptivity iS equally em-
phatic m recording (iod’s promise that the visitation should never be repeated (Gen.
viii. 2i"2, and ix. 1 1-17). It is interesting to find the notion of a periodic destruction of
the World by natural catastrophes reappearing in the mythology of the Mexic Society.
According to an Aztec myth, there were four successive world-ages, each ending in a
destruction of the World by jaguars, by hurricane, by a volcanic rain of fire, and by
water, respectively (Spinden, H. J.: Ancient Civilisations ''f Alexiio and Central America
(New York 1922, American Museum of Natural History), n. 191 ; Joyce, T. A. : Mexican
Archaeology (London 1914, Lee Warner), pp 50-1; Spence, L : The Civilisation oj

Ancient Mexico (Cambridge 1912, University s), p. 84). This notion of cycles of
civilization punctuated by catastrophes may hav* been inherited by the Mexic Civiliza-

tion from the antecedent Mayan Civilization (Spinden, op. cit., p. 205; Joyce, op. cit.,

p. 239). In any case we may safely assume that it arose in the New World independently
of the similar notions, once current in the Old World, which we have just been surveying.
On the other hand we may postulate an Indie or Babylonic origin for the system of
recurrent c^.cles of 129,600 years—each cycle ending in a catastrophe—which is ex-
pounded by the Far Eastern philosopher Chu ilsi (vivebat a.d. j i 31-1200), though no
doubt the ground for the reception of this idea in the Far Eastern World had been pre-
pared by the familiarity of Far Eastern thought with the Sinic conception of the per-
petual dtemation of Yin and Yang. (For Chu Hsi’s theory of cycles see Hackmann, H.

:

Chinesische Philosophic (Munich 1927, Rheinhardt), pp. 337-8.)
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The same conception of recurrent alternating catastrophe and
rehabilitation is applied to the Cosmos as a whole, instead of just

to a portion of the Olkovimcvt], and is at the same time translated

into theological terms, in another Platonic myth;

‘This Universe is sometime conducted on its path and guided in its

orbit by God, while at other times, when the cycles of its appointed

time have arrived at their tenn, it is released from control by God and
proceeds to revolve in the opposite direction by itself (which it can do,

because it is a living creature endowed with intelligence by the being

who originally constructed it). The tendency towards this reverse motion
is inevitably innate in the Universe ... in virtue of the principle that

perpetual self-consistency and self-identity are properties confined to

a supremely divine order of existence, to which Matter, by its nature,

does not belong. That which we call Space and the Cosmos has been
endowed with many blessings by its Begetter, but these blessings do not

include freedom from a material ingredient. For this reason it is im-

possible for the Cosmos to be permanently exempt from change, though
up to the limits of its capacity it does its utmost to move with a constant

and unvarying rh)"thm in the same locus, and has therefore been allowed

(when it changes) to revolve in the reverse direction as involving the

slightest possible deviation from its proper motion. Perpetual self-

rotation, however, is beyond the capacity of almost every being except

that by which all things that move are conducted, and this being is pre-

cluded from moving them sometimes in one direction and sometimes

in the opposite. From these various premises it follows that the Cosmos,
in alternating between the two contrary revolutions to which it is sub-

ject, neither rotates itself perpetually nor is entirely and perpetually

rotated by God, and again that there are not two gods rotating it with

contradictory purposes, but that (as has just been stated and is the only

remaining alternative) it is sometimes conducted by a divine cause out-

side itself, in which phase it receives an access of vitality and a renewal

of immortality from its Creator, while at other times it is released from
control and moves by itself. . ,

‘In the previous period the whole circular motion itself, in the first

place, was controlled and superintended by God, and the same super-

intendence was provided locally by the assignment of all the parts of

the Cosmos to other controlling deities. Living creatures too, according

to their kinds, were taken in charge, in flocks, by divine spirits, and each

of these good shepherds was efficient in every respect to care for the

creatures under his particular charge, so that there was no savagery, no
preying upon one another, and no war or discord among them at all. . .

.

‘When, however, the period of this dispensation had been completed

and a change was due . .
.

,

at that point the Helmsman of the Universe

abandoned control of His rudder and retired to His observation-post,

and the Cosmos was set rotating in the reverse direction by Destiny

and Innate Desire. Forthwith, all the local gods who shared the

authority ofthe Great Spirit realized whatwas happening and successively
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abandoned control of those parts of the Cosmos which were under their

immediate charge. Then the Cosmos, as it reversed its motion, ex-

perienced the shock oftwo contrary momenta, which were simultaneously
beginning and coming to an end. It quaked to its depths with a terrible

convulsion, which worked corresponding havoc among every race of

living creatures. Afterwards, with the lapse of time, the Cosmos began
to emerge from this tumult and disorder, to obtain relief from the seis-

mic storms, and to settle down into its own habitual rhythm, in which
it exercised control and authority over itself and all that was therein, and
followed the instructions of its Creator and Father to the best of its

recollection.

‘At the beginning it performed its functions with con>parative preci-

sion, and then with growing clumsiness as it approached the final phase.

The cause of this degeneration was the material element in its composi-

tion, which was one of the original ingredients in its nature and which
had been in an utterly chaotic state before the present cosmic order was
imposed upon it. Bv its Constructor the Cosmos has been endowed
with all good qualities. On the other hand, from its previous condition

it has inherited in itself and reproduces in its living creatures all the evil

and unrighteousness that arises in the World of Spaofe. So long as the

Cosmos enjoyed the co-operation of the Helmsman in breeding its living

creatures, it implanted in them only trifling defects with a predominance

of good; and, when it parts company with Him, it always performs its

functions best during the phase least far removed from its release. As
time goes on, however, and forgetfulness invades it, the malady of its

original disharmony begins to gain the upper hand, until in the final

phase It breaks out openly. Then the Cosmos recruits its composition

with such minute doses of good elements and with so predominant an

admixture of the opposite that it comes to be in danger of involving itself

and all things in it in a common destruction.

‘At this point God, who iad originally set it in order, perceives the

straits into which the Cosmos has fdlen, and—anxious lest it may break

up under the tempestuous blows of ^'onfusion and may founder in the

fathomless gulfwhere all things are incv^mmensurable—He again assumes

control of its rudder, n*verses the tendencies towards sickness and dis-

solutioii which had asserted themselves in the previous period when the

Cosmos had been left to itself, sets it in order, corrects that which was
amiss, and thus endows the Cosmos wuth immortality and eternal

youth. . .
.’^

The same cyclic doctrine, with ^he same religious imprint, re-

appears in the second most famous /i the poems of Virgil:

Ultima Cumaei venit iam carminis aetas

;

magnus ab integro saeclorum nascitur ordo.

iam red it et virgo, redeunt Saturnia regna,

iam nova progenies caelo demittitur alto.* . , .

> Plato: Politicus, 269 c 4-270 a; 271 D 2-K 2; 272 D 6-273 * 4 * See further the
Annex to the present chapter on pp. 585-8 below.

* This line reads like a deliberate contradiction of Lucretius: De Rerum Naturae
Book II, 11 . 1153-4, which has been quoted on p. 7, above.—A.J.T.
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alter erit turn Tiphys, et altera quae vehat Argo
delectos heroas; erunt etiam altera bella,

atque itenim ad Troiam magnus mittetur Achilles.*

This philosophy of sheer recurrence, which intrigued, without
ever quite captivating, the Hellenic genius,^ came to dominate con-

contemporary Indie minds, including Siddhartha Gautama’s, ^ and
it has exercised the same domination over the mental outlook of

Hinduism.

‘For Hindus the World is endless repetition, not a progress towards

* Virgil: Eilogue IV, II. 4-7 and 34-6.
* The allusions to this philosophy in Hellenic literature are far too numerous for us

to survey in this place; but we may note one characteristic reference in the surviving
wprks of the Roman historian Tacitus, and a group of references in the Meditations of
the Roman Emperor Marcus Aurelius.
The passage of Tacitus {Annals, Book IK, chap. 55) occurs, as an incidental reflexion,

at the close of a parenthetical note on the variations in the manners and customs of the
Roman aristocracy during the first century of the Principate:

‘Unless perchance there is, inherent in all things, a kind of cycle which generates a

periodicity of manners and customs to match that of times and seasons. This would
imply that our predecessors are not, after all, our superiors in everything, but that our
age, too, has produced many monuments of an admirable ingenuity for Postenty to copy.’
A doctrine that seems comforting to Tacitus seems desolating, however, to Marcus.
‘There is a deadly monotony about the cyclic motion of the Cosmos—up and down,

world without end. . . . Soon we shall be buried under the Earth, and next the Earth
herself will he transformed, and then whatever has arisen out of her transmutation will

undergo the same process again and again to infinity’ (Marcus: Meditations, Book IX,
chap. 28; cf. Book V, chap. 13, and Book V’ll, chap. 1).

The emperor-philosopher relentlessly pursues this theory' of the objective nature of
the Universe into its subjective consequences for the Soul:

‘He who has once seen the Present has for ever seen all things- -all that will be in an
infinite Future, as well as all that has been in a Past that is without beginning. All things
are homogeneous and uniform' (Marcus: Meditations, Book VI, chap. 37).
The logical conclusion is that a man of forty, if he is not positively deficient in in-

telligence, must know as much about human life as if he had been studying it tor 10,000
years (Book VII, chap. 49)—must, in fact, have beheld all things, past and future
(Book XI, chap, i, quoted in this Study in V. C (i) {d) 10, vol. vi, p. 137, below).

This philosophy of disenchantment and ennui had, of course, been inherited by
Marcus from a long line of Hellenic predecessors (compare, for example, Lucretius: De
Rerum Natura, Book III, 11. 944-9); and from these it had already been transmitted to

the children of ahen civilizations upon which a post-Alexandrine Hellenism had im-
pinged. This radiation of a Hellenic WeJianscliauung is no doubt the explanation of a

remarkable assonance between the passages just quoted from Marcus’s Meditations and
a passage in a Jewish philosophical treatise which was written before the beginning of
the Christian Era.

‘The thing that hath been, it is that wliich shall be; and that which is done is that

which shall be done ;
and there is no new thing under the Sun. Is there any thing whereof

it be said: “See, this is new” ? It hath been already of old time, which was before

us’ (Ecclesiastes 1. 9-10).
A place for this Hellenic philosophy of recurrence was tound in the Jewish Weltan-

schauung by the ingenuity of Philo of Alexandria.
‘The divine plan (A<5vos) which is commonly called Chance {tvx^v) makes its rhythmic

movement in a cyclic course {xopevei iv kiJ«A<*>)’ (Philo: Quod Deus Immutabihs, § 176).

But, notwithstanding this Philonic tour de force^ the whole conception was too pro-
foundly alien from the Syriac outlook and temperament to allow of any effective recon-
ciliation or even compromise. In Saint Augustine's De Civitate Dei (Book XII, chaps.

14, 18, 20, and 21) the philosophy of recurrence is mentioned only to be combated. Yet
the Christian theologian is hard put to it when he tries to rebut the suggestion that our
passage of Ecclesiastes is an exposition of the cyclic theory of the Hellenic philosophers.

3 One of the surest marks of the Buddha’s greatness is his heroic struggle with this

dominating and paraWsing idea, until at length he conquered it by finding a way of escape
out of the Wheel of Existence into Nirvana, The courage required for this spiritual feat

of reconnaissance deserves the paean, written by Lucretius in honour of Democritus,
which has been quoted above in II. C (ii) (&) i, vol. i, p. 299.
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an end. Creation has rarely the sense which it bears for Europeans. An
infinite number of times the Universe has collapsed in flaming or watery

ruin, aeons of quiescence follow the collapse, and then the Deity (he has

done it an infinite number of times) emits again from himself worlds and
souls of the same old kind. . . .

‘Hindu chronology revels in periods, whose enormous length, though
expressed in figures, leaves no real impression on the mind: days and
nights of Brahma, Kalpas, Manvantaras, and Yugas, in which gods and
worlds are absorbed into the supreme essence and born again. But

there is no finality about these catastrophes: the destruction of the whole
Universe is as certain as the death of a mouse, and to the philosopher

not more important. Everything is periodic: Buddhas, Jinas, and in-

carnations of all sorts are all members of a series. They all deserve great

respect and are of great importance in their own day, but they are none
of them final, still less are they able to create a new Heaven and Earth

or to rise above the perpetual flux of Samsara

The exuberant Jtlindu fancy has even expressed itself in figures

which come amusingly close to the laborious calculations of our

Western astronomers.

‘Time, like soul and matter, is a phase of the Supreme Spirit, As
Brahma wakes or sleeps, the Universe wakes or sleeps also. Each day
and each night of Brahma is an “aeon*^ (kalpa) and is equivalent to a

thousand “great ages’^ (mahdyuga): that is to say, 1,000x4,320,000
mortal years. During an “aeon’’ fourteen Manus or “Fathers of Man-
kind” appear, each presiding over a period of seventy-one “great ages”

with a surplus. Each “great age” is further divided into four “ages”
(yuga) of progressive deterioration like the golden, silver, brazen and
iron ages of Greek and Roman mythology.’^

Under the influence oi Hinduism or of Neoplatonism^ or ot both,

the philosophy of recurrence has actually succeeded in insinuating

itself, in the mind of at least onr Muslim mystic, into the Syriac

myth of the First and Last Thii gs: a myth which insists, in the

original, upon the uniqueness of the series of divine events which
it purports to reveal. According to Ibn Kdialdun/ the Sufi Ibn
Abl Watll taught that history consists of a recurring cycle of three

phases—the first phase being the appeal auce of a prophet or a saint,

the second phase a caliphate, and the third phase tihe temporary rule

of ‘the Lie’ (Dajal) under the reign '>f Antichrist (Dajjdl)^ pending

the appearance of the next deliverer of Mankind. According to

* Eliot, Sir CharleB: Hinduism and Buddhism (London 1921, Arnold, 3 volsj, vol. i,

pp. bcvii! and 46-7. Compare the same work, vol. ii, pp. 298-9, apropos of the aankhya
pliiloaophy.

* Rapaon, £. J., in The Cambridge History of India^ vol. i (Cambridge 1922, Univer-
sity Press), p. 303, imropoH oi the ^ronological scheme of the Puranas.

3 The doctrine of the world-periods is mentioned in passing by Plotinus in Ennead
V. 7. 2, ad fin,

^ Ibn KhaldOn: Muqaddamdt, translation by de Slane, Baron McG. (Paris 1863-8,
Imprimerie Imp^riale, 3 vols), vol, ii, p. 192.
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this Sufi scheme of history, the expected Mahdi was to play the

part, in the next age to come, that had been played in the

current age by the Prophet Muhammad.
Are these ‘vain repetitions of the Gentiles’ ' really the law of

the Universe and therefore, incidentally, the law of the histories

of civilizations ? This question is of immeasurable importance

—

temporis aeterni quoniam, non unius horae

ambigitur status^

—and if we find that the answer is in ihe affirmative we can hardly

escape the conclusion that we are the perpetual victims of an ever-

lasting cosmic practical joke, which condemns us to endure our

su'fferings and to overcome our difficulties and to purify ourselves

of our sins—only to know in advance that the automatic and inevi-

table lapse of a certain meaningless measure of 'Fime cannot fail to

stultify all our human exertions by reproducing the same situation

again and again ad infinitum^ just as though we had never exerted

ourselves at all. In an eternally repetitive universe all human
endurance becomes the torment of a Tityos or an Ixion, and all

human action becomes the ineffective gesture of a Tantalus or

else the lost labour of a Sisyphus or a Danaid.^

This conclusion may be tolerable to an unusually robust intellect

in an unusually sanguine mood. iVristotle, for example, shows no
sign of distress when he pricks the bubble of his owm philosophy by
making the casual observation, in the middle of a treatise on
meteorology, that

Tn human history the recurrence of identical scientific views does not

happen just once or twice or a small number of times ;
it happens ad

infinitum'^

In another passage, again, Aristotle deals with the problem of

periodicity in human affairs, through the concrete example of the

implications of a recurrence of the Trojan War, as though these

implications were nothing more than an intellectual conundrum.

‘How are the concepts of priority and posteriority to be taken ? Are
we to take it that the generation of the Trojan War is prior to ours, and
that their predecessors are prior to them, and that those who are previous

* Matt. VI. 7.
2 Lucretius: De Rerum Natura, Book III, H 1073-4, quoted m I. C (1) (a), vol. 1,

on p. 56, footnote, above
3 It js possible (see V. C (li) (a), Annex II, vol.vi, pp. 522-3, below) that the tepetition

tn aeternum of the actions and suffering of these figures of Hcllenjc mythology, w hich
18 of the essence of their myths m the forms m whidi these have come down to us, was
not an original trait but was an adventitious idea that was read into them, in and after

the sixth century b.c., under the influence of Oiphmm.
+ 01) ydp tHi (fr/ioofiiof diraf oiMW fllr oW* (JAiycbos rdy ai>Tds Wfaj duoKVKAdti' yivofiivas iv rots dyOpuf

trots, dAA’ dv*ipdKii—Aristotle: Meteorologica, Book I, chap 3, apropos of Anaxagoras*
anticipation of Aristotle’s own theory of the ether. A similar illustration of the cyclic

theory is used by Samt Augustine in De Ctvttate Det, Book XII, chap. 14.
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are prior ad infinitum ? Or, if the Universe has a beginning and a middle

and an end, and if, when anybody is brought by old age to the terminus,

he comes round right back again to the starting-point, then what stands

in the way of our being nearer to the starting-point than the generation

of the Trojan War were?* And if, in virtue of this, we might possess

priority, what stands in the way of a correspondence between the process

of the genesis and disintegration of things subject to decay and the

circular motion that is characteristic of all the heavenly bodies ? Why
should not their genesis and decay be repetitive, in the sense of the

proverb that “Human life is a vicious circle*’? It would be silly, of

course, to suppose that the same state of human society was reproduced

statistically, but a morphological reproduction would not be so difficult

to demonstrate. On this showing, we might actually possess priority,

and one might conceive the structure of the series as a continuous and
unifonu process of coming round again full circle to the starting-point.

According to Alcmaeon, human beings are subject to death because they

do not possess the art of joining their beginning to their end
;
and it is

a brilliant observation if one t^es the aphorism symbolically without

attempting a literal application. Weil, if human history is a circle, and
if a circle has no starting-point and no terminus, it*^follows that the

priority which consists in being nearer to the starting-point cannot be
possessed either by us over the generation of the Trojan War or by that

generation over us.’-^

Thus Aristotle propounds the problem and feels no pang; but

when Virgil plays with the doctrine of recurrence in his Fourth
Eclogue, and applies it in his turn to the Trojan War in a passage

quoted above, his sensitive imagination apprehends the nightmare

vision of human affairs which it is on the point of conjuring up, and
his literary dexterity promptly contrives a deft retreat. Virgil

grasps at the Platonic corivcit of an alternation between two move-
ments in contrary directions, and professes to have caught his

glimpse of a recurring 'Trojan Wa» !n a magic rewinding of the film

of Hellenic history from the year f { Pollio’s consulship right back

to the blissful reign of Cronos.^ This reverse-movement is so

‘ In this abstract speculation Aristotle happens to have hit the mark in respect of
the particular pair of historical moments which he has taken as his illustrations; foi ‘the

generation of the Trojan War' actually lived at the very terminus of the history of the
Mmoan Civilization, whereas Aristotle’s own generation, which lived more than eight
hundred years later on the single-track scale of Astroni>» deal Time, was born into the
history of the HeUenic Civilization more than a thousand years before its terminal date.

Thus, ns a matter of fact, Aristotle was prio* Agamemnon (in the sense in which
Aristotle uses the term ‘priority’ in this passage^ by more than 800 years if we find the
Hellenic counterpart and 'contemporary' of the Minoan Agamemnon in a Theodoric,
and by more than yoo if we find him in a Dagobert. But of course this historical fact

is no sufficient ground for a theory of cycles that are all predestined and are each of the
same invaiiable length.—A.J.T. ^ Aristotle: Problemata, xviii. 3.

3 Here \ irgil's ultimate source may well be ihe passage in Plato’s Politicus from which
quotations have been made in this chapter on pp. 26-7, above

;
fo'- the notion of a reverse

movement, which is applied 10 the life of the Cosmos as a whole in the portions of the
passage that have been quoted, is worked out in the context with particular application
to the life of Man and the other animals, and is explicitly made to lead back in this domain
to the M rQs Kpdvov dwdfi€u>s fiCos (Plato: Politicus

j

270 u-~2yz d).
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miraculously speeded up that the historic events which it has taken

twelve centuries to evolve are re-wound, in the poet’s fancy, be-

tween the birth and the coming of age of the Child of Promise. In

this setting the recurrent Trojan War is lightly dismissed by Virgil

as a slight and momentary recrudescence of the Old Adam, which
simply serves as a foil to the swiftly and securely re-dawning
Golden Age, like a patch w hich brings out the colour of an eigh-

teenth-century beauty’s cheek.

Pauca tamen suberunt priscae vestigia fraudis,

quae ternptare Thetim ratibus, quae cingere muris
oppida, quae iubeant telluri infindere sulcos.*

Yet the poet has not really succeeded, by this hger de maitiy in

exorcising the spectre which he has evoked; for in his heart he
knows all the time that Life and Action cannot ever really run
backwards, and that the Trojan War, whose recurrence he has fore-

seen, cannot be just an interlude after which the Golden Age w^ill

set in again untarnished. When Virgil returns from his day-dream
of an Earthly Paradise Regained to resume the spiritual burden of

his own tormented generation, he confesses that the heroic warfare

of the Achaeans in the pre-Hellenic interregnum has led on,

through a continuous chain of karma^ to the internecine warfare of

the Roman war-lords.

Satis iam pridem sanguine nostro

Laomedonteae luimus periuria Troiae . . .

quippe ubi fas versum atque nefas; tot bclla per orbcm.
tarn multae scelerum facies, non ullus aratro

dignus honos, squalent abductis arva colonis,

et curvae rigiduin falces conflantur in enseni, . . .

vicinae ruptis inter se legibus urbes

arma ferunt
;
saevit toto Mars impius orbc

;

ut cum carceribus sese effudere quadrigae,

addunt in spatio, et frustra retinacula tendens

fertur equis auriga neque audit currus habenas.^

Is the Trojan War to recur innumerable times over, when it is

fated each time to precipitate an age-long avalanche of wickedness

and woe } This question, which Virgil dares not face, is answered
by Shelley in a chorus which begins as a Virgilian reminiscence

and ends on a note which is altogether Shelley’s own :

—

The World’s great age begins anew,
The golden years return,

The Earth doth like a snake renew
Her winter weeds outworn :

Heaven smiles, and faiths and empires gleam
Like wrecks of a dissolving dream . . .

» Virgil: Eclogue IV, 11 . 31-3. » Virgil: Georgia 1
,

11 , *;oi-2, 505-8, 510-4.
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A loftier Argo cleaves the main,
Fraught with a later prize

;

Another Orpheus sings again,

And loves, and weeps, and dies

;

A new Ulysses leaves once more
Calypso for his native shore.

Oh! write no more the Tale of Troy,
If Earth Death’s scroll must be!

Nor mix with Laian rage the joy
Which dawns upon the free,

Although a subtler Sphinx renew
Riddles of death Thebes never knew. . . .

Oh cease! Must Hate and Death return.^

Cease ! Must men kill and die ?

Cease! Drain not to its dregs the urn
Of bitter prophecy.

The World is weary of the Past:

Oh might it die or rest at last!

If the law of the Universe is really the sardonic law Plus fa
change plus c^est la meme chose no v/onder that the poet cries for

the Buddhist release from a Wheel of Existence which may be a

thing of beauty so long as it is merely guiding the stars in their

courses, but which is an intolerable tread-mill for our human feet.

Does reason constrain us to believe that the cyclic movement of

the stars is also the movement of human history^ ? A skilful advo-

cate of the cyclic doctrine might concede that, on the showing of

our W^estern cosmologists, the wave-length of the hypothetical

social cycles can have no direct relation to the vastly longer wave-
length of the hypothetical cycles of alternate unwinding and re-

winding in the clockwork of lh< material Universe.^ But, having

made this concession, he rnighv then go on to suggest that the

occurrence of symptoms of periodicity in the social history of

Mankind and in the astronomical history of the Cosmos alike is a

coincidence which can hardly be dismissed as just fortuitous. Does
it not rather indicate that this periodiciiy is the very rhythm of

Existence; and, in the course of this Study of History, have we not

stumbled upon examples of the tame rhythm time and again—in

fact, w'henever we have had any measure of apparent success in dig-

ging down to the roots of the Tree of Life and in laying our finger

on the springs of human action? What, ‘in the last analysis’, are

those movements of Yin-and-Yang and Challenge-and-Response

and Withdrawal-and-Rcturn and Apparcntation-and-Aftiliation

> Karr, Alphonse: Les Guipes, January 1849.
2 For thib consideration see p. 10, above.
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which we have taken some intellectual pleasure in discerning and
bringing to light ? Are not these all just different variations on the

periodic rhythm ?

Our reply to this dialectical manoeuvre will be to concede, in turn,

our opponent’s point but to contest the inference that he seeks to

draw from it.

Certainly, in all these movements of the forces that weave the

web of human history, an element of sheer recurrence can be
detected. Indeed, it stares us in the face. Yet the shuttle which
shoots backwards and forwards across tiie loom of Time* in a per-

petual to-and-fro is all this time bringing into existence a tapestry

in which there is manifestly ‘a progress towards an end’ and not

just an ‘endless repetition’ in the likeness of the shuttle’s own
action. This we know from our empirical study of the outcome of

Yin-and-Yang and Challenge-and-Response and Withdrawal-and-

Return in the histories of civilizations.

The transition from Yin to Yang, in any given case, is no doubt
one repetition of a repetitive action; yet this repetition is neither

vain nor stale, since it is the necessary condition for an act of crea-

tion which is new and spontaneous and unique.^ Similarly, the

response to a challenge which provokes a further challenge and
thereby evokes a further response which is likewise provocative in

its turn, no doubt sets up a cyclic movement like the endless repe-

tition of a particular group of figures that follows the appearance of

the first recurrent cypher in a recurring decimal. Yet we have seen

that it is precisely this kind of response—the response which in-

augurates a cyclic movement by providing for its own successor

—

that releases the Promethean ^lan of social growth. 3 Again, the

withdrawal and return of individual personalities, or of minorities,

who first leave and afterw^ards re-enter the common life of the

society to which they belong, may look like a monotonous process

when the historical examples are set out in a catalogue. Yet we
have seen that these are the creative individuals and minorities to

whose experiences and actions a growing society owes its growth;

and they are able to exercise this creative power upon their return

because they have acquired it during their withdrawal. At each

repetition the familiar cycle of Withdrawal-and-Return brings

about a unique transformation of a personality and enhancement
of its powers and ennoblement of its functions.

The simple truth is that, in any analysis of rhythm, we have to

distinguish between the movements of the part and of the whole

* Scr Goethe: Famt, 11 . 501-9, quoted in Pait II. 13
,
vol. i, p. 204, above, and again

in V. C (ill), vol. VI, p. 324, below.
* See II. C (11) (b) r, passim, in vol. i, above.
3 See Part III B, passim, m vol. in, above.
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and between the natures of the means and of the end. There is no
law of pre-established harmony which decrees that the end must
have the same nature as the means or the whole the same move-
ment as the part; and this is immediately obvious in the case of

the wheel, which is the original simile and the permanent symbol
of the whole cyclic philosophy. The movement of the wheel is

admittedly repetitive in relation to the wheel’s own axle; but the

wheel has only been manufactured and fitted to its axle in order to

become a part of a vehicle; and the fact that the vehicle can only

move in virtue of the wheel’s circular movement round the axle

does not compel the vehicle itself to travel like a merry-go-round
in a circular track. It is true that, without the repetitive circular

movement of the wheel, the vehicle could not move on any track

at all; but while the wheel is indispensable to the vehicle as a means
of locomotion, it is incapable of dictating the course on which the

vehicle is to move when once the w^heel is working and the vehicle’s

poweis of locomotion are thereby assured. I'he course depends
upon the manipulation of the reins or the steering-gear by the

driver. It would be fantastic to suggest that, just because the

wheel possesses the power to bring the vehicle to a halt by refusing

to go on turning round, it must therefore possess the further

power of compelling the vehicle to travel in a circular orbit, in the

likeness of the wheel’s own orbit round its axle, by some occult art

of sympathetic magic

* The follow injf comment., on this p.<!ssdge have been communirated to the writer by
Lord Samuel, who very kindh read the piesent chapter In fore it went to press

‘The illustration of the wheel and the wagon is ingenious and illuminating, but does
It do more than remove the difbtulv from the long range to the short range—or rather
the relatively shorter range? i or the short jiange is long enough to include, not only
esery individual life, but su< cessions of nidn/ generations U v^e are to distinguish
between wheel and wagon, individuals are particles of the wheel, since they aie subject to

the short range alternation Although in a housand veais the hub of the wheel, w ith the
rest of the wagon, may be further forwar

,
the individuals, on this thcorv, must find

themselves inexoiablv moved round the. c. ^Ic. And is not th* mover tent of the wagon
Itself the consequence of the movement of the wheels^ If not, of what is it the conse-
quence? I believe the truth to be that each person, and each socict>, is indeed the pro-
duct of causes, and that Neccssitv prevails, if b/ NTcessitv you mean the lotal sum of
all those causes But the causes in e.v’^i rv case are innumerable If they are traced back
even some little way towards their origins, tliey will soon run into millions, most of
them indefinable by us. And their interactions arc cl infinite complexity It is impossible,
therefore, to predict what will be the outcome of rOy actual combination of causes,

whether in the case of a person oi of a society Wc may he able to d'sentangle a few
causes here and there, and say that expei n c shows that such and such effects will

follow from them. And wc do this in our 8>»tcnns of education and of politics Bat we
cannot carry this process far enough, or accurately enough, to be able lo predict what
will happen in each particular case, and that is wh^ life is an ait rather than a science

—

and so, 1 believe, is politics An individual acts according to his character, and a society

similarly; and, starting as from that character as it ib at anv moment, the individual or

the SOCK ty has freedom to act But the chara^ ter itself is the produc t ol c auses, and there-

fore IS, at that level, the outcome of Necessity
’

In Lord Samuel’s argument (which will also be found set out less summarily in his

since pubbshed book Belief and Action (London 1937, Cassell), pp 194-20^) it will be

seen that he does not disagree with the present writer s primary proposition that in

human affairs there is a net of Necessity as well as a breath of Freedom Lord Samuel’s

cnticism 18 directed against the secondary proposition that the texture of cause-and-
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Indeed, if the relations between wheel and vehicle or part and

whole or means and end are governed by any law at all, it is not a

law" of identity but a law of diversity, under which a repetitive

movement of the wheel or the part or the means brings about a

non-repetitive movement of the vehicle or the whole or the end,

while conversely the end attains its unique realization and the

whole its unique individuality and the vehicle its unique goal

through the repetitive employment of similar means and the re-

petitive juxtaposition of standard parts and the repetitive revolu-

tion of a wheel round its axle.

In the mechanism of any mechanical tractor this is true not only

of the road-wheels but of every wheel in the engine, including the

fly-wheel. To the novice in mechanics the giant fly-wheel, w"hich

is the most prominent part of a traction-engine in motion, seems
to be spinning round quite aimlessly in the air and using up powder

which might be better employed
; but the mechanician knows that,

if the fly-wheel were un-mounted, then the road-wheels of the

traction-engine might catch and stick at their dead-points, with

the result that the traction-engine itself, with all its train of trucks,

would be brought to an abrupt halt instead of moving steadily for-

ward towards its journey’s end. Thus, contrary to all appearance,

the sheer cyclic movement of the fly-wheel is helping to carry the

whole train forward continuously in a straight line, and the train is

accomplishing its ‘one-way* journey through the agency of wheels

that are turning round and round.

This harmony of two diverse movements—a major irreversible

movement which is borne on the wings of a minor repetitive move-
ment—is perhaps the essence of what we mean by rhythm; and
we can discern this play of forces not only in the mechanized
rhythm of our man-made machinery but likewise in the organic

rhythm of life. The annual procession of the seasons, which
brings with it the annual withdrawal and return of vegetation, has

made possible the secular evolution of the Vegetable Kingdom.
The sombre cycle of birth and reproduction and death has

made possible the evolution of all the higher animals up to Man

effect is woven on a pattern that can be discerned by human minds. This proposition
is no doubt speculative and disputable. The empirical method by which we have tried

to test it can establish, at best, only a presumption and not a proof. If, however, for the
sake of the argument, this presumption may be assumed for the moment to have been
established, that conclusion docs not, so far as the present writer can see, circumscribe
the bounds of human freedom more narrowly than they have been drawn by Lord
Samuel. If oner it is admitted that there is an element of Necessity—coexisting side by
side with an element of Freedom— in human affairs, the scope of this Freedom is surely
not affected by our answer to the question whether Sarva Neccssitas,m her own acknow-
ledged sphere, dances to a perceptible rhythm or obeys no intelligible Jaw. At any rate the
writer heartily agrees with Lord Samuel {BelieJ and Action^ p. 205) that for human beings
*everything depends upon their own individual decisions and actions', and that *there

can be no division between State morality and personal morality’.
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himself.* The goose-step of a pair of legs enables a walker to ‘cover

the ground*
;
the pumping-action of the lungs and the heart enables

the human being to live out his life; the bars of music and the feet,

lines, stanzas and cantos of poetry enable the composer and the

poet to expound their themes; the scenes and acts of plays permit
the presentation of the plots; the cyclic rotation of the praying-
wheel carries the Buddhist towards the goal of Nirvana in the
alternative vehicles of the Hinayana and the Mahayana; and even
the Wheel of Existence, from \vhich the Buddhist discipline

promises release, produces the abiding and cumulative burden of

karma which is handed on from one incarnation-cyde to the next
and thereby transforms a trivial round into a tragic history. The
planetary ‘Great Year’^ itself, which is perhaps the origin of the

whole cyclic philosophy, can no longer be mistaken for the ultimate

and all-embracing movement of a stellar cosmos in which our local

solar system has dwindled into a speck of dust under the mighty
magnifying lens of our latter-day Western Astronomy. The repe-

titive ‘music of the spheres’ dies down to an undertone in an ex-

panding physical universe of nebulae and star-clusters which are

apparently receding from one another with incredible velocity,

while the relativity of the Space Time framework gi^^es to each

successive position of the vast astral array the irrevocable historic

uniqueness of a dramatic ‘situation* in some play in which the

actors are living personalities.

Thus the detection of periodic repetitive movements in our

analysis of the process of Civilization does nut by any means imply

that the process itself, to which these contributory movements
minister, is of the same cyclic order as they are. On the contrary,

if any inference at all can be drawn legitimately from the periodi-

city of these minor movements, wt may rather infer that the major

movement which they bear along upon their monotonously rising

and falling wings is of the diverse order, or, in other words, that it

is not recurrent but is progressive. This tentative conclusion^ is

* For the annual rycle of the t orn and the htc-c>clr of Mankind and for the ai.alogies

between the two ‘.ee 111 , C (il) (A), vol. ni, pp, 24S 63, u ove
* For the Ilabylonic Jj'icovery of the ‘Cheat Year* hee .he p’-esent chapter, pp. 23-4,

above, and V. C (i) (0 i, vol. v, pp. 56-7, be’o^^'

3 In the view' that ha.s been put forw'ard abc a SpenKlcrian belief in an element of

recurrence in human affairs has been combined with an Rinsteinian belief in an element
of uniqueness and irreversibility in the mo\cment of the stars, /'n ci^hteenth-century

philosopher who rombi'ied a belief in human progress with a Newtonian conception of

physics saw the Physical I' niver.se as the w’hecl and Mankind as the vehicle for which
this wheel’s vain repetitions provide a means of locomotion along a 'one-way road.

’Les ph^nom^nes de la nature, sournis a des lois constantc*, sont renferm^s dans un
cercle de revolutions toujours les mfimes. Tout renait, tout pent; tt dans ces generations

successives, par Jesquelles les veg^taux et Jes animaux se reproduisent, Je temps ne fait

que ramener A cheque instant I'image de ce qu’il a fait disparaitie. La succession dcs

hommes, au contraire, offre de si^cle en si^clc un spectacle toujours van^ La raison,

les passions, la iiberte, produiser.t sans cesse de nouveaux Cv^nements. Tous les Ages
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sufficient for our purpose at the moment, since it effectively breaks

the spell that was threatening to keep Ixion bound for ever to his

wheel and Sisyphus for ever rolling his stone towards the summit
of the mountain We are not condemned to believe in the cyclic

version of predestinarianism as the supreme law of our human
history; and this was the last form of the necessitarian doctrine

with which we had to contend.

This is a message of encouragement for us children of the

Western Civilization as we drift to-day alone, on the 'wide wide

sea’ of human history, with none but dead or stricken civilizations

around us. Manifestly 'the door of death is not closed’.* Si monu-
mentum requiris circumspice. The dead civilizations strew the deck

of the ship of human fortunes; and we, and we only, are left.^ By
the Law of Chance the odds are certainly sixteen to ten, and pos-

sibly twenty-five to one, that Death the Leveller will lay his icy

hand on us likewise; and, as we contemplate these disconcerting

figures, WT may still be inclined to repine in the elegiac mood of

William Dunbar’s Lament:

I that in heill was and gladness

Am trublit now w’ith great sickness

And feeblit with infirmity:

Timor Mortis conturbat me .

That strong unmerciful tyrand

Takis, on the motheris breast sowkand,
The babe full of benignitie :

Imor Mortis conturbat me ,

He spairis no lord for his piscence,

Na clerk for his intelligence *

His awful straik may no man ilee

:

Timor Mortis conturbat me ,

He has done petuously devour

The noble Chaucer, of makaris flour,

The Monk of Bury, and Gower, all three:

Timor Mortis conturbat me .

He has tane Rowll of Aberdene,

And gentill Rowll of Corstophinc;

Two better fallowis d^*d no man see:

Timor Mortis conturbat me . , .

sont enchain^s . . et le genre humain, consld4re depuis son engine, paratt aux yeux
d’un philosophe un tout immense, qui lui-mfime a, coinme chaque individu, son enfance
et ses progr^s.’—Turgot, A. R. J. : ‘Second Diacours, sur lea Progr^s Successifa dt I’Esprit

Humain, prononc^ Ic ii l^ccembre, 1750*, in CEuvresde Turgot (Paris 1844, Guillaumin,
2 vols,), vol. li, PP- 597~8-

* Lucretius: De Rerum Natura, Book V, 1. 373, quoted in Part IV. A, on p. 4, above.
* I Kings xviii. 2z, and xix. 10 and 14.
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Sen he has all my brothers tane,

He will nocht let me live alane

;

Of force I mon his next prey be

:

Timor Mortis conturbat me . .

Yet, even in our forlorn and melancholy plight, our deliverance

from the incubus of the predcstinariarl creed should put us in

better heart; for, if this creed is non-proven, then even in Life-m-
Death there is still Hope-against-Hope. The Goddess with whom
we have to do battle is not Saeva Necessitas* with her lethal

armoury, but only Probability, whom mortal valour wielding

mortal weapons may one day drive ignominiously off the field, as

Diomede, with Athena’s blessing, once routed Aphrodite.^ The
Mariner’s proper watchword, as he keeps his lonely vigil in this

haunted ship upon enchanted seas, is not the Scots poet’s elegy

but the Greek sailor’s epitaph:

Navrjyov ra^os* elfxr <jv 8e ttAcc* Kal yap 6d' ry/ieiy

(LXofieO' , al AotTrat vtJc? iTTOvroiTopovv

?

The dead civilizations are not ‘dead by fate’
;
and therefore a living

civilization is not doomed inexorably m advance migrare adplures:

to join the majority of its kind that have suffered shipwreck.

Though sixteen civilizations may have perished already to our

knowledge, and nine others may be now at the point of death, and
though Nature, in her w’anton prodigality, may be wont to slay the

representatives of a species, not by tens or scores, but by thousands

and tens of thousands,^ before she rouses herself to create a new
specific mutation, we need fear no evil from the encompassing

shadow of Death ;5 for v e are not compelled to submit our fate to

the blind arbitrament or statistics. The divine spark of creative

power is instinct in ourselves; and if we have the grace to kindle it

into flame, then the stars in theii ourses^ cannot defeat our efforts

to attain the goal of human endcc*vours.

II. LOSS OF COMMAND OVER THE ENVIRONMENT ?

{a) THE PHYSICAL ENViRONMEMT

If we have proved to our sati‘'faction that the breakdowns of

civilizations are not brought about t )
the operation, either recurrent

or progressive, of cosmic forces which are outside human control,

we have still to find the true cause of these human catastrophes;

and, in pursuing our search, we shall look now for some fatal mi3-

carriage in the action of the human beings whose overlapping fields

* Horace: Carmina, Book I, Ode 35, 1 . 17. ^ Jliad, Book V, 11 , 330-54.
3 Theodoridea in Anthologia Palattna, No. 282. 1 Samuel xvui. 7.

^ Psalm xxni. 4. * Judges v. 20.
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of activity conjure a civilization into existence on their common
ground.* Are the breakdowns of civilizations due to some loss of

command over the environment on the part of their human ‘mem-
bers’ ? In attempting to answer this question, it will be convenient

to abide by our usual distinction between two kinds of environ-

ment: the physical and the human.
Do civilizations break down owing to a loss of command over

the physical environment? As a measure of the degree of com-
mand over the physical environment that is possessed by any given

society at any given stage in its history, we may take, as before, the

state of its technique; and we have already ascertained, in the

course of a previous inquiry into the process by which civilizations

grow, that, if we set ourselves to plot out two sets of curves—one
set representing the vicissitudes in the histories of civilizations and
the other set the contemporary vicissitudes in the state of technique

—the two sets not only fail to correspond but display wide and
frequent discrepancies.^ We find cases of technique improving
while civilizations remain static or go into decline, as well as

examples of the converse situation in which technique remains

static while civilizations are in movement- -either forward or back-

ward3 as the case may be.+ It will be seen that, in the act of proving

that an increase of command over the physical environment is not

the criterion of the growths of civilizations, we have gone a long

way towards proving incidentally that a loss of command over the

physical environment is not the criterion of their breakdowns. In

order to complete this latter demonstration in this place, we have
still to show that, in certain cases in which the breakdown and dis-

integration of a civilization have been accompanied by a decline in

technique, so that the two curves here exceptionally coincide, the

coincidence does not mean that the downward movement of tech-

nique and the downward movement of the civilization are related

to one another as cause and as effect respectively.

An investigation of these cases will make it clear that, in so far

as any causal relation at all can be established, it is always the

decline of the civilization that is the cause and the decline of tech-

nique the consequence or symptom. When a civilization is in

* See III, C (ii) (a), vol. iii, pp. 223-48, above.
* See III. C (i) (h), vol. iii, pp. 154-74, above.
3 ‘Pour la vapeur et toutes lea d^couvcrtes industrielles, je dirai aussi, commc de

rimprimerie, que ce gont de granda moyena; j'ajouterai quc Ton a vu quelquefoia des
proced^B n4s de d^couvenes scientiiiqucs sc perp^tuer a I’^tat de routine, quand le

mouvement intellectuel qui les avait fait naltre s'^tait arrfit^ pour toujours, et avail

laisB^ perdre le secret th^orique d'oCi ces procdd^s ^manaient. Enfin, je rapi>ellerai

que le bien-£tre materiel n’a jamaia qu^ine annexe ext^rieure de la civilisation, et

qu’on n’a jamais entendu dire d’une soci^t^ qu’elle avait v6cu uniquement parce qu’elle

connaissait les moyens d’aller vite et de se bien v^tir.*—de Gobincau, le Comte J. A. : Fssai
tur Vlnigaliti des Races Humaines (Paris 1853-5, Firmin Didot, 4 vols.), vol. i, pp. 200-1.

^ See III. C (i) (6), vol. hi, p. 159, above.
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decline in all its aspects and activities, it sometimes happens that a

particular technique which has been both feasible for and profitable

to this civilization in the groAvth-stage now begins to encounter
increasing social obstacles and to yield diminishing economic
returns; and if, in the end, the technique in question becomes
positively and patently unremunerative, it is sometimes deliberately

abandoned even before it has become socially impossible to prac-

tise. It would obviously be a complete inversion of the true order
of cause and effect in such a case to suggest that the abandonment
of the technique was neither an act of economic policy nor a con-
fession of social bankruptcy, but was a consequence of a loss of

technical conunand, and that this hypothetical loss of command,
in its turn, was the cause of the long antecedent breakdown of the

civilization. The cause of this breakdown is not to be found in a

retrogression in technique, when this retrogression is no more than
a symptom of the decline by w^hich the breakdown is followed.

An obvious case in point is the abandonment of the Roman roads

in Western Europe, which was manifestly not tlte cause but the

consequence of the break-up ofthe Roman Empire and the previous

breakdown of a Hellenic Society which was embodied in the

Roman Empire in the last stage but one of the Hellenic decline.

This social maladv was the cause of the abandonment of the roads,

and not any loss of the technique of road-building and road-

maintenance. I'hese Roman roads became derelict, not through a

failure of technical skill, but because in Western Europe, between
the fifth century of the Christian Era and the eighteenth, the general

state of society was such that a road-system of the Roman standard

w'ould not have paid its ay and would therefore have been a social

incubus instead of a social asset. Since the recent revival of road-

building in the Western World, t’ ere have been similar examples
of the deliberate abandonment, fo" the same rca.'.on, of roads that

have been built in nun-Western countries which have been under

temporary Wc&tern o<xupation. For mstance, the roads built by

the British authorities in the Ionian Islands during the British pro-

tectorate of 1815-64 have been partly abandoned, or at least they

have considerably deteriorated, since the tcimination of the British

connexion and the incorporation ^^e islands into the Kingdom
of Greece. And the same fate has overtaken the roads that were
built by the Allied Armies in Greek Macedonia in 1916-18, and
by a British force in Eastern Persia (to the Persian city of Mashhad
from the British-Indian rail-head in Baluchistan) during the same
years.

Nor can the decline and fall of the Hellenic Civilization be traced

back to a decline in technique simply by extending our vision from
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the single technique of road-building to embrace the whole tech-

nical apparatus of economic life. ‘The economic explanation of

the decay of the Ancient World must be rejected completely. . . .

The economic simplification of ancient life was not the cause of

what we call the decline of the Ancient World, but one of the aspects
ofthe more general phenomenon. This more general phenomenon,
to which Professor RostovtzefF alludes in this passage, is ‘the failure

of administration and the ruin of the middle class, as revealed by
the I'heodosian Code’, which is described in detail by Professor

Dill.* This general social breakdovvn accounts for the abandon-
ment not only of the Roman roads but also of other parts of the

technical apparatus of the Roman World which were abandoned
It the same time: for instance, the shipping services which had
ensured the food-supply of the population of the City of Rome by
providing for the maritime transport of corn that had been grown
on the African side of the Mediterranean. Without recourse to the

unsubstantiated hypothesis of a loss of technical skill, the technical

decline is easily deducible from social causes; but, by the same
token, this technical decline affords no explanation of the social

decline which is the object of our present investigation.

The abandonment of the Roman roads has a contemporary
parallel in the partial abandonment of the far older irrigation-

system in the alluvial delta of the Tigris-Kuphrates Basin.^ In the

seventh century of the Christian Era the reconditioning of these

hydro-engineering works was left in default in a large section of

South-Western Traq after the works had been put out of action by
a flood which had probably done no more serious damage than

many floods that had come and gone in the course of the preceding

four thousand years. Thereafter, in the thirteenth century, the

entire irrigation-system of Traq was allowed to go to ruin. Why,
on these occasions, did the inhabitants of ' Iraq abandon the con-

servation of a system which their predecessors had successfully

maintained for some thousands of years without a break—a system,

moreover, on which the agricultural productivity of the country

depended and, therewith, its capacity for supporting the existing

population at its existing standard of living? At first sight, this

* RostovtzefF, M.: The Social and Economic History of the Roman Empire (C)A.ford

1926, Clarendon Press), pp. 302-5 and 482-5.
Dill, Samuel: Roman Society in the Last Century of the Western Empire, 2nd edition

London 1905, Macmillan), Book 111 .

- Sec Lcstrange, Guy: The Lands of the Eastern Caliphate (Cambridge 1905, Univer-
sity Press), pp. 25-9. The great catastrophe, which resulted in a diversion of the mam
stream of the Tigris in its lower course from a channel approximately coincident with its

present bed into the channel now known as the Shatt-al-IIayy, appears to have taken
nlace in the reign of the Sasauian Emperor KhusrQ Parwiz \imperabat A.n. 590-628).
There had been an anticipatory disaster in the reign of Kawadli [Qubfidh] I {imperabat
A.D. 488-531), but this had been partially, though only partially, retrieved in the reign
of KhusrQ Anushirwan {imperabat a.d, 53 1-79).
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manifestly suicidal neglect looks so perverse that a sheer inability to

perform the work, owing to a loss of technique, might appear to

be the only plausible explanation. Yet no historical evidence of this

hypothetical loss of engineering technique appears to be forth-

coming; and the true explanation seems to be that the abandon-
ment of the works was not the cause but was rather the consequence

ofa decline in population and in prosperity which was itselfthe result

of social causes. The ancient irrigation-system of the Land of

Shinar was allowed to fall locally derelict in the seventh century of

the Christian Era and to go to ruin altogether in the thirteenth

century because, in each of those two ages, the Syriac Civilization

was at so low an ebb in 'Iraq, and the consequent general state of

insecurity was so extreme, that nobody at the time had either the

means of investing capital, or the motive for employing energy, in

river-conservancy and irrigation work. So far from it being a loss

of technique that wrecked the irrigation-system of Traq and there-

by contributed to the decline and fall of the Syriac Civilization, it

was this social decline and fall that caused the pro^essive abandon-

ment of the Traqi irrigation-system by overwhelming the people of

Traq under a succession ot social catastrophes: the great Romano-
Persian War of a.d. 603-28

;
the consequent, and immediately sub-

sequent, overrunning of ’ Iraq by the Primitive Muslim Arabs
;
and

the Mongol invasion of a.d. 1258 which dealt the moribund Syriac

Civilization its coup de grdce,^ By the same token, our examination

of the technical factor leaves the decline and fall of the Syriac

Civilization still unexplained.

The conclusion that the decline and fall of the Syriac Civiliza-

tion is to be regarded i^.jt as an eifcct but rather as the cause of

the progressive ruin of the irrigation-system of Traq in the sixth,

seventh, and thirteenth centuric'i :)f the Christian Era is supported

by an historical precedent; for the Syriac Society was not, of course,

the first civilization that had installed itself in the Land of Shinar.

In this portion of its eventual domain the Syriac Society was the

residuary legatee of the Babylonic (which was itself the successor

of a Sumeric Society which had been the original creator of the

fields and cities of Sumer and Akkad out of an inhospitable and

untenanted iungle-swanip2); and unrepaired ruin of the irriga-

tion-system of the whole of the Land of Shinar in the course of the

* In a similar way the anticipatory physical disaster in the reign of Kawadh [Qub§^]

1 can be explained as the reflexion of an earlier bout of social c^astrophes. ®

destruction of the Emperor Piruz and his army by the Ephthalite
v If

A.D. 484 rsee V. C (i) (4 3, v.>l. , p. 279, footnote i, and V. C (1) ,c) 3. II, vrt. v p.

600, below) ; the Romano-Persian wars of a.d. 502-5 and 528-32 ;
and the

fathered by the Prophet Mazdak. which came to a head ettea a.d. 528-9 Csce V. W
2, vol. V, p, 129, below).

2 See II. C (ii) (&) 2, vol, i, pp. 3i5-*8. **»ve.
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last eight centuries of Syriac history has an analogue in the un-
retrieved destruction of the local network of drainage- and irriga-

tion-canals in the territory of the ancient city-state of Ur in an
earlier age when the Babylonic Civilization was in extremis.

At other points in this Study* the disintegration of the Babylonic

Civilization is traced through a ‘Time of Troubles', which was pre-

cipitated by the social disease of Assyrian militarism, into a uni-

versal state which was inaugurated by the Neo-Babylonian Empire
and was continued in the form of the Achaemenian and Seleucid

regimes
; and it was under these last two political dispensations that

the moribund Babylonic Society was progressively absorbed into

the tissues of an encircling Syriac Society until the last vestiges of

a distinctive Babylonic culture were obliterated in the last century

B.c. It was also in this age that, in the territory of Ur, the local

irrigation and agriculture which had been maintained there over

a previous period of at least 3,000 years were permanently put out of

action by a shift in the course of the Euphrates which w orked havoc

that was never repaired.^ Thus, here again, we find a decline of

civilization and a decay of irrigation proceeding passu; but,

here again likewise, there is no suggestion that the failure to retrieve

the physical disaster was cither the consequence of a loss of tech-

nique or the cause of the accompanying dissolution of an ancient

society. According to the greatest living authority on the subject,

it is rather the decrepitude into which the Babylonic Civilization

had already sunk, by the time when the physical disaster occurred,

that accounts for the failure to bring the waters under human con-

trol again,

‘To make good the disaster required a co-ordinated effort which the

country then was too poor or too ill-organized to attempt. . . .
[For]

everything depended on hard work and upon system. The boast of a

Sumerian king was that he had honoured the gods, had overcome his

enemies, had secured equal justice for his people, and had built canals.

The last was not the least important function of the Government
;
but

the task did not stop with the building. The cleaning of the channels,

* See I C(i)(ft),vol 1, pp 79-81, and II. D (v), vol. \i, pp 137-8, above, and IV. C (ii)

(6) 2, in the present volume, pp. 100- 103, and iV C (ni) (c) 3 («), pp 4S8-84, below
^ The fatal economic effects of this unrttneved physical disaster are forcefully de-

scribed in the following passage from the pen of Sir J..eonard Woolley, the modern
Western archaeologist who has rescued Ur from an oblivion under which the famous
city lay for more than two thousand years

‘The river Euphrates burst its banks and, flowing across the open plain, made a new
bed for itself more or less where it runs now, eleven miles to the east, and with that
change the entire system of water-supply was broken up The old irngation-canals that

had tapped the river further up were left high and dry; the new nver-rourse, not yet

confined within artihcial banks, was a wide lake whose waters, level with the plain,

blocked the ends of the drainage-channels so that these became stagnant back-waters.
The surface of the plain was scorched by the tropic sun, the sub-soil was saturated, and
the constant process of evaporation left in the earth such quantities of salt that to-day
irrigation brings to the surface a white crust like heavy hoar-frost which blights all

vegetation at birth’ (Woolley, C. L Abraham (London 1936, Faber), p. 69).
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the upkeep of the banks, the fair allotment of water as between different

villages and different landowners—all this entailed constant w^ork and
constant supervision; and whilst the peasant’s industry was amply
rewarded so long as a strong hand kept control, the collapse of the
Government might well mean, and in the end did involve, the utter

ruin of the country.’^

This explanation of the failure to repair the havoc that tf.c

Euphrates had made of the irrigation-system in the territory of

Ur gains point when we consider the date to which the disaster

is assigned by the authority just quoted. ‘Wc do not know exactly

when the change came, but it was not so very long after [Hero-

dotus’s] visit, perhaps about the end of the reign of Alexander the

Great, tow^ards 300 b.c.’^ If so, this unretrieved physical disaster

descejided upon South-Western Babylonia at a moment when a

long train of social calamities had just mounted up to its climax.

As far back as the turn of the sixth and fifth centuries B.c. the

spirit and prosperity of the Babylonian people had been broken by
the quelling of the insurrection against Darius I a^nd by the more
drastic repression of the insurrection against Xerxes. Then the

Pax Achaemeniay which had at any rate been something to set

against the loss of Babylonian independence, had been brought to

a violent end by the impact of Alexander the Great.^ And finally

the premature death of the Macedonian conqueror had condemned
the whole of the derelict Achaemenian domain to be turned into

an arena for the wars of succession between the Diadochi.'^ It is

manifest that in the fourth century B.C., as in the sixth and seventh

and thirteenth centuries of the Christian Era, the physical failure

of Alan to maintain ovc Nature the command which Alan had
once imposed upon her was the consequence and not the cause

of Man’s social failure to manar*^' his relations with his human
neighbour.

We arrive at a similar conclusion when we follow^ out a train of

investigation which is suggested by a remarkable finding of em-
pirical observation in Ceylon. In Ceylon at the present day the

area which contains the ruined monuments of the Indie Civiliza-

tion on the island has been found to be coincident, not only with

the area that is permanently afflicL ^ W drought (in contrast to that

* W^oolley, op cit., pp 6g ami 73-4. ^ V/ooIIey, op. cit., p. 69.
1 The picsuinption that the overthroAA, of the Achaemenian Empire was economically

disadvantageous to the Babylonians is not, of course, incompatible with the fact that it was
politicallv agreeable to them (tvir the well ome which ilie Babylonians gave to Alexander,
see IV, C (n) (6) 2, p. 100, f lolnote^ ,

V. C (1) (r)^, vol. v, pp. 94 and 123, with footnote 2,

V. C (i) (c) 4, vol. V, pp. 347-8 ;
and V. C (11) (a,. Annex II, vol. vi, p. 442, below).

^ The conquest of South-’n'thtem Asia from the AchaemeniddC by the Macedonians,
and the subsequent civil wars among the viclois over the division of their spoils, were
as devastating as the corresponding social con\'ul3ions in the same region in the seventh
century of the Christian Era, when the Arabs first overthrew the Roman and Sasanian
Powers and then turned their anns against each other.
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part of the island tliat is annually drenched by the monsoon),
but also with the area that is infested nowadays with malaria. This
latter-day perversity of a water-supply which is amply sufficient

nowadays for breeding the Anopheles Mosquito, while it is wholly
inadequate for raising crops, is at first sight a strange environ-

mental setting for the social life of the civilization whose former
establishment in precisely this area is attested beyond all question

by the archaeological evidence. The geographical coextensiveness

of the domain of the Indie Civilization in Ceylon with the domain
of the drought has occupied our attention already and we have
found a satisfactory explanation for this in terms of Challenge-and-

Response. In Ceylon the immigrant Indie Civilization was stimu-

lated to its highest achievements in an area where it could not

maintain itself at all without creating and keeping up a vast and
elaborate system of water-storage and irrigation. We have still to

explain why the area which, in virtue of these mighty works, was
once covered by irrigated fields, has now become a hot-bed of

malaria besides going out of cultivation.

It is extremely unlikely, a prioriy that the malaria should have

been prevalent already at the time when the mental and physical

energy that went into these gigantic waterworks was being put
forth by the human occupants of the country

;
and, as a matter of

fact, it can be demonstrated that the malaria is a consequence of

the ruin of the irrigation-system and is therefore posterior to the

age in which the Indie Civilization in Ceylon was in its flower.

This part of Ceylon became malarious because the breakdown of

the irrigation-system transformed flowing watercourses into chains

of stagnant pools and destroyed the fish which had lived in those

flowing waters and had kept them clear of mosquito-grubs.'^ Thus,
in tracing the cause of the decline and fall of the Indie Civiliza-

tion in Ceylon, we have come upon a technical factor, the ruin

of the irrigation-system—a factor which operated both directly, by
disastrously reducing the possibilities of cultivation, and indirectly

by turning the lees of the once life-giving waters into breeding-

places for an insidious disease. We have still, however, to trace the

cause of this technical catastrophe. What was it that choked the

irrigation-channels and breached the bunds of the tanks? When
we put this question, we find that the cause was not any decline in

engineering technique but the social decline which is the very

phenomenon for which we are seeking to account.

Those bunds were breached and those channels were choked in

the course of an incessant and devastating warfare. The works

* See Still, J.: The Jungle Tide (Edinburgh 1930, Black^vood), pp. 75-6.
* In II. D (i), vol. ii, pp. 5-7, above 3 Still, op. cit., pp. 90-1.
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were deliberately sabotaged by invaders as a short cut to tne military

objective of bringing their victims to their knees; and a war-worr
people had not the heart to go on repairing a damage that had been
inflicted so many times over and that was virtually certain to be

inflicted many times again.* On this showing, the ultimate explana-

tion of the decline and fall of the Indie Civilization in Ceylon has

to be sought in a social cause—^the social malady of warfare—and
this social malady, which is the key to the problem, proves to have

been itself the cause and not the consequence of the loss of com-
mand over the physical environment which is implied in the ruin

of the irrigation-system. Thus, upon investigation, the technical

factor dwindles, in this case again, into an incidental and sub-

ordinate link in a chain of social cause and effect which has still

to be traced back to its social origins.

This chapter in the history of the Indie Civilization in Ceylon
has a close parallel in the history of the Hellenic Civilization in the

Mediterranean Basin.

Here, too, we find that some of the regions wTiere this now
vanished civilization once livf*d its most brilliant life and put forth

its most vital energies have since become malarial swamps that have

been reclaimed only within living memory. The Copaic marshes,

which have been drained by the enterprise of a British company
since 1887, after having been a pestilential wilderness for at

least two thousand years, were once the fields that fed the citizens

of Orchomenos the Wealthy; and the Pomptine marshes, which
have been drained and repopulated and re-cultivated under Signor

Mussolini’s regime, after long a period of desolation, once har-

boured a swarm of Volscian cities and Latin colonies. The high

cultivation and dense population of this region filled Molossian

Pyrrhus with astonishment and ac niration when he penetrated

thus far at the farthest point of his va n offensive against the Roman
Commonwealth.2 In Boeotia and in Latium, as in Ceylon, there

is reason to believe that the reign of malaria did not begin until,

in each of these regions, the Plellenic Civilization had passed its

zenith. A modern Western scholar who has examined the extant

fragments of the contemporary evidence on the subject has come
to the conclusion that in Greece mai did not become endemic
until after the outbreak of the Atheno-Peloponnesian War of 431-

* Still, op. cit., pp. 88-90.
For the impression which the Pomptine region made upon Pyrrhus*s mmd, see

Dio Cassius: 'Ek raiv irpo tov As'", fragmtnt 40, § 73, cd. Melbcr (Leipzig 1890, Teubner).
In a passage of words with his Italiot and Italian allies P^Trhus *said to them that their
infenonly to the Romans leap* o the c>e in the very aspect ot the countryside In the
territory under Roman sovereignty there were fruit-trees of all kinds and vineyards and
arable lands and agricultural improvements of immense capital value, whereas his own
friends’ territories had been devastated to a degree at which it w'as impossible to tell

even whether they had ever been inhabited’.
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404 B.c. and in Latium the disease does not seem to have gained
the upper hand over human physique until after the Hannibalic
War of 218-201 B.C.2 It also seems to be established that in the
Mediterranean Basin, as in Ceylon, the malaria-carrying mosquito
was enabled to breed because the once healthy and productive
fields had been turned into stagnant swamps by the ruin of the
engineering w’orks which had foimerly regulated the flow of the

waters. Are we, then, to pronounce that the Hellenic Civilization

was laid low by malaria, and that this malaria w^as le t loose by a

failure of engineering technique ?

In this case the absurdity of that reconstruction of historical

cause and effect is palpable; for the age in which the Pomptine
country was passing out of the dominion ofMan into the dominion
of the Anopheles Mosquito was actually the age in v/hich the

Romans were constructing their most imposing public works. To
say nothing of the roads which were being made to radiate from
Rome to the extremities of the Empire, and the aqueducts which
were being made to supply Rome with water from the Alban and
the Sabine hills, we may remind ourselves of a notable hydro-

engineering work which was carried out, in the neighbourhood of

the Pomptine region, by the Emperor Claudius. In a.d. 52 Claudius

opened a tunnel through the Marsic Mountains which drained the

waters of the Fucine Lake away into the bed of the River Liris and
thereby captured the lake-bottom for cultivation.^ Is it arguable

that a government which was able to drain the Fucine Lake in this

way was technically incompetent to carry out, if it had chosen, the

simpler engineering enterprise of draining the Pomptine marshes,

which were separated by no mountain barrier from their natural

outlet to the sea ?

The real reason, of course, why the Pomptine country was allowed

to become derelict, and to remain so, was not technical but social.

The social breakdown which had been brought upon the heart of

the Hellenic World by the Atheno-Peloponnesian War of 431-404
B.c, had been extended by the Hannibalic War to Italy. The Han-
nibalic War, and the Roman predatory wars and civil wars which

followed in its train during the next two centuries, had a profoundly

disintegrating effect upon Italian social life. The peasant culture

and economy, which had been the basis of Italy’s social w^ell-being

in the Pre-Hannibalic Age, was first undermined and finally swept

away by the cumulative effect of a number of inimical forces; the

devastation of Southern Italy by Hannibal himself; the perpetual

* Jones, W. H. S : Malaria and Greek History TManchester 1909, University Press).

* GrccmdRe, A. H. J.: A History of Rome from the Tribunate of Tiberius Gracchus

to the End of the Juffurthine War, 133-104 b.c (London 1904, Methuen), p. 70.
3 See Tacitus: Annals, Book XII, chaps. 56-7.
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mobilization of the Italian peasantry for campaigns which carried

them ever farther afield for ever longer periods of continuous

military service; the agrarian revolution (first accomplished in the

devastated areas) which substituted large-scale cash-crop farming

and stock breeding with a slave labour-force for small-scale sub-

sistence farming by a free citizen-peasantry the mass-migration

from a no longer self-sufficient countryside into the more and nioie

parasitic cities; and an arbitrary and unequal redistribution of

wealth which aroused a revolutionary temper in the masses—

a

temper for which the state dole of free rations was a sedative but

not a cure. This combination of social evils amply accounts for

the husbandman’s retreat and the Anopheles Mosquito’s advance

in Italy during the seven centuries that intervened between the

generation of Hannibal and the geneiation of Benedict.^

As for Greece, p similar combination of evils, going back not

merely to the Hannibalic Age but to the disaster of 431 b.c., some

two centuries earlier, had resulted, by the time of Polybius [vivehat

circa 206-128 B.C.), in a degree of depopulation Vhich was still

more extreme than the contemporary depopulation of Italy. In a

famous pavssage Polybius lays hU finger upon the practice of re-

stricting the size of families (by abortion or infanticide) as the

piincipal cause of the social and political downfall of Greece in his

dav;"* and 111 another passage, which occurs in his account of the

post-llannibahc war between Rome and the Seleucid Power (iqz-

188 B.c,), he happens to mention that the social disintegration

which was apparent in Greece as a whole w^as particularly flagrant

iT< Boeotia. The special Boeotian symptoms w^erc a twenty-five

\ ears’ moratorium upon legal procecaings; a public dole distributed

to paupers
;
and a custom, among the well-to-do minority, of be-

queathing their property to their ’ubs—a custom w'hich was not

confined to people who died with ut issuc.^ it will be seen that

no hypothesis of retrovyession in engineering technique is necessary

in order to explain why the Copaic, like the Pomptine, plain was
allowed to transform itself from a granar}’^ into a nest of mosquitoes.

Our diagnosis of these past chapteis in the hist(>ries of Traq and
Ceylon and Italy and Greece is borne out by an observation of

what has been taking place in Chi* ' under our eyes, in our own

‘ ‘Innumerabilcm iniiltitiidinem liberonim capitum m eis fuisse locjs quae nunc vix
«teniinaru) eauguo milituni relic to scrvitia Romana ab sohtudine vindicant’ is one of
Livy’s alurnative answers to bis c^onundrum ‘unde totiens victis Volsus et Aequis suf-
fcccnnt mil.tes’ (Book VI, <hap. 12)

I or the social evils that followed m the trhm of the Hannibalic War, see 1. B (iv),
vol 1, pp 40-2; II. D fvj), vol V pp 213-6, and III C (i) (^i), voi 111, pp 170-1, above’
and IV, C (m) (r) 3 (P), in the present volume, pp 505-10, below. For the turn in the
tide of Italian agrarian historv wluch was brought about by Saint Benedict, see III. C
(a) {b), vol. jji, p. 266, above,

^ Polybius, Book XXXVI, chap. 17. 4 Polybius, Book XX, chap 6, §§ 1-6.
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generation. In China, during the second and third decades of the

twentieth century of the Christian Era, the railways throughout the

country, as well as the river-conservancy works in the basins of

the Yellow River and the Hwai River and the Yangtse, were going

to rack and ruin; and in this case it is patent that a decline in

technical skill cannot have been the cause; for in this generation

there have undoubtedly been a far larger number of civil engineers

in China, with a far higher standard of technical efficiency, than

ever before. Under the impact of our Western Civilization upon
the Far Eastern Society, thousands ef able young Chinese who, in

any other generation during the previous two thousand years,

would have studied the Confucian Classics and followed a literary

and administrative career, have actually been taking up, instead,

the Applied Physical Science of the West: partly on the rational

consideration that the Chinese people mustmake themselves masters
of this Western technique if they mean to hold their own in a

Westernized World, and partly from a blind and vulgar desire to

be ‘in the fashion’ of the alien civilization which is obviously para-

mount, in wealth and in power, in the world of the day. If these

young Chinese engineers had had a free field for the exercise of

their skill, it is evident that they could have begun to equip China

with a system of river-conservancy works and irrigation-canals and
roads and railw^ays the like of which had never been seen on the

face of this land during all the centuries that had elapsed since the

Sinic Civilization first arose there. But it w^as pari of the paradox

and the tragedy of China in these years that the majority of these

young Chinese engineers who had received this expensive tech-

nical education in America or in Europe remained unemployed,
while under their eyes the existing engineering-works in China

—

works which, even in repair, w^ere quite inadequate to the country’s

needs and which these young men might have improved out of

recognition*—were rapidly going to pieces.

What is the explanation? In this latter-day Chinese case, wffiere

we are not driven back upon conjecture but can use our owm eyes,

we can see at once that the general condition of society in China
in our day is the key to the puzzle. The public works that w ere the

* An indication of what the living generation of Chinese W’estern-trained engineers
was capable of achieving, if their technical abilities were freed from prohibitive political

and social handicaps, was afforded by the extraordinary rapidity and thoroughness with
which the river-conservancy works were restored along the middle course of the Yangtse
after the disastrous floods of the summer of 1931. In this great operation not only the
labour-force but the en^neerine staff was Chinese, and the function of the International

blood Relief Commission, under whose auspices the work was carried out, was not
technical (as might have been expected a priori) so much as diplomatic. The participa-

tion of the International Commission made the work possible by giving it a neutral
complexion and thereby taking it out of the arena of Chinese civil war and party politics.

It was this exceptional release from the political handicap that gave the Chinese engineers
a rare opportunity for showing what they could do.
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fruits of technical skill were deteriorating in China, at a time when
technical skill was actually on the increase there, because the en-
counter between the Far Eastern Civilization and the West, which
had led to this increase of technical skill among the Chinese people
in the domain of civil engineering, had also turned the whole life

of the Far Eastern Society in China upside down and had produced
the political anarchy and the social ferment and the individual

spiritual convulsions with which the Chinese people were being
tormented ever since the Westernizing Revolution had broken
through the traditional crust of Far Eastern life in China in A.n.

1911. The recent dilapidation of public works in China was not
the cause but an incidental and paradoxical consequence of the

dissolution of the ancient Far Eastern body social; and in order to

find the cause of this social dissolution we must study the action of

another social force, the corroding W^estern solvent. In this Chinese
case the investigation of the factor of technique is demonstrably a

false scent if the dissolution of the old Far Eastern order of society

in China is the phenomenon which we are seeking tcii account for.

We shall arrive at coiresponding conclusions if we pass from the

practical techniejue ofengineering to the artistic techniques of archi-

tecture and sculpture and painting and calligraphy and literature.

Why, for example, did the cuneiform script, which the Babylonic

Society had inherited from the Sum<‘ric Society’, go out of use in

the last century B.C. after having sened as a vehicle of culture for

more than three thousand years ? And w hy did the Egyptiac hiero-

glyphic and demotic scripts, and with them the Egyptiac styles of

architecture and sculpture, go out of use between the third and

the fifth century of the Ch* tia;i Era after at least as long a span

of uninterrupted currency? Why, again, did the Hellenic style of

architecture go out of use between the fourth century of the Chris-

tian Era and the seventh? Wemay fet.ourw^ay towards the answers

to these questions by asking wdiy the Ottoman Tuiks abandoned

the Arabic Alphabet in ad. 1928;* why the Japanese and even

the Chinese are now meditating the abandonment of the Sinic

characters
;
and w’hy almost every non-Wcbtern socictv in the World

is discaiding to-day its own traditional dres-s and architecture

and art. And we may bring the probU home to ourselves by ask-

ing finally why our own traditional W ct'iern styles ot music and

dancing and painting and sculpture are being abandoned by our

own rising generation.

In our o^vn case, is the explanation a loss of artistic technique ?

Have we forgotten the of rhythm and counterpoint and per-

* See Toynbee, A. J ,
and Boulter, V. M.: Survey of International Affairs, J928,

III. A (vhi), and the present Study, V. C (1) (d) 9 PP- below.
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spective and light and proportion which w^re discovered, or in-

vented, by that Italian and Flemish creative minority which carried

our Western Society out of the second chapter in its history into

the third chapter some four or five centuries ago In this case, in

which we happen to be first-hand witnesses, the answer to our
question is palpably in the negative. In these days of mass-educa-
tion our Western World is more amply supplied than ever before

with virtuosi who are masters of these techniques and who could
put them into operation again any day if they felt the impulse in

themselves and received the demand from their public. The pre-

vailing tendency to abandon our Western artistic traditions is no
involuntary^ capitulation to a paralytic stroke of technical incom-
petence; it is the deliberate abandonment of a style of art which
is losing its appeal to the rising generation because this generation

is ceasing to cultivate its aesthetic sensibilities on the traditional

Western lines. We have wilfully cast out of our souls the great

masters who have been the familiar spirits of our forefathers; and,

while w^e have been wrapt in self-complacent admiration of the

spiritual vacuum which w^e have discovered how to make, a IVopical

African spirit of music and dancing and statuary has made an un-
holy alliance with a pseudo-Byzantine spirit of painting and bas-

relief, and has entered in to dwell in a house that it has found
empty and swept and garnished.^ The decline which betrays itself

in this revolutionary change in aesthetic taste is not technical but is

spiritual. In repudiating our owm native Western tradition of art

and thereby reducing our aesthetic faculties to r. state of inanilion

and sterility in which they seize upon the exotic and primitive art

of Dahomey and Benin as though this were manna in the wilder-

ness, we are confessing before all men that wt have forfeited our

spiritual birthright. Our abandonment of our traditional artistic

technique is manifestly the consequence of so^nc kind of spiritual

breakdowm in our Western Civilization; and the clause of this

breakdown evidently cannot be found in a phenomenon which is

one of the subsi'quent symptoms.
'Fhe recent abandonment of the Arabic Alphabet by the Turks

in favour of the Latin Alphabet is to be explained on the same
lines, mntatis mutandis. Fhe notion that this change has been made
because the adult generation of Turks has been finding the Arabic

Alphabet hard to read and write and the Latin Alphabet easy can -

not possibly be entertained by any alien observer who has had

occasion, since 1928, to watch Turks who have been brought up on

the Arabic Alphabet attempting to do their business with the Latin

* See in. C (n) (ft), vol iii, pp. 2y9-300 and 341- 50, above.
* Matt. XU. 43-5, Luke XI. 24-6.
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substitute. It is patent that they find the Latin Alphabet not only

ugly but clumsy by comparison with their own (and, indeed, the

Arabic cursive, in the hands of a master, is so far superior to our

Latin cursive in brevity and fluency that a community which em-
ploys the Arabic Alphabet finds no need for the use of short-hand).

It has, of course, been one of the oflicial arguments of President

Mustafa Kemal Ataturk that a new generation of I'urkish children,

starting with a clean slate, will be able to make itself literate in the

non-cursive Latin Alphabet with considerably less expenditure of

time and energy than is required for the mastering of the Arabic

Alphabet with its Protean letters which change their form in ac-

cordance with their positions and their ligatures;* and the older

generation has been exhorted to sacrifice its own convenience for

the sake of smoothing the way in Turkey for the advent of universal

education. Yet the assumption, underlying this argument, that the

key to literacy is the character of the script, and that v\l)en the

script is simplified there will be a corresponding rise m the percen-

tage of literates in the population, is not borne out by an empirical

survey. In Japan, for example, the percentage of ifliterates in the

population in a.d. 1923 was as low as 0*94, notwithstanding the fact

that the script in use was ihe incomparably complicated Sinic

legion of characters -arid this m a specially coniusing Japanese

usage, in which some characters arc employed as syllabic phono-

grams while others are ernplo)cd concurrently as ideograms in the

original Sinic manner. On the other hand, in Poitugal the percen-

tage of illiterates in a.d 191 1 was as Ingh as 68*9, and m Mexico in

A.D. 1925 as high as 62-0, m spite of the fact that the relatively

simple Latin Alphabet was the script in use in both these coun-

iries.2 I’hese facts milita.. against the argument which was offi-

cially put forward in 'Furkey in a.d. 1928. \et, in a sense, this is

beside the point; for the positive onsideration of practical utility

for the education of the rising gen^-ration of Turkish children was

not, perhaps, the strongest motive in the mind of the statesman at

whose fiat the change of alphabet was carried out.

The strongest motive for this change in Turkey would appear to

have been the negative consideration that the historical Ottoman

Turkish literature, and the classical Persian and Arabic literature

which was a part of the Ottoman '' ^’ural heritage Lorn the late^

phase of the ‘apparented’ Syriac Civilization, were no longer worth

script cxclasivth
.tntecl soweKbtsidis t (insoiiajits, then

sole form tif the Latin Alphab t "
^ j j | ^ Alphabet .vouM bf just

TaXUrth!" ‘'"*''^Xrro\nX.naW.U.r.,,p c. P iui,fo<„note3
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preserving, and that it was therefore useless for the Turkish people

in these latter days to retain their mastery of the Arabic Alphabet,

which was chiefly valuable as a key to this ancient cultural treasure-

house.^ In other words, the old Ottoman Civilization had declined,

by the year A.D. 1928, to a point at which, in the eyes of the Turks
themselvCsS—or, at any rate, of their active leaders—it had ceased

to be worth while to master the script in which the literary heritage

of this decadent civilization was preserved. Thus it was the decline

in the Ottoman Civilization that led to a deliberate abandonment
of its traditional script, and not the los ^ of skill to read and write

the Arabic Alphabet that sped the Ottoman Civilization on its

downward course.

This account of the causal relation between the decline of the

Ottoman Civilization and the abandonment of the Arabic Alphabet
by the Ottoman 1 urks in a.d. 1928 applies, mutatis mutandis, to

the contemporary moves in favour of abandoning the Sinic script

in Japan and China, and likewise to the historic abandonment of

the cuneiform script by the Babylonians in the last century B.C.,

and of the hieroglyphic and demotic scripts by the Egyptians be-

tween the third and the fifth century of the Christian Era.^ We
may take it that there was no loss of technical command over the

traditional scripts in the Babylonic or in the Eg^’ptiac World at

these respective dates; that the abandonment of those scripts was
not involuntary but w^as deliberate

; and that this was a consequence

and not a cause of the decline of the civilization in question in

cither case.

A particularly interesting example of a similar substitution ol

one technique for another m a different subdivision of the artistic

field is the abandonment of the traditional Hellenic style of archi-

tecture in favour of the new^-fangled Byzantine style in the Hel-

lenic World between the fourth and the seventh century of the

Christian Era, For in this case the architects of a society which was
by this time in articulo mortis were abandoning the unusually

simple architectural schema of architrave on column in order to

experiment m the unusually difficult problem of crowning a cruci-

form building with a circular dome Is it credible that the Ionian

architects who triumphantly solved this problem for the Emperor
Justinian^ would have been technically incompetent to build a

* For this motive see further V. C (1) {d) 9 (/3), vol. vi, pp. 1 12-13, below.
* The latest known example of the use of the demotic script dates from A.D. 476;

but the C’optic script—which was an adaptation of the Greek Alphabet for the purpose
of conveying the vernacular language of the age— was already prevalent in the third
century of the Christian Era, and in the fourth century the hieroglyphic script was
already out of use—if vve may make this inference from the fanciful interprt tations given
to lueroglyphic characters by a fourth-century Egyptian adept in occultism, Hdrapolldn
(see Jensen, H. Geschichte dfr Schnft (Hanover 1925, Lafaire), pp. 48-9).

5 For Anthemius of T'ralles and Isidorus of Miletus see IV, C (1), p. 21, above.
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replies of the Parthenon, if that had been the autocrat^s will—and
theirs ?

In this case it is clear that the old architecture was abandoned
for a new architecture because the old civilization, of which the old
architecture was part and parcel, had declined by this time to so low
a degree that it seemed no longer possible, within its traditional
framework, to perform any fresh act of creation in any field

activity. In the field of architecture the attractiveness of the new
Byzantine style in the eyes of a Justinian and an Anthemius was
probably due to the very fact that this Byzantine style presented
the greatest contrast to the Hellenic style that was well conceivable.
The Hellenic architecture was a structure of straight lines and flat

surfaces meeting at right-angles; the Byzantine architecture was a
structure of curves and cupolas. The Hellenic temple looked out-
wards towards an assembly m the open air

;
the Byzantine church

looked inwards towards a congregation in the interior. The ^laghia
Sophia was the monumental protest of a generation which could
no longer find inspiration in the Parthenon or in any of those
things for which the Parthenon stood. ^ In buildmg an Haghia
Sophia instead of a Parthenon, Anthemius was doing, in essence,

what a Synesius or a Sidonius Apolhnaris was doing w^hen he
became a bishop instead of remaining just a cultivated country

gentleman, or an Augustine when he became a bishop instead of

remaining just a professor of rhetoric, or an Ambrose or a Gregory
the Great when he became a bishop instead of remaining just an
Imperial official. In each of these cases a creative personality was
breaking his way out of his hereditary social framework, in which
his creative powers had be^n baulked, and was setting himself into

a new framework in w hicii these powx^rs were offered an outlet.^

No doubt this is also the story of those Egyptian scribes of the

third, fourth, and fifth centuries v\ 0 gave up copying the Book of

the Dead in the Egyptiac script a..d in a traditional fi^rm of the

Egyptian language, in which thcii predecessors had been copying

the same ritual vade mecum for the past two thousand years,

^

in order to copy a vernacular Coptic vcision of the Christian

* The suhsUfution ol the Ilaghia Sophia for the Pytihcnon was the architectural

counterpart of the bubstitutjoii of the cataphract for thi uKionar\ (1 or this see 111

C’ (i) (Jh), \ol HI, pp, 162 4, above, and IV. r ^ui) (r) 2 (y), .n the present \olume,

PP 439'"4S. below ) , ^ , /•

* Foi the lives of Syntsius and Sidonius see D (v), voh 11, pp. 165—6; for the life

of Saint Gregory the Great see 111 C (11) (6), vol ni, pp. 267-9, above.
3 The elements out of which the Book of the Dead was pul togethtr were current as

early as the sixteenth century ti.c
,
though there was no canonical redaction before the

fourth century b.c. (Breasted, J 1

1

Ihe Development of Religion and Thought in Ancient

Egypt (London 1912, Hodder 8. Stoughton^ v 293). The Classical Egyptian that was
a legacy of the Old Kingdom w li- ousted by New Egyptian, as a ' chicle of pohte litera-

ture, in the fourteenth century B c., in and after the reign of Ikhnaton (»«/»c/uoat nrca

1370-1352 B c ) (see V. C (i) (d) 6 (y), vol, v, p. 496, and V. C (1) (d), 8 (y), vol. vi,

p. 62, footnote I, below).
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Scriptures in an adaptation of the Greek Alphabet. Certainly this

is the story of the Chinese student of our generation who abandons
the study of the Confucian Classics among the litterati of Peking or

Loyang in order to study the Western technique of civil engineer-

ing or the Western theory of economics and politics in Chicago or

in London. Is it also the story of this Chinese student’s W^estern

contemporary whe abandons the rhjl-hms and tones of Bach and
Beethoven and the lines and colours of Botticelli and Leonardo for

the music of Darkest Africa and for a pseudo-Byzantine depiction

of ‘Anglo-Saxon altitudes' ?

The upshot of our present investigation seems to be that the

abandonment of a traditional artistic style, so far from being a

possible cause of the breakdown of the particular civilization to

which this style belongs, is actually an indication that the break-

down of this civilization has long since passed into a decline and is

now culminating in a dissolution.* When we sec a creative spirit

abandoning the traditional style of his society in any field of artistic

activity and seizing upon some exotic style instead, we may
suspect that the world on which he is turning his back is ‘a city of

destruction’ which is about to suffer the fate of Sodom and Gomor-
rah or, in Platonic language, to ‘founder in the fathomless gulf

where all things are incommensurable'.'^ As the foundering ship

quivers before her final plunge, the intrepid seaman who has the

will to live refuses to stay cowering on board in order to be sucked

under with the sinking vessel. Before it is too late, he dives into

the water and swims away wdth all his might from the fast settling

gunwale in the hope of finding some drifting spar or cruising

catamaran that will bring him—strange passenger on untried craft

—alive to his journey’s end.

(ft) THE HUMAN ENVIRONMENT

I. 'The Triumph of Barbarism and Religion^?

If loss of command over the physical environment, as measured
by the history of technique, proves not to be a cause of the break-

downs of civilizations, we have still to consider whether a loss of

command over the human environment may be the cause of which

we are in search.

The significance of a command over the human environment

has also engaged our attention when we have been studying the

growths of civilizations at an earlier point in this work. We have

* In III. C (ill), \ol. 111, pp. 378-80, above, wc ha>c already come to the concluaiun
th'it the test afforded by artistic style is the surest as well as the subtlest index of the
temporal as well as the spatial extension of a civilization.

* See the passage from the PoltHcus which is quoted in IV. C (i), on pp. 26-7, above.
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seen that the degree of command over the human environment
which is possessed by any given society at any given stage in its

history can be measured, for practical purposes, in terms of geo-
graphical expansion; and we have found, on an empirical test, that
a good case can be made out for a correlation of geographical ex-
pansion, not with social growth, bui on the contrary with social

disintegration.^ This inductive conclusion is supported by two
a priori considerations In the first place, one of the commonest
fcxms in which the breakdown of a civilization declares itself is an
outbreak of fratricidal warfare between the states members of the
society; and if ever the children of the household pause for a

moment from their self-imposed task of self-destruction in order
to turn their arms against outsiders, it is likely enough that the

improvements in the art of war which they have been making at

the price of their own blood will purchase them a wide dominion
over their neighbours.^ 'Fhe second and more fundamental con-

sideration which makes it probable, a priori, that a widely and
rapidly expanding society will prove to be also a disintegrating

society arises from the fact that the social radiation of a society into

the life of alien bodies social attains its greatest penetrative power
w^hen the different elements in the radiating society are being

radiated separately : the economic elements penetrating in the van,

the political elements following in the next wwe of attack, and the

cultural elements—which are the essence of a civilization—^bring-

ing up the rear in order to occupy and organize the captured

ground. The diffraction of a civilization’s social rays into these

separate beams of different quality and different wave-lengths is

one of the consequences oi a civilization’s social breakdown and

disintegration. So long as a civilization is in the growth stage, all

its elements cohere to constitute ai indivisible whole, and the

civilization radiates abroad either in totality or noi at all. Since

the radiation of a civilization in its totality is hard and rare, any

manifestation of violent radiative activit) is an indication prima

facie—though not, of course, a proof—that the civilization in ques-

tion has broken down and begun to disintegrate already.^

If this concordance of a priori considerations with empiiical evi-

dence gives good ground for the beliet J jt an increase in command
over the human environment, as measured in terms of geographi-

cal expansion, is a consequence and symptom of breakdown and

decline, then it seems extremely improbable that the cause of this

self-same breakdown and decline is to be found in the precisely

* See III. C (i) (a), vol. in, especially pp. I39‘53t above.
» For this consideration see 111 . C (1) (a), vol. 111, pp. above.

x / x
3 For this consideration see III. C (r) («), vol. lu, pp. 151—2, above, and V, C (i) (r)

3, vol. V, pp. I9(r-20i, below.
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inverse tendency—a tendency, that is to say, towards a decrease in

command over the human environment, as measured by a success-

ful encroachment of alien human forces. Nevertheless the view

has been widely held that civilizations, like primitive societies,

commonly lose their lives by violence, as the result of successful

assaults upon them on the part of external human powers. And
a classic exposition of this view, worked out empirically in a parti-

cularly celebrated example, is given by Edward Gibbon in The
History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire. "^I^he theme is

declared in the single sentence in which Gibbon sums up his story

in retrospect: T have described the triumph of Barbarism and
Religion’ .2 The Hellenic Society, embodied in a Roman Empire
wdiich was at its zenith in the Age of the Antonincs, is represented

as having been overthrown by a simultaneous assault from two
alien enemies attacking on two different fronts: the North Euro-
pean barbarians issuing out of the no-man’s-land beyond the Im-
perial frontiers along the Rhine and the Danube, and the Christian

Church emerging from the subjugated but never assimilated

Oriental provinccs-

The key to this interpretation of the Decline and Fall is given in

the famous opening passage of Gibbon’s work in which he enun-
ciates the plot of his drama by painting a magnificent picture of the

Empire in the Antonine Age and then presaging its fall—without

yet disclosing the identities of the villains of the piece:

‘In the second century of the Christian Acra the empire of Rome
comprehended the fairest part of the Earth and the most civilised portion

of Mankind. The frontiers of that extensive monarchy were guarded by
ancient renown and disciplined valour. The gentle, but powerful, in-

fluence of laws and manners had gradually cemented the union of the

provinces. Their peaceful inhabitants enjoyed and abused the advan-

tages of wealth and luxury. The image of a free constitution was pre-

served with decent reverence. The Roman senate appeared to possess

the sovereign authority, and devolved on the emperors all the executive

powers of government. During a happy period of more than fourscore

years the public administration was conducted by the virtue and abilities

of Nerva, Trajan, Hadrian and the tw^o Antonines. It is the design of

this and of the two succeeding chapters to describe the prosperous

condition of their empire; and afterwards, from the death of Marcus
Antoninus, to deduce the most important circumstances of its decline

and fall: a revolution which will ever be remembered, and is still felt by
the nations of the Earth.

* This is, no doubt, the most common way in which primitive societies, in contrast
to civilizations, do lose their lives. (On this point see 1. C (in) (<i), vol, i, pp. 148-9,
above.)

* Gibbon, op. cit., chap. Ixxi (already quoted in this Study in I. B (iv), vol. i, p. 42,
above).

3 Gibbon, E.; The History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire^ chap, i, init.
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Whenever the writer of this Study reads this masterpiece of

Edward Gibbon’s art, there rises up before his mind’s eye a vision
of the Connecticut Valley as he once saw it, late in the Fall, on a
visit to Amherst. As he drove through the woods in the valley
bottom, every leaf was still intact in its place, and every leaf had
turned pure crimson or pure gold. Nor did the course of his

journey prevent him from seeing the wood for the trees; for, as the
car began to climb the hills by which the valley is bounded, the
widening horizon showed that the beauty of detail was trivial com-
pared with the beauty of the whole. As wx paused at ihe highest
point, we looked back over miles and miles of golden and crimson
W('odland spread out below us. The sky w as clear blue, w ithout a

cloud; the sun was in power and glory; the air was bathed in

golden light; and it seemed to be passing on this gift to the leaves,

though these hardly needed any enhancement of their natural brib

liance. The whole landscape made an overwhelming impression
of tranquil splendour. Here, surely, w^a.s ‘a tiling of bh^auty’ which
could not pass but was destined to remain to be ‘a jov for ever'.

I do not know w’hether my New Englander companion had read

my thoughts and w'as breaking in upon them purposely when, at

this moment, abruptly, he began to tell me which roads would be

left derelict for the winter, and w’hich would be kept open by a

service of motor snow^-ploughs when the ground wxuld be snow-

covered and the boughs all bare some two months hence. To me,
w^ho was seeing for the first time what 1 wxs seeing that day, and

who had never lived in New^ England through the whole round of

the seasons, this prosaic ann 'nexment of the imminence of winter

was incredible. But my companion’s native eyes were not deceived

by the bcautv that had dazzled mine He knew that this w^as not

the summer, and not the spring a artiori. It w'as ‘the Indian

Summer’, whose brief splendour celebrates, not the Promethean

^lan of Life, but toe inexorable onset of Tvlortality. Moritiiri te

salutamus was the silent deelaration of the leaves which now wore

those brilliant colours in place of the living green. Under sentence

of death they hung on their boughs bvit hung by a thread. One
breath of wind, one touch of frost, and t^ ^'y would drop, blackened

and crumpled, to the ground. With my inexperienced eye I had

not understood the true meaning of the spectacle wdii'„h had taken

my breath away and captivated my imagination.

Was not Gibbon the victim ot some such illusion as this on that

notable evening of the 15th October, I 7b4 »
^ben hi* magnificent

vision of the Age of the Antonines rose up in his mind and inspired

him to write as he ‘sat musing amidst the ruins of the Capitol while

the barefooted fryars were singing Vespers in the Temple of
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Jupiter’?^ For was not the Age of the Antonines ‘the Indian

Summer’ of Hellenic history? To a Western historian who finds

himself musing and writing in the fourth decade of the twentieth

century of the Christian Era amidst the ruins of the Western
World of Gibbon’s day,^ the colour and atmosphere of the Anto-
nine Age, as Gibbon has painted it in his incomparable opening
passage, is poignantly suggestive of a long-drawn-out decay and a

fast approaching dissolution— like that autumn gold and crimson
of the New England woods or like the i^ainbow hues of spilt petrol

or disinterred Roman glass. Thanks to a wider knowledge and a

deeper insight that do not spring from any merits of his own, but

have been conferred on him by the hisrtorical accident of the date

of his birth, the twentieth-centuiy’ Western historian can perhaps

read more clearly than the greatest of his eighteenth-century pre-

decessors the signs of the times on the impressive face of that

magnificent Antonine landscape. As the New Englander, when
confronted once more in due season w'ith the autumn colours of

the Connecticut Valley, was insensible to the impressions of an

English stranger because his native eyes well knew these intima-

tions of Mortality for what they w^ere, so the twentieth-century

Western observer of a second-ccntuiy Hellenic landscape will not

allow himself to be captivated by the hallucination of an eighteenth-

century man-of-letters. So far from acquiescing in the judgement
of Gibbon, he will be readier to view the World of the Antonines
through the penetrating eyes of contemporaries who saw^ below
the surface and staked their lives on their confidence in the trutli

of their vision. And this true contemporary vision is conjured up
in a sermon preached in commemoration of two Christian heroes

of that ostensibly golden age by the spiritual pastor of a Rome
which, in the meantime, had passed out of a second-century

‘Indian Summer’ into a sixth-century winter.

‘'Fo-day,’ Saint Gregory the Great^ once declared to his flock, ‘there

is on every side death, on every side grief, on every side desolation; on
every side we are being smitten, on every side our cup is being filled

with draughts of bitternes.s. . . . [On the other hand] those saints at

* The Autobiographies ofEdward Gibbon^ edited by Murray, J. (London 1 896, Murray),

p. 302. For Gibbon’s inspiration see turther Part XIII, below
* Gibbon himselfjust lived to b“c the beginning of a chapter of Western history which

IS perhaps coming to its tragic climax in our day. He had baiely completed the last

volume of his magnum opus when the tranquilbty of his retreat at Lausanne was rudely
disturbed by the first reverberations of a thunderstorm which broke over biance The
outbreak of the French Revolution evidently shook Gibbon to the core. ith the in-

tuition of a great historian he seems to have divined the magnitude of the disturbance.

What would he have felt il he had lived to sec the sequel? For this latter-da / relapse of

the Western World, alter an eightecnth-century lull, into a violence which had been
the note of its seventeenth-century and sixteenth-century courses, see IV. C (lii) (6) 3
and 4, pp. 141-85, and V. C (11) (A), vol. vi, pp. 315-9, below.

3 For the life-work of Saint Gregory the Great see III. C (11) (A), vol. iii, pp. 267-9,
above.
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whose tomb we are now standing lived in a world that was flourishing,
yet they trampled upon its material prosperity with their spiritual con-
tempt. In that ^orld life was long, well-being was continuous, there was
material wealth, there was a high birth-rate, and there was the tran-
quillity of a lasting peace

;
and yet, when that world was still so flourishing

in itself, it had already withered (aruerat) in the hearts of those saints.’*

To the mind of a latter-day Western historian who is living, like

Gregory, in a wintry age, the severe verdict of the sixth-century
Roman saint on the Age of the Antonines will probably carry greater
weight than the indulgent appraisal of the eighteenth-century
English philosopher. For the hearts in which the World of the
Antonines had withered underneath its brilliant surface were not
only those of a Christian minority who had laid up their treasure

elsewhere. It had also withered in the hearts of a pagan majority,

from a Marcus encumbered by his purple to a Lucius hidc-uourd
in his ass’s skin

;
and these hearts knew*^ a deeper bitterness because

they held the key to no other treasure-house than,, a Hellenism
which had wrinkled into a hollow shell.

The degree of Gibbon’s hallucination is betrayed by the very

title of his great work. The History of the Decline and Fall of the

Roman Empire! The author of a history that bears this name is

surely beginning his narrati\e at a point w hich is very near the end
of the actual story; for the Roman Empire itself w^as a monumental
symptom of the far-advanced decline of a Hellenic Society of which
this empire was the universal state. When the whole story is taken

into account, the rapid downfall of the Empire after the Antonine

Age is seen to be not at all surprising. On the contrary, it would

have been surprising if the Empire had endured; for this empire

was already doomed before it was established. It was doomed be-

cause its establishment was nothing » Jt a rally^ wLich could delay,

but not permanently arn^st, the already irretrievable ruin of a Hel-

lenic Society which the Roman Empire temporarily embodied,3

The breakdown and disintegration of the Hellenic Society itself

is the story in which Gibbon would have found a subject altogether

* Saint Gregory the Gnat: Homihae Quad^aginta in Evangeltu, No. xxviii (Migne,

J. P. : Patrologta Latma^ vol. Ixxvi, col. 1212).
^ For the movement of Rally-and- Relapse whi . ^'unctuates the disintegrations of

civilizations, see V. C (ii) (b), vol. vi, pp. 278 321, below,
3 In defence of Gibbon (if it is not sheer jmpt rtinent e to offer an"* defence at aJJ for

a historian who is so great master of his art) it may be mentioned that Cjibbon s inter-

pretation of the Age of the Antonines was anticipated by at least one distinguished

obsen'er who lived and wrote in that age itself. The passage from Gibbon s pen which

has been quoted above may be compaicd with the Introduction to the Studies in Roman
History of Appian of Alexandria {vtvehoi circa a.d 90—ibo) ^ev Gibbon had his

eyes been opened by the spectacle of a W^estern W'orld in it*? Post-Gibbonian Age
might have taken another cue from an Apuleius or a Gucian. On the pages of these two

Antonine wnteis the brilliant colours of *thc Indian Summei unmistakably reveal

themselves—for those who have eyes to see—as the hectic flush on the cheeks of a

patient who is dying of a galloping consumption.
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worthy of his genius

;
and if he had set himself to tell this longer

tale from the beginning, he would have found that ‘the triumph of

Barbarism and Religion' was not the plot of the play, but only an
epilogue—not a cause of the breakdown, but only an inevitable

accompaniment of the dissolution in which the long process of

disintegration was bound to end. More than that, he would have
found that the triumphant Chu’-ch and Barbarians were not, after

all, external powers, but were really children of the Hellenic house-
hold who had been morally alienated from the dominant minority

of the Hellenic Society in the course of a ‘Time of Troubles’

which had intervened between a Periclcan breakdown and an
Augustan rally. ^ In fact, if Gibbon had carried his inquest back to

the true beginning of the tragedy, he would have had to return a

different verdict. He would have had to report that the Hellenic

Society was a suicide who had attempted to undo the fatal results

of his own self-immolation when his life was already past saving,

and who eventually received a coup de grace from liis own mis-

handled and alienated children at a time w^hen the Augustan rally

had already given way to a third-century relapse and the patient

was manifestly dying from the after-effects of his old self-inflicted

wounds.^

In these circumstances the historian-coroner would certainly

not concentrate his attention upon the epilogue, but would em-
ploy all his mental energy and acumen in attempting to determine

exactly when and how and why the suicide had first laid violent

hands upon himself. In prospecting for the date, he would pro-

bably lay his finger upon the outbreak of the Atheno-Pcloponnesian

War in 431 B.c.—a social catastrophe which was anathematized

at the time, by one of the actors in the exordium of the tragedy,

as ‘a beginning of great evils for Hellas’.

3

In reporting upon how
the members of the Hellenic Society perpetrated their monstrous

crime—a crime against the cause for which they, and their civiliza-

tion with them, had come into the Worlds—the coroner would
probably lay equal emphasis upon the twin abominations of inter-

state war and inter-class war wdiich, doubtless unintentionally but

none the less effectively, set up a process of ‘inverse selection’:

‘die Ausrottung der Besten’, in the terrible but unanswerable

and unforgettable phrase of one of Gibbon’s successors who has

* For the rolcB of the Church and the Barbarians as 'the internal proletariat' and ‘the

external proletariat' of the dibintef^rating society see I. B (iv), \ol. 1, pp. 40-1, and I. C
(1) (a), voi 1, pp. 53-62, above, as well as V. C (i) (c) z and 3, passim, in vol. v, pp. 5S-337,
below

2 On this point see I. C (1) (a), vol i, pp, 53 and 62, aboA^c.
3 Melesippua, Diacritus’s son, the Spartan, as reported by Thucydides in Book II,

chap. 12.

John xviii, 37.
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ventured to re-open the case and to probe more deeply into its

origins.^

Though the twenty-seven years’ war of 431--404 b.c, was only
the first chapter in a ‘Time of Troubles’ which lasted for four
hundred years before it was brought to a close by the establishment
of a two-hundred-years-long Pax Augusta^ the two terrible social

evils that were let loose in this social bre^down were already out
of hand, and already producing their fatal fruits, before this first

chapter was over. The new spirit of atrocity which was inspiring
inter-state w^arfare is exemplified in the treatment of the Melians
by the Athenians in 416 B.c. and in the treatment of the survivors
of the Athenian expeditionary force oy the Syracusans in 413 b.c.

and in the cold-blooded massacre of the Athenian prisoners-of-

war after the Battle of Aegospotami in 404 b.c. The advent of the

same evil spirit in the relations between social classes is exeinpL-
fied in the murderous faction-fights by which the Corcyraeans dis-

graced themselves in 427-425 b.c.^ On this showing, there is really

no need to pursue the argument that the Hellenic Society did not

receive its mortal blow^ in the Post-Antonine Age at the hands of the

Christians and the Barbarians. The mortal blow was delivered at

least six hundred years earlier, and the hand that dealt it w^as the

victim’s own.^ We are still confronted with the question why the

victim w^as overtaken by a suicidal mania of this kind at this time;

and the positive answer still eludes us
;
but we have at least arrived

at the negative conclusion that the verdict must be one of suicide

and not one of murder.
If we now extend our i"* ^ue^t from the case of the Hellenic

Society to the cases of the othei undoubtedly dead or apparently

moribund civilizations, w^e shall find that the same verdict has

manifestly to be returned in a numbt r of other instances.

For example, in the decline and fall of the Sumeric Societ)^^, ‘the

Golden Age of Hammurabi’'* represents an even later phase of

‘the Indian Summer’ than we see in the Age of the Antonines; for

* ‘Die Ausroftung dei Besten’ is the title of Part II, chap. 2, in \ol i of Otto Sceck s

Gesihtchte des Unlergarigs der Antiken Welt 1,4th edition, “'•t ittgart 1921, Metzlcr, 6

vols. with supjplemcnt*?)
See Thucydides, Book III, chaps 70- 85, and P->ok IV, chapa 46- 8,

5 The long-drawn-out sclf-dchtruction of the Society during tht four cen-

turies that intervened between the year 431 n.c. and the yea: 31 B.c might well be

described in the language of Herodotus’s gruesome account of the suicide of the first

King Clcomencs of Sparta, a man of genius who went out of his mind. Having obtained

possession of a knife, ‘Cleomenes began to mutilate himself from the calves of his legs

upwards. He slit up his fiesh lengthwise, and, beginning with his calves, he went on to

his thighs, and then from his thighs to his hips and flanks, until finally he reached his

stomach and found his death in slashing his stomach into ribbons vHerodotus, Book
VI, chap. 75). There is no redeeming feature in this protracted form of hara-kin.

^ This IS the title of chapter xiv of volume 1 of The Cambridge Ancient History, It

may be conjectured that the title of the chapter was chosen, and that the exposifion of

the subject was determined, under the influence of Gibbon’s presentation of the Age
of the Antonines.
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Hammurabi is not the Trajan nor even the Marcus Aurelius of

Sumeric history, but its Diocletian or its Constantine; and in this

age the decadent society is like the New England forest after the

first of the winter storms has come and gone without shaking dowm
all the brilliant leaves at one fell swoop or leaving yet a permanent
pall of snow upon the ground* Accordingly we shall not identify

the slayers of the Sumeric Civilization with the trans-frontier bar-

barians who descended upon ‘the Kingdom of the Four Quarters*

in the eighteenth century B.C.: the A’yas who swept across the

Land of Shinar into Syria, or the Hittites who sacked Babylon in a

transitory raid,* or the Kassites who crawled upon the carrion. We
shall detect the fatal strokes in certain events that had occurred

some nine hundred years earlier: the class-war between Urukagina
of Lagash and the local priesthood, and the militarism of Uruka-
gina’s destroyer Lugalzaggisi of Erech (Uruk) and Umma; for

these far-off catastrophes were the authentic beginning of the

Sumeric ‘Time of Troubles*.^

Similarly, in the decline and fall of the Minoan Society we seem
to detect the material evidence of an Antoninc ‘Indian Summer* in

‘the Palace Style* of the age which our archaeologists have labelled

‘Late Minoan 11*;^^ and wc shall not lay the destruction of the

Minoan Civilization to the charge of the Central European bar-

barians who swept over the Aegean in the immediately subsequent

age which bears the archaeological label ‘Late Minoan IIl*.^ In

attempting to reconstruct the history of the Minoan Civilization

out of our archaeological materials, we shall conjecture that ‘the

thalassocracy of Minos*, w^hich w^as the Minoan universal state,

corresponds to the archaeological strata called ‘Middle Minoan III*

and ‘Late Minoan I* and ‘Late Minoan H*; that this universal

state, like others, w^as the outward and visible sign of a social rally

after a ‘Time of Troubles’
; and that the culmination of this ‘Time

of Troubles* is marked by the archaeologically attested destruction

of the first palaces at Cnossos and Phaestus at the end of ‘Middle

Minoan IP, a catastrophe which w^e may tentatively ascribe to the

* In I. C (i) (fe), vol. i, p. m, above, the lliltite war-lord Mursil I’s raid on Babylon
ha» been dated nrra 1750 B.c. on the strength of Meyer, E.: Dif Aeliere Chronologic
Bab\lonten^, Assyrtens und Aegyptens (Stuttgart and Berlin 1925, Cotta), pp. 5 and 25.
On the other hand Delaporte, L. : Les lUttites 1936, Renaissance du Livre), p. 64,
dates the raid circa iSoh n.c.

^ See I. C (1) (6), vol. 1, p 109, above.
3 This suggestion may perhaps offer a means of reconciling the at first sight incom-

patible interpretations of the archaeological evidence of L.M. 11 which are given by
G. Glot? in La Chznltsation Eg^rnne (Pans 1923, Renaissance du Livre), p. 5}, and by
M. P. Nilsson in Minoan-Mycenaean Eebgton and its Survtt al tn Gteek Religion (London
1927, Miltord), p. 27. I'or this discrepancy of inteipretation see 1. C (1) (^)» vol. i,

P- 93» footnote 4, above.
* In the chronology on pp. 28-31 of Glotz, op. cit., L.M. II is dated 1450-1400 B.c,

and L.M. Ill 1400-1200 b.c.
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evil spirit of a fratricidal inter-state warfare. ' It will be seen that
the breakdown of the Minoan Civilization must be dated at least

500 years, and probably a longer span of years than that, before the
Achaeans and the ‘Dorians* appeared upon ihe scene.

In the decline and fall of the Sinic Society ‘the triumph of Bar-
barism and Religion* is represented by the foundation of Eurasian
Nomad barbarian successor-states*-^ of the Sinic universal stated in
the basin of the Yellow River at the turn of the third and fourth
centuries of the Christian Era, and by the sinuiltaneous invasion of
the interior of the Sinic World by the Mahayanian form of Bud-
dhism, which vas one of the religions of the internal proletariat of
ihe Sinic Society in the outlying vvestern provinces which it had
conquered from the Indie World in the Tarim Basin. But these
victories, like those of the North European barbarians and the
Christian C’hurch at the Hellenic Society’s expense, were only .ne

victories of the moribund socicri’*s own external and internal prole-

tariats. There was no conquest of the Sinic World any wholly
alien forces at any stage in ihe Sinic decline and fall; and the vic-

tories of the Sinic proletariat over the dominant minority by whom
the universal state had been fnun<lcd and preserved were the last

chapter in the w^hole story. The Sinic universal state itself was the

institutional etubodimenl of a social rally after a 'Time of Troubi(‘S*

in which the Sinic body Svicial had been torn in pieces by an inter-

necine fratricidal wai*farc between the parochial states into which
the society had once been articulated; and ‘the Period of the Con-
tending States’ {Chan Kuo), which ended with Ts’in She Hwang-
ti s knock-out blow in 22* BX

,
unquestionably began long before

479 iJ.cx, which has been taken as the conventional opening date

for this period of Sinic histoiy simply because it is the traditional

late of the dcaih of Confucius. L^his fratricidal warfare must
already ha\c inflicted cimel wounds upon the Sinic body social by

*
‘-'t c I C' (b), vol >, p. 92, footnote j, abo^tr, and V C (i) (f) vol, v, p.

and V C (u) (/;), vol vi, p. 312, below.
^ Sec V t (1) (t) 3, vol V, pp 272-3, V. C’ in (r) 4, vo) v, p 356, and V. C (i) {d)

(> (ol), vol. V, p 465, hclow'
^

be SinK UTuveisai state was the empire which was loiinvl*»d in 221 B c by i s in

She Hwanp-ti. which w.is earned on b> the Prior und 1 Han, and which wa^

iphemt'ially lestojid by the Wesitrn or 1 sin {impimhant \ n 280-317', after

havim: fallen apart into tlie indiKennus ‘success^ lates’ called the Three Kingdoms .

^ The IVIahayaiia is said to have made its hist lodgenitnt in the Sinic World in the

seventh decade of the hrst lenturv ot the C’hrjstian Era- the tiaditioral date of the

loiindation of the first IKi Idhist monaitery at Lovang —but it did not begin to gain a bidd

upon the people until the third centuiv In thi«i connexion it may he observed that the

Sinic reconquest of the I'anm llasin was begun by I^an C hao, the general of the Postenor

Han, in A n. 73, almost simultaneously w'lth the lonqucst of NW . India bv the Kushatt

Power from the Oxus-Jaxartes Bi.8in Thereafter there was consta,it intercourse, some-

times hostile but also sometimes friendly, betw'cen the Empire of the I Ian and the Empire

of the Kushan for about a hundred yeais. and this help^ to explain the subsequent re 1-

gious development in the Tar l.ast, for the Ku«ihan Empire seems to have been the political

crucible in which the Mahavanian form of Buddlusm was precipitated, n he rise ana

spread of the XIahSyana are exanuned tnriber in \ . C (1) {<

)

2, ’'ol v, pp. 1 13
“4b, below.
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the time when fourteen states held a disarmament conference in

546 B.c. and sought to ensure the maintenance of peace by
arranging for a joint hegemony of the two Great Powers of Tsin and
Ch’u over the league of the central Kleinstaaten which was the

heart of the Sinic World.^ Perhaps the beginning of the Sinic

‘Time of Troubles’ may be dated from the outbreak of the first

great war for hegemony between Tsin and Ch’u in 634 b.c.^

—

and
this was more than 900 years before ‘the triumph of Barbarism and
Religion’ was consummated.

In the decline and fall of the Indie Society ‘the Indian Summer’
was manifestly ‘the Golden Age of the Guptas’ {tmperabarit circa

375~475)>^ which was followed immediately by the devastating

triumph of the Eurasian Nomad barbarian Ilun and Gurjara in-

vaders. But in this case the religion of the Indie internal proleta-

riat, which shared the barbarians’ triumph, was not an alien power
at all, but was the wholly indigenous religion of Hinduism,^ while

the Hun invasion of India in the fifth century of the Christian Era
was separated in time from the original breakdown of the Indie

Civilization not only by the whole duration of the Indie universal

state and of the foregoing ‘Time of Troubles’, but also by the Time-
span of the Hellenic intrusion upon the Indie World—an intrusion

which intervened betw^^en the establishment of the Gupta Empire
circa a.d. 375 and the fall of the Maurya Empire (which had been

the first avatar of the Indie universal state) in iSij The fratri-

cidal warfare between parochial states which preceded the founda-

tion of the Maur}"a Empire was already in full swing by the time at

w^hich we catch our hrst rare glimpses of Indie history in the

seventh century b.c.^ The event which marks the original break-

* See Cordier, H Histotre G^nerale de la Chine (Pans 1920-1, Otulhnti, i \oK ),

\ol I, p 135, Maspero, H La Chine Antique (Pans 1927, Boccard), pp 547 8, and
Franke, O Geschichte des Chtnestuhen Reiches, vol i (Berlin and Leipzip 1930, de
Gruyter), pp 170-2 The co\enant of 546 B c was broken by Ch’u in 538 b c (1 or
the Sinic ‘ I ime of Troubles’ see further V C (11) {b), vol vi, pp 291-?, below)

2 In this round of the struggle for hegemony between these two Powers, Tsin in-

flicted a heavy defeat on Ch’u in 632 B c For this catastrophe see llirth, F The Ancient
History of China (New York 1908, Columbia Clniwrsity Press), pp 210 and 216, Franke,
O Geschtchte des Chtnestschen Retches vol 1 (Berlin and Leipzig 1930, de Gruyter),

p 165 This war lasted from 634 to 628 B r In the next round Ch’u took its rc\tngc
for the reverse of 632 B.c by inflicting a comparable defeat on Tsin in 597 b c.

’ See I C (1) (b), vol 1, p 85, above.
* See Part IX below for the social ‘law’ that the universal church which is created by

the internal proletariat of a disintegrating society is apt to draw its inspiration exclu ively

from sources that are indigenous to that society if the normal process of decline and
fall has been interrupted, during the universal state phase, by the intrusion of an alien

society (as the dechne and fall of the Indie Society was m fact interrupted by the in-

trusion of the Hellenic Society)
5 Sec I. C (1) (6), vol. 1, p 86, above. The Hellenic intrusion u^n the Indie World

IS to be dated, not from Alexander’s raid m 326-325 b c , but from Demetrius’s invasion
circa 190 B c. (more pieciaely, area 183-182 B c., according to Tam, W. W. The Greeks
in Bactna ana India (Cambridge 1938, University Press), p 133)

* Sec Smith, V. A . The Early History of India, 3rd edition (Oxford 1914, Clarendon
Press), pp. 28-30
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down of the Indie Civilization may prove, if ever we identify it, to
date from before the year 700 B.c.—that is to say, from a time more
than 1,100 years earlier than the advent of the Huns.
As for the Syriac Society, which enjoyed its ‘Indian Summer’

under the ‘Abbasid Caliphate of Baghdad, and which saw ‘the

triumph of Barbarism and Religion’ in the invasions of the Eurasian
Nomad barbarian Turks and Mongols and in the captivation of
these savage conquerors by the indigenous religion of Islam—we
may observe that the Syriac, like the Indie, decline and fall was
drawn out to an exceptional length by a Hellenic intinsion which
lasted, in this case, little short of a thousand years (if we reckon up
the span of time that intervened between the conquests of Alex-
ander the Great and the counter-conquests of the Caliph ‘lJmar).i

To arrive at the date of the breakdown of the Syriac Civilization,

we have to cast our thoughts back, behind the first incarnatiorx of

the Syriac universal state in the Achaemenian Empire, into a

Syriac ‘Time of Troubles’ that preceded the esl..iblishment of

a Pax Achaetnenia by Cynis.

What caused the breakdown of a civilization which, during its

brief foregoing age of growth, had proved its genius and displayed

its vitality in the three immense discoveries of Monotheism and the

Alphabet and the Atlantic? At first glance it may seem as though

we have stumbled here, at last, upon an authentic instance of a

civilization being struck down by the impact of an external human
force. Did not the Syriac Civilization break down under the hail

of blow's with which it w^as belaboured by an y\ssyrian militarism

in the ninth and eighth a d seventh centuries n.c. ? I'his is, no

doubt, the first obvious diagnosis; but closer iowspection pro\es it

to be mistaken; for, by the time vdien 'the Assyrian came dowm
like a wolf on the fold’, Syria w^as no longer ‘one fold’ with ‘one

shepherd’. 2 The tenth-century attempt to unite political!}, under

an Israelite hegemony, the galax>" of Hebrew^ and Phoenician and

Aramaean and llittite cantons and cily-slatcs which lay in the fair-

way between the Babylonic and the Egyntiac World had lament-

ably failed, and it was the resulting outbreak ot Syriac fratricidal

warfare that offered the Assyrians ‘h 'w opportunity and tempted

them to take it. I he ignominious dcieat of King Shalmaneser HI
by a partial and ephemeral combination of Syriac forces at the

Battle of Qarqar in 853 B.c.' shows that the Syriac World could

have kept this Assyrian militarism at arm’s length if the Syriac

statesmanship of the age had taken to heart ‘how good and pleasant

* For the structure of SyrirfC history sec I C (i) (J>), vol i, pp. above.

2 John X. It).
, . /L. I

3 See IV. r On) (r) i (a), pp 46H, 4*73. 475. ^ Ot) (A). 'Ol. vi, p. 303 ,

below.
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a thing it is for brethren to dwell together in unity’.' The break-

down of the Syriac Civilization, like the breakdown of its Hellenic

sister, turns out, after all, to have been a case of suicide and not a

case of murder. The Syriac peoples had begun their deadly gladia-

torial contest among themselves before the Assyrian giant strode

into their arena. The breakdown of the Syriac Civilization is to be
dated, not from the first crossing of the Euphrates by Asshur-
nazirpal II in 876 b.c., but from the evaporation of Solomon’s
hegemony after that Syriac prince’s death area 937 b.c.

If we turn to the history of the decline and fall of Otthodox
Christendom, and accept the view that in Orthodox Christian

^history the role of universal state has been played by the Ottoman
Empire, 2 we shall find rudiments of a post-Ottoman ‘triumph of

Barbarism* in the abortive attempts of Albanian and Serb and
Maniot and Kurdish and Arab tribesmen from the fringes of the

Empire to carve out ‘successor-states’ in the heart of the Empire
during the last quarter of the eighteenth century and the first

quarter of the nineteenth century of the Christian Era. Percep-

tible, though even slighter, rudiments of a corresponding ‘triumph

of Religion’ are discernible in certain abortive attempts to supplant

both the Sunni Islam of the Ottoman founders of the Empire and

the Orthodox Christianity of their subject rdlyeh by revised or

resuscitated versions of Islam which might purport to achieve a

synthesis between the two faiths and so to offer a basis of recon-

ciliation on which the deep religious cleavage between Orthodoxy
and the Sunnah might perhaps be transcended. The first of these

abortive attempts was the militant movemeni: of Sheykh Bedr-ed-

Din of Simav, which came to a head in a.d. 1416.3 The second was
the propagation of a resuscitated Imanii Shi‘ism by the Safawis at

the turn of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries of the Christian

Era.^ The third was the propagation of various alternative revised

versions of Islam which were ostensibly Sunni but esoterically

heterodox. The most successful of these was the doctrine and dis-

cipline of the Bektashi Order of Dervishes, which had become so

prevalent among the Janissaries by the latter part of the seven-

* Psalm cxxxiii i (This poem was written, of course, at least seven hundred ycai

»

after the time in the ninth century B c. when the bynac W'orld, for want of unity, had
fallen a prey to the Assyrians.)

* For an exposition of this view see Part III A, vol in, pp 2(1-7, above, and V. C
(11) (b), vol VI, pp. 298-300, below,

’ See I, C (1) (6), Annex I, in vol. 1, p. 364, above, and V C (1) (c) 2, vol v. p iii,

below. A deeper examination of Sheykh Bedr^ed-Din's movement and its affiliations has
been riade by Babinger, Fr., in Der Islam^ vols zi and xii. A reconciliation and fraterniza-
tion between Muslims and Christians was one of the principal planks in the Shevkh’s
platform according to the contemporary Orthodox Christian historian Michael Ducas,
chap 21 (pp 11T-15 in I. Bekker’s edition (Bonn 1834. Weber))

^ Poi the history of this propaganda, and for an explanation of its failure, sec 1 . C
(1) (f»), Annex I, m vol i, above.
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teenth century of the Christian Era that it seems at this time to
have been regarded almost as the established regimental religion,
while the attraction which it once exerted upon the impressionable
barbarians on the fringes of the Empire is attested by its survival
in the present Albanian 'successor-state* of the Ottoman Empire as
a relatively large and well-organized sect.*

In the case m point, of course, nobody will tliink of suggesting
that the propaganda of Hajj Bektash and his spiritual successors
between the fourteenth and the seventeenth century of the Chris-
tian Era, or the Volkerwanderung in which the Albanians overran
the Morea during the great Russo-Turkish war of a.d. 1768-74,
.ire to be regarded as the causes of the breakdown of the Orthodox
Christian Civilization! And this fantastic hypothetical diagnosis of
the Orthodox Christian decline and fall may be* taken as a reductio ad
absurdum of the whole Gibbonian schema of ‘the triumph of bcirbar-

ism and Religion*, since the stirrings of Bektabhi faith and of Alba-
nian barbarism in theOttoman body politic are morphologically true

‘^ec Rycaut, Sir Paul The Present State of the Ottornnn Empire (first edition »
London

Book H, chaps 12- 20, for the religious ferment in the Ottoman Empire in Rycaut'a
tune The Bektashi lVJo\ementiR desciibcd in chaps ]r2andiQ 1 hesc abortive unn crsal

(Imiehes which attempted to establish themselves within, and on the margin of, the
framework of th< Ottoman Frnpire are examined furtherm V L(i)(c)2,vol \,pp iio-ii,
and V C (1) (f) vol v pp 29‘;-6. below See al'^o Gibb, H A R

,
and Bo^^cn, H,.

JsLnmu Sonetv and the Wtst (Oxforu 1939, Univeisity Press), vol 1, chaps 13 and 14 —
‘ J'he fcKrodox Sufism professed by the BSttm propaf;andists of eailier (entunes had

ipptahd to the 'I'urkish tiibcsmen, as they first immigiated into the lands of Islam,
m account of its iatitudinarianism But the janissary coips was manned by men m a
*.inuiar case of more or less compulsory conversion, so the same doctrine, preached now
by the Bektashis, was admirably framed to appeal to them "rhe Janissaries, as lonR as

they remained a slave coips, were, almost to a man, of Christian origin It is not sur-

prising* therefore, to hnd that Bektashism has several featu*'es of a qiiasi-Christian

character such as the belief in a T*” mty Allah, Muhammad, and ‘Ah—and a belief in

the eflicacy of confession and absolution It was a tenet of the whole ultra -Batmi-^^ufi

movement that all religions arc equally valid, so that the adoption of such beliefs and
praetiees did not involve any compromiae of it* original chaiacter Indeed, some of the

Christian* like featuies that Bektashism display i were common to other branches of

the movement And in the later centuries of Ottoman rule over whA*^ had formerly been
the Orthodox Christian Woild the pre\alenct of a mo»-e or less disguised heterodoxy
of this type —outside the actual sphere of Bektashism— among ull the lowei classes of

the Muslim population led to i curious development 'Fhe veneration of saints and a

belief in the magical efficacy of sites and objects connected with them was perhaps the

most marked feature both d Orthodox Christianity and [of] this heteiodox Muham-
madanism in their more popular forms It came to pass, consequently, that throughout
the Balkans and Asia Minor many saints and shrines v'-enerated and visited in

common by the adherents of both religions

‘It 18 not surprising to find, therefoie, that tlK lelations subsisting between Muslims
and Christians during the early centuries of O nan rule were much more cordial

than they had been under earlier orthodox [Mu{»hm] dynasties, or were to be later,

aftei the Sultans had turned to [Islamic] oitliodoxy. Thus in the Ottomans' earliest

c'ampaigns they wcie supported by many Christian allies, and several of the earlier

Sultans took Chiistian piince&ses to wife Duiim* the invasion of ihe Balkans, moie-
over, large numbers of Christians turned Muslim ,

and though this mav not seem to be

evidence of good Muslim-Christian relations, it ,s to some extent so in fact since it

shows that the transition—if we are to judge by the frequeniy wit’; which it was per-

formed—was less painful at this period than it became later, when Muslim orthodoxy

forbade any compromise in belief Indeed, if this return to, or adoption of, [Islamic]

orthodoxy had never occurred, it seems possible that the veneration of shrines in common
by the adherents of the two religions might have ended^ in their sinking their differences

end evolving a syncretic faith—a Suhstic Christianity.'
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equivalents of the triumphant conquest of the Roman body politic

by the North European barbarians and by the Christian Church.

In the Orthodox Christian case those inquirers who are not

prevented by religious or cultural prejudice from perceiving that

the Ottoman Empire is the Orthodox Christian universal state will

justifiably take it for granted that the Orthodox Christian Civiliza-

tion must not only have broken down but have also travelled very

far along the path of disintegration before it became so weak as to

succumb to an Ottoman domination ant^ so sick as to derive social

benefit from the bitter medicine of a Pax Ottomanica, The un-
prejudiced student of Orthodox Christian history will recognize,

nevertheless, that the Pax Ottomanica did perform for Orthodox
Christendom the same positive and indispensable social service

that was performed for the Hellenic Society by the Pax Rontana

and has been performed for the Hindu Society by the Pax Britan-

mca. But this, of course, is not the popular view among the Ortho-

dox Christian peoples and their sentimental Western patrons at the

present day. The popular view is that all the histone misfortunes

of Orthodox Christendom derive from the Turkish conquest; and
this diagnosis has been implicitly accepted by our latter-day Otto-

man Turks of the school of President Mustafa Kenjal Ataturk,

who have made it their doctrine that the old Ottoman Empire

—

bound up, as it was, with the old Ottoman Sla\i‘-HoUvSehold—has

been an even greater curse to the ‘Osmanlis themselves than it has

been to their ci-devant subjects!* As for the descendants of the

Ottoman ra'iyeh, however violently the) may differ on almost

every other question of current politics or past history, our latter-

day Greeks and Bulgars (echoed by their attendant Philhcllenes

and Bulgarophils) will protest with one voice that their common
Orthodox Christian Ci\ilization, in w^hich they each claim the

leading role for their own respective forebears, was going from

strengtn to srrength,^ on a flood tide of life and growth, until the

moment when it fell a victim to the brutally aggressive force of

Turkish militarism, which is represented as having burst without

warning upon the Orthodox Christian World out of some Islamic

inferno below the Asiatic horizon.^

* For PreMcienl VIu*»tafa Kemal’s Ataturk’s revolutionary breach with the old Ottoman
order see PaU III A, voJ iii, pp. 48-Q, abo\e, and V. C (i) (d) 9 (j3), vol \i, pp 1 u and
112-13, below

» Psalm Ixxxn . 7
3 The view that Orthodox Christendom suffered injury from a Turkish militarism in

one chapter of its history is not, of course, irreconcilable with the view that, in the next
chapter, the stricken society received beneht from a Pax Ottomamca In the Hellenic
case, for example, nobody disputes that the Hellenic Society received benefit from the
Pax Romana dunn^t the span of 200 years extending from the pnncipate of Augustus
to the pnncipate of Marcus Aurelius inclusive At the same time, nobody can deny
that during the picctding two hundred years, between tht outbreak of the Hannibahc
War and th e Battle of Actium, the role of the Romans in Hellenic history was as destruc-
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The modern Greek national historian will probably ascribe the
ruin of the Orthodox Christian Civ^ilization to an earlier wave of
T. urkish aggression than will come within the ken of his Bulgar
contemporary and confrere. The Greek will find ‘the beginning of
evils’ for Orthodox Christendom in the invasion of the Anatolian
territories of the East Roman Empire by the Saljuq Turks in thr

third quarter of the eleventh century of the Christian Era. More
than that, if our imaginary Greek savant happens to be still in-

spired by a reminiscence of the old-fashioned Orthodox sentiment
that the Pope’s tiara is at least as objectionable as the Prophet’s
turban, ^ and if he has not altogether succumbed to the latter-day
Greek vanity of self-idcntification with ‘the enlightened West’, he
may decide to place the Latins as well as the Turks in the dock.
And it is unquestionably true that the first Norman raid upon the
East Roman Empin ’s dominions in Italy in a.d. 1017 preceded <he

first Saljuq raid upon the Empire's dominions in Anatolia in a.d.

1037 by twenty years, and that the Latin conquest, of Constanti-

nople in A.D. 1204 was a greater disaster for the Orthodox Christian

(Civilization than the Turkish conquest in a.d. 1453. \vere to

be taken for granted that the Orthodox ('hristian Civilization met
Its death at foreign hands, and that it is merely a question of deter-

mining the respectUc responsibilities of the Turkish and the Latin

prisoner at the bar, then a candid W’eslern inquirer might be con-

strained to admit that his own Latin forebears not only delivered

the first blow but were also ahead of their Turkish competitors in

striking at their victim’s heart. But wdicn wc have made the fullest

viliowance for the Latin sh^rc, as wxdl as foi the Turkish share, in

the murderous assaults of which Orthodox Christendom was the

victim from the eleventh century' ol the Christian Era onwards, are

we sure that we ha\c ascertained ^ true cause of the victim’s

death ? If wc pursue our post-mortem examination fartlier, w'c shall

find unmistakable evidence that the Orthodox (diristian Society,

like the Syriac Society in a different time and place, had laid violent

hands upon itself before either of its reputed assassins appeared

upon the scene. 'I he criminal intent of both the Latins and the 7'urks

may have been fully as heinous as is commonly alleged
;
but there

is reason to doubt" the effectiveness >i their criminal action; foi

there is reason to believe that the alien body social into w'hich they

plunged and replunged their swords was the body of a suicide whose

life-blood was already ebbing away thniugh a self-inflicted wound.

tivc Bs ti'^at of the ^'urks in Orthodox Christian history at their \ orst. It is not only

possible, but common, to find the same people or the same individual playing; contrary

roles in successive acts of the same play.
^ i l

* For the prevalence of this sentiment among the Orthodox in C onstantinople on the

eve of the capture of the city by the ‘Osmanlis in a d. i 453 Gibbon, E. * Die liistoty

of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, chap. Ixvm.
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'File tiTje date of the breakdown of the Orthodox Christian

Civilization is marked by a domestic event in Orthodox Christian

history which occurred before either the Normans or the Saljuqs

had come within range of Orthodox Christendom. The beginning

of the Orthodox Christian ‘Time of Troubles’ dates from the out-

break, in A.D. 977, of the great Bulgaro-Roman War of a.d. 977
-

1019.^ 'Fhis internecine struggle between the two Crreat Powxrs of

the Orthodox Christian World did not come to an end until one of

the two belligerents had not only suffen'd defeat but had been de-

prived of its political existence. From A.D. 1019 onwards for more
than a century and a half, until a.d. 1186, Bulgaria was effaced

from the political map by being incorporated completely into the

body politic of the East Roman Empire. This enormous political

disaster in the life of the second most important state in the Ortho-
dox Christian World was bound to administer a profound shock

to the whole Orthodox Christian body social; and the Bulgarian

Empire’s total loss was not counterbalanced by any gain on the

credit side of the East Roman Empire’s account; for, in a war so

long drawn out betw’een belligerents who were so closely matched,

the ostensible victor emerged from the struggle in little better con-

dition than his prostrated opponent.

On the political map the East Roman Empire \astly increased

its territorial possessions as a result of the ‘knock-out blow’ of

A.D. 1019. From that year until the successful Bulgarian revolt of

A.D. 1186 the domain of the East Roman Empire in the Balkan

Peninsula w^as as extensive as the Roman Empire’s domain in the

same quarter in the reign of Justinian
;
but an eye which knew how

to read the social and economic map below the ostentatious politi-

cal surface could have discerned that the mihtar}^ tiiumph in the

Balkans had been purchased by the East Roman Power at the price

of a prohibitive sacrifice in Anatolia. The strain of the great Bul-

garo-Roman War of a.d, 977-1019 exacerbated a social malady in

Central and Eastern Anatolia^ which had first become noticeable

(to judge by the testimony of East Roman agrarian legislation)

during the preceding Bulgaro-Roman War of a.d. 913 27. In this

Anatolian region an increasing inequality in the distribution of the

ownership and the product of the land was keeping pace with an

increasing impoverishment of the whole country-side, with the

re.sult that the peasantry and the big landowners were becoming
increasingly alienated both from one another and from the East

Roman Government at Constantinople, at whose door they not un-
fairly laid the responsibility for their local distress. The military

* See Part III A, vol in, p 26, abo\c, and IV C (111) (1) 2 (P), m the present volume,

pp. 388-93, below. » For this see tuithcr IV. C (111) (c) i (/3), pp 395-9, below.
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glory which the Emperor Basil the Bulgar-killer (o BovXyapoKrovo^)
was winning by his successful war of attrition against the Empire^s
formidable sister and adversary in Europe was marred by a succes-
sion of insurrections headed by representatives of the East Roman
landed aristocracy in Asia.

'J’hese outbreaks occurred too frequently, and lasted too long, to

be dismissed as the work of unruly or ambitious individuals. I'hey
were expressions of the Anatolians* profound economic distress

and political discontent, and this exhaustion and disaffection of
Eastern and Central Anatolia was a loss which could not be made
good by the most extensive conquests in Europe: for the military

strength of the Eastern and Cential Anatolian army-coips dis-

tricts was the rock on which the East Roman Empire had been
founded by Leo the Syrian three hundred years earlier.^ In a.d.

1019, at the close of the great Bulgaro-Roman War, the whole of uiis

region in the interior of Anatolia, which had once been the Empire’s
solid core, was so rotten with social decay that it was ready to fall

aw^ay at a touch, while the newly acquired provinces in the interior

of the Balkan Peninsula, which were socially sound in so far as they

had not been devastated by the recent warfare, were being held

down only by sheer forcc.^ Thus m a.d. 1019, when the East

Roman Pmipirc stretched to the Euphrates in one direction and to

the Danube in the other, it was iiwardly weaker than it had been

in A.D. 716, when its European domain w^as almost confined to the

bridge-head of Constantinople and the enclave of Salonica and

when the Arabs w^ere marching across Anatolia to put Constanti-

nople under siege. For ir» \.i) 716 Leo the Syrian had achieved

the master-stroke of East Roman statesmanship which Basil the

Bulgar-killer was never able to emulate. Leo had united under his

leadership the forces of the Anato. c and Armeniac army-corps;

and, with the military strength of r\natolia intact, he could await

with equanimity the Arabs’ assault upon the Empire’s European

capital.

This estimate of the difference in the East Roman Empire’s in-

ward strength at these respective dates is boi nc out by the respec-

tive sequels to the Arab assault at t^e one date and the Saljuq

assault at the other. When the Arabs vere repulsed from the walls

of Constantinople in a.d. 717, they ebbed right back from the

Bosphorus to the south-eastern foot of the Taurus ; and although,

for two more centuries, they continued to harry the Anatolian

* For Leo*s life-work see I. C (») (fr)» vol. i, p. 64, footnote 3, anJ III. C tii) (6), vol.

ill, pp. 274-6, above, and IV. C (111) (c) z (fi), m the present volume pp. 341.-2, oelow.

* For the eventual transference of the social centre of gravity of the main body or

Orthodox Chiistcndom from the Anatolian Peninsula to the Balkan 1 eninsula see

I. C (i) {h), vol. », p. 65, footnote 2; II. D (in), 'ol. ii, p. 7y » Part III A, vol m, p. 27,

above.
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marches of the Empire in annual raids, they never secured a per-

manent foot-hold upon the Anatolian Plateau, On the other hand,

when the Saljuqs were driven out of their advanced post at Nicaea

in A.D. 1097 by the combined forces of the East Romans and the

Latin Crusaders, they retired no farther than to Qoniyah; and they

continued to hold their ground in Central Anatolia for a full hun-
dred years during which their principality of Rum was almost

completely encircled by Orthodox or Latin Christian Powers: a

temporarily reinvigorated East Romai' Empire on the west and
north; an Armenian Kingdom in Cilicia; and the Latin Crusader

principalities in Syria. In fact, the Turks successfully stood on
• the defensive in Central Anatolia until, at the close ot the twelfth

century of the Christian Era, the next relapse in the decline of

Orthodox Christendom opened the way for the ‘successor- states’

of the Anatolian Saljuq Sultanate to make themselves masters of

almost all the rest of the Anatolian Peninsula at the turn of the

thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, when the Greeks and Latins

had exhausted themselves in a long and bitter struggle for the more
spectacular prizes of Constantinople and Salonica. And thus the

feat of statesmanship by which one of these ‘successor-states’

—

the Ottoman I’urkish principality of Sultan Onu—transformed

itself, in the fouiteenth century of the Christian Era, into the uni-

versal state of the Orthodox Christian World, was made possible

by the feat of endurance through which, in the twelfth century,

the Saljuq Turks had held their ground at Qoniyah,

^

How w*as it that the Saljuqs w^ere able to hold out in Central

Anatolia when they were so easily driven out of Nicaea and
Smyrna.? An explanation is suggested by the fact that the area

wdiich the East Roman Power failed to recapture from the Saljuqs

in the twelfth century substantially coincides with the area which
had been afflicted with the malady of economic distress and social

discontent during the tenth and eleventh centuries, before the Sal-

juqs arrived on the scene. Though the social history of this region

from the twelfth to the fifteenth century is exceedingly obscure,

and has to be reconstructed—in the almost total absence of con-

temporary evidence—by a comparison of the previous with the

subsequent conditiono, we may conjecture, with some assurance,

that the strength of the Saljuqs in Central Anatolia lay in the sup-

port, or at least the passive acquiescence, of the local peasantry. In

this region the social effect of the Saljuq conquest had been to re-

lease the peasantry from the grievous service of the local landlords

and the heavy yoke of the Government at Constantinople as repre-

* For the direct action of Challenge-and-Response in the history of the rise of the
‘Osmanlis sec II. D (v), vol 11, pp. 150-4, above.
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sented by the recruiting-sergeant and the tax-collector. How could
they pray l^oi the restoration of an Orthodox Emperor whose little
finger vvould be thicker than the loins of the 'Jurkish unbeliever?*
And why, now that they were relieved of the incubus of the land-
lords and the officials and the bishops, should they continue to
practise the Orthodox rite or to cultivate the Greek language?
From the twelfth century of the Christian Era onwards the Ortho-
dox Christian peasantry of Centra! Anatolia turned Muslim en
masse

\
and even the minority that remained true to their hereditary

faith turned Turk in language.
The descendants of these Central Anatolian Orthodox Christians

who survived in their native region, under the name of Qaramanli,
until the w’holcsalc compulsory exchange of minorities between
Oreece and T urkcy that followed the Anatolian War of iq 19—22,
had not only come to speak the lurkish of their Muslim ner'h-
bours as their own mother tongue; they had so utterlv forgotten
their ancestral Greek that thej^^ had even found k necessary to
translate the Liturgy of the Orthodox Church into Turkish,^ though
liturgies are notoriously the last refuges of dead languages. On the
eve of the Anatolian War of 1919-22, which gave the last lingering
survival of Orthodox Christendom in Anatolia its amp de gtdce,
the Greek language, which had enjoyed exclusive currency through-
out Anatolia from the extinction of the last of the pre-Gretk verna-
culars in the sixth century’ of the Christian Era down to the advent
of the Turkish language in the elcv^enth century, was only alive in

half a dozen remote villages in the fastnesses of Anti-Taurus and
on the extieme southern a d south-eastern edges of the Plateau at

a distance from the mam lines of communication ^ At the opening
of the twentieth century these fast dwindling islets of Greek in the

heart of a ci-devant Greek-speaking region were a happy hunting-
ground foi the philologist and phonetician, who v^as able here to

catch in the act, and study in the life, the metamorphosis of one
living language into another.*^

We have now perhaps convincingly dememstrated that the original

breakdown of the Orthodox Christian Civilisation was caused by

* I Kings XII 10
* The Turkish version of the Orthodox Liturgv which was used by the Qaramanlls,

and the Turkish version of the Gregorian Liturgy which was used by the Armenian
‘Diaspor^' in Anatolia, v ere conveyed reapeciiveij in the Gieek and the Armenian
Alphabet and not in the Arabic Alphabet which was employed b> the Turkish-speaking
Muslims

3 I'here was, of course, a much more numerou«i Greek-speaking Orthodox Christian

population at Smyrna and Aydyn and Ayvalyq and Bergama ana other places on or
near the w'cst coast of Anatolia, but these communities appear to have been the recent

products of immigration from the Aegean islands and from the Morea
* Sec Dawkins, R. M.: Modern Greek tn Asia Minor (Cambridge 1916, University

Press), and the piesent Study, IV C (111) (f) 2 (fi), in the present volume, pp 398-9,
below.
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a domestic conflict in the tenth century of the Christian Era
and not by Latin and Turkish assaults which only began in the

course of the eleventh century. A foitiori we may dismiss the idea

that the breakdown could have been caused by the rudimentary
and abortive religious propaganda and barbarian Volkerwanderung
which we have detected, where we should expect a priori to find

them, in the last agonies of an Ottoman Empire which was the

Orthodox Christian universal state.

2. The Triumph of an Alien Civilization?

We may next ask ourselves why these movements were abortive

in the Ottoman Empire, in contrast to the historic ‘triumph of Bar-

barism and Religion* in the Roman Empire and in the Empire of

Sumer and Akkad and in the Minoan Thalassocracy and in the

Sinic universal state. The answer to this question is not far to seek.

If the Orthodox Christian World had been breaking up in vacuo,

out of touch with any other living civilization of superior vitality,

there can be little doubt that, in the course of the nineteenth cen-

tury of the Christian Era, the former territories of the Ottoman
Empire would all have been parcelled out into ‘successor-states*

established by war-bands of barbarian intruders from the fringes.

In the first stages of the break-up of the Roman Empire, at the turn

of the fourth and fifth centuries of the Christian Era, there were

incidents which are exactly analogous to the occupation of the

Morea, from a.d. 17O9 to a.d, 1779, by Albanian foederaii who had

been called in by the Ottoman Government to drive out the Rus-

sians, and to the embarrassing eagerness of the Muslim Slavs of

Old Serbia and the Geghs of the North Albanian highlands to

serve in Khurshid Pasha*s expedition against 'All of Yannina in

A.D. 1821 and to take direct action against the Orthodox Christian

ralyeh within their reach in reprisal for the insurrection of the

Maniots against the Padishah in the same year.^ If we pursue

the analogy, we may discern in the Kurds the counterparts of the

Isaurians and in the Wahhabis the counterparts of the Primitive

Muslims; and we may see in an *Ali of Yannina and in a Mchmed
'All of Kavala a Clovis and a Theodoric manquc\

Why was it that war-lords such as these did not make the Alba-

* For thes^' incidents in the break-up of the Ottoman Empire see VlakhoKi&nnis, C:
"JotJ Mopid (Athens 1935, no impnnt of publisher's name), pp Ss-iOQ, hinlay,

Geoijje : A History of Gteecefrom its Conquest by the Romans to the Present Time (Oxford
1877, Clarendon Press, 7 vols ), voi. v, pp. 255-64; vol. vi, pp. 89 and 205. With the

former we may compare Alanc’s occupation of the IVIorca in a d. 395—6; with the latter,

Atawult’s ready acteptante, in A n. 412, of Honorius’s invitation to him to employ the
Visipothic war-band which he had inherited in Italy from Alaric on the lucrative task
of extirpating the nascent 'successor-states*—indigenous as well as barbarian-- that

were in process of supplanting the Roman Imperial Government in the Transalpine
provinces.
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mans masters of Rumili and Egypt and the Kurds masters of Ana-
tolia and the Wahhabis masters of Syria and Iraq? The answer is

that the mighty march of an irresistibly expanding Western Civili-
zation was treading hard upon these ephemeral barbarians’ heels.
‘The triumph of Westernization’/ and not ‘the triumph of Barbar-
ism and Religion’, was the process to which the break-up of the
Ottoman Empire actually ministered. Instead of taking their
natural form of barbarian principalides of ‘the Heroic Age’, the
‘successor-states’ of the Ottoman Empire were moulded, by
Western pressure, as fast as they emerged, into the exotic shape of
national states members of a comity of Western states which was
in the act of reorganizing itself on a basis of nationalism at this

time.

In some cases an incipient barbarian ‘successor-stale’ trans-

formed itself dircctl}/ (though not w^ithout painful and dangerous
convulsions) into one of these new-fangled national states on a

Western model. For example, the national state of Sferbia was the

final product of the insurrection of the barbarian Serb backwoods-
men of the Shumadiya in a.d. 1804, and the national state of Greece
arose likewise out of the insurrection of the barbarian Greek high-

landers of the Mani in A D. 1821.^ On the other hand the barbar-

ians w^ho were still so little affected at this time by the radiation of

the Western Civilization that they were incapable of turning their

political activities into a Western nationalistic channel paid the

penalty of missing their opportunity. The Albanians forteiteci the

Ottoman heritage in the Balkan Peninsula to the Greeks and Serbs

and Bulgars in the nineteenui century in order to enter the Western

comity of nations in the twentieth century with a patrimony so

grievously diminished that it now coi ^titutes the smallest and least

populous and weakest, as well a.s the r'ost backward, of the national

states of Europe.^ As foi the Kurds and the Wahhabis, the Kurds

were reduced to order by Sultan Mahmud II, and the Wahhabis

were temporarily subjected and were permanently confined to their

deserts by Mahmud’s viceroy in Egypt, Pvlehmed Ali,'^ through

* For the W\*stcmization of the 'O'JmanliH* Chnstian hch see II D (v), vol n,

C
p. 1 8j-6, and II, D (vi), vol. 11, pp. 226- 7, abovt, C (i) (f) 3, vol ^

, pp 2 «;<I 302,

elow For the Westernization of the 'Osmanlis themselves see II O (vi), vol. 11,

pp. 227-8, and Part III A, vol lii, pp 48-50, above, and V C (1) 9 v’ol vi,

pp. 102 and 1 12-13, below
^ for the contrast between the Moreot and the Plianariot currents in the Greek

Epanastasis see II. D (vj), vol. 11, pp 226-8, above
Fven the niniature Albanian national state that made its belated appearance on

the political map in 1913 was not the product of native Albanian initiative T he whole

of the territory inhabited by Albanians would undoubtedly have been partitioned between

Serbia and Cirecce after their joint victory in the First Balkan War of 1912, if the Haps-
burg Monarchy and Italy had not then insisted, m their own interest*?, upon ihe estab-

lishment of a sovereign independent Albania which the Albanians could never have

established for tht-naclves.

See V. C (11) (a), vol. vi, p. 233, with footnete 5, below.
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the timely employment of a new-fangled military equipment and
organization and method which these two great Ottoman 'Wester-

nizers’ had borrowed at the eleventh hour from Napoleonic France

and from post-Napoleonic Prussia. To-day, when a hundred
years have passed since Mahmud and Mehmed 'All completed

their work of ‘pacification*, there is once more a Wahhabi Empire
in the Arabian Peninsula;^ but the Wahhabi King of the Najd and
the Hijaz has no apparent prospect of acquiring the crowns of Iraq

and Syria. In the meantime the Kurds have fared still worse than

the Albanians; for to-day the whole of K.irdistan is partitioned

between the three national states of Turkey and Traq and Persia;

and the barbarians who were potential successors of the 'Osmanlis

in the mastery of Asia Minor a century ago are now not e\en the

masters in their own house.

^

Thus, in the history of the Orthodox Christian Civilization, in

which the Pax Ottomamca was the last act but one, the last act of

all has been, not ‘the triumph of Barbarism and Religion/ but the

triumph of an alien civilization which has been swallowing the

moribund society w^hole and has been incorporating its fabric into

its own social tissue.

We have stumbled, here, upon an alternative way in which a

moribund civilization may finally lose its identity. ‘The triumph
of Barbarism and Religion’ means that the moribund civilization

has been throvsm upon the scrap-heap by an iconoc lastic revolt on
the part of its owm external and internal proletariat, in order that

one or other of these insurgents may obtain a free field for bringing

a new civilization to birth. In this event, the older society duly

passes away —

cedit enini reruin novitate extrusa vetustas

semper ’

—

yet in a sense it still lives on vicariously, in the younger civiliza-

tion’s life, through the relation which we have learnt to call ‘Ap-

parentation-and- Affiliation’. In the alternative event, when the

moribund ci\ilization is not thrown upon the scrap-heap to make
way for a new representative of the species that stands in a special

relation to it, but is sw^allowed and assimilated by some living civili-

zation w^hich is one of its own contemporaries,^ the loss of identity

is manifestly more complete in one sense though less complete in

another. The communities into which the moribund society is

* For the policy and achievements of King 'Abd-al -*A2iz Al Sa'ud sec V. C (i) {c)

3, vol. V, pp. 333-4, and V. C (li) (a), vol. vi, p. 234, below.
2 See iV. C (iji) (6) 5, pp. 189-90, below.
3 Lucretius Rerum Natura, Book 111 , II. 964-5
This contact between civilizations in the Space-dimension is examined further in

Part IX, below.
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articulated may be spared the extreme agonies of social dissolution

;

they may be extricated from the body social of the one society and
incorporated into that of the other without any absolute break of
historic continuity (as the Greek people, for example, has re-

fashioned itself into one of the nations of a Westernized World
after having lived for four centuries the life of an Ottoman millet).

From another point of view, however, the loss of identity in this

event will be more complete and not less; for the society that

passes away through incorporation into another society, and not
through apparentation and dissolution, preserves—if it does suc-
ceed in preserving—some continuity in its material fabric at the
price of forfeiting altogether the power of creation which, in the
alternative event, it may still exercise vicariously. And creation,

after all, is a civilization’s raison d'etre.

The instance in which this process of extinction through assimi-

lation has come to our attention is the last chapter in the history' of

the main body of the Orthodox Christian Society, which has been
incorporated into the body social of our owm Western Civilization

since the beginning of the break-up of the old Ottoman Empire in

the last quarter of the eighteenth century of the Christian Era, after

a preliminary exposure, since about the last quarter of the seven-

teenth century, to the radiation of the Western culture. We can

see at once that, at the present moment, all the other extant civiliza-

tions arc in course of travelling along the same road. This is the

current history of the offshoot of Orthodox Christendom in Russia;'

of the Islamic and Hindu societies; and of the far Eastern Society,

both in its main body in China and in its offshoot in Korea and

Japan. It is also the historv of the three extant arrested societies

of the Esquimaux and the Nomads and the Polynesians, w^hich are

all apparently in process of being incorporated into the Western

body social in so far as the social ladia on of the Western Civiliza-

tion is not destroying them outright.

We can see, too, that a number of the civilizations that aie now
extinct have lost their identity, in the last chapter of their history,

in the same w^ay. The process of ‘Westernization’, which began to

overtake Orthodox Christendom in the last quarter of the seven-

teenth century of the Christian Era, ind the other living non-

Western civilizations about a hundred ^ irs later, was brought to

bear upon the Central American Civilization and the Andean Civi-

lization in the first and second quarters of the sixteenth century;

and in both these cases the process now appears to be virtually

I Por a discussion of the possible alternative interpretations of the Russian Communist
Movement as a development m the relations between Russian Orthodox Christendom

and the Western World see III C (1) {d), vol 111, pp 200-2. and III C (ij) (6), vol. in,

PP- 363-51 above.
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complete.* The peoples which were once the creators and propa-

gators of these two civilizations have not been exterminated or

evicted, like the barbarians and the savages who once occupied the

present domains of the United States and Canada. But the physi-

cal sur\^ival of the descendants of the Mayas and the Toltecs and
the Collas and the Incas attests the fact that they have lost the cul-

tural birthright which was bequeathed to them by their forebears

in order to become members of an intrusive alien society in whose
history they have not so far succeeded in playing any creative part.

In the present Latin-American republics of Peru and Bolivia and
Ecuador, which are the ^successor-states’ of the Spanish Vicei oy-

alty of Peni and are therefore, at one remove, the ‘successor-states’

•of the Empire of the Incas, the ‘Indians’, whatever may be their

status in constitutional theory, have been so far in fact a submerged
social stiatum—an inferior caste which has played only a pa.^sive

part in the social life of its own Andean homeland since this land

has been annexed to the domain of Western Christendom. Jn

Mexico the ‘Indians’ have been more self-assertive. Since the

severance of tlie political connexion between Mexico and Spjin ni

AD. 1821, individual Mexican ‘Indians’ have repcatcdlv nsco to

the highest positions of political power in the turbulent rcpuhi«caii

‘successor-state’ of New^ Spain, as the Spanish \"iccroyalty in

Mexico w'as officially styled; and since the Revolution of a d.i()io

there has been a general ferment and upheav^al arnonc the Mexican
‘Indian’ masses. In Mexico, however, stil! more than m VI nut

(where the contemporary revolution displays the same gcncial

character), the movement of revolt has been not a reaction against

the Civilization of th^^ West but an offensive movement towards it

The Mexicans have not been seeking to extricate themselves tiom
the Western toils in which the civilization of their forebears was
caueht and bound, four hundred vears ago, by Cortes and Ins

fellow conqui^tadores. On the contrary, the Mexicans ha\e been
seeking in our generation to take a fabulous Western Kingdom of

Heaven by storm In their campaigns against the latifundia and

* Tht perceptible oxpiession of an Andean socnl c onsciou* ne**s was iht r€ bell!*'*n

of Tupac Amaru against tht Spanish regime in Ptru in \ D 17X0—3 (sec I C (n (b), \o! 1,

p 120, footnote I, above; As for the M ic social consciousness, it is reporled to he
ahvc do^tn to this day among certain of the ‘Indians’ ot New Mexuo, a state of the
North American Union whu h was once the northernmost outpost of the Mcxic W orld

‘I was told not long ago,' wiitcs Mi I'dw\n Re\an (m Ihe Heflemstn Age (Cambridge
1Q23, University Press), p 103) ‘by some one who knew intimately the native peoples
of New Mtxico, that ihcv cherished still, b> a secicf tradition, the unconquerable bcliet

that Monte7uma was not really dead that one daj he would come back and drive out the

White Man and restore the world as it was before In some villages it was the custom
for a man to climb every da> before daybreak to the top of a neighbouring hill and all

alone watch the dawn, because that might be the da^ on which Montezuma might
return * This is a remarkable parallel to the dailv visit of the Imarni bhi'is of Hiilah
to the sanctuary of the M istei vjf the Age (see HI C (n; {b), Annex I in vol in, p 463,
above)
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against the oil-interests and against the Catholic Church the Mexi-
can revolutionaries have been attacking the privileges or monopo
lies of native Mexicans of Spanish descent, and of foreign prelates
and capitalists, with the object of securing for the Tndian’-de-
scended masses of the Mexican people that masteiy in their own
national house which has been proclaimed as the inherent right of
every people in our latter-day Western political gospel of Demo-
cracy.

On this showing, we may pronounce that the ci-devant Central
American Civilization, as well as the ci-devant Andean Civilization,

has now been completely incorporated into our Western body
social; and we can point to other ci-devant civilizations which have
been incorporated into other bodies social with comparable com-
pleteness in other times and places. The Babylonic Society, for

example, merged its identity in the Syriac body social in the last

century b.c., after its hr>ld upon its own cultural tradition had 1 cen
weakened by the attraction of Hellenism; and the disintegrating

etfect of the radiation of the Hellenic culture likewise prepared the

way for the absorption ot the Eg\"ptiac Society into the same Syriac

body social in the course of the third, fourth, and fifth centuries

of the Christian Era. 'Ftiis Syriac assimilation of the Egyptiac

Society—the longest lived and most firmly compacted and most
organically unified and most individually accentuated civilization

that has ever yet been seen—is perhaps the most extraordinary feat of

social assimilation tiiat has been achieved to our knowledge so far.

If we now glance again at the group of living civilizations that

ire in process of being assimilated by our own Western Civilization

at the present time, we shall (observe that the process is proceeding

at different paces on different planes.

On the economic plane every one of these societies uas been

caught in the netwoik of relations wh. h our modern Western In-

dustrialism has cast over all the habitable lands and navigable seas

on the face of the planet. ^ On the political plane, again, the children

of all these apparently moribund civilizations have been seeking

admission to membership in the Western comity of states through

various doors. In the main body of Orthodo\ Chnstendom the

‘successor-states’ of the Ottoman Empire have been transforming

themselves, as wc have seen, into natio. .* states on our latter-day

Western pattern
;
and the peoples of the Islamic World seem now

to be inclined likewise to part company with one another on their

way towards the Western political fold, and to pursue their identi-

cal objective, in the prevalent Western manner, along separate

national paths. The Pan-Islamic dream of a restoration of the

> On this point see I. B (in), vol i, p. 30, above.
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pristine political unity of the Islamic World* has been shattered

by the conversion of the Arabic-speaking Muslim peoples to

Nationalism^—a conversion which was proclaimed in a sensational

manner in a.d. 1916 when the Hashimi Sharif of Mecca rose in

insurrection against the Ottoman Sultan-Caliph and joined forces

with Christian states against whom the Caliph was then engaged in

a life-and-death struggle for the preservation of the empire which
was the basis of his temporal power.^ Thus both the Islamic World
and the main body of Orthodox Christendom are entering the

Western fold with politically divided forces. On the other hand
the offshoot of Orthodox Christendom in Russia and the offshoot

of the Far Eastern Civilization in Japan have each succeeded in

gaining admittance into the Western comity of nations—Russia

before the close of the seventeenth century and Japan before the

close of the nineteenth—without losing the political unity of which

> See Part IV. A in the present volume, p. 3, above.
* For the Arabic ‘successor-states* of the Ottoman Empire which have entered, or

are on their way to entering, the comity of national states which is the political structure
of a Westernized ‘Great Society’, sec the present chapter, p. 107, below. For the relation
of the ci-devant Arabic Society to an Islamic Society which was constituted by the
Ottoman conquest of the Arabic World in the tirst quarter of the sixteenth century of
the Christian Era, see the present chapter, pp. 112-14, below'.

3 The apparent triumph of our Western Political Nationalism in the Islamic World
since the beginning of the twentieth century of our era—and, conspicuously, since the

outbreak of the general war of .^.d. 19x4-18—is a remarkable testimony to the assimila-

tive power of our Western Civilization and to the inability of the Islamic Civilization

to hold its own against it. For the Pan-Islamic Movement, which was .set in motion
under the patronage of the Ottoman Sultan-Cahph 'Abd-al-Hairud {impetahat a.d.

1 876-1 Q09) as an attempt to enable the Islamic World to repel the W'estern often.sive, was
not only good strategy on its merits (on the principle that ‘union is strength*'); it

was also in the true line of the Islamic tradition; for, from the time of the Hijrah, which
was the crucial event in the career of Muhammad and in the history of the institution

that he founded, Islam had been a unitary society which embraced both the two Western
social fields of Church and State; and, after the founder’s death, the unitv of Islam in its

political aspect had been incarnated in the Arab Caliphate (see III. C (ii) (6), Annex
Jl, in vol. lii, above). Thus the Pan-Islamic attempt to restore the political unity of

Islam, under the historic aegis of a Caliphate, in face of a formidable external menace
to the Islamic Society’s very existence, might have seemed a promising stroke of states-

manship; and the rapid rout of Pan-lslanusm by an irresistible outbreak of Nationalism
in the Muslim ranks is a surprising denouement.
On the other hand there is nothing to be wondered at in the triumph of Nationalism

in Orthodox Chnstendom; for, in the main body of the Orthodox Christian World, the

course of events which, in the West, has culminated in Nationalism, was anticipated by
some eight hundred years. In the Western World as a whole it was not until the sixteenth

century of the Christian Era that the parochial national states gained the upper hand
over an oecumenical church, whereas this h^pened as early as the eighth century in

Orthodox Christendom. (This chapter of Ortfiodox Christian history is examined
further in IV. C (in) (c) 2 (/3), pp. 320-408, with Annex II, pp. 592-623, below.) In fitting

the 'successor-states' which they have carved out of the (Ottoman Empire into the frame-

work of our modem Western Nationalism, the Orthodox Christian peoples have merely
been reverting, upon their extrication from the Ottoman Empire, to an indigenous
tradition of their own. It is one of the ironies of history that this precocious Ortfiodox
Christian Nationalism of the Middle Ages, to which these peoples have reverted now
that the Pax Ottomanica has broken down, was the principal cause of the medieval
decline and fall that led to the Ottoman conquest. This eager revival of a pernicious

tradition is a bad omen for the Orthodox Christian peoples* new start in life as naturalized

members of our Society of the West. And, conversely, the history of Orthodox Christian

Nationalism in the Middle Ages, of which we know the whole story, is a bad omen for

the prospects of our W’estem Society ui its own belated Nationalistic Era, from which
it has not yet emerged.
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they were each in possession (Russia under the Muscovite Tsar-
dom and Japan under the Tokugawa Shogunate) at the time when
they each first began to feel the impact of the West. Finally, the
Hindu Society, which now enjoys a precarious political unity under
the British Raj, and the main body of the Far Eastern Society,
which is clinging to a vestige of political unity under the flag of the
Chinese Republic, are both trying to emulate the feat, w^hich Japan
and Russia have accomplished under more favourable conditions,

of becoming full-fledged members of the Western comity of states

without paying the price of political disruption.

It will be seen that, while there is perhaps a greater diversity in

the process of Westernization on the political plane than on the

economic plane, the political as Avell as the economic Westerniza-

tion of all the living non-Western civilizations is now in full swing.

On the cultural plane, on .he other hand, there is no uniform
corresponding tendency. In the main body of Orthodox Christen-

dom the former rdiyeh of the Ottoman Empire—Greeks, Serbs,

Rumans, and Bulgars—appear to have welcomed the prospect of

cultural as well as political and economic Westernizati-on with open
arms; and the epigoni of their former lords and masters the

Ottoman Turks have latterly followed their example. But these

cases seem to be exceptional. I'he Arabs and Persians and Hindus
and Chinese, and even the Japanese, arc accepting our Western

culture wdth conscious mental and moral reservations as far as they

art accepting it at all; and they are ail manifestly on the look-out

for some form of social compromise which will allow them to par-

ticipate in the economic and political systems of the West without

ceasing to possess their own non-W^cstern souls.* As for the Rus-

sians, they have passed righi 'Ut of the phase of cultural Westerniza-

tion, through which the Balkan peoples are passing to-day, and have

now moved on into a cultural reaction against the West, of which

an early symptom can be detected in one aspect of the Slavophil

Movement and a later manifestation in one aspect of Communism.^

On this showing, the present tendency towards the Westerniza-

tion of the World may prove to be neither so far advanced nor so

well assured of ultimate success as it would appear to be at first

sight. On the other hand the four cases of the Central American

and Andean and Egyptiac and Babylunic civilizations are sufficient

to show that the loss of identity through assimilation can be just

as complete and just as definitive as the alternative process of

Apparentation-and-Dissolution in which the Hellenic and Indie

and Sinic and Minoan and Sumeric societies have met their ends.

* This point has been touched upon already m I B (iii), vol i, pp. 35-6, above.
* See III. C (1) id), vol. in, pp. 200-2, and III. C (11) {b), vol in, pp. 363 -5, above.
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We have next to observe that when we find the last chapter in

the decline and fall of a broken-down civilization taking the form
of the triumph of an alien civilization, we arc no nearer to having

discovered the cause of the original breakdown than in the alterna-

tive case, which we have examined already, where the last chapter

takes the form of ‘the triumph of Barbarism and Religion*, In this

case, as in that, the loss of identity is the final outcome of a long

decline; and this decline has to be traced back to its distant begin-

ning in order to arrive at the original breakdown which it is our
object to explain.

We have seen, for example, that the main body of Orthodox
Christendom did not lose its identity through absorption into the

body social of the Western Civilization until the Orthodox Chris-

tian universal stale had run out into an interregnum. The peoples of

the Ottoman Empire did not succumb completely to Westerniza-
tion until after they had experienced the rudiments of a barbarian

Vdlkerwanderung; and even the beginnings of the Westernization

of the Greeks and Serbs only date from the last quarter of the

seventeenth century, while the Westernization of the Ottoman
Turks did not begin until about a hundred years later. These dates

are very late in the history of a decline w hich goes back, as we have
observed, to the great Bulgaro-Roman War of a.d. 977-1019.
There are still longer intervals between the original breakdowns

of the Egyptiac Civilization, and of the main body of the Far

Eastern Civilization in China, and the respective dates at which
the Egyptiac Society lost its identity through com ersion to Chris-

tianity and at which the Far Eastern Society began to be penetrated

by our Western social radiation. For both these civilizations not only

broke down and passed through a ‘Time of Troubles* and entered

into a universal state before the alien influence began to work upon
them

;
in both cases, the universal state phase was drawm out to un-

usual lengths.

The breakdown of the Egyptiac Civilization may be equated

approximately with the transition from the Fifth Dynasty to the

Sixth Dynasty, circa 2424 B.c.,' when the sins of the Pyramid-

Builders were visited upon their successors and the top-heavy

political structure of ‘the Old Kingdom* collapsed.^ The Egyptiac

‘Time of Troubles’ may be equated with the following ‘Feudal Age’,

when the Egyptiac World broke up into a multiplicity of decadent

local principalities which reproduced (with the melancholy diifer-

ence between autumn and spring) the situation that had existed in

I For this date see further V C (i) (r) 3, vo1 v, p 267, footnote 2, below.
» For an account of the breakdown of tne Egyptiac Civilization see III C (1) ((/), \ol.

ill* pp 213-16, above, and IV C (11) (6) 3, pp 116-17, and IV C (in) (r) (fi), pp 408-

14, below.
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the Egyptiac World a thousand years earlier, before the establish-

ment of the United Kingdom. The Egyptiac universal state was
founded circa 2070/2060 B.c. under that sovereign of the Eleventh
Dynasty who commemorated his achievement by styling himself

‘the Uniter of the Two Lands’;* and this ‘Middle Empire*, after

giving the Egyptiac Society the ‘Indian Summer’ of the Twelfth
Dynasty, eventually passed out into an interregnum in which ‘the

triumph of Barbarism’ was celebrated by the invasion of the Hyk-
sos. At this stage, however, Egyptiac history took a peculiar turn

;

for, instead of going into dissolution and thereby making way for

a new^ society to come to birth, the Egyptiac Society obstinately

refused to give up the ghost. It was the Hyksos who had to make
way for a resurrection of the defunct Egyptiac Society in the

mummy-case of a restored universal state, the so-called ‘New
Empire’.^ And even then, when ‘the New Empire’ had nm its

course like ‘the Middle Empire* before it, the dried and withered

mummy of the Egyptiac body social still grimly held together.

‘The New Empire* expended its last ounce of strength on the tour

de force of frustrating ‘the triumph of Barbarism* for avsecond time

when the Egyptiac World was in danger of being overwhelmed by
the back-wash of the posl-Minoan Volkerwanderung at the turn of

the thirteenth and twelfth centuries Thereafter the Egyptiac

Society lingered on for some fifteen centuries longer in a state of

low but tenacious vitality. Successive alien conquerors—Assyrians

and Achaemenidae—were evicted in turn, like the Hyksos before

them, by the sudden uncanny uprising of a prostrate body which
the intruders had taken for a corpse; and the same ignominious

fate w’ould unquestionably have overtaken the Ptolemies'^ if the

Roman Emperors had not sU pped into their shoes and held Egypt
down with an iron hand until the powerful solvent of Hellenism

had had time to do its disintegrating work. It was only after this

that the Egyptiac Society lost its identity through the mass-conver-

sion of the Egy ptian people, in the course of the third, fourth, and

fifth centuries of the Christian Era, to the Helleno-Syriac syncre-

tistic religion of Christianity^—from which, in Egypt, the Hellenic

> See I C fii), vol 1, p 137 and p. 140, footnote 2, and 11 . D (v), vol. 11, p. 112,

above, and V C (i) kc) 3, vol v, p 267, and V C (n) (a), vol vi, p 190, below
» For these chapters of Egyptiac history see I. C (u), vol. 1, pp 136-46, above.

' See I C (1) (6), vol 1, pp 93 and loi, above, and IV C (ui) (c) 2 ()3), in the present

volume, p 422, V C (1) (e) 3 vol p 269, and V C (11) {a), vol vi, p 207, below
4 For the senes of Egyptian insurrections against the l-^olemaic regime which began

before the close of the third century B c
,
see V C (1) ^c) 2, vol. v, p 68

,
below.

5 It will be seen that the conversion of Egypt to Chnstianity, which marks the dis-

appearance of the distinctive tradition of the Egyptiac culture, did not take place until

some two thousand years alter the date at which ‘the Middle Empire*, which was the

Egyptiac universal state, passed over into the abortive interregnum which was marked
by the ephemeral triumph of the Hyksos. Thus the Fgvptiac Civilization cheated

Destiny, in the manner of King Mycennus in the fairy-story, by contriv’ing to double
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alloy was progressively purged away by the reconversion of the

Egyptians, first from Primitive Christianity to Monophysitism, and

eventually from Monophysitism to Islam (save for a residual Coptic

minority). This last stage in the purge was only completed in the

course of the post-Syriac interregnum circa a.d. 975-1275 ;
and thus

the final absorption of the Egyptiac Society into the Syriac body
social was separated in time from the original breakdown ofthe Egyp-
tiac Civilization by an interval of more than three thousand years.

The interval between the breakdown of the Far Eastern Civiliza-

tion in China and the beginning of the present intensive process

of Westernization is not of the same order of magnitude; but the

intervening course of Far Eastern history in China is not unlike

the period of Egyptiac history which we have just surveyed. The
breakdown of the Far Eastern Civilization in China may be equated

with the decay of the T*ang Dynasty in the last quarter of the

ninth century of the Christian Era; and the subsequent ‘Time of

Troubles’—which was occupied, but not caused, by the progres-

sive encroachments of the Khitan Nomad and the Kin highlander

Power upon Chinese soih—was brought to an end in a.d. 1280.

its proper term of life—and this on the scale of two millennia. Moreover, even tn
arttculo mortis, the indomitable mummy of a long-dead society took a sardonic revenge
upon its audacious destroyers; for, if it was the forcible incorporation of Egypt into
the Rom.nn Empire that enabled the solvent of Hellenism to corrode the tough Eprv'ptiac

social fabric at last into a featureless mass of debris, it was also the influence of the
Egyptiac tradition—imposing even in the final state of its decay—that set the charac-
teristic Egyptiac stamp of ‘the servile state’ upon a rei onstructed Roman Empire—the
Empire of Aurelian and Diocletian and Constantine—which was the Hellenic Civiliza-

tion’s last avatar. ‘The tradition of the Great State maintained itself in Egypt through
all the . , . periods of dissolution and foreign invasion down to the Christian Era, and,
as Professor Rostovtzefl has shown’ [see Rostowzew, M.; Studten zur Geschicht? ties

Hbmischen Kolonates (Leipzig and Berlin 1910, Teubner), pasAiw, and RostovtzcflF, M.:
A History of the Ancient World (Oxford 1926, University Press, 2 vols.), vol. ii, pp.
325-33- -A.J.T.], ‘it exercised a fonnative influence on the tradition of European state

administration through its inheritance by the Hellenistic monarchies and the Roman
Empire. The Empire of the fourth century, above all, with its regime of fixed heredi-
tar> occupations and forced services, its official hierarchy centring in the Sacred Palace,

and its vast organization of state ownership and fiscal exploitation, may be regarded
as nothing less than an adaptation to the Mediterranean World in general of a system
that had been inherited by the Caesars in Egypt as the successors of the Ptolemies and
the Pharaohs. ... It is remarkable that in the Roman Empire also, from the reign of
Aurelian to that of Constantine, a solar monotheism’ [the worship of Sol Invictus: see

V. C (1) (f) 2, vol. V, p. 82, footnote 4, and V, C (i) (d) 6 (S), Annex, vol. v, np. 649-50
and 691-4, below—A.J.T.] ‘was becoming the official religion’ (Dawson, Christopher:
The Age of the Gods (reissue: London 1933, Shced Sc Ward), pp 161-2). In Professor
Rostovtzetf’s own words, ’the mam business of every social and economic centre in

the realm was now’ to serve the state and work for the state. This conception w'as no
novelty to the Ancient World: the public life of Egypt in the Hellenistic Age was
largely based upon it; and now Diocletian introduced it throughout the Empire. . . .

The state was entirely organized on the principles of an Eastern despotism: an auto-
cratic ruler controlled an omnipotent bureaucracy, which suppressed every trace of self-

government while professing to retain it, and a population of serfs, living and working
principally for the purposes of the Government. What a departure from the Graeco-
Roman ideals of freedom and self-government!’ (Ro.stovtzen, op. cit,, vol. li, pp. 327
and 331 ;

see also the present Study, IV. C (iii) (c) 2 (^), in the present volume, p. 414,
below).

* See IL D (v), vol. ii, p. X2i, above, and V. C (i) (r) 3, vol. v, p. 308, and V. C (li)

(i), vol. vi, p. 307, below'.
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when the Mongol supplanters and successors of the Kin completed
the barbarian conquest of China and thereby brought her some
tardy alleviation of the sufferings which the Mongols’ predecessors
had inflicted and which the Mongols tliemselves had aggravated in

bringing them to a climax.* The Pax Alongolica which was effec-

tively imposed upon China by Qubilay Khan promised to endow
China with her universal state; but the Chinese were unwilling
to receive even this benefit at baibaiian hands. Within less than
a bundled years the Mongols were evicted by the Ming^ as, in

a comparable chapter of Egyptiac history, the Ilyksos were evicted

by the founders of ‘the New Empire’. The Ming in China, like the
Eighteenth Dynasty in Egypt, stood for a purist reaction against

the indignity of barbanan domination and the taint of barbarian
manners; but tlieir strength was insiiflicient foi their task; and the

Pax Mongolica^ which the Mmg had managed to destroy but never
quite etfectivclj to replace, w^as eventually restoi ed by the Mongols’
fellow barbarians the Manchas, who conquered the w^hole of China
in the course of the se\eriteenth ccntuiy of the Christian Era, as

the Mongols had conquered it lour hundred years cvirhcr. This
was the long histon% in China, of the Far Eastern decline and fall.

On the other hand it was only m the sixteenth century of the

Christian Era, in the later days of the Ming, that the contact of

China with the modern Western World began;’ and it was only in

the nineteenth century’, in the later days of the Manchus, that the

present Western pressure upon China began to be seriously felt.

The Sino-British ‘Opium War’ of a.d. 1840-2, in which ‘the South

Sea Barbarians’ brutally battered down the Middle Kingdom’s
long-closed gates, w^as separated by a span of 962 years from the

sack of the great port of Kha^fu^—by Chinese hands ~in a.d. 878;

* It will be seen that the local succession of Lurasian Nomads—Khitan and
Mongols— played the same part in the decline a d fall of the I ar Laslern Civiliration

in (’’hina as was played in the decline and fall ot ithodox C hnstendom by the SaljOc^s

and the ‘Osmanlis In both cases the first \va% of the Nomad invaders purely
destructive, while the last wave eventually peitormcd the constructive work ot < oin-

pulsonlv t ndciw ing the disintepi ating so*, letv with a univ ersal state It is to be emphasized
that the Nomads were not the authors of the brtakdow i in either case Fhev appeared

on the scene after the breakdown had taken place, and then ihev merely lode through
a breach which their victims had already blown m tlieir own defences in the course of a

fratricidal struggle which had gone to extremes before the Nomads* amval
» bee 11 D (v), vol ii, p 121, above, and Pari V A, \c»l v, pp 3-4, V C (1) (c) 1,

vol p. «;4, V C (1) (f) 3, vol V, p 3og, V C U) 4 >
'ol v, p, 348, V. C (11) (a), vol

vj, p 193, and V. C (11) (b), vol vi, p 30s, belov
3 The contact of China with the medieval We tern C hnstendom during the brief

period when the Mongol universal state extended eontmuously from the coasts ot China
to the coasts of the Black Sea and the Baltic was a curiosity ot history which, like

Alexandci’s raid on India, had no lasting effect

* There is some disagreement among scholars as to whether the port which is called

by this name in the Arabic records was Canton 01 Kanpu the latter being the poit of

Hangchow. Khanfu would be the closest possible Arabic transliteration of Kanpu,
Since there is no letter *P* in the oiiginal \cisicin of the Arabic Alphabet which is used for

conveying the Arabic language The letter has only been added in tin version used for

conveying Persian and Turkish.
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and that great disaster, which put an end to the China trade of the

Arab and Persian subjects of the 'Abbasid Caliphate, had beenone of

the outstanding events in the suicidal Chinese civilwarwhich had ac-

companied the collapse of the T’ang Dynasty and had inaugurated

the decline and fall, in China, of the Far Eastern Civilization.*

In the histories of the decline of the Far Eastern Civilization

in Japan and the decline of the Orthodox Christian Civilization

in Russia the current of Westernization gained the mastery at

an earlier stage; for the Fokugawa Shogunate and the Romanov
Tsardom, which the Japanese authors of the Meiji Revolution and
the Russian Tsar Peter the Great set thcniselves, respectively, to

transform into national states members of the Western comity

of nations, were both of them universal states which had not yet

passed over into interregna and had not been drawn out to unusual

lengths, but were still well within the normal term. The founda-

tion of the universal state in Japan, which was the cumulative

achievement of Nobunaga and Hideyoshi and leyasu, may be

dated at about the turn of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries

of the Christian Era. The foundation of the universal state in

Russia may be equated with the union between Muscovy and Nov-
gorod—the two principal members of the previous plurality of

parochial Russian states—in a.d. 1478. It will be seen that the

Japanese universal state had been in existence for rather less

than 300, and the Russian for rather more than 200, years by the

respective dates at which the great Japanese and the great Russian

‘Westemizers’ performed their tours de force.

In these two cases there will perhaps be little inclination to

suggest that the incorporation of Russia and of Japan into the

Society of the West, which was achieved by Peter and by his Japan-

ese counterparts, is to be regarded as the cause of the breakdown
of the Orthodox Christian Civilization in Russia and of the Far

Eastern Civilization in Japan. So far from that, these achievements

of Russian and Japanese statesmanship were so remarkably suc-

cessful—at least on a short view—that many observers may be in-

clined rather to take them as evidence that the societies which
deliberately put themselves through this radical metamorphosis,
and which came through it—at any rate, for the moment—without

mishap, must still have been in the full elan of life and growth.

The Russian reaction in the seventeenth century and the Japanese
reaction in the nineteenth century to the impact of the West cer-

* An English translation of an ai^count of this sack of Kanpu or Canton from the
pen of Abu Zayd al-Hasan of Siraf will be found m Renaudot, E.: Ancient Accounts
of India and China by tico Mohammedan Tra%ellers (London 1733, Harding), pp. 40-5.
The pasi.age also gives a graphic description of the whole political and social breakdown
in w hich the sack ot Khanfu was an incident.
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tainly appear to display a command of the situation and a mastery
over events which stand out in contrast to the ineffectiveness of the
‘Osmanlis and the Hindus and the Chinese and the Aztecs and the
Incas in dealing with an identical challenge.

Instead of waiting heedlessly and passively for an expanding and
aggressive West to breach their walls and stave in their doors and
take possession of their house and refurnish it throughout accord-
ing to a Western taste without consulting the native owners and
occupiers, the Russians and the Japanese not only divined, at an
early stage, the seriousness of the Western challenge and the

severity of the penalties which they would incur if they failed to

respond to it
;
they also took action in good time in order to meet

the trouble half-way; and this combination of prescience with
resoluteness won conspicuous rewards. Instead of undergoing a

process of compulsory ‘Westernization’ at the hands of Swedish or

German or Spanish or American intruders, the Russians and the

J apanese were able to carry their social metamorphosis through with
their own hands because they submitted themselves to it voluntarily

and deliberately; and, instead of being socially submerged like the

Central American and Andean peoples, or being politically sub-

jected to the rule of a Western Power like the Hindus and Muslims
in India, or being forced to pay for their political ‘Westernization’ by
the sacrifice of their political unity like the Muslim and Orthodox
peoples of the Ottoman Empire, they succeeded in preserving their

existing unitary commonwealth. Without any break of political

continuity they respectively transformed the Romanov Tsardom
and the Tokugawa Shogunate from 'hermit kingdoms’ which each

embraced the whole of its ‘short and narrow-vergtd’ universe into

members of a WCsStern comuy ot states with the calibre and the

standing of Great Powders which were able at once to play an active

part in the international life of the Gi* it Society of the day.

No doubt the later history of Russia, who entered upon the path

of ‘Westernization’ some two hundred years earlier than Japan and

who has therefore had that much time longer to experience the

consequence, will make cautious observers chary of pronouncing

prematurely that the Russian experiment of ‘Westernization’ has

justified Peter’s policy in the long run; and in Japan, likewise, the

turn of events in our generation sugges*^ - ‘^hat the second phase in

the history of the Japanese experiment may pass less smoothly than

the first. The Soloniar maxim respiceJinem^ is eminently apfilicablc

to both the Russian and the Japanese enterprises ;
and, if these enter-

prises do come to grief unmistakably in the end, there will assuredly

be some apologists who will maintain that all was well with Japan

* Herodotus, Book I, chap 33.
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and with Russia until our Western Society crossed their paths, and
that, in spite of their gallant first attempts to hold their own against

the formidable Western intruder by borrowing his weapons and
paying him in his own coin, the encounter has been fatal to both

these non-Western societies after all.

This hypothetical future apologia, however, can be refuted in

advance, here and now. by an examination of Russian and Japanese

history in the periods preceding the voluntary ‘self-Westcrniza-

tion* of Russia and of Japan respectively.

At this earlier stage, again, we shall admire the handling of ‘the

Western Question’ by Russian and Japaiiese statesmanship; for,

before either the Russians or the Japanese were able to secure

leisure and elbow-room for ‘Westernizing’ their life on their own
initiative, they each had to meet and repulse a Western attempt to

bring them under Western domination—as the Central Americans
and Andeans and Hindus and Chinese have actually been domi-
nated by divers Western aggressors in divers degrees. For the

first establishment of relations with the modern Western World,

which occurred in Russian and in Japanese history almost con-

temporaneously, about the middle of the sixteenth century of the

Christian lira, was followed in both cases—again almost contem-
poraneously, in the early years of the seventeenth century—by a

serious threat of Western conquest.

In the Russian case the impart of the Wc.st took the crude form

of a regular military invasion of Russia, and a temporary' occupa-

tion of Moscow, which was at that time the capital of the Russian

universal state, by the forces of Russia’s W^cstern next-door neigh-

bour, the United Kingdom of Poland-Lithuania, on the pretext of

supporting a pretender to the Russian Imperial throne, the no-

torious ‘False Dmitri’,* In the Japanese case the impact took the

more ethereal form of the conversion of several hundreds of thou-

sands of Japanese souls to Catholicism by Portuguese and Spanish

missionaries. Yet this peaceful conquest of Japanese hearts and
minds by a Western religious propaganda was fraught with poten-

tial dangers for the Japanese body social and even for the Japanese

body politic; for although these converts were numerically an in-

considerable minority of the total population of Japan, they were
strong in enthusiasm and in organization and in the social vitality

of the alien w^ay of life which they had adopted; and it would not

have been a forlorn hope if this minority had attempted to make
itself master of Japan wdth the military backing of the temporarily

united kingdoms of Spain and Portugal.^ Thus Japan as well as

* See II t) (v). vol 11, pp. 157 and 176, above.
2 The union of the Spanish and Poxtugucse croons lasted de facto from a.d. 1581 to

1640.
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Russia was seriously threatened with being overtaken in the seven-
teenth centuiy by the fate which had actually overtaken Mexico
and Peru at Spanish hands in the sixteenth century and which was
subsequently to overtake India in the nineteenth century at the
hands of the English. But both Japanese and Russian history was
given a different turn by the effective action of the Russians and the

Japanese themselves. The Russians drove out the Poles by a spon-
taneous national uprising,* while the Japanese exorcized ‘the White
Peril* by expelling all resident Western missionaries and merchants,
forbidding Westerners to set foot on Japanese soil in future under
pain of death, 2 and exterminating the native Japanese Catholic
community by a ruthless persecution. Having thus rid themselves
momentarily of ‘the Western Question* both the Japanese and the

Russians imagined at first that they had merely to retire into their

own shells in order to ‘live happily ever after*. Time showed, how-
ever, that, after all, they had not finally disposed of ‘the Westeni
Question* by these tactics of self-isolation

;
and it w^as this subse-

quent discovery that eventually led the Russians and the Japanese
in turn to continue the pursuit of their perpetual aim*‘Dy a com-
plete reversal of their policy, and to hold tlicir own still, against a

renewed and redoubled pressure from the West, by transforming

their polities deliberately fiorn archaislic ‘hermit kingdoms* into

‘Westernized’ Great Powers.

Thus the Russians and the Japanese prove to have handled ‘the

Western Question* as ably in the late sixteenth and early seven-

teenth centuries of our Era as they have handled it since, under

altered conditions, down to the beginning of the chapter which is

now in progress. And yet there are unmistakable indications that,

before ever the first Portuguese ship sailed into Nagasaki, or the

first English ship into Archangel, both the Far Eastern Civiliza-

tion in Japan and the Orthodox Christi. 1 Civilization in Russia had

already broken down.
In Russian history the true ‘Time of Troubles*, in the sense in

which that term is used in this Study, is not the bout of anarchy in

the early years of the seventeenth century for which the term has

been coined by the Russians themselves. The so-called Russian

‘Time of Troubles* in the early seventeenth century was an in-

terlude between the first and the secc^ 1 phase of the Russian

universal state, corresponding to the bout of anarchy in the Hel-

lenic World, in the middle of the third century, which intervened

* See V. C (11) (a), vol. vi, p 207, below.
^ ^ ,

The sole exception was the licensed establishment of Dutch tiaders who were

allowed to reside, as pariahs, on the islet of Deshnna (see II. D (vi), vol. ii, pp. 232-3,

above).
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between the Pax Augusta and the Pax Diocletiana,^ The chapter

of Russian history which corresponds to the chapter of Hellenic

history between the outbreak of the Atheno-Peloponnesian War
and the Battle of Actium, and which therefore represents the

Russian *Time of Troubles* in our sense, is the time of adversity

which preceded the foundation of the Russian umversal state

through the union of Novgorod with Muscovy in a.d. 1478.^ On
the same showing, the true ‘Time of 7Voubles* in Japanese history

is represented by the so-called Kamakura and Ashikaga periods of

feudal anarchy and civil war which preceded the disciplinary and
unificatory and pacificatory work of Nobunaga and Hideyoshi and
leyasu ;

and the combined span of these two periods extends, ac-

cording to the conventional dates, from a.d. 1184 to a.d. 1597.^

If these identifications of the true Japanese and the true Russian

‘Time of Troubles’ are accepted, we have to lay our fingers on their

respective origins and to trace each of them to some pre-Western
cause; and a Russian apologist for the decline and fall of the Rus-
sian Orthodox Christian Civilization will have his explanation on
the tip of his tongue. He will remind us that, in our 'philosophy of

history’, the foundation of a universal state represents a social rally,

in which the process of social disintegration is temporarily arrested,

and then he will point out that the union of Novgorod with Mus-
covy m A.D, 1478, which we have taken as the foundation of the

Russian universal state, was accompanied by the final liberation of

Russia from the alien yoke of the Eurasian Nomad horde w^hosc

head-quarters w ere at the Saray on the Lower Volga. Is not the

Russian rally in the last quarter of the fifteenth century to be attri-

buted to the liberation of the Russian Orthodox Christendom from
‘the Tatars’ rather than to the mere union of Russian forces which
made this liberation possible? And, if so, then is not the break-

down of the Russian Orthodox Christendom, which precipitated

the ‘Time of Troubles’, to be identified with the devastating inva-

sion of Russia by Chingis Khan’s grandson Balu in a.d. 1238—the

catastrophe which originally fastened the ‘Tatar’ yoke upon Russia’s

neck? Have we not found the cause of the breakdown here, and
found it in a blow which was delivered by an external human
force ?

This is certainly a commonly accepted explanation of the break-

down of the Russian Orthodox Christiafi Civilization in ‘the

Middle Ages’
;
but before we concur in condemning the Mongols

* See I C (i) (a), vol. i, p 53, footnote 2, above, and V. C (n) (b), vol. vi, p. 311,
below.

* For the structure of the Russian ‘Time of Troubles* see further V. C (11) (b), vol.

VI, pp. 308-10, below.
3 For the structure of the Japanese 'Time of Troubles* see further V. C (11) (fc), vol,

vj, pp 303-5, below.
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to be the villains of the piece in a Russian historical melodrama,
we must be sure that we are not assigning them a more important
as well as a more criminal role than they deserve. These Mongols,
after all, were the brothers of the Mongols whom we have already
encountered in the history of the Far Eastern Ci\ ilization in China

;

and they Vr^^re the cousins of the Khitan and Kin who were the Mon-
gols’ forerunners on Chinese soil, and of the Saljfiqs and ‘Osmanlis
who played corresponding parts in the history of the main body of
Orthodox Christendom. In each ofthese other cases we have had to
deal with determined attempts to turn the Eurasian Nomad inva-
ders into scapegoats, and in each case we have come to the conclu-
sion that these attempts are unjustified. Our verdict has been that

the Orthodox Christian Society in Anatolia and the Balkans dealt

itself a suicidal blow in the great Bulgaro-Roman War of a.d. Q77-
loig, before ever the Saljuqs made their first raid across the Asiatic

frontiers of the East Roman Empire, and that the Far Eabtcrri

Society in China did itself an equally mortal injury in the great

anarchy of a.d. 875-960, before ever the Khitan crosse^fl the Great
Walld Is it not possible that in Russia, likewise, the Orthodox
Christian Society may have already brought about its own break-

down by its own act, before ever the Mongols crossed the Volga
in A.D. 1238?
To put this last question aside for a moment, we can pronounce

at once that the eruption of the Mongols was not the cause of the

breakdown of the Far Eastern Civilization in Japan; for the great

Mongol invasion of Japan in a.d. 1281^ was such an ignominious

failure that it was never repeated; and the Japanese feat of driving

into the sea the hitherto im mcible conquerors of the Continent

must have been as stimulating a triumph as the Athenians’ victory

over the Persians at Marathon.

To what are we to attribute this Jaj incse triumph over a Power
which shattered every other adversary that it encountered, with the

single exception of the Egyptian Mamluks ? No doubt the Japan-

ese benefited by their insularity; for the Mongols were as much out

of their element on the sea as they were at home on the Steppe ; and

they cannot have been at their best in a fiercely contested landing

operation in which their wonderful light cavalry had to fight as an

awkward squad of horse-marines. In tx s amphibious warfare the

Japanese long-bowmen were at a still greater advantage over their

opponents than the English bowmen were at Crecy or Poictiers.

* See the pre^'cding chapter, pp present chapter, pp. 87—8, above,

* In this invasion japan was attacked by a conveiKinj? movement of Mongol armadaa

from Korea and from China, and the Mongols weie able to throw iiito the enterpnae

the forces which had been liberated by the completion of their conquest of South China

in the preceding year. Hence the Mongol invasion of Japan in a d 1281 vas a more

formidable affair than the previous reconnaissance in a.d, 1274.
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Yet when we have allowed for these points of military technique,

we shall have to admit that they must have been of less importance

than the psychological forces. For the Mongol horsemen who had
penetrated the Russian forests and had stormed the strongholds of

‘the Old Man of the Mountain’ in the fastnesses of the Elbruz
might have subdued the Japanese Archipelago by the sheer terror

of their name if they had not met their military match in their

Japanese opponents.

The fundamental reason why the Japanese beat the Mongols in

A.D. 1281 was that, in the thirteenth century of the Christian Era, the

Japanese were as fine soldiers as the Mongols themselves; and the

school in which these Japanese v^arriors had been trained was
the school of fratricidal warfare. It was in the course of a hundred
years of suicidal struggles with one another on their native soil that

the Japanese had acquired the prowess to which the Mongol in-

vaders now succumbed
; and it follows that even if, in a .d . 1281

,
the

fortune of war had inclined the other way and if Japan had then

been added to the tale of Mongol conquests, the breakdown of the

Far Eastern Society in Japan would still have to be tiaced back to

some earlier event of a domestic order. As a matter of fact, we
have already had occasion to notice, in another connexion,^ what
was the origin of this Japanese fratricidal warfare which had been
rife for the best part of a century before the Mongols challenged

the Japanese to combat, and which was to continue for more than

three centuries longer after that, until it attained its culmination in

the time of Hideyoshi and its close in the time of leyasu. The
fratricidal warfare which marked the Japanese ‘Time of Troubles’

began towards the end of the twelfth century of the Christian Era
when the Japanese feudal nobility which had come into existence

in the backwoods, in the slow and arduous process of enlarging the

borders of the Far Eastern Society in Japan at the expense of the

barbarian Ainu, eventually faced about towards the home front and
asserted the ascendency of this new military Japanese Society in

the Kwanto over the old civil Japanese Society in Yamato. The
disaster which accounts for the breakdown of the Far Eastern Civili-

zation in Japan is the protracted military revolution which over-

threw the regime of ‘the Cloistered Emperors’ and inaugurated the

beginning of the feudal anarchy between a .d . 1156 and a.d 1185 1"

and these fatal strokes were not the work of any foreign hand.

* In II. D (v), vol. n, on pp 158-9, above
* This revolution worked itself out in three successive bouts, of which the respective

dates were a.d. i 1 56, a d 1160, and A D. 1183-5 ^tit this rapid succession of explosions

was fired by a tram of gunpowder which had been smouldering ^nd spluttering for a

long; time before it blew the Far I astern Society in Japan into fragments. The militaiizn-

tion of the marches in the North-Fast had begun as early as A d 940 (Murdoch, J

History ofjapan^ vol 1 (London 1910, Kegan Paul), pp. 252 and 257) The first known
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This reading of Japanese history suggests an answer to our

question concerning the cause and the date of the breakdown of the
Orthodox Christian Civilization in Russia; for in this chapter, as

in others, the histories of Russia and Japan are analogous, as we
have noticed in the earlier passage of this Study which has just been
referred to.^ It is true that the thirteenth-century Russians, unlike
the contemporary Japanese, were no match for the Mongol in-

vaders. They went down before them in as lamentable a debacle
as the Khwarizmians or the Hungarians. Yet, notwithstanding
this difference of outcome, the antecedent history of Russia had
been following a Japanese course. For more than a hundred years
before the Mongols’ advent the Orthodox Christendom in Russia
had been partitioned politically into a plurality of contending states

;

and the militarism which the parochial Russian princes had learnt

to exercise against each other had been acquired in the backwoods
of the north-east, where the frontier warfare in which the Russian
pioneers were gradually enlarging the borders of the Russian
World at the expense of the forest Finns effaced the social effects

of the exotic Orthodox Christian culture from Constantinople

which had been transplanted, at the close of the tenth century, to

the original centre of the Russian Power at Kiev. In this chapter

of Russian history Kiev in the Dniepr Basin corresponds, as we
have seen, to Kyoto in \aniato, while Vladimir and the other new
outposts of the Russian Society in the basins of the Volga and the

Arctic Dvina correspond to the new^ frontier fiefs of the Japanese

Empire in the Kwanto. In Russian history, as in Japanese, a time

came at which the political supremacy passed to the warlike and

barbaric marches from the relatively urbane and pacific interior;

and in Russian history, again, this shift of the centre of gravity was

case of a Mahayanian Huddhist monastery in Japan taking to arms dates from A I) 961
(Murdoch, op tit,voI i, p 266, compare the prev nt Study, V C (ii)(A),voI \i, p 304,
footnote 4, below) 7 he minting ol toms m Japan c ased m ad 958 and was nc t resumed
until AD j 587 (Murdoch, op tit ,pp I9iand496') One result of the military revolution

at Kyoto in a.d 115(1 was the inlhttinn of the death penalty at the Impeiial Court for

the first time in 346 years (Murdoch, op tit ,vol 1, p 299) The first recorded case of the

practice of hara-kiri dates from AD 1170 (Murdotii, op cit
,
vol 1, p 312) In fact, the

overt breakdown of the Far Eastern ('"ivilization in the twelftli century b c. was heralded

by a relapse into barbarism which began as early as the ninth century (Murdoch, op
cit

,
vol 1, p 265) The modern Western student of Japanese history whom we are here

following sums up thi" relapse in the formula that in the nintti centuiy Japan reverted

to the condition in which she had been before the .stibhshment of a political constitu-

tion of the Far Eastern pattern, d la T’ang in A D 64s (Murdoch, op cit ,
vol 1, p 263).

In terms of a later chapter of the present Part of this Study (IV C (iii) {b) i, pp. i 33-7 f

below) we might describe the Japanese coup d'etat of a d. 645 as a revolutionary effect

of the impact of the new forces of the Par Eastern Civilization on the old institutions of

a Japanese barbarism; and on the same showing the coups of a D. 1156 and 1160 and
might be described as a counter-revolutionary reaction of this barbarism against

a civilization which had not, in the event, proved strong enough to overcome it in it«

new domain in the north-eastern marches For the religious consequences of the break-

down of the Far Eastern Civilization in Japan in the latter pait of the twelfth century

of the Christian Era see V. C (1) (c) 2, vol v, pp 96-103, below.
* See loc cit on p 94, footnote i, ab«)\e.
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accompanied by a breakdown of the transplanted civilization,

which was unable to stand the aggravation of an alien social climate

that was distinctly adverse even at its mildest. In the Russian

case there is no definite event, like the Japanese revolutions of A.D.

1156-85, to mark the breakdown; but the change in the Russian

situation which brought the breakdown with it was taking place

approximately at, or towards, the turn of the eleventh and twelfth

centuries of the Christian Era,^ and its completion was openly
recognized in A.D. 1157, when Vladimir, in the Volga Basin, sup-

planted Kiev as the scat of the (now no more than titular) prince-

suzerain of All the Russias.^ The Russian ‘Time of ‘Troubles\ in

our sense of the term, w'as thus in full swing by the time when Batu
appeared on the scene to take advantage of it

;
and ‘the beginning

of evils’ in Russia was the work, not of Mongol, but of Russian

hands.

In the histories of the declines and falls of the Hindu and Andean
and Babylonic civilizations the process of assimilation into the

tissues of an alien body social supervened, as in the cases of Japan
and Russia, w'hen the declining societies were in their universal

states and before these universal states had reached the normal term
of their existence. In these other three cases, however, the process

took a more catastrophic turn; for the statesmen of the declining

societies did not remain masters of the situation even to the extent

of being able to accomplish their own social metamorphosis on
their own initiative; and they did not succeed in preserving their

universal states, as the Russians preserved the Romanov Empire
and the Japanese preserved the Tokugawa Shogunate, by trans-

forming them into states members of an alien political comity. In

all three cases the declining society suffered an alien military con-

quest, and the universal state in which it had previously been em-
bodied was superseded by a new polity which was imposed by the

conquerors.

In Hindu history one such alien polity, imposed by conquest,

has been the British Raj ; and the brief century of this British Raj

may still shine in retrospect with the serene beauty of an ‘Indian

Summer’—and this perhaps even in Indian eyes. For the British

* This 18 the date suggested bv Kliutschewski, W [KluchevsWi, V ]* Cnchichte Russ-
lands, vol. i (Berlin 1925, Obelisk-Verlag), p i6h, and bv Mirsky, PiinLC D. b., in The
Cambridge Medieval JItstorv, vol. vn (Cambridge 1932, University Press), p 609. In
the words of the latter of these two authorities,

'The decisive turning-point in the history of Kiev is the last third of the eleventh
century, when the Cumans, favoured by the feuds of the princes, some of whom led
them as allies into Russia, secured their control over the Steppe It was then that the
Lower Dniepr ceased to be an avenue to Greece . . The sack of Kiev [m a d 1x69] and
the refusal of Andreu to fix his residence there is onl> a dramatic moment in a long
process of degradation

’

^ bee II. D (v), vol. 11, pp. 154 and 158-9, above.
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Raj was only founded after the antecedent univ’ersal state of the
Hindu World had broken down into an anarchy which has made
the eighteenth century of the Christian Era as evil a memory in
Hindu history as the third century was in the history of the Roman
Empire. It was this post-Mughal anarchy, and not the Pax Mogul-
ica which preceded it, that the British conquest of India swept
away by force. The Pax Bntannica, which the British conquerors
then imposed, has been more effective, more pervasive, and, in

Western eyes at any rate, more beneficent than the peace which
had been imposed, two centuries earlier, by Akbar {imperabat

A.D. 1556-1605); and if the British and the Mughal regimes in

India are to be compared, it cannot be argued that, even if the

British regime is superior in practical achievement, the Mughal
regime is morally more admirable in virtue of being a native pro-

duct; for the founders of the Mughal Raj were as utterly alien as

the founders of the British Raj were from the native social order

of Hinduism; and a Babur, cast aw^ay in Hindustan through the

fortunes of war in Central Asia, was just as homesick fjrir the tem-
perate clime of his native Farghana as any English sojourner in

India has ever been for Kentish hop-fields or for Yorkshire moors.

^

On this point the Mughal Raj can have no greater sentimental

appeal than the British Raj to an unprejudiced Hindu mind; and
although, nevertheless, a favourable verdict upon the British Raj

may be almost impossible for a Hindu of our generation to accept

—particularly when it proceeds from a W^estern observer’s mouth
—the British Raj, as it passes, may be content to await the verdict

of History; for the future consensus of enlightened and disin-

terested opinion seems unlik'dy convict the British Raj of re-

sponsibility for the breakdown of the Hindu Civilization. The
future historian seems more bkely to pronounce that, at a time

when the Hindu Society was already ar advanced in its decline,

and when the Mughal attempt to provide the Hindu World w ith a

universal state had miscarried, the British Raj gave India a political

unity and efficiency and stability which neither Mughal nor Hindu
had ever succeeded in giving her; and that, when the assimilation

of the Hindu Society into the body social of the West was already

inevitable, and w^hen the only question' left open w'as the way in

which the metamorphosis was to take pi.icc, the existence of the

British Raj gave India an opportunity of entering the Great Society

on the relatively favourable terms w^hich had been secured—by

» In the Indian chapters of Babur’*! memoiis there are repeated expressions of the

author's dislike foi the Hindu W orld upon which he had forcibly inHicied himself; and,

if these querulous passages were quoted anonvnioiislv ,
m isolation from their (ontext,

they might easily be taken for the indiscretions of some disgi untied t's^cntietli-century

English lieutenant-governor of an Indian province.
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native and not by alien initiative—for Russia and Japan, instead of

having to undergo the tribulation which the Greeks and the Turks
and the Chinese had undergone on their thorny paths towards the

goal of Westernization.

The acquittal of the British Raj, however, would not necessarily

imply that the responsibility for the breakdown of the Hindu Civi-

lization lies on the Hindus’ own heads
;
for if the overseas British

invader of India cannot be made to serve as the scapegoat, it may
still be possible to conscript the overland Turkish invader and to

cast him, in the Englishman’s place, for the ^<capegoat’s part. Turkish
Akbar, who has perhaps deserved well of ilinduism in endowing
the Hindu World with a first attempt at a universal state, was
after all the grandson of Turkish Babur; and Babur was the last of

a long line of Turkish invaders from Central Asia who had made
havoc in India from the last quarter of the tenth to the first quarter

of the sixteenth century of the Christian Era.^ Is this series of

Turkish invasions the cause to which the breakdown of the Hindu
Civilization is to be ascribed ? There can be little doubt that, if the

English had never made their appearance on the Indian stage or

were not playing a prominent part on it to-day, the twentieth-

century Hindu apologist for the decline and fall of Hinduism would
be as vociferous as the twentieth-century Greek apologist for the

decline and fall of Orthodox Christendom in denouncing ‘the un-
speakable Turk’ as the guilty party.

Manifestly the series of Turkish intruders upon India which
begins with Mahmud the destroyer and culminates in Akbar the

preserver does correspond historically to the scries of Turkish in-

truders upon Orthodox Christendom which begins with the Saljuq

raiders in Anatolia and culminates in the Ottoman founders of an

Orthodox Christian universal state; and both series correspond to

the succession of Khitan and Kin and Mongols in the history of the

decline and fall of the Far Eastern Civilization in China. But, in

the light of our previous findings in regard to these other cases,

the very admission of the legitimacy of the historical parallel estab-

lishes an a priori presumption against the legitimacy of the indict-

ment of the Turks as the assassins of the Hindu Civilization. We
have ascertained that the Far Eastern Civilization in China and the

Orthodox Christian Civilization in Anatolia and in the Balkan

Peninsula were the victims, not of their respective Eurasian Nomad
invaders, but of their own fratricidal violence; and we have been
able to bring foward good evidence of the fatal blows which they

* Sebuktegin, the Turkish predecessor of the great Turkish raider Mahmud of
Ghaznah, conquered Kabul in a d 975 and began to raid the Paiijab in A.n. 986-7 (see

II. D (in), vol 11, p 78, above). Babur descended upon Hindustan from Afghamstan m
A.D. 1519 (see 11. D (v), vol 11, p, 149, above)
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had each inflicted upon themselves with their own hands before
the invaders arrived. If we now turn back to Hindu history with
these analogies in our minds, we shall find that the plot of the
Hindu tragedy has followed the same pattern.

The effective conquest of the heart of the Hindu World by the
Turks did not take place until the turn of the twelfth and thirteenth

centuries of the Christian Era (a.d. 1191-1204), when the Turkish
aggressors broke through the Hindu marches along the Jine of the
Jumna and swept right down the Ganges Valley to the coast of
Bengal. I It is this far-reaching and long-enduiing Turkish occupa-
tion of Hindustan that corresponds to the Hellenic conquest of the
same region by the Greek princes of Bactna during the first half of

ths.* second century b.c. I'hc raids of Sebuktegm and Mahmud of

Ghaznah and their successors during the two centuries preceding
the great l^irkish ‘break through’ cut no deeper into the flesh of

the contemporary Indian body social, and had no greater effect

upon the course of contemporary Indian history, than Alexander's

raid in 326-325 b.c. In the Turkish intrusion upon Hindu soil the

great ‘break through’ of a d. itqt was the decisive event; and when
we examine the immediate antecedents of this Hindu disaster on
the Hindu side of the previous borderline betw^ecn the Hindu and
the Syriac World, we observe that, about the middle of the twelfth

century of the Christian Era, the Hindu Powders in the marches
(that is to say, in the territories now comprised in the United

Provinces of the British Indian Empire) had fallen into an inter-

necine w’arfare with one another -

It was this fatal division of the House of Hinduism against itself

that made it possible for the irkish highwaymen to force an entry.

The earlier onslaught of an alien aggicssor in the shape of the

Primitive Muslim Arabs, w^ho had assailed the Hindu World in the

eighth century of the Christian Eia, h al been effectitely repulsed

in the ninth century by a union of Hindu forces, from Gujerat to

Oude, under the leadership of the Pratihara Rajputs;^ and this

successful self-defence of the Hindu Society at this earlier date

* See 11 D (v), vol 11, p I <1, «ibovt In strict dccarac\ it must be < bserved that the

leaders of this victorious 1 urkish oficnsive apainst the Hinibi Woild ^^ere not Turks
but CThuris. i e Iranian mounlaintcrs from the liighlands hervcccn > jharnah and Herat

and Qandahar These Ghuns, however, were foil s ' as well as preceded bv Turkish

war-lords (e g. the Tui lush ‘Slave Kings’ at Delhi i c Part IIJ A voJ iii, p jo and p
31. footnote I, above), and from hist to last it was the impetus ot the Turkish eruption

out of the Furasian Steppe that gave the whole mmement its driving power
a See Smith, V A The Eurh nf India, 3rd edition (Oxford 1914, Clarendon

Press), pp 384-7 If we wish to identify the breakdown of the Hindu Civilization with

some particular event, we ina\ ptrhaps equate it with the abduction, circa A n Ii 75 »

of the daughter of Raja Jaichand, the King of Kaiiaiij and Benares bv the King of

Ajmir and Delhi, Raja Prithiraj If we do not choose to see in this lady a Hindu Helen

of Trov, an alternative date would be a d 1182—a year which was signalized by Prithi-

raj *8 victory over Raja Chandcl, the King of Bundeicund
3 See II D (v), vol. 11, pp. above.
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stands out in instructive contrast to the debacle in which the de-

scendants of the Rajputs went down before the Turkish successors

of the Arabs some four hundred years later; for the latent strength

of the Hindu Society cannot have been so great in a.d. 8oo, when
this society was still in its infancy, as it must have been in a.d. 1200,

when the society was in the spring of its youth, w hile on the other

side the religious enthusiasm of Primitive Islam and the material

resources of the Umayyad Caliphate made the Arab invaders who
were baffled in the ninth century a far more formidable military

power in themselves than the Turks who were able, in the twelfth

century, to carry all before them. Even as late as a.d, 991, when
the first warning trickle of the imminent Turkish flood had just

begun to spill over the watershed of the Hindu Kush and to run
down into the Kabul Valley, a coalition of Rajput princes was able,

in the strength of its united forces, to push its way up the Kurram
Valley against the current of the descending lurkish stream.

*

These historical facts may be taken as presumptive evidence that if

in the twelfth century the Rajputs had not turned their swords
suicidally upon themselves, the Hindu World might have conti-

nued, without any undue drain upon its energies, to keep the

Turks at bay and to work out its own destinies under its own con-

trol. And thus the verdict proves, on appeal, to be suicide instead

of assassination in this case also.

In Babylonic history the indigenous universal state was ‘the

Neo-Babylonian Empire* of Nabopolassar and Nebuchadnezzar
and Nabonidus, which united in a single body politic all that re-

mained of the Babylonic Society after the downfall of the Assyrian

Power at the close of the seventh century b.c.^ In this case the

alien polity imposed by conquest was the Achaeraenian Empire,
w^hich engulfed the Neo-Babylonian Empire when Cyrus look

Babylon in 539 b.c. Under the Achaemenian regime and under
the regime of the Selcucidae, who were the Achaemenids* Hellenic

successors in Asia, the Babylonic Society was gradually absorbed

into the tissues of the Syriac body social; for the Achaemenian
Empire served as an instrument for the propagation of the Syriac

and not of the Babylonic culture ;3 and the solvent of Hellenism,

which was introduced into a decaying Babylonic World by the in-

strumentality of Alexander and his successors, worked, contrary to

Hellenic intention,^ for the profit of the Syriac culture by accelera-

* See, Smith, V. A.’ The Early History of India, ^td edition (Oxford 1Q14, Clarendon
Press), p 382

2 Por thn Neo-Bab> Ionian Empire sec II. D (v), vol. 11, p, 138, above.
^ Thu perhaps explains why it was that the Babylonians never became reconciled to

the Achaemenian rt gime (see V. C (1) (c) 2, vol. v, p. 94 and p 123, with footnote 2 ,
V.

C(i)(c)4,\ol. V, pp 347 8 ,
and V. C (11) (a), Annex II, vol vi, p 442, below)

Alexander appears to have piescnted himself to the Bab>lonians, and to have been
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ting the process of Babylonic disintegration. In consequence the
Babylonic culture became almost entirely extinct in the last century
B.C., and thereafter the Syriac culture occupied all but one patch of
the ground that had once borne a Babylonic crop.* On this show-
ing, the conquest of Babylon by Cyrus in 539 b.c. started a train of
historical events which ended in the Babylonic Society’s finally

losing its identity some five hundred years later. Yet no historian
will be tempted to equate this last chapter in the decline and fall

of the Babylonic Civilization with its original breakdown, or to
ascribe to the comparatively mild and conservative—albeit alien

and unpopular—Achaemenian regime the destruction w^hich was
manifestly brought upon the Babylonic World, at a time when the
Achaemenidae had not vet been heard of, by the native militarism
of the Assyrians.

The manifest cause of the breakdown of the Babylonic Civiliza-

tion was the secular conflict between Babylonia and Assyria, which
were the two principal Powers of the Babylonic World; and the

perennial sources of this fatal domestic strife were tha perpetual

aggressiveness of the militarily superior Assyrian Power and the

perpetual recalcitrance of the culturally superior Babylonia against

the forcible imposition of an Assyrian yoke.^ This domestic
accepted by them, m the jijuise a liberator from the Achaemenian yoke, and thereafter
thcr# a genuine traterni7ntion mainl\ on scientihc and religious grounds—be-
tween the Hellenic and the Babylonic so< leties (see V C (i) 2, vol v, p 94 and p 123,
footnote 2, V C (1) (r) 4, vol v, pp 347-8, and V C (11) (a), Annex II, vol vj, p 442,
below /

* As a cunositv of history, we may notice that, for nearly a thousand years after the
extinction of the Babylomc Civili7ation elsewhere a fossilized remnant of it survived m
the outlying but ancient Babylonic city of Harran in North Western Mesopotamia on
the River Balikh, a Sumerian foundation whose patron divinity wao tht Moon-God Sin.

At Han an the worship of the pantheon v hich the Babylonic Society had inherited from
its Sumenc predecessors (sec 1 C (1) (/ ,, vol i, p above) was kepi up, without a

break, until the Age of the *Abbasid Caliphate, and the ‘Abbasid C aliphs were captivated

by the mathematical and philosophical learning which these strange survivors of a

vanished culture had partly inherited from their owr *'orebears and paitly acquired from
their prolonged contact with Hellenism In conseq .ence these undisguised idolaters*

were treated by the Commanders of the haithful w \h an indulgence which they were
not always so ready to show to the officially tolerated Jewish and Christian ‘People of

the Book’. It is rt markable that this fossil of the Babylomc culture should have been
preserved at a point which had been perilously exposed to the impact of the Syuac
Civilization from first to last. The neighbourhood of Harran lay right in the track of

the Aramaean assaults upon Assyria in the eleventh and tenth centuries b ( (sec II D
(v), vol 11, pp 134-5, above), while the next city above Harran f n the bank of the River
Balikb was Edessa, the cradle ot Syriac Christianity and the b-ise of operations from
which the Nestonan branch of this bynac Christendom propagated itself to the Yaman
in one direction and to China in the other It is extra. ' tary that this Edessan mission-

ary movement should have been still kepi at bay by *ne walls of Harran after it had
succeeded in making a lodgement within the walls of Najran and of Si Ngan, and that the

Babylonic culture should have lingered on by the waters of the Balikh for nearly a

thousand years after it had died out by the waters of Babylon Yet Harran is doubly
distinguished in Babylonic history as the last stronghold both of the Assyrian Army and
of the Babylomc Civilization.

* Psychologically the feud between Babyloma and Assyria, which tor"» the Babylonic

World in two from the ninth to the seventh century b c
,
may be compared with the

feud between the East Roman Empire and the Bulgarian Empire which devastated

Orthodox Christendom in the tenth and eleventh centuries of the Christian Era (see

IV. C (in) (c) 2 (fi)t pp. 382-93, below).
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struggle in the Babylonic World became serious about the middle

of the eighth century n.c., when the Assyrians seem deliberately

to have set themselves the superhuman military task of conquering

Babylonia with one hand and Syria simultaneously with the other. ^

The Assyro-Babylonian feud became suicidally destructive when
the Chaldaean tribesmen who had drifted into Babylonia out of the

North Arabian Steppe took up the cudgels on their adopted
country’s behalf. When the Chaldaean chieftain Merodach-Bala-
dan made himself master of Babylon in 721 b.c. and set Assyria at

defiance, he started a hundred years* war which only ended with

the destruction of the Assyrian state and the extermination of the

Assyrian people.^

I'hus the Assyrian militarism brought ruin upon the whole
Babylonic World before it annihilated Assyria herself; and there

was no compensation for the Babylonic Civilization in the military

conquests that Assyria made incidentally at the Syriac Society’s

expense; for we have noticed already that the Syriac Civilization

actually gained in the long run by the treatment which it suffered

at the Assyrians* hands.^ The Assyrians* policy of securing their

conquests by uprooting the conquered peoples and deporting them
to the opposite extremities of the Assyrian Machtgehiet had the un-

intended effect of inoculating the Medcs and Persians with germs
of Syriac culture; and these Medes and Persians w^ere to be the

lords and masters of South-Western Asia. In the last round of the

Assyro-Babylonian fratricidal conflict the Babylonians were con-

strained to take the Medes for their allies and to leave the lion’s

share of the Assyrian spoils in Median hands; and the Persian

neighbours and cousins and supplanters of the Medes rounded off

the Median Empire by adding the Neo-Babylonian Empire to it.

This rise of the Medes and Persians to political supremacy m
South-Western Asia naturally made the fortune of the Syriac Civi-

lization to which these Iranian barbarians had been converted by
the Assyrian militarists* deportees; and in these circumstances

the capture of Babylon by Cyrus in 539 B.c. spelled not only the

immediate disappearance of the Babylonic universal state but also

the ultimate extinction of the Babylonic Civilization itself.

This crowning misfortune, how^e\er, had been brought upon the

Babylonic Society by no other hands than its own; and the enor-

mities of the Assyrian militarism were the suicidal acts.^ If the

* See IV C (ill) (r) l (i). p 476, below,
5 See 11 D (v;, voi 11, pp. 135-6, above, and IV. C (m) (c) 3 (a), in the present

volume, pp 477-84, below.
3 C)n this p(/inl see I C (1) (b), vol 1, pp 79-82; 11 . D (\), vol n, pp 137-8, and

III C (i) (a), vol 111, p 141 above
It IS true that these suicidal acts were manifestations and consequences of the militaris-

tic spirit that inspired them, and that wt have not found the ultimate explanation of the
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Assyrians had not outraged the Babylonians and carried the Syrians
away captive in the eighth century b.c., it is improbable that Cyrus
would have entered Babylon as a conqueror in 539 B.c., and it is

certain that, even if history had followed its actual course to that
extent, the cultural consequences of Cyrus’s military triumph
would have been utterly different from what they actually were.
For if no Syrian deportees had ever been planted by Assyrian
militarists on the Iranian Plateau, then the Iranian barbarians
would eventually have descended upon Babylon, if at all, as

converts not to the Syriac but to the BabyIonic Civilization, and in

the metropolis of tbeir adopted culture they would have made it

their mission not to destroy but to fulfil.

In Andean history the indigenous universal state was the Em-
pire of the Incas, under which the w^hole domain of the Andean
Society both on the Coast and on the Plateau (save for the country
of the Chibchas in the territory of the present Latin-American re-

public of Colombia) had been united in a single body politic before

the advent of the Spanish conquistadoies. The budden, violent,

and complete overthrow of the Inca Imipire by the Spaniards is

often cited as an undoubted instance—and, in fact, as the classic

example- of the destruction of a civilization through the impact of

an external human force.

It is, of course, manifestly true that the Inca ICmpire was des-

troyed by the impact of the Sjianiards; and it is probable that, if

the peoples of our Western World had never found their way across

the Atlantic, the Inca Empire would have lasted several centuries

longer; for at the moment in the second quarter of the sixteenth

centuiy of our era w’hcn the Spaniards destroyed it the Inca Em-
pire was at the maximum ot its territorial extent; it w^as only just

beginning to show signs of having jiasscd the zenith of its power;

and it had only been fulfilling its polr cal mission as an Andean
universal state for about a century, if w j ecjuatc the establishment

of the Andean universal state with the Inca conquest of Chimu in

the reign of the Inca Pachacutec {imperabat circa A.D. 1400-48).*

The destruction of this majestic and efficient and beneficent

Andean political institution does undoubtedly lie at the Spaniards’

door; but the crime of having dcstnnxd the Andean universal

breakdov^n ot the- Bab> Ionic Civilisation until we ha\e traced this Assyrian militarism

baik to Its origins. In an eailier passage ot this Study (see 11 . D (v), vol. n, pp.
above) we have found the genesis of Assyrian inilitarisni in the long struggle of Assyria

against her Aiamaean invaders in the eleventh and tenth centuries B.c ; and these

Aramaeans were, of course, the north-eastern vanguard of the then nascent S>riac

Civilization; but it would not be admissible to argue fiom these prernisse.s that the

ultimate responsibility for the breakdown of the Babylonic Civilization lies at the Syriac

Civilization’s door; for the Aiainacans merely presented the Assyiians with a challenge,

and the Assyrians themselves mu..t bear the responsibility for their own response.
* See I. C (i) (6), vol. i, pp. 121-2, above.
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state is not the same crime as the destruction of the Andean Civili-

zation itself. This second and more heinous crime is attributed to

the Spaniards by a confusion of thought; and this confusion is an

uncritically repeated commonplace which dates from the period,

before the days of archaeological research in the Andean area, when
the Empire of the Incas was the only phase in which the Andean
Civilization was known to the scholars of our Western World.

This error is less excusable to-day, when our knowledge of

Andean history has been vastly extended and illuminated by the

progress of archaeological discovery. For we know now that the

military and political rise of the Incas, so far from being identical

with the cultural rise of the Andean Civilization, was actually a late

incident in that civilization’s decline and fall. Even on the Plateau

the work of the Incas was merely an imperfect revival, after cen-

turies of decadence, of an earlier highland culture which has left

its unsurpassed monument in I'iahiianaco
;
and this earlier high-

land culture, which was never rivalled by any later achievements in

the same region, was itself no original manifestation of creative

power, but was derived from a still earlier culture on the Coast.

The creative responses to challenges, which brought the Andean
Civilization to birth in its two coastal cradles of Chimii and Nasca,

date at least from the beginning of the (J^hristian Era, some fifteen

hundred years before the Spaniards’ arrival.^ Jn this historical per-

spective, which the enterprise of our latest Western archaeologists

has recently opened up before our eyes, it becomes evident that the

century of the Incas’ undisputed supremacy in the Andean W^orld

was not the ‘CJoldcn Age’ which it appeared to be in the eyes of

the Spanish chroniclers who followed the Spanish conquistadores.

I'he chroniclers salved their private consciences and flattered

their national pride by building a magnificent sepulchre for the

mighty empire which the conquistadoies had killed; but to the eye

of a Western historian of our later generation, w ho can view the

century of Inca supremacy, from a farther distance, w^ith less senti-

ment and with more knowledge, the Pax Incaica reveals the unmis-

takable tokens of an Tndian Summer’ in which the landscape is

already w intry and the sunlight pale We can be certain that the

true summer of Andean histoiy had turned to autumn in the earlier

age, some five hundred years back, when our archaeological evi-

dence tells us that the highland culture of Tiahuanaco and the con-

temporary culture on the Coast went into simultaneous decline.

It is true that Archaeology, which in some matters tells us so much,

is apt to be tantalizingly silent on the questions which happen to be

* For an outline of the lineaments of Andean lustory, as these have been brought to

light by our archaeologists, see I, C (i) (6), vol. i, pp. 1 19-23, above.
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of capital importance for an understanding of history
;
and the posi-

tive acts which caused the breakdown of the Andean Civilization

in that age still remain beyond our knowledge. Yet Archaeology
does afford us the important negative information that, before the
arrival of the Spaniards, the Andean World was a social universe in

itself which had no direct intercourse with other civilizations and
knew no neighbours beyond its own external proletariat of Ama-
zonian and Araucanian barbarians. We may fairly infer that the
Andean Civilization, like so many of its sisters, received its mortal
wound from its own hands

; and we may go so far as to conjecture

that the 'beginning of evils’ here was a fratricidal conflict between
the People of the Mountain and the People of the Shore.

When we turn to the histories of the Central American and the

Islamic Civilization, we observe that the process of assimilation

by an alien civilization has overtaken both these societies while

they have still been in their 'Time of Troubles’, before they have
entered upon a universal state at all.

Tn the history of the Central American decline and fall Cortez

found the Central American ‘Time of Troubles’ in its final par-

oxysm and an indigenous universal state on the poim of being

established by the Aztec Power which had already completed the

society’s ruin through a worse-than-Assyrian Aztec militarism.*

At the moment of Cortez’ arrival Haxcala was the only important

Central American Power that was left for the Aztecs to subdue. Yet

Cortez was in time to overthrow the Aztecs by joining forces with

the TIaxcalecs; and he forestalled the establishment of an indi-

genous Central American universal state by turning the domain of

the Central American Civilization, at one all-conquering stroke,

into the Spanish Viceroyalty of New Spain. - In the history of the

Islamic decline and fall the intrusive Western Civilization gained

the upper hand, and forestalled the natural course of Islamic events

by giving it a Western turn, at a rath* r earlier stage in the declin-

ing society’s ‘I'ime of Troubles’. If we equate the date of the

breakdown of both the Mexic and the Yucatec Society with the

establishment of the Toltec mercenaries’ domination over Yucatan

—and the consequent unification of the Yucatec with the Mexic

World into a single Central American Society—at the close of the

twelfth century of the Christian Era,^ we must reckon that the

* This Aztec militarism seems to have become rampant circa A.D. 137^ (Spinden,

H. J. : Xhe Ancteni Civtlisations of Mexico and Central America (New Vork 1922, Ameri-

can Museum of Natural History), p. 183). The Aztec military ascendancy over the

Mexican Lakes Basin had been established by a.d. 1428 (Spence, L.. The Civilisation

of Ancient Mexvo (Cambridge 1912, University Press), p. 38) or a.d. 1430 (Joyce, T. A.:

Mexican Archaeology (London 1914, Lee Warner), p. 21).

* See I. C (i) (h), vol. i, p. 120, above.
3 See I. C (i) (6), vol. i, pp. 123-4, above.
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Central American ‘Time of Troubles* had already entered upon its

fourth century before it was cut short by the Spanish conquest,

while the last quarter of the eighteenth century of the Christian

Era, which was the epoch at which the pressure of the West became
the governing factor in Islamic history, w^as separated by a span

of less than thiee centuries from the schism in the Iranic World
and the establishment of the Ottoman domination over the Arabic

countries at the beginning of the sixteenth century: the tw^o his-

toric events which we have taken as the tokens of the Iranic break-

down.^

This difference in the stage at which the a^cisive Western intru-

sion took place may partly account for the difference in the subse-

quent histories of the Central American and the Islamic Society.

In the Central American World the abortive— but only just abor-

tive—indigenous Aztec universal state w^as not simply ruled out by
the Spanish conquest but was given an alien substitute in the shape

of the Spanish Viceroyalty of New Spain which the conquerors

established on the ruins of Montezuma’s imperial ambitions; and,

thanks to this consummation and consolidation, by Spanish hands,

of the work of political unification which had been earned so far

towards completion, before the Spaniards arrived, by the force of

Aztec arms, the Central American World was enabled to* entei the

political comity of Western states as a single political unit when,
just three centuries after Cortez’ conquest of 'J enochtitlan, the

Spanish Empire in this quarter was replaced by its present ‘suc-

cessor-state*, the Mexican Republic.^ On the other hand in the

Islamic World, where the process of ‘Westernization* gained the

upper hand f)efore the establishment of any indigenous Islamic

universal state was even within sight, there has been no Western
substitute for an indigenous universal state, and no practical possi-

bility of the Islamic Society entering the political comity of West-

ern states as a single body politic. The political Fan-lslamism

w^hich w'as mooted at the turn of the nineteenth and twentieth

* For the chisni in the World at this cpoih, and lor the simultineous in-

corporation ol the Arabic Sociclv into the Irauu botitls, see J C (i) (c>), Annex 1 , in

vol I
,
above

* The Mexican Republic has ah\a\s included within its fionturs the former domain
of the Yucatec Civilization in the P* ninsula oi \ ucal m, ab well as the forme i domain ot

the Mexic Civilization on the Mtxlcan Plateau Phe tcmtorics ot the lintish colony
of Honduros and ot the six Latin-Amt rican u publics that now occupy the rest ot the

isthmus between Mexico and Colombia all he outside the liorders of the ii-druant
Yucatec and Mexic worlds, thoujdi the domain ot the Mavan C ivihzation, to which bo^h
the Yucatec and the Mexic Society were ‘afhhattd’, is now compiiscd in the territories

of Guatemala and the two llondurases It is noteworthy that although the Mtxir and
\ucatec societies coah seed into a single ('entral Anieiican bociety more than seven
bundled years ago, and though Mexico and Yucatan have been also politically united
now for some 400 years, hr&t under Spanish and latterly undci Mexican lule, thc> still

remain geographically two worlds apart, with no practicable lines ot communication
between them except by sea across the Mexican Gulf.
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centuries of the Christian Era has been a shortlived dream and
the Islamic countries have pushed their way into the ranks of the
Great Society each for themselves, in a scramble in which the Devil
of Western or Russian Imperialism has successfully overtaken the
hindermost in the Ala^hrib and the Caucasus and Transcaspia and
Transoxania. The Arabic ‘successor-states’ ofthe Ottoman Empire,
which have evaded or shaken off the political toils of the protec-
torates or mandates which British or French policy has sought to

impose upon them, have emerged as the parochial kingdoms of
Egypt and Traq and Saudi Arabia and San'a;^ and the Persian
Empire, which has been the parochial outcome of Shah Isma^il’s

abortive attempt to found an oecumenical Shi'i Power, has suc-
ceeded in these latter days in making its own entry into the Great
Society almost intact^ as a Persian national state.

Thus, in both Islamic and Cential American history, the process

of assimilation has supervened—under rather difiFerent conditions

and with rather differetit results in the two cases—at a distinctly

earlier stage of the decline and fall than in the histories of any of

the other civilizations whose ultimate fate it has likewise been to

lose their identity in that of our omnivorous Civilization of the

West. Yet in these tw^o histories also it is manifest that the pro-

cess of ^Westernization’ has been the end of the decline and not its

beginning. In both cases we can trace the beginning of the ‘Time
of Troubles’ to internal catastiophes which occurred—at the close

of the twelfth century in Central America and at the opening of the

sixteenth century in the Islamic Woild—several centuries before

the pressure of the West became overwhelming. In the Iranic and
Arabic worlds in the generation of Isma'il Shah Safawd and the

Ottoman Padishah Selhn I he Western factor was a negligible

quantity; while in the INlcxic and Yucatec worlds at the close of the

twelfth century the verj^ existence of another world beyond the

Atlantic w’^as quite unknowm. On tii ^ showing, the Mexic and

Iranic societies are to be added to our already long li-^t of suicides;

and it is clear that the Yucatec Society falls within the same cate-

gory; for it was the outbreak of a fratricidal conflict between the

* Set' the pre'ient chapter, pp hi ? ahovt.
i B> the time when thi<i chapter was hemp revised ior th-'' prc'’^ m A D 1938 the

number ol Aiabic parodual ' lates-nrembi rs ol a Cjieat Socici on a SVestern basib was

in prospect of beinje; increased hv the addition of a Sviian and a Lebanese Republic and

a Pdlestmian State m v hich the major part of CiSj ’ mian Baicstine was to be united

with the cKishnp JVinLipality of Transjordan
xr j

^ 'I he most serious terntoiial diminution which the Pcisian Frnpirc has suffered since

the definitive Ottoman conquest of 'Iraq has been the loss of the I ranscaucasian territory

which was concjuetcd by Russia in the early nineteenth century and whirh now con-

stitutes a Republic of Azerbaijan which is one of the constituent states-members of the

U S S.R .....
bee II D (vi), \ol. 11, pp. 254“';, abo\e, for the predisposition of th" Persians towards

our modern W^estern Nationalism as a result of their own history since the time of

bhah Ismabl
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Yucatec city-states that opened the way for the Toltec domination

in Yucatan.*

We have now dealt with seventeen cases, and we are left with

thirteen still to consider: the five arrested civilizations; the four

abortive civilizations; the Arabic, Hittite, and Mayan civilizations;

and our own Civilization of the West.

The Western Civilization may fairly be left out of account
;
for

we cannot tell, in our generation, whether this civilization has

already broken down or whether it is still in growth and in these

circumstances it would be premature to discuss the cause of a

breakdown that is still an unproven possibility and not an estab-

lished fact.

As for the Mayan Civilization, we do not know the cause of the

break-up of ‘the First Empire’ of the Mayas in Guatemala, which
was the Mayan universal state. A fortiori we are ignorant of the

cause of the foregoing breakdown of the Mayan Civilization. 3 We
do know, however, that the broken-down Mayan Civilization did

not eventually lose its identity through assimilation into the social

tissues of an alien society. It found its end in the alternative way
by becoming ‘apparented’ to two new societies, the Yucatec

Society and the Mexic. In this last chapter of Mayan history, in so

far as Archaeology has revealed it to us, we can perceive no trace

of any alien society’s intervention
; and indeed the whole history of

the Mayan Civilization, in so far as it is known to us at all, is

markedly pacific. It is only on the north-western fringes of the

Mayan World that there is any archaeological evidence for the

practice of the art of war; and here it seems merely to have been

a border warfare against outer barbarians. There is no evidence

either of fratricidal warfare between the Mayan city-states them-
selves or of military collisions with any alien society of the Mayan
Society’s own calibre. And thus, while we have to confess that the

cause of the breakdown of the Mayan Civilization is still unknown
to us, we may guess with some confidence that this cause will not

prove, if it one day comes to light, to have been the impact of an

alien human force.

On the other hand, violent collisions with alien human forces

play as prominent a part in the last chapter of Hittite history as in

the latter ends of the Central American and Andean civilizations.

The Empire of Khatti, which exercised not merely a hegemony
but at least a suzerainty and perhaps even an outright sovereignty

> See I. C (i) (6), vol i, p 124, above.
a Wc do know that our Western Civilization has not yet entered into a universal

state, but we do not know ^\hcther it is or is not already in a ‘Time ot Troubles’. On this

question see fuither I B (iv), vol. 1, pp 36-7, above, and V C (ii) (b), vol vi, pp 313-5,
as well as Part XII, below.

3 See I. C (1) (b), vol. 1, pp. 125-6, and II. D (vii), Annex I, m vol. u, above.
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over the greater part of the Hittite World throughout the fifteenth

fourteenth, and thirteenth centuries b.c., was violently and sud-
denly overthrown, in the early years of the twelfth century B.c., by a

back-wash of the last and greatest wave of the post-Minoar Volker-
wanderung in the Levant and the fate of the Hittite Society

itself was involved in this overthrow of the Khatti State. From
the twelfth century onwards this society only survived in a few
refugee communities in Cilicia and Northern Syria; and even this

local survival only prolonged the Hittite Society’s existence for

about five hundred years; for the Hittite fossils on the Asiatic

Continent were absorbed into the Syriac body social during or after

the age of the Assyrian militarism, while their overseas colonies

in Italy—if we arc right in attributing this Hittite origin to the

Etruscans^—were drawn into the current of the Hellenic Civiliza-

tion at about the same date.

Thus the Hittite Society undoubtedly received its coup de grdee

from an alien sword; and if we now’ trace Hittite history backwards
from the time of the crushing blow which felled the Empire of

Khatti circa 1200/1190 b.c., we shall find a convincing cK'.planation

for the utter collapse of the Khatti Power under the impact of the

post-Minoan Volkerw^anderung in thu intense exhaustion of the

Hittite body social after a long-drawn-out conflict with another,

* See 1 C (1) (//), vol i pp 93, 101, and in 14 *»bove Tn the opinion of Monsieur
liug6ne Ca\aiKnac [Lt Ptobihnt IhttiU (Pans JOih Ceroux), pp 9) tht \\at-hand<i

which sacked and devastated the Khatti capital Khattu'^as (BoghaAoi) and overthrew the

Khatti Stale weic not idtntiial with those that travelled partly hv ship and parth by
ox-wagpon, along the I evantine toasts from the south-east tiirner of iht Aegean to the

north-ea»t frontur of I gvpt t, avaignie points out (in op
, p 2 h‘ir Khattusas lay,

not at the heart of the Hittite Woild, but at its north-western txtrenutv, where .t served

as a 'hitid and buckler foi the inftnoi igain'^t the barbarians bevond the pale and on
this showing the Khatti capital ought ' have been e ted, m an caxlier passage of this

Stud> (II D (v), vol 11, pp 112-208), as an illu‘tialion of the stimulus of picssures,

•idc by side with I hebc*
,
Peking, Babvion, Samar<]and, Myicnat, ( onstar tmoplc,

Vienna, London, Pans Teno^ htitlan, and Cuzeo f’avaignac suggests (op fit
, p 130)

that Khattusas was eventually overwhelmed h\ t Anatolian barbtiians whom the

fortress capital had so long and so strenuously held it ha., when the'st loc-al barbarnns
were reinforced, fiom the farther side of tlie Straits liy X uroptan recruits Ce qu’il

est permis de siipjiostr, t cst qut deni^ie les deux invas ons— invasion maritime, in-

vasion contirientalt — il y a eu un mouvemtnt plus ou moirs ample venu des profondcurs

de la penmsule baikanique L’analogie de 1 invasion galat.e ilu 111® si6cle, inondmt d’un
cot^ la Gr^ee,dc I’autre TAsie-Mineure.se i

re sente d’t llc-meme ^ I'esprit ’ An acceptance

of Cav'aignae's view dots not imply an abamioiiint nl of thr supposition that the over-

throw of Khatti was an ineulental tonst quern t of the dissoluiioi of tuc Minoan W^oild

for the continental no less than the rnantinii stream of invasion is to be explained as a part

of the post-Minoan Vblkcrwandcrung
2 On the question of tne origin of the r*ruscans see 1 < (1) (^») vol i,pp 114-15, with

Annex II, 2, above See' also the very mltresting discussion e>f the problem bv Mr
Christopher Dawson in 7 /ie Age of the Gods (rei'-sue London 1933, Sheed & Waid),

pp. 365—84. Mr Dawson suggests that not onlv the Etruscans but the Veneti and the

Liburnt may have been of Anatolian origin, and that the Central Italian Iron-Age

culture of Villanova and Novilara mav have been introduced bv these peoples On this

theory the Etruscans would have arrived m Italy not in the eighth century b c
,
as con-

tcmporancs and rivals of the Phoenician and Greek colonists in the Western Mediter-
ranean, but in the twelfth century, as eontemporarus and companions in misfortune

of the North Syrian Hittite refugees from the wreck of the Khatti Empire.
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and a far more formidable, alien force. The Khatti Power had
courted the destruction which duly ovenook it at the north-western
barbarians’ hands at the beginning of the twelfth century b.c. by
fighting a hundred years’ war with ‘the New Empire’ of Egypt for

the possession of Syria. This military struggle, which ended in-

conclusively in the partition of Syria between the two belligerents

in the peace settlement of 1278 B.c.,* was evidently more exhaust-

ing for the young and immature Hittite Society than it was for

the veteran Egyptiac Society with its greater reserves of economic
strength

;
and the difference between the respective conditions in

which the Hittite and the Egyptiac Great Power emerged from
their protracted conflict was demonstrated in a sensational way by
the difference in their fortunes, three-quarters of a century later,

when they both had to face the same ordeal of a human deluge from
the north-west; for while the Empiie of Khatti went down to

destruction with a facility which was strangely out of keeping with
its military tradition, ‘the Ne'v Empire’ of Egypt just succeeded

in stemming the barbarian tide by mobilizing^ and expending the

last dregs of its social resources.^ Thus the Hittite Society ultimately

paid with its very existence for its trial of strength w ith its Egyptiac

neighbour; and this trial was not forced upon the Hittite Society

but was wantonly incurred by it through its own tementy; for

the hundred years* war was set in train by the aggression of the

Khatti King Subbilulyuma against the Egj^ptian dominions in

Asia.

Subbilulyuma reigned between about 1380 and 1346 b.c.; and
this was only about two hundred years after the first emergence
of the nascent Hittite Civilization out of the post-Sumeric social

interregnum.*^ If we are to regard Subbilulymma’s reckless act of

aggression against an older and tougher alien Power as ‘the begin-

ning of evils’ m Hittite history, then this history seems to confront

us with one instance in which a collision with the human environ-

ment, in the shape of an alien society, has been the cause of the

original breakdown of a civilization and not merely the occasion

of its ultimate extinction at the end of the last chapter in its decline

and fall; for the hundred years’ war between Khatti and Egypt,

* See I C (1) (A), vol i, p 1 14, above Ctrea 1278 is Eduard Meyer’s date for the treaty

(see Geschtchte dcs Altertums, vol 11, part (i), second edition (Stuttgart and Berlin 1928,
Cotta), p 479) On the other hand The Cambridge Ancient Hntoix (vol 11, p 149) dates
the treaty 1272 b c

* For the hghting Pharaohs under whose leadership the Egvptiai Society stood at

bay in this crisis, see V C (11) (a), vol vi, p 207, below
3 Compart the respective fortunes of the Roman Fmpire and the Sasanian Empire

when these two Powers were smitten simultaneously, by the impact of the Primitive

Mushm Arab eruption, on the morrow of the great Romano-Peisian Wars ot a d.

^72-91 and AD 603-28 In this ordeal the Sasanian Fmpire collapsed completely,
while the Roman Empire preserved its existence at the price of losing half its provinces
and all its vitality. * See I C (1) (6), vol. 1, pp 1 10-13, above.
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which Subbilulyuma precipitated when the Hittite Society was
just entering upon the third century of its history, led on, through
the chain of cause-and-effect which has been traced above, to the

annihilation ol the Hittite Society at the beginning of the fifth

century of its history by the Sea-Raiders.

At first sight this interpretation of Hittite history may appear
to hold the field, since it may seem improbable a priori that the

breakdown of the Hittite Civilization can have been brought about
by some earlier event, before Subbilulyuma’s time, when the

civilization itself was less than t^^'o hundred years old. Yet this

possibility cannot be ruled out of account in our present state of

almost complete ignorance in regard to the history of the Hittite

World in its earliest age; and, in the fragmentary information

which we do possess, two facts stand out which suggest, when read

together, that the disastrous collision of the Hittite World with

the Egyptiac World in Rubbilulyuma’s reign may actually have

been preceded by an even more disastrous domestic conflict within

the bosom of the Hittite Society. The first of these two outstand-

ing facts is the extreme local diversity of the nascent Hittite World

:

the wealth of local languages and the multiplicity of local states.

In this respect the Hittite World stands at the opposite pole to

the Egyptiac World, while it bears a striking resemblance to our

own Western World at all stages of our Western history. The
second outstanding fact in the first chapter of Hittite history is the

precocious political unification of this polyglot and polycratic

society under the sceptre of a single predominant military power,

the Empire of Khatti.

This political predominance of Khatti in the Hittite World is

already an accomplished fact oy the time when the veil which

shrouds the beginnings of Hittite historj-^ is lifted by the masterful

hand of the Egyptian militarist Thothm^s HI {imperabat solus circa

1480-1450 and we do not know l»ow Khatti’s gicatness was

achieved. Yet, considering the manifest inclination of the Hittite

Society towards local diversity and parochial autonomy, it seems

unlikely that the political supremacy of Khatti can have been

accepted by the other parochial Hittite states without a struggle;

and, if we pursue our parallel between the Hittite World and

Western Christendom, we shall find a suj^' -stive counterpart of the

precocious Empire of Khatti in the precocious empire which was

established by Charlemagne. Charlemagne, as we know for a fact,

met with resistance from the Lombards, and with still more

strenuous resistance from the Saxons, in carrying out his policy

of unification by force; and the effort of overcoming this resistance

> Ser I. C (1) VO 1, p. Ill, above.
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subjected the nascent Western Society to so severe a strain that

the whole Carol ingian structure quickly collapsed. Let us imagine

for a moment that, in the ninth century of the Christian Era,

Western Christendom had not been thus happily relieved of the

Carolingian incubus by the collapse of the top-heavy building

under its own weight. Let us imagine that the Carolingian Empire
had lasted on as ‘a going concern’, and that a dynastic appetite for

military conquest, which had been whetted by Charlemagne’s own
relatively easy victory over the Lombards, had tempted Charle-

magne’s successors to take advantage of the recrudescence of the

Iconoclastic Conflict at Constantinople in order to lay their covetous

Frankish hands upon the outlying provinces of the East Roman
Empire in Calabria and Sicily and Sardinia. Supposing that this

hypothetical act of Carolingian aggression had unexpectedly pre-

cipitated a I'ranco-Roman hundred years’ war: in this imaginary

reconstruction of our Western history in the ninth century of our

Era we may conceivably have found a parallel to the unknown
events in Hittite history w^hich preceded the establishment of the

Empire of Khatti and led on to the hundred years’ war between

Khatti and Egypt.

At any rate we cannot be sure that the Hittite Society had not

already ruined itself in its infancy, during this obscure first phase

of its history, before ever it ran its head against the massive masonry
of ‘the New Empire’ of Egv^pt, and consequently fell a victim to the

onslaught of the north-western barbariiins. On the other hand,

when we turn to the corresponding chapter in Arabic history,

betw^een the emergence of the Arabic Society out of the post-Syriac

interregnum and its cataclysmic submergence under the wm^e of

Ottoman conquest, we cannot so readily give the reputed alien

assassins the benefit oi a corresponding doubt; for the course of

events in the Arabic World from the last quarter of the thirteenth

century of the Christian Era to the first quarter of the sixteenth

century is adequately iccordcd; and there is nothing in the record

to suggest that, within this span of some 250 years, the Arabic

peoples had prepared the way for the Ottoman aggressor by doing

themselves any fatal injury with their own hands. It is tnie that

this Arabic Society had not showTi any marked signs of promise

before the time when it was submerged by the Ottoman flood;

for the loneliness of Ibn Khaldun’s star is as striking as its

brilliance. Yet the apparently aimless tuibulence of Ifriqlyah

under the Hafsids, as well as the apparently lifeless torpidity of

Egypt under the Mamluks, may have masked the vigorous and
purposeful progress of a healthily growing society from infancy

through childhood tow’aids adolescence; and we have no valid
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warrant, in the Arabic history of that age, for pronouncing dog-
matically that the Arabic Society would never in any event have
burst into flower if the Ottoman conquest had not blighted it.

Thus in Arabic history we might seem to have one case in which
the breakdown of a civilization can be traced to the destructive

effects of an alien society’s impact; and the most that can be said

is that the Iranic Society, as represented by the 'Osmanlis, simply
submerged the Arabic Society without assimilating it. It is certainly

true that in Ifriqiyah the Ottoman ascendancy never extended far

beyond the outworks of a few strongholds along the coast, and
that in F^gypt the state of society was not essentially altered by the

Ottoman conquest. In Dgypt the conquest simply added a new
alien military caste, in the shape of the Janissaries, to the old alien

military caste with which Keypt had been saddled ever since the

Mamluks had been introduced by the Ayyiibids.* And, under-

neath this exotic militan' cnist, the indigeni)us \rabic Society of

Egypt still continued to lead its separate and self-sufficient life, in

which the peasantiy and the 'ulama and the urban guilds of mer-
chants and artisans each playetl their interdependent pajcts, and all

recognized one another’s respective functions m the corporate life

of their common body social,^ Indeed, the forcible unification of

the Arabic Society with the Sunni fraction of the sister Iranic

Society through the external act of the Ottoman conquest did not

ever pass ovei into an inward social fusion
;
and the unitar}^ Islamic

Society which lias confronted tlie modern Western World, and

which has made such an imposing impression of unity on our

Western minds, has always been something of an illusion. At
heart the Arabs and the 'Osmanlis have remained strangers to one

another; and, in so far as ther^. las been any genuine cultural give-

and-take, it has been the conquered Arab that has taken the Otto-

man conqueror captive.'

Thus, within the last hundred and nfi\ years, as the old Ottoman

superstructure has gradually' crurubled into dust, and this dust has

been blown away by the wild West Wind that has been sweeping

over the World, the Arabic peoples have re-emerged^—as Jonah

r See IV. C (ni) (c) (y), pp. 457 1,
, v • i-i-

2 The fthos of duf» self-sufl.cimt At il'ic Society \^hich wei/ on ItvinR its own life,

under the Ottoman surtax e, throophout the lour c'n tiries of the Ottoman regime,

mirrored in Shaykh ' Abd-ar-Rahman al-Jabarti’s th-al Athar jVt-Tardjxm wa*l~

Ahbdr (French translation. Pans i88S -96, Leroav, q \ols.), which carries the history of

the Arabic Society in Egypt in the author’s own times down to the eve of the author's

own death in a.d 1821. See fu' thcr Gibb, H A. R., and Bowen, H. • Islamic Society and
the West, voi i (Oxford 1939, University Press), chaps 4-7.

3 For the cultural consequences of the Ottoman conquest of the Arabic countries

see I. C (1) (6), Annex I, in vol. i, pp. 395^f above, and Gibb and Bowen, op. dt.,

vol. i.

^ For this re-emergence of the Arabic peoples in the guise of nations in the Western
sense of the term see the present chapter, pp. 82 and 107, above.
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once emerged, in the legend, from the belly of the whale, or as, in

prosaic ‘real life’, a string of toads sometimes crawls, half-dazed,

out of the stiffeningjaws ofa newly killed snake which has swallowed
the toads alive and has not succeeded in digesting them before

its own life has been cut short by Fate. 'Fliis re-emergence of the
Arabic Society is still so recent that it seems scarcely possible for

an observer in this generation to make a clear diagnosis of the

society’s condition. Is the Arabic Society in our day really in dis-

integration, as the outward symptoms suggest? Or is it simply
displaying the effects of a temporary shock on the morrow of a

harrowing experience which, after all, ha. not proved fatal? For
the present it seems so hazardous to choose between these alter-

native explanations that it may be wiser in this case, too, to return

a provisional verdict of non-proven, and to leave the Arabic Civili-

zation—as we have decided to leave the Hittite Civilization—in

suspense.

We have now reviewed the declines and falls of all the broken-
down civilizations that have enjoyed a period—however short a

period—of growth before their breakdowns; and wc need not

linger long over the cases of the four abortive civilizations that have
failed to come to birth' and the five arrested civilizations that have
failed to pass beyond the threshold of life.^ The arrested civiliza-

tions have experienced neither growth nor breakdown; and, when
once they have fallen into the impasse of their irretrievably exact

and intolerably exacting equilibrium with their environment, it is

of little interest or importance if they eventually collapse at the

touch of an alien hand, since, even if they are left to themselves,

their ultimate collapse from sheer exhaustion is only a matter oi

time As for the abortive civilizations, the question of whether
they are to be or not to be has turned, in each case, upon their

response to a challenge which has proved to be of prohibitive

severity; and it is true that, in each of the four cases that have come
within our view, this intractable challenge has been delivered by
some human neighbour or rival or adversary. Yet the detection of

this human agency, in the qualifying test which these abortive

civilizations have tried and failed to pass, does not entitle us to

pronounce that the abortive civilizations have been deprived of

their prospect of life by an external act of violence. The truth

may be that these miscarriages have been due to some inherent

weakness in the embryos, and that the pre-natal shocks by wdiich

the miscarriages have been precipitated have simply brought this

existing weakness out.

* For these see II. iJ (vu), in vol. ii, above.
* For these sec Part III. A, in vol in, above.
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3. A Negative Verdict

We can now sum up the results at which we have arrived in the
two preceding chapters.

Leaving the abortive and the arrested civilizations out of account
for the reasons that have just been given, and suspending judge-
ment on the Western and on the Mayan Civilization for the reasons

that have been suggested above, we find that, out of the nineteen
remaining civilizations, no less than sixteen prove to have broken
down through their own acts, before ever any alien human force

succeeded in dealing them a potentially mortal blow. In all these

cases the most that the alien enemy has achieved has been to give

the expiring suicide his coup de grace or to devour his carcass after

it has already become carrion. The breakdown of the Minoan
Civilization seems likewise to have been self-inflicted, so far as we
can tell from the archaeological evidence, which is all that we have
to go upon. The histories of the Arabic and the Hittite Civilization

arc the only two cases out of the nineteen in which the original

breakdown, as w^ell as the last act in the decline and falkv wears the

appearance of being the work of an alien hand; and even in these

tw'o cases this finding is only tentative and not conclusive; for in

the Ilitlite case the stricken society may have already laid violent

hands upon itself in an antecedent chapter of its history of which
no record sun^ives while in the Arabic case it is not yet certain

that the successive shocks of ‘Ottomanization" and ‘Westerniza-

tion' have deprived the victim of all chance of living out his life,

and have thereby saved him from all possibility of committing

suicide.

On this showing, we may f tK conclude that the cause of the

breakdowms of civilizations is not to be found in a loss of command
over the human environment, as mea-nred by the successful en-

croachment of alien human forces upon ihe life of any civen society

whose breakdown we may be attempting to investigate. Indeed,

where the encroachment takes the radical form of a violent attack,

the normal eflfect upon the life of the assaulted party would appear,

on an empirical survey of the evidence, to be not destructive but

positively stimulating.

For example, the Hellenic Society '
\ Continental Greece was

stimulated by Xerxes' attack in 480 B.c. to the highest manifesta-

tions of its literary and artistic, as well as its military, capacity and

* See II. D (iv), vol. 11, p. 109, abo%"c. ^or the stresses and strains in the internal

structure of the fielJeiiic body social which aiosc incidentally out of the victorious

Hellenic response to the Achacmenian ehalicnpe of a So u r., and for the failure ot the

Hellenic Society to respond succ^^sla^ly to the m-w chiillenRe \\hic’i these internal

stresses and strains eventually presented, see III C (i) (d), vol. in, pp. 198--9 above, and
IV. C (ill) (A) 10, jn the present \okimo, p. ^lo, as uell as Part IX, below.
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Western Christendom was stimulated by the Norse and Magyar
attacks in the ninth century of the Christian Era into performing
those feats of valour and statesmanship which resulted in the

foundation of the kingdoms of England and France and in the

reconstruction of the Holy Roman Empire by the Saxons.^ At a
later stage of our Western history the city-state worlds-within-a-

world, which differentiated themselves in Northern Italy and in

Flanders out of the body social of Western Christendom, were
stimulated into a triumphant vindication of their de facto inde-

pendence by the respective attempts of the Hohenstaufen Emperors
and the French Crown to reassert their de jure authority by force

of arms. In a still later chapter of Western history the Dutch and
the English were stimulated, by the Spanish Crown’s attempts

to suppress these insurgents and interlopers, into breaking the

Spanish and Portuguese monopoly of the New World and building

up out of the spoils a more efficient commercial system and a more
durable colonial empire than the Spaniards had been able to build

when they had the field to themselves; and these Dutch and
English feats of military prowess and business enterprise were
accompanied by a flowering of art and letters which showed that

the stimulus of the Spanish attack had fructified the whole of the

assaulted peoples* social life. The infant Hindu Society, likewise,

was stimulated by the Pnmitive Muslim Arab onslaught in the

eighth century' of the Christian Era;^ and the Assyrian frontiers-

men of the Babylonic World were stimulated by the Aramaean
pressure in the eleventh and tenth centuries b.c.^

The foregoing examples are all cases in which the assaulted parly

w'as still in grow th at the time when the alien assault upon it was
made; but w'e can cite at least as many cases in which an alien

assault has given a temporary stimulus to a societv after this society

has already broken dowm through its own mishandling of itself;

and in this second set of cases the intrinsically stimulating effect

of external blows and pressures is demonstrated w'ith still greater

force ^

The classic instance is the repeated reaction of the Egj'ptiac

* Sre II D(\^, \^l i», rp ibS and 196-202, aboAe.
2 ^>ec T1 D f\), vo) !«, p. 130, above
3 Sec II D (v), vol II, pp 134-s, above For the maladv of Militarism to which the

Assyrians succumbed, under the strain which their successful rcsistam e to the Aramaean
onslaujc^ht had imposed upon them, sec II D (v), \oI 11, pp 135-6, and IV C (11) 2,

in the present volume, pp 101-2, above, and IV C (111) (c) 3 (a), pp 468-84, below.
The outcome of the assauJud society’s reaction to the stimulus of the assault is no

doubt different in the two different situations When the assaulted societv is still in

growth, it IS stimulated to perform some fresh act of creation On the other band, when
It IS already in decline, it is stimulated into an archaistir reaction toi^ards some phase of
Its own past fhor Archaibm as one of the psychologual symptoms of social disintegra-

tion see V C (1) {d) 8^ sol vi, pp. 49 97, below ) Yet, though the outcome may be
different, the stimulus itself is the same, and it is this fact that concerns ur here.
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Society to this stimulus
;
for this Egyptiac reaction was evoked and

re-evoked over a span of some two thousand years; and this long
epilogue to Egyptiac history was inaugurated at a moment when
the Egyptiac Society had already passed out of its universal state

('the Middle Empire’) and had entered upon a subsequent inter-

regnum in which it might have been exj>ected finally to pass out
oi existence. At this moment the apparently defunct society was
recalled to life and action by an overwhelming impulse to chastise

the Ilyksos trespassers who had ventured to desecrate a swept and
garnished house by their unclean presence. The stimulus was so

powerful that it raised the Egyptiac Society not just from its

death-bed but actually from the bier on which it was being carried

to the grave and in this demonic xenophobia the society seemed
to have discovered, at the thirteenth hour, the long-sought elixir

of immortality; for the same stimulus worked the same miracle

time and again. The tour de force of the expulsion of the Hyksos
was repeated in the repulse of the Sea-Raiders* and in the eviction

of the Assyrians'* and in the series of insurrections in which the

Egyptian people shook off the yoke of the Achaemejoidae-* and
stubbornly resisted the process of Hcllenization to which they were
afterw’ards subjected under the regime of the Ptolemies.®

There has been an analogous series of reactions to external blows

and pressures in the history of the decline and fall of the Far

Eastern Civilization in China. The expulsion of the Mongols by

the Ming^ is reminiscent, both in temper and in circumstance, of

the expulsion of the Hyksos by the Theban founders of ‘the New
Empire’. I'he Manchu yoke has been shaken off through the same

indomitable resurgence of an implacable xenophobia that likewise

proved too strong for Acliaemenian imperialism in Egypt. And
the militant resistance of the Egyptiac Society to the process of

Hcllenization under the Ptolemies has its analogue in a Chinese

anti-Western movement which attempucd, in a.d. 1925-7, to fight

out its losing battle to the bitter enu by borrowing the exotic

weapons of Russian Communism^ after its native weapons had

* See I. Z (11), vol. i, p 13^^, footnote i, and pp. 144-5. and IV. C (li) (b) 2, in the

present volume, p. 85, above, and IV, C (m) (c) 2 (fJ), in the nreienl volume, p. ^12;
Part V. A, vol. v, pp. 2-3; V. C (1) (c) 2, vol. v, p 152, and V. C (1) (e) 4, vol v,

pp. 351-2, below.
a See I. C (i) (ft), vol i, pp. 93 and loi. and I\. ' 'ii) (ft) 2, in the present volume,

pp. 85 and 110, above, and V. C (1) (c) 3, vol. v, p. zbg, below.

3 Sec TI. D (v), vol. 11, p. 114, above, and IV. C (iii) (c) 3 (ot), in the present volume,

p. 476, below.
4 See V. C (ii) (ft), vol. vi, p. 302, below.
» See IV. C (ii) (ft) 2, in the present volume, p. 85, above, and V. C (i) (r) 2. vol.

V, p. 68, below.
^ ,

® See 11 . D (v), vol. ii, pp. 121-2, above, and V. C (1) (c) 4, vol. v, pp 348-5 1 . below.
f See Toynbee, A. J.: Survey of International Affairt, 1926 (Oxford 1928, University

Press), pp. 2S3-5 and 333“4*-
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been discredited by the failure of the Boxer Rising of a.d. 1900.

Logically, no doubt, this forlorn attempt to repel one alien influence

by surrendering to another is the reductio ad absurdum of Chinese
xenophobia, and it is true that the desperate expedient soon ended
in an acrimonious quarrel between such ill-assorted allies;^ but,

psychologically, the willingness of the Left Wing of the Kuomin-
tang to place itself in Borodin’s hands in order to combat Western
Imperialism gives the measure of the violence of the Chinese reac-

tion to Western pressure; and, by the same token, it reveals the

strength of the stimulus which this Western pressure has adminis-

tered.

In a similar way the strength of the stimulus which the intrusion

of Hellenism administered to the decadent Syriac and Indie civiliza-

tions is revealed in the respective series of religious reactions w hich,

in both cases, were eventually successful in driving the intrusive

culture out: the Nestorian and Monophysite reactions which cul-

minated in the triumph of Islam, and the Tantric Mahayanian
Buddhist reaction w'hich w^as followed by the triumph of Hinduism.
In the history of the Hellenic Society itself the overrunning of the

western provinces of the Roman Empire by the North European
barbarians in the fifth century of the Christian Era evoked the

Justinianean revanche, in the sixth century, against the Vandals
and the Ostrogoths.^ In the history" of Orthodox Christendom the

Latin and Turkish assaults upon the East Roman Empire in the

eleventh century of the Christian Era evoked the ephemeral yet

unmistakable Comnenian revival in the century following.^

We can sec, finally, that an alien assault has sometimes ad-

ministered part of the stimulus in the strength of which a dis-

integrating society has pulled itself together so far as to rally its

forces for a moment in the formation of a universal state. The
overrunning of the Egyptiac W^orld by Asiatic barbarians during

The Feudal Age’ that followed the collapse of ‘the Old Kingdom’
was evidently one of the stimuli that evoked ‘the Middle Empire’
the overrunning of the Sumeric World by the Gutaeans more
patently evoked the Empire of Sumer and Akkad ;5 and the desire

to throw off the yoke of the Mongols was probably the master-

motive which reconciled Novgorod and the other parochial states

of Russia to their incorporation into the Empire of Muscovy.^ On
* See Toynoee, A. J • Survey of International Affairs, iQ2 y (Oxford 1929, University

Press), pp. 331-65,
tor the recoil of this revanche see IV. C (in) (r) 2 05), pp 326-8, and V C (n) (a),

vol. VI, p. 209, footnote 2, and p. 223, below.
3 For this revival see V. C: (ii) (6), vol. vi, p. 298, below.
^ See I. C (11), vol. i, p. 137, above.
s See 1 . C (1) (6), vol. i, p. 109, above.
^ See tlie present chapter, pp. 92-3, above On this showinf;, the popular conception

of the causal relation between the breaking of the I'atar yoke and the contemporary rally
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these analogies we may conjecture that the way was smoothed for
Chandragupta’s political venture by the sensational raid of Alexan-
der the Great, which must have revealed in a flash to Indian minds
the imminenccj of the Hellenic menace and have reconciled them
to accepting the Maurya Empire as a safeguard.* On the same
showing, the work of Augustus may have been facilitated by the
anxiety of the Hellenic Society to preserve itself from being over-
whelmed by the North European barbarians and the Orientals;^

and the anxiety of the Sinic Society to keep at bay the rising power
of the Eurasian Nomad Hiongnu may have played into the hands
of Ts’in She Hwang-ti,3

These illustrations perhaps sufficiently support our thesis that

the normal effect of blows or pressures from outside is stimulating

and not destructive; and, if this thesis is accepted, it confirms our
conclusion that a loss of command over the human environment
is not the cau§e of the breakdowns of civilizations.

III. FAILITRE OF SELF-DETERMINATION

{a) THE IMKCIIANK’ALNESS OF MIMESIS

Our inquiry into the cause of the breakdowns of civilizations has

led us, so far, to a succession of negative conclusions. We have
found that these breakdowns are not acts of God. They are neither

the inexorable operations of a Saeva Necessitas nor the sadistic

sport of a Kali snatching another bead for her necklace of skulls.

Nor are they the vain repetitions of senseless laws of Nature, like

the monotonous revolutions of the Earth round its own axis and of

the Planets round the Sun, or like the mechanical churning of the

arm.s of the windmill which "’fte J Don Quixote out of his saddle

and hoisted him sky-high and threatened to dash out his brains

because the amiable knight had mistaken this inanimate monster

for a creature ‘of a reasonable soul li .d human flesh subsisting*.

We have found, again, th;.t we cannot legitimately attribute these

breakdowns to a loss of command over the environment, either

physical or human. The breakdowns of civilizations are not catas-

trophes of the same order as famines and floods and tornadoes and

of the Russian Orthodox C'Jiristendorr x*» the exact inerse of J»t tnith. So far from the

rally having been the result of the lihciation, it wa^ ^hc liberation that was the result of

the rally. t .•

1 If this was really one of the considerations wi.ich induced the Indie bociety to

acquiesce in Ohandragupta’s tyranny, it was justified by the event; for the Hellemc in-

trusion upon the Indic World, which had been presaged in Alexander’s raid, did not

come to pass until after the Maurya Emjiirc had fallen.
. t i

2 'Hinc movet Euphrates, ilhnc Gcrmafda helium’ — Virgil, Georgtc I, I. 509.

3 At any rate, 'Fs’in She Hwang-ti’s tvork in completing and consolidating the Great

Wall is the only one of his works ? >t which this tyrant is remcmberec* for good and not

for evil in the Sinic tradition; and it seems not unreasonable to assume that this tradition

reflects the light in which Ts’in ^hc llwang-ti was regarded by his contemporaries.
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fires and shipwrecks and railway-accidents; and they are not the

equivalent, in the experiences of bodies social, of mortal injuries

in^cted in homicidal assaults.

In successively rejecting all these untenable explanations we have
not arrived at the object of our search; but the last of the fallacies

that we have just cited has incidentally given us a clue. In demon-
strating that the broken-down civilizations have not met their death

from an assassin’s hand, we have found no reason to dispute the

allegation that they have been the victims of violence, and in almost

every instance we have been led, by the logical process of exhaus-

tion, to return a verdict of suicide. Our bci^t hope of making some
positive progress in our inquiry is to follow this single clue up; and
there is one hopeful feature of our verdict which we can observe

at once. There is no originality about it!

The conclusion at which we have arrived at the end of a rather

laborious search has been divined with a sure intuition by a modem
Western poet.

In tragic life, God wot,

No villain need be! Passions spin the plot:

We are betrayed by what is false within.*

And Meredith’s flash ofinsight is not a new^ discoveiy^ of nineteenth-

century Western wisdom, like the Origin of Species or the Law of

the Conservation of Energy, A century earlier the genius of Vol-

ney had casually exploded the eighteenth-century doctrine of the

natural goodness and automatic improvement of Human Nature

by testifying that ‘la source de ses calamit^s . . . reside dans Thomme
meme; il la porte dans son cceui’.^ And the same truth is declared

in a fragment of Menander, which almost anticipates the English

poet’s words, 3 and in a passage of the Gospel according to Saint

Matthew:

‘Whatsoever entereth in at the mouth goeth into the belly, and is cast

out into the draught. But those things w^hich proceed out of the mouth
come forth from die heart ; and they defile the man. h^or out of the heart

proceed evil thoughts, murders, adulteries, fornications, thefts, false

witness, blasphemies. These are the things which defile a man.'"*

This truth about the lives of human beings is equally true of the

lives of societies. A Hellenic philosopher, Dicaearchus, is reported

to have maintained—in a lost work called How Men go to Destruc-

* Morodith; ^Joiirrn l.ort

,

stanzji 43
* Voincy, C. F.. ‘l.cs Kuini's’ in Giuvres Complete (Pans 1876, Didot), pp. 12-13.
^ Menander, fragment 540;

VITO rijs ibias (Kaara KaKtas arjrrerai.,

Kol Trdv TO Xvij.aAv6piev6v cernv €vho$€v.

Things rot through evils native to their selves,

And all that injures issues from within,
^ Matt. XV, iS-ao.
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tionS—that the greatest danger to Man is Man. And Volney offers

this explanation of the destruction of bodies politic in lieu of the

untenable hypothesis that the Ihes of communities, like those of
individuals, ha\re a limited life-span and a formulated life-curve.^

‘On s’aper^oit qii’il existe dans la inarche, et, si j’ose dire, dans la vie

des corps politiques, un mecanisme qui indique Texistencc de lois plus

g^nerales et plus constantes qu’on ne le croit \'ulgairemcnt. Ce n’cst

pas que cette pcnsee n’ait deja ^te exprimee par la comparaison que Ton
a faite de cette vie des corps politiques a la vie des individus, en pr^-

tendant trouver les phases de la jeuncsse, de la maturite et de la vicillesse

dans les periodes d’accroissement, de splendour et de decadence des

empires; mais cette comparaison, vicieuse k tous egards, a jetd dans
une erreur d’autant plus facheuse, qu elle a fait considerer comme une
nete'i^ite naturelle la destruction des corps politiques, de quelque
maniere quails fussent organises; tandis que cette destruction n'est que
I’effet d’un vice radical des legislations.

This application to politics of Volney*s intuition that ‘la souicc

de ses calamites reside dans Thomme meme' is anticipated in a

passage of Saint Cyprian, in which the African Father applies the

same tmth to the entire field of social life.^

‘You complain of the aggression oi foreign enemies; yet, if the foreign

enemy were to cease from troubling, would Roman really be able to live at

peace with Roman (esse pax inter ipsas togas possit) ? Tf the external dan-

ger of invasion by armed barbarians were to be stamped out, should we
not be exposed to a fiercer and a heavier civil bomliardment, on the home
front, in the shape of calumnies and injuries inflicted by the powerful

upon iheir weaker fellow citizens? You complain of crop-failures and
famine

;
yet the greatest famines are made not by drought but by rapacity,

and the most flagrant distress springs t-oin prohteenng and price-raising

in the coin-trade. You complain that the clouds do not disgorge their

rain in the sky, and you ignore the barns that fail to disgorge their grain

on terra firnia. You coniplam of the fall ii production, and ignore the

failure to distribute what is actually produ^ '"d to those wh(> are in need

of It. You denounce plague and pestilence, while really the effect of

these scourges is to bring to light, or bring to a head, the crimes of

* Diracaichus 11* pi C*6opa<; *Av0put7ra>p
^ ^or an examination of this doctrim set IV T (i), pp lu- 7 , above
3 V olnty, C 1 ‘Lemons d’Histoire’ mO^uvres ( omplites (Par , 1876, Didot), p. 587
^ 7'hp two passaf^cs are also analogous inasmuch they both fly m tht lace of the

prevailing philosophy of the day Volnty’s intuition, se have observed gives the lie

to the fundamental dottniie of eighttenth-c t ntury Western philosonhv, while the passage

here quoted Ifom Cyprian contradicts another passage from Cyprian’s own pen which
otturs m the same tract Ad DemeV latium In tint, other passage (wluc h has been quoted
above m IV C (i) on p 8) Cyprian advocates the view that the Hellenic Society of

the age is suffering from an automatic proce*i3 of senik decay A judicious admirer of

Cvprian will not attempt to explain this manifest contradiction away He will be con-

tent to observe that in chapter 3 of the tiact the author is simply reprodu mg one of the

commonplaces of Hellcnit philosophy, whik m chapter 10 he is expounding a Christian

doctrine which has betome a living part of Cyprian’s own thought
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human beings : the callousness that shows no pity for the sick, and the

covetousness and rapine that are in full cry after the property of the

dead.'*

In this passage a man of penetrating insight and deep feeling,

who was an heir to the tradition of the Hellenic culture before he
became a convert to Christianity, has given the true explanation

of the breakdown which had cut the growth ofthe Hellenic Civiliza-

tion short some six or seven hundred years before, and which had
brought the broken-down society to all but the last stage of its

decline and fall in Cyprian’s own day. The Hellenic Civilization

had broken down because, in the internal economy of this society

in its growth stage, at some point something had gone wrong with

that interaction between individuals through which the growth of

every growing civilization is achieved.

What is the weakness that exposes a growing civilization to this

risk of stumbling and falling in mid-career and losing its Pro-

methean dan} The weakness must be radical; for, although the

catastrophe of breakdown is a risk and not a certainty, the risk is

evidently high. To leave the abortive and the arrested civilizations

out of account, and to consider only those twenty-one civilizations

that have been born alive and have proceeded to grow, we are faced

with the fact that thirteen out of the twenty-one are dead and
buried already; that seven out of the eight living civilizations arc

apparently in decline; and that the eighth, which is our own
Civilization of the West, may also have passed its zenith for all

that we know. On an empirical test the career of a growing civiliza-

tion would appear to be a dangerous activity; and, if w^e now recall

our analysis of Growth in a previous part of this Study,- we shall

realize that, on our own showing, the danger is constant and acute

because it lies in the very nature of the course which a growing

civilization is constrained to take.

This course is not the narrow way ‘which leadeth unto life—and
few there be that find it’ for, although the few that do find this

way are precisely those creative personalities w^ho set a civilization

in motion and carry it forward, they cannot simply lay aside every

weight and run the race that is set before them^ on that infallible

road to the goal of human endeavours which is visible to eyes that

have seen salvation.^ They cannot take this vsimple course, because,

being ‘social animals’, they cannot go on moving forward them-

selves unless they can contrive to cany their fellows with them in

their advance; and the uncreative rank-and-file of Mankind, which

in every known society hitherto has alw^ays been in an overwhelm-
* Thascius Caecilius Cypnanus' Ad Demetrianum, chap. lo.
* See III. C (it;, in vol. ui, above. s Matt. vii. 14.
4 Hebrews lai. i. s Luke li. 30.
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ing majority, cannot be transfigured en masse in the twinkling of an
eye. In these conditions, which are inherent in the very nature of
social life, the higher personalities, who arise here and there and
now and then by a mutation of ordinary Human Nature, are

challenged to attempt a tour de force: ‘to convert a species, which
is essentially a created thing, into creative effort

;
to make a move-

ment out of something which, by definition, is a halt,’^

This tour de force is not impossible to achieve; and indeed there

is a perfect way : the 'strenuous . . . communion and intimate . . .

intercourse’ that impart the divine fire from one soul to another

‘like light caught from a leaping flame’. ^ This is the perfect way
because the receptive soul, ‘once alight, feeds its own flame thence-

fon^’^ard*.^ Yet it is an unpractical counsel of perfection to enjoin

this way, as Plato enjoins it, to the exclusion of all others; for the

inward spiritual grace through which an unillumined soul is fired

by communion with a saint is almost as rare as the miracle that has

brought the saint himself into the World. The world in which the

creative personality finds himself, and in which he has to w’^ork, is

a society in which his fellow^s are ordinary human beingii. His task

(Plato concedes)^ is to make his fellows into his followers; and
Mankind in the mass can only be set in motion towards a goal

beyond itself by enlisting the primitive and universal faculty of

mimesis. For this mimesis is a kind of social drill and the dull

ears that are deaf to the unearthly music of Orpheus’ lyre are well

attuned to the drill-sergeant’s raucous word of command.-^ When

* Berj^'son, Henri : Les Deux Sources de la Morale ct de la Relifiion (Paris 1932, Alc an),

p. 251 (quoted in III. C (11) («), in vol. ui, on p 235, above).
^ Plato’s Letter*?, No 7, 3^l 0 k, quoted in Tli. C (ii) (a), in vol. iii, p. 245, above.
J Plato, op. cil., loc. cit. I'bt* ssiine counsel was given b> Ci»nfucius in political terms

in his maxitr. that a ruler ought to obtau ‘us rtsult.«i by elicilinK co-operation and not by
issuing commands (Forke, A.: Dte (itdankenv elt des Chinesischen KulturkretSes (Munich
and Berlin 1927, Oldenbourg'), p. 1H7).

Plato’s attitude on this point is examined by Ar'^her-Hind, R. D., in The Phaedo of

Plato, second edition (London 1 894, Macnullan), r pendix 1 : d-qiiorcKi^i Kai rioXiTiKij

'Apery
:

^ ^

‘While all Sty/ioTifci) dperij is radically distinguished from philosophical moiality by
the fact that it is dvev chpovrjaeojs, we may , . . discern two well-marked varieties of it,

represented by [Respubltca 554 cj and [Respubltca 500 dJ, . . . 'bhe first is an ethical code

formed (i) by the multitude for themselves, (2) on utilitarian principles, (3) without

knowledge of the good; the second is (i) foimed by the philosopher for the multitude,

(2) not on utilitarian principles, (3) with knowledge of the good, but (4) accepted by the

multitude on utilitarian principles, and without knowledge of iht good. The first Plato

regards with unmixed contempt; the second he recognizes as die be..t which the great

majority of Mankind can attain, and by it he hones t«> s' nersede the other: nay, so much
importance does he attach to this that his philosophy must take it in turns to desist

from their own meditations and give their xmnds to instructing their fellow citizens*

(op. cit., p. 154).
5 See III. C (ii) (a), vol. iii, p. 245, above.
6 See the quotation, in loc. cit., from Bergson, op. cib, p. 99; and compare Frobemus,

L.: Paideuma (Frankfurt 1928, Frankfurter bocieiats-Druckcrei), p. 234.
7 Compare Bacon, Francis: Of the Proftcience and Advancement of Learning, Divine

and Humane, Book I, chap. 8, § 3. . . r 1.

‘We see the dignity of the commandment is according to the dignity of the commanded

:

to have commandment over beasts, as herdmen have, is a thing contemptible : to have
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the Piper of Hamelin assumes King Frederick William’s Prussian

voice, the rank-and-file, who have stood stolid hitherto, mechani-

cally break into movement in obedience to the martinet’s orders,

and the evolution which he causes them to execute brings them
duly to heel

;
but they can only catch him up by taking a short

cut,^ and they can only find room to march in formation by de-

ploying into the broad way that leadeth to destruction.^ When
the road to destruction has perforce to be trodden on the quest of

Life, it is perhaps no wonder that the quest should sometimes end
in disaster.

Moreover there is a weakness in the act lal exercise of mimesis,

quite apart from the wa> in which the faculty may be exploited.

For, if It is true that mimesis is a kind f)f drill, it is also true that

drill is a kind of mechanization of human movement and life
;
and

our concept of a ‘machine’ has an ambiguous connotation.

When we talk of delicate mechanism’ or ‘an ingenious mechan-
ism’ or ‘mechanical ingenuity* or ‘a skilled mechanic’, the words
call up the general idea of a triumph of Life over Matter and the

particular idea of the triumph of human will and thought over the

physical environment of a human society. And the same ideas arc

suggested by concrete examples of machinery when we come across

them—from a twentieth-century Western gramophone or wdreless-

set or aeroplane-engine back to the first wheel and the first earthen-

ware crock and the first dug-out canoe and the first flaked flint

instrument, wLich are the most wonderful inventions in the wLole
scries. 3 The sight of these machines which human hands hav^e

made gives us a thrill of pride and self-confidencc
;
and this feeling

has its justification; for the invention of machinery immensely ex-

tends Man’s power over Man’s environment by so manipulating

inanimate objects that they are made to aarry out human purposes,

as the drill-sergeant’s commands are executed by his platoon of

mechanized human beings In drilling his platoon the drill-sergeant

expands himself into a giant Briarieus whose hundred adventitious

legs and arms obey his will almost as promptly and exactly as though

commandment over children, as schoolmasters have, is a mattei of small honour: to
have commandment over galley-slaves is a disparagement rathei than an honour Neither
18 the lommandmcnt of tyrants much better, over people which have put off the gene-
rosity of their minds and therefore it was ever holdeii that honours in free monarchies
and commonwealths had a swet tness more than in t)rannies, because the commandment
extendeth more over the wills of men, and not only over their deeds and services. And
therefore, when Virgil putteth himself forth to attribute to Augustus Caesar the best of
human honours, he doth it in these words

.

Victorque volentes
Per populus dat jura, viamque affectat Olympo.

* See III C (ii) (a), vol. m, pp 247-8, above.
* Matt vii. 13.
3 For the superiority of the human ingenuity which went to the making of these

primal y machines over the ingenuity that has gone to the making of their myriad denva-
tives, see Hi. C (i) (A), vol, ui, pp. 158-g, above
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they had been originally his own. And similarly the telescope is an
extension and enhancement of the human eye, and the trumpet of
the human voice, and the stilt of the human leg, and the sword of
the human hand.

Nature herself has implicitly complimented Man upon his

mechanical ingenuity by anticipating him in the use of mechanical
devices. She has made an audaciously extensive use of them in the
piece of natural mechanism with which we are most familiar: her
chef d'oeuvre, the human body. In the heart and the lungs she has
constructed two self-regulating machines w^hich are models of their

kind; and we, her creatures, ow^e her gratitude for this beneficent

triumph of mechanization in the medium of our flesh and blood.

By adjusting our heart and our lungs to the performance of their

appointed tasks with such perfection that they ‘work automatically’,

Nature has released a margin of our muscular and nervous and
psychic energies from the monotonously repetitive Danaids’ task

of making breath follow breath and heart-beat follow heart-beat,

and has set these marginal energies free to do the ‘original work*

of locomotion and sensation and thought. This is tixe trick by
which, in the evolution of organic life, she has succeeded in build-

ing up ever more and more elaborate organisms. At every stage in

this advance she has acted as Orpheus acts when he resorts to the

methods of the drill-sergeant. In each successive organism in her

ascending series she has introduced the maximum possible amount
of drill or, in other words, of mechanization. Her aim has been to

arrange that, say, ninety per cent, of the functions which any given

organism has to perform shall be performed automatically and

therefore with a minimum expenditure of energy, in order that a

maximum amount of energy niay be concentrated upon the remain-

ing ten per cent, of this organism’s activities, in which Nature is

feeling her way towards a fresh advant “ in organization. In fact,

a natural organism is made up, like a human society, of a creative

minority and an uncreative majority of ‘members’ ;
and in a growing

organism, as in a growing society, the majority is drilled into

following the minority’s lead mechanically.

When we have lost ourselves in admiration of these natural and

human mechanical triumphs, it is disconcerting to be reminded

that there are other phrases
—

‘machine-m de goods’, ‘machine-like

movements’, ‘mechanical behaviour’, ‘the party machine*—inwhich

the connotation of the word ‘machine’ is exactly the reverse. Yet

there is no doubt about it: in each of the phrases in this second

group the idea that is suggested is not the triumph of Life over

Matter but the mastery of Matter over Life; and, instead of the

thrill of self-confidence and pride, we feel a shock of humiliation
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and misgiving as we realize that the master-tool of Life and
Mind, which promises to give them a boundless dominion over

the Material Universe, may actually turn in their hands into an

instrument for their own subjugation to the Kingdom of Ancient

Night. ‘Cette matiire est instrument et elle est aussi obstacle.’*

‘Le corps est bien pour nous un moyen d’agir, mais e’est aussi un
empechement de percevoir.’-^ ‘La mecanique, en se developpant,

pourra se retourner contre la mystique/^ The powers which, one
moment ago, seemed to have discovered the secret of setting the

Universe on fire, now suddenly turn out to have quenched their

own flame and put out their own light by rashly smothering the

spark under its potential fuel.

This Janus-like quality in the nature of Machinery is disconcert-

ing because at first sight it seems like a betrayal; but on second

thoughts it becomes apparent that it is ‘all in the game’. For the

mechanic to denounce his machine because it has ‘caught him out’

is as irrational as it would be for the losing team m a tug-of-war

to blame the rope for their defeat when they have gone out of their

way to challenge the other team to a trial of strength and have woven
the rope with their own hands in order to make the match playable.

Or w^e may compare the losing party to a wrestler who has slyly

challenged a lay-figure and has congratulated himself, in closing

with this adversary of his choice, upon getting the better grip

—

only to find, to his amazement and horror, that his own muscles

go slack at the touch of the dummy’s flabby frame. The discomfited

competitor’s error has lain in taking it for granted that when once

the battle was joined he could not fail to win. Yet the tug-of-war

team’s rope or the wiestler’s grip do not, of course, in themselves

guarantee a victory to either side. They are merely neutral ways
and means for a trial of strength in which the issue is not a fore-

gone conclusion. And, in the cosmic tug-of-war between Life and
Matter, this neutral function is fulfilled by everything that comes
under the category of Machinery. Machines are ambiguous in

their essence, and to call this ambiguity a betrayal is to con-

vict oneself of being the bad workman who complains of his

tools. Homo Faber has apprenticed himself to a dangerous trade;

and any one who sets out to act on the principle of ‘Nothing

venture nothing win’ is manifestly exposing himself to the risk of

losses as the price of putting himself in the running for the victor’s

crown.

If this risk is involved in Man’s use of machinery for dealing

with his physical environment, it must be incurred, a fortiori^

when he resorts to the device of mechanization in his relations with

* Bergson, op cit., p 119. * Ibid
, p ^40 3 Ibid

, p. 2«;25
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himself and his fellow men.^ For an expedient which is dangerous
to Life when it is employed, as Nature has intended it to be em-
ployed, in the struggle between Life and Matter, becomes a sheer
tour deforce when Life attempts to exploit it against Life itself. In
the realm of Thought we have put ourselves on our guard, at an
early stage of this Study against ‘the apathetic fallacy’ of treating

living creatures as though they were inanimate. The mechaniza-
tion of Life, either in the inner workings of a soul or in the external

relations between a number of human beings in a society, is a

translation of this ‘apathetic fallacy* into practical action; and if

the human ‘social animal* is constrained to act on so false a premiss

as this, the action may be expected to have catastrophic conse-

quences.

T lius a risk of catastrophe proves to be inherent in the use of the

faculty of mimesis, which is the vehicle of mechanization in the

medium of Human Nature; and it is evident that this inherent risk

will be greater in degree w^hen the faculty of mimesis is called into

play in a society which is in dynamic movement than when the

same faculty is given rein in a society which is in a st&te of rest.

The weakness of mimesis lies in its being a mechanical response to

a suggestion from some alien source, so that the action that is per-

formed through mimesis is, ex hypothesis an action that would never

have been performed by its performer upon his own initiative.

Thus all action that proceeds from mimesis is essentially precarious

because it is not self-determined
;
and the best practical safeguard

against the danger of its breaking down is for the exercise of the

faculty of mimesis to become crj’stallized in the form of habit or

custom3—as it actually is in primitive societies in the Yin-state,

which is the only stage of the./ history in which we know them.^

In ‘the cake of custom* the double-edged blade of mimesis is com-

fortably padded. But the breaking of ‘the cake of custom’ is of

the essence of the change through whicii the state of rest that is the

^ Two pertinent examples of the practice—one taken from the sophisticated life of

societies in process of civilization, and the other from the life of primitive societies in

their latter-day static condition (see I C (iii) (e), vol. i, pp. 170-80, and Part II. B, vol.

1, pp. 192—4, above)—are given m Bergson, H.; Les Deux Sources de la Morale et de la

Religion (Pans 1932, Alcan), pp. 177-8.
, . •

‘ll’acteur qui etudie son role se donne pour tout de bon I’^mot'on qii il doit expnmer;

il note les gestes et les intonations qui sorttnt d’elle. plus taiu, dcvint le public, il ne

reproduira que Tintonation et le geste, il pourra f'U" I’dcononiie de^l emotion.

pour la magie. Les “lois” qu’on lui a trouv^es nc nov. ^ Jssent rien de 1 ^lan naturei d ou

ellc est sortie. Biles nc sont que la formule des proc6d^s que la paresse a suggeres a

cette magic onginelle pour a’imiter clle-mfime.*

2 See Part I. A, vol. i, pp. 7-8, above. ... , » /n*. j
3 This consideration was presumably in Plato’s mind when he suggested \rnaedo

82 B) that the life of a bee or an ant would be the appropriate next incarnation for a soul

which, in a life as a human being, had behaved as> a good social animal from habit

and practice, without philosophy or conscious intelligence (cf cpous #cai

dvev AiXoooifiia^ tc teal vov)'.

4 See Part II. B. vol. i, pp. 191 *5» above.
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last phase in the history of a primitive society gives place to the

fresh dynamic movement that we call a civilization.* The mimesis
which has been directed towards the older generation of the living

members of the society, as incarnations of an accumulated social

heritage, is now reoriented towards creative personalities whose
eyes have seen on the horizon a further goal of human endeavours,

and whose wills have become bent upon leading their fellows with

them towards this promised land. In this new movement the edged
tool of mimesis is not discarded, but is employed with enhanced
effect now that the breaking of ‘the cake of cuslom’ has laid its

cutting edges bare. This baring of a blade means the remc val of a

safeguard; and the necessity of using the tool of mimesis without

the protection of a customary regime— a necessity which is the price

of growth—condemns a growing civilization to live dangerously.

More than that, the danger is perpetually imminent, since the con-

dition w^hich is required for the maintenance of the Promethean
dan of growth is a condition of unstable equilibrium in which ‘the

cake of custom’ is never allowed to set hard befoie it is broken up
again.^ The tour dc force of the exploit of Civilization lies in this

necessity of resorting to mimesis without a possibility of taking

precautions at any stage. In this hazardous pursuit of the goal of

human endeavours there can never he such a thing as a provisional

insurance against the perils which mimesis entails There can only

be an ultimate and radical solution of the problem through the

complete elimination of mimesis in a society W'hich has transformed

itself into a communion of saints; and this consummation, which is

nothing less than the attainment of the goal, has never been even

distantlj approached by any known civilization hitherto.

In the meantime—and, on the scale of human lives, the time is

long-drawn-out—the mechanized column of route is perpetually

in danger of coming to a halt or of falling out of formation on the

march if ever the rank-and-file are left to act without a lead m some
situation without a precedent. A classic example of this mischance
is the history of .the mutineers of The Bounty^ who relapsed from
the level of our Western ("ivilization in the Modern Age to the level

of Primitive 11 urnanity after they had marooned themselves on Pit-

cairn Island. The abyss which always yawns open before the feet

of human beings who are taking the broad road towards Civiliza-

tion is continually revealed in abnormal accidents like shipwrecks

or fires, w'hich usually evoke exhibitions of astonishing demoraliza-

tion as well as astonishing heroism; and the depth of this moral

abyss is still deeper where the abnormal ordeal is not a natural

accident but a social malady like a war or a revolution. In the his-

' See Part 11 II, loe cji
,
above. ^ Sec Part III B, in vol in, above.
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tory of Man’s attempt at Civilization hitherto there has never been
any society whose progress in Civilization has gone so far that, in

times of revolution or war, its members could be relied upon not
to commit atrocities. To confine ourselves to the history of our
own society in our own generation, we can cite the behaviour of
the German Army in Belgium in 1914 and the British ‘Black-

and-Tans’ in Ireland in 1920 and the French Army in Syria in

1925 -6 and the German National-Socialist ‘Storm Troops’ at home
in 1933 and the Italian Blackshirts at Addis Ababa in February

1937 as proof positive that, in certain conditions of abnormality
and under a certain degree of strain, atrocities will be committed
by most members of the least uncivilized societies that have yet

existed

—

quo magis in dubiis hominem spectarc periclis

convenit adversisque in rebus nosccre qui sit;

nam verac voces turn demum pectore ab imo
eliciuiitur et cripitiir persona, manct res.*

In times of stress the mask of Civilization is torn aw:|y from the

primitive countenance of raw Humanity in the rank-and-file; but
the moral responsibility tor the breakdowns of civilizations lies

upon the heads of the leaders.

oe unto the World because of offences! For it must needs be that

offences come
;
but woe to that man by whom the offence cometh!'^

The creative personalities m the vanguard of a civilization who
have had recourse to the mechanism of mimesis are exposing them-
selves ^o the risk of failure in tw’o degrees, one negative and the

other positive.

The possible negative failure is that, undesigneuly and perhaps

unconsciously, these leaders may infect themselves with the hypno-

tism which ihey have deliberately ind iced in their follow^ers : and

in that event the docility of the rank-md-file will have been pur-

chased at the disastrous price of a loss of initiative in the officers,

Tf the blind lead the blind, both shall fall into the ditch’;'' and ‘if

the salt have lost his savour, wherewith shall it be salted There

is an equivalent failure which may be the nemesis of Nature’s device

of resorting to mechanization in her construction of bodily organ-

isms. The ingenuity of mechanizing 9." j>er cent, of the functions

of an organism in order to concentrate the maximum amount of

energy upon a creative evolution of the rest is an ingenuity wffiich

will have utterly defeated its own ends if the energy which has

thus been released for a creative activity is converted, by force of

* Lucretius: De Rerum Natura, Hook III, 11. 5 S~ 8 .

a Matt, xviii. 7. ’ Matt. xv. 14. * Matt. v. 13.
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suggestion, into the mechanical rhythm of its surroundings. In the

former of these two states, in which the mechanization is subser-

vient to a creative purpose, the organism is ‘a marvel of mechanical

ingenuity’ in the appreciative sense; but the extension of the

mechanical rhythm from 90 per cent, of the organism’s activity to

the whole degrades the organism into the monstrosity of ‘a machine-

like automaton’ The difference between 90 per cent, and 100

per cent, of mechanization is all the difference in the world; and
there is just this kind of difference between a civilization that is

in growth and a civilization that has become arrested.

We have seen what is wrong with the arrested civilizations in the

empiiical survey of five civilizations of this class which we have

made in an earlier part of this Study. ^ The arrested civilizations

have achieved so close an adaptation to their environment that they

have taken its shape and colour and rhythm instead of impressing

the environment with a stamp which is their own. The equilibrium

of forces in their life is so exact that all their energies are absorbed

in the effort of maintaining the position which they have attained

already, and there is no margin of energy left over for reconnoitring

the course of the road ahead, or the face of the cliff above them,

with a view to a further advance. The effort by which they barely

succeed in holding their own is so strenuous that it compels our

admiration; yet when we view the life of the Esquimaux or the

Nomads or the 'Osmanlis or the Spartans dispassionately and com-
prehensively, we feel the same contradictory combination of re-

spect and contempt that is aroused in us by the contemplation of

machinery. The apparently superhuman qualities which the Spar-

tiate Teer’ can be counted upon to display so long as he is on
active service under the L;ycurgean agogS have to be discounted in

the lurid light of the demoralization and inefficiency which invari-

ably come over the self-same Spartiate if ever he finds himself out

of his own element. And a discipline which looks at first sight

like a transcending of Human Nature looks, on closer inspection,

like a reversion to animality.^ In the arrested civilizations we have a

classic illustration of the negative failure in which the leaders them-

* In Part III A, in \ jI in, above
See Part III A, in vol m, above, especially pp 79-81 Tolstoy has a story of a

little boy who, on being taken f^or the first time in his life to see a military review, was
drawn by curiosity to venture close up to the troop*? and then came running back to his

mother crying, ‘Mummy! Mummy! What do you think I have found out? These
soldiers were once men ’ Such robots wear the same appearance in Hindu as in Russian
eyes ‘In the West the national maclunery of commerce and pohtics turns out neatly

compressed bales of humanity which have their use and high market value; but they are
bound in iron hoops, labelled and separated off with scientific care and precision.

Obviously God made Men to be human, but this modern product has such marvellous
square-cut finish, savouring of gigantic manufacture, that the Creator will find it difficult

to recognise it as a thing of spirit and a creature made in His own divine image.’—Tagore,
Sir K Nationalism (London 1917, Macmillan), p. 6
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selves become hypnotized by the drill which they have inculcated
into the rank-and-file. In this predicament the column comes to a
dead halt, at whatever point on its route it may happen to find itself

at the moment, simply because there is nobody left at the head of
the column to give fresh orders. The ten thousand Greek troops
whose moral paralysis on the night after the loss of their senior

officers has been so graphically depicted by Xenophon’s pencil were
the same ten thousand who, only a few weeks before, had gladdened
the heart of Cyrus and had given the queen of Cilicia the fright

of her life by the precision of their discipline on the parade-
ground.*

This negative failure, however, is seldom the end of the story;

for the salt that has lost his savour ‘is thenceforth good for nothing
but ro be cast out and to be trodden under foot of men’.^ In
abandoning Orpheus* music for the drill-cergeant’s word of com-
mand, the leaders have played upon the faculty of mimesis in the

rank-and-file by an exertion of power—as a substitute for the radia-

tion of the magic charm of genius that is only attractive to kindred

spirits. In the interaction between leaders and led, mimesis and
power are correlatives

;
and power is a force which is perhaps rarely

brought into play without being abused.^ In any event the tenure

ofpower is an abuse in its(‘lf if those v\ ho hold the power have lost the

faculty of leadership
;
and this abuse is flagrant. Accordingly the halt

of the column of route, which we have pii lured in our military simile,

is apt to be followed by mutiny on the part of the rank-and-file and

by ‘frightfulness’ on the part of the officers—who make a desperate

attempt to retain by brute force, against overwhelming numerical

odds, an authority which they have ceased to merit by any signal

contribution to the common w ^al. Oipheus w^ho has cast away
his lyre now' lays about him with Xerxes’ whip; and the result is a

hideous pandemonium, in which the n htary formation breaks up

into an Ishmaelitishanarchv. This is the positive failure which is the

nemesis of the resort to iniiiie^ijs in the life of a growing civilization;

* Compare Xenophon Anaha^n Hook 111 ,
chap i, i 12, with the same work,

Book I, chap 2, 14 18 'I’he stor\ of the piactical joke which Clearchus played upori

the spectatorsi of the nnlilary rcv»ew at "1 aiaub has bcetx put into modern dress-

withthe British \iccrov of India plavinj? C \rus’s part and the Armr of Afghanistan Queen
Epyava’s — by Rudyard Kipling in The Jungle Book ('Tier J'l lesty’s Scivants'). In

similar circumstances in a different time and place a queen of Abyssinia was likewise

impressed by the drill, o^la suts^e of the Porlugut atchlocknicn of < hns^o\ac da

Gama’s expedifonarv forte ^C’astanhoso, M de, ar 1 liermudez, J 'J he Portuguese

Expedition to Abyssinia in t^4 T, Ltighsh translation ( Hakluyt Society, second senes,

vol X, 1902), pp. 20-1).
2 Matt V 13. Ilf.,.
3 The sinister importance of the abuse of power as a factor in social life has been

appreciated by Ibn Khaldun See the chapter entit’-d ‘Dans un empire, le souverain

est naturellement portc a rcserver toute I’autonU ,
on s y abandonii^e au luxe, il indolence

et ail repos’ {^Muqaddamdtt translated by de Slanc, Baron McO, (Pans 1863 n, Im-

pnmerie Impcriale, 3 \ols ), \ol 1, pp. 340 3 Compare '<^1 PP Ui ). hee also the

present Study, V. ( (ii) (a), vol. \i, pp 178-213, bclov- . ‘The Saviour with the Sword.
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and in the language of another simile this failure is familiar to us

already. It is that ‘disintegration’ of a broken-down civilization

which declares itself in ‘the Secession of the Proletariat’ from a ci-

devant band of leaders which has degenerated into a ‘Dominant
Minority’.* The successive transformations of the prophet into

the drill-sergeant and of this martinet into a terrorist explain the

declines and falls of civilizations in terms of leadership.

In terms of relation or interaction the failure of the Promethean
6lan declares itself in a loss of harmony.
The significance of this symptom is perhaps most obvious in the

concrete case of the bodily organism of a galloping horse

:

‘During continued movement any addition to speed obtained by in-

creased instability of equilibrium necessitates increased muscular effort

in maintaining the centre of gravity of the body at a suitable height. . . .

The faster the pace, the greater will he the muscular expenditure of th e

fore limbs, as compared to the speed. Consequently, when a horse

gallops fast, the muscles of his fore-hand tire much more quickly than

those of his hind limbs When a horse begins to tire in a long-distance

race . . . ,
his ordinary “level” style of “going” generally becomes

changed more or less into an up-and-down motion, which is caused by
the muscles of his fore-hand being too fatigued to work m unison with

those of his hind-quarters.’*

A corresponding loss of harmony attends the flagging of the Pro-

methean ilan in a personality, which is a whole whose parts are

spiritual faculties, and in a society, which is a whole whose parts

are institutions. In the movement of Life a change in any one part

of a w'hole ought to be accompanied by sympathetic adjustments

of the other parts if all is to go well; but when L/ife is mechanized

one part may be altered while others are left as they have been, and
a loss of harmony is the result.

In any whole of parts a loss of harmony between the parts is

paid for by the whole in a corresponding loss of self-determina-

tion; and the fate of a declining civilization is desenbed in Jesus’s

prophecy to Peter:

‘When thou wast young, thou girdedst thyself, and walkedst whither

thou wouldest; but when thou shalt be old . . . another shall gird thee

and carry thee whither thou wouldest not.'^

A loss of self-determination is the ultimate criterion of break-

down; and this conclusion is what wt should expect, since it is

the inverse of the conclusion, which we have reached in an earlier

* For an explanation of these terms see I B (iv), vol i, p 41, and I C (1) (fl), vol 1,

pp. 53“62, above.
2 Hayes, Captain M. H . PotnU of the Horse, *;th edition (London 1930, Hurst and

Blackett), pp, 53-4.
3 John xzi 18.
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part of this Study, that a progress towards self-determination is

the criterion of growth.* in the rest of this Part we shall examine
some of the forms in which this loss of self-determination through
loss of harmony is manifested.

(6) THE intractability of institutions

I. New Wine in Old Bottles

In the last chapter we came to the ccmclusion that a society

breaks down through a loss of harmony between its parts which is

paid for by the society as a whole in a loss of self-determination.

One source of disharmony between the institutions of which a

society is composed is the introduction into the life of the society

of new social forces—aptitudes or emotions or ideas^—which the

existing set of institutions was not originally designed to carry,

'I'he destructive effect of this incongruous juxtaposition of

‘things new and old*3 has been pointed out in one of the most
famous of the sayings that are attributed to Jesus:

‘No man putteth a piece of new cloth unto an old garment, for that

which is put in to fill it up taketh from the garment, and the rent is made
worse. Neither do men put new wine into old bottles—else the bottles

break and the wine runneth out and the bottles perish
;
but they put new

wme into new bottles, and both are preserved/'^

In the domestic economy from which this simile is taken the

precept can, of course, be carried out to the letter, because the cloth

and the garment and the wine and the bottles are material chattels

over w^hich the householder has an absolute power of disposal. But

in the economy of social life ^"^.en’s power to order their affairs at

will on a rational plan is narrowly restricted, since a society is not

the chattel of any owner, but is the common ground of many men’’s

fields of action; and for this reason a precept which is common
sense in the economy of the household and practical wisdom in the

life of the spirit is a counsel of perfection in social affairs.

Ideally, no doubt, the introduction of any new^ dynamic forces or

creative movements into the life of a society ought to be accom-

panied by a reconstruction of the whole existiner set ot institutions

if a healthy social harmony is to be preserved; and, in the actual

history of any growing civilization, there is in fact a constant re-

modelling or readjustment of the most flagrantly anachronistic

institutions ex hypothesis at least to the minimum extent that is

necessary in order to save the civilization from breaking down. At

* See III. C (1) {d)f vol. iii, p. 216, above
3 Matt. xiii. 52.

* Sec Part II. B, vol. i, p. 191, above.
4 Matt. IX. 16-17.
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the same lime, sheer vis inertiae tends at all times to keep most parts

of the social structure as they are, in spite of their frequent incon-

gruity with the new^ social forces that are constantly being brought

into action by the creative energies of the growing society as its

growth proceeds;^ and in this situation the new forces are apt to

operate in two diametrically opposite ways simultaneously. On the

one hand they j>erform the creative work which it is their business

to perform by finding vent either in new institutions which they

have established for themselves or in old institutions which they

have successfully adapted to serve their purposes; and, in pouring

themselves into these harmonious channels, they promote the wel-

fare of the civilization by giving fresh impetus to its Man. At the

same time they also enter, indiscriminately, into any institutions

which happen to lie in their path—as some immensely p(>v\erful

head of steam w^hich had forced its way into an engine-house might
rush into the works of any old engine that happened to be installed

there.

In such an event one oi other of tw^o alternative disasters is apt

to occur. Either the pressure of the new head of steam is so very

much higher than the maximum pressure which the old-fashioned

engine was originally built to bear that the works simply explode

and are blowm to pieces when the steam has entered into tliem; or

else the antique plates and castings do ‘stand the racket’, and then
the disaster takes an even more destructive and a far more mon-
strous turn. 'The unprecedentedly powerful ‘drive' of the new
motive-force then sets the old machiner}^ to w^ork in a way which
w^as never contemplated by its makers. If it was a rather unsatis-

factory machine, the tolerably bad results which it originally pro-

duced are now magnified to an intolerable degree; and even if it was
a fairly satisfactory machine, the tolerably good performance that

was originally obtained from it may ha\c amazing and appalling

effects now that the machine has been so powerfully ‘keyed up'.

The dentist’s implement which delicately files a\vay the decayed
tip of a tooth when it is operated wath the proj»er powx^r may per-

haps pierce the palate to the brain, and cause the patient’s death

instead of giving him a salutary relief, if the strength of the electric

* II was in this aspect, as obstacles to proRress, that irislitutions vccie envisaged by the
CJ^hteenth-century hrench KncvcJopaedists, and jn partiiular by C'ondorcet (Bury,

J. B.: The Idea of Progicss (London 1924, Macmillan), pp. 210-11) 1 'be same point is

made by Walter Bapehot in his Phystes and Politu^y loth edition (London 1894, Kegan
Paul), p. 149: ‘The very institutions which most aid at step number one are precisely

those which most impede at step number two.* Bayehot illustrates this thesis by the
case ot the institution ot Caste. Aftci pointing out (on cit., p. 148) that Caste is of value
to primitive societies m helping them to rc» oncile tne tw'o desiderata of social ngidity
and social variety, h.. goes on (op. cit., p. 149) to point out that ‘several non-caste

nations have continued to pirogrcss, but all caste mtions have stopped early, though
some have lasted long’. In fact, ‘progress would not have been the rarity it is if the early
food had not been the late poison* (op cit., p. 74).
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current is suddenly increased out of all measure. Similarly, a drug
which acts as a potent stimulant when it is taken in a minute quan-
tity may work with equal potency as a poison if the dose is largely

increased.

To translate these parables into terms of social life, the explo-
sions of the old engines which cannot stand the new steam-pressure
—or the burstings of the old bottles which cannot stand the fer-

mentation of the new wine—are the revolutions which sometimes
overtake institutions that have become anachronisms.' On the

other hand the baneful performances of the old engines which
have successfully stood the strain of being ‘keyed up' are the social

enormities which a ‘die-hard* institutional anachronism sometimes
engenders.

Revolutions may be defined as retarded, and proportionately

violent, acts of mimesis. The mimetic eiement is of their essence;

for every revolution always has reference to something that has

happened already elsewhere—at an earlier moment and on a

different spot from the place and the time at which the revolu-

tionary outbreak of violence occurs—and it is always manifest,

when the revolution is studied in its historical setting, that this out-

break would never have occurred of itself if it had not been thus

evoked by a previous play of external forces.^ The element of re-

tardation is likewise of the essence of revolutions
;
and it is this that

accounts for the violence which is their most prominent feature.

Revolutions are violent because they are the belated triumphs of

powerful new social forces over tcnacicnis old institutions which

have been temporarily thwarting and cramping these new expres-

sions of life. The longer the obstruction holds out, the greater

becomes the pressure of the force whose outlet is being obstructed

;

* For this theory of the nature of n. Jun.ins see Teggart, F J.. Hip Processes of
History (New Haven iyi8, Yale Umvcrsiiy P'cs*'.), p. i following Walter Bagehot’s
Physics and Politics.

2 This external factor in the geneses of revolutions is impossible to ignore in those

cases where a revolution in the social structuie of oii ociet>’ is evoked by the impact of

social forces that emanate fiom a different society ('his class of cases t . dealt with in

Parts IX and X below). But the operation of the exteinal factor can always be detected,

on close inspection, in the history ol any revolution, even when the whole movement
works itself out within one single sot icty’s bosom. For instance, ‘the confluence (>f

French theory with American example caused the [French] Revolution to breakout’

when it did (Lord Acton, quoted by Bury, J. B, : The Idea of Progress (London 1924,
Macmillan), p. 203). In both these varieties of a substantially identical experience the
social structure of the passive party to the encounter is apt t.> ippose so obstinate a

resistance to the impinging force that, when this force does eventually break through,

tlie resolotion of forces takes a revolutionary form. ‘The great events of history tha;.

strike the eye are generally the sequel to a long process preparation, and most of them
constitute the conclusion and climax of some process that is less conspicuous than they

are. It is only when the Hellenic idea has quietly and silently permeated the East that

Alexander—following the direction thereby given to him—goes on the war-path and
founds his empire. It is only when the French idea has pushed its way right across

Germany and on beyond into Russia that Napoleon goes on the war-path and seeks to

extend the realm of French glory by force of arms’ (hrobemus, L.: Paideuma (Frank-

furt 1928, Frankfurter Societftts-Druckerci), p, 276).
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and the greater this pressure, the more violent the explosion in

which the imprisoned force ultimately breaks through.

»

As for the social enormities that are the alternatives to revolu-

tions, these may be defined as the penalties that a society has to pay
when the act of mimesis which ought to have brought an old in-

stitution into harmony with a new social force has been, not simply

retarded, but frustrated altogether.

It will be seen that, whenever some new aptitude or emotion or

idea arises in the life of any society, this new force is likely, in pro-

portion to its strength and its range and its importance, to come
into collision with a greater or a lesser number of the society’s exist-

ing institutions, and each of these collisions may have any one of

three alternative outcomes. The obstructive institution may either

be brought into harmony with the new force promptly and peace-

ably through some constructive social adjustment; or it may be
eliminated tardily and violently through a revolution; or it may
succeed in defying both adjustment and elimination, and in this

last event some social enormity will result from the unnatural

‘drive’ which will now be put into the intractable institution auto-

matically by the new force that has failed to master it. It is evident

that, whenever the existing institutional structure of a society is

challenged by the impact of a new social force, each and all of these

three possible alternative outcomes of the collision may actually be
realized simultaneously in respect of different parts of the struc-

ture; and it is further evident that the ratio in which the three out-

comes are represented in the total result of this particular round of

Challenge-and-Response will be a matter of momentous impor-

tance in the working out of the society’s destiny.

If the adjustments predominate over the revolutions and the

enormities, then the well-being of the society will be maintained

and the continuation of its growth will be assured during the current

chapter of its history. If the predominant outcomes are revolu-

tionary, then the fortunes of the society in this chapter will be

‘on the razor’s edge’. It is possible that the revolutions may save

the society’s life by blasting away a number of anachronistic insti-

tutions which have not proved amenable to pacific adjustment and
which would have rankled into enormities if they had proved

altogether intractable; it is equally possible that the havoc made

X This explains, for example, the violence of the revolution through which a Catholic
France caugtit up with a Protestant England at the clone of the eighteenth century. The
reason why there was no explosion of ^at violence in England at that time was that in

England, m contrast to France, the medieval institutional obstructions to the modem
social forces had already been partially broken down by atagea in previoua centuries

—

in a sixteenth-century rehgious reformation and in a acventeenth-century political up-
heaval. On this point see Masaryk. T. G.: The Spirit of Russia, English translation

(London 1919, Allen & Unwin, a vols ), vol. u, pp. 495 and 517-23.
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by the revolutionary outbreaks may be so great (and, in every
revolution, there is always a heavy bill of social damages to pay)
that no amount of social liberation can compensate for it, and then
the society may suffer almost as severely as if the predominant out-

corres in this instance had been not revolutions but enormities.
Finally, if the perversion of anachronistic institutions into enormi-
ties predominates over the elimination of them through violent

revolutions or the conversion ofthem, through pacific and construc-
tive adjustments, into satisfactory vents for the new social forces,

then the dislocation of the whole social structure may be so serious

that a breakdown may be virtually impossible to avoid.

‘

In the historic breakdowns of civilizations this working out of

the principle of Challenge-and-Response in the medium of institu-

tions has indeed played an important part; and now that we have
formulated it a priori in the imagery of a parable, we shall perhaps
do well to study it in the life by resorting once more to our well-

tried method of an empirical survey.

2. The Impact of Industrialism upon Slavery

Let us begin our survey with a familiar instance from tiie modern
history of our own Western World which happens to be a parti-

cularly clear illustration of the possible diversity in the outcome
when new social forces collide wnth an old institution.

In the recent chapter of our Western history in which the pro-

tagonists were an English creative minority^—a chapter that came
to its close towards the end of the nineteenth century-^—the two
great new dynamic social forces which were conjured up and set

in motion were Industrialism and Democracy,^ and one of the old

institutions upon which these new' forces impinged was Slavery.

Since the institution of Slavery has been recognized to be in-

trinsically evil by a consensus of all men in all times and places

who have been in a position to study at first hand objectively, it

must be regarded as one of the merit", or at least as one of the

* ‘Catastiophca are necessary to free the World from the monstrosities that periodically

torment it. Powerful as he is, Ma»i is an imperfect and unbalanced creature, and he

always ends by exaf^gerating the principles, aspirations and needs most in keeping with

his nature to such a monstrous pitch that they become unbearable afflictions The most
splendid civilisations have perished either directly thiougb the action of these insuffer-

able miscreations or indirectly through Man’s desperate cffoits to get rid of them’

(Fcriero, G.: Peace arid Wai, English translation (London 1933, Macmillan), pp. 92-3).

This tendency in human nature is discussed furthe* ii his Study in IV. C (iii) (c) 2 (y),

Annex, pp. 635-9, below.
2 For the role of England in the third chapter of the growth of our Western Society

see III. C (ii) (6), vol. iu, pp. 350-63, above.
3 Sec Part I. A, vol. i, p. i, footnote 2, above.

See Part I. A, vol. i, tnit. The impact of thtte l^o new forces in our Western hfe

upon a number of old Western institutions, which is the main subject of the present

chapter, has been touched upon already, by anticipation, in III. C (i) (d), vol. lii, p. 212,

and 111 . C (a) (a), vol. in, p. 241, above.
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advantages, of the Western Civilization that, in its history down to
the advent of the democratic and industrial regime, this pernicious
institution had never played at all a dominant part. Fortunately
for the Western Society the system of plantation-slavery, which
had contributed so largely to the decline and fall of the ‘apparented*
Hellenic Society, had broken down in the breakdown ofthe Hellenic
Society itself* and had therefore not entered into the ‘affiliated’

Western Society’s original social heritage; and although this social

evil had afterwards established itself in the Western body social

likewise at the turn of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries of the
Christian Era, when Western Christendom had expanded out of
Europe overseas, this modern Western recrudcbcence of plantation-
slavery had not at first shown itselfvery formidable. At the moment
when, some three hundred years later, at the turn of the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries, the new forces of Democracy and In-
dustrialism began to radiate out of Great Britain into the rest of
the Western World, the institution of Slavery was still practically

confined to the colonial fringes of Western Christendom; it had
made no serious lodgements in the European homelands and, even
overseas, the geographical range of the institution was contracting.

For example, in the course of the eighteenth century Slavery died
a natural death in the English colonies along the Atlantic seaboard
of North America to the north of the Mason and Dixon lane; and
if the Industrial Revolution had not broken out, or had only broken
out a hundred years later than the actual date of its outbreak, it is

possible that Slavery would have disaj pcared successively in one
after another of the overseas communities of English, Dutch,
French, Spanish, and Portuguese origin until it might have bi'come
completely extinct throughout the Western World without any
social upheaval or even any realization that an important advance
had been made in the progress of our Western Civilization. This
possibility, however, was ruled out by the outbreak of the Industrial

Revolution in Great Britain, since the market for the produce of the
overseas plantations was immensely stimulated by the demand for

raw materials to feed the new industries which were called into

existence by the new^ European technique, and for food-stufls to

feed the new urban populations which were called into existence
by the new industries. I'he impact of Industrialism thus gave the
languishing institution of Slavery a new lease of life; and there
could not any longer be any question ofthe evil institution gradually

* Sec HI. C (i) (6), vol. in, pp. 169-71, above,
* The exceotion which pioves the rule in this case is Portugal; for the spread of the

institution of Negro plantation-slavery fiom Brazil into the European dominions ot the
Portuguese Crown was contemporanei us with the eclipse of Portugal as a (ireat Power
(sec Phillips, U. B.. American Negro Slavery (New York 1918, Appleton^, p, ij).
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dying out of itself. The Western Society was now faced with a
choice between taking active steps to put an end to Slavery im-
mediately, or else seeing this ancient social evil converted, by the
driving-force of the new power of Industrialism, into a mortal
danger to the society’s very life.

In this situation an anti-slavery movement came into action, and
this movement achieved some very great pacific successes. It

succeeded pacifically in abolishing the international slave-trade

altogether, and also in abolishing the institution of Slavery itself

over vast areas; in most of the Latin-Amcrican countries whose
White inhabitants liberated themselves in the early decades of the

nineteenth century from the dominion of the Spanish and Portu-
guese Crowns; and then again in the British and French colonial

empires, where Slavery was finally extinguished in a.d. 1833 and in

A.D. 1848. To this extent the new^ social problem arising from the

impact of Industrialism upon Slavery was solved by a timely and a

pacific adjustment; but there was one great region in which the

anti-slavery movement failed to make peaceful headway, and this

was ‘the cotton-belt’ in the Southern States of the North American
Union. n

‘The cotlon-bclt’ was the crux; for the greatest technical and
financial triumph of the Industrial Sjstem in the first phase of its

development was the set of brilliant inventions which made it

profitable now to clean and spin and weave cotton on the grand

scale
;
and this gave an immense impetus to the production of cotton

in the Southern States of the North American Union, south of the

Mason and Dixon line, where Slavery was still a going concern and

where cotton was cultivated by slave labour Accordingly, in the

Southern States of the Union, Slavery remained in force for one

generation longer; and in this hoit inten/al of thirty years between

A.D. 1833 (the date at which Slavery Vv^as abolished in the British

Empire) and a.d. 1863 (the date at w’^icli it was abolished in the

United States) the ‘Peculiar Institution’ of the Southern States,

with the whole driving-foi ce of Industrialism now behind it, swelled

into a monstrous growth which threatened to overshadow the

North American Continent * After that, the monster was brought

* An apoIoj?ist for the obstinacy vshich \sas shovin by tlu slave-ownt rs in ‘the cotton-

belt’ of tne United States in chrifiinp to S*a\trs after it had idmittcdJy become their

‘Peculiar Institution’ can fairJy point out that, at the very time when the profitableness

of cotton-cultivation was beinc vastly increased by *h rise of the new cotton textile in-

dustry m Lancashire and New England, the profits hienesb of sugar-cultivation in the

British and French possessions in the West Indies was being dirrunished by the new
invention of extracting sugar from beet-root —a discovery which promised to render

Europe independent of the W^cst Indian sui^ar crop No doubt these economic facts do
partly account for the relative case, and the relatively early date, of the abolition of

Slavery in the W’est Indian ‘sugar-belt’ ;
but this consideration does not affect our present

argument, for it is not our purpose here to pass a compaiative ethical judgement upon
the difference in the handling of the Slavery problem in the British Empire and in the
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to bay and was destroyed; but this belated eradication of Slavery

in the United States had to be paid for at the price of a shattering

revolution which began with the Civil War of a.d. 1861-5 and con-

tinued to work itself out in the sordid tragedy of the post-bellum

years, when the defeated South went through the agonies of an

economic and social collapse, while the victorious North tarnished

it;s victory by countenancing the scandals of ‘Reconstruction’.

^

Indeed, the devastating effects of this revolution are still visible

in American life at the present day; for the manner in which the

ci-devant slaves were liberated and enfranchised has done lasting

mischief to the social relations between the White and Black races

in the United States. So heavy has been the penalty for a thirty

yfears’ delay.

Still, our Western Society may congratulate itself that, even at

this price, the social evil of Slavery has eventually been destroyed

root and branch in its last Western stronghold, and has not any-

where survived to become the intolerable enormity which it was
bound to become if it had continued to exist in an industrialized

world. For this mercy we have to thank the new force of De-
mocracy, which came into our Western World a little in advance

of Industrialism. Since Democracy is the political expression of

Humanitarianism, and since Humanitarianism and Slavery are

obviously mortal foes, the new democratic spirit put ‘dri\e’ into

the anti-slavery movement at the very time when Industrialism was
putting ‘drive’ into ‘the Peculiar Institution’.^ It was this inspira-

tion that enabled the anti-slavery movement to achieve so large a

measure of success in driving Slavery off the map pacifically in

time to avoid a revolution
;
and it is safe to say that if, in the struggle

over Slavery, the working of the force of Industrialism had not been

neutralized to a large extent by the counter-operation of the force

of Democracy, our W^estem World would not have rid itself of

Slavery at the cheap price of a single revolutionary catastrophe.

This judgement is supported by two pertinent considerations.

On the one hand we have taken note already'’ of the devastating

United States We are concerned with this difference here because it is a sipnaJ illustra*

tion of the contrast beUveen an adjustment and a rc\oluiion, and in this aspect the
difference is simply a matter of historical fart

* See III. C (1) {b), vol m, pp. 171-2, above
* The anti-slavery movement received its original initiative and its mam peimincnt

impetus from a school of humanitarians m Great Britain, which was the place where
the new force of Democracy had first emeigcd 111 the modern Western W^orld In this

connexion it may be noted that Great Britain w^as also the cradle oi the Industrialism
which was threatemng to put fresh ‘drive* into Slavery Is it possible that the conscious
humam^'anan motive of the English originators of the anti-slavery movement was re-

inforced by an unconscious intuitive apprehension of the enormity into which the old
mstitution of Slavery W'ould grow if the new force of Industrialism, which was emerging
in England under their eyes, were allowed to put its "driv e’ into it ?

^ In III. C (1) (6), vol. lu, pp. 167-71, above.
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effect, in Hellenic history, of the system of plantation-slavery which
came into operation in the Hellenic World in the fifth century b.c.

and which was not neutralized by the fifth-century Hellenic move-
ment towards Democracy. On the other hand we are well aware

that, in these latter days of our own Western history, the success

of our efforts to eradicate Slavery^ has not yet been matched by any
corresponding success in our efforts to eradicate War; and if we
take a comparative view of these two modern Western problems we
shall notice at once that one outstanding difference between the

two situations is this : in the struggle against Slavery the two new
master-forces of Industrialism and Democracy were ranged on
apposite sides, whereas the movement to banish War has had
to contend with both forces simultaneously. For the ‘drive* of

Derr.f’jcracy, as well as the ‘drive’ of Industrialism, has entered

into the institution of War; and this double reinforcement has

intensified the evil of War enormously,

3 . The Impact of Democracy and Industrialism upon War

'I'he point may be illustrated from the American Civil War of

A.T). 1801-5, 'vv’filch has just engaged our attention apropos of

Slaveiy. In fact, though not in theory, this was a war to end
Slaver}^ and this aim was substantially achieved by it. But the

American Civil War was not a war to end War; and its significance

in the history of modern Western W^arfare wa^ as ominous for

the future of our Western Civilization as it? role in the history of

Slavery was decisive and beneficent. In putting an end to Slaverv^

the victory of the North in the American Civil Wai rid the Western
World, as wx- have seen, of an ancient evil into w^hich the new’ force

of Industrialism had been breathing fresh vigour. But w^hen w’e

examine the means by which the North won this militaiy" victory,

of which the final abolition of Slavery was the first-lmits, w’c observ^e

that the North not only brought into action against Slavery the very

force of Industrialism which had given Slavery itself new power;

the North mobilized Democracy against Slavery as well, and it

w^on the Civil W'^ar by em[>loying, in combination, a number of

potent new w'^eapons \\ hich Industrialism and Democracy, between

them, had placed in a belligerent’s hands by the beginning of the

seventh decade of the nineteenth century. The Northerners fought

the Slave Powder with railways and w ith heavy artilleiy^ ;
but these

weapons forged by Industrialism would not have decided the issue

by themselves if they had not been combined with the v^eapon ofcon-

scription; and conscription is a w^eapon that has been placed in a

belligerent Government’s hands by Democracy. The compulsory

recruitment of man-power for ‘cannon-fodder’, which autocracies
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do not lightly attempt, becomes practicable in a democratic com-
munity when It is fighting a national war in a popular cause. The
American Civil War of a.d. 1861-5 marks an epoch in the history

of War because it saw the application of both the two new driving-

forces—Democracy as well as Industrialism—to an ancient social

evil.* In consequence of the introduction of the formidable new
weapons which Democracy and Industrialism had forged, War had
become a more terrible thing by the year 1865, when the Ameri-
can Civil War stopped, than it had been in 1861, when the Civil

War began.2 And so, while it is true that the abolition of Slavery

was the first-fruits of the American Civil Wa * and that this result

was good, it is also true that the American Civil War had an effect

in the military sphere which was profoundly evil. It carried our

Western Society a long step forward in the process of ‘keying up'

War and thus making War a more terrible scourge than it had
been in the past.

If we now cast our minds back to the state of our Western World
on the eve of the emcigence of Industrialism and Democracy, we
shall notice that at this time, about the middle of the eighteenth

century, War was in much the same condition as Slavery: it was
an ancient social evil which was manifestly on the wane.

Our forebears in the eighteenth century looked back with distaste

to a recent past m which War had been keyed up to an atrocious

intensity by the ‘drive* of sectarian Religious Fanaticism; but they

also looked back w ith a self-complacent relief to the divorce between

War and Religion which had been achieved before the end of the

seventeenth century by the fathers of the Enlightenment. The
‘drive’ of sectarian Religious Fanaticism had first entered into

Western Warfare upon the break-up ofthe religious unity ofWestern
Christendom in the early part of the sixteenth centur}^;'^ and from

the outbreak of the Reformation down to the end of the Thirty

^ On the same grounds the Au tio-Prussian War of ^ r> 1866 is taken as a turnings
point in the history of modern Westtrn warfare in 1 uiope b\ Woodward 1 L War
and Peace in Europe, /S/S iSyo (London 19*11, f onslabh ) p 10

* One rt ison wh^ the Cuu Wa* was so ptiM rs< 1> fruitful in the improvt-
ment of military technique was bt cause it was mainly a war of amateurs, who were
fairly reprcsenlativt of all the talent that the (ommunity could mudei, and who weie
not inhibited from applying their wits to rnililarv iffaiis b> thi cramping effect of a

hide>bound military tradition The inaionty of our grt at Westeni wars in the Modern
Age have been fought under the command of piofissional officers, and some instinct

of self-preservation has inspired our mod''rn Wt stern Society to recruit its military

officers from among its less able membeis, and then to cripple the abilities which they
possess by a rigid routine The exception which pro\ts tins rule is the school of pro-
fessional officers in Prussia who won the Vuropcan wars of 1S64 71

3 For the spirit of this modem Western Enlightenment see IV C (111) {h) 12, pp.
227-8, V C (1) (c/) 6 (S), Annex, vol v, pp (>69 71, and V C (11) (6), \oI. vi, pp 316 18,

below
For the remarkable similanrv in ^thos between the Protestant Reformation in

Western Christendom and the ncsrlv rontemporao re\i\al of Shi ism m the Iranic

World see I C (1) (ft), Annex I, \ol i, pp 393 above
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Years^ War in a.d. 1648 on the Continent—and in England down
I0 the Restoration of the Monarchy in a.d. 1660—this demonic
force had inspired most of the wars in Western Christendom and
had magnified the evil of War into an unprecedented enormity. In
the latter part of the seventeenth century, however, the devil of sec-

tarian Religious Fanaticism was successfully cast out; and, although
it was exorcized in a spirit of cynical disillusionment and not through
the grace of a deeper religious insight, the immediate effect was to

reduce the evil of War in the eighteenth century to a minimum
which has never been approached in any other chapter of our
Western history, either before or after, up to date.

This age of relatively ‘civilized* warfare, which began when the

institution of War was disconnected from the driving-force of

sectarian Religious Fanaticism at the close of the seventeenth cen-

tury, came to an end at the close of the eighteenth century when
War began to be keyed up to an atrocious intensity once again by
the new driving forces of Industrialism and Democracy which we
have seen at work, two generations later, in the American Civil

War. If we ask ourselves which of these two new forces has played

the greater part in the intensification ofWar during the last hundred
and fifty years, we may be inclined to attribute the more important

role to Industrialism ; for the mechanization of Warfare during our
so-called ‘machine age* has been spectacular, and the ‘progress* in

the Art ofWar since the close of the eighteenth century is popularly

estimated in terms of rifles and steamships and railways and armour-
plate and mammoth guns and submarines and bombing-planes and
tanks. But our second thoughts remind us that the Wars of Re-

ligion in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries came very near to

wrecking our Western Civilization without any of these mechanical

aids, and that a number of other civilizations—the Babylonic, the

Hellenic, the Central American—have been completely successful

in committing suicide through indulge ce in a destructive mili-

tarism, though their technical equipmt \t for the purpose would

have seemed rudimentary even to a sixteenth-century Portuguese

matchlockman. In all these cases the force which put the lethal

‘drive’ into War was not material but was spiritual; and in our

own modern case in the Western World, where the material force of

Industrialism and the spiritual force of Democracy have both been

engaged in keying up our modem Wesui*^ Warfare, wc shall see

that Democracy has been the dominant factor.

The fundamental reason why, in our world. War was less atro-

cious in the eighteenth century than it has been in the nineteenth

and twentieth centuries is that, in the eighteenth century, when
War was no longer being used as an instrument of ecclesiastical
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policy and had not yet begun to be used as an instrument of national
policy, there was an interval during which War was merely ‘the

sport of kings’.

'Restricted by small numbers, poverty and the laws of honour, war
became a kind of game between sovereigns. A war was a game with
its rules and its stakes -a territory, an inheritance, a throne, a treaty.

The loser paid,* but a just proportion was always kept between the

value of the stake and the risks to be taken, and the parties were
always on guard against the kind of obstinacy which makes a player

lose his head. ^Fhey tried to keep the game in hand and tc know
when to stop. It wa^ for this reason that the g-eat eighteenth-century

theorists of warfare urged that neither justice, nor right, nor any
of the great passions that move a people should ever be mixed up
with w^ar.*^

Morally, of course, the waging of War from this motive and in

this spirit is profoundly shocking; for the intrinsic and inevitable

waste and wickedness and misery of War, in any circumstances,

are so terrible that human consciences can only condone a resort to

War either in sheer self-defence or else in pursuit of some aim
which is recognized to be of tiansccndent moral worth and social

value. In most times and places this common viev’ of the ethics

of War has received lip-ser\dce, at any rate, from the statesmen by
whom the wars have been made; and they have not gone to war
without taking the trouble to find specious pretexts of necessity or

altruism under w^hich they could mask their underlying war-aims.

Our eighteenth-century^ princes in the West were exceptional in the

frankness wdth which tliey waged their wars as r piivate sport; yet

it w^as no more possible for them than for other war-makers to ride

rough-shod over the consciences of their fellow^ human beings; and
just because, in this age, the ancient crime was openly being per-

petrated as the recreation of a small number of highly privileged

individuals, the players of this eightecnth-centiiiy war-game found

themselves constrained to be as moderate in the conduct of their

w^ars as they were cynical about the motives for w^hich they made
them. So long as people are persuaded that a war is being fought

for the sake of religious truth or for the sake of national survival,

they will throw' themselves into the struggle in deadly earnest, and
then there is almost no sacrifice that they w ill not make and almost

no atrocity that they will not commit. But wdicn War is not the

absorbing business of whole churches or w hole nations, but a form

' ‘I ha\e lost ahatllc, I will pav -with a province' 'laid the Ertipeior lV.incis Joseph (an

eiKhtccnth-ccntur>' sovereipn Dorn out of due time) on the day after the Dattic of
SoHenno in 1B59 (cited bv Ferrero m the woik here quoted, p. 59) —A J-T.

^ Ferreio, G. Peace and War, English translation (London 1933, Macmillan), ‘W'^ar;

then and now’, p. 7.
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of recreation—and this for the entertainment of the few and not of
the many—then there are fairly definite limits beyond which the
privileged sportsmen cannot push their war-game with impunity.
The royal players know quite well the degree of licence that

their subjects v/ill readily allow them—how much treasure they
can safely squander and how much blood they can safely spill

—

and since they do not intend to lose their crowns for the sake

of a royal pastime, they are usually careful not to exceed their

measure. Hence the saving graces of eighteenth-century war-
fare; and though these were merely negative virtues which were
based on no more solid or enduring psychological foundations than
an ‘enlightened self-interest' and a studied imperviousness to ‘en-

thusiasm' (a twentieth-century virtue which was an eighteenth-

ce^tury vice)/ they did produce considerable practical benefits

while thev lasted.

A list of the most obvious of these saving graces makes an im-
posing catalogue. For example, eighteenth-century armies were

not recnuled by conscription; eighteenth-centurj armies did not

live off the country like their predecessors in the Wars of Religion,^

nor did they wipe the country out of existence like the armies in

the War of a.d 1914-18
;
eighte^*nth-rentury commanders observed

the rules of the military game;^ eighteenth-century Governments
set themselves moderate objectives and did not impose crushing

peace terms upon defeated opponents.

On the capital question of conscription it will be sufficient to

cite the opinion of the most eminent of the royal players of the

eighteenth-century war-game, Frederick the Great. In describing the

The nionarrhs and axistociaues \^ho lukd the states of the Western World before

the outbreak ol the French Revolution could light e.i(h other without excessive

animosif> \ nation at war must hale the enemy, whii h means that it must be
convinced that it is drfendinp the most n^hteou*- of causts against the most infamous
aggression ’ Altei the Revolution, ‘i*i the non-piofessional soldier, pasaiun replaced

professional training, m> ths became weapons neccssaiy as cannon and muskets’

(rerrero, G. teace and H ar, hnghsh translation i ondon 1933, Marmillan), ‘War then

and now', pp s7 and p q)
^ On this point see Ferrero, G op cit , p s Fhe author points out tp 4) that

m the Thirty ^eai*^’ War, when the armies were *till ining off the peasantry in the

German theatie of operations, they were alreadv livinjr on a commissariat in Flandeis

and Catalonia.
3 The ‘complicated and cunning rules’ of eighteenth-century warfare, ‘which it is

so hard for us to understand to-day, form one of those peaks of human evolution which
Man painfully attains from time to time and on wfuch he stays but for a moment, to

slide back once more into imperfection’ (Ferrero, op cit p S4l
^ ’he Italian historian’s

point IS borne out by the following words of a coi - norar> Fiench soldier who was the

greatest authority of his own age on the Art of \\ u La vieille esc rune, les m^thodes
surann^cs, pour nous, a cette ^poque-ci dc I’histoire, an milieu de I’Europe qui nous cn-
toure, e’est cette gueire sans solution d<Scisive, k but restrtint, guerre dc manoeuvres sans
combat ‘ (Foch, Marshal F Des Princxpes dela fourth edition (Pans-Nancy 1917,
Bcrger-Levrault), p 26) Marshal Foch proceeds (op cit

, p. 27) to quote the Mar^chal
dc Saxe- ‘Je ne suis pomt pour les bataillcs, surtout au d^but d’une guerre. Je suis

persuade mfime qu’un habile gin^ral pourra la fane toutc sa vie sans s’y voir obligi.* It

will be noticed that the British Museum copy of Marshal Foch’s book, from which these
quotations were taken was printed under fire of Geiman guns.
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reign of his own father and predecessor, King Frederick William I

of Prussia, Frederick the Great remarks that

‘This regime was wholly military. The size of theArmy was increased

;

and, m the ardour of the first enrolments, some artisans were taken

for soldiers. This spread terror among the rest, and a number of them
ran away, and this unforeseen accident did considerable damage to

our manufactures. The King stepped in to remedy this abuse, and he
devoted himself with particular care to the re-establishment and the

progress of Industry.

It will be seen that even such notorious eighteenth-century

militarists as Frederick William I and Frederick the Great regarded

the conscription of artisans as an abuse which no monarch in his

senses would countenance.^

The eighteenth-century punctiliousness over fine points of the

military game may be illustrated by the famous legend of the en-

counter between the English Guards and the French Guards at the

Battle of Fontenoy in the War of the Austrian Succession. When
the Red Line and the White Line had approached one another to

within point-blank range, an English officei is said to have stepped

forward from the ranks, made his bow to the enemy, and cried:

‘Gentlemen of the French Guards, fire first!’ Obviously the Guards
could not have afforded to indulge in these courtesies if a precocious

Industrial Revolution had enabled King George and King Louis to

equip their toy-soldiers with Bren guns instead of muzzle-loading

smooth-bore muskets; but it is equally obvious that, even if the

French and English troops had been armed, in ad. 1745, with

weapons that were no more formidable than those of Cortez’s

Aztec adversaries, and could thus have exchanged their courtesies

with almost complete material impunity, they would not have ex-

changed them, even so, if they had not been acting as ‘living chess-

men’ but had been fighting in deadly earnest for causes which they

personally had at heart.

* Frede rick the Great Des Mwurs, dcs Coutumes de VIndustrie^ de^ Progris de VEsprit
Humatn dans Arts et dans les Sciences sous la Dynastle des Hohenssollern

* Like so many of the eighteenth-< entury virtues, this self-restraint that was practised
by an eighteenth-century Prussian militarism was inspired, not by goodness, but by
common sense The reason why the Prussian artisan was exempted from a conscription
to which the Prussian serf was subject was because the King ot Prussia wanted to play
the mihtanst efficiently and had the intelligenct to realize that, for the waging of war in

semi-civihzed societies, man-power is of no avail without money-power to back it This
hard fact had set a problem to Prussian statesmanship in an age when Prussia was still poor
while warfare was already expensive, and the piedecessors of tredcrick William I had
sought to solve this problem on lines which, in the Hellenic World of the sixth century
B c , had been followed by the Athenian statesman Solon with a view to remedying the
natural poverty of Attica Like Solon, the Prussian Government had encouraged the
immigration of skilled artisans from abroad, on the calculation that their labours would
increase the income of the community and that there would be a proportionate increase
in the yield of taxation (see Bruford, W H Germany in the Eighteenth Century (Cam-
bridge 1935, Umvcrsity Press), pp 157, 173, and 174).
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The punctiliousness of these eighteenth-century soldiers towards

one another was matched by the consideration which they usually

displayed towards the cnilian population, and by the care which

they usually took to avoid inflicting serious injury upon the per-

manent capital equipment of social life in the war-zone In this

they were animated by that blend of discretion and good feeling

and sheer delight in expertise which moves the sportsman riding to

hounds to enjoy the pleasure of a cross-country gallop at the least

possible cost in damage to the farmers’ gates and fences The
attitude of eighteenth-century war-makers on this point comes to

light in the almost unanimous and unmistakably genuine indigna-

tion to which they were moved by the few flagrant breaches of

the rule, for example, by the de\astation of the Palatinate by Louis

V in \ D 1674 and 1689 and the devastation of the Neumark and

burning of Custrin by the Russian Army in 4 D 1758 1 he latter

of these atrocities was written off as a not incomprehensible lapse

in the manners of barbarians who had only recently been adn.it tf d

into the polite society of the West The misconduct of the Rot

Soleily who had more or less established his pretension to be the

luminary of the Western social unueise, gave the lesser lights a

grtalcr moral shock ^

The moderateness of the objects for which the eighteenth-

* It IS interesting to find evidence of a simil ir c< nsidenteness towards tf e civilian

populnti n in the conduct of War in tbt Ilelltriic v\orld in a period of Iltllenic historv

when War \sas for a time the sport of I inj, instead of being the serious business of

the citi7cns of city states This evidence is furnished retro f
Lctivcly and incidentally

by folybius m a passage (Book XV ill ch 3) dtsiriLinp a torftience -held in Mails

I cfoit the decisive campiic,n in the Second Ronianc Mactd >nian W ar (200 197 I* ^ )

which was attended by King Ph lip V of Maced Dn on the one side and the Roman com
mandcr T Qumctius I lamininus, accompanied by reprts ntitivis of the Cre<k allies

ol Rome on the other

When Phaenias the General of the ^en lan C intcdcruy had finished speaking ht

was followed bv Aleiandt r surnamed »ius who enje ved a reputation is an able speaker

and man ol affairs Alexander compi incu th it I hilip was neither making peace sin

ctrely now nor in the habit of making wir honourably when war v\as the o dtr of the

lay Just as his metho 1 in conferem cs ind ronver tions was 10 lay ambushes and watch

for opportunities and behave ixactK like 1 bcili^ tnt so in war I ilf he followed an

immiiral ind extremely dishonou»‘abIe line of roi url Ht abandirtd any tternpt to

lire his opponents m the held I ut sirmiliscd his flight 1 V bun ing and plundering

the towns 1 politv ol avenging defcit I > 1 lining tin. p i/e of the victois What on

ultcr con fast to the stmdirds observed bv his predecessors on the thre nc ol Mitedoni

These sovereigns had iou^hf one another tontinuously in lu ojitn coun^rv but had

rarel> destroyed and wrecked the tov^ns 1 his was a fact 01 general knewUcige estrb

lishcd by the w ir whuh Alexander the Great waged aga nst Darius lor the empire of

Asia and again bv the struggle of Alexander s successors over h inhiritance when they

fought Antigonus in coalition for the possession of Asia Moreover the ltm<Y of the

aueccssrrs in the second generation, down to Pvn had been tht same I hey

rcady enough to stake their fortunes m battle in the pin country and they icrt nothing

undone in their efforts to overcome one another by fore e of arms but they used to spare

the towns m order that the victors might enjoy the dominion over them and might

receive due honours at the hands of their subjects On the other hand destroy the

objects of Lontention in the war while leaving the war Psclf in existence vv as the act of a

madman and of one fir gone in the mala fy yet that wa- preciselv what Philip was doing

now In the course of his forced ma ch from the pass in Epirus Philip had wrecked in

T hessaly more towns v hose friend and ally he professed to be than hid ever been wrecked

by any Power with whom the Thessalians wcie at war
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century wars were waged may be illustrated by an incidental remark

of a great eighteenth-century historian, Edward Gibbon.

‘In War’, Gibbon observes in a famous passage of The History

of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire ‘the European forces

are exercised by temperate and undecisive contests. The Balance of

Power will continue to fluctuate, and the prosperity of our own or

the neighbouring kingdoms may be alternately exalted or depressed;

but these partial events cannot essentially injure our general state of

happiness, the system of arts and laws and manners, which so advan-

tageously distinguish, above the rest of Mankind, the Europeans and
their colonies

*

In quoting this passage at an earlier point in this Study^ we have

noticed already that Gibbon appears to have passed these words for

publication some time dunng the first quarter of the year 1781,3

* Chap xxxviii, adfinem ‘General Observations on the Fall o£ the Roman Empire in

the West ’

* In III. C (11) (A), vol m, p 31 1, above It is quoted again in IV C (111) (6) 5, m
the present volume, p 189, inW C (»i) (f) 2 (ot), p 283, and in V C (i) (d) 6 (y), Annex
I, vol V p 625. footnote i, below

3 In this otiher context it has been suggested that the passage was not merely passed
for publication some time during the first quarter of the year 1781, but was actually

wntten at that date That the passage was passed for publication in the first quarter of

1781 would seem to be a legitimate inference from the preface to volumes 11 and 111 of
The Decline and Fall, since this is dated Bentinck Street, the ist March, 1781 On the
other hand the assumption that the General Observations on the Fall of the Roman
Empire in the West’ were wntten later than the rest of volumes 11 and in and onlv just

before the writing of the preface, rested on the supposition that the different parts of
The Decline and F^l were onpinally drafted in the order in which they were eventually pub-
lished

,
and this supposition is not only unproven ,

it is defmitely in conflict with sue h evi-

dence as there is for the original date of composition of the 'Observations’, at an> rate

In the opinion of one of the chief hving authorities on the subject, Mr G M Young,
'the conclusion of the third volume was in draft before the first volume was written’

(Young, G M Gibbon (London 1932, Davies), p 93), and Mr Young has been kind
enough to communicate to the writer of this Study, in a letter of the 13th July, 1937,
the evidence on which his opinion is based

‘(1) Gibbon began The Decline and Fall in the winter of 1772-3 (Gibbon, F The
Memoirt of the life of Edward Gibbon, with Various Observations and Excursions by
Himself, edited by Hill, G B (London 1900, Methuen), p 1S7), (11) he made very
slow progress at first (op cit

, p 189), (111) Louis XVI acceded to the hrench throne on
the loth May, 1774, (iv) the first volume of The Decline and Fall was finished m the
winter of 1775-6 and was pubhshed in hcbniarv 1776 (op cit

, p 195), therefore the
first volume was not written by the loth May, 1774, but (v) the Arcadius and Hononus
passage in the "Observations”, which Louis XVl was supposed to have resented, was
“wntten before his accession to the throne” (Gibbon’s Memoir of the 2nd March, 1791),
(vi) this passage is really mtegral to the whole reasoning of the "General Observations”
(the federation of modem Europe and the variety within the fabric) , ergo the concluding
observations were drafted before the first volume was written For a closer date, what
do you say to the partition of Poland in 1772 between Julian and Seimrarms?’

In the inquiry to which this letter was a reply, the wnter of the present Study had
called attention to one passage in the ‘Observations’ which wears the appearance of
having been written after the outbreak of the Amencan Revolutionary War

‘Whatever may be the changes of their pohtical situation, th^y [1 e the European
settlers in America] must preserve the manners of Europe, and we may reflect wuth
some pleasure that the English language will probably be diffused over an immense and
populous continent

'

On this Mr Young comments, in the letter above quoted'
‘Enough had happened [by the year 1772] to make a thoughtful man wonder what

the future of the American colonies might be— though of course Gibbon may well
have put in that caveat as an afterthought when he revised his draft observations in 178a
[stc, f for 1781] This seems the more likely as it occurs in a footnote. Gibbon alwajra
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when the author’s own country happened to be engaged in fighting

a losing battle. At that moment the American Revolutionary War
was approaching its crisis. His Britannic Majesty was at war with
France and Spain and Holland^ as well as with the thirteen in-

surgent Ameiican colonies; the Northern Powers of Europe were
maintaining an unfriendly ‘armed neutrality’; and the decisive

campaign ofthe war, which was to end at Yorktown so disastrously

for British arms, was about to open! And yet Gibbon’s confidence

was justified in the event by the peace settlement of a.d. 1783. In
the American Revolutionary War Great Britain was eventually

defeated by an overwhelming coalition of opposing forces; but her
opponents did not think of crushing her. They had been fighting

for the limited and precise objective of establishing the insurgent

colonies’ independence of the British Crown—the colonists be-

cause, for them, this independence was an end in itself, and the

colonists’ French allies because, in the estimation of a refined

French statesmanship, the secession of the thirteen American
colonies from the British Empire would just suffice to restore a

Balance of Power which had been unduly inclined in Great Britain’s

favour by the cumulative effect of successive British^victories in

three previous w^ars. In a.d, 1783, when the victory was once more
with the French for the first time in nearly a hundred years, French
statesmanship w^as content to attain a minimum objective with a

maximum economy of means. No rancorous memory of previous

reverses tempted the French Government to seize this opportunity

for paying off old scores. They were not even tempted to fight on
for the dib-annexation of Canada, the principal American dominion

of the French Crown, which had been conquered by the British

Crown during the Seven Years’ War and had been officially ceded

by King Louis to King Gcv^rge in the peace settlement of a.d.

1763, only twenty years back. In the peace settlement of a.d. 1783

Canada was left in the British Crown’s possession by a victorious

France; and Great Britain, let off with the loss of her thirteen

colonies, could congratulate herself, in Gibbonian language, upon
having survived, without shipwreck, a fluctuation in the Balance

of Power in which her turn had come to see her prosperity de-

pressed, but in which no essential injury had been done to the

general state of happiness of a polite society which v as the common
spiritual home of the subjects of King George and the subjects of

King Louis.

thoueht in paragraphs and used the footnote as a sort of tool-shed for odds and ends

which would have spoiled their shape
*

For the remnnsccnce, in this particular footnote of an observation in a piivate letter

which Gibbon had received 111 1767 from Hume, see V C (1) {d) 6 (y) Annex 11
,
in vol.

V, p. 644, below.
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These illustrations may suffice to display the saving graces of

eighteenth-century warfare and at the same time they reveal the

precariousness of this temporary alleviation of an ancient social

evil.-^ The unenthusiastically enlightened soul of Homo Tricornifer

remained smugly content with having bowed the unclean spirit of

Ecclesiastical Fanaticism out of the house; and so, when the new-
born spirits of Democracy and Industrialism presented themselves

at the door a hundred years later, they found the house empty,

swept, and garnished, and it was the easiest thing in the world for

them to enter in and dwell there. The society which had sought to

minimize the evil of War by the cynical expedient of treating it as

‘the sport of kings’ w as incapable of preserving it from the intrusion

of two new^ social forces wffiich re-imported into War the deadly

earnestness of an earlier age. And so the last state of this society

has been worse than the first.^ In the nineteenth and twentieth

centuries of the Christian Era the new double ‘drive’ of Democracy
and Industrialism has been keying up the scourge of War to-

wards the pitch of enormity w^hich it attained in the sixteenth

and seventeenth centuries through the impetus of Ecclesiastical

Fanaticism.

In A.D. 17QO the French National Assembly was warned by the

prophetic voice of Mirabeau that a representative parliamentary

body was likely to prove more bellicose than a monarch.^ In a.i>.

* ‘Une humanite noiivclle qu’on a introduite dans Ic fleau dc la Riierrc, et qui en
adoucit ies horreurs, a contribu<f ... a sauvtr les peuplts dr la destruction qui semhle
les mcnaccT k chaque instant CVst un mal, a la vc4 itt

,
tr^s-deploiablc, que cette multi-

tude de soldats cntrt.tcnus continucUcment pai tous Ics princes; mais aussi . . . ce mal
produit iin hien- les peuples ne se meient point de la guerre que font leurs rnaitres; lea

citoyens des villes a.s.siegc^es passrnt souvent d’une donunaliun k unc autre, sans qu'il

en ait coflt^ la vie a un siul habitant, ils sont seulcment le pnx dc rclai ciui a eu le plus
de soldats, de canons et d’argenl’ (Voltaire: Essat sut les Mcpurs, ad Jin )

^ ‘Happy eighteenth c entury, which had only humane weapons, small forces and
limited funds at its command in warfaie. . , . Restricted warfaic was one of the loftiest

«chie\emerits of the eighteenth century. It bt longs to the class of hot-house plants

w'hich can only thrive in an aiistocratic and qualitative civilization. We are no longer
capable of it. It is one of the tine things which we have lost as a result of the Fiench
Revolution’ (Ferrero, op. cit

, pp. 63 -4).

Matt, xii, 43-5-
^ ‘Je vous demande k vous-mfimes: sera-t-on mieux. assuie de n'avoir que des guerres

justes, t^quitables, si Ton del^guc exclusivement a une assembl^e de 700 personnes
I’exercice du droit de faire la guerre? Avez-vous pr^vu jusqu^ou les mouvemens
passionnes, jusqu’oh I’exaltation du courage ct d’une faussc dignit^ pourroient porter et

justifier rimprudcnte. , .? Pendant qu’un des membres proposera de dclib^rer, on
demandcra la gucrie k grands ens; vous verrez autour de vous une armee de citoyens.
Vous ne serez pas trompes par des ministres; ne le serez-vous jamais par vous-mfinies?
. . . Voyez les peuples libres, e’est par des guerres plus ainbitieuses, plus barbares qu’ils

se sont toujours distingu^s. Voyez les assemblies politiques; e’est toujours sous le

charme de la passion qu’elles ont dccriti la guerre* (Mirabeau in the French National
Assembly on the 20th May, 1790).

In this matter the statesman Mirabeau showed a clearer vision than the philosopher
Volney, whose eighteenth-century complacency on the subject of War was apparently
still unshaken in 1791, to judge by the following passage of Les Ruines, wluch was
published in that year:

*Si les guerres sont devenues plus vastes dans leurs masses, elles ont iti moins
meurtri^res dans leurs ditails ; si les peuples y ont porti moins de personnahti, moins
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1

1792, less than ten years after the statesmanlike peace settlement
of 17831 the menacing accents of a Democracy conscripted for War
were heard by Goethe*s sensitive ears in the cannonade at Valmy
and the levie en masse of a Revolutionary France^ swept away the
eighteenth-centurj^ regime in Germany, to clear the arena for the
German riposte of the Befreiungskrieg By the seventh decade of
the nineteenth century,^ which saw the new note of the Revolu-

d’^nergie, leur lutte a Hr moins sanguinairc, inoins acharnee. Ils ont 6t€ moins libres,
mais moins turbulents; plus amoilis, mais plus pacifiques/

Considering the time and place of publication, we must pronounce the writer singularly
blind to the signs of the times. For evidence of Volney’s subsequent awakening see
IV. C (iii) (6) 4, p. 16 1, footnote 2, below.

I ‘So war der Tag hingegangen; unbeweglich standen die Franzosen, Kellermann
hatte auch einen bcquerncren Platz genommen; unsere Leute zog man aus dem Feuer
zuriick, und es war eben als wenn nichts gewesen ware. Die grbaste BestUrzung
verbreitete sich tiber die Armee. Noch am Morgen hatte man nicht anders gedacht
als lie sfimmtlichen Franzosen anzuspiessen und a jfzuspcisen, ja mich selbst hatte das
unbedingte Vertrauen auf ein solches Hcer, auf den Herzog von Braunschweig, zu
Theilnahmc an diescr geffihrlichen Expedition gelockt; nun aber ging jedcr vor sich
hill, man sah sich nirht an, oder wenn es geschah, so war cs um zu huchen oder zu
verwiinschen. Wir hatlen, eben als es Nacht werden wollie, zuf&llig einen Kreis
geschlosscn, in dessen Mitte lucht einmal wie gewohnheh ein Feuer konnle angezi-'nJi*^

werden; die meisten schwiegen, einige sprachen, und es fehlte doch eigentlich cinem
jeden Besinnung und L'rtheil. Endlich rief man mich auf was ich dazu denke — derm
ich hatte die Schaar gewdhnlich mif kurzen Spriichen erheilcrt und erquickt. Diessmal
sagte ich: “Von hier und heute geht cine ncuc Epoche der Wcltgesdftichte aus, und
iht kdnnt sagen ihr seyd dabei gewesen"

' (Goethe : CampagnrinFrankreich, Deh 19
bis 22 September 1792),

In this French leree rn masse we can pe»ccive the emergence of the ‘totalitarian*

conception of the modern Western state.

‘Que voulez-vous ?’ asks Bar^rc in his Rapport fait au nom du Cormtd de Salut Puhlique
sur la requisition civique de tons les Franpats pour la defense de la Paine (Stance du 23 aoCit

1793); ‘Un contingent . , . Le contingent de la France pour sa liberty comprend toute

sa population, toute son Industrie, tous ses travaux, tout son genic. . . . Pubhons une
grande verite: la liberty cst devenue creancicre de tous les citoyens; lea uns lui doivent
leur Industrie, les autres leur fortune, ccux-ci leuis conseila, ccux-li leurs bras; tous lui

doivent le sang qui coule dans leurs vcines.’

Thus, at one stroke ot baleful magic, the Fiench state is transformed from a public

utility into a goddess. The first article of the draft law which was introduced by
Baircre’s report runs as follows:

‘13^s te moment jusqu'4 celui oCi ' s eniiemis auront ete chasses du terntoire de la

R^publique, tous les hran^ais sont en requisition permanente pour le service des

armies. Les jeunes gens iront au combat; les hoinmes maries forgeront les armes ct

fransporteront les sub.sistances; les femmes feront des tentes, des habits, et serviront

tlans les hOpitaux; les enfans niettiont le vieux . e en charpie; les vieillards se feront

porter sur les places puhliques poui exciter Ic ccurage des guerricrs. precher la haine

des rois et I’unit^ de la Republique.’
This article so deeply thrilled the deputies that they begged the rapporteur to recite

it twice over; and each time it was cheered to the echo by men who sincerely believed

that they were liberating themselves from Tyranny! For the fallacy of the view tnat a

state is a ‘whole’ of which the parts are human beings see HI. C (11) {a), vol. in, pp.

219—23, above. A twentieth-century French master of the Art of Wai remarks that the

French Revolution ‘osa . , . opposer victoricusement aux '^rmees minutieusement et

iigidcment instruites de la vicille Europe, les bandes incxj.', rimentces^ de la levee en

masse qu’ammaient par contre de violcntes passio-is’ (Foch, Marshal F.: Des Princtpes

de la Guerre, 4th edition (Pans-Nancy I9i7» Berg<. evrauit), P- 25),
t a a

3 In the nineteenth century it was the Prussian and not the French General otati

that took to heart and systematically applied the lesson ol the French levie en masse

which had been improvised in a.d. 179,1 by the C omrnittec of Public Safety (see foot-

note 4, below).
, ,

4 Ferrero points out (op. cit., p. 11) that, except in Prussia, the totalitarian system

of warfare wnich had been substituted for the restricted eighteenth-century system in

the French levSe en masse was not applied completely in any country not ^^en in its

mother-country France—during the years 1815-70. During that period all the
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tionary and Napoleonic Wars raised to a still higher pitch in the

American Civil War and in Bismarck’s three Prussian wars of

aggrandizement, the terrible consequences that were latent in the

application to War of the new driving-power which Industrialism

and Democracy had imported into human affairs might already

have been discerned by an acute observer. As we can see now in

retrospect, the issue which stares our own generation in the face

was actually confronting our grandfathers. They could not afford

to rest content any longer with the negative eighteenth-century

policy of leaving War to die gradually of inamtion after turning it

into a triviality; for by a.d. 1871 War was not ‘the sport of kings’

any longer It had become the serious business of peoples who
were inspired with all the enthusiasm that Democracy could excite

and were armed with all the weapons that Industrialism could

forge
;
^ and in these circumstances there was a choice betw een taking

active steps to put an end to War altogether, or else seeing it rani le

into an enormity without precedent in our Western history

If the experience of the wars of 1861- 71 had evoked an anti-war

movement of anything like the same intensity and persistence as

Continental European countrie<i except Prussia applied a system devised in Iiance
which was a compromise between the Revolutionary innovation snd the eithtfenth-
century tradition tender this transitiona’ svsttm the obligation to ptrioirn i ompalsorv
military service vsaa unjvtrsil but less thin ont-fifth of the totd annual contiiJi?em of
potential conscripts was actually levied, this fraction was taken by )oi

,
an\ one on whom

the lot fell wna allowed to contract out of his oblij?ation if lu could iflotd to pi\ lor a

satisfac tory substitute, and the men who wtrt linallv < nrolled were kept with the t oloiirs

for seven years—a term of service which was long enough to allov them to he formed
into semi-professional soldiers On the other hand. Pi jssia (op cit

, p i U was aluaely
applying a system of universal compulsory military sen ue on a three vears term dnnnp
this post-Waterloo period— ihus anticipating bv half a century tne adoption ot an
unmitigated ly ‘totalitarian' system in other states

* Marshal Foch (op eit
, pp 29-30) formulates ‘rantilheSc dts deux dpoques’ in the

following terms
‘D’un cote, exploitation ^ 1 extreme des masses humaines animcts cie passions

ardentes, absorbant toutes les activitds eie la societe De I’autic cot(^ au contrain
(xvin® sidcle), exploitation re gulidre et mdthodiquc dc ees parties matenrlle s r,ui dt \ len

nent les bases de systemes differcn^s tendant toujours a regir 1 tmploi des
troupes, en vue de mtnagtr I’armce, vapital du souveiain, mdiflcrtriie d iillcurs a h
cause pour laquelle elle se bat, mais non ddpouivue de vertus prolessionnelles, d esprit

et d’honneur militaires e n partieuher
*

The 1 rench soldier’s antitiiesis he tween eignteenth-centiir> and twentieth century
warfare has been translated into general terms by a b rench philosopher

'On peut voir des exercices prcpaiatoires ou des jeux dans la plupart des gutrres
enregistrees par I’histoire En revanche, si Ton place h c6td des querelles accidentellcs

les guerres ddcisives, qui aboutirent a I'andantissemenl d’an peuple, on eomprend que
celles-ci furent la raison d’etre de celles-id De ee noinbit sont les guerres il’aujour-

d’hui Plus de dtli^gation a un nonibre restreint de soldats charges de rcprcsentei
la nation Plus rien qui ressemble & un duel II faut que tous se battent contrc' tous,

comme firent les hordes des premiers temps Seulement on se bat avec les arints forgecs
par notre civilisation

'
(Bergson, H I es Deux Sources de la Morale et de la Religion

(Pans 1932, Alean), pp 307-8 and 309-10)
The Italian historian whom we have quoted above points out that, after the change

inaugurated by the French Revolution, the ^rt of War in the West discarded both its

two characteristic eighteenth-century elegances ‘ The aim of maiitEUvrcs was no longer
to avoid battles, but to provoke them so as to hasten the decisive result Once
agam, as in the sixteenth century, armies lived by pillage or requisition’ (Ferrero,
op. cit

, p. 9)
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the anti-slavery movement which had been set on foot before the
end of the eighteenth century, then our position to-day might per-
haps have been more favourable than it actually is. It happened,
however, that the crop of wars in the seventh decade of the nine-
teenth century was followed, like the General War of 1792-1815,
by half a century of general peace, which was only broken by a few
local wars of a semi-colonial character: the Russo-Turkish War
of 1877-8; the Spanish-American War of 1898; the South African
War of 1899-1902; the Russo-Japanese War of 1904-5. These
latter wars at the turn of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries

did not afford much new insight into the general tendency of war-
fare in the Western World in this age, because they were fought
between not more than two belligerents in each case, and not in

any instance in regions lying near the heart of the Western World.
TIence the terrible transformation in the character of War which
had been brought about by the introduction of the new driving-

power of Industrialism and Democracy took our generation by •sur-

prise in 1914. This time the shock has been so profound that an
eager and active movement for the abolition of W’^ar has followed

the Armistice of 1918. But this movement is gravtily handi-

capped by its belated birth on the morrow of the World War, when
it should have been born in 1871 01, better still, in 1815.*

Our contemporary effort to abolish War by the organization of an
international system of ‘collective security^ will be so familiar to

readers of this Study that it would be superfluous to give any

account of it here. It need only be pointed out that the aim of the

system—an aim which inspires both the Covenant of the League of

Nations and the Kellogg-Briand Pact (or Multilateral 1 reaty of

Paris for the Renunciation of War as an Instrument of National

Policy)—is the pacific, even though belated, abolition ofWarthrough
a free agreement and voluntary co-operation between all the fully

self-governing states in the conteropof :ry world. Whether this

movement w ill succeed in its purpose is question which lies to-day

on the knees of the Gods. At this stage we can only be sure that,

in our Western World, War will now be abc^lished sooner or later

by one means or another. If it is not abolished in the near future

by the method of pacific adjustment, then it is certain to be

abolished—and this in a future which may not oe much more re-

mote—by the alternative method of ‘the a/ /ck-out blow’, in which

a war—or a series of wars—of attrition w^iil end in the decisive and

* Our t'wcntieth-centur> mo'*'tmcnt lor the abolition of War is an outgrotvth of one
of the two antithetical reactions against the eighteenth-century conception of War as 'the

sport of kings’ (sec IV. C (in) (c) 3 («)» Annex, pp 643-7, below) ,
but it has been

markedly slower in coming to maturity than the riv«l movement, which has set itself,

not to abolish war, but to salvage it by re-converting it into the sericus business of

peoples.
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definitive victory of one single Power through the annihilation of

all the rest.

The picture of this w^ar of attrition as it will be fought—if it

should be fought—to-morrow is so vividly present in all living

minds that there is no need in this place to dwell on the hideous
details of mechanical warfare and chemical warfare and submarine
warfare and aerial warfare and their probable combined result:

that is to say, the wholesale annihilation, by stan^ation and by high
explosives and poison gas, of the civilian populations which the

eighteenth-century militarists took pains to spare. To indicate the

consummation which the Art of War is rapidly approaching in our
time, it is sufficient to remind ourselves of a piece of legislation

which has been passed in France
;
for the French, with characteristic

clear-sightedness, have envisaged the character of future warfare

and have taken what steps they can in order to be prepared for it.

They have realized that another war, if it comes, will engulf eveiy-

thing and everybody
;
and so they have passed legislation for the

general organization of French national resources and French
national life in war-time.

On the yth March, 1927, a drastic bill for this purpose, w^hich w^as

sponsored by the Socialist statesman Monsieur Paul-Boncour, was
voted by the Chamber of Deputies unanimously, wuth the sole

exception of the Communist members. At this stage the bill pro-

vided for the conscription of wealth and the conscription of intellect

as well as the conscription of man-pow^^r; and though some of these

provisions w^re pruned away before the bill passed the Senate on

the 17th February, 1928, the essence of the bill survived and duly

passed into law, while the pre-.suppositions on which it was based

were elucidated and endorsed by the Senate's rapporteur on the

bill. Monsieur Klotz, in the report in which he recommended his

colleagues to accept the bill in the modified form in which it \^as

eventually enacted.

‘The conception of la guerre totale, which is the formula that we have

to envisage in the futuie and the formula to which the organization that

we contemplate must respond (and on this point your Army Com-
mission is in complete agreement w'ith the authors of the bill)—this con-

ception condemns the peoples who to-morrow^ may find themselves

engaged in a fresh conflict to find that their cfl’orts can no longer be

limited to the action of armed masses, but that they must be ready to

throw into the battle, in order to snatch victory out of it, the totality of

their forces and their resources. Their duty is to attain superiority in

means of warfare up to the maximum degree; and, in pursuing this aim,

they will never be able to allow themselves to relax, since none can feel

sure that he is strong enough so long as he has the possibility of being

still stronger than he is already.’
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This is the enormity into which the not altogether intolerable
evil of eighteenth-century warfare has been fatally transformed by
the combined impact of Democracy and Industrialism. Democracy
has turned ‘the sport of kings’ into the deadly earnest of peoples
who now throw themselv es into the wars of Nationality as passion-
ately as their sixteenth- and seventeenth-century forebears once
threw themselves into the wars of Religion. ^ Industrialism has
converted the entire material wealth of a belligerent community
into materiel de guerre, and has at the same time enabled and com-
pelled a belligerent Government to mobilize the entire working
population of the belligerent country. The men and women who
produce the supplies and munitions in the interior are as indispens-

able for the waging of the war, and as strongly imbued with the

spirit of it, as the soldiers at the front. Both technically and morally,

they have ceased to be non-combatants and have therefore become
fair targets for enemy attack. And at the moment when the care-

fully guarded eighteenth-century distinction bclvvecn civilians and
militaires has thus broken dowm, the economic unification of the

World and the practical application of Physical Science to the Art

of War have placed in an enemy’s hands two potent weapons—the

economic blockade and the aerial bombing raid- -for developing

the old-fashioned ‘war of fronts’, in which belligerency was a

limited liability, into a new^-fangled ‘war of areas’, in which the

whole territory, equipment, and population of an enemy country

becomes a direct object of hostile operations.

This ‘totalitarian’ kind of warfare, which is the antithesis of the

eighteenth-century ‘sport of kings' both in its spirit and in its social

consequences, 2 is the only kind of warfare that it is open to us any

longer to w age now that the ancient institution of War has received

a fresh and unprecedentedly pv^w^erful impetus from the impact of

the new social forces of Democracy and Industrialism, In this

situation we have the single choice betw en abolishing War through

peaceful agreement or allowing War abolish itself through a

‘knock-out blow’
;
and the destiny of our Western Civilization

depends upon which of these two alternatives we in our generation

choose.

* ‘Une nouvcllc s'etait ouverte, ccllc des guerres nationak' aux allures dechainces,

parce qu’ellos allaicnt consacrer a la lutte toutes Ic® rcsaources de la nation . , . paroe

qu’elles allaicnt ainsi mettre en jeu rinWrct ct Ics > .ns dc chacun des soldats, par

suite, dc8 sentiments, des passions, e’est-a-dire des elements dc force jusqu’alors in-

exploit<^s. . . . La nouveJle guerre est partie, on va desormais sc battre avec les cccurs

des soldats’ (Foch, op. cit., pp. 28 -y). In a footnote to tins passage the author recalls

that ‘dans le pass^ d^ji, c’etaicnt lea guerres dc religion, guerres pour les id^es, qui

av'aient amen^ les luttes les plus violentes’.
* ‘When it took on its new pace and pressure, W’ar increased the effectiveness of the

means at ita disposal, but at the same time lost the power to achieve its proper purpose,
which is peace’ (Ferrero, op. cit., p. 126).
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4 , The Impact of Democracy and Industrialism upon Parochial

Sovereignty

We have now looked at the effects of the impact of the two
dominant social forces of the last age of Western history upon two
ancient institutions—Warand Slavery—and our inquiry has brought
to light the fact that, while the effect of Industrialism upon both

these institutions has been the same, the effect of Democracy has

been apparently inconsistent—and indeed contradictory—in the

two cases. Whereas the advent of Industrialism has intensified

the evil of War and the evil of Slavery alike, Democracy appears

to have worked as a mitigating influence upon Slavery and as an
aggravating influence upon War. What is the explanation of this

apparent inconsistency } And how is it possible, a priori^ for Demo-
cracy to act as an anti-social force? For Democracy ‘breathes the

spirit of the Gospels . . . and its motive-force is Love’.*

One possible explanation might be found in the well-known
faculty of the human spirit for ‘departmentalizing’ its field of action

and for acting, thinking, and feeling quite inconsistently in regard

to different parts of this arbitrarily and artificially divided whole.

In the case of Slavery and Democracy, for example, an extreme

inconsistency was exhibited, in entire good faith, by the Virginian

slave-owners who were moved to a genuine democratic indigna-

tion at the tyranny of a George III or an Abraham Lincoln, ^ and

by the Attic slave-owners who gave their lives to vindicate the

liberty of all free Hellenes against the tyrannous ambitions of the

Achaemenidac.3 It did not occur to the Virginian patriots —‘Bible

* Bergson, Hcnii Les Deux Souni^ de la MoraU et di la Rtli^ion (Pans 1^32, Alcan),

PP 304 5 nuottd m this Study alrt idv in Part I A, vol i p g aho\c
^ Sic Stmptr 'Jxranms was the official motto of the State of Virginia, and the words

were dtclainitd by T incoln's bouthcin tnurden r from the stage of th^ theatre nt

Washington on to which the criminal leapt after haMng inflicted a mortal wound upon
the liberator ol tht Southern sla\es

3 In fairness to the Athenians it must be noted that at Athtns, in the great age of

the Athenian democracy in the hfth centur\ i c
,
the domestic sla\es who were in direct

personal relations with their masters and with ihcir masters fellow tieemen, were vciy
much more humanely licatcd than the Helots in conttmpoi iry Laconia (for the treat-

ment of the Helots by then Spartan masters see 11 D (\i), vol 11 p 23 t footnote 4,
and HI A, vol lu, pp 6s 6, al»o\e) lor tins contrast between the two treatments
wc have the convincing testimony of a contemporary Athenian witness — the anonymous
author of the pseudo-Xenophontic Institutions of Atiuns (chap 1, quoted in V C ^i) (d)

6 (a), vol V, pp 4^1-2, below) who was no admirer ol the Athenian demoeiaey eithti

m this respect or in any other
'Slaves and pcrmanentlv domiciled aliens tniov an extreme degree of licence at

Athens, where it is illegal to assault them and where the slave will not make way tor

you The reason why this is the local custom shall be explained If it were legal foi

the slave — or the alien 01 the freedman—to be struck by the fret citizen, your Athenian
( itizen himself would always have been getting hit through being mistaken for a slave

The free proletaiiat at Athens arc no better dressed than the slaves and aliens, and no
more lesptctable in appidranct If any reader is au^pnseJ at the further fact that at

Athens they allow the slaves to live in luxury and in some inslani es to keep up an impos-
ing establishment, il would not be difffeult to demon .irate the good sense of their pohey
in this point as well The fact is that, m any country that maintains a naval establishment
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Christians’ though they might be—to take to heart the Parable of
the Unirerciful Servant

; and it is unlikely that any Athenian patriot
who gave his life for freedom at Marathon or Salamis ever saw him-
self, vis’-a^vis his own slaves, in the light of a petty-Darius or petty-
Xerxes.^ A similar psychological ‘departmentalism’ might possibly
explain how the spirit of Democracy could come into our modem
Western World without ranging itself against War as it has actually
ranged itself against Slavery. Yet this negative explanation cannot
account for the fact that, in our case, as we have noticed above,
Democracy has not merely failed to work against War, but has
positively put its ‘drive’ into War and has done still more than the
sister force of Industrialism has done to key our Western warfare
up from the low tension of the eighteenth-century ‘sport of kings’

to the enormity of ‘la guerre totale’. In thus aggravating the evils

of War, Democracy has been working in direct opposition to its

own spirit, and it is hardly conceivable that it would have thus
reversed its natural action if it had collided with War, as it collided

[and where the rich are therefore heavily taxed to foot the bill—AJ.T.h it is essential
for slaves to bring m money by their services, in order that I [the mast^] may receive
at least the loyalties on the profits of my slave’s labour; and this involves [eventual]
manumission. In a country, however, m which wealthy slaves exist, it is no longer
desirable that my slave should be afiaid of you —as he is, for example, in Lacedaemon.
If your slave is afraid of me, that fact will keep him under a perpetual threat of having
to stand and deliver his own money [to me as blackmail]. This is the reason v^hy wc
have put our slaves on a social equality with our freemen.’

Here we see in embryo the pert and pampered domestic slaves of fourth-century and
third-century Athens whose Roman successors learnt to manage an Emncror’.s house-
hold, and thereby to rule the Hellenic Orbis Terrafutn^ in the names of a Claudius and a

Nero. This unseemly practical reversal of the juridical relations between slave and
master was the nemesis of a democratic humanitananism when this right attitude
towards human relations, having failed to sweep Slavery away, was imported into a

traditional institution which was essentially wrong in itself. A more healthy outcome
of Athenian equalitarianisni was the parity in the wages paid to slaves and freemen
who were employed on the same wc' (a parity which is strikingly apparent in the
inscribed monelarv accounts for certain Athenian public works which our modem
Western archaeologists have brought to light). It is true that the freeman’s wage which was
earned by the Athenian slave-artisan went into the pocket of the slave’s master and not
into the pocket of the slave-worker himself. But thi' .nequitable economic discrimination

against skilled slave-labour must have counted psyc’^iologically for less than the fact that,

in Athenian public works, slaves and freemen of equal skill worked side by side and
were reckoned as being of equal value. On the other hand, in the Attic silver-mines at

1/aurium, which were worked with unskilled slave-labour that was hired out by con-
tractors in the mass, as though it were a material commodity, there is no reason to

suppose that the inhumanity of the treatment was any less than was customary in

mines and quarries in other parts of the Hellenic W'orld; and, in general, the conditions

in the Hellenic mining industry in all ages seem to have rival leH the horrors which our
own eightccnth-century "Western forebears tolerated in ‘the Middle Passage*. The
conditions in the Attic silver-mines at Laurium, rin'r the discovery of the rich vein

of ore in 483 B.c,, are described, with citations froi. rie original authorities, by A. E.

Zimmem in The Greek Commonwealth (Oxford 1911, Clarendon Press), chapter 16.

These fifth-century conditions of life and work in the mines of Attica were bad enough;
but they appear to have been surpassed in later ages of Hellenic history in more outlying

parts of the Hellenic World. Sec, for example, the description given by Strabo (Book
XII, chap. 40, p. 562) of the mortality in some mines in the Pontic district of Pimolisene

which were worked with convict-labour.

,

I The Cretan slave-owner does, however, compare himself, v ith brutal self-

complacency, to ‘the Great King’ in the Song of Hybrias which has been quoted in

III. A, vol. ill, p. 87, footnote 1, above.
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with Slavery, in a direct encounter, face to face. As it has happened,

however, the liistory of the impact of Democracy upon War in our

Western World has been less simple than this. Before colliding

with the institution of War, our modern Western Democracy has

collided with the institution of Parochial Sovereignty in a society

that has been broken up politically into a plurality of parochial

states; and the importation of the new driving-forces of Democracy
and Industrialism into the old machine of the Parochial State has

generated the twin enormities of Political and Economic National-

ism. It is in this gross derivative form, in which the etherial spirit

of Democracy has emerged from its passage through an alien

medium, that Democracy has put its 'drive* into War instead of

working against it.^

Here, again, our Western Society w^as in a happier posture in

the pre-nationalistic and post-sectarian eighteenth century^ than in

either the previous age or this subsequent age into which our owm
generation has been boi i. In the eighteenth century, when War
was ‘the sport of kings* and not the serious business of peoples,

the parochial sovereign stales of our modern Weslcin World were

not, as a rule, the instruments of 1 he ‘general wdl Is* of ‘citizen bodies*,

but were virtually the private estates of dynasties: dynastic proper-

ties which might pass from one royal owner to another by being

hazarded as the stakes in the royal war-game when they did not

pass by the more respectable and more normal processes of in-

heritance or marriage-settlement. It is true that there were certain

states on the eighteenth-century political map whose rulers, at any

rate de facto^ were not monarchs but oligarchies wdiich professed

to shape their policies in the interests of the people and which

effectively consulted their ow’n narrower interests at all events.

Eighteenth-century Venice and Hamburg, for example, were relics

of the abortive cosmos of city-stales wdiich had failed to replace

the feudal monarchies of medieval Western Christendom,- while

eighteenth-century Holland and Great Britain were precocious

examples of the national states into w^hich almost the whole of our

latter-day Great Society is partitioned at the present moment.^

The Dynastic State, however, was the tyi>ical state of the eighteenth

century; and royal marriages and royal wais were the two main

* This sinister perversion of a noble spiritual force hn'; licen noticed, by anticipation,

in Part I. A, vol. i, p. 9, above ^ See III. (' fii) (6), vol lu, pp. 343 50, above,
3 A third type of oliRarchically Kovtrned eiphteenth-rentuiy stale is repiesented bv

cightccnth-century Poland and Hunj^ary, but tlusc Fast Furopean oh^v^tbies weie of

relatively small importance, partly bctause of the Kcncral social backwardne’s of t}\e

countries in which they were established and partly because certain special political

circumstances. In Poland the oligarchy had paralysed itsell by tvapRtratin" the
liberties of parliamentary government into the lu t nee of the Lihey urn Veto Ini lungarj ,

where the local oligarchy was much more efluicnt in list If, it was held in check during
the eighteenth century by the monarchical powet ot the llapsbiirg Dynasty.
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agencies through which the changes in the eighteenth-century
political map of the Western World were brought about.

This transfer of sovereignty as though it were private property
to be traded or gambled away is as shocking intrinsically as the
waging ofwar for the recreation ofcrowned heads

;
and to twentieth-

century consciences which reconcile themselves to acts of conquest
by taking posthumous plebiscites, it seems peculiarly outrageous
that, in the eighteenth century, provinces should have been con-
veyanced like fields and their human inhabitants transferred from
one royal owner to another, like so much live stock, on a profit-and-

loss account which was reckoned in millions of souls. Yet in this

matter, again, it would be rash for us, in our generation, to adopt
a Pharisaical attitude towards our forebears without ascertaining

how a comparison between our ways and their ways works out.

Eighteenth-century statesmanship has at least this to be said in

its favour, that, in finding its ways and means for changing the

political map, it always ’/referred royal marriages to royal wars, if

the matrimonial method could be managed. It considered, very

rightly, that the matrimonial method was the cheaper and the more
elegant way; and this point of \iew is summed up in a famous
Latin epigram on the fortunes of the House of Austria, which built

up and retained a great empire through a series of successful dynastic

marriages, though it was notoriously apt to come out on the losing

side in any w^ars in which it took part.

'Bella gerant alii; tu, felix Austria, nube.^^ The very names of

eighteenth-century wars tell the same talc : ‘the War of the Spanish

Succession’
;
\hc War of the Polish Succession’

;
‘the War of the

Austrian Succession’. The understanding was that, as a rule, these

conveyances of royal estates w*' uhl be peacefully arranged between

the diph)matic match-makers, with due consideration for the in-

terests of third parties. They only gave occasion for ‘the sport of

kings’ in exceptional cases, when the ro il chafferers found them-

selves totally unable to agne.

This tendency, which was prevalent in the eighteenth century,

to treat international politics as the private family affairs of dynasties,

and not as the public business of peoples, undoubtedly turned inter

national politics into something rather petty and lathcr sordid ;
but

at least it performed one socially beneficial negative service. It ‘took

the shine out of’ patriotism; and, with ‘th; shine’, it took the sting.

^

1 I’he epigran’j ts applicable to eightecntb-ccntuiy A-Ustria, though its authorship is

attributed to a fifteenth -eentur>' king of Hungary, Matthias Corvmus {regnabat A.D.

14^8-90).
,

^ ‘Dans res deinicrs temps la g<5n6rosit<S, Ics vertL-, les affections douces s 6tendant

luiMours, du moms cn Europe, dmunuent I’empiie de la vengeani- et des haines

nationales* (Turgot. A. R J. ‘Plan de Deux Discours sur I’Histoire Umverselle* in

CEuvres de Turgot (Pans 1844, Gudlaumin, 2 vols.), vol. ii, pp. 632-3).
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In damping down patriotic enthusiasm the eighteenth-century

system of international politics dissipated the mists of patriotic

prejudice in some degree. It lifted, for a moment, the veil which
usually prevents ‘the man in the street’ from perceiving that all

other human beings—foreigners and compatriots alike—are ‘men
of like passions with’ himself.* Aristotle has nicknamed Man ‘the

political animal’; and the nickname is well deserved. Ordinarily

this primitive political parochialism dominates the outlook and the

action of the rank-and-file of Mankind in civilizations as well as in

primitive societies. In the eighteenth century an abnormal and
temporary system of politics which was not admirable in itself did

nevertheless have the socially beneficial effect of making it rather

less difficult than usual for men and women to shake themselves

free from their political animality.

There is a classic expression of this negatively oecumenical

eighteenth-century ethos in a well-known passage of Laurence

Sterne’s Sentimental Journey through France and Italy. Sterne has

got as far as Paris, and has been in Paris some days, when, on coming
back one evening to his hotel, he is told that he has been inquiicd

after by the police.
‘ “The deuce take it!” said I: “1 know the reason.”. ... 1 had left

London with so much precipitation that it never entei d my tnind that

we W'ere at war with France ; and had reached Dover, and looked through

my glass at the hills beyond Boulogne, before the idea presented itself;

and, with this in train, that there was no getting there without a pass-

port. . . . So, hearing the Count de had hired the packet, 1 begged
he would take me in his suite. The Count had some little knowledge of

me, so made little or no difficulty-- only said, his inclination to serve

me could reach no farther than Calais, as he was to return hj way of

Brussels to Paris; however, when I had once pass’d there, 1 might get to

Pans without interruption; hut that in Pans I must make Inends and

shift for myself
—“Let me get to Paris, Monsieur le Count”, said 1, “and

I shall do veiy^ well.” So I embark’d, and ne\cr thought more of the

matter.’

According to Sterne’s own story—wnicn may not be true in the

letter but is none the less true in the spirit— this eighteenth-century

traveller in an ‘enemy country’ did in fact shift for himself quite

successfully. After the visit from the French police in Paris, he

took a cab to Versailles, called on an unknown French nobleman
there on the strength of being a compatriot of Shakespeare, found
no difficulty in inducing the nobleman to procure him a passport

from the French authorities, and continued his journey across

France without further inconvenience. To us, in our generation,

this eighteenth-centur}" anecdote reads like a fairy^-storj^ England
* Acts XIV. 15.
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and France are at war; yet a private nobleman can hire the packet-
boat to convey him from Dover to Boulogne

; he can take any other
private person whom he chooses in his suite

;
all that is required, in

order to travel in an enemy country in war-time, is a passport; our
traveller does not even comply with that requirement; yet he is

able to reach Paris and stay there some days before the police begin
to bother him; whereupon an unknown French nobleman, out of
sheer politeness, procures the necessary passport for him! And,
with this formality accomplished, our eighteenth-century ‘enemy
alien’s’ troubles are over!

In this matter our forebears in the eighteenth century lived up
to a standard of civilization from which their descendants in the
twentieth century have fallen away far indeed. A state ofwar exists,

but it only affects the fighting forces. Civilians are immune, because
War is simply ‘the sport of kings’ and international politics are no
concern- -for weal or for woe—of these kings’ subjects. The author
of the Sentimental Journey is still living in a pre- nationalist!"' as

well as pre-industrial age. But very soon after Stenie’s unmolested
passage through France at the tail-end of the Seven Years’ War the

spirit of international relations begins to change.^ Warfare now is

no longer just 2ijeu depaume among a partj^ of kings; it is a serious

conflict between peoples. The peoples themselves are once more at

cnmit>, as they were in the age of sectarian Religious Fanaticism;^

and every civilian, every non-combatant, has to bear the conse

qiiences.

T. his great evil has come to pass, yet the humane eighteenth-

century spirit has died hard, E\en after the French Revolution,

even after the advent of Napoleon, it was regarded as an outrage

* Sterne’s was, however, e» ulated, half i. century later, by a distinguished
British tiavtlior who visited the Ignited Status in peace and comfort during the Anglo-
American War of A 1) 1812- IS In 181 ^ the Scottish Jaw lord, Lord Jeffrey, sailed from
Liverpool for the 1 niled States, and lu walked md talked, unmolested, on 'enemy*
soil from the 4th October, 1813, to the 2nd Jariua , 1814 During those three months
the ‘cneni\’ \isiior not only achieved his priv^ate ol ect— winch was tc persuade a fellow

countrv^oman, who was at that time hving as an ‘enemv alien’ in the Lnited States

to marry him, the successful suitor also spent two days in discussing the perennial

question of Neutral Rights with the Sccietaiy of State, Monroe, and on the second

day he went over the same ground again with President Madison, who had invited him
to dinner Jeffrey’s business with the Secretary of State wa^ the same as Sterne’s W‘th
the unknown French nobleman He wanted a passfort ( art# 1 ), and this was gianted

to him so promptly that he was able to thank the President t#*r it when he dined with

him the day after his first application (see Cockbum. Ixird Life of Lord Jeffrey (Edin-

burgh 1852, Black, 2 vols ), vol, 1, pp 214-30).
^ Volney, who was still living in his eighteenth-t niury fool's paradise in A D. 1791

(see IV. C (ill) (ft) 3, p ISO, footnote 4, above), was writing in a very different strain

a few years later

'Apr^s nous ^tre affranchis du fanatismc juif, repoussons ce fanalisme vandale ou
romain, qui, sous des denominations pohtiques, nous retrace les furcurs du monde
religieux; repoussons cette doctrine sauvage, qui, par la resurrection dcs haines

oationales, raminc dans I’Europe polic^e les moeurs des hordes barbares.*

This passage of Volney’s Lemons d’Hutotre was written by a philosopher who had
witnessed the lev^e en masse and the Terror.
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when, upon the breakdown of the Peace of Amiens and the con-

sequent resumption ofwar between England and France, Napoleon
decreed, on the 22nd May, 1803, that all British civilians between

the ages of eighteen and sixty who happened to be travelling in

f'rance should be interned. Napoleon defended his action not, as

any Government would defend the same action at the present day,

on the simple ground that war had broken out. He admitted that

the internment of enemy citizens in war-time was a breach of the

rules of the game; and he defended his action as reprisals for the

alleged seizure of two French merchantmen by the British Navy
before war had been declared. Yet Napoi^on did not ‘get away
with His action was condemned not only by contemporary
public opinion but also by posterity. It is still described as ‘his

unheard-of action, which condemned some 10,000 Britons to de-

tention’, in a book published as recently as a.d. 1904^—only ten

years before ‘enemy aliens’ were being interned wholesale, as a

matter of course, by all belligerent Governments, upon the out-

break of the Great War of our generation in 1914.

During the ccntui*}" and a half that separates the yeai 1Q14 from
the date of the ScjitimentalJourney, it is evident th»at the eighteenth-

century standard for the treatment of civilians in war-time has been

attacked and undermined with increasing energy by some potent

new mora.l—or immoral—force until at last the old standard has

been completely overthrown and swept away. This triumphant

antinomian force is, of course, Political Nationalism; and, if we
analyse our modern Western Political Nationalism into its con-

stituent elements, we shall find that it is the monstrous outcome
of the ini])act of our modern Western Democracy upon the Parochial

fttatv . In origin and essence. Democracy is not parochial but univer-

sal, not inilit.ml but hunuinitarian. Its essence is a spirit of fratern-

ity vliich knows no hounds but those of l.ife itself; and, in virtue

of this quality. Democrat y exercises a compelling power over human
souls—a powei of evoking loyalty^ and devotion and enthusiasm

—

which the dynastic political dispensation of the eighteenth- century

Western World could aoi c\cr have expected, and perhaps did not

e\ er even desire, to possess. Our cightecntli-ccntury dynasties were

content, as wc have seen, to employ their feeble spiritual energies

in operating the modern Western political system of parochial states

at low tension. But this field of activity, in which the application

of the dynastic principle was comparatively innocuous, was in-

vaded before the close of the eighteenth century by the new force

of Democracy, which was as pen^asivc socially as it was spiritually

^ Rose, John Hoharn!. The IaJc oj Kopoleon I (Lorifijn 1904., Rcll, 2 \ols ), vol, i,

r.
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dynamic; and, in this diversion from its natural outlet into an
alien channel, the new force was perverted. The natural field of
action for Democracy is a field that embraces all Mankind; and it

is on this range that its spiritual potency is beneficent. But when
this potent spiritual driving-force is diverted into the mechanism
of a parochial state, it not only ceases to be beneficent but becomes
malignantly subversive. Corruptio optimipessima. Democracy im-
prisoned in parochial states degenerates into Nationalism.

If we pursue our empirical method of study, we can watch this

disastrous corruption poisoning the political life of our modem
Western Society.

In examining the impact of Democracy upon War in our modem
Western history, we have seen that Gibbon’s characterization of

the American Revolutionary War as a ‘temperate contest’ was vin-

dicated by the moderation of the subsequent peace settlement; and
that one of the most striking exhibitions of this moderation was the

victorious French Crown's willingness to leave the former French
dominion of Canada under the sovereignty of the discomfited

British Crown, instead of fighting on to recover a possession which
had been ceded to King George by King Louis only twenty years

before, at the end of a previous ‘temperate contest’ in which the

turtimcs ot war had happened to go the other way. If the French
Crown had insisted upon the recovery of Canada in 1783, the

American Revolutionary War might have been inflamed fiom a

‘temperate contest’ into a war d outrance; but the credit for the

moderation which saved the Western World from that disaster

does not belong to the French (Tovernment alone. The honours

are divided between French and British statesmanship; for it, in

1783, the French Government felt no temptation to fight on for the

recoveiy of Canada, this was largely because the Canadians were

substantially contented with their experience of British rule, and

they wxTe contented because the Biiti a Crown had been as good

as its word in giving the Canadians, in the Quebec Act 01 1774 '

the libeial treatment to which it had pledged itself in the peace-

settlement ol 1763,^ w^hen the sovereignty over Canada had been

transterred. In 17S3 the Canadians wxre duly living under their

customary French laws and enjoying liberty o* A^orship according

to their hereditary Roman Catholic religion
;
and the British Govern-

ment’s proof of good faith made it mora i> possible for the French

Government to show moderation. Converscl)r, if the Canadians

I 'Ills Britannic Majesty . agrees to grant the liberty of the Catliolic religion to

the iniidbitarits of Canada, he will const quenth most prciist. and most

effectual orders that his new Roman Catholic su’ ccts may profess the woiship of

then religion according to the nte^ ot the Komish t hureh, as tat as ''he law

i

f Great

Diitdin permit ’ Peace Ticaty ot the loth 1763, between the ( rowns of

Great Btitain, France, Spain, and Portugal, Article 4
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under British rule had been oppressed, or if they had been evicted

from their homes to make way for British colonists, then, in 1783,

it would have been morally almost impossible for the French
Government not to continue the war until Canada, as well as the

Thirteen Colonies, had been liberated from British rule.

The British Crown had not been tempted to break its word
to the French Government over the treatment of the Canadians

because, in this eighteenth-century interlude of common sense

between the two frenzies of Sectarian and National Fanaticism,

the parochial Governments of the Western World were both secular

and cosmopolitan in their outlook and therefore did not feel it their

duty to coerce their subjects into either a uniformity of faith or a

uniformity of law and language. So far from that, eighteenth-

century statesmanship was rather sensitively scrupulous in such

matters because it had unpleasant memories—dating from a recent

past—of barbarities which we have been witnessing again in our

World in our day: the penalization or oppression or eviction or

massacre of alien minorities and other subject populations. All

these barbarities had been inflicted and suffered by our eighteenth-

century forebears* immediate predecessors during an age of sec-

tarian Religious Fanaticism in the sixteenth and seventeenth cen-

turies. The last case of the kind had been the expulsion of the

Protestants from the Catholic Bishopric of Salzburg by the Prince-

Bishop in 173 1-2 ; but this Salzburg barbarity had raised an outcry

;

for by that time religious persecution had ceased to be countenanced

by Western public opinion. The last serious cases before that had
been Claverhouse’s campaigns against the Covenanters and Louis

XIV*s persecution of the Huguenots: the dragonnades and the

revocation of the Edict of Nantes.

The exception which proves the rule of eighteenth-century con-

duct in this matter is the case of the Acadians, the original French

settlers in the North American province which has since become
Nova Scotia. After having been transferred from French to British

sovereignty by the Peace Treaty of Utrecht in a.d. 1713, the

Acadians were eventually deported from their homes by the British

authorities in a.d. 1755. The British Government were moved to

take this action because Acadia was a border-province between the

British and French dominions in North America as they then were

;

the French authorities in Canada were inciting the French settlers

under British rule in Acadia to rise against the British Government

;

and the Seven Years* War was on the point of breaking out. In

these circumstances the British authorities reluctantly deported

the Acadians as a last resort
;
and not more than 8,000 persons were

involved. Yet the British Government were apologetic over their
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action, and it was decidedly condemned by the public opinion of
the contemporary Western World, If the eviction of the Protestant
Salzburgers in a.d. 173 1-2 has an historic interest as a last belated
case of religious persecution, the deportation of the Acadians in

^755 historic interest of its own as a harbinger of the
latter-day persecutions which were to be inflicted upon alien minor-
ities and other subject populations in our modern Western World

—

this time in the name, not of Religion, but of Nationality. Less than
thirty years later there was a fresh and more flagrant case of this

new social evil on the same continent.

While the peace settlement of a.d. 1783 was moderate indeed
from the standpoint of the British Crown—which was allowed to

retain Canada and was only mulcted of the Thirteen Colonics as

the price of its defeat— there was one set of people involved in

the American Revolutionary War to whom the settlement appeared
in a very different light, and these were the so-called United Em-
pire Loyalists; the people in the Thirteen Colonies who had taken

the side of the Crown against the insurgents. Unlike the French
colonists in Canada after the previous war, these partisans of the

British Crown in the Thirteen Colonics had to leave their homes,
bag and baggage, after the American Revolutionary War, when their

country came under the new flag. T ^nder the Stars and Stripes the

Loyalists found life impossible, and the Canadian provinces of

Nova Scotia and New Brunswick and Ontario are peopled with their

descendants down to this day
; whereas only twenty years earlier the

Canadians, who had shown an equal loyalty to the French Crown
during the Seven Years’ War, had found it not impossible, after

the transfer of sovereignty in Canada, to lead a tolerable life under

the Union Jack, with the result that they have remained at home,

as contented subjects of the I itish Crown, from that day to this.

In the new rancour and new harshness with w^hich the Loyalists

were treated by the North American victors in the war of a.d.

1775-83, we see the Nationalism that w^ know by bitter experience

to-day already showing its familiar face and bringing forth its

familiar fruits. And the dragon’s-tooth seed was sown all over

Europe in the Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars. We see a

national consciousness — and, with it, a national passion and fanati-

cism and ruthlessness—flaring up first in France and then in Spain

and Germany and Russia and then in B^*fgium and Italy: in the

French Revolutionary levee en masse
\
in the Spanish guerrilla war

,

in the burning of Moscow; in the German Befreiungshrieg

\

in the

Belgian Revolution of 1830; in the Italian Risorgimento, And, as

international politics became infected with these mutually hostile

national enthusiasms, the moderation wLich had been the virtue of
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eighteenth-century statesmanship ceased to govern the conduct of

international affairs. The last moderate peace terms in our modern
Western history were those which Bismarck imposed on the Haps-
burg Monarchy in 1866. In 1871, when he had to make peace

with a defeated France, Bismarck was confronted with a German
Nationalism that had gained such strength under his fostering hand
that it had become his master instead of his servant

;
and, against hi,s

better judgement, he was compelled by this masterfully recalcitrant

anti-social force to inflict a rankling wound on the French national

consciousness by tearing away Alsace-Lorraine from the French
body politic. In our generation we have reaped the cruel harvest

of this nineteenth-century sowing, in the iegion of internecine

national conflicts that have been devastating the World since 1914.

If we ask ourselves how this disastrous change for the worse in

the spirit of international relations has come about, the fate of the

Loyalists in the American Revolutionary War will give us our

answer. For the people wdio made the Loyalists’ lives impossible

to live any longer in their old homes w^erc the victorious insurgents

in the 'rhirtccu Colonies; and that reminds us that, although ihis

war was still on the whole a ‘temperate contest’ in Gibbon’s sense,

it was not entirely fought as ‘the sport of kings’. In this Amei ican

war. King George and King Louis, with their moderate war-airns

and their lukewarm feelings, were not the only belligerents. The
protagonist, this time, was no crowned head but a new-born nation

—the American nation- -and this American nation was fighting for

its national aim ot political independence^ in deadly earnest. I’he

measure of its earnestness was the harshness of the treatment which
it meted out, in the hour of its own victory, to the defeated Loyalists

;

for, in the eyes of American patriots, these adherents of the British

Crown were traitors who had committed the unforgivable sin of

striving to prevent the new nation from coming to birth. The
democratic movement which had welled up in a.d. 1775 out of a

North American spring had lost none of its pristine dynamic force

in A.D. 1783 ;
but in the short intervening span of eight years the

welling waters which had promised to bring fresh life to all Man-
kind had been transformed from a life-giving fountain into a devas-

tating torrent by being forced into the ancient channel of political

parochialism. "I'he movement which had begun with a proclama-

tion of the Rights of Man in the Declaration of Independence^

simply resulted in the establishment of one more parochial state;

and the fixation, upon this idol, of a new democratic enthusiasm

which ought to have been bestowed upon Humanity at large en-
* ‘W^c hold these truths to be self-evident; that all men are created equal; that they

are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable rights, that among these are life,

liberty and the pursuit of happiness.’
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gendered a ruthless Nationalism which demanded the sacrifice of
the Loyalists upon its altar.

This Political Nationalism which confronts us at the birth of the
United States, and which has since taken possession of most other
parochial states throughout the World, ^ is the outcome of the im-
pact of Democracy upon a society in wliich a plurality of states has
been the reigning political dispensation

;
and it is in this perverted

form that our modern Western Democracy has put fresh driving-

force into modern Western Warfare. The Economic Nationalism
which has grown into as great a social evil as our Political National-
ism in our day has been engendered by a corresponding perversion
of Industrialism under the same social conditions.

Economic motives and ambitions and ri\ alries were not, of course,

unknowm in the international politics of the Western World in the

Pre-industrial Age. Far from that, the intellectual andmoral outlook
wliich is expressed in the Economic Nationalism of our day received

its classical expression in the ‘Mercantilism’ of the eighteenth cen-

tury; and the prizes of eighteenth-century diplomacy and war in-

cluded markets, like the maikct lor African negro slaves in Spanish

America, and sources of supply, like the sugar islands -of the An-
tilles, as well as provinces, like Canada or Silesia, and the ‘souls'

that were transferred fnini sowreigtty lo sovereignty, with the

provinces in wliich they lived, as though they were so much live

stock. Moreover, in so far as tlie eighte(uith -century Western

Governments cemtended with one another lor economic prizes,

their contests tended to become more seiioiis; for merchants aie a

less frivolous class than kings; and, when they exert themselves, it

is for profit and not for sport. In eighteenth-century Great Britain,

where the agrarian land-owning oligarchy, which was the real

governing power, was in pol .cai allian' c w ith the merchants of

London and Bri.stol and (ilasgow, the motive of mercantile profit

quite overshadowed the motive of roya’ or aristocratic sport in the

conduct of foreign policy
;
and the steadaicss ol aim and persistence

of effort by which the conduct of British foreign policy was conse-

quently distinguished go far to account for the successes which w^ere

continually being gained in the international arena by eighteenth-

century Great Britain at the expense of eighteenth-century France.

T'he predominance of the economic factor w^hich can be observed

in eighteenth-century British foreign n )Ucy was not, how^ever,

characteristic of Western international politics in that age. It was

a notable exception ;
and even in cightcenth-ccntury British policy

' For the idoliTation of tht. institution of the Sovereign National State in om latter-day

Western, or W^csternized, World i>ee further IV. C (111) {l) 2 (fi), pp 3i7“20 and 405-8,

below.
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it would be easy to exaggerate the importance of the part which was
played by economic considerations. For one thing, the merchants
in whose interests foreign policy was largely conducted were a small

minority of the population of the country—even though they might
seem numerous by comparison with their aristocratic compatriots

and confederates or with the French and Spanish monarchs who
were their adversaries. And, for another thing, these eighteenth-

century economic rivalries, though they were something rather less

frivolous than a royal sport, were also something vastly less serious

than a matter of national life or death. The economic prizes of

eighteenth-century diplomacy and war were not the staple food-

stuffs without which w^hole peoples w^ould starve, and they were
not the staple markets and sources of supply without which whole
trades and industries would be unable to earn their livelihood.

They were lucrative superfluities in which the fortunes of in-

dividual merchants might be made or lost but which hardly touched
the daily lives of the people at large and in this respect the stakes

of the merchants resembled the stakes of the kings in the eighteenth-

century game of international politics. They were not of such
values as to introduce any element of overstrain or ruthlessness

into the ‘temperate and undecisive’ eighteenth-century contests.

Indeed, these economic competitions were still more remote
from ordinary private life in the eighteenth-century Western World
than the contests for territorial sovereignty

;
foreven in the eighteenth

century it did make a certain difference to the lives ofthe inhabitants

of Canada whether they were subjects of King Louis or of King
George, and to the lives of the inhabitants of Silesia whether they

were subjects of the Hapsburg or of the Hohenzollem. On the

other hand, the Canadian or Silesian peasant, and the English yeo-

man or farmer or agricultural labourer, delved and span and ate

and drank and clothed and housed themselves in the same tradi-

tional fashion, whatever ring of merchants was monopolizing the

international trade in slaves or sugar or tea. For the agricultural

population of the cightecnth-century Western World the economic
horizon seldom or never extended beyond the political frontiers;

and it generally fell far short of these, since, in an age when land-

transport was only beginning to shift from thf* backs of pack-

animals on to wheeled vehicles, the range of profitable transport

for agricultural produce was extremely short. Considering that,

' For the contrary assumption that the livelihood of the people at large was dependent
upon foreign trade it nught be difficult to find chapter and verse that was oldei than the
nineteenth century An early instance is cited by J L. and Barbara Hammond in The
Rise of Modern Industry, 5th edition (London 1937, Methuen), p .^03• ‘When Fox
destroyed the [slave] trade in 1806 even Sir Robert Peel complained that we were
philosophizing when our lofiins were idle, and George Rose, that Americans would
take up the trade, and that Manchester, Stockport, and Paisley would starve

*
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in this age, the agricultural population accounted for an over-
whelmingly large proportion of the whole, it may be said, with little

exaggeration, that the normal field of self-contained and autono-
mous economic activity in the eighteenth-century Western World
was the Lilliputian area of the village community. For the majority
of Mankind at that time the bounds of the social universe were as
narrow, for practical purposes, as those which are sketched in the
picture of rural life in Gray’s Elegy,

This general slate of economic equilibrium at low tension on a
minute scale was violently disturbed by the advent of Industrial-

ism; for this new economic force, like the sister political force of
Democracy, is intrinsically universal in its operation. We have
seen that the essence of Democracy is a spirit of fraternity which
embraces all Mankind; and if we now ask ourselves what is the

essence of Industrialism, w^e shall find that the answer runs on
parallel lines. Industrialism is a co-Operative system of work which
demands the unification of all the habitable lands and navigable

seas on the face of the planet as a common home for the entire

living generation of Mankind. Industrialism will not work freely

or effectively or beneficently except in so far as the World is

organized into one single field of economic activity—a single world-

field in which everybody is at liberty to live and work and produce
and consume and collect and distribute and sell and buy and travel

and transact business without let or hindrance. The social dis-

pensation which Industrialism demands was truly declared by the

eighteenth-century pioneers of the new economic technique in their

famous watchword ‘Laissez fairel Laissez passer!’

'riiis ideal condition of economic world unity, which Industrial-

ism postulates, was far indeed from being realized in the state of

our Western Society when Industrialism first impinged upon it.

d^his eighteenth-century Western World was divided up, as we
have just seen, into hundreds of petP economic units, and each

of these petty units was isolated from all the others by economic

barriers which were very difficult to pass. That w^as the state

of the World in which Industrialism had to make its way. Yet

one of the presuppositions of Industrialism is the eventual attain-

ment of economic world unity. This is the necessary condition

for a permanent organization of the economic life of the World
on our modern industrial lines; and if i’^‘histrialism cannot secure

this necessary condition of world unity—or, at least, come within

a measurable distance of securing it—it seems doomed to die of

asphyxiation. At this very momentwe are watching how Industrial-

ism, caught in the trammels of the Parocliial State, is struggling

desperately to save itself from ruin by striving to achieve its occu-
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menical destiny instead of being perverted into Economic National-

ism. And this struggle has really been going on all the time (though

not, of course, always at its present pitch of desperation) ever since

our modern Industrialism made its first appearance. Finding the

World divided into small economic units fenced off from one
another by high economic barriers. Industrialism has been working,

for the last hundred and fifty years, to re-shape the economic
structure of the World in two ways, both leading in the direction

of world unity. It has been trying to make the local economic
units fewer and bigger; and at the same time it has been trying

to lower the barriers between them.

If we glance now at the history of these efforts that Industrialism

has been making along these two lines, we shall find that this history

has a turning point round about the ‘sixties’ and the ‘seventies’

of the nineteenth century. ^ Down to the ‘eighteen-sixties’ and the

‘eighteen-seventies’ Industrialism was supported and assisted by
Democracy in its efforts to diminish the number of the local eco-

nomic units in the World and to increase their average size and
to lower the barriers dividing them; and during the century or so,

ending m those decades, during which Democracy was working

together with Industrialism in this direction, some substantial pro-

gress towards economic world unity was achieved. On the other

hand, for the last sixty years or more—reckoning down to the year

1938—the whole rhythm of the world movement has been in the

opposite sense. During the last half-century the driving-force of

I ndustrialism, like the driving-forceof Democracy, hasbeen diverted
from building a world order into fortifying the political parochial-

ism of our Western Society And, by thus giving this parochialism

an immense accession of strength, the two great new forces in the

World have actually been raising up, by their own action, the most
formidable obstacles to that unification of the World which it is

their nature to bring about. This will be apparent if we take these

two chapters of modern Western economic history in their chrono-

logical order, looking first at the century which ended in the

‘eighteen-seventies’ and then at the couple of generations which

brings us down to 1938.

The intimacy of the connexion between industrialization and

unification is illustrated by the modern history of Great Britain;

for in the eighteenth century, after the union of England and Scot-

land in A.D. 1707, Great Britain was the largest single free-trade

area in the World
;
and undoubtedly this was one of the principal

reasons why Great Britain forged ahead of all her neighbours in her

economic development before the eighteenth century was over.

* This has been noticed, by anticipation, in Part I. A, vol. i, p. 14, above.
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Great Britain was the birth-place ofmodem Industrialism; and she

was also the birth-place of modern Democracy. And, as Democracy
and Industrialism spread simultaneously out of Great Britain over

the rest of the World from the last quarter of the eighteenth century

onwards, we can watch these two forces working together, for the

next hundred years, to increase the size of economic units and to

reduce the barriers between them.

In this connexion we may recur to the effects of the American

Re\ olutionary War of 1775-83. American independence was the

result of British Democracy. The Thirteen Colonies in North

America wanted to enjoy the same measure of self-government

that was enjoyed by Great Britain herself. In the Revolutionary

War the colonists got their way ; and it looked at first sight as if this

outcome of the war, which was the first victory gained, beyond the

shores of Britain, by the new political force of Democracy, was

at the same time a set-back for the other new force, the economic

force of Industrialism. Industrialism demands big units; and in

the peace settlement of 1783 the unity of the eighteenth-century

British Empire was broken up. But in the immediate sequel the

disruptive effects of this political schism were mon? than out-

balanced by new tendencies towaids consolidation. The Thirteen

Colonies had no sooner secured their political and economic in-

dependence from Great Biitam than they f()llo\^ed the example of

England and Scotland by forming among themselves a North

American Union which was not only a political union but an

economic union likewise. Moreover the United States had no

sooner come into existence than it began to expand ; and this expan-

sion was so rapid and on so vast a scale that, within sixty-four

years^ of the establishment of the Union, the Continental United

States had grown to its presCiit gigantic size. A string of thirteen

states along the Atlantic sea-board of North America had expanded

into a country stretching right across "he continent from Atlantic

to Pacific. And in this, its final, extent 1 ne United States supplanted

and entirely dwarfed the United Kingdom in the role of being the

largest free-trade area in the W^estern World.

^

Thus, in the early history of the United States, we see an example

of an unprecedentedly large economic unit being built up by the

agency of Democracy in co-operation with Industrialism. We see

* Reckoning from the coming into foice of the f-deral Constitution in 1789 to the

date of the Gadsden Purcha’ie, which was transacted in 1853.
. ^ o

2 The United States is not of course, the largest free-trade area in the Great Society

into which our Western Society has latterly expanded, for it is far surpassed in extent

by the free-trade area of the Russian Empire and its successor the U s a K the

ci-devant univeibal state of the Russian Orthodox Christendom which has obtained

admission into the comity of Western states without forfeiting its owr unity. (See IV.

C (u) (b) 2, pp. 88-9, above.)
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another example of the same co-operation towards the same end in

the French Revolution. The French, like the preceding American,

Revolution was primarily a political movement inspired by the

idea of Democracy. But one of the first acts of the revolutionaries

was to convert the territory of France into one single economic unit

by sweeping away all the internal customs-barriers which had
formerly divided one French province or group of provinces from

another.

Two still more striking examples ofthe same tendency are offered

by the unification of Germany and the unification of Italy—unions

which were both achieved between 1815 and i 87

1

. On their political

side these Gemian and Italian movements were both nationalistic.

They were assertions of German and Italian nationhood against

French and Austrian imperialism, as the establishment of the

United States ofAmerica had been an assertion ofAmerican nation-

hood against British imperialism. At the same time, both the Ger-
man and the Italian national movement resulted in the substitution

of one large territorial unit for a number of small units. The
German and Italian petty states of the eighteenth century had been
at the mercy of France and Austria as the Thirteen Colonies had
been at the mercy of Great Britain, and for the same reason. Their

weakness had lain in their disunity; and, when they found the

remedy for this former weakness by achieving national unification,

the union which they established included economic as well as

political unity. In Germany a customs union—the German Zoll-

verein—actually anticipated, and prepared the ground for, the

establishment of a political union, the German Reich. In Italy

economic union went hand in hand with political union as a matter

of course.

Thus, during the century ending in a.d. 1871, we see the number
of large-scale units in the Western World notably increasing. In

1771 the only economically unified area on a large scale had been

Great Britain. By 1871 the British economic unit was equalled in

scale by the three new units of France, Germany, and Italy, and was
altogether dwarfed by the gigantic new unit of the United States.

Moreover, while the average size of the local economic units was
increasing, the barriers dividing them were tending to diminish.

After the former American colonies of Great Britain had become
an independent country, the trade between the United States and

Britain, instead of falling off, became greater than it had ever been

when the two countries were under one sovereignty. Thereafter,

in the early years of the nineteenth century, the political separation

of the former Spanish colonies in Central and South America
from Spain led to the removal of the economic barriers by which
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the Spanish Government had formerly preserved a monopoly of the

Spanish colonial trade for Spain herself. With the achievement of
political independence the new republics of Latin America all

came into the field of international trade. In the fifth decade of the

nineteenthcenturythe United Kingdom abolished its owneconomic
barriers against the rest of the World altogether; and it looked as

though this adoption of a system of Free Trade by the country
which was the fountain-head of Industrialism might inaugurate an
entirely new epoch in the history of international economic rela-

tions. The middle decades of the nineteenth century did, in fact,

see a great extension of the network of economic treaties. The
German Zollverein, again, pursued a policy of keeping tariffs low
during the first chapter of its history; and this chapter did not come
to an end until after the foundation of the German Reich in 1871.

The French Government, too, pursued a low-tariff policy during

the reign of Napoleon III, which lasted from the coup d^itat of

A.D. 1852 until after the outbreak of the Franco-Prussian War in

1870. As for American tariff policy, it went through many fluctua-

tions in its early stages; but the United States did not cgmmit itself

definitely to high tariffs until the time of the Civil War of 1861-5.

It will be seen that the British Free Trade movement of the

‘eighteen-forties* was in accordance with the general spirit of

the times. The United Kingdom did, no doubt, take the lead in the

Free Trade movement and put the principle of Free Trade into

practice more thoroughly than any other country; and at a later

stage she also clung to Free Trade more tenaciously than most
other countries—nght down, in fact, to the year 1932. At the same
time it will be seen that, during the twenty years or so ending about

1870, the British example was followed to a large extent by a num-
ber of economically important countries which at this time made
great reductions in their tariffs, short ofabolishing them completely.

Moreover, tariff barriers were not the only economic barriers that

were tending to diminish during the century which began with the

American Revolutionary War and ended with the Franco-Prussian

War. Those hundred years saw the removal of impediments not

only to the free flow of goods, but also to the free flow of capital

and the free flow of population. The ^ra of British investment all

over the World—in Continental Europe, in the United States and

in Latin America—^began after the end of the Napoleonic Wars in

A.D. 1815. The era of mass-immigration into the United States

began in the ‘eighteen-forties* with the Irish Famine and the Con-

tinental European Revolutions of 1848.

This, in outline, is the economic picture of the hundred years

ending in the ‘eighteen-seventies’,and it presents a striking contrast
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to the picture of the last half-century; for since the ‘eighteen-

seventies’ the main tendencies of the previous hundred years have

been exactly reversed. Down to a.d. 1871 the number of economic

units in the World was becoming fewer, the average size of these

units was becoming greater, and the barriers between them were
diminishing in height. Since 1871, on the contrary, the barriers

have been growing higher while the average size of the units has

been diminishing and their number has been increasing. This
change of trend is only what was to be expected as a result of the

sinister success of the old institution of the Parochial State in

dominating the new forces that had made th.nr appearance in the

field of Western life; for, a priori^ it would be paradoxical if a

unification of Mankind and of the Habitable World were ultimately

brought nearer by the imprisonment of the oecumenical forces of

Democracy and Industrialism within the strait-waistcoats of paro-

chial states.

As regards the absolute number and the average size of economic
units, the course of events since a.d. 1871 makes it clear, in retro-

spect, that the aggregative movement which is exemplified in the

unification of the United States and the French Republic and the

Kingdom of Italy and the German Reich has been temporal*}^ and
exceptional, and that the normal secular movement is represented

by the disruption ofthe eighteenth-century British Empire to which
the establishment of the United States was the sequel. It is true

that, since the ‘sixties’ and ‘seventies’ of the nineteenth century, the

aggregative movement has not altogether ceased. In the ‘sixties’,

for example, the unity of the United States was preserved and re-

established by the victory of the North in the American Civil War;
and in the same decade it was emulated by the federation of all but

one of the British provinces in North America into the Dominion
of Canada. Even since the turn of the century the same process of

aggregation has been exemplified in the federation of the British

colonies in Australia into the Commonwealth and the federation of

the British territories and the ci-devant independent republics in

South Africa into the Union. On the whole, however, it is not aggre-

gation but disniption that has been the prevalent tendency in these

latter days—above all in Central and Eastern Europe and in South-

Western Asia, where the same decade which saw the union of Italy

and the union of Germany completed in 1871 saw the disruption of

the Ottoman, Hapsburg, Romanov, and Hohenzollern Empires in-

augurated by the partition of Turkey-in-Europe into the nuclei

of new national ‘successor-states’ in 1878. In this great region

the disruptive process has worked itself out to its conclusion in the

series of catastrophes which began with the outbreak of the Italo-
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Turkish War in Tripoli in the autumn of 1911 and which ended
with the termination of the Graeco-Turkish War-after-the-War in

Anatolia in the autumn of 1922. In these eleven years the zone of
‘Balkanization' has been extended from the Balkan Peninsula itself

to the eastern frontiers of Italy and Germany on one side and to

the western frontiers of Persia and the U.S.S.R. 011 the other. This
considerable portion of the surface of the Earth which, little more
than half a century ago, was almost all comprehended in the domi-
nions of four great empires,^ is now divided among a bevy of not
less than twenty ‘successor-states' ranging from Finland to Egypt
and from Czechoslovakia to Traq. And these states arc now not
only politically independent of one another. They have made use
of their new parochial sovereign independence in order to isolate

themselves economically as well by setting up round their fresh-cut

frontiers a zariba of economic chevaux de /rise: tariffs and quotas

and migration-restrictions and embargoes on the movement of

capital. In fact, almost every one of these ‘successor-states' is nuw
in a mood of violent Economic Nationalism; and this temper has

greatly aggravated the cxonomic dislocation which an increase in the

absolute number and a decrease in the average size of the economic
units was bound, in any case, to inflict upon an industrialized world.

In the \iolence of their post-war Economic Nationalism, however,

the new-born ‘successor-states’ are simply displaying ‘the zeal of

the convert'. For Economic Nationalism did not make its first

appearance in our Western World after the War of 1014-18 in post-

war Poland or Czechoslovakia; it was born in the United States

during the Civil War of 1861 -5 and in Germany after the founda-

tion of the Reich in 1871.

Economic Nationalism may ^ e defined as an exploitation of the

apparatus of a parochial state for the purpose of promoting the

economic interests of the population of that state at the expense

of the rest of Mankind. On the moral lane such a policy is in-

defensible in any circumstances: and in an industrialized woild it

is also economically disastrous for all parties, since it is attempting

the impossible in tryhng to harness the intrinsically oecumenical

force of Industrialism to a parochial aim. At the same time it is

manifest in retrospect that an epidemic of Economic Nationalism

was the inevitable nemesis of letting this new oecumenical force of

Industrialism loose in a world in which
j
aiochial states were the

^ The only completely independent Kletnstaaien m this area between the yeais 1871

and 1878 were Greece and MonteneRro, and the Greece of that date was very tar from
including the whole national home of th< Greek pe >ple, while Montenegro was no
more than a minute fraction ot the national home of the Serbs— and a fortiori of the

Jugoslavs (a nationahtv which, as a matter ot fact, had not, at that date, yet been

invented (see Part I. A, vol. 1, p. 13, above)).
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reigning pv)litiral institution. For a community which keys up its

economic life to the tension and the rhythm of Industrialism is

consciously or unconsciously setting itself the ambition of making
Its country into a ‘Workshop of the World’

; and as one local com-
munity after another undergoes the Industrial Revolution there is

bound to be a competition between a number of local industrial

Powers for the same world-market. Owing to the frailty of human
nature, such competition usually provokes conflict before it pro-

motes co-operation; the conflict tempts the combatants to resort

to whatever weapons may come to hand; and a whole armoury of

weapons for an economic conflict between local industrial Powers
is offered, ready made, in the apparatus for economic warfare which
the parochial states of our latter-day Western World have in-

herited from the age of ‘Mercantilism’,* when privileged commer-
cial oligarchies were joining in ‘the sport of kings* by using states

as instruments for capturing from one another the international

trade in superfluities.

This pernicious outcome of the impact of Industrialism upon
the Parochial State was not foreseen by the British pioneers of

Industrialism who were the first people to entertain the industrial

ambition of taking the whole World for the field of their economic
activities. For the very rea.son that they happened to be the first

in this field, British industrialists were able for the most part—at

least down to the ‘seventies* of the nineteenth century— to secure

free play for British industrial ability and enterprise by a ‘peaceful

penetration’ which was private and haphazard, without need of

intervention by the British Government on British Industry’s be-

half.^ Indeed, the whole tendency of British social development in

that age was for the Government to renounce whatever intervention

in the course of private business it had previously been accustomed

to undertake. The great landmark in the rise of the new industrial

Great Britain in the nineteenth century was, of course, the estab-

lishment of Free Trade in the ‘eighteen-forties’; and this meant
the withdrawal of the Government from the field of economic

action altogether, ‘The Manchester School’ of British statesman-

ship looked forward, at the time, to seeing this British lead towards

FreeTrade followed by the rest ofthe World
;
and we have observed"*

* Sec pp. 167-8, above.
* This statement requires the qualification'—‘for the most part’—with which it is put

forward here; for while it holds (?ood in respect of the expansion of British trade during
this period in the Western World—and this not only in Europe but also overseas—it

docs not apply to the contemporary Bntish conquests of Oriental markets and sources

of supply. These conquests were not metaphorical but literal. It was the armed forces

of the East India Company and the Crown that opened up the sub-continent of India

to Bntish trade through the wars of 1799-1849, and it was the Royal Navy that opened
up the sub-continent of China to British trade through the War of 1 840-2.

i On pp. 172-3, above.
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that this expectation was in fact realized to some extent. In both
French and German economic history, for instance, the ‘fifties*

and ‘sixties* of the nineteenth century were, as we have seen, a
period of low tariffs. We have also noticed, however, that, outside
Britain itself, this mid-nineteenth-century tendency towards Free
Trade was neither very far-reaching nor very long-lived. The
United States, for example, adopted, during the Civil War of

186 1
“5, a high tariff policy from which it has never again departed.

And both Germany and France turned their faces in the same
direction in the ‘seventies* and ‘eighties*.

In this connexion it must be borne in mind that both Germany
and the United States went through the Industrial Revolution a

full generation or even half a century later than Great Britain; so

that in the ‘sixties’ and ‘seventies’ and ‘eighties’, when first the

Americans and then the Germans turned decidedly protectionist,

the United States and Germany were more or less in the same
phase of Industrialism in which Great Britain had been in the

‘forties*. The ‘forties’, as we have seen, were just the time when
the British people turned away from Protection to Free Trade

;
and

this comparison of relative dates raises a question and at the same
time suggests the answer to it. Why was it that the same process

of industrialization, at the same stage, inspired one fiscal policy in

Great Britain and exactly the opposite policy in these other coun-

tries ? The answer to this question is given by the mere fact of the

difference in the dates. The Americans and the Germans, when
they went through the Industrial Revolution, conceived just the

same economic ambition that the British had conceived when they

had been going through the same experience at an earlier date. The
Americans and the Germans ^ach aspired, just like the British,

to make their country into a ‘Workshop of the World’. In fact,

they actually caught this idea from the British, who had been the

first people to think of it and to put it i‘ 10 practice. But evidently

the problem of making one’s country into a ‘Workshop of the

World’ is one thing if one is in the position of the British people

in the ‘eighteen-forties’, making the attempt with no predecessors

and no rivals; it is quite another thing if one is in the position

of the American people or the German people, embarking on
the same enterprise a generation or half a century later, with the

British not only already in the field but t ^ulblished there in a pre-

dominant position of advantage. The problem is the same; the

goal is the same
;
but the circumstances are so different that the late

comers are led into seeking their solution of the common problem

along just the opposite lines from those which were followed by the

first comer. The late comers approach the identical goal from an
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entirely different angle. The British people, seeking to make Britain

into a ‘Workshop of the World’ at a time when Britain has no rival

to fear, proceed to throw Britain open to free trade. The American
and the German peoples, seeking to follow the British people into

a world-market in which the British are already dominant, proceed

to protect their infant industries against the high blast of British

competition behind the shelter of an artificial tariff-wall.

Thus, in the course of the nineteenth century, two mutually
incompatible prescriptions for turning one’s country into a ‘Work-
shop of the World’ came into the field one after the other. In the

‘eighteen-forties’ British statesmen and economists prescribed

Free Trade; in the ‘sixties’ and ‘seventies’ and ‘eighties’ American
and German statesmen and economists prescribed high protection.

And, ever since then, there has been a vigorous controversy over

the respective merits of these two fiscal policies which are both in

the field and which are wholly irreconcilable with each other. The
argument has gone on, and is going on still to-day; and so far

neither party—neither the Protectionists nor the Free Traders

—

have been reduced to admitting that their opponents are right and
that they themselves are in error. The argument has remained

open
; but the balance of power has not remained stationary. Look-

ing back from the year 1938 over the last sixty or seventy years,

one can see that in the realm of fact, as distinct from the realm of

thought, Free Trade has decidedly been losing and Protection gain-

ing ground. The British practice of Free Trade has remained the

exception
;
the American and German practice of high protection

has become the rule. Of the sixty or seventy fully self-governing

states that exist in the World to-day, the vast majority have modelled

their fiscal policy on the German-American pattern rather than

on the British pattern; an 1 this majority includes all the self-

governing Dominions of the British Crown outside the United

Kingdom. In the United Kingdom itself the traditional British

policy of Free Trade has been challenged more and more energetic-

ally since the turn of the century until at last, in the year 1932, we
have seen the British people abandon their own distinctive tradi-

tional practice and fall into line with the German-American practice

which has become the rule in the contemporary world. This aban-

donment, by the British pioneers of Industrialism, of a Free Trade
policy which had been adopted by British statesmanship a hundred
years back, and which had become one of the most cherished insti-

tutions of the United Kingdom, is an unmistakable token that the

policy and temper of Economic Nationalism have won the day.

Our survey of the impacts of Democracy and Industrialism upon
the institution of Parochial Sovereignty in the Western World
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during the last hundred and fifty years of our Western history

seems to show that we are confronted, in our generation, with an
unescapable choice between overhauling the old institution or allow-

ing it to wreck our civilization through the enhanced and mis-
directed ‘drive’ which it has acquired from the new forces. The
triumph of Political and Economic Nationalism means that the

inactive innocuous parochial state of the eighteenth centur)^ has

disappeared for ever from the Western social landscape
;
and we

can already perceive the enormity which Nationalism is enthroning
in its place.

If, in the new world which Democracy and Industrialism have
called into existence, the Parochial State sur srives without any abate-

ment of its traditional claim to exercise an absolute Parochial

S^tvereignty, it will no longer be a state which leaves the greater

part of the lives of the majority of its subjects unaffected by its

existence for good or for evil. It will be the new-fangled ‘Totali-

tarian State’, which has shown its face, since the War of 191 ^-^8.

in a Communist Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and in a Fas-

cist Italy and in a National-Socialist Germany. This Totalitarian

Parochial State is an enormity because it is an attempt to confine

new social forces which are intrinsically oecumenical in their spirit

and operation within the prison-house of a parochial institution

which was originally established under quite different social condi-

tions in order to meet quite different human needs. The social

friction that is produced by this institutional enormity is so violent

that it can hardly fail to make life intolerable for any human beings

on whom it is imposed ;
and, though the violence of the friction can

also hardly fail to bring the monstrous institution itself to grief,

this prospect offers little consolation to its victims. A plurality of

parochial totalitarian states will assuredly give place, sooner or

later, to a single oecumenical totalitarian state in which the forces

of Democracy and Industrialism wi' at any rate secure, at last,

their natural world-wide field of operation, even it they are still

condemned to put their ‘drive’ into a political mechanism but, if

once our society succumbs to a totalitarian political dispensation,

it is virtually inconceivable that the ultimately inevitable change

from plural to singular—from a multiplicity local states to one

state embracing all the World—can still be achieved by peaceful

means. Under these conditions the v.^ange will conic, when it

does come, through the delivery of a ‘knock-out blow’ in a ‘totali-

tarian war*, or series of ‘totalitarian wars’, of the kind envisaged in

the French Law of a.d. 1928.^ And even if those days are shortened

* For this prospect set farther Part V. A, vol. v, pp. 9-1 j, below.

» See IV. C (iJi) (b) 3, p. 154. above.
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so far as to reprieve Mankind from the doom of physical extermina-

tion, the tribulation will be so great that our present Western
Civilization will have little hope of recovering from the shock. *

The truth seems to be that in both Democracy and Industrialism

the impetus towards universality is so strong that these forces are

bound to work their way through to a world-wide field of operation

sooner or later, in one way or another. If their titanic energies are

caught in the toils of Parochial Sovereignty, they will eventually

burst their bonds by destroying the institution that is cramping
them

;
and ifwe are to escape this catastrophic revolutionary denoue-

ment, we must take active and timely steps to adjust the old institu-

tion to the working of the new forces in such a way as to give these

a peaceful entry into the world-wide field of operation which they

demand, before they take their oecumenical kingdom by storm.

Now that Democracy and Industrialism are at large in our Western
World, we cannot afford simply to leave the sixty or seventy fully

self-governing states on the ‘post-war’ political map to exercise,

unmodified, their traditional prerogative of absolute sovereign in-

dependence. We have to modify the theory and practice of Parochial

Sovereignty to whatever extent this may be necessary in order to

build our parochial states into some kind of world order. For a

world order is the necessary institutional framework for the new
oecumenical forces.

In our generation, in the light of the World War of 1914-18, it

is manifest that a world order cannot come into existence without

some considerable modification of Parochial Sovereignty and that

this cannot be expected to happen automatically. Our world order

must be brought into existence by a deliberate effort of statesman-

ship; and it must not be limited to any single plane of social life,

but must prevail on all planes alike. Unfortunately we have learnt

these lessons late in the day, when the Nationalism that has been

generated by a perversion of Democracy and Industrialism has

already made great headway. The prospect of solving the problem
by peaceful adjustment would have been more promising if the

task with which we are grappling now had been taken in hand a

hundred years earlier.

It is true that, within the last hundred years, a rudimentary

economic world order has grown up, mainly through the work of

British hands, with the London money-market as its centre. The
intricacy of this de facto oecumenical economic system, and the

importance of the role which British bankers and shippers and mer-
chants and manufacturers have played in it, have become apparent

since the system—now patently threatened with destruction—has
I Matt. xxiv. 21-2.
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ceased to be taken for granted. This nineteenth-century British

economic world order, however, has grown up without any corre-
sponding political framework and indeed without any design at all.

For there was no conscious philosophy behind the activities of the
British men of business who played the leading part in building
it up. The bankers who lent money for the opening-up of the
United States and Latin America and the British Dominions over-
seas, the engineers who built gas-works in Berlin and railways in

Argentina and China and Turkey and cotton-mills in Russia, and
the industrialists who provided raw materials like coal or manu-
factured articles like iron girders, never thought of themselves as

building up an economic world ordei, and a fortiori they never
reflected that this economic order which they were nevertheless

undesignedly constructing could not be developed or maintained
unless certain political conditions were realized in the new world
which had been called into being by the economic enterprise of a

new industrial age.

This truth was not interesting or indeed apparent to the majority

of the ‘practical’ men of affairs who built the new system up by
‘a fortuitous concourse of efforts’, as coral reefs arc buKt by marine

animalculae. And although there was one school of thought in

Early Victorian England
—

‘the Manchester School’ of philosophic

statesmen and statesmanlike philosophers—who did realize that

the advent of Democracy and Industrialism was a turning point

in history and that a world order was a necessity in this new world,

these English thinkers almost made a virtue of the thoughtlessness

of the contemporary English men of action through a mistakenly

thorough application of their own Liberal principle of laisserfaire.

Cobden and his companions looked forward to seeing the peoples

and the states of the World drawn into a social unity by the new
and unprecedentedly close-knit web of world-wide economic rela-

tions which was being woven blindly, from a British node, by the

youthful energies of Industrialism; or*d they exerted themselves to

help this process on its way by com^c.^n" ^heir own countrymen,

and any foreigners who would give ear, to the policy of Free Trade.

It would be an injustice both to the Cobdenites themselves and to

their contemporaries who carried out their pre^^epts to dismiss the

Victorian British Free Trade movement as nothing more than a

masterpiece of ‘enlightened self-interc. The movement was aiso

the expression of a moral idea and of a constructive international

policy. At a time when the British were the leading commercial

and industrial people in the World, they threw open their empire

to the commerce of all other peoples; and by this step they hoped

to achieve something more than their self-interested economic aim
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of making Great Britain ‘the Workshop of the World* and the mis-

tress of the world market. They also hoped to promote the gradual

evolution of a political world order in which the new economic
world order could thrive : to create a political atmosphere in which
a world-wide exchange of goods and services could be carried on
in peace and security—ever increasing in activity and bringing with

it, at each stage, a rise in the standard of living for the whole of

Mankind.
Cobden*s policy failed because he failed to reckon with the effect

of the impact of Industrialism and Democracy upon a bevy of

parochial states. The Cobdenites assumed that these giants could

be trusted to go on lying torpid in the nineteenth century, as they

had lain in the eighteenth century, until the human spiders who
were spinning the new w'orld-wide industrial web had had time to

enmesh all the states of the World in their gossamer bonds, as the

Lilliputians tied down Gulliver while he slept. They did not realiae

that, so far from rendering Gulliver incapable of ever again doing

any mischief, the new forces were actually galvanizing him into

fresh activity and stimulating him to run amok. And so the Cob-
denites complacently encouraged their countrymen to give hostages

to Fortune. They believed in such good faith that the World was
destined to become a social unity, with Great Britain serving as

this unified World’s workshop, that they actually carried through

the transformation of their country into a workshop for the World
when the world unity, upon which they confidently counted, was
still utterly precarious. They looked on w^hile the population of

their island increased to a size at w^hich little more than one-fifth of

the inhabitants could be maintained out of the island’s own insular

resources, w^hile the remaining four-fifths had become dependent

for their livelihood upon importing foreign food-stuffs and raw

materials in exchange for exports of British manufactures. This

new British method of earning a living required the uninterrupted

maintenance of a world trade in staple commodities, and this

economic requisite required, in its turn, the uninterrupted main-
tenance of World Peace. It is no exaggeration to say that the early

nineteenth-century British pioneers of Industrialism staked their

daily bread, and the daily bread of future generations in Great

Britain, upon the quite unwarrantable expectation of a world order

which was to be equally secure on the economic plane and on the

political. That the ‘practical’ men of business should have taken

this risk without realizing what they were doing is not so surprising

;

but it is less easy to understand the apparent blindness of the states-

men and the philosophers. Perhaps they were at fault in an inter-

pretation of human nature and of Western historj^ which overlooked
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some significant qualities of the first and some significant truths of
the second.

In their reading of history ‘the Manchester School’ appear to
have assumed that the Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars which
had come to an end in 1815 were destined to be the last bout of
general warfare in the annuls of the Western Civilization. If they
had not implicitly made this assumption, they would presumably
have dreaded, instead of welcoming, the new economic regime
which had made the livelihood of the British people dependent on
international trade, since it was evident from the history of the
Napoleonic Wars that international trade might be dislocated and
even destroyed by warfare on the grand scale. In making this

assumption the Cobdenites were presumably counting upon the
unifying and pacifying and constructive effects which it was mani-
festly in the nature of Democracy and Industrialism to produce.
They did not reckon with the possibility that these self-same forces,

at the very same time, might be producing disruptive and sub-
versive and destructive effects by putting new ‘drive’ into old

institutions like the Parochial State. They did not pause to con-

sider that ‘the shot heard round the World’, which hach^been fired

at Concord by ‘the embattled farmers’ in 1775, had been a signal,

not for peace on Earth among men of goodwill, ^ but for nation to

rise against nation and kingdom against kingdom.^ Nor did they

reflect that the good tidings offraternity which had been proclaimed
to all peoples by the prophets of Revolutionary France had been
followed immediately by the Napoleonic conquest of Europe.

Still stranger was ‘the Manche.ster School’s’ assumption that,

in a world which remained politically divided against itself, the

triumph of Peace would Infallibly be assured by the advent of

Industrialism. This fundamtatal tenet of the Cobdenite faith

finds a characteristic expression in the following sentences

:

‘The past history of our race proclaim^ the supremacy of force, the

selfishness of empire, and the subjugation T Mankind, as the prevailing

aspect of Society. But the rise and progress of the industrial arts, and

the extension of beneficent commerce, indicate, in terms too plain to be

misunderstood, the real destiny of Society and the existence of a new
epoch which shall substitute the ploughshare for the sword and the

loom for the battery. The cause of Industry is the '^‘.ause of Humanity.’^

To a twentieth-century reader of ^ines, in his wisdom after

the event, it will seem obvious that if the parochial states of the

* Luke ii. 14. * Matt. xxiv. 7
^ These sentences occur in an introduction (pp. viii-ix) prefixed by an anorij^ous

member of the Manchester Athenaeum to his translation into English of a French
observer’s work- -Faucher, L.: Manchester in 1S44 (L.ondon 1844, Simpkin, Marshall).

The passage is quoted by J. L. and Barbara Hammond in The Age of the Chartists

(London 1930, Longmans, Green), p. 39, footnote 4.
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pre-industrial eighteenth-century Western World waged wars for

the sake of snatching from one another the profits of an international

commerce in superfluities, then a fortiori the same parochial states

would fight one another d outrance for economic objects in an age

when the Industrial Revolution had transformed the function of

international commerce from an exchange of luxuries into an

exchange of the necessities of life.

This consideration brings to light the mistake which ‘the Man-
chester Schoor made in their interpretation ofhuman nature. They
did not apprehend that even a merely economic world order cannot

be built upon merely economic foundations and that such were not

the foundations of their own belief or the mainspring of their own
action. '^I'he Cobdenites themselves, as we have seen, were in-

spired, not by an ‘enlightened self-interest^ but by a moral ideal-

ism; and this idealism was religious in character and in origin. The
nineteenth-century English Free Trade movement was a secularized

moral and emotional substitute for eighteenth-century and seven-

teenth-century Methodist and Puritan religious enthusiasm. The
prophets of Free Trade had still before their eyes ‘the vision splen-

did* of an Other World, and they would not have succeeded in

converting their countrymen if they had not come ‘trailing clouds

of glory* from a spiritual home which was not that of Homo Econo-

micus. They were doing less than justice to themselves when they

omitted from their ofiicial creed their own personal and traditional

belief that ‘Man shall not live by bread alone* and at the same
time they were dooming their cause to defeat; for to offer bread

alone is almost as uninviting as to offer stones for bread.^

This fatal mistake had not been made by Gregory the Great

and the other founders of Western Christendom from whom the

religious inspiration of Victorian England was ultimately derived.

These men, who were whole-heartedly dedicated to a supra-mun-

dane cause, had not consciously attempted to found a world order.

Their worldly aim had been limited to the more modest material

ambition of keeping the survivors of a shipwrecked society alive;

and in acquitting themselves of this burdensome and thankless

task they were forced, against the grain, to undertake economic
responsibilities. Gn gory himself had to spend the best years of

his life in ‘serving tables* in order to save the urban proletariat of

a derelict imperial city from starvation.^ The economic edifice that

w^as raised by Gregory and his peers was avowedly extempore and
makeshift; yet, in raising it, they took care to build upon a religious

rock and not upon economic sands; and, thanks to their labours,

* Matt. iv. 4. 2 Matt. vii. 9.
3 Sec III. C (11) (^), vol. ill, pp. 267-9, above.
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the structure of our Western Christendom rested on solid religious

foundations in the early days when it was still only a tiny society in

an out-of-the-way corner of the World. On this religious soil our
Western Civilization has grown like the grain of mustard seed until

it has become a tree in whose branches all the other living societies

have come to lodge. ^ In less than fourteen centuries the narrow-
verged Western Christendom of Gregory’s generation has grown
into the ubiquitous Great Society of our day. If a religious basis

was required for Gregory’s unpretentious economic building, and
if it is this basis that has enabled our civilization to grow on the

material plane until it has overshadowed the Earth, it seems un-
likely, on this showing, that the vaster structure of a world order,

which it is our task to build in our day, can ever be securely based
upon the rubble foundation of sordid economic inteiests.

Perhaps these considerations may explain why the attempt of

‘the Manchester School’ to endow our Great Society with a world
order has failed; and, if our explanation is righi, it may perhaps

also serve as a warning to us who, in our generation, are challenged

to repeat the attempt at the eleventh hour.

5. The Impact of Nationalhm upon the Historic Political Map
We have seen that the Nationalism v\hich is making such havoc

of our woild is the outcome of a pen^ersion of Industrialism and

Democracy through the impact of these new forces upon the old

institution of Parochial Sovereignty; but this does not mean that

each particular national movement always sets itsell in the frame-

work of some particular parochial sovereign state which it finds

waiting ready for it on the political map. If national movements
did all duly conform to the pie-existent pattern of state territories

and inter-state frontiers, then ihe liavoc vvrought by Nationalism

would be much less extensive than it has actually been.

There are, of course, cases in which this harmony is achieved.

A conspicuous example is the case of 1 ranee, where the national

consciousness which flared up m the French Revolution w^as ac-

quired by all the inhabitants of all the territories which, in the

course of previous centuries, had been brought together under the

sovereignty of the French Crown, whether their mother-tongue

happened to be French or Flemish or Breton or Basque or German,

while the French-speaking inhabitants Geneva and Savoy and

the Swiss Confederation and the Austrian Netherlands, who
happened not to be embraced within the fortuitous boundaries of

France as these stood in a.d. 1789. did not come to feel themselves

Frenchmen in virtue of their community of speech with their

* Matt, xni 31-2.
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neighbours on the French side of the frontiers. In this case the

geographical limits of a national consciousness were manifestly

determined by the boundaries of a particular parochial state which

was ‘a going concern* before the new national consciousness was
awakened within its borders. The case of France, however, is the

exception rather than the rule in the history ofourWestern National-

ism during the last hundred and fifty years. More frequently, a

national movement that has been generated by the encounter be-

tween the spirit of Democracy and the institution of Parochial

Sovereignty has striven to secure for itself a new political frame-

work of its own, either by making a schism in the body politic of

some pre-existent state or by merging the identities of a number
of pre-existent states in a body politic embracing them all. Both
these methods of manufacturing a body politic ad hoc in order to

incorporate a nascent nationality are exemplified in the history of

the foundation of the United States, which began with the secession
of the Thirteen Colonies from the British Empire and was com-
pleted by their permanent federation with one another into a new
political union. There has been a similar combination of a cen-

tripetal with a centrifugal movement in the foundation of the United
States of Brazil and in the creation of the Dominion of Canada and
the Commonwealth of Australia and the Union of South Africa.

The formation of a new national state through the purely centripetal

process of a unification of a bevy of Kleimtaaten is exemplified in

the foundations of the Kingdom of Italy and of the German Reich.

The purely centrifugal process of schism is exemplified in the

emergence of eighteen ‘successor-states^ out of the carcase of the

former Spanish Empire in the New World, and twenty ‘successor-

states* out of the carcases ofthe former Ottoman, Hapsburg, Hohen-
zollem, and Romanov empires in Central and Eastern Europe and
South-Western Asia.

Thus, on the whole, our modern Western Nationalism has been
inclined to demand a drastic revision of the political map instead

of being content to leave the map as it stands and to seek self-

expression within an existing political framework; and this re-

visionary tendency in the development of national movements has

confronted statesmen with a choice between two alternatives. They
may either make a voluntary adjustment of the political map to a

sufficient extent, and at a sufficiently early stage, to satisfy the

particular national movementwithwhich they have to settle accounts

in any particular case, or else they may bend all their efforts to

keeping the map as it is and defying the waves of Nationalism that

are beating upon their frontiers, from outside or from within, to

do their worst. In this latter event there are again two possible
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outcomes* Either the recalcitrant state will be shattered, sooner
or later, by the national movements to which it has refused to

adjust itself; and then the old map will be re-drawn on new national

lines in a revolutionary way; or else the old political order may
prevail and the new Nationalism may kick against the pricks in vain.

In the last hundred and fifty years of Western history the revolu-

tionary development has been the most frequent, while there have
been comparatively few cases in which a national movement has been
either successfully repressed or voluntarily granted a right of way.
The voluntary grant of an outright political divorce in satisfaction

of a national aspiration has been rare indeed
; but there are at least

two examples that can be cited from our modern Western history.

In A.D. 1864 the British Empire renounced its protectorate over

the Ionian Islands and allowed the islanders to unite themselves

with their fellow Greeks in the Kingdom of Greece.* In 1905 the

Kingdom of Sweden waived whatever juridical right it might have
claimed for insisting upon the maintenance of the existing political

union between Sweden and Norway,^ and allowed the Norwegians
to assume complete sovereign independence.

^

A less uncommon method of voluntary adjustmenf between
national aspirations and the existing political regime has been the

method of devolution in some degree short of an absolute separa-

tion of sovereignties. The classic example of this method at one

end of the scale is the British device of Dominion Status, through

which the people of this or that portion of the Biitish Empire are

enabled to find political expression for a local national conscious-

ness, as it arises, by securing full self-government for themselves

within the framework of a new-built parochial state which is released

from all formal political ties with the rest of the British Empire

except the bond of a common citizenship under a single crown.-^

At the other end of the scale we may cite the post-war treaties

for the protection of alien minorities in < rtain of the national ‘suc-

ccvssor-states’ of the old dynastic empii s of Central .md Eastern

Europe and South-Western Asia
;
for the intention of these treaties

is to secure to such alien miiiorities the minimum charter of special

political rights that will just suffice to make life not intolerable for

them within the frontiers of a national state which is not their own.

If we take the status granted to alien minorities under these

minorities-protection treaties and the stai of the fully seU-govern-

I See Cruttwell, C. R M t A History of Peaccjul Change tn the Modem World

(I.ondon 1937, Milford), pp s ^-5
* This union was a legacy of the peace settlement of a.d. 1814-15
3 See Cruttwel’, op. cit., pp. 91-5.

1 , j . r-.

The grant of complete national self-government to Iceland by Denmark in 1918

without breaking the link of a common crown is an cxdmple of the application of this

British device outside the British Lmpirc ^ste Cruttv\ell, op, cit., p 9S)*
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ing Dominions of the British Crown as the two extreme poles in the

field of adjustment through devolution, we can see that the gulf

between these two poles, broad though it is in itself, is spanned
to-day by a gradation of statuses that lie betwixt and between the

two extremes. In Switzerland, for instance, the German-speaking,
French-speaking, Italian-speaking, and Ladin-speaking citizens of

the Confederation have adjusted their common citizenship to their

several desires for self-expression intheir respective mother-tongues
on a footing of perfect equality with one another. In the U.S.S.R.
the British experiment of adjusting the common citizenship of a

great empire to the aspirations of a h>dra-headed Nationalism
through the device of progressive devolution has been emulated in

a complex system of autonomies within autonomies; and, although

the Soviet Union has withheld, even from the constituent states of

the highest category, that exercise of self-government in economic
and social affairs which has always been the first instalment of

autonomy to he granted to the self-governing states-members of

the British Commonwealth, in other departments of administra-

tion the Soviet Union has gone farther than the British Common-
wealth in almost thrusting national autonomy upon backward
peoples before they have begun to demand it for themselves.

The reward which statesmanship may hope to reap from these

concessions to Nationalism in these various degrees is the avoidance

of a catastrophic denouement through some violent process of

revolution—which is, as we have observed, the method by which,

in our modern Western World, a national movement most fre-

quently succeeds in incorporating itself into a national state. The
American nation thus incorporated itself into the United States at

the expense of the British Empire in the Revolutionary War of

A.D. 1775-83 and at the expense of ‘States’ Rights’ in the Civil

War of A.D. 1861-5. The Italian and German nations incorporated

themselves respectively into the Kingdom of Italy and into the

German Reich, at the expense ofthe Danubian Hapsburg Monarchy
on the one hand and of the Italian and (Jerman Kleinstaaten on the

other, in the crop of European revolutions and wars which was
reaped between a.d. 1848 and a.d. 1871. The Belgian nation in-

corporated itself into the Kingdom of Belgium at the expense of the

Kingdom of the Netherlands in the revolution of a.d. 1830, and

sixteen out of the eighteen Spanish-speaking nations of the New
World established their separate republics at the expense of the

Spanish Empire in the revolutionary struggles of the early nine-

teenth century.^ Most of the European nationalities that were
* The seventeenth Spanish-Amencan republic—the Republic of Cuba—had to uait

fonts establishment until the War of a.d 1898 between Spain and the United States.

The eighteenth—Panama—seceded from Colombia in 1903.
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formerly subject to the Romanov, Hapsburg, and Hohenzollem
Empires achieved statehood in the General War of a.d. 1914-18;
and the same war carried to completion a corresponding process

in the Ottoman Empire which had begun more than a hundred
years back.

When these instances of a revolutionarj’ satisfaction of national

aspirations in a modern Western, or Westernized, World arc ranged
in their chronological sequence, they offer a particularly striking

illustration of the social ‘law’, which we have formulated in the

first section of this chapter,* that, if old institutions obstruct the

action of new social forces without ultimate success, the degree of

violence of the eventual revolution is proportionate to the Time-
span of its retardation. The American Revolutionary War, which is

the earliest of the nationalistic upheavals in our series, was still justly

reckoned, by the sagacious contemporary judgement of Gibbon,
among those ‘temperate and undecisive contests’ of the eighteenth

century which could inflict no essential injur}' upon the geneiil

state of happiness.^ The nineteenth-century wars which were the

price of satisfying national aspirations in Latin America,JBelgium,

Italy, and Germany took a toll from the spiritual and material well-

being of our Western Society which was possibly not an excessive

price to pay for such considerable results. On the other hand, those

national aspirations in Eastern Europe and South-Western Asia

which still remained unsatisfied at the opening of the twentieth

century have only been able to secure their tardy satisfaction in

our day at the cost of a war which has shattered two great empires

into fragments; mutilated, prostrated, and inwardly distracted two

others; and carried the whole of our society, without distinction

between the nominal victors an ! th^-ir officially vanquished adver-

saries, to the verge of breakdown or, for all that we yet know,

beyond it.

While certain national aspirations hav« thus found ^ent at a cost

which has risen as time has passed, there are several national move-

ments in the World to-day whose efforts to secure political expres-

sion have been more or less frustrated. The political map of the

year 1938 displayed a Catalonia still fighting for statehood ;3 a

Basqueland whose momentarily re-asserted statehood had been at

least momentarily suppressed once again in favour of Castilian im-

perialism
;
and no sovereign independent late at all of the Ukraine

or Armenia or Assyria or Kurdistan. It is true that, inside the Soviet

* See IV. C (in) (6) i, pp above
^ See the passage quoted in HI. C (ii) ih) vol 111, p 311, and in IV. C (ui) (o) in

the present volume, p 148, above, and in IV. C (111) (
' 2 (a), p. 283, and in V. C (1) (d)

6 (yh Annex I, vol. p 625, footnote 1, below.
5 For the previous history of Catalan nationalism see II. D (v), vol ii, p. 205, foot-

note 1, above.
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Union, there were an Ukrainian and an Armenian Soviet Socialist

Republic among the eleven then existing constituent states of the

U.S.S.R. But the autonomy of these states within the framework
of the Union was imperfect, and, even on these terms, the political

unification of both the Armenians and the Ukrainians was incom-
plete. The large Ukrainian populations in Galicia and Volhynia

were living an unhappy life under Polish rule with little cornfort

from a minorities-protection treaty that had been signed in a,d. 1919
and repudiated in a.d. 1934 by the Polish Government; the sur-

vi ‘^ors of the pre-war Armenian communitv inTiirkey were living as

refugees under a French mandate in Syria. As for the Kurds, they

were politically partitioned in 1938 between the four sovereignties

of Syria, Turkey, Persia, and Traq; and the measure of cultural

and administrative autonomy which had been guaranteed to the

Kurdish population under Traqi rule was more than counter-

balanced by the policy of systematic and forcible denationalization

which was being pursued against their brethren in Turkey ^ Finally,

the Assyrian Nestorian Christians of Ilakkiyarl and Urumiyah,^
who had been evicted from their ancesitral homes during the War
of 1914-18, and who had since found life impossible to live in their

post-war asylum in Traq, were a tragic instance of a nationality

which had ‘found no rest for the sole of her foot’.^ The same might
be said of those Macedonians (and they appeared to be a large

majority) who were Bulgarian in their national sentiment; for the

Jugoslav Government had refused to recognize them as an alien

minority which was entitled to benefit by the minorities-protection

treaty which Jugoslavia had signed; and, in consequence, the

Macedonians could only find freedom for their Bulgaiian national

self-expression at the price of leaving their ancestral homes, which
were now under Jugoslav rule, and seeking asylum as refugees

within the narrowly circumscribed post-war frontiers of the King-

dom of Bulgaria. T'hese are all cases in which the impact of Nation-

alism upon the political map has resulted n#uther in an adjustment

nor in a revolution but in an enormity- -if it is to be regarded as

a greater enormity that a national movement should be denied

the self-expression which Nationalism claims as its ‘sacred right'

than that it should succeed in fulfilling its owm sectional ambitions

at the cost of an oecumenical catastrophe like the Great War of

1914-18.

* See IV, C (11) (A) 2, p 78, above.
* Spelt ‘Hakkian' and ‘Urmia* in \ol ii, pp 257-8.
3 Gen. vui 9. For the respective histones of the Assyrians and the Kurds m 'Iraq,

during and since the emancipation of the kingdom of 'Iraq trom the mandatory regime,
sec Tovnbec, A. J , and Boulter, V M. , Survey of Interjiatwnal Ajfatrs, 1934 (Oxford
* 935 » University Press), pp. 109-74.
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6. The Impact of Industrialism upon Private Property

Private Property is an institution which is apt to establish itself

in societies in which the single family or household is the normal
unit of economic activity—whether the family business be agricul-
ture or stock-breeding or shop-keeping or handicraft. In societies

whose economic life is organized on this family basis, Private
Property is probably the least unsatisfactory system of governing
the distribution of material wealth; and, if the Family is to be
regarded as a social institution w’hich is of absolute and permanent
value in itself, it may be desirable to maintain the corresponding
system of ownership on this account and to constrain the economic
life of Society to remain in conformity with it. This question,

ho'vever, has become rather academic in the Western Society of

our day, w’hen the Industrial System of economic operations has

not only asserted itself but has successfully pushed its way to the

acquisition of an ascendancy over our Western economic life, for,

as we have seen,i the natural unit of activity in an industrialized

society is neither the single family nor the single village community
or national state, but the entire living generation ofMankind. Since

the advent of Industrialism our modern Western economy has

transcended the family unit de Jacto and has therefore logically

transcended the family institution of Private Property. Yet in prac-

tice the old institution has remained in force; and in these circum-

stances Industrialism has put its formidable social ‘drive* into

Private Property and has gone far towards making nonsense of it

by enhancing the man-of-property’s social power while at the same

time diminishing his social responsibility, until an institution which

may have been socially bene^cent in the Pre-Industrial Age has

been half transformed into a social evil.

In these circumstances our society to-day is confronted with the

task of adjusting the old institution of 1 rivate Property to the work-

ings of the new force of Industrialisni—under penalty, in case of

failure, of seeing the old institution cither swept away altogether

by revolution or else swollen into an enormity which may become

a deadly danger to the social health of our civilization. The method

of pacific adjustment is to counteract the maldisfribution of Private

Property which the impact of Industrialism automatically brings

about by arranging for a deliberate, Liuonal, and equitable re-

distribution through the agency ofthe State. The State can mitigate

the ill effects of extreme individual poverty by providing public

social services, and it can find ways and means for making this

provision by a high taxation of extreme individual v^ealth. At the

I In IV. C (lii) {b) 4, pp. 169-70, above.
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present time it is impossible to predict whether ourcurrent attempts
to achieve an adjustment on these lines will succeed or fail; but at

least it can be said that there is no inherent reason why they should

not be successful—and they have the incidental social advantage

that they tend to promote the transformation of the State from
the killing-machine which it has been in the past into an agency for

social welfare. In any case we may be fairly sure that, if we do fail

in our attempt, the revolutionary alternative will overtake us in

the shape of a system of State Communism which will either abolish

Private Property outright or at least reduce it to vanishing-point.

This seems to be the only practical alternative to an adjustment,

because the maldistribution of Private Property through the opera-

tion of Industrialism would be too great a social evil to be borne if

it were not effectively mitigated by some form of state intervention.

Yet, as the Russian experiment indicates, the revolutionary remedy
of state intervention in the form of Communism might prove to

be little less deadly than the disease itself; for, in every society that

exists in the World to-day, the institution of Private Property,

which the impact of Industrialism is threatening to make intoler-

able, is at the same time so intimately bound up with what is best

in a pre-industrial social heritage that its complete and abrupt

abolition could hardly fail to produce a disastrous break in the social

tradition.

7. The Impact of Democracy upon Education

One of the greatest social changes that has been brought about
by the advent of Democracy in our modern Western World has

been the spread of Education, In the progressive countries a

system of universal compulsory gratuitous public instruction has

made Education the birthright of every child in the community

—

in contrast to the role of Education in the Pre-Democratic Age,

when It was the monopoly of a privileged minority, x^nd this new
educational system which the progressive states of the Western
World have already put into effective practice has become one of

the principal social ideals and aims of every state that aspires to

hold an honourable place in the comity of our latter-day Great
Society. When Universal Education was first inaugurated under
the inspiration of Democracy, it was greeted by the Liberal opinion

of the day as one of those things which many prophets and righteous

men had desired to see, and had not seen,^ through all the ages: a

triumph of justice and enlightenment w^hich might be expected to

usher in a new era of happiness and w^ell-being for our Western
Society, and perhaps for the whole of Mankind. In retrospect

* Matr xni 17
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these expectations can be seen to have left out of account the
presence of several stumbling-blocks on this broad road towards
the Millennium; and in this matter, as so often happens in human
affairs, it has been the unforeseen factors that have proved to be of
paramount importance.

One unforeseen stumbling-block has been the inevitable im-
poverishment in the intellectual results of Education when the pro-
cess IS reduced to its elements and is divorced from its traditional

social and cultural background in order to make it ‘available’ for

‘the masses’. The good intentions of Democracy have no magic
power to perform the miracle of the Loaves and Fishes; and the

draught which, in its benevolent ministrations, it may succeed in

bringing to the lips of every child in the community will be at best

a weak dilution of the elixir of intellectual life. A second stumbling-
block has been the utilitarian spirit in which the fruits of Education
are apt to be turned to account when they are placed within

everybody's reach. Under a social regime in which Education is

confined to a few members of the community who have either

inherited the right to receive it as a social privilege or Itvive earned

the right by an industrious cultivation of natural intellectual gifts,

Education is either a pearl cast before swine which is trampled

under foot,^ or else it is a pearl of great price w’hich the finder buys
at the cost of all that he has.^ In neither case is it a means to an end

:

an instrument of worldly ambition or of frivolous amusement. The
possibility of turning Education to account as a means of amuse-
ment for the masses—and of profit for the entrepreneurs by whom
the amusement is purveyed—has only arisen since the introduction

of Universal Education of an elementary kind; and this new possi-

bility has conjured up a third ambling-block which is the greatest

of all; for it is this that has cheated our educationists, when they

have cast their bread upon the waters, ^f their expectation of find-

ing it after many days.^ The bread of Universal Education is no
sooner cast upon the waters of social life than a shoal of sharks rises

from the depths and devours the children’s b^*ead^ under the philan-

thropists’ eyes. In the educational history of England, for example,

the dates speak for themselves. Universal compulsory gratuitous

public instruction was inaugurated in this country in A.D. 1870 ;5

the Yellow Press was invented some tv e 'ty years later—as soon

as the first generation of children from the national schools had

come into the labour market and acquired some purchasing power

—by a stroke of irresponsible genius which had divined that the

* Matt. vn. 6 * Matt. xiii. 45“6 -

3 Ecclesiastes xi i. Matt xv 26
5 The system of universal direct compulsion was not made complete until 1880, and

the practical establishment office education not until 1891
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educational philanthropist’s labour of love could be made to yield

the newspaper-king a royal profit.^

A genius of a very different order, who was one of the intellectual

lights of our Western World in the eighteenth century, apprehended

the social ‘law’ that learning is apt to be sterilized by diffusion

from a study of the educational history of the Hellenic World under
the Roman Empire; and he predicted by analogy the truth, which
we have now learnt by experience, that in our own society a like

development would produce a like effect.

‘All the sciences and liberal arts have been imported to us from the

South; and it is easy to imagine that, in the first order of application,

when excited by emulation and by glory, the few who were addicted to

them would carry them to the greatest height and stretch every ner\ e

and every faculty to reach the pinnacle of perfection. Such illustrious

examples spread knowledge everywhere and beget an universal esteem

for the sciences: after which, it is no wonder that industry relaxes while

men meet not with suitable encouragements nor arrive at such distinc-

tion by their attainments. The universal diffusion of learning among a

people and the entire banishment of gross ignorance and rusticity is

therefore seldom attended with any remarkable perfection in particular

persons. It seems to be taken for granted in the dialogue De Oratoribus

that knowledge was much more common in Vespasian’s age than in that

of Cicero and Augustus. Quintilian also complains of the profanation

of learning by its becoming too common. “Formerly”, says Juvenal,

“science was confined to Greece and Italy. Now the whole World
emulates Athens and Rome. Eloquent Gaul has taught Britain, know-
ing in the laws. Even Thule entertains thoughts of hiring rhetoricians

for its instruction.”-^ This state of learning is remarkable because Juvenal

is himself the last of the Roman writers that possessed any degree of

genius. I'hose who succeeded are valued for nothing but the matter

of fact of which they give us information. 1 hope the late conversion of

* This point has been touched upon already, bv anticipation, in III. C (ii) (a), vol. iii,

p. 241, above. There ].s a brilliant thumb-nail sketch of Lord Northcliffe’s career in

the first volume of Mr. H. G. Wells’ Experiment in Autobiography (London, 1934,
Gollancz), pp. 325-33. ‘The Harmsworth bi others . . . sailed into this business of
producing saleable letterpress for the coppers of the new public, with an entire disregard

for good taste, good value, educational influence, social consequences or political

responsibility, ^’hey were as blind as young kittens to all those aspects of life. That is

the most remaikeble fact about them fiom my present point of view, and I think
Posterity will find it even more astonishing. In pristine innocence, naked of any sense
of responsibility, with immense native energy, they set about pouring iniilions of printed
sheets, of any sort of trash that sold, into the awakening mind of the British masses.’

Mr. Wells also brings out the still stranger fact that the business instinct which prompted
these irresponsible activities was equally blind, notwithstanding the unerringness
with which it aimed at, and hit, its mark. ‘Neither Newnes nor Harmsworth, when
they launched these ventures, had the slightest idea of the scale of the new foices

they were tapping. They thought they were going to sell to a public of at most a

few score thousands, and they found they were publishing for the million. They
did not 80 much climb to success; they were rather caught by success and blown
sky-high,’ without having ‘had the faintest suspicion of* this 'preposterous thrust of
opportunity’.

* Juvenal; Satires^ No. xv, 11 . 1 10-12.
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Muscovy to the study of the sciences will not prove a like prognostic to
the present period of learning.’^

Hume’s belief that there was a progressive diffusion of learning
under the Roman Imperial regime has been borne out by the dis-

coveries of our latter-day archaeologists—from among whom we
will cite, as a witness, a particularly distinguished living scholar
who happens to be one of Hume’s ‘converted Muscovites’.

‘The third century represents the climax in the spread of primary
education all over the Empire. To the schools in the small villages of
Egypt, which were probably connected with the temples, we owe most
of the recently discovered literary papyri, which served as text-books
for the pupils; and it is in the third century, in the time of Alexander
Severus, that we first hear of village elementary schoolmasters as a class.

In the third book of his Opiniones Ulpian speaks of these schoolmasters
and emphasizes the fact that they were to be found both in the cities and
m the villages.’^

In Hellenic history this climax in the spread of primary educa-
tion portended, as we know from the event, not merely the extinc-

tion of an intellectual life which had maintained its vCtality for a

thousand years, but the downfall ofa civilization
;
for the enlightened

and benevolent Emperor Alexander Sevems was the Roman coun-
terpart of Louis XVI: the innocent victim of a deluge which had
been eluded by his less reputable predecessors. The assassination

of Alexander Severus in aj). 235 was the signal, as we have seen,

3

for the overthrow of the Pax Augusta and for ‘the Triumph of

Barbarism and Religion’ in the fifty years’ anarchy that followed.

And if w^e had a more intimate knowledge of the spiritual history

of those times of tribulation, we might conceivably find that the

educationists of the Antonin and Severan Age had been tragically

defeating their own ends by placing the masses at the mercy of a

propaganda which was discharged in the fullness of time, with sub-

versive social effects, by the abler of 'uie T'hirty Tyrants’.

In our own world in our own generation we have had a taste of

the enormity which the impact of Democracy upon Education can

produce. We have suffered under the tyranny which was exercised

by the press-lords in the democratic belligerent countries during

the General War of a.d. 1914-18. It is perhaps true that this

tyranny was partly dependent fot its effectiveness upon the dis-

traction of men’s minds through the agi^ny of an ordeal for which

they had not been prepared either intellectually or morally; and it

IS certain that with the restoration of peace the press-lords’ power

* Hume, David Essay Of National Characters.

2 Rostovtzeff, M.: The Social and Economic History of the Romar Empire (Oxford

1926, Clarendon Press), p 375.
^ In IV. C (1), on p. 8, footno e 2, above
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over public affairs waned as noticeably as the profits of the other

war-profiteers. Yet our experience of this temporary press-tyranny

in a time of exceptional stress has given us an inkling of a social

enormity which might become a permanent feature of our social

life if a social stress which was exceptional in 1914-18 were to

become the normal condition of life in later decades ofthe twentieth

century, or if the minds of the masses were to become so thoroughly

debauched by the corrupting influences to which their imperfect

education exposes them that they learnt to respond docilely to the

press-lord's suggestion even in times when the corrupter did not

have a public calamity to assist him in his devil's work. Indeed,

even in the relatively tranquil post-war years the enormity of the

Yellow Press—and of the other instruments, like the Cinema, that

have since been invented for the same lucrative business of making
a profit out of the entertainment of the masses—has been still so

gross that it has provoked attempts to sweep it away through

revolution.

These revolutionary reactions to the impact of Democracy upon
Education, like the revolutionary reactions to the impact of In-

dustrialism upon Private Property, have found their weapon in ‘the

totalitarian state'; and in Communist Russia and Fascist Italy and
National-Socialist Germany the press-lord and the cinema-lord

have been the first members of the Capitalist tribe to be deprived

of their ill-gotten and ill-used power by revolutionary violence.

Yet, here again, the revolutionary remedy may prove still worse

than the monstrous disease; for, in all these ‘totalitarian' states, the

means by which the masses have been delivered from the curse of

mental exploitation for private profit has been the confiscation and
manipulation of the Press and the Cinema by the Government.

The elaborate and ingenious machinery for the mass-enslavement

of elementarily educated minds, which was invented in the nine-

teenth century for the sake of private commercial profit under a

regime of laisser faire^ has here simply been taken over in toto by
the rulers of states who have decided to employ these mental

appliances for their own factious political purposes; and, though

their intellectual tyranny may be less sordid in its aims, it is more
crushing and more pervasive in its incidence than the tyranny of

the private entrepreneurs into whose shoes the propaganda depart-

ments of the ‘totalitarian' Governments have stepped.

Thus, in countries where the system of Universal Education has

been introduced, the people are in danger of falling under an in-

tellectual tyranny of one kind or the other, whether it be exercised

by private capitalists or by public authorities; and, if they are to

be saved from both of these two almost equally lamentable fates,
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the only third alternative is to raise the standard of mass-cultivation
to a degree at which the minds of the children who are put through
the educational mill are rendered immune against at least the
grosser forms of either private or public propaganda. This is no
easy task; for the corrupting intellectual influences to which these
minds become exposed when they have been educated in an elemen-
tary way all militate against the achievement of any further in-

tellectual advance in any mind which has been caught in the toils.

In fact, the play of propaganda upon elementarily educated minds
is apt to establish a vicious circle which it is hard to break; and, if it

is not broken, wc cannot hope even to maintain the intellectual

cultivation of the masses at its present miserable level, but must
face the prospect of an intellectual retrogression which will be a
moral retrogression as well, and which will leave these masses of
latter-day Western men and women at a considerably lower spiritual

level than that at which their ancestors stood at the moment when
the new social engine of Universal Elementary Education was first

applied to them.* Happily, there are certain disinterested and
effective educational agencies in the Western World pf our day

—

such agencies as the Workers* Educational Association and the
British Broadcasting Corporation in the United Kingdom and the
High Schools for agricultural labourers in Denmark and the extra-

^ If It is true» as has bftn argued in a previous Part of this Study (in III. C (ii) (a),
vol. Ill, pp. 239-44), that in the most progressive civilizations at the height of their
achievement, ns well as in the primitive societies, the vast majority of the members
have so far always remained at the primitive level, then the introduction of a system
of compulsory Universal Education may be described not inaptly as an intellectual
offensive against the barharisni which persists—in a ‘solid core of paganism and
savagery*’ —below the surface even the most highly polished civilisation hitherto
knowTi. If this simile is legitimate, then we may remind ourselves of the fact that,

when a civilization launches a military offensive against a barbarian society which is

external to its own body social, it c»’ not allow its advance to stop short of complete
victory without provoking a violent counter-offensive and courting a signal disaster.

We have seen that the Celtic Viilkerwanderung is attributable to the failure of the
Etruscans to press home their ambitious offensive in the Po Basin (II. D (vii), vol. ii,

pp, 276 and 280), and the hcandinavian ViJlker vanderung to the similar failure of
Charlemagne in hi.s onslaught upon his barbarian neighbours m Northern Europe (II D
(vii), vol. 11, pp. 344“6). On these analogies we ..annot afford, in our age and in our
world, to halt at the present inconclusive p<»9ition in our educational campaign against
the barbarism of our nascent Western proletariat

The reality of the present danger of retrogression Tna> be illustrated, ad homineviy by
the present wntci from his personal acquaintance in a village in Yorkshire. In this

village, m a.d. 1935, there w'as still living an old agricultural labourer who had not only
never been to school but had never learnt to read or write, yet was unquestionably a
cultivated man in virtue of knowing a large part the Ihble by heart, constantly
turning it over in his mind, savouring its beauty of language, and feeling its spiritual

power. In the same village, in the same year, therw js a boy who was the clever child

m his family (to the point of having prospects of ^eing selected for promotion from
the primary to the secondary school), and who showed his cleverness chiefly by being
an omnivorous reader. A w'ell-meant word of congratulation to his mother drew the
unexpected reply . *Ycs, he does read anything he can lay hands on, but 1 am going to

take good care that he gets no more of that!’ In this countrywoman’s mind (and she
was a person of character) the printed word mem.; mental garbage in the style of the
Yellow Press, and a facility in reading, in a child, spelt exposure to moral corruption.
This woman’s view was a tragic commentary upon the social effects of our present
half-baked system of Universal Education.
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mural extensions of many universities in many countries—which
are actually grappling with this problem ofgiving elementary educa-

tion an additional impetus of sufficient force to carry the minds of

the masses beyond the intellectual danger-zone where they are at

the mercy of propaganda from whatever source. If these attempts

to adjust the system of Education to the impact of Democracy
achieve some degree of success within some measurable time, then

our Western Society may still succeed in steering its hazardous

educational course through the narrow fairway between a North-
cliffian Scylla and a Hitlerian Charybdis

;
but at the present moment

the fortunes of our perilous voyage are still doubt.

8. The Impact of Italian Efficiency upon Transalpine

Government

We have now examined six formidable disharmonies that have

been produced in the institutional structure ofour Western Society,

directly or indirectly, by the impact of the two new forces of

Democracy and Industrialism within the last hundred and fifty

years. We may glance next at one or two similar events in earlier

chapters of our Western history and in the histories of certain

other civilizations, and we may close the inquiry upon which we
are here engaged by observing the same play of forces in several

situations which are apt to arise in the histories of all civilizations

alike.

One example from an earlier chapter of our own Western history

is the disharmony that was produced, in the transition between
our ‘Medieval’ and our ‘Modern’ Age, by the impact of Italian

Efficiency upon Transalpine Government.
We have observed already, at an earlier point in this Study, that

in the medieval Italian cosmos of city-states Efficiency impinged

upon Government, and was perverted into Autocracy, from the

opening of the fourteenth century of the Christian Era onwards;*

and that, when the medieval Italian culture radiated out into the

Transalpine parts of Western Christendom, one of the effects, in the

political sphere, was to transform the medieval Transalpine feudal

monarchies into autocracies on a supr.i-Italian scale but on the

efficient Italian pattern—with the result that, in every Transalpine

country except England, the indigenous Transalpine parliamentary

institutions wilted aw^ay. This introduction, into the Transalpine

World, of an Italian political absolutism which was alien to the

Transalpine genius threatened to produce a political enormity whiclf

might provoke, in turn, a revolutionary reaction. The response

* See III C (u) (b), vol. iii, pp. 354-7, above.
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which was demanded by this challenge to the political abilities of
the Transalpine peoples was manifestly an avoidance of the auto-
cratic short cut through some adjustment of the old indigenous
parliamentary institutions to the new standard of administrative
efficiency; and in England this response was duly made because
in England, by the time of the Italian impact, the parliamentary
system had already been developed to a higher degree of efficiency

than in France or in Aragon or in Castile. 1 In England the attempt
of the Crown in the sixteenth century to impose the Italian standard
of administrative efficiency upon the country at the price of Auto-
cracy was victoriously resisted in the seventeenth century by the
Parliament, which demonstrated its ability to govern at least as

efficiently as the Crown without the sacrifice of the country’s tradi-

tional institutions. In its victory over the English Crown the

English Parliament found a path for the peoples of other Trans-
alpine countries to follow; but this path was not easy.

Even in England itself the parliamentary solution of the problem
did not prevail over the autocratic solution without a certain delay

and therefore not altogether without a revolutionary struggle. From
the accession of King Henry VII to the accession of King Charles I

it looked—at any rate on a superficial view—as though in Eng-
land, as in other Transalpine countries, Autocracy on the Italian

pattern was to sweep the medieval system of government away;

and this English trend towards Autocracy persisted for about a

hundred and fifty years before it was violently reversed during the

momentous half-century that began with the outbreak of the Civil

War in a.d. 1642 and ended with ‘the Glorious Revolution’ of a,d.

1688. Indeed, if the abortive revival of Autocracy in the early

years of King George III is taken into the reckoning, it may even

be argued that it required the American Revolutionary War in the

New World to make English parliamentary government finally

secure at home.
A fortiori it required revolutions to overthrow an Autocracy

which had secured a tighter grip, over a longer period, upon the

political life of the Continental Transalpine countries and of the

British colonies in North America—towards which the Parliament

at Westminster showed the countenance of a Strafford and not of

a Hampden. Accordingly, in the Thirteen Colonies, the overthrow

of Autocracy exacted the price of the Kv » olutionary War of a.d.

1775-83, and, in France, the price of the series of political eruptions

which began in 1789 and continued until 1871. The French in the

nineteenth century and the Americans in the eighteenth century

had to pay a heavier price than the British in the seventeenth

* Sec III. c (11) {b), vol. hi, pp. 357-62, above.
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century in order to purchase the same political benefits;^ but the

nemesis of delay is demonstrated still more forcibly by the case of

Germany. Alone among the leading peoples of the Western World,
the Germans retained an element of Autocracy in their govern-

ment after AD 1871, and, although there was a large infusion of

Parliamentarism in the constitution of the Bismarckian Reich, the

survival into the twentieth century of even a remnant of a sixteenth-

century autocratic regime in the government of one of the Great
Powers of the Western World was sufficient to involve not only

Germany herself, but all the other countries that were members of

the Great Society of the day, in the catastrophe of a d. 1914

9. The Impact of the Solomon Economic Revolution upon the

Domestic Politics of the Hellenu City-States

The Italian political efficiency which madf its impact upon the

government of the Transalpine countries of the Western Woild at

the time of transition from the second to the third chapter of our

Western history has a counterpart, in Hellenic history, m the

economic efficiency which was achieved, under the pressure of the

Malthusian problem, in certain city-states of the Hellenic World
in the course of the seventh and sixth centuries b c For this new
economic efficiency did not remain confined to the communities in

which It had originated, but radiated out over Hellas and, in

* This reUrclation in the replacement of Autoci ivV h\ Parliamentaiism in the

Oo^c^nments of the United States and France a delay uhich t( n jcruitd these two
countritb to purchase their constitutional transformation it the tost ol a n ore dLstiuctive

political and social upheaval th in I n^land had to undcr^c in pn^sinp throui:.h the same
process at an earlier date hid the posthumous effect of nnkinf the dcnvitivc forms
which this I’arliamentarisni took in its belated acclirnati/ati m c n T icnch iniJ Ai lenran
soil moie convenient models for mimesis by the rtst of the Woild than the I riRlish

original In general the latter day parlianu ntary institutions of the Ceninl and Fast
European countries have been inspired less b> T ngli>h Parliamentaiism than b\ hrcnch,
and those of the Latin-Amtriran countries again less b> the I n^Iish model than b>

the Constitution of the United States This fact and the tx^anation of i^ have already
been noticed above (m 111 C (ii) {b) vol in pp 370 i) The explanation is thil the
English original has been virtualK impossible to transplant because it is a spontaneous
anci peculiar outcrop from the I nglish soil whereas the American and I rench denva-
ti\es being the successful products of a deliberate and artificial transplantation lend
themselves much more readily to a repctrljon of the same process 1 he unwntten
constitution of the Kingdom of England and of the United Kingdom nto which it

incorporited itself in a n 1707 has evolved in and since the seventeenth eentury quite
empirically as a direct embodiment of political practice without either a pi elude or an
aftermath of political theory On the other hand in the history of both the American
and the French Parliamentarism the effect of the retardation rn achievement his been
to make theory (based on a study of English practice and not on first hand cncan
and French experience) come first so that in these two cases •^heory instead of being
anticipated and elbowed out by practice has had time to establish itself in its own rignt

as a recognized political author itv to which subsequent political experience m ist bow
it 18 this course of historical events that has given the 1 rench and American Parlia-

mentarism that doctrinaire or academic touch which distinguishes them both from our
British Parliamentarism, and it is precisely this academic quality—the mellow fruit of
a belated development—that has made the French and American constitutions more
convenient than the British to imitate
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radiating, made impacts upon both the domestic and the inter-

national politics of the whole Hellenic city-state cosmos.

In other parts of this book* we have come across this Hellenic

achievement of economic efficiency in response to a Malthusian

challenge in the classic instance of the Solonian economic revolution

at Athens,^ andwe have noticed the nature of the economic change in

which the achievement consisted. It was a change from ‘subsistence

farming’ to ‘cash-crop farming’ accompanied by a development

of commerce and industry; and this specialization in production

with a view to exchange did duly secure, for a community which

carried it through, an effective increase in productivity. This

solution of an old economic problem, however, called two new
political problems into existence; for, in changing the character of

their economic activity, the peasantry of Attica—or any other

country which went through this Hellenic economic revolution

—

inevitably implicated itself in new social relations : on one side with

a new-born class of urban commercial and industrial workers whom
the economic revolution had conjured into existence in the home
country; and, on another side, with the peoples of neighbouring

city-states, with whom the community which had nowTundergone

the economic revolution had previously been living side by side for

generations without being drawn into social intercourse wnth them.

This customar}' isolation of one city-state from another was bound

to give way to an interdependence on the economic plane as soon

as the new ecoijomic system of production for exchange came to

transcend the narrow boundaries of a single city-state territory;

and when once two or more city-states had become economically

interdependent, it was thenceforth impossible that they should

remain, without disaster, in their pristine state of isolation on the

plane of politics.

The impact of the Solonian economic revolution upon Hellenic

political life will be easier to observe f we examine the effect on

domestic politics and the effect on international politics separately.

In the domestic political life of the Hellenic city-states the

economic revolution brought with it the problem of enfranchising

the new urban class; and this new class could not be taken into the

* Jn II. D ( 11), vol 11
, pp. i7-4^» anticipated in I B (n, vij i, pp. -i4“5i

* This Attic example is the classic case in two sc i es- on the one hand,

have much more information about the Solonian v
' 'imic revolution in

about the corresponding revolutions in Miletus or Chalcis or t onmh or
’

|

on the other hand, the Solonian revolution \Nas actually of muc.h
.

*

importance than the others, because in Attica the proV lem was f

I

standing success that a post-Solonian Athens became the Lducation
ritv-«»tatea

to say, the triumphant pioneer in whose footbteps the lank-and-file ot c
Athenians

now deliberately set tbenselves to follow. In point of

were powiblv the latest, besides being icrtainly the most successful , of tf s several pioneers

in this Hellenic social venture.
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bosom of the body politic without a radical change in the basis of

political association. The traditional kinship-basis, which had served

well enough in an old-fashioned agrarian society, had to be replaced,

in order to enfranchise the new artisanry and bourgeoisie, by a

new-fangled franchise based on property;^ and, here again, if the

tension arising from the encounter between the old political institu-

tion and the new economic force were not relieved by a timely

adjustment, it was likely to produce either a revolution or an

enormity.

The salutary method of adjustment was a change-over from the

birth-franchise to the property-franchise at an early date, by free

consent and in a moderate measure; and all these three conditions

were more or less effectively fulfilled in the domestic political his-

tory of Athens within a period extending from the generation of

Solon to the generation of Pericles. At Athens the adjustment was
unquestionably made in good time, since it was inaugurated by the

same statesman as the economic revolution of which it was the

political corollary. It was made by free consent, since Solon, in so

far as he exercised dictatorial powers, was invested with these

powers through an agreement between the contending parties, and
not through the forcible self-assertion of any single class or party

over the rest. In the third place the political adjustment in Attica

w^as distinguished by its moderation in almost all its stages. The
Solonian constitutional reconstruction itself, w^hile radical in prin-

ciple, was conservative in its application, since the new-fangled

property-franchise which it introduced was limited in scope by
being graded in four degrees; and although, within the next

century and a half, the property-qualification for the exercise of

the highest political rights was reduced to zero^ by the successive

reforms of Clcisthenes and Ephialtes,^ this eventual translation

of political radicalism from principle into practice was not a mere
indulgence of doctrinaire ‘extremism’, but was rather a statesman-

like recognition of the social fact that, since the prosperity and
power of Athens had come to depend upon her industry and com-
merce and shipping, the industrial population of the City and
the seafaring population of the Peiraeus had become at least as

important politically as the agrarian interests in the countryside.

The form of political revolution which was the penalty for undue
delay in making this political adjustment on the Athenian pattern

* Sec III. C (n) (b), vol. in, pp. 342-3, with footnote i on p. 343, above.
* See III. C (11) {b), vol. 111, p. 343, footnote i, above
’ Lphialtes appears to have been the initiator of the Attic political reform movement

in the fourth decade of the fifth century b.c. which was eventually carried to completion
by the younger statesman Pericles after Ephialtes* career had been cut short by assassina-
tion.
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was a temporary political dictatorship {tyrannis\ in which some
individual man of action was allowed to seize despotic political

power by force in order to accomplish, by the same rough and
ready method, those social changes which had to be made some-
how, but which the contending classes and parties were failing to

accomplish by voluntary agreement. The preferable method of
voluntary and timely adjustment seems to have been found so diffi-

cult in the Hellenic Society of that age that even the Athenians

—

who practised adjustment with greater success than any of their

neighbours—proved unable to dispense with the dictatorial ‘short

cut* altogether. The Solonian adjustment so far failed to do its

work that, in the next generation, the Athenians had to submit to

the dictatorship of Peisistratus, and to allow the dictator to achieve
the necessary redistribution of wealth and power within the citizen-

body through the revolutionary method of confiscation which Solon
had striven to avoid. At Athens, however, the Peisistratean tyranny
was only an interlude between the Solonian and the Cleisthen^an

reform. Peisistratus himself did not effectively consolidate his

power at Athens until the third attempt, and his sons did not
succeed in retaining their father’s political legacy for nibre than a

few years after his death. The classic field of the seventh-century

and sixth-century Hellenic /ymwmV was not in Athens but in Miletus

and Samos and Corinth and Sicyon. In these other city-states the

dictatorship was not only of considerably longer duration; it was
also the chief, if not the sole, instrument by which, in these com-
munities, social changes corresponding to the contemporary changes
in Attica were carried through.

At the price of a prolonged dictatorship Corinth eventually

secured a stable ‘oligarchic’ con.stitution, on a conservative property-

franchise, w'hich did not diffei in principle from the ‘democratic’

constitution of Periclean Athens. But Athens and Corinth had

neighbours who did not succeed in c^ trying through, either by
voluntary adjustment or by dictatoria revolution, the domestic

political changes which the economic revolution demanded, and

these communities condemned themselves, by their double political

failure, to be victims of the political enormity of chronic internal

strife: the dreaded, and dreadful, Hellenic political malady of

stasis.

For example, in Corinth’s daughter-ci"" Syracuse the overthrow

of the dictatorship of the Deinomeiadae circa 466 B.c. was followed

by alternate bouts of stasis and recurrences of dictatorship in a

fatal chain which proved stronger than the idealism of a Dion or

the statesmanship of a Timoleon. This chain was only broken after

more than two and a half centuries had passed, and then only by
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the Roman sack of the city in 212 B.c., which was the end of

Syracusan political history.* In another Corinthian foundation,

Corcyra, the evil of stasis, inflamed by the heat of war, attained a

pitch of atrocity, till then unknown in Hellenic history, in the

massacres of 427-425 B.c. which have been immortalized by Thucy-
dides.^ At Argos, which seems to have fallen into a state of internal

political torpor after the precocious dictatorship of King Pheidon,

a belated attempt to catch up, at one bound, with the long political

development of Athens was made in the third decade of the fifth

century B.c., when the prestige of Athenian political institutions

was at a premium in Hellas owing to the brilUance of the part which
Athens had played in the winning ofthe recent Pan-Hellenic victory

over Xerxes.3 In the tardiness of this Argive attempt at adjustment

we may perhaps detect one of the causes of a subsequent internal

discord which signalized itself, a hundred years later, in the notorious

‘clubbing incident' (poTraXtofio^) of 371 B c. At Sparta, where the

process of reform was arrested, the remedy of dictatorship rejected,

and an endeavour made to cheat Destiny by falling out of the

general Hellenic line of march in order to follow a lone Laconian
trail, the natural penalty of stasis was only averted by being trans-

formed into the grimmer penance of a repression which bore as

heavily upon the agents of it as upon their victims, and which
fatally blighted the Spartan community's growth.-^ And, even at

this price, the enormity of stasis was not completely exorcised from
Spartan life

;
for the agitated ‘post-war' years of Hellenic history

wdiich followed the discomfiture of Xerxts witnessed, in the Pelo-

ponncsc, not only the democratic revolution at Argos, but also the

great insurrection of the Messenian Helots and Perioeci against

their Spartan masters.

Finally, we may cite the case of Rome, a non-Greek community
which was not an original member of the Hellemc Society but was a

convert brought into the fold as a result of the geographical expan-

sion of the Hellenic Civilization circa 725-525 B.c.s It was not till

after this conversion that Rome entered upon the course ofeconomic
and political development which was the normal career ofa Hellenic

or Hellenized city-state in this second chapter of Hellenic history;

* The Syracusan dictatorship of tht Deinomenidae {ctrea 485-466 B c ) was followed
at intervals by those of the Dionysn (40^-344 bx ), Agathocles (3i6-z8g B.r ), and
Hicro with his grandson Hieronymus (26^214 B c.) For the function of the Sicilian

despotisms in the field of interniitional affairh see 111 C (u) (/>), vol. 111, p. 357, footnote
I, above.

* Thucydides, Book III, chaps 70-85, and Book IV, chaps. 46-8, cited in IV, C (11)

(6) 1, on p. 63, above, and quoted in V. C (i) (c) 2, vol. v, pp. 58 60, below
3 On this point sec III C (ii) (A), Annex IV, vol. 111, p 477, footnote 2, above.
* See Part 111 A, vol m, pp 50-79, above.
* For this expansion see II. D (ii), vol. 11, pp. 42-5; Part III. A, vol. in, p 51, Part

III. B, vol. Ill, pp 121-2; HI. C (i) (a), vol 111, pp. 148-9, above, and V. C (i) (c) 3,

vol. V, pp. 210-12, below.
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and the consequence was that in this chapter Rome passed through
every stage with a Time-lag of some 140 or 150 years behind the
date when the corresponding stage was traversed by Athens.^ It is

noteworthy that, for this extreme political retardation, Rome paid
an extreme penalty in the shape of a long and bitter stasis (following

upon an abortive tyrannis set up by sophisticated Etruscan in-

truders) between the Patrician monopolists of power by right of
birth and the Plebeian claimants to power by right of wealth and
numbers. This Roman stasis, which seems to have broken out early

in the fifth century b.c. and which lasted on into the third, went to

such lengths that the Plebs, on several occasions, seceded from the

Populus by a physical act of geographical withdrawal, while it per-

manently established a Plebeian anti-state—complete with its own
institutions, assemblies, and officers—within the bosom ofthe legiti-

mate commonwealth. It was only thanks to a tcmporaiy external

pressure and a subsequent domestic relief arising from a series of

hard-fought wars of conquest that Roman statesmanship found it

possible, in 287 B.c., to cope with this constitutional enormity by
bringing state and anti-state into a working political unity; and
when, in the second century b.c., the imperialism which had tem-
porarily simplified the domestic problem revenged itselfupon Rome,
in due course, by exposing hei to a new internal political strain,

the makeshift character of the settlement of 287 b c. was lapidly

revealed. The unannealed amalgam of Patrician and Plebeian in-

stitutions, which the Romans had been content to accept as the

ultimate constitution of their ramshackle republic, proved so inept

a political instrument for attempting to achieve a new social adjust-

ment that, after a respite of little more than a hundred and fifty

years’ duration, Rome fell into a second bout of stasis {flagrabat

133-31 B.C.); and this bout was far more terrible than the first

because of the formidable increase, in the interval, in the scale of

Roman life and in the driving-power of .oman social forces. This

time, after a century of self-laceration, the Roman body politic

submitted itself to a permanent dictatorship; and since, by this

date, Roman arms had completed their conquest of the Hellenic

World, the Roman tyrannis of Augustus and his successors in-

cidentally provided the Hellenic Society with its universal state.^

This stupendous persistent ineptitude of the Romans in fumb-

ling with their domestic political problem^ presents an extreme,

and at first sight extraordinary, contrast to their unfailing and un-

rivalled ability in making, retaining, and organizing their foreign

* For this Time lag in Roman social evolution in this chapter of Hellenic history see

further V. C (ii) (ft), vol. vi, p. 288, and Part XI, below.
a For the Roman Empire’s historical role as a Hellenic universal state see I. C (i)

(a), vol. I, pp 52-3, above.
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conquests. The explanation of this apparent paradox may be that

the militarism and imperialism ofthe Romans were the expression of

their native abilities, while their domestic political institutions were
an imitation—and a belated imitation—of Hellenic models which
were hardly calculated to work smoothly except in the hands that

had originally fashioned them. At any rate it is noticeable that the

Athenians—who failed signally, in the fifth century b.c., to create

that urgently needed I lellenic international order which the Romans
succeeded in establishing in a fashion some four hundred years

later—were unrivalled, for their part, in the success with which
they exorcised stasts from their domestic pohtical life. During the

189 years running from 507 to 318 b.c.—a period which saw Athens
accomplish her greatest achievements in every field of activity

—

the city enjoyed an almost unbroken regime of domestic political

tranquillity under a moderate constitution. * The only serious breaks

were the tyrannies of the Four Hundred in 41 1 b.c. and the Thirty

in 404-403 B.c.
;
and these are exceptions of the kind that prove a

rule; for these Attic recurrences of dictatorship were direct effects

of the abnormal strain to which the Athenians were subjected by
the Great War of 431-404 B.c., with its disastrous outcome: and,

considering the magnitude of this Athenian political disaster in the

international field, we can only marvel at the transitoriness of the

inevitably untoward domestic p'^’nical effects.

10. The Impact of the Soloman ficonomic Revolution upon the

International Politics of the Hellenic World

The contrast, which we have just touched upon, between the

political histories of Athens and Rome has brought out the fact

that the comparative success of Athens in her domestic politics was
offset by a signal Athenian political failure in the field of inter-

national affairs
;
and this may serve to remind us that we have still

* This 'Golden Age of Athenian democracy, which began 507 b ( with the
Cleisthencan reforms, is comparable to the ‘Golden Age’ of British parliamentarism,
which began in a d 1688 with ‘the Glorious Revolution’ In the terms used in a

previous part of this Study (in III C (11) (A), vol 111, pp 366-8, above) these two
comparable Athenian and British ‘Golden Ages’ were each of them a ‘construi ti\e phase’
—distinguished substantial at. hicvements in many spheres of activity—in a move-
ment of Withdrawal-and-Rcturn Moreover the combination of timeliness with
moderation, which was the note of Athenian constitutional development during these

189 years, is equally characteristic of British constitutional history during the corre-

sponding peiiod The contrast between the timely and moderate English Revolution
of A D 1 688 and the violent course taken by the French Revolution, the outbreak of
which was delayed until 1789, is analogous to the contrast between the Cleisthencan
Reform of 507 b c and the Argive and Laconian political upheavals in the third and
fourth decades of the fifth century B.c At a later stage again the British Reform of

A n 1832 was more modeiate (in spite of being delayed for 40 years owing to the

General War of A d 1792-1815), than the French upheavals of 1830 and 1848 and
1870-1.
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to examine the effect, in this field, of the impact of the Solonian
economic revolution upon Hellenic political life.

In a previous age, when exceptionally favourable opportunities
for sheer extensive geographical expansion had made it possible

for the Hellenic Society to provide for a growing population with-
out departing from the old-fashioned economic system of sub-
sistence farming, the self-sufficiency (aurap/ceco) of each single

Hellenic city-state, on eveiy plane of social activity, was a simple
matter of fact. The Solonian economic revolution was needed in

order to solve the new economic problem of continuing to provide
for a population which had not ceased to grow, yet finding this

provision within the limits of a Hellenic World whose expansion
had been cut short by the successfully organized resistance of its

Syriac and barbarian neighbours. The solution lay, as we have
seen,* in changing over from subsistence farming to a specialized

production—industrial as well as agrarian—with a view to ex-

change; but this solution involved the abandonment of economic
self-sufficiency, since the new economic system of specialization

and exchange could not be made to yield the enhanced productivity

which was its object, so long as its field of action was confined

within the narrow limits of the standard-size city-state domain.

In order to produce its fruits, the new economy must burst the

bounds of the single city-state and operate freely over a vastly

larger area, embracing not only the entire Hellenic World but also

Eg)^pt in one direction and Scythia in another and the African and
European hinterlands of the West Mediterranean Basin in a third.

In fact, the Solonian economic revolution could not be carried out

without enlarging the ordinary working unit of Hellenic economic
life from a city-state scale to an oecumenical scale

;
and the historical

fact that this economic revolution did take place means that this

great enlargement of the field of economic operations was actually

achieved. By the beginning of the fiffi century b.c the immense
area whose range has just been indicated had actually come to be

the normal field of economic activity for the wine-growers and
olive-oil producers and potters and merchants and sailors of econo-

mically progressive Hellenic city-states like Miletus and Corinth

and Aegina and Athens. But this expansion of the range of eco-

nomic activity from a parochial to an oecumenical scale solved an

economic problem only to create a pi>iitical problem; and the

solution of the economic problem remained precarious so long as

the consequent political problem had not been solved with equal

success along its own lines.

The Milesians and Aeginetans could never count, for certain,

> In IV. C (m) (6) 9, p 201, above.
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on the livelihood which they had learnt to gain through an oecu-

menical economic activity, unless their freedom of economic action

in this oecumenical field were guaranteed by the establishment of

some kind of political order on the same oecumenical scale. So long

as the ordinary working unit of Hellenic political life continued to

be the city-state whose limits had now been so far transcended on
the economic plane, it was possible that a political conflict between
city-states, in the shape of war or privateering or piracy, might at

any moment arbitrarily cut short those oecumenical economic
activities which had now become indispensable for the maintenance
of the increased and increasing population of Aegina or Miletus
individually and of Hellas as a whole. In short, in the international

field the Solonian economic revolution confronted the Hellenic

Society with the necessity for establishing a political world order.

The accomplished fact of the abolition of city-state self-sufficiency

on the economic plane now called for its abolition on the political

plane as well
;
and when the transition from a parochial to an oecu-

menical range had just been successfully achieved on the one plane,

there was no apparent reason, apriori, why it should not be achieved

on the other plane in due course.

The obstacle m the way was the inherited political institution of

City-State Sovereignty; and the removal of this obstacle to political

solidarity was the task which was set by Fate to Hellas when the

fifth century B.c, opened. The obstacle, however, became more
formidable in the act of being grappled with; for this City-State

Sovereignty which had previously been taken for granted began
to draw attention and inspire affection as soon as it became evident

that its existence was threatened. From the opening of the fifth

century B.r. onwards the whole of the rest of Hellenic political

histor>^ can he formulated in terms of an endeavour to transcend

City-State Sovereignty and of the resistance which this endeavour
evoked.^ Before the fifth century closed, the obstinacy of the

resistance to the accomplishment of this urgent political task had
brought the Hellenic (Civilization to its breakdown

;
and though the

problem w^hich had baffled an Athenian first attempt to solve it

was eventually solved in a fashion by Rome, it was not solved in

time to prevent the disintegration of the Hellenic Society from
running its course to its final dissolution.^ In this outcome of the

impact of the Solonian economic revolution upon the international

* For the idolization m the Hellenic World, of the institution of the Sovereign Citv-
State see IV C (in) (r) 2 (^), pp. 301-20, below

* This explanation of the breakdown and disintegration of the Hellenic Civilization
has been touched upon, by anti*^ ipation, m Part III B, vol 111, p 122, footnote 3, and
in 111 C (11) (M, vol 111, p 340, footnote 1, above See also V. C (n) (ft), vol vi,

pp. 287 91, below
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politics of the Hellenic World the alternatives of adjustment,
revolution, and enormity present themselves once again.

In this case the solution of the problem through adjustment lay

in a permanent limitation of City-State Sovereignty by voluntary
agreement between the city-states themselves for the sake of pro-

viding the necessary political security for a now indispensable

economic intercourse.

A treaty apparently dating from about the middle of the fifth

century B.C., and embodying an agreement to such effect between
two city-states on the western shore of the Crisaean Gulf, has come
into the hands of the modern Western historian through the accident

of archaeological discovery;* and since the two high contracting

parties were, both of them, small and obscure communities, while

the di&tiict in which they were situated— the Ozolian or ‘coloniar

T.ocris—is included by Thucydides in a region of North-Western
Continental Greece which he takes as a ‘living museum’ of the

elsewhere obsolete Hellenic Society of the Dark Age,2 we may
reasonably conjecture that a practice which had spread to this back-

ward part of Hellas by about the year a.40 B.c. had become general

throughout the Hellenic World in the course of the first half of the

fifth century. The type of treaty of which this surviving treaty

betvtcen Oeanthea and Chaleum may be taken as a late and un-
important example, is a bilateral agreement between two citv-states

for the enactment between them, ad hoc, of a rudimentary code of

international law to govern their economic relations with each

other
;
and no doubt this expedient for dealing with the new problem

of international politics was useful as far as it went. At the same
time it is manitest that the results must have fallen far short of

what was needed. For instance, the treaty between Oeanthea and
Chaleum, by itself, can hardly h we contributed appreciably to the

security of international trade and seafaring even in the waters of

the Crisaean Gulf; for there were several other equally small and

obscure, but also equally sovereign, city-states which were likewise

‘riverain Powers’; and all the ‘riverain Powers’, between them.

* The bronze tablet on which the text r inscribed M,as fo jnd at Galaxldhi (the latter-

day equivalent of the Hellenic Oeanthea) and is now m the British Museum The text

IS printed, with a translation and lommcntary, bt F L Ih ks and G F Hill in A
Alanual of Greek Ht^toriia! Inscrtpitons^ 2nd edition (Oxford if)Oi, Clarendon PressV

PP 73-6 The treaty provides that ‘no Ueanthea « f he make a seizure, sh.Jl carry off

a foreign merchant froili Chalcan soil nor a Chalciu ft merchant from Oeanthean soil,

nor shall either Oeanthean or Chalcan seize a men bant ’s cargo within the territory of

the other city If any one breaks this rule, it shall be lawful to seize him with impunity
. . .’ On the same tablet there is also inscribed, in a different hr nd, the text of regulations

made in one of the tw'o contracting states (presumably in Oeanthea where the tablet

was found) for 'issunng to resident aliens the enjoyment of then treaty-made legal rights.

2 Thucydides, Book I, chap s* **0^**^ backwardness of North-W^estern and
Northern (irecce in the second chapter of the historv of he growth of the Hellenic
Civiiizatioii see III C (u) (ft), Annex IV, \ol ni, pp above
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would only have accounted for a small fraction of the shipping

which plied within sight of their shores; for this waterway was one

of the main approaches to the Pan-Hellenic shrine at Delphi, and

in the fifth century B.c. Delphi was in communication w4th almost

every community in the Hellenic World, as far afield as Cyrene
and Trebizond and Marseilles. In order to provide effectively, by
means of bilateral treaties, for the security of all ships and mer-
chandise that had occasion to traverse the Crisaean Gulf, the single

bilateral treaty between Oeanthen and Chaleum would have to be
supplemented by a vast network of such treaties, not only binding

the local riverain Powers among themselve.-', but also binding each

of them to almost every other state-member of the Hellenic Society. ^

When we consider further that the Crisaean Gulf, though an im-
portant sea-route in itself, was only a minute fraction of the total

surface of the Mediterranean and its annexes, and that almost the

whole of this area was embraced, at this date, in the field of Hellenic

maritime trade,^ w e can see at once that the creation of anything like

a comprehensive and uniform system of oecumenical law-and-

order in the Hellenic World on a basis of voluntary bilateral treaties

was a Psyche’s task.

As a matter of historical fact, we find that, in those attempts at

establishing a Hellenic world order which came the nearest to

success, a network of voluntary bilateral treaties was only one of

several bases on which the structure ^\as reared. In these relatively

successful experiments a local enterprise in treaty-making was re-

inforced by the stimulus of a general emergency and by the leader-

ship of a single predominant Power. The Delian League {vroebai

478-454 B c.) w^as established under the stimulus ofthe Pan -1 lellenic

war of defence and liberation {gerebatur 480-478 B.c.) against the

Achaemenian Powder, and under the leadership of Athens, whose
naval strength had made her the saviour of Hellas ijnd left her the

mistress of the Eastern Mediterranean. The Roman Empire was
established under the stimulus of a paroxysm of war and revolution

which threatened the Hellenic Society with imminent dissolution

in the last century b.c., and under the leadership of Rome, who had
already (between 220 and 168 B.c.) delivered ‘the knock-out blow’

* It 18 Significant that the bilateral C haleo-OeaiiThean treaty, above quoted poes on
to sav that ‘the property of a foitipmr [i e a ritiztn of any third state] may be seized

on the sea without incurring the penaltv, except in tht actual harbour of the city’.
i I'he only Mediterranean waters that were a mate dausuni to the Hellenes at this

time were those bounded by the north coast of North Africa west of a point just north
by west of C arthage, by the south-east coast ol Spain as f-ir a" a point at *ome unknown
distance north-cast of (the future site of) ( artagena, and by the Carthaginian insular
possessions in the Balearic Islands, Sardinia, and the western tip of Sicily, tor the
light thrown upon the limits of this Carthaginian preserve by the terms of sureessive
commercial treaties between Carthage incl Borne see Strachan-Davidson, J L.:
Stlectiom from Polybius (Oxford 1888, ( larendoi* Puss), jip 65-70
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to all other Great Powers in the Hellenic World of that age.^ The
circumstances show that, in Hellenic history, the establishment of
a political world order by process of adjustment was never even
approached without a potent admixture of the untoward elements
of revolution and enormity. The revolutionary way of constructing
an oecumenical political framework for an oecumenical field of
economic activity was to abrogate the institution of City-State
Sovereignty altogether, by force majeure, and to bring the whole
of the ground, when it had been cleared of previous obstructions

by this high-handed method, under the common roof of a single

universal state. The enormity which was the penalty of failure to

achieve a world order by either adjustment or revolution was an
agglomeration of city-states in which a certain measure of city-state

a utonomy w^as preserved, but in which the association between the

participating communities was neither on a voluntary basis nor on
an equal footing, , >it was maintained by a forcible and selfish

domination of some single city-state over all the rest. Tins in-

equitable system of association was evidently the line of least re-

sistance for arriving at a compromise between an old parochial

tradition and the new necessity of transcending it; but it was
none the less an enormity inasmuch as it only transcended the old

parochialism in a material sense, while morally it capitulated to it

i>y allowing one strong parochial community to indulge its egotism

to an unprecedented degree at its weaker neighbours’ expense. The
moral condemnation which this enormity evoked in Hellenic con-

sciences was not averted by the euphemistic title of ‘hegemony*

[das Fuhrerprinzip)y by which a ‘tyrant-city’ preferred to describe its

twofold exploitation of its own superiority in military power and

of the World’s need for political unity.

If we let our minds run over the course of Hellenic history, we
shall obseiwe that this enormity of ‘hegemony’, as well as the revolu-

tionary alternative of the Gleichschalrmg of City-State Sovereignty

by a merger into a universal state, v/as already a familial pheno-

menon in the Hellenic World before the foundation of the Delian

League; and we shall also observe that in the Roman Empire

—

which belatedly and partially succeeded, where the Delian League

had failed, in establishing a Hellenic woild order through an

association of city-states— the vicious clement ol ‘hegemony’ far

outweighed the salutary element of h«:cdom, and was only elimi-

nated, in the course of the Empire’s history, by a gradual process

of Gleizhschaltung which destroyed the autonomy of all Rome’s
subject cities pari passu with the ascendancy of Rome herself.

If we examine rather more in detail the circumstances in which

* See the quotation from Pohbius in III. C (ii) {k), \ol ni, pp. 312-13, obove.
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the Delian League was founded in 478 B.C., we shall find, as we
might expect, that its organizer, the Athenian statesman Aristeides,

was working, not in a political vacuum, but in an atmosphere of

political precedents of which his work distinctly bears the marks.

It would have been strange if Aristeides had borrowed nothing

from the institution of ‘hegemony*, when Athens herself had been

living under the ‘hegemony* of Sparta, off and on and in varying

degrees, ever since the Spartan King Cleomenes had expelled the

Peisistratidae from Athens in 511 B.c.^ Indeed, the very occasion

which had called for the establishment of the Delian League was
the renunciation of this Spartan hegemony 1 ^ 478 B.c. in respect

of Athens and those Asiatic Greek communities which had just

been liberated from Achaemenian rule; and if the Lacedaemonian
Government had not made this deliberate withdrawal- it is safe to

say that the Delian League would never have been called into

existence at all. In the circumstances it was natural that the

Athenians should step into the Spartans’ shoes and should include

an element of Athenian ‘hegemony’ in the structure ofan Athenian-
made experiment in a Hellenic world order.

It was equally natural that, in framing a new international regime
for a constellation of Hellenic city-states which had been incor-

porated, for some sixty or seventy years past, in the Achaemenian
Empire, Aristeides should borrow certain convenient institutions

to which these communities had grown accustomed under the

Achaemenian regime from which they had just been liberated. 7"he
Achaemenian precedent is unmistakably accountable for an arrange-

ment so alien from the indigenous Hellenic tradition of city-state

sovereignty as the imposition of a money-contribution to a federal

war-chest at Delos upon states-members of the League which were
unable, or disinclined, to contribute an effective contingent of war-

ships to the federal navy ;^ and the same alien tendency towards

Gleichschaltungj in the characteristic vein of the Achaemenian Em-
pire and of every other universal state,^ may perhaps he discerned

* See III C (11) (6), \ol ni, p 336, footnote 3, above
* For the motives which inspired this Spartan polic> see Part III A, \oI 111, pp 70-1,

above
3 The majority of the cit> -states which acquiesced m the payment of a money-tribute

as their contribution to tht League, and which accepted the assessment that was made
by Aristeides, were ‘liberated’ communities which had previcusly belonged to the
Achaemenian Empire, and for these the tribute was something to whuh they had long
since been broken m It made little difference to them thit the money previously
payable to a treasury at Sardis or Dasc>lium should now be made payable, instead, to
a treasury at Delos It is perhaps signiBcant that Scyros and C arystus, which were the
only two i It) -states that were brought into the Delian League at the beginning by coer-
cion instead of by consent, had neither of them ever lost their independence to the
Achaemenian Empire; and it may also be noted that Naxos and Thasos, which were
the first two members of the League that endeavoured to secede, had neither of them
had more than a bnef taste of Achaemenian domination—Thasos for only thirteen years,
and Naxos for only eleven years, ending in 479 B r

* Foi the character and genius of universal states sec further Part VI, below.
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likewise in the progressive centralization, in the courts at Athens,
of private litigation in suits to which citizens of the 'allied* cities

were parties : an infringement of local sovereignty which was per-

haps more bitterly resented than the exaction of the monetary
tribute. This Athenian attempt to establish a Pan-Hellenic com-
mon law and a Pan-Hellenic jurisdiction on an Athenian basis

would have been impossible if the Athenians had not possessed,

and employed, the means of coercion
;
this coercion was only thinly

veiled by the network of treaties, between Athens and her associates

in the Delian League, on which the process of judicial centraliza-

tion was formally grounded; and this expedient of conjuring into

existence an oecumenical system of law-and-order by compelling
the city-states to enter into a nelw’ork of treaties, wholesale, was
demonstrably borrowed by the Athenians from their Achaemenian
p) edccessors in the dominion over the Asiatic Greeks. It is recorded
that, after the Achaemenian Government had succeeded in sup-
pressing the great Asiatic Greek revolt of 499-494 b.c., Darius’s

brother ‘Artaphernes, the Statthalter at Sardis, summoned delegates

from the [re-subjugated] city-states to his presence, and compelled
the Asiatic Greeks to enter into treaties with one a^tother for the

regulation, by judicial procedure, of disputes [between their respec-

tive ressortmants\y in substitution for their [traditional] practice of

seeking satisfaction, in such cases, by [methods of barbarism like]

piracy and brigandage’.*

It will be seen that if the Delian League was, in one aspect, an

endeavour to provide the Hellenic Society with a political world

order by a process of voluntary adjustment, it was also partly

inspired by the precedents of a Spartan 'hegemony* and an Achac-

menian Gleichsclialtung; and in this light the disastrous failure of

this endeavour, and of all iis successors, no longer appears sur-

prising, Every one of these successive Hellenic attempts at a world

order w^as morally a hybrid product and the healthy ingredient in

the social compound was always eventually overcome by the poison-

ous ingredients with which it had been contaminated from the

outset. Within the brief Time-span of the Tentecontactia* (478-

431 B.c.) the Delian League degenerated into the international

tyranny of the Athenian Empire; the chastisement with whips,

which this Athenian imperialism inflicted upon the Hellenic World
during the half-century ending in 40,; sC., w'as renewed and out-

done by the chastisement with scorpions which a Roman imperial-

ism inflicted, in its turn, during the two centuries that followed the

o Ubreak of the Hannibalic War; and even when, at last, the long

Roman oppression was transmuted into a belated Hellenic world

* Herodotus Book Vl chap 42
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order by the genius of Caesar and the remorse of Augustus, this

magnified reflexion—or travesty— of the Delian League did not

escape in the long run the untoward metamorphosis which had so

swiftly overtaken its original. The ultimate fate of the Hellenic

cosmos of city-states under the aegis of the Caesars was a Gleich-

schaltung of the kind to which the Asiatic Greek communities had
been subjected already both after the foundation of the Delian

League, under the aegis of Athens, and before the foundation of the

Delian League, under the aegis of the Achaemenidae. In short,

the history of Hellenic endeavours to create a political world order

is a tragedy whose gloom is hardly relieved by one brief gleam of

sunshine in a Periclean spring and another in an Antonine * Indian

Summer’.*

1 1 . The Impact of Parochialism upon thr Western Christian

Church

While the Hellenic Society broke down and went into dis-

integration through a failure to transcend a traditional Parochial-

ism, our Western Society has failed—with consequences that aie

still hidden in the future— to maintain a social solidarity w hich was
perhaps the most precious part of its original endowment.

In the time of transition from the so-called ‘mcdic\ar second

chapter of our Western history to the so-called ‘modern’ third

chapter, one of the most prominent symptoms and significant ex-

pressions of the current social change was the rise of a new
Parochialism in contrast and opposition to the Oecumenicalism of

the outgoing age. In our generation it is not altogether easy for us

to regard this Parochialism dispassionately and objectively, even in

studying its origins, on account of the vast evils which it has since

brought, and is still bringing, upon our World owing to its ana-

chronistic and incongruous survival in the radically altered circum-

stances of our day. Yet we can still perceive that there was much
to be said in favour of the change from a medieval Oecumenicalism

to this modern Parochialism at the time when this change took

place some four or five centuries ago. Our medieval Western
Oecumenicalism, for all its moral grandeur, was a ghost from the

past—a cherished legacy from the last chapter in the history of the

antecedent Hellenic Society^—and on the medieval stage ofWestern

social life there was always an unseemly disciepancy between the

theoretical supremacy and ubiquity of this inherited oecumenical

idea and the defacto anarchy w’^hich played so large a part in actual

* For the Age of the Antonmes as 'the Indian Sumn*cr' of the Hellenic decline and
fall see IV. C (ii) (6) i, pp 58-61, above.

* On this point see further Part X, below.
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medieval practice. By comparison the new Parochialism which
boldly usurped the stage at the dawn of the Modern Age was more
honest in its account of itself, and more effective in enforcing its

pretensions, though at the same time it might be more cynical in-

tellectually and on a lower level morally. In any case the new
force won the day; and its victory affected every aspect and every
institution of our Western life, since this modern Parochialism had
just as many facets as there were activities in the society which gave
it birth. In politics it displayed itself in the form of a plurality of

new parochial sovereign states, in letters in the form of a plurality

of new vernacular literatures, and in the field of religion it collided

violently with the medieval Western Church.
The violence of this collision was due partly to the fundamental

fact that the Church, now elaborately and powerfully organized

under the Papal ‘hierocracy*, was the master institution of the

medieval oecumenical regime,* and partly to the incidental fact

that Italy, which happened for historical reasons to contain the local

scat of the Papacy, was also the place where the new Parochialism

first worked itself out experimentally in the seed-bed of the North
and Central Italian constellation of medieval city-stateff:-^ Through
the combined effect of these two facts the rise of the modern
Parochialism confronted the Papal Church with a grave and urgent

problem.

This problem was probably open to a solution by adjustment

along lines which the Papacy had already reconnoitred while it was
still at the height of its power. For example, in encountering the

parochial impulse to make use of local vernacular languages as

vehicles for cultural expression side by side with, or even in sub-

stitution for, Latin, the Roman Church had already made at least

one notable concession—nan.J\ ,
the permission to have the Roman

Liturgytranslated intothe Croatian languageand conveyed in Glago-

litic characters— in a frontier zone where it found itself in direct

competition with a rival, the Orthod >x Church, wliose policy in

* This position of unrivalled iominance in W'estern Christendom, to which the

Papac> finally attained throuRh its victory in its war to the Knife with the Hohenstaufen
i)>n»sty, of course placed on the Papacy’s shoulders a unique responsibility for worthily

and successfully upholding the oecumenical principle of whn h it had deliberately made
Itself the exclusive exponent when it insisted upon delivennE a 'knock-out blow’ to its

already discomfited adversary, the Holy Roman Empire In so far as it failed to live

up to this self-imposed responsibility the Papacy was in pai t .1 c cause of the subsequent
lutbreak of Parochialism, of which it was also th'* most eminent victim, and its share

m the disastrous work of bringing the new spin. Parochialism to a head was un-

doubtedly very large The with which the Papacy exploited its victory over the

Empire—in first trampling on a prostrate foe and then attempting to exercise on its

own account the oecumenical despotism which it had refused to tolerate in the hands
of a Barbarossa or a Frederuk II—quickly turned the public opinion of Western
Christendom, not only against the Papaev itself, but against the whole principle of

oecumenicalisrr which was now embodied in the Papacy alone. On this see further

IV. C (ill) (r) 3 ip), pp. 512-84, below
2 See I B (1), vol 1, p. iQ, and III C (n) (A), voi 111, pp above
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regard to the ecclesiastical use of vernacular languages was much
more liberal than the ordinary Roman practice.^ At more recent

dates the Papacy had gone still farther in the terms on which it

accepted the allegiance of renegades from the Orthodox Church
and from the Monotheletes, Monophysites, and Nestorians. So
long as these Uniates were willing to acknowledge the Roman
supremacy and to subscribe to the Roman doctrine, they were
granted a wide licence to persist in the liturgical use not only of

their vernacular languages but even of their traditional rites.

Again, in dealing with the medieval precursors of the modern
parochial sovereign states, the Popes who had been intransigent in

maintaining their ‘hierocratic* claims against the secular preten-

sions of the Holy Roman Emperors had been more accommodating
in their policy towards temporal rulers in England and Castile and
other kingdoms on the fringes of the medieval Western World,

whose pretensions to local sovereignty had no bearing on the status

of the Pope in his own Roman See, while their goodwill and loyalty

to the Roman Church seemed worth purchasing at a certain price

owing to the importance of the services which it was in the power
of these outlying local sovereigns to render or withhold for the

propagation of the Catholic Faith and the Roman connexion in

parttbus infidelium et schisinaUcoium,

Thus the Holy Sec was not altogether unschooled in rendering

unto Caesar^ the things that are Caesar's by the time when a full-

fledged neo-Caesarism asserted itself— first in the persons of the

despots w^ho made themselves masters of a majority of the Italian

city-states, and later in the persons of their Transalpine emulators:

a Spanish Ferdinand and Isabella, a French T>ouis XI, and an

English Henry VII. In this political field a possible line of adjust-

ment to the new situation had already revealed itself; and, in the

event, the Vatican learnt to follow this line to considerable lengths

in the various concordats which it ultimately made with a number
of parochial sovereign Powers whose assertion of their sovereignty

* For the use of a Slavonic version of the Liturgy in certain Roman Catholic dioceses
of Croatia, Istria, and Dalmatia see The Cambridge Medieval Ilutarv, vol iv (Cambridge
1923, Univerbitv Press), p 229. Tor the survival of the original Slavonic Alphabet, i.e.

the so-called Glagolitic Alphabet, here, after it had been superseded by the so-called
Cynllif \lphabet among the Slavonic adherents of the Orthodox Christian Church, see
Jensen, H Geschtchte der Srhrift (Hanover 1925, Lafairc), pp. 1H9-90, Bury, J B

,

in his edition of Gibbon’s The Ilnturv of the Deilme and Fall of the Roman Empire
{editio minor, London 1900-2, Methuen, 7 vols ), vol vi, p 550, and Runciman, S :

A Historv of the First Bulgarian Empire (London 1930, Bell), Appendix IX For the
part played by the biavonic Liturgy in the relations between the Western and the
Orthodox C'hurch in South-Eastei n Europe in the latter part of the ninth century see
IV. C (ill) (t) 2 ()3), pp 375-7 and 381-2, and IV C (iii) (c) 2 (j9), Annex II, pp 608-
10, below

* Caesar, that is, in the metaphorical sense; for the Holy Roman Emperors, who laid

claim to the title of Caesar de jure, were notably less successful in coaxing o. wringing
concessions from the Holy Sec than were the medieval kings of England and Castile.
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in the teeth of the Roman ‘hierocracy’ had not gone the length of
a repudiation of their ecclesiastical allegiance. The lengths to which
the Vatican—schooled, at the thirteenth hour, by overwhelming
adversity—has eventually learnt to go, on its own part, in deferring

to parochial secular Powers, are exemplified in the terms of the con-
cordats which It has concluded respectively in A.D. 1929 and in

A.D. 1933 with two ‘post-modern* apostles ofa ‘totalitarian’ Parochial
Sovereignty, Signor Mussolini and Herr Hitler. 'Fhese two latest

instances, however, in which the policy of concession has been
carried to extremes, perhaps indicate that the form of compromise
which is represented by the conclusion of a concordat between the
Papacy and the sovereign government of a parochial state may be
not so much a genuine adjustment as a ‘face-saving’ method of

acquiescence in a revolutionary fait accompli.

The modern system of concordats between the Holy See and the

parochial secular sovereigns of Catholic populations is the Dead
Sea Fruit of abortive oecumenical councils; and it is arguable that

the Papacy missed the opportunity of making a genuine adjustment

between the oecumenical tradition ofWestern Christendom and the

new sj'^irit of Parochialism when it set itself in oppo'^ition to the

Conciliar Movement winch was mooted at the turn of the fourteenth

and fifteenth centuries and w'as brought into action in the successive

councils of Pisa {sedebat \.i). 1409), f^onstance {sedebat A i 1414-

18), and Basel {sedebat a .d . 14.31-49).

The C onciliar Movement was a constructive effort, on lines of

constitutional development which were w^cll known and w^ell tried

in Western Christendom by that date, to provide a remedy for the

unchecked and unbalanced power which the Papacy had acquired

through the overthrow, in the thirteenth century, of the Imperial

authority. So long as the Hoi^r Roman Empire had been something

more than a shadow% the autocratic oecumenical power of the

Papacy had been at least partially bala^ 'ed by the salutary counter-

weight of a second oecumenical power of the same autocratic order.

The downfall and demoralization of the Papacy, which had swiftly

followed the ruin of the Hohenstaufen, and which had been shame-

fully exposed in ‘the Babylonish Captivity’ (a.d. 1305 -77) and in

the Great Schism (a.d. 1378-1417), » had made it abundantly clear

that an uncontrolled Papal autocracy in the Western Respublica

Christiana was even more disastrous the Papacy itself than it

was pernicious for the society in which the Papacy was the leading

institution. The Conciliar Movement offered a golden opportunity

for Papal statesmanship because it aimed at remedying flagrant

» For th«* history of the medieval Papacy as an example of the trageiy of /fopos-5
j
8pts-

drrj see IV. C (in) (c) 3 (g), pp. 512-84, below.
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abuses by moderate measures. Though it was in one aspect an

expression of the new Parochialism, it was ready to be content with

a measure ofdevolution within the framework ofan undismembered
Respublica Christiana, and it repudiated the Hussite anticipation

of those radical forms of Parochialism which triumphed eventually,

a hundred years later. Again, though the stimulus by which the

Conciliar Movement was evoked was the scandal of persistent

Papal misconduct, the moderate majority of its supporters were
ready to see the Christian Republic endowed with a parliamentary

constitution without demanding that the Pope should cease to be

its executive head.

The settlement which was here proffered cO, and refused by, the

one surviving oecumenical authority in Western Christendom was
in essence the same as that which, in the parochial kingdom of Eng-
land, had already been accepted by the Crown after a few dis-

couraging experiments in kicking against the pricks. In the course

of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries the English Crown had
come to realize that, on a long view, it would be strengthening and
not weakening its owm position by taking Parliament into partner-

ship; and by the opening of the fifteenth century the Papacy

—

which had lately been experiencing as great disasters and humilia-

tions as an English King Richard II—might have learnt the same
lesson as the English Oown through the wisdom that is horn of

suffering.^ Instead, the popes who encountered the Conciliar Move-
ment chose, one after another, to harden their hearts; and this

Papal intransigence was disastrously successful. It succeeded in

its purpose of bringing the Conciliar Movement to naught
;
and for

this barren success it paid the disastrous price of throwing aw^ay a

last opportunity for adjustment^ and thereby condemning Western
Christendom to be rent by a violent internal discord between its

ancient oecumenical heritage and its new parochial proclivities.

This discord has had issue in a melancholy crop of revolutions

and enormities.

The revolutionary solution of the conflict between Parochialism

and an Oecumenical Church is not only to be seen in that overt

revolution by which, in the Protestant parts of the Western Chris-

* Aeschylus: Agamemnon, 11 . 177-8, quoted in J. C- (iii) {b), vol, i, p, 169, footnote i,

and II. C (li) (Jb) 1, vol. i, p. 298, above, and IV. C fui) (c) 3 (/5), in the present volume,

p. 584, V. C (i) (c) 2, vol. V, p. 78, V. C 0 ) (d) 4, vo). V, p. 416, footnote 3, and V. C (ii)

(a), vol. vi, p. 275, below.
* If the Papacy had sincerely welcomed the Conciliai Movement and had loyally

co-operated with it, then Western Christendom in the Modern Age might perhaps have
succeeded in reconciling a traditional unity with a new parochial consciousness by tians-
forming the Papal imperium, without any revolutionary break, into something like that
histone ‘amphictyony’ which succeeded in some degree in holding together the
parochially minded city-states of Hellas by keeping alive their common feeling of
attachment to the two oecumenical religious centres at Delphi and 'Phermopylae.
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tian W orld, the authority of the Papacy has been officially replaced
by that of the individual conscience privately interpreting the
Scriptures. The power which has been taken from the Papacy in

Protestant countries, in order to be transferred in theory to this

new authority, has in practice passed in large measure into the
hands of the Parochial State, and, in passing, has helped to create

the modern Western institution of Parochial Sovereignty. In the

modern Western World, however, Parochial Sovereignty has never
been a monopoly of the Protestant countries. One source of it, as

we have seen,* has been the constellation of Italian city-states

which arose, before Protestantism was heard of, in a part of

W’^cstern Christendom in which Protestantism has never gained a

footing. And, in the Transalpine World at the beginning of the

Modern Age, Parochial Sovereignty raised its head in the Protestant

and the Catholic countries simultaneously. This fact points to

the truth that the revolutionary solution of the conflict between
Parochialism and an Oecumenical Church is not only to be seen in

the drastic revolution of Protestantism, but is also to be detected

in the less sensational changes which have come over the relations

between Church and State in countries that have remaned within

the Catholic fold. In the modern Catholic World these changes

have been carried through soineiimes amicjbly, under the mask of

concoidats, and sometimes acrimoniously, as in France and Italy

between the outbreak of the French Re\olution and the outbreak

of the General War of 1914 -18, or (belatedly) in Mexico since the

outbreak of the revolution of 1910; but in some form and in some
degree they have taken place in a majority of the leading Catholic

countries. ‘Libera Chiesa in Libero Stato’^ and ‘fitat Laique’ are

the characteristic formulae of the neo-pagan nationalists in partibus

Catholicorum wffio have taken vhe offensiv'C in carrying this revolu-

tion out
;
and some of the most high-handedly re\ olutionary apostles

of ‘the totalitarian state’—from a nap&’''urg Joseph 11 and a Corsi-

can Napoleon I to a Romagnol Musso mi and an Upper Austrian

Hitler—arc the nurslings of purely Catholic environments.

The enormities which have arisen out of the conflict, in so far

as it has not been resolved either violently through revolution or

* See p 21 s, footnote 2, with references, above.
2 This formula was employed b> Cavour in his speech on the Roman Question before

the Italian Chamber of Deputies on the 27th March 1861, but il was not imcnted on
this occasion nor, apparently, b> Cavour hnnseh ' ^ already occurs in a letter of

the 20th November. 1S60, which was written to Cavour fiom Rome by Fantaleoni

enclosing a list of conditions to be offered as the basis for an arrangement between the

Holy See and the Kingdom of Italy. The first point on this list is- 'Si proclamera il

pnncipio di Libera Chiesa in 1 .ibero Stato ’ Against this point Cavour wrote ‘Approve’

before returning the draft to Fantaleoni on the 28th November These texts are to be

found in La Que»tione Romana negli Armi iS 6o-i86 f> • CaUeggw del Conte dt Cavour con

D. Pantaleoin, C. Passaglia, O. Vimercatt (Bologna 1929, a cura deUa Commissione
Reale Editnce)
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peacefully through adjustment, have been of two kinds. On the

one hand, in a number of countries which broke away altogether

from the Roman ecclesiastical connexion by turning Protestant,

the modern Parochial Sovereign Power was not content with eman-
cipating itself from the Papal domination in the political sphere,

but attempted, at the same time, to substitute itself for the Papacy
in the ecclesiastical sphere by usurping, within its own narrow
frontiers, the ‘hierocratic' authority which the medieval Papacy
had claimed—and had more or less effectively exercised— on an
oecumenical range which had extended over the whole of Western
Christendom. On the other hand the Roman See itself, as well

as a number of bishoprics within the Trausalpine domain of the

Holy Roman Empire—e.g. Mainz and Trier and Koln and Liege

and Salzburg and Munster—stooped to the level of their secular

adversaries by entering the political arena and assuming the prero-

gatives of the modern Parochial Sovereign Stale on a petty scale.

The incongruity of these petty ecclesiastical principalities with

the oecumenical imperium of the Roman Catholic Church, and the

incompatibility of their mundane preoccupations w^ith the Church’s
‘other-worldly’ mission, are so flagrant that, in the eyes of a

non-Catholic observer, this temporal power wears the appearance

of a grievous incubus; and, whatever may be the official view of

the Roman Church herself, the non-Catholic will be inclined to

regard it as a signal gain for her that the Transalpine prince-

bishoprics have been extinguished once for all through being sacri-

ficed to the territorial greed of the secular Powers in the transac-

tions that took place between the secular stales of the Holy Roman
Empire and the envoys of the French Republic during the Congress
of Rastadt between a.d, 1797 and a.d. 1799, and that the Papal

State in Central Italy temporarily suffered the same fate, first

when it was partitioned between the Napoleonic French Empire
and the Napoleonic Kingdom of Italy, and secondly when it was
annexed to the present Kingdom of Italy in successive stages

between a.d. i860 and a.d. 1870. On the same showing, the

rehabilitation of the parochial secular sovereignty of the Pope,

within the minute domain of the State of the Vatican City, in

virtue of the Lateran Treaty of a.d. 1929,' can only be regarded

as having been, in itself and in principle, an error of Papal states-

manship, however sincerely the non-Catholic observer may admire

the courage and perseverance and ingenuity which were displayed

by Pope Pius XI and by Signor Mussolini alike in carrying their ne-

gotiations through to a successful conclusion, and however heartily

* Sec Toynbee, A. J., and Boulter, V. M.: Swvey of International Affairs^ ^9^9
(Oxford 1930, University Press), pp. 422-78.
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he may rejoice at the consequent suspension of a feud between

the Holy See and the Kingdom of Italy which, for three genera-

tions, had tormented the consciences of millions of Italians who
happened to be both devout Catholics and patriotic citizens.

Nevertheless the non-Catholic must regret that, at a time when,

to all appearance, the Parochial Sovereign State has become the

chief obstacle to human welfare and indeed the arch-enemy of the

Human Race, the Pope should have ranged himself, even if only

formally,* on the side of this pernicious institutional anachronism

by successfully reasserting his own title to Parochial Sovereignty,

instead of being content to remain on the side of the angels in

virtue of the fortunate misfortune which had deprived him of an

invidious earthly kingdom and had thrust upon him, instead, the

beau role of ‘the prisoner of the Vatican*.

As for the usurpation of the medieval Papacy’s ‘hierocratic*

authority by Protestant parochial sovereigns, it has produced the

fantastic doctrine of ‘the Divine Right of Kings’ which is slill

working havoc in the Western World in the giim shape of the

pagan worship of sovereign national states. This doctrine found its

corollary in the field of international affairs in the monstrously

cynical formula 'Cujus Regio Ejus Re}igio\ upon which the first

tiiice in the long-drawn-out and ever more inclusive Western

Wars of Religion was based m a.d. 1555.^ The practical outcome

of the doctrine and the corollary, taken together, in the Protestant

countries has been the replacement of the repudiated oecumenical

Catholic Church, one and indivisible, by a plurality of parochial

‘Churches’, each of which is borne upon the establishment of some

particulai parochial sovereign state, is subject de facto, in matters

spiritual as well as temporal, ^ the sovereign power in the state to

which it belongs, and is confined in its membership to such Chris-

tians as happen to live within this par^icular state’s frontiers. In

* Pope Pius XT’s own point of \iew m regard to tnc rcassertion of the Pope’s tern-

tonai sovereignty is set forth in an address which he delivered to the parish priests of

Rome on the 1 ith February. 1929, at the moment when the Latcran agreemenU were

^^‘Aftn^and proper and real territorial sovereignty (there being no such thing m the

World, at least down to the present, as a true and prope- soxcreignty which is not

embodied in a definitely territorial form) jis] a status which is s.elf-evidently necessary

and due to One who, in virtue of the divine mandate and the di\ ne repres^Ution

with which He is invested, is unable to be the subjf I of any soverei^ity on Earth. . . .

We must have that quantum of territory that just sui -c*. as a a^upport for the attribute

of sovereignty itself, that quantum of territory without which sovereignty could not

exist because it would not have a place where to rest the sole of ***^5^*
to

This view of the indispensabilitv of terntonal sovereignty for the *3

have been derived by Pope Pius XI from a passage in the memoira of TaUeyrand

which 18 quoted in Toynbee and Boulter, op cit., p 44b.

* This formula, which was adopted m a d. iSSS Augsburg, was already im^icit m
the Recen of the Diet of Speier vih.ch bad laid down m A D.

faith each Prince should so conduct himaelf as he could answer for hia behaviour to

God and the Emperor
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the freest flight of imagination it would be difficult to conceive of

a sharper contradiction of the essence of Christianity—and the

essence of all the other historic ‘higher religions’ as well*—than is

embodied m this monstrous product of the impact of Parochialism

upon the Western Christian Church in the Modem Age of our

Western history ^

12 The Impact of the Sense of Unity upon Religion

The ‘higher religions’ with a mission to all Mankind are relatively

recent arrivals on the mundane scene of human history They
are not only unknown m primitive societies, they have not arisen

e\en among societies in process of civilization until after certain

civilizations have broken down and have tiavelled far along the

path of disintegration It is in response to the challenge presented

by the disintegrations of civilizations that these ‘higher religions’

have made their appearance on Earth * The religious institutions

of civilizations of the unrelated class,^ like those of primitive socie-

* ) ortht* highci rtligions and their embolimcnt in wnuld be iinivtisil (.hurthes see

\ ( (i) (cj 2 passim \cl v md P\rt VII below
* It may bt noted that this Prott‘itant enormity ol tstablished parochnl thjrthis

has in most Protistint lountrus bten mitigitcd bv a subsequtnt rtvoluti n whertby
part or even the whole of the 1 < t il Protestant community has shaken itself free fioin

the local states control In the United States which did not acquire its so\ereigri

independence until a hundred years aftci the beginning of the mouern Wc t(rn \gt of
1 olcration in matters ol religious allegiance privlicc md behcl there has never been
an established church and a complete separation of Church and State his been the
regime under which both Protestant and Catholic Amcncdn citizens have lived from
the beginning In older Protestant 8tat»*s like Fngland and Scotland the original

established Protestant Church has been maintainei but its membership has been
depleted by the foundation of a number of local free Protestant Churches side bv side
with It and at the time of revising this chipter for the press in A I) I 9lh it looked as
though similar effects were likely to be produced by similar causes in Cermany as a

result of the pressure to which the German Protestan^^s were being subjected by the
rulers of the I bird Reich In regaining their ficedom from the control f a pirochial
secular goeernment these Protestant Nonconformists have recaptured one of the two
great advantages which the C alholics have never lust V et these free Protestant C hurches
still remain at a disadvantage on the whole for while they hive escai^td frem the
political servitude which is part of the enormity ot the established Protestant Chinches
they have bought this liberation at the price of carrying Parochialism to a still farther

extreme T he classic example of the fissiparous tendency which has been the bane of
the free Protestant churches is afforded I v the history of Methodism during the sixty

SIX years imrnt diatcl> following the death of the originator of the mover lenl John
Weslev in A n 1791 It is noteworthy however that during the eighty two yeais ending
in 1938, the history of Methodism was made happier by a persistent tendency towaids re

union which presents a striking and eneouraging contrast to the prevalence of the
opposite tendency duiing the preceding chapter Among the Methodists of Great
Britain the reunion was aehieved bv stages in 185*’ 1907 and ic;32 among those
of the United States it was achieved m 1938 9 among those of Cai^ada it was achieved
in 1883 More signifiLant still was the merger in 1925 of the Canadian Methodists with
the Canadian Presbyte nans and Congregational! sts in a new United C hurch of Canada
(For all these events see Fhette M John H er/ev m the Er oluHon oj Protestantism (English
translation London 1937 Sherd & Ward) pp 393-408) If in the twentieth century
the free Protestant churches were truly on the load towards reconciling freedom with
i nity their prospects were bright

3 See I C (i) {a) vol 1 pp 53 7 above and V C (1) (c) 2 passim vol v pp 58-194
together with Pait VII below

* Fur the classification of civilizations into an unrelated and a related’ class see
I C (11) vol 1 pp 129 33 above
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ties, resemble the ‘established churches’ of our modern Western
Protestant countries (which are, in fact, reversions to a primitive
type) in being bound up with the secular institutions of parochial
communities. T. hrough these parochial associations Primitive Re-
ligion is bounded by the narrow vision, and implicated in the tribal

feuds, which are characteristic of parochial communities in all times
and places. But these positive limitations and blemishes of Primi-
tive Religion have one important offsetting negative advantage:
they foster a spirit of ‘Live and let live’ in the relations between
one primitive tribal worship and another. Under primitive social

conditions the plurality of mutually independent parochial com-
munities is taken for granted as a permanent state of affairs; the
possibility of their consolidation into a universal state by one or

other of the two alternative methods of voluntary pacific co-opera-
tion or violent conquest remains undreamt-of; and since the gods
of each and every primitive parochial community are regarded as

members of its social rircle on much the same footing as its homan
and animal members, the moral acceptance of a social situation

in which a number of separate parochial communities are living

together side by side carries willi it the moral acceptance of a

plurality of parochial gods—each independent of his or her neigh-

bo\ir and locally master or mistress of his or her own domain in

perpetuity.

In this social condition human souls are blind to the unity and
ubiquity and omnipotence of the Godhead; but, precis^dy on that

account, they arc immune from the temptation of succumbing to

the sin of intolerance in their relations with other human beings

who happen to worship this Godhead under different forms and

titles. It is one of the kcep<^st Ironies of human history that the

very illumination of human souls which has brought into Religion

a perception of the Unity of God and of the consequent brother-

hood of Mankind^ should at the sam time have made these souls

prone to fall into the deadly sins of intolerance and persecution for

Religion’s sake. The explanation is, of course, that the idea of

Unity in its application to Religion impresses the spiritual pioneers

who first stumble upon it in this context with so overwhelming a

con\iction of its transcendent importance li.at they are apt to

plunge into any short cut which promises to hasten the translation

of their idea into reality by enabling tueui to impose it upon their

fellow men.-^
* For the sense of unity which is one of the fruits of the harrowing experience of

living m a disintegrating society, see V. C {1} (d) 7, vol vi, pp i-49 »
below.

* ^I'he imperious impulse which commands pioneers to lead their fellow men
along the trail that they have blazed by their individual enterprise, and the expedients

to which ihev are apt to resort ui their attempts to obey this categorical imperative
,

have been discussed in III. C (11) (a), vol 111, pp ^34-48, above.
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This enormity of intolerance and persecution in the cause of

Unity has shown its hideous countenance, almost without fail,

wherever and whenever a ‘higher religion’ has been discovered and
formulated and preached; and the manifestation of this spirit in

the souls of religious innovators arouses it, by a sure contagion,

in the souls of their opponents. The lists are set for conflict by
the tension which arises, .in the nature of the relation, between a

creative personality and the uncreative mass of Mankind;^ and the

conflict is most bitter when it is fought on the field of Religion,

because this is the most important field of any in the whole range

of human life.^

This fanatical temper flared up in the abortive attempt of the

Emperor Ikhnaton {imperabat circa 1370-1352 B.c.) to impose his

vision of Monotheism upon the Egyptiac World. ^ The high-

handedness of the Imperial prophet and the rancour of the orga-

nized priesthood of the old school which successfully frustrated

his efforts are both apparent even in the fragmentarv record of the

encounter that has been recovered by our modern W’estern archaeo-

logists; and the venom of this conflict has provcnl so potent that,

since the record was unearthed the other day, after having been

totally forgotten for at least 1,500 years, ^ the taint that clings to

It has infected the souls of a generation w^hich has no personal

stake in the issue. Througi this virulent infection dry'- minded
Western Eg}'ptologists of the tw^entieth century^ of the Ch^^tian

Era have been transfigured into passionate champions or critics of

a controversial Egyptiac personality of the fourteenth century b.c

An equally ardent fanaticism casts its lurid light over the rise

and development of Judaism. A savage denunciation of any

participation in the worships of the kindred Syriac communities

round about is the reverse side of that ‘etherialization’ of the local

worship of Yahweh into a monotheistic religion which was the

positive, and immense, spiritual achievement of the Prophets of

* See loc cjt.
= 'I'he sound of *^his conflict can be heard echoing even in some of the sayings that

arc attiiburcd in the Clospels to Jesus c g Matt x. 34-7 and Luke xii 49-1? 3, but this

militant tone and temper is not, of course, characteristic of the founders ot the "higher

religions’ and the philosophies The political career of Muhammad (see III C (11) [b).

Annex IJ, vol in, pp 466-72, above) is the exception v-hich proves a rule that the

Kingdom of the Prophets is not of This WoHd (John xvni 36). The contrast which a

religious Transfiguration and a philosophic Detachment both alike pres»*nt to a mundane
Putunsm and Archaism is examined in V. C (1) (d) 8 11, vol. m, pp 49-168, below
The corresponding contrast between different conceptions of the haviour is examined
in V. C (11) (0), vol. VI, pp 175-278, below

3 For Ikhnaton’s enterprise and its failure see I. C (ii), vol 1, pp 145-6, above, and
V C (1) (d) (6) (8), Annex, vol. v, pp 695-6, below.
< Reckoning from the extinction of the Pgyptiac cultural tradition, which fell into

oblivion between the third and the fifth century of the Christian Era The question
vhether Ikhnaton and Alexander may not both have derived their vision of Umty

—

Alexander independently of Ikhnaton—from the teaching of the priesthood of Amon-Re
is raised in V. C (11) (a) vol. vi, p 246, footnote 5, below.
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Israel and Judah; and this violent spirit passed over from speech
into action in the militant imeute of the Maccabees against the
Seleucidae and in the war to the knife between Judaism and
Hellenism which was carried on thereafter intermittently—per-
petually breaking out again in ever more violent bouts—for the
next three centuries, until finally Judaism received ‘the knock-out
blow’ from the Roman military arm of a Hellenic universal state

under the auspices of Vespasian and Hadrian.* So persistently

did Judaism turn this forbidding face of its Janus-head towards its

Hellenic neighbours that it was possible for a Roman satirist who
was a child of the last generation of this secular conflict (Decimus
Junius luvenalis scribebat circa a.d. 100-27) the Jew as a

sheer embodiment of anti-sociality and superstition^—in an appa-
rently genuine ignorance of the moral and intellectual sublimity

of the religion which had betrayed its Jewish champions into their

notorious militancy. In the history of Christianity likewise—both
in its internal schisms and in its encounters with alien faiths— we
observe the same evil spirit of fanaticism breaking out again and
again.

On this showing, the impact of the Sense of Unity upon Religion

is apt to beget a spiritual enormity, in the shape of religious in-

tolerance and religious persecution, which may provoke revolution

if it is not e.xorcized by adjustment.

The moral adjustment which meets the case is the recognition

and practice of the virtue of 'J’oleration. The right motive for

Toleration ^ is an intuition that all religions alike, from the highest

to the lowest, are quests in search of a single common spiritual

goal, so that they do not dilTer in their aim but merely in the extent

of the progress which thev abh* respectively to make wdth the

aid of their vaiying lights. This intuition makes it apparent that

the propagation of one religion at the expense of other religions

through the employment of methods 01 barbarism, on the ground

that the religion in whose name the persecution is carried on is a

religion of a higher order, is a moral contradiction in terms, since

oppression and injustice and cruelty are negations of the very

essence of spiritual sublimity.

In at least one noteworthy historical ca 'c such* tolerance has been

* For the lapse of Judaism into militancy see tur.‘ '* V. C (i) (c) 2
,
vol \

, pp. 68-9,
V C (1) (d) 6 (8). Annex, vol v, pp. 657-9; and V. C u) (d) 9 (y), vol vi, pp. 120-3,

below.
2 See Juvenal. iSatircf, No. XIV, 11 .

96- 104. Cf Horace A’a/Per, Book I, Satire v, II loo-i.
3 For the other and less worthy motives which have inspired, in our modern W'estem

World, a toleration which asserted itself before the end of the seventeenth century and
has been losing ground since the beginning of the n.neteenth, see the present chapter,

pp. 227-8, as well as IV. C (iii) (6> T pp. i42“3 and 150. and IV. ('
(iij) (6) 4, pp.

t84”5i above, and V. C (i) (d) 6 (S), Annex, vol. pp 669-72, and V, C (11) (6),

vol. VI, pp. 316-18, below.
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enjoined by a prophet upon his followers on this highest ground.

The Prophet Muhammad prescribed the religious toleration of

Jews and Christians who had made their political submission to the

secular arm of Islam, and he gave this ruling expressly on the ground

that these two non-Muslim religious communities, like the Muslims
themselves, were ‘People of the Book’. It is significant of the

relatively tolerant spirit which animated a Primitive Islam that,

when the Arab conquests brought the Zoroastrians of Iran, as well

as the Christians of Syria and Egypt and Mesopotamia and Traq,

under Islamic domination, the privilege originally reserved for the

Jews and Christians was tacitly extended to the Zoroastrians

—

though these were not ‘People of the Book* in the strict technical

sense of believers in the inspiration of the Jewish or Judaistic

Scriptures.^ In tolerating the religion of their Zoroastrian subjects

the Primitive Muslim conquerors stretched a point of theological

exegesis because they recognized that in fact Zoroastrianism was a

‘higher religioii’ of the same order as Judaism and Christianity and
Islam itself, and that therefore any attempt on their part to stamp
Zoroastrianism out by force would result, in proportion to the

extent of its material success, in debasing and defaming the Islam

in whose name the persecution would be conducted.

Less worthy motives than Muhammad's—though perhaps not

less worthy than those of his Uma3ryad successors^— appear to have

been mainly responsible for the interludes of toleration which

punctuate the annals of intolerance in the history of Christianity.

The temporary toleration of the surviving non-Christian religions

of the Hellenic World within the boundaries of the Roman Empire,

side by side with Christianity, under the rule of Christian Em-
perors between a.d. 311/13 and a.d. 382/92, and the corresponding

toleration of Christianity, side by side wnth an abortivelyreorganized

Paganism, from a.d. 361 to a.d. 363, under the rule of the Emperor
Julian, 3 was manifestly not so much inspired by conviction as

dictated by policy. This mutual forbearance was, indeed, little

more than a political recognition of the social fact that, during those

years the material strength of the Christians and the non-Chris-

tians in the Roman Empire was approximately equal, so that, for

the time being, neither party could attempt to suppress the other

with any hope of success. The Christians abandoned the policy of

* The solitary reference to the Zoroastrians in the Qur’an is quoted in V. C (i) {d) 6

(5), Annex, vol. v, p. 674, footnote 2, below,
2 For the fiscal motive that seems to have moved Muhai mad’s sceptical-minded

Umayyad successors to abide, in the matter of tolerating the non-Muslim ‘People of

the Book’, by the precept of a prophet in whose divine inspiration they perhaps had
little or no belief in their heart of hearts, see IV. C (lii) (<) 2 (j^), Annev III, p. 630,
and V. C (i; {d) 6 (S), Annex, vol. v, pp. (>74- 7, below.

3 For Julian’s abortive Neoplatonic Church see V. C (i) {d) 6 (S), Annex, vol. v, pp.
681-3, and V. C (ii) (a), vol. vi, pp. 222-3, below.
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toleration with alacrity as soon as they became conscious that, in
material strength, they had acquired a decisive superiority^—just
as, in the preceding bout of the struggle, the anti-Christians, on
their part, had persisted in a policy of persecution until it had
become plain, even to the headstrong and obstinate soul of a
Galerius, that the Christian Church was now powerful enough to

hold its own against any degree of material pressure which the
Imperial Government could apply.^

The intolerance to which the Christians abandoned themselves
before the end of the fourth century of the Christian Era persisted

in Western Christendom for thirteen hundred years; and it did not
loose its grip upon Western souls until the iniquity of the fathers

had been visited upon the children. The atrocities which were in-

fli ted in the name of the Western Church, during the long cen-

turies of its unity and omnipotence, upon Cathars in Languedoc^
and Jews and Muslims in Castile^ and Pagans in the Balticum,^

were more than avenged within the span of 1 50 years which followed

the first collision between the Western Christian Church and the

modern Western spirit ofParochialism.* ** Overtaken-by this dis-

ruptive movement within its own bosom, with the old spirit of

intolerance still reigning in its heart, Western Christendom pro-

ceeded to inflict upon its own body social the treatment which it

had been wont to mete out to non-Christian minorities. Inter-

necine Wars of Religion between Catholic and Protestant Christians

ravaged the Western World from the outbreak of the Reformation

until the latter part of the seventeenth centuiy
;
and these wars

were conducted with the ferocity that is peculiar to fratricidal con-

flicts.7 This great blot upon our W^estern Civilization in the early

Modern Age presents (like c r l<itter-day Wars of Democracy and

Industrialism) an extraordinary contrast to the rapid yet sure-footed

contemporary progress of the same society in other directions; and

the fact that religious intolerance, in "ais time and place, w^as not

merely an absolute evil in itself but v^as also a glaring anachronism

no doubt accounts in part for the unprecedented excesses to which

it ran in this latest chapter of its history in the West,

The period of religious toleration upon which our modern

Western Christendom entered about the third quarter of the seven-

* See V. (1) (ii) 8 (S), vol vi, p 89. below
* See V C (i) («/) 3, vol V, pp. 407-9, and V C v) yd) 6 (5), Annex, voi v, p 650,

below.
3 Sec IV. C (ill) (c) 3 (^), p 369, ar \ IV C (in) (c) 3 f/S), Annex, pp <>52-6. below

* For the treatment of the Jews under Christian rule in the Ibenan Peninsula see

II. D (vi), vol. ii, pp. 243-8, above.
* Sec II. D (v), vol. 11, pp. I72"4i abo>e.
^ See IV C (ill) (6) 11, pp. 218 above.

, . .

7 See IV. C (ill) (b) 3, pp. 142-3, above, and V C (j) (d) 6 (8), Annex, vol. v, pp.

668-71, and V. C (ii) (6), vol. vi. pp. 315 and 3i8-i9. below.
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teenth century of the Christian Era came unpardonably late, and,

when it did come at last, it seems to have been inaugurated in a

still more cynical mood^ than the religious toleration in the fourth-

century Roman Empire. In that quarter of the seventeenth century

the Catholic and Protestant factions in the Western Church, which
had been carrying on an embittered religious warfare all over the

face of the Western World for the past century and a half, rather

suddenly abandoned the struggle (and this almost simultaneously

in every province of Western Christendom)—not, apparently, be-

cause they had become convicted of sin and convinced that the

propagation of a religion by force of arms wis a crime against the

spiritual cause which they were seeking thus perversely to serve,

but rather on the impulse of an overwhelming fit of disillusion-

ment. The warring religious factions seem to have realized at last,

at this date, that their forces were so evenly matched, and that the

prospect of any substantial change in their balance of power was so

slight, that neither of them had the remotest prospect of gaining a

decisive victory over the other even if the conflict were to be pro-

longed in saecula saeculorum ; and at the same time they seem to

have become avare that they no longer cared sufficiently for the

questions of theological doctrine and ecclesiastical government
which were at issue to be willing to contemplate any further sacri-

fices of their own personal comfort for the sake of making their

own particular views on these subjects prevail. The regime of

religious toleration which our immediate forebears enjoyed for

some two centuries and a half, and which we begin to see slipping

away from us to-day^, was originally established upon no more
solid a moral basis than an enlightened repudiation of ‘enthusiasm*

(a seventeenth-century and twentieth-century virtue which was an

eighteenth-century and nineteenth-century vice).^

Nevertheless Toleration, from whatever motive it may derive, is

the sovereign and essential antidote to a fanaticism which the im-

pact of* the Sense of Unity upon Religion is apt to breed
;
and, when

this prosaic safeguard is lacking or is lost, the nemesis is a choice

between a revolutionary revulsion against Religion itself and a

hideous triumph of the fanatical spirit. The revolutionary alterna-

tive is exemplified in Lucretius’s ‘Tantum religio potuit suadere

malorum’,4 in Voltaire’s ‘ficrasez rinfime’,^ and in Gambetta’s

‘Le clericalisme, voili I’ennemi’.^ The triumph of fanaticism is

exemplified in the exploits of the Jewish Sicarii—the ‘gangsters’

* For this mood «5ee also the other passages cited on p. 225, footnote 3, above.
* See V C (11) (/>), ^'oi vi, pp. 316-21, below.
J See IV. C (ill) ih) 3, p. 145, above
^ Lucretius De Rerum Natura, Book 1, 1 101.
5 A frequent colophon in Voltaire's letters.

* Speech in the Chamber of Deputies at Paris on the 4th May, 1877.
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ot the Zealot persuasion who bear the principal responsibility for

the horrors of the great Romano-Jewish War of a.d. 66-70—and
in the history of the Spanish Inquisition.

13. The Impact of Religiosity upon Caste

The Lucretian and Voltairean view that Religion in itself is an
evil—and perhaps the fundamental evil in human life—might be
supported by citing, from the annals of Indie and Hindu history,

the sinister influence which Religion has ascertainably and in-

contestably exercised, in the lives of two civilizations, upon the
institution of Caste.

This institution, which consists in the social segregation of two
or more geographically intermingled groups of human beings or
social insects, is apt to establish itself wherever and whenever one
community makes itself master of another community without
being able or willing either on the one hand to exterminate the

subject community or on the other hand to assimilate it int( the

tissues of its own body social.’ In the recent history of our own
Western World a caste-division has arisen in the United States

between the dominant element ot White race and European origin

and the subject Negro element (whom, ex hypothesis their masters

had no desire to exterminate, since they deliberately imported them
from Africa as slaves). A similar caste-division has arisen between
the two corresponding elements in the population of the Union of

South Africa (where the White intruders would find it impossible

to exterminate the native African Negroes even if they wished to

commit the crime, since, even within tne narrow borders of the

Union, the Negroes now outnumber the Whites in the proportion

of more than three to one, with the whole of Black Africa ranged

behind them from the Kalahari Desert to the Sahara and from the

Limpopo to the White Nile). In the sub-continent of India the

institution of Caste seems to have ai^~en out of the irruption of

the Eurasian Nomad Aryas into the former domain of the so-called

‘Indus Culture’ in the course of the first half of the second millen-

nium B.c. and in this Indian case the resulting situation has been

still more unhappy than it is in the two cases just cited ; tor in India

there was not only an original diversity of race between the domi-

nant caste and the subject caste—a diversity which has continued

to produce its estranging effect socially .iiid morally, long after it

has been physically obliterated—but the relative material power of

* For an examination of this institution ot Caste see II. D (\i), %ol. 11, pp. 216-20,

and Part 111 A, vol. 111, pp. 22-107, above
^

^ For the Aryas and the part whic h they played in the post-Sumcric v blkervr anderunf(,

see L C (i) (6), vol. i, pp. 104-6, and 11 . D (vii), yoi. 11, pp. 388-91, above. For the

Indus Culture and its relation to the Sumeric Civihzation see 1 . C (i) (i), vol. i, pp.
X07-8, with Annex 111

,
above.
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the two castes was in inverse ratio to their relative civilization.

The Aryan conquerors of the Indus Basin in the second millennium

B.c. were barbarians, like the ‘Dorian’ conquerors of Crete and the

Lombard conquerors of Italy,* while their victims, like the Minoans
and the Romans, were the heirs of a once great civilization.

It will be seen that this institution of Caste has no essential con-

nexion with Religion. In the United States and the Union of South
Africa, where the Negroes have abandoned their ancestral religions

and have adopted the Christianity of the culturally superior Whites,
the divisions between churches cut right across the divisionsbetween
races (though it is true that the Black and White members of each

church are segregated from each other in their public worship as

in all their other social activities). In the Indian case, on the other

hand, we may conjecture that from the beginning the castes were
distinguished by certain differences of religious practice, since the

Aryan intruders who constituted the dominant caste were presum-
ably still in the primitive social stage at which the religious and the

secular side of life are not yet distinguished from one another, and
at which the possession of a distinct and separate life as a com-
munity consequently implies the practice of a distinct and separate

religion as well. It is evident, however, that this hypothetical

religious ingredient in the original form of the local Indian version

of the institution of Caste must have been accentuated when the

Indie Civilization developed the religious bent which it has be-

queathed to a Hindu Society that is related to it by ‘affiIiation\^

It is further evident that this impact of Religiosity upon the institu-

tion of Caste in India must have aggravated the banefulness of the

institution very seriously. Caste is always on the verge of being

a social enormity; but when Caste is ‘keyed up’ by receiving a

religious interpretation and a religious sanction in a society which
is hag-ridden by Religiosity, then the latent enormity of the institu-

tion is bound to rankle into a morbid social growth of poisonous

tissue and monstrous proportions.

In the actual event the impact of Religiosity upon Caste in India

has begotten the unparalleled social abuse of ‘Untouchability’; and

since there has never been any effective move to abolish or even

mitigate ‘Untouchability’ on the part of the Brahmans—the hieratic

caste w^hich has become master of the ceremonies of the w^hole

caste-system and has assigned to itself the highest place in it

—

the enormity survives, except in so far as it has been assailed by

revolution.

* For the social eflect of the 'Donar/ conquest of Crete and the Lombard conquest

of Italy see 11 1 ) (in), Annex, vol ii, pp 39^-8, above rw \ i
•

* tor the religious bent ot the Indit and Hindu civilizations sec III. C (in), vol. in,

pp. 384-5 and 388, above.
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The earliest known revolts against Caste are those of Mahavira
the founder of Jainism {occubuitprae 500 b.c.) and Siddhartha Gau-
tama^ the founder of Buddhism (vivebat circa 567—487 B.c.): two
creative personalities who were non-Brahmans themselves and who
ignored the established barriers of Caste in recruiting the bands of
disciples whom they gathered round them to wrestle with the moral
problems of the Indie ‘Time of Troubles’.* If either Buddhism or
Jainism had succeeded in captivating the Indie World, then con-
ceivably the institution of Caste might have been sloughed off with
the rest of the social debris of a disintegrating Indie Society, and an
affiliated Hindu Civilization might have started life free from this

incubus. As it turned out, hovrever, the role of universal church in

the last chapter of the Indie decline and fall was played not by
Buddhism but by Hinduism—a parvenu archaistic syncretism of

things new and old and one of the old things which Hinduism
resuscitated was Caste. Not content with resuscitating this old

abuse, it embroidered upon it. The Hindu Civilization has been
handicapped from the outset by a considerably heavier burden of

Caste (a veritable load of karma) than the burden that once weighed
upon its predecessor; and accordingly the series of revests against

Caste has run over from Indie into Hindu history.

In the Hindu Age these revolts have no longer taken the form
of creative philosophical movements of indigenous origin like

Buddhism or Jainism, but have expressed themselves in definite

secessions from Hinduism under the attraction of some alien

religious system. Some of these secessions have been led by Hindu
reformers who have founded new churrhoe in order to combine an

expurgated version of Hinduism with certain elements borrowed

from alien sources. I'hus, for example, Kabir (vivebat saeculo quinto

decimo aevi Christiani) and the lounder of Sikhism, Nanak (vivebat

A.D. 1469-1538), created their syncretisms out of a combination

between Hinduism and Islam, while ^ am Mohan Roy (vivebat

A.D. 1772-1833) created the Brahm5 S. maj out of a combination

between Hinduism and Chiistianity.^ It is noteworthy that, in all

these three syncretisms alike, the institution of Caste is one of the

features of Hinduism that have been rejected. In other cases the

secessionists have not stopped at any half-w^a> house but have

shaken the dust of Hinduism off their feet altogether and have

entered outright into the Islamic or the ' hristian fold; and such

conversions have taken place on the largest scale in districts in which

> See I. C (1) (b), vol. i, p 87, abo\e, and V C (1) (c) 2, vol v, p. 131, btlow.
2 See 1 . C (1) (6), vol. 1, pp 84-7, above, and V. (1) (t) 2, vol v, pp. 137 K, below.
3 For these syncretisms between Hinduism and certain non-Hmdu religions which

have impinged upon the Hindu WorJ 1 ,
see V C (1) (c) 2, vol. v, p 106, and V. C (i) (d)

6 (S), vol. v, p. 537, below.
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there had previously been a high proportion of members of low

castes or depressed classes in the local Hindu population. The
classic instance is the latter-day religious history of Eastern Bengal,

where the descendants of former barbarians who had been admitted

just within the pale of Hinduism on sufferance, with an extremely

low status, have become converts to Islam en masse.

This is the revolutionary retort to the enormity of TJntouch-

ability* which has been evoked by the impact of Religiosity upon
Caste; and, as the masses of the population of India are progres-

sively stirred by the economic and intellectual and moral ferment of

Westernization, the trickle of conversions among the outcasts seems

likely to vSwell into a flood, unless the abolition of the stigma of ‘Un-
touchability’ is achieved at the eleventh hour by the non-Brahman
majority of the Caste-Hindus themselves, in the teeth of Brahman
opposition, under the leadership of the Banya Mahatma Gandhi.

14. The Impact of Civilization upon the Division of Labour

We have observed^ that the institution of the Division of Labour,

like the faculty of mimesis, is a common feature of all human
societies, so that its presence or absence is not one of the distin-

guishing marks between primitive societies and civilizations At
the same time the mutation of a primitive society into a civilization

must tend to alter the social effect of the Division of Labour in this

society’s life, because, as we have also observ^ed already,^ this muta-

tion consists very largely in a reorientation of the faculty of mimesis

away from the elders who embody the society’s traditional social

heritage towards creative personalities whose mission is not to con-

serve but to innovate. It will be seen that in a primitive society in

the Yin-state, in which mimesis acts as a standardizing agency,

mimesis and the Division of I.abour serve as correcti\es to one

another, whereas in a society which has embarked upon the enter-

prise of Civilization this same faculty of mimesis, which is now
reoriented towards the social pioneers, becomes in its turn a diffe-

rentiating agency which reinforces the differentiating effect of the

Division of Labour instead of mitigating it.

Thus the impact of Civilization upon the Division of Labour
tends in a general way to accentuate the division to a degree at

which it threatens not merely to bring in diminishing social returns

but actually to become anti-social in its working
;
and this effect is

produced in the lives of the creative minority and the uncreative

majority alike. ^ The creators are tempted into esotericism, while

* In Part TI. B, vol i, pp iSg-yi, above
2 See Part ILB,\ol i,pp 101-2, andlV C (in)(<2), in the oresent volume, pp 127-8, above.
3 For this rlassihcation of the members of a growing civilization see III. C (n) (a),

vol. Ill, pp. 234-48, above.
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the rank-and-file are pushed into lop-sidedness; and both these
misdevelopments lead to the cultural impoverishment—and, at

extreme lengths, to the cultural atrophy—of the society as a whole.*
Esotericism is a symptom of failure in the careers of creative indi-

viduals or creative minorities which we have encountered a number
of times already in the course of this Study. It is an accentuation
and perversion and perpetuation of the preliminary movement
of withdrawal in the creative rhythm of Withdrawal-and-Return.
The effect of this is to check the flow of the rhythm before it has
entered upon the final movement which is its whole purpose and
its only true fulfilment

; and this stultification of a would-be creative

act revenges itself both upon the withdrawing individual or minor-
ity that fails to return and upon the majority that never reaps
the harvest of a return to compensate for the cost of a withdrawal.
Tlie penalty which overtakes the truant individual or minority that

fails to re-enter into communion with the mass is the forfeiture of

the field of action whirh is an indispensable condition for ac^’vitv

and therefore for life itself,^ so that esotericism is equivalent to a

self-imposed sentence of Ia(c-in-Death; and this penalty is equally

inexorable whether the esotericism be conscious and Jeliberate, in

the spirit of the Egyptiac Pyramid-Builders^ and the Hindu Brah-
mans or unconscious and unintentional, in the spirit of the free

male citizens of the city-states of the Hellenic World in the fifth

century or conscious but unintentional, m the spirit of the

pioneers of Democracy and Industrialism in our modern Western
World or conscious but contrary to intention, in the spirit of

Peter the Great.*^ As for the penalty which is imposed upon the

mass when a minority succumbs to esoteiicism, it is a permanent
depression of status and standards’* under the incubub of an aloof

minority which weighs upon the rest of Society without giving it

any active return for its passive support. This is the condition of

the Egyptiac peasantry in and after the/' ge ofthe Pyramid-Builders;^

the condition of the Orthodox Christian peasantry in Eastern and

* On this point see Schweitzer, A The Decay and Restoration of Ctviltzatton (London
1923, Black), p. 20.

* For the conception of ‘fields’ see III, C (11) (a), vol in, yp 223-30, above.
3 See III. C (1) (d), vol. in, pp, 212 15, above, and IV. (' (in) (c) 2 (fS), mthe present

volume, pp 408- 9, below.
^ bee 111. C (n) (a), vol ni, p 240, and IV^ C (111) (ft) 13, m the present volume,

pp. 230-2, above, and IV. C (in) (c) 2 ()3), p. 42*1 ^oi>mote 3, below.
3 See III. C (11) (a), vol. lu, pp 239-40, above.
® See III. C (n) (a), vol. 111, pp. 241-2, above.
7 See III. C (11) (ft), vol in, pp. 278-83, above.
s 'The Nation has thriven long upon mutilated humanity Men, the fairest creations

of God, came out of the National manufactory in huge numbers as war-making and
money-making puppets* (Tagore, Sir R Nationalism (London i9i7» Macmillan),

p. 44).
9 See III C (i) (d), vol. 111, pp. -13 I 5 .

above, and IV. C (in) (r) 2 in the present

volume, pp. 408-10 and 418-23, below.
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Central Anatolia after the successful evocation of an ‘East Roman'
ghost of the Roman Empire in Orthodox Christendom in the
eighth century of the Christian Era the condition of the Orthodox
Christian peasantry in Russia after the imposition of a Westernized
superstructure upon Russian Orthodox Christendom by Peter the
Great the condition of the slaves and the women in the Hellenic
Society of the fifth century b.c. the condition of the low castes and
the outcasts in the Hindu World and the partial condition (at

the least unfavourable estimate) of the rank-and-file of our own
Western Society to-day.s This situation is a social danger-signal;
for it has only to persist and to deteriorate in order to turn the
esoteric minority into

^
a dominant minority and the depressed

majority into a morally alienated proletariat in a mood to secede

;

and we have seen that the secession of a proletariat from a dominant
minority is the surest symptom of social disintegration.^

These are the penalties which esotericism entails
;
but there is also

a risk that the creative individual or minority, in an anxious deter-

mination to steer clear of Scylla, may fall unawares into Charybdis

;

for, in their efforts to bring the uncreative rank-and-file into line

with them by resorting to the primitive social drill of mimesis,

7

they may succeed in regimenting their fellow men, yet produce
this effect upon them only at the cost of distorting their natural

harmonious development and deforming them into lop-sidedness.

The social problem that awaits the creator when he duly returns

from his temporary withdrawal into a renewed communion with the

mass of his fellows is the problem of raising a number of ordinary
human souls to the higher level that h'^s been attained by the creator

himself; and, as soon as he grapples with this task, he is confronted
with the apparent fact that many, and perhaps most, of the rank-
and-file of his own society in his own generation are individually

incapable of living on this higher level with all their heart and with
all their soul and with all their strength. In this situation he may
be tempted to try a short cut and to resort to the device of raising

some single faculty in these ordinary souls to the higher level, with-
out bothering about the whole personality. This means, ex hypo-
thest\ the forcing of a human being into a lop-sided development;

* See TV. C (ii) (h) i, pp 72-3, above, and IV. C (sn) {() z (jS), pp. 395-9, and PartX,
below.

^ See III. C (i) (d), vol. iii, pp. 200--2, and III. C (ii) (6), vol iii, pp. 278 83, above.
3 See III. C (li) (a), vol. ill, pp. 239-40, above.
See 111 . C (11) (ti), vol. 111, p. 240, and IV. C (in) (6) 13, in the present volume,

pp. 229-32, above.
s See III. C (ii) (a), vol. iii, pp. 241-2, above.
^ On tliia point see I. R (iv), vol. 1, pp. 40-2; I. C (i) (a), vol. i, pp. 53-62; and IV.

C (ill) {a), in the present volume, pp. 119-33, above; and Part V . B, vol. v, pp. 11-14,
below.

’ See III. C (11) (a), vol. iii, pp. 245-8, and IV, C (iii) (a), in the present volume,
pp. 119-33, above.
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and in practice the lop-sidedness is apt to be extreme because,
unhappily, the more trivial the faculty selected for hypertrophy,
the less difficult it is to produce a superficially impressive material
result.

Such results arc most readily obtainable on the plane of mechani-
cal technique, since, of all the elements in any given culture, its

mechanical aptitudes arc the easiest to isolate and to detach and to

communicate.* On this plane it is not so difficult to train human
beings whose souls are on the primitive level to perform activities

—

or to contribute their mite to a mechanical co-ordination of activities

—by the trick of mimesis, even though they could never have
created these techniques out of their own unaided resources. In
this fashion a primitive Negro, taken out of a Tropical African

forest, can be made into an effective engine-diiver or machine-
guiiuer, though he and his fellows would never have invented a

gun or a locomotive, or even have dreamt of tlie possibility of such
machines, if their life had not been turned upsiac down by White
intruders with a mastery of the modern apparatus of the Western
Civilization. And if this is true of the outsiders who have been

swept into the meshes of the expanding nctw^ork of offr Western
economic system, it is also true of the vast majority of the in-

digenous workers of the Western Woild; lor in the present ‘fool-

pi ool' stage of our Machine Age oui woikers are being reduced

in ever-increasing numbcis to the role of mere mechanical execu-

tants^—when they are lucky enough to escape being leplaced

altogether by some totally inanimate machine and being thrown
out upon the human scrap-heap of unemploy meiil. More than

that, we must recognize, on a candid view^, that this type of a

deformediy lop-sidecl primitive human creature who is the victim

of a summar}-' and superficial i.ietliod of bringing the rank-and-file

into line is not specially charactei istic of the masses
;

it is also to

be found far up the social hierarchy of ^ r modern Western Society

in classes which arc conventionally reg ided, and wffiich ur ques-

tioningly regard theinselvt"^, not at all as victims of the rhythm of

social growth but rather as its presiding geiuuses and its deserving

beneficiaries. Not a few of the prophets of our modern Western

Democracy and the inventors of our modern V^^estern Industrial-

ism, and certainly a large number of the politicians and the business

men who have appropriated and exploi' ’ the genuine piorieers’

achievements, have been actually eminent in letters or in science

> SeeIII.r(i)(a),voI iii.pp 151-1, above, and V C(i)(03.vol v, pp.i 99-20 below.

3 'The West has been systematually petrifying her inoial nature in order to lay a

solid foundation for her gigantic abstractions of e(l>cient> She has all along b^n
starving the life of the personal nan into that of the piofessional ( a agore, Sir R..

Nationalism (London 19* 7 »
Macmilian), p. 33)
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or in politics or in business alone, while they have shown them-

selves vulgarly puny in their faculty for faith and love and the

other spiritual expressions of Human Nature at its highest.

We have come across this kind of lop-sidedness in this Study

already at an earlier point, in our examination of the response to the

challenge of penalization which is made by penalized minorities.*

We have observ^ed that the tyrannical and malignant exclusion of

these minorities, by force majeurey from certain walks of life is

apt to stimulate them—in mockery of the intentions of their op-

pressors—to prosper and excel in other fields which have still been

left open to them out of contempt or overright; and we have mar-
velled at and admired a whole gallery of heroic tours de force in

which these minorities stand out as very incarnations of the invinci-

bility of Human Nature. At the same time we cannot ignore the

fact that some of the most conspicuous of these minorities—for

example, the Levantines and the Phanariots and the Armenians
and, above all, the Jews—have a reputation for being ‘not as other

men are’ for worse as well as for better; and this ill repute, which
clings to them in a strange unresolved contradiction with their

notorious virtues and accomplishments, is too persistent and too

widely spread to be dismissed altogether as a libellous expression

of their discomfited oppressors’ chagrin. In the unhappy relation

between Jews and Gentiles, which is the classic case, the Gentile

who is disgusted and ashamed at the behaviour of his Anti-Semite

fellow Goyyim is also embarrassed at finding himself constrained

to admit that there is some grain of truth in the caricature of the

Jewish character which the Jew^-baitcr draws as a justification for

his own bestiality. The heart of the tragedy lies in the fact that

a penalization which truly stimulates the penalized minority to a

heroic response is as truly apt to warp their human nature as well.

I’hey rise to superhuman heights in one dimension at the risk of

shrivelling to a sub-human level in another dimension. And what
is true of these socially penalized minorities is evidently likewise

true of those technologically specialized majorities w'ith which we
are now concerned.

The point may be illustrated by the English tale of a legendary

Irishman and his blanket. A poor Irishman found that his blanket

was not long enough to cover his shoulders when he went to bed,

so he cut off a strip from the bottom end of the blanket and sewed
it on to the top end—only to find, to his bewilderment, that the

bedevilled blanket had now become too short to cover his feet.

In truth, of course, the blanket had been shortened instead of

lengthened by being cut to pieces and sewn together again—at

See II. D (v), vol. u, pp. ?o8-59, ibovc.
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least, if we may assume that our Irisliman knew enough about
needlework to turn over the edges in making his suture. Our poor
friend has actually made things worse for himself by his naive
attempt to make them better; and so has the anthropoid ape who
has naively replied to the challenge ‘Which of you by taking
thought can add one cubit unto his stature by incontinently
rising on his hind legs. In this case the riddle is actually solved in

the immediate and the literal sense; but the challenge, of course,

implies that the addition to the stature is to be permanent and that

the creature that achieves it is not to do this at a sacrifice of the
health and harmony of its whole bodily organism. It is on this

point that the guilelessly presumptuous monkey is e\entually

caught out; for the physical strain of the unnatural two-legged
postore that has enabled him to hold his head so high makes itself

felt progressively throughout his system. First the change of pos-
ture upsets his digestion by displacing his internal organs; and
then his two hind legs— thus unreasonably starved of nourishment
when they are being compelled to do the work of four— succumb
to rickets and finally double up under him. In this ignominious
fashion the ape relapses on to all fours again; but he is not now
the ape that he was before he started to play his monkey-trick.

The healthy quadruped of yore has been tiansformed, as a result

of his disastrous prank, into a rickety quadruped whose constitu-

tion has been permanently undermined ^

These fables are applicable to an ordinary uncrcative human
being who has had one of his human faculties—and this perhaps

one of rather trivial \alue- abnormally and disproportionately

developed in the hope of thereby bringing the crown of his head

to a level with the height of a eative genius who is a cubit taller

by nature than the ordinary run of his fellow men. Such a partial

increase in spiritual stature is usually paid for by a general decrease

in spiritual stamina. A primitive soul w iich has been unnaturally

developed to a higher capacity in some single line of growth is apt,

in all other lines, to shrivel to a lower capacity than that of the

natural primitive soul which ha? not had any liberties taken with

its spiritual health.

This malady of spiritual deformation, which ic the nemesis of a

perverse method of attempting to bring ^ uncreative rank- and-

* Matt. VI. 27.
a A moie picturesque version of the same fable be found in Sir Rabindranath

Tagore’s Natwnaltsm (London ^
9 i7 »

Macmillan) pp 3*? -6

'Man, with his mental and materia! power far outgrowinR his moral strength, is like

an exagf^erated giraffe whose head has suddeidy shot up miles awav from the rest of

him, making normal communication difficult to estabhoh This greedy head, with its

huge dental organisation, has been rr inching all the topmost foliage of t it World, but
the nourishment is too late in teaching his digestive organs, and his heart is suffering

from want of blood.’
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file into line with the creative minority, is as great a social enormity

as the antithetical malady of esotericism which is the nemesis that

lies in wait for a creator when he ignores the truth that ‘none of us
liveth to himself and no man dieth to himself’ ^ and seeks to re-

pudiate his ineluctable obligation to be his brother’s keeper.^ And
these are the two alternative possible enormities that may be pro-

duced by the impact of Civilization upon the Division of Labour.
The crime of Procrustes is castigated by Jesus in his denuncia-

tion of the Scribes and the Pharisees who

‘bind heavy burdens and grievous to be born*^ and lay them on men’s
shoulders; but they themselves will not move them with one of their

fingers*.^

And it is the same enormity that is in the mind of the Arabic

philosopher Ibn Khaldiin when he argues that ‘too much severity

in a sovereign usually does harm to his realm’.

^

‘Benevolent government is rarely associated with a ruler whose mind
is over-alert and intelligence over-developed. Beiievolence is most com-
monly found in nilers who are easy-going or who behave as if they were.

The worst defect in the alert-minded ruler is that he la}s burdens upon
his subjects which are greater than they can bear; and he does this

because his mental vision outranges theus and because his insight pene-

trates to the ends of things at the beginnings—with disastrous conse-

quences for them. The Piophet says: “Go the pace of the weakest

among you”; and in this context the exponent of the Divine Law
prescribes in the case of rulers that excess of intelligence should be

avoided . . . because it produces oppression and bad government and
makes demands upon the people which are contrary to their nature. . . .

It is evident from this tliat intellectuality and intelligence is a fault in an

administrator, because this is an excess of mental activity—just as dull-

wittedness is an excess of mental torpidity. The two extremes are to be

deprecated in every attribute of human nature. The ideal is the Golden
Mean . . . and for this reason a man who is over-intellectual has Satanic

attributes attributed to him and is called “Satan”, “possessed by Satan”,

and so on.’

Tn an extreme case the pioneer who racks the laggards’ limbs

in order to key them up to his own pace may be as great a monster

as the fiend who tortures a bird by over-nourishing its liver in

order to make pate defoie gras.

The social havoc that is wrought on the one hand by esotericism

on the part of a creative minority and on the other hand by a

spiritual deformation of the souls of the rank-and-file of the un-

» Romans xiv 7 ^ Gen iv. i) i Matt, xxjii. 4; cf Luke xi. 46.
Ibn Khaldun' Mugaddamat, translated by de Slane, Baron McG. (Pans 1863-8,

Impnmene Imp^nalc, 3 vols ), \ol. 1, pp. 383-4.
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creative mass is so manifestly serious that, where and when it

shows itself, there is apt to be a powerful counter-movement to

check it by adjustment or, failing that, by revolution. And the

more vigorous and vital the growth of a growing civilization, the

greater, as a rule, will be its members’ sensitiveness to this particu-

lar social danger.

Such sensitiveness is a characteristic mark of the Hellenic

Civilization at the time when it was rising towards its highest

achievements in the fifth cervtury B.c.; and the feeling declared

itself in Hellenic language in an uncompromising condemnation
of the IhuxiTTjs at the one extreme and of the pdvavcros at the other.

The ISuoTYj^, in the fifth-century Greek usage of the word, was
a superior personality who committed the social offence of ‘living

to himself’ instead of putting his pei^onal gifts at the service of

the common weal; and the light in which such behaviour was
regarded in the classical Hellenic World is illustrated by the fact

that, in our modern Western vernacular languages, a derivative of

this Greek word tStojrr;? has acquired the meaning of ‘mental imbe-

cile*. This far-fetched meaning has been imported irJto the word
‘idiot* on the strength of its moral connotation in Hellenic minds.

The connotation has been so strong that the meaning has been

changed by it out of all recognition. It is amusing to reflect that,

if we had managed to forget the original connotation and to carry

the original meaning over into the un-Hellenic moral en\ironnr< nt

of our owm code of social ethics, then the English woid ‘idiot*

would presumably be used to-day as a laudatory^ term; for it

would then still signify a man of paKs who has devoted his abilities

to the acquisition of a peisonal fortune through private business

enterprise; and this classica* ^lellenic bete noire is our latter-day

Western hero.

In the Hellenic Society of the fifth century B.c the free male

citizens, who alone lived to the full t .e intence social life of the

city-state, were virtually behaving as LOiCorai towards the women
md the slaves, w^ho had been left behind in the advance of the

Hellenic Civilization from the Homeric to the Attic stage. The
w^omen and the slaves found themselves vii tually outside the social

pale of the master institution in winch the lesuUs of the free male
citizens* advance had been embodied.* From this point of view it

is significant that one of the promptest u n^tructive reactions to the

breakdow n of the Hellenic Civilization in 431 B.c. was a movement
to bring the women and the slaves back into social partnership

with the fre^‘ male citizens as recognized and active members of

the commonwealth. Thi*^ novement declared itself in Athens,

* See III C fu) {a), \ol m, pp. ^39-40, above.
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‘the Education of Hellas’,^ while the Atheno-Peloponnesian War,
which was the beginning of the Hellenic ‘Time of Troubles’, was
still being fought—^as witness the war-plays of Aristophanes; and
the emancipation of these two great classes in the Hellenic body
social may be judged to have reached its apogee during the first

century of the third chapter of Hellenic history: a centurj^ that

began with Alexander’s passage of the Dardanelles in 334 b.c.

and closed with the outbreak of the Hannibalic War in 218 B.c.^

At the opposite extreme to the lSicottjs stood the
j
3avav(To<r, who

was the other bugbear of fifth-century Hellas. The jSamuaoy

meant a person whose activity was specializ/=^d, through a concen-

tration of his energies upon some particular technique, at the ex-

pense of his all-round development as a ‘social animal’. The kind

of technique which was usually in people’s minds when they used
this term of abuse was some manual or mechanical trade which
was practised for private profit. Making money out of industry

was as ill looked upon in fifth-century Hellas as it has been well

looked upon in the English-speaking communities of a nineteenth-

century Western Society; and in the old-fashioned aristocratic

Boeotian community of Thebes the social stigma was so severe

that it carried a political disqualification with it.^ The Hellenic

horror of jSamiWa, however, went farther than this. It implanted

in Hellenic minds a deep distrust of all professionalism, even when
the medium was something finer than stone or iron or wood or

leather and the motive something nobler than money-making.
For example, under the Lycurgean agoge^ or ‘way of life' at

Sparta, the Spartiate ‘Peers’ were forbidden not only to master and
practise any lucrative manual trade ,

5

but even to tram for and take

part in any of the international athletic competitions which were

* The phrase put into the nu^utb of the Athenian stattsman Pcnclts b> the Athenian
historian 'lhuc\didcs (in Book II, chap 41)

* Though Athens xv as the scene of the first mo\e in Hellas tov^ards the re-enfram hise-

ment of both the women and tht slaves, it was only the emancipation of the sla\es that

was a native Attic movement (see IV C (iii) (b) 4 p i<;6 footnote 3, above) The
credit for the emancipation of the women of Hellas belongs not to Athens but to

Sparta and to Maecdon, tor in both these two othei Hellenic communities the position

of women in the so-called ‘C lassical Age’ of Hellenic history was rnoic favourable than
it was at Athens—at Sparta as an undesigned consequence of the depressing effect of
the Lv< urgean agoge upon the men (see Part III A, vol in, p 75, above) and in Macedon
because she was still in the Homeric stage of development (sec 111 C (n) (6), Annex IV,

vol ill, pp 278-9, above)— and in the course of the century beginning in the vear 431 B c
the institutions of Sparta and Macedon successively gained prestige m Hellas thiough
the victories of Spartan and Macedonian over Athenian arms (sec Part III A, vol 111,

pp go-3, above) lo Aristophanes’ feminist comedy Lysistrata, which was played in

411 B c
,
one of the principal characters is Lampito, who is the leader ot a delegation

of Spartan women
3 According to Aristotle, Politics, Book III, chap 5, p 1278A (cf op cit

,
Book VI,

chap 7, p 1321A), ‘there was a law at Thebes that any one whr had not been out of

business for ten years should be ineligible for public office
’

^ See Part HI A, vol m, pp S4”fi8, above
* Sec the story quoted above in Part III A, vol ui, on pp. 80-1
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held periodically in the Hellenic World—notwithstanding the two
facts that, at the four great Pan-Hellenic festivals, the prizes were
not objects of material value but were simple wreaths of green-
stuff, and that, in all other Hellenic communities, the winning of

one of these wreaths was regarded as the highest honour wWch
a man could possibly gain for himself and for his country. ^ The
Spartans, of course, defeated their own ends—and discredited

their parochial policy of diverging from the main channel of

Hellenic Civilization into a peculiar backwater—by specializing

professionally in the Art of War, with disastrous social, and in the

end even disastrous military, consequences. It was the paradox

and the irony of Spartan history that Spartan militarism, at its

height, became ^avavaLa incarnate. On the other hand the

subtler Athenians did not allow themselves to fall into this insi-

dious pitfall. They were on their guard against ^avavaia even in

the cultivation of those abilities and activities and arts which they

were most prone to admire
;
and they did not hesitate to criticize

the professionalism of a countryman of their own who was the

most brilliant political genius that Attica had produced and who
had used his specialized ability, with dazzling success, to save his

country from destruction and to make her great.

Tn refined and cultivated society I'hemistocles used to he girded at

by people of so-callcd liberal education [for his lack of accomplishments]

and used to be driven into making the rather cheap defence that he
certainly could do nothing with a musical instrument, but that, if you
were to put into his hands a country that was small and obscure, he knew
how to turn It into a great country and a famous one.’^

This sensitiveness to the dangers of ^amuena, which comes out

so strongly in Hellenic soci«i lile, can also be obser\^ed in the

institutions of other societies. For example, the social function of

the Jewish Sabbath—and of the sabb ^arian Sunday of Scotland,

England, and the Transmarine English-speaking countries of our

modern Western World- is to insure that, for one whole day out

of every seven, a creature who has been specializing for six succes-

sive days in the week in sordid business for private gain shall

* These two facts were, of course, connected by a recipr n al relation of cause and
effect The materially valuable piizes which had been offered originally could not have
been abolished if these toui once merely local fes ^ ' had not already attained to so
well-established an oecumenical prestige in the H llcnic World that their stewards
could feel confident of being able to book an abundance of entries for the sake of the
honour and glory which the victories at these particular festivals haa come to carry
with them (At other local athletic festivals in Flellas which failed to acquire oecumenical
prestige it ne\cr proved possible to dispense with the lure of prizes of material value.)

Conversely, the prestige of the four Pan-Hellenic festivals was immensely enhanced by
the fact that the competitors now competed for the sake of the honou'" and glory alone,
without any vestige of a profit-making motive.

^ Plutarch: Life of ThemisiocUt, chap. 2.
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remember his Creator and shall live, for a recurrent twenty-four

hours, the life of an integral human soul instead of quite uninter-

ruptedly performing the vain repetitions of a money-making
machine. Again, it is no accident that in England mountaineering

and ‘organized games* and other sports should have come into

fashion simultaneously with the rise of Industrialism at the turn

of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries; and that this new
passion for Sport should since have spread, pari passu with In-

dustrialism, from England over the World. For Sport, in this

latter-day sense of the term, is a conscious attempt at ‘recreation*

from the soul-destroying exaggeration of *he Division of Labour
which the Industrial System of economy entails.

In our latter-day Western World, however, this attempt to

adjust Life to Industrialism through Sport has been partially

defeated because the spirit and the rhythm of Industrialism have

become so insistent and so pervasive that they have invaded and
infected Sport itself—just as the ^avavaia which the Spartans

sought so earnestly to keep at bay eluded their vigilance after all

by capturing their owm peculiar profession of arms. In the

Western World of to-day professional athletes—more narrowly

specialized and more extravagantly paid than the most consum-
mate industrial technicians—now vie with the professional enter-

tainers in providing us with horrifying examples of ^avavaca at its

acme.

In the mind of the writer of this Study this disconcerting

industrialization of Sport is summed up in the pictures of three

football-fields that are all printed sharply upon his visual memory.
One was an English field at Sheffield w^hich he happened once to

see out of the railway-carriage wdndow en route from York to

Oxford. At the parched latter end of summer, w^hen the football

season was about to reopen, the grass on this plot of ground was
being kept artificially green by hydrants which tapped the munici-

pal water-supply and so made the local groundsman independent

of the rain from heaven. And all around this manufactured

greensward rose tiers upon tiers of seats, on which thousands of

human beings would presently ‘take their recreation* in an even

closer congestion—with still more pounds of human flesh to the

cubic yard of urban space—than during their w’orking hours in

shop or office or factory. The other two football-grounds in the

writer’s mental picture-gallery are to be found on the campuses of

two colleges in the United States. One of them was floodlighted,

by an ingenious lighting-system which was said to reproduce the

exact effect of sunshine, in order that football-players might be

manufactured there by night as well as by day, in continuous shifts,
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as motor-cars or gramophones are produced in factories which run
without a break throughout the twenty-four hours. The other

American football-ground was roofed over in order that practice

might go on whatever the weather. The roof was supported on
four immense girders w^hich sprang from the four corners and met
above the centie without any interior support. It was said to be
the largest span of roof in existence at that moment in the World,
and its erection had cost a fabulous sum. Round the sides were
ranged beds for the reception of exhausted or wounded warriors.

On both these American grounds 1 found on inquiry that the

actual players in any given year were never more in number than
an infinitesimal fraction of the total student body; and I was also

told that these boys looked forward to the ordeal of playing a

match with much the same grim apprehension as their elder

brothers had felt when they went into the trenches in 1918. In

truth this Anglo-Saxon football was not a game at all. It was
the Industrial System celebrating a triumph over its vanquished

antidote, Sport, by masquerading in its guise.

A corresponding development can be discerned in fhc history

of the Hellenic World, where the aristocratic amateurs whose
victories are immortalized in Pindar's odes were eventually re-

placed by the professional boxers of the amphitheatre and profes-

sional charioteers of the circus, while the shows that were purveyed,

post Alexandrum, from Parthia to Spain by the Aiovvaov Texylrai

(‘United Artists, Ltd.') were as different from the fifth-century

celebrations in Dionysus’s own theatre, in its hallowed precinct

under the shadow of the Acropolis at Athens, as a music-hall revue

in Chicago or Shanghai or Buenos Aires is different from a medi-

eval mystery play.^

It is no wonder that, when social enormities defy adjustment in

this baffling fashion, philosophers sho^'M dream of revolutionary

plans for sweeping the enormities away. Plato seeks to cut the

root of ^avavaia, as he sees it rising rankly all around him in the

Athens of his day, by planting his Utopia in an inland region with

no facilities for maritime trade and with little inducement towards

any economic activity beyond ‘subsistence farming’.^ Samuel
Butler imagines his Utopians deliberately and systematically de-

stroying all machines and placing a rigia '
' upon their construc-

tion and operation for the future, for fear that Mankind might

cease to be the masters of machines through becoming, instead,

* This difference is one of the effects of the phcnonucnon of social diffraction, which
has been touched upon in 1 . B (ni), vo! i, pp. 26-33, shove, and is exeniincd further
in V. C m (c) 3, vol. V, pp. 1 99-203, js well as in Parts VI II and IX, below.

* See tne passage quoted from Plato, Leges^ 704~5r in l*art III. A, vol. lu, on p. 91,
above.
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their domesticated animals.* Since a machine is nothing but an

artificial extension of the range or ‘drive* of some human organ or

faculty,2 the fantasy of a reversal in the relations between machines

and human beings is an apt parable of what happens readily

enough ‘in real life* when the harmony of some commonplace
human soul is upset, and its nature is warped and deformed, by
the hypertrophe of some single faculty, at the expense of all the

rest, in a vain attempt to raise this ordinary creature to an equality

with the rarer representative of its kind that has been endowed by

their common Creator with a larger spiritual stature.

15. The Impact of Civilization upon Mimesis,

A reorientation of the faculty of mimesis away from the elders

and towards the pioneers is, as we have seen,^ the change in the

direction of this faculty that accompanies the mutation of a primi-

tive society into a civilization ; and the aim in view is the raising of

the uncreative mass to a new level that has been reached by ^ new
creative minority. But, because this resort to mimesis is a short

cut,^ the attainment of the goal along this road is apt to be illusory.

W^here a genuine transmission of the divine fire from soul to

soul would have transformed the inner man and have admitted

him, in transforming him, into the Communion of Saints, the glib

response of mimesis is apt to do no more than transmogrify the

Natural Man, Homo Integer Antiquae Virtutis^ into the shoddy ‘Man
in the Street’ : a Homo Vulgaris Northcliffii or a Homo Demoticus

Cleonis, In that event the impact of Civilization upon mimesis

begets the enormity of a pseudo-sophisticated urban crowd, living

for its panem et circenses^^ which, on any spiritual criterion, is as

signally inferior to the Natural Man in a primitive society as are ‘the

beasts that perish’.^ This vulgar social enormity is not so inevitable

that it cannot be avoided by an adjustment. In fifth-century Athens,

for example, the Demos which w^as exposed to the corrupting

influence of the demagogue Cleon’s travesty of ‘the Education of

Hellas’ was at the same time being offered pure draughts of the

milk of the word^ in the celebrations at the Dionysiac theatre.

* See Butler, Samuel; Erewhon (London 1872, Triibner), chap. 20 ad fin. and chaps.
21, 22, 23. Compare the chapter entitled ‘Der Mensch als SkJave der Maschine' in

Spengler, O.: Der Untergang des Abendlandes, vol. ii: ‘W'elthistorische Perspektiven’,

lat-ijth edition (Munich 1922, Beck), pp. 624-35.
» the perilously ambiguous nature of machinery see IV. C (iii) (a), pp. 124-7,

above.
3 In Part II. B, vol, i, pp. 191-5, and IV. C (iii) (a), in the present volume, p. 128,

above.
See III. C (ii) (a)

, vol. iii, pp. 245-8; and IV. C (iii) (o), in the present volume,
pp. ii9"33i above,

» Juvenal, Satires, No. x, 1. 81, quoted already in II. D (vi), vol. ii, p. 214, above.
^ 'Man that is in honour and understandeth not is like the beasts that perish’ (Psalm

xlix. 20). 7 I Peter ii. 2.
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Here was a traditional institution which was part of the common
people’s birthright and in which they remained thoroughly at

home while the most daring aesthetic and moral and intellectual

pioneers of the age were now using the folk-drama, without ever

breaking its traditional mould, as a vehicle for the expression of

their own creative ideas. In the fifth-century Attic drama the

happy accident that had converted a primitive institution into a

mouthpiece for men of genius gave men of goodwill a fleeting

opportunity of competing for the guidance of the souls of the

Demos against men of Cleon’s stamp. But a survey of History

seems to show that such opportunities are few and far between;
and, even in this Attic case, the opportunity was not successfully

taken. Cleon won; and the social enormity which he evoked by
stamping the Demos with his own image had to be exorcized in

the end, not by adjustment, but by revolution. The Cleonian
‘Man in the Street’, whose entry upon the stage of Hellenic history

before the close of the filth century b.c. is one of the unmistakable

symptoms of social decline, eventually redeemed his soul by re-

pudiating, outright, a culture which had failed to satisfy^his spiri-

tual hunger because he had only succeeded in filling his belly with

the husks. ‘ As the spiritually awakened child of a dissident prole-

tariat, he worked out his own salvation through the discovery of

a higher religion.^

Perhaps these examples may suffice to illustrate the part that is

played in the breakdowns of civilizations by the intractability of old

institutions to the touch of new social forces.

(c) THE NEMESIS OF CREATIVITY

I . The Problem of PlepimiTeuL

We have now made some study of tw<^ aspects of that failure of

self-determination to which the breakdowns of civilizations appear

to be due. We have considered the mechanicalness of mimesis and
the intractability of institutions. We may conclude this part of our

inquiry with a consideration of the apparent nemesis of creativity.

It looks as though it were uncommon for the creative responses

to two or more successive challenges in the history of a given

society to be achieved by one and the san'e minority or individual.

So far from this being the rule, the party that has distinguished

itself in dealing with one challenge is apt to fail conspicuously in

attempting to deal with the next. This ironical and disconcerting

^ Luke XV. i6.
* For the secession of the internal proletariat from the dominant m nority ot the

Hellenic Society see 1 . B (iv), vol. i, pp. 40-2, and I. C (1) (a), vol. 1, pp. 53-62, above,
and Part V. C (1) (c) 2, vol. v, pp. 58-02, below.
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yet apparently normal inconstancy of human fortunes is one of

the dominant motifs of the Attic drama, and it is noticed and

discussed by Aristotle, in his critique of Hellenic poetry, under

the name of TTepvnir^La or ‘the reversal of roles'. ^ This is also one

of the principal themes of the New Testament.

^

In the drama of the New Testament a Christ whose epiphany

on Earth in the person of Jesus is, in Christian belief, the true

fulfilment of Jewry’s long cherished Messianic Hope, is neverthe-

less rejected by a school of Scribes and Pharisees which, only a

few generations back, has come to the front by taking the lead in

a heroic Jewish revolt against the triumphal progress of Helleniza-

tion.3 The insight and the uprightness that have brought the

Scribes and Pharisees to the fore in that previous crisis of Jewish

history desert them now in a crisis of greater import for the des-

tinies of Jewry and of Mankind, and the Jews that comprehend
and accept the authentic Jewish Messiah’s message are the publi-

cans and harlots.^ The Messiah himself comes from ‘Galilee of

the Gentiles’ ;5 and the greatest of his executors is a Hellenized

Jew from Tarsus, a city beyond the traditional horizon of the

Promised Land, who carries the preaching of his Galilaean master

into the heart of a Hellenized World.

In this Christian rendering of the theme of Trcpvnirtia the roles

that are reversed are sometimes played by the Pharisaic dite of

Jewry and by the outcasts from the Jewish fold:

‘I say unto you that the publicans and the harlots go into the King-

dom of God before you.’^

Sometimes, again, the Pharisees’ role is assigned to Jewry as a

whole, and the publicans’ role to the Gentiles—as in the sermon

* See Aristotle: Poetics^ ebup, 1 1, § i, cf alibi. See further the intciesting note on the
word in Butcher, S. H.: Aristotle’s Theory of Poetry and Fine Art, 3rd edition (London
1902, Macmillan), pp. 329-30. According to Butcher, the word TrcpiTrcrcta, as used
by Aristotle, has a subjective connotation. Unlike the word /xcra/iaoris', TrepiTrcVcta means
not merely a ‘change of fortune' but a change in the form of a ‘reversal of intention’,

when an act or a policy produces the opposite result from that which the agent has
expected and desired. 2 See V. C (11) (a), Annex II, vol. vi, pp. 380-1, below.

3 For this collision between Judaism and Hellenism in the second century B.c. see
further V, C (i) {d) 9 (fi), vol. vi, pp. 103-5, below.

4 Luke iii- 12-13, and vii. 29-^0; Matt. xxi. 31-2.
* Isaiah ix. i; Matt. iv. 15. For the stimulus that w^as derived by a Christian out-

growth of Judaism from its new ground in Galilee and in the great Gentile World beyond,
see II. D (iii), vol. n, pp. 73-4, above. For the contributions to Christian doctrine
and legend which may have been made by a submerged Gentile culture in Galilee and
by a dominant Gentile culture in Tarsus, see V, C (11) (a), .\nnex II, vol. vi, pp. 465, 477-
8, and 499-500, below. In this context it may be noted that Galilee was not the only
submerged Gentile annex to Judaea that presented Jewry with a saviour in the post-
Maccabaean age. While Galilee gave birth, in Jesus, to a Messiah whose message of
salvation was that His kingdom was not of This World (see V, C (i) (d) 9 (y), vol. vi,

pp. 130-2, below), Idumaea gave birth, in Herod, to a mundane saviour whose humbler
mission was to teach the Jews, not how to transcend This World, but how to live in it,

and not how to convert a Hellenized OlKOvfUvri but how to come to terms with it. In
the event the Jews rejected their Idumaean as well as their Galilaean saviour’s message;
and this twofold rejection provoked a crushing nemesis. 6 Matt. xxi. 31.
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in the synagogue at Nazareth in which Jesus reminds his fellow

countrymen that the widow to whose aid Elijah was sent in time

of famine was not an Israelite but a Sidonian, and that the leper

whom Elisha was sent to heal was not an Israelite but a Dama-
scene.*

T say unto you that God is able of these stones to raise up children

unto Abraham/^—‘The men of Nineveh shall rise in judgment with

this generation and shall condemn it, because they repented at the preach-

ing of Jonas, and, behold, a greater than Jonas is here. The Queen of the

South shall rise up in the judgment with this generation and shall con-

demn it
;
for she came from the uttermost parts of the Earth to hear the

wisdom of Solomon, and, behold, a greater than Solomon is here.’^

—

T say unto you, I have not found so great faith, no, not in Israel. And
I say unto you that many shall come from the east and west and shall

sit down with Abraham and Isaac and Jacob in the Kingdom of Heaven.
But the children of the Kingdom shall be cast out into outer darkness

:

there shall be weeping and gnashing of teeth. —T say unto you, the

Kingdom of God shall be taken from you and given to a nation bringing

forth the fruits thereof.’^—Tt was necessaiy that the word of God should

first have been spoken to you ; but seeing ye put it from yoifand judge

yourselves unworthy of everlasting life, lo, we turn to the Gentiles.*®

The moral that is pointed in the parables of the Labourers in

the Vineyard^ and the Wicked Husbandmen^ is likewise the moral

of the parables of the Prodigal Son^ and Dives and Lazarus**^ and
the Pharisee and the Publican” and the Good Samaritan*^ and the

guests who rebuff or evade the invitation to the feast and whose
places are filled with the poor and the maimed and the halt and
the blind from the streets and lanes and highways and hedges.

The encounter of Jesus with the Roman centurion has its paral-

lels in his encounter with the Syrophoenician woman beyond the

borders of Jewry*® and with the Greeks at Jerusalem.*® In the

Gospel according to Saint John, in whit ; the last-mentioned inci-

dent is narrated, this overture to the Jewisa Messiah on the Gentiles*

part is made the occasion foi Je.sus’s propheev of the fructification

of his work on Earth. *7

In the historical setting in which these sayings and parables

and incidents in the New Testament are placed, the Christian

* Luke IV. 16-32. * Mdtt in 9. 3 Matt xii 41 2.

^ Matt. viii. 10-12; cf. Luke vii 9, and xiii 27-9.
s Matt. XXI. 43. ^ Acts xiii 46 Matt xx. 1-16.
® Matt. XXI. 33-44 Mark xu. i-ii Luke xx 9-18. 0 Luke xv. 11-32.
Luke XVI. 19-31. Luke xvui 9-14. Luke x. 25-37.
Luke XIV. 15-24 = Matt, xxii, j-14.
Matt. viii. 5-13 =- Luke vn. i-io. This encounter between Jesus and the anony-

mous Roman centurion at Capernaum has a pendant in the subsequent encounter (Acta
x-xi) between Peter and the Roman tcnturion Cornelius at Joppa (see V. C (1) (d) i,

vol. v, p. 393, below).
** Matt. XV. 21-8 = Mark vii. 24-30. John xii. 20-2. John xii. 23-4.
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rendering of the theme of TTepiTriTeia is a variation on an ancient

rendering in the Jewish Scriptures. I'he New Testament and the

Old Testament are, both alike, regarded as instruments through

which God has bequeathed a supernatural heritage to human
beneficiaries

;
and the common plot of a twice-played tragedy is a

reversal of roles through a transfer of God’s priceless gift from
human hands that might have had it for the taking to other human
hands that, at the opening of the play, do not appear to have any
prospect of attaining the prize. In the original performance of the

play it is Esau, the first-born, who sells his birthright to his

younger brother Jacob. In the second performance the same two
players appear on the stage again; but in making their reappearance

they exchange their parts; for this time it is Jacob who forfeits

his heirloom to Esau. Thus the action of the Christian version of

the plot presents a double TreptTrercta— a reversal of a reversal

—

when the scenes in which this action works itself out in the drama
of the New Testament are taken literally in their historical sense.

This literal meaning, however, is not the only meaning and not

the deepest; for ‘Alles Vergangliche ist nur ein GleichnissV and an

historical tragedy which is momentous in itself has at the same time

a deeper significance as an allegory of a mystery which is illustrated

in the passage of History because it lies at the heart of Life. On this

plane the operation of the principle of nepiTTercia is proclaimed

in the New Testament in terms that transcend the historical limits

of a particular time and place:

Tf any man desire to be first, the same shall be last of all and servant

of all.’^
—
‘And whosoever shall exalt himself shall be abased; and he

that shall humble himself shall be exalted/-^
—‘The last shall be first,

and the first last.*'*
—‘He that is least among you all, the same shall be

great.'*
—‘The stone which the builders rejected, the same is become the

head of the corner.’®

In this timeless and placeless presentation of the play the charac-

ters between whom the reversal of roles is transacted are neither

Pharisees-and-Publicans nor Jews-and-Gentiles, but are Adults-

and-Children.

‘I say unto you: Except ye be converted and become as little children,

ye shall not enter into the Kingdom of Heaven. Whosoever, therefore,

shall humble himself as this little child, the same is greatest in the King-

'I Goethe; Faust, II. 12104-^,
* Mark ix. 35 = Matt, xxixi. ii (cf. Mark. x. 43-4 — Matt. xx. 26-7).
3 Matt, xxiii. 12 = Luke xiv. ii, and xviii, 14.
4 Matt. XX. 16, as the moral of the Parable of the Labourers in the Vineyard. Compare

Matt. xix. 30 — Mark x. 31, and Luke xiii. 30.
3 Luke ix. 48.
* Matt. xxi. 42 (quoting Psalm cxviu, 22), as the moral of the Parable of the Wricked

Husbandmen. Cf. Mark xii. 10; Luke xx. 17; Acts iv. 11 ;
Eph. ii. 20; i Peter ii. 7.
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dom of Heaven. And whoso recciveth one such little child in my name,
receiveth me.’^

—
*Of such is the Kingdom of Heaven.*^

Why did Jesus take the children up in his arms and put his hands
upon them and bless them ?3 In another context he is said to have
answered this question by quoting a passage of the Jewish Scrip-

tures :

‘Out of the mouth of babes and sucklings thou hast perfected praise.’^

And the paradox of a TrcpiTrcrcta between Sophistication and
Simplicity, which is thus revealed as the mystery symbolized in the

reversal of roles between Children and Adults in the Gospels,

flashes out of its sheath of allegory in the exultant phrases of Saint

Paul:

‘God hath chosen the foolish things of the World to confound the

wise ;
and God hath chosen the weak things of the World to confound

the things which are mighty; and base things of the World, and things

which are despised, hath God chosen—yea, and things which are not,

to bring to nought things that are: that no flesh should glory in his

presence.’^ ^

What is the explanation of a principle which plays so prominent
a part both in the New Testament and in the Attic drama? This
question has received a cynical answer from primitive minds; but
this primitive cynicism has not been left unchallenged by a Pos-

terity which has gained deeper insight through sharper suffering.

Primitive human minds are fain to explain the downfalls of pre-

eminent human beings as acts of external powers that are human
in ethos but superhuman in potency. I'he overthrowers of great

men must be gods; and the motive which primitive minds pre-

suppose, to account for these h ^')Othetical divine interventions, is

commonly envy. ‘The Envy of the Gods’ as an agency in human
affairs is one of the Leitmotivs of primitive Mythology and one of

the principal concerns of primitive supeistition in all times and
places; and the same subject has both tascinated and exercised

Hellenic thought, which, in the religious and the moral sphere, is

* Math, xviii. 3-5 (Matt, xviii. 3 is reminiscent of Mark x. 15 = Luke xviii. 17;
Matt, xviii. 5 =- Matt. x. 40 (where the saying refers, not to chiJdren, but ti. the Twelve
Disciples) — Mark ix. 37 - Luke ix. 48).

* Matt. xix. 14 — Mark x. 14 = Luke xviii. 16.
3 Mark x. 16. ^ Matt. xxi. ^ 'noting Psalm viii. 2.
* I Cor. i. 27-9. Verse 27 is quoted again below, ir. association with verses 22-3,

in V. C (i) (d) 11, vol. vi, p. 150. The theme is enlarged upon in 1 Cor. ii; and in
I Cor. iii. 18-21 the TrcptTr^reia between ‘Wisdom* and ‘Foolishness*, which is the first

of the four antitheses in i. 27-8, is taken up again and carried farther. Compare CoL
ii. 8. Some of the changes that have been rung upon this Pauline theme by Saints
Ambrose and Augustine are quoted in V. C (1) (d) 6 (8), vol. v, p. 564, footnote 4,
below, with reference to the historic irtpinheta that, in the disintegration of civilizations,

is apt to come over the relations between the philosophy of the Dominant Minority and
the leligion of the Internal Proletariat (see cap. cit., vol.cit., pp. 552-68, and the passage
of Eduard Meyer that is quoted in V. C (1) (d) 9 (fi),

vol. vi, pp. 114-5.
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remarkable for its conservatism in clinging to primitive concep-

tions as well as for its ingenuity in refining upon them.^

A Hellenic view of ‘the Envy of the Gods’ which is inimitable in

its blend of naiveti with sophistication is given in the following

passage of Herodotus:

‘You observe how God blasts with His thunderbolt the animals that

overtop their fellows, and how He cannot bear them to show off, while

the little animals never irritate Him (ovSev yi.iv kvl^cl);^ and you also

observe how He invariably directs these shafts of His upon the highest

houses and the tallest trees. God loves to cut short everything that over-

tops its kind. In this way a great army is destroyed by a small army in

certain circumstances—as, for instance, when God in His envj^ sends
down panic upon them, or thunder. Then they perish, and their last

state is unworthy of their first, God suffers no one to be proud except

Himself. *3

The thesis here enunciated with a studied affectation of simpli-

city that heightens a desired effect of blasphemy is the overture to

the Herodotean tragedy of the greatness and fall of the Achaeme-
nian emperor Xerxes. The passage occurs in a fictitious speech

from the mouth of Xerxes’ uncle Artabanus at a meeting of the

Achaemenian Privy Council in which Xerxes has announced his

project of conquering Hellas, and has commended it on the ground
that its accomplishment will ‘make the Persian Empire contermi-

nous with the stratosphere (Jto? aWepi o/xopcoucrav), since there

will be no pays limitrophe to ours for the Sun to set eyes on when
I, with your aid, have turned all countries into one country as a

result of my triumphal progress through Europe’.^ In the course

of the same speech Herodotus makes Xerxes incur the envy of no
fewer than three great gods: Poseidon, through his announcement
of his intention to bridge the Hellespont; Zeus, through his boast

that he will divide with him the lordship of the LIniverse; and
Helios, through his declared intention of extending the range of

his own dominions from sunrise to sunset. ^ In this Herodotean
tragedy of Xerxes’ greatness and fall the protagonist irrevocably

seals his own doom when, on the eve of his passage of the Helles-

pont, on the road to defeat, the spectacle of his grand army and
armada tempts him to declare himself divinely happy (eavrov

eyLOJcdpLae), The moment after uttering this blasphemy, Xerxes

* For a study of the history of this idea in Hellenic thought and life see Ranulf, S.

:

The Jealousy of the Gods and Criminal Law of Athens: a Contribution to the Sociology

of Moral Iridignatton (London 1933, Williams & Norgate, 2 vols,).

* For some examples of the working of the principle of srepiirereia in the natural

history of the non-human faima of the planet see IV. C (iii) (c) 2 (y), pp. 423-8, below.

—

A.J.T.
3 Herodotus, Book VII, chap. 10. ^ Herodotus, Book VII, chap. 8.
s Compare the latter-day British boast of possessing an empire ‘on which the Sun

never sets*.
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recollects himself and bursts into tears at the poignant thought
that not one man of this host will be alive a hundred years hence;
but it is too late now for repentance; and this incident only leads

to a further colloquy between the Emperor and Artabanus, in

which Xerxes hardens his heart and finally sends Artabanus home
to Susa in disgrace. This colloquy is opened by Artabanus with
the observation that the inevitability of Death is less poignant than
the sufferings of Life.

‘Human Life is so wretched that Death becomes a blessed escape from
it. The tantalizing taste of sweetness, which is all that God gives in the

three score years and ten, is proof of the enviousness of God’s nature.’*

In a more serious vein the same thesis is propounded by Hero-
dotus ?n the parables of Croesus and Polycrates.^

Croesus airs his prosperity, like a peacock’s tail, before the eyes

of Solon in the hope that the Athenian sage will pronounce him
the happiest of Mankind ; but a leading question fails to elicit the

expected answer; and when the king loses his temper and con-

fesses what is in his mind, he merely gives Solon an opportunity

to pass from the particular to the general in his exposition of his

philosophy.

‘I know for a fact that the Godhead is invariably envious and destruc-

tive; and then, Sire, ydu question me regarding Human Life! . . . Out
of all the days which go to make up the seventy years . . . ,

not one day
brings forth anything remotely resembling the offspring of another; and
therefore, Sire, Man is nothing but Misfortune. I imagine that you
personally are immensely rich and that you have a vast number of sub-

jects; but I cannot yet give you the title which is the object of your
question, before I hear that you have been fortunate in your end. . . .

Until I see [a man’s] end, I must s ^pe/id judgement and call him not

“happy” but “fortunate.”. ... In order to appraise any phenomenon, the

attention must be directed upon the circumstances in which it meets its

end. To many people God has given a glimps>. of happiness in order to

destroy them root and branch.’^

Herodotus relates^ that ‘these observations of Solon’s did not at

all commend themselves to Croesus, who dismissed the philo-

sopher with contempt, as a man of no intelligence w^hatever, for

his principle of discounting present values and appraising every

phenomenon by its end. After the depart n ^ of Solon, however,

* Herodotus, Book VII, chaps. 44-53.
^ In the Herodotean schema each of the exalted \ ictims of ‘the Envy of the Gods* is

'warned in advance, but m vain, by a human mentor—Artabanus’s role towards Xerxes
being played by Solon towards Croesus and by Amasis towards Polycrates. Croesus
wins a reprieve from the extremity of Fate by calling upon Solon’s name, in order to

become, in his turn, the mentor of his conqueror Cyru:, whom he leads, in the end,
lo destruction by giving him bad advice in good faith (for this Herodoteaii ending of
the story of Croesus and Cyrus sec V. C (ii) (tx), vol. vi, pp, 187—8, below).

^ Herodotus, Book 1 , chap. 32. * Book I, chap. 33.
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Croesus was overtaken by a heavy retribution from God—pre-

sumably because he had ventured to regard himself as the happiest

of all Mankind.' First, Croesus loses his son through the twofold

error of failing to see the catch in an oracle and of placing the boy
in the care of a man who has been proved desperately unlucky
and then he loses his kingdom through failing to see the catch in

an oracle once again, and leaning on the broken reed of an alliance

with Sparta.^ In the end Croesus finds himself standing, shackled,

on a lighted pyre, on the point of being burnt alive. It is only in

this extremity that he appeases ‘the Env}' of the Gods’ at last by
remembering the wisdom of Solon and calling, In contrition, upon
the sage’s name. The immediate consequence of this religious

conversion is to produce a change of heart in Croesus’s conqueror
Cyrus, who has condemned his vanquished enemy to the flames

and is waiting to enjoy the spectacle; and, when the penitent Cyrus
orders the fire to be put out and finds that it has caught beyond
human power to control it, the God Apollo himself condescends
to save Croesus’s life by a miracle.^

In the parable of Croesus, who is as wantonly presumptuous
as Xerxes, yet manages to save his soul alive by a repentance at

the eleventh hour, the Herodotean Godhead shows a touch of

human kindness. The divine attributes of malignity and implaca-

bility reveal themselves, naked and unashamed, in the parable of

Polycrates, who seeks, on the advice of his wnse ally Amasis, to

anticipate the wrecking of his fortunes through ‘the Envy of the

Gods’^ by marring his own prosperity through his own act, but is

frustrated when his favourite gold-mounted emerald signet-ring,

which he has cast ceremoniously into the deep sea, is miraculously

restored to him by the implacable Divinities.

‘The occurrence struck Polycrates as supernatural, so he wrote all

that he had done and all that had come of it in a letter, which he addressed

to Egypt. When Amasis read the letter from Polycrates, he realized that

it is impossible for one human being to extricate another from the des-

tiny awaiting him, and that no good could be awaiting Polycrates, whose
success was so unbroken that he recovered even what he had thrown
away. In view of this, he sent a note to Samos denouncing the entente.

His object in making this demarche was to save his own feelings from
being harrowed, as they would be for a friend and ally, when Polycrates

was overtaken by such a crushing disaster.’

I See the story in Herodotus, Book I, chaps. 34-45.
* Sec the story in Herodotus, Book 1 , chaps. 46-56 and 69-85.
3 Herodotus, Book I, chaps. 86-7. This legendary auto da has a better claim to

the euphemistic title than the historic holocausts of the Spanish Inquisition.

*Your va.st successes do not please me', Herodotus makes Amasis write to Poly-
crates, 'because 1 know for a fact that the Deity has an envious disposition' (Herodotus,
Book 111

,
chap. 40).
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And, sure enough, Amasis was right; for ‘Polycrates met with a
shocking fate, which was quite unworthy of his character and
ambitions’. The satrap of Lydia entices Polycrates into his power,
tortures him to death, and crucifies his corpse. ^

This Herodotean note is recaptured by one of the most ac-

complished Latinizers of Greek verse and Hellenic ethos in the
Augustan Age, in a piquant application to Man’s greatest material
discoveries and inventions

:

Nequicquam deus abscldit

prudens Oceano dissociabili

terras, si tamen impiae
non tangenda rates transiliunt vada.

audax omnia perpeti

gens humana ruit per vetitum nefas.

audax lapeti genus
ignem fraude mala gentibus intulit.

post ignem aetheria domo
subductum macies et nova febrium

terris incubuit cohors,

semotique prius tarda necessitas

leti corripuit gradum.
expertus vacuuni Daedalus aera

pennis non homini datis;

perrupit Acheronta Herculeus labor.

nil mortalibus ardui cst;

caelum jpsum petimus stultitia neque
per nostrum patimur scelus

iracunda lovem ponere fulmina.*

The prevalence of this notion of ‘the Envy of the Gods’ in a

disintegrating Hellenic Society is attested perhaps even more im-

pressively by the witness of a Latin pnilosopher-poet of the last

generation of the ‘Time of Troubles’ whf had made it his life-work

to preach, with a religious fervour, the ilb^soriness of the belief that

there is any supernatural intervention in human affairs:

Cui non animus formidine divom

contrahitur, cui non correpunt membra pavore,

fulminis horribili cum plaga torrida tellus

contremit et magnum percurrunt murmura caelum ?

non populi gentesque tremunt, reg*'.- ^ue superbi

corripiunt divom percussi membra timore,

nequid ob admissum foede dictumve superbe

poenarum grave sit solvendi tempus adultum }

* Herodotus, Book III, chaps. 39—43 and 122—5. crucifixion of Polycrates is

touched upon further in V. C (11) (6). Annex II, vol. vi, p. 403, footnote i, below.
* Horace: Carm. I. 3, 11 . 21-40. In a different context the first four lines of the

present quotation have been quoted aheady in II. C (») (&) 2, vol. i, p. 3^. The same note
IS sounded by Horacc^s contemporary ana friend Virgil in his Fourth Eclogue, U. 31-3.
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summa etiam cum vis violent! per mare venti

induperatorem classis super acquora verrit

cum validis pariter legionibiis atque elephantis,

non divom pacem votis adit et prece quaesit

ventorum pavidus paces animasque secundas

—

nequiquam, quoniam violento turbine saepe

correptus nilo fertur minus ad vada leti ?

usque adeo res humanas vis abdita quaedam
obterit et pulchros fascia saevasque securis

proculcare ac ludibrio sibi habere videtur.*

Hellenism is not the only civilization that has inherited this

notion of ‘the Envy of the Gods* from a primitive past. The same
cynical explanation of the working of the Universe is to be found

in a book of wisdom which is one of the spiritual fruits of the

second and severer bout of a Sinic ‘Time of Troubles’

Stretch a bow to the very full,

And you will wish you had stopped in time

;

Temper a sword-edge to its very sharpest,

And you will find it soon grows dull.

When bronze and jade fill your hall

It can no longer be guarded.

Wealth and place breed insolence

That brings ruin in its train.

‘He who stands on tip-toe, does not stand firm

;

He who takes the longest strides, does not walk the fastest.*

He who does his own looking sees little,

He who defines himself is not therefore distinct.

He who boasts of w^hat he will do succeeds in nothing;

He who is proud of his work, achieves nothing that endures.'’

If we turn from the Sinic World to one which was more remote

from the Hellenic W^orld in ethos in spite of its geographical

proximity, we shall find in the book of an Israclitish prophet of the

eighth century B.c., who was born into the second bout of a Syriac

‘Time of Troubles*,^ a curiously close anticipation of the words
which Herodotus—writing some three hundred years later than

Isaiah—has put into the mouth of Xerxes’ mentor Artabanus:*^

‘The day of the Lord of hosts shall be upon every one that is proud
and lofty, and upon every one that is lifted up

;
and he shall be brought

low;

* Lucretiu*?: De Rerum Nature, Book V, 11. 1218-35
* For the two bouts of the Sinic ‘I'lme of Troubles’ see V. C (11) (6), vol \i, pp 291-5,

below
> The Tao-te King, chaps, g and 24 (translation by Waley, A., in The Way and its

Power (London 1934. Allen & Unwin))
^ For the two bouts of the S>nac ‘Time of Troubles’ see V. C (11) {b), vol. vi,

pp. 302-3, below.
* See the present chapter, p. 250, above
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‘And upon all the cedars of Lebanon that are high and lifted up, and
upon all the oaks of Bashan,

‘And upon all the high mountains, and upon all the hills that are
lifted up,

‘And upon every high tower, and upon every fenced wall,

‘And upon all the ships of Tarshish, and upon all pleasant pictures.

‘And the loftiness of Man shall be bowed down, and the haughtiness
of men shall be made low; and the Lord alone shall be exalted in that

day.’*

The same philosophy is expounded by a Jewish writer of the
second century B.c, who may have been influenced not only by the

Prophets of Judah and Israel but also by the Hellenic thought of

a post-Herodotean generation that had substituted an impersonal
Chance for gods made in human image without having Out-

grown the naively cynical belief in a Divine Envy working havoc
with human life.

‘I returned and "aw under the Sun that the race is not to the swift nor
the battle to the strong neither yet bread to the wise nor yet riches to

men of understanding nor yet favour to men of skill
;
but Time and

Chance happeneth to them all. For Man also knoweth not his time.

As the fishes that are taken in an evil net and as the birds that are caught

in the snare, so are the sons of men snared m an evil time, when it falleth

suddenly upon them.’^

Even some two centuries later, when a prolonged experience of

suffering was bringing a tardy enlightenment to Jew and Greek
alike, we find, in a passage of lyric poetr}^ in the Gospel according

to Saint Luke, that the intervention of God in human affairs is

attributed in the first place to a desire to exercise power, and only

in the second place to a concern ‘^or justice and mercy.

‘He hath shewed strength with his arm ;
he hath scattered the proud

in the imagination of their hearts.

‘He hath put down the mighty from their >eats, and exalted them of

low degree. He hath filled the liungry with good things ; and the rich

He hath sent empty away,’^

It was a Greek and not a Jew—and this a Greek older than

Herodotus—who first proclaimed the truth that the cause of

7T€pL7T€T€ia IS uot to bc found in the intervention of any external

power but is an aberration in the soul of ''ufferer himself, and

that the name of this fatal moral evil is not Envy but Sin.^

I Isaiah ii 12-17. * Ecclesiastes ix
3 The Magnificat^ m Luke 1. 51 3.
^ The spiritual insight of Aeschylus seems to have come to him neither as a congenital

endowment nor as a sudden intuition, but as a reward ot spiritual travail. At any rate

we have evidence, m his surviving literary remains, of a stage in his spiritual history at

winch he had not vet seen the light As Ranult points out in op. cit., vol. i, pp 69-70,
the discomfiture of Xerxes is asenbed to the Envy of the Gods by Aeschylus in The
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A grey word liveth, from the mom
Of old time among mortals spoken,

That Man’s wealth waxen full shall fall

Not childless, but get sons withal

;

And ever of great bliss is born
A tear unstaunched and a heart broken.

But I hold my thought alone and by others unbeguiled

;

'Tis the deed that is unholy shall have issue, child on child.

Sin on sin, like his begetters; and they shall be as they were.

But the man who walketh straight, and the hoiise thereof, tho’ Fate

Exalt him, the children shall be fair.

For Old Sin loves, when comes the hour again,

To bring forth New,
Which laugheth lusty amid the tears of men

;

Yea, and Unruth, his comrade, wherewith none
May plead nor strive, which darcth on and on,

I^owing not fear nor any holy thing

;

Two fires of darkness in a house, born true.

Like to their ancient spring.

But Justice shineth in a house low-wrought
With smoke-stained wall,

And honoureth him who filleth his own lot

;

But the unclean hand upon the golden stair

With eyes averse she fleeth, seeking where
Things innocent are; and, recking not the power

Of wealth by men misgloried, guideth all

To her own destined hour.*

The sinner is brought to destruction not by God's act but by
his own. His offence lies not in rivalling his Creator—for that is

just the opposite of what the sinner does—but in deliberately

making himself utterly unlike Him; and God’s part in this human
tragedy is not active but passive. The sinner’s bane is not a Divine

Envy; for Man’s attribution of this base passion to the Godhead

Persae as positively as it is explained in the same way by Herodotus. Ranulf not only
quotes the reference, in terms, to the Envy of the Gods m The Persae, 1 . 362, but also

acutely drawn attention to the siKniticance of the particle yap m line 12 In the history
of Hebrew thought we seem to find a counterpart to this Aeschylean e\olution in Exodus
XX. 3-6, where the jealousy ol ^ahweh is first mentioned as a deterrent against possible

proclivities, on his worshippers’ part, to divide their worship between him and other
gods, but is then immediately interpreted as an implacability towards them that hate
him, which is ofifset by mercy for them that love him and keep his commandments.
This interpi elation is a manifest attempt to transfigure the immoral, or at any rate

non-moral, quality of envy into a discriminatory treatment of friends and enemies which,
in the relation between God and Man, may be taken at a stretch as a manifestation of
divine righteousness. This attempt to reconcile old and new conceptions of the divine
nature is so strained that it actually emphasizes the breadth of the gulf which divides
them, and thereby gives a measure of the spiritual distance which the progress ofhuman
thought has traversed. In Exodus xxxiv, where the divine qualities of jealousy and
merev are likewise both mentioned, there is no attempt to relate them to each other.

* Aeschylus: Agamemnon, 11. 750-81, translated by Gilbert Murray.
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is as false as it is blasphemous. The sinner’s bane is a divine in-

ability to continue to use as an instrument of creation a creature
that has insisted upon alienating itself from the life of its Creator.*
The sinful soul comes to grief because, so long as it wills to sin,

God’s grace is unable to inspire and inform it. But if TrcpiTrercia—‘the reversal of roles*—is thus produced by the inward spiritual

working of a moral law, and not by the impact of some external
agency’s immoral envy or unmoral exercise of power, how are we
to inte^ret the plot of this psychological tragedy ? If we examine
the action of the play, we shall discern two variations on it which
are distinguishable in a logical analysis though they are usually

blended ‘in real life*. In one version the subject errs through an
untimely passivity, while in the other he rushes actively to seek
his doom.
The passive aberration to which a creative human being is prone

on the morrow of an achievement is to ‘rest on his oars’ in a fool’s

paradise where he dreams that, by having exerted himself once
upon a time, he has won a title to ‘live happily ever after’—as

though one day’s fairly earned wages could be converted, ‘in real

life’, into an interminable and inexhaustible banker’s draft upon
the Future. Short of this degree of folly, the victor in yesterday’s

battle is apt to dream that if Time does refuse to stand still—if his

successful response to the last challenge does, after all, over-

balance into the evocation of a new challenge, and so toss him
back into the open sea out of the haven where he has been fain to

linger—then the seafarer malgre lui has merely to repeat mechani-

cally the motions that served him so well last time in order to be
sure of riding any storm which Fate may send down upon him.

It is plain that the creative individual who yields to this passive

mood is falling into the posture of tin arrested individual or the

arrested society^ which har achieved so exact an equilibrium with

its environment that it becomes the environment’s slave instead

of its master. In the case of the arrested civilizations we have seen

that this posture is only tenable so long as the environment happen?

to remain constant, and that it spells disaster so soon as the

environment begins to change. The same fate awaits a creative

minority which has become infatuated wn u its own works. Accord-

ing to the Syriac legend of the creation of the Physical Universe,

when ‘God saw everything that He had made, and, behold, it

was very good; and the evening and the morning were the sixth

day; . . . and on the seventh day God ended His work which He
had made; and He rested on the seventh day from all the work

* Ephesians iv. 18. ... 1
• • l

* For a survey of arrested civilizations sec Part III. A in vol. iii, above.
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which He had made; and God blessed the seventh day and sancti-

fied it, because that in it He had rested from all His work which
God had created and made’^—the immediate result was a static

paradise, and it needed the Serpent's undesignedly beneficent

intervention to liberate God’s energies for performing a fresh act

of creation in spite of Himself.^ The triumphant creator is carried

by his triumph into mortal danger of settling, like Zeus, on to a

tyrant’s throne^ or sinking, as Faust feared to sink, on to a slug-

gard’s Faulbett,^ ‘Otium et reges prius et beatas perdidit urbes.’^

In terms of our modern Western Physical S^'ience the nemesis of

creativity, when the ci-devant creator’s aberration takes this passive

form, is described by a living biologist in the following language:

‘Specialisation—while it leads to temporary prosperity—exposes a

species to extinction or at least to very unfavourable conditions when
its environment alters. A small change of climate will lead to the dis-

appearance of forests over a wide area, and with them of most of the

animals highly adapted to life in them, such as squirrels, woodpeckers,
wood-eating beetles, and so forth. A few, like our own ancestors,

adapted themselves to a new environment
;
but the majority, and all the

more highly specialised, died out, the new population of the area being

recruited from among the less well adapted forms.

If the moral of this passive aberration that overtakes some crea-

tive spirits is 'let him that thinketh he standeth take heed lest

he fair,’ we shall find that 'pride goeth before destruction, and an

haughty spirit before a fall’^ is the epitaph of those others who
rush to seek their doom.

This second version of the plot is a tragedy in three acts which
are familiar in Greek literature under the titles /copoy, JjSpt?, drrj;

and in this context these three Greek words all have a subjective

as well as an objective connotation. Objectively /edpo? means
‘surfeit’, v^pcs ‘outrageous behaviour’, and drri ‘disaster’. Subjec-

tively Kopos means the psychological condition of being ‘spoilt’

by success
;
v^pis means the consequent loss of mental and moral

balance; and arr] means the blind headstrong ungovernable im-

pulse that sweeps an unbalanced soul into attempting the impos-

* Gen. i. 31 and ii. 2 -3.

* For the role ot the Serpent and Satan and Mephistophcles see H. C (ii) (6) i,

vol. i, pp. 271-99, above.
3 See Part III. B, in vol. iii, above.
^ See II. C (ii) (^1 i. in vol. i, above. ' Catullus: Carmina, li, 11 . 15-16.
* Haldane, J. B. S.: Possible Worlds (London 1927, Chatto & Windus), pp. 42-3.
7 X Corinthians x. 12.

® Proverbs xvi. 18. The same truth is expressed in a dilTerent idiom by a latter-day
Russian Orthodox Christian philosopher:

‘Man’s self-affirmation leads to his perdition; the free play of human forces uncon-
nected with any higher aim bnngs about the exhaustion of Man’s creative powers. . . .

The will to power and “life” destroys the personality’ (Berdyaev, N.: The Meaning of
History (London 1936, Bles), pp. 142 and 215. Cf. pp. 154-5).
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sible.* This active psychological catastrophe in three acts was
the commonest theme—if we may judge by the handful of extant
masterpieces—in the fifth-century Athenian tragic drama. It is

the story of Agamemnon in Aeschylus’s play of that name, and of
Xerxes in his Persae

\
the story of Ajax in Sophocles’ play of that

name, of Oedipus in his Oedipus Tyrannus, and of Creon in his

Antigone; and it is the story of Penthcus in Euripides’ Bacchae,

T have said: Ye are gods, and all of you are children of the Most
High. But ye shall die like men, and fall like one of the princes.’^

In Platonic language,

Tf one sins against the laws of proportion and gives something too
big to something too small to carry it—too big sails to too small a ship,

too big meals to too small a body, too big powers to too small a soul

—

the result is bound to be a complete upset. In an outburst of ujSpi? the
over-fed body will rush into sickness, while the jack-in-office will rush
into the unrighteousness that v^pis always breeds.’^

In these two variant versions of a single plot^ we can discern and
comprehend the nemesis of creativity; and if, ‘in real life’, this

tragedy is really common form —if ir is true that the successful

creator of one chapter is severely handicapped, by his very success,

in endeavouring to resume the creative role in the next chapter, so

that the chances are always actually against ‘the favourite’ and in

favour of ^the dark horse’'^—then it is plain that we have here run

' ‘tin <Jlan qui peut aller jusqu’^ remportenient A mfsure que tomhent les obstacles;
cllc a quelque chose dc fren^tique/— Bergson, IJ.: Les Deux Sources de la Morale et de
la Religion (Pans 1932, Alcan), p. 320.

2 Psjilm Lxxxiji. 6-7. 3 Plato: Leges, 6gi r.

Plato {Respublica 491 li) la>s stress a iht active k;nd of moral aberration as a cause
of social breakdown*

‘Must we not suppose . . . that the souls which have the finest natural endowment
are precisely those that tend to go sensationally to bad under the influence of a bad
education? Wlicn one looks into the great crime and the exampKs of unmitigated
Wickedness* docs one find that these are the fruits o* a second-rate chaiacter? \rc they
npt apt rather to be the fruits of a vitality that has been conupted by a wrong up-
bi inging ? Is It not the fact that a weak character is never the author ot anything great
— either for good or for evil?’

5 The apparently paradoxical, and at the same time fundamentally right and natural,

victory of ‘the dark horse’ is the theme—if this may be said without irreverence—of

the Beatitudes in the Sermon on the Mount. ‘Blessed are llie poor in spirit, for theirs

is the Kingdom of Heaven; . . . blessed are the meek, tor thi y shall inherit the Earth’

(Matt. V. 3 and 5). The same paradox is the Lcitmotw in the ‘folk-tale' of the klgly

Duckling which turns into a swan, in the fairy-slO'v of the Cinderella w*ho turns into

a princess, and in the romance of the boor who turn m a mighty man of valour like

Sir Kay m fiction and Muzio Attendolo ‘Sforza* in ‘real life'. And, if Sir Leonard
Woolley's theory is right, we can see the same principle at work in the first gleam of a

revelation of the nature of the One True God which has eventually shone out in

Christianity. According to Woolley in his Mtaham (London 1930, Faber), God revealed

himself to the Hebrew patriarch m the shape of the familiar humble tutelary genius of

the household, whose worship Abraham carried with him out of Ur into the Wilderness,

and not in any of the great deities of a Sumeric Pantheon w*hose tempies the emigrant

perforce left behind him in a city of destruction from which he was extricating liimself

just in time. For the historical relation between the religious enlightenment of Abraham
and the disintegration of the Sumeric Civilization see Part VII, below.
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to earth a very potent cause of the breakdowns of civilizations. We
can see that in the drama of social life this nemesis of creativity

would bring on social breakdowns directly in two distinct ways.

On the one hand it would seriously diminish the number of

possible candidates for playing the creator’s role in the face of any

given challenge, since it would tend to rule out those who had

responded successfully to the last challenge, and these, ex hypo-

then, were potential creators before their very success in turning

promise into achievement threatened to sterilize their creati-

vity in the act of demonstrating it. In the if*"cond place this fre-

quent sterilization of the ci-devant creators would handicap the

society in its next ordeal out of all proportion to the mere numeri-

cal ratio between a handful of lost leaders and a host of creative

spirits; for, ex hypothesi again, the very past achievement which

has fatally disqualified these lost souls from achieving anything

further has also brought them to the front and has lodged them in

key positions where their senile impotence to create is aggravated

by their lasting potency ex officio to thwart and hinder.' When
these considerations are taken together, it will be seen that the

handicapping or disqualifying or sterilizing of ci-devant creators

through an inward psychological aberration to which their very

achievement makes them prone is the most potent cause of break-

down of any that our survey has revealed.

Can this nemesis of creativity be averted? Clearly it can; for

otherwise every civilization that ever came to birth would be
arrested inexorably at the threshold of life, whereas we have

actually found no more than four instances of civilizations that

have succumbed to this fate, as against no less than twenty-one

that have succeeded in going on from strength to strength. Yet,

though a way of salvation exists, it is a narrow way and it is diffi-

cult to find it.^ The question is, ‘How^ can a man be born when he

is old ? Can he enter the second time into his mother’s womb and
be born?’^ And the answer is that, 'except ye be converted, and
become as little children, ye shall not enter into the Kingdom of

Heaven’.

How often do the creative minorities which have discovered a

successful response to one challenge then qualify themselves,

through a spiritual rebirth, to take up the next challenge and the

next ? And how often do they disqualify themselves by fatuously

* This almost malignantly perverse operation of the rhythm of Life is particularly

apparent in the disastrous transformation of creative into dominant minorities and the
equally disastrous usurpation of the office of peace-makers by statesmen who have risen
to power as leaders in war and procurers of military victory. These two illustrations

ate examined in greater detail in IV. C (ui) (c) 2 (a)» pp. 297-8 and 298-300, below.
* Matt. vii. 14. 3 John ui 4.
4 Matt. anu. 3, quoted on p. 248, above.
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‘resting on their oars’ or by wilfully rushing down the steep place

that leads from Kopos through into arry ? Our best hope of

finding an answer to this question lies in resorting once more to

our trusty and well-beloved method of making an empirical survey.

2. ^Resting on One^s Oars*

(a) The Idolization of an Ephemeral Self

A Definition of Idolatry.

While the attitude of ‘resting on one’s oars’ may be described

as the passive way of succumbing to the nemesis of creativity,

the negativeness of this mental posture docs not certify an absence

of moral fault. A fatuous passivity towards the Present springs

from an infatuation with the Past; and this infatuation is the sin of

idolatry which, in the primitive Hebrew scheme of religion, is the

sin most apt to evoke the vengeance of ‘a jealous god’. Idolatry

may be defined as an intellectually and morally purblind worship

of the part instead of the whole, of the creature instead of the

Creator, of Time instead of Eternity;* and this abuse of the highest

faculties of the human spirit, and misdirection of its most potent

energies, has a fatal effect upon the object of idolization. It accom-
plishes the perverse and disastrous miracle of transforming one
of ‘th^ ineffably sublime works’^ of God into an ‘abomination of

desolation, standing where it ought not’.^ In practical life this

moral aberration may take the comprehensive form of an idolization

of the idolater’s own personality, or own society, in some ephemeral

phase of the never-ceasing movement from challenge through re-

sponse to further challenge which is the essence of being alive

or, again, it may take the limited form of an idolization of some
particular institution, or particular technique, which has once stood

the idolater in good stead. It may be convenient to examine these

different forms of idolatrj' separately, and we may start with the

idolization of the self, because this will offer us the clearest illus-

trations of the nature of the sin that we are novv setting out to study.

If it is indeed the truth

That men may rise on stepping-stones

Of their dead selves to higher things,®

then the idolater who commits the error of treating one dead self,

not as a stepping-stone, but as a pedestal, will be alienating him-

* See Part I, A, vol. i, p. 9, with footnote 3. and IV. C Oii) (6) 4 and 5, in the present
volume, pp. 141-85, above, for the natiu-e of idolatry as exemplified in our modem
Western political aberration of Nationalism.

* Goethe: Faust, 1 . 249, quoted in il. C (ii) (b) i, vol. », PP. 276 and 279, above.
s Mark xiii. 14 *= Matt. xxiv. 15; cf. Luke xxi. 20. These passages in the New

Testament are reminiscences of Daniel ix. 27 and xii. ii.
* See Part 111 . B, vol. lii, above. & Tennyson: In Memoriam.
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self from the life of God^ as conspicuously as the stylitc devotee

who maroons himself on the summit of a lonely column dissevers

himself from the world of men.

Jewry.

The most notorious historical example of this idolization of an

ephemeral self is the error of the Jews which is exposed in the

New Testament in a series of passages that we have already quoted^

as incomparable expressions of the motif of 'repmeTCLa. In a period

of their history which began in the infancy (>5 the Syriac Civiliza-

tion and which culminated in the Age of the Prophets of Israel, the

people of Israel and Judah raised themselves head and shoulders

above the Syriac peoples round about in responding to the challenge

of a ‘Time oi Troubles’ by rising to a higher conception of Religion ^

Keenly conscious, and rightly proud, of the spiritual treasure which
they had thus wrested from an ordeal that had broken the spirit of

their Aramaean and Phoenician and Philistine neighbours, the

Jews allowed themselves to be ‘betrayed, by what’ was ‘false with-

in’,^ into an idolization of this notable, yet transitory, phase of their

own spiritual growth. It w^as, indeed, a mighty feat of spiritual in-

tuition to perceive in the lineaments of a primitive volcano-demon
of the Arabian Wilderness the epiphany of a God who was omni-
present and omnipotent. What the Israelites had come to see in their

hereditary tribal divinity Yahweh was never apprehended in Che-
mosh by the Moabites or in Rimmoii by the Damascenes or in

Mclkart by the Tyrians'^ or in Dagon by the Philistines. In this

chapter of their history the Children of Israel had been gifted with

an unparalleled spiritual insight. And then, after having divined a

truth which was absolute and eternal, they allowed themselves to

be captivated by a temporary and relative half-truth. They per-

suaded themselves that Israel’s discovery of the One True God had
revealed Israel itself to be God’s Chosen People; and this half-

truth inveigled them into the fatal error of looking upon a momen-
tary spiritual eminence, w^hich they had attained by labour and

travail, as a privilege conferred upon them by God in a covenant

which was everlasting.^^ In this delusion—which was a moral as

well as an intellectual fault—the Jew^s ‘rested on their oars’ when
they were called upon to respond to a new challenge which was

* Ephesiana iv j8. * In IV C (iiij (f) i, on p. 247, above.
3 See III. C (1) (a), vol. 111, pp. 140-1, above.
^ Meredith: Lozfe's Grave, quoted in IV. C (111) (a) on p. 120, above.
5 The identification of the Tyrian Melkart with the Hellenic H6rakl€&, and the

possible influence of this act of religious syncretism upon the mytholoj^y and theology
of Christianity, are discussed in V. C (11) (a), Annex II, vol. vi, pp. 465-76, below.

6 See the passages quoted from the Old Testament in II. C" (ii) (a) j, vol. 1, p. 246,
above
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presented to the Syriac Society Alexandrum by the impact of

Hellenism;* and, through persisting in this posture, they ‘put

themselves out of the running’ for serving once more as pioneers

in the next advance of the Syriac spirit. Brooding over a talent

which they had perversely sterilized by hiding it in the earth,^ they

rejected the still greater treasure which God was now offering them.

‘A son of man the Son of God ? Was a generation in Jewry that was

heir to the whole of God’s revelation to Abraham and Moses and

the Prophets now called upon to betray this magnificent Jewish

spiritual heritage by accepting one of those childishly shocking

Hellenic contes of the amours of Zeus which the wisdom of the

Greeks themselves had long ago rejected as being neither intellec-

tually nor morally credible of the Godhead?’^ The question had

only to be framed in order to answer itself in the negative in the

mind of an orthodox Jew of the generation of Jesus. And so it came

to pass that the Gospel a Jewish Messiah who was God Him-
self incarnate was preached by Galilaeans and taken to heart by

Gentiles.

Athens,

If Israel succumbed to the nemesis of creativity by idolizing

itself in its transitory' role of being ‘the Chosen People’, Athens

condemned herself to the same fate by becoming infatuated with

her own no less transitory role of being ‘the Education of Hellas’.

We have seen how Athens earned a temporary claim to this

magnificent title by finding a solution for the Malthusian problem

which beset the Hellenic Society in the second chapter of its his-

tory,4 and by going on to solve with even greater brilliance, the

further problems which the very success of the Solonian economic

revolution had raised in the two fields of domestic politics'^ and

artistic culture. These gifts of Athens t- Hellas were indeed im-

mense; yet the Enneacruni were not, any more than Jacob’s Well

at Samaria, ‘a well of water springing up into everlasting life

This Attic water might momentarily slake the drinker’s thirst, but

it could not procure him a miraculous release from ever thirsting

again and, indeed, the imperfectness of w'hat Athens had achieved

was proclaimed by the very occasion on which her self-conferred

title of ‘the Education of Hellas’ was coineo lor her by her own son

> For this challenge see III. C (li) (6), vol. iii, pp above, and V. C (i) (d) 9

vol. vi, pp. 103-5. below.
^ J

Matt, xxv 25.

3 For the points of likeness and difference between the story of the conception and

birth of Jesus in the Matthaean and Lucan prologues to the Gospel and the siniilar

stories that are told of certain pagan heroes of Hellenic history see V. C (11) (^), vol. vi,

pp. 267-75, and V. C (ii) (a), Annex IX, vol. vi, pp. 450-1, below.

4 See I. B (i), vol. i, pp. 24-5, and II. D (ii), vol. ii, pp. 37-42, above

s See IV. C (iii) (i) 9. pp. 200-6, above. ** John iv. 14.

7 John iv. 13-14.
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Pericles. He coined it in a funeral oration* which he delivered in

praise of the Athenian dead in the first year of an Atheno-Pelopon-

nesian War which was an outward visible sign ofan inward spiritual

breakdown in the life of the Hellenic Society. And this fatal war
had broken out because one of the problems set by the success

of the Solonian economic revolution—the problem of creating a

Hellenic political world order—had proved to be beyond the com-
pass of the fifth-century Athenians* moral stature.^ In the circum-

stances of the year 431-430 b.c. the orator’s proclamation of Athens
as ‘the Education of Hellas’ should therefore not have moved his

audience to a thrill of self-adulation, but rather have moved them
to ‘abhor* themselves ‘and repent in dust and ashes’. ^ The military

overthrow of Athens in 404 B.c., and the greater moral defeat which
the restored Athenian democracy inflicted upon itself in 399 B.c.

by the judicial murder of Socrates, did indeed provoke one con-

temporary Athenian man of genius to repudiate Periclean Athens
and almost all her works.^ Yet Plato’s partly petulant and partly

affected gesture of fouling his own Attic nest neither profited Plato

himself nor impressed his fellow citizens; and the epigoni of those

Athenian pioneers who had made their city ‘the Education of

Hellas* sought to vindicate their claim to a forfeited title by the

perverse method of proving themselves unteachable.

Like the French Tigris at the turn of the eighteenth and nine-

teenth centuries of the Christian Era, the restorers of the Athenian

democracy at the turn of the fifth and fourth centuries B.c. con-

victed themselves ofhaving ‘forgotten nothing and learnt nothing’

and the tone which they set was maintained by their successors to

the bitter end of Athenian history. They idolized the dead self of

Athens as she had been, for a fleeting moment, in the Periclean

Age; and they thereby debarred a post-Periclean Athens from

having any part or lot in later Hellenic acts of creation.

On the political plane no cumulation of disasters ever availed to

shake Athens out of the ‘sacred egoism* which Pericles had taught

her to regard as a duty to herself that her past services to Hellas

entitled her to cultivate in perpetuity.

In transforming the Delian League into an Athenian Empire,

this Attic egoism had not only brought upon Athens the loss of her

political primacy in Hellas, but had incidentally brought upon

* The phrase, as we have it, occurs in the rendering of Pericles* funeral oration by
Thucydides in Book II, chap. 41.

* See IV C (ill) {b) 10, p. 213, above. Job xlii 6.

^ For Plato's attitude towards his Attic social heritage see Part III. A, vol lii,

pp. 90-3, above.
* ‘Personne n*a su ni rien oublier ni rien apprendre,*—Chevalier de Panat in a letter

dated London, January 1796, in Mimoires et Correspondance de Mallet du Pan (Paris

1851, Amyot & Cherbuliez, 2 vols.), vol. 11, chap. 9, p. 197.
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Hellas as a whole the breakdown of the Hellenic Civilization. Yet
a post-war Athens learnt so little from the political errors of her
pre-war self that the history of the First Athenian Empire was
virtually repeated in that of the Second. The disruption of this

Second Athenian Empire, owing to Athens* inveterately egoistic

proclivities, opened the way for a Philip of Macedon, on the fringes

of the fourth-century Hellenic World, to build up a Power of an
overwhelmingly superior material calibre. * The measure of this

superiority was given by the completeness of Athens* defeat at

Chaeronea
;
and, in the next generation, Philip’s political achieve-

ment in Continental European Greece was emulated by the Romans
in Italy and dwarfed by Alexander in Asia. Therewith the whole
scale of political life in the Hellenic World was enlarged, and this

so vastly and so abruptly that the change opened a new chapter in

Hellenic history.^ Yet it took Athens 76 years—from her over-

throw by Philip in 338 B.c. to her overthrow by Antigonus Gonatas
in 262—to learn that, in this new world of titans, she could no
longer affect with impunity to play her classic role of a Hellenic

Great Power.

^

Even then, the Athenian reading of a Macedonian lesson was
fatally negative; for when, in 229-228 B.c., Athens shook herself

free again from Macedonian military occupation, she rebuffed an

invitation to enter the Achaean League, and withdrew into a selfish

isolation^—as though she were blind to the patent political truth

that, in the international situation of that age of Hellenic history,

a policy of solidarity between the little central states was, for each

and all of them, the only possible means of salvation from the fate

of being overwhelmed by the new Great Powers of titanic calibre

on the Hellenic World’s expanding periphery-^ In this posture of

an egoism that was bound to defeat itself, Athens looked on passively

while Rome delivered ‘knock-out blow to her fellow titans on the

periphery and to Athens’ neighbours in the centre who had been

attempting—without Athenian help—to avert this catastrophe by

the expedient of fcderatioii; and by this time Athens* egoism had

so far stifled both her Hellenic public spirit and her Attic self-

respect that she actually stooped to play the part of Greek jackal

to the Roman lion. She basely begged for a dole out of Roman
spoils and Greek losses—the derelict tenifory of the neighbouring

Boeotian city of Haliartus, which had fallen a victim to Roman

* See III. C (ii)
(
6), Annex IV, vol. «i, pp. 485* above.

> See III. C (i) (a), vol. in, pp. 140 and 150-1, and III. C (i) (d), vol. iii, p. 197,

above; and IV. C (iii) (r) 2 (^), in the present volume, pp. 305-6; V. C (1) (f) 3, vol.

V, p. 214: and V. C (ii) (6), vol. vi, pp 289-90, below.
3 See III. C (li) (o), vol. iii. p. 338, above.
4 See III. C (ii) (6), vol. lii, pp. 34o~*» above,
9 See loc. cit.
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‘frightfulnessV together with the two islands of Lemnos and Delos
—and the insular items in her shameless demand were contemp-
tuously tossed to her.^

Yet neither a mercenary gratitude for the lucrative gift of the

Delian slave-market, nor a prudent fear of suffering Haliartus’s

fate, restrained Athens from eventually turning against her Roman
patrons and masters. With a supreme inconsequence Athens
waited until Rome’s world power had been placed on an impreg-

nable basis by the overthrow of all serious competitors, and then

she abandoned her latter-day policy of isolation, plunged once again

into the maelstrom of the Hellenic ‘Time of Troubles’ in its final

paroxysm, and this time pushed her way into the meUe on the

anti-Roman side. In 88 b.c., when King Mithradates of Pontic

Cappadocia offered the city-states of Greece a ‘liberation’ from
Roman whips which would merely have exposed them to chastise-

ment with the scorpions of a despotism in the Achaemenian tradi-

tion, Athens light-heartedly enlisted under the Oriental war-lord’s

banner, and paid for her folly two years later when the city was
taken by storm by Mithradates’ Roman conqueror Sulla. If the

price which she paid on this occasion was something less than

annihilation, it was because—as Sulla himself explained, in excuse

for his unwonted touch of mercy—‘he forgave a minority for the

sake of a majority: the living for the sake of the dead’. 3 A historian

might comment that this posthumous service, which the Athenians

of the Solonian and the Periclean Age thus rendered to their

degenerate descendants, w^as, after all, no more than a bare act of

justice, considering that the latter-day Athenians’ infatuation with

their ancestors’ withered glory had been so largely instrumental in

bringing them to their eventual pass. The extent of the service

which Sulla ironically credited to the account of the Athenians of

the past must not, however, be overestimated; for, though Athens

survived the Sullan sack as a chef d*ceuvre of architecture and a

seat of intellectual life, this last excursion into the arena of inter-

national politics was the inglorious end of Athenian political history.

Was it intellectual stupidity or moral aberration that prevented

the Athenians from ever learning a lesson which was perpetually

being inculcated into them from the days of Lysander to the days

of Sulla? Since it can hardly be maintained that the average level,

either of native wit or of intellectual cultivation, was lower in

Athens than in other parts of the Hellenic World during the last

four centuries B.c., the Athenians stand convicted ofhaving brought

* For the sack of Haliartus and Coronca by the Romans m 171 B c see II D (v),

rol. II, p 213, and III. C (u) (6), vol 111, p. 312, above.
* Polybius, Book XXX, chap 20 {ohm 18), and Book XXXII, chap 7 {ohm 17),
3 Plutarch’s Life of Sulla, chap. 14.
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their political misfortunes upon themselves through the moral
fault of infatuation with their own past; and it is here that we must
look for the psychological cause of their inveterate self-stultifying

egoism. This explanation will be confirmed if we take a compara-
tive view of the contemporary creative achievements of certain

other Hellenic communities which conspicuously lacked the Attic

intellectual endowment, but which were also, by the same token,

exempt from the incubus of a Periclean halo.

At the moment when, at the turn of the fifth and fourth centuries

B.C., the exiled Athenian democrats were preparing for their barren
restoration of an Attic ancien regime, an Athenian soldier of fortune,

who was then seeing service in the Achaemenian pretender Cyrus’s
famous corps of ten thousand Greek mercenaries, was observing

the ditferences in ethos between the several contingents of troops

that composed this variegated force. The Ten Thousand were
the human flotsam and jetsam of all the city-states that had been
battered by the recent storm of the Atheno-Peloponnesian War;
and, since the greater part of the Hellenic World had been involved

in the catastrophe,^ this post-w^ar camp of Greek mercenaries

on Achaemenian ground was a fair epitome of the contemporary
Hellenic Society. In this miniature Hellas-under-arms the Athe-
nian Xenophon noticed, with a contempt which was half irritable

and half condescending, that his Achaean and Arcadian comrades
were markedly more wayward, impulsive, improvident, refractory

to discipline, and in fact in every w^ay more crude and barbaric,

than the representatives of the more sophisticated and progressive

Hellenic communities of the day, like his own Athenian self, or his

Spartanand Boeotian friends.^ Xenophon’s observation was correct.

At the date when he made it, Athens stood on an altogether higher

level of culture than Arcadia and Achaia; yet after Xenophon’s

day the roles were so rapidly reversed that an Arcadian historian

of the second century B.c., who was akj an Achaean statesman,

could pronounce a condemnation which is as convincing as it is

severe upon the statesmanship of a fourth-century Athenian politi-

cian who was Xenophon’s junior by only one generation; and he

could drive his verdict home by pointing the contrast between

Demosthenes and the author’s own forebears who had been Demos-
thenes’ Arcadian contemporaries.

‘For Demosthenes the measure of everything was the parochial in-

terest of his Attic fatherland. In his view the whole of Hellas ought to

take its cue from Athens as a matter of duty, and any Hellenes who failed

* Thucydides, Book I, chap. i.

* For the difference m dthos, and consequent divergence in action, between the

Achaeans and Arcadians on the one side and the rest of the Ten Thousand on the

other see Xenophon’s Cyrt Anabasis, passim, especially Book VI, chaps. 1-3.
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to comply were stigmatized by him as traitors. In this, Demosthenes’
policy was, in my opinion, singularly wide of the mark and out of touch
with reality; and, as a matter of fact, my opinion is borne out by the
verdict of the history of the age, which testified to the political wisdom
and foresight, not of Demosthenes, but of [his Arcadian and Messenian
contemporaries] Eucampidas and Hieronymus and Cercidas and the
sons of Philiadas.’*

If this comparative judgement was valid already for the age which
saw Athenian statesmanship fail to prevent the new Power of
Macedon from imposing its hegemony upon Hellas, it was still

more conspicuously valid for the ensuing pericd which intervened
between the Battle of Chaeronea and the date at which Polybius
was writing. In the third century B.c. it was unquestionably the
wisdom and foresight of Achaean and Arcadian statesmen that

liberated the heart of Hellas from Macedonian shackles, and then
worked out a constitutional device for safeguarding this recaptured
political freedom by making it less difficult for the little states at the
centre of a rapidly and widely expanding Hellenic World to hold
their own against the Great Powers which were growing up on the
periphery. The device was a new system of federating city-states:

a form of federation which did not attempt to deprive the individual
state-member of its traditional city-state autonomy, yet at the same
time took care to confer effective powers upon the common Govern-
ment of the federal union. The Achaean and Arcadian architects

of this new type of Hellenic polity perceived that these were the
only terms on which the city-states in the heart of Greece could
survive politically at all in a world in which the average unit-size

of a sovereign state had already increased, in every other region,

to a measure which dwarfed even an Attica or a Lacedaemon, not
to speak of the smaller domain of a Sicyon or Megalopolis or Dyme.
This truth, of course, was staring all third-century Greek states-

men in the face; but an Aratus and a Lydiadas distinguished them-
selves by summoning up the strength of mind to act upon their

insight,2 whereas, in this new crisis in Hellenic history, Athens’
sole distinction lay in the singular negativeness of her role. Her
despised Boeotian neighbours might perhaps find some ground for

claiming that the work of Aratus was inspired by Boeotian federal

experiments in the past^—in so far as it was not a direct reaction to

the exigencies of Aratus’s own age. Even the Spartans, who in-

curred a more positive responsibility than the Athenians for the

ultimate failure of Aratus’s political enterprise,+ did at least react

* Polybius, Book XVIII, chap. 14 {ohm XVIl 14)
* For their work see III. C (11) (6), vol hi, pp. 313-14 and 339-41, above.
» See IV. C (ill) {c) 2 (j8), pp. 307-8, below.
^ See III. C (n) (&), vol. ui, p 341, footnote x, above.
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to the Hellenic crisis of the third century B.c. by suddenly and
surprisingly shaking off a social catalepsy in which they had lain

fast bound for three hundred years;* and they did not relapse into

lethargy until they had offered two new and notable contributions

to the Hellenic commonweal—an experiment in social revolution^

and a legend of martyr-kings^—both of which were harv^ested in

the fullness of time by the Hellenic proletariat, although, at the

moment, they brought confusion and not salvation to the dominant
minority. At this critical moment when Hellas, in her extremity,

was throwing her oldest veterans, as well as her youngest recruits,

into her battle with Fate, in a last desperate effort to break through

the iron ring, Athens was almost alone in holding coldly aloof.

This negativeness of Athens in her latter days, which we have

so fai been observing on the political plane, comes out still more
strikingly when we turn our attention from politics to culture

;
for

culture, even more than politics, was the sphere of activity in which
Athens excelled in the springtime of her history which had opened
with her success in solving the Malthusian challenge; and in this

field her floruit came later and lasted longer. In the souls of a

Euripides and a Thucydides and a Socrates and a Plato the very

onset of the political adversity that was heralded by the outbreak of

the Atheno-Peloponnesian War had the effect of a challenge which
evoked the highest moral and intellectual flights of the Attic spirit;

and the fourth century b.c., which saw the beginning of the political

autumn of Athenian history, marked the height of its cultural sum-
mer. Even after the turn of the fourth and third centuries, when
the flow of native Attic genius threatened to dwindle, the cultural

pre-eminence of Athens seemed to be assured for ever by an

established cultural prestige which attracted to her precincts the

men of light and learning from ever more distant regions of a con-

tinually expanding Hellenic World—an Aristotle of Stageirus and

a Zeno of Citium and an Epicurus of Samos—and these eminent

Athenians by spiritual adoption left permanent legacies to the city

where they had made their home. They reinforced the Platonic

Academy with a Peripatus and a Stoa and a Garden. Yet by the

time when Polybius of Megalopolis was writing his oecumenical

history, Athens could no longer claim to possess a monopoly of

the higher Hellenic culture and even in the field of philosophy,

* See Part III. A, vol. iii, pp. 53-77, above.
* Sec Part III. A, vol. in, pp. 76-7, above, and V. C (i) (r) 2, vol. v, p. 78; V. C (i) {d) i,

vol. V, pp. 388-9; and V. C (ii) (a), voi. vi, pp. 219-20, below.
3 See V. C (ii) (a). Annex II, passim, vol. vi, below.
^ Polybius himself rccv^rds (in Book IV, chaps. 20-1) the deliberate and strenuous

and successful efforts which the Arcadians had made, prcsumal^ between Xenophon's
day and his own, to counteract the barbaric boorish vem which Xenophon had observed
in his Arcadian companions-in-arms. Some time before Polybius’s day the Arcadians
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which she appeared to have made peculiarly and inalienably her

own, the conceit of being ‘the Education of Hellas’ led her into

betraying herself when she was visited by a greater than Zeno from
a city which was not more outlandish than Citium.

The rejection of Paul by the Athenians^ is the analogue of his

Master’s rejection by the Jews. Though Paul disputed—according

to the custom of philosophers at Athens
—

‘in the market daily with

them that met with him*, and though he gave a seasoning of Attic

salt to his Areopagitic oration by taking an Attic votive inscription

for his text, his preaching ofthe Resurrection proved an insuperable

stumbling-block to an Athenian generation widch was infatuated

mth a Stoic and Epicurean past. Paul’s first impression of a ‘city

wholly given to idolatry’ was indeed a true intuition of Athens as

she had come to be in the Apostle’s day.

‘Their idols are silver and gold, the work of men’s hands
‘They have mouths, but they speak not; eyes have the}

,
but they see

not;

‘They have ears, but they hear not; noses have they, but they smell

not. . . ,

‘They that make them arc like unto them
;
so is ever}^ one that trusteth

in them.’^

‘So Paul departed from among them . . . and came to Corinth’,

^

w’herc his message that God ‘now commandeth all men everywhere

to repent’ found more sensitive ears among the grandchildren of

the commercial-minded Roman freedmen who had been settled

by Caesar on the derelict site of Athens’ annihilated Greek rival. ^

Athens had refused to be charged with a spintual mission which

she might have taken as the crown of her long philosophic prepara-

tion; and the function of serving as a seed-bed m which the germs

had subjected thcmsclcts to the cultural discipline of a compulsory univcK»aI education

in community sii^unt', and the clTectivcmss of this Areadian institution was demon-
stiated, towaids iht close of the third century B (. by one of those ixctptions that

prove a lulc At thi^ date the IMltnic Woild was shocked and the rest of \rcadia
put to shame, bv a startlmp n lapst into barbarism in the smplc Arcadian community
of Cvnaetha, where the nationil \rcadian institution ot an intcnstvi cultivation of music
had been allowed to fall into loial ntj.dect

* Sec thi, account m ^cis xvii 16-34
» Psalm orv 4-6 and b ^ Acts xvii 33 and xvin i

4 Por the commeri lal-mindcdness of Caesar’s frecdmen-i olonists at Corinth see

Strabo, Geographtca, Kook V'lII, p]i 381 2 After her annihilation in 146 B c Oy the
Roman Central Mummius, ‘Corinth remained derelict for an age, until evtntualh the

eligibility of the site procured the restoration of the city at the hands of Caesar the God
Caesar repopulatcd Corinth with a large tolonv of Romans of the fieedman class, and
these colonists, when thev wtr* shifting tht ruins and incidentally digging up the graves,

came across quantities of ohjets de veytu, both in porcelain and in bron/e This funeral

furniture madt suth an impression cm them that ihcv did not leave a single grave
unrifled —with the result thit they acquued a large stock, disposed of it at a handsome
proht, and filled Rome with necrocoiinthui^ as they called the yield of the graves,

especially the porcelain This C ormthian porcelain was highly prized to begin with

—

quite as highly as the Connthnn bronzes —but afterwards the craze for it subsided
(the supply gave out, and, of the pieces already placed on the market the majority
were not a success)

’
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of Hellenic philosophy and Syriac religion would mingle and blend

was fulfilled, not by Attica, but by Asia Minor. The seeds which
the Apostle managed to sow among the turbulent Ephesians* and
the ‘foolish* Galatians were ripening, three centuries later, to an
Asiatic harvest as fai afield as rustic Cappadocia, and were begin-

ning to take root among European barbarians beyond the farthest

outposts of the Roman Orbis Terrarum, while Athens remained as

‘wholly given to idolatry’ as ever.

In the fourth century ofthe Christian Era, when the Cappadocian
Fathers of the Church were laying the ecclesiastical foundations of a

new social order, Athens was inspiring their Dardanian contem-
porary Julian with his tragically academic dream of a Paganism
re-minted in a Christian image and resuscitated by artificial respira-

tion.^ l^'hevery connotation which theword ‘academic’ has acquired

in our modern Western vernaculars, and the aptness of the word,
in its eventual meaning, for describing and explaining the failure

of Julian’s life-work, bear witness to the fate to which Athens
succumbed in the cultural sphere. It was not for nothing that the

city which so frivolously rejected the Apostle’s religious i;evelation

should have entered with an equal hght-heartedness upon the

political escapade of the Mithradatic alliance at the instigation of

the university professor Anstion.^ In clinging to her outworn role

of being ‘the Education of Hellas’ in a particular mental groove,

Athens fulfilled her ideal of herself in an unfortunately literal way
by turning herself into a university town.

In the fifth century of the Christian Era, when she was standing

out as a last barren reef of unsubmerged Paganism above the still

rising waters of an oecumenical Cbnstian flood, Athens was the

scene of a strange cultural alliance between a scholastic intellectual-

ism and an archaistic revival of primitive superstitions^ which the

live genius of Hellenic philosophy had apparently strangled with

ease, a thousand years before, in its Ionian infancy.^ The Athenian

For the re-cmcrgence of Fphe‘us m paiticular, and of Ionia and Atolis in general,

from the eclipse under which they had lam fiom the sixth century B c to the fourth,

see IV C (1), pp 20-3, above
* For Julian’s abortive Neoplatonic Church see V C (1) {d) 6 {h), Annex, vol v,

pp. 680-3, ^ (“) (^)» vol VI, pp 222-3, below
3 The question whether Aristion wa^ the onlv professor-di( tator who had his da\

at Athens in this crisis, or uhether he had a predecessor of the same profession called

Athenion, is discussed in Ferguson, W S Hfllemsttc Athens (London 1 9 1 1 , Macmillanl,

pp 446-7, and in The Cambridge Ann<*nt History^ vol. ut, p. 244, footnote 4
^ This infection of the philosophy of the Dominant Minority by the superstition of the

Internal Proletariat is examined further in V C (1) {d) 6 (S), vol v, pp 553 68, below
* As early as the sixth century B c Superstition had been so effectively sterilized by

Rationalism in the more progressive states of Hellas that the native supply of medicine-
men and diviners gave out—if we may legitimately draw this inference from a number
of cases, recorded by Herodotus, in which the Government of one or other of these

states in the heart of the Hellenic World of that age employed the services of a diviner
who had been bom and bred in one of the backward cantons in the North-West. For
example, the Athenian despot Pcisistratus employed the Acamanian Amphilytus (Book I,
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professors in the generation of Saint John Chrysostom would pass

—with no apparent sense of incongruity—from learnedly com-
menting on Aristotle in the lecture-room to piously swinging the

bull-roarer over Attic fields in the half-affected but also half-serious

belief that they were stimulating the crops by the practice of this

magic ritual. ^ In this age, when Hellenism was at bay in an Attic

fastness, the first and last things in the Hellenic tradition—its

lowest and its highest elements—^thus entered, at Athens, into a

desperate defensive union sacrde. Even then the Athenians were
being saved, as well as infatuated, by their ancestors

;
for at Athens

this pedantic prolongation of ‘the times of igi orance’, in defiance

of an official veto upon Paganism,^ was indulgently ‘winked at’^ by
the fifth-century Imperial authorities. Yet a mild official indul-

gence could not save a senile Attic pedantry from being a forlorn

hope; and when these latter-day Athenian professorial activities

were eventually snuffed out by the Imperial Government’s long

delayed enforcement of the law in a.d. 529, there was little loss to

learning, and none at all to the genius of creative Hellenic thought,

whose soul had long since departed from this body academic.

The only practical effect of the Emperor Justinian’s vexatiously

legal act of closing the University of Athens was to advertise His

Christian Majesty’s intolerance and to provide a heau role for His

Zoroastrian Majesty Chosroes. The ejected Athenian professors,

cut to the heart by this wanton breaking of a nine-centunes-Iong

Platonic ‘Golden Cham’, and debarred from all activities that gave

their own lives any meaning, sought asylum in the East, where,

in the springtime of Hellenic philosophy, the Seven Sages had
once sought wisdom. The asylum was graciously granted, but the

refugees were inevitably disillusioned; for while it was an easy

matter for the Sasanian Padishah to thwart the purpose, and blacken

the face, of his Rumi rival —the Caesar—by affording protection

to the victims of Justinian’s tyranny, it was entirely beyond Chos-
roes’ power—and perhaps beyond the range of his imagination

—

to provide these academic exiles with the cultural atmosphere which

they were now no longer allow’^ed to breathe in Attica. Wise men
who follow’^ a king’s star arc unlikely to find their king—be he new-

chap 62), the Samian despot Polycrateb employed an Elean (Book III, cliap 132), the
Spartan King Leonidas employed the Acarnanian Megistias (Book VII, chaps 219, 221,
and 228), the Phocians employed the LIcan lellias (Book VIII, chap 27), the Spartans
employed the Elean 1 isamenus (Book IX, chaps 33-6), Mardonius employed the
Elean Hegcsistratus (Book IX, chap 37), Mardon’us’s Greek allies employed ihe
Leucadian Hippomachus (Book IX, chap 38).

* See the passage quoted from Marinus’s Life of Proclus, chap 28, in Bidcz, J. La
Vte de VFmpcreurjulien (Pans 1930, Lcs Belles Letties), p 74 The whole of chap 12

of Bidez’s work is worth studying in this connexion
* P'or the Impenal legislation of A d 382-90 for the suppression of Paganism see

IV. C (ill) (6) 12, pp 226-7, above, and V. C (1) (d) 8 (S), vol. vi, p. 89, below.
3 Acta xvii 30.
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bom saviour or wizened metaphysician—if they choose to make
their pilgrimage widdershins; and the last of the Athenian pro-
fessors were not vouchsafed, for their own benefit ‘in real life’, that

miraculous reversal of the cosmic rhythm with which they were
familiar in a Hellenic legend of Pelops* and in a Syriac legend of

Joshua.^ So the stars in their courses duly fought against them;^
and indeed, in migrating eastward, from Athens to Ctesiphon, they
were actually travelling towards the very source of the aggressive

Syriac culture whose far-projected radiation had just completed
the disintegration of Hellenism in its homeland. If the Syriac spirit

was strong enough, even in a Helleno-Syriac syncretism such as

Christianity, to make it impossible any longer to lead the life of a

Hellenic philosopher at Athens, how could that life conceivably

be lived in Ctesiphon under the aegis of a Zoroastrianism which
was an undiluted and militantly anti-Hellenic expression of the

Syriac genius?^ It is not surprising to learn that the Athenian
refugees in a hospitable Traq soon found themselves painfully and
incurably homesick for the inhospitable world of Rum whose dust

they had shaken from off their feet with so antique a gesture
;
but

it is certainly remarkable that their host Khusru Anushifwan, so

far from taking offence at their apparent ingratitude, show^ed him-
self not only sensitive but sympathetic to his odd guests’ pitiful

despair. He was kind enough to make the professors’ interest his

royal concern; and, in the peace terms which he negotiated with

the Roman Imperial Government in a.d. 533, he insisted upon the

inclusion of a special clause which not only secured the readmission

of his proteges into Roman territory, but also guaranteed them their

liberty to live in the Christian Empire as pagans for the rest of

their lives without being molested by the Imperial police.^

Thanks to such considerateneso on the part of a Persian auto-

crat, this Athenian tragi-comedy received a happy ending; but

the Attic aberration of idolatry did not die vith its last professional

adepts. In its literal sense of that adoration of graven images which
had shocked Saint Paul, this Athenian infatuation with Athens’

dead self lived on under the Christian dispensation and even sur-

vived the interregnum which intervened between the final dis-

appearance of Hellenism and the incipient emergence of Orthodox

* Sec Euripides, Electra, 11 . 726-44; Orestes, 11 . lOO" 6, Iph. Taur., 1 . 816, Plato:

Politicus, 268 E-269 A.

2 Joshua X. 12-14. 3 Judged V. 20.

4 For Zoroastrianism as a reaction against the intrusion of Hellenism into the Syriac
Woild see I. C (1) (6), vol 1, pn 90-1; II. D (v), vol. u, p 203; H. D (vi), vol. a,

pp. 234-6, II. D (vii), vol. u, pp. 285-6 and p. 374, above, and V. C (i) (c) 2, vol. v,

pp. 125-6, and V. C (1) (d) 6 (S), Annex, vol. v, pp. 657-61, below,
5 For the story of King Khusru Anushirwfin and the Seven Athenian Piofcssora see

Agathias of Myrrhina* A History of H^s Own Times, Book II, chap. 30, and Edward
Gibbon : The History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, chap. xl.
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Christendom. It was assuredly no accident that the East Roman
Empress Irene {imperabat a.d. 780-802), who restored the images

to honour in the Orthodox Christian World after the first outbreak

of Iconoclasm,^ was not Anatolian but Athenian born.

We have now glanced at the part played by Athens in the political

history of the Hellenic World after the outbreak of the Atheno-
Peloponnesian War, and in its cultural history after the establish-

ment of the four schools of philosophy in their Attic head-quarters;

and our cursory survey has brought to light a paradoxical fact.

Here is a period of Hellenic history which might aptly be labelled

‘the Atticistic Age’,^ in acknowledgement of the truth that in this

age the most strongly marked features of Hellenism are the traces

of a lasting impress which has been left upon the face of the whole
Hellenic Society by the creative work of Athens in the age im-

mediately preceding and yet, in an age which bears this con-

spicuous stamp of Attic achievements in the past, Athens makes
herselfconspicuous—once again, but this time in exactly the opposite

way—through the absence of any contemporary Attic contributions

to the solution of current I If llenic problems.

Venice

The Attic paradox, for which we have found an explanation

in Athens’ fatal aberration of idolizing her own dead self, has a

parallel, in our Western World, in the similar contrast between the

respective roles that Italy has played in the second and in the third

chapter of our Western history.

If the Athens of the fifth and fourth centuries n.c. could fairly

claim the title of ‘the Education of Hellas’, the Italy of the four-

teenth and fifteenth centuries of the Christian Era might have
called herself ‘the Education of Western Christendom’ with equal

justice. If we scrutinize the countenance of our Western Society

in that ‘modern’ chapter of its history which runs from the latter

part of the fifteenth century to the latter part of the nineteenth,

we shall find that its ‘modern’ economic and political efficiency,

as well as its ‘modern’ aesthetic and intellectual culture, is of a

distinctively Italian origin. In this chapter of its history our

> For the iconoclastic movement in the carlv life of Oithodox Chustendom see

IV. C (iiO (f) 2 (jS), pp. 352 and 364, below.
* Instead of ‘the Hellemstic Age’, whifh is the label commonly used The word

‘Hellenistic’ is manifestly out of place in the description of a particular period of
Hellenic history. If it is to be used, it ought to be applied, not to any chapter in the
history of the civilization which wc have called the Hellenic, but to the whole life and
activity of the two societies—^the Western and the Orthodox Christian—which stand
to the Hellenic Society in the relation which we have called ‘Affiliation*. The problem
of nomenclature in the labelhng oi periods of history has been touched upon in III. C
(11) (6), vol. Ill, p. 375, footnote 2, above.

3 On this point see II. D (11), vol. 11, p 42, abo\e.
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Western Civilization was launched on a new course by an Italian

impetus, and this impetus came from the radiation, into Trans-
alpine Europe, of a special Italian version of the general Western
culture of the preceding age * This local Italian culture made its

conquests m Transalpine Europe, and thereby opened a new
chapter in the history of the Western World as a whole, because
It was brilliantly superior, in a number of vital points, to any-
thing that Transalpine Europe had yet succeeded in achieving *

The unrivalled creativity of Italy m the fourteenth and fifteenth

centuries^ was thus the original driving-force behind the movement
of Western Civilization during a span ol four ensuing centuries

which, on this account, might aptly be called our Ttalistic Age’,^

and here we find ourselves confronted, once again, by our Attic

paradox, for, throughout a period of our common Western history

which bore the image and superscription of Italian acts of creation

in the past, the contemporary Italian contributions to the geneial

life of the age were conspicuously inferior to those of medieval

Italy’s modern Transalpine converts

The comparative cultural sterility of Italy during the four-

hundred-} ears’ span of Western history which began ttrea ad
1471; Was manifest in all the medieval homes of Italian culture

—

m Florence, in Venice, in Milan, in Siena, in Bologna, in Padua —
and a connoisseur of Italian life m this period of eclipse would be
able to drive the point home by presenting an eclectic picture com-

* For this Italian radiation into 7 ransalpint Furopc at the turn of the second

( medico '’
1 ) tnd the third ( modern ) chapter of our Western history see I B (1) vol 1,

p ly me (11) (b) \ol 111 pp 350 63 and IV C \.iu) (b) 8 m the present volume,

p iqS above and \ ( (i) (,d) 6 (y) Annex I \oI v p 635 footnote i and p 638 belos\

7 he cfiect ot the radiation is sometimes popularly described as the Renaissance but in

applu ation to 7 ransalpine I urope the expression is misleading 1 or it was a mimesis of
contenipoiary Italian t iiltuie and not a re apture of some temporarily li si or submerged
clement in its o\\n 1 ransalpine social htr age tha was the nal seciet of the sudden
advance in civ ihzation that was aceomplished ly 1 ransalpine Europe at this date

The authentic Kenaissante was a rt birtl ot the defuntt liellen c culture m a new
cultural environment through a successful recultivation of Latin and Greek lette'^,

and this was not a Frinsalpine hut an Itiliin achiev lent which was a part—though
perhaps not the most vital pirt -of the Kultwgut that was transmitted Imm Italy to the
liansalpine piovinecs of the Western World at the tu n of the fifteenth and sixteenth

centuries of the C hristian Eri
* I he supeiiority of Italian over 7 ransalpine culture whieh was so striking towards

the end ot the fifteenth century, is sometimes placed to the credit of the foregoing

renaissance in Italy of I atm and (»retk Utters but the Italian achievement which is

correctly called by that name (see the preceding footnote) was in truth not the cause

but was rather partly an instrument or medium and partly an incidental consequence
of the special local advsnee m ci/ilization which Italv made in c course of the four

teenth and fifteenth centuries 7 he true cause of the ad vsnee was not an Italian mimesis
of the culture of the appartnted Hellenic Society (wht h i in its local Latin version or

in its Greek original) but a seiiea of creative Italian ’esponses to contemporaiy
challenges For the phenomenon of renaissances in general and for the Italian example
in particular, see further Part X below

3 Por the phases, and some of the manifestations of this Italian outburst of creativity

see III C (ii) (6) vol m p 367 above
* Por this term, as one of two alternative labels for describing the third chapter of

our Western history {currebat circa an 1475-1875) see III C (11) (6) vjl iii p 375,
footnote 2, above
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posed of features drawn from the life of each and all of these cities.*

An amateur may content himself with citing the single case of

Venice as a particularly poignant illustration of a malady that

afflicted every one of these historic Italian communities in this

Modern Age.

In a profound change of circumstances which was cruelly adverse

to the welfare of the whole Italian city-state cosmos, Venice was
superficially more successful than most of her neighbours in hold-

ing her own. She did not lose her independence to a Transalpine

conqueror (as Milan lost hers after having come within an ace of

making herself mistress of all Northern Italy); and she did not lose

it to an Italian empire-builder (as Siena lost hers to Florence, and
Bologna hers to the Papacy, and Padua hers to Venice herself).

Having always previously avoided political commitments on the

Italian mainland and concentrated her political energies on acquir-

ing an empire overseas, Venice deliberately reversed her policy m
the course of the fourteenth century, and replied to the continental

imperialism of the Visconti by embarking on an offensive-defensive

movement in the same field which produced more lasting political

results than those Milanese conquests which had drawn Venice

into the continental arena. When the Visconti had disappeared

from the Italian scene, and when Milan herself had become the

prize of contending Transalpine Powers— to be bandied about from
French hands to Spanish, and from Spanish to Austrian—Venice

remained in possession of the largest of the new consolidated

dominions which had now replaced the medieval mosaic of North
and Central Italian city-states.^ This latter-day Venetian empire

on Italian soil was both more extensive and more dangerously

exposed to attack by Transalpine aggressors than the latter-day

Florentine empire which became the Grand Duchy of Tuscany
yet, in contrast to Florence, Venice managed both to acquire and
to retain her empire without being driven to renounce the luxury

of continuing to live under her ancestral republican constitution.

This preservation of her medieval domestic liberties was a unique

distinction which Venice shared with her maritime rival Genoa;
and Genoa—absolved from the necessity of defensive empire-

building by her good fortune in enjoying the protection of the

* For the general state of Italy in this age see Collison-Morley, L • Italy after the

Renaissance (London 1930, RoutUdge), Bclloni, A II Setcento, second edition (Milan
1929, Vallardi), Natali, G II Setu cento (Milan 1930, Vallardi, 2 vols ), cundem:
Cultura e Poesia in lialta nelV Ltd I^apoUonica (Turin 19^2, Societa Tipografica),
Lee, V Studies of the Ifghteenth Century in Italy

^

second edition (London 1907,
F’sher Unwin).

* For this process of territorial consolidation in Italy, and for its ineffectiveness as a

means of enabling the Italians to hold their own politically against the rising Transalpine
Great Powers, see III C (11) {h), vol in, pp 3S.S- 7 .

above.
3 See III. C (11) (6), vol in, p 355, footnote i, above.
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natural rampart of the Maritime Alps—was never called upon to

face the fateful question whether an empire can be governed by a
republic.*

This relative successfulness of Venice in an age of general Italian

discomfiture was not a windfall of happy accidents, but was the
reward of a clear-headed and unslumbering statesmanship

;
and the

quality of this Venetian statesmanship can be tested by comparing
it with Athenian behaviour in corresponding situations. If Venice
succeeded in gaining and holding an empire without having to sub-
mit herself to a despotism at home, this was because she avoided
the strain which Imperialism generally imposes upon communities
that indulge in it; and she achieved this negative yet by no means
negligible success by making her yoke so easy, and her burden so

light,^ that her Paduan and Brescian subjects were free from any
temptation to exchange theirpresent status for that oftheir Bolognese
or Milanese or Pisan contemporaries. In corresponding circum-
stances Athens made her tyranny so odious to her subject-allie-'

that they soon yearned for a Spartan, or even for an Achaemenian,
yoke as a more tolerable alternative servitude. And the inferiority

of Athenian to Venetian statesmanship comes out as clearly in its

handling of the problem of how a small state at the geographical

centre of an international system should keep its footing after it

has been dwarfed by the rise of new titans on an expanding peri-

phery. We have seen^ how Athens was invariably worsted by
this problem : how sometimes she recklessly threw down the gaunt-

let to Powers for whom she was no match, and thereby brought

upon herself the disasters of 338 and 262 and 86 b.c., while at other

times—as, for instance, in the critical year 228 b.c.—she showed
an equal lack of judgement in the unseasonable pursuit of an un-

aspiring policy of isolation. This persistent ineptitude, which is

the main thread of continuity in Athenian foreign policy from the

days of Demosthenes to the days of Aristi »n, affords a remarkable

contrast to the masterliness of a Venetian diplomacy which managed
to stave off for nearly three hundred years that partition of the

Republic’s Italian dominions among the 1 ransalpine Powers which

was the grand design of the League of Cambrai.

The secret of Venice’s success, in certain situations in which
Athens failed, was an ability to rise above the vice of self-w^orship

in which those Athenian failures seem to hnd their explanation.

But the success of modern Venice has been only relative and nega-

tive; on the whole and in the end, Venice failed to make any fresh

creative contribution to the life of a society in which she managed

> See III. C oO (*), P- 356, footnote i, above.
» Matt. XI. 30. > On pp. 264-9> above.
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to survive; and this Venetian failure can be explained by the fact

that Venice, too, did succumb, in her own way, to the nemesis of

creativity.

In the field of domestic politics the infatuation with a dead self

which had nerved Venice to maintain her own medieval republican

constitution at the same time inhibited her from anticipating or

emulating the modern constitutional achievements of Switzerland

or the Northern Netherlands by transforming her latter-day Italian

empire into a federal state on a republican basis. While Venice

was never so wrong-headed as to oppress her subject cities, she

was also never so broad-minded as to take tl^em into partnership;

and so, in a.d. i 797) the political regime in the Venetian dominions
in Italy was still just what it had been in a.d. 1339: that is to say, a

mild hegemony under which a number of subject communities had
to take their orders from^a single privileged sovereign city-state.

Again, in the field of foreign policy, the extraordinary skill with

which modern Venetian statesmanship succeeded in maintaining

the integrity of the latter-day Venetian dominions in Italy, without

involving Venice in efforts beyond her strength, did not find its

counterpart in the contemporary policy of Venice in the Levant.

In her dealings with the Great Powers ol the modern Western
World Venice took care not to exhaust herself as Florence ex-

hausted herself in the age of Charles VIII or Holland in the age of

Louis XIV. On the other hand Venice devoted herself to the

forlorn hope of defending her ancient empire in the Levant against

the rising power of the ’Osmanlis with an obstinacy which equalled

the Dutch courage of a William of Orange and with a reckless-

ness in facing overwhelming odds which reminds the historian of

the spirit in which Athens confronted a Macedonian Philip and
Antigonus and a Roman Sulla. In the War of Candia {gerebatur

A.D. 1645-69) the Venetian Commonwealth—undeterred by the

uniformly disastrous outcome of the series of losing battles w^hich

it had been fighting against the 'Osmanlis since the time of the War
of Negrepont [gerebatur a.d. 1463-74)—threw the last ounce of its

military stren^h into the prolongation of a struggle which, how-
ever long it might last, could have no other ending than the loss

of Crete. Through this unseasonable intransigence Venice per-

manently weakened her stamina without any result beyond the

unprofitable satisfaction of knowing that she had compelled the

Ottoman Power to pay the same exorbitant price for a Pyrrhic

victory.^

* For the part played by the War of Candia in the disintegration of an Ottoman Slave-
Household which had been the secret of the "Osmanlia* rise to greatness, sec 111. A,
vol, m, p« 49, footnote 4, above.
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The modern Venetian idolization of the medieval Venetian em-
pire in the Levant, which inspired the Venetians to this vain act

of self-immolation, drove them on to renew the unequal struggle

at the first opportunity. When the tide turned against the ^Osmanlis

in a war with the Danubian Hapsburg Power which began with the

second Ottoman siege of Vienna in a.d. 1682 and ended in 1699 in

the peace of Carlowitz, the Venetians hastened to intervene on the

anti-Ottoman side and set out to compensate themselves for the

loss of Crete by conquering the Morea. The vehemence with

which they prosecuted their revenge was momentarily rewarded

by the acquisition of Ottoman territories on the mainland/ which
were greater in area than the aggregate of all the islands which
Venice had lost to the Padishah between 1463 and 1669. Yet the

only enduring effect of tliis War of the Morea upon Venetian life

was to rule out the last faint hope of recovery from the exhausting

effects of the War of Candia. The conquest of the Morea itself

was ephemeral; for all that Venice had won from the 'Osmanlis

on the mainland in 1684-99 she lost to them again in 1715, with

the island of Tenos—her last foothold in the Archipelago—into

the bargair In this ill-judgcd final bid lor dominion in thfc Levant

Venice was simply creating a diversion for the benefit of the Ilaps-

burgs and the Romanovs, who duly profited by making permanent
acquisitions at the Ottoman Empire's expense in the Danubian
Basin and on the Black Sea Steppes.

To serve as the cat’s-paw for plucking other people’s chestnuts

out of the fire was the last role which Venetian statesmanship would
have chosen to play; and it was a role which Venice never did fall

into playing on the political chessboards of medieval Italy and

modern Western Europe. Such political ineptitude ran altogether

counter to the Venetian tradition and the Venetian ethos; yet the

Venetians succumbed to this folly, and persisted in it to their own
undoing, in a sphere where the policy vas ruinous from every

material standpoint. The cost, in ‘blood and treasure’, of post-

poning the loss of Candia for twenty-five years, or obtaining posses-

sion of the Morea for twenty-eight, could not be recouped by any

commercial profits that were to be drawn from these Levantine

dominions; for the territorial possessions which had been effective

points d*appui for Venetian trade in the Levant in the Pre-Ottoman

Age had been rendered, long since, commercially valueless through

the mere fact of their being reduced to the position of tiny enclaves

in the vast domain of an Ottoman Empire which had engulfed the

whole of the hinterland
;
and this hinterland itself had been im-

poverished by the diversion of the main stream of international

trade from the Mediterranean to the Atlantic. Thus the Levantine
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stake for which Venice played her ruinous game against Turkey in

the Modern Age was nothing more substantial than a passion to

‘save* her ‘face* by retaining the cumbersome territorial tokens

of a past political greatness. The fact that this passion should

have mastered the habitually cool and calculating Venetian mind
is a striking testimony to the deadliness of the malady of self-

idolization.

The spirit in which Venice surrendered herself to this malady is

enshrined for Posterity in the material relics of her Levantine em-
pire. The massive fortifications of her original Levantine places

d'annes—a Negrepont and a Modon and a Coron and a Candia

—

speak, more eloquently than any words, of the limpet-like tenacity

with which, through two hundred years ofstrenuous defensive war-

fare, the Venetian Commonwealth clung to every disputed foothold,

and incidentally turned these Levantine reefs and crags and islands

and peninsulas into a veritable museum of military architecture

in which the twentieth-century traveller may watch the transi-

tion from medieval tower-and-curtain-wall to modern bastion-and-

glacis. The vanity of the ephemeral revenge which Venice took

upon the Ottoman victor in her final feat of conquering the Morea
is likewise mutely proclaimed in the present state of Monemvasia

—

‘the Little Gibraltar’^—where the traveller who cares to scale the

rock can still enter the citadel in the footsteps of the Janissaries who
made their entry on the loth September, 1715,^ and can pick his

way over the summit among the carcasses of the dismantledVenetian

cannon, whose bronze bodies lie where they fell when their splin-

tered wooden carriages rotted away.

The nemesis of medieval Venetian creativity took a stern ma-
terial shape in the frowning military works which modem Venice

has left as her cenotaph in the Levant; but the same writing on
the wall is no less plainly manifest in the melancholy w^orks of art

which were being created at home by those latter-day Venetian

painters and musicians who were contemporaries of the last of the

great Venetian captains, Francesco Morosini, the conqueror of the

Morea. At first sight it may seem incredible that the seventeenth-

and eighteenth-century Venetians who were living that elegantly

frivolous carnival life which the music and the pictures com-
memorate were the same flesh and blood that fought and died in

* Like Gibraltar, Moneinvasfa is a rock connected with the continent by a low-lying
•pit of land. The name, in Greek, means ‘One Way In’; in English it survives as the
label of the ‘Malmsey’ wine which was exported from the medieval French principality

of the Morea to the countries of the West. The missing link between the English Malm-
sey and the Greek Monemvasia is the French Malvoisie,

* For the capitulation ot the Venetian garrison of Monemvasia to the Ottoman forces

in September 1715 see Brue, B.
: Journal de la Campagne que le Grand Vezir AH Pacha a

Jaite en 1715 pour la Conquite de la Morie (Paris 1870, Thorin), pp. 51-7.
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the breach at Candia; but second thoughts tell us that the very

sharpness of the contrast in ethos proves the two moods comple-
mentary. The intolerable strain which modem Venice was in-

curring in the Levant, in her infatuation with the dead self of her

medieval Levantine glory, demanded, and received, in psycho-

logical ‘compensation*, an Epicurean relaxation of Venetian life at

home; and this latter-day Venetian cultivation of the pleasures of

the passing hour resembled its Hellenic original in being the refined

expression of a low vitality. In Canaletto’s meticulous portraits of

a Venice from whose atmosphere the sunlight has faded away we
seem to see the ashes of a holocaust in which the Venetians had
burned their energies out since the days when they had savoured

the full-blooded colours of a Titian and a Tintoretto; and the same
note of ‘dust and ashes* struck a nineteenth-century English poet’s

ear in A Toccata of GaluppVs.

Here you come with your old music, and here’s all the good it brings.

What, they lived once thus at Venice, where the merchants were the

kings,

Where Saint Mark’s is, where the Doges used to wed the Sea with

rings ?

What? Those lesser thirds so plaintive, sixths diminished, sigh on
sigh,

Told them something ? Those suspensions, those solutions
—

‘Must we
die?’

Those commiserating sevenths
—

‘Life might last! we can but try^*

Yes, you, like a ghostly cricket, creaking where a house was burned

—

‘Dust and ashes, dead and done with, Venice spent what Venice earned!

‘The soul, doubtless, is immortal—^where a soul can be discerned.*

‘Dust and ashes!’ So you creak it, and I want the heart to scold.

Dear dead women, with such hair, too—^what’s become of all the gold

Used to hang and brush their bosoms ? I feel chilly and grown old.

The writer of this Study is familiar with i picture of Canaletto’s,

now hanging in an English house, in which the only patch of

colour is the Union Jack which floats from the poop of an English

ship riding at anchor among baroque palaces and churches. This
blare of English red and blue, w^hich catches and holds the gazer’s

eye among the muffled Venetian browns and greens and greys,

proclaims, in the visual language of Canaletto’s brush, that the

dominion of the sea has passed into other than Venetian hands.

The truth that Venice is ‘dead and done with*, and the moral

that others, besides ‘Venice and its people*, may be ‘merely born

to bloom and drop’, have also been impressed upon the present

writer’s imagination by another visual image which remains as
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sharply printed on his mind to-day as at the instant when he

received it more than twenty-five years ago. Turning the comer
of a mountain in a lonely district at the eastern end of Crete, he

once suddenly stumbled upon the ruins of a baroque villa which
must have been built for the pleasure of a Venetian grandee in

the last days of Venetian rule in the island before the 'Osmanlis

came to reign there in the Venetians’ stead. It was a house which
might have been built for a contemporary nobleman m England,

and have been lived in—had it stood on English ground—by its

builder’s descendants down to the tenth generation in the writer’s

own day; but, having been built, as it happened, by Venetian hands

in Crete, this piece of modern Western architecture was as utterly

‘dead and done with’—as veritably ‘a museum piece’— in a.d. 1912
as the Minoan palaces at Cnossos and Phacstus which the traveller

had been looking at a few days before. In the common mortality

which had overtaken each of them in turn, at moments more than

three thousand years apart, these desolate habitations of vanished

thalassocrats bore w^itness, against their makers, that

in due time, one by one,

Some with lives that came to nothing, some wjth deeds as well undone,
Death came tacitly and took them where they never see the sun

As the English traveller recalled the English poet’s lines, he re-

flected that the four and a half centuries for which Venice had
been mistress of Cietc w'erc a longer span of time than the present

age of his own country’s nile over the earliest acquired of her

overseas dominions; and his ears seemed to catch an echo of

Galuppi’s music among the Cretan crags.

In you come with your cold music, till I creep in every nerve.

That baroque ruin in Crete, as it stood in a.d. 1912, w’as a memento
mori for an England that was then still alicc, as well as for a \ eiiice

that was then already dead.

This Epimethean chapter of Venetian history, for which Galuppi
has WTitten the dirge and Canaletto painted the hatchment, has not

turned out, in the event, to be the last phase of Venice’s participa-

tion in the life of the Western W’orld. For Venice, together with

the rest of Italy, has been reprieved from an eighteenth-century

life-in-death by undergoing a nineteenth-century Risorgimento.'^

At first sight this recent Italian social miracle might seem to

testify that, unlike Athens and Sparta, Venice and Florence have

eventually triumphed over the nemesis of their previous creativity

‘ The nature of this modem Italian Risorgimento has been discussed already in this

Study in certain of its aspects (see III. C (n) (6). vol. iii, pp. 311-12, and IV. C (1), in
the present volume, pp. 17-19, above, and also V.C (i) (d) 6 (y), Annex I, vol. v, pp. 635-42,
below).
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by facing it out and living it down; and if this were the truth, it

would indicate that the gift of creativity is rather less formidable
for its recipient than we have so far taken it to be. On closer in-

spection, however, we shall find that the modern Italian Risorgi-

mento does not bear these implications; for when we look for the

creative forces by which the Risorgimento was actually achieved,

we shall observe that they almost all arose outside the bounds of

those historic city-states which were the seed-beds of Italian

creativity in the Middle Ages.

In the sixteenth century of the Christian Era, when Italy was
confronted with the challenge of Transalpine pressure, these his-

toric Italian communities did not make any attempt at self-

redemption that is worthy to be compared with the magnificent

failure f)f the rally in Greece in the third century b.c. For all his

intellectual acumen, Machiavelli never achieved the practical effec-

tiveness of an Aratus; and there was no Italian equivalent of the

self-sacrifice of a Lydiadas or the martyrdom of an Agis and a

Cleomenes. If modern Italy eventually rose again, while third-

century Greece fell once for all, this was because, in both these

cases, the stage was so set that the outcome did not depend upon
the actors’ own merits, but was decided by the play of irresistible

external forces. The third-century rally in Greece* was rendered

abortive by the swdft destruction of the llalance of Powder between

the titans on the periphery through a series of ‘knock-out blows’

that were dealt by Rome to all her rivals; for these blows ‘knocked

out’ Greece as well as all the rest of the contemporary Hellenic

World. On the other hand the inveterate inertia of sixteenth- and

seventeenth- and eighteenth-century Italy was indulged in with

eventual impunity thanks to the moderation of the contemporary

Transalpine Powers in exercising their forces ‘by temperate and

undecisive contests’^ which neither overthrew the general Balance

of Power nor utterly devastated the Ita' an arena in which so

many of these Transalpine contests weic fought. And so, by

merits not their own, these Italian communities were preserved

from destruction until, in the fullness of time, they received an

unearned rew^ard for the merits of their ancestors.

Towards the close of the modern chapter of our W’estern history

the Transalpine nations were ready to repay the debt which they

owed to medieval Italy. At the beginning the chapter, in the

fifteenth century, Italy had quickened the Transalpine ‘barbarians’

f For this rally see the present chapter, pp. 268-9, above, and V. C (ii) (i), vol. vi,

pp. 287-9, below.
I ITT /-. / • 1

» This felicitous Gibbonian phrase has been quoted already m III. C (11) (6), vol. 111,

p. 31 1, m IV. C Oil) (b) 3, in the present volume, p. 148, and in IV. C (111) (0) 5, p. 189,

above. See also V. C (i) (d) 6 (y). Annex I, vol. v, p. 625, below.
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into new life by radiating across the Alps her medieval creative

achievements. By the beginning of the nineteenth century the

ci-devant ‘barbarians’ had laid out their Italian talents to such

good effect that they had gained new talents of their own—

a

modern Transalpine Democracy and a modern Transalpine Indus-

trialism. It thus now lay in the Transalpine peoples* power to

make, at last, some return for the benefit which a medieval Italy

had freely conferred upon them four hundred years before; and
they duly acquitted themselves of this historical obligation by
sharing their own new^ gains with a modern Italy whose turn it

had been to play the passive part, and who in consequence had
made no modern Italian contribution to this latest enrichment
of a common Western culture. The turn of the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries saw the beginning of a new cultural radia-

tion across the Alps in a reverse direction; and this inflow of

Transalpine influences into Italy was the first cause of the Italian

Risorgimento,

The first strong political stimulus was the temporary incorpora-

tion of Italy into the Napoleonic Empire,^ which brought her into

association with modern France. The first strong economic stimu-

lus was the reopening of the trade-ioute through the Mediterra-

nean between Western Europe and Ind»a—an eighteenth-century

English fancy which was transformed into a reality by the after-

effects of Napoleon’s invasion of Egypt^—since this troubling of

Mediterranean waters by the wash of French and English hulls

broke in vivifying waves upon Italian shores. These IVansalpine

stimuli did not, of course, produce their full effect in Italy until

they had communicated themselves to Italian agents; but the

Italian creative forces by which the Risorgimento w^as brought to

harvest did not arise on any Italian ground that had already borne

the harvest of a medieval Italian culture.

In the economic field, for example, the first Italian port to win

a share for itself in modern Western maritime trade was neither

Venice nor Genoa nor Pisa, but Leghorn; and Leghorn was the

modem creation of a Tuscan Grand Duke who was concerned to

fill the vacuum that had been left by the overthrow of medieval

Pisa at the hands of medieval Florence, and who achieved his

purpose by planting a settlement of Spanish and Portuguese

crypto-Jewish refugees on this promising site in the Tuscan
maremma.3 It was these Hispanic immigrants, and not any

' On this point stt IV C (i), p ig above, and V ( (i) (^/) 0 (“y), Anntx. I, \ol v pp
{ 42, btlow

i Stt V C (1) {d) b (y), Annex 1 , vol \, p 623, bthnv
I or fht scttltnurit ol this Marrano rornmunitv at J t.hoin in v n isoi II I^

(m) V o! n p 244 footnote 2 above
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descendants of the medieval Pisans or Genoese, who made the
commercial fortunes of Leghorn in the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries.'

In the political field the unification of Italy was the achievement
of an originally Transalpine principality which had no foothold on
the Italian side of the Alps before the eleverth century beyond the
French-speaking Val d*Aosta, and which did not lose the last of

its Transalpine possessions until i860. The effective assertion, in

Piedmont, of the authority of the House of Savoy was not made
good till about four hundred years after the original acquisition of

a legal title to the lordship over this sub-Alpine Italian province;

and the firm establishment of the Savoyard power on the Italian

side of the Alps was thus contemporaneous with the creation of a

Venetian empire on the Italian mainland and with the formation

of the Grand Duchy of Tuscany, yet this Cisalpine expansion of

Savoy was not really part of the general process of political con-

solidation by which the diminutive domains of some seventy or

eighty Italian city-states were welded into ten larger agglomerations

of territory at the transition from the Medieval to the Modern Age
for Piedmont was a fringe of Northern Italy into which*lhe city-

state dispensation had never effectively spread,^ and the Savoyard

rulers who established themselves in this never wholly conquered
fastness of North Italian feudalism were not the despotic heirs of

republican liberties, like the Visconti or the Medici. They were

legitimate princes of the Holy Roman Empire—genuine peers of

the Dukes of Lorraine and the Princes of Orange—who drew their

title from a good and ancient feudal source.^ In fact, this Savoyard

principality continued to be a Transalpine state in tradition and in

spirit, even after its geographical centre of gravity had shifted to

* Compare the role, in the modern commercial life of tht Levant, of those other

Hispanic Je\Msh refugees who were planted in the sixteenth century at Constantinople

and Smyrna and, above all, balonica by the Ottoma i Government Like their com-
patriots and c ontemporant*? vvho settled at I^cghorr these modern Hispanic Jewish

settlcis in the Levant stepped into the shoes of meditval Italian men of business (Sec

II D (vi), vol 11, p 246, abo\e )

^ For this process see III C (ii) (fc), vol iii, pp 3SS-6, above.
3 Piedmont was defended from the rising tide of North Italian civic institutions by

the Marquessatc of Montferrat —another fastness of feudalism, in the mountainous
country between the River Po and the Ri er Tanaro, which held out obstinately against

the iity-state of Asti on the one side and the city-state of Vercelh t>n the other In spite

of this obstacle the civic moveintnl did succeed in spieading into Piedmont and making
itself felt in such Piedmontese towns as Turin and Ivr *c yet on Piedmontese soil it was
always exotic and half-hea**ted

^ IJistorically the County of Savoy, which was the nucleus of the dominions of the

dynasty to whith it gave its name, was a district of Boso’s Regnum Provinciae, and this

was one of the four fragments (Pegnum Lotharn, Regnum Jurense, Regnum Provinciae,

Regnum Italicum) into which Lothaire’s portion of the Carolingian heritage had split

up *n the interval between the tripartite division of the Carolingian donninions in A.D.

843 (see I B (iv), vol i, pp. 37--40, above) and the reunion of the whole of Lothaxre a

portion with Ludwig’s in the tenth century bv the Emperor Otto I (sec II. D (v), vol.

11, p. 197, above).
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the Italian side of the mountains. No historic Italian city-state

was included in the Savoyard dominions till the acquisition of

Vercelli in 1427;* and it was not till 1748 that the Ticino became

the eastern frontier of the Kingdom of Sardinia—as the Savoyard

dominions had now come to be styled—along the whole course

of the river between its exit from the Lago Maggiore and its

confluence with the Po.^ The House of Savoy did not, in fact,

encroach flagrantly upon the patrimony of the medieval Italian

city-state cosmos until it swallowed the Genoese Republic in the

peace-settlement of 1814-15; and its ethos was at that time still

so alien from the city-state tradition that the Genoese chafed under

the rule of His Sardinian Majesty until 1848, when the Dynasty
won adherents in all parts of the Italian Peninsula by laying aside

Its parochial dynastic ambitions and putting itself at the head of a

national movement for the unification of all Italy.

In 1848 the Austrian regime in Lombaidy and Venetia was
threatened simultaneously by a Piedmontese invasion and by
risings in Venice and Milan and the other Italian cities which were
at that time subject to the rule of the Danubian Ilapsburg Mon-
archy; and it is interesting to reflect upon the difference in the

historical significance of these two anti-Austrian movements which
were both taking place at one and the same moment on Italian

soi), and w^hich both figure officially as blow^s stmek in a common
cause for the liberation of Italy.

The risings in Venice and Milan were wSttokes struck for liberty,

no doubt; but the vision of liberty which inspired them was
the recollection of a medieval past. As the memories of childhood

rise up suddenly, unbidden, m old age, and come sharply into

focus through a momentary' rift in the mental fog of dotage, so,

in A.D. 1848, the Lombard insurgents against the Hapsburgs were
resuming their twelfth-centur)^ and thirteenth-ccntury struggles

* Verrelli, which had previously been under the hegemony ot Milan, had become a

viitual protectorate of the House of Savoy m 1407, twcnt> >t.ars before the formal act
of cession. The acquisition of Aati did not follow till more than a hundred years later,

in 1531.
^ Eailier in the eighteenth tentury the House ot Savoy had extended its rule over

three more minor Lombard city-states over Alessandria m the peace settlement of
1712-13 (in execution of a treaty of the 8th November, 1703, with the Emperor), and
over Tortona and Novara in the peace settlement of 1735 9 Bur the chief continental
Italian acquisition that was made by the House of Sdvo> in the eighteenth century was
Montferrat (which was acquired, with Alessandria, in 1713), and Montferiat, as we
have seen, was feudal soil like Piedmont itself No historic Lombard city-statc was
comprised either in the J^nmellmo and Val dt besia (which the House of bavoy acquired
simultaneously with Montferrat and Aiessandnaj or in the Vigevmasco, the Transtiunonc
and Traspadanc portions of the Pavese, and the sub-Alpine county of Anghiera (which
the House of Savoy acquired in 1748, in execution of a treaty of the 13th beptembei,
1743, '^^itb the Empi ess) The details of the House of Savoy’s acquisitions in Lombardy
in the eighteenth century can be found in the state papers published m vols 11 and 111

of Trattis Publics de la Royale Matson de Savoie avec les Puissances i^trangires deputs
la Patx de ChAteau-Cambrests jusqu'A Nos Jours (7^unn 1836-44, Impnmerie Royale,
6 vols.).
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against the Hohenstaufen, while the Venetians who expelled the

Austrian garrison from their city in the same year were repeating

their ancestors’ feat of expelling a Frankish garrison in a.d. 810.

In the heroic failure of 1848 Milan atoned for the tameness with
which she had worn 'a. ‘barbarian’ yoke for more than three centu-

ries, and Venice for the poltroonery with which she had allowed

her independence, as well as her empire, to be snuffed out by
Napoleon in 1797. I'he passionate obstinacy with which the

Venetians held out to the last against their Austrian besiegers in

1848-9 was worthy of their forebears’ conduct in the War of

Candia or the War of Chioggia.

Compared with this final feat of Venetian arms, the Piedmontese
military performance in i848-<) was not very creditable; yet the

Italian Risorgimento was eventually brought to harvest by the

Power whose easy march on Milan was followed by an inglorious

retreat, and wliose irresponsible breach of a prudent armistice was
deservedly punished by a ^hameful defeat at Novara. This Pied-

montese disgrace proved more fruitful for Italy than those Milanese

and Venetian glories; for the Piedmontese Army lived to take its

revenge for Novara, ten years later, at Magenta; and thelEnglish-

like parliamentary constitution which King Carlo Alberto had
granted to his subjects in 1848 siirv^ivcd his abdication to become
the basis of the constitution of a United Kingdom of Italy. On the

other hand, the glorious feats of Milan and Venice in 1848 were

not repeated; and when Milan w'as liberaled fiom Hapsburg rule

once for all in 1859, and Venice in 1866, both of these historic

cities played, this time, a passive part and waited for the work of

liberation to be performed on their behalf by the Piedmontese

Army with the potent assistance of a "IVansalpine ally.^

The explanation is that the Venetian and Milanese exploits in

1848 were virtually foredoomed to failure, liowcver magnificent

they might be in their intrinsic worth, b('caasc the spiritual driving-

force behind them was still that idoh/^alion of their own dead

selves, as historic medieval city-states, which had been defeating

the finest efforts of Italian heroism and Italian statesmanship

since the time of Machiavelli. "i^he nineteenth-century Venetians

who responded to Manin’s call in 1848 w^ere fighting for Venice

alone, and not for Piedmont or Milan or c\ cn for l*aduj
;
they were

striving to restore an obsolete Wnctian Republic and not to create

a new Italian national state; and for this reason their enterprise

was a forlorn hope, whereas Piedmont could survive a more shame

-

* The Transalpine^ ally of Piedmont was, oi tout>c Trance in 1859 and Prussia m
1866; and in each case it was this Transalpine adversary ot Austria that placed the prin-

cipal part in forcing her to relinquish an Italian province which would probably never

have been wrested Irom her by the unaided force ot Piedmontese anus.
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fill disaster because the nineteenth-century Piedmontese were not

fast bound in the misery and iron of an unforgettable historic past.

The Piedmontese were psychologically free to throw themselves

into the novel enterprise of creating an Italian national state on the

Transalpine pattern; and, in giving them this opportunity, Fortune
was placing in their hands a winning card; for this modern Trans-

alpine ideal of Nationalism was the momentarily invincible off-

spring of the dominant social forces of the age;^ and the Piedmon-
tese were specially qualified, by the predominance of Transalpine

elements in their own social heritage, for serving as the agents who
were to translate this Transalpine ideal into an Italian fact.^

The difference in ethos between nineteenth-century Piedmont
and nineteenth-century Venice is summed up in the contrast

between the personalities of Manin and Cavour. Manin was an

unmistakable Venetian who would have felt himself quite at home
in the Italian city-state cosmos of the fourteenth century if it haa

been his fate to defend Venice against Genoese instead of Austrian

besiegers. Cavour, with his French mother-tongue and his Vic-

torian spirit, would have been as utterly out of his element as his

Transalpine contemporaries Bright or Thiers if Fate had happened

to make him a citizen of fourteenth-century Alessandria or Torto-

na, while he could have turned his gifts for international diplomacy

and parliamentary politics, and his interest in scientific agriculture

and railway-building, to even better use than he did make of them
if Fate had chosen to translate him into the seat of some landr

owner or member of parliament in nineteenth-century England.

On this showing, the role, in the Italian Risorgimento^ of the

outbreak in the year 1848 was essentially negative, and its imme-
diate failure was a precious and, indeed, indispensable factor in

the success which crowned the later struggles in the years 1859-70.

In 1848 the old idols of a medieval Milan and a medieval Venice

were so cruelly battered and defaced that at last they lost their

fatal hold upon the idolaters’ souls; and it was this belated

effacement of a medieval Italian past in the seats of its former

greatness that cleared the ground for a successful Italian Risorgi-

mento under the leadership of the one modern Italian state that

* See IV. C (in) (6) 4 and 5, above.
* Now that the Piedmontese labours for the creation of an Italian national state on

the Transalpine model have been crowned with success, the people of those Italian

provinces which were once the patrimony of a medieval Italian uty-statt cosmos have
quickly learnt to play their full part m the new national life and to make their own
chara^eristic contributions to it VVe have seen the Piedmontese parliamentarian Giohtti
la caricature of Cavour) brushed aside to make way for the Romagnol dictator Mussolini
(in whose countenance we seem to catch a glimpse of a Baldassare Cossa or a Muzio
Attendolo ‘Sforza*). The ninetecnth-ccntury difference in fithos between the Roma^ols
and the Piedmontese was manifestly a matter of mutable states of mind, and not the
reflection of any immutable difference of Race. For the decisive refutation, in Italian

history, of the racial theory of social breakdowns see IV. C (i), pp 16-20, above.
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was free from the spiritual incubus of overpoweringly poignant
medieval memories.

South Carolina.

If we extend our survey from the Old World to the New,
without stepping outside the bounds of our Western Society in

the nineteenth century, we shall find a parallel illustration of the

nemesis of creativity in the history of the United States; and for

our purpose this is an even more noteworthy case, for m twentieth-

century North America the dead selves that are still being idolized

—with the same blind passion and the same unhappy consequences
as in modern Italy down to 1848—do not date from the Middle
Ages, but are only two or three centuries old.

If we make a comparative study of the post-bellum histories of

the several states in ‘the Old South’ which were members of the

Confederacy in the Civil War of 1861-5 were involved in the

Confederacy’s defeat, we shall notice a marked difference between

them in the extent to which they have since recovered respectively

from that common disaster; and we shall also notice that this

difference is the exact inverse of an equally well marked dfiference

which had distinguished the same states from one another m the

ante-bellum period.

A foreign observer who visited ‘the Old South’ in the seventy-

third year after General Lee’s capitulation at Appomattox Court
House would assuredly pick out Virginia and South Carolina as

the two Southern States in which there was least sign, or even
promise, of recovery^; and he would be astonished to find the

effects of even so great a social catastrophe persisting so starkly

over so long a period. In these states the memory of the catas-

trophe of 1861-5 green in our generation as if the blow had
fallen only yesterday; and ‘the War’ still means the Civil War on
many Virginian and South Carolinian lips, though the United

States has twice been at war again in the interval, and one of these

two later American wars has been the World War of 1914-18.

Again, if there is talk of local politics or family affairs, the stranger

will often discover, to his surprise, that the persons and events

w'hich are the topics of the conversation are a century or a century

and a half old. In fact, twentieth-century Virginia or South Caro-

lina makes the painful and uncanny impression of a country living

under a spell, in which Time has been made to stand still. And
this impression will be heightened by the contrast of which our

traveller will become instantly and acutely aware if he breaks his

journey, en route from Richmond to Charleston, in the intervening

state of North Carolina. In North Carolina he will find new cotton-
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mills, equipped with the most up-to-date patterns of machinery;

mushroom universities ; substantial efforts to improve elementary

education and local roads; and a ‘hustling’, ‘boosting’ spirit which
he would rather have expected to find in Oklahoma. He will also

find something in North Carolina which Oklahoma cannot match
“ nor latter-day South Carolina either and that is a crop of

distinguished personalities, of the stamp of Charles D. Mclver,

l!.dwm A. Alderman, and Walter Hines Page

What explains this springlike burgeoning of North Carolina’s

life while the life of her neighbours still droops in ‘the sear, the

yellow leaf’ If we turn for enlightenment to the past, we shall

find our perplexity momentarily increased when we observe that

the present situation is the antithesis of the conditions in the Ante-

Bellum Age, when North Carolina was socially barren while Virginia

and South Carolina were then bursting wnth social vitality.

During the Time-span of about a hundred years that separates

Robert Lee’s generation from George W'ashington's, Virginia and
South Carolina were the Southern counterparts of a Northern
Massachusetts and Pennsylvania. They were the leading states in

their half of the Union in wealth and in intellect and in character;

and their fertility in character—the crop of eminent personalities

which they continually bred—gave them almost a dominant voice

in Federal politics. During these same hundred years North
Carolina was seldom heard of; and the cause of her obscurity was

not itself obscure. North Carolina was a country with a poor soil

and with no ports; and she was therefore settled from the land-

w'ard side by squatters from Virginia or South Carolina who had

failed—perhaps through dullness or poverty or lateness of arrival on

the scene—to ‘make good’ in the first state of their choice. These
settlers in North Carolina were not ‘bad material’ in themselves;

the strongest strain among them was a Presbyterian ‘Scotch-Irish*

element from Ulster whose slaying-power has been demonstrated

and rewarded in the sequel.^ But, in the first chapter of their

history in their new North-Carolinian home, this population of

small farmers—living a hard life in a blind alley—could not vie

with the Virginian squires or with the South Carolinian planters.

It will he seen that the ante-bellum contrast between North

Carolina and her two neighbours was the natural outcome of

historical and geographical circumstance It is the post-bellum

inversion of this natural situation that has to be explained; and,

here again, the explanation is not to be found in any inborn merits

* Shakespeare Macbeth^ V iii 23
* For the more sensational fate of the North Carolinian lowlanders’ 'Scotch-Irish*

kinsmen who dnfted into the highlands of Appalachia and stayed marooned there, see

11 . D (vii), vol n, pp. 309-13, above.
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of the community which has achieved an eventual eminence, but
rather in its freedom from the incubus that has weighed its fallen

neighbours down. The former exaltation of Virginia and South
Carolina is the veritable cause of their abasement now. They have
failed to rise again from their prostration in the Civil War because
they have never succeeded ;n forgetting the height from which that

fearful catastrophe once hurled them, whereas North Carolina,

who lost so much less because she had so little to lose, has found
it relatively easy to recover from a slighter shock. Tor whosoever
exalteth himself shall be abased; and he that humbleth himself

shall be exalted.’*

lure.

This hypnotization of a living self by a dead self, which has been
the effect of ante-bellim upon post-bellum Virginia and South
Carolina, is also to be seen at work—and this over a far longer

span of Time— in the history of Ireland ever since that brilliant

flash-in-the-pan which we have glanced at, in an earlier part of

this Study, under the name of the Abortive Far Western Christian

Civilization.^

‘One of the most remarkable traits of Gaelic literature is that it deals,

so to speak, with a continuous historic present. The same life, the same
mode of thought, appear in the eighteenth century as in the eighth. . . .

In effect the Gael found a way of life long ago, and a religious faith,

that satisfied him then and forever, and seemed to offer all that a man
can wring from the World. His literature, therefore, contrasts in a

remarkable way with that of such a country as England, v^here the writ-

ings of every generation mirror some philosophic change, Gaelic litera-

ture intellectually is a literature of rest, not of change; of intensive

cultivation, not of experiment.’^

The point that is made in this passage from the pen of an Irish

student of Irish literature has also been made independently, with

a political application, by a contemporary^ Welsh statesman v/ho

has been in a position to speak from personal experience. During
the negotiation of the Anglo-Irish Agreement of 1921 Mr. David

Lloyd George is reported to have made the remark that ‘in Ireland

there is no past; it is all present'.^ And an English friend of the

writer of this Study, who was constantly travelling to and fro

between England and Ireland on a private niibsion of reconciliation

during the foregoing months when the warfare between the British

* Luke xiv. 1 1 - xviii. 14 -- Mj.lt. xxiii. 12, quoted in IV. C (lu) (c) : , p. 248, above.
* See II. D (vii), vol. li, pp. 322-40, above.
3 De Blacam, A. : Gaelic Literature Surveyed, 2nd edition (Dublin 1933, Talbot Press),

pp. xiii-xiv.

^ Sec Toynbee, A. J. : The Conduct of British Empire Foreign Relations since the Peace
Settlement (London 1928, Milford), p. 38,
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Government and Siinn Fein was at its height, was once harrowed
by receiving from Irish informants the report of a particularly

ghastly atrocity which had been committed upon so-and-so, at

such-and-such a place, by English hands—only to find that the

act had not been done the week before by ‘the Black-and-Tans’,

but in the seventeentli century by the soldiers of Cromweirs army.

When the Englishman’s Irish interlocutors perceived and corrected

his misapprehension, they were benevolently pleased to have re-

lieved his distress, but intellectually at a loss to understand either

his peculiar dismay when he supposed that the atrocity had been
committed since his last visit to the country, o- his intense satisfac-

tion at learning that this particular English disgrace had been
staining the honour of England for nearly three centuries and not

just for three weeks or three days. In Irish minds, what Crom-
well’s soldiers had done was an integral part of the current Irish

case against England, of precisely the same cogency as the things

which were being done at that moment by ‘the Black-and-Tans’.

When ‘the vine of the earth’ was once ‘cast into the great wine-

press of the wrath of God’,^ the English notion that the vintage

might perhaps lose its potency wnth the passage of Time was a

hard saying for an Irish logician, who would naturally take it for

granted that wine improved by keeping On the other hand, for

the English sympathizer with Ireland’s sufferings at England’s

hands it was quite incomprehensible that an atrocity, however

sensational, which had been committed not much less than three

hundred years ago, should be retailed to-day with the same lively

horror and the same indignant zest as if the victim’s shrieks were

still echoing in the outraged air and his blood still oozing over the

desecrated ground of the Ireland of 1921.

This Irish obsession with the Past, which has been the despair

of English statesmanship, presents a piquant antithesis to the

psychological plasticity which is the characteristic ethos of those

‘new countries’ in which the same British statesmanship has

achieved its signal triumphs.^ The problem of creating one united

community out of a conquered autochthonous population and a

‘garrison’ of new settlers who have been planted on the conquered

soil by the high hand of the conquering Power has confronted

British statesmanship in Canada and in South Africa as well as in

Ireland; and in these overseas dominions of the British Crown the

problem has been handled with a far greater measure of success.

* Re\ , xjv. J9.

2 I* or the way in which this psychological plasticity has worked in fa\our of the
ronstnictjon of the British Commonwealth of Nations see 'I’ojnbec, op. cit., pp. 37-8.
The point has also been noticed already in this Study, m III. C (ii) (6), vol. in, p. 303,
footnote I, and in III. C (11) (6), Annex IV, vol. in, p 484, above.
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While in Ireland the Catholic descendants of the Gael and the

Protestant descendants of King James Fs and CromwelFs military

colonists have behaved towards one another like oil and vinegar in

a salad or like Orthodox Christian natives and Turkish Muslim
colonists in Rumelia, the original French habitants in Canada, ard
even the original Dutch boers in South Africa, have brought them-
selves to co-operate witli the interloping English colonists

—

whose presence in the country is a living memorial of an English
conquest—in the common task of working the political machinery
of a fully self-governing Union of South Africa and Dominion
of Canada.* On the other hand, in the European homeland of

our Western Civilization Switzerland is the unique example of

a successful multi-national state of the latter-day Canadian and
South African type. The Belgian imitation of Switzerland has
never achieved the harmony and solidity of its Swiss ensample,
while in the Danubian Hapsburg Monarchy the efforts of Austrian

statesmanship to make ‘a going concern' out of a state composed of

diverse national elements have ended in a still greater failure than

the corresponding efforts of British statesmanship in Irelaqd.^

If we turn from the domestic to the foreign aspects of the Haps-
burg Monarchy’s political problem, we shall be no less forcibly

struck by the observation that the desperate remedy of cutting

* The difFtrencc of the ps\ r hoIo^Mcal atmosphere in Canada and in Ireland has had
a doubly potent effect, bt cause in either case the local atmosphere had exercised its

influence upon the tonquerors as uell as thi tomiuered If the li'-itish Government has
found the 1 rench habitants in C'anada much ea'ier to deal with as British subjects tlian

the native inhabitants ol Iieland, it is also true that the brtnch Canadians have had
a much less unpleasant exptrien«.e than the lush have had ol the En}?lish as a ruling

power ‘I’he oveiscas atmosphere was the more poUnt foi good inasmuch as it produced
Its effect, not only upon the o\ers.cas communities themselves, bul upon those statesmen
in Great Britain upon whose ouUook and action the e\olution of relations between the

Dominions and the Mother Country in its ea^-licr stages chiefly depended for good or

evil The importance, for the evolution ol Dominion Status in its original overseas

environment, of this influence of the overseas spirit upon statesmanship in W’'hitehall

can be gauged by the cxtraoi dinary contrast between the largt-minded genciosity ot

the Quebec Act of 1774—an act which laid the foundatic^ s of a friendship between the

conquered French settlers in North America and the vie irious Empire which was the

hereditary enemy of their mother country in I urope- ^d the ferocit> of the anti-

Cathohe laws which the same British (jovernincnt kept on the statute book in Ireland

until 1829’ (Toynbee, A J The Conduct of British Lmpire Foreign Relations since the

Peace Settlement (London 1928, Milford), pp 37
* The difference in degree between these two kindred failures of modem Western

statesmanship must not be exaggerated, to*-, although the whole of Ireland has been
kept together provisionally undei the British Crown in ojtwaid c mstitutional form,

the virtual partition of the island between the Free State and the N<>rt lem Irish bridge-

head of the United Kingdom is in reality as grave a social disaster, and as great a con-

fession of political bankruptc>
,
as the undisguised partitu ^ ^ the Danubian Monarchy

among its ‘successor-states’ Moreover it is noteworthy tl>st, if British statesmanship

is to be regarded as having scored a point in the avoidance of an outright secession of an
Insh Republic from the British Lmpire, it owes this modest success in its dealings with

Ireland to its magnificent success in dealing with the Dominions of the British Crown
overseas. The common ground on which the Anglo-lnsh Agreement of 1921 is based

lies in the acceptance, on both sides, ot an analogy between bouthem Ireland and
Canada. If the principles of ‘Dominion Status’ had not been worked out in Canada
between 1838 and 1921, the Anglo-Irish settlement of the latter year would probablv

have been impossible to achieve
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the Gordian Knot with the sword, to which Austrian statesman-
ship, in its dealings with Serbia and Montenegro, resorted with
such fatal results in 1914, had been resorted to with impunity by
British statesmanship only fifteen years before, in its dealings with
the Transvaal Republic and the Orange Free State.

In an age when the political creed of Nationalism was gaining
ascendancy throughout the Western World, an identical problem
of unusual difficulty presented itself to British imperialism in

South Africa and to Austrian imperialism in South-Eastern Europe.
In both regions the awakening of the local populations to national

consciousness—and to consequent political aspirations towards
national unity and independence—found one local nationality

partitioned between a great multi-national empire and two small
and fragmentary and backward but at the same time independent
national states; and in both cases these states came to regard it as

their mission to achieve the unity and independence of the whole
of their own nation under their own flag, without being deterred

by the consideration that the fulfilment of this national ambition
on these lines would involve the disruption of the great multi-
national empire which now held half their nationals as its more or

less unwilling subjects. In both cases the threatened empire made
a series of clumsy, but on the wffiole well-meaning, efforts to safe-

guard its own integrity against its puny neighbours* preposterous

designs without a breach of the peace or a cliange in the territorial

status quo; but in both cases the imperial statesmen rather reluc-

tantly came to the conclusion, after a time, that the existing parti-

tion of the recalcitrant nationality was not, after all, a possible basis

for a permanent settlement, and that therefore their only practical

prospect of obtaining a solution that would he satisfactory to them-
selves lay in taking advantage of their overwhelming superiority

in military strength in order to unite the recalcitrant nationality

under the imperial flag by putting a forcible end to their puny
but aggressive neighbours’ independence.

W^hen the Hapsbiirg Ciovernment acted on this policy in 1914
it brought about the exact opoosite of the result at which it w'^as

aiming; for the ultimatum which it addressed to Serbia precipitated

a general w'ar which did not come to an end until the Ilapsburg
Monarchy itself had been broken in pieces. On the other hand,

when the British Government applied the self-same policy in deal-

ing with the Transvaal Republic m 1899, it did successfully achieve

its aim by making war. The threat of an anti-British coalition of

Continental European Powers never materialized; there was no in-

tervention
;
the South AfricanWar was not enlarged, like the Ameri-

can Revolutionary War of 1775-83 or the Austro-Serbian War of
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1914-18, to the dimensions of a general engagement; and so there

was no question of its ending disastrously for Great Britain. The
two Dutch Republics in SouthAfricawere duly conquered by British

arms and annexed by the British Crown; and the problem with
which the British Empire had been faced by the rise of the Afrikan-

der Dutch national movement was eventually solved by the creation,

within a British political framework, of a Union of South Africa in

which the whole of the Afrikander Dutch nation was enabled to

enjoy its national self-government in a partnership with the English

settlers in its midst. This result of cutting the Gordian Knot in the

loosely woven social fabric of South Africa stands out in extreme
contrast to the result in South-Eastern Europe, where the indurated

texture of historic memories turned the edge of the Austrian sword
with such disastrous consequences for the Power that had ventured

to draw it. While Dutch nationalism in South Africa has eventually

been given satisfaction, at the cost of a minor local war, through a

moderate and constructive process of political consolidation, Jugo-

slav nationalism in South-Eastern Europe has only been satisfied

at the cost of a world war which has brought in its train the violent

disruption of the w hole previous political regime in that “quarter

of Europe.

The inferiority of the Old World to the New’ World in psycho-

logical plat^ticity can also be illustrated from the histories of certain

modern international frontiers. From the dose of the seventeenth

century until the end of the Anglo-American War of 1812- 15^ the

North American frontier between Canada and the British colonies

that subsequently became the United States was the theatre of

quite as incessant and at least as rancorous a w arfare as the European

frontier between France and the German Powers during the same
period; yet the subsequent histones ol these two frontiers have

been remarkably different. Since the close of the particular Franco-

German war which had come to an em a few’ months before

the British and American Governments r ade peace on the 24lh

December, 1814, there have been three further fierce and bitter

Franco-German conflicts,^ and in the year 1938 the tension on the

Franco-German frontier was perhaps as great as it had ever been.

On the other hand, after the conclusion of the Pea^e of Ghent the

North American belligerents decided, Red Indian fashion, to ‘bury

the hatchet*. By common consent the fro/-*er between Canada

and the United States was then deliberately demilitarized, and the

* 7'he Battle of New Orleans was fought on the 8th January, 1815, though peace had
been signed at Ghent on the 24th December, 1814.

» Reckoning the Waterloo campaign as a separate affair from the foregoing conflict,

which had lasted, off and on, from 1792 to 1814, but not counting m the Franco-Austrian
War of 1859, which was fought in an Italian and not in a Transalpine arena
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moral, as well as physical, disarmament which was thus achieved

between the two new nations that were dividing the ownership of

the North American Continent was not disturbed thereafter either

by the growing length of the frontier or by the increasing disparity

in strength between the Powers on either side of it. To-day, when
this unfortified frontier stretches over a length of 3,898 miles from
Atlantic to Pacific and divides a nation of 122^ millions from one
of ten millions^ which is physically at its gigantic neighbour’s

mercy, the achievement is so familiar a fact in North American
life that it is simply taken for granted. At the opposite extremity

of the Americas the unfortified frontier between Canada and
the United States has its counterpart in the pacifically delimited

frontier between Chile and Argentina, a Latin-American achieve-

ment which is commemorated in the statue of the Christ of the

Andes. It is true that certain parallels to these two American
frontiers can be found in Europe. For example, the frontier

between France and Belgium, which probably saw more fighting

than any other frontier in Western Christendom from the begin-

ning of the Modern Age down to the Battle of Waterloo, is now
traversed twice a day by thousands of workmen who have their

home on one side of the line and earn their living on the other, and
who ride across on their bicycles without being asked to show a

passport. This present state of the Franco-Belgian frontier in the

neighbourhood of Tourcoing and Roubaix will bear comparison

satisfactorily with the present state of the Canadian-United States

frontier in the neighbourhood of Buffalo or Detroit. Unhappily,

howc\cr, the Franco-Belgian frontier is less characteristic than the

Franco-German frontier is of the prevailing condition of frontiers

in twxntietli-century Europe,

The Self-IIypnotization of Narcissus.

We have now examined five illustrations of the nemesis of

creativity in the particular form of an idolization of some ephemeral

self, and, if we pause to take a synoptic retrospective view of our

field in this survey, we shall perhaps see in a rather new light a

social phenomenon wLich has occupied our attention in an earlier

part of this Study: that is, the tendency for ‘new ground’ to sur-

pass ‘old ground’ in social fertility.^ This phenomenon regularly

reappears in our comparative glances at the Jews and Galilaeans

and Gentiles in the time of Christ, at Athens and Achaia in the

third century B.c., at the ci-devant city-state cosmos and Piedmont

* The population of the United States came out at 122,775,046 m the census of 1930.
2 The population of Canada came out at 10,376,786 m the census of 1931.
3 See 11. D (ill), with Annex, m vol. 11, above.
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in the Italian Risorgimento, at South Carolina and North Caro-
lina after the American Civil War, and finally at Ireland and the
Overseas Dominions of the British Crown during the hundred
years ending in the year 1938. In every one of these instances

the ‘new ground*—be it Galilee or the lands of the Goyyim, Achaia
or Piedmont, North Carolina or Canada—duly succeeds in making
up for the ‘old ground’s’ obstinate sterility by bearing a timely

harvest; but we can now see that this superior fertility of the ‘new
ground’ is not invariably or entirely to be accounted for by the

stimulus that is inherent in the ordeal of breaking virgin soil.

There is a negative as well as a positive reason why ‘new^ ground’
is apt to be fruitful

;
and this negative reason is its intrinsic free-

dom from the incubus of ineradicable memories with which ‘old

ground’ is, not indeed certain, but at any rate extremely likely,

to be burdened. In fact, we have stumbled upon a psychological

application of our ‘law of compensations’.^ The law proves to

hold good in the Microcosm as well as in the Macrocosm. It not

only applies in so far as a challenge is delivered by the physical

or by the human environment; it continues to apply when the

field of action is transferred from an outer to an inner world,

and it can be seen in operation where the challenged individual

or community or society receives the challenge from its own self.

In this psychological situation the challenge of ‘new ground’ is

presented by the novice’s own lack of experience and expertise^

and this challenge carries with it a compensation in the shape

of an immunity from the sinister spell that ‘cramps the style* of

‘the old hand’. The nemesis of the hero who has performed

some creative achievement in the past is to gaze with Narcissus’s

spell-bound eyes at a reflexion of his own self which would

reveal to any seer in his senses the repellent countenance of a

wrinkled Tithonus.^ The privilege of the novice is to stumble

upon a hidden treasure because his feet i re not bound to a beaten

track.

We can also now see the reason for another social phenomenon
—the tendency for a creative to degenerate into a merely dominant

minority—w^hich we have singled out, at an early stage in this

Study, as a prominent symptom of social b.“eakdown and dis-

intcgration.3 While a creative individual or minority is certainly

not predestined to undergo this disastro.^' change for the worse,

the creator is at least decidedly pre-disposed in this direction ex

* For the operation of this law in the action of Challenge-and-Response sec I*. D
(vii), vol. 11, pp. 259-74, above.

r i n t.

* This myth of I'ithonua is taken in Part VI below as an allegory of a challenge that

is apt to present itself to a universal stare.

3 See I. C (0 (a), vol. i, pp. 53-5* above.
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officio creativitatis. The gift of creativity, which is in origin the

reward of a successful response to a challenge, becomes in its

turn, in the act of being conferred, a new and uniquely formidable

challenge for its devoted recipient.

The War Cabinet.

A flagrant example of the metamorphosis of a creative into a

dominant minority is the moral and intellectual blindness which
so frequently smites the statesmen of victorious belligerent Powers
when they come to impose a peace settlement upon their defeated

adversaries. The war-minister who is an ‘organizer of victory*

is a creative genius of a kind. There are creative gifts of a peculiar

sort which his task demands; and he will not win his way to office

in war-time, or find himself in the saddle when the armistice is

signed, unless he happens to possess these peculiar gifts in a high

degree : the intellectual gift of focussing all his attention upon the

smallest possible number of clear-cut objectives and obstacles and

cynosures and bugbears, and the moral gift of an aptitude for

bold experimentation, rapid improvization, and living from hand
to mouth in a landscape of short horizons. ]xist because these

qualities are barbarous, they are invaluable in war; and accord-

ingly those statesmen that possess them will come to the top

when war breaks out and will develop them further by strenuous

exercise before the war comes to an end. But, again just because

they are barbarous, these self-same qualities are fatal disqualifica-

tions for the task of making peace; for the war-maker's virtues are

the peace-maker's vices, and vice versa. The task of peace-making

demands the intellectual gift of seeing all round a problem, lea\ ing

no element out of account, and estimating all the elements in their

relative proportions, and the moral gift of an aptitude for cautious

conservatism, ripe deliberation, taking long views, and working for

distant ends. When the armistice is signed, statesmen endowed
with these gifts will no doubt still be in existence; but they will

certainly not be appointed to be the plenipotentiaries at the peace

conference; for even if they were in office at the moment when
war broke out, they will certainly have been deposed and dis-

credited, long before peace has returned, on account of their un-

warlike virtues. It is the statesmen who have won the war that will

inevitably be entrusted by their grateful and admiring constituents

with the task of making the peace settlement; and since they have

been chosen for this task by a particularly efficient process of in-

verse selection, they are almost certain to cancel—and much more
than cancel—the benefit which they have conferred upon their

constituents in leading them to victory by capping this victory with
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a peace settlement that will hang like a milestone round the victor's

necks unto the third and fourth generation.

The perversity of peace settlements is proverbial;* and, in the
light of the sequel, it is apt to appear so extreme that it becomes
difficult to believe that it has not been malignantly deliberate. Yet
as a matter of fact we know, from direct contemporary evidence,
that the makers of peace settlements are usually well-intentioned.

The evil that they do, which so persistently lives after them, is a
product, not of a brilliant malignity, but of a deadly blindness;

and this blindness has overtaken them because the sounding of
‘cease fire* has thrown them, in a trice, entirely out of their element.
The good which they have done as the ‘organizers of victory* is

buried in the grave of the war which they have succeeded in bring-

ing to a victorious conclusion; and the state of mind in which their

war-timc achievement has left them is the worst possible state for

grappling with the utterly differenttask which is immediately thrust
upon their eager hands ex officio.

* I'he examples are so notorious that it is hardly necessary to quote them, and a
reference to two modern Western peace settlements may suffice.

The makers of the peace settlement of 1814-15, after the General War of 1792-1815,
showed their perversity in selecting the dead-and-gone principle of Dynastiff^Legitimacy
as the ideal political foundation for their attempted reconstruction of Society, while they
ignored or flouted the rising principle of National Self-Determination, to which the
future actually belonged. Similarly, in setting themselves to restore and safeguard the
European Balance of Power, they made all their arrangements on the assumption that
in the future, as during the past 150 years, the country that would threaten to upset the
Balance and subjugate its neighbours would be France, whereas the role which France
had been playing in Europe till then was actually to be played thereafter by Prussia.

In retrospect it seems extraordinary that this anxiety to build up a barrier against

hypothetical future outbreaks of French aggression should have induced so acute a

statesman as Metternich to undermine the foundations of his Hapsburg master's re-

established 1r gemony in Germany and Italy by allowing the HohcnzoUems to acquire the

Rhineland and the House of Savoy to acquire Genoa. In the event the enlarged King-
doms of Prussia and Sardinia w'ere never called upon to save Europe from another French
attempt at universal dominion; but their gains in teiritory and strength, through the

peace settlement of 1814-15, did enable them, 'vithin the next half-century, to establish

a new German Reich and a United Kingdom of Italy at the Hapsburg Monarchy's ex-

pense. The settlement of 1814-15 contained in itself the warrant of Austria 8 dis-

comfiture in 1866 for those that had eyes to read the real signs of the times; but even a

Metternich was so thoroughly obsessed by the dead .acts of the past that he was blind

to the vital interests ot the Power which he was seeking to serve.

As for the makcis of the peace settlement of 1919-20, their blindness, too, has be-

come a by-word in respect of certain of their acts—for example, ihcir handling of the prob-

lem of Reparations, and their extortion, from their defeated and momentarily prostrate

adversary, of a verbal admission of exclusive guilt for the common sin and calamity of

the War. It remains to be seen how the peace settlement of 1919-20 will look after the

lapse of half a century 1 This time the peace-makers have taken, as the ideal political

foundation for their attempted reconstruction of Society, the pru.nple of National Self-

Determination whit h their predecessors set at defiance a hun^fred years before with

such disastrous consequences. It is true enough thr;t the obstinate idolization of the

anachronistic principle of Dynastic Legitimacy has u.fiN ted incalculable disaster upon

Europe between the tunc of its reaffirmation in 1814-15 and the roup de grace which it

received at last in 1918 through the simultaneous downfall of the Hapsburg, Romanov,

and Hohenzollern Empires. But the peace-makers have transferred their allegiance

from Dynasticism to Nationalism a full century too late; and we may almost take their

belated conversion to the younger principle as presumptive evidence that this pnncime

of National Self-Determination has by now become an anachronism in its turn. TIw
consequences of the peace settlement of 1919-20 are touched upon further in V, L
(1) (d) 6 (y), Annex I, vol. y, p. 640, footnote i, below.
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This swift metamorphosis of deft winners of victory into clumsy
makers of peace is a tragedy for all concerned : for the statesmen

themselves, for their compatriots, for their adversaries, and for the

whole of the self-lacerated society to which the victors and the

vanquished alike belong. And thus the spiritual and material ravages

which a war inflicts are far from being confined to the period of

belligerency. The original calamity of a barbarous outbreak of

violence in a society’s life entails the further calamity that the

vast issues which the war has opened up have all to be disposed

of summarily and simultaneously in a peace settlement, instead of

being grappled with one by one and settled in thf" fullness of Time.
Ex hypothesi a peace settlement is an almost superhumanly diffi-

cult task; the chances of success are slight, even if the business is

placed in the ablest hands that can be found
;
and the penalties of

failure are heavy. In such a pass as this the chances of success

are diminished almost to vanishing-point and the penalties of failure

are increased almost to infinity when this business of making the

peace settlement is actually placed in hands peculiarly unfitted for

it by being entrusted to the statesmen who have won the foregoing

war. It would hardly be an exaggeration to say that the peace-

making of the war-winners is the worst of all the calamities that

War inflicts on those who perpetrate it.

The Religion of Humanity,

In all the instances of idolization which w^e have examined
in this chapter so far, the idol on to which the adulation of an

ephemeral self has been projected has been fashioned out of some
fraction of Mankind: a camarilla or a community or a race. We
have still to consider the case in which the self is idolized in the

shape of Humanity at large with a capital ‘H’.

This idolatrous worship of Leviathan has been advocated in all

seriousness by one of our modern Western philosophers,^ Auguste

Comte {yivehat a.d. 1798-1857).

‘The whole of Positive conceptions [is condensed inj the one single

idea of an immense and eternal Being, Humanity. . . . Around this real

Great Being, the prime mover of each existence, individual or collective,

our affections centre by as spontaneous an impulse as do our thoughts

and our actions. . . . The growing struggle of Humanity against the sum
of the necessities under which it exists^ offers the heart no less than the

^

* The Hellenic philosopher-king Alexander's gospel of 'the Brotherhood of Man'
(oudvoia) appears to hB\c been grounded on a worship, not of Humanity, but of a God
wno 18 the common father of all men (see V. C (i) (a) 7, vol. vi, pp. 8-10, and V. C
(u) (a), vol. VI, p. 246, footnote 5, below).

> In this passage, as in many others, Comte frankly admits that his comorate human
obiect of worship is not an absolute or omnipotent godhead (see Caird, £. : The Social

Philosophy and Religion of Comte (Glasgow 1 885, MacLehose), p. 3 1 ). Comte maintained
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intellect a better object of contemplation than the necessarily capricious

omnipotence of its theological predecessor^ . . . Humanity definitely

substitutes Herself for God, without ever forgetting his provisional ser-

vices^. ... We adore Her not as the older god, to compliment Her, but
in order to serve Her better by bettering ourselves.’^

C omte dreamed of embodying his ‘Religion of Humanity* in the

institution of a universal church, but this dream has not yet come
true ‘in real life’. Though the atheist French philosopher did his

best to animate a lay-figure by dressing it out in garments—at once
venerable and familiar—which he ostentatiously plucked from the

living body of the Catholic Church, he has not gained the ad\ antage

that he expected from his cold-bloodedly pedantic icsort to the

strategy of Archaism,^ and in oui day» when nearly a hundred
years have passed since thefloruit of the Positivist Prophet, Positiv-

ism nc vhcic surM\e<s as a church with acoiporatc life and a icgulai

order ol piiblit worship, except in Liigland, whcie it has intrely

added one moie to an alieady long rnii^tci-ioll of in ular sects, and
in Bra/ll It is true that far wider, is well as more rapid, sueeeS’>

has been achieved in oui time In avoungd and grimmer w 01 >hip of

Humanitv w^hich is part and parcel of the creed of (^omiu'inism ^

The Communist dogmaticallv and fanatieall) rules out a belief m
the existence of God which the Positivist merely discaids as super-

fluous Y^et while there is no doubt at all about the sinceiily ol the

that iht new science of Sociolo^,^ had ni iU< it piuti tint this liirutcd ol>)tct of worship
was i satis! ir tc)r> < nc (C aird op tit pp 2S ilut 1 1 imcht not hm toLind it t ls^ to

meet his btottish critic s obitcliun tint a relit \t itligu i is in t a riJigion it ill (t iird,

op cit p i65j — A I J

* (. omte \ 1 he ( atcihism of Pont r ( Relipan Fnglish trinsiation second edition

(London 1 rubner) pp 4^ 6
^ C onilc op cit

, p 204
J Comtt op cil p iji Sec furthci tundm dt Pol tiq7n \oI i (Fans 18^1

MaUies C arilian Cioturv it D< Irioni) Ilncou s iVi im inairt Corulusion (jtnirili

‘Religion de 1 Humanite sol 111185)01 p i I ht on Cjtnci lU del n oa
7 h« out I’osiijAt. dc 1 Unite Huniiint vol iv (^1X54) Conclus mCjcrcrit Ju I 01 ic

IV"* p 5^.4 on thi emancipation of the V rai C^rand \ tre from a Pc tin mi ( r J

r or the dclibcratily imported vein (d Archaism in < omu s RlIi^k n ol ffunnrilv*

sec V U (1) {d) 8 (8) vol p 83 lootn<iti 2 1

1

1 ivv

5 Attir Comtt s death his followers in I iigland pant 1 companv w ^’1 ih i in h» tme
ovtr the C)uestion whethei the apostUs of tht Fositivist V hurcl sh( ui 1 or should ni 1

wail till they had convirutd the inteUect hifore they appeakd to iht ton tions 1 he

1 nghsh Positivists were in favour of going out into the highw js and Jiedgcs ind seeking

to convert the women and the proletarians in masse and in supi 01 1 il this p die) ol

giving the claims of the heart a priorit> ovtr those ol tht ht ul ti cy ciftd iht p tccclent

ol the Primitive C hristian ( hurih as well rts the lulho it of thtir ovmi iM istt 1 C omte
himself An acccuint of ttiis conrro\ers\ in the ho oin of the P s ’mst Lhuieh in its

Apostolic Age will be found in Caird I Iht Social Philosophx and Fu nun y L anitt

(Cilasgow 1885, MacLehost
) pp 171-6

° On the vexed question whether Ctimmunisni is to it uckorud as i relqicn or as

a philosophy or meielv as a political programme it vmH be suHieit at lor our prtsent

purpose— to point out that Communism at am ratt answtrs to tht dthnit on of whit
constitutes a religion according it Comte In C ointt s view i rclijL,ion is a ompuhen
sive coherent conception of the iJnivir t whuh ^i\ts us an object upon whuh we can

fix all our affections and an aim to which we can devote all our tnergies (C aird op tit
,

pp 24-7, cf p 159) The nature and tendency of Coiimunism aie examined further

m this Study in \ C (i) (c) a, vol v pp 177-88, below
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Communist’s rejection of the worship of anything superhuman or

divine, there is a distinct and increasing doubt about the constancy

of his allegiance to an all-embracing Humanity. At any rate in the

Soviet Union, where Communism is to-day the established ideologic

d'dtat, there has been showing itself, under the Stalinian regime, a

strongly pronounced tendency to withdraw allegiance from Human-
ity at large in order to concentrate it upon that fraction of the living

generation of Mankind that is at present penned within the frontiers

of the U.S.S.R.' In other words, Soviet Communism seems at this

moment to be changing under our eyes from a worship of Humanity
into the worship of a tribal divinity of the t>r)e of Athene Polias

» or the Lion of Saint Mark or Kathleen na Hoolihan or Britannia.^

And this change suggests that Russian Communism, like British

Positivism, may be destined to contract to the dimensions of a

parochial sect instead of realizing the dream of its founder by grow-

ing into a universal church.

Do these apparently unpromising prospects of both Russian

Communism and British Positivism portend in their turn a set-

back to the worship of the Self in the shape of Humanity at large ?

This does not necessarily follow; for, while Comte’s dream may
not yet have been translate d into reality, it is nevertheless still in

the air,

T1 existe, par-dessus les classes el les nations, unc volonte de Tespece

de se rendre maitresse dcs choses et, quand un etre humain s’envole cn

quelques heures d’un bout de la terre i Tautre, e’est toute la race huinaine

qui fre^mit d’orgueil et s’adore comme distincte parmi la creation. . . .

On peut penser parfois qu’un tel mouvement s’afhrmera de plus en plus

et que e’est de cette voie que seteindront les guerres interhumaincs

:

on arrivera ainsi a une ‘Traternite universelle”, mais qui, lotn d’etre

Tabolition de 1 ’esprit de nation avec ses appetits et ses orgueils, en sera

au contraire la forme supreme, la nation s’appelant rHomme et Ten-

nemi s’appelant Dicu.’^

When a worship of the Self is thus projected on to a human hive

or columbarium that has room in it for every human being—dead,

living, and unborn—and leaves none but God out in the cold, does

the Self cease to be ephemeral and the worship cease to be idola-

trous.^ This question will be answered in the affirmative not only

by Communists and Positivists but also by the more numerous
adherents of a vaguer, yet perhaps just on that account more
representative, school of humanist thinkers and humanitarian men

^ This change which seems to be coming over the Communism of the Soviet Union
is examined further in V. C (i) (r) 2, vol v, pp 183-6, below.

» For the personified pobticai communiUes that arc the idols of a modern Western
World, see I C (m) (e). Annex, vol, i, pp. 442-3, above.

i Benda, J. La Trahtson des Clercs (Pans 1927, Grasset), pp. 246-7.
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of action whose outlook has become the dominant Weltanschauung

of our Western Society in its Modern Age.*

Is this answer the last word? The self-worshipper who has

given expression to his heart’s desire by substituting an image of

Humanity for the presence of a Living God in his panorama of the

Universe, can no doubt proclaim

I am monarch of all I survey

;

My right there is none to dispute.

But is there no bitterness in the boast which Cowper has placed in

the mouth of Alexander Selkirk? Is not this monarch a castaway?

And must he not pay for his undisputed dominion by living in a

spiritual solitude which is an abomination of desolation ?

‘Professing themselves to be wise, they became fools and changed
the glory of the uncorruptible God into an image made like to corrup-

tible Man . . . because that, when they knew God, they glorified him not

as God, neither were thankful, but became vain in their imaginations,

and their foolish heart was ilarkened.’^

{P) The Idolization of an Ephemeral Institution.

The Hellenic City-State.

The nemesis of creativity which we have just been studying

in the form of an idolization of an ephemeral self may also take

the form of an idolatrous w^orship of some ephemeral institution

or technique. Manifestly these idols are of different orders of mag-
nitude in the human hierarchy; for institutions and techniques

are no more than the debris of acts of which some human self has

been the author. Yet there is also a divine economy in w^hich

these human selves and techniques and institutions are, all alike,

created things and arc therefore, all alike, unworthy and unfit

to be made recipients of a w^orship that is due to none but their

Creator; and a moral and intellectual aberration which thus re-

mains in essence the same is not made any less deadly by being

indulged in on a narrower human range.^ The extreme deadli-

* At the moment when he was putting these words on paper, the writer of this Study
had before him on his desk a letter from an Knglish scholar-statesman who was a humanist
and a humanitarian in one: and tins letter contained an observation on another passage

of the present woik (V, C 6'' ^c) 2, \ol. v, pp 160-1, belovi) which is perhaps even more
pertinent to the present passage

.

‘
"Self-w’orship of the Tribe” very good phrase—yet isn’t it only urong because the

“self” is so limited^ Onie get “humanitarian” and make all Ilumanitv >our object

—

or, better still, if, like the Stoic, you make the Great City of Gods and Man [see V. C
(0 (d) 7, Annex, vol vi, pp 332-8, below—A J T.] your object -tht self-worship gets

pretty right and becomes a “higher religion” ’ ^ Romans i. 22-3 and 21,
3 ‘W^hoever detaches Race or the Nation or the State or the form ot State or the

Government from the temporal scale of values and raises them to be the supreme
model and deifies them with idolatrous worship, falsifies the divinely created order of

things.’- fVpal ncyclical of the 14th March, 1937, addressed primarily to the German
Lpiscopate.
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ness of an infatuation with some past institutional or technical

achievement has come under our observation, at an earlier point

in this Study, in our survey of the arrested civilizations.* The effect

of idolizing an institution is exemplified in the arrests of the Otto-

man Society’s growth under the incubus of the Padishah’s Slave-

Household and of the Spartan Society’s under the incubus of the

Lycurgean ag6ge\ the effect of idolizing a technique is exemplified

in the fates of the Nomads and the Esquimaux and the Polynesians.

These extreme examples seem to indicate that an idolatry of in-

stitutions and an idolatry of techniques are the besetting sins of

societies that are confronted with formidable ‘hallcnges from the

human and from the physical environment respectively. With this

key in our hands we may now pursue our study of these two
varieties of idolatry along our usual lines of an empirical survey.

Let us take the idolatry of institutions first, and let us begin with a

classic case : the idolization, in the Hellenic World, of the institu-

tion of the Sovereign City-State.

In examining the part played by this particular act of idolatry

in the breakdown and disintegration of the Hellenic Society, wc
have to distinguish between two different situations in which the

idol of the Sovereign City-State stood as a stumbling-block in the

way of the solution of a social problem.

The earlier, and graver, of the two problems was the challenge

of being called upon to establish some kind of political world

order as a framework for an oecumenical economic system which
had become one of the necessities of Hellenic life. This challenge

was presented by the impact on Hellenic international politics of

the Solonian economic revolution; for Solon at Athens, and the

statesmen who were his contemporaries and counterparts at Aegina
and Miletus and elsewhere, had solved the Malthusian problem, by
which the Hellenic Society had previously been beset, at the price

of abandoning the ancient city-state self-sufficiency in economic
activities; and in a society whose life had thus become oecu-

menical—perforce and once for all—on the economic pHne, the

ancient political luxury of City-State Sovereignty could no longer

be indulged in with impunity. We have seen already how the

new necessity of transcending this City-State Sovereignty became
urgent in the Hellenic World in the fifth century before Christ,

and how" an Athenian failure to make satisfactory provision for it

involved the whole Hellenic Society in the breakdown of 431 B.c ^

This problem of establishing a world order was the crucial challenge

in Hellenic history and it inexorably persisted in confronting

* See Part III A, in vol iii, above. * See IV, C (iii) (b) lo, pp. 21 1-3, above.
3 See V. C (li) (b), vol. vi, pp. 287 and below.
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Hellenic statesmen down to the end of the story; but, while this

inescapable and fundamental problem still remained unsolved, a

secondary problem, which was of the Hellenic dominant minority's

own seeking, came treading upon its heels when Hellenic history

passed over from its second chapter into a third towards the turn

of the fourth and third centuries b.c.

The chief outward and visible sign of this transition, as we have
already observed, ^ was a sudden great increase in the material scale

of Hellenic life. A hitherto maritime world which had been con-

fined to the coasts of the Mediterranean Basin from Cyrene and
Trebizond to Marseilles, now expanded overland in Asia from the

Dardanelles to India and in Europe from Olympus and the Appen-
nines to the Danube and the Rhine. In a society which had swollen

to these material dimensions without having solved the spiritual

problem of creating law and order between the states into w^hich

it w^as articulated, the Sovereign City-State was so utterly dwarfed
that it was no longer a practicable unit of political life. And this

incidental political consequence of an increase in material scale w^as

in itself by no means a misfortune for Hellenism in an age in which
the always doubtful blessing of City-State Sovereignty hatl turned

into an unmistakable curse. So far from that, the passing of this

traditional Hellenic form of Parochial Sovereignty might have been

taken as a heaven-sent opportunity for shaking off the incubus of

Parochial Sovereignty altogether. And this chance of responding

successfully at the ele\enth hour to a challenge which w^as big w^th

the Hellenic Society’s fate might perhaps not have been missed if

Alexander had lived to join forces with Zeno and h)picurus. Under
those joint auspices the Hellenes might have succeeded in stepping

straight out of the City-State into the Cos7nopolis^\ and in that

event the Hellenic C^ivilization might have been able to take on a

new^ lease of creative lile. But Alexander’s premature death left the

Hellenic World at the mercy of his succi^sors; and these adven-

turers saw their interest, not in abolishinj Parochial Sovereignty,

but in preserving it for their own benefit. 'Phe personal ambition

of each of them was to acquire for himself some portion of their

dead master’s heritage; and the only purpose for which they knew
how to co-operate was to prevent any one of thei’* number from

monopolizing the whole of it. Accordingly the abilities of the

contending Macedonian war-lords and the wealth of the ransacked

Achacmcnian Empire were perversely expended on endeavours to

* In III. C (i) (a)f \ol 111, pp. 140 and 150-1; III. C 0 )
(f/), vol. lu, p 107 1

C
(ill) (f) 2 (a), in the picsent ^o^uIoe, p. 265, above See further \ . C (1) (f) 3, vol. v,

p. 214, and V. C (11) Tft), vol vi, pp 2Sg-go, below.
* J or the Hellenic conception of the CosmopoUs see V. C (U {d) 7, Annex, a’oI. vi*

pp 332-8, below.
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keep up the institution of Parochial Sovereignty as a going con-

cern in the new era of Hellenic history which Alexander had lived

to inaugurate. But on the new material scale of Hellenic life post

Alexandrum Parochial Sovereignty could only be salvaged on one
condition. The traditional sovereignty of the single city-state must
be transcended in order to make way-- not, after all, for the estab-

lishment of an oecumenical world order, but for the forging of

new-fangled parochial states of a supra-city-state calibre. This was
the secondary problem which the fourth-century expansion of the

Hellenic W^orld brought in its train; and it is one of the ironies of

Hellenic history that a problem which woi Id have been better

left alone should have been successfully solved by statesmen who
had wantonly rejected a chance of responding to an unanswered
challenge which could not be ignored without inviting disaster.

This untoward success of a perverse feat of statesmanship is at-

tested by an historical fact w^hich we have already had occasion to

notice in other contexts. ^ In the third century B.c. the new Great

Powers of supra-city-state calibre which had been built up, since

Alexander’s death, on the periphery of an expanding Hellenic

World wxre showing their mettle by exerting a formidable pressure

upon the small states at the centre.

These were the two separate and successive problems with which
a disintegrating Hellenic Society came to grips in the field of inter-

national politics, and, in the event, both problems were disposed

of simultaneously by receiving a single solution w hich was at the

same time a supreme calamity. As the result of a series of ‘knock-

out blows’ which Rome delivered, between 220 and 168 B.c., to all

the other brand-new Great Powers of the day,^ the number of

sovereign states in the Hellenic World w^as abruptly reduced from
the plural to the singular. The sole surviving Roman Power then

embraced the entire Hellenic World in its owm dominions; and
the establishment of this oecumenical Roman Empire solved the

problem of establishing a world order—the crucial challenge that

Hellenic statesmanship had hitherto left unanswered—by abolish-

ing Parochial Sovereignty altogether and thereby putting an end
to any such thing as international relations in the interior of the

Hellenic World. 'Phis Roman response to a challenge that had
defeated Periclean Athens was as crude as it was drastic, and as

drastic as it was belated. Yet, belated and drastic and crude though
it might be, it was still a response of a sort

;
and the point of interest

for our present purpose is that both this ultimate Roman response

* See III. C (li) (fe), vol. iii, pp. 310-13 and 339-41 ;
and IV. C (iii) {c) 2 (ot), in the

present volume, pp. 265-6 and 268-9, above
* See III. C (ii) (6), vol in, pp 312-13, and IV. C (iii) (h) 10, in the present volume,

pp. 210-11, above.
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and all the preliminary contributions towards the making of it

were the work of members of the Hellenic Society who were not
completely infatuated with the idol of City-State Sovereignty.

The very structural principle of the Roman State—the constitu-

tional device which alone made it possible for Rome to grow from
a city-state into an oecumenical commonwealth—was something
which was quite incompatible with an idolization of City-State

Sovereignty d outrance; for this cardinal constitutional principle

was a ‘dual citizenship*; and the psychological basis of this ‘dual

citizenship* was a harmonious division of the cilizen*s allegiance

betw^een the local city-state into which he was born like his an-

cestors before him and a wider polity which embraced a number
of local city-states wdthin its ambit without grudging them their

distinct existence in the capacity of municipalities.* This creative

compromise was psychologically possible only in those communities
in which the idolatrous worship of City-State Sovereignty had not

acquired a stranglehold over the citizens* hearts and minds; and
the importance of this psychological condition becomes apparent

as soon as we remind ourselves of the actual circumstances in which
this political invention was gradually evolved in a lon^historical

process which the Roman political genius eventually carried to

completion.

The first recorded experiment in constructing a Hellenic com-
mon wealtli on a supra-city-state scale through the device of ‘dual

citizenship’ is the establishment of the Boeotian Federation after

the liberation of Boeotia from Athenian domination in 447 B.c.

In the Boeotian constitution of this date, which has been brought

to our knowledge by the cntei prise of tw^o modern Western archaeo-

logists,- the division of powers between the Federation and its con-

stituent city-states is nicely balanced; yet, though Boeotia was the

pioneer in this process of constitutional evolution, she soon fell

by the way; for the crux of the problem in Boeotia was the dis-

proportionate size and strength of Thebes by comparison with any

other Boeotian city-state; and Boeotian federalism was defeated by
Theban egoism. The federal constitution of 447 B.c. had been

framed at a moment when Thebes was temporarily humbled by
the double disgrace of her ‘Medism’ in 480 B.c. and her defeat by
Athens in 457; and this favourable situation did not recur when
the work had to be done all over again after the dissolution of

the original Boeotian Federation through a Spartan act of tyranny

* For the invention of dual citizenship see III C (a) (^), Annex IV, vol. lii, p. 481,
above.

* An account of the Boeotian constitution of 44; B.c. will he found in Hellenica

Oxyrhynchia, i*d. by B. P. Grenfell and A S Hunt (Oxford iQog, Cidrendon Press),

chap. II.
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which the Lacedaemonian Government committed on the strength

of the peace-settlement of 383 B.r. (‘the Peace of Antalcidas'). This
time, when Boeotia’s former Lacedaemonian allies were playing

the part of her oppressors, Thebes resumed her normal role in

Boeotian affairs. In this fourth-century Boeotian struggle against

Spartan domination Thebes stood out as the Boeotian protagonist.

The critical events of the struggle were the Spartans* seizure of

the citadel of Thebes in 382 b.c. and their ejection from it in 378
and their cruslung defeat at Leuctra in 371 by the generalship

of the Theban commander Kpaminondas and the fighting-power
of the Theban contingent in the Boeotian arm> This liberation of

^Boeotia by "i'hcban military prowess put the reconstruction of the

Boeotian Federation into the hands of Theban statesmen; and
Theban statesmanship at once succumbed to the temptation of

attempting to swallow the Federation up into a unitary Theban
state, in which Thebes would become in Bocotia what Athens was
in Attica, while Thcspiac and Tanagra and Orchomenos \\ould be
reduced to the political nonentity of an Eleusis or a Marathon.
This fourth-century Theban policy of Gleichschaltmig was inimical

to the progress of federalism in Boeotia: and though the Boeotian

Federation—profiting, perhaps, by the blows which 'Fhebes re-

ceived at Macedonian hands in 338 and 334 B.t . —protracted its

existence until it was finally dissolved by the Romans in 146

it missed its ‘manifest destiny’ of becoming ‘the Education of

Hellas’ in the art of ‘dual citizenship’.

This destiny, which was brought within the Boeotians’ grasp

by the intervention of Sparta ^ the first time as a friend and the

second time as a foe—on the two occasions above mentioned, was
snatched out of the Chalcidians’ hands by another act of inter-

vention on the part of the barne Power.^ 'I'he short p(ditical lift

of half a century {circa 432-378 B.c.) which the (Jhalcidian Federal

Commonwealth enjoyed before the Spartans dissolved it in 378
B.c. is of historical interest, not because of any positive effects

w^hich it can be seen to have had upon the subsequent course of

Hellenic history, but because the Chalcidian constitution was a

close anticipation of the Roman. The new feature in both the

Chalcidian and the Roman Coinmonw^ealth was that the compre-
hensive body politic, as well as each of its constituent parts, was a

* The final and formal dissolution of the Boeotian I eaput by the Romans seems to

have taken place in 146 B ( attcr Mummius’s campaign in Greece, and as the punish'
ment for the Boeotians’ follv m throuinj' in their lor with the Achatans in their desperate
military defiance of thi- Roman Power. Dt fatio, however, tht Bucotian League Bcems
to have been broken up by Roman dmloimitv as eaiJy as I7.^ c.r,, on the eve of the

outbreak of the Thud Romano-.Mace«lonian War.
^ For the dissolution of the Chaltidian C ommonwealth by Spartan arms in 379 B.c.,

and tor the antecedents and consequences of this high-handod and short-sighted
Spartan act, see III. C (11) Annex IV, in vol. ni, above.
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city-state. In the third century B.c., when there was a fresh out-

burst of experimentation in supra-cily-statc political construction

all over the Hellenic World, the experiments at the centre, in

Greece, were reversions to the older Boeotian type, in which the

constituent parts wcie city-states but the comprehensive body
politic was a national community. This was the essential structure

of both the Aetolian and the Achaean Confederacy —though they

both took an important step in advance of the Boeotian Federation
in incorporating a number of city-states which were outside the

pale of the original Aetolian or Achaean national patrimony.* These
third-century experiments at the centre of the Hellenic World
were evoked, however, as we have seen,- by pressuie from a ring

of titanic Powers which had aliead}^ arisen on the periphery; and
while some of these, like Ptolemaic Egypt and, in a looser way,
Antigonid Macedonia, were unitary monarchies, the majority were
akin to the two new' commonwealths in Greece in being con-

structed on the federal principle out oi an agglomeration of con-

stituent city-states. In these third-century Hellenic federal states

of the outer circle there were several variations fiom the Boeotian

archetype.

The Carthaginian Power was ba^ed on the sheer dominion of a

single sovereign city-state over a number of subject communities

—

an empire ol the same kind as that which hlth-centurv Athens
tried, and failed, to make out ol the Delian ivcague, and that w’hich

modern Venice succeeded in establislurig lor herself on the Italian

mainland. 'Phe Roman constiiution was a system of ‘dual citizen-

ship’, on the Clialeidian pattern already described, in which the

coniprehensi\e body politic was a city-state as well as each ol the

constituent parts. 1 he fa 1 -Hung Seleucid 1 anpire stretched across

South-Western Asia, from the Dardanelles to tlie Iranian Plateau,

like a rope of peajls in which each pearl was a city-state, while the

thread on which all the pearls were st* ing was a divine kingship

vested in the Seleucid Dynasty."’ With the single exception of the

Roman Commonw'calth itself, all the third-century experiments

* This capacity lor exiiandinp: thi'ii federal state hcvoiid tlu-ir o\vn onj^inal national

limits was an oxcccJinply impoilant clement in the use ol h ^th these eonfedeiacies.

'I’he Aetolian C onlederjf v hecame a Powti in the llcilmic World ihrouj^h the m-
curpoiation of Plioeian Didphi and Tiachinian 1 Jennie a, th Achat\4n Conledemcy
through the me orp<M ation of \igoh*. Siry<m and \t*. .ia>an Mi > ,

and a Sicvonian

Aiatus and a Megalopohran L>diadas weic thf ; lost di'tingaish< d statesmen who
were evxr entrusted witli lesponsd'dily lor A( haca. • rests. Boi'f tia lullowed these

examples by incoipoi.ilinc Megaia tiom aa.j to iga b. . ('Phis was done at the instance

of the Arhacan ('on/ed< lai \ ,
to which Mtgara had previously belonged, when the

Megancl was cut olT from the rest of the Achaean domain through the Achaean Con-
federacy’s retrocession ol Corinth to JMpeedon.)

2 In IIT. C (ii) (f»), vol. Ill, pp. 3i3-i4and 339-41. IV. C. (m) (0-2 (»), tn the

present volume, pp, 265 and 268-g, above.
^ Fur the structure and function of :he Seleucid Empire see Part 1 . A

,
^ ol. 1, pp. 5-6,

ebtivc.
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in political construction on a supra-city-state scale were brought

to an abrupt and violent end by Roman ‘knock-out blows’; but

the statesmanship of the victors made use of the political inventions

of the Powers annihilated by Roman arms in order to transform

the Roman Commonwealth into a Hellenic universal state. In the

political architecture of the Augustan Empire the original Roman
—and Chalcidian—device of city-states within a city-state was
still the main principle of construction; but in so vast a material

extension of the building the architect found it wise to supplement

the liberal principle of ‘dual citizenship* with an effectively tyran-

nical imperialism of the Carthaginian order, ai d to brace the w hole

edifice together with the Seleucid bond of a divine kingship.^

If we now glance back at the successive theatres of the cumu-
lative political experiment which reached its term in this Roman
culmination, we shall observe one common feature. They were

all places in w^hich the subordination of City-State Sovereignty

to the requirements of a political structure on a larger scale was
psychologically possible, because they were all places in which
the idolization of Cit\ -State Sovereignty had not won a complete

ascendency. Every one of the supra-city-statc commonwealths in

which the experiment was tried in each of its successive stages will

be found to have lain on the outer edge ot the Hellenic cit>-state

cosmos of the day, and most of them actually bestrode the border-

line between this city-state cosmos, which was the brilliant heart

of the Hellenic World, and its pre-city-state penumbra ^

Boeotia, close to the heart though it lay, was still, in the filth

century B.c,, sufficiently near to the edge (being next door to the

old-fashioned countries of Phocis and Locris) to have retained a

certain sense of its ancient national unity; and this remnant (;f

Boeotian solidarity was a counterweight to the particularism ot the

self-conscious city-states—a large self-conscious Thebes or a small

self-conscious Plataea— into which the country had come to be

articulated. Fourth-century Olynthus and Rome both stood at

points on the border-line between the city-state cosmos and its

penumbra where the transition was more abrupt and the contrast

sharper; and in the third century B.c. the Roman Commonwealth
in Italy, the Seleucid Empire in Asia, and the Aetolian and Achaean

Confederacies in Greece all alike displayed the common structural

feature of uniting city-states with pre-civic communities in a single

polity. Aetolia contained ancient city-states like Pleuron and Caly

don, as well as ‘un-synoecized* cantons like Eurytania, within its

* It was characteristic of Roman solidity that the Seleucid thread in a string of pearls

was transformed, in Roman hands, into a steel lath in a block of reinforced concrete.
^ On tins point see III. C (ii) (6), Annex IV, vol. iii, pp. 484-5, above, apropos of

Olynthus and Rome.
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own original national limits^ and, in expanding, the Aetolian Con-
federacy incorporated foreign cantons like Aeniania, as well as

foreign city-states like Naupactus. Achaia, where the balance of

feeling between national solidarity and city-state particularism was
perhaps about the same in the third century as it had been in

Boeotia in the fifth, now reinforced the pre-civic element in her
body politic by incorporating the foreign territory of South-West
Arcadia, an exceptional patch of Peloponnesian ground which had
gone on living under a pre-civic dispensation until the foundation
of Megalopolis in 370 B.c.* Rome had incorporated the foreign

cantons of the Sabina as well as the foreign city-states in Cxampania.

The Seleucid Monarchy had united a number of ancient Greek city-

states on the sea-board of Anatolia with a number of ci-devant

provinces of the defunct Achaemenian Empire.

If A^e now look closer, we shall observe that in each of these

composite commonwealths the territories in which some kind of

pre-civic dispensation was still a living fact, or at any rate a recent

memory', were the main scenes of creative political activity. In tne

Achaean Confederacy, for instance, it was a school of Megalo-
politan statesmen that were the best inspired exponents of the

Achaean idea and, when wc examine Roman Italy and Seleucid

Asia, we find that a majority of the constituent city-states were not

meiely recent foundations, like Megalopolis in the Peloponnese,

but were actually younger than the comprehensive body politic in

w hich they were embraced.

The characteristic means by v^hich the Roman Commonwealth
and the Seleucid Monarchy acquired the constituent city-states

out of which they fashioned their political fabric was not by the

incorporation of existing city-states w hich had once been sovereign

and would therefore still be Sv,if-conscious
;

it was rather by the

creation of new city-st.ates on politically virgin soil wdiich had pre-

viously lain outside the borders of the Hellenic city-state cosmos.

In both Roman Italy and Seleucid Asia these new city states w^ere

generated in a variety of ways. In some cases, as in the coloniae

Latinae and the coloniae civium Romanowm, or in the Asiatic

colonies of Greek military veterans which weie planted by the

Seleucidae,^ the nucleus of the new civic foundation was created

by the physical introduction of new settlers who brought the city-

* For the constitutional history of Soutli-West Ai ’ ' see III. C (ii) (A), Annex IV

,

vol. Ill, pp. 477 and 481, above.
^ See 111 C (n) (^), vol ns, pp 313 14, above.

1

3 ‘U’he basis ot the Seleucid settlement was the military colony and not the Gieek
city, the polls. The fust two kings did not ... fill Asia with Greek cities directly*^; at

the same time ‘the aim of every military col<»ny was to L’ceome a full polis . . . ;
there

was a steady upward growth of the colony into the pdts and it was this which, befoie

the end of the second century B c ,
had filled Asia with “Greek” cities.’— 1 am, W. W

The Greeks in Bactrta and India (Cambridge 1038, University Press), pp. 6 and 9.
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state tradition with them from their previous homes as part of their

social heritage. In other cases the new foundation was called into

existence by the ‘synoecism* and ‘civilization' (in the literal sense)

of the indigenous population, as when the Scleucidae created a new
city-state out of the domain of some Anatolian or Syrian divinity,*

or when the Romans organized a Sabine canton into a praefeciura^

or a Picentine village into a forum or conciHabitlum. The most

usual method, perhaps, was some combination of conversion with

colonization. But, in whichever of these ways any given Roman or

Seleucid foundation was started on its career, its citizens could

scarcely help taking for granted the suprcm,^cy of the Power by
whose fiat, and on whose territory, their city had been founded.

Often, indeed, they were reminded of the parent Power’s patria

potestas by the very mintage of their city’s name, when this re-

corded the creative act of some Seleucid sovereign, like Seleucia

or Apamea,2 or of some Roman magistrate, like Forum Sempronii

or Forum Appii.

Any citizen of an eponymously named citywho might be tempted,
out of affectation or snobbery, to idolize his Antioch or his Forum
Livii as an Athenian idolized Athens or a Pracnestine Pracneste,

would necessarily be reminded, in the act, that ‘it is he that hath

made us and not we ourselves’, 3 and would probably be pulled up
short, by an inward sense of incongruity, before going the length

of making any outward gesture of insubordination that would
demand the intervention of Roman praetor or Seleucid prince.^

The normal psychological attitude of the citizens of such city-

states towards their sovereign the God Antiochus or the Dca Roma
would be the feeling that they were this sovereign’s ‘people and

the sheep of his pasture*. s Manifestly, a local community which

* For the temple-states m Anatolia and Syria which were part of the social Ici^acy

of the Arhaemenian Empire, and for the Seleuoids* policy towards them, see 7 am,
W^ W.; Hellenistic Civilization (London IQ27, Arnold^ pp. 114-17. For the genesis
of these temple-states see IV C (lii) (c) 3 (ot), p. 471, helow. 7 'he Seleui id citv-i>tate

of Antioch-towards-Pisidia was founded on tcrniory carved out ol a temple-state of

the god M^n. For the signal failure of Antiochus IV Epiphanes' attempt to apply the
regular Seleucid policy to the temple-state of Yahweh at Jerusalem see V. C (i) (d)

9 (jS), vol. VI, pp. 103-5, hclow. 7^here is no record of any military colony or poln ever
having been founded on land taken from the estate of an Iranian feudal baron (Tarn,
7'he Greeks in Bactria and India^ p. 32).

* ‘The only places which were founded directly as poleis from the start were romc,
probably the majority, of those which bore the four Seleucid dynastic names: Antioch,
SeJeuceia. Apamea, Laodicea.'—Tarn, op, cit., p. iz.

3 Psalm c. 3.
* In the Seleucid Empire the obverse of the eponymous cities’ (and other royal

foundations’) loyalty to the Crown was the Crown’s tact in dealing with the cities.

'Though in theory the Seleucids were autocrats, they could not afford to ride roughshod
ovca the Greeks, and the popularity of the dynasty shows that they did not do so*

(Tarn, op. cit., p. zb). ‘7''he new cities were not, of course, sovereign states. . . But
neither were they municipalities of the Empire, as they were to be of the Roman
Empire; they were a sort of half-way house’ (Tam, op. cit

, p. 24).
3 Psalm c, loc, cit.
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felt like this would be socially plastic and politically malleable;

and the triumphs of Roman and Seleucid political construction

were achieved with materials of this kind, just as the triumphs of

British political construction have been achieved with dominions
of the Crown in ‘new countries*.^

Any candid Englishman will confess that the British Common-
wealth of Nations could never have been built up by English states-

manship if the materials with which it had to work had been all

Irelands, with no Canadas or Australias. On this analogy we may
reasonably say—without any slighting rcflexit)n upon the Roman
or the Seleucid political genius—that Roman Italy could never have
been built out of constituent city-states that W'ere all Capuas, with
no Acsernias or Venusias, nor Seleucid Asia out of city-states that

were all Smyrnas and Lampsacuses, with no Laodiceas or Antiochs.

Even as it was, Capua nearly brought the Roman Commonwealth
to grief, when the structure of this Roman building w^as subjected

to the supreme lest of the TIannibalic War, by seceding on her own
account and thereby setting an example w^hich was afterwards

followed by Tarentum and other ci-devant sovereign city-states

w^hich had latteily been incorporated into the Roman body politic.

And the demoralization spread so far that a moment came when
twelve Latin colonies actually declined to continue their support

of the Roman Government in the prosecution of the war by making
any further contributions of men or money. ^ As for the Seleucid

Empire, its collision with Rome in the war of 192-188 b.c. caused

the immediate loss of the Seleucid possessions north-west of

Taurus and w^as the beginning of the end of the Seleucid Power.

And the occasion, if not the cause, of this disastrous encounter

was an appeal w hich was addressed to the Roman Government in

193 BA\ by Larnpsacus, Smyrna, and other historic Greek city-states

on the western seaboard of Asia Minor ^ whose citizens could not

forget the City-Stale Sovereignty whicl their forebears had lost

some four hundred years l^efore, nor r concile themselves to a

suzerainty which the modem Seleucids had inherited from the

ancient Mermnad Kings of Lydia through the long chain of a

successive Achaemenian and Athenian and Spartan and restored

Achacmenian ovcrlordship. These ci-devant so\ creign Asiatic city-

states in the Seleucid Eimpire had no sooner heaid the news that

the Romans had restored their sovereignty *
^ the European Greek

city-states which had previously been subject to the Kingdom of

* On this point see IV. C (in) (c) 2 (a), m the present volume, pp. 2^2-6, as well as

111 C (11) (b), vol in, p. 303, footnote 1, above.
* For the lapse of these twelve l.ann colonics from active into passive belligerency

in 20Q c.c see Liw, Hook VXVII, chap. 0
3 I' or this appeal and its diplomatic consequences sec Livy, Book X71XIV, chaps.

57- 9, and Book XXXV, chap 16.
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Maccdorv' than they set their hearts upon obtaining the same boon
for themselves from the same puissant Roman hands.* They did

not pause to consider that there could be little guarantee of

genuineness or permanency for a sovereignty that was recaptured

by a bevy of city-states at the price of overthrowing the general

Balance of Power through the humiliation of two Great Powers
and the aggrandizement of one. The idolization of a long-lost

status obsessed their minds and determined their policy; and so

they played into the Romans’ hands. For the destniction of the

Seleucid Power carried Rome a long stage farther towards that

universal dominion over the Hellenic WorM in which all other

sovereignties but hers were ultimately swallowed up.

Thus, in the fatally long-drawn-out effort to transcend the insti-

tution of Parochial City-State Sovereignty—an effort which began
with a tragically swift Athenian failure in the fifth century b.c. and
ended no less than four hundred years later with a tragically belated

Roman success—the historic sovereign city-states of Hellas played,

from first to last, a role which was either negatively unconstructi\e

or else positively mischievous. The appeal of Lampsacus and
Smyrna to Rome in 193 b.c., which brought the Seleucid Empire
to the ground, was inspired by the same perverse spirit that had

once led the allies of Athens in the Delian l.eague to rebel against

their treaty obligations, and led Athens herself to transform the

League into an Athenian tyranny; and the aberration of inward

thought and feeling which was responsible for this perversity in

outward behaviour was a stiff-necked persistence in idolizing the

institution of City-State Sovereignty in an age when tliis institu-

tion had become inimical instead of serviceable to the life of the

Hellenic Society. When this idolatry captivated and paralysed the

ancient and famous communities which were the original sources

of Hellenic light and leadership, the work of political construction,

which had to be performed by somebody, was carried out crudely

and painfully and slowly by communities which had been lying m
obscurity, in the penumbra, in the age when an Athens and a

Corinth and a Chalcis and a Miletus had been the brilliant lumin-

aries of the Hellenic firmament. And at the culmination and close

of the Hellenic ‘Time of Troubles’, when this long labour and

travail was on the eve of bearing a tardy and savourless fruit, a

sudden view of four once magnificent Greek cities lying derelict

' In b.c., on the occasion of the Isthmian Games, Titus Quinctms Flamininus,
the Roman commander in Greece, proclaimed, in the name ot the Roman Government,
tlie liberation of the communities over which the Ma(edonian CJovernment had been
compelled to cede its title to sovereignty after the Battle of C’ynoscephalae in 197 b c.

See the accounts of this striking transaction m Livy, Book XXXlII, chaps. 32-3, and
in Plutarch’s Life of Tttus Quinrttus Flamtmnus, chap 10.

» On this point see Livy, Book XXXIII, chap. 33, ad finern.
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within sight of each other, with their brilliance quite extinct, made
an overwhelming impression on an experienced Roman statesman
of the day.

‘On the voyage home from Asia, when my ship was making for Megara
from Aegina, I began to take my bearings of the regions round about.
Behind me was Aegina, ahead of me Megara, to the right of me Peiraeus,

to the left of me Corinth
;
and all these cities have had thoxvfloruit—only

to lie now prostrate and ruinous for all eyes to see. I began to think to

myself: “Hov/ monstrous it is for little creatures like ourselves, whose
natural term of life is of the shortest, to grow indignant if any of us
passes away or has his life taken from him, when the dead bodies of all

these cities lie cast out here on this one spot. Servius, pull yourself

together and remember that you have been born a son of man.”^^

In our own Western World in the eighteenth century of the

Christian Era a similar train of thought might have arisen in the

mind of any philosophic French or English traveller on ‘the grand
tour’ when he had his first sight of the spires of Bruges and Ghent
or the towers of Sienna or the domes of Florence and Venice; for

these cenotaphs of departed glories testified in that age, like the

monuments of Corinth and Athens eighteen centuries earlier, to the

cleudlincss of the idolatrous woi*ship of the sovereignty of a city-state.

In our Western World, it is true, the failure of the historic medieval

cjty-sl.ites of Italy and Flanders to rise to the occasion, when they

were called upon to face the extreme ordeal of transcending them-

selves, did not bring about the breakdown and disintegration of the

whole society ofwhich those city-states were members. As we have

noticed in an earlier part of this Study, ^ the Italian and Flemish

failure was retrieved, and the situation provisionally saved, by a

‘clean cut’ with the political tradition of the medieval Western

city-state cosmos. 'Fhe modern .chuol of Vv^estern political archi-

tecture dispensed with the institution of the city-state altogether,

adopted the Transalpine kingdom-state as the standard basis for

a new political structure, and managed to combine the old Trans-

alpine scale with the now Italian efficiency by a creative adaptation

of the Transalpine feudal institution of Parliament. I’his English

solution of the political problem of the age was the main line of

Western political development in the third chapter of our Western

history; hut, side by side with this new-tangled English work of

political creation, there was a simultant')^ attempt to solve the

same problem of creating an efheient body politic on the supra-

civic scale without renouncing the use of city-states as elements in

* Letter written by Servius Sulpicius Rufus to IMaicus a'ullius Cicero from Athens
in 45 n.c. {Ad Familiates, iv. 5), upon receipt of the news of the death of Cicero’s

daughter.
2 In III. C (ii) {h), vol. lii, pp. 350-63, above.
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the new structure. This was the experiment which was tried in

Switzerland and in the Northern Netherlands; and although it has

been of less practical importance than the contemporary constitu-

tional developments in England, this Swiss and Dutch experiment

is of equal interest to the student of histoiy-. Its interest lies in the

fact that here, in a secondary line of our modern Western political

development, we have a precise parallel to the main line of develop-

ment in the corresponding chapter of Hellenic history.^ The Swiss

Confederation and the United Netherlands are counterparts of

the Aetolian and Achaean Confederacies, inasmuch as they are

attempts to produce the same results by a sin dar use of correspond-

ing materials; and it is profoundly interesting to observe how far

the parallel extends.

We observe, for example, that the Swiss and Dutch experiments

were not made on the historic soil of Lombardy and Flanders,

which was cumbered with the rubbish of obsolete institutions and
with the w'ceds of ineradicable memories; they w^re made on
adjoining ground,^ in the former penumbra of the medieval Western
city-stale cosmos, w^here the city-state was neither an unknown
institution nor yet an object of idolatrous worship, and where it was
therefore not intractable in the hands of a political architect w'ho

wished to try the experiment of using a traditionally sovereign type

of polity as a modest brick in a larger and more ambitious political

building. We alsr. observe that, in the architecture of both the

Swiss and the Dutch federal commonwealth, there was a valuable

diversity of type among the constituent parts out of which the

whole was constructed. While some of these parts were actual

city-states, like Berne and Zurich and Basel and Utrecht, and others

were clusters of city-states, like Holland and Secland, there w'cre

also Swiss cantons like the original Forest Cantons or the Graubiin-

den, and Dutch provinces like Friesland or Geldcrn, which, like

the duchy of Clcve and the counties of Mark and Burgundy^ and

* It may be add«*d Uiat tlif main line of our modern Western political development,
as represented by the English system of representative parliamentary government in a

limited monarchy on the kingdom-state scale, has likewise its parallel, in the correspond-
ing chapter of Hellenic histoiy, in the temporary and eventually abortive recrudescence
of an old-tashioned kingdom-state legirne which is represented by the Kingdom of
Tvlaccdon, and by the Macedonian ‘successor -states’ of the Achaemenian Empiie, from
the generation of King Philip II to tht generation ot King Perseus. During the span
ot 170 years that intcr\eiies between the dates of the llattlc of Chaeronea (338 B.c.) and
the Baltic ol Pydna (168 » i this Macedonian kingdom-state regime occupies the
foregiound of the Hellenic political stage, and the truth that this was a side-track, and
not the mam line of development, did not become manifest until the triumph of Rome
condemned all the suivivmg kingdom-states of the Macedonian type to be peniura
reftna. For an examinatif‘n ot the ultimate victory of the city-state over the kingdom-
state in the Hellenic World see 111 . C (11) (/>), Annex IV, in vol. 111, above,

* I’his point has been noticed, by anticipation, in 111 . C (ii) (6), vol. iii, p. 351,
footnote I, above.

3 Tlic Imperial County of Burgundy {Ftam hc-Cotnte), as distinct from the French
Duch> ot Burgundy, had originallv been included, like the Tyrol and Clcve and Mark
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the Tyrol, were relics of a pre-civic dispensation in Transalpine
Europe. These features in the location, composition, and structure

of the Swiss and Dutch commonwealths all have their counter-
parts in the sketch of the Aetolian and Achaean confederacies that

we have given above.

These Swiss and Dutch experiments in political construction

have played their part, side by side with English work, in saving

the modern Western World from being ruined by a Florentine or

Venetian idolatry of the medieval W^estern city-state. Yet, if we
have thus succeeded, in the third chapter of our Western history,

in avoiding the fatal false step into which our ‘philosophical con-

temporaries’^ in the Hellenic World slipped 111 the corresponding

chapter of their history, this provisional avoidance of political ship-

wreck does not warrant us in ‘resting on nur oars’ in a day-dream
of self-congratulation over a fancied superiority. If we arc tempted
to regard oui selves as the Hellenes’ superiors in the game of

political construction because we have managed to beat their score

by a single point, we shall do well to remind ourselves of the

Hellenic wisdom which Herodotus puts into the moutli of Solon.

^

‘In order to appraise any phenomenon, the attention Inust be

directed upon the circumstances in which it meets its end. To
many people God has given a glimpse of happiness in order to

destroy them root and branch.’ Like the Lydian king to whom
Solon’s observations were addressed, the I lellenic Society has long

since met its end, and that end has been tragically disastrous. Yet,

in finishing their game in defeat, the Hellenes have at any rate

gained the negative advantage that they can no longer take any

more false steps or suffer any further losses For them the whole

game is over, for good and for ill, while for us, whose civilization

is still ‘a going concern’, the crucial part of this game is probably

still to play. Suppose that we were to lose the next [)oint, and

alter that to go on losing till the end of tl e set and the match, then

the single point to the good, on which car present pretensions to

superiority rest, would soon be lost sight of by the spectators of

the tournament, and we should be bracketed thenceforth with our

Hellenic rivals in the broad and simple category’ of ‘losers’.

^

and all the constituent provinces of the United Netherlands anu cant )ns of the Swiss

Confederation, in the domain of the Holy Roman (Dutch Handers, which wa
carved by Dutch arms out of a Spanish possession thai i.ad once been included m the*

Kingdom of France, was not one of tht original constituent proMnres of the United

Netherlands, it was one of the conquered CJenpralttntsliindcr vv^hich served the Con-

feaeration as a kind of military glacis on its anti-Spanish front

* For the philosophical contemporaneity of all represe ntativcs of the species of soc icty

which we have cal’cd ‘civilisations
,
see I (' (in) (c), 'ol i, pp. 172-4, above.

* See the passage quoted in IV. C (iii) (d i, on p. ^51, abov’c

^ For the philosophical equiv'^alcnie of all the civilizations that have ever come info

existence up to date see I. C (111) (d>, \ol i, pp. t 75
"7 .

above.
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This general consideration should move us to take stock of our
own position to-day, and to ask ourselves in what sense and to

what extent we have really done better than our Hellenic fellow

wanderers in the wilderness. Let us grant that we have been rather

more successful in finding a satisfactory political response to the chal-

lenge of a sudden large increase in the material scale of our social

life. Our Western response to this challenge has been to replace

the medieval Sovereign City-State, on the pattern of Florence or

Niirnberg, by the modern Sovereign National State, on the pattern

of France or Great Britain, as the standard sovereign unit in our

political system
;
and this imposing work of p ^litical reconstruction,

which is noAv an accomplished fact, does, no doubt, compare advan-

tageously with the abortive Hellenic efforts to replace a sovereign

Athens or a sovereign Tarentum by building up an Actolian or

Achaean Confederacy or a Seleucid Asia or a Roman Italy. But
is this judgement the last word ? Can we pronounce, with any

assurance, that the bold and varied Hellenic experiments of the

third century B.c. would not ultimately have resulted in successes

comparable to ours if this Hellenic experimentation had not been

prematurely cut short by Roman ‘knock-out blows '

}

And, when
we inquire how these ‘knock-out blows’ came to be delivered at

this critical moment of Hellenic histoiy, can wt pronounce, again,

that we ourselves are immune from the possibility of a correspond-

ing disaster in our own world at the present day ? As soon as we
put the question, we are aware that the answer is not, this time, in

our favour; for a ‘knock-out blow’ which will unify our world by
force, and at the same time ruin our civilization, in the Roman
manner, is a catastrophe of which wc now^ live in daily dread. ^ As
we tremble at this menace which darkens our sky, w^e long in vain

for the assurance with which one Jewish observer w as able to con-

front the vast calamities of the second centui-y B.c.

‘Thou shalt not be afraid for the terror by night; nor for the arrow

that flieth by day;

‘Nor for the pestilence that walkcth in darkncwss; nor for the destruc-

tion that wasteth at noonday.

‘A thousand shall fall at thy side, and ten thousand at thy right hand,

but it shall not come nigh thce.’^

The verse that expresses what we actually feel is

:

‘I am afflicted and ready to die from my youth up; w^hile 1 suffer thy

terrors I am distracted.’^

And these terrors beset us because, so far, w^e have failed, as utterly

as the Hellenes failed, to solve the political problem which is

* See the present chapter, p. 407, and V. C (a) (b), vol vi, pp. 314-15 and 319-21,
below. 2 Psalm xci. 5-7. ^ Psalin Imcxviix. 15.
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crucial for our destinies, as it was for theirs—the problem of estab-

lishing a political world order.

If we ask ourselves, last of all, why it is that this vital and ever

more importunate problem continues to baffle us, we shall find

that our reading of Hellenic history supplies us with a key to the

riddle. We have seen that the Hellenic Society brought itself to

ruin by an inveterate idolization of City-State Sovereignty; and a

similar infatuation with the sovereignty of national states is the

corresponding aberration that threatens now to bring our ruin upon
us.^ These Western and Hellenic political idolatries are alike de-

stmetive, and this through a fundamental vice which is common
to them both. They both substitute a part for the whole as the

object of devotion; for, however much the national state and the

city-state and the federal commonwealth of city-states or nations

may differ from one another in size and constitution and structure,

they are all akin in being polities of the parochial species, mere
fractions or artic ilations of the society within which, and for which,

they exist and to w^hich they ow^e their being. Without transcend-

ing the sovereignty of such parochial states, it is not possible to

establish oecumenical law and order; and, so long as thi^problem
remains unsolved, the difficulty of solving it and the penalty of fail-

ing arc merely increased by enlarging the unit-size of the parochial

sovereign body politic from the dimensions of a Plataea to those of

a Scleiicid Empire, or from the dimensions of a San Marino to

those of a British Commonwealth.
This challenge of the conflict between Parochial Sovereignty

and world order confronts our world lo-day as it confronted the

Hellenic World from the fifth to the last century b.c. Are we going

to rise to it, or are we, too, going to succumb ? The answer to that

question still lies to-day ‘on the knees of the Gods*—or, more truly,

in the hands of ourselves and our children. W^ith what measure

of success or failure wc shall handle o**r destiny we cannot yet

prophesy; but there are perhaps two tlmgs to be said about the

Hellenic parallel. On the one hand the fact that the Hellenic

Society was worsted by this challenge does not establish any pre-

sumption about our future Western fortunes, either one way or the

other; the ordeal has no uniform or predestined outcome; the issue

lies with us. On the other hand there is a not unimportant point on

which the Hellenic parallel does, perhaps, afford a valid analogy

and so supply a basis for a cautious prognostication.

' In the Vatican City on the 17th July, 1938, Pope Pius XI, in an address delivered

to French missionary nuns, denounced ‘this curse of exaggerated Nationalism, which
hinders the saving of souls, which raises barriers between people and people, which is

contrary not only to the Law of God but to the Faith itself, and to the Creed which
IS said and sung in all churches tliroughout the World’.
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On the showing of Hellenic history, we may expect that our

present Western problem of transcending National Sovereignty will

receive its solution—in so far as it receives one at all—in some
place or places w^here this institution of National Sovereignty has

not been erected into an object of idolatrous worship. We shall

not expect to see salvation come from the historic national states

of Western Europe—a France or a Spain or a Hungary or a Sweden
—where every political thought and feeling and act is bound up
with a Parochial Sovereignty w^hich is itself the recognized symbol
of a glorious national past. It is not in this Epi methean psychological

environment that our society can look forward to making the

necessary discover}^ of some new form of international association

which will bring a Parochial Sovereignty under the discipline of a

higher law and so forestall the otherwise inevitable calamity of its

annihilation by a *knock-out blow\ If this discovery is ever made,

the laboratory of political experimentation where we may expect

to sec it materialize will be some body politic like the British C om-
monwcalth of Nations, wdiich has mated the experience of one

ancient European national state wnlh the plasticity of a number of

‘new^ countries* overseas; or else it will be some body politic like

the Soviet Union, which is attempting to organize a number of

non-Western communities into an entirely new kind of polity on

the basis of a Western revolutionary idea. In the So\iet Union we
may perhaps discern the Seleucid Empire of our world, and in the

British Empire its Roman Commonwealth. Will these and such-

like bodies politic, on the outskirts of our modern \V estern cosmos

of sovereign nations, eventually produce some form of political

structure that will enable us to give more substance, before it is

too late, to our inchoate League of Nations? W’e cannot tell; but

we can almost feel sure that, if these pioneers fail, the work will

never be done by the petrified devotees of the idol of National

Sovereignty.

The East Roman Empire.

A classic case of the idolization of an institution bringing a civili-

zation to grief is the fatal infatuation of Orthodox Christendom

with a ghost of the Roman Empire, an ancient institution w^hich

had fulfilled its historical function, and completed its natural term

of life, in serving as the ‘apparented* Hellenic Society’s universal

state.*

At earlier points in this Study^ we have noticed that the Orthodox

* See I. C (i) [a), vol, i, pp, 52-3; IV. C (ui) ib) 10 in the present volume, pp. 208
and 213-14, and the present chapter, p. 306, above.

2 In Part 111 . A, vol. iii, p. 26, and in IV. C' (11) (^>) i, in the present volume, p. 72,

abov^e.
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Christian Civilization broke down in the last quarter ot the tenth
century of our lira. 'J'he most prominent outward symptom of the
breakdown was the outbreak (^f the disastrous Bulgaro-Roman War
of A.D. 977-1019. This disaster overtook Orthodox Christendom,
and blighted its growth, barely three hundred years after its first

emergence out of the chaos of the post-Hcllenic interregnum
;
and

this growth-span is miserably short by comparison with the life-

history of our Western Christendom— a sister ci\ilization which
was coeval wdth Orthodox Christendom in its birth, while its

growth, for all that wc know',* may still be going forw^ard in our
day, nearly a thousand years after the date at which the growth
of the twin civilization was unmistakably cut short.

I low are we to account for this striking difference betw^een the

fortunes of tw^o societies wliich started life at the same moment and
in the same circumstances? The actual outcome, as the passage

of a thousand years has unfolded it before our eyes to-day, is the

more remarkable considering that it is the exact inveisc of w^hat

would have been prophesied by any intelligent and impartial ob-

server- -an ambassador from Cordova or Baghdad, or a Confucian
litteratiis from Si Ngan—who might have happened to make a com-
parative study of Orthodox and Western Christendom in a.t>. 938.

Such an observer at such <i date -or even a hundred years later,

before the tardy vitality of the West and the prcmatuic senility of

the Orthodox Christian Society had hccoinc blatantly manifest

—

would certainly have declared, and that with some confidence, that

the Orthodox Christian Civilization’s prospects were decidedly

brighter than those of this society’s Western sister, lie would
ha\e justified this judgement on the ground that, of the two, the

Orthodox Christian Societv was manifestly the more effective; and

he could have explained what he meant in concrete terms if he

had been challenged to give illustrations. fJc could have recalled,

for example, that when the Primitive duslim Arabs had broken

out of the Arabian Peninsula in the sevci/th ccntur\ of ihe Christian

Era, they had been brought to a halt on the Orthodox Christian

front at the line of the Taurus, almost within sight of the North

Arabian Steppe and within easy striking distance of the head-

quarters of the Umayyad Power at Damr'seus,^ v^hcrcas they were

able, w'hcn they broke into Western Christendom out of Egypt, to

* it js, of course, ur.possiblc foi us, in our pencratiuti, (.0 be surt that oui civ^ihzation

has not \ct bic^ken down, cither in our own time or even some time back 1 he historical

beginning of a ‘Time of 'J'rouhles’ can onb be rccognued, for ccitain in retrospect,

and we may be far advanced in social disintegration without being aware of it. W c can

only be suic, in our dav, that our society has not ^et been gathered up into a universal

state f This quest «on of where we stand in the iifc-historv cif our own society in our own
da> has been touched upon in I. B (iv), vol i, pp 36 7. abo\e, and is discussed further

in V C (11) (ft), \ol. VI, pp 312-21, as vvell as in Part XI 1 ,
below.

* See II. D (mi), vol 11, pp 3(»7-8, above
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overrun the whole of North-West Africa and the whole of the

Iberian Peninsula, and to pass the line of the Pyrenees, before they

met with any effective resistance.^ Our hypothetical tenth-century

observer could have gone on to point out that the means by which
Orthodox Christendom succeeded in stopping the Arab offensive

at the line of the Taurus, and thereby retaining possession of the

whole of its own Anatolian patrimony, was by rallying and con-

centrating its own hard-pressed forces through an evocation of

a ghost of the Roman Empire. The timeliness and effectiveness

and apparent permanence of this great political achievement of

the Emperor Leo Syrus^ would have offered ou^ observer a brilliant

’ foil for showing up the blackness of the failure of the correspond-

ing attempt in the West, when this was made, two generations

later, by Charlemagne.^

Why was it, then, that the Orthodox Christian Civilization so

soon belied its early promise, while, inversely, the Western Civiliza-

tion has so very much more than made up for an unpromising

start The explanation lies precisely in the contrast, which we
have just called to mind, between Charlemagne’s failure and Leo’s

success. Though the Carolingian evocation of a ghost of the Roman
Empire was no more than a flash in the pan, its brief flame was

enough to burn up the reserves of energy which the infant Western
Society had been accumulating for about a hundred years before

Charlemagne’s accession to power. Charlemagne expended these

slender and precious reserves in an unachievably ambitious at-

tempt, first to unify the Western World by force, and then to en-

large its borders by the same means. The fratricidal struggle betw^cen

the Franks and the Lombards was carried to the extreme con-

clusion of an outright conquest of one of the two principal surviv-

ing Western ‘successor-states’ of the Roman Empire by the other;

and this war of aggression beyond the Alps was capped by another

beyond the Rhine—the Thirty Years’ War against the Saxons—
which was still more exhausting to the official victor.^ In fact,

Charlemagne’s long series of Pyrrhic military victories condemned
the infant society, whose resources he was burning up, to a crush-

ing social defeat; and this defeat is registered in the ensuing social

calamity of ‘the post-Carolingian interregnum’, which lasted from
the morrow of Charlemagne’s death until more than half-way

* Sec II. D (vii), vol. li, pp. 3t)i and 378-81, with Annex TV, above.
2 For the work of Leo Syrus see 1 . C (i) (6), vol 1, p 64, footnote 3; III. C fii) (b),

vol 111, pp. 274-6, and IV. C (11) (b) i, in the present volume, p. 73, above, and the

present chapter, p. 341, below.
3 For Charlemagne's failure see II. D(v), vol. II, p. 167, and II D(vii),vol 11, pp 343“5

and 368^ above, and IV. C (in) (c) 3 (a), in the present volume, pp 488-90, below.

See II D (v), vol. 11, p. 167. and II D (vii), vol PP 345“6, above, and, m the

present volume, IV. C (111) (c) 3 (a), pp. 489-90, and IV. C (ui) (c) 3 (/5), p. 523, below.
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through the tenth century, and which was marked by the recur-
rence, in an acute form, of the grievous social maladies of the fore-

going interregnum that had followed the break-up of the Roman
Empire, from which the West had so recently and so painfully

shaken itself free.^ If the West managed to survive this second
time of tribulation, at the price of seeing its growth checked and
retarded for no longer than 150 years, it had to thank the stars

that had fought against Charlemagne in their courses. If Charle-
magne’s evocation of a ghost of the Roman Empire had not proved
a fiasco, the infant Western Civilization on whose shoulders he
had recklessly imposed this crushing incubus might well have
succumbed

;
and if this diagnosis of our early Western history is

correct it will illuminate the histoiy of Orthodox Christendom
likew’isc. If the West was saved by Cha^emagne’s failure, wo may
find that the Orthodox Christian Societv was ruined by Leo’s

success.^

In fact, we have already obscr\^ed, at an earlier point in this

Study,3 that Leo’s achievement, in effectively resuscitating the

institution of the Roman Empire on Orthodox Christian soil, was
a response that was over-successful to a challenge that*was exces-

sive; and the overstrain of tins tour dv force exacted its penalty in

the shape of a malformation. The outward symptom was a prema-
ture and excessiveaggrandizementofthe State in Orthodox Christian

social life at the expense of all other institutions. The inward

aberration was the idolization of a particular historic polit-y which

had been conjured back from its grave and been decked out in the

prestige of an emotionally glorified past in order to save a nascent

society from imminent destructiem.

This disastrous idolization a ghost of the Roman Empire in

the Orthodox Christian World was, of course, in one sense natural;

but in another sense it was perverse; for the region in which

the infant (Orthodox Chrisiian Society ad recently emerged, and

the plot of ground on w^hich the East K irnan Impenum Redtvivum

was now being erected, wcic haunted bv vivid memories of recent

disasters which had been the penalty of an obstinate local idoliza-

tion of the very polity whose spectre was now being deliberately

evoked.

In the last chapter of the history of the Roman Empire, which

may be taken, for this purpose, as havin .. '>egun with the death of

^ For the Volkcrwanderung; of the ScandinaA jans, was one of the conspicuous

external manifestations ol the post Caiolingian ‘heroic age’, II D (%), vol. 11,

pp. 194-202, and II. D (mi) vol n, pp. 34(> 57, abo^e. For the contemporary Magyar

V61kcrwanderung see Part III A, Annex II, vol in, pp 441-3, above

2 This point has been made, by mtit ipation, in II D (vii), vol n, p 368, above,

3 See 11 . D (vii), vol. 11, pp 3^9 and 384 5, above.
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the Emperor I'hcodosius the Great in A.D. 395,^ there had been,

at first, a notable differentiation in the fortunes of the Hellenic

universal state in its Latin provinces on the one hand and in its

Greek and Oriental provinces on the other. In the Latin provinces

there had been an immediate financial, political, and social collapse;

the framework of the Empire had broken up and disappeared, and
the political vacuum had been occupied by the automatically eman-
cipated proprietors of great agricultural estates and leaders of

powerful barbarian war-bands, while the Church had stepped into

the social breach. Meanwhile, in an age which thus saw the dis-

solution of the Empire in the West, the Imperial regime in the

Greek and Oriental provinces succeeded in riding one after another

of the waves by which its counterpart in the Latin provinces was
being broken up.-

For example, the successive barbarian war-lords—a Visigothic

Alaric and an Ostrogothic Theodoric—w^ho made a motion to

carve out ‘successor-states* for themselves in the Constantino-

politan Government’s domain in the Balkan Peninsula, were adroitly

‘passed on*, by Constantinopolitan diplomacy, into the derelict

dominions of the sister Imperial Government beyond the Adriatic;

and ihe more ambitious barbarian adventurers in the regular Im-
perial service, who sought to make themselves the masters instead

of the servants of the Imperial Government, were courageously

crushed before their plans were ripe. Gainas the Goth, who was
destroyed in a.d. 400, ^ and Aspar the Alan, who w^as destroyed in

A.D. 471, had been potential Ricimers or Odovacers; but the Im-
perial authorities at Constantinople were not content simply to nip

these attempts at barbarian usurpation in the bud as they threatened

to unfold themselves. The statesmanship of Leo the Great {im-

perabat a.d. 4517-74) cut the evil at the root by releasing the Empire
from its perilous dependence upon barbarian minxenaries from a

no-man’s-land outside the Imperial frontiers. This breach with

a vicious practice which had been growing upon the Empire for

the past hundred years was a moral triumph; and Leo made it also

* For other purposes ihc year 378, which saw^ the overthrow of the Roman infantry
by the Gothic ca\alry at Adrianople, is pcihapj. a betK r conventional date for sigrmli^ing
the end of the Pax Romana (hor the technical mihrary aspect of the defeat of the
legionary by the cataphract at the Hattie of Adrianople sec IV. C hii) (c) 2 (y), in the
present volume, pp 440- 5, below.)

^ See Bury, J B ‘Causes of the Survival of the Roman Fmpirc m the East’, reprinted
from The Quarterly Hevuii,, vol cxcii. No. 383, pp 146 5s, m Selected Essays nj J B
Bujy (Cambridge i9'^o, Cniveisily Press)

3 The moral, as well as political, crisis that was resolved in this gnm way has left an
echo in Sjncsius’s De Regno, ^ 14 (p. 1089 b)-§ 18 (p. iroo n) 'Phe Cyrenaean advo-
cate of strong measures at C onstantmoplc lived to practise in his home province what
he had once preached in the capital of the Fmpirc For Svnesius's assumption of the
double burden of a shcpheid ol souls and a warden of the marches see 11. D (v), vol, n,

pp. 165-6, above.
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a material success by finding an alternative recruiting-ground for

the Imperial Army in an enclave of recrudescent barbarism in the

interior. He relieved the Empire, once for all, of its Gothic and
Alan soldiery by substituting his Isaurians;* and by this shrewd
stroke he killed two birds with one stone; for, in providing a law-
ful and honourable outlet for the Isaurians' energies, he also relieved

the Empire from the ravages of a gang of native brigands in its

midst who, in the days of its weakness, had been almost as great a

thorn in its flesh as the bands of alien marauders from the north
bank of the Danube.

^

This strong-minded military reform was given the chance to

produce its salutary effects by an equally strong-minded breach
with another vicious practice. Leo the Great's successor Anastasius

{imperahat a.d. 491-518) abolished, in the provinces under the

Constantinopolitan Government's rule, the morally iniquitous and
economically disastrous institution of corjjorate responsibility for

the payment of taxes, and reintroduced the system of direct coll^'c-

tion from each individual taxpayer by Imperial officials. ^ Thus, in

the course of the fifth century of the Christian Era, an Empire which

was going to pieces in the Latin provinces was re-equip"pcd in the

Greek and Oriental provinces with a sound army, a sound adminis-

tration, and a sound financial system. We may add that both

Anastasius and his immediate predecessor Zeno {imperahat a.d.

474-91) also wrestled, not unsuccessfully, with a particularly diffi-

cult problem which was peculiar to their own domain. The threat

of a rift between the Greek and the Oriental provinces of the

Empire had declared itself, in the fifth century, m the ecclesias-

tical danger-signal of a Nestorian and a iMonophysite reaction

against Catholic Christianity and this danger was provisionally

* These so-called Tsaurnins’ who made their mark on the histor\ ol the later Homan
Empire appear to have been the inhabitants of the ancient C ilicia rai hea (which
had been a rest of pirates in the last tentury b c as well as in the fou’-th and fifth

centuries of the Christian Era), anvl not the inhahiMnts of the citic«i ol Old and New
Isaura, which lay, not on the sea'- ard-tacing Cihcian, hut on the lundward-facing

Lycaonian, slope of the 'faurus (see Jones, A. H M.. The Cities of the Eastern Roman
Provinces (Oxford igjy. Clarendon ]*ress), pp 138-40 and 214).

* The Roman Empcior Leo I’s method of pacifying Isauria may be compared with
the policy of Lord C'hatham in enlisting the Scottish Highlander, in the British Armv
after the suppression of the rebellion of a.d, 1745. It iniiot be added that the Isaurians

were not converted to law and order in a day, and that the Imperial Government found
them almost as difficult to manage as the barbatian soldieiy from beyond the frontiers

whose place they had taken. Politically, however, he Isaurians were \ery much less

dangerous than the Alans or the Goths, as was provcil by the Imperial Government’s
success in eventually reducing them to obedience, not only at Constantinople, but also

in their native highland fastnesses, between a.d 491 and a d 496.
3 The benefits that were to be expected, a priori, from this reform W'cre perhaps

diminibhcd by the practice of putting up these new official posts to auction. 7^hjs
vicious system of appointment must have tended to turn officials who were nominally

civil servants into something very like the speculative tax-farmers of the last century

of the Roman Republic.
* For the sigmficance of the Nestorian and Monophysite movements as one sUge
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parried by the statesmanship of these two Constantinopolitan

Emperors.

In fine, the Imperial regime in the Greek and Oriental provinces

distinguished itself, throughout the fifth century, by determined

efforts to maintain the Empire as ‘a going concern’ which stand

out in striking contrast to the contemporary ‘defeatism’ of the Im-
perial r^giijie in the West; and for the moment these efforts seemed
to have been rewarded with a triumphant success. The two portions

of the divided heritage of I'heodosius the Great, which had faced

the opening of the fifth century side by side with equally fair—or

gloomy—prospects, had apparently drifted pcles apart before the

same century closed. In the West the Empire had run upon the

rocks and suffered total shipwnck; in the Centre and the East

the ship of state had not only survived but had actually been over-

hauled and re-ngged in the course of a stormy passage which had
carried it, in the end, into calmer waters. Yet the contrast which
the fifth century had brought out was shown by the sixth century

to be, after all, superficial and impermanent. For everything that a

Leo and a Zeno and an Anastasius had sedulously and cumulatively

gathered in was scattered to the winds in the single reign of a

Justinian {hnperabat a.d, 527-65) wh( was betrayed, by an idoliza-

tion of the vanished Empire of Constantine and Augustus, into

indulging the same prodirious ambition, with the same disastrous

results, as his latter-day Austrasian mimic, Charlemagne.*

The slender store of social energy which had been so carefully

hoarded and so conscientioUvsly bequeathed to him by his pre-

decessors was burnt up by Jubtinian in his abortive efforts to icstore

the territorial integrity of the Empire by rcincorporating the lost

Latin provinces 111 Africa across the Alediterranean and in Europe
beyond the Adriatic.^ And his death in a.d. 565 was the signal for

in a sene'? ot Svnat atttmjits to expel the inirusivc llellcriK euiturt fioni the Synat
Society’s ancestral domain set I C (i) \ol i, p gi

,
11 13 (\i), vol ii, p 236, 11 D

(vii), vol 11, pp. 28b 7, abo\c, and V C (1) ic) 7 v »1 \ p 127, l)t.l iw
* The mispuidedness and disastrousness of Tustiniaii’s ambition hive been touched

upon, by anticipation, in 111 C (1) (/>/, \ol 111, p 162, above See further V. C (n) (a),

vol, VI, pp 223-5, below.
^ There was a minor group of Latin piovinces —sirtlthing across the Balkan Penin-

sula, in a narrow belt, liom Praevalitana on the Adriatic to Lower IVIoesia on the Black
.Sea—which had remained in the Ccmtanrinopolitaii C>ovtrnmem’s hands continuously
dow'n to Justinian’s own day. The 'I hcodosian paitition of the Roman Empire had
segregated the Latin from the Grtek and Oriental provinces withovit conscious design,

and therelore without precision '1 he line oi partition was consciously determined by
considerations that wcie atiategic and adminiotralive, not linguistic or cultural. And
on purely geographica* grounds Constantinople was a n*ore lonvenient centie than
Milan for the administration ot the Latm-speaking districts of the Prefecture of

Illyncum and the Dioicse of Thrace. These Transadriatic Latin provinces were the
nursery of a number of tamous Emperors Diocletian < ame from Praevalitana, Con-
stantine the (jreat from Dardama Dardania was also the home province of Justinian
himself; and his native Latmity, of which he was not only conscious but was also vain,

was one of the factors which moved him to embark upon a programme of rcconquestin
the Latin West winch had not the san^e attraction for an Isaunan Zeno or for an £pi-
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a collapse of the Empire in the Greek and Oriental provinces which
resembled the collapse in the West after the death of Theodosius
the Great—except that it came with redoubled swiftness and force

in revenge for having been staved off for 170 years longer.

In the relatively short interregnum of a hundred and fifty years

that intervened between the death of Justinian and the accession

of Leo Syrus, the social fabric of the Roman Empire was more
cruelly battered, and more thoroughly destroyed, in the East than
it was in the West during an interregnum of more than twice as

long a Time-span that separated the date of Leo’s accession from
the death of Theodosius. The intensity of the tribulation in the

Constantinopolitan domain, when the storm broke here at last,

may be measured by the length and the intensity of the series of

great wars with which this century and a half was filled. The
two Romano-Persiaii Wars of a.d. 572-91 and a.d. 603-28 were
followed, without a breathing-space, by a life-and-death struggle

with the Primitive Muslim Arabs which began in a.d. 632 and
which continued to endanger the very existence of a nascent Ortho-
dox Christian Society until after the failure of the second Arab
siege of Constantinople in a.d. 717. In this almost unirftermittent

warfare on the eastern front all the Oriental provinces of the Em-
pire were shorn away, as well as Justinian’s conquests in North-

West Africa, which the Arabs took in their stride on their war-

path from the Nile to the Loire. Meanwhile the greater part of

Justinian’s Italian conquests fell a prey to the Lombards, and the

greater part of the Balkan provinces to the Slavs.

l^hese Balkan provinces, which were the metropolitan territory

of the Constantinopolitan Empire on the European side of the

Straits, suffered cruelly in spite of their good fortune in lying out-

side the Oriental war-zone. In these provinces not merely the

Imperial regime but the very fabric of Society, including the phy-

sical stock of the local human fauna, w^as almost entirely wiped out.

When the darkness that descends upon the Balkan Peninsula after

Justinian’s death begins to lighten again in the course of the eighth

century, we find that the Slavonic barbarians who have been drift-

ing in have not merely conquered the greater part of the country

(as the Lombards have conquered Italy), but have also repopulated

this ci-devant Roman peninsula* (as the English barbarians have

repopulated the ci-devant Roman island ol Britain, and the British

damnian Greek Anastasius (though the latter might conceivably have been glad to

recover the Island of Sicily, which was an anomalous Greek enclave in an otherwise

Latin Prefecture of Italy).

* The Slavs appear to have made their first permanent settlement on Roman soil

in A.D. 581 (Dvornik, F.: Les Slaves
,
Byzance et Rome au ix* Slide (Paris 1926, Cham-

pion), pp. 4~5).
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refugees the peninsula of Armorica).^ Just as, in eighth-century

Britain, the pre-English population only sur\"ived in a recognizable

shape in the highlands and peninsulas of ‘the Celtic Fringe’, so,

in the eighth-century Balkan Peninsula, the pre-Slavonic Latin-

speakingandGreek-speakinginhabitantsonly retained theirmother-

tongue and other remnants of their social patrimony in a few
isolated fastnesses among the mountains and along the coasts This
annihilation which Justinian brought upon his own kith and kin m
his own Illyrian homeland^ stands outm contrast to the tiibulations

of Italy and Sicily, which respectively remained a Latm-speaking
and a Greek-speaking country after all the A’arics and Gtnsencs
and Juslinians and Totilas and Alboins had come and gone and
successi\ely done their worst to turn their Hesperian battle-ground

into a wilderness

Thus, de facto

^

the Roman Empire perished in its Central and
Eastern piovinccs after the death of Justinian, as, after the death ol

Theodosius a hundred and seventy years befoie, it had perished

de facto in the West.^

^ F Ol the transmarine miRiations of the 1 nf.lish across t(u \oith Sea to Ihit nn and
the Jin tons across the Channt 1 to tinttany see 1 1 (iii), vol ii pp 80 loo ah vt

^ Justinian s responsibility foi the irafiedy ol Illvuoum i touclud uj on Uirtlur in

the present ( haptcr, pp 3(^7 8, and in V C (11) («}, \t)l vi p * 4 t; below
3 Among our modtrn Wtsttrn historians it is lU ton ii> to nke it li r ^rinl d that

in tht tasttrn portion of iht JhtodoMan ht»itigt tin Koinin I n j-Mri urM\id unli’

A D I4S3 and to diaw a contrasi bttwtin its long sui\i\ il htu ind its swilt di \[ pt ir

anct in the West nearly a thousand years earlier, in a n 470 1 his traditional i*.adt me
antithesis is based on the considcratum that the western hm of J htodc sius s lessors

who niUd at M Ian or Ra\tnna did conu to in tnd in y d 476 while th< c ist( in line

whosi eapitil was C onstantmople did offidilly continut to ruk a Rom in I mj re fiom
AD 395 to AD 1453 witlioul any fornnl brt ik the (jrcfk piincc'' ot Ni ita ait

accepted as the kgal it p»‘C'.tntativ es ol the Inipinil C»o\irTiMRnt ot C # nsT intinople
during the Latin usurpation <if \ D 1204 61) Jhise facts ait not ina i ui ittlv ta^td

so far as thty go '^Jhty ire howe\cr, so arbitraiily sckctid that in tht isolation in

which they are usually piestnted, they become positi\e!\ imskading In truth they
have as little to do with historical p’-t tensions as thty ha\e with historical rc^»liti('

It we take our stand on the historical realities then it stems co-rtet to s i> as h is been
said above that the Roman I nipire began to brtak up in the western portion of 7hto
dosius’s heritage immediately after Ihtodosiirs own death in \ Ji 395 and in tht

eastern portion immediately after the dtath of his sucetssor Justinian I in a i> 565
It IS true that in C^onstantmopk between this latter date md tht failure of tin second
Arab siege in a d 717, there never teased to be a Govtrnmtnr which claimtd to be tht

Government of the Roman Lmpire, but, if we igiioit tlainis and take only realities into

account, we shall pronounce that at any rate from the dtath ol Mauiice in s D 602 the
Roman Empire, outside the walls of Constantinople, was as truly non-existt ni in the
ct dcvaiit Greek and Oriental provinces as it was in Iht ci-detant Latin provintts rn

the same age A so tailed Imperial Government in ( onstantmople which had to look
on helplessly whik a Slav population supplanted a I atm and Cneek population in the
Balkan I’eninsuh, and an improvised system ot amiv-corps dntntts replaced tht Dio-
cletiariic provincial system in Anatolia, cannot bi regarded as a real Gorernment in

any significant sense of the words
On the other hand, if we amuse ourseh es by '•ttppinp off the solid ground of reality

and following the will-o -the wisp of constitutional pretensions, wt shall find that, in
strict constitutional theory the tyvo administrative areas into ythich Theodosius had
partitioned the* tmpirt (without prejudice to its rtmainmg constitutionally one and
indivisible) were officially re-unitcd in a d 47b undtr tht sole authority of the Imperial
Government at Constantinople, and so remained (through centurus m which the
Constantinopoliton hmptror sometimes had no power de facto beyond the Bosphorus
and the Golden Gate) until the proelaiiiation ot Charlemagne as Lmptror at Rome on
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Indeed, in the seventh century of the Christian Era there was
every indication that a nascent society of Orthodox Christendom
was entering—tardily yet decidedly—upon a course on which the

sister society of Western Christendom was by then already set,

and from which Charlemagne subsequently failed to deflect her.

When the Empire broke up in the West, it may be said, broadly
speaking, that two things happened. In the first place, political

authority became plural instead of singular and parochial instead

of oecumenical. In the second place—and this second develop-

ment in the West was a corollary of the first—the political authority

of the defunct Empire’s parochial ‘.successor-states’ came to be
overshadowed by the ecclesiastical authority of an oecumenical
Church which, in contrast to the Empire, had succeeded in pre-

serving both its existence and its unity. A symbol for the expression

of this unity, and an instrument for the assertion of it, was pro-

vided for the Catholic Church in the West by the ancient institution

of the Roman Patriarchate or Papacy; and, after the disappearance

of the Empire in the provinces which were under the ecclesiastical

jurisdiction of the Roman Sec, the Papacy established a moral

hegemony over successive generations of parochial communities
in Western Christendom : first o\cr the ephemeral Western ‘succes-

sor-stales’ of the Roman Empire itselfd and then over the ‘successor-

states’ of the ephemeral Carohngian Empire and of the contem-
porary English Kingdom of Wessex - Among the successors of this

second batch of ‘successor-states’, from which the li\ing parochial

states of our latter-day Western World are lineally descended, the

pretension to a plenitude of parochial sovereignty wms not ovi rtly

asserted against the Papal claim to an occunicnjcal supiemacy until

after the opening of the sixteenth century."* In the sevcntli century

there were at least two occasions w'hcn Oithodox C'hristendom set

its foot tentatively on a parallel path.

the (’hnstmas Da> of ad 8oo From thu date ntil AD 8n '12 ihf' title to the

1 FTipire uas m dispute hctueeii one 1 mptror ruling Irom Constantiounlt and another
luling from Aachm Altti the lattti clan at winch iiic inal claimants mutu lU retop-

ni/td the lepitiniac n ol one an<ith( 1 s titles, then was an last Roman Emjnrt which
s'lrined till ^ n 1 or at an> raT« nil \ i» 1204, .^nd i West Rom in I n pire C tlK

lIol> Romm I rnpirt’) whuh siiriut tl till ^ l> j Soh (lor this 1 iltc r ronstitutional fiction

see I B (iv), Ariiux, vol 1, pp 34'; 4, above), 01 at an> ritt until the bej»inninK of ‘
I he

Great Intern enum’ in ai> i2«;f^

It will be SCI n that the historical rt.ilitics and the constitu' li’ual fictions havt little

to do with one another, and tint in the nalni of the rtahtics to- Roman f mpnt biokc

up m the Greek and Orient il provincis Iron a d 5*^5 onwards, and was virtually non-
existent there, as well as in tiic L.itin provin'^e*-, after ho2

* For the shortness oi the Jives and traiisitonm ss of «.h< inllucn* e, of these ‘ ctssor-

stales’ sec 1 C’ (i) (n), vol i, pp 6'’ iliovc ind Bart \ III, btlow
^ For the role of tlie (. alolinrtian I input m the political liistorj of the W estern World

sec 1 . B (in), vol 1, pp 32 4, and 1 B fiv), vol 1, pp 37 0, above Foi the lole of the

Kmf^dom of Wessex see 1 B (i\), vol 1, p 37. and 11 D (v), vol 11, pp lO*? 6, aoovc
1 For a discussion of the historv ot the relations bdv etn the Panacy and the paroi hial

states of WtsUrn Chnsttndoin stc ^V C (iiP (^) u, pp 214 22, nbo • and IV L (in)

(O 3 (^). pp. below.
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In A.D. 6i8,i when the Asiatic provinces of the Constantino-

politan Imperial Government were overrun by the Persians, and its

European provinces by the Slavs and Avars, the African Emperor
Heraclius, who had been summoned as a saviour to Constanti-

nople and been invested with the purple there eight years before,

despaired, before the end of the first decennium of his Herculean

labours,^ of saving even a simulacrum of the Imperial authority in

a region where the reality had dwindled to a shadow. He accord-

ingly made arrangements for transferring the seat of the nominal

Imperial Government to his native Carthage, and he had actually

conveyed the Imperial gold reserve on board his ships when his

intention was discovered and his plan vetoed by the Oecumenical
Patriarch of Constantinople, Sergius, who bound the Emperor
over, by a solemn oath, never to abandon the city where the

Imperial capital had been established by ( onstantine. Under this

moral compulsion Heraclius renounced his pioject of evacuation,

remained at his post in the East, and crowned a second decennium
of labours with the victory of a.d. 628. But this triumph, though

complete, was only momentary^; for the defeat of the Sasanian

Power in a struggle which left botli belligerents exhausted simply

opened the way for the delivery of a fresh onslaught upon the sal-

vaged wreckage of the Empire by a still more iormidable assailant.^

In A.D. 632 the Arabs took up the offensive which the Persians

had just been forced to relinquish; and, after the Heraclian Dynasty

had battled against this new attack from the east for thirty years on

end, with hardly a breathing-space and no j>rospect of permanent
relief, Heraclius’s grandson, Constans II, reverted in a.d. 662 to the

family policy of evacuating Constantinople and withdrawing west-

ward to the Dynasty’s last line of defence against an Oi rental

aggressor.

Constans actually succeeded in carrying out the project which

his grandfather had been compelled to renounce. 'I’his time the

clergy and people of Constantinople contented thtmselves with

retaining the truant Emperor’s household as liostages,' while the

^ Or perhaps in A D 619, if we are to puts, that the dcuitlinp consider ation m llcia-

clius's mind was the interruption of the corn-supply of tnt t ify of Constantinople in

consequence of a Persian occupation of hp\pt which 'ppears to ha\c taken place not
earlier than the latter >ear (see pp. 40-1 ot tht proot-shet ts ol an unpublished paper by
Professor N. H. Baynes on ‘'Phe Military Operations ol the Lmperor Heraclius, a d.

609-30’).
* For the labours of Heraclius see HI C (11) (A), \oI iii, p 269, footnote 4, above,

and V. C (11) (a), vol. vj, pp 210-11, below
5 See II. D (vii), vol. 11, pp. 287-8, abo\e.
* Constans, unlike his grandfather, was a rulei whose will could not be opposed vvith

impunity. He was also—again, unlike his grandfather ~a ruler whose subjects might
feel satisfaction rather than regret at the prospect of his departure from their midst
Anyhow the Constantinopolitans cither could not or would not take steps to prevent
Constans from leaving the Imperial City lor the West,
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truant himself made war on the Lombard intruders in Southern
Italy, visited Rome, and established his headquarters in Syracuse
—presumably with an eye to organizing the defence of North-
West Africa against the next Arab attack.^ The execution of

Constans’ policy, however, was cut short within six years of his

departure from Constantinople by the assassination of the truant

Emperor in his Sicilian fastness in a.d. 668; his son and successor

Constantine IV was promptly invested with the purple in Con-
stantinople; and so it came about that the next great Oriental offen-

sive was met and repulsed by the Herachan Dynasty at the Dynasty's

eastern outpost and not, after all, in its western homeland. The
Arabs duly compensated themselves for their discomfiture before

the w alls of Constantinople in a.d. 673-7 ^y making their definitive

conquest of North-West Africa at the turn of the seventh and
eighth centuries, and then pressing on across the Straits of Gibraltar

and the Pyrenees; but this diversion of Arab energies was made at

Western Christendom’s expense,- while the foregoing Arab reverse

at the Bosphorus created the conditions^ in w hich a new turn was
given to the history of Orthodox Christendom some forty years

later by the fatal genius of Leo Syrus. ^

We may pause to speculate on the alternative course which
Orthodox C'hristian history might have taken if llcraclius had not

been prevented from retreating fiom C onstantinople to Carthage,

or if Constans had not been assassinated after making good his

retreat from Constantinople to Syracuse. Wc may conjecture that

in either of these events the extinction of the Roman Empire in the

East in the seventh century would have been follow^ed by results

wliich would have broadly conesponded to the actual results of its

extinction in the fifth century in the West.

In the first place we may suppose that the transference of the

Imperial Shadow -Government to an apparently more sheltered

seat w’ould have had just the C'pposite ‘onsequenees from those

which Heraclius and C onstans intended nd expected. Either Car-

thage or Syracuse would probably have proved on trial to be not

a fastness but a trap
;
and the eastern line of 'rheodosius’s successors

would perhaps have been siuiileil out here, before the seventh

century came to an end, as ingloiiously as the westein line was

actually snuffed out in Italy in a.d. 476.^

In the second place we may suppose li . . even if the Ileraclian

Dynast} had succeeded in evacuating Constantinople, an act of

* Arabs had made a first ab*»rti\e attempt to conquer North-West Africa in

A.D. 647
^ See II. D (vii), vol. ii, pp 361 and 378-81, with ^inneiL IV, above.
3 See II D (vii), vol. n, pp 3(17 8, above.
^ Grounds for this supposition arc given m IV. C (lu) (r) 2 (jS), Annex I, below.
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desertion which might have proved fatal to the Dynasty itself

would not have entailed the annihilation of the nascent society of

Orthodox Christendom. When the last paroxysm of the post-

Hellenic Volkerwanderung had passed, and the flood of Arab and
Slav and Avar and Bulgar barbarian invaders of the eastern portion

of the Theodosian heritage had ebbed or subsided, an Orthodox
Christian Society would have been still in being and still capable of

growth in all probability; but its lineaments would then assuredly

have been much more like those of the sister society in the West
than like those which were actually imposed upon Orthodox Chris-

tendom by Leo Syrus.

In this hypothetical event the now derelict eastern portion of

the Theodosian heritage would almost certainly have been parti-

tioned politically for good and all among a numoer of ‘successor-

states'. Some of these would have been indigenous growths : \\c can

imagine, for example, that the ci-devant Impt rial army corps which
had withdrawn from Syria and Armenia and Thrace, and had been

concentrated and cantoned in Anatolia,^ would have undergone a

gradual metamorphosis into political principalities, ^ while the sea-

faring population along the seaboards of Anatolia and Greece,

and in the Aegean Archipelago, would have fended lor itself, like

the Venetians and Amalfltans and Neapolitans and Gaetans along

the seaboard of Italy, and would have reaped the same rew^ard of

de facto independence. Contemporaneously the Slav and Bulgar

war-bands which fastened upon the Balkan Peninsula w^ould have

crystallized into barbarian ‘successor-states’ corresponding, in a

modest w ay, to those which occupied the greater part of the Western
stage during the interregnum that followed the break-up of the

Roman Empire in Hesperia.

At the same time we may suppose that this tendency towards

* For the parts played bv the Anatolic, Armcniac, and Thiaicn&ian army corps m
Orthodox Christian history ste II, D (ni), vol. ii, pp. 79-81, and U. D (v), vol 11,

PP- 153-4. above
* Indigenous ‘suet cssor-' tales’ of a simdar origin made a momentary' appearance

on the stage ot W’estein history immediately after the extinction of the Imperial
Government in the \vcstcrn portion of the Theodosian heiitagc in k u. 476 I* samples
are the principality of Nepos in Dalmatia and the principality of Svagnus in the Basm
of the Stine. A Nepos and a Syagrius, hoAvever, were anuiled out by a Theodoric and
a Clovis as easily as a Rormilus Augustulus had been snuffed out by an Odovaccr;
and thereafter the barbarian ‘sueceasor-states’ had the field almost entirely to themselves
in the ii-devant Latin proMnees of the Roman Lmpire, sa\e tor the passing interlude

of the Justinianean reoccupanon of North-W^est Africa and Italy and a fraction of bpain,
I'he only parts of Justinian’s Hesperian conquests that did not eventually relapse into

barbarian hands V/eie those fragments of Italian territory which were kept out of the

hands of the Lombards after having been snatched out of the grasp of the Ostrogoths
This was a paltry net gam to set against the prohibitive costliness of lustinian’s conquests.
The only notable constructive outcome of the permanent ‘de-barbanzation’ of the
Romagna was the communication of the Justinianean Corpus Juris to the Western
Society, in and after the eleventh century of the Christian Fra, thanks to the fact that

the Corpus had been deposited at Bologna after the Justinianean rcconquest and had
been subsequently preserved there in cold storage.
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political plurality and parochialism, had it declared itself in the

Orthodox Christian World, would have been balanced there too,

as it actually was in the West, by a simultaneous tendency in the

ecclesiastical sphere towards a perpetuation of the Imperial tradi-

tion of oecumenical unity in the constitution of the Church. It may
be noted that the Patriarch of Constantinople incorporated the
word ‘Oecumenical’ into his title in a.d. 588, on the eve of the

political debacle which was to reduce the Constantinopolitan Im-
perial Government to a shadow and to make its parade of oecu-

menical authority ridiculous. Moreover the Constantinopolitan

Patriarch John the Faster {patriarchico munerefungehatur a.d. 582-

95), who thus ventured to claim an Imperial univcrsalism for his

ecclesiastical office, was so fortunate as to find in the Patriarch

Sergius {fungehatur a.d. 610-38) a successor with the \ision and the

courage to prove in a time of storm and stress that the pretentious-

sounding style with which John had decorated the Patriarchal

dignity w'as really something more than an empty phrase.

Sergius showxd his strength of character not only in out-willing

lleraclius in A.D. 618, but in demonstrating thereafter that his con-

cern to prevent the Emperor from abandoning Constantiftople was
not due to any misgiving about his own powder to take responsibility

for the Imperial City in the Emperor's absence. Sergius succeeded

so w^dl in restoring Ilcraclius’s moral that four years later, in a.d.

622, wdicn a Persian army was still encamped at Calchcdon, Hera-

clins took the audacious step of .sailing from Constantinople— this

time eastwards and wdth the Patriarch’s sanction—in order to carry

the w ar into the heart of the enemy’s country.^ This bold strategy,

pursued through seven successive campaigns, eventually brought

King Chosroes to his knees and ended the w^ir in tlie Christian

Empire’s favour; but it required two men of action on the Roman
side to make this strategy yield a definiti\e victory instead of an

irreparable disaster; and, of these two, Sergius was one. When
Heraclius landed in the rear of the Pers on advanced-}>ost at Cal-

chedon^ and plunged into the interior of the Asiatic Continent wuth

the pick of his surviving troops, he would ha^ e made his desperate

throw in vain if he had had to pay for it by the loss of his capital

and base of operations; and it was the l^atriarch wht) rendered

possible the Emperor’s victory in a.d. 628 by captaining ’ the citizens

of Constantinople in a.d. 626 in their magl/‘^^ ent feat ol victoriously

resisting a concerted siege of the city by the Persians from the

* ScelJT C (ii) (/»), vol. ui, p ^6q, footnote 4, above
® According to Bavnes, op cit., p 42, the landinj^-plai e was somewhere on the shores

of the Gulf of Ismid (not the Ga!f of Alexandretta), and the date the 5th April, a.d. 622.
3 The official captain ot the parrison of Constantin iple was the Magister Mihtiim

Bonus, bvit It was the Oecumenical Patriarch Serpius who was the hei-rt and soul of

the defence.
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Asiatic and the Avars from the European side of the Bosphorus.

It was the Patriarch, again, who enabled the Imperial Government
to finance this wai of exhaustion by making the Government a

loan of all the treasures of the Church and it was the Patriarch,

finally, who faced the problem of safeguarding the fruits of a victory

that had been so dearly bought. When the Oriental provinces of

the Empire were reunited with the Greek provinces for the last

time in the Perso-Roman peace settlement of a.d. 628, Sergius

saw that a political unity which had been restored by force of arms
could only be maintained by a spiritual pacification ; and he there-

fore immediately sc^ himself to heal the breach between Orthodoxy
and Monophysitism, which had been alienating the Oriental pro-

vinces from the Empire for the better part of tu o centuries, by pro-

posing the Monothelete compromise. I’his theological compromise
was abortive—perhaps mainly because the immediate Arab con-

quest of all the Imperial territories vsouth of Taurus remorselessly

cut the political Gordian Knot- -but this frustration of Sergius’s

policy through the sudden overwhelming intervention of an exter-

nal force does not make the ( lecumcnical Patriarch’s far-sightedness

and broad-mindedness an> less remarkable.

It will be seen that in Sergius the 0(‘cumcnical Patriarchate of

Constantinople found an incumbent who can bear comparison with

Pope Gregory the Great and we may feel confident that if, after

all, Hcrarliiis had proved a broken reed in Sergius’s hands—as

Hcracliiis’s predecessors, Maurice and Phocas, had proved in the

hands of Gregory—then Sergius would have risen to the occasion

in Constantinople as nobly as (xregory actually responded to the

challenge of being thrown upon his own resources in Rome. In

that event we can imagine the Oecumenical Patriarchate of Con-
stantinople l)eing launched on Sergius’s initiative upon the high

career to which the 1 loly See of Rome was dedicated by Gregory

the Great. We can see Sergius, like (Tregor}\ taking upon his

shoulders the lieavy burden of keeping alive the destitute popula-

tion of a derelict Imperial City; and we can also see him, again like

Gregory, .making a material achievement bear spiritual fruit by
simultaneously iransfoiinmg the salvaged political capital of a ship-

WTCcked univcr.sal stale into the cential shiine and oracle of a

* See Ba\nes. op at,, pp 4.1-2
^ Sergius’s courage in allowmjr Herat lius to embark his exptditionaiy force for

Ismid in AD. wbtn the Pcisians werf at the j/atts of C on-.tantinople, may be
comp.arid vuih (rregory's eo^irape in djspatt hmp AiiKustine to Biitain m A.D.

vthen the Lombards vvt re at the y iteb of Rome ffoi this fnm]>drison see III. C (n) (6),

\ol in, p. 260, footnote 4, above) StfRius's Msnm m attempting ti> preserve for

Constantinople her reconquered political empire by reconciling: the Monoph> sites with

the Calchedonians through the Monothelete compromise may be compared with
firegorv's vision m setting out I0 t om|uer for Rome an ct desiastical empire in place of
the politnal empire which -she had h>st.
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new-bom society. Under the impetus of Sergius's will and the in-

spiration of his memory the Oecumenical Patriarchate might have
emulated the Holy See in presiding over the growth and expansion

of a Christian civilization—giving spiritual harmony and ecclesias-

tical order to a body social whose political and economic life was
turbulent and unco-ordinated, and so leading the turbulence out
of a destructive into a creative channel and making out of the

disunity a fruitful diversity instead of a barren chaos.

Indeed, if Sergius failed in Orthodox Christendom to lay the

foundations of a social structure of the same grandeur as the Western
Respublica Christiana that was conceived and inaugurated^ by
Gregory, this was largely because Sergius succeeded, and Gregory
had no success, in attaining a nearer and narrower objective at

which both patriarch and pope were aiming. Sergius did succeed,

by an exercise of spiritual pow'er on the shores of the Bosphorus,

in evoking a last spasm of life in the shadowy frame of a moribund
Imperial Government, as Odysseus, by his blood-offering on the

legendary Cimmerian shores of Ocean Stream, was fabled to have

reanimated the anaemic shades of the dead.-^ And by this very

tour de force of transfiguring the Emperor Heraclins into a hero

malgre lut Sergius ruled out for himself the opportunity of playing

(jregoiy's heroic part. More than that, he secured for Leo Syrus

the means of giving Orthodox Chi Htian history a quite un-Western

turn a bundled years later. For, by the threefold achievement of

salvaging the prestige of the Empire and establishing the prestige

of Constantinople"* and retrieving the Asiatic patrimony ofOrthodox
Christendom from the clutches of Oriental invaders, Sergius be-

queathed to Leo Syrus the indispensable materials for that solid

lecorstruction of a Roman Empire on Orthodox Christian soil

which was Leo’s formidable hcindiwoik. \nd the restoration of

the Empire was fatal to the devOopment of the Oecumenical

Patriarchate.

In the light of the eventual divcrgcnc ' between the cours'^s of

Orthodox Christian and Western histoiy it is interesting to observe

that Gregory was no less eager than Sergius to induce the Imperial

Government to do its duty in that part of the Imperial dominions

in which his own local responsibilities happened to lie Gregory

^ The actual foundation of the Western He^puhliiP Chnsttana is to aactibcd, not

to Gregory the Great, but to Hddt brand, who se i himsc' ‘ me 440 years aflet ( Tregory s

death, to translate his \ision into reality, and who c\ci.LU-illy assumed his prototype’s

name when his own turn camt to beai the burden of the Papsl office. I or Hildebrand’s

work and its outcome see IV. C '111) (c) 3 (jS) pn bflow
^ The legend is recounted in the eleventh book of the (}d\ssry,

3 The almost morbidly poweiful hold which the City of Constantinople acquired

over the sentiment and imagination of Orthodox Christendom was her reward for the

heroism with which she defended herself in the successive sieges of \.D. 626 and
f>73—7 and 717-18 (see II. D (v), Annex II, in vcl 11, p 400, above)
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called upon the Emperor Maurice to stand by Rome as insistently

as Sergius called upon Heraclius to stand by Constantinople; and
it was only when he lost all hope of seeing the aggression of the

Lombards in Italy cfl'cctively met by the dispatch of an adequate

Imperial expeditionary force from the other side of the Adriatic

that Gregory reluctantly stepped into the breach and personally

negotiated with the l.ombards the peace wdiich the Imperial Govern-
ment had persistently neglected to impose upon them by force of

arms. I Gregory was forced into assuming a responsibility from
which he shrank, simply because his appeal to the proper quarter

had fallen on deaf ears; and his failure to elic’t from the Emperor
the response which was elicited by Sergius would appear to be
accounted for by the obvious handicap of the Roman See’s geo-

graphical situation. Gregory might perhaps have obtained the

Imperial intervention which he implored if his post had happened
to lie in the Imperial capital so that he could have appealed to the

Emperor in person instead of by correspondence or through the

mouth of an apocrisiarius
;
or he might have been successful again

if, in the Imperial strategy of the day, Rome had still been regarded

as a central and a vital point which must be defended at all costs,

instead of having sunk, as it had, in the Imperial Government’s
estimation, to the invidious status of an embarrassing outwork,

the defence of which could not be held to justify any further dis-

persion of the heavily committed Imperial forces. It in spite of

these obstacles Gregory had succeeded in obtaining for Rome the

Imperial consideration which Sergius did obtain for Constanti-

nople, there is no doubt that Gregory would have felt a vast sense of

relief- In fine, it might almost be said that Maurice forced Gregory,

as Sergius foi ced Heraclius, to become a hero in spite of himself.

We may add that Gregory’s policy of calling upon the Imperial

Power to perform its traditional duties was persisted in for at least

four hundred years after Gregory’s day by Gregory’s successors in

the Chair of St. Peter.

In the sixth decade of the eighth century, for example, the situa-

tion was just what it had been in the last decade of the sixth. In

spite of the loss which the prestige of the Constantinopolilan

Government must have suffered in Italian eyes through the con-

quest of Ravenna by the Lombards in 751,^ we find Pope Stephen

ID turning immediately thereafter to the East Roman Emperor
Constantine V, in the expectation that a prince whose viceroy had

* For this achievement of CJregory see III. C (ii) (/>), vol. iii, p. 269, above.
2 Up to that time Ravenna had been the seat of the Constantinopohtan exarch or

viceroy of the surMving Imperial possessions and dependencies m Italy, including
Rome.

3 Or Suphen III, it account is taken of the three days’ leign of his predecessor and
namesake.
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just been expelled ignominiously from his Italian capital might still

save Rome from meeting with Ravenna’s fate
; and it was only when

it became evident that the Emperor could not be prevailed upon
to send an expeditionary force to Italy, either for Rome’s or for

Ravenna’s sake, that the Pope, with much heart-searching, made
up his mind to address himself to the King of the Franks.

This inveterate Papal habit of looking for assistance to Con-
stantinople is the more remarkable w^hen we remember that in the

Roman See’s experience the Imperial Government beyond the

Adriatic had not only often proved a broken reed, but had quite as

often pierced the hand that sought to lean upon it. As far as the

Papacywas concerned, the power ofthe Constantinopolitan Govern-
ment in Italy, such as it was, had been displayed in acts of tyranny

as frequently as in acts of beneficence. Yet (hegory had not been
deterred from appealing to Maurice by any memories of the treat-

ment which his piedeccssors Silverius and Vigilius had received at

the hands of Justinian; and Stephen, in his turn, was not deterred

from appealing to Constantine V by a longer subsequent series of

even more unpleasant incidents: the treatment of Pope Martin I

by the Emperor Constans II; the abortive attempt of th^Emperor
Justinian II to mete out the same measure to Pope Sergius I;

the Iconoclasm of the Emperor Leo III, which w'as anathema
to the Western Church; the revenge which F^eo had taken for

the Papal opposition to his iconoclastic policy (the offended

Emperor had forcibly transferred Sicily and Calabria, as w^Il as

Illyrirum, from the Pope’s to the Oecumenical Patriarch’s eccle-

siastical jurisdiction); and finally the llyper-lconoclasm of the

Emperor Constantine V himself, to whom Pope Stephen’s appeal

was addressed!

So strong, even then, was the Papal tradition of dependence on
the Imperial Powder that, when the Papacy turned aw^ay, at last,

from these forbidding Iconoclasts and applied for aid in a quarter

where aid w^as readily forthcoming, the \postolic See did not feel

at ease until it had invested its new" I'lankish friends in need wath

a semblance of political legitimacy. When Pope Stephen came to

Frankland in a.d. 753 and persuaded the Franks to embark on an

Italian campaign on his behalf, he was careful, before the Frankish

army crossed the Alps, to bestow'^ the Scmi-Imperial title of 'Patri-

cians’ upon King Pepin and his two sons Carloman and Charles.

Half-a-century later, on the historic Christmas Day of the year 800,

a successor of Pope Stephen II, Pope Leo III, took the last of these

three Frank 'Patricians’ by surprise in precipitately crowding him
‘Augustus and Emperor of the Romans’ ; and this Papal precipita-

tion, which embarrassed the recipient of the title in his delicate
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relations with the Imperial Government at Constantinople, was
apparently, due to the Pope’s anxiety to escape from an embarrass-
ment of his own. So far from relishing the status of sovereign

independence which had been conferred upon the Holy See by
the sluggishness of Constantine V and the generosity of Pepin,

the Papacy had found life intolerable in the open air; and after

fifty years of this painful experience the reigning Pope was only
eager to escape from the inclemency of the political weather by
taking cover under the familiar Imperial roof. His eagerness was
actually so great that, when he found the ancient Imperial mansion
on the shores of the Bosphorus no longer accessible,* he could

think of no better recourse than to erect a jerry-built substitute on
the banks of the Tiber.

Nor was the Papacy cured of its infatuation with the Imperial

idea when the ramshackle Carolingian Empire fell about its ears

and involved it in the miseries of the post-Carolingian interregnum

which was the nemesis of Charlemagne’s megalomania.^ In a.d.

960 Pope John XII called in Otto the Saxon from beyond the

Alps, as Stephen II had called in Pepin the Frank and in a.d.

962 Otto was crowned Emperor in Rome by John, as Charles had
been crowned m 800 by Leo. Less than two years after this second

Papal evocation of a ghost of the Roman Empire in the West, Pope
John was deposed by an assembly held in St. Peter’s under the

presidency of the prince on whom he himself had conferred the

Imperial title. This informal parliament of the Roman clergy and
people^ appointed in the deposed Pope’s place the Emperor’s
nominee, wdio ascended the Papal Throne as Leo ViII; and at the

same time they acknowledged the Emperor’s right of veto over all

Papal elections in the future In 966 this right was formally con-

> The last occupant of St Peter’s Chair who addressed himself to the Imperial
Government at Constantinople, m the hope ot inducing it to act as his deus ex machina^
appears to hH\e betn the 'Antipope’ Bonifan VII, who fled to Constantinople in A D
974, alter an aiiortive attempt to establish himstlf in the Holy See by violence In 984
Bonitace seized the opportunity offered by a momentary paralysis of the W’estem
Imperul Power upon the death of the Emptror Otto Urn order to sail for Rome with
an last Homan expeditionary fon e Boniface took Rome by storm, ousted the reigning
Pope John XIV, and died in the saddle in 985 (see further IV. C fni) (c) 2 (jS), Annex II,

p 600, below
hor tins post-Carohngian interregnum see the reterences on p. 323, footnote i,

abo\e
3 Otto’s passage of the Alps in A n. 961, in response to the call of Pope John XII, was

not, of course, his first appearance in Italy, any more than Pepin’s passage of the Alps
in A.D 755, in response to the call of Pope Stephen II, was the first occasion on which
the Franks had shown themselves under arms on Italian ground. As early as AD. 951
Otto had already visited Italy on his own initiative in order to establish his suzerainty

over the North Italian ‘successor-state’ of the Carolingian Empire This was ten years

before he himself assumed the Italian Crown at Pavia in A D 961, and eleven years

before he was crowned Emperor at Rome in 962.
4 The assembly also included a certain number of prelates—Transalpine as well as

Italian—from beyond the frontiers of the Ducatus Romanus (sec the list in Liutprand
of Cremona* HiUoria Ottoms, chap. 9), and, perhaps on this account, it styled itself

a synod.
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firmed by Pope Leo VIII himself;* and thereafter on one celebrated
occasion the Emperor prerogative was exercised retrospectively

in order to annul an accomplished election which proved not to

have been carried out according to canonical rules. On the 20th
December, 1046, at the Synod of Sutri, Pope Gregory VI abdicated
after admitting a charge of simony which was laid against him by
the Emperor Henry III; and apparently this synod went so far as

to recognize that the Imperial prerogative included not only the
right of veto but also the right of nomination.^

It was only after this^ that the indomitable spirit of the Tuscan
Ildebrando Aldobrandeschi breathed into the Papacy the courage
to aspire deliberately to that painful and perilous eminence which
had once been thrust by Necessity upon Gregory the Great, Under
Hildebrand’s inspiration the Popes nerved themselves for two
centuries to brave simultaneously the wrath of the German Im-
perial Power and the unruliness of rural barons and urban repub-
licans in the Ducatus Romanus—a humiliating local nuisance to

which the Holy See now once more laid itself open in pulling down
the Imperial roof over its own head. In thus taking its courage in

both hands and committing itself to this terrifying veTiture, the

Papacy was acknowledging and embracing, at last, a destiny to

w^hich the first Gregory’s career had already pointed; and in em-
bracing its owm destiny the Roman See at the same time opened a

new chapter in the history of Western Christendom.'* The Epi-

methean chapter in which a nascent society in the West had been

prompted by a Papal oracle at Rome to continue to idolize a past

which w^as symbolized in the Imperial idea, was now followed by
a Promethean chapter in which the Papacy deliberately exposed

itself to the buffetings of a tempestuous world in order to create a

wholly new institution— a Papal Rispublica Christiana— which was
to meet the needs of a growing society and w^as to give it the strength

to find its feet.

The extraordinary feature in the hist ry of the Papacy is that it

should have w^aited so long for a Gregoiy VII to lead it to its destiny

^ Thr Pope had then just been appointed bv the Emperor to be the Imperial vice-

perent in the Ro\ernment of Rom»\ after the suppression of the third of three Roman
insurrtctions against the Imperial Power with which Otto nad had to deal within the
space of throe years

2 Foi the relations of the Papacy with the Western ^^irptrors from Otto 1 to Henry III

inclusive see Brvee, Jamci. The Holy Roman Empire^ ‘ p. x.

3 'Phe pontifacatc of Nicholas lifungehntuf a d. 858 67) is an e\ception which proves

our rule, since the reipn of this remarkable forerunner of Gregory VII coincides in

date with the nadir of the post- C arolingian interregnum
^ As a conventional date for the transition to the second chapti r of W estern history

trom the hrst we may take the year 1075, in which Hildebrand, now seated in St. Peter’s

Chair after having served the Holy See tor thirty ycai s, proclaimed his own conception

of the Papal othce bv the symbolic act ol pruhibiting lav investiture (Foi a consideration

of the rise and fall of the Hildebrandinc Church sec IV C (111) (f) 3 (^), pp. 51^-84, below.)
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after a Gregory I had once pointed the way. The explanation lies

in the fact that Gregory Ts discovery was unintentional, and that

a prospect of greatness which one great man’s involuntary achieve-

ments had opened up remained still uninviting so long as the shelter

of an Imperial edifice retained its attractiveness for Papal minds
Nor did the Papacy escape the nemesis of its protracted idolization

of the Imperial idea. For the ghost of the Roman Empire, which
had been raised by a Papal incantation for the second time in the

tenth century, did not submit tamely to be exorcized when the

Papacy tardily awoke to the truth that this political anachronism

was an incubus and not a shield and buckler, "l^he Papal Respublica

Chrishana was only established at the cost of a life-and-death

struggle between the Papal and the Imperial Power which threw

the Papacy off its moral balance and betrayed it into replacing a

discarded idol by an object ofworship which was nobler in its nature

and therefore more demoralizing in its effect when it w^as thus mis-

used. The Papacy escaped from its idolization of the Empire only

to fall into an idolization of itself.

This tragic aberration of a Power which had eventually responded

to its challenge so well that it had made itself the master-institution

of Western ChrisStendom is a classic instance of and we
shall have occasion to examine this tragedy w hen w^e come to study

the nemesis of creativity in its active form.^ In this place we have

merely to point the contrast between the first and the second phase

in the Papacy’s career, and to observe that during the first phase

the Papacy almost condemned Western Christendom to be over-

taken by the passive nemesis to which Orthodox Christendom

succumbed.
Orthodox Christendom incurred this fate -through a stroke of

tragic irony—by making at the first attempt a substantial success

of the tour de force which w^as Iwdce attempted in the West and
which there twice ended in a fiasco. The ghost of the Roman Em-
pire wEich was successfully evoked on Orthodox Christian ground
m the eighth century of the Christian Era materialized into a sub-

stantial and efficient centralized state With a life-span of nearly

five hundred years. In its main features this Eastern Imperium
Redivivum succeeded in being what it set out to he. It was a recog-

nizable reproduction of the original Roman Empire of Augustus

and Diocletian and Constantine and Theodosius and Justinian;

and it anticipated the political development of Western Christen-

dom by some seven or eight hundred years for no state comparable

* See IV. C (ill) (r) 3 (jS), pp. si 2-84, below.
2 ‘I’he eightli century in the hast is a portent of the sixteenth in the West. It is

the restoration of materialism with its paramour, obsequious art ’— Bell, Clive. Art
(London 1928, C’hatto & Windus. The Phoenix Library), p 136.
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to the eighth-century East Roman Empire ever made its appearance
in the Western World until after the radiation of Italian efficiency

into the Transalpine kingdoms at the turn of the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries.^

How are we to account for this fatally precocious superiority of

Orthodox Christendom over the West in political constructiveness ?

One important factor, no doubt, was the difference in the degree

of the pressure which was exerted upon both these Christendoms
simultaneously by the aggression of the Primitive Muslim Arabs.^

In their assault upon the distant West the Arabs shot their bolt

in recapturing for the Syriac Society its lost colonial domain in

North-West Africa and the Iberian Peninsula. By the time when
they had crossed the Pyrenees and were striking at the infant

Western Society’s heart, the force of their offensive was spent; and
when their wild ride round the southern and western rim of the

Mediterraneanbrought them up short at 'Pours against an Austrasian

shield-wall, their nerveless spear-thrusts and sword-cuts glanced

off harmlessly from their stolid target. Yet even this passive

Austrasian victory over a tired-out Arab assailant was enough to

make the fortunes of the Austrasian Power. It was thfe prestige

won at Tours in A.D. 732 that marked Austrasia out as the leader

among the rudimentary principalities of Western Christendom;

led Pope Gregory III to look beyond the Alps and address himself

to the victor Charles Martel in a.d, 739; and thus brought about

that entente between the Papacy and the Carolingian House which

was the genesis of the first Western essay in a revival of the Roman
Empire. If the relatively feeble impact of the Arab explosion upon
the West was able to ignite the Carolingian flash in the pan,’ it is

not surprising that the solid structure of the East Roman l^mpire

should have been called into existence in Orthodox Christendom

as a carapace to witiistand the lar more violent and far longer sus-

tained bombardment from the same Arab assailant to w^hich Ortho-

dox Chiistendom was subjected. AnoP’cr factor wdiicli manilcstly

counted for much in the successful reconstruction of a Roman
Empire on Orthodox Christian ground was the personal genius

of the Emperors Leo III and Constantine V; and this personal

factor had a cumulative effect because the combined reigns of father

and son extended continuously over a period uf fifty-eight years

* For this radiation, and for its political tlFocts, sic I li (0 ,
vol. i, p ly, 111. C (11)

(6), vol. lu, pp 350-63; IV. C'(iii) (6) 8, in the present \ dim nr, pp 198-200, and IV t’

(hi) (r) 2 (a), pp, 274-5, abo\c, and V C (i) (li) 6 [y). Annex J, vol v, p, 635,
lootnote I, and p. 638, below.

2 See II. D (vn), vol. 11, pp. ^60-4 and 367-0. above.
^ For the locaJ elFect ot the Arab invasion of Gaul in evoking a Trankish counter-

offensive which crossed the Pyrenees in ns turn and which did not v orne to a halt until

it had also ciossed the Atlantic and citated I.atin Anient a, see I. B (Iv), vol. 1, p. 38,

and II. D (v), vol. 11, pp. 202—6, abuvt
,
and V. C (i) (c) 3, vol v, pp 221- 2, below
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(a.d. 717-75).^ In any case the East Roman Empire was, beyond
question, a solid success, whatever the explanation of this success

may be.

The new Orthodox Christian Power was founded, to begin with,

on a solid territorial basis; for Leo succeeded in reuniting three

Orthodox Christian territories—his own army-corps district of the

Anatolici, Artavasdus’s army-corps district of the Armeniaci, and
the incompetent Theodosius’s^ derelict Imperial City of Constanti-

nople—which had been drifting apart into three mutually indepen-

dent principalities. This act of reunion was confirmed when, on
Leo’s death, Constantine succeeded in cruc,hing an attempt on
Artavasdus’s part to reassert his own independence and to pul the

Imperial City into his pocket {bellum civile gerebatur a.d. 741-2).

This gave the East Roman Empire a patrimony embracing the

whole of Anatolia north-west of the ‘natural frontier’ of the Taurus,

together with a bridge-head on the European side of the Sea of

Marmara which was broad enough to cover Constantinople and
to secure to the East Roman Government an absolute command
over the waterway through the Straits.^ West of that, the restored

Empire gathered under its wing the islands of the Aegean Archi-

pelago and a number of scattered enclaves of continental territory

round the coasts of Italy and the Balkan Peninsula—derelict frag-

ments of the Imperial heritage which gravitated automatically

towards the solid mass of a state whose torso extended from Adria-

nople-on-Maritsa to Caesarea-under-Argaeus.

The extent of the territory of this Orthodox Christian Power
gave it great material resources; the compactness of its torso offered

it the possibility of maintaining these resources intact; and the

conservation of the Empire’s energy was the cardinal principle of

Imperial statesmanship from Leo Ill’s reign onwards for two
centuries.

During those two centuries Leo and his successors carefully

refrained from indulging in any Justinianean or Carolingian adven-

tures. For example, Constantine V allowed Ravenna to fall to the

Lombards and Rome to seek protection from the Franks without

making the mistake of sending out another Belisarius or Narses

to retrieve the Empire’s position in Central and Northern Italy.'^

* For Leo's life-work sec 1 . C (i) (b), vol i, p. 64, footnote 3; III. C (11) (b), vol. lu,

pp. 274-6, and IV. C (ii) (b) i, in the present volume p. 73, above
2 This was Theodosius III in the conventional reckoning which treats the Roman

and East Roman Emperors as one continuous series from the first Augustus to the last

Constantine.
For the geographical function of the East Roman army-corps districts of ‘Thrace’

and 'Macedonia' as the European bridge-head of an Anatolian Power see Neumann, C.

:

Die Weltstellung des Byzanttmschen Reiches vor der? Kieuzsugen (I.eipzig 1894, Duncker
& Humblot), chap, i, especially pp. 10 and 14.

See the present chapter, p. 337, above.
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Again, the same Emperor—finding the aggressive pagan Bulgars

as uncomfortably close to the Straits as Charlemagne found the

Saxons uncomfortably close to the Rhine—fought a series of

strenuous, and necessarily expensive, campaigns in order to push
the encroaching barbarians back tc a safe distance; but he was con-
tent to relax his effort as soon as this minimum objective had been
achieved, instead of pressing on, like Charlemagne, to conquer his

barbarian neighbours outright at the cost of exhausting his own
realm’s strength in the process.^ In the ninth century Constantine

V’s successors allowed the Bulgars to engulf the stranded Imperial

fortresses in the interior of the Balkan Peninsula and to extend their

suzerainty over the Balkan Slavs as far south-westward as the

hinterland of Salonica,^ They thus abandoned to Bulgaria the

lion’s share of the Balkan Slavinias, while for their own part they

contented themselves with reducing to obedience the virtually in-

sular Slavs of the Morea and the continental Slavs in the immediate
northern hinterland of the Gulf of Corinth. A similar avoidance

of unprofitable entanglements was the East Roman Government’s
policy on the farther side of the Adriatic a fortiori. When at the

turn of the ninth and tenth centuries they felt thcmsclvest'ornpcllcd

to embark on a forward policy in Southern Italy in order to prevent

the Muslim conquerors of the Apulian Lcunbards from estalilishing

a permanent foothold there, ^ they economized their energies by
simultaneously abandoning to the .Muslims the ancient East Roman
province of Sicily, They submitted to the loss of Syracuse in

A.D. 878, two years after their entry into l^ari; and 'I aurornenium,

which was the last surviving East Roman fortress in Sicily, fell in

• For CharlemaRne’s policy of conquest in dealing uith the Saxons, and for the

disastrous coiisec]ucnccb, see the reter i n p, 3.*2, footnote 4, above,
'I’he Koinano-Uulgarian peace treaty of An »>J5 -16 left both Phihppopolis (Plox div)

and Sardica (Sofia) uiidei Impeiial sov< icij»nt> . Both lortrrsp.e. vere rnpulfed in the

course of the ninth century; the interior oi Macedonia appears to have been ceded at

the moment of BulparM’s conversion in 865, and dter a re-dcliniitation in A.D 904
the south-western frontier of Bulgaria came within itteen miles of Sakinua (Rum iman,
S.: A History of the First Empire (Londc>!J 1930, Bell), pp 87, 104, md 152).

3 These Muslim conquerors oi Lombard Krritoiy in Southcin Italy came from
Ifriqiyah; and a new Muslim Power, ensconced in Ban, mijjht have served as a stepping-

stone between Ifriqiyah and Dalmatia, with senous consequences for the East Homan
Empire. To begin with, the pagan piratical Narcntine Slavs might have become
converts to Islam; and after that the ^Iushln Pow'er in No*-th-West Afiica might ha.'c

felt its way, through a Dalmatian back door, to a contact w'ltfi Bulgaria. As it was, the

Bulgarian Tsar Symeon, when he was planning the grand asoault on the East Roman
Empire which he made in A d. 924, sent an embas'*' to the Fatimid i ourt at Mahdiyah
to propose a collaboration between Bulgaria’s land ; -/wer and Ifnqiyah’s sea-piower,

and the Bulgarian Embassy was actually returning with a paity of P'atiiuid envois
when their s&p was intercepted by an East Roman naval squadron off the Italian coast.

Thereupon the East Roman Government promptly made its own terms ivith the

Fatimid Government (Runciman, op. cit., pp. 168-9). This incident m itself was
enough to justify the East Roman Government's Transadriatic policy during the pre-

ceding fifty years. For the relations betw'een the Muslims of Ifriqiyah and the Dalma-
tians and Bulgarians see further Gay, J. : Vltalie Mhidionale et VEmpire Byzantin
(Paris 1904, Fontemoing), pp. 91 and 207.
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A.D. 902, some thirteen years before the East Romans rounded off

theirnew dominion on the Italian mainland bymaking their author-

ity effective up to a line drawn from Gaeta to Monte Gargano.

The efficiency of the East Roman Empire in holding together its

compact torso, and its statesmanship in economizing its resources

and refraining from extravagant adventures, distinguish its history

during the two centuries beginning with the elevation of Leo III

from the history of any contemporary Western body politic. And
both the statesmanship and the efficiency were the fruit of two
East Roman institutions—a standing army and a permanent civil

service—which were both virtually unknown in the West at any
time between the extinction of the western line of Theodosius’s

successors in the fifth century and the radiation of Italian efficiency

into the Transalpine kingdoms in the fifteenth. Those institutions

were unknown in the West during those thousand years because

the Western World, outside the scattered enclaves of the medieval

Western city-state cosmos, did not then command the necessary

economic and cultural resources. A professional army and a pro-

fessional administration cannot exist without a centralized system
of public finance and a secular system of higher education; and,

unlike the Western Society of that age, the medieval Orthodox
Christian Society was able to provide both these indispensable

bases for the East Roman Administration and the East Roman
Army. In all the metropolitan provinces of the Empire, from
Taurus to Rhodope, the revenues were collected by the agents

of the Imperial Government and were paid into the Imperial

Treasury, which paid out, in its turn, the salaries of the provincial

officials and the provincial troops.^ This financial practice im-

plied, of course, the maintenance of a money economy and this

money economy was embodied in a gold coinage which had a high

reputation, and a general currency, throughout the Western World
in one direction and the Syriac World in the other on account of its

unfailingly sterling standard. ^ As for the secular system of higher

' In the fraRmentary outlying dominions of the Empire west of Rhodope, in the
Balkan Peninsula and Italy, the local revenues* were collected by the local authorities,

who paid out of them the local costs of administration and defence befoie remitting
a balance to Constantinople. '1 his portion of the Empire in which a system of hnanciai
decentralization prevailed was, however, small and unimportant by comparison with
the mam body tliroughout which the whole system oi public finance was centralized

in Constantinople.
* A money economy was only maintained in those parts of the Orthodox Christian

World that were gathered into the East Roman Empire by I-eo Svrus. In the interior

of the Balkan Peninsula, which was overrun by the Slavs and Bulgars in the sixth and
seventh centuries, and was not incorporated into Orthodox Christendom until the
ninth century, the money economy of the Diocletianic Roman Empire broke down,
just as It did in the West After the annexation of ^est Bulgaiia to the East Roman
Empire m A D 1019 the East Roman Government showed an enlightened common
sense in not attempting to introduce the Imperial system of money economy there
immediately and de toutes pieces (see further p 394, footnote i, below).

2 After the catasliophic depreciation of the Roman Imperial currency duiing the
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education, it was provided for the East Roman military officers in

the discipline and technique of the Army itself, ^ and for the East
Roman civil servants in an academy which was established in Con-
stantinople, within the precincts of the Imperial Palace,^ area
A,D. 864, by the Caesar Bardas during the reign of the Emperor
Michael III {imperabat 842-67), en attefidant the Emperor Con-
stantine IX Monomachus’smoie ambitious foundation of aUni\er-
sity of Constantinople m a d. 1045

social convulsions of the third century ot the Chiistian Tra the gold coinage, restored
by the Roman Fmperors Diocletian (tmperahat A D 284~'^05) and C on^tantine {imptrabat
A D “^06 37) was niaintaintd by the Imperial mint at the Uonstantniian St indard, without
any fresh depreciation until tlu reign of the Last Roman Lmperor \Uxius I Lonincnus
(impuabat AD 1081 iiiSj, and throughout this period of somt eight ctutuncs the
Cjo\ eminent at Constantinople nc\cr once stopped payments or declared bankruptcy
(see h inlay, G A Ihstofx of Greece /torn tts ( onquest b\ the Romans to the J^resent June
(Oxford 1S77 Clarendon Press, 7 vols ) \ol 1 p 443 ind Grher H h\zantimscht
KuLtufg(sch(htc ( f uhintcn lyoi; Mohi) p 78) I lus solid and striking fact of mone-
tary history clciily militates as fu as it goes against one or the tlicscs ol *ht present
chapter, in which it has been argued that the official contmuilv of the 1 ast Rom m
Lmpiie with the Roman Pmpue was *1 constitution il hction wh h ought not to be
taken much more seriously than th pretensions of Charlemagne 01 Otto I or I redeiick ^

llohenstauftn to be tht legitim itc successors of Augustus in the West
^ The tultivited and scientific ch iraeter of the I ist Komin m htarv system is

attested by the sunivil of several fcatises on the art of w ir from F ist Roman h inds (c g
th FaKTiha of the frnperor J eo VI the lnonymu\ 1 an ind the fhpi, Jfapahpofivg
rioXepov of an anonymous o/ficer who had sttii his servuc under the 1 mptior \iet-
phoius Phocas (itpirabat ^ n 963 9) Hit impetus behind this tenth centurv list
Romm study of the in of wai w is dtiue 1 from the 1 (iktiki of thi 1 mpetor Maurice
{imptrabat AU 582-602I tht last ePeiluc Rotinn 1 nipcror in the ea tein portion of

the Ihcodosim hentigt I he distinguishing ft iturc of tins 1 1 t Roi lan niilitiry

sdtnte was it principle ot sd ipting its own arnnments, taelics, md strittgy to the
natun s of the local terrain and the ku il cm my

^ In the group of buildings cilkd the Migniura
3 1 he foundation of this icidemy at C onst mlinople was the sequel to a itnaissaree

ot Hellenic culture in Orthodox Christendom which had itscif followed the siittc^sful

evocation of a ghost of the Roin'i 1 Impiit by I to Syrus and tnis w iil of culluial

rcconstrucMiin had to st irt from zero, for the interregnum Htweerj the submcigcnct
ot the ‘apf irented Helknu Civilization and tl e emergence of the afhliiicd’ Orthodox
C I ristiari ( ivilization had been as cornplt'^c on this as em every other plane ol human
activity

When the Pischil Chronule deserts us in \ T> 6^7 we have no contemporary
Jiiste>nans or elirejmelers for the general coarse of the Imperial histoiy unt 1 we reach
the end of the eighth centuiv 1 htte is n gap of more than a eentuiy and i halt in our
St ncj of Byzantine histoi v 1 he two w liters on whom ^e depend for the reigns e>f the

Heracliad Dvnasty and ot the eaily Iconoelist sove leig is lived at the end of the eighth

ana the beginning ot the ninth century ih^ l^atria ch Nutephorus and the i lonk

1 hcophanes J he endeavours of thi Isaunan monarclis to renovate the I mpire bore

such fruits as were possiolc at a pernH wlien the horizon of the human spirit was
determined by a senes ol tcel siistieal formulae W heieai> at the beginning of the

[tighth] century there w is no distinguished writer no man ol prt eminent leirning

within the limits of the I mpire there was it the close of the century quite a large group
of Jitemry men who had studied a great many subject-, and et x Id wriu very good
(jreck’ (Bury, J B Fditio Minor of bdwiid Cjibhon s Hie II sIlt of the Decline and
1 all of the Roman I mpire vol v (I ondon iqoi Methuf* if p 499 and A Ilistoiy of the

Later Rorian Empin (London 1889 iMicmillm 2 vols
j 11, p

Dveimfk (op t it
, p I is) ptiints out that the renaissa u« which thus begin before

the close ot the eighth century and continued during the ninth was twotold fhtrt was
a pious e ultural movement that radiated from rh< monastei v e f Studium, and s si e ulanst

movement that tadiated from the Imperial Court According to the same authority

(op cjt
, pp 122 3 and 131), one of the tons lous purposes ol the ( lesar Bardas in

founding his 'leademv wss to take higher edu< ation out t t the monks hands
* The generation which produced the iv^'idemy ot Birdas was also the veneration of

Photius(viet6u/tnfei V D 820 91), who vv is the most learned and dexterous min-of-lettei

a
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These two East Roman institutions of an educated corps of pro-

fessional military officers and an educated hierarchy of professional

lay civil servants were important not merely in themselves but
because they made it possible for the resuscitated ghost of the

Roman Empire in Orthodox Christendom to achieve its most
remarkable and most unfortunate triumph, the effective subordina-

tion ofthe Church to the State. It is in the relations between Church
and State that the histories of Orthodox Christendom and Western
Christendom show the widest and the most momentous diver-

gence;* and here we can locate the parting of the ways that respec-

tively led the Western Society forward along the path of growth
and the Orthodox Christian Society away along a path that w^as to

end in destruction.

Leo Syrus and his successors on the East Roman Imperial 'Flirone

succeededm attaining a goalw hichm theWest was ncvei approached

by Charlemagne or Otto I or Henry IH even with Papal acquies-

cence, and a Jorhori not b\ Henry IV' or Henrj^ V or Frederick I

or Frederick 1 1 in the teeth of Papal resistance Tire East Roman
Emperois, in then own dominions, turned the C’hurch into a de-

partment of state and the i Ecumenical PalnarcK into a kind of

Imperial Under Seeiehiiv ol Stati lor Leclcsia-tical yiaii**,’ with

in the Orthod )r ( hn n \\orlri Iu«i d-is th in fi hi rtnain d a Ijiiiin unt ! tht

moment ot his apipuinlrm nt to the (H..ijmciii al Pa iiinhitc in A 'ijH it \ \ apt

perhaps as much as lorry Sn iii irlv in the ilevcnth < tnturv Mi hul Isillii (rnthat
AD 1018-78) Mho MS tht Icitlmp nun of-le^*crs in (Irtnoih)v t Jim t( mlmn in th (

ape, obtained lus cd ( nion «iw. a li>rnan and madt hn /tputiti >n inci Ins nr is a

literary tun ei \ iiit ht bet init a monk at tht apt t)f thirty nphi, and his taidy
entry into the flois*-(r was followed bv a quuk and perm me nt niurn to tlu woild
In medieval Itaii in histoiy th< e irhist co'intfrpait of Miihacl Pstllii is Vernas
bylvius Aij 1405 64), while in modern inn ilpmt I iiiopt ve hnd no
counterparts ol I'hotius until we tome t ) the cultivated I rasti in ^ K r the i lebtn nth
centUTV Some of the hading liphts of lav literature ana iearninp m the histoiv tlie

Orthodox ( hri'.tian lulluie were f re 1 in the Jnir 11 il hou ehold and wen prtiluded
by their ofhec or by ihtir stv., Iron tvtr tikinp i rders for iv irnple tht publi ist-

empeior C onstantmc Porphyropenitu'' (titihut a o 905 so) an 1 tne* hislonan-pi intt ss

Anna Comnena {vii>ehat A d /i|S> 1 01 the foundation and fcitane ol the

Monoinaehian Universit) see Hu> e> J Churth ami I niymnp in tlu }i\zantinL

Empire, 8(37-1185 (Oxford loi'r Universitv Pn >>) ihap ^ there w is i PacuPv et

Philosophy (organized by Mithatl Pse’lus; and t I acuity ot Liu (orj. n i/etl bv Jolm
Xiphilinus) It may be noted that the reviv it of 1 soeulii b,stim ol liipher education
m Orthodox C hristendem hom the ninth centurv onwards nad a precedent in the

previous foundation of a Lmvtrsity of Constantinople bv the In pcior h'heodosius II

in A D 425 (sec the document of the 27tn Ft firuaiv ad 4’s mtheCoi/fv Iheodosuinm,
XIV 9 3) This hfth-century Thtodosiaii University at C onstantinopk seems to have
been as abortive as the sixth-century JustmiaiKan eodifii Uior of Korn in Law if its

effectiveness is to be measured bv the immediate local lesults In th< post lustiniant an
interregnum it passed into the hands of the moiiIs and theieaftir it was liquidated

by that malleus monachorum the Lmptior Leo HI (sei Dvornlk, op eit p ii(), for

the authorities) But it is possible that the ittord of Ihrodosiuss work may have
inspiied the educational activities of Baidas and C v)n‘'t inline Monomai hus as the
record of Justinian’s work certainly did inspire the Icgislabvt aetivitii , ot the Macedonian
Dynasty of Last Roman Emperors

* Sec I. C (1) (fe), vol. I, p 67, above
2 The degradation of the Oecumenical Patriarch to the status of an Imperial civil

servant is proclaimed even m the ostensible aggrandizement of his position through
the enlargement of the territorial area of his ecclesiastical juriadietion When, in
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a status that was professional but a tenure that was by no means
secure.

In relegating the Church to this position, the East Roman Em-
perors were simply putting into effect one important part of their

programme of making their restoration of the Roman Empire a
solid reality; for this relation between Church and State was pre-
cisely that which had been contemplated by the Roman Emperor
Constantine the Great when he decided to take the Christian

Church under his patronage and this Constantinian conception
had been actually realized defacto in the history of the later Roman
Empire from the reign of Constantine himself to the reign of

Justinian inclusive.

This later Roman regime, in which the Christian Church was
incorporated into the fabric of the Roman body politic, and was
made subject, in the last resort, to the absolute authority of the

Emperor as the single sovereign lord of the v/hole politico-ecclesi-

astical structure, has been nicknamed ‘Caesaro-papism’ by modem
Western scholars; and this ‘hyphenated’ term would perhaps also

aptly describe the effect of Constantine’s work from the stand-

point of a Primitive Christian Church which had started^'life as a

private association in a proletarian undervwld where it had been
out of touch with the political institutioiib of the Hellenic dominant
minor ity.2 This insulation of the private life of the Primitive

Church from the public life of the pie-Constantinian Roman
Empire was defined m the formula ‘Render unto Caesai the things

A D 732, Calabria and Sicily and tho\\liolt* of the Imperial Diocese of Illyncum were
Iorcibl\ transfcired Irom the Popt’s to the Oecumenical Patriarch’s jurisdiction by the
Emperor Leo Svius, and when again, atler the establishment of a definitive frontier be •

tween the East Roman Empire and the 'Abbasid Caliphate, the fragment of the Patri-

archate of Antioch which still remained nder Imperial rule was transferred to the
^ecumenical Patriarch’s jurisdiction likewise, these deliberate extensions oi the Oecu-
menical Patnarch’s jurisdiction up to the territorial limits of the East Roman Emperor’s
sovereignty were evidence that the Emperor regarded the Oecumenical Patiiarch as his

( Feature, in contrast to both the Patriarch of Antiocf and the Pope, who could each
oppose the Emperor’s will with impunity because each .if tliese two sees was now beyond
the reach of his arm It is noteworthy that the East Roman (jovernment’s pobey of

making the Oecumenical Patnarch’s juiisdiction co-extensive with the ambit of its own
sovereign authority was taken up and followed by the Ottoman Government when it

entered into the East Roman Government s heritage and provided the Orthodox
ChristianW orld with its universal state. The Ottoman Government gave the Oecumeni-
cal Patriarch a measure of civil authority over the entire Millet i-Rum ; and m Ottoman
constitutional law this ecclesiastical community embraced the entire Orthodox Christian

population of the Ottoman Empire, whatever their previous ev ciesiastical allegiance.

The military conquests of the 'Osmanhs thus automatically extended the Oecumenical
Patriarch’s jurisdiction over the Archbishoprics of Oc'^r Ja and PeC, the Patriarchates

of Bulgaria and Antioch and Jerusalem and Alexandria, and the autocephalous Church
of Cyprus. It was the supreme irony in the history of the Constantinopolitan Patriarchs

that they only made good their oecumenical pretensions through becoming the slaves

of a Muslim potentate (on this last point see further IV. C (lu) (c) 2 (^), Annex II,

pp. 622-3, below).
* For Constantine’s ecclesiastical policy see further V. C (1) {d\ 6 (8), Annex, vol. v,

pp. 650, 693-4, 707" 9> below.
* See 1 . C (1) (a), vol. i, pp. 53

-
7 ,

aoovc, and V C (i) (c) 2, vol v, pp. 74 80. below.
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which are Caesar’s and unto God the things that are God’sV and
it was maintained by the resoluteness of many generations of

Christian martyrs who were prepared to sacrifice their lives rather

than lend themselves to a formality which signified a recognition

of Dea Roma and Di\us Augustus as legitimate objects of religious

worship. From this Primitive Christian standpoint the ‘hyphen-

ated’ monstrosity of the word ‘Caesaro-papism’ expressively sym-
bolizes the impious presumption of a human act w^hich joined

together what God had put asunder.^ On the other hand, from
the standpoint of the Roman Imperial Government the w^ork of

Constantine wore a ver^’ different aspect. From this standpoint

the act of impious presumption had been the Christians’ refusal

to recognize the Roman State as an object of religious worship as

well as a political institution; for in the minds of a Hellenic

dominant minority which was the ruling element in the early

Roman Empire the dichotomy of Society into ‘Church’ and ‘State’,

‘clerical’ and ‘lay
,
‘eccle>iastical’ and ‘civil’, ‘religious' and ‘secular’,

was a shockingly sacrilegious lending in twain of a seamless robe.

From the cosmos of city-states out of which it had sprung the

Roman Empire had inherited a conception of Society as something

one and indivisible which was always represented in its totality in

every one of its activities and its institution'^. In the Christians’

repudiation ol the Hellenic universal state in its religious aspect

the Roman governing class correctly divined a moral alienation of

the (.Christian community from the Hellenic culture; and they vve^'c

genuinely indignant at the pretension of these revolutionary pro-

letarians to treat the undisputed fact of their citizenship m the

Empire as a limited liability by interpreting it as a merely political

tic which carried no religious associations with it. Their denuncia-

tion of the Christians as ‘atheists’^ was made in complete good

faith and they were equally sincere in believing that it was the

right and duty of the Imperial authorities to exert the full force

of the State—and to employ in the last resort the most extreme

nicthods of ‘frightfulness’—in order to stamp this in their view

anti-social movement out.

The very sincerity and earnestness of the spirit in which the

Imperial Government’s persecutions of the Christian Church were

carried out explains the deepness of the impression that was made
on the mind of the persecuting power by the failure of its utmost

endcavouis to reduce the Christians to conformity. If the Chris-

* Matt, xxii 15-2.5 Mark xn. 13-17 LnUt xx. ly 26
2 An inversion ot the formula in Matt, xix 6,
T See V C (1) (0 2, Annex 1

1

,
vol. v, p. 584, V. C (1) {J) 7, vol. vi, p 40, footnote 2;

and V. C (11) (a). Annex JI, vol, vj, p. below.
4 'The point has been noticed by Oswald Spenykr in Der Untergang ties Abendlandes,

\ol 1 (Munich igao, Bick), p 567.
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tians had proved themselves to be more than a match for the

Imperial Government, this demonstrated in the eyes of the govern-
ing class that the divine powers had deserted their official shrines

and had gone to dwell in the strange temples of this invincibly

contumacious proletarian sect.

Excesscre omnes, adytis arisquc relictis,

Di quibus imperium hoc steterat . .

This might be divine wisdom, or it might be just divine caprice.

To Hellenic minds the ways of the Godhead were often arbitrary

and inscrutable. Rut, whatever the cause, this secession of the

Gods was a patent fact, and it was not a fact which a Hellenic

dominant minority with its back to the w^all was able to face with
equanimity. At the turn of the third and fourth centuries of the

Christi.m Era these epigoni of the ancient ildlcnic order remained
as fully convinced as they had been beh^rc their defeat at the

Christians’ hands that the Empire could not stand if it were
bereft of its indwelling divinity. A godless limpire would be as

savourless and sapless as an Athens without her Athena. The
secession of the Gods must be retrieved; the divine powe^rs must
be enticed back again into the shrines which they had so alarmingly

deserted; and, since meanwhile they had insisted upon assuming

a Christian guise, the only recourse for the Empire now, in face of

the accomplished fact of this metamorphosis, was to reverse its

outward policy in order to achieve, in spite of everjthing, an in-

ward purpose which remained vhat it had always been. These
promptings of Superstition wera supported by the counsels of

raison d'etat. If the Christian Church had defeated the limpire’s

attem{)t to suppress it and in that way to preser\x the ancient unity

of religious and political life in ffie Hellenic universal state, then

the broken unity must be restored in another way by the bold

diplomatic counterstroke of taking the Christian Church bodily to

the Empire’s bosom. In the first flush o' astonishment and relief

at being transformed in a trice from an outlaw Into a favourite the

Church might be swept off its feci, and its leaders might be in-

duced to accept a converted Empire’s terms under the delusion

that they w^ere imposing their own. In fact, the Christians might

be coaxed into concurring, at the end of the chapr/ r, in a sentence

of Gleichschaltung which they had resisted to the death so long

as a still Pagan Imperial Government had attempted to put this

sentence into execution by force.

^

» VirRil, Aeneid, Book IT, II. 351-2, quoted already in this connexion in I C (1) (a),

vol. i, p. 57, footnote i, above.' When the wiiter wrote that passape, he was not yet

acquainted ivith Saint Augustine’s quotation of the saxne lines of Virgil in De Cwitate

Dei, Book II, chap. 22 See further the present Study, V. C (11) (b), -vol vi, p 279, below,

* Apropos of this passage Profes^'or N. H. Baynes obser\es, in a letter to the writer
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This, in effect, was the policy of the Emperor Constantine him-

self and of the line of Christian Emperors who succeeded him;

and, just because this policy was neither consciously hypocritical

nor deliberately dishonest, it was wonderfully successful. After

Constantine had arranged his entente with the Church, the Church
did fall into the place which he had designed for it. It nestled down
promptly and cheerfully into the political shell in which the Im-
perial authorities now invited it to take up its abode; and it did not

make any motion to live its owm life in the open again until action

was forced upon it by the catastrophe of the shell’s breaking into

fragments. After the Constantinian settlement Leo the Great

{fungebatur a.d. 440-61) was the first Pope of Rome, and Sergius

(fungebatur a.d. 610-38) the first Patriarch of Constantinople, to

stand out as a great man of action. It will be seen that the dates

of these two great prelates’ ministries coincide with tlie respective

dates of the break-up of the Roman Empire 111 the western and in

the eastern portions of the "^J^heodosian heritage. 'Thereafter, as we
have seen,^ the Popes, as well as the Patriarchs, persisted in lament-

ing the loss of their comfortable Imperial carapace and in attempt-

ing to find their way back into it.

This hankering in the mind of the Church itself for a restoration

of the Constantinian settlement is not altogether surpiising; for

the ruling element in the Roman Empiie had been light in regard-

ing the pre-Constantinian relation between Church and Empire as

a symptom of a social malady. The Piimitive Christians’ lepudu-
tion of Caesar-wmrship had been in truth one of the outward ex-

pressions of an inward secession of the internal proletariat of the

Hellenic Society from the dominant minority, and this schism m
the Hellenic body social v^as a symptom of its being in disintegra-

tion. ^ The healthy state of the Hellenic Society had consisted m
of this Study, that 'the C’hnstian is not in Rtnenxl the loc of the State only of the

Paganism with which the State was intimately assoc lalcd The significant thing s laihcr

the C'hristian approximation to the Stale in the peiiod belx^rc thf* Cimt Persecution
(Tcrtullian must not be taken to represent the sentiments of the wiiolf* C hnstian body)
It was no sacnhcc of conviction tor the C hurth to rtcopiii/t the Christian State And m
this connexion it is important to realize that the Pagan .StaU had ilrtadv abandoned
the Gottkomgtum of the HelJcnistu period fOn this point see V C (i) (</) 6 (S), Annex,
vol. V, pp. 649-50 and 691 4, below - A J T ] Its theory oi monarchy w is rtadv to the
Christian’s hand, it needed only slight moditication, and that modiheation was cflec ted by
Eusebius. W^hat is true is that the change effected by Constantine’s conversion was so

sudden that the Church was taken by surprise 'rhe’‘e is no concordat. Constantine
by a unilateral transaction takts the Christian Church into partnership, d'he Chuich
18 given no opportunity of elaborating its own terms

’

* See pp 335-40, above.
* The fact that the separation between Church and State is a symptom of a malad> in

the body social of a civdization does not, of course, ncccssaiily mean that it is a symptom
of social retrogression, i'or a civilization is merely a representative of one particular

species of societies; this species is not necessarily the highest possible realization of the

potentialities of the genus, and a malady in some creature that is good as far as it goes
may incidentally resul*" m the production ot something better, as a pearl is produced by
a disease in an oyster. The mutation by which the earliest civilizations must have been
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that unity and indivisibility of the religious and political aspects of
social life which had been a reality during the growth-stage of
Hellenic history and which had never ceased to be regarded in
Hellenic minds as being the normal state of affairs. Nor was this

unity an idiosyncrasy of the Hellenic Civilization. It was one of
the regular features of primitive social life;i and it had been in-

herited by the Hellenic Society v^ithout a breaks from primitive
European barbarians who had become the fathers of the Hellenic
Civilization after having served an apprenticeship in the external

proletariat of the antecedent Minoan Civilization. 3 It will be seen
that the Constantinian settlement in the last chapter of Hellenic
history, and the attempts to re-establish the Constantinian settle-

ment after the post-Hellenic interregnum, had behind them the

impetus of a tradition that was of almost universal range and almost
immemorial antiquity. In these circiimstanres the surprising fact

is not that Constantine’s system should have been successfully le-

instituted in Orthodox Christendom by Leo Syrus, but lather that

in the West the successive endeavours to do the like that were
made first by Charlemagne and Pope Leo HI an<l then by Otto
and Pope I.eo VlII should have uniformly ended in faiRire.

Regarded in its 'world-historicar b<‘tting, this Western failure

seems, indeed, so exlraordinaiy that wc can no longer feel much
surpri.se when we see it producing an extraordinary result. In the

Papal Respuhlfca Christiana T^hurch’ and State^ were neither un-

differentiated, as they had been in tlie primitive societies and in

the Hellenic city-states; nor, again, ’uere they differentiated with-

out being in relation with each other, as the Primitive Christian

Church had been insulated from the early Roman Empire; nor.

m the third place, were they reinteerated, moie llellenico, through

the subordination of the Church to the State, on the pattern of

the Christian Roman Empire and of this Empire’s East Roman
ghost. In the Papal Respuhlica ChrisPa, z Church and State were

created out ot prinutive societies (see Part 11 . A, \oi i’, p. tSS, above) miRht well have

worn tlie appearance of a malady,when rc^^irded honi th* piirmtive societies’ stand-

point. The possibibty that the churches, in then turn, niaj- be a new species of societies

of a higher ordei than uvilizatn’ns is di-^cus «. 1 in Part bctiv*.

^ Sec V C (i) (^ j z. vol pp Jho i btbrn
^ In this matter of the unity and indo I'-ihility of social ’d there is no breach

between the religion of an uncontaniinated Pnioitive Mankind aud the religion of those

primitive societies that ha^e been ronsuiptea into ti external proletariat of a di**'-

integrating civilization. In both situations the obji *f worship is. in effect, the

community itself. W'^hen a primitive society is conscripted into an external proletaiiat

there is, however, a revolutionary change in the aspect of the tommunityS activity that

is singled out to be the focus of rcbgious adoration. community” that has hitherto

been worshipped as Vishnu now comes to be worshipped as bhivd. hor this rehginua

revolution see V. C (i) (r) 3. vol v, pp. 730-3, below.
3 For the relation of the Achaeans to the Minoan Socu ty on the one hand and to me

flellemc Society on the other see I C u) (^)t vol. i, pp. yz-ioo, and II D (vu), vol. u,

PP- 3 *5“ 16. above.
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reintegrated through the subordination of a multiplicity of local

states to a single oecumenical church which was the principle of

unity and the source of authority in the Western Christian body
social and this ‘hierocratic' constitution of Society was a wholly

new creation. Indeed, the Papal Respublica Christiana shares with

the Italian city-state culture^ the distinction of being one of the

two great creative achievements in the second or ‘medievaP chapter

of our Western history.’ In the corresponding chapter ofOrthodox
Christian historj-' there was no comparable creative act, because in

an earlier chapter the Orthodox Christian Society, in achieving its

successful restoration of the Roman Empire, had renounced the

possibility of creation in favour of the easier course of idolizing an
institution which was a legacy from the past; and this natural yet

disastrous aberration accounts for Orthodox Christendom’s pre-

mature downfall.

In this Orthodox Christian idolization of the ghost of the Roman
Empire which I^eo Syrus had evoked, the subordination of the

Orthodox Church to the East Roman State was the crucial act;

and this act was conscious and whole-hearted. In Leo’s ow^n asser-

tion— Tmperator sum et Sacerdos’^—we hear the founder of the

East Roman Empire making the ‘Cacsaro-papistical’ claim of a

Constantine the (Ireat in the imperious accents of a Justinian. We
shall not be surprised to find that Leo's success in enforcing this

claim throughout the greater part of his dominions^ is the first link

* In the West 'la religion chretienne, ccssant d’^tic incorporee ^ iin scul empire,
clevicnt un lien commun entie pliisitirs iCtats, et rend It si^pc Komr un p*^)int tic ral-

licment entrt les nations.’—Turgot. A K J ‘Esquisse d’un Plan de Gcographit Politi-

que' in (Euvroi de Turgot (Pans 1S41., Cjruillaumin, 2 vols ), vol u, p. 624
^ ‘With the Italian ciU -state culture' lathtr than with the Italian city-state as a

political institution, tor this mslitution in itself \nas not a new treation, bur was a ghost
evoked from the life o^ the anteiident Hellenic bocitty (stt the prrstnl chapter,

pp 4015-6, below).
3 bee 111 C’ (11) (fr), vol in, p 375, footnote 2, above
The assertion is attributed to l.eo m these terms bv Pope C/regory II in a letter

(Ep xin) rephing to a no longer extant Utter of I to’s (Sec Vasiluv, A A Hi^totre

de rEmpire Byzanttn (Pans IQ32, I’lcaid, 2 vols ), vol 1, p 341 ) Apropos tjf this

passage I’rofessor N 11 Bavnes rt marks, in a letter to the w liter ot this Stud>, that
in the Orthodox Chiistian Weltanschauung ‘The Emperor is not a priest, though his

functions are closely similar An Jconoilast emperor might in a moment of exaspera-
tion

—

if the Gregory letter is genuine —claim to be a pne st, but it was said in haste. It

IS not the normal Bv2antirc view ’ It doe*-, hov ever, settn to have bten the normal
Byzantine expectation that the Emperoi ^’hould have the last word in ecclesiastical as

well as m civ'il affairs; and if it be true that the Imperial Crown was usually content to

leave Its supremacy over the Church unabserted in theory so long as it enjoved a fiee

hand to exercise this supremacy in practice, then Leo’s alleged asscition is illuminating
In a moment of exasperation the Emperor had let the C aesaro-papal cat out of the
diplomatic bag!

5 The test of lyco's pretensions to a ‘Caesaro-papaP authority was his attempt to

enforce his new-fangled policy of Iconoclasm; and this attempt was not successfully

resisted anyw'here m Leo’s dominions except in the Ducatus Romanus and in the
Ravtnnese Exarchate. In all Leo’s other dominions, from Calabria eastwards, his
Iconoclastic policy prevailed, and though his successors eventually abandoned Icono-
clasm Itself, they never ceased to profit by the precedent of Leo’s successful insistence
that the Empeior was sovereign in matters ecclesiastical as well as in politics. The
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in a fatal chain of causation which ends in the breakdown of the
Orthodox Christian Civilization some two centuries later

If we study the tragedy of Orthodox Christian history, we shall

observe that the destructi\e effect ol Leo Syrus’s deed of reincor-

porating the Church into the State declares itself in two distinct

wd>s—one of them general and the other parlicuhr

The general effect was to check and sterilize the tendencies

towards \anety and elasticity and experimentation and creative-

ne^s in Orthodox Christian life, and wc can roughly measure the
extent of the damage that was done to the development of the

Orthodox Christian Ci\ ihzation in this general v^ay by noting some
of the conspicuous achievements of the sister civilization of the

West, m the corresponding stage of its growth, that have no Ortho-
dox C hnstian counterparts In the Orthodox Christian body social

in Its growth-phase we not only find nothing that corresponds to

the Ilildcbrandine Papacy, we also miss the use and spread of self-

governing universities, cc t-responding to the new Western centres

of intellectual activity at Bologna and Paris,^ and of self-governing

citj-statcs corresponding to the new Western centres^)! life m
Cential and Northern Italy and m Flanders ^ And while it may

ImprrJil puttrsion ^^hl(h thus siccissfullj asscitcd in Orthodox Chnsttndotn
did net cr courst obtain m un ontisted \ictory and tht Orthod \ Christian church
nun v\h i f x osed it shewed as much y\ irit and usiliiuncss bef re thtv succumbed
t ) defeat their Westtrn tclledi^ius showed when thev rded tht ms< Ives at last for

1 stnij^f^le from whuh the\ were uhimateh to < merge Mctonous ovt a V\t stern revnal
of the Imperial idea This ibortne but by no means feebh resi anee of the Chjieh
to the re\nal cf Caesaio papism in the Orthodox C hnstian W orld is examined further
in I\ ( (ill) (0 2 (p) Annex II lei w

• We hive noticed aboie on p *^4^ that the L nivers t> of C onstantinople was
foi ruled and developed a long time m advance of an\ univti ity in the West but this

( c Tistantinc po itan school of higher studies was virtually 1 department ot the Central
(Fcverimcnl ot the 1 ast Komar hmpirc and was therefore ex fnpothesi brth unique
and hide bound We miss in the Orthodox Christian World the coui terparts of th ise

inte lit ctu illy adventurous universities which spranc up sj onlantr uslv in one rcMon
ifti r iriclhtr <f the expanding dorniin of niedie\al Western Christendom It is

signiheant that the South I ombard ritv ot Salerno wh rh became the stat of one of

tht me st famous and fiuitful of ^hese Western univeisitu s had previously b«.en under
an intermittent hast Roman pioteetorate and under a centinuous C)itl do\ C 1 nstian

influence from the time ef Nutphorus Phocas South Itali in carnpiiin of ad 88«;

down to the Norman conquest of the eitv in A D Yet the intellectual fJofuit ol

Salerno came after its re incorporation into the Western W ind and the Salernitan

school of medicine which was already acquiiing celebrity during the age of the city s

I ast Roman connexion e wed its irispirat on to Vrabie rather tl in to Byaantine sources

(See Gay J T Italic Altrtdwnalc ct I Empire Bxzantm (Pans 04 hortemomg) pp
S94 8 and Pallor H O The VfediaeLu/ iliin /{London 1 91 1 V aemilhn 2 ols ) vol

II p 251 )
i in this age the Orthodox C hnstian World not on’v ailed to produce any cit> state

life of its own it extinguished at C herson the last surviving cit> ‘‘tate >f a Hellenic

Society tf which the Orthodox C hnstian Sceuty itseif was affiliated (see II D (vi)

Annex vol 11 p 404 footnote 2 abfvc) and it even blighted the development of city

state life in a portion of the Western W rlJ which was at this time temporarily under
the Fast Roman t mpire s control I here is eve ry indu ition that m the eleventh century

the Southern L omuards— in the Fast Roman province »f I aghovardhla, as well as m the

autonomous j. nncipalities of Benevento and Capua and Salerno—were ripe lor a

development of civic inslimtions like those which actuallv burst into flower in the same
century in the North Lombaro icejons ot lu^cany and the Basin of the Po In fact,
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argued that in the development of our Western Civilization in

Its ^medieval* phase both the city-states and the universities were
by-products of Hildebrand’s work rather than monuments of

separate creative acts,* wc cannot therefore infer that all that w^as

lacking in contemporary Orthodox Christian life was some counter-

part of the Papal Respubhca Chitsttona\ for if we turn to the

‘medieval’ Western institution of Feudalism, which w^as indepen-

dent of, and in conflict with, both the ‘medieval’ Western Church
and the ‘medieval’ Western city-states, we shall find that the

Orthodox Christian counterpart of Feudalism, though not non-

existent, was effectively repressed, like the O thodox Chur h, by
the East Roman Imperial Power—with the unfortunate conse-

quence that, like the Church, this Feudalism asserted usclf

belatedly and violently in Orthodox Christendom when the weak-

ening of the Imperial Power gave it an opportunity at last ^

during the semi interregnum in Southern Italy ivhjch Ltgan \Mth \Iclo t. rc\clt agauKt
the Fast Roman reginu m iooq ind ended ^ith the complttion of tin Noiman ( onq cst

ci^ca 1080 a number of South Lombard cities did monuntanlj 1 hu\e s If go\trn
merit (see Gay op cit pp sbr 8) \et even in this ojtlvinp cnerscas dom ni n f the

last Roman Fmpire, the 1 ast Roman eonnexion ga\c an impulse toA ar fs the snti

thesis of the city state dispensation —that is to say towards i ecntralirtd autccrpic
regime—and this impulse from an ilien force viis so strong and so persistent that it

eventually overcame the indigenous local bent of political development This vutorv
of political Byzantinism in bouthern Italy will appear the more lemarkablt when wc
remember that the regime under which it was hn'illy "won was not thit ol the lit
Roman Empire itself but that of its Norman successor-state

,
which nurtJv lock evn

the East Roman tradition at second hand The fate of the South I ombai i iti< was
shared by then non Lombard mighbours The later history of \nplcs fir t sample
vho surrendered her city state autonomy to tht No ?mns in ordti to belt me the

petty Constantinople of the Kingdom of Sicilv beyond the haro affoids a stril 1 ig

contrast to that of Venire who had shared with Naples in an ciilicr chapter tht rire

distinction of ntv<r having succumbed to a Lombard conquest I rom tht dtienth
century onwards Venice preserved for herself the political birthright that w is iorftttttJ

by Naples and the economic birthright that was forfeited by Amalfi ami iht secret ot

Ven ce s material success at this rriticil moment of Italian historv is to be found in

a psychological reorientation From this time onwards Venice sttadily cmancipattd
herself from the influence of the Orthodox Chnstiin culture and rpentd her aims li

the culture of the W esl

1 The Western universities largely owed thtir stimulus and their hbertv to the firt

th It they were under the aegis and auspices of the Papacy iris^^ead of being under the

thumb of the local temporal loid or the local bish >p 1 he North ind C cnti d Itihan
city states found the oppoitunity to assert them civu liberties' in the bTatb 1 h was
made in the power of the Holy Roman Lmpire by Hildebrand s assault (On this htt< r

point see III C fn) (6) vol m p 345 above )

* For the violent self assertion of the Orthodox liierireh} against the 1 ^sl Roman
Imperial Government from the middle of the eleventh i.cnturv onward sec IV C

(ill) (c) 2 (j?) Annex II below Iht historv of Feudalism in the Orthodox ( oiistiin

World IS not unlike the history of the f hurch In the srventh centuij there w is a

moment (set IV C (in) (t) 2 (ft Annex I below) when it seemed as th )ugh something
like I eudalism would prevail in Orthodox Christendom a*’ I tudali m attualh did

prevail in Wcstein C hnstendom in the earl> age of our Wtsttrn h stor' In Orthodox
Christendom, however this eaily tendency towards Ftiidalism was it pressed in tie

t ghth century when A-rtavasdus succumbed to Leo bvrus and to I co s son and
successor Constantine V (see p 342 above) Feudalism could not remain rampant
in a world in which a ghost ot the Roman Lmpire had teen effectively resuscitated

Slut although in Orthodox Christendom 1 eudalism like the Church was dripooned
nto the service of the Last Roman In pertum ReUiiixnm it proved like the Lhurrh
gain to have been merely bent without having been broken As '"oon as the Imperial

Government s grip began to relax, the feudal magnate* of Central and Eastern Anatolia
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This eventual self-assertion of both Feudalism and the Church
in the Orthodox Christian World shows that, in these two spheres
at any rate, the relative sterility and monotony of Orthodox Chris-
tian life in the preceding chapter of history were due not to any
lack of vitality or creative power in the Orthodox Christian body
social, but to the artificial and tcmporar>^ repression of these facul-

ties byforce majeure. At the outset the social landscape in Ortho-
dox Christendom substantially resembled the landscape in the

contemporary West. Here, as well as there, the woodman had
planted a goodly array of saplings in the expectation of seeing

them grow up ini . a serried grove in the fullness of time; and in

the West this reasonable 'expectation was duly fulfilled. It was the

peculiar mishap of Orthodox Christendom that in this plantation

a sircle tree—the ‘Caesaro-papal* East Roman Imperium Redivi-^

vum—shot up with such abnormal speed and vigour that it com-
pletely outstripped its fellows and consequently blighted their

growth by sucking all th<^ goodness out of the soil into Us own fpr-

ramifying roots and intercepting all tlie lieht and air of heaven in

order to nourish its owm widcsprcading foliage. I’he excessive

luxuriance of the East Roman Empii(‘ had to be^ paid Tor by the

starvation of all the sister institutions within Us ladius. And so,

instead of the grove of many tall trees which came to maturity in

the West, the Orthodox Christian World produced a single giant

pine ringed round by a miserable undcigiowth of stunted bushes

and noxious nettles, unhappy offspring of an nnpoveiishcd soil

and an asphyxiating shade. In contia^U to th(‘ landscape in the

West the landscape in Oithodox (diristendimi now picsented a

painful picture of that disharmony wliich is the penalty of mis-

growlh.

The blighting influence of the single o\crwhelming institution

of the ‘Caesaro-papah State upon Orthodox C’hristiau liic is re-

vealed in the perverse vitality w^hich t! e Church and Feudalism

displayed in Orthodox Christendom wh n they tourid 1 ^leir bberty

at last, and it is also illusiiated by sv)me rare tlaslies of brilliant

raised their heads as dc hanlly as the tUtUTTicnu al Patrianh raj's'll hi-. As we shall

set below, the refrattormess of this tltmtnt iP the hnd> b< tial n thr quailcr of the

Cmpirc gives the mcasuif of th« sliain thut was iiiiposf d on odox t hnstendon* hy

the RornanO'Bulganan Hundred \ t ars’ W ar Th« W'ar of a o •> - i
y as a( tompanied

by the manifestly ineffectivt agrarian legislation of $.it \ mperor Ronianus Letapenus

while the deadlier War of ad. 077—1019 was pun o. ‘rd b> a senes of open and

formidable feudal revolts against the aulhont> of thi Lrnpetor Basil II, who did not

intimidate his own subjects hv earning the title of ihe Rulgar kiUfi' (sei \ asiliev, op.

cit , vol 1, pp. 455-60) After the wasting ot the bmpirc s strength by eighty years of

inward decay behind a pretentious facade the feudal interest actually succeeded in

rapturing the Imnenal Government by placing on the throne ite own representative,

Isaac Comnenus (tmperahat ad 1057—9) It is r/ uia''kable that this should have

happened already before the \isible prostration of the Rmpire in a d 1071 through the

double blow of the fall of Bari and the d^bftclr at Manyikcrt.
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creative genius which the Orthodox Christian Society emitted at

certain points in Space and Time at which it happened to be free

from its almost ubiquitous Imperial incubus.

In the Space-dimension we may notice the creative achieve-

ments of those scattered and neglected outposts of Orthodox Chris-

tendom, west of Rhodope, which were never subjected to the full

weight of the East Roman Imperial regime as this was felt in

Thrace and Anatolia.^

For example, the monastic stronghold in which the Orthodox
Church found its base of operations for a counter-offensive against

the Imperial Power was situated in this region, on Mount Athos.^

In all probability Macedonian Athos would have seemed no holier

a mountain than Mysian Olympus in the eyes of the eleventh-

century courtier-monk Michael Psellus, who repaired to the latter

mountain when he made his rather perfunctory gesture of with-

drawing from the World. But a holy mountain that was in sight of

the Imperial City was still not holy enough; and Olympus was
debarred, by its very locality, from aspiring to the eminence which
Athos triumphantly attained after Psellus’s day.^

At a still greater remove from Constantinople, on the farther

side of the Adriatic, and at a moment when the East Roman
Government’s authority was locally in abeyance, Basilian mona-
chism revealed a capacity for creation which it never displayed on
Mount Athos and never made even a motion to display in its

Anatolian homelands. In Calabria, from the latter part of the ninth

to the latter part of the following century, a handful of Basilian

monks, who had been expelled from their native monasteries in

Sicily by the African Muslim conquerors of the island, and who
found the East Roman Government as supine in protecting their

Calabrian asylum as it had shown itself in defending their Sicilian

home, magnificently rose to the occasion, and took upon their un-

accustomed shoulders the arduous social duties w^hich the Emperor
had tacitly tcpudiated. These monastic pioneers relaid the founda-

* For the differentiation of the Ea«it Roman i^gime in the C i‘vrhodopacan and the

1 ranirhodopaean temtories of the Empiie see p '^44, abo\c 'I he only conspicuous
cieative aihievemtnt ol the C'lsrhodopacan torso ot firthodox Christendom duriiiR the

floruit of the last Homan Frnpire was the creation of the Byzantine Gicek Epic, and
this IS an exieption v^hieh proves the lulc that the Fast Boman Impire had a sTtiili/iriR

effect on Oithodox C hnstian lift
,
for the nuiser\ of this school ol ‘htrou’ poetry was a

borderland between tlic Fast Roman Fmpirc and the ' \bhasid ( aUphate in which
the writ of the lau Homan Central tjovernment at Constantinople did not run effec-

tively ("iee V C (1) (r) 3, \oJ v, pp 25*2 S, htlow)
^ See IV r (ill) (c) 2 (ft) Annex II, pp hzo i, belo'w

1 The (ircek monastic pioneers who laid the foundations of fht federal community
on Mount Athos in the latter part of the tenth centuiy were afterwards emulated by the

fourtetnlh-century Greek and Serb founders of the stylite monasteries of Meteora in

Thessaly (see Miller, W The Latins in the Levant (London too8, Murriv), pp 294-6),

and by the Bulgarian foundeis of the monasteries on Mount Rilo We may notice that

Meteora and Rilo, like Athos itself, lay well beyond the limits of the metropolitan

provincts of the East Roman h.mpire
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tions of Orthodox Christian social life in a derelict East Roman
province which had become a no-man’s-land; they reconverted a

horde of vagrant and demoralized Sicilian Greek refugees into a

settled and orderly community;* and they were able to inspire this

confidence in their secular co-religionists because they knew how
to charm their Muslim persecutors into showing them considera-

tion and paying them respect.^ Their cells became the nuclei of

new Greek villages and cities on the Italian mainland; and the

Latinization of the ‘toe” of Italy, which had followed gradually

upon the Roman conquest in the third century B.c., was now
undone, after the lapse of a thousand years, by these monkish
re-creators of the ancient Magna Graecia. St. Nilus and his com-
panions also emulated the ancient Greek pioneers in the Western
Mediterranean in spreading their cultural influence far beyond the

bounds of their own ( ireck colonics. As the Chalcidian and Corin-

thian adventurers who founded Rhegium and Syracuse travelled

on to spread the light of Hellenism in Etruria and I-ratium, so

St. Nilus, not content wuth building a new Greece in Calabria,

accepted a call to Rome and provided a new model for Western
monasticism in his outpost-monastery of Grottaferrata.^

In their combination of personal adventurousness and social

constructivenesS these ninth- and tenth-century Basilian monks
in the Far West of the Orthodox Christian World can only be

compared with the sixth- and seventh-century Irish monks of the

short-lived Far Western Christendom and the comparison is as

instructive as it is inevitable; for the Far Western Christian ethos

is at the opposite pole of the spiritual gamut from the Orthodox
Christian ethos as it presents itself in those parts of Orthodox
Christendom where it was burdened with the incubus of the East

Roman Empire. The Irish \itality which Ba.silian monachism dis-

played in one corner of the Orthodox Christian World, w'hen for

one moment the burden was lifted, proves how crushingly heavy

the incubus was and how cruelly it was deforming from its natural

bent the society that was condemned to bear it.

'Vhis, Irish parallel can be carried farther, for in Italy, as in

Ireland, the pioneer monks had spiritual issue in a generation of

scholars; and the greatest of the Irish scholars, Johannes Scotus

* For the work of St. l^lias of C'astropiovanm ami St. Nilus and the othtr Basilian

saviours of the Orthodox Christian Society in Calabrui stc Gay, op. cit., pp. 254-86
* At a critical moment of his hazardous career as a pioneer in the Calabrian wilderness

St. Nilus was once saved fiorn starvation by the chanlv of an Afru an ^.luslim sea-raider

(Gay, op cit., p 270), and he was hiphlv esteemed by the Amir of Poleimo (Gay,

op. cit., p. 282).
3 St. Nilus established himself at Grottaferrata in a d. 1004. For this Orthodox

Christian influence upon Latin Christianity in the Dueatus Romanus at the turn of tlie

tenth and eleventh centuries sec further IV. C (iii) (t) 2 (^), Annex 11
, p. 600, below.

< This comparison has been made already in II. D (mi), vol i],p 525, footnote 2, above.
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Engcna, has a namesake and counterpart in Johannes Italus ^ The
Irish and the Lombard philosopher resemble one another in their

uniqueness, each in his own time and place, ^ and in the audacious

rationalism with which each of them sought to liberate philoso-

phical speculation from the trammels of theological dogma; and
they also experienced the same vicissitudes ot fortune, for an

audaeity \ Inch seems to have passed unnoticed in the Far West
created a scandal when it was carried beyond the Irish Channel or

the Adriatic and was aired in the more conventional atmosphere of

ninth-century Laon or eleventh-eenturv Constantinople Johannes
Italus was a Latin convert to the Oithodox Christian culture in

Southern ItalyJ who caused a flutlei in the heart of the Orthodox
Christian World, and he was followed after the political transfer

of Southei 11 Italy from Last Roman to Wt stern hands as the eonsc -

quence of a Norman conquest that was achieved in Johannes’ own
lifetime - by a Calabrian intellectual revolutionary who caused a

similar fluttei in Western C hiistendom Joachim ol Fiore {zizfhat

iina A D Ti j.5 1202)^ was a Calabrian monk who was manifestly

not at home in the menial md spiritual world in which his lot had
been cast bv \ political accuknt, and the impact of his genius upon
this alien WisUrn enltiiial environment lelt its mark on medieval

Western tcliuious tliought in a vein of hbcitarian speculation that

is the antithesis of w h v is po[>ularlv suppose d to be the by/antim
’

ethos Some two ccrituiK*^ later again, m an agt when the lormei

political association of Calabria with the List Roman Lrnpire was
no longer an>thing mote than a dim and distant memory, this

long-lost outpost of Ojtliodox Christendom pioduccd another en-

fant Urrible in Bailaam *)f Semmara {jhrehat cm a A i) 1330-50),

who caused an uproar in the fourteenth-century Orthodox Chris-

tian World b) launclung an attack on the new mystical religious

movement of Flesvchtsm'^ in the name of a new rationalism which

was the fruit of a steadily ripening Htllemc Renaissance

t 1 )r the 'iff ill ot J(harnts Itilussit ViiniConmeni AUxia^ Boc k V ch-ip S 9
and Hussty J M f lur / a ul I earmn in the Ihznntine Empite 667 (Oxiord
i Unntrsity chi, ^

^ C onipare tht iiniqiicnt* s ot Ibn Khald in in thi cultural hislorv oi tl c Arabic
Ci\ili/ari in in North \V cst Miua (for 11 n Klullun sec III e.(ii)(/i) 111 pp 3^1 8

above) Johinnts Itilus vv is ik t altcgtthei without intellectual anttctdcnls at eon
stantinopk tor he vsis i pupil ot Pselius and perhaps his rnusttr s successor in his chair

of philo ophv (see Husst\ op cit p 71) PscH is too had t cen accused of heresy

m his time but Ital is s spec ulation-* were more dirinR ind ihtv raised a j^itatcr storm
3 Ann I C omnena s account (in Icc cit ) of Johinncs Italus s career makes it evident

that the iutun Hellenist and his parents had aircrtdv come under tht thanii of thi

eirthodox ehiistinn culture bt fore thf migration ot the family to tht eastern side ot

the Adriatic gave johunnes his opp irtunity ot obtaining a lirst ratt Classical C^rcek

education it Constantinoplt Anni s indictment against J ihannes is that this tactless

barbaiian convert to the B>?antint eulturt took the Pagan lit llenic philo^’ophy in deadly
earnest instead of cu7n grano sahs B\^anttnt\

* See Grundmann H Etudten uber Juachtm ton I lorn (Leipzig igzy Teubner)
s Set p 359, below
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Even more significant are those flashes of Orthodox Christian

creative genius that blaze out beyond the range of the East Roman
Imperial regime by eluding it in the Time-dimension. St. Nilus

obtained his opportunity for performing his creative work thanks
to the geographical remoteness of his field from the centre of the

East Roman Empire in an age when the Empire was at its zenith.

I'herc are other creative works of the Orthodox Christian spirit

which owe their liberation, not to their spatial distance from the

seat of the Imperial Power,* but to the Time-span which separates

their date from that of the East Roman Empire’s apogee.

By the fourteenth century a society which, under the obsession

of the Imperial idea, had extinguished the ancient civic liberties of

Cherson and had blighted the promise of a new birth of civic life

in Southern Italy, had been sufficiently liberated from the cramp-
ing inlluence of its own Imperial regime to blossom out on its own
account—and this in Salonica, which at that time was the second
city of a diminished Empire^—into an experiment in civic liberty^

which, in its turbulent vitality, was fully a match for twelfth-cen-

tury Italy or even for the Hellenic World of the fifth century B.c.^

It was likewise the fourteenth centuiy^ that saw the religious life of

Orthodox Christendom renew itself in a mystical movement

—

known as Hesychasm—which sought to make of the Orthodox
Church a spiritual ladder for bringing Man into the presence of

God, after this Church had been used for some six centuries as an
administrative mesh for keeping him in subjection to the State,

But perhaps the most astonishing of all these fourteenth-century

flashes of Orthodox Christian creativity are the mosaics in the ci-

devant monastery church of Chora, which is now the Qahriyeh

Jamy'sy. Here, within the enceinte of Constantinople, on the very

* In the personality and career of a Joachim and a Darlaam we can sec Time and
Space working together to produce a prodigy.

Salonica seems to have developed and maintained a local civic £thos which was
a reflexion of her geographical situation. As one of th* Transrhodopaean enclaves of the

East Roman Empire, she had been thrown upon her own resources and 1 ad never been
subjected to the full weight of the incubus which the Imperial regime imposed upon
the metropolitan provinces. By self-help Salonica had first repelled the assaults of the
Slavs and Avars in the sixth and seventh centuries of the C'hristian Era and had even-
tually charmed and tamed and reconciled the barbarians who had settled down at her
gates after their failure to scale hei walls. The local spirit of Salonica was expressed in

the worship of her tutelary saint, the warrior Demetrius.
3 See further V. C (i) (r) 2, voL v, p. 107, below.

E'or this republican incident in Orthodox Christian political histor}' see Tafrali, O.

:

Thessalonique au Quatorziiime SiScie (Pans 1913, Ceuthner). The Zealot n^gime at

Salonica lasted from 1342 to 1349, with a short break ut *345- revolution was pro-

voked by John Cantacuzenus’s usurpation of the Imperial Power in 1342—a lawless

act which precipitated a long-maturing social conflict between a rich and privileged

minority and the masses upon whose shoulders the whole burden of the miseries and
disasters of the age had been thrust by their traditional masters. This conflict broke
out all over what remained of the Empire, and first of all at Adrianople

;
but it was at

Salonica that it went to the greatest lengths. The Zealots attempted to correct the

extreme maldistribution of wealth by confiscating the revenues of the nobles and the

monks, who were Cantacuzenus's partisans.
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threshold of the old Iconoclast Lion’s den, we can still gaze to-day

at this exhibition of an Orthodox Christian art which was able to

achieve in the intractable material of the Byzantine artist’s choice

an effect of movement and life that is scarcely surpassed by any
contemporary Italian w^ork in oil or tempera.

These fourteenth-century flashes of creative light produce an

extraordinary impression as they flare out against the sombre back-

ground of a social fabric in disintegration. The fourteenth century

saw the nadir of the Orthodox Christian ‘Time of Troubles’. At
that moment a society which had broken down at the time of the

great Romano-Bulgarian War of a.d. 977-1010 was on the point

of passing out of a four-hundred-ycars-long agony into the harsh

peace of an Ottoman domination. The reason why these flashes

occurred at this time can hardly be that the life of this tormented

Christendom was then really growing briglitcr.^ It seems more
likely that the flashes proceeded from a candle, lit in ages past,

which had remained hidden under a bushel^ until the tardy de-

struction of that crass impediment at last allowed the light to shine

for an instant before men as it was on the point ol going out into

the other darkness of annihilation.

If these fourtceiilh-century flashes were given oif by liic spirit

of Orthodox Christendom at the moment when it was being dis-

burdened of the leaden cope ol the iilast Roman Empire in order

to be draped in an Ottoman funeral pall, we can detect a sivte'enlh-

century after-glow which was kindled, like the flickering Northern

Lights, by a luminary whose orb had alieady sunk below the hori-

zon. In Domenico I'heotokopoulos Td Cireco’ {vivebat a .d . 1541 *

1614)3 the Orthodox Christian Island of Crete gave the Western

* Jf there was anv increase of li^ht at all in loin tccnth-i t ntui\ Orthodox ChtisUndom
the illumination came from alien bodies and was a reflcMon A ihiir radiation In th it

ape there were two societies rlial were exertinp a lonsidtriblc infUicnce ujuin l^i thodox
Christendom the extinct Iltlienic Society, to which the Orthodox I hnstian Soiitt>

was ‘affiliated’, and the livinp Western SocKt>, which was her sister and neighbour
and oppressoi 'Che influence of the Hellenu Renaissance is aviparent in Rarlaarn’s

anti-llcsychast rationalism and in the balonican Zealots’ political and economic
radicalism; and in both the same phenomena wc may also detect the influence of

the contemporary W’est. Barlaarn, foi instance, piew up in a loop since partially

W’estemized outpost of the Orthodox f 'hnstian W^irld, and he was at home in Western
Christendom (he pave Cjreek lessons to Petrarch when he was on a diplomatic mission
to the Papal Court at Avipnon). As for tht halonnan Zealots, the dates suppe^t that

their revolution of a p 1342 may have licen paitly inspired by the dernociatic 1 evolution

which had occurred in 1339 at Genoa, for, evtr wme the breai h of a d. 1204 between
the East Homan Empire and the Vcnctcans, the (jcnoese had been personae gi atae in the

East Roman ports, and in the fiist half ot the fourteenth century there were well-

established Genoese settlements, living on familiar terms with the local Greek popul 1-

tion, at Saloiiica and the neiphhounnp town of C assandrea (Talrali, op i it., pp 12 o)
These good relations continued until the Cycntiese retonquest of Chios and Phov-aea

(by the adventurer Simon Vignoso) in 1346 and the fJenoese attack upon the capital

of the East Roman Empire (by the colonists at Galata) in 1348.
* Matt. V. 15-16 = Mark iv. 21 Luke xi. 33
3 See Kyrou, A A.. Ol 'EXXyves rijs 'At'aycvt'Tjatatsr /cal 6 Ao/iTjyi/co^ Georo/coTrovAo^

(Athens 1938, Dhimitiikos).
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World an artist whose art would appear to be the antithesis of

the rigid canon of the Athoan iconists.^ And yet, in spite of appear-
ances, ‘El Greco's' inspiration must have been derived from a native

source, since it was so remote from the contemporary style of

painting in the West that for more than three centuries after his

own generation this changeling was regarded in the society of his

adoption as an isolated and unintelligible liisus Naturae, until he
found his disciples at last in a professedly revolutionary Western
school of the present day.*^

In ‘El Greco's' blazon of a clear-edged shaft of light escaping

from behind some opaque obstacle in order to pierce, with gleam-
ing spear-head, the object which it strikes, wc may perhaps discern

a visual allegory of the Orthodox Christian Civilization's fate. “^J^his

Cretan juggler with cross-lights would assuredly have found a con-

genial subject in one of those Solar eclipsct inwliich an ashen Moon
so exactly covers the orb of the true luminary, from whom she

ordinarily derives her borrowed light, that we should hardly divine

the hidden presence of a fierj^ body behind her—w'ere it not that

the veiling of the Sun’s own self makes momentarily visible a mane
of leaping flames wdiich at other times is paled ti> nothfngness by
the transcendent brightness oi the godlike head which wears these

flaming locks. If W’e can imagine to ourselves this extraordinary

cosmic spectacle depicted by ‘El Circco’s' hand, our visual simile

stands out complete. I'he Orthodox Christian Society is the lumin-

ary under eclipse; the East Roman Empire is the leaden disk that

covers it; and the streamers of astounding light that escape round

the dark Moon's rim portray for us the creative work of Nilus the

saint and John the philosopher and Joachim the visionary^ and liar-

laam the rationalist and the anonymous artist of the Qalirlyeh

Jamy'sy and the famous Crttan painter to whose posthumous

Ryzantmc genius wc are ascribing our imagmaiy picture d'he

brilliance of the streamers informs us hr v great a light is obstructed

by how grievous an impediment.^

^ Just as Joachim of Fiore’s thcolocv ^\ouki apjjcar to l»c the antilhc-sis of the rigid

canon of H\/antine Orthodoxy (see p above >

^ *n (jrico’s* astoiiisliing pciforiudiKi ip lieing full\ three ci ntunt^ ‘bclore his limt

in the historv of the W tstern art whost Uinplc-coiirts he had f nu red as a proselyte niav

bt compared v ith iht similar pcrfoiniamc of a Russian gimi ^ wlio liKiVMse migrated

out ol Orthodox t hristtndonr into our Western World ano l.lcvMbf anti' ipaltd tlie

future march of Western history in his own line of sctmty. 1 or l*etir tin (^leil s tour

deforce of anticipating Strakcr see III C (u) i p ZJQ. above

At a later point in tins Study —in Part \ 1 we si all hnd that this simile of a Solar

et lipse aj’plics not onlv to the effect of the Last Roman Lmpire upon the hlc of (fnhodox
t hnstendom, but also, not less aptly, to the t fleet produced upon the life of the

‘apparented’ Hedlcnic Socie'ty by the Roman Lmpire, of which the Last Roman Linpirc

was a ghost. The prototype, like the copy, eventually became a social incubus after

having been instituted originally as a remedy for a social evil One of the greatest

living students of the social history of the Roman Empire (RostovtzefT XI 1 he Social

and Economic History of the Roman Empire (Oxford 1926, C'larendon l*rcss), p 3^0)
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The case of ‘El Greco’ may also remind us of another tragic

feature in Orthodox Christendom’s fate. Both the good and the

evil that this luckless society has done have largely accrued to some
other society’s benefit.

Like ‘El Greco’ at Rome and Toledo, the Basilians in Calabria

and the Lazio did their pioneer work for the future advantage of the

alien Christendom of the West; and there is a more notorious

example of the same involuntary altruism to the profit of the same
neighbour in the fructification of the culture of the West, at the

beginning of the modern chapter of Western history, through our

Western discovery of the literature of the ‘apparented’ Hellenic

Civilization among the mins of the sister Christendom’s pre-

maturely collapsing social edifice. This fmitful Western discovery

could never have been made if Orthodox Christian piety had not

sedulously preserved these precious monuments of a common
parent-culture through the tempests and earthquakes of the post-

Hellenic interregnum in order to bring them out of its treasure-

house, and furbish them up for re-use, in a Byzantine Renaissance

has described this sinister metamorphosis, and gauged its consequences, in tlie following

terms

:

'1 think that the gradual decay of the vital forces of the Empire may be explained
by . . . phenomena . . . connected with one prominent feature in the life ot the ancient

state in general—-the supremacy of the interests of the state over those of the population.’

In undergoing this tragic change of role the Roman Empire did not have a peculiar

history. The tragedy of the Roman Empire is the regular tragedy of the universal

state, which is the species of polity to which the Roman Empire belongs (see I. C (i)

(a), vol. i, pp. 5a-3, above). In the disintegration of a broken-down civilization the

universal state is the protective institution which the declining society throws up when
It finds Itself threatened with imminent dissolution in the culminating paroxysm of its

‘Time of 'rroubles’. The foundation of this universal state is the society’s last great

constructive achievement; and the rally of its moral forces by which this achievement
IS accomplished wins a momentary reward m the shape of ‘the Indian Summer* which
visits a storm-tossed world under universal state’s aegis (for this social phenomenon
see IV. C (ii) (b) i, above). This beneficent guise, however, is not the ultimate aspect
in which the universal state presents itself; for the moral rally of which it is the outcome
18 an attempt to cheat Destiny by obtaining a reprieve for a society which by this time
is already under sentence of death; and therefore the reprieve which the univepal state

does win is only temporary and is purchased, at that, at a ruinous price. Destiny takes

its revenge in a disastrous transformation of the character of a polity which is the master-
institution of the declining society in this penultimate chapter of its history. The
ubiquitous presence and pervasive influence of the umversal state, which, in the first

instance, serve so potently to conserve and revive such vital energies as the sorely

stricken body social still retains, proceed thereafter, by a gradual and scarcely percep-
tible change of operation, to produce precisely the opposite effect—taking instead of

giving, until in the end the vampire-mstitution sucks out the last remaining drops of
the doomed society’s hfe-blood. In Part VI, below, this plot of the tragedy of the

universal state is analysed in greater detail. In the last phase of its history the universal

state subjects the society upon which it has imposed itself to an eclipse which effaces,

totally and forever, the moribund culture of the dominant minority ; but in this eclipse

likewise the darkness is relieved by streamers of light w'hich flare out round the eclipsing

body’s nm. In this case the streamers come from a new creative spark which has been
kindled in the dark by the Internal Proletariat, and they are the heralds of a new civiliza-

tion whose faint dawn will be visible in the heavens when the eclipse is brought to an
end by the break-up of the now maleficent institution which has been the cause of it.

In this tragedy of the universal state the idobzation of an ephemeral institution, which
is one of the alternative aberrations to which the breakdown of a civilization may be
due, reasserts itself in the last act in order to prevent the disastrous consequences of
the breakdown from being retrieved at the thirteenth hour.
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which began in the same generation as the Carolingian Renaissance

in the West and continued thereafter until the fifteenth century.*

'Fhis preservation and resurrection of the mighty works of the

Hellenic genius in the bosom of the Orthodox Christian Society

ought to have brought its due reward in the fullness of time by in-

spiring Orthodox Christendom—as it did afterwards most effec-

tively inspire Western Christendom—to achieve original works of

its own
;
but in Orthodox Christian cultural history there was never

any struggle for cultural emancipation from Hellenic leading-

strings corresponding to that ‘Battle of the Books’ between the

Ancients and the Moderns which was waged in the West through
decade after decade of the seventeenth century until there could be
no mistake about the Moderns’ victory.^ Accordingly in Orthodox
Christendom the re-born Hellenic culture, like the East Roman
Imperium Redivivum, became an incubus instead of a stimulus. It

was not until its transmission to the lively mental environment of

fifteenth-century Italy that this potent mental tonic was able to

produce its proper stimulating eff^cct; and thus, as it turned out,

Orthodox Christendom actually performed her pious cultural

labour for her Western sister’s benefit. She played the thankless

part of the unprofitable servant who is ordered to be cast into outer

darkness because he has hidden in the earth the talent—or besant

"“that has been given him t(» work with; while the sister society,

into wliose possession the hoarded treasure passed, duly turned it

to profitable account.

‘For unto every one that hath shall be given, and he shall have

^ I'or the cultural < oniart between civilizations in the Time-dimension which ia

commonly called a renaissance, see Part X, below. 'J'he renaissance of the Hellenic
culture in its original Greek medium in the bo*'om of the Orthodox Christian Society

made rontiriuous progress from the tin of il'- be^finninjj in the latter part of the eighth

century of the Christian Era throughout the next seven hundred years, in this persis-

tence It showt'd Its superiority in cinviiig-force over the contemporaiy renaissance, in

the West, of the same Hellenic culture in its second-hand Latin version. Juke the

C'arolingian resuscitation of the Rom;in Empire, le Carolingian renaissance of the

Latin culture was a flash in the pan which was followed, aftei another bout of mental
stagnation, by a new renaissance of the Latin culture in a diflerent region of Western
Christendom. This second W'^estCTr. renaissance, which eventually came to birth in the

North and Central Italian city-state cosmos, succeeded—in contrast to the failure of

the Carolingian renaissance —because it w'as the expression of a new* act of creation

which was performed in Italy by the W’estem genius in this second chapter of our

W'estern history* (see IV. C (in) (c) 2 (rv), p. 275, footnote 2, above). Having thus suc-

ceeded in resuscitating the Hellenic culture in its Latin version, the medieval Italians

crowned their achievement by enriching the Latin derivative with the Greek original,

which they now w’ent on to acquire through their c'mtact in the Space-dimension with

Orthodox Christendom. This contact between civi*,’ iions m the Space-dimension is

dealt with in Part IX, below.
. , ti-.

2 ‘The Battle of the Books' might perhaps be described not inaptly as a Counter-

Renaissance', on the analogy of the ‘Counter-Reformation’; for both movements were

re-vindications of the native vein of the Western Civilization against the would-be

tyranny of a ghost from the past. In the Reformation the Transalpine peoples of

Western Christendom had resuscitated the Syriac germ of Western religion, as the

Hellenic germ of Western intellcctuai life had been resuscitated by th^ Italians m their

Renaissance.
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abundance; but from him that hath not shall be taken away even that

w^hich he hath.*'

The notorious evil deed of the Orthodox Christian Society which

redounded to the advantage of the West was the extermination of

the Paulicians.

In the latest age of the history of the ‘apparented* Hellenic

Society, Anatolia, as we have scen,^ had been the seed-bed of Chris-

tianity, and in fulfilling this historical function the Asiatic penin-

sula had produced a rich experimental variety of the cultural crop

with which it had been so successfully sown. This Anatolian rich-

ness of religious life became part of the original social heritage of

Orthodox Christendom when Anatolia came to be included in the

nascent civilization’s territorial patrimony; and one of the first-

fruits of this inheritance was the Iconoclastic movement. Had
Iconoclasm asserted itself before the establishment of the East

Roman Empire it would perhaps have had better fortune, and it

would then probably have been followed by a succession of fresh

outbursts and manifestations of religious life which would have

made the religious history of Orthodox Christendom as conspi-

cuously mouvementce as that of the West. In the event the poten-

tially creative force of Iconoclasm w’^as diverted by Leo the Svrian,

and again by Leo the Armenian, from its proper religious field m
order to serve the extraneous political purpose of assisting the Im-

perial Power to assert its claim to a *Caesaro-papar authority and

Iconoclasm played this political role so well that it missed its reli-

gious aim. When the dust of the Iconoclastic struggle {saeviebat

A.D. 726-843) at last settled dowm, it became apparent that ‘Caesaro-

papism’ had triumphed in Orthodox Christendom at the Icono-

clastic movement’s expense. The Imperial Power was no sooner

certain of its scat on a ‘Caesaro-papal’ throne than it showed itself

content to let Iconoclasm drop; and the discarded religious move-

ment carried aw^ay with it in its fall the wLole of that rich and varie-

gated Anatolian religious life of which Iconoclasm itself had been

only one manifestation. The traditional Anatolian religious ethos,

however, did not resign itself to the doom of annihilation without

making a last stand in an outlying fastness.

After the suppression of Iconoclasm in the melxopolitan pro-

vinces of the East Roman Empire the Anatolian religious spirit

still remained incarnate in Paulicianism— a sect which appears to

have been a local survival of an archaic ‘Adoptionist’ school of

Christianity^—and when, at some date in the ninth century, the

* Matt. XXV. 2<>. 2 In IV. C (111) (0 3 (a), P- 271, above.
3 (Jn this point see p. 352, footnote 5, above.
4 See IV. C (lii) (f) z (jS), Annex III, pp. 624-34, beiow.
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Paulicians set up a militant republic of latter-day saints^ in a remote
and barely accessible no-man’s-land between the East Roman Em-
pire and the 'Abbasid Caliphate, on the watershed of the Ilalys and
the Euphrates, they offered to the dissident elements in Anatolia

a rallyin^^ point which was independent of the waning fortunes of
Iconoclasm. If this interesting Paulician community had been
suffered to survive, it might conceivably have saved the life of

Orthodox Christendom by preserving for it, and eventually restor-

ing to it, those vital elements in the Orthodox Christian social

heritage which were incompatible with an East Roman ‘Caesaro-

papar regime. In the Imperial capital at Constantinople and the

Paulician head-quarters at Tephricc the component elements of
the Orthodox Christian religious genius were polarized. But, just

because the ideals for which they stood were antithetical, Con-
stantinople and Tephrice could not leave one another in peace.

The termination in a.d. 843 of the long struggle between the

Iconoclasts and their 1 conodule opponents foi mastery in the East

Reman Empire set the Imperial Government free to bend all its

energies against the last remaining heretics; and the Emperor Basil

E who would not exert himself to hold Sicily against the Muslims^
or Morat ia against the Pope, ^ Avaged a w ar of extermination against

tlic Paulician Republic-^ with all the weaponj* in his armoury. On
tlie th<‘ological plane the ingenious and accommodating Oecumeni-
cal Patriarcli Photius, whom bis ‘Caesaro-j^apal’ master held in

witli so firm a liand when he was engaged in baiting the Pope ,5

was given free rein lo employ his gift tor heresy-hunting at the

i\uj]icians' expense and this heresy-hunt was not carried on with

^ ffJuridutKin of th< Paiiluian politv at '^r^'phru.e in the ninth mav be
rompan d th it oi th< iVltirmon p<»hv nt .‘'•alt I.ake C it\ in the n'mntnt]! tcniLir^

(set II I) ('ll), \iil. II, pp 221 2, aho\«. I and v iiJi that of the Mudji'i polm .it Medini
III the bO\entJi c entiii > (stc II I)(iih\ol ii ]» S7, ^notiioti vol in,

p 27S. with Annex 11
,
jbo\e).

See pp 143-4, aho^t
' Set IV C {lu) (c) 2.

\,f))
Annex II, pp hos 10, })elow

+ If may he notto tliat tht I nipcror Ila’^il l‘s own lannlv came fiom tfi< \trv re^jion

that prodiued this I'.nipiror’s Pauluian advcrsarit.. The lonnder ol iht ‘Maeedornan’
lOnistv, like the tounder ot the ‘Isaunan’ l')Midstv heltie him (see 111. L’ (n) (^)i

^oI. 111, p. 274, tootnole 2, aho\e), was d».scended from a late ot tiontieisnun whose
onRin il home? were on ine easternmost Asiatn' borders of (Jrthodvix Christendom,
hut who had been transporttd to the eppositt e\trcrmt\ ot the tljthodox Chii ti in

Woild whtn tlieir Asinn home-, became too hot to hold then—in order to pnaid
11k 1 uroyican bridpe^head of the I I'-t Unman Umpiie m thi M.iiitsa basin ai^ainst tne

barbarian irxader'' of the Thilknn Peninsula 'I he 'Isannan and 'Masedvuuan' d\nastn s

w^re themstl\es addicted to tin* polits of transportation which had htri' appliCit t(»

t^heir own torebcais
’’ Sec IV t fin) (c ) 2 (6 ), Annex II, pp 6oh 7. below
^ Tlie work on the Paulicia ts that has been lianded down under Phoiius s name

appears, however, to be a late tenlh-ecntuiy paraphrase ot Ptlius Sjeuliis\ authentic

and contcmpcirary Hi^toria AIufiKhoeotum rrw Paulu lavorum. (See Cjiiy»oue, H *l es

Souices de PHistoirt des Paulu icns’ m Acadtmie Ro\ai(* dc Belgique: Bulletin Je la (Iluise

des I ettres et des Sciences j\Iorales ct Pvltliques^ 5th stnes, vol xxn, fase. 4 ''lirussels i Q3(),

Palais des Atademies), pp. 95 114, eundcni, ibid., fascc. 6 g, pp. 224 6 )
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spiritual arms alone; the military as well as the theological strength

of the East Roman Empire was thrown into the conflict. In a war
d outrance betw^een powers so unequally matched the outcome
could not be in doubt, though it might be long delayed; and, after

a struggle which swayed to and fro across Anatolia and lasted from
A.D. 843 to about A.D. 875, the hornet’s nest at Tephrice was smoked
out* by the master of the Imperial beehive at Constantinople.

From the East Roman Government’s standpoint this was a

famous victory; for the vehemence of the Empire’s assault upon
the Paulicians betrayed a conviction that the existence of the Pauli-

cian Republic was a menace to the Empire’s security. Considering

the incompatibility of principle between the two regimes, we may
well believe that the official view was right; but we may also pass

the private judgement that in this matter the East Roman Empire’s

victory was the Orthodox Christian Society’s defeat. In eliminating

the Paulicians^ the East Roman Government did the same disservice

to Anatolia that the Christian ‘successor-states’ of the Uma^^ad
Caliphate did to the Iberian Peninsula when they expelled the Jews
and the Muslims, or L.ouis XIV to France when he expelled the

Huguenots, or the National-Socialist regime to Germany when it

expelled the Jews and the Liberals. And the measure of this dis-

service can be taken by observing the benefits which these refugees

and exiles conferred upon the countries where they eventually

found asylum.

The cases of the French Huguenots and the Peninsular Sephar-

dim have been dealt with already in this Study at an earlier point. ^

As for the Paulicians who were deported by the East Roman
Government to the European frontiers of the Empire —the farthest

distance that the Imperial Power could remove them from their

Asiatic home^—they took upon their East Roman conquerors the

> The metaphor is apt, for Bat.1l ne\cr captured 1 ephrice by force ot arms its

strength daunted him when he pushed his way to the foot of its walls in 871/2 It was
not the fall of the fastness, but the death of the leader Chrysocheir, that broke the
Paulicians* resistance. After Chrysoc heir’s death Tephrice was evacuated by his dis-

E
irlted followers: and the whole ot the terntorj' of the Pauhcian Republic seems to

ave fallen into the East Roman Government’s hands by about the yeai 875
* The only monument of the Orthodox Christian Civilization m Anatolia m which

any trace of a Pauhcian contribution can still be discerned is the Akrltas cvilc of the
Byzantine Greek Epic

,
and this is an exception that proves the rule of 1 ast Roman

implacability in seeking to root Pauliciamsm out, foi the Pauhcian leaders Chrysocheir
and Carbeas have succeeded in finding a place in this Anatolian Orthodox Christian poem
only by stealing in through a Mclitenian Muslim back door There is some irony in the

fact that, while the hero himself has been invested with the name of Basil in honour of
the East Roman Emperor who was the Paulicians* mortal enemy, the historical Basil's

two pnncipal Pauhcian opponents should have been converted by a poet’s imagination
into the fictitious Basil’s grandfather and great-uncle lespcctively (see V. C (1) (c) 3,

vol. v, pp. 255-6, below).
3 For the Huguenots see II. D (vi), vol. 11, pp. 213 and 250, for the Pemnsular

Sephardim sec ll. D (vi), vol. li, pp. 243-6, above.
^ For the East Roman Government’s re^lar practice of garrisoning the European

frontiers of the Empire with settlers from me Asiatic frontiers see p. 365, footnote 4,
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same revenge as was taken upon the Assyrians by the Israelites

who were deported on the same grounds of policy from their Syrian
home to the cities of the Medes.* Thanks to this harsh and high-

handed measure, the dragon’s-tooth seed which the victorious

Power was seeking to eradicate on one flank of its empire won fresh

and fairer fields for its dissemination on the opposite flank, to which
it could scarcely have found its way if it had been compelled to wait

m order to be wafted thither by the wind that bloweth where it

listeth,^ instead of being carried bya hostile statesman’s misguidedly

purposeful hand. There were Paulician troops in the army with
which Nicephorus Phocas the cider carried out his South Italian

campaign in a.d. 885;^ but the destination of the majority of

the Paulician deportees was probably the Bulgarian and not the

Lombard frontier of the East Roman Empire;^ for it w'^as in the

Balkan Slavinias that the religion which the Paulician exiles brought

with them found its new mission-field.

On the Bulgarian frontier of the Empire, in Thrace, a batch of

Asiatic Paulician deportees is known to have been planted as early

as A.D. 756 (or 755)^ by the Emperor Constantine Y; and in a.d.

870, on the eve of the downfall of the Asiatic Paulician Republic of

Tephrice, a project for the conversion of Bulgaria was being mooted
at that distant East Anatolian head-quarters of the Paulician

Church.^ In a partial and indirect fashion this Paulician ambition

was achieved; foi, within less than a hundred years of the exter-

mination of Pauliciamsm in its original Asiatic cradle through the

Hbove The tailicr Asiatic colonists on the borders of the Finpiie in the Balkan Pen-
insula apptar, in contrast to I’anliti^n dtportets, to hasc betn, not rebels against the

Imperial autnority, but lo\alisls who preferred to leave thtir homes lathcr than transfer

thfir alkginnct from the Lmpirc to the Arab tonquerors of its eastern provinLis; but
among tluse unruly frontieismen tht distinction between loyalists and rebels was
perhaps not alvvavs eas> to draw In C connexion wc ma> speculate whether the
Mirditcs, who at the present dav aie one of the leading Cjpgh elans of Albania, are to

bt tiactd back to those Mardaite lovalisto who were e\atuaUd fioin the Lebanon by
the Ittipttial authorities as one of the conditions of the peace settlement of A D 6SS
betwten the Roman 1 mpirc and the Umayvad Cal jhale This similarity of names
mav, no doubt, be purely fortuitous, the present viirditc territory would ha\e been
a natural site lor the plantation of a MaidaiU sctileni-Liit by a seventh-centiii v Roman
statesman who wanted to co\er the surviving enclave ol Roman terntorv round
Dvnhdchium agnnsl further encroachments on the part ol iht Slavs

^ Poi the unintended and .ronu outcome of the Assyrian policy of depoitation in

sowing the seeds ol the bynar Ciiilization in Iran, and thus enabling the Svna< Society,

through Its vt ry misfortunes, to encircle and finally eneulf the Assyrians’ own Babv Ionic

World, see 1 ( ^i) (b), vol j, pp yq—8r and IJ D (v) voJ n, pf 137—8, above, IV. (

(in) (r) 3 {'x), in the p esent volume, p 471, and V C (i) (r) 2, vv.> v, pp 122 3, below.

2 John 111 8 3 See Ga
,
op. cit p 133.

The only depoitation' of Pauheians from the Asi* ' to the Kuropean provinces of

the tmpue that appeal to be riircetly attested are those ot A n 7 s6 (e>r 75s) and ol the

eighth decade of the tenth century (see the next footnote and p 368, footnote i) For the

survival ot a Paulician common ty at PhilippoDolis as late as the eighteenth ttntuiy of

the Christian Era see IV C (m) (i } 2 (ft),
Annex HI. p 632, with footnote s, below

5 Theophanes ('hronogpapkia, sub anno mundt 6247 ‘Iht heretic by nans’ whose
deportation to, and settlement in. 'Fhrace is subsequentlv reeoided sub anno 6270 \ d
778 were not Pauheians but were Jar >bite Monophvaites.

^ Petrus biculus. Htstorta Manichaeorum seu Paulutanorum, ad imt et ad hn
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occupation ol Tephrice by the East Roman forces in or about a.d.

875, the laborious weeding operations of the East Roman emperor
Basil I had been more than made up for by the assiduous sowing of
the Bulgarian heresiarch Bogomil This man of destiny was a

Slavophone priest of the Orthodox Church in Bulgaria who be-
came converted to the faith of his country’s new Paulician neigh-
bours and showed his genius ‘in his adaptation of this intricate

Armenian religion to suit the needs of the European peasantry’ '

This simplified—or modified—version of Pauliciamsm-^ spread fai

and wide over the Continent of Europe. The Slavonic vernacular
into which the essence of the Paulician loctnne had been
translated by Bogomil carried an Asiatic laith across the north-
western frontier of the Bulgarian Empire into the no-man’s-land
between Oithodox and Western Christendom which eventually
became the Kingdom of Bosnia,’ and from this second Euro-

* Runciman S ^ Untor\ oj the 1 irst Bulf at urn Erupt} e {l^ondonisi'^o Bdl) p 192
I or an account of Bogomil s doctrine and work and of the relation of the Bogomil
daughter sect to its Paulician pannt see op cit pp 190 6 The personal name of
the founder of the sect which became the general appt Hatton of his followers is a
Slnonit translation of the Circtk name Fheophilus J he tenmnm ante qutm of Bogo-
mil s ^.areer 1 settle < thi two reemded facts that he live d in the reign of the Bulg man
7 sir Peter (imperabat A D 927 69) and that ht was anatht mati/cd b> the Ociumenical
Patriarch Iheophylact I (captnus, who died in a D 956 1 htse ditts indicate that the
source of Bogomil s Paulicnn inspintion must ha\e been either thi Paulician (ommurity
that had been domi< lied in 1 hra< e sin( c A D 75h(or 7 ‘> 5 ) or else some mission sent out
b\ Int Asntic Piulici ins before tht Fa*! Roman Ooven mi nt s 01 lupation of Itphrut
ctttahl) b 7 S Wehi\t no re cord (f idtportationofPiulieians to Thrace on the morrow
ofthetdliof Ft phrice (s( I p ^67 tootnotc4 alnne) and Bogomil ( annot has c owed an\
thing to the Asiatu P mini in deportees who were phntfd b> the 1 ast Roman 1 mperor
John Tzimisces in I istirn Bulg ina after his innexation ot this territory in a d 972 (ste

p ^89 below) I his latter reinforcement of the Pauliei in lommunity in Furope miv,
howcvir, have gnen an impetus to the subsequent spread ot BogoiniUsm into the West

[In the Balkan Pminsuh the PiuliciansJ seem to hive aticrnpttd the conversion
of the Bulgars and heie also the pure doctrine ot J’auhcianism would appear to have
become adulterated by in infiltration of Marmhieism or at all events of ideas t)f a
Cinoslic and Dualist eharuter, and hence arose the sect of the Bogomils Fht con-
nexion between the Piulici ins and the Western C itlmi 1 ck ir but it is probable that
the eorrupted 1 ’ lulie lanism of the Bulgarians rather than the ( m inal I'auliei'imsm of
\imtnia was the on, m of Western ( athansm ind that the lKits> travilled from
Bulgaria Bosnia and Dalmatia into llungiry and ltal> — lurberville A S in The
( nnibridf^c Medu^al Hisioty vol v (Cambridge 1929, University Pi tssj p 703

^ After the 1 ist Roman conquest of Bulgaria in ad 1019 Bosnn together with
Serbia and Croatia fell under m I ast Roman su/ti iint> 1 hereafter Bosnia beiame
first 1 dc batable /one between the Last Roman Fnipire anJ f lungirv

,
then an aiitonomc us

duchy, and hnallv w an independent kingdom The conversion of the Bosniak
ruling class to Bogomdisrn evoked the unanimous hostility of Bosnia s Orthodox and
Western Christian neighbours md this Dh iiael in Cliiislendom was hard put to it to
defend itsell against a world of C bnstian enemies until it was rescued m tlic nick of
lime by the progress of the Ottoman conquests m South Fastern I urope Fhc Bosniak
nobility deiiionsti itid their gratitude to their Ottoman siviours and at the sime lime
secured their lands against confiscation bv turning Muslim en masse and from their
incorporation into the (Ottoman 1 mpire in a d I46'j down to thi Austro Hungarian
c ccupition in 1878 the descendants of these Bosniak conveit'* continued to be the most
loyal of the Padishah’s I uropean subjects (lor ‘sultan Selim 1 s Bosniak garrison in
Nubia see I C (1) (6) Annex I vol 1, p footnote i, above for the Bosniak Muslim
school of heroic poetry m the Bosniaks nitivc Serbo Croat tongue see V C (ij (r) 3,
voi V pp 327 S, bt low ) fniS7Sthc Bosniaks resisted then cornpulsoiy severance from
the Padishah s dominions by force of arms, and, after more than half a century of Christian
rule they remain to-day as fiithful as ever to the latest of iheir successively adopted
Asiatic religions
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pean base of operations the new religion continued its advance,

beyond the pale of the Orthodox Christian culture and out of

hearing of the Slavonic tongue, into the heart of Western Chris-

tendom. Traversing the Croatian dependencies of Hungary and
the Slovenian marches of the Holy Roman Empire, the Bogomil
missionaries acquired Latin flocks in the Patarenes of Lombaidy
and the Albigenses of Languedoc.

In Western, as in Orthodox, Christendom the appearance of

these goats among the sheep—or tares among the wheat—evoked
active counter-measures; and the leaders of Western Christendom
were ready enough to follow the East Roman emperor Basil I’s

militant policy of burning the tares^ and separating the sheep from
the goats.^ In the crusade against the Albigenses which was
authorized by Pope Innocent IIP the vi'^ion of an Athenian tragic

poet of the fifth century B.c. might have beheld an dyos' avrjKeGTov

which could not be wiped out by Innocent’s speedy attempt to

undo w^hat he had originally done against his own better feelings

and sQiinder judgement.^ Was this war of extermination that was
levied in Christ’s name by the Papacy at the height of its powxr the

sin that doomed the master-institution of Western ChTistendom
to meet with its tremendous downfall Whatever may be the

answer to that question, s it is certain that the tragedy of Albi

reproduced the tragedy of Tcphrice on a larger material scale;

and if this had been the whole of the Western response to the

Cathar challenge w^c should have to pronounce that the West had

responded as unsatisfactorily as Orthodox Christendom; that, here

too, the intrusive religion had simply been suppressed by force;

and that once again the deed of violence had impoverished the

spiritual life of the society which had acted the tragedy, besides

demoralizing the institution w^hich had taken the \ictim’s blood

upon its head. In Orthodox Christendom this w^as, indeed, the

whole storj^; but in the West the same » hallenge evoked an act of

creation as well as a crime ^

^ Matt, xiii 30 and 40. ^ IVh^tt x\\

.

32
Set* further IV, C (111) {b} 3 (jS), pp. 559 60, bcUm
Innocent was so horrified at tht evil which he had let loose that he soupht to head

Ills Crusadcis oft from Languedot and push them over the Pyrenees to discharge then
sasageiy upon the devoted heads of the Muslims in the Iberian P< nuisula, but his well-

meant efforts at a diversion were all m v'ain. The C'hnstian wolvc*^ would not loose

their tangs from their ‘Manithaean’ prev; and the Alb'gensian War, which had begun
m A.i> 1208, dragged on tor thiiiecn vearj» after Innotent’s death m 1216, to end at

last, in 1220, in a peace of desolation. For Innocent’s policy in this matter see further
IV. C: (iii) (0 3 PP 5SO-6o, belowr.

5 For the downfall of the medieval Papaty see further IV. C (111^ (c) 3 (p), pp. 512-84,
below.

If the crime has to he debited to Pope Innocent Ill’s account, the same Pope is at

the same time entitled to the credit, not indeed for in.tiating, but for the perhaps hardly
less important service of appioving and promoting, the positive response with which the

challenge of Catharism was met m the West by the saints whose work is touched upon
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When the Bogomil wave swept over the valleys of the Po and
the Garonne and broke against the Appennines and the Pyrenees,

a Saint Dominic beyond the Pyrenees and a Saint Francis beyond
the Appennines girded himself for the task of bringing this mount-
ing Cathar flood to a halt; and in this enterprise, at the parting of

the ways between a violent and a gentle course, Saint Francis whole-

heartedly followed the path of Gentleness while Saint Dominic did

not walk exclusively in the path of Violence. In this crisis in the

history of the medieval Western Church, Dominic, as well as

Francis, perceived that the Christian sheep in the Church’s keeping

would not have flocked so eagerly into the u.i familiar Cathar fold

if they were not being grievously neglected by their own shep-

herds; and the spectacle of these shepherdless sheep inspired

either saint with the creative compassion that had once moved his

Master.

‘When he saw the multitudes he was moved with comjiassion on them
because they fainted and were scattered abroad, as sheep having no
shepherd. Then saith he unto his disciples; “The harvest truly is

plenteous, but the labourers are few. Pray ye therefore the Lord of the

harvest that he will send forth labourers into his harvest”.’^

The Franciscan and Dominican response to the challenge which
Catharism presented to Western Christianity at the turn of the

twelfth and thirteenth centuries was to put fresh life in the West
into the Christian institution of monachism;^ and the two saints

did this by bringing the monks out of their rural cloisters—from
which in the West they had never emerged since they had retreated

into these spiritual fastnesses during the social interregnum that

had followed the break-up of the Roman Empire—and sending

them to carry their doctrine and their spirit among the neglected

populations of the new cities that had latterly been springing up all

over the expanding domain of a young and growing civilization.

^

The two orders of friars were thus given a harder task than the

in the following paragraphs. The connexion between the positive and negative sides

of Innocent Ill’s policy towards Catharism is set out further, on Grundmann’a authority,

in IV. C (lii) (c) 3 (j9), Annex, below.
* Matt. IX. 36-8 = Mark vi. 34, and Luke x. 2; cf. John iv. 35, and I Kings xxii. 17.
* Dominic’s method of coping with the heresy was ‘to hvc the life of the heretics

while teaching the doctrine of the Church* (Grundmann, H.: Religiose Bewegungen im
Mittelalter (Berlin 1935, Ebcring), p. 102).

3 The fnars of the first generation were largely drawn, like Saint Francis himself,

from the class which it was their mission to convert. (I'or the social milieu in which the
Cathars won their recruits see IV. C (iii) (c) 3 (^), Annex, below, following Grundmann,
H., op. cit.; for the social provenance of the earliest Franciscans see Grundmann, op.

cit , p. 165. They were recruited, like the heretics themselves, from the rich bour-
geoisie, the nobility, and the clergy.) In making it their special task to bring a new
and shepherdless urban population into a Christian fold the friars saved the medieval
Western Christendom of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries from an imminent danger
of breakdown from which the modern English-speaking world was saved in the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries by the Methodists.
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Cluniacs or the Cistercians. These earlier reformers of monastic
life in the West had set themselves to regain, or surpass, the original

Benedictine standards of liturgical or intellectual or manual in-

dustry without abandoning the original environment of the Bene-
dictine life. The Franciscans and Dominicans were required to

‘let’ their ‘light so shine before men that they’ might ‘see’ their

‘good works and glorify’ their ‘Father which’ was ‘in Heaven’;*

and this mission demanded of them the fortitude to practise the

monastic virtues without wearing the customary monastic armour
against the trials and temptations of the World. The institution

of these Christian Berserkers is the enduring monument which
the medieval Western reaction to the Cathar propaganda has left

behind ;
and if we look for any Orthodox Christian parallel to this

we s!jall look in vain. In Orthodox Christendom Paulicianism

was not only denied the opportunity of performing any creative

act of its own; it was not permitted there even to create by proxy

through calling into plav the creative powers of its Orthodox
opponents and destroyers.

Having now surveyed the general eflFect of East Roman ‘Caesaro-

papism’ in stunting the growth and pruning out the Variety of

Orthodox Christian life, we may next examine the particular way
in which this overwhelming institution was directly responsible

for the breakdown of the Orthodox Christian Civilization.

We have already observed, in passing, ^ that the outward visible

sign of this breakdown was the Great Romano-Bulgarian War of

A.D. 977-1019. We may now go on to observe that w’hile one of

the belligerents in this war was that simulacrum of the Roman
Empire which had been established in the nucleus of a nascent

Orthodox Christian World, the other belligerent was the most im-

portant among the neighbouring barbarian communities that had

been incorporated into a growing Orthodox Christian body social

in the process of its expansion. In other words, the expansion and

the breakdown of the Orthodox Christian Society were intimately

connected with each other.

At an earlier point in this Study we have come to the conclusion,

on the strength of an empirical survey, that mere expansion is not,

in itself, the criterion of growth.^ At the same tiuic, when a society

which does bear the genuine marks of being in growth is found

simultaneously to be expanding in the geographical sense, we
should expect a priori in such circumstances that the expansion

would recruit the growing society’s strength; and we can observe

* Matt. V. 16.
* e.g. m Part III. A, vol. iii, p. 26, and in IV. C (li) {b) 1, m the present volume,

p 72, as well as m the present chapter, pp 321 and 360, above
^ See III. C (1) (a), vol. 111, pp. 128 54, above.
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empirically that this was, in fact, the effect of the contemporary
expansion of the sister civilization of the West. If we ask ourselves

whether the Western Christendom was strengthened or weakened,
during the four centuries beginning with the reign of Pope Gregory
the Great, by the successive incorporation of the English, the

Bavarians, the Thuringians, the Hessians, the Frisians, the Saxons,

the Scandinavians, the Poles, and the Magyars, we shall feel no
doubt about the answ^er. I'hesc successive expansions of a grow-
ing Western Christian Civilization at the expense of a European
barbarism undoubtedly strengthened Western Christendom enor-

mously; and this is true not only in the case 'f the barbarians who
were converted by peaceful penetration. We have seen already

how the peacefully converted English and Normans and Swedes
and Danes became propagators, in their turn, of the civilization

which had won their voluntary allegiance. The English did this

work in Germany and on ‘the Celtic Fringe*;* the Normans in the

British Isles and in Calabria and Sicily;-^ the Swedes and Danes
on the eastern shores of the Baltic.^ It is more remarkable to find

a constructive contribution to the life of Western Christendom
being made by the Saxons, w^ho, alone among the nine barbarian

peoples enumerated above, had been converted to Western Chris-

tianity by force of arms. We have seen how Western Christendom
had to pay for Charlemagne’s disastrous breach with an established

tradition of peaceful expansion by enduring a wScandinavian re-

vanche for the Saxons’ WTongs;-* but we have also seen how^ the

Saxons eventually threw themselves into a role w hich had originally

been forced upon them, and took up the double burden—which
had overwhelmed their Austrasian conquerors—of pushing for-

w^ard the continental frontiers of Western Christendom and at the

same time keeping alive a Western ghost of the Roman Empire.

s

On this Western analogy it is surprising to find the correspond-

ing expansion of Orthodox Christendom apparently doing nothing

to enhance the expanding society’s strength and vitality, but, on
the contrar}^ precipitating its breakdown by setting the lists for

an internecine struggle between the Bulgarian converts and their

East Roman instructors. If we are to translate into Western terms

the relations between Bulgaria and the East Roman b.mpire from

the conversion of Bulgaria in a.d. 865 dowm to the outbreak of the

War of 977-1019, we must equate the East Romans with the

Franks and the Bulgars wdth the Saxons, and must then imagine

* See II. D (vu), vol. ii, pp. 336-7, with Annex II, above.
2 See II. D (v), vol. 11, p. 201, and 11. D (vii), vol. u, p. 338, above.
3 See II. D (v), vol. 11, p 168, above.
* See the references on p 322, footnote 4, above.
' See II. D (\), vol. u, pp 167-8, and the present chapter, p 338. above.
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the Western Emperors of the Saxon line consuming the energies

which they actually devoted to restoring order in Germany and
Italy in an internecine struggle with the Crown of Lorraine or the

Crown of France for possession of the title to the Holy Roman
Empire. In fact, of course, this catastrophe not only did not occur

in the Western World at the turn of the tenth and eleventh cen-

turies, but could hardly be conceived as occurring in an age when
the parochial states of Western Christendom had not yet acquired

the sharp articulation or the clear self-consciousness which any
belligerent communities must have before they can nerv^e them-
selves for a fight to the death. To find these conditions anywhere
in Western Christendom outside Italy, the historical investigator

must turn over the pages of the chronicle through a Time-span of

at least another five hundred years. In the Age of the Ottos, the

Saxons—whose pagan ancestors had opposed such a desperate re-

sistance to the Frankish conquest a century and a half before the

rise of Otto P—were bone of the bone and flesh of the flesh^ of a

W'estern Respublica Christiana from which no city-state of Milan
or Florence, nor Kingdom of France or England, had yet seceded

in order to assert its own parochial individuality. OrT the other

hand the coniemporary Orthodox Christian Bulgars were divided

from their East Roman co-religionists by a deeper moral gulf than

had been fixed between the same two peoples a hundred years

back, at a time when the Bulg.irs had still been pagans and when
the gulf had therefore been religious as well as political, llow' are

we to account for this striking difference in the respective develop-

ments of the Western and the Orthodox Christian Civilization in

this age ?

Before attempting to answxr our question, \\q may cap this

difference wath another that is antecedent to it. By comparison

with the performance of Western Christendom, Ortl odox Chris-

tendom w'as astonishingly slow in addressing itself to the task of

enlarging its own borders through the conversion of the barbarians

at its European gates. While the Constantinopohtan Emperor
Heraclius {imperabat a.d. 610-41) is reported to have emulated his

older Italian contemporary Pope Gregory the Great’s achievement

* Otto I became German King in a d and IIolv Roman Enipeior in a d. gGz.

'I'ne Wdi between the pagan Saxont* and C'harleinapne had lasted trom a d. 772 to

A.D 802.
* One piece of ev.dence to thi*' ellctt is the attitude displayed oy the Lombard Bishop

Liutprand of Cremona m his Legatw. Tins Lombard clciic's spontaneous aveision

from everything foreign—a passion which he wears on his sleeve and makes no attempt

to control—is aioused in full fury by his contact with the Orthodox Christian World,
but is completely dormant when he is dealing with his baxon masters. For Liutprand
jn the tenth century, Lombardy and Saxony are simply two parishes ot a single Western
Christian Republic, and he shows no consciousness of their ever having been divided

from one another by a cultural or even a political gulf.
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of converting the pagan English conquerors of Britain by arranging,

for his own part, for the conversion of the pagan Serb and Croat

interlopers in the Western lllyricum,* this spurt of missionary

effort was apparently abortive.^ I'he Serbs and Croats relapsed

into paganism and the East Slavonic settlers in the heart of the

Balkan Peninsula were left to stew in it.^ Nor was there any im-

mediate attempt on the Orthodox Christian side to convert the

Bulgar Nomads who established a footing on the south bank of the

Lower Danube in a.d. 68o. The Bulgars, as well as the Slavs

upon whose heels the Bulgars trod, were allowed to remain pagan

for the best part of two centuries from that date. The conversion

of Bulgaria to Orthodox Christianity did not take place until a.d.

865; and on the eve of that historic event the respective perfor-

mances, up to date, of the two sister Christendoms in the Euro-

pean mission-field were strangely unequal. By that date Western
Christendom had recaptured for its own part every foot of the

ground that had formerly been held in this quarter of Europe by
the Roman Empire; and it had pushed on beyond the ancient

Roman frontiers until its own continental European bounds now
extended to the line of the Eilbe instead of being confined wdthin

the line of the Rhine and the Danube.^ At the same date Orthodox
Christendom was so far from winning converts beyond its own
section of the Roman Empire’s former European frontiers that

it had not yet begun to win back the Balkan provinces from the

pagan barbarism that had submerged them. The unreclaimed

barbarian wilderness then still stretched almost to within range of

the walls of Adrianople and Salonica and Nicopolis and Durazzo;

and the Peloponnese itself was in the hands of interloping Slav

tribesmen who had still to be pacified and converted.

This extreme inequality of achievement in the European mission

-

field appears the more extraordinary when we remember that the

Orthodox Church had kept its hands free from one formidable

handicap to successful missionary work which the Western Church
had imposed upon itself.

In Western Christendom it was taken for granted from the out-

set that Latin must be the exclusive and universal liturgical lan-

* I'hc report is pre8er\'ed by Constantine Porphyrogemtus in his De Imperto Ad-
mimstrando, pp. i4?i-9 and 153, It is noteworthy that, in the story as it is told, Herachus
19 said to have procured hia missionaries from Rome—presumably because both the
ci-devant Imperial Diocese and the ct-devant Imperial Prefecture ot lllyncum were
under the ecclesiastical jurisdiction of the Roman bee.

* See Runciman, op, cit-, Appendix IV.
3 For the difference in origin between the Serbs and Croats on the one hand and the

East Slavonic occupants of the heart of the Balkan Peninsula on the other see Part III.

A, Annex II, vol. ui, p. 427, footnote 1, above.
^ The weakness of the Rhine-Danube frontier of the Roman Empire lay in its

inordinate length (see V. C (i) (r) 3, Annex I, vol. v, pp. 501-5, below).
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guage not only in the former western provinces of the Roman
Empire, whose inhabitants had acquired Latin as their culture-

language before Christianity reached them, and had retained a

Latin patois as their vernacular tongue, but also among the Celtic-

and Teutonic- and Slavonic- and Finnish-speaking Christian pro-

geny of the European barbarians who were successively gathered
into the Western Church’s fold. On this linguistic question the

Western ecclesiastical authorities were intransigent. The Mora-
vian Church which was founded by the Orthodox Christian mis-
sionaries Cyril and Methodius in a.d. 862 was broken up in a.d.

885 because its founders had endowed it with a translation of the

Liturgy into the native Slavonic. On this account it earned the im-
placable hostility of the Western hierarchy; and this hostility was
neitVier wiped out nor warded off by the founders’ conciliatory

gesture of placing their newly won converts under the authority

of the Roman See.’' Thereafter the Slavonic Liturgy, conveyed in

the Glagolitic character*?, was not tolerated in Western Christen-

dom outside the bounds of certain Croatian frontier-dioceses where
the Western Church had to compete with the counter-attractions

of C)rthodox Christianity at close quarters.^ It is noteWbrthy that

the Western Christian prelates who stamped out the Slavonic

Liturg)^ in Moravia were Tmnsalpinesw^hose vernacular tongue was
not Latin but 'Feutonic. In Transalpine W^estern Christendom an

effective revolt against the liturgical dominion of the Latin lan-

guage did not break out, even on the Slavonic soil of Bohemia, for

another five hundred years, and on Teutonic soil it was delayed

for more than a century after that. Nor was the revolt universal,

even when it did come at last. Among the hosi of diverse linguistic

groups which divide Western Christendom between them at the

present day, there is hardly one wliich does not number among its

members at least a minority that still celebrates the Catholic Liturgy

in the original Latin.

In sharp contrast to this tyranny of L itin in the West, Orthodox

Christendom cultivated a linguistic policy which was more liberal

and indeed more ‘catholic’ in the non-ecclei^iastical meaning of the

English word. It is remarkable that in Orthodox Christendom

there was no attempt to confer upon the Greek language the litur-

gical monopoly which Western Christendom conferred upon Latin

as a matter of course. The historical nude is ofOrthodox Christen-

dom was the Greek-speaking Christian population of Anatolia,

whose forefathers had despised and rejected the Latin tongue of

their Roman masters as a barbarous jargon; yet the Christian des-

* For the fortunes of this Moravian Slavonic Church see further IV. C (iii) (t) a

(g). Annex II, pp. 605-10, below,
* See IV. C (ill) (6) ii, pp. 215-16, with p. 216, footnote i, above.
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ceiidants of those Greek-speaking subjects of the Roman Empire
did not extend their forebears’ disdain for Latin to the unquestion-

ably barbarous languages of the peoples beyond the pale whom it

was their own mission, not to conquer, but to convert.

The policy of translating the Orthodox Christian Liturgy into the

local vernacular was applied in the earliest field of the Orthodox
Christian Society’s expansion, which was, as we have seen, in the

Caucasus. 1 By the momentous year 862, when the Orthodox
Church addressed itself at last to the task of converting the Slavs,

the domain of the Oecumenical Patriarchate already extended in

the opposite direction beyond the eastern linuts of the Greek lan-

guage in Anatolia;- and there, in these Iberian and Abkhasian
dioceses, the Orthodox Liturgy was celebrated in the local Caucasian

tongues This linguistic liberality of the Orthodox Church in the

Caucasus may have been dictated originally by local considerations

of policy,-* but even if it had started as a local peculiarity it had
long since been accepted as the precedent for a general rule.^ The
ninth-century Orthodox missiorary Saint Cyril had prepared him-
self for his mission to the Slavs by reducing the Slavonic language

of the hinterland of his native Salonica to literary form; and this

literary labour indicates an intention to elevate Slavonic into a

liturgical language and not merely to make use of it as a means
of oral communication with the prospective conv’erts. MoreovxT,

before he found his life-work in the Slavonic mission-field. Saint

Cyril had also set himself to acquire a similar mastery of the Turk-
ish language of the Khazars in preparation for a missionary enter-

prise on the western fringes of the Great Eurasian Steppe.^ It is

manifest that the translation of the Liturgy into the mother tongues

of barbarian converts w^as by this time already the Orthodox
Church’s established practice; and it cannot be doubted that this

* See I C (1) (b), \ol i, p 64, \Mth iootnote 3.
2 In Anatolia itself the p»-c-Greek lanRuaf;es had become CKtincl in the last da\s of

the Roman Umpire, in the reign of Justinian 1 {imveiabat a d 5^7-65).
^ in the Caucasus the Orthodox Chnsiianit'/ of the 0« cuincnical Patiiarchate had

to compete with a series of rival missionary religions: in the first instance with the

Monopnysite Christianity of Armenia and the Zoroastrianism of Iian, and later on
with the Islamic faith of the Arab founders of the Caliphate. Thus C)rthodox Christen-
dom had the same incentive towards linguistic liberality m Caucasia that Western
Christendom had in Cioatia

^ Here again we may observe a contrast between the de\elopments of Orthodox and
Western Christendom which is m Oithodox Christendom’s fa* our, for in the West
the linguistic concessions which had been made, <i €ontre-caur^ to the Slavonic tongue
and to the Glagolitic sciipt were never allowed to develop from hemp a local cuiiosity

into becoming a general piactice. The early—and apparentU easy—tiiurnph of lin-

guistic liberalism in the Orthodox Chiistian World gives us another glimpse of that

native variety and elasticity of the Orthodox Christian fithos which was so cruelly

repressed by the incubus of the hast Roman Lmpire
s For the career and scholarship of Saint Cyiil see Dvornlk, op. cit

,
chaps. 5-y, and

Bury, J B A History of the Eastet n Roman Empirefrom the Fall of Irene to the Accession
oj Basil 1 (London igi2, Macmillan), chap. 12, section 3. The mission to the Khazars
was abortive.
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practice, in itself and a priori, gave Orthodox Christendom a

signal advantage over Western Christendom in the field of mis-
sionary enterprise.

On this showing the defacto success of Western Christendom in

outstripping Orthodox Christendom in the European mission-

field will appear more paradoxical than ever. T-o resolve the para-

dox we must suppose that the advantage accruing to Orthodox
Christendom from its linguistic liberalism was heavily outweighed

by some formidable handicap; and as soon as we look for this

handicap it leaps to the eye.

The missionary work of the Orthodox Church was crippled by
the subjection of the Oecumenical Patriarchate to the ‘Caesaro-

papaP authority of the East Roman Imperial Government; for this

servittJe of the Orthodox Church to the East Roman State pre-

sented a painful dilemma to all prospective converts to the Ortho-

dox Faith. If they accepted Christianity at the Oecumenical
Patriarch’s hands, and so came under his ecclesiastical jurisdic-

tion, the change that they were making in their own status would not

be only a change of religious belief and practice. In accepting the

Patriarch’*^ ecclesiastical jurisdiction they wxmld be acceding im-

plicitly, in the same act, the political sovereignty of the Patriarch's

‘Caesaro-papaP master. In other words, they had really to choose

between a persistence in their ancestral paganism and a conversion

to Christianity which involved a forfeiture of their political inde-

pendence; and, in the circumstances, it is not surprising that they

should flinch from making this latter choice'—notwithstanding

the inducement of being permitted to employ their mother tongue

for the celebration of the Christian Liturgy.

This dilemma did not confront those barbarians who were in-

vited into the Christian fold by the missionaries of the Western
Church; for the acceptance of the ecclesiastical jurisdiction of the

Roman See, though it involved a submission to the linguistic

tyranny of the Latin language, did not carry with it the more for-

midable servitude of acknowledging the political sovereignty of a

foreign Government. It is true that during the four centuries,

beginning with the pontificate of Pope Gregory the Great, during

wdiich the W'^estern Church achieved the convei?ion of the bar-

barians of Western Europe, the Papacy w^as doing its best to place

itself in that position of subjection to an Imperial Power into w^hich

* In pagan Bulgaria, at any rate, the Khans took positive measures to prevent the
spiead ot Orthodox Christianity There vvtrc persecutions of Bulgaritin Chnstians
in the reigns of Krum Khan {rtfrnabaf enta ad 80S-14) and his son Omortag Khan
{rcffnabat a.D. 815-51), as well as under the intervenint' usurpers. These persecutions
are the more signihtant inasmuch as these same Bulgarian princes weie partial to the
material culture of Orthodox (!;ihnstcndom and had no objection to the Greek language
(see p. 380, tootnote 5, below).
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the Oecumenical Patriarchate was thrust when Leo Syrus eflFec-

tively resuscitated a ghost of the Roman Empire on Orthodox
Christian ground. We have seen already* how the Papacy clung to

the skirts of the Constantinopolitan Imperial Government until

these tore away in its hands, and how it then made two successive

attempts to find a substitute for a lost Constantinopolitan aegis by
investing first an Austrasian and then a Saxon prince with the

Imperial mantle. The Papacy, however, was prevented by a kindly

Fortune from frustrating its own missionary work by these per-

sistent endeavours to escape the political independence which had
been thrust upon it.

The Papacy’s first successes in the barbarian mission-field were
gained in an age when the Papacy itself was politically independent

of any Imperial authority de facto^ and in regions where Roman
rule had either been completely swept away, as was the case in

Britain and in Cisdanubian Bavaria and in Frisia, or had never

existed at all, as was the case in the Bavarian Nordgau and in Hes-
sen and in Thuringia. In these regions in this age the barbarians

were scarcely conscious of the existence of a Roman Empire; and
accordingly they looked upon the Roman See, to whose initiative

they owed their conversion, not as the ecclesiastical agency of a

foreign Government but as a spiritual power that was not sub-

ordinate to any temporal authority. To this spiritual power a con-

verted barbarian prince would feel inclined to submit because the

priest who wielded it presented himself, not as the servant of a

mundane potentate, but as the Vicar of the Piince of the Apostles

of Christ; and, by the same token, it was possible for a temporal

ruler to make his religious submission to the Roman See without

any abdication of his own political prerogative, because the Papacy
purported to be a power of a different order from his, as w^ell as of

a higher rank. Thus for barbarian converts to Western Christianity

at the dawn of Western history there was no political stumbling-

block; and the Vicar of the Apostle at Rome would not be held to

have convicted himself of a blasphemous hypocrisy if he called

upon the heathen in the words of the Apostle’s Master:

‘Take my yoke upon }.ou and learn of me, for 1 am meek and lowly in

heart; and ye shall find rest unto your souls. For my yoke is easy, and

my burden is light.*-

Nor was this happy relation between the Papacy and its bar-

barian converts destroyed by the Papacy’s eventual success in re-

suscitating a ghost of the Roman Empire in the West, for neither

the Carolingian nor the Saxon incarnation of this Western Imper-

* See pp 335-40, above. 2 Matt. xi. .^9-30.
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ium Redivivum was either universal or permanent. For example,

the English remained loyal sons of the Roman Church without

following Pope Leo IIPs example of paying political allegiance to

the Imperial authority of Charlemagne; and their relations with

the Holy See were thus not affected by the evocation of the Holy
Roman Empire. Again, the Scandinavians and the Poles and the

Magyars entered the Roman Church’s spiritual fold, as the English

had entered it some four hundred years earlier, ‘without political

prejudice’. Their acceptance of the Pope’s ecclesiastical jurisdic-

tion did not carry with it even an implicit acceptance of the political

sovereignty of the Holy Roman Empire, notwithstanding the fact

that at the time of their conversion this institution w'as once more
‘a going concern’. Though the Popes who leceived these barbar-

ians Into the Western Church acknowledged the Saxon Emperors
of the day as their own temporal lords, the actual political effect of

the religious transaction was to give the ci-devant barbarian princi-

palities of Hungary and Poland and Denmark and Norway and

Sweden the status of Western Christian kingdoms which, like the

existing Western Christian kingdoms of France and Wessex and
Leon, were members of a Western Respublica Christiana m their

own right and not in virtue of any act of political submission to the

Holy Roman Empire. Thus the effect of the ecclesiastical submis-

sion of these barbarian principalities to the Roman See was not to

impugn their political independence but to confirm it; and their

princes took their place not as vassals but as peers of a Western
Emperor w'ho was thereby tacitly reduced, for his own part, from
an oecumenical monarch to 2l primus inter pares. ^

'Fhe expansion of Orthodox Christendom could not proceed on
these happy lines because the subjection of the Patriarchal to the

Imperial Power was there not an empty form but a stern reality;

and the unfortunate consequences which this difference entailed

w’ere not slow to work themselves out when in \.d. ^65 the East

Roman Government felt itself compelleu at last, by circumstances

which forced its hand,^ to secure the conversion of Bulgaria. l‘he

inherent disastrousness of ‘Caesaro-papism’, which disclosed itself

in this emergency, is throwm into relief by the fact that, in this

affair as in others, the East Roman (jovernment displayed its

customary diplomatic moderation. A disastrous institution in-

exorably produced its inevitable effect in spite of a statesmanlike

policy.

* On this point see further IV. C (jji) (/) 3 PP- 523“4» below.
* The circumstances were that Orthodox Christendom now lound itself involved,

wiUy-niUy, m a competition with Western Christendom for the cultural allegiance of

South-Eastern Europe. For the origms and outcome of this competition see IV C
(ill) (c) 2 (fi). Annex II, pp. 605-10, below.
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To begin with, the conversion of Bulgaria to Orthodox Chris-

tianity in A.D. 865^ was brought about by an East Roman naval

and military demonstration.^ This misuse of political power for

producing a religious effect was slight by comparison with the

Thirty Years’ War through which a Charlemagne had imposed a

Western Christianity upon the Saxons. Moreover the East Roman
Government actually gilded the pill by formally ceding to Bulgaria

at the same moment a large slice of the Slav-infested no-man’s-

land between Salonica and Durazzo.3 Nevertheless the converted

Bulgarian prince Boris reacted violently to even this tactful touch

of an East Roman political whip; for, though he had been gently

handled this time, Boris now saw himself exposed in perpetuity to

the humiliation of being subject to an East Roman political dis-

cipline. One of the conditions of the Romano-Bulgarian treaty

of A.D. 865 was that Bulgaria must accept the ecclesiastical juris-

diction of the Oecumenical Patriarchate.^ I'he implied acceptance

of the political suzerainty of the Patriarch’s Imperial master, by
whom this condition was imposed, was both manifest and intoler-

able; and, finding himself thus politically as well as ecclesiastically

bitted and spurred, the Bulgarian colt promptly kicked against the

pricks. In 866, less than twelve months after the signature of the

treaty, Boris broke it by transferring the ecclesiastical allegiance of

Bulgaria from the Oecumenical Patriarchate to the Roman See.

This Bulgarian adherence to the Papacy was maintained from 866

to 870; and though Boris voluntarily retransferred his allegiance

to the Oecumenical Patriarchate in the latter year and persisted in

this policy thereafter—even when the East Roman Emperor Basil

1 , with his tongue in his cheek, officially awarded Bulgaria to the

Papal jurisdiction in 879^—this first Bulgarian attempt to escape

* A.D. 864-5 according to Dvornik, F. : Les Slavery Byzance et Rome aii ix^ siecle (Paris

1926, Champion), p. 1S7.
* Runciman, op. cjt., pp. 103-4; Dvornik, op. cit., p. 187. Bulgaria was prostrated

at the time by a famine, and she had no choice but to yield to the East Roman military

demonstration—which was nonunally a reprisal fox a liulgar foxaging-raid into East
Roman territory

3 Runciman, op. cit., p. 105. Runciman, op. cit., p. 106.
5 This Bulgarian experiment in allegiance to the Roman See is discussed further in

IV. C (ill) (c) 2 (p). Annex II, pp. 605 10, below. The leasons for the abandonment of
the experiment are obscure. Perhaps the fundamental reason was because the Western
C'hristian cultiue had little or no prestige m Bulgaria by comparison with the Oilhodox
Christian culture. Within the horizon of a contemporary West European barbarian,

Latin was the only known culture-language and the Papacy the greatest known cultural

institution, and this monopoly gave the Roman Church an immense moral authority

in dealing with its barbaiian converts in W’estern Europe. The Papacy had not this

advantage in Bulgaria, since in Bulgarian eyes the Roman See could not compare with
the East Roman Empire as an institution, while the Latin medium of culture could not
compare with the Greek. Ever since the Greek citizens of Adrianople had been carried

away into captivity by the Bulgar Khan Krum in a .d . 813, the princes of Bulgaria, in

the last phase of their paganism, had been using the services of Greek pnsonera-of-war
or renegades from the East Roman Empire to introduce them to the rudiments of

material culture. The palaces which Krum and his son Omortag {regnabat a .d . 815-31)
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the political implications of allegiance to the Oecumenical Patri-

archate was ominous of evils to come.

Having surmounted the danger of a permanent ecclesiastical

secession of Bulgaria from the Oecumenical Patriarch’s jurisdiction

to the Pope’s, East Roman statesmanship showed its tact again by
doing everything possible to make the mansion of Orthodox Chris-

tendom to which the Bulgarian prodigal had returned an agreeable

place for him to live in. One of the last acts of the Emperor Basil I

(imperabat a.d. 867-86) was to emphasize the one obvious amenity
that the Constantinopolitan ecclesiastical connexion possessed and
the Roman connexion lacked. He placed at Boris’ disposal the

Slavophone clergy who had been expelled from Moravia in a.d.

885 and the Ausgleich between the Khan and the Emperor which
was implied in this clever gesture of Imperial courtesy seems to

have been tacitly accepted by Boris on his side. During the rest

of his reign Boris occupied himself in building up a Slavophone
Church in Bulgaria- under the Oecumenical Patriarch’s jurisdic-

tion; and though this work effectively closed the door upon any
return to the Roman ecclesiastical connexion, Boris does not seem
to have troubled himself any longer about the East Roman Imperial

suzerainty which the Patriarch’sjurisdiction constitutionally carried

with It. Probably Boris felt that the separate individuality of Bul-

garia was sufficiently vindicated de facto by the ecclesiastical use

of a local vernacular instead of the Greek which was the East

Roman language of state; and the fact that the new liturgical lan-

guage of Bulgaria w’as the mother tongue of the Khan’s alien Slav

subjects, and not that of his own Turkish-speaking kinsmen and
peers the Bulgar nobility, was no doubt an additional advantage

in the eyes of a Bulgarian ruler who aspired to make himself as

built tor thcnjsehcs wore d< signed bv Greek architects, and the work was commemor-
dftd in Greek inscuptions (se< Runciman, op < it

, pp 7«)-9). The city ot Constanti-

nople, too, c\tn.ised a fascination with which a dilapidated ninth-centurv Rome could

not compete (D\ ornlk, op cit
, p 2^^; This cultural Icpaey from the days of Bulgarian

paganism may ha\e been the determining factor m the ecclesiastical policy ot the

Chi istian Khan Boris m a r. 870 and a.d 879 (see Dvornlk, op eit
, p 264) Con-

verseh
,
the attraction of an adjacent Western Christian culture may account for the

anti-Mcthodian policy of the Moravian prince Rostislav’s betraver and supplanter

bvatopluk (Dvornfk, op cit,p 263).
* See IV C (ill) {<) z (B), Annex II, pp 6oS-g, below. 7'hcse refugee clergy appear

to have migrated f»-om Constantinople to Bulgaria on thtir i w n ir native, though, of

(Oiirbe, with the Emperoi s consent (Dvornlk, op cit
, pp 31 1 12)

^ In this work Boru> had the help, not onlv of the refugee Slatophone clergy^ who came
to Bulgaria \ia Constantinople, but also of anothtr band who came direct overland

from Moravia (Dvornlk, op cit
, pp 312-18) The leader of this latter hand, Clement,

was sent bv Boris to the Far West of his^ dominions in the, by this date, predominantly
Slavonic interior of Macedonia (KutmiCevica) Clement made his head-quarters at

Ochnda, and from this base of operations he evangelised and ci\ilized all the region

round about. It will be seen that the country which Clement thus reclaimed from
barbarism towards the close of the ninth century of the Christian Era was coincident with

the Western Bulgaria which fought to the death against East Roman Imperialism in

the Great Romano-Bulgarian War of a d 977-ioig (see pp. 390-1, below).
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complete an autocrat in Bulgaria as the Emperor was in the East

Roman Empire.’

By A.D. 889 Boris believed that his work was now sufficiently

secure to warrant his abdicating. Four years later, when his eldest

son and first successor, Vladimir, threatened to undo what he had
done, Boris emerged from the cloister into which he had retired in

order to save his work by deposing the betrayer of it. He seems to

have made this crisis an occasion for practically completing the

process of substituting the Slavonic tongue for Greek as the lan-

guage of the Bulgarian Church;^ and he did not retire into the

cloister again until he had brought his third son Symeon out of it

to reign in the unworthy Vladimir’s stead. ^ Boris, however, was
unlucky in his choices of sons to succeed him. If in Vladimir he

had ‘caught a Tatar’ whose one idea was to reconvert Bulgaria

into an ephemeral Nomad empire in partUrns agricolarum^^ in his

monk-son Symeon he was placing on the throne of Bulgaria a

Hemiargus or ‘semi-Greek’ whose megalomania was to prove still

more destructive to the Slavonic Christian body politic which Boris

had built up.

Symeon had been brought up at Constantinople, where he had
lived, apparently, in the Imperial Palace and had received his

education not only in the school of Slavonic studies that had been

founded by the Patriarch Photius, but also in the Greek academy
that had been founded by the Caesar Bardas.^ When his father’s

intervention unexpectedly set the crown of Bulgaria upon Symeon’s
head, the new Khan at first attempted to find scope for his owm
Philhellenism, without departing from the Slavophil policy which
his father had commissioned him to pursue, by promoting the

translation of the Greek Classics—Pagan as well as Christian—into

the new Slavonic literary medium. In the spate of translations

which he churned out, Symeon at once revealed the demonic energy
that was in him. This energy, however, could not find sufficient

vent within the limits of a cultural field within which alone the

father’s narrow'-verged common sense could be reconciled with the

son*s wider horizon and vaster ambition.^ The education of Symeon
in the Imperial Palace at Constantinople had not been only literary

;

* There is an acute discussion of Boris’ policy from A D. 886 onwards in Runciman,
op cit., pp. 126-30.

^ See Runciman, op cit
, p. 13^.

3 Boris* rcinter\ cntion in politics in A.n. 893 is reminiscent of the rt^jimc of the
series of ‘Cloistered Emperors’ who governed Japan behind the scenes, after a formal
abdication from the throne and withdrawal into a monastery, from A n. 1087 to a.d. i 1 56.

For the transitoriness of the domiiuon of ‘the Desert’ over ‘the Sown’ see Part
111 . A, vol. ill, pp. 22-8, above,

5 For this foundation see p. 345, above.
* In his sense for /xi/Scv dyav and his cult of ‘the Golden Mean’ the Slavophil Boris

showed himself a truer Hellene m spirit than S>mcon ‘the scmi-Greck’.
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it had also been political. Besides imbibing a taste for the Greek
classics, he had been captivated by ‘the great idea* of a Hellenic

universal state—an idea which had been raised from the dead and
enshrined at Constantinople in the imposing political institution

of the East Roman Imperium Redivivum. With the crown of Bul-

garia on his head Symeon could not long avert his mind from
politics, and as soon as he thought about politics he could not be
content with the status—that had satisfied his father—of a Georgian
or Abkhazian princeling. At the same time his father’s Slavo-

philism and his own Philhellenism conspired to debar him from
attaining the political sovereign independence upon which his

heart was set by the expedient of reverting to his father’s earlier

policy and transferring his ecclesiastical allegiance from the Oecu-
menical Patriarchate to the Roman See. How, then, was Symeon
to escape from the, to him, galling status of being the ecclesiastical

subject of a political subject of the East Roman Emperor? Since

the path to Rome was closed against him only one path remained

open; and to take that path meant denouncing the tacit modus

Vivendi into which Boris had entered with Basil I and plunging

Bulgaria into a war to the knife with her suzerain and neighbour ;

for the alternative path was the path to Constantinople. In the

circumstances in which he found himself Symeon could only acquire

his sovereign independence by using the throne of Bulgaria as a

mounting-block for climbing on to the throne of the East Roman
Empire itself. He could only escape from being the Patriarch's

barbarian slave by becoming his Imperial master. Symeon’s clear-

ness of vision was matched by his audacity in choosing his course.

He decided to bid for the Imperial Crown, and in taking this

decision he signed the death-warrants not only of the kingdom
which he possessed and of the empire which he coveted, but also

of the society in which these two political institutions had their

being.

This fatal ambition had probably not yet taken shape in Symeon’s

mind at the time when the East Roman Empire w as the victim of

his first war of aggression. The occasion of this w^ar was com-

mercial; its duration w^as only four years (a.d. 894-7); and in the

matter of Bulgaria’s frontiers with the East Roman Empiie the

peace settlement restored the territorial status quo ante. This first

venture merely cost Symeon the Transdanubian half of his king-

dom.* He might not have got off so lightly without the good offices

* The Bulgar Nomads were already masters of A^hat are now the provinces of

Bessarabia and Moldavia and Wallachia before they established their hrst footing south

of the Danube, on former Roman soil, in A D. 680. They acquired what is now Tran-

sylvania, together with the section of the Hungarian Alfbid to the east of the Thciss,

at the turn of the eighth and ninth centuries, when the Bulgar Khan Krum partitioned
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of ‘the Cloistered Emperor’ his father, who was at that time still

alive and still, no doubt, capable of giving sensible advice. There-

after the death ot the ex-Khan Boris in a.d. 907 removed a restraint,

and the death of the East Roman Emperor Leo the Wise in 912
presented a temptation. In 913 Symeon launched his second war of

aggression against the Empire; and this war, which lasted fitteen

years {913-27), had far more serious consequences for both belli-

gerents.

In the first year of these fifteen Symeon revealed his w^ar-aim and
came as near to attaining it as he w^as ever to come. In that cam-
paign his oftensive carried him to the walls of Constantinople; and
before he withdrew he had obtained a promise that one of his own
daughters should become the wife of the reigning Emperor, Con-
stantine Porphyrogemtus. Since the Emperor was then a minor,

the promise was made by the Oecumenical Patriarch Nicolaus, who
was acting as regent Apparently Symeon intended, when his

daughter was installed as Augusta, to wrest the regency into his

own hands and then, by an easy metamorphosis, to transform him-

self from regent into co-emperor.* But Symeon’s plan miscarried;

for the Patriarch’s promise was promptly repudiated by the young
I^mperor’s mother, who managed to snatch the reins of government

out of the Patriarch’s hands^ almost immediately after Symeon ’s

withdrawal to his own side of the frontiei
,
and the opportunitv,

which Symeon had espied, for an unscrupulous man of action to

acquire the Imperial title for himself, b> way of the regency, was
equally apparent to the East Roman Admiral of the Fleet, Romanus
Lecapenus, who had the decisive advantage over Symeon of en-

joying the freedom of the Imperial Citv. Alter taking his time and
choosing his moment Romanus Lecapenus occupied the Impci lal

the Aval 1 mpirc with Charlemapne These Traiisdanuluan possessions appeal to ha\c
been rctaintd substantially intact by Krum s sutccssc»rs on tht Bulgarian throne till

Simeon lost them as a consequence of the Rom ino-Buli; inan War of a d 804 7 'I he
history of their loss v^as as follows In 8^5 the last Roman (jovtinmtnt calkd m the

Magyar Nomads from the bteppe beyond Bulfuria s north-tastt rn frontier, to attack

the Rulgars m the rear, Symeon retorted by tailing in, on his ovmi side, the Pcchcncg
Nomads, who were treading on the Magyars^ heels, the Magyars suffered a disastrous

defeat under the combined Pecheneg and Hulgar attack, and were thtieby driven to

cross the Carpathians into the Alfold, where they acquired a new and permanent home,
mainly at the expense of Moravia, but partly also at the expense of Rulgaiia Thereafter
the Pcchenegs distrained upon their late allies the Rulgars—who owed them nandsome
payment for their effective intervention against the Magyars —by occupying, for their

part, the Bulgarian terntoiies in Bessaiabia, Moldavia and Wallachia (bor the move-
ments of the Pechenegs and the Magyars at this time sec Part III A, Annex II, vol 111,

pp 441-3, above ) 'I his was the end of the Bulgars’ 'I ransdanubian empire A critical

examination of the interrelation, sequence, and dates of these events m the Eurasian
hinterland of Bulgaria will be found in Macartney, C A Thr Magyars in the hinth
Century (("ambridgc 1930, University Press), pp 177 88

* For this inteipretation of bymeon’s stipulations in 913 see Kunciman, op. cit ,

P 157, with Appendix X.
bor the relations between the Oecumenical Patriarch Nicolaus, the East Roman

Fmperor Leo the Wise, and Leo's fourth wife Zoe (^arbopsina, who was C onstantinc-

Porphyrogenitus’s mother, see IV C (in) (r) 2 O), Annex II, pp 598-601, below.
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Palace in the spring of 919; and before the calendar year was out

he had married the young Emperor to a daughter of his own and
had acquired the Imperial title for himself, while Symeon gnashed
his teeth in the outer darkness. Therewith Symeon^s last hope of

achieving his war-aim was extinguished, * but nothing would induce
him to stop the war, short of his own death; and that did not over-

take him till eight years later.

Meanwhile the East Roman Government baffled its formid-

able Bulgarian adversary by adopting the strategy which had once
been pursued by the Athenians, on Pericles’ advice, in the first

phase of the Atheno-Peloponnesian War of 431-404 b.c. In that

Hellenic struggle the Athenians had effectively won the first round
by making up their minds to leave at the enemy’s mercy the open
country of Attica and to stand on the defensive behind the im-
pregnable fortifications that covered Athens and linked her with

the Peiraeus and with the sea, whence they could draw unfailing

supplies from an overseas empire which was beyond their Pelopon-

nesian adversaries’ r^ach. In the Romano-Bulgarian War of a.d.

913-27 the East Roman strategy was the same, mutatis mutandis.

The East Roman Government allowed the Bulgarian armies to

range almost at will over the continental European territories of

the Empire up to the walls of Constantinople and Salonica and
Durazzo,^ while the East Roman land-forces stood on the defensive

behind the walls of Constantinople and their other Eluropean mari-

time fortresses, and the E^ast Roman N^vy kept these fortresses

supplied with the necessary provisions and at the same time covered

and insulated the metropolitan provinces ofthe EJmpire in Anatolia. ^

In the open country on tlie European side of the Bosphorus and

the Dardanelles the Imperial Government was chary of accepting

battle except vicariously; but its vicarious counterstrokes were

formidable. In the year 917, for instance, it unleashed against

Symeon first the Pecheneg Nomads and then the Serbs : a Western

Slav people who had lately been played upon by the radiation of

Orthodox Christian culture at second-hand, through Bulgaria, and

wfflo were now persuaded, by East Roman diplomacy, to repay their

Bulgarian benefactors with the same ingratitude that the Bulgars

themselves were showing towards the Greeks, ^t was perhaps on

this occasion that Bulgaria lost to the Pechenegs the last remnant

of her Transdanubian possessions in Wallachia.'^ The entry of

^ Runciman, op cit
, p. 163.

* In 916 Symeon seems to have penetrated as far as the north coast of the Gulf of

Corinth (Runciman, op cit., p. 159).
3 The East Roman Navy also insulated Symeon from his potential overseas ally

the Fatimid Caliph m Ifriqiyah. For the importance, in this connexion, of the recent

East Roman acquisitions in Southern Italy see p. 343, footnote 3, abo\e.
* Runciman, op. cit., p. 160, footnote i.
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Serbia into the lists was still more awkward for Symeon
;
for thence-

forth he had to fight on two fronts, and although the Serbs were
perpetually being defeated they were never put out of action* At the

close of the campaigning season of 924 a parley between the prin-

cipals^ resulted in a truce between Bulgaria and the East Roman
Empire. But even then Symeon could not bear to revert to the

works of peace with which he had opened his reign. He simply

diverted his military efforts from the south-eastern front to the

north-western, and in 926 he succeeded, at last, in reducing Serbia

to subjection; but this conquest merely tempted him in the same
campaigning season to attack Serbia’s sister aiid neighbour Croatia,

and this last act of aggression brought upon the Bulgarian army
an overwhelming and decisive defeat. Symeon died of it in the

following year
;
and in the year of his death—

^

a.d. 927—the Bulgaro-

Roman truce of 924 was converted into a peace.

In this peace the East Roman Empire recovered the territorial

status quo ante in exchange for an acquiescence in the constitu-

tional uti possidetis \ and this was a compromise for which the way
had been prepared by Symeon himself during the last three years

of his reign. Having despaired at last, in 924, of transforming him-
self into the Imperial master of the Oecumenical Patriarch by
mounting the East Roman Throne at Constantinople, Symeon had
resolved to secure his sovereign independence, as best he could,

by assuming the Imperial title within the frontiers of his Bulgarian

patrimony and then setting up a local Patriarch of his own. He had
proclaimed himself ‘Emperor of the Romans and Biilgars’ in 925
and had proclaimed the Archbishop of Prcslav Patriarch of the new
Empire in the following year.^ The East Roman Government had
recognized neither of these acts, and had explicitly protested against

the former of them; and thus at the opening of the peace negotia-

tions of 927 the metamorphosis of the Bulgarian Khanate into a

‘Romano-Bulgarian’ Empire was only unilaterally a fait accompli.

In exchange for securing the territorial integrity of the East Roman

* The parley took place just outside the ^alls of Constantinople on an extemporized
pier which was run out into the Golden Horn off the Coamidium (m the neighbourhood
of the present ‘luburb of Eyyub) Symeon boarded this pier by land, the Emperor
Romanus (with the Patriarch Nicolaus in his suite) by water The negotiators parleyed
over a wall, like Pyramus and Thisbe, oi like the Emperors Napoleon and Alexander in

their barge on the Thalweg of the Ri\er Niemen in a D 1807.
* I'his time-lag in Svmeon’s proclamation of a Bulgarian Patriarch is perhaps to be

explained by the fact that during the greater part ol the year gzt there was a Papal
legate at Symeon’s court The Papacy—still hoping to secure Bulgaria’s ecclesiastical

allegiance—had been quick to recognize Symeon’s Imperial title, and the legate had
been sent to improve the occasion Apparently the Papal Chancery had not realized

that, instead of reopemng the possibility of adherence to the Roman See, Symeon was
closing it, once and for all, by formally laying claim to a ‘Caesaro-papal’ authority.

The appointment of a Bulgarian Patriarch necessarily made Symeon’s standpoint clear,

and on this account, perhaps, the appointment was delayed until after the Papal legate’s

departure from Preslav (sec Runciman, op. cit
, pp. 173-4)*
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Empire in Europe the East Roman Government now consented to

perfect for Symeon’s son and successor Peter the title which
Symeon had unlawfully assumed. In tne peace settlement of 927
the Constantinopolitan Chancery accorded to the son the recogni-

tion which had been withheld from the father. They made the

unprecedented concession of gazetting Peter as an Emperor* and
the Archbishop of the Bulgarian See of Dristra as a Patriarch

independent of the Oecumenical Patriarch of Constantinople and
supreme over the Orthodox Church within the Emperor Peter’s

dominions. 2 At the same time the new Bulgarian Emperor was
given the East Roman Emperor Romanus’s grand-daughter, Maria
Lecapena, in marriage ;3 an annual subsidy from the East Roman
to the Bulgarian Treasury was arranged for under the ‘face-saving’

name of a paternal allowance to the Imperial bride; and the Bul-

garian Ambassador at Constantinople was made, ex officio, the

doyen of the diplomatic corps.^

The peace which w^as concluded on these terms lasted for foity

years
;
yet in fact, though not in form, it was a mere prolongation

of the truce of a.d 924; for the circumstances in which it jyas made,
and the principle on which it was based, precluded it, a prion, from
becoming a permanent settlement. Like the tacit Ausgleich of a.d.

886 between the Khan Boris and the Emperor Basil I, the Romano-
Bulgarian peace-treaty of a.d. 927 was a compromise—but with the

fatal difference that the new compromise w'as not one that could

work. Boris had been willing to shelve the delicate constitutional

question of the relation in which he and the Emperor stood to one

anothei in virtue of their respective relations to the Oecumenical

Patriarch, while Basil on his side had been w^illing to let Bulgaria

* See Runciman, op cit ,
Appendix Xl.

2 Apparently the Fast Roman C’hanrery refused to recognize Symeon’s Patriarch

Leontius ot Prcslav, and, since Symeon himself was dead, the East Roman Goveinment
thus avoided letognizing cither of Symeon’s two umlateral usurpations of title as far

as the original beneficiaries ^\ere v,on<erned The removal of the Bulgarian Patriarchate

from the political capital at Prcslav to the outlying city of Dristra also promised to weaken
the Bulgarian Elmperor’s ‘Caesaio-papal' authority. Just for this reason the Bulgarian
Patriarchate seems to have been re-transferred from Dristra to Preslav before long,

but the Patriarchs of Presla\ never obtained East Roman recognition (See Runciman,
op cit

, pp 181-2 )

•* Since the Tsar Peter was at this time a minor under a regency, Romanus Lecapenus
may have hoped in 927 to make himself master of the throne of his Bulgarian grandson-
in-law, as Symeon in 913 had hoped to make himself master of the East Roman Throne
by becoming the fathcr-in-law of the voung Emperor Constantine Porphyrogenitus.
If 80, this roundabout road to a throne proved a blind alley on this occasion as on that.

The stakes on the two occasions were not, however, the same; for while it would have
been an honour in itself for a Bulgarian princess to marry an East Roman Emperor,
even if nothing practical came of it, the condescension involved m the marriage of an
East Roman princess to a Bulgarian Tsar was so gieat that even the incorporation

of Bulgaria into the East Roman Empire would hardly have compensated for it.

^ This status of the Bulgarian Ambassador at the Court of Constantinople ^avc um-
brage to the Envoy of the Saxon Emperor of the West who visited Constantinople in

A.D. 968 (see Liutprand of Cremona Relatw de Legatione ConstantinopoUtana, chaps x i

and 18).
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acquire her ecclesiastical autonomy, and retain her political in-

dependence, defacto. In A.D. 913, however, Symeon had destroyed

this good understanding by insisting upon dragging out into the

open the political implications of Bulgaria’s submission to the

ecclesiastical jurisdiction of the Patriarch. With tactless logic he had
proclaimed the undeniable truth that any one who was a sheep in

the Oecumenical Patriarch’s flock must, ipso factOy be a political

subject of the Patriarch’s Imperial master; and he had gone on to

translate this doctrine from the realm of theory into the realm of

practical politics by waging a fifteen years’ war on the strength of

it. By A.D. 927 it had become impossible to thrust back the formid-

able problem which Symeon had raised into the oblivion in which
Boris and Basil had sought to bury it in 886, and equally impossible

to feign blindness to the true solution. It was now demonstrated

that in Orthodox Christendom the jurisdictions of the East Roman
Emperor and the Oecumenical Patriarch must be geographically

coextensive; and, since Symeon had failed to bring about this

necessary and inevitable state of affairs by his expedient of attempt-

ing to annex the Empire politically to the Patriarch’s foreign eccle-

siastical province of Bulgaria, it followed that sooner or later the

indispensable political unification would have to be brought about

by the inverse process of annexing Bulgaria to the Empire.

The further, and fiercer, Romano-Bulgarian war which this pro-

cess would entail might be delayed by the compromise of duplicat-

ing both the Imperial and the Patriarchal office, but it could not be

averted by this device, since the East Roman ghost of the Roman
Empire w^as a universal and indivisible institution in its essence.

Thus Symeon’s act in 913 was din^Kearov] from that time on-

wards the two leading states in the Orthodox Christian World
were doomed to continue their struggle until one or other of them
succumbed to a ‘knock-out blow’

;
and on a superficial view it might

seem as though this evil was brought upon Orthodox Christendom

by Symeon’s personal wrong-headedness. The fundamental cause

of the disaster, however, was the ‘Caesaro-papal’ constitution of

the East Roman Empire; for it was this that drove Symeon down
the wrong path in the first instance and then made the consequences

of his error irretrievable. Within the bosom of a single society

there was not room, in perpetuity, for more than one ‘totalitarian

state'.

The peace of a.d. 927 did not last longer than the lifetime of the

Bulgarian 1 sar’s East Roman wife Maria Lecapena, who had been

re-christened Irene to signify the truth that the peace settlement

was incarnate in her person. She died in 965 ; and thereupon Tsar

Peter was persuaded to insult the East Roman Emperor Nicephorus
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Phocas by demanding the continuance of Maria’s annual allowance

on the ground that it was a ‘customary tribute’, Nicephorus retorted

by making war upon Bulgaria m the East Roman Government’s
traditional vicarious fashion; he called in a barbarian—this time
the Scandinavian prince Svyatoslav of Russia—to attack Peter in

the rear; Peter replied by unleashing the Pechenegs against the

Russians; and therewith the situation passed out of the control of

both the Imperial Governments. The Pecheneg diversion was abor-

tive, while the Russian menace was so formidable that Nicephorus
was soon almost as terrified as Peter himself of the northern mon-
ster which the arts of East Roman diplomacy had too cleverly en-

ticed out of Its lair. In qfig the two Emperors put their own quarrel

behind them and sought to arrange for a joint defence of their

resptt tivc European possessions against the coming Russian ava-

lanche. In the same year, however, both Emperors were overtaken

by Death, and both Empires by Svyatoslav. In an autumn campaign
Preslav, the Bulgarian capital, was captured, with the Bulgarian

Imperial family inside it, by the Russian invaders; the Bulgarian

Empire was swept out of existence; and the heart o^ Bulgaria

between the south bank of the Danube and the Balkan Range,

where the Bulgars had found their first footing on Roman soil

nearly three hunched years back, now became a battle-field for

Russian and East Roman armies.

The stake for which these foreign armies fought on Bulgarian

soil was the dominion of the Balkan Peninsula, and this issue was

decided in a.o. 972 in a single campaigning-season—at the end of

which Svj'atoslav found himself compelled to purchase a free

retreat across the Danube at the price of leaving all his Bulgarian

conquests in the hands of his Blast Roman conqueror, the Emperor

John Tzimisces. The spoils of victory included not only the whole

eastern portion of the territory of the Bulgarian Empire, but also

the person of the reigning Bulgarian Emperor. At the celebration

of John Tzimisces’ triumph in Constantinople the Tsar Boris

solemnly abdicated from his throne in the East Roman Emperor’s

favour; and John’s first act in his new dominion was to extinguish

the Bulgarian Patriarchate. The streets of Constantinople had not

witnessed such an Imperial triumph as this since the last king of

the Vandals had been led through them, captive, in a.d. 534; yet

the words which the unhappy King Gehmir had been heard to

repeat as he went through that agonizing ordeaP— ‘ “Vanity of

vanities”, saith the Preacher, “Vanity of vinities; all is vanity” —
were not morf' applicable to Gelimir’s humiliation than to Jus-

^ 1 ht un-itl III IS i( loidt il In topm • i iht \\ at s of Ifdstvutni llot^K 1\

c h.ip •) I ti 1 1
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tinian’s triumph, and not more applicable to the triumph of Jus-

tinian than to that of John Tzimisces. Justinian’s facile conquest

of the Vandal Power in Africa in a.d. 533-4 had lured him into

involving himself in his exhausting sixteen years* war ofa.d. 537-53
with the Ostrogothic Power in Italy, ^ By a similar operation of

‘the Envy of the Gods’ the East Roman Emperor John Tzimisces’

facile conquest of Eastern Bulgaria in a.d. 972 involved his ward
and successor, Basil II, in a war with Western Bulgaria which
lasted for forty-three years—from a.d. 977 to a.d. 1019—and wore
out Orthodox Christendom.^

The Western Bulgarians found leadership in a new dynasty,

which threw down the gauntlet to the conquerors of the Eastern

Bulgarians in the symbolic gesture of re-establishing a Bulgarian

Patriarchate; and the West Bulgarian Prince SamueP proved to be

a man of the same stamp as his adversary the East Roman Em-
peror Basil ‘the Bulgar-killcr*. The struggle between these two

ruthless and indomitable antagonists not only lasted nearly three

times as long as the previous war between Tsar Symeon and the

cautious regents of Basil’s giandfather Constantine Porphyrogeni-

tus; it was also vastly more destructive; for, while Samuel imitated

Symeon’s strategy of overrunning the whole interior of the Bal-

kan Peninsula, Basil was not content to stand on the defensive;

and, since Nicephorus Phocas’ unfortunate Russian experiment

had taught the East Roman Government to eschew the traditional

policy of attacking Bulgaria by proxy, Basil’s field operations

were conducted, and the consequent losses were sustained, by the

East Roman Imperial forces themselves.

During the first phase of the war Samuel pushed even farther

afield than Symeon had penetrated before him. He not only re-

covered Eastern Bulgaria
;
he passed the Bulgarian frontiers of a.d.

927-69 and rounded off his dominions by conquering the East

Roman fortresses of Larisa in Thessaly and Durazzo on the Adria-

tic. Like Symeon, however, Ije discovered that such conquests of

the fringes of the enemy empire’s territory could not bring the

enemy to his knees nor the war to an end. The war became a war
of attrition; and then Time worked inexorably in favour of the

belligerent whose potentiel de guerre was the greater. Decade by
decade Basil concentrated his strength more and more intensively

upon the Bulgarian War and turned the screw tighter and tighter

* See III. C (i) (6), vol. in, p 162, above, and V C (11) (a), vol. vi, p 223, below
* This disastrous eftect of the Romano-Bulgaman \^^^r of a D. 977- 1019 has been

touched upon by anticipation in IV. C (11; (b) i, pp. above.
3 The Imperial title does not appear to have been assumed by Samuel so long as he

believed that any legitimate representative of the previous dynasty was alive, 'rhe
c vent is to be dated circa a.d 996-7—by which date Samuel had been ruler of Bulgaria
for about twenty years de facto (Runciman, op. cit,, p 230).
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upon Samuel. Between 990 and 1000 he succeeded in stemming
the tide of Bulgarian invasion; in 1001 he set himself to win back
Eastern Bulgaria; in 1003 he made his first attack on Macedonia,
which was the seat of SamueFs power;* from 1006 onwards he
wore down his opponent’s strength in an unbroken series of annual
campaigns which were proportionately costly to himself, since he
was setting his troops the task of conquering and holding a wild

country in which the enemy was at home, and in which the terrain^

and the enemy’s knowledge ofthe terrain, were formidable obstacles

to an invader.

In the last phase of the war Basil’s operations resembled Sher-

man’s march through Georgia in a.d. 1864 or Sulla’s devastation

of Samnium in the years 81-80 b.c.^ The conqueror was now strik-

ing not merely to kill but to annihilate. He advertised the spirit

in which he intended to deliver the coup de grace in his gruesome
treatment of the fourteen or fifteen thousand prisoners whom he

took at the Battle of the Pass of Cimbalongus in 1014. Out of every

two hundred eyes he put out one hundred and ninety-nine, and
then sent these companies of ninety-nine blind men with one-eyed

leaders to find their way back to their prince. When they reached

his presence Samuel died of the sight. In 1015 Basil momentarily

occupied Ochrida, the fastness in the Macedonian Lake-Country
which Samuel had selected for his political and ecclesiastical capital.

But even the death of Samuel and the fall of Ochrida did not bring

the end; Basil had to evacuate the dead Tsar’s empty lair, and it

was not till 1018 that the Bulgarian resistance utterly and irretriev-

ably collapsed. The last and remotest Bulgarian fortress—Sir-

mium, on the Save—did not fall till 1019. Therewith the problem

which Symeon had unmasked in QT3 was solved by Basil’s com-
plete attainment of an objective which was the exact inverse of

Symeon’s war-aim. The ‘knock-out blow’, which was the sole

practicable means of eliminating one of two rival empire-builders,

had at last been delivered; and, at the cOot of a hundred years’ war,

the whole of Orthodox Chiistendom^ now found itself duly united

under one Imperial rule; but the victim of these brutal politics was

not the East Roman Empire which in Symeon’s schemes had been

cast for that appalling role. The victim in the event was Bulgaria

herself.

In A.D. 1019 it seemed on the surface as though the East Roman

* For the geographical toinciJcncc between Samuel’s political domain and the mnth-
century mtssiun-held of Clement of Ochrida sec p j8i, footnote 2, above.

^ See the appalling account ot Sammum as Sulla lelt it—and as Strabo still saw it,

the better part of a century later—in Strabo’s Geographica, Book V, pp 249-50, which is

cited again in V, C (1) (c) i, vol. v, p. 37, below.
J With the exception of Russia; but Russia had been converted only in a.d. 989

(see 11 D (vii), vol. 11, pp. 352-3, above).
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Empire were completely triumphant and Bulgaria completely pros-

trate. Bulgaria had, in fact, disappeared from the political map,
while the victorious Power was attaining an undreamed-of terri-

torial extension. There was a moment towards the middle of the

eleventh century^ when the dominions of the East Roman Govern-
ment stretched not only, as before, from the Caucasus to Calabria,

but from the Euphrates to the Danube and from Armenia to

Croatia. I'he political map, however, was no index of the social

situation. It was a pretentious superstructure erected on rotten

foundations; and, although to contemporary eyes this eleventh-

century East Roman pile was imposing, it bet/ays, instead of mask-
ing, the underlying rottenness to the eye of a latter-day historian

who commands the advantage of being able to survey it in retrospect

with a knowledge of its whole story. To the instructed eye this

overgrown and top-heavy pile, so far from being a tower of strength,

is an architectural enormity w^hich proclaims the imminence of its

own collapse. When the crash did come in a.d. loyi,^ it seemed
to the minds of the astonished and awe-stricken spectators to be
an inexplicable act of God. Within little more than fifty years of

Basil’s crushing victory over Bulgaria the victims’ fate had over-

taken the victors! In the historian’s reckoning, on the other hand,

it is the length, rather than the shortness, of the interv^al between
the Bulgarian and the East Roman collapse that is a matter for

surprise; for both catastrophes, as the historian secs the picture,

were consequences— and inevitable consequences—of the Great
Romano-Bulgarian Hundred Years’ War. It is only surprising that

the East Roman victim of that jointly inflicted and jointly suffered

calamity should have been able to stave off its doom for half a

century longer than its Bulgarian antagonist in an internecine con-

flict. On this reckoning the historian is not surprised to find that,

when the East Roman Empire met its fate at last, it displayed

considerably less capacity than Bulgaria for recuperation.

The substantial recuperation w hich Bulgaria did, in truth, achieve

is vouched for by a fact which we have had occasion to notice in a

different context. We have secn^ that, between the conversion of

Bulgaria to Orthodox Christianity in a.d. 864--70 and the occupa-

tion of the interior of Anatolia by the Saljuq Turkish converts to

Islam in a.d. 1070-5, the centre of gravity of Orthodox Christen-

* It would be misleading to single out any partiouUr veai as the date of the East

Roman Empire’s territorial zenith, since the Empire'h losses in Apulia began as earlv

as A.D. 1040, when the Norman and North Lombard mercenaries who had just returned

from Maniakia' Sicilian Expedition revolted against the East Roman authorities and
occupied Melfi, while at the other extremity of the Orthodox C^hristian World the

Empire’s gains in Armcma did not attain their maximum extent until a.d. 1046.
* The year in which Ban was captured by the Normans and the Emperor Komanus

Diogenes was taken prisoner by the Saljuqs at Manzikert.
3 In II. D (ill), vol. n, p. 79, above.
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dom—cleaving its Russian offshoot out of account—perceptibly

shifted from the Asiatic to the European side of the Straits. In-

asmuch as Bulgaria had come to occupy the lion’s share of the

Orthodox Christian domain in the Balkan Peninsula while Anatolia

had been the heart of the East Roman Empire as originally con-

stituted by the work of Leo Syrus, this migration of the citadel of

the Orthodox Christian Civilization from Anatolia to the Balkans

in the course of those two centuries can have only one meaning. It

must mean that, in spite of superficial appearances, Bulgaria really

came off less badly than the East Roman Empire in the Hundred
Years’ War of a.d. 913-1019, and that the true victim was the

official victor.

This contrast between the respective experiences of the East

Rom.m Empire and Bulgaria, in and after their Hundred Years*

War, is one example of a social iaw’ which comes into play in con-

flicts in which the antagonists are not on an equality in their level

of civilization. In such a conflict the less civilized combatant is

apt to suffer egregious defeats and to sliow an extraordinary capacity

for surviving them, while his more civilized opponent is apt to

have the inverse experience of winning brilliant victories and then

emerging exhausted from a struggle which, ‘on points’, has gone

entirely in his favour. This ‘law’ operates because progress in

civilization brings with it an enhancement of power to put material

and spiritual ‘drive’ into any action by mobilizing and expending,

at any moment and for any purpose, an ever greater proportion of

the individual’s or community’s or society’s total skill and energy

and strength. In creative or constructive enterprises this gift tells,

of course, w holly in its possessor’s favour and thereby becomes the

cause of further progress, besides being the reward of progress

already achieved. But, like all great gifts of the Gods, this enhanced

capacity for effective action is an edged tool which may be used

at will for cither good or evil by the creature in whose hands it has

been placed; and its potentialities for ecil are let loose as soon as

it is employed on a destructive activity like War. ^\hcn thus em-

ployed, the gift docs not lose its potency; like some jinn that is

constrained to execute blindly the behests of any mortal that

happens to have power over the magic talisman, this gift of stronger

driving-power, which comes with high^'r civilization, cannot fail,

for evil or for good, to produce its inevual)le effect; but when it

produces this for evil it brings down an ironic punishment upon

the head of the misguided mortal who has misused the gift for that

illegitimate purpose. By enabling him to excel in destruction his

driving-power condemns him to destroy himself; and therefore,

when destruction is the order of the day, the least efficient man of
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action comes off the best. An ineffectiveness which may have

hindered him from soaring skywards now changes from a handicap

into a safeguard that checks the impetus of his fall towards the

abyss.

In our own world in our own day the working of this ‘law’ has

been illustrated by the difference in the experience of the several

Powers that came out on the losing side in the General War of

1914-18; for the losers numbered among them both the most and
the least highly organized ofthe belligerents, and their fortunes have

differed in accordance with this difference in degree of Aktions-

fdhigkeit. Of all the belligerents Germany 1 ad carried the art of

mobilizing social resources for military purposes to the greatest

lengths; and from 1914 to 1918 it was Germany who won the

signal victories, while the signal defeats were suffered by Turkey
and Russia, two belligerents who w^re imperfectly naturalized

aliens in the Western World, and who were therefore weak vessels

for waging war according to Western standards. In the next chap-

ter, however, the roles were reversed; for in 1918 Germany, who
for four years had been astonishing the World by her stnkmg-
power, excited still greater astonishment by her sudden and com-
plete collapse, while from 1919 to 1922 the 'Lurks and the Russians,

who had long since been ‘counted out’ by the spectators of the

conflict, produced a sensation in the opposite sense by posthumously
retrieving their previous reverses. At a time when Germany was

utterly incapable of taking up arms again and was pla)mg the

traditional Turkish role of being ‘the Sick Man of Europe’, the

Turks and the Russians were each doggedly fighting a ‘war after

the war’ against the officially victorious ‘Allied and Associated

Powers’
;
and moreover they were actually getting the better of it

against adversaries who were almost as highly organized for War,
and therefore almost as deeply exhausted by four years of fighting,

as Germany herself. If we draw an analogy between the war of

1914-18 and the war of 913-1019 and equate the East Roman
Empire with Germany, and Bulgaria with Russia or Turkey, the

sequel in this case will become as comprehensible as it is in the

comparable case of which we ourselves have been first-hand

witnesses*

While Bulgaria lived to make abortive attempts to throw off the

East Roman yoke in a.d. 1040 and 1073, and a successful attempt

in 1186,^ the East Roman Empire failed to lecover from the social

* In an impartial attempt to account for Bulgaria’s recuperation after the war of
A D 91 3-101 9 the entire credit cannot be given to the relative simpliciW of the Orthodox
Christian culture in BMlgana at the time of this ordeal Some credit is also due to the
moderation which Basil ‘the Bulgar-killcr* showed m taking advantage of the victory
which he had won by such ruthless methods Though Basil annexed Bulgaria to the
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disorders which it had brought upon itself through its demonic
pursuit of military victory. The deep derangement, in this age, of

Orthodox Christian life within the East Roman frontiers revealed

itself in the outbreak and progress of two maladies which interacted

disastrously with oue another. The first malady was an agrarian

crisis;^ the second was a bout of militarism; and both w^ere por-

tents, because they were complaints from which the Orthodox
Christian body social had been singularly free in the days of its

good health.

When the nascent Orthodox Christian Civilization had emerged
from the post-Hellenic interregnum at the turn of the seventh and
eighth centuries of the Christian Era, it had started life in possession

of one immensely valuable social asset which it owed to the very

destrijctivencss of the foregoing age of anarchy. The legislation

of the cighth-ccntury East Roman Emperors I^co Syrus and his

son Constantine V shows that Orthodox Christendom in their day

was very much freer than the contemporary West from that con-

centration of the ownership of land, and consequent polarization

of agrarian society into a handful of magnates and a multitude of

serfs, which had been one of the mortal diseases of iheTnoribund

Hellenic Civilization in the last days of the Roman Empire. The
agrarian life of eighth-century Orthodox Christendom, as mirrored

in these contemporary legal texts, bears no resemblance to the

social landscape of the Creek-speaking provinces of the Roman
Empire in the Age of Justinian. And this breach of continuity was

salutary, since it was followed by a new start. The young Orthodox
Chiistian Society that here comes into view is not a world of serfs

and magnates but a w^orld of free peasants living in village com-
munities. 'rhis healthy agrarian foundation was doubtless one of

the causes of the rapid growth which the Orthodox Christian

Civilization achieved during the next two hundred years; but with

1 ast Roman Lmpiit outright, he refrained Irom attempting to assimilate his new
dominions to his old dominions administialiveU I or example, the taxpayc s m the

ct-deiHint Bulgarian icriitorus v li» siil! allovvcd to pay their taxis in kind, as they had
paid them to Symeon and to bamutl, instead of bcint; forced into the East Roman
money economj In the ec-tlesiasti'^al sphere, again the reigning Bulgarian Patriarch

at Ochrida was simply dcgiaued from the rank ol a Patriarch to that of an Archbishop
\Mthout either losing his see oi being deprived of his autonomy or being compelled to

abandon the Slavonic in favour of the (jietk Iaturg> The acts of A D. 886 and 926
and 927 were not undonr

,
and under an Fast Romm dominat*ou which lasted lor more

than a century and a half the Orthodox k hureh in Western Bulgaria remained Slavonic

in Its language and exemjit in its government from th> ecclesiastical jurisdiction ol tne

Oecumenical Patiiarth of Constantinople (The (>ecamenical Patriarchate had to

wait tor Mehmcd the C'onquetor to invest it with that cure ol WVst Bulgarian souls

which was not entrusted to it by Basil ‘the Bulgar-killei’l) In the third place the

victorious Power showed its generosity towards the conquered by throwing open the

East Roman public service to the Bulgarian nobilitv. I'hus the liberality of the East

Roman regime played an honourable part in keeping Bulgaria alive under an East

Roman yoke (This point has been touched upon, by anticipation, on p. 344, footnote

2, above.)
* This has been touUied upon by anticipation in IV C (11) (6) i, pp 72-3, above.
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the outbreak of war between the East Roman Empire and Bul-

garia in 913 a sinister change begins to show itself.

In the legislation dating from the reign of l^sar Symeon’s East

Roman contemporary Romanus Lecapenus {imperabat a.d. 919-

44) a novel and conspicuous feature appears in a series of repeated

(and therefore presumably abortive) enactments for protecting the

small freeholder against the encroachments of the great proprietor.

If legislation may be taken as evidence for social facts, we may infer

that the evil of latifundia was now making its appearance in Eastern

and Central Anatolia for the first time since the Roman Emperor
Justinian I had legislated against the great landed proprietors of

Cappadocia;^ and it can hardly be an accident that the agrarian

laws of both Justinian and Lecapenus date from a time at which
the legislating Government was engaged in an exhausting foreign

war. One of the commonest social effects ol War upon the internal

economy of a belligerent country is to produce a maldistribution of

wealth or to aggravate a maldistribution that already exists. Classic

examples are the effect of the Hannibalic War and its aftermath

upon the agrarian economy of Roman Italy,^ and the effect of the

life-and-death struggle with the Danes upon the agrarian economy
of the English Kingdom of Wessex.^ I'he corresponding effect of

War in an industrial society is exemplified in the social conse-

quences of the General War of 1914-18, which stare our own
generation in the lace. On this showing, we may confidently make
the sometimes hazardous inference hoc propter hoc in guessing

at the relation between the Romano-Bulgarian War of 913-27 and
the agrarian legislation of Romanus Lecapenus. We may assume

that the relation is one of cause and effect; and we shall be fortified

in this view when w^e find that the longer and more exhausting

war of 977-1019 was accompanied, in the internal life of the East

Roman Empire, by more violent symptoms of agrarian malaise.

In the earlier phases of that w^ar the Emperor Basil W’as repeatedly

diverted from his proper business of killing Bulgars in the Balkan

Peninsula through being called aw^ay to put down insurrections

raised by his own East Roman magnates in Anatolia. The rebellion

of Bardas Sclerus in a.d. 976-9 w^as followed by that of his con-

queror, Bardas Phocas, in 987-9; and Bardas Sclerus, who had

joined forces on this occasion with his former opponent in order to

revolt for the second time, kept up a guerrilla warfare after the

defeat and death of his momentary ally until Basil was constrained

* The record of Justinian’s attack on the Cappadotian laufundia is preserved in

Novella 30 (44), 5, edition ot Zachana \on langenthul (Leipzig jS8i, Teubner, z vols.-f

2 appendices), vol 1, p. 268, cited by Vasiliev, op. ut., vol 1, pp. 207-h.
* See 111 . C (i) (6), vol. iii, pp. 170 i, above, and IV. C (111) (c) 3 (|S) in the present

volume, pp. 507-8, below, 3 bee 11 . D (v), vol. n, p. 200, above.
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to purchase his capitulation at the price of an amnesty. This
flagrant treachery on the part of subjects who cannot have been
unaware of the gravity of the foreign war on which the Emperor
was then engaged is only to be explained by supposing that, for

them, the struggle in the interior of the Empire had become an
issue of greater moment than the conflict with Bulgaria. These
Anatolian magnates were tempted into rebellion by the prospect

of being able to defeat the Imperial Government’s hostile agrarian

policy at a moment when the Government’s strength was being

strained by the task of coping with graver troubles at the opposite

extremity of its dominions; and it is possible that the rebels were
not only tempted into taking up arms by the Government’s dis-

tress, but were also goaded into rebellion by fresh turns of the

govcinmental screw, imprudences into which the East Roman
Government may have been driven by its desperate need of raising

additional supplies in order to meet the costs of the first-class war
which it was waging at ^he time in Europe. The worst possible

forebodings of the defeated rebels were assuredly fulfilled by
Basil’s agrarian law of a.d. 996.

Whatever may have been the precise relation between these

formidable rebellions in Anatolia and the inexorable pressure of the

Great Bulgarian War, the sequel proves conclusively that a Basilius

Bulgaroctonus brought the East Roman Empire to disaster by
emulating a gross error of statesmanship which liad once been com-
mitted by a Justinianus Gothicus* with similarly disastrous con-

sequences for the universal state that was the East Roman Empire’s

prototype. In order to achieve an ephemeral conquest of Italy

Justinian remorselessly ate out the heart of Illyricum, a region

which was of vastly greater value than Italy to the later Roman
Empire because it was an irreplaceable recruiting-ground of the

Roman Army. This Illyrian recruiting-ground suffered even more
cruelly from Justinian’s Great Gothic War than the Italian battle-

field. The drafts required to replace the casualties on the other

side of the Adriatic drained Illyricum of its manhood; and in a.d.

550 some of the last of the Illyrian reserves had to turn aside,

when they were on the march to their Italian grave, in order to rap

over the knuckles the importunate interloping barbarians, who
were in such a hurry to fill the doomed IUvrian peasantrj^’s place

that they could not even bring themselves to linger discreetly on

the farther bank of the Danube until the last of the race w hich they

were supplanting had been drummed aw^ay to die })y the perverse

ambition of an unpaternal Government. The penalty which the

^ See the present chapter, pp. 326-8 and 300, abo\e, and V C (ii) (a), vol. vi, pp. 223-

5, bclo\v.
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Roman Empire paid for Justiman’s ephemeral reconquest of Italy

was a permanent occupation of the Balkan Peninsula, from Danube
to Taygetus, by the barbarian Slavs In the history of the East

Roman Empire the conquest ofBulgaria had a corresponding sequel.

In the East Roman Empire's structure the role which had been
played by Illyricum in Roman history from the reign of Probus to

the reign of Justinian I was played, from the reign of Leo Syrus to

the reign of Basil II, by the Anatolic and Armeniac army-corps dis-

tricts in Central and Eastern Anatolia This was the region which
was the recruiting-ground of the East Roman Army during the

three centuries ending with the Romano-Bu)garian War of 977-
1019; and here again the fate which overtook this uniquely valuable

region half a century later gives the measure of the sacrifice that

a barren victory exacted As the heart of Illyricum had been
occupied in the sixth centurv by the Slavs, so the heart of Anatolia

was occupied in the eleventh century by the Turks, and in this

case, as in that, the occupation vas permanent The East Roman
Government ne\cr succeeded in winning this vital territory back,

and the failure is not to be attributed \ holly to the prowess of

the Saljiiq intruders There is some evidence^ that the Saljuqs’

notable success m holding foi the next two centuries the gi cater

part of the Anatolian ground which they had won at a stroke in

A D 1070-5 was partly due to the sympathy and support that these

aliens received from the local remnants of the Anatolian peasantry

These Anatolian victims of Basil *thc Bulgar-killcr’s' Balkan am-
bitions^ apparently found the Saljuq whips a lighter chastisement

than the Imperial scorpions by which they had been tormented for

some hundred and fifty years by the time of the Saljuqs’ ariival.

At any rate, this previously Greek-speaking Orthodox Christian

peasantry turned Turk, and turned Muslim, en masse,

^

and their

* This evidence is discussed by Rainsa> Sir W M in op cit infra pp 21 34
2 The peasantry of hastem and ( tntral Anatolia were the victims not onlv of Basil 11

but of I eo Sjrus for it was cn iheir shoulders thst the dead weight or Lto s rtcon
Btructed Roman Empire ultimateh rested This story his repeated itself in the history

of the Russian offshoot of Orthodox C hristtndom where again the ptasantry has had
to bear the burden of the political structure erected b> Peter the Great In this case as

in that, an ambitious political structure reckless]> piled up upon inadequate founda
tions has turned into a crushing social incubus from which the society that has been
cursed with it has onlv been liberated by a catirtrophir collapse Thus llic main
incident in the tragedy of Orthodox Christian history has repeated itself with singular

exactness Yet there is no evidence that Peter s fatally successful e9sa> in state building

was inspired by Leo’s Leo s model was the Roman Pmpire while Peter borrowed his

*totalitanan state’, Caesaio-papism’ and all (sec HI C (n) (6), vol m, p 283, footnote 2,

above), from the contemporary West For the Protestant inspiration of the Petnne
institution of the Holy S^nod see Masaryk, T G The Spirit of Russia (I ondon 1919,
Allen & Unwin, 2 voJs ) vol 1 pp 61 4

3 For the progress m Anatolia, of the Turkish language and the Islamic religion, at

the expense of the Greek language and of Orthodox C hnstiamty, from the eleventh
century to the present day, sec Wfichter, A Der Verfall des Grtechentums in Kletnasten

tm xtv Jahrhundert (Leipzig 1903 Teubner), Ramsay, Sir W M The Intermixture of
Races tn Asia Minor Some of lU Causes and Effects (Oxford 1917, University Press),
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wholesale cultural and religious apostasy suggests that before ever

their new Turkish masters appeared on the scene they had become
spiritually alienated not only from the East Roman political regime,

but also from the Orthodox Christian Civilization upon which the

East Roman Empire had imposed itself as a crushing incubus.*

If the East Roman agrarian crisis, which was one of the two
social maladies brought on by the conflict with Bulgaria, had this

utterly disastrous denouement, the extremeness of the disaster is

perhaps partly to be accounted for by the fact that the agrarian evil

was accentuated by the accompanying malady of militarism.

As though the economic and social strain of the Great Bulgarian

War upon the heart of the East Roman Empire were not enough,
the East Roman Government, which had originally been drawn
into *Ke conflict in the Balkans against its own will by Symeon’s
megalomania, so radically changed its policy that before the first

round of its life-and-death struggle with Bulgaria was over it had
deliberately embarked on a course of military aggression against ^ts

Muslim neighbours on its opposite frontier.

In A.D. 926, on the morrow of the Romano-Bulgarian truce of

924—without w'aiting for the definite conclusion ot peace, which
did not follow till 927—the Emperor Romanus Lecapenus sent part

of his army to win territory on the Euphrates from a foundering

'Abbasid Caliphate. The war of conquest which was thus opened
on the Empire^s south-eastern frontier was carried on systemati-

cally by Romanus’s general John Curcuas from a.d. 926 to 944;^

Dawkins, R M Alodetn Greek in Asia Minor (Cambridge 1916, l''^ni\ersity Press)
In the present Study this problem has been touched upon, by anticipation, in IV C
(ij) {h) I, in the present volume, p 7S, above.

* The success of the Slavs and the Bulgars in holding their own permanently in the
Balkan Peninsula is perhaps likewise partlv to be explained by a similar fraternization,

there, between the barbarian interlopers and the loral cmnant of the provincials—in

this case the Latinized Illyrians and Thracians whose survival is attested by the
existence of their latter-day representatives, the Balkan ‘DiasporA* of Komancc-spcaking
\ larhs That the ancestors of the Vlachs did fraterni/ ' with the Sla\s and Bulgars who
drifted into the depopulated tracts of the n-devant lllvncum is suggested by the remark-
able fact that when—some 600 years after the arriva' A the Slavs, and 500 ycais after

the arrival of the Bulgars -Basil ‘the Bulgar-killer’s’ work was undone bj the emergence
of a Balkan ‘successor-state’ of the Last Roman bmpire in a d 1186, the founiiation

of this new polity was the joint achievement of the Bulgars and the Vlachs—so much so
that the names of both peoples figured, side by side, in the new Balkan Empire’s official

style and title This persistent importance of the Vlachs in Bulgaria raises the question
whether they may not actually have given two sovereigns to the Bulgarian state m an
earlier chapter of Bulgarian history In the interval between the extinction of the House
of Attila in A D 739 and the foundation of the Dynasty of Krum in the last years of the

eighth century, two of the ephemeral occupants of the Ihilganan Throne respectively

bore the names of Sahinus and Paganus. Were these La»^m speaking Illvrian renegades ?

Or IS the Latin appearance of the two names accidental^ Paganus, for example, may
be an elegant version of a perfectly good Furasian Nomad name which was home, five

centuries later, by the Mongol Bayan Names arc seldom good evidence in themselves,

and yel this pair of names is intriguing Wc may pirhaps feel greater confidence m
suggesting a Latin etymology (Cimbalongus - Campus I.ongus) for the name of the

Macedoman battlefield of a.d. 1014 (sec p. 391, above).
* The cultviral effects of Curcuas* conquest, in A d 928, of the 'Abbasid Empire’s

Meliteniai) march arc examined in V. C (1; (c) 3, vol v, pp 254-8, below.
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and it was subsequently extended to other sectors of the Islamic

front by the Emperor Nicephorus Phocas, who conquered Crete in

961,^ Cilicia in 965, and Northern Syria in 969. John Tzimisces

had no sooner dealt with the Russian peril in the Balkans than he
turned his attention to the Syrian front and spent the last years

(a.d. 973“6) of his short reign on Syrian campaigns. Even Basil

II—who might have been expected to feel that killing Bulgars

with one hand and putting down Anatolian rebels w'ith the other

was as hea\7 a tax as he could venture to impose upon his Empire’s

military strength --did not hesitate to spend still more East Roman
blood and treasure on making unprofitable niditary demonstrations

in Syria in 995 and 999. Thereafter, when the Great Bulgarian

War had been ended at last—at the terrible cost that has been in-

dicated—by the ‘knock-out blow’ of a.d. 1018-9, this tardy relief

from one military commitment seems (mlv to have sent the East

Roman military mind of that generation in search of fresh military

adventures in new quarters. One of the last acts of Basil’s reign

was an abortive expedition against the Muslims of Sicily in 1025;

and this was followed up by a naval w^ar against the Muslims of

both Sicily and IfriqTyah in 1032- 5 and by a further attempt to

conquer Sicily in 1038-40. I'his ambitious policy of expansion on

the south-west w^as matched on the north-cast by the annexation,

between a d. 1021 and 1046, of one after another of the IMono-

physitc Christian ^successor-states’ of the 'Abbasid Caliphate in

Armenia.

Of all these offensive militar}^ operations against the Syriac World
along a maritime and continental front that extended from Tunisian

w’aters to the threshold of Azerbaijan, the only two that w^erc per-

haps justifiable on political and social grounds were the Emperor
Nicephorus’s conquests of Crete and Cilicia In capturing C’andia

and Tarsus the East Roman conqueror was smoking out two

hornets’ nests from which the East Roman Empire had been sys-

tematically and persistently raided. - But in pressing on across the

Amanus to conquer Antioch and establish an East Roman protec-

torate over Aleppo Nicephorus was simply adding to the liabilities

of the Empire by burdening it with a new dominion which was as

extensive, and as dangerously exposed lo invasion from the interior

of the continent, as the new dominion which Basil I and Leo the

I Unlike the previous conquests of John Curcuas and the other conquests of Nice-
phorus Phocas at the Muslims’ expense, Cieic wa*» not a province of the 'Abhasid
Caliphate. It was a ct-devant hast Roman possession which had been captured in

A.D. 823 by Muslim pirates from Andalusia, licfore Nici-pliorus’s successful expedition

to Crete in 961 theie had been an abortive attempt to reconquer the island in 949.
* For the regular half-yearly spring and autumn raids upon Anatolia which were

earned out from a base of operations at Tarsus see 11 . D (vii), vol. 11, p. 368, with
footnote I. The Andalusian pirates of Candia I'^ife^ted the coasts and islands of the

Aegean.
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Wise had acquired in Southern Italy—and this without any of the

political and strategic necessity which had justified that earlier for-

ward move in that other quarter.* As for the Sicilian and Asiatic

military adventures of Basil ‘the Bulgar-killer^ and his successors

in the government of the East Roman Empire during the second
quarter of the eleventh century, they were directly responsible for

the crash of a.d. 1071. In weakening or overthrowing the Muslim
‘successor-states* of the 'Abbasid Caliphate in Syria and its Mono-
physite ‘successor-states* in Armenia, this East Roman militarism

was simply filling valleys and levelling hills in order to prepare the

way for the Saljuq and make straight his paths^ tow'ards the empty
spaces that were awaiting his advent in the rotten heart of an

Orthodox Christian Anatolia. Similarly, in attempting to conquer

Sicilv, the same militarism, with the same perversity, was creating

an opportunity for the Normans to seize the East Roman provinces

of Laghovardhia and Calabria, with the Muslim island into the

bargain.

The forward policy which was pursued by the East Roman
Government in this quarter from 1025 particularly

wanton, because it was embarked upon after the Government had

received a series of plain warnings that it had more than enough

on its hands here as it was. The first warning was the resumption

of African Muslim piratical raids. Bari itself, after having en-

joyed more than a century of immunity, was raided in 988 and

again in 1003, and on the latter occasion it w’^as only saved by the

intervention of the Venetians,^ while it required Pisan assistance to

enable the East Roman fleet to defeat its Muslim adversaries

off Reggio in 1006.5 A further, and still plainer, warning was
given by the abortive revolt of the Empire*s Apulian Lombard
subject Melo at Bari in 1009, and by the fugitive’s unsuccess-

ful incursion into Apulia in 1017-18 at the head of a band of

Norman mercenaries. For though, once again, the East Roman
authorities in Italy were able to repel ind punish the assault to

which they had been subjected, this assault would scarcely have

been attempted if in this quarter the East Roman Power had not

been inviting attack by its palpable weakness. Yet, heedless of

these warnings, the East Roman Government embarked upon the

* For thr considerations which were probably in the minds of the East Roman
statesmen who were responsible for the forward policy in Italy at the turn of the ninth
and tenth centuries, see p. 343, above.

* Luke lii. 4-5. See further V. C (1) (c) 3, vol. v, p. 247, below.
3 This 18 interpreted by Gay, op. cit , p. 367, as evidence that the East Roman

Empire in its South Italian extremity was already suffering from overstrain.
* In or after a.p 998 Basil II appears to have officially transferred to Venice—which

at that time still acknowledged the East Roman Government’s suzerainty—the task of
policing the Adriatic, with the commercial and political perquisites which this duty
carried with it. < For these naval operations see Gay, op. cit., pp. 368-9.
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Sicilian expedition of 1038-40; and it was from this that its Italian

disasters arose. The beginning of the end of the East Roman
dominion in Apulia was the simultaneous revolt in 1040 of the

Apulian subjects of the Empire who were being called upon to

supply a fresh draft of conscripts for the Sicilian War,* and of the

North Lombard and Norman mercenaries^ who had returned from
the Sicilian war-zone exasperated at the discipline to which they

had been subjected there. ^

It will be seen that the militarism which made its appearance

with the launching of John Curcuas’ Asiatic offensive in a.d. 926,

and which went on gathering impetus till it was pulled up short,

a century and a half later, by the crash of a.d. 1071, was as fatal to

East Roman interests as it was foreign to East Roman tradition.

How are we to account for this innovation, which involved not

only a change of policy but also a change of ethos ?

The mere change of policy can perhaps be accounted for suffi-

ciently by the temptation which was offered to East Roman am-
bitions in the spectacle of the decrepitude of the 'Abbasid Power
from the early decades of the tenth century onwards. It was the

urgency and imminence of the Arab Muslim pressure that had
called the East Roman Empire into existence two hundred years

back.-* Through two centuries of almost unintermittent warfare

the Empire had stood the strain and, in standing it, had been the

salvation of Orthodox Christendom. Now that the pressure was
relaxing—now that the mighty Syriac Power which had so long

overshadowed Orthodox Christendom and battered at the Empire’s

* They revolted under the leadership of Melons Byzantinized son Argyrus, who made
himself master of Bari in 1040 without repudiating his allegiance to the East Roman
Empire.

> One of the North Lombard mercenaries who were recruited for the East Roman
Government’s Sicilian expedition of a.d. 1038-40 was the father of the future philo>

aopher John Italus (see p. 3^3, footnote 3, above).
3 The story of the- quarrel during the East Roman expedition against Sicily in A.D.

1038-40, between the East Roman commander Maniakis and the Milanese condottiere
Ardwin, with the sequel in which Ardwin revenges himself by raising an Apulian revolt

and bringing in the Normans to help him, is singularly reminiscent, point for point,

of the Herodotean account of the quarrel, during the Achaemenian expedition against

Naxos circa 499 B.c., between the Achaemenian commander Megabates and the Milesian
despot Aristagoras, with the similar sequel in which Aristagoras likewise revenges him-
self by raising an Ionian revolt and procuring the help of the Athenians. (Compare Gay,
op. cit,, pp. 452-5, with Herodotus, Book v, chaps. 28-38.)

* For this explanation of the genesis of the East Roman Emmre see II. D (vii),

pp. 368-9, above, and Part IX, below. Compare the history of the Danubian Hapsburg
Monarchy, which was called into existence by the pressure of the Ottoman Power upon
Western Christendom and which then momentarily expanded at the Ottoman Empire's
expense as the Ottoman pressure relaxed—only to fall to pieces in the same catastrophe
that carried the break-up of the Ottoman Empire to its completion (see II. D (v),

vol. ii, pp. 177-88, above). Just as the Danubian Hapsburg Monarchy failed to outlive

the Ottoman Power whose aggressiveness had been its raison d*6tre^ so the East Roman
Empire lost its social health and its moral balance as soon as the ' Abbasid Power col-

lapsed—with the result that the East Roman Empire too became a prey for the Latin
and Turkish kites who had been attracted, from west and east, by the ^^Abbasid Empire's
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gates was itself breaking into fragments—was the Empire to refrain

from reaping the fruits of its long endurance ? Was it to neglect

the opportunity, which had come at last, of turning the tables?

It must be admitted that the East Roman counter-offensive was
what was to be expected from human nature; yet this general

explanation does not altogether meet this special case
;
for during

the two centuries beginning with the accession of Leo Syrus the

East Roman Government’s statesmanship had consistently shown
itself superhuman—or inhuman—in its moderation. The change
of policy cannot be fully comprehended unless we can also account

for the implied change of ethos; and we can, in fact, account for

this by observing that a new social element was brought into power
at Constantinople by the new Bulgarian peril. Though the Bulgar
Khan Symeon could not attain the East Roman Throne himself, he
could, and did, unintentionally enable the East Roman naval officer

Romanus Lccapenus to seat himself upon it. It was this crowned
naval officer who initiated the militarist policy that was inaugurated

by the Asiatic campaigns ofa.d. 926-44, and it was a pair ofcrowned
military officers—Nicephorus Phocas (imperabat a.d. 963-9) and

John Tzimisces {imperabat A.D. 969-76)—who carried the new
policy farther. Both these latter Emperors had the East Roman
military traditipn in their bones. The Anatolian magnate Phocas

was a grandson of the Nicephorus Phocas who had conquered

Southern Italy for Leo the Wise in 885, and a nephew of a Leo
Phocas who had been defeated by Khan Symeon on the Achelous

in 917. The Armenian soldier-of-fortune John Tzimisces was a

great-nephew of John Curcuas. And Basil ‘the Bulgar-killer’,

whose long reign immediately succeeded the successive short reigns

of th^se two military usurpers, proved to be the one representative

of his dynasty who was imbued with the military spirit.* Thus for

sixty-two years—from 963 to 1025—the East Roman Empire was
in military hands and the new penchan. towards militarism, which

was imparted to the Imperial policy u-^der this regime, persisted

thereafter by sheer momentum^ until it carried the Empire into

irretrievable disaster.

* This spirit did not reveal itself in Basil till a d 985, when the Emperor was twenty-
seven years old and had already been oflficially sole master of tlie Empire for ten years

(since the death of John Tzmusccs m 976) A conspiracy whicn threatened his tenure

of the Imperial throne in 985 appears to have had "be psychological effect on Basil of

transforming him from an ostensibly frivolous and idle young man into an ascetic

autocrat and an untiring professional soldier.

* The only break in the continuity of this long military regime was the first decade
of the sole reign of Basil (see the preceding footnote), but even this decade was a time

of war, since the forty-three years’ struggle between the East Roman Empire and the

West-Bulgarian war-lord Samuel of Ochrida began in A d. 977.
3 The persistence of this new spint of military adventure—ahen though this was

from the original gemus of East Roman statesmanship—is demonstrated oy the fact

that It survived tlie crash of a d. 1071 and reasserted itself during the Comnenian rally
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The truth was that the spirit of moderation which was the

original note of East Roman statesmanship had been the East
Roman Empire’s saving grace; and when once this spirit was lost

an institution which had always been a grievous incubus upon the

life of Orthodox Christendom became utterly intolerable. It was
not, however, the irrational play of Chance or a malicious stroke

of ‘the Envy of the Gods’ that transformed the original ethos of the

East Roman Empire into its antithesis with this fatal consequence.

The transformation was due to an inward necessity and not to an
external accident; for it was natural that a growing society should

expand, and inevitable, in the circumstances i f Orthodox Christian

social history, that such expansion should bring with it a multiplica-

tion of the incubus with which the expanding society was already

saddled; and, since there w^as not room for more than one ghost of

the Roman Empire to haunt a single house, a life-and-death struggle

between the East Roman Empire and its Bulgarian double followed

the conversion of Bulgaria automatically. In this internecine war-

fare between two idolized ghosts the Orthodox Christian Civiliza-

tion went down to destruction.

We have dwelt at some length upon the idolization of the East

Roman Empire and its consequences, because this tragic story

throws light on something more than the nemesis that attends the

idolization of an ephemeral institution; it shows up the perverse

and sinful nature of idolatry itself as a transference of loyalty from
the whole to the part and a transference of worship from the Creator

to the creature. In Orthodox Christendom from the eighth cen-

tury onwards the loyalty which should have been reserved for the

Orthodox Christian Society as a whole was restricted to a single

institution—the East Roman Empire—which was confined to one

plane of social life and had been erected there by its worshippers’

own hands. From the tenth century onwards, when the expansion

of Orthodox Christendom had come to embrace the Bulgars as

well as the Greeks within the Orthodox Christian fold, the un-

worthy object of the idolatrous society’s worship was still further

until it precipitated the second crash that brought the Empire to the ground at the turn
of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries It the Comneni were to save the Empire, it

was evident that they must make the most of the opportunity that was offered by the

shock which the Saljuq Power in Anatolia had received from the impact of the Crusaders
The Comneni ought to have concentrated the whole of their strength upon a supreme
effort to wipe the Saljuqs out and thus recover the heart of Anatolia. Instead of that,

they dissipated their energies upon \ain attempts to assert their suzerainty over the new
Crusader principalities in Syria, and upon barren wars against distant European
adversaries the Hungarians beyond the Danube and the Normans beyond the Adriatic.

The Romano-Hungarian wars of 1128-9 and 1151-5 and 1 166-8 and the Romano-
Norman war of 1147-58 account for the failure of the Comneni to deliver a ‘knock-out

blow’ to the Anatolian Saljuqs in the Romano-Turkish wars of 1109-16 and 1 119-20
and 1 146-7 and 1160-2 and 1176-7. The defeat of the East Roman army by the Saljuqs

at Myriocephalum in a.d. 1176 reduplicated and clinched the disaster of the defeat

at Manzikert in 1071.
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narrowed down by being multiplied from the singular into the

plural and thereby ceasing to be coextensive with the society in

range, even on its own superficial plane. From a.d. 927 onwards
the misguided devotion of the Orthodox idolaters to a political

fetish was divided between one parochial empire at Constantinople

and another at Preslav. Since both empires claimed an oecumenical
jurisdiction by divine right, a life-and-death struggle between them
was inevitable; and when the idolators’ house was thus divided

against itself, it is no wonder that it could not stand. 1

If the universal nemesis of idolatry is manifested with unusual

clarity in the Orthodox Christian case, it is also noticeable that this

particular example has a specially close bearing upon a case which
touches ourselves more nearly.

The concentration of idolatrous worship upon a political institu-

tion, and the dissipation of this political idolatry among a plurality

of idolized parochial states whose relations are hostile because their

pretensions are incompatible, is an aberration into which the Ortho-

dox Christian Society has not been alone in falling. Our own
Western Society has set its feet upon the same path of destruction

after having made a promising start upon the path of Life.

In the Respublica Christiana which Hildebrand set himself to

build in the West^ in a generation when Orthodox Christendom had
already broken down under the crushing weight of the Imperium

Redivivum^ our Western Society was endowed with an institution

which was a new creation instead of being a ghost evoked from
the Past, and which promised to become an ever more pow^erful

stimulus to social growth instead of being an ever more cumber-
some drag upon it. But this fair prospect was blighted within

two hundred years of Hildebrand\s time by the v^pis to w^hich the

Papacy succumbed in the hour of its triumph over the Hohen-
staufen;^ and, owing to this tragic failure of the master-institution

which the Western Christendom had ert ated for itself in the second

chapter of its history, the institutional heirloom from this chapter

that exercised the dominant and decisive influence upon the course

of the next chapter was one of the subordinate institutions of

medieval Western Christendom which had been an incidental pro-

duct of the strife between the Papacy and the Holy Roman Empire.

A role which had appeared to be the manifest destiny of the Papal

Respublica Christiana now passed to the North Italian City-State^

* Matt XU 2$ - Mark iii 24 - Luke xi 17
* See the present chapter, pp 319-40, above
3 hor the Papal performance of the tragedy of Kopos-v^pLS-dTq sec IV C (111) (c) 3

(ft, Pp 512-84, hclow.
* I' or the dominant role of the medieval Italian tiiy-state culture in settii^ the tone

of the third chapter of our Western history see 111 C (11) (A), vol ni, p. 375, footnote 2,

above.
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which had found room to establish itself in the no-man’s-land

between the Papal and Imperial fronts.* And the upstart institu-

tion which thus came to the fore, after the key to the future of

Western Christendom had slipped through the fingers of the Vicar

of Peter, had much more in common with the baneful Orthodox
Christian institution of the Imperium Redivivum than with the

abortive Western Respublica Christiana,

Like the Byzantine Imperium Redivivum, the Italian city-state

was a ghost called back to life out of the dead past of the Hellenic

Society to which both the Christendoms were affiliated. While
the Imperium Redivivum was a ghost of the universal state which
the Hellenic Society had thrown up in the penultimate stage of its

disintegration, the city-state was a ghost of the parochial state in

which the Hellenic Society had found its master-institution in its

growth-stage. The institution which held the field in Western
Christendom at the transition from the second to the third chapter

of our Western history was thus parochial in its essence; and when
in that time of transition this Italian political invention—or political

revival—propagated itself beyond the Alps and translated itself

from the city-state on to the kingdom-state scale, ^ our Western
World was saddled in its turn with a plurality of parochial sovereign

states of the same calibre, and the same pretensions, as the East

Roman and Bulgarian Empires that had confronted one another

in the Orthodox Christian World after the peace settlement of

A.D. 927.

In thus arriving at the state which was the ruin of the sister

society, our Western Society has no doubt been successful—or

fortunate—in having managed to postpone the advent of the evil

day. The political efficiency which was achieved in Orthodox
Christendom in the eighth century was not emulated in the West
till the eleventh century, and then only within the limits ofNorthern

Italy, and on the miniature city-state scale. The West was not

burdened with an efficient state of the East Roman Empire’s calibre

until the Italianization of the Transalpine kingdom-states began

in the fifteenth centur)^;^ and it was not till the sixteenth century

that the tenth-century conflict between the East Roman and Bul-

garian Empires in Orthodox Christendom was reproduced in the

West in the rivalry between the Hapsburg Power and France.

Even since then. Time has continued to be land to us; for whereas

< For the genesis of the medieval Western city-state cosmos see III. C (11) (6),

vol. lii, pp. 344-7, above.
* For this change of scale sec III. C (11) (6), vol. iii, pp. 350*^3» above.
3 The Kingdom of the Two Sicihes is an exception which proves our rule, since

this was a Western ‘successor-state’ of the East Roman Empire, and its talent for efficient

administration on a large scale was a Byzantine l^acy which came as a windfall to the
Norman conquerors and their heir the Emperor Frederick II Hohenstaufen.
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it took little more than a centuipr for the two Orthodox Christian
Empires to compass, in destroying one another, the destruction of

the society that had borne them both, we live to bear witness that

our own Western Society still survives in a generation which stands

at a four-hundred-years’ remove from the generation of Francis I

and Charles V—^the two modem Western parochial sovereigns who
started that series of modem Western wars which we have not yet

succeeded in bringing to an end. But can we count upon Time
to prolong our reprieve to Eternity? And is it really a reprieve that

Time has been granting us ? Has not Time perhaps been fattening

our Western body social, like a sacrificial victim, for a mightier

holocaust than Orthodox Christendom was ever able to afford

If we face this last question honestly and utter our opinion openly,

an affirmative answer may be wmng from our lips as we stand on
the threshold of the fourth chapter of our Western history and look

back upon the history of a third chapter that is now complete.*

Ifwe seek to sum up what this third chapter has brought to pass,

our thoughts will recur to our study of the intractability of institu-

tions, 3 and we shall be forced to remind ourselves that for four

centuries our modem Western master-institution, theTarochial

Sovereign State, has been steadily strengthening its ominous hold

upon our Western life by taking advantage of the successive im-

pacts of new social forces. In the impact of Italian efficiency upon
Transalpine government, the impacts of Democracy and Indus-

trialism upon War and upon Parochial Sovereignty, the impact

of Democracy upon Education, and the impact of Nationalism

upon the historic political map, the titanic operations of the Earth-

Spirit on the roaring loom of Time—the rhythmic weaving and

the glowing life that ought to have fashioned a living garment for

God^—have been diverted to the sinister task of manufacturing a

Shirt of Nessus. The spirit of Nationality, which is the bastard

offspring of the impact of Democracy uj on Parochial Sovereignty,

confronted us with its death’s-head gla*e at the beginning of this

Study, where we defined it ‘as a spirit which makes people feel and

act and think about a part of any given society as though it were

the whole of that society’.5 In the same placed we denounced this

spirit as a political counterpart of the sin of polytheistic idolatry

* This question has been raised already in the * resent chapter on p. 318, above,

and It IS taken up again in V. C (11) (6), vol. vi, pp 31^ -?i, below.
» Tor the transition from the third to the fourth chapter of our Western history in

the third quarter of the mncteenth century of the Christian Era see Part I A, vol 1,

p 1, footnote 2, above.
3 See IV. C (ill) (b), passim, above
4 Goethe. Faust, 11 . 501—9, quoted in Part 11 . B, vol 1, p 204, above, and m V. C

(ill), vol. VI, p. 324, below. 5 Part I. A, vol. 1. p. 9, above
4 Vol. j, p. 9, footnote 3 See also IV C (in) (r) 3 (p), m the {resent volume,

p. 543 below.
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—the monstrous ‘association* of false gods with God—which once

aroused the creative indignation of the Prophet Muhammad. If

that is the besetting sin of our Western Civilization in our day, as

we must perforce confess it to be, then, indeed, we must lay aside

every weight;* for we shall need the last reserve of our strength

for running the race that is set before us against a doom to which
our sister society has already succumbed. ‘Beware, therefore, lest

that come upon you which is spoken of in the Prophets.’^

The Pharaonic Crown.

Up to this point in our survey of the pernicious effects of the

idolization of an ephemeral institution the idols which we have

passed in review have all been states of some kind or other : city-

states or nation-states or universal states or their ghosts. States,

howeve/, are not the only kind of institution that has attracted

idolatrous worship. Similar honours have been paid, with similar

consequences, to the sovereign power in a state—a ‘divine* king-

ship or an ‘omnipotent* parliament—or again to some caste or class

or profession on whose skill or prowess the existence of some state

has been deemed to depend.

A classic example of the idolization of a political sovereignty

incarnated in a human being is oflFered by the Egyptiac Society in

the time of ‘the Old Kingdom*. ^ In another connexion we ha\e

noticed already that the acceptance, or exaction, of divine honours

by the sovereigns of the Egyptiac United Kingdom was one symp-
tom of a ‘great refusal* of a call to a higher mission—a fatal failure

to respond to the second challenge in Egyptiac history—which

* Hebrews xii. i. * Acts xiii. 40.
3 Examples have to be carefuil> chosen, for there is, of course, no truth in the vulgar

W'^estem generalization that ‘every Oriental worships his sultan as a god' This is one
of the trite variations on the catchword of ‘the Unchanging East’ which we have
criticized above (in 1 , C (111) (6), \ol. 1, pp. 164-8). There have, of course, been other
non-Western societies besides the Egyptiac Society in which kings have been regarded
—or, at any rate, treated—as divine beings. The Andean Society, the Far Eastern
Society in Japan, and the Hindu Society in its overseas extensions in Java, Camboja
and Champa (see Sir C. Ehof Hinduism and Buddhism (London 1921, Ainold, 3 vols ),

vol. ill, p. 115), mav perhaps be added to the list; but this form of idolatry has been
the exception, not the rule, in the Sumeric Society, and it has not been practised in the
ilabylonic Socie^ or in the Syriac or in the Indic or in the Hindu in India or in the

binic or in the Far Eastern Society in China Divine honours were never paid to an
Achaemenian King of Kings, or to an *Abbasid Caliph of the Prophet and Commander
of the I'aithful, or to a Chinese Son of Heaven C)n the other hand, in the Hellenic
Sodetv, to which our own Western Society is ‘affiliated’, divine honours were per-

petually, and m the end regularly, paid to living conquerors and autocrats from be-
ginnmg to end of the Hellemc decline and fall The earliest recorded recipient of this

idolatrous worship in the Hellenic W’orld is Lysander, the Spartan soldier and politician

who delivered the ‘knock-out blow’ to Athens in the Athcno-Peloponnesian War of

431-404 B.c. The series continues, through Alexander the Great and the Macedonian
rulers of the Hellenic 'successor-states’ of the Achaemenian Empire, to Caesar and
Augustus and the post-Augustan Roman Emperors. (For a fuller survey of the cur-
rency of this practice of deifying the rulers of universal states see V. C. (1) (d) 6 (5 ),

Annex, vol. v, pp. 648-57, below.)
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brought the Egyptiac Civilization to the early breakdown that so

tragically cut short its precocious youth, ^ The crushing incubus
which this series of human idols imposed upon Egyptiac life is

perfectly symbolized in the pyramids, which were erected by the

forced labour of their subjects in order to render the Pyramid-
Builders magically immortal and divine.

‘It is not only externally that the pyramids at Memphis are the dis-

tinctive monument {das Wahrzeichen) of “the Old Kingdom”
;
they are

also the expression of its inmost essence. The entire state is concentrated

m the person of “the Great God”—^as the Pharaoh is styled in the war-
memorials of “the Old Kingdom” on the Sinai Peninsula, whereas “the
Good God” is the standard later usage—and the staters highest task is

to ensure to him the perpetuation of the luxury of his royal estate in

death as in life, and this to all eternity. The Egyptiac religion, with its

hocus-pocus of magic, knows the road by which this objective can be
reached, while the progress of civilization provides the technical and
material means for attaining it with the greatest possible completeness.*^

This king-worship had no sooner produced its disastrous effect

of breaking the Egyptiac Civilization down than it evoked a moral
revulsion against a religious aberration which had demahded so

awful a sacrifice. The ‘folk-tales’ about the Fourth Dynasty, which
were handed down till they came to the ears of Herodotus some
two thousand five hundred years after the age in which the Pyra-

mid-Builders lived, included a tradition that King Menkaure, the

builder of the last of the three classic pyramids at Gizah, repented

him, already, of the evil which his fathers had done, and defied the

will of the Divine Ennead itself by insisting upon releasing the

people of Egypt from their oppression.^ The monuments and

records of the Fifth Dynasty indicate that, in ‘the Silver Age’ of

‘the Old Kingdom*, Religion was beginning to take a more moral,

and pari passu a less regiccntric, form;+ and the change of outlook

came ivith a rush when ‘the Silver Age* pa sed over into a ‘Time of

Troubles’.

5

That age saw the triumph ol a religion which came
out of the bosom of the Egyptiac internal proletariat and which

expressed the spiritual reaction of the Egyptian peasantry to the

1 See III. C (j) id), vol iii, pp. 212-15, above. The first challenge in Egyptiac
history had been the physical task of mastering the jungle-swamp of the Lower Nile

Valley (see 11. C 00 (^) 2i vol. 1, pp. 302-15, above). The second challenge was the

question of how the ruler of the United Kingdom of I g’ nt was to use the enormous

C
ower over the lives of his fellow human beings which na'l been placed in his hands

y the accomplishment of the feat of creating an Egypt out of the jungle-swamp.
* Meyer, E. : Geschtchte des Altertums, vol. 1, part (2), 3rd edition (Stuttgart and Berlin

1913, Cotta), pp. 181-2.
^ Sec the tale of Mycerinus in Herodotus, Book II, chaps. 129-34.
See Breasted, J. H.: The Development of Religion and Thought in Ancient Egypt

(London 1912, Hodder & Stoughton), pp. 177-8.
s For the Egyptiac ‘Time of Troubles’, circa 2424-2070/60 B.C., see 1 . C. (11), vol. i,

p. 137. above, and V. C (1) {c) 3, vol. v, pp. 266-7, below.
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oppression that had broken their back;* and the converse of Osiris'

advance was the deified Pharaoh's retreat.

The ‘endeavour', for which the pyramids stood, ‘to achieve im-
mortality by sheer physical force'^ was, indeed, discredited during

the ‘Time of Troubles* by a strictly material demonstration which
was conclusive in the case of so strictly material an aim as that

which the Pyramid-Builders had been pursuing. Their achieve-

ment of immortality in an Other World depended, avowedly, upon
their ability to furnish their sepulchres in This World with a never-

ceasing service of priests whose task was to say offices and make
offerings in saecula saeculorum. To this end the Pyramid-Builders

had done, in their lifetime, everything that wealth and law and
magic in league with one another could do to enslave the energies

of future generations for the execution of the Pyramid-Builders*

own egotistic purpose. But in the 'Time of Troubles’, when ‘the

land’ turned ‘round as doth a potter’s wheel’, ^ all their endowments
were swept away and all their dispositions were disregarded.^

The Bolshevik spirit in which, in that age of anarchy and
violence, the common people of Egypt revolted against an incubus

under which they had laboured for centuries, is miriored in a

poem

—

The Admonitions of a Prophet—in which the experiences of

the breakdown were recorded in retrospect after the rally that

accompanied the foundation of the Egyptiac universal state.s

‘The door-keepers say: “Let us go and plunder.” The washerman
refuseth to carry his load . . .

‘Nay, but poor men now possess fine things. He that once made for

himself sandals now possesseth riches. . . .

‘Nay, but Elephantine and Thinis [?] and the ... of Upper Egypt [?],

they pay taxes no more by reason of the unrest. ... To what purpose is a

treasury without revenues ? . . .

‘Nay, but the public offices are opened, and their lists are taken away.

Serfs become lords of serfs.

‘Nay, but the [officials.'^] are slain and their lists taken away. Woe is

me because of the misery in such a time I

^ For the worship of Osins see I C (ii), vol. i, pp. 140 5, above, and V C (i) {c) 2,

vol V, pp. 150-2, below.
* Breasted, op cit

, p, 179, quoted in I. C ( 1), vol i, p 141, above
3 'The Admonitions of a Prophet’ in Erman, A.: The Literature of the Ancient

Egyptianit English translation (London 1927, Methuen), p 95.
^ This did not happen until after the 'Time of Troubles’ had set in, if that change is

to be equated with the transition from the Fifth to the Sixth Dynasty circa 2424 B.i'

(see I. C (11), vol. 1, p 137, above) Our modem Western archaeologists have unearthed
a decree of King Pepi II in which this Pharaoh of the Sixth Dynasty exempts from all

state taxation the priesthood and endowment of the pyramid of a 1 haraoh of the Third
Dynasty, King Snefru (see Breasted, J H.* The Development of Religion and Thought in

Ancient Egypt (London 1912, Hodder Sc Stoughton), p. 81).
s For the foundation of the Egyptiac universal state through the political reunifica-

uon of the Egyptiac World circa 2070/60 b.c, see 1 . C (n), vol. 1, p. 139; H, D (vL
vol. u, p. 1 12; and IV. C (11) (6) 2, in the present volume, p. 85, above, and V. C (11) (<1),

vol. VI, p. 190, below.
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1

‘Nay, but the scribes of the sack, their writings are destroyed. That
whereon Egypt liveth is a “When I come, it’s brought me”.

‘Nay, but the laws of the judgement-hall are placed in the vestibule.

Yea, men walk upon them in the streets, and the poor tear them up in

the alleys.

‘Nay, but the poor man hath attained to the condition of the Nine
Gods. That procedure of the House of the Thirty is divulged.

‘Nay, but the great judgement-hall is a “Go out, that he may come in”.

The poor go and come in the Great Houses.
‘Nay, but the children of the magistrates are thrown on to the streets.

He that hath knowledge saith: “Yea”. The fool saith: “Nay”. He that

hath no knowledge, to him seemeth it good.

‘Nay, but they that were in the Pure Place, they are cast forth upon
the high ground. The secret of the embalmers, it lieth open.’*

This overwhelming spectacle of the mummies of godlike kings

being cast out upon the face of the desert was matched by the

spectacle of the desecrated and derelict pyramids, which had now
become immortal monuments of their builders* failure to achieve

their own immortality. The very wealth which the Pyramid-
Builders had heaped up in their sepulchral chambers, or ear-

marked for the service of their mortuary ritual, had produced the

exact opposite of its intended effect by serving as a loadstone to

the covetousness of spoilers who were not deterred by any fear of

cither gods or men and were not visited by either divine or human
retribution.

Behold the places thereof;

Their walls are dismantled.

Their places are no more,

As if they had never been. . . .

Lo, no man taketh his goods with him.

Yea, none retumeth again that is gone thither.^

No wonder that by the time of the foundation of the Egyptiac

universal state the efficiency of the royal mortuary ritual was no

longer believed in.-*

Tf thou callest burial to mind, it is sadness, it is the bringing of tears,

it is making a man sorrowful, it is haling a man from his house and cast-

ing him upon the hill. Never wilt thou go forth again to behold the

Sun. They that budded in granite and fashioned a hall [?] in the

pyramid, that achieved what is goodly in this goodly work—^when the

builders are become gods, then their offering-tables are empty [and they

* ‘The Admonitions of a Prophet’ in Erman, op. cit., pp. 94-100.
2 Song on the futility of the p>rainid8, dating from the time oi the Eleventh Dynasty

(i.e. the period of transition from the ‘Time of Troubles’ to the universal state), quoted
by Breasted, op at. pp. 182-3.

3 Sec I. C (11), vol. 1, pp. 142-3, above, and compare Meyer, E.. Geschtchte des

Altertums, vol 1, part (2), 3rd edition (Stuttgart and Berlin 19x3, Cevta), pp. 294
and 296.
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are] even as the weary ones which die upon the dyke without a survivor;

the flood hath taken its end [of them] and likewise the heat of the Sun,
and the fish of the river-bank hold converse with them.*'

These spiritual experiences of the Egyptiac ‘Time of Troubles’
are reflected in a new attitude towards the sovereign power which
is discernible after the establishment of the Egyptiac universal

state.

‘Under the Twelfth Dynasty the kings . . . eventually attained to a

power which was not less absolute than that which had been exercised

by the Pharaohs of “the Old Kingdom.” . . . But, all the same, their

status is essentially different from that of Snefru and Cheops. The
naive point of view that the whole country only exists in order to serve

the King and to build his giant tomb for him has not only disappeared

but has actually swung round into the contrary view that the royal

power exists because the prosperity of the country, and of all its in-

habitants, depends upon it.’^

This narrowing of the gulf between the sovereign and the people

during the ‘Time of Troubles’ seems afterwards to have proceeded

a stage farther as a consequence of the peculiar sequel to the

break-up of the Egyptiac universal state. We have seen"^ that the

ensuing interregnum was cut short and cancelled by a restoration

of the universal state within little more than a hundred years after

its fall. This Mycerinus-like defiance of Fate was inspired by a

fanatical hostility to the tincture of an alien civilization in the cul-

ture of the interloping barbarian Hyksos
;
and the ‘Zealotism’ which

proved to be a sufficiently dynamic force to drive the Hyksos out

created a spiritual bond between the rank-and-file of the Egyptiac

people and the new dynasty in which they had found their leader-

ship in their ‘holy wai’. Under ‘the New Empire’ the divinity of

the sovereign was little more than titular, and the Emperor actually

lived among his people, and among the other members of the Im-

* ‘The Dispute with his Soul of One who is tired of Life' in Erman, op. cit., pp. 87-8.
^ Meyer, E Geschichte des Altertum\^ vol 1, part (2), third edition (Stuttgart and

Berlin 1913, Cotta), pp. 278-9, The literary evidence on 'which Meyer's thesis rests

IS examined in Breasted, op. cit
, pp. 210-50. In "I he Admonitions of a Prophet the

atmosphere of ruin has already given place to an atmosphere of reconstruction before
we reach the point at which our sole manuscript breaks off. ‘Herein ... we may discern
a great transformation. 'I’he pessimism with which the men of the early Eeudal Age
[i.e. the Egyptiac “"rime of Troubles”—A. J. T.], as they beheld the desolated cemeteries

of the Pyramid Age, or as they contemplated the hercaltcr, and the hopelessness with
which some of them regaided the earthly life were met by a persistent counter-current
in the dominant gospel of righteousness and social justice set forth in the hopeful
philosophy of more optimistic thinkers* (Breasted, op. ut., p. 249) In other woids, the
establishment of an Egyptiac universal state, in the shape of the so-called ‘Middle
Empire*, after the ‘Time of 'IToubles’, was the symptom of a rally on the moral as

well as the material plane.
5 In I. C (n), vol I, pp. 138-9 and 1^-5, and in IV. C (11) (6) 2, in the present

volume, p. 85, above. See further Part V. A, vol v, pp 2-3, V. C (1) (c) 2, vol. v,

p. 152; and V. C (1) (c) 4, vol. v, p. 351, below.
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penal Family, not as a god but as a man.* The completely human
family life which was led by Ikhnaton* within the privacy of his

palace at Tell-el-Amarna may have scandalized the public opinion

of his generation
;
yet the Imperial revolutionary was merely carry-

ing to its logical conclusion a tendency which *was already implicit

in the spirit of the age.

This ‘humanization* of the status of the sovereign was—signifi-

cantly—accompanied by a corresponding tendency in other matters

which were of almost equal importance in Egyptiac life. In the

religious field, for example, an immortalization which under ‘the

Old Kingdom’ had been the odious monopoly of a privileged

minority at the expense of an exploited majority was brought
within everybody’s reach by the triumph of the Osirian religion.

^

In the literary field, again, the Imperial revolutionary who failed

to impose his radical religious reform upon the Egyptiac Society

under the restored universal state did succeed in perpetuating his

equally radical literary reform of ‘scrapping’ the dead classical lan-

guage of ‘the Middle Empire’—as he had sought to ‘scrap* the

classical religious syncretism of his own predecessor Thothmes IIP
—and making a new literary medium out of the living vernacular

language of the d^iy.s This vernacular literature which burst into

flower in Ikhnaton’s reign {imperabat circa 1370-1352 B.c.) was
more lively than its classical predecessor. ‘Men saw the World as

it is, and took a pleasure in it’^—as is witnessed by the love-songs

which this latter-day Egyptiac literature has bequeathed to us.^

It is evident that in the course of its long-drawn-out decline the

Egyptiac Society made a persistent, and not altogether unsuccess-

ful, effort to recoil from the aberration that had caused its break-

down. The contrast between an Ikhnaton and a Chephren,® or

between an anonymous love-song of ‘the New Empire’ and a royal

pyramid of ‘the Old Kingdom’, reveals the struggle for the Egyptiac

soul which a spirit of humanism waged with a spirit of idolatry for

two thousand years. But this humanism was not enough to con-

quer its formidable adversary’ and reverse the process of decline and

* On this point see Hall, H. R.: The Ancient History of the Near East (London 1913,

Methuen), pp. 277-9.
» For Ikhnaton’s abortive religious revolution sec I. C (li), vol i, pp. X45“6» »bovc,

and V. C (i) (d) 6 (8), Annex, vol. v, pp 695-6, below.
J On this point sec I. C (11), vol. i, pp. 142-3, above, and V. C (1) (<:) 2, vol. v,

p. 15 1, below.
* See I. C (u), vol. 1, p. 145, footnote 5, above; the present chapter and volume,

p 421 ;
V, C (1) (d) 6 (B), vol. v, p 530; and V. C (1) (d) 6 (8), Annex, vol, v, pp. 653-4

and 695, below.
5 Erman, op. cit., p. xxvi. See also the present Study, V. C (1) (d) 6 (y), vol. v,

p. 496, below.
* Erman, op cit

,
loc. cit. ? Sec the specimens in Erman, op. cit., pp. 242-51.

* This contrast comes out not only in their recorded aims and achievements, but
in the portraits of themselves—as they themselves wished to be portrayed—which they

have bequeathed to posterity.
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fall; and there is a poignancy of failure in its efforts which touches

our own sensibilities as we contemplate to-day the vestiges of its

record. The epitaph of this pathetic Egyptiac humanism is ‘Too
late and too trivial!* It could not prevail against the demonic
energy and earnestness of the king-worship which the pyramids
embody. If we balance the two contending spirits in those divine

scales in which the human soul was weighed at the Osirian

judgement of the dead, we shall find that the more amiable spirit

lightly kicks the beam. En fin de cample the dominant spirit of the

Egyptiac Society from the Age of the P3rramid-Builders onwards
is that of a ‘servile state’ and not that of zfHe champStre.^

The Mother of Parliaments.

The idolization of a political sovereignty incarnated in a human
being is an aberration that is not exclusively represented by the

classical Egyptiac example. If we look for an analogue in our

modem Western history, we can easily discern a vulgar version of

a royal Son of Re in the French ‘roi soleil’, Louis XIV. This

Western Sun-King’s palace at Versailles weighed as heavily upon
the Land of France as the pyramids at Gizah weighed upon the

Land of Egypt; and the French Revolution was as inevitable a

consequence of the idolization of the Crown as that Egyptiac social

upheaval in which ‘the land’ turned ‘round as doth a potter’s

wheel’.* ‘L’fitat e’est moi’ might have been spoken by Cheops,

and ‘Apris moi le deluge’ by Pepi II. But perhaps the most in-

teresting example which the modem Western World affords of the

idolization of a sovereign power is one that is rather less sensational.

In the apotheosis of ‘the Mother of Parliaments’ at Westminster
the sovereign object of idolization is not a sovereign human being

but a sovereign committee; and the incurable drabness of com-
mittees has here co-operated with the obstinate conceit of matter-

of-factness in the modem English social tradition to keep this

idolization of Parliament within respectable limits. The English

worshipper of the House of Commons is only required to cast

upon the altar that perfunctory grain of incense which sufficed for

the Imperial Cult of a pedestrian Claudius or a prosaic Vespasian;

and an Englishman who looked abroad upon the World in the

year 1938 might reasonably claim that his temperate devotion to

his own political divinity was being handsomely rewarded. Was
not the country which had preserved its loyalty to ‘the Mother of

Parliaments’ in a happier case than its neighbours who had gone

* For the servile fithoa of the Egyptiac Society in its latter days see III. C (ii) (ft),

vol. Ill, p. 215, and IV. C (u) (ft) 2, in the present volume, p. 85, footnote 5, above.
* See the quotation on p. 410, above.
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a whoring after other gods?! Had the Lost Ten Tribes of the

Continent found either tranquillity or prosperity in their feverish

adulation of outlandish
*

Duces’ and * Fiihrers’ and *Kommissars’ and
‘Corporative States* and ‘Third Reichs’ and ‘Soviet Socialist Repub-
lics’ ? In 1938 the answer to this practical question was undoubtedly
in favour of the Englishman who asked it; and yet it still left some-
thing to be said; for the Englishman himself would admit that the

blessings which his Mother Goddess was now bringing him were
conspicuous chiefly by contrast with other men’s present ills; and
he would also admit that the recent Continental offspring of the

ancient Insular Parliament had proved, on the whole, to be a sickly

brood—^incompetent to bring political salvation to the non-British

majority of the living generation of Mankind, and incapable of

holding its own against the post-war plague of dictatorships.

Perhaps the truth is that the very features in the character and
history of the Parliament at Westminster which are the secret of

its hold upon an Englishman’s respect and affection are so many
positive stumbling-blocks in the way of making this venerable

English institution into a political panacea for the World. The
Englishman is proud of his Parliament because he remembers that,

alone among the many institutions of its kind that had come into

being in the Transalpine kingdoms of Western Christendom during

the second chapter of our Western history, this English Parliament

was successful, at the transition from the Medieval to the Modern
Age, in withstanding the impact of the Italian city-state culture by
finding a way of combining the new-fangled Italian political effi-

ciency with the old-fashioned Transalpine political liberties.* Yet

this unique success of the Parliament at Westminster in outlasting

‘the Middle Ages’ by adapting itself to the exigencies of the Modern
Age perhaps makes it less likely that this antique institution can

now achieve another equally creative metamorphosis in order to

meet the challenge of a ‘Post-Modern’ Age which is knocking upon

the door with new and different exigenci^^s of its own.

If we look into the structure of Parliament, we shall find that it

is essentially an assembly of the representatives of local constitu-

encies. This essential feature is just what we should expect from

the date and place of the institution’s origin; for the medieval

kingdom of England, like other Transalpine kingdoms in the same

age, was a congeries of village communities—interspersed with

boroughs as a cake is sprinkled with plums. In such a polity as

that, the significant and important grouping for political purposes

* Judges ii. 17. Compare Exodus xxxiv 15, and Leviticus rvy. 7.

* For this acnievement see III. C uO (^)» vol 111, pp. 358-63, and IV. C (111) (6) 8,

m the present volume, pp. 198-200, above.
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was that of neighbourhood. The people with whom any given

subject of the King was likely to have a common political interest

were the people whose homes lay within a day’s walking or riding

distance of his own; and in a society so constituted the proper

constituencies for a representative parliamentary assembly were
manifestly local constituencies of sufficiently small size to allow

every voter in each of them to know something about his fellow

constituents and something about his member. This social basis

of the structure of Parliament remained unchanged when the im-

pact of the Italian culture ushered in a new age, and again when
this challenge was successfully met by the creative transformation

of Parliament in the seventeenth century. But the very success of

Parliament in weathering the political storms of the seventeenth

century had the consequence of singling England out to be the

laboratory for a vast economic innovation during the two centuries

that followed; and this English Industrial Revolution has under-

mined the social foundations beneath the English Parliament’s

feet. The Industrial Revolution has transformed a congeries of

many hundred small and mutually independent units of economic

life into a single unit which is co-extensive with the whole of the

United Kingdom and which is one and indivisible economically,

as the Kingdom itself is politically.^ In the new England that has

been conjured into existence by the new force of Industrialism

within the last 150 years, the link of locality has lost its significance

for political as well as for most other social purposes. And the new
English voter, if we ask him who is his neighbour, will certainly

not think of all those hundreds of thousands, or even millions, of

people whose homes now lie wdthin one day’s travelling-distance

of his own home by railway or motor-car. Nor will his own home
strike him as a natural centre to measure from

;
for, in his outlook,

it is no longer a fixed point. Unlike the tillei of the ground, who
is rooted in the soil like a tree, the urban industrial worker may be

here to-day and gone to-morrow to any place to wffiich he may
have been drawm by a momentary prospect of employment. For

such a voter in such a social milieu the only rational answer to the

question ‘Who is your neighbour?’ is: 'My fellow railwayman or

or my fellow miner, in every corner of the Kingdom from Land’s

End to John-o’-Groat’s.’ The true constituency has ceased to be

local and has become occupational. But an occupational basis of

representation is a constitutional terra incognita in which the West-
minster Parliament could not acclimatize itself without a radical

change of structure; and for that ‘the Mother of Parliaments’ in her

venerable old age not unnaturally shows no appetite.

* See IV. C (lii) (6) 4, p. 170, above.
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To all this, no doubt, a twentieth-century English admirer of

Parliament as it is may justly reply with a solvitur ambulando. In
the abstract, he may admit, a thirteenth-century system of parlia-

mentary representation is unsuitable to a twentieth-century com-
munity; but he will point out that in twentieth-century England
the theoretical misfit seems to work as a matter of fact ; and he will

even be able to explain how this strange thing can be. In prophesy-
ing some serious social dislocation if an old political institution is

allowed to remain unadjusted to a new economic basis, we have
forgotten, he will tell us, to take one pertinent factor into account.

In declaring it impossible to square the circle, we have failed to

reckon with the skill of an old hand in performing tours de force,

‘We English’, this Englishman will explain, ‘are so thoroughly at

home with the political institutions which we have built up that,

in our own country and among ourselves, I believe we can make
them work under any conditions.’ This is not an idle boast; and
it is therefore quite conceivable that the system of parliamentary

representation by local constituencies may actually survive longest

in the country where it was earliest put out of date by the Industrial

Revolution. This is conceivable because, as our hypothetical Eng-
lishman has pointed out, the country which is the birth-place of

the Ijidijstrial System happens to be the birth-place of ‘the Mother
of Parliaments’ as well. In the circumstances it is even possible

that the English may not only cling to their Parliament-worship,

but may escape the usual fate of idolators and persist in their error

with impunity—to their own edification, and to the amazement of

the ‘lesser breeds without the law’. By the same token, however,

it seems probable that England will not cap her seventeenth-cen-

tury feat by becoming for a second time the creator of those new
political institutions which a new age requires.

In our day the need for fresh political creation is once again

urgent; for the flow of the Industrial Revolution, wdth the funda-

mental change of social structure that It necessarily brings in its

train, has not stopped short at the shores of the island out of whose

bosom the volcano originally erupted. Industrialism has now
spread far and wide over the World ; and in every country where

it has established itself it has turned the existing political institu-

tions into social anachronisms. Since few countries have the Eng-

lish luck to possess a political constitution which they know—or

think they know—how to work under all conditions, most countries

will be forced to find a new constitution to fit the new circum-

stances of their economic life. When a new thing has to be found,

there are only two ways of finding it—namely, creation and mime-
sis—and mimesis cannot come into play until somebody has per-
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formed a creative act for his fellows to imitate. In the fourth

chapter of our Western history, which has opened in our time,

who will the new political creator be? Perhaps he will be an
Italian or a German, perhaps a Russian or a Chinese; but at the

start of a long, and probably arduous, race it is an unprofitable

exercise of the fancy to guess at the winner. At this early stage it

is only possible to pick out the competitors who are apparently out

of the running; and this, at least, we can do in the present case.

We can predict with some confidence that the new political creator

in the now dawning age will not be any English worshipper of ‘the

Mother of Parliaments’.

Scribes^ PriestSy and Janissaries.

We may close this survey of institutional idols by glancing at

*he idolatrous worship of castes and classes and professions; and
here we already have something to go upon. In studying the

social structure of the arrested civilizations^ we have come across

two societies of the kind—the Spartans and the ‘Osmanlis—in

which the keystone of the arch was a caste that was virtually a

corporate idol or deified Leviathan.^ If the aberration of idolizing

a caste is capable of arresting a civilization’s growth it will also be

capable of causing its breakdown; and, if we re-examine the

breakdown of the Egyptiac Society with this clue in our hands,

we shall perceive that the ‘Divine’ Kingship was not the only

idolized incubus that weighed upon the backs of the Egyptiac

peasantry under ‘the Old Kingdom*. They also had to bear

the burden of a ‘bureaucracy’ of litterati; and a share in the

responsibility for the breakdown must be attributed to this privi-

leged class.

The truth is that a deified kingship presupposes an educated

secretariat. Without such support it could hardly maintain its

statuesque pose on its pedestal, any more than Moses could have

kept his hands outstretched over the vale of Rephidim from sun-

rise to sunset if his arms had not been upheld by Aaron and Hur.^

The political unification of the whole of the Lower Nile Valley,

from Elephantine to the Mediterranean coast, under a single sove-

reign power, and the systematic exploitation of the resources of

this United Kingdom for the benefit of the deified wearer of the

Double Crown, were feats of co-ordinated social effort which re-

* In Part III A, in vol ui, above.
* If we may rightly classify the Ottoman Padishah's Slave-Household and the

Lacedaemonian cham-gang of Spartiate ‘Peers’ as corporate gods, then assuredly the

weaker vessels among the human cells which once composed these inhuman Leviathans
must often have anticipated, in their for tnt^rteur, the auto-blasphemous reflexion

—
‘It

IS not all beer and skittles being a god’’—which is attributed to a well-known living

god of our own generation. * Exodus xvii 8-i6.
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quired an elaborate administration; and an organized government
on this scale is hardly conceivable without a professional civil ser-
vice which not only knows how to read and write but which is

literate to its finger-tips. ^

Thus the Egyptiac litterati were the power behind the throne,
and indeed, in point of time, they were also before it. This bureau-
cracy could boast of itself that ‘before Pharaoh was, I am’. It was
indispensable, and it knew it; and it took advantage of this know-
ledge of its power in order to ‘bind heavy burdens and grievous to

be borne and lay them on men’s shoulders,’ while the Egyptiac
scribes themselves would not ‘move* these same burdens ‘with one
of their fingers*.^ The privileged exemption of the litteratus from
the intolerable common lot of the sons of toil is the theme of the
Egyptiac bureaucracy’s glorification of its own order in every age
of Egyptiac history. I’he note is struck blatantly in The Instruc-

tion of Duauf :'^ a work, composed during the Egyptiac ‘Time of

Troubles’, which has been preserved to us in copies made a thou-

sand years later, as a writing exercise, by the schoolboys of ‘the

New Empire*. In this ‘instruction which a man named Quauf, the

son of Khety, composed for his son named Pepi, when he voyaged
up to the Residence, in order to put him in the School of Books,

among the children of the magistrates’, the gist of the ambitious
father's parting exhortation to his aspiring child is;

‘] ha\e seen him that is beaten, him that is beaten: thou art to set

thine heart on books. I have beheld him that is set free from foiced

labour: behold, nothing surpasseth books. . . .

‘Would that I might make thee love books more than thy mother;

would that T might bring their beauty before thy face. It is greater than

any calling. ... If he hath begun to succeed, and is yet a child, men
greet him. . . .

‘Every artisan that wieldeth the chisel
[ ^], he is wearier than him that

deUeth. ... In the night, when he is set li e, he worketh beyond what
his arms can do; in the night he burneth a light.

‘The stone-mason seeketh for work f
in all manner ot hard stone.

When he hath finished it, his ai ms are destroyed, and he is wear>\ When
such an one sitteth down at dusk, his thighs and his hack are broken. , .

.

‘The field-worker, his reckoning cndurelh for ever; . . . he, too, is

wearier than can be told, and he fareth as well as one fareth among
lions. . . .

* Professor J L Mvres in Thp Dawn of History i.^ondon, no date, Williams &
Norgate), pp. 68-70, rightly insists upon the fact that it v^as the prior imcntion of the

art of writing which made it possible to establish and maintain a polity on the scale of

the Egyptiac United Kingdom Even in the Andean World, where writing, in the strict

sense, seems to have been unknown horn first to last, the elaborate organization of the

Empire of the Incas, which was the Andean universal state (see I C (1) (6), vol 1,

pp. 1 21—2, above), depended upon the correspondingly elaborate svstem of knot-

mnemonics or qutpus (see V C (i) (d) 6 (y), vol v, p 40 1, below)
a Matt. xxiu. 4 — Luke xi. 46. ^ Text m Erman, op. cit., pp 67-72.
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‘The weaver in the workshop, he fareth more ill than any woman* His

thighs are upon his belly, and he breatheth no air. . . .

‘Let me tell thee, further, how it fareth with the fisherman. Is not his

work upon the river, where it is mixed with the crocodiles ? . . .

‘Behold, there is no calling that is without a director except [that of]

the scribe, and he is the director. . .
.*

A thousand years later, under ‘the New Empire’, the same
spirit breathes through the copy-book exhortations and warnings

to schoolboys^ which convey the bureaucracy’s unfaltering good
opinion of itself as it still bestrides the broken back of a plebs that,

by this time, has collapsed under the burden. Do not be a husband-

man’; ‘Do not be a soldier’; ‘Do not be a charioteer’; ‘Do not be

a soldier, a priest or a baker’
;
‘Be an official* : these were the warnings

with which the writing-master, in those days, still drove home
into his pupils’ minds his exhortation to be diligent.

In the Far Eastern World there is a familiar analogue of this

Egyptiac ‘litteratocracy* in the incubus of ‘mandarin rule’ which the

Far Eastern Society has inherited from the latest age of its Sinic

predecessor.- The Confucian littcratus used to flaunt his heartless

refusal to lift a finger to lighten the load of the toiling millions by
allowing his finger-nails to grow to lengths which precluded every

use of the hand except the manipulation of the scribal brush, and
through all the chances and changes of Far Eastern history he has

emulated his Egyptiac (onfrhe^s tenacity in keeping his oppressive

seat. Even the impact of the Western culture, which has momen-
tarily robbed the Confucian Classics of their prestige, has not thrown
the Chinese litteratus out of his saddle. Though the examinations

in the Confucian Classics are now abolished and the labyrinthine

rows of examination-cell? he desolate, the litteratus still wields his

ancient power in the name of a modern sage,^ ard imposes upon
the peasant as effectively as before by flourishing in his face a

diploma from the University of Chicago or the London School of

Economics and Political Science.

In the course of Egyptiac history the alleviation which a long-

suffering people obtained—albeit, too late—through the gradual

humanization of the sovereign power was offset by successive

additions to the class-incubus. As though the burden of carrying

the bureaucracy had not been enough to bring the common people

to the ground, they were further saddled, under ‘the New' Empire*,

^ Specimens in Erman, op. cit
, pp 189-98.

* i-or the institution of a competitive public examination in the Confucian Classics,

as the avenue of entry into the Imperial Civil Service, m 125 B c. or 124 B c. under the

Prior Han sec III C (11) (6), vol. 111, pp ^29-30, above
3 Since the outbreak of the present Chinese Revolution in a D 1911 the place once

occupied in Chinese hearts and minds by Confucius seems to have been taken by
Dr, Sun Yat-Sen.
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with the incubus of a priesthood which was organized into a puis-
sant Pan-Egyptiac corporation, under the presidency of the Chief
Priest of Amon-Re at Thebes, by the Emperor Thothmes III

{imperabat solus circa 1480-1450 A century after its incor-

poration the Egyptiac priesthood proved strong enough to defeat

the Imperial hercssiarch Ikhnaton {imperabat circa 1370-1352 B.c.);

and three hundred years after that, when ‘the New Empire’ broke
up, the Chief Priest of Amon actually became the residuary legatee

of the Divine Kingship itself. About the yeai 1075 b.c. the reign-

ing pontiff, Ilrihor, picked up the now masterless—and powerless
—Imperial Crown and placed it on his own head.^ Thence-
forward the Egyptiac mandarin had a fellow rider in the shape of

an Egyptiac Brahman and after that the broken-backed Egyptiac

circus-horse was compelled to stumble on upon his everlasting

round of the arena until the pair of riders was increased to a trio

by the mounting of a miles gloriosus on the pillion behind the scribe

and the pharisee.

The Egyptiac Society, which had been as free from militarism

throughout its natural term of life as the Orthodox ^Christian

Society was in its age of growth, had been goaded by its encounter

with the Hyksos—as the East Roman Empire was goaded by its

encounter with Bulgaria—into a militaristic course. Not content

with driving the Hyksos out beyond the pale of the Egyptiac World,

the Emperors of the Eighteenth Dynasty yielded to the temptation

of passing over from self-defence into aggression and taking their

revenge for the Hyksos’ domination over Egypt by carving out an

Eg}^ptian Empire in Asia. I'his v^anton military adventure was

easier to embark upon than to withdraw from; and when the tide

turned again in the days of Ikhnaton the strain began to tell. The
Nineteenth Dynasty found itself compelled to mobilize the now fast

waning strength of the Egyptiac body social in order to save a

remnant of the Asiatic empire and finallv to preserve the integrity

* See I C (n), vol i, p 145. footnote 5, and the present chapter and volume, p. 413,
above, and V. C(i)(d)6(S), \ol \, p 530,andV C (1) (d) 6 v8), Annex, vol v,pp. 653-4
and 695, below. For the stapes bv which this corporation de\ eloped, during the Dark
Age after the decay of ‘the Nev\ Empire’, into a \irtuallv closed hereditary caste, see

Meyer, K ‘Gottesstaat, Militkrherrsc haft und Standcwtsei. in \gypten’ in Sttzungs-

bertchte der Preussischen Akademir der Wt ssenscHaften, Jafugang
^
Pmlosophtsrh-Htsto-

rtsche Klasse (Berlin 1928, de (jiu>ter), i>p 522-3
* See II. D (v), vol 11, p. 1 16, footnote i, above, a M present volume, IV C (iig

(c) 3 09), pp. 515-17, bcltiw.
3 The incubus of ‘Brahmanocraev* has been inherited by the Hindu Society from its

Indie predecessor, as the incubus of ‘litteratocrat> ‘ has been inherited from the Sinic

Society by the Far Eastern. An analogy between the Brahman caste in the Indie and

Hindu worlds and the privileged fraternity ol ‘the pure’ (W*eb) in the Egyptiac World

18 accepted by Mtyer in op. cit
, p 528, but he finds a closer analogy to the social

development of the Fgyptiac W orld after the decay of ‘the New Empire' in the social

development of the later Roman Empire, with its barbarian soldier caste and its

simultaneous tendency to make all occupations hereditary (see Meyer, op cit
, p 529)
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of Egypt herself; and under the Twentieth Dynasty the aged and
tormented frame of the Egyptiac Society was smitten with a para-

lytic stroke as the price of its final tour & force of flinging back the

combined hosts of European and African and Asiatic barbarians

that had been hurled against the Egyptian frontiers by the impetus
of the post-Minoan Volkerwanderung.* When the fallen body at

last lay prostrate and motionless on the ground, worn out by a

regime of hard labour which had been imposed without pity or

reprieve for a term of more than two thousand years, the native

priest and litteratus, who still sat tight in the saddle with no bones

broken by the fall, were joined by the grandson of the Libyan in-

vader, who now strolled back as a soldier of fortune into a derelict

Egyptiac World from whose frontiers his grandfather had been
hurled back by the final feat of native Egyptian arms.^ The
military caste, begotten of these eleventh-century Libyan mer-
cenaries, which continued to bestride the carcass of the Egyptiac

Society for a thousand years after, may have been less formidable

to its opponents in the field than the Janissaries or the Spartiates,

but It was doubtless just as burdensome at home to the peasantry

beneath its feet.^

* See I. C (i) (£»), \oI 1, pp 92-3 and 100-2, above, and V C (i) {c) 3, vol v, p 267,
and V C (11) (a), vol vi, p 207, below

* The apparently peaceful process by which the descendants of thtst Libyan
soldiers oi fortune eventually supplanted their native rgypUan employers in the
political mastery of the Egyptiac VVorld is compared b\ Meyer (m op eit , p 524)
with the supplanting of the Ay>ubids by their own Mamluks m the thirteenth century
of the Christian Era On this see further V C (1) (c) 4, \ol v, pp 352-3, below

J The burden upon the backs ol the Egyptiac peasantry was perhaps mitigated by the
fact—which seems to emerge from the imperfect midcnce at our command—that they
were not called upon to bear more than one of the two latter-day social incubuses in any
given case The Egyptiac World seems, in tact, to have been partitioned geographu ally

between the intrusive Libyan military caste and the native Lg>ptian priesthood I’he

prusthood retained the monopoly of exploiting the peasantry in four temple-states which
centred respcctisely round the shrines of Amon-Rc at Thebes, Ptah at Mtmphii, Re at

Heliopolis, and Horus at LeCopolis (for these Eg>ptiac temple-states and their counter-
parts in the histones of other cmlizations see Alevcr, op cit

, p 52 j ,
cundem Gtschuhte

des Altertums, vol 11, part (7), 2nd edition (btuttgart and Berlin 1928, ( otta),p 51 1 ,
and the

present chapter, p 312, footnote i, above, and IV C (in) (c) 3 (at), p 471, and 7V. C (111)

(^) 3 if)* PP 1 5 8, below) The domains of these four temple-states appear to ha\ e been
free from Libyan military settlements, to ludge by the list of these which is given by
Herodotus in Book II, chups 164-6 ,

foi though Herodotus does record the presence of a
Libyan garrison at Thebes, there is no trace of any military force except the local native

militia in the Thebaid before the destruction of the Theban temple-state during the
struggle between the Napatans, Assyrians, and Saites in the eighth and seventh centuries
B c (Meyer in op cit ,pp 522 and 524 6) Except for Thebes, the Libyan garrison-towns
in Herodotus’s list are all confined to the Delta—and this excluding the three Deltaic
temple-states above mentioned The only place in Upper Egypt where there was
certainly a Libyan garrison before the posting of the garnson at Thebes was Hcra-
cleopolis, and this city was the seat of a temple-state as well as the seat of the Libyan
clan which gave birth to Shoshenq, the founder of the Twenty-Second Dynasty (see

Meyer in op cit
, pp 513, 521, 524, 526) It would seem that m the Heracleopolite

nome, and in thia province only, the Egyptiac peasantry had to pay dues to the priests

and to the Libyans simultaneously, but m this connexion it may be observed that the

garrison at Heracleopolis is not mentioned by Herodotus, who does mention the garrison
at Thebes Is it possible that the later Theban garrison was identical with the old
Heracleopolite garrison, and that there was never at any time more than one Libyan
garnson in Upper Egypt, though this garrison was stationed at difierent places in differ-
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With the spectacle of an Egyptiac Society borne down to the

ground by this trio of idolized castes we may close our study of

the nemesis that attends the idolization of an ephemeral institu-

tion. We have next to consider the idolization of an ephemeral
technique.

(y) The Idolization of an Ephemeral Technique,

Reptiles and Mammals,

If we now turn to consider the idolization of techniques, we
shall recognize at the outset of our inquiry that certain classic

examples of the extreme penalty for a flagrant commission of

this sin have alieady come under our observation in our survey

of the arrested civilizations,^ which has also furnished us with our
classic examples of the extreme penalty for a flagrant idolization

of institutions. 2 In the Ottoman and the Spartan social systems

the kcy-technique of being shepherds of human cattle, or hunters

of human game, \\as idolized side by side with the two master-

institutions of the Padishah’s Slave-IIousehold and the standing

army of Spartiatc ‘Peers’ who were enslaved to the icepersonal

despotism of the Lycurgean agoge. And vhen we pass from the

arrested civilizations evoked by human challenges to those evoked

by challenges from Physical Nature, we find that the idolatrous

worship of a technique comprises the whole of their tragedy. ’Phe

Nomads and the Esquimaux have fallen into arrest through an

excessive concentration of their energies on the technique of literally

shepherding authentic cattle on the Steppes, and literally hunting

non-human game on the ice or in the waters of the Arctic Seas.

In the same connexion we have taken cognizance of the at first

sight paradoxical, but on secoud thoughts manifestly inevitable,

fact that in all these cases the cultivation of a human technique

into a superfine and excessively exacting art has condemned these

human victims of their own human skill to a retrogression towards

an animalism which is the negation of humanity; and if we now
peer back into pre-human chapters in the history of Life on this

planet we shall find ourselves confronted by other examples of the

same paradoxical ‘law*.

ent periods ? The relation between the priests and the soldiers in the Egyptiac World
from the time of the loumlatiou of the Libyan Twenty Second Dynasty onwards may
he compared with the relation between the Confucia. 'itterati and the Manchurian
‘bannermen’ in Intramural China under the Manchu Dynasty. The Egyptiac temple-

states of that age have a living counterpart in the Lamaistic Mahayanan Buddhist

temple-state called the Shiretu Khurie Banner which is situated on the western edge

of the Extramural Chinese province of JehoL This living Far Eastern temple-state is

ruled by a Pnnee-Tjama, and has a population of about 12,000 sedentary agricultural

Mongols occupying a territory measuring about seventy miles by thirty (see Lattimore,

O.: The Mongols of Manchuria (London 1935» Allen & Unwin), pp 25^-9).

' See Part HI A, in vol ui. above. 2 See IV. C (in) (r) 2 (^), pp. 303-^23, above.
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This ‘law' is enunciated in the following general terms by a

modern Western scholar who has made a comparative study of its

operation in the non-human and the human domain:

‘Life starts in the sea. There it attains to an extraordinary efficiency.

The fishes give rise to types which are so successful (such, for instance,

as the sharks) that they have lasted on unchanged until to-day. The path

of ascending Evolution did not, however, lie in this direction. In Evolu-

tion Dr. Inge's aphorism is probably always right: “Nothing fails like

success." A creature which has become perfectly adapted to its environ-

ment, an animal whose w'hole capacity and vital force is concentrated

and expended in succeeding here and now, ha. nothing left over with

which to respond to any radical change. Age by age it becomes more
perfectly economical in the way [in which] its entire resources meet
exactly its current and customary opportunities. In the end it can do
all that is necessary to survive without any conscious striving or un-

adapted movement. It can therefore beat all competitors in the special

field; but equally, on the other hand, should that field change, it must
become extinct. It is this success of efficiency which seems to account

for the extinction of an enormous number of species. Climatic condi-

tions altered. They had used up all their resources of vital energy in

adapting to things as they were. Like unwise virgins, they had no oil

left over for further adaptations. They were committed, could not

readjust, and so they vanished.'*

The fatally complete technical success of the fishes in adapting

themselves to the physical environment of Life in the marine over-

ture to its terrestrial history is enlarged upon by the same scholar

in the same context,

‘At the level when Life was confined to the sea and the fishes were
developing, they threw up forms which evolved a spine and so repre-

sented the \ertebrates in the highest tonn then evolved. From the spine

there spread out on each side, to aid the head, that fan of feelers which
in them became the fore-fins. In the shark—and almost all the fish

—

these feelers were specialized so as to become, no longer feelers, but

paddles : amazingly efficient flukes for bringing the creature head-fore-

most on its prey. Rapid reaction w^as everything, patient negotiation

nothing; and these flukes not only ceased to be testers, explorers, ex-

aminers : they became increasingly efficient for water-movement and for

nothing else. It looks as though prc-piscan pre-vertebrate life must
have lived in warm shallow pools and perhaps always have been in touch

with the floor, as to-day the gurnet by its feelers keeps contact with the

solid bed. Once, however, swift unpremeditated movement became
everything, specialization drove the fishes out into water where they lost

touch with the bottom and all solids; and water, which till then had

been really no more than a bearing or lubricant to carry them over the

solid surface wffiich they were constantly exploring—^water then became

* Heard, Gerald: The Source of Civilization (London 1935, Cape), pp. 66-7.
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their only element. This meant [that] their power of being stimulated

by new circumstances was greatly limited. . . .

‘That type of fish, then, which gave rise to the next advancing order
of animals must have been a creature which did not adopt this extreme
specialization of the fin. For, first, it must have been a creature which
kept in touch with the floor, and so remained more variously stimulated

than the fishes which lost touch with a solid environment. And,
secondly, it must have been a creature which for the same reason kept in

touch with the shallows and kept this touch by means of forelimbs

which, because they could not therefore become wholly specialized as

water-driving flukes, retained a more generalized “inefficient” explora-

tory and tentative character. The skeleton of such a creature has been
discovered— a creature whose forelimbs are, it might almost be said,

rather clumsy hands than proper fins; and through these members it

looks as though the transition from shallow pool to flooded shore was
made, the deep sea was left behind, the land was invaded, and the

amphibians arrived.’^

In this triumph of the fumbling and irresolute amphibians in

their competition w ith the deft and decisive fishes, w'e are witness-

ing an early performance of a drama which has since been replayed

many times over with as many different changes in the cast. In

the next performance that invites our attention, we shall find the

fishes’ part being taken by the amphibians* formidable progeny

of the reptilian tribe, while the amphibians* own part in the pre-

ceding performance is taken this time by the ancestors of those

mammalian animals in w hich the Spirit of Man has recently become
incarnate. The primitive Mammals were meek and puny creatures

who unexpectedly inherited the Earth because the heritage had

been left derelict by the magnificent Reptiles who were the pre-

vious lords of terrestrial creation; and the Mesozoic Reptiles

—

like the Pleistocene Esquimaux and Nomads- and 'Osrnanlis and
Spartans—were conquerors who forfeited their conquests by stray-

ing into the blind alley of over-specialization.

‘[The] apparently abrupt ending up of the Reptiles is, beyond all

question, the most striking revolution in the whole history of the Earth

before the coming of Mankind. It is probably connected with the close

* Ibid
, pp, 67-9

* A suggestive double parallel between the respective do\^^ falls of the Mesozoic
Reptiles and the Nomads and between the respective triumphs ot tne Mammals and
the peoples of Western Christendom is made by Mr G. Wells in The Outltnc of

Histoiy (London 1920, < assell), p. 386*
‘Just as in the Mesozoic Age, while the great Reptiles lorded it over the Earth, there

were developing m odd out-of-the-way corners those hairy mammals and teathered

birds who were finall> to supersede that tremendous fauna altogether by another tar

more versatile and capable, so m the limited territories of Western Euiope ot the

Middle Ages, while the Mongolian monarchies dominated the W’orld from the Danube
to the Pacific and from the Arctic Seas to Aladras and Morocco and the Nile, the

fundamental lines of a new and harder and more efficient type of human community
were being laid down ’
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of a vast period of equable warm conditions and the onset of a new
austerer age, in which the winters were bitterer and the summers brief

but hot. The Mesozoic life, animal and vegetable alike, was adapted to

warm conditions and capable of little resistance to cold. The new life,

on the other hand, was before all things capable of resisting great

changes of temperature. . . .

‘As for the Mammals competing with and ousting the less fit Reptiles,

. . . there is not a scrap of evidence of any such direct competition. . . .

In the later Mesozoic a number of small jaw-bones are found, entirely

mammalian in character. But there is not a scrap, not a bone, to suggest

that there lived any Mesozoic Mammal which could look a dinosaur in

the face. The Mesozoic Mammals or mammal-lile Reptiles—for we do
not know clearly which they were—seem to have been all obscure little

beasts of the size of mice and rats, more like a down-trodden order of

Reptiles than a distinct class; probably they still laid eggs and were de-

veloping only slowly their distinctive covering of hair. They lived away
from big Waters, and perhaps in the desolate uplands, as marmots do
now; probably they lived there beyond the pursuit of the carnivorous

dinosaurs. Some perhaps went on all fours, some chiefly went on their

hind legs and clambered with their forelimbs. They became fossils only

so occasionally that Chance has not yet revealed a single complete

skeleton in the whole vast record of the Mesozoic rocks by which to

check these guesses.^

^

The propositions put forward by Mr. Wells down to this point

in his exposition appear to be generally accepted. The Reptiles

were supplanted by the Mammals because the Reptiles had lost

the ability to adapt themselves to changes in their environment,

and not because they had suffered defeat in any direct encounter

with a nascent new order of living creatures who had not yet begun
to emerge out of their original weakness and obscurity by the time

when the gigantic Reptiles perished from off the face of the Earth.

In the post-mortem inquiry over the carcasses of these monsters

the verdict of the experts seems to be unanimous. But, in a com-
mon ordeal to which the Reptiles succumbed, what was it exactly

that enabled the Mammals to survive and in consequence to in-

herit an Earth which the Reptiles had now vacated at the sum-
mons of Death On this supremely interesting question Mr.
Wells’ answer is not confirmed by the other contemporary scholar

whom we have been quoting in the present context.

According to Mr. Wells the rudimentary Mammals survived

because, in spite of their obvious general weakness they happened
to be strong in just that form of strength which the particular

ordeal demanded.

‘These little Theriomorphs, these ancestral Mammals, developed hair.

Hairs, like feathers, are long and elaborately specialized scales. Hair is

* Wells, H. G.: The Outline of History (London 1920, Cassell), pp. 22 +.
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perhaps the clue to the salvation of the early Mammals. Leading lives

upon the margin of existence, away from the marshes and the warmth,
they developed an outer covering only second in its warmth-holding (or

heat-resisting) powers to the down and feathers of the Arctic sea-birds

And so they held out through the age of hardship between the Mesozoic
and Cainozoic ages, to which most of the true Reptiles succumbed/*

Is this the true secret of the Mammals’ relative success ? If it is,

it merely tells us that fur is a more effective physical armour
against the cold than scales or carapaces. But other, and perhaps
deeper, explanations are forthcoming. Bishop Barnes puts his

finger on the principle which we have embraced in this Study
under the name of ‘Etherialization’.^ Tn Mammals, developments
resulting in greater simplicity [by contrast with Reptiles] are note-

worthy/^ Mr. Heard suggests that the armour which saved the

Mammals’ lives was not physical but psychic, and that the strength

of this psychic defence lay in a physical dcfencclessness.

‘The giant Reptiles were themselves hopelessly decadent before the

rise of the IMammals. There was no hope any longer for this . . . step in

Life’s advance. They had begun [as] small, mobile, and lively creatures.

They grew so vast that these land-ironclads could scarcely move; and
many had to remain all their time awash in pools where water would
bear some of their otherwise crushing weight. All their energy seems to

have gone into their bodies, and their brains remained practically non-

existent—in many cases the spinal column hardly enlarging when it

entered the skull. Their heads were no more than periscopes, breathing-

tubes and pincers.

‘Meanwhile, as they slowly swelled and hardened up to their doom

—

until, it seems (with such a genus, for example, as Triceratops), bone-

growth went on of itself; a huge degenerative accumulation of rigid tissue

—there was already being fashioned th.at creature which was to leap the

boundary and limits then set for Life, and start a new stage of energy and
consciousness. And nothing could illustrate more vividly the principle

that Life evolves by sensitiveness and awareness; by being exposed, not

by being protected; by nakedness, not by strength; by smallness, not by
size. The forerunners of the Mammals have now been discovered in the

Cretaceous; the age which ends the Age of the Reptiles. These tran-

sitional types are minute rat-like creatures. In a world dominated by
monsters the future is given to a creature which has to spend its time

taking notice of others and giving way to others. It is undefended, given

fur instead of scales. It is unspecialized, given again those sensitive feel-

ing forelimbs and, no doubt, those antennae—^the long hairs on the face

and head—to give it irritating stimulation all the time. Ears and eyes are

highly developed. It becomes warm-blooded, so [that] it may be con-

stantly conscious throughout the cold, when the Reptile falls into

> Wells, op. cit., loc. cit. * In III. C (i) (c), vol. iii, pp. X747Q2, above.

3 Bames, E. W.: Scientific Theory and Religion (Cambndge I933i University Press),

p. 472.
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anaesthetic coma—^kept alive in discomfort, that it may be constantly

taking in and [that] its consciousness, in the end, may have to go on
comparing conditions [which] it remembers enjoying with those [which]

it now endures. So its consciousness is blown upon and developed. The
varied continuous stimulant is reacted to with varied answer, because

the creature, being unprecedented, is capable not of one but of many
replies, none of which can settle the question for it.

‘Here, then, we have the sensitive shoot
—

“the tender plant out of a

dry ground”—from which we are sprung.**

Manchester and Osaka,

In the tragedy of the Reptiles we are presented with a case

in which the penalty for the idolization of an ephemeral technique

has been not an arrest upon the threshold of life but a break-

down following the attainment of an exuberant maturity; and

we can, of course, think of more familiar cases of this latter

variation on the plot of the play in our own human history.

Indeed, an English student of history can put his finger on a

human case near home; for ‘the Mother of Parliaments’, whose
latter-day constituents are perhaps now in danger of idolizing

the great political institution created by their ancestors,^ has her

domicile in a country that has won for itself in the realm of

economic technique the equally proud title of ‘the Workshop of

the World’; and there are certain alarming indications, in this

domain as well, that England in our day is paying her penalty for

the perilous honour of having been the fii st country to achieve the

Industrial Revolution.

In our day the country that gave birth to the Industrial System

of production is a by-w^ord for its technological conservatism ;
and

its arch-conservatives arc not the surviving representatives of the

pre-industrial dispensation in those rare patches of the English

country-side that have contrived to resist the penetrating and per-

vasive influence of a latter-day English world of mines and mills.

On the contrary, they are the colliers and the textile-manufacturers

whose grandfathers and great-grandfathers were the pioneers in

the discovery of our modern industrial technique. These pioneers

led the way in the Industrial Revolution not only for England but

for the World; and it is evidently just for this reason that the

opigoni are now making themselves notorious for an ethos which
is the exact antithesis of the adventurous, experimental, adaptable,

creative spirit that made the pioneers’ fortune. The cpigoni

cannot believe that all is not ‘for the best’ in a technique which
gave its inventors a virtual monopoly of the world market for

* Heard, Gerald: The Source of Chnlisation (T/Ondon 1935, Gape), pp. 71-2.
* See IV. C (jii) (t) 2 (j3), pp. 414-18, above.
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industrial products for the greater part of a century; and even the

belief that they are still living ‘in the best of all possible worlds’

for British manufacturers dies singularly hard in the face of a

growing array of increasingly successful foreign competitors. It is

now more than half a century since Germany and the United
States—relieved, by the outcome of the wars of 1861-71, from
their former handicaps of geographical disunity and political pre-

occupation—first entered the lists of the industrial tournament and
threw down the gauntlet to Great Britain ;^ and since the war of

1914-18 the ranks of Great Britain’s industrial competitors have
been joined by Japan, who was an alter orbis, unacquainted with

any form of Western technique, until ‘the eighteen-sixties’, and
even by France, who missed her opportunity, at the turn of the

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, of making the inventions

which Great Britain then invented, and winning the rewards which
Great Britain duly won, because she then allowed Napoleon to

recall her from a new industrial adventure to the old enterprise

—

already proved barren by a series of abortive essays—of establish-

ing a political hegemony over Europe by military force. ^ Yet even

this formidable and ubiquitous competition with which "the ci-

devant ‘Workshop of the World' is now confronted has not led the

British manufacturer to overhaul the technique by which his an-

cestors once made an easy conquest of a virgin world market
;
and

d fortiori it has not led him to adopt the technique through which
his ancestors* English monopoly has been successfully disputed by
his own foreign competitors.

These German, American, and Japanese poachers upon old Eng-

lish industrial preser\'es have had to face the problem of forcing an

entry^ into a field already occupied by the English pioneers; and
they have solved it by working out new kinds of technique which

the Englishman had never thought of—or needed to think of

—

before their intrusion upon the scene: for instance, the technique

of co-ordinating under a single manageiuent all the successive

economic processes from the production of the raw materials to

the marketing of the manufactured product, and the technique of

procuring an unprecedentedly intimate and effective co-operation

between the producer and the financier and between a nationally

organized industry and the national Government. Like the Eng-

lish pioneers in their heyday, the present lOxTign competitors of

the English epigoni have been free from the handicap of inheriting

* See IV. C (iii) (ft) 4, pp. I75”8, above.
2 For the non-Frerch functions of the Napoleonic Empire sec V. C (i) (d) 6 (y),

Annex I, vol. v, pp. 6i9-;45, below. For the stimulus gi\ento French industry by the

devastation of the principal industrial areas of France in the war of 1914-18 sec

II. D (iv), vol. ii, pp. 107-8, above.
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an older technique with a record of past efficacity which invites its

present possessors to continue to bow down and worship it; and
so, like the English pioneers, they have been free to make creative

inventions. It is the English epigoni—in contrast to both their

English predecessors and their foreign contemporaries—who are

captivated by the idolization of an ephemeral technique; and the

seriousness of the handicap can be gauged by the plight in which
our English industry finds itself to-day.

In this light we can see that Great Britain is suffering doubly
from her success, since 1914, in avpiding both the two calamities

of invasion and inflation which have overtaken France and Ger-
many respectively. 1 It is not only that these two industrial com-
petitors of hers have been positively strengthened by the stimulus

of blows to which they have effectively responded. From the Eng-
lish point of view it is perhaps even more serious that Great Britain

herself, in escaping these blows, has lost a golden opportunity of

relieving herself from the incubus of her own industrial past. She
might have faced an industrially rejuvenated France and Germany
with less cause for apprehension if only the same stroke of Fortune

which has reinvigorated them had at the same time shattered the

British idol of an obsolete pioneer technique.

This industrial competition between an old-fashioned England
and a new-fangled Germany and Japan and United States is a

drama which has the same denouement as the biological competi-

tion between the Mesozoic Reptiles and the Cainozoic Mammals;
but the plots differ in one important respect. The two orders of

animals, as Mr. Wells points out in the passage quoted above, did

not compete directly with each other, but settled the question of

who was to inherit the Earth by each grappling, separately and
independently, with an identic challenge from the Physical En-

vironment. On the other hand, our latter-day human question of

who is to capture the world market is being settled by a direct

encounter between the competitors, corps a corps. The plot of this

human drama might be stated, from the point of view of a living

English industrialist, in the words of a living English student of

one of the physical sciences: ‘A step in evolution in any animal

group is followed by an evolutionary advance on the pait of their

parasites.’^ In fact, our present conflict of industrial techniques is

not inaccurately described—in a phrase which is frequently heard

to-day—as ‘economic warfare' ; and if w e now extend our survey to

the classic form of warfare in which the technique employed is not

* For this English immunity from French and German nusfortunes see II. D (iv),

vol. n, pp. 108-9, above.
2 Haldane, J. B. S.: Possible Worlds (London 1927, Chatto & W’lndus), p. 42.
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economic but military, we shall find that, in this sinister kind of
human intercourse, the ‘parasite’ is perpetually preying upon a

‘host’ who, on his side, is perpetually being betrayed by his own self-

conceit into placing himself at the ‘parasite’s’ mercy.

Goliath and David.

In our human military history the analogue of the biological

competition between the tiny soft-furred Mammal and the massive
armoured Reptile is the saga of the duel between David and
Goliath;* and if we take this legendary Syriac combat as our
starting-point, we shall find the same drama acted and reperformed
in a continuous series of matches between new-fangled and old-

fashioned military techniques which will remind us of ‘The Chain
of Destruction’ that Mayne Reid describes in The Boy Hunters.

Before the fatal day on which he challenges the armies of Israel,

Goliath has won such triumphant victories with his spear whose
staff is like a weaver’s beam and whose head weighs six hundred
shekels of iron, and has found himself so completely proof against

hostile weapons in his panoply of casque and corselet and target

and greaves, that he can no longer conceive of any alternative

armament and he believes that in this armament he is invincible.

He therefore challenges the enemy of the day to choose a champion
to meet him in single combat, on the assumption that, if any
champion is forthcoming, he will likewise be a spearman armed
cap-d-picy and in the assurance that any Israelite who has the hardi-

hood to fight the Philistine champion with his own weapons will be

an easy prey for him. So hard set is Goliath’s mind in these two

ideas that, when he sees David running forward to meet him with

no armour on his body and nothing in his hand that catches the

eye except a staff, Goliath takes umbrage, instead of taking alarm,

at his adversary’s apparent unpreparedness, and exclaims; ‘Am I

a dog, that thou comest to me with staves ?’ Goliath does not sus-

pect that this youth’s impertinence is not a piece of boyish folly

but is, on the contrary, a carefully considered manoeuvre (David

having actually realized, quite as clearly as Goliath himself, that

' See the story as it is told in i Samuel xvii
* For the Assyrian prov'cnance of Goliath *3 armament see III. C (i) (6), vol. iii, p.

165, footnote 1, above. In contrast to this view of the origin of the hopiite’s panoply,

which is that of Professor G. Glotz, greater credit is givei' to the native inventiveness

of the peoples of the Aegean area in J. Kromayer and G. Veith’s Heerwesert und Krieg-

fiihrung der Griechen und R6mer (Munich 1928, BeckV p. 21, footnote 4. ‘Although’,

they wnte, ‘there can be no doubt that certain isolated pieces of equipment were
borrowed by the Greeks from the East, there is at the same time no ground for question-

ing the accuracy of our evidence that, on the banks of the Nile as well as in the army of

the Great King of Assyria, the fully-armed Greek hoplite of the 8th and 7th centuries

[b.c.], with his heavy but highly protective armament, made a powerful and exotic

impression. The panoply of the Homeric hero is thus none the less something peculiarly

Greek for having come into existence under Oriental inspiration.*
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in Goliath’s own accoutrements he cannot hope to be Goliath’s

match, and having therefore rejected, after trying on, the panoply

which Saul has pressed upon him); nor does Goliath notice the

sling in the hand which does not hold the staff, nor wonder what
mischief may be hidden in the shepherd’s bag. And so this luck-

less Philistine Triceratops stalks forward pompously to offer his

unvisored forehead as a target for the sling-stone which is to slay

him at one shot before ever his contemptible adversary comes within

range of his hitherto lethal spear.

Goliath of Gath was not the first hoplite in the history of Life

on Earth to court and incur this disconcerting doom; for armour
far more ponderous than his had been worn by reptilian and mam-
malian cataphracts before ever Goliath’s first human ancestor had
made his appearance on the terrestrial scene.

‘One seductive and ultimately always fatal path [of Evolution] has been
the development of protective armour. An organism can protect itself

by concealment, by swiftness in flight, by effective counter-attack, by
uniting for attack and defence with other individuals of its species and
also by encasing itself within bony plates and spines. The last course was
adopted by the ganoid fishes of the Devonian with their shining armour.

Some of the great lizards of the later Mesozoic were elaborately encased.

Some Tertiary mammals, especially in South America, were immense
and bizarre creatures

;
and one wonders how' long a period of evolutionary

history was needed for them thus to arm themselves. Always the ex-

periment of armour failed. Creatures adopting it tended lo become
unwieldy. They had to move relatively slowly. Hence they were forced

to live mainly on vegetable food
;
and thus in general they were at a dis-

advantage as compared with foes living on more rapidly “profitable^’

animal food. The repeated failure of protecthe armour sliows that,

even at a somewhat low'^ evolutionary level, mind triumphed over mere
matter. It is this sort of triumph which has been supremely exemplified

in Man.’^

It is ideally exemplified in the saga of David and Goliath. Yet,

w^hile this classic tale sums up for all time a philosophic truth that

is also illustrated by the slowly unfolding history of human com-
petition in armaments, it is at the same time a matter of historical

fact that the individual hoplite champion of the post-Minoan
interregnum—a Goliath of Gath or a Hector of Troy—did not

succumb to David’s sling or Philoctetes’ bow but to the Myrmidons’
phalanx:^ a veritable Leviathan in vrhich a multitude of hoplites

set shoulder to shoulder and helmet to helmet and shield to shield.

^

* Barnes, E. W\: Scientific Theory and Religion (Cambridge 1933, University Press),

pp. 474-5-
2 For the origin and diffusion of the phalanx technique see I. C (iii) (6), Annex 1,

vol 1, p. 428, footnote 2; and III C (i) (M, vol iii, p. 165, footnote i, above,
3 Iliad XVI, 11 . 211-17.
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While each single phalangite in the rank-and-file was a replica of

Hector or Goliath in his accoutrements, he was the antithesis of

the Homeric hoplite in his spirit; for the essence of the phalanx did

not consist in the equipment of its component men-at-arms, but in

the discipline which had transformed a barbaric rabble ofindividual
warriors into a military formation whose orderly evolutions could
accomplish ten times as much as the unco-ordinated efforts of an
equal number of equally well-armed individual champions.

'I'his new military technique, of which we already catch some
anticipatory glimpses in the Iliads made its indubitable entry upon
the stage ol history in the shape of a Spartan phalanx which marched
through the rhythm of Tyrtaeus’s verses to its socially disastrous

military’ victory in the second Messeno-Spartan Warp but the

triumjdi of the Spartan phalanx w’^as not definitive. After driving

all its ‘opposite numbers' oft the field, it succumbed, in its turn,

to new techniques; and it is significant ihai this discomfiture of

the Spartan phalanx cam*^ to pass as soon as the Spartans were

tempted to ‘rest on their oars’ on the strength of their victory in

the Athcno-Peloponnesian War of 431 -404 li.c.—a victory which
setnicd t(j complete the military supremacy of Sparta in Hellas

and i'O to crown the victory which the same Spartan tactics had
gained over the Messenians more than two hundred years before.

Within tl'irtv-three years of the Athenian debacle of 404 R.c. th ^

triumphant Spartan phalanx had been ignominiously put out of

court first l>y an Athenian sw'arm of peltasts-—a host of Davids

with which the phalanx of Goliaths found itself quite unable to

cope—and then bv a Theban column, a tactical innovation wTich

improved the phalanx, with decisive effect, by introducing an un-

even distribution of its depth and weight and ‘drive’, and thereby

capping the old asset of discipline wath the new element of sur-

prise. The Athenian and Theban technujiies, however, were as

swiftly^ and surely undone by their successive triumphs as the

Spartan technique itself; for their respectne victoric''' over the

Spartan phalanx in 390 and 371 were both cancelled at one stroke

in 338 R.c. by a Macedonian formation in wdiich a highly differen-

tiated skirmisher and phalangite had been skilfully integrated w’ith

a heavy cavalry into a single fighting force.

^

* Sec 111 . (' (1) (6), vol. Ill, p. 16^, aRo\c.
^ For the peltast technique see loc. cil.

^ Fur the Macedonian combination of phalanpiTe with skirmisher, and for the con-

comitant change in the phalanKite’s equipment, see loc. cit., above, and also IV. C (in)

(^) ^ (yli Annex, p. 636, footnote 3, below.

‘One of the characccnstic.s of Alexander's hattle-lactics is that the differentiation

between the tasks of the different arms has advanced still farther than it had gone m
the tactics of Epaminondas. Each individual arm novir co-operates - for its part and in

its special role— with the whole, in su'^h a way as to give the whole the aspect of a living

organism. The function of the Macedonian ^’avalrv ’s to strike the decisive blow by
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If the Macedonian phalanx, with its light-armed fringe and its

cavalry arm, surpassed the Spartan phalanx as an instrument of

war in the measure of the difference in range between the Mace-
donian and the Spartan conquests, then the gulf between the two
techniques was great indeed, since the Spartan phalanx merely
conquered Hellas, while the Macedonian army conquered both

Hellas and the Achaemenian Empire. From the banks of the

Cephisus and the Eurotas to the banks of the Jaxartes and the Beas,

the Macedonians marched at will without meeting any opponent
who was able to stand up to them. But the most impressive testi-

mony to the prowess of the Macedonian mJitary machine is not

the long list of the military Powors that were successively defeated

by Philip II and Alexander the Great; it is the avowal which w^as

made, after the event, by the victorious enemy commander of the

opposing army in a decisive battle which was lought 170 years after

Philip’s crushing victory at Chaeronea.

‘The consul Lucius [Aemihus Paullus] had never seen a phalanx in

his life until he encountered one— for the first time—in the Roman war
with Perseus; and, when it was all over, he used freely to confess lo his

friends at home that the Macedonian phalanx was the most formidable

and terrifying sight that had ever met his eyes—and this from a soldier

who had not merely witnessed, hut had actually participated in, a greater

number of actions than any other captain of the day.’^

At Pydna, however, in 168 b.c. it was not Perseus’ phalanx but

Paullus’s legions that emerged victorious; and the eulogy of the

Macedonian formation which has just been quoted is at the same
time a funeral oration pronounced over its dead body by the master

of the Roman formation which dealt the phalanx its death-blowx

The Macedonian army of the second century B.c. was as little able

to cope wnth the Romans as the Athenian or Theban or Achaemenian
fighting forces of the fourth century B.c. had been able to cope with

the Macedonian army of Philip II and Alexander the Great; and
the cause of this sensational TTcptTrtreta in Macedonian military

fortunes was the senile adulation of a technique^ w hich had carried

all before it through fi\ e successive generations.

charging home and then 'wheeling round to take the enem\ on the flank, the function
of the Thessalian cavalry is to fight a non-coimruttal action of sorties, retreats, about-
turns and renewed onsets, the function ot the phalanx is to dtli\er a frontal attack m
heavy massed formation, the function of the light troops is to cover the aimy’s flanks

and fight at long range, and the whole set of operations is co-ordinated, and is informed
with a unitars' spirit ’ —Kromayer, J ,

and Veith, G Ifreniescn und Krtegfuhrung der
GV*er/icn (Munich 1928 Beck), pp 1 18-19, (Cf pp 144 and 246-7 )

* Polvbius, Book XXIX, chap 17
2 One symptom of this technical senility was ih'* pathological exaggeiation of the

regulation length of the Macedonian phalangite’s sarisa (see JV C (111) (c) 2 (y),

Annex, pp 636-7, below) Another svmptom was a tendency to rely more upon
the phalanx and less upon tnc light mf.mtrv and lh< eavalrv As has been noted
above, it was a masterlv co-orciination of the u - of all thice aims that was the secret
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’'Avhpes 'AXe^dvSpoio TrapacrTncrral pacnXijo^,

ot irdpo^ €Vp€Lrj^ Aaf iTrepTjr *AavriSj

€16* rjycLpa Trap* vpLptv dvrriv re irToXepov re"

ttx^re yap x^PM^> 0€GTT€crLrjv,

A hard-won Macedonian victory over a diminutive Athens and
Thebes had been followed by an easy Macedonian conquest of the
vast Achaemenian Empire and thereafter the Macedonian soldiers

Tested on their oars* as the unchallenged masters of all but the

outskirts of the Habitable World, ^ while, beyond their western
horizon, the Romans were revolutionizing the art of war through
an experience gained from their sufferings in their tiemendous
struggle with Hannibal. The immense superiority of the post-

Hanmbahc Roman over the post-Alexandrine Macedonian fighting-

machme was conclusively demonstrated at their first encounter
and the omen given by the cavalry skirmish in Illyria in 200 B.c.

of the \n tones of Philip and Alexander, but, if an estimate hsd to he made of the
relatnt importanct of the contribution of each arm to th< common achievement the
\erdicl v\ouId bt that Alexander mijjht comenabh ha\t conqutrt 1 the 'Vcnaemenian
brnpire uilhout the phalanx, but could not conceivably have succeeded if he had lacked
cither ot the other tNVo components of his composite fighting tortc (see Hogarth, D G
Philip and Alexander of Macedon (London 1897, Murray) pp 6'?-4 tundem 'The
Army of Alexander’ in The Journal of Philology

^

vol xmi (L ondon &, C ambndge 1888,
Miimtllan) pp 17 especially pp 1; and 8 10)

^ The conquest was easy all the way from the passage of the DsrJancIles to the
transit of the Caspian Gates For the very much sturdier resistance which the Mace-
donian irms encounttred in the north eastern marches of the Achuemi man Empire,
ov<r igauist the Eurasian Steppe see 11 D (v) vol 11 p 140, above

2 Though the Macedonians themselves waited blindly and passivelv for their doom
to overtake them, the future wa'^ divined on inference from the past—and this as early

as the next generation after Alexander the Great—by the Athenian philosopher and
statesman Demetrius of Phalerum, who governed Athens in the Macedonian interest

from 317 to 307 « c and after Demetrius s prophecy had been conclusively vindicated

in 168 B c at Pvdna it was quoted with adiniiation by the Arcadian historian Polybius:

1 he fate of Macedon has often vividly rccallt d to my mind the words of Demetnua
of Phalrrum In his work on 1 ort me in which his object is to indicate unambiguously
to his fellow men the mutability of this piinciple, Demetrius interrupts his narrative

of the epoch of the overtfirow of the Persian i mpire by Alexander in order to make
the frdJowing observations

‘ In order to realize the baffling character of I ort nt there is no necessity to lake

account of vast periods of time extending over manv generations The past half-

century provides a sufficient example huppc>sing the
,
hftv years ago some di inity

had foretold the future to the Persians and the King of Pcisia or to the Macedonians and
the King of Matedon, do you imagine that they would cvci have believed that at the

present date the very name of Persia— at that time mistress of almost the entire Habitable

World—would be utterly blotted out, while the Macedonians whose name was pre-

viously unknown would have the World at thcirtcet ? In my belief, however, this is only

one of the signs and wonders by which I ortunc is perpetually demonstrating to Man-
kind her power, her incommensurability with human life, and h"r revolutionary prac-

tice of disconcerting human reason In setting Macedon m the seat of mighty Persia,

she has signified the fact that her investiture of Mace 'ot yvith the insignia of empire

IS equally revocable and contingent upon her discretioi

Tn the case of Perseus this eventuality has come to pass The words o'" Demetrius
have proved themselves inspired and prophetic, and, now that mv own narrative has

brought me to the epoch of the overthrow of the Macedonian Kingdom, I feel that, as

a first-hand witness of the event, I should not be justified in passing it over without

pointing the moral myself and giving his due to Demetrius To my mind there is a

supernatural pn science in his dictum He has accurately anti^atcd the course of

events almost a century and a half m advance’ (Polybius Book XXIX, chap 21)

^ Sec the passage fiom Livy which has been quoted in II D (v), vol 11, p 163, aboye
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was fulfilled in 197 B c at Cynoscephalae and was corfirmed in

168 B c. at Pydna.

The Roman lep;ion triumphed over the Macedonian phalanx

because it carried the integration of the light infantryman with the

phalangite, which the Macedonians had begun, ^ a long step farther

In the Macedonian technique this integration depended on a meti-

culously exact co-ordination of two arms which were at the farthest

possible extreme from one another in their equipment and their

training, and which were actuall} still segregated from one another in

separate units ^ If this vital co-ordination between the Macedonian
phalanx and the Macedonian light mfantrv happened to bieak

down on the battle-field, then eithei arm, past because ot its c xtreme
specialization, was m danger of finding itself at the mt rev of a moie
versatile adversary Accordingl} everything depended on the piC-

cision of militai v e\ olutions m the field
,
and the ncce^sai

) prt cisicn

was ohviouslv impossible to guaiantie buch natural contretemps

as the fog at C^noscephn! le and the broken ground at Pvdna were

enough to dislocate a Macedonian arm}’s formation with ’'exults

that weie disastrous ^vhen the enemy was a fighting-force with the

efficiency of the po^t llanniiiihe Homan ainiy

This Romm cfficicnev was a thing ot je^teiday, for m the

Central Italnn penumbra of the Hellenic Wodl an old-fashioned

phalanx of the pre -Macedonian, and iiulct d pre 1 hchan '>pe liad

been St en m the field at as recent a date us the da\ of Cannae,

when the heavT Roman infantry, embctttl d in m antique bpaiian

phalanx formation hael been rounded up li 0111 the rear In llannibils

Spanish and fialljc heavy cavalry, and had then been ^ langhtc t cd like

cattle by his African heavy infanliy on either 11 mk Bui m the

hard school of then leptatcd defeats in the llmnibahe \\ ir the

^ In tht M jctdonun
i
halinx is if w is m \Ji x n I r s di t h \( thi, bt t

f ifiilltl t< \hi R nn<in ir*antr\ (1 1 ht \ mx f Mrxirultr p S)

* 1 k)K iftb (< p (It p 71 pii s sonic > ii 1 * r sc
j {

i fhitt) ^
irs itsi U

rm> nivc I cn i nx.to xMtli 11s 11 therf i irstlinj n th s crr]c tuie it

wouM lollow that thi p» t Min ubalu Ko lui inf mtr\ tichni pi u is xiriji'ly antic i

paUd b\ Philip ind \h\anic’-
3 Set I irn W \\ Jit I nisti \Ii if m tin 1 u Df’el fyv ci f \( in ndee ic) o

L nivt rsifv Press) p t>7 VitorchnEilt Vtith (ir Kn n iv^ti irui Stitn f;p cii pp 2tji

ind 290 thi philinx formtilinn in xhitl the Hon n he. n v inMriliv ^luphi al C innw
\x i-i r ot the i u torpiJN Pen n foir latu n i th ) nt w i iri iii hroristn ptihifs
1\ thin ahiadv as inutli is a tnt ir\ ut 1 oitc n t ixJu li ti t JC nuns bad relapsed

jn 1 kind A ps’\ al r< gressK^r si t 1 1 inotiin b\ thi he 1 1 if tht uisastt-rs which
had o^crt^ken llu up t Jiti niir ipuJai i

halinx »i the I lii ind it 1 nsimenc
In rextitin^fto the old ishiomd phiJinx at ( ir int the Konuns pliytd lot safety and
incurrtd ipnihilation (hi this \uw tht old fa hiom d philinx foinuiim md tactics

had been > t Idinf in the Konian art of a ir t the ni i 1 icnt of the m inipular form iti >n

and tactics t \tr since the time ot the Koriano Sm ntc in \ Horn mo 1 pirot wars {(irra

14j~274 h i
) On this shewing the Roimn trinsformstion ot the spirtan phalanx into

the more fli \ible nianipulai philinx is i coiUt mpoi untous with tin Macedonian ^rans

fc rmation of the s irnc Sparlin f hilinx into thi more ponderous Macedonian ph^^lanx

(set Vcith m op cit p 76*,) unless H ipirth (sec tht prtctdinp tootnotf ) IS r rcc t in

btliexing that the d stin tj\e tesrurc of Xltxitidci s nhalanx loo wa* its mol iJit> and
adaptibilit) (IlOK,iith, p cil p *;)
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Romans had taught themselves an improvement in infantry tech-

nique which transformed the Roman Army, at a stroke, from the
least to the most efficient fighting-force in the Hellenic World of

the day by eliminating the crucial weakness of the prevailing

Macedonian system. In those creative years the Romans had in-

vented a new type of armament and a new type of formation which
made it possible ior any given soldier, and any given unit, to play

either the light infantryman’s or the hophte’s part, and to change
over from the one kind of tactics to the other at a moment’s notice

in the face of the enemy.'

The superiority of this post-1 lannibahc Roman infantry tech-

nique over a Macedonian technique that had been static for

more than a centiiiy before the outbreak of the second Romano-
Macedonian War in 200 B.c. is lucidly explained by the contem-
porary Arcadian observer Polybius:

‘The phalanx, its unique and potent technique, can count, as

is easily demonstrable, upiJii sweeping away anv enem> ionnation that

ventuies to face it fiont to iiont. Its charge is iiresistible . . . What,

* "Ilu post-HanniHalu itonian hgionary was tupatjli of pla\ing eithtr lUe light

irif.ifilr,man s oi tic hopliK s part lor ihc icason that ht v,as as unlikt tlu ont a& tlie

in his tquipninl With It throv ing-^pt ir bword and huge convex oblong
shield he \\a« icallv i 1

1

impel -.otnMon ot the AIvctnaean warrior ot whom we catch a
la t gUmp-,! in il« Homeric 1 pic as the huj hte supplmts him Mouover tne post-
H innibalK 1 ( gion ii v, like hi>M\(<nitai pn*totv pc, was an indn idual tighter though
he hot diicoxcTtd tlu tcicT of combining the adt images of indivjdujili%!n with those
of drill (set Vcith in op eit pp t6i 2) /j it pt ssiblt that, m this tai corner ot the
IJtlltnic World flu \h( cnacan tcpiiprntnt and ta'^tus actualls survived, in coir petitiOR

with fht nc vv i iti dc d ph il m otdt r to vomt intc the ir own again when the phslanx
was plavcd ou< Jh tbit is it mu if -.ttiiis cleat ihat it w is the very old-fashionedness
of the fonn if the p ii t n

|
h il tnx 1 tb« Rom in* « loj ed it that gave them the oppor-

fiinitv of licM Inning the niaiupular phalanx out of it I he Roman vt isic n ot the Spartan
phalanx never Kiichtd Rn sta c ot homogeneity in armament betweet the front and
r.ai rmks 1 In luiti iu\i' ctisvd m be niuned bv inpeitictlv aimeci lavclm-mt n,
ind -ill that v^as uquiitd in oidei to pro I nt the ni liiiunts tiu mampiilar phalanx
was to ti ake the fiont and u i' ranks cMhmee aims lian ling the /ii/cim’s javelins to

the' hdstati and tlu ha:>tati s spears to the piUm (see \ < uh in op cit p 27S) Through
*his transposition ih^ R unaru (unlikt the Mace <loiiians t envnthihtii ever lengthen-

ing vuucis (sc t 1\ C (nO (r) 2 (y) \nne\ np 636 7 btlovv)) sutecedtd m solving the
p*^oblem of Lnnping into efiectivc aetion tlu whole c tht ir fu.ec throu 'hour iP depth
fiom front *

’ icar (1 01 this probk in see Veilh in op eit
, pp iSc^ yo ) In the new

formaiion tlv nov ^Ijecnaean-irmecl ha^tati opt ned the battle while the now
sp jft m-armevl 'pilam

,
who hid p evioush been nure rri ikt weights, obtained an

indcneneUnt v due of iht ir own as a htaw reserve (the trian’ who wire thrown into

aefion aftci the h istati’ ind the 'pftncipts' had sm e^-sivdv ci e igtd the enemv) This
iiKult rit li invention ot ihe lostrve was pt'rhaps the git uest origm d Roman eontiibution

to tht Art ot \\ ir (Vtiib in up iit
, p 3; Ateo d nn to Veiih the lesson cd Cannae

eaused the Rom ins to repent of tht ir legrtsnon to the Spaitaii phalar v without making
them blind to tht maatijuaev of the nianipul ir pha.ao' which had been the le*sson of

the Trebia ind I lasimeru 'Ihe\ solved the proolem bv curving the evolution which
was inchoate in the manipulai phdinx ti the logical conclusion that ha> just been

desciibtd, ind bv the end ot the Hannibdie W.ir the process was complete— full-

fledged manipidar tactics being emplovcd on both sidci, at the b.iitlcs of Great Plains

and Zama (\ eith in op c it
, pp 2i;3-6) 'Phe gradual supplanting ot the spear by the

javelin-and-svvord as the principal weapon of the R 'nan army m the course of the

fourth and third centuries B c may be eompared with the supplanting ot the pike by
the niusket-and-biyonet in our modern Western military technique in the course

ot the sixteenth and seventeenth centancs of our era
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then, is the explanation of the triumph of the Romans ? And what is the

catch that makes the employment of the phalanx spell defeat ?

‘The catch lies in the discrepancy between that element of indetermin-

ability—both of situations and of terrain—which is inherent in War as

a practical art, and the inelasticity of the phalanx, which in practice can

only do itself justice in one particular situation and on one particular

kind of terrain. Of course, if, whenever it was a question of a decisive

engagement, the enemy were under compulsion to accept the situation

and the terrain that happen to suit the phalanx, then presumably the

employment of the phalanx would be an infallible talisman of victory.

But if it is in fact always possible—and easily possible—for the enemy to

decline battle on these terms, then the phalanx- ^'ormation ceases to be

formidable.

‘Moreover it is admitted that the phalanx requires a terrain which is

level and clear and innocent of any such obstacles as ditches, outcrops,

ravines, crags and water-courses—any of which are quite enough to

throw it out of step and to dislocate its lormation. It will also be
admitted on all hands that the kind of terrain the phalanx requires

—a terrain innocent of obstacles over a stretch ot two thousand yards

and upw^ards—is almost impossible to find, or is at any rale exceedingly

rare; and, even supposing that it has been found, it is always possible, as

we have pointed out, for the enemy to decline battle . . . [or, if he does

accept battle with the phalanx on level ground, the enemy can still

always secure the victory by keeping part f)f his own force in reserve,

engaging the phalanx with the rest of his force just so far as to loosen the

phalanx’s formation and cause it to expose its flanks, and then throwing

his reserves against the flanks or rear of the phalanx when these are no
longer covered by light infantry and cavalry]

}

In short, the situations that

are in favour of the phalanx can be easily evaded by the enemy, whereas
the phalanx cannot evade the situations that tell against it

;
and, il the facts

as 1 have stated them are true, this is manifestly an enormous handicap.

‘Moreover a phalanx, like any other force, has to march through all

kinds of country, to encamp, to forestall the enemy in occupying key-

positions, to conduct and undergo sieges, and to encounter unforeseen

emergencies. All these operations—^which are part and parcel of War

—

are apt to be influential, and are sometimes decisive, in determining the

issue. And for all such operations the Macedonian military technique is

clumsy, and sometimes entirely ineffective, because it does not permit

the phalangite to do himself j ustice either in the ranks or as an individual.

On the other hand the Roman military technique is effective for all

these operations alike, because every Roman soldier, once under arms
and on duty, is equally well adapted for dealing with every kind of

terrain and situation and emergency; and not only so, but he is also

equally in his element, and equally master of the situation, whether he ij,

called upon to take part in a general or in a partial engagement, or to go
into action by companies, or to carry on individually. It will be seen that

> The passive bet^^een brackets is a precis of the corresponding passage in the
original.—'A.J.T.
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the Roman fighting-machine is enormously superior to its rivals in its

efficiency in detail, and it is therefore only natural that the Romans
should be enormously more successful than their adversaries m attaining

their military objectives

This versatility, which was the characteristic feature of the full-

fledged Roman military genius, made the integration of the skir-

misher with the hoplite complete
,
for the mobility of the one and the

irresistibility of the other were novi combined in the ptison of every

legionary, and when the legion, after havirg been evoked by Han-
nibal and employed, with destructive effect, against the antiquated

Macedonian array, had been perfected in the Roman anti-barbarian

and civil wars b\ a series ol great captains beginning witn Marius
and ending with Caesar, it had attained the greatest efficiency

vvhi h was possible for infantry before the invention of firearms ^

At the \er\ moment, however, when the legionarv^ was becoming
perfect after las own kind, he received the first of a long senes of

defeats from a pair of mounted men-at-arms with utterly different

techniques—the light hoise-archcr"* and the mail-clad lancer or cata-

phract^—who between them were eventually to drive the legionary

* Polybius Bock Will, chips 2Q 32 apropos of I itus Quinctius riamininua s

victo'-y o\cr King Philip V at C yncscephmt m 1*^7 li ( J he siriu contrast has been
dtscnbtd in the following terms bv a modern Western scholar Dr Cieorg Vrith

I he Cifftk wis at iJl times coriscioa of his own limitati >ns in the sphere of military
cipscily hence his ttnaency t( wards spcci ili^alion in an tfiort to bring to the highest
perfection— even at the cost of one sidttncss thi rtintivelv little of v iluable military

mitensl that the mdj\idual (»i<tk pj>!»sesstd in himsell This was the or gin of the
manitold dist nelions ot sptui! troops within each of the aims and of that petuiiarly

chan teristic rnaik of the Greek art of war in evolutioi vvhosi In e of proRress was from
the simple to tlu compkv '\nd Vvhuh pushed tlu speeialis'ition ot equipment to the
farthest limit (

1

Ins evolution reached its 1 ighc t pi int undei Alcxindvr the Cereal

which was also the i lomtnl when the whole Crieek art of w ir wqs at its zenith ) Con
vtrstly imoriK the Romms we find —a-, an ikal whuh w thoroughlv attamahk and
was also actiuily attiini 1 tfit st Idiei hin tlf whi in his sol fieri v capacitj t as to

he and dul> is— available in < qua! me is iie foi i ver) kind of special emplo>mint T ht

logicilton tqucnce IS a devclopinenl in ht Romm art ot War fion s JiflervnUauc n
which IS to bf found here to > it the I tginniriR—to a piiitv of importinct as between
tht diflerml anus and equipments ind thei ec tc pnnupil tor i which is homo
^eneous through md through liKe ilvvi>s indj^ptns olt spu il weapon sinkinp to the

titus of subsidiar> weapons in tic hands cf ton formation ) Thus the Creek
evtlution trim the simple t) the mipltx find its conrisl in i Roman development
fiom the ic rnj lev to the simplt and this sini, Ic instruniti * ittams in v Hue ot it vtry

simplification i perfection w-hiLh renders it tapable of at Ii ist prt it a vtrsatility in

Its t niployment as was within the reach of the lomplieatcd (>rei*lv Trm> ol the Mace-
donian period and tlu Age of the l)i id( rhi —Kronnvtr J and Vcith G Heerttcun

und Kru^fuhrun^ der Gncchifi md Rormr {Wum^h lO^S Beck p \

* I or this chapter in the history t f the ivoluUon of the le^j 1 stc 111 C i,j) {b) voi

111 p 1 60 above
J The light build of the horse ircher s (in lonli > the eataphruts) mount is

conveyed in the ri.prts«i tation on i ton struck by the Rom tn 'cntral 1 sbienus (sec

The C amhrtdge Ancunt lliitLr\ llitcs veil iv. plate larinf, p S fig foj)

1 ht heavily armed eav ilrvmin or c taphrict hki the heav Iv armed infantryman or

hoplite was perhaps an Assyrnn invention—the hoplite being in that ease the earliest

and the cataphract the latest creation ot tfie Assyri in m litsry genius Vt any rate our

first evidence for tne existence of the cataphract is the portraval ot a rudiment iry repre-

sentative of the type on Assyrian bps-ieiufs of the 7th century b c wncre he appears

side by side with the heavily armed c hinoleei Since the'^e rtlufs are later m date than

the irruption of the Cimmtnan and Stvih Nomads into South Western \sia (see II D
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off the field d la dibandade The victory of the horse-archer over

the legionary at Carrhae in 53 B c forestalled, by five years, the

classic combat of legionary against legionary m 48 B c at Pharsalus,

a battU in which the Roman infantry technique was probably at its

zenith ^ 7'he omen of Carrhae ^\as conhrmed, more than four cen-

turies later, at A^drianople, where the calaphract gave the legionary

his coup de grace in a u 378 ^

The disaster at Adrianople, which was the tragic end of an
ascendancy that the legionary had retained—albeit with increasing

difficulty— for nearly six hundred years, has been vividly described

by a contemporary Roman officer who was also a Latin historian ^

On the eve of this catastrophe the confidence of the Roman high

command in the traditional Roman military technique was still

so overweening that the Lmperor Valens, who had |ust succeeded

in making contact with the Crothic host that was then ra\ aging the

Roman territory of Fh^acc, insisted on administtiiiig immediate

punishment to the refractory barbarians ^ He would not wait for

(v) vol 11 p 136 ahovt^ niov ( onjecture that the Assyrnns wi rc in pirt d to l-tke

this hf'tt step towards the (U ifion of the citaphiact b> their » nc unttr with these h( rst

archers from the 1 urasian Steppe Assyria 111 t tht Sini Woil ]:rol^^hl^ dtn\rdtl>e
irt of riding from this tuiisian source tsec 111 C (i) (/) \cl ii p 1(7 tootmu i

above) and a fortwit the trt (f usinj, the bow on hor cback 1 t a > it twelve
hundred >t irs earlu r the neighbours ol 1 urasia had been iniliitid thr )UH,h a pit\ious
eruption ol Nomads into tlie art <hariotr> (till then unknown t lie stdentarv
societies as was indeed the ho»-st itstlf) Thi As vnans i<a tion t> thtir int">unttr
with the Nr mads set ms to have bttn to e inibiia the Nomids 11 htra on h >r ba k

with the Assyrian htavv infantrym in s defens ve armoui It tlie Achat me nun \f.t a

cap d pie suit of armour was wc^rn on horseback b> tht l\rsiar giandet Masistius at

the Battle of IMatat i m 479 TJ c («€€ Heroditus Bo kl\ ihap - ) Fht Achiemmidit
would also appear to liave made a tart in armouring the war 1 orsc as well as his

rider tfite \eniphunte ( ‘Inahasis Book J chap h k y ( \r paedu buk \ I cha; i

§§ 50 I and chip 4 § 1 Book All chap i § 2 Ih Ke Pqxi(\trt chap 1 0 I * ri

the Achaemtnian I rnpirt a ftphting maehine which w is tnus ptrlups (I Noniidi
inspnntion was borrowed back with tht improvement of artiouiint. belli ndci itid

horse—b> the noighbouiing NtimaJs on the borcltr of thi Sttppi ht tween tht Pamirs
and the Caspi in 1 lu Mi sagetae for in lantt aic dt scribed b\ lltrodotus ^Bjok T

chap 215) as armour ng thtir horses in the 'ashion rhi*^ is astribtd by \i.nopho 1 to tl t

AehaLintrnan cavalry In this Nonad incirnaticn the t itaph’-act then moced back
south westwards with the Pirni who f junded the Parthiin 1 mpirt (set 11 D (vii)

vol 11 p 371 footnote 2 and II D(\ii) Annex A \oi 11 p 435 ftotnotei) ind north
wtstwards with the Saimatiins who passed the eataphratt on to the Ooths when tht

C>oths Irt spassed upon the great gulf of the h ur isi m Steppe hetwet n tht Blat k Sea and
the northern foitsts It was the Pnmi wht made it technu illv

j
ossibli to eomplctt

a process which the Assyrians ippear to hi t hist set in moti n On tht jasturts of

Media thev I red a horse of such si/e strt th an 1 eleganct that he ec uid btai the weight
of a tomplett suit of armo ir for himscK as w 11 as for bis riJer (st t I arn W W
lirllrmsHc Military and Pauial Deielopmtnts (CarrbndiLe 1930 I niversitv Press)

IP 7b S3 tundtni IheGutksin Idaitria zniindta{^ i<)^S I nivtrsity I less)

pp 308 10) I his Parthian full-fUdged cataphi a t is portiaved in 1 1 / at Dura (see

The C amhrtiqe Ancient }h^toi\ Plates vol jv j late fa mg p 26 f f, b i) 1 bt Parthiin
catiphract helped the Parthian horse archer to deteat ht lttiona’-> at C a’-rhie m 53 u

the C^othic cat iphrac t conhrmed his dtfeit in at 37b at Adnanople
‘ I he Ageol C aes^r marks the quahtatnen Ilohepuiikt dt^. roniisehen Kiitg wtsens

according to Krnma>er and Vcith op cit p 21? 1

*• For the ann ils of the secular duel between the Icgionaiy and the eataphraet see

III C (1) (h) V I in pp 164 and 166 above
3 Ammi mus Ala'-ecliiniis RtsGtKtui Book \\\I chap‘. ri 13
+ 1 he C oths had been given passive across iht 1 owt r D inube )> the Koman authoi
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the reinforcements which his nephew and colleague Gratiau was

bringing by forced marches from the west, though he had received

dispatches announcing that Gratian’s army was now^ on the point

of joining hands with his;^ and he would not entertain the over-

tures w^hich the Goths—disconcerted at having evoked so strong

a Roman military reaction—were belatedly attempting to make to

their indignant Imperial adversary. Valcns gave the order for his

legions to march at once upon the Gothic lager; and at first sight

it seemed as though his intransigent policy were justified by its

effect. ‘The terrifying din of [the legionariet*'] clashing arms, and

their aggressive drumming on their shields, so intimidated the bar-

barians—who were also weakened by the absence of a part of their

host which was operating at a distance under the command of

Alatheus and Saphrax, and had not yet had time to return, though

the order was on its way to them—that thc‘y sent pin lemeritaires to

ask for peace.’ It looked as though the legions had won their vic-

tory without having had to strike a blow; but in reality Valcns*

intransigence had not broken the Goths’ spirit but had inspired

them with the courage of despair; and the parley w'as a feint.

'I'lie purpose of the Gothic commander 1^'ntigern was simply to

gain time until he could take up the Roman challenge w^th his

whole force-- including the absent corps, which consisted of the

hea\y cavalry’— and his ruse waj^ successful, for he managed to

draw’ the parley out—while the Romans stood to arms, without

food or water, through the heat of the day—until ‘the (iothic

cavalry, reappearing on the scene with Alatheus and Saphrax at its

head, and stiffened by a contingent of Mam," burst upon the Roman

itj( b, il Ihc r,oths (A\n rt quest out of ihc tul-Je sai m uMi h tlie prtdt -n bay of the

huiasian ‘^t(pp( c^’nic- to uri fittuttn the 1 owti and iht* C arnatfiians, and

thc^ had bten dlowtd to s. t'b , as fut hruti o* tin hmpjn ,
on R<'num ti rntory hi rwern

the Oanufii. and tlu Halkan Ranf^e In intuition and in pnruiplt* this had been a

fneiiiJly Ji t, since the (jolhs in thi whic' had bten th^ ir prcMous home,

utre threatcnid witfi annifiilation h\ thi eruption of tfu Huns from tht heart of the

Steppe btvond thi Volcti ind tht V aik Thi aMangu>itnt h< twtin the reluKees

and the Roman authontn > ouKht to I ivi provid rnatuahy buiehcial, sime the refugees

in lipdiT.f? an asylum on Roman .ml, nntjht hd\c hten <.\ptcted to hetornc a hulwaik

of the l.mpire aiminst th< assaults of the common Hun cnem^ L nfortunatcly the

execution of the a^neenicnt was at oiict followed h\ frution, ind the lilarne tor this

was iar^jcly on the Roman side, sinu the nunor officials of tht linpuial administration

seem to have regarded ihur (jovernment s ijcntrous polity towaids the (»oths as an

oppoitunity for flteciny and hullvmi? tnc refu,:»ccs on their own acronr t In any case,

wherever the fault lav, the Uoths broke wuli the Imj eiul Government and bepan to

pillapc the countrv-sicic on winch ihtv had been setth v. us friends and allies of the

Empire And, not unnatuialh this behaviour was hotly resented bv the Roman

authorities in vvhost tses. it was not onlv flapiant treason but was also base ingiatilude

^ V^dlens* impatience n put down bv Amniianus to his jealousy of Crratian and ms

consequent cieiermination to keep all tlic fxothic hurels for himself Ihs decision to

go into action at once was taken against the advice of liis Aiagister Eguitum Victor.

‘Sarmata, sed cunctalor et cautus '

,

2 The Alani were one of the hordes of those Sarmatian Nomads upon wnose pastures

the Goths had intiuded when they broke out of the northern lousts into the great

westein bay of the Eurasian blcppe The eiuption of the llun:> fioni the heart of the
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army as a thunderbolt bursts against a mountain-range, charged
at lightning speed, and swept away, in a whirlwind of slaughter,

as many of the Roman troops as it managed to engage at close

quarters*. The legionaries were thrown out of their formation and
were herded together into so dense a mass that they had no longer

any room to wield, or even draws their sw'ords; and in this helpless

plight they suffered the fate which their own predecessors had once
inflicted on the Macedonian phalangites. I laving caught the legion-

aries at this irretrievable disadvantage, the cataphracts pressed

home their attack without giving their discomfited opponents a

chance to rally, until ‘at length, under the weight and “drive** ot the

barbarian offensive, the Roman line gave way, and the legionaries

—

driven to the last resort m a desperate situation—took to their heels

in a chaotic sative qtii peuf. The historian vouches for the fact that

‘the Roman casualties amounted to about two-thirds of the effec-

tives engaged’ (the Emperor Valens himself was among the miss-

ing); and he expresses the opinion that, ‘apart from the Battle of

Cannae, there’ was ‘no record, in all the annals of Roman military

history, of any other action in whicli the carnage w^as so great as

this*.

In measuring Adriaiiople by Cannae, Ammianus gives proof of

his historical insight, for it was the slaughter at Cannae, where the

Roman infantry had been at the mercy of Hannibal’s heavy cavalry,

that had stimulated the Roman military genius into transforming

a clumsy phalanx on the old-fashioned Spartan model into the

mobile legion which had been victorious first at Zama and then at

Cynoscephalae and Pydna. In the year of Adrianoplc, liowcver,

the lesson of Cannae w^as nearly six hundred years old; and during

those six centuries the Roman legionaries had ‘rested on their oars’,

like the Macedonian phalangites before them,^ until they allowed

themselves to be overtaken and ridden down by an Oriental heavy

cavalry which was a more formidable engine of w^ar than Plannibal’s

Steppe had now blown Sannatidns and Goths, pell imll, out <>f Nomads’ land into the
Roman Empire. It was from the Sarniatians, as wc have seen (p. 4-^9, lootnote 4, abo\f ),

that the Goths had acquiied the technic|ue of tht cataphrdLi.
* This Roman repetition ot a Macedonian stor> of dcsf-neration in military ttchnique

appears to have betn remarkably close. '^I’hc Matedonian jihalangite, who had won
his triumphs over his 'rheban adstrsary bv combining a longt r range of weapon with
a superior mobility (see IV. C (111) (r) 2 (y), Annex, p 636, lootnote 3, below),

had eventually succumbed to the Roman legjonar> because, in the meantime, he had
sacrificed mobility to massiveness (sec the present chapter, pp 434 5, above). On the

evidence of Arrian’s "Ekto^is Kar 'AKavwv (a.d 136), a modern V\ cstcin scholar (Parker,

H M D.* Thi Roman Legions (Oxford 1028, Clarendon Piess), pp. 248-9 and 258 60)
has conjectured that in the legions (ar. distinct from tht auMua) the Roman Army was
relapsing, as early as the second century of the C’hristian Era, from the mobile manipular
tormation into the unwieldy I’hebano-Spartan formation to which the Roman infantry

had reverted once before with such disastrous consequences at Cannae (see p. 436,
footnote 3, above). On this point sec also Oark6, E.- ‘Influences Turaniennes sur
revolution de I’Art Militairc des Grccs, des R(jniairjs et dcs Byzantins’ in Dyzantton

,

vol. X (Ilrussels 1935 )> P- 459
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European squadrons, and which could not be coped with effectively

without some fresh innovation in infantry technique. The effective

innovation was discovered in the end, but not for a thousand years,

and then not bj Roman wits. I'hough the Romans had received

repeated warnings of the legionary’s inferiority to Oriental cavalry
—in Crassus’s disaster of 53 B.c. and Valerian’s of a.d. 260 and
Julian’s of a.d. 363—they had not been stimulated to make any
fresh creative advance in infantry technique. They had left the
legion, unreformed, to its fate; and when ‘the knock-out blow’ was
duly delivered in the fullness of time in a.d. 378 at Adrianople, they
could think of no more original remedy than to discard the defeated
legionary outright and to take over the victorious cataphract at

second-hand.^ Gratian’s colleague and successor, 'Fheodosius, re-

ward( d the barbarian horsemen for having annihilated the Roman
infantry by hiring them to fill the vacant place; and, even when the

Imperial Government had paid the inevitable price for the brief

respite that w'as purchased by this short-sighted policy, and had
seen the mercenary barbarian troopers partition all its western

provinces into barbarian ‘successor-states’, the new native) army,^
which saved the Greek and Oriental provinces, at the eleventh

hour, from going the same way, was armed and mounted on the

barbarian pattern.^

^ Sec III. C (1) (6), vol. iii, p. 164, above.
« I 'or the creation of a new native army by the Roman Ciovernment at Constanti-

nople in the course of the filth century ot the Chiistian Era see IV (in) (n 2 (JS),

pp. 324-5, above.
3 .See the description— pven by Procopius of Caesarea in A History of the Wary of

Justinian, and quoted in this Study in 111 , C (1) (6), vol. lu, p. ihj, above—of the cata-

phracta who were iJehsanus’s instrument for the reconquest of Africa and Italy in the
sixth centuiy of the Christian Eia. The arm aheady existed in the Homan Army, even
before the disaster \.d. 378 raised the rataphract's prestige to the skies and reduced
the legionary’s presti to zero. At the b^^ttle ol Adrianople itself, after the legions

had Riven way, the E nperor Valens took refuge with the two heavy-cav.il ry regiments
of Lancearii and Mattiarii, ‘qui, dum inultitudo tolcrabatur hostilis, fixis corporibus
steterant inconcussi’ (Amnuanus, op. cit.. Book XXXI, chap. 13); and before that, in the
Inipi rial bodyguard which had accompanied the Empe. ir Consiantius on his state entry
into the city of Rome in a.d. 356, theic had been ‘a spri'iklmg of cataphract cavalrymen,
popularly known as chhanarii' fi.e. ‘hard-w'aie boys’ ‘men m ironmongery*, from
cUbanu^, which was the Greek word for an iron baker’s-ovenj, ol whose accoutrements
Ammianus (op. cit., Book XVi, chap. 10) gives the following description: ‘Their persons
were protected by being cased m cuirasses and swathed iit metal hoops which gave
them the appearance ot being not so much men of flesh and blood as statues brought
to a fine finish by the hand of a Praxiteles. 'Their armour consisted of thin loops of nietal

plating which were adjusted to the curves of the body and whirl, not only encircled

the trunk but w'ere also cairicd down all the limbs with such skill lhat, whatevci bodily

movement the trooper might require to make, his rnet.'^llic integument would conform
to it by adjusting itself at the joints—and this without . v . jsing anv gaps.’ Evidently

the Roman armourers of the fourth century of the Chri.sti..n Era had borrowed from the

Sarmatians the idea of a heavy cavalryman armed cap-d~pte, and had then translated

the Sarmatian scale-armour into the hoop-armour which was already being w'om, at the

turn of the first and second centuries, by Trajan’s legionaries (both the Roman legion-

ary’s hoop-armour and the Sarmatian cataphract’s scale-armour arc portrayed in the

bas-reliefs on Trajan’s Column). The hoop-armour of the legionary was confined to

shoulder-pieces and corselet; but the more difficult art of encasing, without impeding,
an arm or a leg had been worked out cui the gladiatorial arena in the armament of the

secutor. A combination of the serutot w'lth the Trajanic legionary gives the fourth-
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The Ignominy of the legionary’s end is accentuated by the strange

fact that the cataphract who rode him down on the plains of Thrace
in A D. 378 was himself a degenerate. The Parthian cavalry-

man who had forced Crassus’s legions to capitulate at Carrhae in

53 B c had been a horse-archer, like his native Nomad prototype;

the barmatian and Gothic cataphracts who annihilated Valens’

legions at Adnanoplc were mere lancers^ who won their victory

by the crude and clumsy method of charering home, in substitution

for the refined technique of overwhelming their enemy—in the

manner of the Surtn’s horse-aichcrs at Carrhae in 53 b c —with a

ceaseless dischaige of arrows supplied b> a ne\ er-failmg camel

commissariat ^ C arrhae ‘ought to ha\e il\ olutionized the World’s
warfare, but in fact it produced little effect, for Surenas w^as put

to death ne\t jear and hi** organization broken up’.^ The future

lay not with the light horse-archer but with the cataphract, who
had been represented at Canhac in the Pirthian ranks+ without

making anv notable contribution to the brilliant victors^ of his un-

armoured comrade And the cataphiact had no sooner put on the

Assyrian infantryman s armour than he had begun to discard the

Nomad’s bow for the hophte’s lanec The rudimentary Assyrian

cataphiact still remained a horse -archer, and a foiec of a thousand

Sakas who louidit foi the last of the Achacmcnidae at Gaugamela
m 331 u c. art described as ^till being ec^uippKd with bows‘d though

nturv (Ut)ananm wbtn the hnul wart bo> i iti mnttd tm i norst i he be it

h i*- to 11 ko <-• (1 ht citDananui s mount s eii\s tt hik< Ixen n in nil> \ i louitd is hi'’

ndtT to judi.< b> another distnptjen which c irnt v ur tviden^-t t( r llic cMsteri c ot

t>pt of he i\"V (a\alr>iTnn in the Reman Anm back to the time >1 C on tintiu

lather Cc nstant ne the Gicat Min md h >i es ilike are in d in a cmirinp, of iron

1 he nam» th U thev to tiy in the Arrnv is tUlunani Iht nun ire not only irmour clad

themsehis tlie h ists t ) on which tht> lu mount! J h ne rhiir i hi sts pritictcJ
b i< ii'^iss th It re Khis from their he id in^ht d jwn tr their and rnii ts them pr< ot

against tfie dan^je*- ol btinj^ woundtd without hiinpcnng then t (Ni/inu^ Pint
fi\ncu\ ( umtuntin > iuf^usto I)ictu\ ehup .... in Bichre is (i \I1 Pa/us;\nii I ttm
(J cipzijif 1 I Itulntr)

j
i‘' 3 ) ) A roinbin ition (sie OaiKO cp eit m 1J\ antton

vol X I 4^6) ot thi deiensivc irm< ur 3t the cl ban irius Mth the r issik

weaprii of iht lii^ht nmid horse ‘irehii fwho was tiolh an older ind a Impair livid

t\pc of Nomid lavanyinan thm the hea v iruuel Imetr) Kives the sixth eintury R >nnn
e iraphraet I his ri i juipmentof hcct dt Nomad ni n >( ivilrvni r v ith the orii.,inal

Nomad weapo i whieh tlie eatapiliraet had ibaiidoned m f ivi ur ot the 1 inie (sci ]i 4^4
ahovc) was the last stroke 01 the Komin military t^enius unk'iS it was menh a Roman
mimtsis ot i compiomisr between the Scyihitn and the Sirmitian en npment whiih
hid been worked out kv* hundnd \e irs i 11 Ini on the ( nimenin Rosfih )ru5» (set

p 44-^ loom ite S below) We e it h a It t ghn r sc ol this 'iter Romm < taphraet in

the TaKTLKd atlrihuli J to thi f m| trar Munee ( mp r ihat \ u *;S.. 60.. whuh ae

eordinj. to D irkd (op cit in Bxsirtion \ol x i {1Q17) pp »-.i 4) was ptrhips 11 ally

written bv M'luiiee s successor lie radius lurmE: his retirement (ste 111 C (11) (b)

\ol in i> > i otruti 4 tb \i) in the \n tir of a n f).,i \ciordmp: to the s imc
>Tiin)..arian si holat (» eit \ol iir p i S) the Romtn c nair / equipi tent described

in this t e disc w i*- modilhd on that of the eonlemporiry \var Nomads
* Darko on et x\ B\^antion \ j ! xn (1937* p i p
^ Toi the muniti ir s tnJ thi ttet fs that defeated the IcKiomry at ( arrhae see J am

W W litllcntstii '\4iliiax\ twd \ i al DtLt,lopmtnU{L i<>30 L nnersity Press)

pp S3 92 a td can lent in Pht ( umbtidge Am lent Ihstni\ vol ix pp ho6-ii
’ 1 nn Dtxdopniui p gi + Seep fjg to itnote 4 above
5 Vrnan ^Icxan’n In ibu a BoikllJ. dnp S 3
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the horses as well as the men were armoured,* Whun they went
into action, however, these Saka demi-cataphracts did not shoot;

they charged.^ And the Parthian full-blown cataphract who is por-
trayed in the graffito at Dura^ does not even carry a bow^ in addition

to his lance. Notwithstanding the success of the light horse-archer
against Crassus at Carrhae, the failure of the charging cataphract

against Ventidius in the next round of this Romano-Parthian trial of

strength,^ and the renewed success of the light horsc-archcr against

Mark Antony, s the Parthians opted for the cataphract/' and the

Arsacids’ example w^as followed by their successors the Sasanidae.

It is true that Belisarius’s sixth-century^ Roman cataphracts, as Pro-

copius describes them/ were horse-archers oi the Assyrian kind;

but in general it w'as the armouied lancei, and not the armoured
horse archer, who kept the saddle for the next twxlve hundred
years after the light horsc-archcr's victory^ at Carrhae; and there is

an extraordinary uniformity in this lancer’tx accoutiements over a

Time-span of more than a millennium and acioss the length and
breadth of Furope and Asia. Ilis identity is unmistakable, whether
the portrait in which he presents himself to us happen^^vto be in

some fresco, dating from the first centurv^ ol the Chii^tian Era, m
a Crimean tomb;^ or on the third- and fourth- and filtli- and
MXth-eenturv bas-reliefs of Sasanian kings m Fari-, or in the clay

figuiincs of those Far Fastern men-at-airns who v\tic the hghting-

force of the 'J ’ang Dynasty (tfnpoahant a.d 907),' 01 in the

eleventh-centuiy tapestry^ at Bayeiix wdncli d('pjtts the defeat of

the antiquated English foot-soldiers of the day by King William

the Conqueior’s Noimaii knights

* Arnan oj cit
,
Hook III (hap ^4 \iriU), <

,
c it loc ot

^ Stt p 43(;, fooTnott 4 abo\e
See i arn in fht ^^amnfuii'c Incicnt Ilt^tnrv v l>p 40 *;i

'• T arn in op cit . ^ ol cit , op 7 1 s
^ I hi I discomhturt of th( iipht )iors( anhtr 1 ) the hta\j-annei linttr on his

nati\t pi,tuits IS rcthttid in Uh hi'torv <»! tlit Ht ilei i iminc jU (»l tht NoinadK mih-
taiy Uv hinqiK In th( fonnh ttntun K ( Altxandt^’lu (jitat whinht U the

1 ransox innn tiinpt of tht (jiiat I m isi.*n Sttppe took to mxinp lieh mint loist

ai<htrs With his own Mucdonian ht tdxaliv ind mou than ti»ur hundud \«.ais

lutrr tht Roman L mptror Hadn in {ttnpi rabat n 1 17 ihl, in hib turn intiodui t d h^ht

horse-art ht rs into the Homan Army (Arnan Ttx^y TaKTik-q, chap tf) other

hand tht Roman ca^alr> ot the 1 mptror (jallitnus (imp( rabut a n hS) wtrt n‘i»‘-Th

not hor >e-ai< htrs hut htaAv larittrs who wtrt prtsuniahlv the jnot )t\pt'' f tl < touilli-

ctntuii uihattam (stt fi 44-^, toolimtt 1 abo\t 1 ol thi l^mp« rs Ahutntjus ( on-

stantius and Valens (1 or ’lust fads stt Daiko, op tit
, in Ih^untu i \<'l k lig'ts),

pp 4 s 2 460 and 40.’ )
7 In the pabsaj/e already quoted in this Slud> in III ( M) (b) vol 111 p Mi-? abo\t
^ Ste Rosto\l/cff, M hantans and Girt/ii in S mth Jvus ta (Oxherd i(). - C lartndon

Press), pp 121 129 and ih(; I he Rospor in knmhi <>t the first i < nturv ,
lilo tht Roman

man-at-ai 11s ot tht sixth (set p 44'?, foolrott j, abott) put on ihi Snmaiian tata-

phiact’s armour without throwing asidt tne Sothian hippolox )tfS t)o\\

^ See Rosto\t7tfr, op cit
, pp 203 f 01 ,

stdl better, an ro*u».rir>nof ! an^ t'punnes
*** The Time-intti\al of neailv si\cn ttnlurits that ipaiatto ilu llaltk of Hastin^^s

from the Jlatth of Adnanoplc is an il’ istration of the lad tint in the it„lrn of human
dllairs, art in the Phvsjval L'nivexsc, it takes J'lme to tranl ihiov tjh Sp‘^t I he cala-

phrart’s breath of the shield-w ill, Wjiich took place as cail> as \ 37S in the I fracian
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If this longevity and ubiquity of the cataphract are astonishing,

it is also noteworthy that he only becomes ubiquitous in a degenerate

form; and, since we have observed already, at an earlier point in

this Study, that sheer material range and scale are apt to be symp-
toms of decay, we shall not be surprised w^hen we read the next

chapter in the cataphract’s historJ^ The story may be told, again,

in the words of a contemporary who in this case was also an eye-

witness.

T was in the army of the Under-Sccretary when he went forth to meet
the Tatars on the western side of the City of Peace [Baghdad], on the

occasion of its supreme disaster in the year A.H. 656 [which began on
the 8th January, a.d. 1258]. We met at Nahr Bashir, one of the depen-

dencies of Dujayl; and there would ride forth from amongst us to offer

single combat a knight fully accoutred and mounted on an Arab horse,

so that it was as though he and his steed together were [solid as] some
great mountain. 'Phen there would come forth to meet him from the

Mongols a horseman mounted on a horse like a donkey, and having in

his hand a spear like a spindle, wearing neither robe nor armour, so that

all who saw him were moved to laughter. Yet ere the day was done the

victory w^as theirs, and they inflicted on us a great defeat, which was the

Key of Evil, and thereafter there befell us what befell us.*^

Thus the legendary encounter between Goliath and David at the

dawn of Syriac history repeats itself at night-fall, perhaps twenty-

three centuries later, as an attested historical fact; and, though on

this occasion the giant and the pygmy played their parts on horse-

back instead of on foot, the outcome w'us the same.

The invincible Tatar qazaq who overcame the 'Iraqi cataphract

and sacked Baghdad and star\Td the 'Abbasid Caliph to death in

his treasury^ and gave the coup dc grace to a Caliphate which had

been a resumption of the Achaemenian Phnpire and a reintegra-

tion of the Syriac universal state, ^ was a light horse-archer of the

genuine and persistent Nomadic type which had made itself knowm,

and dreaded, in South-Western Asia for the first time through

the Cimmerian and Scyth irruption at the turn of the eighth and

seventh centuries b.c. In the heart of the Steppe, from which the

Tatars were erupting in their turn in the thirteenth century of the

enclave of ihc Eurasian Steppe, did not take place till A.n. 1066 in Ultima 7'hulc In

the language of Relativity we might even go so far as to say that Adnanople and Hastings
are not two battles but one battle, of which our vision is here diffracted into two different

Space-7'ime positions.
* Falak^ad-Din Muhammad b. Avdimir, quoted at first hand by Ihn-at-Tiqtaqa in

Kttdb-al-Fakhri (Cairo edition, p. 72), apropos of the attitude of the Persians towards
the Primitive Muslim Arabs when these had invaded the Sasanian Empire some six

hundred years before. The translation here quoted is taken from Browne, £. G.

:

A Literatv History of Persia, vol. ii (London 1906, Fisher, Unwin), p. 462.
* Sec the story as it is told by Marco Polo in The Book of Ser Marco Polo, translated

and edited Iw Sir Henry Yule, 3rd edition (London 1903, Muiray, 2 vols ), vol. 1, pp. 63-4-
3 Sec I. C (i) (6), vol. 1, pp. 75-7, above.
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Christian Era, the ancient Nomad military technique had lived on
to assert its superiority now, at the end of the chapter, over the
armour-plated travesty of itselfwhich was what the imitative seden-
tary societies had made of it in the course of some two thousand
years of brief inventiveness and long stagnation. But if David-on-
horseback duly discomfited Goliath-on-horseback at this historic

moment,^ the sequel to their encounter in this repetition of the

story was also faithful to the original. We have seen^ that the

mailed champion on foot who was laid low by David’s sling-stone

was superseded thereafter not by David himself but by a phalanx
of Goliaths in which each phalangite was equipped with Goliath’s

accoutrements but was taught to use them to better effect by fight-

ing in a disciplined formation instead of indulging in the primitive

sport of single combat. And now, in the Cavalry Age, discipline

won its victory over individualism once more. For Hulagu Khan’s
Mongol light horsewho had overcome the 'Abbasid Caliph’s knights

under the w^alls of Baghdad in a.d. 1258 were subsequently de-

feated again and again— in a.d. 1260 and 1281 and 1299-1300
and 13033—w^henever they sw^am the Euphrates and tried conclu-

sions with the Mamluk masters of Syria and Egypt uncTer whose
aegis a new' series of ’Abbasid Caliphs had found asylum.** In

their accoutrements the MamlQks were neither better nor worse
equipped than their fellow Muslim knights who had been over-

thrown so ignominiously, a few years before, at Nahr Bashir; but

in their tactics the Mamluks w^ere true to their name and status*

in obeying a discipline; and this discipline gave them the mastery

over Mongol sharp-shooter and Frankish knight-errant.

The knights of Saint Louis King of France had met their defeat

at Mansurah at the hands of the Egyptian Mamluks eight years

before the knights of the last *Abbasid Caliph of Baghdad went

* 'I'hf hoavy-armctl lancei who had supplantca me light-armed hoiac-archer in

Notnadism’.s s<*dentar> hinterlands had, howevci, gained at least one Mctorv over the

Nomad in his natnc w at -gear when, in the tenth century of the Chnatian Era, the
f jcrnian King Henry the howler had defeated the Magyai hoise-archers by substituting

heavy lancers for his ow’n German infantry (Ddik6, op. cit
,
in Byzanttoriy vol. xii

(193"), p. H*;)
^ On pp. 4t2-3, above. 3 Sec I C (i) (6), Annex 1 ,

\ol. i, p. 350. above.
* For the Cairene ‘Abbasid Caliphate, w'hich was the juridical basis of the Mamluk

Power in Eg}pt and S>ria from a.d. 1261 to A D. 1516, see I. C (i) (6), vol. 1, p. 67,
footnote 2, and pp. 70-71, above, as well as Part X, below.

* The name ‘Mamluk’ means ‘held as property’, and the status of the Mamluks was
servitude for the system, exemplified in the Egyptian Mrmluk polity, of making soldiers

and administrators out of slaves—a system which was itself of Nomad origin, and which
was earned to its highest perfection in the Ottoman Empire—-see Part III. A, vol. 111,

pp. 28-44, above.
Et>'mologicallv ‘knight-errant’ is perhaps a contradiction in terms, since the

Teutonic word ‘knight’, like the Arabic word ‘mamluk’, means the servant of a master.

In modern English usage, however, not only ‘kmght-eiiant’ but ‘knight* itself, sans

phrase, connotes a warrior who is apt to obey no f»lher master than himself. The
Egyptian Mainlukh likewi.se eventually degenerated, as will appear, into h iTH>b of \Ya>-

ward ‘knights', without lorfeitmg a name which they had ceased to deseivc.
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down before the Mongols, and ten years before the Mongols in

their turn received their first lesson from the Mamluks on a Syrian

battle-field.

In this invasion of Egypt, which was their first essay in that

enterprise, the French did their worst to bring their defeat upon
themselves by displaying an incompetence which is in significant

contrast to the showingwhich they made upon their next appearance,

five hundred and forty-eight years later, under a much less lovable

but much more efficient commander. In a.d. 1250 Saint Louis fell

into the initial strategic error of attempting to advance from the

coast upon Cairo through the Delta, instLid of keeping clear of

this maze of waterw'ays and marching along the rim of the desert.

In consequence his advance was checked at the junction between

the Damiettd arm of tlic Nile and the Ashman canal; and when the

detachment of knights which he succeeded in pushing across

the canal on the night of the 7th“8th Lebruary immediately for-

feited the fruits of this strategic success, by running wildly into a

tactical disaster, the campaign was vittiially at an end. Driven back

into their pre\ious camp, the defeated French were beleaguered

by a victorious enemy, and ravagc'd by camp-fever, until the

night of the 5th”-6th April, when a desperate attempt on their

part to break out and escape by water, down river, gave the de-

fenders of Egvpt an opportunity to complete the dtstniction of

the invaders. On this retreat every Frenchman wffio was not killed

w'as taken prisoner, and among the prisoners w^as King Louis

himself.

It will be seen that the decisive action ol the campaign was the

battle of the Sth February, when the FVcnch first won, and then

threw away, their sole chance of extricating themselves from what

w^as by then already an untenable position. 'Fhe issue hung upon the

fortunes of the engagement betw^een the French knights wffio had

gained the farther bank of the canal and the Mamluks who were

covering the town of Mansurah. The task which King 1 /Ouis had

assigned to these knights, if and wffien they succeeded in crossing

the canal by the ford, was to occupy and hold the canal bank

opposite his own camp, in order to make it possible at last for the

main body of the French army to complete th*^ causeway which
they had been tr\dng, for days, to throw across the water. The
builders had laboured in vain so long as the enemy still held the

bank towards which they w'erc building, and was therefore in a

position to destroy the work as fast as the French could carr\^ it on.

If the knights wlio had now^ made good their crossing had been

content to execute their orders, the main body of their comrades
w^ould have been enabled to join them, and the whole French army
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might then have resumed its advance. But at this crucial moment
the knights behaved as badly as the Mamluks behaved well. ‘The
chief credit of the day belongs to the steady fighting of the Mam-
luks, who bore the brunt of the battle and inflicted the chief punish-
ment on their rash opponents.’* On the other hand the French
knights, once across the canal, forgot their orders, and thereby lost

the day for their king, in a childish impatience to engage the enemy
and a still more childish competition among themselves for the
place of honour in their own battle-array—though their orders

were explicit on this point as well.

‘On avait ordonne que le Temple ferait ravant-garde, et que le comte
d’Artois aurait la seconde bataille, apres le Temple. Or advint que sit6t

que le comte d’Artois eut passe le fleuve, lui ct toute sa gent piquerent
aux Turcs, qui s’enfuyaient devant eux. Lcs Templiers lui dirent qu’il

Icur taisait grande vilenie d’aller devant eux quand il devait aller apr^s,

et ils le priaient de les laisser aller devant, comine il avait cte accorde par
le roi . Or le comte d’Artois ne leur osa repondre, a cause de monseigneur
Fourcaud du Merle qui le tenait par le frem de son cheva), et ce Fourcaud
du Merle, qui etait tres bon chevalier, n’entendait non de ce que les

Templiers disaient au comte, par cc qu’il etait sourd; et il c^iait: “Or,
sus a eux! Or, sus a eux!’’ Quand les Templiers le virent, ils pensaient

qu’ils seraient lionnis, s’ils laissaienl le comte d’Artois aller devant eux;

ils frapperent des eperons a qui mieux mieux, et chassaient les Turcs qui

s’enfuyaient devant eux, a travers la \ille de la Massourc, jusques aux
champs par devers Bab) lone.

‘Quand ils voulurent revenir en arriere, les Turcs leur lancerent des

poutres ct des pieces de bois, par les rues qui etaient etroites. La fut tue

le comte d’Artois, le sire de Coucy qu’on appelait Raoul, et tant dcs

autres chevaliers qu’ils furent estimes a trois cents. Le Temple, comme
le Maitre me le dit plus tard, y perdit deux cent quatre-vmgts hommes
armes et tons a cheval.’^

This French disaster of the 8th February, 1250, and the crown-

ing catastrophe of the bth April which was the inevitable conse-

quence, were manifestly the penalties tf an unchastened egotism

which could not be atoned for by a quixotic individual valour, while

the Mamluks’ victor)", both in the decisive battle and in the whole

campaign, was just as manifestly the reward of a thorough dis-

cipline grafted upon a bravery which was not irlnnsically inferior

to that of the French. T'he possessors of both the two fundamental

military virtues were bound to prevail * an adversary who was

utterly lacking in the more important one.

By the close of the thirteenth century of the Christian Era, when

I Lane-Poole, : A History of Egypt in the Middle Ages, and edition (London 1914,

Methuen), pp. 236-7.
» Joinville. Jean Sire de: La Vie du Saint Roi Louis mise en nouveau langage par

Ilenri Longnon (Pans 1928, A I’enbeigne de la Cit«^ des Livrcs*), pp. 87-8.
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the MamiQks had established their superiority over the French on
the one hand and over the Mongols on the other, they stood in a

position of unchallenged military supremacy, within the bounds
of their own horizon, that is comparable to the position of the

Romans after the Battle of Pydna. In this eminent but enervating

situation the Mamluk, like the legionary, ‘rested on his oars’; and
it is a curious coincidence that he w^as allowed to rest on them for

almost exactly the same length of time before he was taken un-

awares by an old adversary armed with a new technique. The
Roman triumph at Pydna in i68 b.c. and disaster at Adrianople in

A.D. 378 are divided by an interval of five hundred and forty-six

years, while the number of years between the Mamluk triumph at

Mansurah in a.d. 1250 and disaster at Imbabah in A.D. 1798 is five

hundred and forty-eight. In the Battle of the Pyramids the enemy
who exploded the Mamluks’ traditional reputation for invincibility

were descendants of the Frenchmen at whose expense that reputa-

tion had been originally acquired; for, while in the life of the Mam-
luks Time had been standing still, the passage of five and a half

centuries had sufficed for the French to discard the blundering

technique of Saint Louis’s disorderly knights and to train them-
selves, instead, in the discipline of a uniformed infantr}% equipped

with fire-arms, on a new model which had been divsplayed to

Western Christendom since the fourteenth century by the 'Os-

manlis. ^ I’his metamorphosis of the French may serve as a reminder

that the Gothic victory^ and Roman debacle, at Adrianople in

A.D. 378 was likewise due to a metamorphosis which had been pre-

viously accomplished by the victors. The Gothic cataphracts who
put the legions of Valens out of action were descended from North
European barbarians of the same stamp as the Sueves and Gauls

who had been an easy prey for the legions ot Julius Caesar. It was
the Goths’ intensive schooling in horsemanship on the Steppes,

in an age when the legionaries were standing at case, that enabled

Alatheus and Saphrax to avenge the defeats of Ariovistus and \ er-

cingetorix.

We may further observe, without overstraining our parallel, that

the warning which the Romans received, at Carrhae in 53 b.c., of

the cataphract’s coming ascendancy has its analogue in the three

successive blows which the Mamlfiks received in a.d. 1516-17,

when they were routed—first at Marj Dabiq and then at Gaza and
then again at Raydanlyah—by the Janissaries.

After the second disaster of the three, the IMamluk survivors who
made their way back to Cairo retailed to a panic-stricken populace

* For the Ottoman origin of our modern Western infantry technique see Part III. A,
vol. ui, p. 38, footnote 2, above.
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their terrifying experience of a new and irresistible Ottoman military

technique.

‘They arrived in the most pitiable state; the plunder and slaughter
had been worse than before. Some of the Imperial MamlQks came back
on donkeys, some on camels—all having been deprived of uniforms,
horses and arms. None survived, in fact, but a few for whom Fate had
so decreed. They said that some of Ibn 'Othman’s troops were armed
w^ith hooks on their lances, with which they dragged the rider from his

horse and threw him on the ground. Jan BirdI said that he was thus
thrown down. . . . They also said that Ibn 'Othman’s troops were in

numbers as swarms of locusts; that some of them were armed w^ith

muskets (firing a leaden bullet) and were carried in wooden carts, drawn
by oxen and buffaloes, moving at the head of the advanced guard; and
many other things of this nature.’*

The confusion and division of counsels w^hich prevailed in the

Mamluk capital while Selim the 'Osmarili w^as advancing, un-
checked, from the Taurus to the Nile, is a counterpart of the pic-

ture which Joinville paints of Saint Louis’s camp in the Delta; and
in this case, as in that, there is a grim inevitability about the last

act—which was played in January 1517 when the Otto^nan army
arrived at the feeble fortifications that had been thrown up at the

last moment, across the last stage of their road to Cairo, by the last

Sultan of the Mamluks.^

‘The drums beat to battle, the chief amirs and the whole force

mounted and extended across the plain. Ibn 'Othman’s soldiers came
on like locusts in multitude, and they were superior in point of nunihers.

The two armies met in the outskirts of Raydaniyah, and a terrible battle

ensued. , . . Countless numbers of the Turks w^ere killed, including

Sinan Pasha, Ibn 'Othman’s former tutor and his chief w'^azlr, and a

great many of his amirs. Their bodies lay scattered from 'Allan’s

fountain (?) to the tomb of Amir Yashbak, the Dawadar. 1’hen the

Turks recovered, coming up from every direction like clouds. They
divided into two forces, one advancing und. r Jabal Ahmar and the other

by the camp at Raydaniyah. The noise of their musketr}^ w.is deafening,

and their attack furious. In a short time countless numbers ot Egyptian

troops had fallen, including a great many of Tie chief amirs, among
whom was Azbak, the gunner. ... In the short space ot about sixty

minutes the Egyptian army was defeated and in full retreat.

‘TuniSn Bey stood his ground about eighty minoics after this, and

fought on with a few of his armed slaves and Mamluks, inflicting great

losses on Ibn 'Othman’s men. Finally, wheu the Turks were too many
for him, finding himself deserted by his troops, and fearing capture, he

folded up the Royal Standard and ran and concealed himself.

* Ibn lyas, Muhammad b. Alimad An Account of the Ottoman Conquest of Egypt in

the Year A.H. {4 D 15T6), translated by Salmo»
,
W H. - Oneiital Translation

Fund, New Senes, vol, xxv (London 1921, Royal Asiatic Society), pp. 97-8.
* For these ineffectual activities of Sultan Ashraf abu’LNasr 'Tuman Bey sec Ibn

lyas, op. cit., pp. 107-8.
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‘This was the third defeat [that] the Egyptian army had suffered

.

‘The Turkish force that had advanced under cover of Jabal Ahrnar
came down upon the tents of the Sultan, plundering everything—kit,

arms, horses, camels and oxen, including the guns [that] the Sultan had
put into position there, with the shields and palisading, and the vehicles

on which the Sultan had spent so much time, labour and money, and
from which he had reaped no advantage. E\eiy thing in the camp was
plundered. Such was the decree of Fate.’*

Fate, however, dealt less harshly w^ith the Mamluks in the hour
of their defeat than she dealt with the country which it had been

the Mamluks* raison d^etre to defend again^^ all comers. For the

Mamluks were not condemned to the extinction which was the

logical penalty for their failure to perform their one and only

function,^ while Egypt, who had played a purely passive part in the

Mamluk-Ottoman conflict, and had taken it for granted that she

would be the prize of the victors, was now c.otnpe!led to provide an

additional consolation prize for the vanquished, and found herself

saddled wuth the double burden of having to maintain a new’ garrison

of victorious 'Osmanlis^ without being relieved of her old garrison

of no longer victorious Mamluks.^ »Siiitan Selim’s motive in show^-

ing this generosity to his vanquished opponents at his new^ dominion’s

expense was perhaps a mixture of soldierly contempt for the Mam-
luks’ military ineptitude with professional sympathy for a corps

which, however decadent, was still akin—in origin and constitution

and ethos—to the Sultan’s own Slave-Household.'’ He may have

calculated that the Mamluks, humiliated on the battle-field and
reduced in the political hierarchy tc a subordinate rank, would be

incapable of endangering a once established Ottoman supremacy,

while they might at the same time serve as an effective reinforce-

ment to the Ottoman governor and gariison in holding down the

Egyptian ’ulama and fallahin, and also pei haps as an effecti\ c restraint

upon these 'Osmanlis if the w’ealth and seclusion of the pro\incc

committed to their charge should ever tempt them to betray their

trust and to repudiate their allegiance to the Porte in order to enjoy

the good things of Egypt for themselves.^ Whatever the expecta-

* Ibn lyas, op cit,, pp. 112 13
2 On this point see also IV C (n; C^) 2, p 113, abo\e
3 Six (Bosniak) Janissary ojaqs

This piling of an Ottoman on the top of the Mamluk incubus which was already

weighing upon the back of the long-suffering Egvptian bea'^t of burden is a feature of
the decadence of the Arabic C^ivilizatioii which mav be compared with the cumulative
imposition of the litterati and the priests and the military” upon the Egyptian peasantiy
in the decadence of the Egyptiac Civilization, some three or four thousand years back
(sec IV (ill) (r) 2 (j8), pp 418-2;^, above)

s For the species of Nomad institution tn partibus agricolarum of which the Egyptian
corps of Mamluks and the Ottoman Padishah’s Slave-Household were alike representa-

tives, see Part III. A, vol in, pp. 28-44, above
^ This last consideration was the determining factor in Sultan .Selim’s policy

according to C. F, Volney. Voyage en Syne et en Egypte pendant Ics annies i?bj, 1784,
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tions and intentions of the Ottoman conqueror of Egj^pt may have
been, his settlement did secure to the Ottoman Imperial Govern-
ment an effective mastery over Egypt which lasted almost as long
as the antecedent reign of the Mamluks themselves ^ In the end,
however, the Ottoman garrison of Eg^pt allowed the military
decision of a d it) 16 -17 to be reversed through a gradual and
pacific revolution which came to pass because the Ottoman garrison
abandoned, while the Mamluk corps continued to obsene, the
fundamental common rule of the species of Nomad institution to

which both these corporations belonged

'This rule was the rigid exclusion, ex officio, of the soldier’s

children from the soldier’s service, and the reciuitment of the

mihtaiy corporation, in defiance of human nature, by the purchase
of 1 ives and not by the begetting of sons ^ In permitting the

Egyptian Mamluks to survive, Sultan Sclirn had implicitly sanc-

tioned the perpetuation of the existing wavs and means by which
they reproduced ihcir Imd in accoidancc with the general ruk of

Nomads in partihm ai^ric alarum Under the Ottoman domination
the Alamluks were still free to import slave-bo^ s froii], then cus-

tomarv souiccs of supply^ in order to keep their complement up to

strength, and thev persevered n the practice when the Ottoman
gaiiison in 1 r>pt abandoned it Ihc Janissaries who were quar-

tered in Egypt faulTcrcd still nioie se\eiely in moral than their com-
ladc

m

other parts of the Ernpiie from the admission of the principle

of heredity, which the coip& extorted from the Irnpinal (Jovern-

ment after the death of Sultan Suleyman in A d ^ For this

abandonment of the fundamental rule of the service meant that the

Janissaries, instead of remaining a people apart, became merged

in the local Muslim populat’ n t om which they took the wives

et 2nd tdition (I'lris i7>'7 Dtsdint (tV dland) vol i pp Qf> Wi m com-
pile the fret lutior s tilun I > Auf u tus after his t n contjjtst of I pypt to make sure

that no Romm povcinor ot the new. Tiuptrial pro ict should hs\t it in his power to

rtpL It the p( iforrnancc of Mark \rtom
t lilt Manilakb had ruled I t foi 2S7 yens fjoin then succession to the henta^e

ol the last Ayyubid Sultan ir A d 1250 to the overthrow of the last of their own Sultans

in AD IS17 'I he Ottomnn Impt nl Cjeveinmcnt rtirained in effective control ot

hgypt fen 22(y vt irs from Sclirn s entry into Cairo in a D e; 17 to the pt onumiamiento

of IbiahiMi Kctkhudi in s d 17 v6
On this V it lip int see J irt 1 1

1

A vol in 7p 28 "js o'

1 ht b^v^tian VI imluks had t uf iiall> made tltir pur I ascs of bo)s through

\enf tian middle nen fro n tht XIone,t 1 Khins of C}ip(hi j
vvh > obtained their stocks

bv making svstiinatic slave raielo uj, t n all the seder populitions lound about tSei*"

rariijcs—including the Russians and Poles in one diicc and the C ircassians in anotPer

(see Part 111 A, vol 111 p 30 fo mole 3 ebnt) After the Ott( man conquest of Stam-

boul and Ptra m a n 145 i ond C ifti and Ian i in 1475 the suppl> c ( slives from Qip-

( haq (now leduccd to the n i^row limits cl the Rlnnite of the ^ riinci) was divcitcd

from the L^yptian to the Otton an marktt (tor this ou^’c of supply for the Ottoman

Padishahs Slave Household set P irt III A vol ni n 3t; footnote 3 above) "Iheie-

atter the Lgyptian Mamluks drew their recruits from the Orthodox Christian popula

tions of Geor^an nation il ty in Tia iseaucasia (set Part 111 A, vol 111 p 32, footnote 2

ubovt) * SrePsrt HI A vol in pp 44 5, above
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that bore the sons who now, in due course, stepped into their

superannuated fathers’ places in the ranks; and while the Janissaries
of the metropolitan provinces intermarried with the Turkish-speak-

ing Muslims of Rumelia and Anatolia, who were, and felt them-
selves to be, a ruling race,* the Janissaries of Egypt intermarried

with an Arabic-speaking townsfolk and peasantry^ who had been
for centuries the ra'iyah of the Mamluks.^

In these circumstances it is not surprising that the Mamluks
should have been rewarded for their refusal to ‘go native’ by
obtaining over the degenerate Ottoman garrison an ascendancy

which carried with it a defacto restoration ot ^he Mamluk rule over

Egypt itself, since the Ottoman garrison, before becoming the

Mamluks* creatures, had already reduced to a cipher the authority

of the Pasha who was the local representative of the Porte. Though
the outward forms of Ottoman sovereignty were all still sedulously

preserved at the time of the French obsei*vcr Volney’s visit to

Egypt in a.d. 1783-5, the Pasha of the day, in his residence on the

citadel of Cairo, was virtually a hostage in the Mamluks* hands;

and the pronouncement of the one Arabic word Anzal (‘Descend !’)

from the mouth of the Mamluks’ herald was sufficient to bring this

Ottoman bird of passage down from his precarious perch and send

him back home to Constantinople at any moment, even before the

expiry of his proper three-years’ term.^ The Porte winked at this

practically complete usurpation of its authority in Egypt by a military

corps which it had once permitted to exist on sufferance. It not

only made no attempt to repeat the exploit of Sultan Selim I and
to reassert its authority by force of arms

;
it did not even think of

condemning the Mamluks to a choice between extinction and de-

generacy by resorting to the economic weapon and cutting off the

rebels’ supply of slave-recruits at its Transcaucasian source!

Thus, by a curious turn of Fortune’s wheel, the Mamluks vir-

tually recovered in the course of the eighteenth century of the

Christian Era a dominion over Egypt which they had lost in a.d.

1517; but a comparison of Volney’s picture of them with that of

Ibn lyas shows that they had ‘forgotten nothing and learnt nothing’s

during two and a half centuries of adversity and eclipse. As Volney

^ Sec Part III. A, vol. iii, p 35, above.
2 See (ribb, 11 A. R., and Bowen, H.* Islamic Society and the Westj vol. 1 (London

IQ39. Milford), thdp 4, §2.
J The part played by these native marriages of the Egyptian Janissaries in bringing

about the historic reversal of the psychological, the social, and eventually the military

and political relations between the Egyptian Janissaries and the Egyptian Mamluks
IS noticed by Volney m np tit., vol i, p 99 The Mamluks did not mate with Egyptian
women, but with Transcaucasian fellow countrywomen, and fellow slaves, ot then own
(Volney, op cit

,
vol. 1, p 99, footnote i).

4 Volney, op. cit., vol. 1, pp 348-51.
5 See IV. C (ill) (c) 2 (ot), p. 264, above.
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saw them, when their accidental reprieve was almost at an end and
their final disaster was imminent, the excellence of their weapons
(they now affected English carbines) was entirely offset by the un-
gainlincss of their costume, the clumsiness of their saddlery, the

roughness of their horsemanship (which ruined a horse’s mouth
and legs), the childishness of their tactics, and, worst of all, by a

lack of discipline which was the very antithesis of their original

esprit de corps.

^

‘La piece la plus singuliere de cet habillement est une csp^ce de
pantalon, dont Tampleur est telle que dans sa hauteur il arrive au

menton, et que chacune de ses jambes pourrait recevoir le corps entier:

ajoutez que Ics Mamlouks le font de ce drap de Venise qu*on appelle

saille, qui, quoiqu'aussi moelleux que Telbeuf, est plus epais que la bure;

et q ic, pour marcher plus a Taise, ils y reiiferment, sous une ceinture a

coulisse, toutc la partie pendante des vetements dont nous avons parle.

Ainsi emmaillotcs, on con^oit que les Mamlouks ne sont pas des pictons

agiles; niais ce que Ton ne congoit qu’apres avoir vu les hommes de

divers pays, est qu’ils regardent leur habillement comme trcs-commode.

En vain leur objccte-t-on qu’a pied il enipeche de marcher, qu’a cheval

il charge inutilement, et que tout cavalier demonte est un hoftime perdu

;

ils repondent: C'tst rusa^^e, et cc mot repond a tout.’^

As for the childishness ol the Mamluks’ tactics, it was exemplified

in A.D. 1776, wlu'n they were confronted with the unfamiliar task

of besieging the Syrian city of Jaffa in the course of a petty local

war—let loose by the breakdown of the Pax Ottomanica— between

a Mamluk tyrant of Egypt and an Arab tyrant of Palestine.^ On
this occasion the IVlaniluks began by pitching their camp w’ithin

range of the defenders’ artillery; and then, when a breach had been

blown for them in the flimsy curtain-wall of the besieged city by

an English soldier of fortune named Robinson, and the moment
came for taking the place by assault,

‘les Mamlouks voulaicnt qu’on le fit a cheval; mais on leur fit com-
prendre que cela etail impos.dble; et, pour la premiere fois, ils consenti-

rent a marcher a pied. Ce dul etre un spectacle curieux de les voir avee

leurs irnmenses culottes de sailles de Venise, embarrasses de leurs

beniches rctrousses, le sabre courbe a la main ct le pistolet au c6uS

avancer en tr^buchant parmi les dccombres d'unc n'uraille. Ils crurent

avoir lout surmontc, quand ils eurent franchi cet obstacle; mais les

assieges, qui jugcaient inieux, attendirent tju'ils eussent debouche sur le

terrain vide qui est entre la ville et le mur: la, ils les assaillirent, du haut

^ See Volney, op, cit., vol. i, chap, ii, ‘Constitution de la Milice des Mamlouks',
pp. 151-69.

* Volney, op. vol. i, pp. i5S~6. The Parthian and Sasanian cataphracts wore
drawers of the same unpractical kind, %^hich immobilized them, with the same fatal

results, as soon as they were out of the saddle.
3 See Volney, op. cit., vol. i, pp. 13 1-9.
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des terrasses et des fenetres des maisons, d’une telle grele de balles que
les Mamlouks n’eurent pas meme Tenvie de mettre le feu

;
ils se retire-

rent, persuades que cet endroit ^tait un coupe-gorge impenetrable,

puisqu^on n*y pouvait entrer k cheval/*

This fantastic performance of the Mamluks at Jaffa, in a.d. 1776,
is a worthy pendant to the performance of their old French adver-

saries at Mansurah in a.d. 1250. By this date the Mamluks were
incapable of taking a city, even when they had a Frankish artillery-

man at their command to open the way. What a contrast to their

performance in a.d. 1291, when they had besieged and taken Acre
in the teeth of all the Franks in the World, who were then up in

arms to defend the last Frankish foothold in the Christian Holy
Land! Yet the Mamluks’ latter-day ineptitude in tactics was, if

possible, less serious than the dissolution of their ancient discipline.

‘Dans iiotre Europe, quand on parle de troupes de guerre, on se figure

sur le champ une distribution d’hommes par compagnies, par batailions,

par escadrons; des uniformes de tailles et de couleurs, des formations par

rangs et lignes, des combinaisons de manmuvres particulieres ou d’evo-

lutions generales; cn un mot, tout un systeme d’opcrations fondees sur

des principes reflcchis, Ces idees sont justes par rapport a nous, mats,

quand on les transporte aux pays dont nous traitons, elles dedennent
autant d’erreurs. Les Mamlouks ne connaissent rien de noire art mili-

taire; ils n’ont ni uniformes, ni ordonnance, ni fonnation, m discipline,

ni meme de subordination. Leur reunion est uii attroupement, leur

marche est une cohue, leur combat est un duel, leur guerre est un
brigandage. . .

The strictures here passed upon the Mamluks arc applied by the

same observer, in another place,^ to all the military establishments

of the day in Turkey-in-Asia.

‘Les Turks, et surtout ceux de I’Asie, different encore plus des Euro-

peans par Tetat militairc que par les usages et les mceurs. ... 11 nc faut

pas s’imaginer ici des mouvemens combines, tels que ceux qui, depuis

cent ans, ont fait de la guerre parmi nous une science de calcul et de

reflexion. Les Asiatiques n’ont pas les premiers elemens de cette con-

duite.’

In this last passage Volney’s acute observation and luminous

thought are distinguished by a touch of that historical sense which

was the poorest piece in the intellectual armoury of most eighteenth-

century French philosophers.^ Yet, although Volney is dimly aware

* Volney, op. cit., vol. i, pp. 135--6. * Volney, op. cit., vol. i, p. 163.
3 Voln^, op. cit., vol. i, pp. 113-16, apropos of the army with which ‘AH Bey, the

tyrant of Egypt, invaded Syna in a.d. 1771, and the forces with which his aggression
was disputed by the Pashas of Saida, Tripoli, and Aleppo. In this other passage the
theme—and even the slightly rhetorical peroration—of the passage quoted just above
occurs with a more general application. 'l*he brilliant exception is Turgot.
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that the disciplined and scientific Western warfare of his day is

something of recent date, he is apparently blind to the extraordinary

and illuminating historical Treptirireia upon which he has stumbled.
In this vista his vision is already obscured by the two modern
Western dogmas of ‘the Incomparable W^est’ and ‘the Unchanging
East’, which mask his penetrating eyes like a pair of blinkers.* This
jin-de-siicle Frenchman does not realize that the art of war which
the West has acquired within the last century is not an original

creation of the Western genius but is merely the result of an in-

dustrious and intelligent mimesis of an Ottomanfait accompli', and
he is still farther from realizing that his satirical contrast between
Western discipline and Mamluk anarchy in the ninth decade of the

eighteenth century is the precise inverse of the contrast that he

would have had to draw if he had happened to be an Arabic ob-

server making his comparison between the Mamluks and the French
at a date five hundred years back.

We may conjecture that Volney, when he wrote the brilliant

book from w'hich w^e have been quoting, had read neither Busbecq’s
Exclamation nor Joinville’s chronicle of the Egyptian campaign of

Saint Louis; but it is also tempting to conjecture that Volney’s owm
mordant description of the general military ineptitude of the Mam-
iQks and 'Osmanlis, as he had observed it for himself at first hand,

may have come to the notice of the author’s younger contemporary
Bonaparte at some date between the first publication of Volney’s

Travels in a.d. 1787 and the decision- - which was taken at Bona-
parte’s instance by the Directory in a.d. 1798—to send a French
military expedition to Egypt.-^

The dazzling prospects wdiich this project opened up, and which
Bonaparte found irresistibly attractive, arose from the fact that,

in the course of the two preceding centuries, the Governments of

the W^cstern W^orld had acted upon the advice which had been

pressed upon them so urgently and so eloquently by Busbecq—the

first modern Western obscr\Tr of first-rate ability who saw^ the

Ottoman polity in its prime—in a pamphlet^ which he published

after his return in 1562 from his diplomatic mission to Constan-

tinople as ambassador from the Court of Vienna Busbecq’s thesis

* Por the catchword of ‘the UrirhaiiKing East’, and its effect of lornfyinjf, in W’estem
minds, ‘the Egocentric Illusion’, see I (ml (6), vol. i, pp 164 S, above.

^ For Busbecq’s Exdamatw, stve de Re Altlitan contra Turcam insUtuenda Consihufn^
see Part III. A, vol. lu, pp. 36-42

3 See Charles-Roux, F.* Lei Origine^ de V Expedition d'f'gypte (Paris iqio, Pion-
Nourrit), pp. 208- 15, for the .nterest excited in France by the publication of Volncy’a
Voyage in 1787 and of hia Consideraitons sur la Guerre Actmlle des Turcs in 1788. See,

further, op. cit,, p 302, for the mention of Volnev’s Voyage in Desaix’s notes of a

conversation which he had with Napoleon in September 1797 at Passeriuno in the
Veneto.

Exclamatio, stve de Re Militari contra Turcam insUtuenda Consiltum^ republi«hed in

A. Gislenii Busbequn o>oma quae extant (Leyden 1633, Klzev'ir).
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was* that the only remaining chance of saving the sovereign Powers
of the West from the imminent doom of an Ottoman conquest lay

in scrapping the mobs of ragged, ill-armed, and semi-criminal

vagrants that passed for armies in sixteenth-centuryWestern Chris-

tendom, and replacing them by uniformed, disciplined forces,

armed with muskets, on the model of those Janissaries by whose
military prowess the sovereignty, and indeed the very existence, of

all the Western states was being threatened in Busbecq’s time. This
course was duly followed by the princes of his own world to whom
the Flemish publicist had addressed himself. Between Busbecq’s

day and Bonaparte's, while the Janissaries were becoming ‘a

nation of shopkeepers’ at Constantinople and were ‘going native’

at Cairo, a passable imitation of the Janissary corps, as Busbecq
had seen and described it, was being recruited—by the approved

Ottomaa methods of conscripting peasants and drilling jail-birds

and kidnapping ‘likely fellows’—in all the leading states of Western
Europe; and by a.d. 1798 the French Janissaries were ready to

repeat the exploit which had been successfully carried out by their

Ottoman exemplars in a.d. 1516-17. The Mamluks, on their part,

in the year when Napoleon landed, were just what they had been

in 1516, and just what Saint Louis’s knights had been in 1250 (when

the Mamluks themselves had borne much more resemblance to

the soldiers of Napoleon or the soldiers of the first Selim); and a

student of history who compares the records of the three campaigns

in the narratives of three eyewitnesses- Joinville for 1250 and
Ibn lyas for 1516-17 and Jabarti for 1798—cannot fail to be struck

by the remarkable uniformity of atmosphere, as well as of incident,

that he will find in these three pictures. Here is the picture as it is

painted by Jabarti.

‘On Sunday the loth of this holy month [of IMuharram] messengers

from Alexandria brought [to Cairo] letters containing the news that on
Friday the 8th of the same month ten English ships had made their

appearance in the offing and had approached close enough inshore to be

visible from the beach.

‘A little later, fifteen more ships came to join them.

‘The townspeople were wondering what the foreigners could have

come for, w^hen a little boat stood in and landed ten persons, who pro-

ceeded to wait upon the notables of the city and upon the governor-

plenipotentiary, the Sayyid Muhammad Kuraym, ofw’homwcshall have

more to say later.

‘These foreigners said that they were Englishmen, and they added

that they were on the look-out tor some Frenchmen, who had started,

with a considerable fleet, for an unknown destination. They were afraid,

they said, of seeing these Frenchmen make a surprise attack on Egypt,

* See Part III. A, vol. m, p 38, iootnote 2, above.
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because they knew that the people of Egypt would not be able to repel

the invaders or to prevent them from landing.

‘The Sayyid Muhammad Kuraym supposed that the English parle-

mentaires were laying a trap for him; he did not give the slightest

credence to what they said, and his answer to them was forbidding. The
foreigners then went on to say : “We shall be content to keep the sea with
our ships, in order to defend the city and patrol the coast; we shall ask

you for nothing but water and provisions, and for these we will under-

take to pay.** The notables of the city, however, refused, like the

Governor himself, to enter into relations with the English, and said to

them: “This country belongs to the Sultan, and neither the French nor
any other foreigners hav'^e any business here

; so be good enough to leave

us.’* At these words the English messengers returned to their ships and
went ofi to look for their provisions somewhere else, instead of at

Alexandria, “in order that God might accomplish the work that was
foreordained in his decree.** . . .

‘On Wednesday the 20th of the same month letters [received in Cairo]

from Alexandria, Rosetta and DamanhQi brought the news that on
Monday the 18th a French fleet, in great force, had arrived off Alex-

andria. ... By the next morning the French had spread, like locusts, all

round the city. Thereupon the people of Alexandria had j»ined forces

with the Badu who had come from Bahirah with the kashif of that pro-

vince, and had attacked the French; but they had found themselves

unable either to repel or to resist them. . . . l^hey were quite unprepared
for the struggle; and, moreover, the arsenals contained neither arms nor
munitions; so they realized that they were courting certain defeat, and
accordingly sued tor peace. . . .

‘On the Monday it was learnt that the French had reached Damanhur
and Rosetta. . . .

‘[On Sunday, the ist Safarj Ibrahim Bey [one of the leading Mam-
iQks of the moment] went ... to Bulaq and convened the Pasha, the

hilama and all the shaykhs for consultation. '^I’hey . . . decided that forti-

fications should be thrown up ak ig a line from Bulaq to Shubrah, and

that Ibrahim Bey should stay at Bulaq with his troops. . . . On Monday
[the 2nd Safar] Murad Bey came to Imbabah to arrange for the con-

struction of fortifications from there to Basntil; he personally undertook

the direction of the work. . , . On the Tuesday the trumpets were

sounded to summon the inhabitants to come out of the city and man the

fortifications at Bulaq; so everybody went to Bulaq, and nobody w^as left

in Cairo except the women and children and the old men who w^ere past

active work. . . .

‘On Friday the 6th of the same month the French reached Kum-ai-

Aswad, and on the Saturday morning they reached Umm Dinar. ... At
midday, at the height of the heat, a party of troops, encamped on the

west bank of the Nile, mounted and advanced tow^ards Bashtil, near

Imbabah, and when these Egyptian troops saw the French army they

hurled themselves upon it with fury. The French received them with a

continuous fusilade, and in this engagement both sides fought with
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ferocity. The defterdar AyyQb Bey, the kashif 'Abdallah Bey, other

kashifs of Muhammad Bey al-Alti, and large numbers of Mamluks, vs ere

killed in this haltlc. The survivois were pursued by about six thousand
French troops under the command of Geneial Dcsaix, who was after-

wards governor of Upper Eg\pt. . .

‘Dcsaix pursued the Mamluks right up to Murad Bey’s fortifications

. . . The Ficnch troops who were ad\ anting to engage Murad Bey had
manoeuvred, as the I'rench do, in such a way that at a certain moment
the Egyptian soldiers found themselves caught between two fires, on
their front and m their rear; the drums beat, and th(‘ musketry fire

doubled in intensity, and the artillery tire did the same. The wind
whistled, the dust whirled, the air was dark».ned by the powder-
smoke, the combatants* ears w^ere deafened by the ceaseless reports ot

the explosions—you would have thought that it w’as an earthquake, or

that the sky was falling.

‘The engagement lasted three quarters of an hour, and the Fg\ptian

army on the west bank was routed. Many troopi is were drowned thi.t

day in the Nile, so hard w'ere they pressed by the enemy
,
many others

were taken prisoner. At the close the Fiench were left masttis of the

battlefield and of all the fortifications. As for Murad Be\, he dtd to

Gizah with all his suite, looked in at his palace, and tlicn left for Lpper
Egypt within a c|uartcr of an hour.*^

'Fhis first-hand account, from the pen of al-Jabartl, of the French

descent upon Egy’pt in a.d. 179X resembles the first-band account

of the Ottoman descent in a.d. 1516 17 --which wc have already

quoted from the chionicle of Ibn lyas—in conveying frc»m the

direct experience of an unsophisticated spi^ctator of an actual event

an impression which is imaginatively created by a stroke of literary^

art in the opening passages of Mr. II. G. Wells' fantasy The War
of the Worlds. In this twentieth-century Western woik of fiction

the ‘Martian' invaders suddenly appear ‘out of the blue’ upon the

surface of a planet whose inhabitants have had no suspicion

their approaching advent and have made no preparations for con-

tending with a w^ar-machint which is not only quite unfamiliar

and new-fangled but is also so much more potent than their own
that it seems completely invincible at the first encounter. In the

experience of a sixlecnth-century and an eighteenth-century Egy7>-

tian observer the unheralded and unexpected impact ot the Otto-

man and the French infantry -with their ‘Martian’ uniforms and

drill and fire-arms—made the same impression ‘in real life', w^hen

it swept away the Mamluks who rode out to meet tlieir fate with

that blind confidence in their own ineptitude whicli had been the

death of Saint Louis's knights at Mansfirah in a.d. 1250.

' Jahartr, Sha\kh ‘ AheJ-ar-Rahntan al- liuth-ul- hhat fi t- I arTitun IkhbTir

(C aiio, ^ H I ^22, 4 -ols ), vol Hi admit 1 rtiit h translation Mi m^iUts
ti \ (C aiu> iiuptiiiuiit* \aiiontl* eaus iS'^S I noiix 9 \nb )

\ol VI, ad nut
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The history of the Egyptian Mamluks illustrates the truth of the

saying that

‘One day is with the Lord as a thousand years, and a thousand years
as one day. The Lord ... is long-suffering to usward, not willing that

any should perish. . . . But the day of the Lord will come as a thief in

the night
;
in which the heavens shall pass away with a great noise, and

the elements shall melt with fervent heat, the earth also and the works
that are therein shall be burnt up. . . For when they shall say : “Peace
and safety”, then sudden destruction cometh upon them, as travail upon
a woman w^ith child; and they shall not escape.’^

On the occasion of their first discomfiture, when they were taken
unawares by the Janissaries in a .d . 1516-17 after having vegetated

in a military technique which had been obsolete by that time lor

some two hundred years, the Mamluks w^ere let off lightly. They
w^erc not only reprieved from the doom of annihilation to which
they had exposed themselves, but they were also eventually re-

instated, by a turn of Fortune, m the dominion over Egypt. But
when they then vegetated on and allow^ed the same fate to overtake

them for the second time, they exhausted their draft upoi^^the long-

sufferingness of their Creator; and the leniency which the Ottoman
Sultan Selim 1 liad been moved to exercise in a o. 1517 w^as not

displayed by the Ottoman soldier of fortune Mehmed ‘Ali, who
stepped boldly and ably into the political Vdcuiim which was left

in Egypt w^hen the French conquerors t)f the Mamluks and the

English adversaries of the French had cancelled one another out.

'rhe fiasco of A.D. 1798, which demonstrated conclusively that the

Mamluk corps had degenerated into an df>ovprj<;^ received

condign punishment in the massacre of 1811,^

We have now traced our ‘cham of destniction’ from Cloliath the

first of the hoplitcs to Murad Bey tne last of the cataphracts;^ and

wc need not linger long over the latest lu'ks, w^hich arc exceedingly

lamiliar to Western students of history ii our generation. We need

only remind ourselves that, since the moment at the turn of the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries of the Christian Era when
the 'Osmanlis allowed the new infantiy^ technique which they had

* 2 Peter m ()~io
^ 1 'J’htss V 3,rr Matt xxu. 36 51 Maik xui 32-7, ana \ii. 35-4''i xvii.

26-37, and x>.i. 34-6.
^ tor The destruction of the Mamluk » b> Mehm^ . \li sec Pait III A, \oI m,

p 31, and p 50, footnote 1, above
Not quite the last; for the ‘Die-Hard band of survivors from the catastrophe of 1 81

1

who held out against Mefimed *Ali theicafltr in the African hinterland of l.g>pt on
the upper reaches of the Nile (see vol lu, p 31, above), bequeithed their armament
and technique to those rnaded horsemen, in the servue of the khaiifah of a Sudanese
Mahdi, who went down under the fire of Biitish infintry in i8gS at Omdurman (see

V. C (11) (a), vol \i, pp 227 and 23*;, below). In the 'year 1938 there w^ic cataplira».ts

still to be seen in all their glory in 'Nforthern Nigeria and m Raiputana, hut in both

these countries their role had by then become meiel> decorative.
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invented to be wrested out of their hands by their long-despised

opponents in the West, this technique has neither remained static

nor been held as a permanent monopoly by any single Western
nation.

The French army which overthrew the Mamiuks at the Battle of

the Pyramids in 1798 w^as already something different from the

earliest version of the Western imitation of the Janissaries. It was
a recent product of a French levee en masse which, since 1793, had
succeeded in superseding, by successfully diluting, the small

but superlatively well-drilled professional Western army of the

eighteenth century, after this had been bi->ught to the highest

perfection of which it was capable by the pedantry of a Frederick

William I and the genius of a Frederick the Grcat.^ The ascen-

dancy which had been established at Valmy—before the interlude

of the Egyptian expedition—by an organized French nation-in-

arms over the soldiers of the ancien regime was to be confirmed

thereafter at Austerlitz^ and Jena; and the overthrow of the old

Prussian army at Jena was to stimulate a Prussian pleiad of military

and political men of genius to outdo the French in the new totir de

force of combining discipline with numbers—and this with such

effect that the humiliations of the War of 1806-7 would be wiped
out in the Befreiungskrieg of 1813-14.

The French so far failed to take to heart the lesson of those

latter years that they brought defeat upon themselves a second

time, with still more calamitous results for France, in 1870- 1 ;
but

the French were happier than the Mamiuks, inasmuch as their

second debacle did not prove to be the end of their military glories.

So far from that, they suffered less, in the long run, from losing

the war of 1870-1 than the Germans suffered from winning it;

for the Prussian General Staff w'as so dazzled by the brilliance of

its own success in 1870 that, forty-four years later, it w^as still

unable to think of a European war in terms of any other strategy,

with the consequence that in the General War of 1914-18 the

Prussian war-machine brought defeat upon Germany and her allies

by evoking an unforeseen riposte in the shape of a siege on an

unprecedented scale. In 1918 the old methods of 1870 were pro\ed,

by the sensational collapse of the previously predominant con-

* This ominous incicase in the ‘drive’ of W^estern warfare has been touched upon in

IV, C (hi) {h) 3, pp 150-5, above
* Napoleon’s victory at Austerlitz is one of the few European everts that Jabarti

mentions in a chronicle which runs through the whole period of the I'rench Revolution
and the Napoleonic Wars. Even m his account of the year A.H. 1213 (a.d. 1708-9), in

which the disturbances m Europe impinged, with a \engeance, upon the even tenour of

Egyptian life, the traditionally minded Arabic chronicler designates, as the most
important event of the year, the intermission of the annual pilgrimage to the Holy Cities

of the Hijaz owing to the alarums and excursions of the Wahhabis (Jabarli, MerveiUes
Btographiques et Ilistoriques^ vol. vi, p. 121).
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tinental European military Power, to be no match for the new
methods of trench warfare and economic blockade. And in the

year 1938 it was again already certain that the technique which
had won the war of 1914-18 would not be the last link in the

chain—if Mankind were so perverse as to go on cultivating the Art
of War after it had attained a degree of deadliness at which any
further indulgence in belligerency seemed likely to bring with it

the total destruction of Society.

In another war in the West the ‘post-war’ British Navy and the

‘post-war’ French system of semi-subterranean frontier fortifica-

tions might well prove to be nothing but mill-stones round the necks

of the winners of what would then be remembered by Posterity,

not as ‘the war to end War’, but merely as the event of 1914-18

in a military competition which the lacerated competitors had
failed to bring to a timely end. In another war the French fortifica-

tions might be overleapt, and the British Grand Fleet sunk in

harbour, by enemy aircraft laden with all the destructive contri-

vances of the twentieth-century Western chemists. ‘The next war’,

if it ever came to wipe ‘the Great Society* out of existence, might

well be won —if the notion of ‘victory* then still retained'any mean-
ing—by a ‘post-war’ professional force whose strength would lie,

not in numbers, but in a discipline and training which would
enable these twentieth-century Janissaries to profit to the full from

an unrivalled command over an armoury^ of new-fangled weapons.

A gang of such militarized mechanics might conquer by the same
arts and virtues as the grenadiers of Frederick the Great and the

musketeers of Selim I
;
and if the victorious war-band of Strakers-

at-arms were the German Reichswehr, then the wheel of European
military history would have come round full circle. During the

thirteen ‘post-war’ years that elapsed between the coming into

force of the Peace Treaty of Versailles in January 1920 and the

advent of Herr Hitler to power in the Reich in January 1933, it

seemed possible that this destiny might have been forced upon
Germany by the enemy statesmen who had imposed a long-service

professional army upon her at the Peace Conference of Paris But

this ironical prospect had been superseded by one that was more
ironical still by the time w^hen the Austrian Ftihrer of Prussia-

Germany had been five year^ in the saddle. Herr Hitler’s mission

was to liquidate the Versaillet Diktat; and he was unwilling to

accept from the ci-devant victors even a blessing m disguise which
they had perhaps conferred on Germany without ever intending

to do her good. Herr Hitler’s single-track aim was to get rid of

every jot that had been imposed on Germany, without taking

the tittles on their merits. And accordingly the brilliance of the
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audacity with which he duly recovered Germany’s military free-

dom of action was matched by the strictness of the conventionality

of the use which he made of this success. He set himself to demon-
strate Germany’s liberation from the shackles of Versailles by
giving her precisely the kind of army that the treaty forbade her

to possess; and this imperious psychological necessity entailed a

serious technological retrogression. Under the Nazi regime the

formidable professional force which had been thrust upon the

Weimar Republic by hostile foreign hands was deliberately re-

placed by a conscript citizen army of that long since antiquated

type that had been out of the French ‘Ideas of Seventeen Eighty-

Nine’

!

Having now watched Goliath and David fight first on foot and
then on horseback, w'c cannot leave the amphitheatre without wean-

ing to see the arena transformed into a namnachia for our pair of

gladiators to repeat their duel afloat. We may aptly conclude our

survey of the destruction which is in\ited by any idolization of an

ephemeral technique with an illustiation that is offered by one of

the curiosities of na^al history. When the Romans took to the sea

in the course of the first Romano-Punic War {f^erehatur 264-241
B.c.), they had to fiicc a C arthaginian na\y which was heir to all

the refinements that had been introduced successively into the ait

of naval warfare in the MedittTranean during tlic two centuries

that had elapsed since the gcncratKm of Themistocles. According

to the story—whether this be authentic fact or the ‘philosophic

truth’ of legend—the Roman landlubbers nonplussed the Cartha-

ginian masters of the naval art by cancelling tw^o centuries of naval

progress at a stroke and reducing naval warfare once again to that

primitive kind of land-w^arfarc-on-shipboard which it had been at

the beginning of all things. Incapable of meeting the Cartha-

ginians on equal terms in the skilful game of the '^uk'itXov^; and
ruminating regretfully upon their own conspicuous ascendancy on

shore, the Romans are said to have Invented a gangv^ay, slung from
a mast and fitted with a grappling-iron, by means of which they

literally came to grips with the Carthaginian w’^arships. By this

shockingly unprofessional innovation in technique^ they seized the

^ T'his alkpcd Roman invention of the orax or lorvus m the fourth decade of the
third century d « has one ’well-authcntu ated pitcedcnt in 'the non hands with winch
the Athenian warships ^lappled the cnemv crait in the yreat battle of 41 1 11 C. m Syracuse
harbour when the Athenian fleet made its supieme ellort to break out and gam the open
sea But the circumstances in which this reaetionai> technique v^as employed by fhe

fifth-centun masters of the art of na\al wariarc were manifestlv exceptional. The
engagement was being lought, of nccessitv, m a confined space, and, since the number
of ships engaged was large on either side, there was simply no room foi manoeuvring
(on this point .see Thuc \dules, Book VIl, chap. 70) Moreover, the Athenian commander
Nicias IS represented as describing thi« reversion to the methods of land-warfare not
as a happy idea but as a dismal necessity towto yap rjuayKacffieOa toore Trc^o/xapfctv

uTTo Td>v v€wv (Thucydides, Book VII, chap bz)
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tactical initiative, inhibited their astonished and indignant oppo-
nents from employing their traditional tactics of manoeuvring and
ramming, and forcibly substituted the tactics of grappling and
boarding, with decisive effects upon the fortunes of the war.

If there is any truth in this stoiy, it brings out the connexion
between breakdown and idolatry very clearly; for in this instance

we see an intrinsically superior technique which has been idolized

by its adepts being defeated by an intrinsically inferior technique

which has no point in its favour except that it has not yet had time

to be idolized, because it is an innovation; and this strange spectacle

suggests very forcibly that it is the act of idolization that does the

mischief, and not any intrinsic quality in the object, atria iXofievov*

6€09 avairtos.^

3 . KopoSi *'Yppt9, '"Arrj

(a) The Suicidalness of Militarism.

The Strong Man Armed.

Having concluded our survey of the aberration of ‘resting on
one’s oars’ which is the passive way of succumbing to tiie nemesis

of creativity, we may now go on to examine, by the same empirical

method, the active aberration which is described in the three

Greek words /copo?, v^piSy arr].^ In order to bring out the difference

between these two modes of courting destruction, let us begin

our survey of Kopog-v^pts-arr] in the military field, in which we
have just brought our survey of ‘resting on one’s oars’ to a close.

Both modes are exemplified in the behaviour of Goliath, as this

is depicted in the Syriac saga. On the one hand we have seen how
Goliath incurs his doom by vegetating in the once invincible

military technique of the individual hoplite champion without

foreseeing or forestalling the new, and superior, technique which

David is bringing into action against him. At the same time we
may observe that Goliath’s destructic»n at David’s hands might

have been postponed, and possibly averted, if only Goliath’s un-

enterprisingness in the matter of technique had been accompanied

by a corresponding passivity of ethos. Unfortunately for Goliath,

however, this miles gloriosus's technological conservatism was not

offset by the saving grace of ‘negative self-feeling’
;
and he was so

blind to the danger to which he was exposing himself by rusting in

his obsolete panoply that he actually went out of his way to ‘ask for

trouble’ by offering himself as a champion on behalf of the whole

Philistine army, and challenging the enemy to send any man they

* Plato: Respubltca^ Book X, 617 E.

* For the distinction between ‘resting on one's oars’ and Kopos-v^pis-arT) see IV. C
(ill) (c) I, pp. 257-9, above.
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chose to meet him in single-combat. Thus vppis conspired with
unenterprisingness in Goliath’s soul to entice the giant to his

lamentable fate; and the legendary Syriac figure whose name has

become a by-word for ‘unpreparedness’ is also the prototype of the

aggressive ‘militarist’: a Philip II dispatching his infantry against

Holland and his armada against England, or a Napoleon III declar-

ing war on Prussia, or a Wilhelm II invading Belgium ‘in shining

armour’.*

The blindness of the militarist is the theme of a famous parable

in the New Testament:

‘When a strong man armed keepeth his palace, his goods are in peace;

but when a stronger than he shall come upon him and overcome him, he
taketh from him all his armour wherein he trusted, and divideth his

spoils.’^

The militarist is so confident of his own ability to look after him-
self in that social—or anti-social—system in which all disputes are

settled tnanu militari, and not by process of law or conciliation,

that he throws his sword into the scales when the issue between a

regime of violence and a regime of organized peace is trembling in

the balance. The sword’s weight duly tips the balance in favour of

the continuance of the old barbaric dispensation; and the militarist,

exultant at having once more made his will prevail, now points to

this latest triumph as a final proof that the sword is omnipotent.

In the next chapter of the story, however, it turns out that he has

failed to prove his thesis ad hominein in the particular case which
exclusively interests him; for the next event is his own overthrow

by a stronger militarist than himself, llis success in prolonging

the militarist regime has simply insured that he himself shall

learn, at last, what it feels like to have one’s throat cut. We may
think of the Aztecs and the Incas, each remorselessly warring down
their weaker neighbours in their owm respective worlds, until they

are overtaken by Spanish cotiquisiadores who fall upon them
from another world and strike them down with weapons for which

theirs are no match. It is equally illuminating, and considerably

more profitable, to think of ourselves.

In the Hellenic Mythology the doom w^hich ‘the strong man
armed* invincibly insists upon bringing upon himself is portrayed

in the legend of how Cronos brutally supplants his father Uranus

in the lordship of the Universe, only to taste, in his turn, of

Uranus’s experience at the hands of the usurper’s own son Zeus.^

^ This rhctoncal expression was used by the German Kaiser to des< nbe the posture

in which he gave Austria-Hungary his diplomatic support in the EuropLan crisis of 190S
over the Austto-Hunganan annexaPon of Bosnia

* Luke XI. 21 2 - Matt. xii. 29 - Mark 111. 27
3 For the explanation, in mythological language, of how it 'w as that Zeus, the TptaKrrjp
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In Zeus we have the picture of the militarist who is saved in spite

of himself, thanks to the suffering of another being who is nobler,

as well as wiser, than he is; and Prometheus’ salvation of Zeus is

a Hellenic counterpart of Jesus’s salvation of Peter when Peter

commits the militarist’s crime at the crucial moment in the Garden
of Gethsemane.

‘And, behold, one of them which were with Jesus stretched out his

hand and drew his sword and struck a servant of the High Priest’s and
smote off his ear. Then said Jesus unto him: “Put up again thy sword
into his place; for all they that take the sword shall perish with the

sword.”

In the Old Testament the classic portrayal of the militarist’s

self-contrived discomfiture is given in the story of Ben-Hadad and
Ahal;.^ When King Ben-Hadad of Damascus is besieging King
Ahab of Israel in his city of Samaria, the aggressor sends messen-
gers into the beleaguered city to demand of his victim the surrender

of everything that he podscsses, and Ahab returns the soft answer;

‘My lord, O king, according to thy saying, I am thine and all that

I have.’ But Ben-Hadad will not forbear from humiliating his

humble adversary still further; so he sends a second message to

inform Ahab that the conqueror’s servants will now'^ come to search

his house, and that, ‘w^hatsoever is pleasant in’ Ahab’s 'eyes, they

shall put it m their hand and take it away’. Thereupon Ahab
replies that he still accepts the first demand but rejects the second;

and, when Ben-Hadad proceeds to breathe fire and slaughter, Ahab
says to the bearers of this third message: ‘Tell him; “I.et not him
that girdeth on his harness boast himself as he that putteth it off.”

’

Thereafter, according to Ben-Hadad’s will, and against the wishes

of Ahab, the issue between tlie two kings is decided in a pitched

battle; and in this battle the aggressor brings upon himself an

overwhelming defeat. The story ends with a tableau in w^hich the

servants of Ben-Hadad come out—from the city in which they and

their master are now being besieged in their turn—with sackcloth

on their loins and ropes on their heads, and plead with the vic-

torious Ahab for mercy. And Ahab is not betrayed into making
Ben-Hadad’s mistake by the giddiness of the TTcpiTreVcta that

(sec Aeschylus: Agamemnon, II. 171-2, quoted m I. B (^), vol. 1, p 4.8, above), contrived

to avoid the fate of his two predecessors, after havipK imitated tne beha\ lour of the

second of them, see Part III. iJ, vol, ni, pp 115-17, above.
* Matt XXVI. 51-2 = Markxu. 47 Luke xxji. 49-51 ~ John xviii. lo^ii In the

passage in the Gospel according to bt John the act of violence is cxphcitlv ascribed to

Pctei; in the passage in the Gospel according to St Luke Jesus is represented as also

restoring the situation in a material sense by miraculously healing the injured man’s
wound. (This int ident m the story of the Passion of Jesus is tout hed upon again in

V. C (1) (f) 2, vol. V, p. 73; V. C (1) id) 1, vol. V, p. 393 ,
V C (11) (a), vol. vi, pp 178-9,

and V. C (11) (a), Annex II, vol vi, pp 391-2 and 527-8, below )

2 I'he story is told m i Kings xx.
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has so swiftly inverted the two kings’ respective positions. To
the message ‘Thy servant Ben-Hadad saith: “I pray thee, let me
live”,’ Ahab answers: Ts he yet alive? He is my brother.’ And,
when, on his instructions, Ben-Hadad is brought with honour into

his presence, Ahab makes a treaty with his penitent opponent—on
the extremely favourable terms which Ben-Hadad is in haste to

offer him—and then straightway lets him go free.

Assyria.

We may next consider the case of the Assyrian militarism

which cast its shadow over the Syriac World in Ahab’s and Ben-
Hadad’s generation.

’

The disaster in which the Assyrian military power met its end
in 614-610 B.c. was even more overwhelming than those which
overtook the Macedonian phalanx in 197 and 168 b.c. or ^he

Roman legions in 53 B.c* and a.d. 378 or the Egyptian Mamluks in

A.D. 1516-17 and A.D. 1798. The disaster at Pydna cost Macedon
her political independence; the disaster at Adrianople was sur-

mounted by the Roman Empire at the price of ‘scrapping’ the

defeated legionary and enlisting the victorious cataphract in his

place; the French repetition of the original Ottoman blow was
needed in order to remove the Mamluk incubus, once for all, from

the backs of an Egyptian peasantry which managed to survive the

French and the Ottoman as well as the Mamluk domination. On
the other hand the disaster w’^hich was the end of the Assyrian

military power capped the destruction of the Assyrian w^ar-machine

with the extinction of the Assyrian state and the extermination

of the Assyrian people. In 614-610 b.c. a community which had
been in existence for more than tw^o thousand years,^ and had

been playing an ever more dominant part in South-W^estern Asia

over a period of some two and a half centuries, was blotted out

almost completely.

‘The noise of a whip and the noise of the rattling of the wheels and of

the pransing horses and of the jumping chariots.

‘The horseman lifteth up both the bright sword and the glittering

spear; and there is a multitude of slain and a great number of carcases;

and there is none end of their corpses—they stumble upon their

corpses. . . .

‘Thy shepherds slumber, O King of Assyria
;
thy nobles shall dwell in

» In 853 B f Ben-Hadad and Ahab \\cre fighting side by side against ShnJmancser
III at the Battle of Qarqar (sec IV. C (iil (ft) i, p 67, above, the present chapter, p. 473,
footnote 3, and p 475; and V C (u) (6), vol. \i, p. 303, below).

* For the appearance of the Assyrians in the 27th century b.c. upon the stage of
Sumerit history in the role of pioneer*, who had been conquering a commercial empire
by the arts of peaceful penetration, sec I. C (i) (b), vol. i, p. i xo, footnote 3, above.
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the dust; thy people is scattered upon the mountains, and no man
gathereth them.**

In this instance the curse of the victim who had lived to see his

oppressor’s fall was fulfilled in the sequel with an extraordinary

precision.^ In 401 BX., when Cyrus the Younger’s ten thousand
Greek mercenaries were retreating up the Tigris Valley from the

battle-field of Cimaxa towards the Black Sea coast, they passed in

succession the sites of Calah and Nineveh, and were struck with
astonishment, not so much at the massiveness of the fortifications

and the extent of the area which they embraced, as at the spectacle

of such vast works of Man lying uninhabited. The weirdness of

* Nahum in 2-3 and 18 The burden of Nineveh is the whole theme of the book of
the vision of Nahum the Elkoshite The great event which evoked this paean ot exulta-
tjon from one of the victims of the vanquished Assyrian monster is described more
bnefl^' and dryly in the records of the Power which played the leading part in bringing
Assyria to the ground *A great havoc of the people and the nobles took place, . .

they earned off the booty of the city, a quantity beyond reckoning; they turned the
city into ruined mounds’ is the account ot the transaction that is given by the Babylonian
Chronicle (quoted in The Cambridge Ancient History

,

vol 111 (Cambridge 1925, Univer-
sity Press), p 127)

It IS instructive to compare with Nahum’s exultation ovtr the fall of Assyna a
passage (Isaiah xiv. 4-12) in the same genre in which a later Syriac poet exults over the
subsequent fall of Assjria's Bab> Ionian ‘successor-state’, which had assumed Vssyna’s
sinister role as far as the few then still surviving independent states in Svria were
concerned
‘How hath the oppitssor ceased I the golden city ceased!
'The Lord hath brolen the staff of the wicked and the sceptre of the rulers

‘He who smote the people in wrath with a continual stroke, he that ruled tht nations
in anger, is persecuted and none hmdereth

‘The whole Earth is at rest and is quiet, they break forth into singing
‘Yea, the hr trees rejoice at thee, and the cedars of Lebanon, saving ‘ Since thou art

laid down, no feller is < ome up against us
”

‘Hell from beneath is mo\ed lor thee to meet thee at thy coming it stirreth up the
dead for thee, even all the chief ones of the tarth, it hath raised up from their thrones
all the kings of the nations

‘All they shall speak and say unto thee “Art thou also become weak as w'e ? Art thou
become like unto us
‘Thv pomp is brought down to the qravt and the noise of thy viols, the worm is

spread under thee, and the worms cover thcc
'How art thou fallen from heaven, () Lucifer, son of the morning! How art thou cut

down to the ground, which didst weaken the nations!

In sheer poetic pjower this passage surpasses—at iny rate in the scventccnth-cenrury
Lnglish version—the corresponding passages ot Nahum, and in this we may discern

a rellexioii of the special expeiienre of Judah, for Judah—m common with Pyre but
unlike the great majority of the Synan communities of the age—happened to suffer more
cruelly at the hands of Assyna’s Babylonian ‘successor-state’ than at the hands of Assyria

herself On the whole, however, the militarism of the Neo-Babvlonian I mpire, in spite

of being in the Assyrian vein, was a mild affair compared with the Assyrian militarism

which It replaced, and, notwithstanding the evil reputation which has been fastened

upon him by his Jewish victims, Nebuchadnezzar, as well as Nabonidus, was much less

addicted to the arts of war than to those of peace In the light if this fact it is interesting

to observe that this prophecy against Babylon in the Book of Isaiah was not confirmed

80 signally as Nahum’s prophecy against Assyna w^aa by the march of events It is true

that Babylon fell to Cyrus in ^39 ti c as Nineveh had fallen to Nabopolassar and
Cyaxares in 612 B c ; but there is no conmanson between the two events. So far from
being annihilated by Cyrus, the city of Babylon lived on to rise up in revolt against

Darius and Xerxes, to welcome Alexander with open arms, and to enjov an ‘Indian

Summer’ of intellectual fraternization with Hellas before she peacefully faded out of

existence—or, rather, drifted across from the banks of the Euphrates to the neighbouring

banks of the Tigris, in order to become Scleucia-Ctesiphon—in the last century

B c., some five hundred years after her annihilation had been proclaimed in the Jewish
poem here quoted.
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these empty shells, which testified by their inanimate endurance to

the vigour of a vanished life, is vividly conveyed by the literary

art of a member of the Greek expeditionary force who has re-

counted its experiences. Yet what is still more astonishing to a

modern Western reader of Xenophon’s narrative^—acquainted, as

he is, w^ith the history of Assyria, thanks to the achievements of our

modern Western archaeologists—is to find that, although Xeno-
phon’s imagination was deeply struck, and his curiosity keenly

aroused, by the mystery of these deserted cities, he was unable to

learn even the most elementary facts about their authentic history.

Although the whole of South-Western Asia, from Jerusalem to

Ararat and from Elam to Lydia, had been dominated and terrorized

by the masters of these cities at a Time-distance of little more than

twx) centuries from the date at which Xenophon passed that way,

the best account that he is able to give of them—presumably on
the authority of the Greek army's local guides—is more wildly

fabulous than the account of the Egyptian Pyramid-Builders which
has found its way into the w ork of Ilerodotus^ after having travelled

in the solvent waters of the stream of Tolk-memory*^ for the length

of little less than two and a half millennia. As Xenophon heard

the story of Calah and Nineveh, these were two cities of the Modes
which had been besieged by the Persians when Cyrus was WTesting

the empire from Astyages, and had been miraculously depopulated

by divine intervention after the Persians had found themselves

unable to take them by storm. Not even the bare name of Assyria

was associated with the sites of her second and third capitals in

the current legends, attaching to these sites, which came to the ears

of the passing Greek inquirer.

‘Where is the dwelling of the lions and the feedingplace of the young
lions, where the lion, even the old lion, walked, and the lion’s whelp, and
none made them afraid ?’^

As a matter of fact, if the Ten Thousand had happened to march
up the right bank of the Tigris, instead of crOvSsing, as they did, to

the left bank at Sittace on the Babylon-Susa road, they would have

passed the site of Asshur—the first and eponymous capital of the

Assyrium nomen—and here they would have found, still squat-

ting among the ruins,s a small and miserable population that had

not yet forgotten its historical title to the Assyrian name.^ Yet

* Xenophon - Expeditio Cyri^ Book III, chap, iv, §§ 7-12.
* See III. C (i) (d), vol. in, p. 214, above.
3 The operation of 'folk-memory’ is examined m V. C (ii) (a), Annex II, vol. vi,

pp. ^8-64, below. “ Nahum 11. 11.
3 The city of Asshur was taken and sacked by the Medes in 614 b.c., two years before

the sack of Nineveh.
^ See The Cambridge Ancient History, vol. lii (Cambridge 1925, University Press),

p. 130.
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Xenophon’s fabulous account of Calah and Nineveh is nearer to

‘the philosophic truth’ than our own archaeologists’ discovery of

the traces left by the squatters at Asshur; for in substance the

catastrophe of 614-610 B.c. did wipe Assyria out; and in the

Achaemenian Empire of Xenophon’s day the surviving Assyrian
helots were incomparably less conspicuous than the vestiges of

the peoples round about, whom the Assyrian militarists had once
trampled under foot and ground, as they thought, to powder. In

an age when the very name and nationality of Nineveh or Calah
were forgotten, Susa, which had been sacked by Asshurbanipal’s

army circa 639 B.c., was the capital of an empire whose effective

dominion now extended, in almost every direction, an immense
distance beyond the farthest points ever reached by Assyrian

raidtTs. One of the subsidiary^ capitals of this empire w^as Babylon,
which had been sacked by Sennacherib in 689 b.c. The Phoenician
city-states, which the Assyrians had incessantly bullied and fleeced

from the ninth centurj to the seventh, were now autonomous
and contented members of a Syiiac universal state;* and even
the Synac and I lit tile communities of the interior, which had
apparently been pounded into pulp by the Assyrian flail, had con-

trived to retain a semblance of their former statehood in the guise

of hierocratically administered temple-states.^ In fact, within two
centuries of Assyria’s fall it had become clear that the Assyrian

militarists had done their work for the benefit of others, and for

the greatest benefit of those whom they had used the most despite-

fiilly. In grinding down the highland peoples of the Zagros and
the Taurus the Assyrians had opened a passage for the Cim-
merian and Scythian Nomads to make their descent upon the

Babylonic and Syriac w^orlds;^ in deporting the broken peoples of

Syria to the opposite extremity of their empire they had placed

the Syriac Society in a position to encircle and eventually assimilate

the Babylonic Society to which the Assyrians themselves belonged

* Sec V C (1) (c) 2. vol- V, p. 121, footnote 2, below.
^ See The Cambridge Ancient History^ vol. iv (Cambridge 1926, University Press),

pp 187-8, 'Parn, \V. W • Cii>f/fA<irion (London 1927, Arnold) pp 114-16 'I'he

temple-state about which "wc have b> far the fullest information, and which is also of
unparalleled historical impoi lance, is the one which was organized round the temple
of Yahueh at Jerusalem in the fifth centurv B r. But, thoui/h uniquely famous, this

Judaean hicrocracv v-as only one representative of a class These posr-Assynan temple-
states in South-Western Asia may be compared with the temple-states (Thebes,
Heliopolis, Letopohs, Memphis) in the Egyptiac World which w'ere the indigenous
‘successor-states* of the Egyptian ‘New Empire* (see IV. C (111) (r) 2 (/3), p 422, foot-

note 3, above, and IV. C (111) (c) 3 (j3), pp. 515-17, below). There is a modem Western
analogue of this in the crop of prince-bishoprics which made its appearance side bv side

with the secular ‘successor-states’ of the Holy Roman Empire after ‘the Great Inter-

regnum’, and which ripened to harvest after the tribulation of the Thirty Years’ War
(see IV. C (ill) {h) II, pp. 220-1, above).

3 See II. D (v), vol. 11, p. 136, above,
^ See I. C (1) (ft), vol. i, pp 79-81, and II. D (v), vol 11, pp. 137-8, above, and V. C

(1) (c) 2, vol. v, pp. 122-3, below.
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in imposing a political unity upon the heart of South-Western
Asia by main force they had prepared the ground for their own
‘successor-states’—Media, Babylonia, Egypt, and Lydia—and for

these successors* common heir, the Achaemenian Empire, Why
was it that in the sequel to the long Assyrian terror the monster
came off, as these comparisons and contrasts show

,
so very much

worse than his victims ?

The victims themselves, in retrospect, could only explain this

tremendous ircpiTrcTaa by invoking ‘the Envy of the Gods’.

‘Behold, the Assyrian was a cedar in Lebanon with fair branches and
with a shadowing shroud and of an high stature; and his top was
among the thick boughs. . . .

‘The cedars in the garden of God could not hide him; the fir trees

were not like his boughs, and the ehesnut trees were not like his

branches; nor any tree in the garden of God w^as like unto him in

his beauty.

‘I have made him fair by the multitude of his branches, so that all the

trees of Eden, that were in the garden of God, envied him.

‘Therefore thus saith the Lord God: “Because thou hast lilted up
thyself in height, and he hath shot up his top among the thick boughs,

and his heart is lifted up in his height—
‘

“I have therefore delivered him into the hand of the mighty one of

the heathen; he shall surely deal with him; 1 have druen him out for his

wickedness,
‘ “And strangers, the terrible of the nations, have cut him off and have

left him; upon the mountains and in all the valleys his branches are

fallen
;
and his boughs are broken by all the rivers of the land ; and all the

people of the Earth are gone dowm from his shadow and have left him.’

'

Are we able in this instance to interpret the working of ‘the Envy
of the Gods* in terms of the stricken creature’s owm behaviour?

At first sight the fate of Assyria docs, indeed, seem difficult to

comprehend; for her militarists cannot be convicted of tiic passive

aberration to which w^e have attributed the undoing of the Mace-
donians and the Romans and the Mamluks, w'ho ‘rested on their

oars’. At the time when the Mamluk and Roman and Mace-
donian war-machincs each met with its fatal accident they were
each of them long since static, hopelessly obsolete, and shockingly

out of repair. On the other hand the Assyrian war-machine, wLich
is singled out by the completeness of its final disaster, is also

distinguished from these other w^ar-machines— in what w ould seem
to be the opposite sense— by the efficiency with which it was being

perpetually overhauled and renovated and reinforced right down
to the day of its destruction," The fund of military genius which

* Ezekiel xxxi. 3 and 8-12.
i See Hunger, J.: Heertvesen und Krtegfuhren der Assyrer auf der Hbhe ihrer Macht
Der Alte Ortent, 12 Jahrgang, Heft 4 (Leipzig 1911, Hinnchs), p. 34.
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produced the embryo of the hoplite in the fourteenth century B.c.,*

on the eve of Assyria’s first bid for predominance in South-Western
Asia, and the embryo of the cataphract horse-archer in the seventh
century on the eve of Assyria’s own annihilation, was also

productive throughout the seven intervening centuries, and never
more so than in the final paroxysm of the four historic bouts in

which the Assyrian militarism discharged itself upon the World.^
The energetic inventiveness, and the restless zeal for improve-
ments, which were the notes of the latter-day Assyrian ethos in

its application to the Art of War, are attested unimpeachably by
the series of bas-reliefs, found in situ in the royal palaces, in which
the successive phases of the Assyrian military equipment and
technique during the last three centuries of Assyrian history are

recorded pictorially with careful precision and in minute detail.

On this e\idence we can detect the following improvements
between the end of the third bout, circa 825 B.c., and the end
of the fourth bout just over two hundred years later. The mounted
infantryman of Asshurnazirpal’s day, who had been placed on
horseback—no doubt, in imitation of the Nomads—without being

relieved of the encumbrance of his infantrjTOan’s shield, has now
turned into an embryonic cataphract who has discarded the shield

in exchange for a flexible cuirass.^ This equipment of the cavalry

with body-armour has been made feasible by an improvement
in the shape and material of the cuirass itself, \\ hich is now made
of metal scales and is cut off at the waist, in substitution for the

clumsy wadded or leathern kaftan, reaching from the neck to

the knees, which had done duty for a cuirass in the earlier age.s The
cavalryman’s legs, which are thus left exposed, are protected in

compensation by stockings reaching to the thighs and boots reach-

ing to the calf; and the same footgear enables the infantry to

operate in rough country with greater ease than in an age when
* See III. C (i) (/>), vol. ill, p, 165, footnote i, and IV. C (111) (f) 2 (y), m the present

volume, p. 4?i, footnote 2, above.
2 See IV. C (ill) (c) 2 (y), p. 439, footnote 4, above
3 The first bout is signalized by the successive Assyrian offensives against the Mitan-

nian Power in Mesopotamia and the Kassite Power in Babylonia in the fourteenth

ccntuiy B c
,
and h\ Shalmaneser I's well'-timed attack upon the Hitiite World in the

third decade of the thirteenth century, when Khatti was within an ace of breaking down
under the long strain of her hundred years’ war with 'the Empire’ of Egypt.
The second bout is marked by I'lglath-Pilescr I's momentary expansion to the Syrian
coast of the Mediterranean at the turn of the tw'elfth and eleventh centuries. The
third bout begins with Asshurnazirpal’s repetition of 'r.giath-Pileser I’s exploit in 876
B.C., continues in Shalmaneser Ill’s systematic and sustained attempt to complete the

conquest of Syria, and gradually subsides, in the second half of the n»nth century,

alter the check administered tc Shalmaneser by the Syrian coalition at the Battle

of Qarqar in 853 B.c. (see the references on p. 468, footnote i. above). The fourth bout
begins with the accession of 'Piglath-Pileser III in 745 B.c. and goes on crescendo until

the career of Assyria is cut short for ever m the grand finale of 614-10 b.c.

Hunger, op cit., p. ii. See also the present Study, IV. C (in) (c) 2 (y), p. 439,
footnote 4, above.

5 Hunger, op. cit., p. 17.
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sandals had been the only alternative to going barefoot. ^ Within
the same span of I'ime there have been a number of improvements
in the war-chariots : for instance, an increase in the diameter of the

wheels, in the height of the sides of the body, and in the number
of the crew—the driver and the archer being now reinforced by a

couple of shield-bearers.2 '^I’here has also been an improvement in

the shape of the wicker screens from behind which the foot-archers

shoot .3 Perhaps the greatest improvement of all, however, is one
of which we are informed, not by the pictorial evidence of the bas-

reliefs, but by the written w'ord of the inscriptions; and this is the

institution of a royal standing army, whicti was probably the work
of either Tiglath-Pileser III {re/^nabat 747-727 B.c.) or Sargon
{regnabat 722- 705 B.c.). The standing army served as a nucleus,

and not as a substitute, for the national militia on which the

Assyiian Crown had previously depended for the recruitment of

its field armies- Nevertheless the establishment of a standing

army must have raised the general level of Assyrian military

efficiency, and have insured that the technical improvements,
mentioned above, should produce the maximum of eftect.

By AsshurbanipaFs time {regnabat 669-626 b.c.), on the eve of

the great catastrophe, two centuries of steady progress in the Art of

War had produced an Assyrian army which was as well prepared

for every task as it was scientifically differentiated into a number of

specialized arms, lliere were the chariotry and the dcrni-cataphract

horse-archers; the heavy foot-archers, armoured from helmet to

boots, and the light foot-archers who risked their lives in head-

bands, loin-cloths, and sandals; the hoplites, armed like the heavy

foot-archers, except that they carried spear and shield instead of

bow and quiver; and the peltasts, likewise cariydng spear and shield,

but wearing, in lieu of a cuirass, a pectoral secured by crossed

shoulder-straps.^ 'fhere was probably also a corps of engineers,

for there w^as certainly a siege-train—not, indeed, of catapults, but

of battering-rams and rolling to\vers—and, when these engines had

done their work, and the walls of the enemy fortress had been

breached, the Assyrian directors of military operations knew^ how
to cover the storming parties with volleys of arrows from massed
batteries of archers. Thus fitted out, the Assyrian army w as equally

ready for siege operations, for mountain warfare, or for pitched

battles on the plains; and its activism m the sphere of technique

' Hunger, op cif., p. ii. ® Ibid., pp. 8- lo.

J Ibid., p, 14.

In Asshurbanipal’s reign the Assyrian peltasts were further differentiated from the
hoplites by being equipped with a crested helmet of an Urartian pattern akin to the
Hellenic type, in lieu of the conical helmet which was the native Assyrian military

headgear {The Cambridge Ancient History^ vol. 111, p. 20).
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was matched by an activism in tactics and strategy. The Assyrians

were firm believers in the sovereign virtue of the offensive.*

‘None shall be weary nor stumble among them; none shall slumber
nor sleep; neither shall the girdle of their loins be loosed, nor the latchet

of their shoes be broken;

‘Whose arrows are sharp, and all their bows bent, their horses’ hoofs

shall be counted like flint, and their wheels like a whirlwind;

‘Their roaring shall be like a lion, they shall roar like young lions
;
yea,

they shall roar and lay hold of the prey, and shall carry it away sale, and
none shall deliver it.*^

This was the spirit of the Assyrian array down to the last, as was
shown by the account which it gave of itself in the Harran cam-
paign of 610 B.C., when it was fighting for a lost cause, with the

capitjd city of the Empire already taken by storm and blotted out.

It will be apparent that the Assyrian army on the eve of its annihila-

tion was not at all in the condition of the Macedonian and
Roman and Mamluk armies in 168 B.t\ and \ i). 378 and a.d. 1798.

Why, then, did it suffer a more appalling disaster than theirs?

The answer is that the very activism of the Assyrian^ military

spirit aggravated Assyria’s doom w'hen at last it closed in upon her.

In the first place the policy of the unremitting offensive, and the

possession of a potent instrument for putting this policy into effect,

led the Assyrian war-lords m the fourth and last bout of their

militarism to extend their enterprises and commitments far beyond
the limits within which their predecessors had kept. Assyria, as

we have seen ,

3

was subject to a perpetual prior call upon her

military resources for the fulfilment of her task as warden of the

marches of the Babylonic World against the barbarian highlanders

in the Zagros and the Taurus on the one side and against the

Aramaean pioneers of the Syriac Civilization on the other. In her

three earlier bouts of militarism she had been content to pass from

the defensive to the offensive on these two fronts, w^ithout pressing

this offensive d outrance and without dissipating her forces in other

directions. Even so, the third bout, which occupied the two middle

quarters of the ninth century B.C., evoked in Syria the temporary

coalition of Syrian states which checked the Assyrian advance at

Qarqar in 853 b.c.,^ and it was met in Armenia 1 y the more for-

midable riposte of the foundation of the Kingdom of Urartu, an

ex-barbarian military Power which now borrowed the Assyrians*

culture in order to equip itself for resisting their aggression on

equal terms.s In spite of these recent warnings, Tiglath-Pilcser

* Hunger, 34. * Isaiah v 27-9. 3 In U D (v),vol. ii, pp. 134-5, above,

See IV. C (11) (o) 1, vol. iv, p. 67, and the present chapter, p. 468, footnote

1, and p. 473, footnote 3, above, and V. C (u) {b), vol. vi, p. 303, below
3 See II. D (v), vol. 11, p. 135, above.
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III {regnahat 746-727 B.c.), when he inaugurated the last and
greatest of the Assyrian off^ensives, allowed himself to harbour
political ambitions and to aim at military objectives which brought
Assyria into collision with three new adversaries—Babylonia, Elam,
and Egypt—each ofwhom was potentially as great a military power
as Assyria herself.

Tiglath-Pileser put a conflict with Egypt in store for his suc-

cessors when he set himself to complete the subjugation of the

petty states of Syria
;
for Egypt could not remain indiflFerent to an

extension of the Assyrian Empire up to her own Asiatic frontiers,

and she was in a position to frustrate or undo the Assyrian empire-

builders* work unless and until they made up their minds to round
it off by embarking on the more formidable enterprise of subjugat-

ing Egypt herself. Tiglath-Pileser*s bold occupation of Philistia in

734 B.c. may have been a strategic master-stroke which was re-

warded by the temporary submission ol Samaria in 733 and the

fall of Damascus in 732. But it led to Sargon*s brush with the

Egyptians in 720, and Sennacherib’s in 700, on the Syro-Eg>'ptian

border; and these inconclusive encounters led on, in their turn, to

Esarhaddon’s conquest and occupation of Egypt, from the Delta

to the Thebaid inclusive, in the campaigns of 675 and 674 and

671 B.c. Thereupon it became manifest that while the Assyrians

were strong enough to rout Egj-'ptian armies and occupy the land

of Egypt and repeat the feat, they were not strong enough to hold

Egypt down. Esarhaddon himself was once more on the march
for Egypt when aeath overtook him in 669 ;

and though the Eg^- ptian

insurrection which then broke out was successfully suppressed by
Asshurbanipal in 667, he had to reconquer Egypt once again in 663.

By this time the Assyrian Government itself seems to have realized

that in Egj^pt it was engaged on Psyche’s Task; and w^hen Psamme-
tichus unobtrusively expelled the Assyrian garrisons in 658 -651

Asshurbanipal turned a blind eye to what was happening. In thus

cutting his Egyptian losses the King of Assyria was undoubtedly

wise; yet this wisdom after the event was a confession that the

energies expended on five Egyptian campaigns had been wasted;

and AsshurbanipaPs withdrawal did not restore the status quo ante

675 B.C.; for the loss of Egypt in the fifth decade of the seventh

century was a prelude to the loss of Syria in the next generation.

The ultimate consequences of Tiglath-Pileser’s intervention

in Babylonia were far graver than those of his forward policy

in Syria, since they led, by a direct chain of cause-and-effect, to

the catastrophe of 614-610 B.c.^^

* This Assyro-Babylonian conflict has been touched upon, by anticipation, in ll. D
(v), vol. ii, pp. 135-6, and in IV, C oO (6) a, in the present volume, pp. loi-a, above.
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This Assyrian aggression in this quarter in 745 B.c. must have
been difficult to reconcile with the treaty in which the Assyro-

Babylonian frontier had been delimited by friendly agreement

—

and this along a line which was decidedly favourable to Assyria

—

in the opening decade of the eighth century b.c. Probably Tiglath-

Pileser justified his action on the ground that the anarchy into

which Babylonia had since fallen was spreading to the Assyrian

side of the border; and, after marching in, he appears to have
received some kind of mandate from the citizens of Babylon, who
saw in this sovereign of a neighbouring sedentary kingdom of

kindred culture a possible protector of civic life in Babylonia

against the rising tide of local Aramaean and Chaldacan Nomadism.
It may also be true that both Tiglath-Pileser and his successors

were genuinely anxious to restrict the Assyrian commitments in

Babylonia to a minimum, and to avoid annexation. Tiglath-Pileser

himself in 745 left Nabopolassar, the reigning king of Babylonia,

on his throne; and it was only after Nabopolassar^s death ele\eii

years later, and after the subsequent suppression of a consequent

Chaldacan tribal insurrection against the Assyrian protectorate,

that 'Tiglath-Pileser ‘took the hands of BcT in 729. 'This precedent

was followed by Shalmaneser V
;
but it was not followed by Shal-

maneser's successor Sargon until a second, and far more serious,

Chaldacan jnsurreclion forced Sargon, in his turn, to ‘take the

hands of BcT 111 710; and, even then, the Assyrian victor sought

an undci standing with the discomfited Chaldacan arch-insurgent

Mcrodach-Baladan. Thereafter, when Sennacherib succeeded his

father Sargon in 705, he deliberately abstained from assuming the

Babylonian Crown; and, even when a fresh Chaldacan insurrection

necessitated his intervention m Babylonia in 703, he conferred the

Babylonian Crown first upon an Assyrianized Babylonian prince,

and then upon an Assyrian prince w^ho was not himself the heir to

the Assyrian 'Thione. It was only alter the great insurrection of

694-689 that Sennacherib formally put an end to the independence

of Babylonia by installing his own son—and designated successor

—Esarhaddon as Assyrian governor-general.

These facts certainly seem to testify to an Assyrian policy of

moderation vis-d-vis Babylonia; but they affo’-d still more con-

clusive evidence that the policy was a failure. Again and again

the Assyrian Government’s hand was forced by Chaldacan in-

surrections which only became more frequent and more formid-

able in the face of persivStent Assyrian forbearance. And while the

Assyrian intervention did perform the miracle of conjuring order

out of a Babylonian chaos, this order, so far from being achieved

under an Assyrian aegis, was the by-product of an anti-Assyrian
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movement which steadily grew in scope and lustily throve upon
defeat.

The first stage in a process which continued for a century and
culminated in a Medo-Babylonian grand alliance was the political

unification of all the Chaldaean tribes of Babylonia between 731
and 721 B.c. under the leadership of the Chief of Bit Yakin,

Merodach-Baladan. The next stage was an alliance between

the Chaldaeans and the Kingdom of Elam, whose Government
had been as seriously alarmed by Tiglath-Pileser’s intervention

in Babylonia as the Egyptians had been alarmed by his descent

upon Philistia. Thanks to this Elamite alliance, Merodach-Baladan
was able to enter the City of Babylon in 721 and to reign there as

king of Babylonia for some twelve years, in spite of the fact that

at this stage the citizens of the capital still felt the rule of the local

Nomad more irksome than that of the foreign sedentary Power.

Nor was Merodach-Baladan’s career at an end when he was ejected

from Babylon by the armies of Sargon in 710. After his Assyrian

conqueror’s deatli in 705 we find the indefatigable Chaldaean

entering into relations with the Arabs of the Shami^ah and the

Hamad, and sending an embassy across their ranges to so distant

a fellow enemy of Assyria as the King of Judah, Hezekiah. T'here-

after, in 703, Merodach-Baladan succeeded m re-occupying Baby-
lon with the aid of his Elamite allies; and although before the year

was out he was ejected for the second time by force of Assyrian

arms, and died a few years later as a refugee in Elam, the removal

of the Chaldaean leader brougnt the Assyrian Government no
nearer to a solution of the Chaldaean problem; for, with Elam
still supporting them, the Chaldaean tribesmen successfully defied

Sennacherib’s efforts to put them out of action. When the Assyrian

war-lord occupied and devastated their tribal lands in Babylonia

proper, they took refuge among the marshes and mud-banks at the

head of the Persian Gulf; and, when in 694 he built a fleet on the

Tigris, manned it with Phoenician crews, and put the Assyrian

army on board in order to destroy the Chaldaeans in their aquatic

fastness by amphibious operations, he merely gave the Elamites

the opportunity to fall upon his line of communications, enter

Babylon, and carry' his puppet-king of Babylonia away captive.

Nor did it profit Sennacherib when he took his revenge next year

by defeating the Elamites in the field and capturing, in his turn,

the puppet whom they had set upon the Babylonian throne in his

own puppet’s place; for he failed to re-occupy Babylon; and the

vacant throne was mounted by a man of character, Mushezib-
Marduk, who succeeded in weaning the citizens of the capital

from their pro-Assyrian policy.
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This secession of the City of Babylon in 693 from the Assyrian

to the Chaldaeo-Elamite camp was perhaps the decisive event in

the long process of building up an anti-Assyrian front; for al-

though the Assyrians were, as usual, victorious over the combined
Chaldaean and Elamite forces, and were able in the end to teach

Babylon a lesson by sacking her in 689, the lesson which she learnt

was the opposite of that which her teachers intended. Through
this impious outrage upon a city which was the cultural capital of

their world, the Assyrians achieved a feat of political alchemy in

Babylonia which the Babylonians could never have achieved for

themselves. In the white heat of the common hatred which this

Assyrian Trightfulness’ had now aroused among the ancient urban
population as well as among the intrusive Nomads, citizens and
tribesmen forgot the mutual antipathy which had hitherto divided

them, and became fused together into a new Babylonian nation

which could neither forget nor forgive what it had suffered at

Assyrian hands, and which could never rest until it had brought
its oppressor to the ground.

At this penultimate stage of the long and tragic process which
Tiglath-Pileser III had unwittingly set in motion in 745 B.C., the

anti-Assyrian feeling in Babylonia was so strong that it was able

to dominate, and bend to its purpose, the soul of an Assyrian

prince-of-the-blood who had been placed upon the Babylonian

throne by force majeure and who w^as actually the brother of the

reigning king of Assyria itself. Circa 654 B.c. Asshurbanipal

found the existence of the Assyrian Empire threatened by a hostile

coalition between the Babylonian Crown, the Chaldaean and
Aramaean tribes of the Babylonian country-side, the Kingdom of

Elam, the Northern Arabs, several South Syrian principalities, and
the recently established ‘successor-state' of the defunct Assyrian

dominion over Egypt. This combine of anti-Assyrian forces, which

was wider than any that had ever been brought together by Mero-
dach-Baladan or by Mushezib-Marduk, was headed by Asshur-

banipal’s own brother, Shamash-shum-ukin ; and his action wdll

appear the more extraordinary when we consider that by that date

he had been in peaceful occupation of the Babylonian Throne, with

Asshurbanipal's goodwill, for some fifteen years, in execution of

their father Esarhaddon's political testament. Moreover the arch-

rebel’s principal ally, Elam, had just received—perhaps as recently

as the very year before Shamash-shum-ukin staked his fortunes on

her support^—the heaviest defeat that had ever yet been inflicted

upon her by Assyrian arms, a defeat in which the reigning king

* Asshurbanipal overthrew Teumman in (>55 bc.; Shama&h-shum-ukjn revolted

against Asshurbanipal circa 654-O53 B.c.
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and his heir-apparent had been killed and both the royal cities

captured. These facts give the measure of the strength of the

Babylonian national movement that swept Shamash-shum-ukin
off his feet.

In this crisis the Assyrian army was victorious once again. The
traitor Shamash-shum-ukin escaped a worse fate by burning him-

self alive in his palace when Babylon was starved into surrender in

648 ;
and circa 639 Elam was dealt such an annihilating blow by

Assyrian arms that her derelict territory passed under the dominion
of the Persian highlanders from her eastern hinterland and became
the jumping-off ground from which the Achaemenidae leapt into

an empty saddle when they made themselves masters of all South-

Western Asia a century later. This sacrifice of the Babylonian

nationalists’ Assyrian and Elamite instruments in the war of 654 -

639 B c. did not, however, prevent the Babylonian national move-
ment itself from attaining its objective; for, if the Achaemenidae
found the saddle empty in the sixth century, this was because the

Assyrian rider had been thrown at last before the seventh century

was out. Immediately after Asshurbanipal’s death in 626 Baby-

lonia revolted again under a new national leader; and this Nabo-
polassar completed the work which Merodach-Baladan had begun.

In the new Kingdom of Media he found a more potent ally to fill

the place of the defunct Kingdom of Elam; and Assyria, who had

not recovered from the War of 654-639, was wiped out of existence

in the war of 614-610 B.c. Even then, in extremis^ the Assyrian army
could still win victories in the field. With the help of Assyria’s

former vassals and present patrons the Saites, it drove the Baby-

lonians back upon Harran in 610, at a stage in this war of annihila-

tion when Ilarran itself, as well as Nineveh and Asshur, was
already sacked and devastated, and when the army was fighting

with its back to the Euphrates in the last imconquered corner of

the Assyrian homeland; but this final victory must have been the

Assyrian army’s death agony, for this is the last recorded incident

in the Assyrian military annals.

When we gaze back over the century and a half of ever more
virulent warfare which begins with Tiglath-Pileser Ill’s accession

to the throne of Assyria in 745 B.c. and closes with a Babylonian

Nebuchadnezzar’s victory over an Egyptian Necho at Carchemish

in 605, the historical landmarks which stand out the most promi-

nently at first sight arc the successive ‘knock-out blows’ by which

Assyria destroyed entire communities—razing cities to the ground

and carrying whole peoples away captive. Wc think of the sack of

Damascus in 732; the sack of Samaria in 722; the sack of Musasir

in 714; the sack of Babylon in 689; the sack of Sidon in 677; the
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sack of Memphis in 671 ;
the sack of Thebes in 663 ;

the sack of

Susa circa 639. Of all the capital cities of all the states within

reach of Assyria’s arm, only Tyre and Jerusalem remained in-

violate on the eve of the sack of Nineveh in 612. The loss and
misery which Assyria inflicted on her neighbours is beyond cal-

culation; and yet the legendary remark of the canting school-

master to the boy whom he is whipping—Tt hurts you less than

it hurts me’—would be a more pertinent critique of Assyrian

military activities than the unashamedly truculent and naively self-

complacent narratives in which the Assyrian war-lords have pre-

sented their own account of their performances for the instruction

of Posterity.

The full and bombastic Assyrian record of victories abroad is

significantly supplemented by rarer and briefer notices of troubles

at home that give us some inkling of the price at which the victories

were pulcha^ed; and, when we examine this domestic chronicle of

Assyria at the height of her military power, we shall no longer And
it strange that her victoriousness w'as eventually the death of her.

An increasing excess of military strain revenged itself in an

increasing ftequency of palace revolutions and peasant revolts. As
early as the close of the second bout of aggression in tlie ninth

ccnlutv B.c, we find Shalmaneser ill dying in 827 with his son

on the war-path against him, and Nineveh, Asshiir, and Arbcla in

rebellion. Asshur rebelled again in 7O3-762, Arrapka in 76i-“76o,

flozan in 759; and in 746 the rebellion of Calah, the Assyrian

capital of the day, was followed by the e^termination of the ruling

dynasty. 'Figlath-Pileser III {regnahat 745-727 b.c.) was a Jiuvus

homo who could not conceal his provenance under the borrow^ed

cloak of an histone name; and, if hi' was also the Assyrian Maiius,

the Roman analogy suggests tliat the cslablisliment of a profes-

sional standing army is to be taken as a symptom of an advanced

stage of social disintegration. Wc know that in the Italy of Maiius’s

day it was the ruin of a warlike peasantry
,
which had h^cn upiooted

from the soil by perpetual calls to military service on ever more
distant campaigns, that made a standing aimy both possible and

necessary—possible because there was now a reservoir of un-

employed ‘rnan-powx'r’ to draw^ upon, and necessity because these

men who had lost their livelihood on the land must be provided

with alternative employment if they were to be restrained from

venting their unliappiness and resentment through the channel of

revolution. We may discern in the establishment of the Assyrian

standing army a parallel attempt to find the same military solution

for the same social problem. This military solution, however, was
no more successful in allaying the domestic troubles of Tiglath-
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Pileser’s Assyria than it was in allaying those of Marius’s Italy.

Tiglath-Pileser’s successor Shalmaneser V {regnabat 727-722 b.c.)

seems to have fallen foul of the City of Asshur, like Tiglath-

Pileser’s predecessors. Sennacherib in 681 was murdered by one

of his own sons, who was apparently hand in glove with the

Babylonian nationalists; and we have seen already how Asshur-

banipal’s throne and empire w^ere threatened by the action of his

brother Shamash-shum-ukin, King of Babylon, in 654, when this

renegade Assyrian prince placed himself at the head of an anti-

Assyrian coalition. 'Therewith the two streams of domestic stasis

and foreign warfare merge into one; and after AsshurbanipaTs

death this swells into a mighty river whose rushing waters bear

Assyria away to her now inevitable doom. During the last years of

Assyrian history the domestic and the foreign aspect of Assyria’s

disintegration are hardly distinguishable.^

The approaching doom cast its shadow over the soul of Asshur-

banipal himself in his declining years.

‘The rules for making offerings to the dead and libations to the ghosts

of the kings my ancestors, which had not been practised, I reintroduced.

I did well unto god and man, to dead and living. Why have sickness, ill-

health, misery and misfortune befallen me? I cannot away with the

strife in my country and the dissensions in my family. I^isturbing

scandals oppress me alway. Misery of mind and of flesh bow me down;
with cries of woe I bring my days to an end. On the day of the Cily-

God, the day of the festival, I am wretched
;
Death is seizing hold on me

and bears me down. With lamentation and mourning 1 wail day and
night; I groan : “O God, grant even to one who is impious that he may
see Thy light.” How long, O God, wilt Thou deal thus with me? Even
as one who hath not feared god and goddess am I reckoned.’^

This confession is remarkable in its unconventionality and
moving in its sincerity and even pathetic in its bewilderment, but

above all it is illuminating in its blindness. When this mood over-

took him, did the last of the Assyrian war-lords never find himself

silently reciting that terrible catalogue of cities sacked and peoples

wiped out by Assyrian arms—a list wdnich concluded with his own
sack of Susa and annihilation of Elam? Or was the burden of this

memory so intolerable that the tormented militarist thrust it from
him, in desperation, whenever it threatened to overw^hclm him ?

^ This ultimate fusion between the foreign wars and the domestic troubles of Assyria
is an example of that transference of the field ot action from the Macrocosm to the
Microcosm which we have studied in III. C (i) (d), vol. hi, pp. 192-217, above. In
detail, the transmutation of the Assyro-Babylonian conflict into a civil war between the

two Assyrian brother^*, King Asshurbanipal of Nineveh and King Shamash-shum-ukin
of Babylon, may be compared with the transmutation of the Romano-Punic conflict over
Sicily into the Sicilian slave-wars (III. C (1) (d)^ vol. ui, pp. 198--9, above).

^ This passage from Asshurbanipal'-s own records is quoted in 7Vie Cambridge
Ancient lltstory, vol. lii, p. 127.
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His successor Sin-shar-ishkun, at any rate, must have lived through
a moment when these haunting recollections closed in on him and
would not be denied, as the Athenians were beset by the ghosts of

their misdeeds when they received the new^s of the Battle of Aegos-
potami.

‘At Athens the disaster w^as announced by the arrival of the Paralus,^

and a w^ail spread from the Peiracus through the Long Walls into the

city aa the news passed from mouth to mouth. That night no one slept.

Besides mourning tor the dead they mourned tar more bitterly for them-
selves, for they expected to suffer the fate which they had indicted upon
the Melians (wLo were colonists of the Lacedaemonians) when they had
besieged and captured tlu*ir city, and upon the Histiaeans, the Scionians,

the Toronians, the Aeginetans and many other Hellenic peoples. Next
nion-'lng they held an assembly in which it was decided to block up all

the harbours except one, to clear the fortifications for action, to dispose

troops to man them, and to pint the city into a thorough state of defence

for the eventuality of a siepc.’"*

As the Athenian demos felt and acted at this dreadful moment
in 405 B.O., the last king of Assyria must have felt and acted in

()I 2 B.C., when he received the news that his Scythian Allies, who
had been his last hope of worldly salvation, had gone over to the

enemy and that the united forces of the hostile coalition were

closing in irresistibly upon Nineveh. I'hc rest of the story is not

the same in the two cases; for the Athenian demos capitulated and

was spared by the generosity of the victors, while King Sin-shar-

ishkun in Nineveh stood a siege, held out to the bitter end, and

perished with his picople when the city was taken by storm at the

third assault. Thus the doom wLich Asshurbanipal had deprecated

ovcrw^helmed his successor and wa"> not averted either by Asshur-

banipal’s tardy contrition or by his partial conversion from the

w^orks of War to the arts of Peace. AsshurbanipaPs learned library

of Babylonic literature (an Assyrian museum of a culture which

an Assyrian militarism had blighted) and his exquisite bas-reliefs

(designed by living Assyrian artists, and depicting the scientific

slaughter of man and beast by the Assyrian military' technique)

had made of Nineveh by the year biz b.c. a treasure-house which

is not altogether incomf)arable with the Athens of 405-404. 'Phe

treasures of Nineveh were buried under her ruins to enrich a

remote Posterity in the heyday of a civilization wdiich does not

reckon the Babylonic Society among its forebears. But, if Nineveh

perished where Athens survived, this was because Assyria had

already committed suicide before her material destruction over-

* The Paralus and the Salamtma were the two fastest sailers in the Athenian navv,

and were used for carrying dispatches.
* Xenophon: Hellenka, Book U, chap, a, §§ 3 4.
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took her. The clearly attested progress of the Aramaic language

at the expense of the native Akkadian in the Assyrian homeland
during the last century and a half of Assyria’s existence as a state

shows that the Assyrian people was being peacefully supplanted

by the captives of the Assyrian bow and spear in an age when the

Assyrian military power stood at its zenith.* Depopulation was
the price which had to be paid for militarism, and it was a price

that was ultimately as ruinous for the Assyrian army as for the

rest of the Assyrian body social. The indomitable warrior who
stood at bay in the breach at Nineveh in hi 2 B.c. was ‘a corpse in

armour’, whose frame was only held erect oy the massiveness of

the military accoutrements in which this felo de se had already

smothered himself to death. When the Median and Babylonian

storming party reached that stiff and menacing figure, and sent it

clattering and crashing down the moraine of rinned brickwork into

the fosse below, they did not suspect that their terrible adversary

was no longer a living man at the moment when they struck their

daring, and apparently decisive, blow.

The Burden of Nineveh,

We have sketched our portrait of the Assyrian militarism at

full length because it is the prototype of so many signal examples

of the same aberration. The tableau of the ‘corpse in armour’

conjures up a vision of the Spartan phalanx on the battlefield at

Leuctra in 371 B.c.,^ and of the Janissaries in the trenches before

Vienna in ad. 1683.2 I'he ironic fate of the militarist who is

so intemperate in waging wars of annihilation against his neigh-

bours that he deals unintended destruction to himself recalls the

self-inflicted doom of tlie Carolingians or the Timurids, who
built up great empires out of the agony of their Saxon or Persian

victims, only to provide rich spoils for Scandinavian or Uzbeg
adventurers^ who lived to see the empire-builders pa\ lor their

imperialism by falling from world power to impotence within the

span of a single lifetime.

Another form of suicide which the Assyrian example calls to

mind is the self-destruction of those militarists—be they barbarians

or people of higher culture with a capacity for putting their talents

to a better use—who break into, and break up, some universal

* See ] C (1) (t), vol p 79, aho\e, and V t (1; (f) 2, vol \, p 119, and V. C (1)

(d) 6 (y), A'ol V, pp 487 01 and 499, footnote, 2 be^ow.
^ See Part III A, vol 111, pp 73-4, above
^ See Part III A, vol 111, pp. 46-7, abov»*

For the collapse of the Carobngian Empire stc II D (v), vol u, p 167, II D
(vii), vol 11, pp 343 s and 368, and IV C (m) (c) 2 (/3 ), in the present volume,

C
P 322- 3, above, and the present chapter, pp 488 9c, and IV. C (in) (c) 3 (fi), p. 523,
clow

;
for the tollapse oi the Timurid Empire see I C (1) (6), Annex I, vol. 1, pp 368-

77, and Part III A, Annex 11 , vol. 111, p 447 above.
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state or other great empire that has been giving a spell of peace to

the peoples and lands over which it has spread its aegis. The con-
querors ruthlessly tear the imperial mantle into shreds in order to

expose the millions of human beings whom it has sheltered to the

terrors of darkness and the shadow of death,* but the shadow
descends inexorably upon the criminals as well as upon their

victims. Demoralized on the morrow of their victory by the splen-

dour and the vastness of their prize, these new masters of a ravished

w^orld are apt, like the Kilkenny cats, to perform ‘the friendly

office’ for one another until not one brigand in the band is left

alive to feast upon the plunder.^

We may watch how the Macedonians, w^hen they have overrun
the Achaemenian Empire, and have pressed on beyond its farther

frontiers into India, within the eleven years following Alexander’s

passage of the Hellespont, next turn their arms with equal ferocity

against one another during the forty-two years intervening between
Alexander’s death in 323 b.c. and the overthrow of Lysimaclius

at Corupedium in 281 b.c. The grim performance was repeated

a thousand years later in another passage of Syriac history, when
the Primitive Muslim Arabs emulated—and thereby undid—the

Hellenic Macedonians’ work by overrunning in twelve years the

Roman and Sasanian dominions in South-Western Asia over

almost as wide a sweep of territory as had once been conquered in

eleven years by Alexander from the xAchaemenidae .3 In this Arab
case the tw^elvc years of conquest were followed by the twenty-

four years of fratricidal strife which began with the assassination of

the Caliph 'Hthman in a.d. 656 and culminated in the martyrdom
of the Prophet’s grandson Husayn in a.d. 680. Once again the

conquerors of South-WevStern \sia fell on one another’s sw^ords;

and the glory and profit of rebuilding a Syriac universal stated

which Alexander had overthrown was left to the usurping Umay-
yads and to the interloping 'Abbasids, instead of falling to those

’ 1 uke 1 79
^ 'The prom*ness of tht vulonous baibarian xsar-bamlb to exterminate one another

has been nouied already in I C (i) ( O, vol i, pp 58-9, above, see further V. C (1) (t) 3,

vol V, pp 221-2, below-
3 for the Primitive Muslim Arabs’ feat of conquering the Oriental provinces of the

Roman Lmpiic with one hand and the whole of the basaman Lmpire with the other

hand simultaneously, between A d 632 and A d 643, see 1 C ( l (/i), vol 1, p 73, above.

In these twelve veais of conquest the Aiabs emulated the achievement of the Mace-
donians in 334-3-^3 B r. without quite equalling it While the larger part of the area

conqueied was the same, the Arabs tell short of their Nlan doiiian predecessors both on
the north-west and on the north east (>n the north-west they did not win any perma-
nent foothold in the Anatolian Peninsula, on the north-east ihcv did not begin the con-

quest of the Oxus-Ja^arles Basin until more than half a century, or complete it until more
than a century, had passed sint t their oicupalion of the noith-eastern frontier fortresses

of the Sasanian Empire in a.d O43 31 (see U. D (viih vml. 11, pp 375-84, above)

1 or the Arab Caliphate as a ‘reintegration’ or resumption’ of the Achaemenian
Empiie, which had been the first essay in a Syiiac universal slate, see 1 . C (1) (6), vol 1,

PP 75 ”7 >
«ibove
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companions and descendants of the Prophet whose lightning con-

quests had prepared the way. I'he same spectacle is presented in

the New World when the Aztecs and the Incas go down before the

Spaniards. The Spanish conquisiadores of the Mexic and the

Ajidean universal state overran two continents—from Florida to

the Isthmus, and from the Isthmus to Chile—only to fight over

the spoils as ferociously as the companions of Muhammad or the

companions of Alexander; and the Macedonian war-lord in his

grave was not so powerless to maintain discipline among the troops

that had once followed him in the fields as was a living sovereign

at Madrid to impose the king’s peace upon the adventurers who
paid him a nominal allegiance on the other side of the Atlantic.

I’he same suicidal Assyrian vein of militarism was displayed by
the barbarians who overran the derelict provinces of a decadent

Roman Empire. The Visigoths were overthrown by the Franks
and the Arabs; the smaller fry among the English ‘successor-states’

in Britain were devoured by Mercia and Wessex; the Merovin-

gians were brushed aside by the Carolingians, and the Umay-
yads by the 'Abbasids.-^ And this suicidal ending of our classic

example of a ‘heroic age’ is charactenslic, in some degree, of the

latter end of all the Vcilkcrwanderuiigen that have overrun the

domains of other decrepit universal states.

There is another variety of militaristic^ aberration of which we
shall also find the prototype in the Assyrian militarism when we
envisage Assyria not as an artificially isolated entity in herself, but

in her proper setting as an integral part of a larger body social

which we have called the Babylonic Society.' In this Babylonic

World Assyria was invested, as we have seen, with the special func-

tion of serving as a march whose primary duty A\ab to defend not

only herself, but also the rest of the society in which she lived and

had her being, against the predatory barliarian higlilanders from
the east and the north and the aggressue Aramaean pioneers of

the Syiiac Civilization from the opposite quarters of the compass.*^

In articulating a march of this Assyiiaii kind out of a previously

undifferentiated social fabric, a society stands to benefit in all its

members; for while the march itself is stimulated in so far as it

responds successfully to the challenge—which it has now taken

upon itself—of resisting external pressures,*^ the interior—which
* In the fratricidal war«; between the diadorhi of Alexander the royal secretary,

Eumencs of C’aidia, was able to make (i^ood the prestige which he forlcittd in the eves
of the Macedonian Argyrasindcs on account of his own non-Mat cdonian biith by con-
tinuing to pitch the roval tent as though Alexander were still alive and in the army’s
midst. (See Plutarch's Lije of Eumene^, chap 13 )

2 See I. C (i) (cj), vol. 1, p. 58, above.
3 For the sense in which the term is used m this Study see I. C (1) (fc), vol. i,

pp, 115-19, above. ^ Sec II. D (v), vol. 11, pp. 133-7, above.
5 For the stimulus of piessurcs see II. D (v), passtm, in \ol. 11, above.
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the march now shields—is relieved of pressure in a correspond-

ing degree, and is thereby set free to face other challenges and ac-

complish other tasks. This division of labour is salutary so long

as the march continues to direct its specialized military prowess
exclusively to its appointed task of repelling the external enemy.
So long as they are used for this socially legitimate purpose, the

military virtues need not be socially destructive—even though the

necessity of bringing them into play at all may be a lamentable

testimony to the imperfection of human nature in those generations

of men who have been setting their feet upon the lower rungs of

the ladder of Civilization during these last six thousand years. But
these virtues, such as they arc, become fatally transformed into

the vice of Militarism, in the sinister sense, if ever the frontiersmen

turn the arms which they have learnt to use in warfare with the

outsider beyond the pale against the members ot their own society

whom it is their proper task to defend and not to attack.

The evil of this aberration is not so much that it exposes the

society as a whole to the assaults of the external enemy whom the

frontiersmen have hitherto kept at bay; for the frontiersna^:jn seldom

turn against their own kith and kin until they have established so

great an ascendancy over their proper adversaries that their hands

are free for other mischief and their ambitions fired for aiming at

greater objectives. Indeed, vhen a march turns and rends the

interior of its own society, it usually manages to hold the external

enemy oflF with its left hand while it is waging a fratricidal war with

its right. The deadly harm of this misdirection of military energies

lies not so much in the opening of the gates to an alien invader

—

though this is sometimes one of the incidental consequences in the

end-- as in the betrayal of a i' ust and in the precipitation of an

internecine conflict between tw^o parties whose natural relation

with each other is to dwell in unity. ^ When a march turns against

its own interior, it is taking the oflFcnsivc in what is really a civil

war
;
and it is notorious that civil w^ars are waged with greater bitter-

ness and ferocity than any others. This explains the momentous-

ncss of the consequences that ultimately follow^ed from the action

of Tiglath-Pilcscr III in 745 B.C., w^hen he turned his Assyrian

arms against Babylonia instead of continuing to exercise them
exclusively against Nairi and Aram, which were their legitimate

field; and we shall see, from a survey of other instances which this

Assyrian prototype calls to mind, that the denouement of the ensu-

ing Assyro-Babylonian hundred years' war, catastrophic as it was.

* ‘Behold, how good and how pleasant it is for brethicn to dwell together in iinitv’

(Psalm cxxxiii. i) is even more eminently true of the relations between communities
than ot those between individuals in a human society.
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was not peculiar to this particular case. The aberration of the

march which turns against the interior is, in its very nature, disas-

trous for the society as a whole; and it is destructive, above a|l,

to the party which commits the original act of vppig. When a

sheep-dog who has been bred and trained to be the shepherd’s

partner lapses into the ethos and behaviour of the wolves whom
it is his duty to chevy away, and betrays his trust by harrying the

sheep on his own account, he works far worse havoc than any
genuine wolf could work so long as a loyal sheep-dog was snapping

at his flanks
;
but at the same time it is not the flock that suflFers the

most heavily from the catastrophe which lollows the sheep-dog’s

treachery. The flock is decimated but survives
;
the dog is destroyed

by his outraged master; and the frontiersman who turns against

his own society is dooming himself to inexorable destruction be-

cause he is striking at the source from which his own life springs.

He is like a sword-arm that plunges the blade w^hich it wields into

the body of which it is a member; or like a woodman who saws olT

the branch on which he is sitting, and so comes crashing down
with it to the ground while the mutilated tree-trunk remains still

standing.

Charlemagne.

It was perhaps an intuitive sense of the perversity of this mis-

direction of energies that moved the Austrasians to protest so

vehemently in a.d. 754 against their war-lord Pepin’s decision

to respond to Pope Stephen’s call to arms against their brethren

the Lombards. The Papacy had turned its eyes towards this

Transalpine Power, and had whetted Pepin’s ambition by anoint-

ing him king in 749* and crowning him on the eve of the pro-

jected Italian expedition, because Austrasia in Pepin’s generation

had distinguished herself by her prowess in serving as a march
of Western Christendom on two fronts, against the pagan Saxon

barbarians who were pushing their way towards the Rhine from

the no-man’s-land of Northern Europe,-^ and against the Muslim
Arab conquerors of North-West Africa and the Iberian Pen-
insula who were pressing on across the Pyrenees. ^ In 754 the

Austrasians were invited to divert their energies from the fields in

which they had just been finding their true mission, and to inflict

* The ceremony on this occasion was performed by the Enghshman Boniface, the

ispostle of the Papacy in Transalpine Europe. The subsequent crowning of Pepin in

A.D. 754 was pertormed by the Pope in person at St. Denis.
» See II. D (vj, ^ol. ii, pp. 167-8, above.
3 See II. D (v), vol. 11, pp. 203-4, II. D (vii), vol 11, pp 361-2 and 378-81; and II.

D (vii), Annex IV, vol, u, pp 427-33, above, and V. C (1) (c) 3, vol. v, pp. 221-2,

below.
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upon the Lombards in Italy the fate which Austrasian arms had
prevented the Arabs and the Saxons from inflicting upon the

Franks themselves in Gaul. The misgivings of the Austrasian rank-

and-file over this Italian adventure were proved by the event to be
better justified than their leader’s appetite for it

;
for in overriding

the objections of his henchmen King Pepin forged the first link

in a chain of military and political commitments which bound
Austrasia to Italy ever more tightly. Pepin’s Italian campaigns
against Aistulf in 755 and 756 led on to Charlemagne’s Italian

campaign against Desiderius in 773-4—notwithstanding the effort

of Charlemagne’s mother and Pepin’s widow Queen Bertrade to

heal a breach between Frank and Lombard which King Pepin had
opened against his people's will. When Bertrade arranged a mar-
riage between her own and Pepin’s son, who had now succeeded

his father, and the daughter of Aistulf’s successor Desiderius,

Charlemagne repudiated his Lombard wife Desiderata and fulfilled

his own father’s ambitions by conquering his wife’s father’s king-

dom outright. But Charlemagne’s seizure of the Lombard Crown
did not dispose of the Italian question or relieve the

Power ot its ultramontane anxieties. In extinguishing the indepen-

dence of the Lombard Kingdom Charlemagne saddled his own
house irrevocably w^ith the burden of defending and controlling

the Papacy; and his protectorate over the Ducatus Romanus in-

volved him in more distant complications with Lombard princi-

palities and East Roman outposts in the South of Italy, Even
when, on the fourth of the expeditions which he was compelled

to make to Rome, he attained the apogee of his outward success in

being crowmed by the Pope, and acclaimed by the Roman people,

as Augustus, the honour cost him the annoyance of a diplomatic

conflict with the Court of Constantinople which dragged on for

more than ten years. ^

The true verdict on Charlemagne’s Italian policy is given by the

chronological table of the acts of his reign, w hich shows how these

ultramontane commitments repeatedly diverted him—and this

often at critical moments—from his major military^ task of prosecut-

ing the Great Saxon War. After throwing dowm the gauntlet to the

Saxons by marching into the heart of their country, and hewing

down the Irminsul, in 772, Charlemagne disappeared beyond the

Alps during 773 and 774, and so left the way open lor the Saxons

in the latter year to take reprisals on Hessen. Thereafter the would-

be ‘knock-out blow’ of 775-6 had to be suspended in the spring

of the latter year while the smiter of the Saxons went off on a

second ultramontane expedition to put down a rebellion raised by
* See IV. C (ill) (c) 2 (^), p. 328, footnote 3, above.
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Hrodgaud, the Lombard Duke of Friuli. In the middle of the next

and most formidable phase of the war, in which the Saxons were
led for eight years (777''85) by Widukind—a captain whose strategy

was the offensive defensive—Charlemagne had to pay the third visit

to Italy, and second to Rome, of his reign; and the lull in the Saxon
W^ar which followed the submission of Widukind in 785 gave no
rest to Austrasian arms, for the year 787 saw Charlemagne pay his

third visit to Rome, lead an inconclusive expedition against the

South Lombard Duchy of Benevento, and impose his authority

by a military demonstration upon the Lombards* old friends, and
his own restive vassals, the Bavarians. The fourth and last phase

of the Saxon War, in which the conquered but uncowed barbarians

made a desperate and long-drawn-out effort to throw off the xAus-

trasian yoke with the aid of the Frisians (nitehantur a.d. 792-804),
was in progress during Charlemagne’s fourth visit to Rome, and
fifth to Italy, in 800-1.

We have already had occasion to notice how grievously this war
of attrition against the Saxons exhausted the Carolingian Power.

^

The exhaustion declared itself in the break-up of the Carolingian

Empire on the morrow of Charlemagne’s death, and in the Si andi-

navian revanche for the Saxons’ sufferings—a counter-attack which
was opened even before the Austrasian conqueror of the Saxons

had departed this life. It must also be remembered that the Saxon

front beyond the Rhine was not the only frontier of Western

Christendom for which Austrasia was responsible; she was likewise

the warden of the Arab frontier beyond the Pyrenees; and, when
Charlemagne overthrew the Lombard Kingdom and reduced the

Bavarians to obedience, he inherited from his vanquished adver-

saries the wardenship of a third frontier, the Avar front beyond
the Styrian Alps. It may have been inevitable that m the second

year of his deadly duel with Widukind Charlemagne should have

been drawn away into the Transpyrenaean expedition which ended

so unfortunately at Ronccsvalles
; but with a Transpyrenaean as

well as a Transrhenane front to hold, and with disaffection always

smouldering in Aquitaine, it is evident that Charlemagne could

not afford in any case to enter into new commitments on the Italian

side of the Alps; and his Italian policy became suicidal when it

was combined, as it was, with an ambitious foi-ward movement on

both the Transalpine fronts which the great Austrasian militarist

had inherited from his forebears. It was the wantonly imposed

burden of Charlemagne’s five Italian expeditions that aggravated

to breaking-point the load which weighed upon Austrasia’s

back.

* Sec the references on p. 484, footnote 4, above.
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Timur Lenk,

If Charlemagne broke Austrasia’s back by turning her arms
against the Lombard and Bavarian interior of a nascent Western
Christendom when the whole of her strength was required for

her terrific struggle with the Saxons beyond her Rhenish paj^,

Timur, in like fashion, broke the back of his own Transoxania by
squandering in aimless expeditions into Iran and *Iraq and India

and Anatolia and Syria the slender reserves of 'Fransoxanian

strength which ought to have been concentrated upon Timur’s
proper mission of imposing his peace on the Eurasian Nomads.
We have seen in an earlier part of this Study^ how Timur

acquitted himself of that mission. In the course of nineteen years

(a.d. 1362-80) of strenuous campaigning he had repulsed the

attcr 'tpts of the Chaghatay Nomads to reconquer the Transoxanian

oases; assumed the offensive in his turn against the foiled invaders

on their native ranges in ‘Mughalistan’
;
and rounded off his own

dominions m the Eurasian march of the Iranic World by liberating

the oases of Khwarizm on the Lower Oxus from the Nomads of

JujFs appanage. Upon the completion of this great ti^sk in a.d.

1380 Timur had a greater prize within his reach—no less a prize

than the succession to the Eurasian Empire of Chingis Khan—for

in Timur’s generation the Eurasian Nomads were in retreat on all

sectors of the long frontier between the Desert and the Sown.^

While Timur w'as wanning his victory over the hordes of ‘Mughalis-

tan’ and Qipchaq on the sector betw^een the Pamirs and the Caspian,

the Moldavians and Lithuanians^ and Cossacks^ were cutting short

the appanage of jQji at its opposite extremity in the great western

bay of the Steppe bctw^ccn the Iron Gates of the Danube and the

Cataracts of the Dniepr; the Muscovites were shaking off the yoke

of the Qipchaq horde; and the Chinese were driving out the Mon-
gol Khaqans—the senior branch of Chingis Khan’s house, and the

nominal overlords of all the Chingisid appanages—from Qubilay’s

capital at Peking^ into a no-man’s-land beyond the outer face of

the Great Wall from which these barbarian intruders had originally

come. In every quarter the Nomads w^ere on the run, and the next

chapter in the history of Eurasia^» w^as to be a race between the

* Part II D (v), vol ii, pp 146--8, abo\t.
2 See Part 111 A, Annex II, vol iii, p. 439, above
* See II. D (v), vol. 11, p. 172, above * See II D (v), vol n, p 155, above
5 See II I) (v), vol u, p. 121, above, and V. C (1) (c) 4, vol v, p 3S1, and V. C (11)

(a), vol. VI, p 193, below
* The word is u&ed in this Study to designate the area covered by the Eurasian

Steppe together with the ring ot sedentary countries round its fringes that are subject

to the Steppe’s influence The region thus defined has a much more genuine climatic,

social, and historical individuality than the European and Asiatic continents which loom
so large m the text-books of geography; for the Ural River—^which every schoolboy

knows by name as the boundary between Asia and Europe—is not a frontier in any
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resurgent sedentary peoples round about for the prize of Chingis’

heritage. In this competition the Moldavians and Lithuanians

were too remote to be in the running; the Muscovites were wedded
to their forests and the Chinese to their fields; the Cossacks and
the Transoxanians were the only competitors who had succeeded

in making themselves at home on the Steppes without uprooting

the sedentary foundations of their own way of life.^ Each in their

own way, they had acquired something of the strength ofNomadism
and had combined this with the strength of a sedentary civilization.

To a sharp-eyed observer in a.d. 1380 it might have seemed as

though the victor}^ in the race for the doioinion of Eurasia must
lie between these two runners; and at that moment the Irans-

oxanian competitor had, to all appearance, by far the better chance,

for, besides being stronger in himself and nearer to the heart of the

Steppe, he was also the first in the field, while, as the recognized

champion of the Sunnah, he had potential partisans among the

sedentary Muslim communities who were the outposts of Islam

on the opposite coasts of the Steppe : in Qazan and Knm on the

one hand, and in Kansu and Shensi on the other.

For an instant 'Fimur appeared to appreciate his opportunity and
to grasp at it with determination. The civil war between rival

sections of the Qipchaq horde, w^hich had permitted Timur to con-

quer Khwarizm and the Muscovites to assert their independence,

was duly taken advantage of by Timur for a more ambitious pur-

pose than the mere acquisition of a single border province. He
intervened in the internal affairs of Qipchaq by giving his support

to one of the rival pretenders, Toqatmysh ; it was thanks to Timur’s

aid that Toqatmysh was able in the course of the years 1378-82

to unite the whole of Juji’s appanage under his own leadership,

reduce the Muscovites to obedience again by taking and burning

Moscow itself, and inflict a heavy defeat upon the Lithuanians.-^

All this was done by Toqatmysh as 'Fimur’s vassal, and the effect

was to make Timur master, directly or indirectly, of the whole

western half of the Eurasian Steppe with its surrounding sedentary

dependencies, from the Irtish to the Dniepr and from the Pamirs

to the Urals. At this juncture, however, the Transoxanian con-

queror of the Imrasian no-man’s-land suddenly turned right-about,

directed his arms towards the interior of the Iranic World, and

devoted the remaining twenty-four years of his life to a series of

barren and destructive campaigns in this quarter. Even when

Signjiicant sense. The genuine frontiers that divide the Eurasian Steppe from China,
South-Western Asia, Western Europe, and Russia are dtseiihed in Part 111 . A, Annex
11 vol. Ill, pp. 399-402, above

^ For the Cossack -way of life see II D (v), vol ii. pp 155-7, above
^ For these events see II D (v), vol 11, p 147, above.
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Toqatmysh, emboldened by seeing his suzerain fly off at a tangent,

unintentionally drew him back into his proper field through an
act of audacious aggression, Timur obstinately resumed his new
course as soon as he had disposed of the nuisance in Qipchaq in a

winter campaign across the Steppes which was the most brilliant

and characteristic tour deforce in the Transoxanian captain’s whole
history.^

A brief exposition of the annals of the last twenty-four years

of Timur’s life will show how persistently, throughout that span
of nearly a quarter of a century, he rejected an opportunity which
he had held in the hollow of his hand at the moment of transition

from the first to the second phase of his career.

Timur spent the seven years 1381-7 in conquering Iran and
Transcaucasia, save for a single punitive expedition in 1383-4
against a still recalcitrant Chaghatay Khan in ‘Mughalistan’. He
did not even take warning from a brush between his own troops

and Toqatmysh’s which occurred in 1385 in Azerbaijan; and at

the beginning of 1388 he was in Fars, on the point of rounding

off his conquest of the Iranian Plateau, when he was-v urgently

recalled to Samarqand by Toqatmysh’s invasion of Khwanzm and

Transoxania. His crushing victor}'^ over Toqatmysh at Urtapa, on

the opposite coast of the Qipchaq Steppe, in 1391 replaced in

Timur’s hands the opportunity which he had held in 1380 and had
neglected since 1381 , This time it was in his power to make himself

the direct master of Qipchaq and all its dependencies. Moreover,

after his triumphal return to Samarqand from (}ipchaq at the

beginning of 1392, he was able to stamp out the last embers of

revolt in ‘Mughalistan’ and to establish his suzerainty definitively

over the Chaghatay horde. Eurasia now lay at his feet; but instead

of stooping to pick up the piize he rode off again, that summer, in

the opposite direction, made straight for Fars—that is to say, for the

point on his course at which he had been compelled to desist from

the conquest of South-Western Asia in 1388—and proceeded sys-

tematically with the subjugation of Traq and Armenia and Georgia.

In the course of this famous ‘Five Years’ Campaign’ (July 1392-

July 1396) Timur once again was drawn, in spite of himself, out of

his intended course by a fresh incursion of Toqatmysh into Trans-

caucasia in the spring of 1395. Timur’s counter-stroke carried him
across the Caucasus and the Terek and the Steppes into Muscovy;^

* For this campaign of ad 1391 see loc ut
2 Timur*8 incursion into Mus<o\v on this occasion docs* not appear to have been

carried to the point of occupvmg the city of Moscow »tself, pace Sharaf-ad Din ’Ali

Yazdi, the Persian historian who recorded Timur's are^r in the generation following

'riniur’a own (see the Zafar-Aamah (Cal< iitta 1887 8, Bihhoth (a Indica senes, 2 )

vol. 1, p 761) For Sharaf-ad-Din’s tutorship o\er Yunus Khan Chaghatay of

'Mughahstan’ see II. D (v), vol. 11, p 14Q, above
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but in 1396 he retraced his steps from Qipchaq to South-Western
Asia, and returned to Samarqand across Iran.

From the summer of 1396 to the spring of 1398 Timur rested at

Samarqand from his devastating labours; but this pause was not

followed by a consolidation or extension of his hold upon Eurasia.

Having now completed the pulverization of the heart of the Iranic

World (of which he was himself a child), he set himself next to

harry, in turn, its south-eastern and north-western extremities,

where the Taghlaqi princes of Hindustan and the ‘Osmanll princes

of Rum were at that time extending the Iranic domain at the ex-

pense of the Hindu World and Orthodox Chiistendom respectively.

Timur’s amirs objected to crossing the Hindu Kush and attacking

their own Turkish kinsmen and co-religionists in India^ as strongly

as the henchmen of Pepin had once objected, in similar circum-

stances, to crossing the Alps and attacking their Lombard kinsmen
in Italy;- but Timur, like Pepm, made his own will prevail.^ The
Indian campaign kept him occupied from the spring of 1398 to the

spring of 1399 ;
and by the autumn of the latter year he was off again

on what was destined to be the most famous, though it was not

really the most brilliant, chapter of his military career; a second

five years’ campaign which included his encounter with the Magh-
rib! philosopher Ibn Khaldun at Damascus in 1401^ and his defeat

and capture of the Ottoman Sultan Bayezid Yilclerim in 1402.'^

Returning to Samarqand in the July of 1404, Timur was on the

war-path again by November; and now at last, for the first time in

tw^enty-three years, his face was deliberately set in an auspicious

direction; for his objective, this time, was China; and although it

may be doubted, in the light of his record in South-Western Asia,

whether he would have repeated the Mongols’ feat of conquering

China outright— a task which it had taken even the Mongols

seventy years (a.d. 1207-77) to complete —nevertheless this latest

enterprise of Timur’s, had he lived to carry it out, might have had
enduring consequences of historical importance; for e\cn a passing

raid on China might have left Timur in permanent possession of

the eastern sectors of the southern border of the Eurasian Steppe

from the Tarim Basin to Manchuria; and that would have placed

the whole of the Steppe in his power. At this point, however, we
pass into the realm of conjecture; for even a militarist who was

' See Lane-Pooie, S Medieval India (London iyo3, Fisher Unwin), p 155.
* See p. 488, above.
3 Timur was doubtless tempted by the anarchy into which the Taghlaqi Power

had fallen since the death of FirCiz Shah in A D. 1388 (For Firuz Shah s Slave-

household see Pait III A, vol. 111, p. 31, footnote 1, above. For the onset, after Firuz

Shah's death, of the second bout of a ‘Time of Troubles' in the Hindu World see V. C
(11) (6), vol. VI, p. 301, below.)

^ See III. C (11) (6), vol. 111, p. 337, footnote 3, above.
s See II. D (iv), vol. 11, p. 102, and II. D (v), vol. u, p. 148, above.
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favoured with Timur’s lucky star could not throw away twenty-

three years with impunity. On his China campaign he had marched
no farther eastward than Utrar before Death overtook him.

Timur’s self-stultification is a supreme example of the suicidal-

ness of Militarism, as will appear from a comparison between his

fiasco and Charlemagne’s.

In both cases the attempt of the march to conquer the interior

was ephemeral—and indeed it is seldom that a relatively backward
community does succeed in assimilating to itself by the crude ex-

pedient of military conquest another community which is in advance
of it on the same path of civilization. Like the Transoxanian

domination which Timur imposed by force of arms upon Iran and
Traq, the Austrasian domination which Charlemagne imposed upon
Lomb»rdy and Bavaria faded away after the conqueror’s death.

Yet the effects of Charlemagne’s militarism were not altogether

transient; for his empire held together in some fashion for three-

quarters of a century after his own hand was removed; and the

destinies of its several parts were permanently modified through

their union into a single body social which lived on, in the;?hape of

a Respublica Christiava, long after the evaporation of the military

force by which the union had originally been brought about. By
contrast, Timur’s empire wab not only shorter-lived than Charle-

magne’s but was also without any social after-effects of a positive

kind. West of the Caspian Gates it dissolved in a.d. 1405 upon
the news of Timur’s death; in Khurasan and Transoxania it broke

up into weak and warring fragments after Shah Rukh’s death in

A.D, 1446;^ and the only traceable after-effect is wholly negative.

In sweeping aw^ay everything that it found in its path, in order to

rush headlong to its own destruction, Timur’s imperialism simply

created a political and social vacuum in South-Western Asia; and

this vacuum eventually drew the ’Osmanlis and the Safawis into a

collision which dealt the stricken Iranic Society its death-blow.

Again, Charlemagne’s diversion of Austrasian military energies

from the frontiers of Western Christendom to the interior was fatal

to Austrasia herself without proving equally fatal to the society

of which AuvStrasia was a part. The expansion of the Western

Christendom at the expense of the continental European bar-

barians was eventually taken up and carried on, from the line at

which Charlemagne had come to a halt, by the descendants of

Charlemagne’s Saxon victims, and her expansion at the expense

of the Syriac World in the Iberian Peninsula by a number of local

Western Christian principalities, several of which were direct ‘suc-

cessor-states’ of the Carolingian Empire. On both those fronts

* See I. C (0 {h). Annex 1
,
vol. i, p. 369, above.
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the price that the Western Christendom had to pay for Charle-

magne’s militarism was a pause which lasted for rather less than

two centuries, and which was then followed by three centuries

{circa a.d. 975-1275) of further advance-* On the other hand
Timur’s militarism deprived the Iranic Society for ever of its

Promised Land in Eurasia.

The Iranic Society’s forfeiture of the heritage of the Nomad
World declared itself first on the plane of religion. Throughout
the four centuries ending in Timur’s generation Islam had been
progressively establishing its hold over the sedentary peoples round
the coasts of the Eurasian Steppe and had been captivating the

Nomads themselves whenever they trespassed out of the Desert

on to the Sown. In the tenth century of the Christian Era, when
the military and political power of the Muslim sovereigns of the

’Abbasid Caliphate was in dissolution, their religion was conquer-

ing the sedentary Turkish peoples on the Middle Volga^ and in

the oases of the 'J’arim Basin and the Nomad Turkish followers of

the Saljuq and the Ilek Khans on the Transoxanian fringe of the

Steppe between the Sea of Aral and Lake Balkash. Even in the last

and greatest eruption of the post-'Abbasid Vdlkerwandcrung, when
the Steppe was convulsed to its depths and discharged upon Dar-
al-Islam a horde of Nomads who had never been touched by the

radiation of the Islamic culture and w^ho were prejudiced against

Islam, when they encountered it, by their tincture of Nestorian

Christianity ,

3

the injury which Islam sustained from the spasmodic

persecution to which it w^as subjected by the early Mongol Khaqans
was more than counterbalanced by the unintentional service which

it received from the Mongols’ policy of deliberately intermixing the

peoples and cultures of their vast and heterogeneous empire. It

was thanks to these pagan Nomad war-lords that Islam was pro-

pagated into China—and this not only into the north-western

provinces adjoining the older Islamic domain in the Tarim Basin,

but also into the new province of Yunnan in the far south-west,

which was carved out of a barbarian no-man’s-land and added to

China by Mongol arms. Thereafter, when at the turn of the thir-

teenth and fourteenth centuries of the Christian Era the three

western appanages of the Mongol Empire—the house of HulagQ

in Iran and the house of JujI on the Qipchaq Steppe and the house

of Chaghatay in Transoxania and Zungaria—were converted to

Islam one after another, it looked as though nothing could now
prevent Islam from becoming the religion of all Eurasia; and by the

* See I B (iv), \ol i, p. 38, and II. D (v), vol. ii, pp. 167-9 and 204, above
^ The \Vhi*e Bulgars, wiio were presumably the ancestors of the present Tatars of

Qazan
3 See 11 . D (mi), Annex VTII, m vol. ii, especially pp. 449-52, above.
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time when Timur arose as the champion of the Suilnah in Transox-
ania, aMuslim ‘ Diaspori’ which had seeded itself round the western

and southern coasts of the Steppe had prepared the ground—as

we have noticed already^—for him to reap the harvest of a Pan-
Eurasian Islamic empire. It is the more significant that the pro-

pagation of Islam in Eurasia, which had made such headway down
to Timur’s time, came to a dead halt thereafter. The only sub-

sequent gain that Islam made in this quarter was the conversion of

the Turkish Khanate ofWestern Siberia at some date shortly before

the Cossack conquest in a.d. 1582;^ and this success in one remote
and backward corner was little for Islam to boast of in a generation

which saw another of the ‘higher religions’ captivate all the rest of

the Eurasian Nomads who had hitherto remained in their primitive

paganism.

The outstanding religious event in Eurasia at the turn of

the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries of the Christian Era was
the conversion of the Mongols (in a.d. 1576-7) and their w^csterly

kinsmen the Calmucks {circa a.d. 1620) to the Lamaistic form
of Mahayanian Buddhism and this astonishing triumph of a

fossilized relic of the religious life of the long extinct Iridic culture

gives some measure of the extent to which the prestige of Islam

had fallen in the estimation of the Eurasian Nomads during the

two centuries that had elapsed since Timur's day.^

On the political plane the Iranic culture which Timur had first

championed and then betrayed proved equally bankrupt. The
sedentary societies which did, in the end, perform the feat oftaming

the Eurasian Nomadism politically w^ere the Russian branch of the

Orthodox Christian Society and the Chinese branch of the Far

Eastern ;
and the sentence of servitude which Fate had pronounced

upon the Nomads when Timur made his w^inter-passage across

the Steppe and overthrew Toqatmysh at Urtapa in a.d. 1391 was

never executed by Transoxanian hands. It was confirmed w^hen,

in the middle of the seventeenth century, the Cossack servants of

* See p. 496, above.
* This, and not 1586 (the date given in II. D (v), vol. ii, p. 157, above), appears to

be the true date of Yermak’s ciossing of the watershed between the Volga and the Ob.
3 See Part III. A, Annex II, vol. in, p. 451, above (following Courant, M : L* Asie

Centralc aux xvii^ et xiin^ Sietles, Empire K^mouk ou Empire Mantchou? (Lyon 1912,
Rey), pp. 12-14 and 17), and V. C (i) (r) 2, vol. v, p, 137, and V, C (1) (r) 3, vol v, pp 309-
10, below.

^ For the Lamaistic form of the Mahayana as a fossil of the Indic culture sec 1 . H
(hi), vol. i, p. 35, and 1 . C (1) (/»), vol. i, pp. 90-2, above. For the role of Tibet as the

fastness in which this fossil has survived, see II. D (vi), Annex, vol 11, p. 405, footnote 1,

above. The radiation of a religious influence from Tibet over the eastern half of the

Eurasian Steppe in the sixteenth and seventeenth centimes of the Christian Era will

appear the more extraordinary' when we consider that at this date the pagan Mongol
and Calmuck Nomads were insulated from Lhasa geogiaphically by a continuous belt of

Muslim population which extended from west to east, through the oases of the Tarim
JBasin, into the Chinese provinces of Kansu and Shensi,
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Muscovy and the Manchu masters of China ran into each other as

they were feeling their way in opposite directions round the nor-

thern edge of the Steppe, and fought their first battle for dominion
over Eurasia in the neighbourhood of Chingis Khan’s ancestral

pastures in the upper basin of the Amur.^ The partition of Eurasia

and the subjugation of its ancient Nomad occupants by the same
pair of competitors was completed a century later when the Em-
peror Ch’ien Lung {imperabat a.d. 1735-96) broke the power of

the Zungar Calmucks in a.d. 1755 and gave asylum to the already

broken Torgut Calmuck refugees from the dominions of the Tsar
in A.D. 177 1. Therewith the latest tidai wave of the Eurasian

Nomadism was spent ;3 and when the Muscovite and the Manchu
Power had divided the allegiance of the Qazaqs^—the flotsam and
jetsam of the latest wave hut one, who were now drifting sluggishly

over the eastern portion of the Qipchaq Steppe, between the Irtish

and the Yaik—the whole of Eurasia, up to the northern outskirts

of the Transoxanian oases, found itself under either Russian or

Chinese control.

Nor did the injury inflicted by Timur’s militarism upon the

Iranic World, including the conqueror’s own Transoxanian home-
land, stop short at the loss of a potential field for expansion across

and around the Eurasian Steppe. The conclusive condemnation
of the destructive militarism which possessed Timur during the

last twenty-four years of his career is to be found in the fact that,

besides being barren in itself, it actually led in the fullness of Time
—as its consequences worked themselves out in the third and fourth

generation—to the undoing of the constructive work to which

Timur had devoted himself for nineteen years before he ran amok
in A.D. 1381. The liberatoi of the nascent Iranic Society in Trans-

oxania spent the rest of his life in so recklessly wearing out the

energies which he had first mobilized against a Nomad intruder

that the world which he had made safe against the hordes of

Chaghatay and JujI found itself exposed, within little more than a

hundred years after the death of the liberator-turned-militarist, to

a recurrence of the Nomad peril in the shape of the Uzbegs ;‘5 and in

this emergency the epigoni of Timur’s house were impotent

—

heirs, as they were, to the debilitating social legacy of Timur’s mili-

* See Part III. A, vol ni, p. 19, above, and V. C (1) (c) 3, vol v, pp. 315-6, below
2 For this backward ebb, into the heart of the Steppe, of a Calmuck tide which had

poured out of it in all directions a century and a half before, see the reference to De
Quincey in Part III. A, vol. lii, p. 19, footnote 3, above, and V. C (1) (r) 3, vol. v, p. 315,

below.
3 For a discussion of Nomad eruptions in general, and of the Calmuck eruption in

particular, sec Part III. A, Annex II, in vol, 111, above
Incorrectly spelt *Ka7ak8’ 111 vol. iii, pp 18-19, 418, 422, 423 and 521, above.

For the etymology of the Turkish woid see V. C (1) (e) 3, vol. v, p. 282, footnote 1,

below. * On this point see Part III. A, Annex II, vol. 111, p. 447, above.
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tary excesses—^to repeat their ancestor’s original feat. The Uzbeg
‘drive’ at the heart of the Iranic World was eventually arrested,

not by any Fimurid prince of Farghana or Khurasan, but by the

new Safawi Power of Shah Isma'il; and even Shah Isma'Il’s arms,

which did effectively bar the Uzbegs’ farther progress, were un-

able to drive the intruders right back into the Eurasian no-man*s-

land out of which they had issued. With his relatively distant base

of operations in Azerbaijan and with his grandiose ambitions on the

west—ambitions which involved him in an unequal contest with the

*Osmanlis—his power to play the liberator on the eastern front was
limited; and after expelling the Uzbegs once for all from Khurasan
he was compelled in the end to leave them in permanent possession

of Transoxania.^

Thus, a century and a half after the year in which Timur had
girded himself to liberate his country from the dominion of the

Chaghatay horde, Transoxania fell under the yoke ofanother swarm
of Nomads, from the back-of-beyond, who were even more bar-

barous than the hateful and contemptible ‘Jatah’; and under this

yoke the former Eurasian march of the Iranic World, which had
once spread her terror as puissantly as Assyria, was destined to lie

prostrate and passive for the next three hundred and fifty years,

until, in the third quarter of the nineteenth century of the Christian

Era, the long-ground-down peasantry of the Transoxanian oases

obtained at last the alleviation of exchanging an Uzbeg for a Russian

master.

It is a curious reflection that, if Timur had not turned his back

on Eurasia and his arms against Iran in a.d. 1381, the present

relations between Transoxania and Russia might have been the

inverse of what they actually are. In those hypothetical circum-

stances Russia to-day might have found herself included in an

empire of much the same extent as the area of the Soviet Union
but with quite a different centre of gravity—an Iranic Empire in

which Samarqand would be ruling Moscow instead of Moscow
ruling Samarqand. This imaginary picture of an alternative course

of Iranic history may appear outlandish because the actual course

has been taking an altogether different direction for the last four

hundred years and more. At least as strange a picture will un-

fold itself before our mind’s eye if we plot out an alternative course

of Western history in which the consequences of Charlemagne’s

militarism for our world are imagined to have been as utterly

disastrous as those of Timur’s militarism actually were for his.

On this analogy we shall have to picture Austrasia being submerged

* For these transactions m South-Western Asia in the early years of the sixteenth

century of the Christian Era see 1. C (1) (6), Annex 1, m vol. i, above.
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by the Magyars and Neiistria by the Vikings in the tenth century,

and the heart of the Carolingian Empire remaining thereafter under
this barbarian domination until in the fourteenth century the

*Osmanlis step in to impose the lesser evil of an alien civilization

upon these derelict marches of Western Christendom.

Thus, besides forfeiting a Promised Land, Timur undid his own
work of liberating his native country; but the greatest of all his

acts ofdestruction was committed against himself. He has succeeded

in making his name immortal at the price of erasing from the minds
of Posterity all memory of the deeds for which he might have been

remembered for good. To how many people in either Christendom

or Dar-al-Islam to-day docs Timur’s name call up the image of

a champion of Civilization against Barbarism, who led the clergy

and people of his country to a hard-won victory at the end of a

nincteen-years-long struggle for independence ? To the vast major-

ity of those to whom the name of Timur Lenk or Tamerlane
means anything at all, it commemorates a militarist who per-

petrated as many horrors in the span of tw^enty-four years as had

been perpetrated in a century by a succession of Assyrian kings

from Tiglath-Pilcscr III to Asshurbanipal inclusive. We think of

the monster w^ho razed Isfara’in to the ground in 1381 ;
built two

thousand prisoners into a living mound, and then bricked them
over, at Sabzawar in 1383 ;

piled 5,000 human heads into minarets

at Zirih in the same year; cast his Luri prisoners alive over preci-

pices in 1386; massacred 70,000 people, and piled the heads of the

slain into minarets, at Isfahan in 1387; massacred the garrison of

Takrit, and piled their heads into minarets, in 1393; massacred

100,000 prisoners at Delhi in 1398; buried alive the 4,000 Christian

soldiers of the garrison of Sivas after their capitulation in 1400;

built twenty tow^ers of skulls in Syria in 1400 and 1401 ;
and dealt

wdth Baghdad in 1401 as he had dealt fourteen years earlier with

Isfihan. In minds which know^ him only through such deeds,

Timur has caused himself to be confounded with the ogres of the

Steppe— a Chingis and an Attila and the like—against whom he

had spent the better half of his life in w'aging a Holy W^ar. The
crack-brained megalomania of the homicidal madman w'hose one

idea is to impress the imagination of Mankind with a sense of his

military power by a hideous abuse of it is brilliantly conveyed in

the hyperboles which the English poet Marlowe has placed in the

mouth of his Tamburlaine :

1 hold the Fates bound fast in yron chaines,

And with my hand tunie Fortune’s w'heel about,

And sooner shall the Sun fall from his Spheare,

Than Tamburlaine be slaine or overcome. . . .
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The God of war resignes his roume to me,
Meaning to make me Generali of the world

;

Jove, viewing me in armes, lookes pale and wan,
Fearing my power should pull him from his throne.

Where eie 1 come the fatall sisters sweat.

And griesly death by running to and fro,

To doo their ceassles homag to my sword. . . .

Millions of soules sit on the bankes of Styx,

Waiting the back returne of Charon’s boat.

Hell and Elysian swarme with ghosts of men,
That 1 have sent from sundry foughten fields,

To spread my fame through hell and up to heaven. . . .

Nor am I made Arch-monark of the world,

Crown’d and invested by the hand of Jove,

For deeds of bounty or nobility;

But since I exercise a greater name,
The Scourge of God and terrour of the world,

I must apply my selfe to fit those tearmes,

In war, in blood, in death, in crueltie. . . .

1 will persist a terrour to the world,

Making the Meteors, that like anned men
Are scene to march upon the towers of heaven,

Run tilting round about the firmament,

And breake their burning Lances in the aire,

For honor of my woondrous victories.^

The Margrave turned Moss-trooper,

In analysing the careers of Timur and Charlemagne and the

kings of Assyria from Tiglath-Pileser III to Asshurbanipal, we
have observed the same phenomenon in all three cases. The
military prowess which a society develops among its frontiersmen

for its defence against external enemies undergoes a sinister

transformation into the moral malady of Militarism when it is

diverted from its proper field in the no-man’s-land beyond the

pale and is turned against the frontiersmen’s own brethren in

the interior of a world which it is their mission to protect and
not to devastate. A number of other examples of this destructive

social evil will readily occur to our minds.

We shall think of Mercia turning against the other English

‘successor-states’ of the Roman Empire in Britain the arms which
she had sharpened in the performance of her original function as

the English march against Wales of the Plantagenct Kingdom of

England attempting in the Hundred Years’ War to conquer the

sister Kingdom of France instead of attending to her proper business

* Marlowe, Christopher: Tamburlatne the Great, 11 , 369-72; 2232-8; 2245-9;
3824-30; 3875-80.

* See II, D (v), vol. ii, pp. 195-6, above.
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of enlarging the bounds of their common mother, Latin Christen-

dom, at the expense of ‘the Celtic Fringe’ ;
and of the Norman King

Roger of Sicily turning his military energies to the extension of his

dominions in Central Italy—at the expense of the South Lombard
duchies and the Holy Roman Empire and the States of the Church
—instead of devoting himself to carrying on his forebears’ work of

enlarging the bounds of Western Christendom in the Mediterran-

ean at the expense of Orthodox Christendom and Dar-al-Islam.

In the Mexic World we see the Aztecs warring down the Toltecs,

to whom they owed their own initiation into the Mexic culture,

instead of confining themselves to their p»*oper task of guarding

the northern march against the unconverted Chichimecs of the

wilderness; in the Andean World we see the Incas bending their

energies to the subjugation of their lowland neighbours in the coast-

lands and their highland neighbours in Ecuador, who were co-heirs

with them in the heritage of the Andeaii ("ivilization, while they

made little headway against the dangerous savages of Amazonia or

the valiant barbarians of Southern Chile and the Pampas, whom it

was their mission to keep at bay.* In like fashion the Mycenaean
outposts of the Minoan Civilization on the European mainland

misused the prowess which they had acquired in holding their own
against the continental barbarians, in order to turn and rend their

mother Crete and the Macedonians and the Romans, whose
function in the Hellenic World was to scr\T as wardens of the

marches against the same barbarians, committed in their turn the

same crime as the Mycenacans when they contended with their

neighbours, and finally with each other, for the illegitimate prize

of a Pan-Hellenic hegemony.^ In the Sinic World the part ot Rome
was played by Ts’in, the western march against the barbarian high-

landers of Shensi and Shansi and against the Nomads of the Eura-

sian Steppe, when her princes stepped into an arena which had
formed itself in the interior and there eventually delivered the

‘knock-out blow’ in the struggle between the contending states.^

In the Eg)^ptiac World the classic Southern March in the section

of the Nile Valley immediately below the First Cataract trained

itself in arms, in the execution of its duty of damming back the

Nubian barbarians up-river, only to turn right-about, direct its

arms down-river against the Egj^ptiac communities in the interior,

and take advantage of its military^ superiority in order to establish

by brute force the United Kingdom of the Two Crowns. 5 I'his act

* See IT. D (v), vol ii, pp. 206-8, above. ^ See II. D (v), vol. 11, pp. 1 59-60, above.
3 See II. D (v), vol. u, pp. 160-4, above
^ See I. C (1) (A), vol. 1, p. 89, and III. C (1) (6), vol. lii, p. 167, above, and V. C (11)

(6), vol. VI, pp. 291-5, below
5 See II. D (v), vol. 11, pp. 112 and 114-T5, above.
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of Militarism, which was at once the making and the marring of the

Egyptiac Civilization, has been depicted by its perpetrator, with
all the frankness of self-complacency, in one of the earliest of the

Egyptiac records that have come into the hands of our modern
Western archaeologists. The palette of Narmer portrays the trium-

phant return of the Upper Egyptian war-lord from the conquest of

Lower Egypt. Swollen to a superhuman stature, the royal con-

queror marches behind a strutting file of standard-bearers towards
a double row of decapitated enemy corpses, while below, in the

image of a bull, he tramples upon a fallen adversary and batters

down the walls of a fortified town. The accompanying script is

believed to enumerate a booty of 120,000 human captives, 400,000
oxen, and 1,422,000 sheep and goats.

^

In this gruesome work of an archaic Egyptiac art we have the

whole tragedy of Militarism as it has been acted over and over again

since Narmer’s time by the Scnnacheribs and Tamerlanes and
Charlemagnes of twenty different civilizations down to our own
militarists in the Western World of to-day. Perhaps the most
poignant of all the performances of this tragedy during its run of

some six thousand years up to date is that of which Atiienswas

guilty when she transformed herself from a ‘liberator of Hellas’*

into a ‘tyrant city’*^ by misusing for the oppression of her Hellenic

allies and protegees the naval power with which she had armed
herself so short a time before in order to save herself—and rescue

all Hellas in the act—from the aggression of the Achaemenidae.

This Athenian aberration brought upon the whole of Hellas, as

well as upon Athens herself, the never-retrieved disaster of 43 1 -404

B.c. .t\nd, if an Athens under arms succumbed to so gross a sm,

with such fatal consequences, can any of thobc military and naval

Powers of our modern Western World who surpass Athens in

arms as signally as they fall short of her in the arts, feel sure of

preserving their own moral integrity ?

In all the examples of which we have just been reminding our-

selves in a cursory review, the suicidalness of Militarism is as

evident as it is in the three classic cases with which we have dealt

* A photograph of the palette wjll be found in Rostovtzelf, M A History of the

4.nctent World (Oxford 1926, University Press, 2 vols ), vol. 1, Plate IV, opposite p 30;

and in The Cartridge Ancient History

^

Plates, vol. 1 (CambndRe t J27, TJnnersity Press),

plate facing p. 78, fig [c]. For the statistics ot the spoil sec Dawson, C.: The Age of the

Gods (reissue: London 1933, Shced and Ward), p 153
^ See the judgement which Herodotus goes out of his wev to record in Book VII, chap.

139. The conviction with which this sceptical-mindcd c;l>ser\er expresses his opinion

on the point is made all the more striking by the apologetic tone in which he delivers

himself—writing, as he was, at a time when any praise of Athens had been made
invidious by the odious misbehaviour of Athens herself

3 The description of the Athenian Empire which is j)laced in the mouth of the Athenian
politician (jleon by the historian 'Phucydtdes (Book III, chap. 37) in his version of a public

speech which was delivered by Cleon in 427 b.c.
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at greater length

;
and it comes out most strikingly of all where the

fatal change of front has not been exclusively devastating in its

effects, but has also been incidentally constructive. The diversion

of Athenian and Macedonian arms from the external frontier to-

wards the interior of the Hellenic World was disastrous for Hellas

even though the Athenian and Macedonian militarists were doing

something to provide the Hellenic Society with the political world

order of which it then stood in need.* The corresponding changes

of front which were made by Rome and Ts’in and the Incas were
likewise disastrous to their respective societies in spite of the fact

that in each of these cases the militarist community did succeed,

through the triumph of its militarism, in providing its society with

a universal state. And Narmer’s change of front from up-stream

to down-stream in the Nile Valley had a sinister effect upon the

subsequent course of Egyptiac history even though it resulted in the

establishment of the United Kingdom. In the palette of Narmer
we have the first evidence of that brutal vein in the Egyptiac ethos

which so soon arrested the growth of the Egyptiac Civilization.

The descendants of the Lower Egyptian peasants whom Narmer
had slaughtered or enslaved were those unfortunate human beings

who were converted into ‘man-power’ by the Pyramid-Builders.^

The military field which we have been surveying in this chapter

is illuminating for the study of the fatal chain of /cdpo^-J/Sptj-arT^

because military skill and prowess are edged tools which are apt to

inflict fatal injuries upon those who venture to wield them if there

is even the slightest clumsiness or misjudgement in their use. When
an individual or a government or a community that has command
of military power mistakes the limits oi the field within which this

power can be used with effect, or misconceives the nature of the

objectives which it is possible to attain by means of it, the disastrous-

ness of this aberration can hardly fail to make itself conspicuous

through the seriousness of the practical consequences. But what

is palpably true of military action is also true of other human
activities in less hazardous fields where the train of gunpowder
that leads from K6po<; through vppis to drr} is not so explosive.

Whatever the human faculty, or the sphere of its exercise, may be,

the presumption that because a faculty has proved equal to the

accomplishment of a limited task within its proper field it may
therefore be counted upon to produce some inordinate effect in a

different set of circumstances is never anything but an intellectual

and a moral aberration and never leads to anything but certain

disaster.

* See IV. C (iiO (6) lo, pp 210-13; IV. C (iii) (r) 2 (a), p. 265; and IV. C (ni)

(c) 2 (jS), pp. 305-6, above, * bee III. C (i) (d), vol. in, pp. 212-15, above.
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(j8) The Intoxication of Victory,

The Roman Republic.

One of the more general forms in which the tragedy of Kopos-

lippis-arr] presents itself is the intoxication of victory—whether
the struggle in which the fatal prize is won be a war of arms
or a conflict of spiritual forces. Both variants of this drama may
be illustrated from the history of Rome: the intoxication of a

military victory from the breakdown of the Republic in the

second century b.c., the intoxication of a spiritual victory from
the breakdown of the Papacy in the thirteenth century of the

Christian Era.

The demoralization to which the governing class in the Roman
Republic succumbed at the close of half a century of titanic warfare

(220-168 B.c.) which had begun with the terrible ordeal of the

Hannibalic War and had ended in the conquest of the World, is

caustically described by a contemporary Greek observer who
happened to be one of the victims.

‘The first result of the friendship between Polybius and Scipjo Aemi-
lianus^ was a dynamic enthusiasm for higher things which took posses-

sion of them both and which inspired them with the ambition to win

moral distinction and to compete victoriously in this field with their

contemporaries. The great prize on which they had thus set their hearts

would have been difficult to attain in ordinary circumstances; but un-

happily in the Rome of that generation the standard of the competition

was lowered by the general demoralization of Society. Some were “all

out" for women, others for unnatural vice, and many for “shows" and

drink and all the extravagance for which “shows" and drink gave

occasion. These were all vices for which the Greeks had a weakness, and

the Romans had caught this infirmity from them instantaneously during

the third Romano-Macedonian War. So violent and so uncontrolled

was the passion for these vices that had overcome the younger generation

of Romans that it was quite a common thing to buy a boy-favourite for a

talent and a jar of caviare for three hundred diachmae—behaviour which

drew from Marcus Cato in a public speech the indignant exclamation

that the demoralization of Roman Society was glaringly exposed in the

mere fact of handsome boys fetching a higher price than land, and jars

of caviare than live-stock. If it is asked why this social malady “lighted

up" at this particular time, two reasons can be given in answer. ’^Phe

first reason was that, with the overthrow of the Kingdom of Macedon,

the Romans felt that there was no Power now left in the World that

could challenge their own supremacy.-^ The second reason was that the

* This fncndship started at the time when Polybius was a political deportee, interned

in Italy, after the victory of Rome in the thud Romano-Mai cdonian War {gerebatur

172-168 B.c,). For the circumstances see HI. C (ii) (6), m vol. 111, p. 315, above.—A.J.T.
* The demoralizing release of Roman souls from the salutary fear of a lormidable
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material display, both private and public, of life in Rome had been
enormously enhanced by the removal to Rome of properties (xopTiylojv)

from Macedonia.’^

This was the moral pass to which tixc Roman governing class

had been brought by the overwhelming victory which had de-

scended upon the Republic after years of agony in which she had
been tottering on the verge of an abyss. The first reaction of a

generation which had lived through this bewildering experience

was a blind presumption that a victor’s irresistible material power
was the key to a solution of all human problems, and that the only

conceivable end of Man was an unbridled enjoyment of the grossest

pleasures which this power could place within his grasp. ^ The
victors did not realize that this very state of mind bore witness to

the moral defeat which a militarily vanquished Hannibal had
succeeded in inflicting upon them.^ They did not perceive that the

world in which they passed for victors was a world in ruins, and
that their own ostensibly victorious Roman Republic was the most
sorely stricken^ of all the prostrate states of which this ruined world

was made up. In this moral aberration they wandered in t!ic

wilderness for more than a hundred years
;
and in this awful centuiy

they inflicted one calamity after another upon a world which their

victory had placed at their mercy, and the greatest calamities of all

upon themselves.

Even in the military coin which w^as their own chosen currency

their bankruptcy soon became manifest. The hard-w^on Roman
triumphs over a Hannibal and a Perseus were followed by a series

of humiliating Roman reverses at the hands of antagonists who
were utterly outmatched by Rome in military strength : the broken,

disarmed, and almost defenceless Carthage upon whom the Roman

foreign foe is traced by Saint Augustine (De Civitate Dei, Book 1 ,
chap 30) to the

overthrow, not of Macedon in the Third Romano-Macedonian War, but of Carthage
in the Third Romano-Punic War. 'Deleta quippe ( arthapim, magno scilicet terrore

Romanae rei publicac depulso ct eicbtincto, tanta dc rebus pio«ipcris orta mala continuo
aubaecuta sunt ut .

'—A J T
* Polybius An Oecumentcal History, Book XXXI, chap 25 The effect that Polybius

here aaenbea to Paullus's victory in Greece m 168 b.( i«. ast ribed to Sulla’s campaigns
in Asia m the second decade of the last century b c by Sallust ‘Ibi primum insuevit

exercitus Populi Romani amare potare, signa tabulas pi etas vasa caelata miiari, ea
pnvatim ct publice rapere, delubra spoiiare, sacra profanaciut omnia polluere’ (Helium
Catiltnae, chap. 11).

2 ‘Qui laborea, pericula, dubias asperasque res facile toleravcrant, eis otjum diviliae,

optanda alias, oneri inisenaeque fuere. igitur pnmo impen, pecuniae deinde cupido
crevit; ea quasi materies omnium maloium fuere.’—Sallust, op. cit

,
chap. 10

3 *Quippe secundae res aapicntium animos fatigant ne illi corruptis moribus victoriae

temperarent.’—Sallust, op. cit., chap ii. ‘Tunc lam Roma bubiugavcrat Afiicam,
subiugavcrat Graeciam, lateque etiam aliis partibus orbis imperans tanquam sc ipsa non
valens ferre aua se quodammodo magnitudine fregerat’ (Augustine De Civitate Det,

Book XVIII, chap. 45, perhaps uncomcioualy repri^ucing Horace’s ‘Suis et ipsa Roma
viribuB ruit’ (Epode rvi, 1. 2, quoted in V. C (i) (d) 3, vol v, p. 406, below))

‘Similior victo fuerit illc qui vicit.’—Augustine . De Civitate Det, Book III, chap ig,

apropos of the outcome of the Hannibalic \Var.
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Government passed a cold-blooded sentence of annihilation in

149 B.c. ;
the barbarian Numantines who defied all Roman efforts

to subjugate them from 153 to 133; the enslaved and expatriated

Orientals who broke out of their ergastula on the Sicilian planta-

tions in 135 and 104;^ the mutinous gladiators at whose head
Spartacus ranged as freely over Italy from 73 to 71 as Hannibal
himself had ranged from 218 to 211 ;

the ‘Citizens of the Sun’ who
put their faith in Aristonicus of Pergamum and held out against the

power of Rome for three years (132 -130) in the strength of their

belief in the coming of a new dispensation ,3 and the rebellious

native princes—a Jugurtha^ and a Mithradatcss—who repudiated

their allegiance and taxed their outraged suzerain’s strength to the

uttermost before she succeeded in bringing them to book.

The reason why Rome thus covered herself with military dis-

honour on the morrow of a military triumph was l>ecause during

this century her officers were leading soldiers w^ho liad no longer

anything to gain by victory’ against an enemy who, on his side, had

no longer anything to hope for from laying down his arms.^ Both

the mobilization of the Italian peasantry and the subjugation of

the barbarians and the Orientals were now being exploitctl heart-

lessly for the pecuniary profit of the Roman governing class. The
provinces were being drained of their inanimate wealth and their

human inhabitants in order to provide lucrative contracts for

Roman business men and cheap man-power for Roman senators’

cattle-ranches and plantations; and the land which was being

slocked with this alien slave-labour in order to multiply the lor-

tunes of a small class of already rich men was Italian land which

was being placed at the disposition of these capitalists by the im-

poverishment and eviction of the former peasant proprietors. The
nucleus of the latifundia which ‘ruined Italy’^ was the devastated

area in the South which became public property as a result of

the Hannibalic War, partly in punishment for the defection of the

original owners to the invader’s camp, ind partly because the

original owners had simply disappeared. Theieafter the new’ class

of post-w^ar ‘planters’ and ‘ranchers’ was able to add field to field

by buying up the freeholds which were throwm upon the market

when their owners were mobilized and kept under arms for years

* See II. D (vi), vol. ii, p. 214, and III C (i) {d), vol 1 i, pp. iQ8-g, al>ove, and V. C
(i) (c) 2, vol V, pp. 69-70, below

^ See V. C (1) (c) 2, vol. v, p. 70, below
3 See V. C (1) (c) 2, vol. v, pp. 69 and 179-80 V C {i) (d) 6 (8), Annt v, ^ ol. v,

p. 692, footnote 2; and V. C (0 (d) 11, Annex 1
,
vol vi, p 351, below

^ See V. C (i) (r) 3, vol, v, p. 218, and V. C (11) (c), vol. vi, p 234, below.
5 See V. C (i) (c) 2, vol. v, p. 69, below
* ‘Ei milites, postquam v'lctonam adept! sunt, nihil icliqui victis fecere '—Sallust,

op. cit., chap. 1 1

,

7 C. Plinius Sccundus" Historta Naturahs, Book XVI II, cliap. 6.
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on end in some distant theatre of chronic frontier-warfare~on the

western borders of the two provinces in Spain, or on the northern
borders of the province of Macedonia. ^

In this age the subjects and the citizens of the Roman Republic
were fellow victims of a ci-devant Roman governing class which
had been transmuted by the intoxication of victory into a band of

robbers.^ In 104 B.c., when the whole Hellenic World was over-

shadowed by the common menace of a barbarian avalanche from
Northern Europe, the King of Bithynia, w^hich was officially a

friendly state under Rome’s protectorate, could reply with biting

irony, when the highest representative the Roman Government
served him with a requisition for a contingent of troops, ‘that most
of his subjects had been kidnapped by the [Roman] tax-farmers

and were now living in slaverym territories under Roman adminis-

tration’. 3 And in 133 B.c. a high-minded young Roman aristocrat

who attempted to carry out a social reform, and thereby precipi-

tated a revolution,^ could declare without contradiction:

‘The wild animals that range over Italy ha\c a hole, and each of them
has its lair and nest, but the men who fight and die for Italy have no
part or lot in anvthing but the air and the sunlight. ... It is for the sake

of other men’s wealth and luxury that these go to the wars and give their

lives. They are called the lords of the World, and they have not a single

clod of earth to call their own.’^

The militant refusal of Tiberius Gracchus’s peers to support

him in seeking a remedy for the Roman peasantry’s wrongs evoked

a revolution wffiich festered into a civil w^ar; and the self-destruc-

tive violence which was let loose within the bosom of the Roman
Commonwealth by the murder of the would-be icformer in 133 b.c.

was brought under control again only by the establishment of the

Pax Augusta in 31 b.c. after the Battle of Actium.

To a Roman poet, reviewing the tragedy in retrospect, it seemed
evident that in this century of self-inflicted agony the Roman
people were being punished for their sms.

* For the spread of the slave-plantation system in Southern Italy after tlie Hannibalic
War see III. C (1) (6), vol iii, pp 1 70-1, above

» ‘Ex divitiis luventutem luxuna atque avantia cum superbia invasere rapere

consumere, sua parvipenderc ahena (uptre, pudorem pudicitiam, divina atque humana
promiscua, mhil pensi neque moderati habere —Sallust, op cit

,
chap. 12 ‘UtKomam

illi qui vita integnore mala metuebant ab hostibus, perdita mtegntate vitac crudeliora

paterentur a civibus, eaque ipsa libido dominandi, quae inter aha vitia generis humani
meracior inerat univcrso populo Romano, posteaquam in paucis potentioribus vuit,

obtntos fatigatosque cetcros etiam lugo servitutis oppressit.'—Augustine De Ctvttate

Deit Book I, chap. 30
3 Diodorus of Agynum: A Library of Universal History^ Book XXXVI, chap 3
See V C (1) (r) 2, vol v, p. 78; V. C (i) (d) i, vol. v, pp. 388-9, V, C (1) (J) 8 (a),

vol. vi, pp 52-j ,
V C (1) {d) 8 (f), vol. vi, p. 94, and V. C (11) (a), vol. vi, pp. 219-20, below.

5 Tiberius Gracchus, quoted by Plutarch : Lives of the Gracchi, chap. 9. See, further,

V C (1) (c) 2, vol V, pp 70-1 ,
V C (1) (o I, Annex, vol v, pp 573-4 ; and V C (ii) (a),

.Annex II, vol. vi, p 381, with Table VIII, logion (a), p. 414, below.
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Ergo inter sese paribus concurrere telis

Romanas acies iterum videre Philippi,

nec fuit indignum superis bis sanguine nostro

Emathiam et latos Haemi pinguescere campos.*

And even then, when the blood-price had been paid twice over,

Virgil was tormented by a fear that Augustus himself might not

be granted grace to lift the curse.

Di patrii, Indigetes, et Romule, Vestaque mater
quae Tusciim Tiberim et Romana palatia ser\'as,

hunc saltern everso iuvenem succiirrere saeclo

ne prohibete. satis iam pridem sanguine nostro

Laomedonteae luimus periuria Troiae.^

On this note of prayer^ the poem ends, without presuming to

anticipale the answer; and in ending thus the poet’s intuition was
right; for the Pax Avgusta^ as we have secn,^ inaugurated no
'Golden Age’, but only an ‘Indian Summer’.^ By the time when
Virgil wrote those lines thr injury which Roman v^pis had already

inflicted upon Rome herself, and upon the whole of the Hellenic

Society, w^as quite past repair. The most that the gods of the

dominant minority were able to grant to the last of their favourites

was a respite which was not a reprieve
;
and even this respite was to

redound to the benefit, not of the bankmpt gods’ own people, but

of a nova progenies a ‘coming race’ w’hose eyes were set upon a

distant horizon and whose faith was founded on the power of a

different saviour.’ The irreparable event which had occurred in

the Hellenic World betw^een the generation of Polybius and the

generation of Virgil was the Secession of the Proletariat;^ and the

inexorable e^^ent which was to follow between the generation of

Virgil and that of Marcus Aurelius was the budding, wdthin the

bosom of this Proletariat, of the germ of a new social order.

The material grievance which Gracchus had sought to remedy

by political action was eventually redressed in a perversely anti-

social way when the descendants of such Italian peasants as had

succeeded in still clinging to the land were ruthlessly evicted by a

succession of revolutionary war-lords, from Sulla to Augustus him-

self, in order to provide allotments for the descendants of their

* Virgil: Georgicon Book I, II. 489-92. ^ Ibid., 11 498-502.
3 For the sense of sin to which the prayer testifies see V C (i) {d) 5, vol. v, pp. 415~o»

below. In IV. C (ii) {b) i, pp. 5^-63, above.

5 In the view of Saint Augustine (De Cixitate Dei, book III, chap. 21) Augustus

'videtur . . . quasi morbida vetustate collapsam veluti inslaurasse ac renovasse rem
publicam’.

* Virgil: Er/og«e iv, 1. 7.
7 The diverse conceptions of the Saviour that take shape in the minds of the cluldrcn

of a disintegrating civilization are examined m V. C (11) (a), passim, in vol vi, below.

8 See I. B (iv), vol. i, p. 41. and I. C (i) (a), vol. 1, pp. 53-6, above, and V. C (1) (c),

passim, vol. v, below.
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uprooted brothers who had long since become incapable of effec-

tively ‘going back to the land' after having been forced foi years on
end to make the camp their home and the sword their means of

livelihood.

Impius haec tarn culta novalia miles habebit,

barbarus has segetes.*

This travesty of the Gracchan remedy was even worse than the

disease of an uprooted and militarized citizen-proletariat. It dealt

the final blow to Italian agriculture ^ But, at a moment when
the social problems of Italy were utterly defeating all the man-
oeuvres of Roman statesmanship, the p^irable of the wild things'

‘holes’ and ‘nests’, which Tiberius Gracchus had once employed
in a political speech as a figurative search-light to show up a social

wrong, was being applied to illustrate a different and a deeper truth

by a prophet in Syria^ who made no impression on the minds of

the Roman authorities of the day (not even when, in the course of

their administrative routine, they had occasion to put him to death).

When Jesus took upon himself the sufferings of a Galilaean pea-

santry who had been despoiled by the same predatory hand as the

peasants of the Ager Mantuanus, and when he said to the scribe

‘the foxes have holes and the birds of the air have nests but the

Son of Man hath not where to lay his head’,+ he was using the

Gracchan image in order to make the Proletariat understand that

the wrongful and violent spoliation of their material goods was not

a ground for revolutionary reprisals, or even perhaps for political

reforms, but was actually a blessing in disguise because it was an

unsuspected source of spiritual wealth,

‘Blessed are the meek, for they shall inherit the Earth. . . .

‘Blessed are they which are persecuted for righteousness’ sake, for

theirs is the Kingdom of Heaven/^

In a lesser degree this intoxication of victory, which carried the

Roman governing class to perdition after their conquest of the

Hellenic World in the half-century ending in the Battle of Pydna,
w^as likewise the ruin of the Spaniards and the Portuguese after

their conquest ol the New World at the beginning of the Modern
Age of our W^estern history, and again the rum of the British after

their conquest of Bengal and Canada in the Seven Years’ War.
1 Virgil, Eclogue i, 11 70-1
* For the restoration of Italian agriculture, some five or six centuries later, as an

incidental economic consequence of the apintual movement which was started by
Benedict of Nursia, see III C (11) (6), vol 111, p 266, and IV. C (lu) {b) 4, in the present
volume, p. 49, above

^ For the attribution of the same saying both to Tibenus Gracchus and to Jesus
sec V, C (11) (a), Annex II, vol. vi, p. 381, with Table VIII, logion (a), p. 414, below.

Matt, viii 20 ~ Luke ix 57-8 ~ ‘Q’. For the literary relation between the
Christian and the pagan version of this \6yiov see V. C (u) (a), Annex II, Table VIII,
vol. VI, p. 414, below. 5 Matt. v. 5 and 10.
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1

The Spaniards and Portuguese, who in a.d, 1493 had obtained
from the Pope an arbitral awaid,^ partitioning between them the
whole of the Overseas World as though no other claimants were in

the field, saw their monopoly broken within less than a century
when the Dutch and the English and the French made free with
the Spanish preserves in America and the Portug^iese preserves in

Africa and India, and both the Iberian Powers* prescr\"es in the Far
East, after the defeat of the Spanish Armada. And the intoxication

of the Iberian pioneers with their original achievement—their

overweening pride in the knowledge that

We were the first that ever burst

into that silent sea^

—

was the gaping joint in their armour through which their lynx-eyed

and nimble-handed European competitors directed their disabling

thrusts at the turn of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

As for the English, they were temporarily shaken out of the

moderation which they have studiously practised both before and

since by the extraordinary lavishness of Fortune when she showered
Canada upon them with one hand and Bengal, simultaneously,

with the other. In 1763 it seemed ‘the manifest destiny* of the

British Empire to swallow up the whole of North America as well

as the whole of India. Yet twenty years later f xreat Britain had lost

the better half of one of the two sub-continents and was in im-

minent danger of losing the w^hole of the other. It is true that the

verdict of History has now^ acquitted British statesmanship of ex-

clusive responsibility for the break-up of the First British Empire.

American historians have latterly done much to show that in the

fratricidal war of 1775-83 the w^ar-guilt w^as divided
,
and the name

of Warren Hastings no longer sounds so sinister as it was made to

sound a century and a half ago. Nevertheless the fact remains

that the Thirteen Colonics would never have been lost to the

British Crown if from 1763 to 1775 it had shown towards them the

same tact and consideration as it has repeatedly shown tow^ards

Canada from 1774 onwards. Nor would Bengal have been retained

—nor, a fortiori, enlarged into an empire embracing all India—if

the predatory practices of the Company’s servants in the East, from

Clive and Warren Hastings downwards, durine the twenty-six

years following the intoxicating victory of Plassey had not been

discouraged by the abortive India Bill of 1783 and the effective

India Bill of 1784 and the long-drawn-out state trial of 1786-95.

* Embodied in Pope Alexander Vi’s three successive bulls of the 3rd May, the 4th

May, and the 25th September, 1403, which were taken as iht basis for the Spanish-

PortuKuese Agreement of the 7th June, 1494.
^ Coleridge, S, T.: The Anctent Mariner,
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However sincerely Clive may have ‘marvelled at’ his ‘own modera-
tion’, his economy of virtue would assuredly soon have cost

his countrymen the loss of an Oriental dominion which his excess

of unscrupulousness had suddenly won for them, if they had
not exerted themselves to improve upon Clive’s moral standards

under the sobering influence of their American disaster.

The Roman See.

Perhaps the most signal of all public examples of the disastrous

consequences of the intoxication of victory is afforded by one of

the chaptcis in the long, and still living and lengthening, history

of the Papacy.

The chapter in the history of this greatest of all Western institu-

tions which began on the 20th December, 1046, with the opening

of the Synod of Sutri by the Emperor Henry III,* and which closed

on the 20th September, 1870, with the occupation of Rome b5" the

troops of King Victor Emmanuel, displays certain broad corre-

spondences with a chapter of almost equal length in the history of

the Roman Republic which began with the Cladcs AUiensu of the

i8th July, 390 B.C., and closed with the occupation of Rome by
Alanc on the 24th August, a.d. 410. In both these dramas the

w^heel comes round full circle. In the historical tragedy of Papal

Rome the ecclesiastical head of Western Christendom was com-
pelled twice over to capitulate m his own See to a secular sovereign,

as in the tragedy of pagan Rome the city which was the w^arden of

the continental European marches of the Hellenic Worlds w^as like-

wise compelled twice over to admit a barbarian trespasser within her

walls. In both these chapters of history the period of more than

eight hundred years which the wheel of Fortune took to revohe
was occupied by an extraordinary feat and an extraordinaiy^ fall.

And in both chapters Rome brought her fall upon herself.

Without elaborating our parallel too fancifully, wc may notice

how^ these two versions of the Roman tragedy resemble one another

act by act.

Just as the Clades Alliensis evoked among the citizens of the

Roman Republic the mood in which, half a century later, they

contended with the Samnites for the hegemony of Italy and won the

prize through their victory in a fifty years’ war (343-290 so

the blow dealt to the Papacy by the Emperor Henry III at the

Synod of Sutri reverberated in the soul of Hildebrand^ for thirty

’ For the preceding chapter in the history of the Papacy, which the Synod of Sutri

brought to a close, see IV. C (m) (c) 2 ()3), pp 335-40, above.
^ For this role of Rome in the life of the Hellenic Society see II D (v), vol. li,

pp. 161-4, above. 3 Sec II. D (iv), vol 11, pp ioi~2, above
4 W'^hile the proceedings at the Synod of Sutri shook Hildebrand and the other
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years until he threw down the gauntlet to the Emperor Henry IV
and launched the Papacy on its fifty years’ contest with the Empire
over the question of Investiture (a.d. 1075-1 122). And if the con-

flict between the Papacy and the Salian Dynasty is comparable to

the warfare between Rome and Samnium, the more violent, bitter,

and devastating conflict between the Papacy and the Hohenstaufen
Dynastv is still more strikingly reminiscent of the warfare between
Rome and Carthage. In either case the duel between Rome and
her aich-enemy took three rounds to fight itself out; and each
successive round was fought with greater savagery than its pre-

decessor. If the struggles between Pope Alexander III and the Em-
peror Frederick I, and between Pope Gregory IX and the Emperor
Frederick II, may be regarded as the respective analogues of the

First and Second Romano-Punic wars, the spirit in which the

Romans made the Third Romano-Punic War, with the deliberate

purpose of annihilating in cold blood an enemy who was already

prostrate, was unmistakably revived in the Catonian implacability

with w^hich an Innocent IV and an Urban IV kept up their feud

with the Emperor Frederick TI after their great enemy’s death, and
insisted upon converting it from a quarrel with a single individual

into a vendetta w^hich could not be appeased by any lesser retribu-

tion than the complete ruin and annihilation of the whole of the

offender’s house.

In this Hohenstaufen -Punic act of the twice-performed Roman
play the resemblances even extend to details. For example, the

strategy of hTederick Barbarossa after his acknowledgement, in the

peace-treaties of Venice (a.d. 1177) and Constance (a.d. 1183), of

his failure to reassert the Imperial authority in Lombardy may be

compared with llamilcar Barca’s strategy after the cession of the

old Carthaginian dominion in Sicily in the peace settlement of

241 n.c. As Hamilcar set himself to conquer for Carthage a new
and more valuable empire in the iberiar Peninsula, so Frederick

secured for the House of Hohenstaufen the reversion of the King-

dom of Sicily. In either case a Power which had just been foiled

in one trial of strength with its Roman ad\ersary proceeded to

occupy a new coign of vantage from which it could attack Rome on

a second front with fresh supplies of men and money. In either

case the consequence of this masterly stroke on the part of Rome’s

opponent was a second trial of strength on a greater scale w^hich

Curial champions of reform into militancy, neither Hildebrand himself nor Saint Peter

Damian nor Cardinal Humbert appears to have shown any personal animus against the

Emperor Henry III—who had, after all, been seeking to serve the cause of reform in

hi8 high-handed use, or abuse, of his Imperial prerogative (see the evidence presented

by Carlyle, R. W. and A J.: A History of Mediaeval Folttual Theory in the West, vol.

iv (Edinburgh and London 1922, Blackwood), pp. 20-1).
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ended in confirming Rome’s victory, but which brought her, first,

so near to defeat, and left the victor’s heart so morbidly obsessed

by fear and hatred of the vanquished, that Rome could not rest until

she had returned to the attack and had dealt her already beaten

and stricken enemy ‘the knock-out blow’.

In the next act a victorious Rome collapses ignominiously under
the weight of a vindictiveness which has led her to pursue her

adversary’s destruction to her own undoing. The century of

humiliation (a.d. 1303-1418) which was the nemesis of the Papacy’s

relentless pursuit of its vendetta against the Hohenstaufen has its

analogue in the century of suffering with which the Roman Re-
public had to pay for the cold-blooded destruction of Carthage.*

The desecration of the Pope’s personal sacrosanctity through the

brutal handling of Boniface VIII by Guillaume Nogaret and
Sciarra Colonna may be compared with the pricking of the bubble

of Roman military prestige by the ignominy of Mancinus’s capitula-

tion to the Numantines. In the sequel ‘the Babylonish captivity’

of the Papacy may be compared with the bout of revolution into

which the Republic fell in 133 b.c.,^ and ‘the Great Schism’ with

the civil war out of which the Empire emerged in 31 b.c.

In either version, again, the last act is a melancholy and tedious

anti-climax in which the play drags on for some four centuries

longer before the curtain descends. If we fix our attention upon
the abortive rallies by which the gloom of this twilight age is

partially relieved, we may discern a dim resemblance between the

pontificate of Martin V and the principate ofAugustus and between

‘the Counter-Reformation’ and ‘the Indian Summer’ of the

Antonines.^ And as we watch the last scene of all we may detect in

Pope Pius IX, who became ‘the prisoner in the Vatican’ as soon as

the French garrison withdrew from Rome and the Italian army
marched in, an historical countei part of the Emperor Honorius, who
became ‘the refugee in Ravenna’ when Rome was left at Alaric’s

mercy by the removal of Stilicho’s protecting hand.

It will be apparent that our analogy with a chapter in the history

of the Roman Commonwealth can give us some insight into the

history of the Roman See between a.d. 1046 and a d. 1870. Yet on
a further analysis both the rise and the fall of the Papacy in this

extraordinary passage of its career will be found to display features

* See the present chapter, pp above.
* One striking feature that the Papal regime during the period of ‘the Babylonish

C aptivitv* at Avignon has in common with the Republican regime m the Post-fjract ban
Age IS the development, on the grand scale, of an eftieient but parasitic s\ stem of iinance

A fiscal agent of the Papal Curia in the fourteenth century of the Chiislian Era and a

Roman publtranus of the second century B c would have recognized one another as

birds of a feather
,
and the aftinity between them is not fortuitous , for either of these iw o

Raman systems of finance was the Dead Sea fruit of a devastatmg war.
i For this ‘Indian Summer* sec IV. C (ii) (b) i, pp. 58-63, above.
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which it would be difficult to illuminate by any historical parallels.

In one aspect after another the Papal Respublica Christiana seems
to defy classification and to reveal itself as something unique.

Perhaps the closest counterpart of the institution which was
founded at Rome by the genius of Hildebrand in the eleventh

century of the Christian Era is the regime which was inaugurated

at Thebes by Hrihor, the Chief Priest of Amon-Re, in the eleventh

century b.c.* The Rome of Hildebrand’s day, like the Thebes of

Hrihor’s, was a holy city whose holiness was the legacy of an
extinct political power.^ In either city the place once filled by the

emperor of a universal state was now occupied by the guardian and
ministrant of the shrine of the city’s tutelary divinity or saint; and
this civic ecclesiastical dignitary had become the acknowledged
shepherd, not only of the city itself, but ot an oecumenical flock

whose forebears had looked to Rome or Thebes, not foi religious

guidance, hut foi political leadership. In either case, again, the

* Stc II n (v^ vol iJ, p I 6, footnote i, and IV C (in) (r) ? (/?) in the pr<

volume, p 421, above
2 Amon of Ihcbts became the paramount god, and the Chief riif^t of Ainon-Re

the print ipal eccle«'iastical dignitarv in the tgyptiar World in consequenct of the fart

that ”1 hebta \^as the capital cit\ of the 1 gyptiac unncrsal state II thi-^’hnncrs'il state

had not been founded bv a dvnastv from the 1 htbaid m the twenty-first century b (

and restored by a dynast) from the '1 hebaid in the sixt(;*enth tentury, it is teitain that

in the fifteenth cenlurv the Chief Priest of Amon-Re would n(*t have been lnv^.^ted, as

he was in the actual event, with the presidency of the Pan-I gyptiac corporation into
which dl the pntsts of all the gods in all the 'nornes were organized by the Emperor
Thothmes III (for this t vent, ste I C uO. h P H*). footnote and JV C (iii) (r)

2 f/J), in the pitsent volume p 421, abo\t, and V C (i) {d) 6 (8) vol v, p ^30,
below) On the same showing, we mav be sure that Rome wouM never have come to

be the seat of the Papacy if in an earlier chapter ot htr history she had not been the
nucleus and lh( capital of the Hellenic universal state If the role ot Rome m Htllenic
history had been pliycd, as it might have been played, by Athens (ste IV C (ui) (c) 2

(rt), p 264, and IV C (ill) (c) 2 (/3), pp 306 and 314, above’', or by Ohnthus (ste III

C (11) (/)), Annex IV, in v’^ol in, above), then in a later age the Holy See would have been
established on Attic or Chaltidian ground and not in the Agtr \aticanus It is true that

the Popes who laid claim to the loyalty and allegiance of Western Christendom from the
eighth century onwirds did not base their claim upon the former political supremacy
of Pagan Rome The name of power m which they spoke was not the name ot Romulus
01 Caesar or Augustus, and not even the name of C onstantine, but the mrne of Peter,

and thtjr text was not lu revere impirio populo\, Jiomane^ menunto but ‘Upon this roi k

I will build my church’, while the insignia in which they depicted the nature of their

authority were the keys and not the fasces At the same time it is certain t lat Peter

would nevei have become connecitd with Rome (and this is equally certain, vshether

wc regard the connexion as historical or as legendary) if Rome had not already plaved

her histone part in secular history before the bet^inning of the Uhnstian I ra l he
association of ‘the Pnnee of the Apostles’ with the caput inundi was incvit ible, and their

union would have been consummited without fail even if the capital of the v\orId into

winch the C hnstian Chuich was horn had happened to he e^>i. where— in Olynthus or

in Athens or whcrevei it migh^ have been Wt may there fort ajirm that ths, foi tune of

‘the Iternal City’ would not have been maeic for the ‘ccond time by Saint Peter if it

had not been made in the first instant e bv the stattstnen and generals who were the

architects of the Roman Empire It was the S».ipios and the Gallios who umviUingly
secured for Rome the priceless boon of becoming the Apostle s rcsting-plwe How
astonished these patriots would have been if the Dtlphic Apollo had informed them that

thtir mundane labours were to result m turning their Rome into the holv city of an
Oriental religion, and that no other benefit which the'''' could conctivablv confer upon
her could be so great as this unwitting and involuntary gift (Eor the legacy of Pagan
Rome to Christian Rome see Schneider, F Horn and Rnmgednn}e tm Mxttelalter

(Munich 1926, Drei Masken Verlag) )
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exercise of this wider authority by a local ecclesiastical functionary

was rendered possible by the presence, in every part of the area

over which this arch-priest claimed jurisdiction, of a clergy which
was recruited, trained, ar^d disciplined on a more or less uniform
plan, was united by a potent esprit de corps, and was of one mind in

looking to the shepherd of souls in the ci-devant political capital as

the divinely appointed head and centre of a Church Universal.

These points of resemblance between Hildebrand’s Respublica

Christiana and Hrihor’s Respublica Ammoniaca are striking; but
behind them all there is one essential difference between the two
institutions. Hrihor simply assumed the sei ular crown* which had
been worn by the lay rulers of ‘the Middle Empire’ and ‘the New
Empire* (the original and the resuscitated Egj^ptiac universal state)

from the era of the Eleventh Dynasty down to the reign of the last

fainiant Ramsid whom Hrihor himself had brushed aside; but

this mere transference of a traditional secular authority from the

hands of an effete lay dynasty into those of a capable and powerful

ecclesiastical functionary was neither a political nor a religious

success. The assumption of an alien office taxed the resources and
drew upon the prestige of the Chief Priest of Amon-Re without

bringing back to life the defunct authority of the Pharaoh whom
the priest was impersonating.^ The ecclesiastical usurper quickly

became as impotent as the secular sovereign whom he had re-

placed; and, although his descendants prudently forbore from
following Hrihor’s example in assuming the Pharaonic style and
title, 3 they were compelled in the tenth century B.c. to yield up their

hereditary Chief Priesthood of Amon-Re, together with the de

facto government of the Thebaid, with which this ecclesiastical

office was now bound up, to the descendants ofthe intrusive Libyan
war-lords who had carved up other portions of the derelict domain

* Hrihor gives himself the full Pharaonic style and title in his inscriptions (Meyer, E.

:

*Gottesstaat, Militflrhcrrschaft und StSndcwcscn in Agypten (zur Geschichlc* der 21.

und 22 Dynastic)’ in Sttzungsberichte der Preusstschen Akademte der Wtwnsrhaften,
Jahrgang 1928^ Phtlosophtsrh-Htstorische Klasse (Berlin 1928, de Gniyier), pp 49S~S12)*

^ Hnhor attempted to bolster up his political authority by entering into an Ausgletrh

with a secular Pharaoh, Smendcs of Tams, who was the de facto ruler of the Delta.

This Deltaic partner was a pillar of strength for the priest-king of the Thebaid, since

the political centre of gravity of the Egyptiac World had passed from the Thebaid to the

Delta as far back as the thirteenth century B ( . (sec II D (v), vol 11, pp 112-18, above).
Conversely, the traditional religious prestige of the Theban deitv no doubt made it

well worth while for Smendcs to enter into partnership with Hrihor Either partner
seems to have assumed, with the other partner’s acquiescence, a plenitude of the
Pharaonic power within his own de facto domain; and thcir relation must have been
not unlike that which subsisted between the co-emperors who held the Roman Imperial
office in commission at various times from the geneiation of Diocletian to that ot Zeno.
The Pharaonic crowns of Tams and Thebes were united on the head of Pmozem I, who
was Hrihor’s grandson and at the same time son-in-law of Smendes’ son and successor
Psusennes (Psibkhenno) I. W^hen, however, Pmozem I actually entered into his

Tanitic secular heritage, he abdicated from his Theban Chief Priesthood and conferred
this upon one of his sons (Meyer, op. cit , pp. 496-8).

3 TVleyer, op. cit
, p. 497.
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of ‘the New Empire’ into barbarian ‘successor-states’.* Hrihor had
failed to prevent the breakdown of the Egyptiac Society, and a
fortiori he had brought no new society to birth. In contrast, Hilde-

brand and his successors in the Holy See never thought of taking

to themselves the Pvoman Imperial Crown. They set themselves a

more ambitious aim; and they were far more successful in their

pursuit of it, because it was not only more ambitious but was also

more practical. While they were wise enough to confine themselves

to the ecclesiastical office from w hich their prestige and power were
derived, they were bold enough to proclaim that this power, being

of a different and a higher order, was superior to all secular powers
within the ambit of the Pope’s ecclesiastical jurisdiction. In taking

this line and following it out, the Popes created a new system of

society under which the nascent Western Civilization increased in

wisdom and stature.^

Thus the analogy betw^een Hildebrand’s Roman hierocracy and
Hrihor’s Theban hierocracy breaks down at the crucial point and
the other obvious analogies fall still farther short of working out.

For instance, there are many other historical examples of priests

taking on the burden of administering communities when a pre-

vious secular system of government has collapsed and disappeared.

Among the derelict cities in the former domain of a broken-down
Roman Empire Rome herself was not, of course, by any means the

only one in which the local bishop stepped into the breach. In the

western provinces of the Empire during the post-Hcllcnic inter-

regnum the intervention of the bishops in secular affairs, and their

assumption of civic responsibilities, was not the exception but the

^ See II. D (v), vol. li, p 1 16, and IV. C (in) (r) 2 (j9), in the present volume, p. 422,
aliove. and V. C (1) (r) 4, vol. v, pp. 3^2-3, below. When the Libyan war-lord of

Heracleopolis, Shoshenq, took the place of the last of th** Tanitc Pharaohs nrea 947 B.C.,

he installed his own son in the Clue! Priesthood of Amon-Re at Thebes, in place of
the last Chief Priest of the House of Hrihor (Meyer, op. cit., pp. 513 14).

^ Luke 11. 52.
3 'Fherc is, however, a genuine analogy between the Theban temple-state, into

which Hrihot’s dream of an Amonic impertum resoWed itself, and the territorial sove-

reignty over a Central Italian principality which the Papacy was eventually to build for

Itself out ot the rums of the Hildebrandme Respuhlica Christiana (see the present chapter,

p. 577, below). From the generation of Hrihor onwards until the annexation of

the Thebaid by Kashta King of Napata circa 750 B.c. (see 11 . D (v), vol. 11, p. 116,

above) the Chief Priests of Amon-Re of Thebes continued to be the ruleis of the

Thebaid de factOy even when they did not bear the Pharaonic title, and even when the

descendants of Hrihor were replaced in the Chief Priesthood of \mon-Re by cadets of

the Libyan House of Shoshenq (see Meyer, op. cit., pp. 49^, 499, 513, 521). The
Napatan conquerors took the administration of the 7'hebaid into their own hands, and
transferred the trusteeship of the property of the Temple of Amon-Re from the Chief
Priest of the god to an ‘Adoratrix ot the god’ who was always a daughter of the reigning

Napatan Pharaoh
;
and this new regime w'as perpetuated by the Snites w'hcn the Thebaid

passed out of Napatan into Saite hands (Meyer, op. cit., p. 521). Yet, though the

Napatan conquest brought with it the extinction of Hrihor’s Tlieban temple-state, it

also brought a restoration of Hrihor’s House to the sovereignty over its hereditary

domain, if Meyer is right (sec op. cit., p, 531, and Geschichte des Altertums, vol. ii, part

(2), 2nd ed., p. 52) in his conjecture that these princes of Napata were a branch of
Hrihor’s family which had retained its hierocratic authority—in the subsidiary temple-
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rule; and in another connexion* we have already noticed how in

the South-Western Asia of the last millennium B.c. a number of

the Hittite and Syriac principalities that had been pulverized by the

Assyrian militarism subsequently reappeared within the frame-
work of the Achaemenian Empire in the new guise of temple-states.

On the other hand no archbishop of Milan or Cologne, and no high

priest at Comana or Jerusalem, ever emulated the achievement of

the Bishop of Rome in enlarging the dominion which he had
acquired within the restricted limits of his own see into an oecu-

menical dominion over the \\hole of the world of which his see was
a part.

Again, when we consider how much of the Roman See’s success

in establishing the Papal Respublica Christiana was owing to the

support which it received from the clergy throughout Western
Christendom, we shall find the explanation of the clergy’s power in

the fact that between the Age of C'onstantme the Great and the Age
of Hildebrand the cleigy had become a distinct, and a privileged,

caste and wc shall be reminded of the position of privilege which
the Brahmans acquired in the Indie World, and which they con-

firmed during the interregnum between the dissolution of the Indie

Society and the emergence of its Hindu successor.^ Here again,

however, the analogy is imperfect; for the Brahmanical fraternity

is a caste and nothing more, whereas the clergy of medieval Western
Christendom was a caste which was also a corporation before

it became a perfect hierarchy through accepting the supremacy
of a single Roman head. While Brahman has nothing in common
with Brahman except a liturgical prerogative and a privileged

social status, the clergy whose primate was exalted to the highest

pinnacle of authority in medieval Western Christendom were united

not only by a common status and prerogative but also by their

common membership in a more and more highly organized and
effectively centralized ecclesiastical polity.

Another aspect of the Papacy’s role in the medieval Respubhea

Christiana is that of mentor and censor; and here w'e may be re-

minded of the part which w as played in the Hellenic World, during

state that centred round the local temple of Amon-Re at the Jabal Barkal— after the
temple-state of the 'Ihcbaid itself had become an appanage of the Libyan House of
Shoshenq (see Meyer, GotUsstaut, pp 49Q and 531) In any case it was in the Napitan
pnncipahty that the principle of the supremacy of the priesthood in secular as wdl as

in religious affairs was earned out to its extreme logical conclusion (Meyer, op cit

,

PP- 5.10-1)
* See IV C (ill) (c) 3 (a), p. 471, above
* A caste, however, which was recruited, not by physical procreation, like the Brah-

mans, but by co-option from among the laity, like the Confutian litterati Whereas the
Brahmans are an aristocracy of birth, the medieval Western Chnstian edergy were—as

the modem Roman Catholic clergy still are—an aristocracy of vocation
3 For the historical relation between the Hindu and the Indie Society see 1 . C (1)

(6), vol I, pp 85-7, above
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two or three centuries ending in 480 B.c.,* by the priesthood of the

Delphic Apollo. Like the Apostle at Rome, the god at Delphi
advised and reprimanded the Governments of the local states of
the world over which he presided, besides dealing with private

individuals. In particular, the activities of an Urban II or an
Innocent III or a Gregory VIII or a Gregory X in evoking and
directing the Crusades find their parallel in the activities of the

Delphic Oracle in promoting and guiding an equally militant ex-

pansion of the Hellenic Society round the coasts of the Mediter-
ranean in the eighth and seventh and sixth centuries B.c. But this

analogy between the tutelary functions of Peter in Western Chris-

tendom and Apollo in Hellas is imperfect, like the other analogies

which we have already suggested; and, here once more, the differ-

ence behind the likeness is fundamental. While the Apostle’s

authority was to some extent active and jussive, the god’s seems to

have been almost entirely passive and permissive. The Apostle

sometimes took the initiative in issuing commands and prohibitions

which were most unwelcome to the Governments or individuals

concerned and which would certainly never have been solicited,

even if they had to be obeyed wdicn once they had been promul-

gated by the importunity of a pontiff who had not waited to be

asked. On the other hand the god left it to his votaries to approach

him or nol as they chose, and if, when they did seek his advice, they

elected to disregard it, they were free to flout his oracle at their

peril. The god took no responsibility upon himself for guiding an

inquirer’s ‘feet into the way of peace’.^ A docile inquirer would
have to congratulate himself, rather than give thanks to the Lord
Apollo, if he were able to testify that ‘by the word of thy lips I have

kept me from the paths of the destroyer’ and when an inquirer

proved uiiteachable the god waited sardonically to see his own
divine wdsdom vindicated in the fullness of time by the human fool’s

catastrophe. Between Delphi and the rest of Hellas, as between

Papal Rome and the rest of Western Christendom, there was a con-

stant coming and going of messengers on sacred errands
;
but the

most significant travellers on the roads which converged upon

Delphi were the private inquirers or public Oewpol^ from the city-

* The prestige of Delphi never recovered from the devastating effects of the supreme
enor—of the heart as well as of the head—which the Delj^ic priesthood made in rang-

ing itself on the side of the big battalions on the eve t>f Xerxes* invasion of European
Greece. The damage was not repaired by the sedulous propagation of the legend of

the god's miraculous intervention in defence of his shnne; and the blow was fatal

—

coming, as it did, at a moment when the authority of the oracle was bound in any case

to be challenged in the light of the intellectual Aufklarung which was setting in in the

generation of Aeschylus.
2 Luke i. 79. 3 Psalrn xvii. 4.

^ For the technical meaning of the Greek word 0€aip6s see III. C (ii^ (6), vol. iii, p,

253, footnote 1, above.
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states of Hellas, while the most significant travellers on the roads

which radiated from Rome were perhaps the Papal legati a latere

to the muluk-at-fawd'if in the provinces of Peter’s spiritual empire.

This difference in the direction ofthe more important traffic* points

to a difference between the god’s relation to his votaries and the

Apostle’s relation to his flock.

Of course the traffic between Papal Rome and her ecclesiastical

provinces was not all outward-bound ;
for every road must also lead

to a city from which every road radiates, and the outgoing traffic

of legates and tax-gatherers was crossed by an incoming traffic of

pilgrims, petitioners, and litigants. These dsitors to Rome did not

come merely to obtain in person the Apostle’s judgements; they

came to worship at his shrine and venerate his relics—acts of piety

which could not be performed anywhere outside Saint Peter’s

Church in Agro Vaticano. This fact reminds us that the power of

the Papacy in medieval Western Christendom was derived from
yet one other thing besides the character and ability of the Pope
himself and his Curia, the status and organization of the clergy

throughout the domain of the Roman Patriarchate, the prestige

which Christian Rome derived from her pagan predecessor, and
the still greater prestige with which her bishop was invested in his

capacity of successor to ‘the Prince of the Apostles’ who had
honoured Pagan Rome by taking her for his see. The other thing,

in addition to all these, which contributed to the Papacy’s strength

—and perhaps had more effect than anything else upon the

imagination and emotion of the masses —was the possession of

a unique talisman in the shape of the tomb which was reputed to

contain the Apostle’s mortal remains.^ And this aspect of Papal

* Mt. Geoftrey Barraclough, who kindly read this chapter before publication,

observes, in a letter tc the writer. 'In spue ot the beginning of the next paiagraph, the
active, directive aide of Roman action seems lo inc to be overstressed —the element of
passive reaction to the calls of private inquirers and private interests made too ineidcntal.

The latter was characteristic of Papal government more than the former; or at any
rate it was the latter which accounted for the real centralization of the Church in the
13th and 14th centuries ’ Fuller expositions ot Mr Burraclough's view on this point
will be found in his Papal Provtsiom (Oxford 1935, Blackwell), ch. 12, in Public Aotafies
and the Papal Curia (London 1934, Macmillan), pp 130-1

;
and in The Engluh Iltsturical

Review, ven xlix, pp. 214-16. On Mr. Barradough’s showing, the analogy between the
medieval Papacy and the Delphic Oracle piae 480 b c. is closer than had been supposed
by the writer ot this Study.

* It was this loadstone that drew llic Vicar ot Peter back to Rome in the fifteenth

century' after his migration to Avignon in the fourteenth. There was everything to be
said for the migration from the standpoints of administrative convenience and social

amenity. Rome- - the decayed capital of an extinct Hellenic universal state—was situated

in wrhat was now a remote, backward, and turbulent province on the extreme south-
eastern edge of the Western Christendom, and hei situation had not been appreciably
altered by the superficial Westernization of the Orthodox Christian domain in bouthern
Italy and Sicily as a result of the Norman Conquest in the eleventh century. On the
other hand Avignon was an orderly, civilized place near the heart of the medieval
Western World. It lay in the middle sector of Lothaire’s portion of Charlemagne's
heritage (see I. B fiv), vol. 1, pp. 37-40, above), on the border-line between the Holy
Roman Empire and France, in the valley oi the Rhdne (which, in spite of the growth of
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Rome has a number of analogues in other holy cities: in Jerusalem
with its Holy Sepulchre, in Medina with its tomb of the Prophet,
in Najaf with its tomb of the Caliph and Martyr 'All, in Karbala
with its tomb of the Martyr Ilusayn, and in Canterbury with its

tomb of the Prelate and Martyr I'homas Becket.^ The Rome that

contained the tombs of Saint Peter and Saint Paul resembled all

these other sepulchre-cities in being a focus of emotion and a lode-

star of pilgrimage; but this analog}' breaks down like all the rest;

for what sepulchre-city save Rome alone has ever succeeded in

transmuting a focus of emotion into a seat of authority, and in

exerting her magic influence over her pilgrimb, not merely at the

moment when they are standing, rapt and awe-stricken, on the

threshold of the Holy of Holies, but throughout their working
lives in the humdrum cn\ironment of their homes?

It will be seen that there is a vein of uniqueness in the Papal

Respublica Christiana which baffles our attempts to describe its

character by the method of analogy. It can be better described, in

negative terms, as an exact inversion ot the ‘Caesaro-papal* regime-^

against whicli it w^as a social reaction and a spiritual protest; and
this description perhaps gives, better than any other, thti measure
of Hildebrand’s achievement.

When the Tuscan Hildebrand took up his abode in Rome, as a

stranger within her gates, in the second quarter of the eleventh

century, he found himself in a derelict outpost of the East Roman
Empire which was occupied by a degenerate offshoot of the Byzan-

tine bocicty. For three centuries past, the natives of the Ducatus

Komanus had shown themselves incapable not only of defending

their ov\n borders against their Lombard neighbours in Gregory’s

owni 'Tuscany and in the Basin of the Po, but even ol keeping order

among themselves when a 'iVansalpme Power stepped m to hold

the ttijnit over the Bicnnei, wa*? stil’ the main highway between rhi Lisalpine ami the

Transalpine poition ot the domain of the Romnii Patnartbalc) SituaUd as il was, Avig-

non was well on ihf way from the traditional ecclesiastical headquarters of Western
Christendom on the lower J iber tc its genu-ne heiaquariers ol that d 'y in tht^ ujvpei

\'alle> ol the Sa6nc - at the junction of the routes between the basin'- ol the Rhone tne

Rhine, and the Seinc~in a llurgundv which embraced Luxcuil (sec II D (\n), vol ii, p
330, above) and C luny and Citcaux. J he tact that, ncitwithstandmg these tiwhcbning
material advantages, A\ ignon was unable to hold its own against Rome as an altern iti\e

residence for the^Holv See, gives the n« asure of the importance of the 1 ornb i« Agro
Vatuano as a source of Papal prestige and powei

* The sagacious Ptoleinv Sotfir sought to head this list of s^_pul^^re-clt^e^ with the

name of Alexandria when he look possession ol the founder’s bodv and built a tomli

for It in the most fainou** of the cities that had been .a.Ud after Alexander m his life-

time Ptolemy grasped the importance of the prestige which it was possible for a city

to derive from the posse ssion of the relics ot an hisioru personality In the evt nt, how-
ever, It was not as the site of Alexandi r’s sepulchre, but as the political capital of

Ptolemy’s Empire and as the workshop ot the flellemc World, that the Egyptian Alex-

andria grew to greatness.
^ bor a definition and discussion of ‘Cacsaro-papisrn’, apropos of the idolization, m

Orthodox Christendom
,
of a lesuscitatcd ghost of the Roman Empiie, see IV. C (in)

(c) 2 (j8), pp. 347 8, above.
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the Lombards at arm’s length. And these latter-day Romans were
financially and spiritually bankrupt besides being militarily weak
and socially turbulent 'fhe overseas portion of the Patrimonia Petri

or Papal estates, which had still supplied Gregory the Great with

resources for keeping alive the population of a ci-devant capital

city,* had subsequently gone the way of the estates on the Italian

mainland during the four centuries that had elapsed between the

death of the first Gregory and the birth of his seventh Papal name-
sake

;
and in the eleventh century the Papacy no longer possessed

any assured or regular sources of income.^ As for the moral bank-

ruptcy of the Ducatus Romanus in that age, it is revealed not

merely in the sordid annals of its social history but in the necessity

in which the Romans now found themselves of looking abroad for

spiritual light and leading. To raise the local standard of monastic

life the Romans had to turn for help and guidance to Calabria^ and
to Cluny

;
and the first attempts to regenerate the Papacy took the

form of passing over Roman candidates and appointing Trans-

alpines. The precedent was set by the appointment of the Saxon
Elmperor Otto IIPs former tutor, the French scholar Gerbcrt of

Aurillac, who mounted the Papal throne as Sylvester II {pontijicah

tnunerefungebatur a.d. 999-1003); and, after a reversion to Popes of

Roman birth which ended in the humiliation of a.d, 1046, the Chair

of St. Peter was not occupied by a Roman again until the election

of Innocent II in a d. 1130. Of the fourteen Popes who reigned in

the interval, eight were Transalpines,^ two were Tuscan Lombards,
two were South Italians, and two were Romagnols. This shows
how low the reputation of the Roman people stood in the eyes ol a

Western World which was now to be brought under the spell of the

Roman See by the work of Hildebrand and his successors. s The
* See III C (11) {b)y vol iii, p 269, above ^ Sec p ^36, footnote 2, below
3 bee IV C (in) (r) 2 (/3), p 357, above.
^ The 7yroIese Poppo of Bnx^n, who became Pope Dumasus II m a d 1048, may be

reckoned among the Transalpines for sociological purposes, m spite of the physio-
graphu al fact that Brixen lies on the southern side of the watershed between the Adige
and the Inn.

* What the Lombards thought of the Romans before Rome was restored to glory

by the '^1 uscan Lombard Hildebrand is revealed in the following passage from the works
of Liutprand of C remona, who was Hildebrand’s senior by about a hundred yeais The
passage occurs in the twelfth chapter of Liutprand’s report on his mission to C onstanti-

nople in A D 968 He is describing the high words that passed between himself and the
East Roman Emperor Nicephoius Phocas during a dinner-party that the Emperor wae
gn ing in his honour
‘When I was on the point’, writes Liutprand, ‘of answering him back he would

not let me, but added, by way of insulting me “You are not Romans, but Lombards!’’
He wanted to say more, and signed to me with his hand to keep quiet, but I lost my
temper and burst out “That fratricide Romulus,’’ I said, ‘ after whom the Romans are

named, was a son of a whore— bom, I mean, in adultery— as every schoolboy knows
What he did was to set up an alsatia in which debtors, iugitive slaves, murderers, and
other criminals whose lives were forfeit received asylum until their numbers mounted
up to a mob of undesirables whom their host dubbed Romans This is the noble origin
of tlie people whom you stvle the Lords of the World (kosmocratores, id est tmperatores).
And these arc also the people whom wc— and by ‘us* I mean us Lombards, Saxons,
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only special asset which the Ducatus Romanus possessed was a

certain precocity in the art of administration which it displayed in

common with the main body of the Byzantine World.* This was
the unpromising site on which Hildebrand laid the foundations of

his Respublica Christiana.

In this despised and alien Rome Hildebrand and his successors

succeeded in creating the master-institution of Western Chris-

tendom. I’hey won for Papal Rome an empire which had a greater

hold than the Empire of the Antonines upon human hearts, and
which on the mere material plane embraced vast tracts of Western
Europe, beyond the Rhine and Danube, where the legions of

Augustus and Marcus Aurelius had never even set foot, not to

speak of establishing a permanent occupation. Indeed, this Papal

dominion was wider than Charlemagne’s, who had succeeded

—

though at ruinous cost^—in advancing his frontier from the Rhine

to the Elbe and thereby achieving a feat which had proved to be
beyond the strength of Augustus; for even Charlemagne never

pushed his conquests beyond the Channel or the Baltic, while the

medieval Papacy had inherited a spiritual dominion over England

from the pontificate of Gregor}" the Great, two hundred years

before Charlemagne’s time, and had gone on to make a spiritual

conquest of Scandinavia some Vxo hundred years after Charle-

magne’s death.

These Papal conquests were partly due to the constitution of the

Christian Republic whose frontiers the Popes were enlarging; for

it was a constitution which inspired confidence and affection instead

of evoking hostility and resistance.^ The Papal Respublica Chris-

tiana was based on a combination of ecclesiastical centralism and

uniformity with political diversity and devolution ;
and, since the

superiority of the spiritual over the tcmpoial power was a cardinal

point of constitutional doctrine, this combination made the note

of unity predominant, without depriving the adolescent Western

Society of those elements of liberty and elasticity which are in-

dispensable conditions for growth. Indeed, the acceptance of the

social unity of Western Christendom, which was implicit in a com-

mon recognition of the spiritual authority of the Pope, carried with

it a certain guarantee for the political independence of any local

Franlts, Lorrainers, Bavarians, Swabians, and Burgundians—despise so utterly

when wc lose our temper with our enemies and want i.'i m'sult them, we pronounce the

single word ‘Romani’— conveying, in the use of this piegnant appellation, all the base-

ness and cowardice and avarice and effeminacy and mendacity of which human nature is

capable.”*
jxj r

* For this gift and its fatal consequences in Orthodox Christendom sec IV . C (111) (c)

2 (j3), pp. 320—408, above.
* Sec il. D (v), vol. iJ, p 167; II. D (vii), vol. ii, p. 34S . IV. C (111) (c) 2 (fi)t in the present

volume, pp. 322-3 ;
IV. C (111) (c) 3 (a), pp. 488-90, above.

3 On this point see IV. C (iii) (c) 2 (?), m the present volume, pp. 377-9 »
above.
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community that took upon itself the Papal yoke—a burden which,

in the eleventh century, was still apostolically light. It uas by
entering into direct relations with the Holy See, and thereby be-

coming acknowledged members of the Western Christian Society

in their own right, that the newly converted barbarian kingdoms of

Hungary and Poland exorcised the danger of being conquered and
annexed by the R€g?tum Tetitomcum as the Saxons, in their day,

had been forcibly 'Westernized* by Charlemagne, and as the Irish

and the Prussians in a later century were to be subjected, respec-

tively, by the English Crown and by the Teutonic Order. * Thanks
to the Holy Sec the Hungarians and the Poles were able, like the

English, to enjoy the social and cultural benefits of membership
in the society of Western Christendom without having to pay the

price of forfeiting their political independence. It was also thanks,

in large measure, to an alliance or community of interests with the

Holy See that the city-states of Lombardy were able to vindicate

their political autonomy against the Emperor Frederick I and to

maintain it against the Emperor hVedenck 11 .-

Nor was the medieval Papacy illiberal in its attitude towards

aspirations after local self-government, even in those Central Italian

territories over which it claimed secular as well as ecclesiastical

authority in virtue of the successive donations of Pepin and C’harle-

rnagne and Matilda. It appears to have accepted the situation

without protest when the movement which w^as turning cities into

city-states spread from Lombardy, where it had first asserted it-

self, into Romagna and the Marches and Umbria. In Tuscany m
A.D. 1198 Pope Innocent III gave his recognition to the newly

formed league of city-states, and urged Pisa to join it; and this

benevolence extended to the Ducatus Romanus itself, which was
the Papacy’s metropolitan province. The Papal influence was here

exerted to protect the nascent civic liberties of Tivoli and Tusculum
and Viterbo against the aggressiveness of the citizens of Rome

;
and

the Holy See w as quick to make peace with the civic movement in

Rome Itself when it broke out there, in 1143, in a militant and

revolutionary form. The Roman revolution of 1143 was followed

by the settlement of 1145 between the new republic and Pope

* The subjupation of Ireland by the Lnghsh Crown was sanctioned m advance b>

an incumbent of the I'apal office who was perhaps unable to for/^et that, before he
became Pope Hadiian IV, he had been tlie Engli'^hman Nicliolas Breakspear (for the
Bull Laude^hter see II D (vn), vol ii, p 337, footnote i, above), hut this case seems
to be cxtcptional Indeed, it is the onlv notable instance m which the medieval Papacy
lent Its authority to promote the conquest of a small and weak community within the
bosom of Western C hnstendom by a large and strong one The part played by the
Papacy m helping Hungaiy and Poland to escape the btavy yoke of the Holy Roman
Empire, and the citv-states of Lombardy to throw it oB, is inoie characteristic of the
Papal pobey towards the political system of medieval Western Christendom.

^ See III C (u) (&), vof. 111, pp 345-6, above.
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Eugenius III; and this settlement was revised and renewed in

1188 during the pontificate of Clement III.

At the turn of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, when the

civic movement was in full flood in Italy and when the Papal
authority stood at its zenith over Western Christendom, a Welsh
poet was ‘pointing out . . . how strange it was that the Pope’s cen-

sure, which in Rome could not move trifles, was elsewhere making
the sceptres of kings tremble; and that he to whom in Rome a

poorly kept garden would not yield was striving to bend kingdoms
to his nod’,' Giraldus Cambrensis fancied that he was here expos-

ing a paradox which was a theme for satire; but if this was one of

the subjects which he discussed with Pope Innocent III in an inter-

view which the Pope once granted him in a leisure hour,^ we may
conjecture that the Pontifical statesman found little difficulty in

convincing the Welsh man-of-letters of his error. The very reason

why in this age a majority of the princes and city-states of Western
Christendom accepted the Papal supremacy with little demur was
because the Pope was not then under suspicion of attempting to

trespass upon the domain of the secular power. ^ So far from claim-

ing a monopoly of territorial sovereignty, like the contemporaiy"

emperors at Constantinople, or a primacy inter pare^, like the Holy
Roman Emperors in the West from Otto the Great onwards in

their 1 clarions with the independent kings of France or England or

Leon, the Holy See in this age was not concerned in the com-
petition for territorial nilership.^ It was exercising on an occu-

^ Mann, the Right Reverend Momignor H K. The Lives of th< Popes in the Middle
Agts (London iQio-"-i9, Ktpan Paul, 15 voh ), vcl \i, p 77 '1 he onpinal 1 atm of
Giraldus ’s versts runs as follows

Minim quae Romae modicos stntentia papae
non movet, hic regum sceptta rnoverc potest,

quae minimos minime cenaiira cocrccl in urbe
haevit in orbe fremens ccRaqiie colia prtmens

cut male su hiatus Romae non tederet liortus

iiititur ad nutum flettcre legna suum
Gtraldt Carnbremts Optia, tdittd bv Brewer. J S

,
vol. 1

(Ixmdon 1861, Longmans Grccnh p 377 (with another
vtrsion on p J74)

2 See Mann, op cjt
,
vol xi, p 68

3 Evidence, drawn from Innocent Ill’s ow’n letters, that he ‘did not, as Pope, clam
supreme temporal power’, IS presented in CarIvK, R W andA J A History ofAlrdtaeval
Pohtteal Theory tn the H cst, vol v (Edinburgh and I^ondon 1928, Blackwood), p 158

There was, however, in Hildebrand's day— and presumabl> under Hildebrand’s
inspiration ~a movtment in the Papal Curia to secure a reeogn»tion of the Holv Sec’s
feudal ovcrlordship over Western Christian kingdoms whuh Lv outside the limit*! of
the Holv Roman Empire. The Norman principalities in Southern Itily accepted this

status of vasseldom to the Holy See in A d 1059, Aragt i\ in 1063, Dalmatia in 1076,
Provence in 1081, Tarragona in loqi, Portugal etna 1140 On the other hand, England
rejected a proposal that she should enter into this status circa 1079, and France cvea
1081 (Dufourcq, A UAvenir du Chnstiamsmc' Premise PatUe Ihstoirc Moderne
de rilgltsCy vol v'l, fourth edition (I’aris 1924, Flon), p 167). After his accession to the
Papacy, Hildebrand made similar proposals to the Kuigs of Hungary and Denmark,
to the Corsicans, and even to a Russian prince (see Caih le, R. W and A. J.. A History

of Medtaexml Political Theory tn the West, vol. iv- (Edinburgh and London 1 922, Black-
wood), Part I, ch. 4.
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menical scale an authority of a spiritual character which was on
a different plane from any territorial prerogative, and which, so

long as it remained on this plane, did not become a danger to local

political liberties.* The proof positive of the Pope’s intention to

stand above the territorial battle, and of his unwillingness to descend
into the arena, was his acquiescence in his own practical exclusion

from participation in the civil government of the city which was his

episcopal see; and in this light the contrast between the Pope’s
impotence in Rome and his power in Western Christendom at large

is seen to be no paradox at all, but a necessary consequence of the

constitution of the Respublica Christiana, is not too much to say

that throughout the history of the Papacy down to the present day
the oecumenical religious authority ot the Popes and their local

territorial power have regularly varied in inverse ratio with one
another.

This statesmanlike aloofness from territorial ambitions was com-
bined, in the Papal hierocracy at its zenith, with an energetic and
enterprising use of the administrative gift which was the Byzantine

dowry of Papal Rome. While m Orthodox Christendom this gift

had been fatally applied to the tour de force of putting substance

into a resuscitated ghost of the Roman Empire, and thereby crush-

ing an adolescent Orthodox Christian Society under the incubus

of an institution which w^as too heavy for it to bear,^ the Roman
architects of the Respubhea Christiana turned their administrative

resources to better account for building a lighter structure, on a

new plan, upon broader foundations. The gossamer filaments of

the Papal spider’s web, as it was originally woven, drew^ medieval

Western Christendom together into an unconstrained unity which
was equally beneficial to the parts and to the whole. It was only

later, when the fabric coarsened and hardened in the stress of con-

flict, that the silken threads changed into iron bands, and that these

* On this passage the venter has received the following comment from Mr G.
Barraclough

* “Authority of a apiiitual chi'Hctti ’ is good theory, but such authority has to exercise

Itself on material things, and then is no guaranlte that the bound irits, distinct enough
m most spheres, will not become blurred in others That is, eg, the difficulty in

England Henry 11 ,
Edward I, and Henry IV all grant up mere hpiritualta to the Pope -

or, better, cannot conceive themselves as having any interest in them But they take

a different attitude regarding causae spirituah annexae or causae mixtae Thus, in regard
to the benefice, is it the offictum whuh counts, and is any dispute therefore “spiritual” ?

This in regard to the one point of lurisdiction It can he agreed that the Pope did not
then “attempt to trespass” neither did the Kings—but there was a “no-man^s-land”.
They tried to settle the problems that this raised impartially (cf Mollat, G ‘L’Applica
tion du Droit de Regale Spuitucl en Frince’ in the Revue d'lhstoire EcclhiasUque^ 1929,
for the Parliament of Pans, Barrar lough, Papal Provisions

y p 85, for the Roman Rota)
and not to make capital out of them, but it was not alwavs i asy to do so even in fact, and
certainly not in theory Thus you get the position implied in the phrase “Dus Papa
scit et toleratl” On the major scale of politics, what of Innocent Ill’s interventions all

over the medieval world ? Prom his point of view, he was justified m regarding it as an
exercise of spintiial authority, but it was natural that others did not

’

^ Sec IV C (ill) (c) 2 03), pp 320 408, above
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came to weigh so heavily upon the local princes and peoples, and
so grievously to restrict their movements and cramp their growth,
that at last they burst their bonds in a temper in which they hardly

cared if, in severally liberating themselves, they were destroying

that oecumenical unity which the Papacy had established and
preserved.*

In that Papal work of creation it was not, of course, either a

capacity for administration or an avoidance of the snare of terri-

torial ambitions that was the vital creative force. The fundamental
reason why the Roman See was able in this age to conjure into

existence a Christian Republic under a Papal aegis was because,

at this stage, the Papacy threw itself without hesitations or reserva-

tions into the task of giving leadership and expression and organiza-

tion to an adolescent Western Civilization’s awakening desires for

a higher life and a larger growth. The Hildebrandinc Papacy
identified its own purpose and raison d'etre with aspirations which
were dimly and dumbly stirring in the hearts and minds of the

Plebs Christiana] it gave these aspirations form and fame, and
thereby transformed them from the day-dreams of isolated in-

dividuals or scattered minorities into common causes which carried

the conviction that they were supremely worth fighting for, and
which swept men off their feet when they heard these causes

preached by Popes who were staking upon them the fortunes of

the Holy See and perhaps their own lives as well. The victory of

the Christian Republic was won in the Papal campaigns for the

purification of the clergy from the two moral plagues of sexual in-

continence and financial corruption, for the liberation of the life

of the Church from the interference of secular powers, and for

the rescue of the Oriental Christians and the Holy Land from the

clutches of the Turkish champions of Islam; but this was not the

whole of the Hildebrandine Papacy’s work; for the great Popes

under whose leadership these ‘holy wars’ were fought on those

diverse fronts were not entirely engrossed in the stniggles of the

Church Militant. Even in the times of greatest stress they had a

margin of thought and will to spare for works of peace in which

the Church was displaying her finest self and was exercising her

most creative activity. Pope Alexander III {fungehatur a.d. 1159-

81) was fostering the nascent universities of the West at a time

when he was a penniless refugee, with an Emperor lunging at him
from one flank and an Antipope snapping at him from the other.

And the series of movements in which a torpid monasticism was

first reawakened at Cluny and Citeaux and then transformed into

a new thing by Saint Dominic and Saint Francis, were each in

J See IV. C (in) {b) ii, vol. iv, pp. 214-22, above
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turn observed, approved, supported, and propagated by the Holy
See, though it was the exception and not the rule for the Pope him-
self to be a member of a religious order.

This genius for descrying the seeds of noble things and for

bringing the crop to harvest was the crowning virtue of the Papacy
in the days of its Hildebrandine greatness; and this genius was not

displayed only in a fruitful patronage of promising institutions like

the universities or the religious orders; besides being an august
patron of institutions the Papacy was an apostolic fisher of men;^
and its greatest triumph was its enlistment of the purest souls and
ablest wits and strongest characters of Western Christendom in

the service of the Holy See—a service which was embraced with
enthusiasm by eminent men and women because it offered them
scope for living lives and doing deeds for which there was no
opportunity in the secular world. These valiant and faithful

servants of the Holy See were drawn from every country ofWettern

Christendom and from every class of society and from every type

of character. There were mystics and intellectuals and men of

action; monks and kings and peasants and lawyers; Lombards and
Burgundians and Frenchmen and Germans and Romans—for the

very faex Romana which an Otto III and a Henry III had justly

judged unworthy, in their day, to supply a Roman candidate for

the Roman See, gave birth in the following century to that noble

Lotario de’ Conti di Segni who was to ascend, as Innocent III, a

throne which had been disgraced by the Theophylacts and Cres-

cenzi.

In this goodly company of serinente^ servo servorum Dei there

were some, like Hugh of Cluny and Bernard of Claiivaux and
Matilda of Tuscany and Louis IX of France, who performed their

service in the provinces or outre mer^ while others were called from

the ends of the Earth to do their work in the Curia and there per-

haps to rise, through the Cardmalate, to the highest position attain-

able by any citizen of the medieval Western Republic.

The first name on the roll of eminent servants of the Holy See

in the Hildebrandine Age who completed their service in the Papal

chair is that of Hildebrand himself: the greatest man of action in

the history of our Western Society hitherto, if greatness is to be

measured by the nature of the aim as well as by the extent of the

performance.^ Ildebrando Aldobrandeschi w^as the child of a Tus-

can peasant who was sent to Rome to be educated; was taken into

* Matt IV 19.
i ‘His was that rarest and grandest of gifts an intollectinl courage and power of

imaginative belief whuh, when it has convinced itself of aught, accepts it fully with all

Its consequences and shrinks not fronn acting at once upon it'—Bryce, James. The
Holy Romaft Empire, chap 10.
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.he Papal Curia by his schoolmaster when Giovanni Gra2iano be-

came Pope Gregory VI ; and served the Holy See thereafter for 28
years (a.d. 1045-73) before he himself became Pope Gregory VII
{fungebatur a.d. 1073-85).

The second of the six predecessors of Pope Gregory VII who
leaned in turn upon the deacon Hildebrand, and never found him
a broken reed, was Bruno of Egisheim, the son of an Alsatian

nobleman who was a first cousin of the Saxon Emperor Conrad II.

Educated for the Church, Bruno qualified himself for the highest

office in it by serving a twenty-three years’ apprenticeship in his

native Lotharingia. Nominated for the Papacy by the Emperor
Henr}^ III in response to a request from the Romans themselves

for an Imperial nominee, Bruno only accepted the nomination on
condit^m that it was confirmed in Rome, upon his arrival there, by
a free election; and it was on this understanding that Hildebrand,

on his part, accepted Bruno's pressing invitation to go to Rome
with him as his right-hand man.^ The noble friendship and potent

collaboration of the Alsatian and the Tuscan during Bruno’s ponti-

ficate as Leo IX (fungehatur a.d. 1049-54) launched the Hilde-

biandinc movement on its historic course with a monaentufli which
continued to carry it onw^ard for more than two hundred years.

Among Hildebrand’s successors, Odo of Ch-^tillon-sur-Marne

was a knight’s son wdio became a monk of Cluny and then

served the Curia as Cardinal of Ostia before he became Pope
Urban II {fungebatur a.d, 1088-99) and translated into action one

of Hildebrand’s cherished projects when he launched the First

Crusade.^

The Romagnol Rainer of Blera was another monk of Cluny who
became Pope Paschal II {fungebatur a.d. 1099-1118) and all but

succeeded in settling wath the Emperor Henry V the formidable

question—over which Henry IV and Hildebrand had joined battle

—of where the line w^as to be drawm between the respective juris-

dictions of Church and State. ^

Guy de Vienne was a Burgundian piince who w^as Archbishop

of his own city before he became Pope Calixtus II {fungebatur

A.D. 1119-24) and brought to terms, by hard fighting and shrewd

* Hildebrand had left Rome in 1047 in order to accompany bi first master, Pope
Greifory VI, m his I'r.insalpinc exile, and, aftei iravcilinK i^ith him to Cologne, he had
travelled on, after the exiled Pope’s death, to Cluny f';vm ( luny he had come, like

Biuno, to W’orm’? in order to attend the conference whu ti \\as con\cncd iheie by the
Lmperor Henry III for taking action on the Roman request When IPuno, after his

nomination, invited Hildel^rand to go to Rome v-ith him, Hildehiand consented against
his own desire, as a matter of ecclesiastical obedience

2 See V. C (1) 1, vol. v, pp 242-4, below, tor the o*igin and range of a mosement of

W’estem expansion in which the First Crusade was not quit( the first step
3 On the difficulties of this problem—which is still a cause of perplexity and strife

in the latter-day W'cstcrii World of our owm generation—see Mr. G. iiarraclough’s

observations on p. 526, footnote i, above.
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compromise, the Emperor who had got the better of the less

worldly-wise Pope Paschal IL
Bernardo Paganelli was a Tuscan nobleman—a son of the lord

of Montemagno in the Lucchese—^who became a monk of Clair-

vaux and was sent by St. Bernard to serve Pope Innocent II in

Rome-— a service in which he rose to be Pope Eugenius lll{fungeba-

tur A.D. 1145-53), the negotiator of the settlement of a.d. 1145
between the Holy See and the revolutionary Roman Republic.

Rolando Rainucci, or Bandinelli, was a Sienese canonist who
learnt his law at Bologna, was brought to Rome and made a car-

dinal by Pope Eugenius III, and justified his master’s opinion of

him by the indomitable courage with which he held out victoriously

against the Emperor Frederick I and three successive Antipopes

as Pope Alexander III {fungebatur a.d. 1159-81).^

Ubaldo Allucingoli was a canonist from Lucca who, as Pope
Lucius III {fungebatur a.d. 1181-5), knew how to hold the ground
which Alexander III had won from the Emperor Frederick.

Umberto Crivelli was the son of Milanese parents—belonging

to the prosperous bourgeoisie—who became a canon of Bourges,

and afterwards Archbishop of his native city, before he failed, for

all his fulminations, as Pope Urban III (fungebatur a d 1185-7),

to prevent the marnage of Frederick’s son Henry with Constance

of Sicily.

Alberto di Morra w'as a Beneventan monk of the Premonstraten-

sian monastery of Saint Martin at Laon who served the Holy See

as Papal Chancellor before, as Pope Gregory VIII (fungebatur a.d.

1187), he became a peacemaker—first between the Holy See itself

and the Holy Roman Empire, and then between Pisa and Genoa

—

in the cause of the Crusades.

Lotario dc’ Conti di Segni was a nobleman of the Ducatus
Romanus who studied in the universities of Pans and Bologna

before he w^as called, at the early age of 37, to preside over the

Hildebrandine Church, in its hour of noonday splendour, as Pope
Innocent III (fungebatur a.d. 1198-1216).

Cencio Savelli was a member of another noble Roman house who
served the Curia as Auditor (judge) and Camerarim (treasurer)

before he ascended the Papal throne as Pope Honorius III (fun-

gebatur A.D. 1216-27) and attempted to cope with a plausibly

evasive Frederick II.

Ugolino de’ Conti di Segni was a great-nephew of Pope Innocent

III who, as Cardinal of Saint Eustachius, half appreciated and half

patronized Saint Francis of Assisi, and who ventured, as Pope

> In Mr. Barraclough's judgement {Papal Provt^tom, p i) it was Alexander III who
translated Gregory VI Ts claims into accomplished facts.
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Gregory IX (fungebatur a.d. 1227-41), to try conclusions, in the
strength of his worldly wisdom, with ‘the Wonder of the World’
who had baffled Pope Honorius III.

Sinibaldo Fieschi, son of Ugo Count of Lavagna, was a Genoese
canonist who served as Papal Atiditor and Vice-Chancellor and
Rector of the Marche before, as Pope Innocent IV {fungebatur

A.D. 1243-54), he threw himself
—

‘impiger, iracundus, inexorabilis,

acer’^—into the festering war between the Holy See and the
Emperor Frederick II, and waged it ad internecionem,

Rainaldo de’ Conti di Segni was a nephew of Pope Gregory IX
who carried on the Papal struggle against the 1 lohenstaufen as

Pope Alexander IV {fungebatur a.d. 1254-61) without departing

from his predecessor’s policy in this respect, but who at the same
time tried to save the Church herself from the evil effects of the

political conflict by revoking many of Innocent IV^’s ruinous acts,^

following in regard to the Friars the more generous policy of his

own kinsman and predecessor Gregory IX, and preparing the way
for Gregory X’s valiant strivings to bring about a spiritual rally.

Jacques Pantaleon was the son of a tradesman in Troyes who
studied in the University of Paris, became a canonist, served Pope
Innocent IV as his legate militant in Germany, and eventually

dealt ‘the knock-out blow’ to the House of Hohenstaufen with his

own hand when, as Pope Urban IV {fungebatur a.d. 1261-4), he

induced the relentless Charles of Anjou to accept the crown of

Sicily.

Guy Fulcodi was the son of a nobleman of St. Gilles in I .angue-

doc who had served the Counts of Toulouse avS a legal adviser.

Guy himself performed the same service for King J.ouis IX of

France till he was made a cardinal by Pope Urban IV and then

became Pope himself as Clement TV {fungebatur a.d. 1265 -8). In

passing over from the Law to the Church, and rising from the

Cardinalate to the Papal Throne, Fulcodi never won his manumis-
sion from the service of a royal mastei

;
he merely exchanged a

Louis for a Charles; and the exchange was unfortunate; for, if

Louis was a saint whose service was perfect freedom, C'harles was

a hard man, reaping where he had not sown and gathering where

he had not strawed.’ For all his uprightness, Pope ('lement sank

from being Charles’ patron to becoming his accomplice, and from

being his accomplice to becoming his tool, w^hile the cold-blooded

Angevin dealt with the brood of Frederick II as Jehu had dealt

with the House of Ahab.^

» Horace: Ars Poettca, 1 . izi.
® See the criticism of Innocent IV by Alexander IV that is quoted on p. 530, foot-

note 4, below.
3 Matt. XXV. 24. 2 Kings x i-ir.
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Tibaldo Visconti of Piacenza was a student of the University of

Paris and Archdeacon of Liege whose heart was in the Crusades.

In this cause he laboured single-mindedly as Pope Gregory X
{fungebatur a.d. 1271-6) at the Council of Lyon in a.d. 1274 to

bring to an end ‘the Great Interregnum’ w'hich had been inflicted

upon the Holy Roman Empire by Pope Innocent IV’^, as well as to

heal the schism betw^een the Western and the Orthodox Church.

The crusade which he had worked for was in sight when Death
overtook him.

Pietro di Morrone was the eleventh son of an Abruzzese peasant

who lived as a hermit in the wilderness bcfoi the Conclave elected

him to be Pope Cclesline V {fungebatur a.d. 1294), ^ho ab-

dicated, less than four months after his consecration, from an office

which was a torment to him.

Benedetto Gactani w^as a nobleman of Anagni uho studied the

civil as well as the canon law, became a Papal notar^^ and a cardinal,

and put his worldly wisdom at the service of Pope Celestine V in

order to smooth the path for his unworldly master’s ‘Great Refusal’^

and for his own eager but unfortunate acceptance, as Pope Boniface

VIII {fungebatur a.d. 1294-1303), of the tiara whose weight the

hermit could not endure.

This bare list of famous names" is enough to show that the

medieval Papacy, like the modem English governing class and the

Ottoman Padishah’s Slave-Household, had the power of attracting

into its service all the talents of the society in which it w^as the

master-institution. 'Phe first impression which the list wall make
on our minds is that of the extraordinary variety of the aptitudes and
experiences which the Ilildebrandine Church knew how to use in

a cause which was so much vaster and so much grander than the

raison d^etre of any national state or multi-national empire. A closer

scrutiny will show that these diverse types of eminence were not

all equally apt for doing the precise and special wwk of controlling

the destinies of the Christian Republic through the instrumentality

of the Roman Curia. The fortunes of a Gregory VI or a Paschal

II—not to speak of Celestine V—suggest that a man who was
eminent as an unworldly saint would perhaps find himself at a

disadvantage on the Papal throne, where he might be hindered by
his office from exercising his gifts and be hampered by his gifts

* Dante La Ihvina Commedia ‘Inferno’, Book III, 1. 6o.
^ If we redd the roll-call aloud, it is the Lombard names, with their sonorous Italian

setting and their intractable 'I'cutonic core, that engrave themselves most deeply on the
memor>'—calling up, as they do, the incisive characters of the great men of action v ho
bore them. A similar impression is made by the Irjouth Slavonic names in the roll of
the Ottoman verTrs

3 The kinship of the Roman Church with the Ottoman Slave-Household in this

respect is pointed out by tlie American scholar Dr. A. H. Lybyer in a passage which hat
been ejuoted in this Study in Part III. A, \ol. in, p. 33 ,

above.
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from fulfilling his office. When we compare the respective results

of a Paschal IPs and a Calixtus IPs dealings with a Henry V, we
may be inclined to think that the virtues of a saint were a less

valuable endowment than the family tradition of a sovereign count*

for a Pope who was called upon to live up to the Hildcbrandine
faith that God had

‘made him lord of his house and ruler of all his substance,

‘To bind his princes at his pleasure and teach his senators wisdom/^

A count in Pope’s clothing, like Calixtus II or Eugenius III, might
be the most effective vicegerent of God for calling to order a prince

like the aggressive Emperor Henry V or a senator like the turbulent

revolutionary Arnold of Brescia. If the capable and commanding
nobleman were, as Eugenius was, a monk and a saint besides, so

much greater the edification; but, for the service of the Holy See,

the nobleman’s qualities were perhaps more important; and, to

judge by the prowess of Alexander HI in fighting his desperate

battle with Frederick I, the qualities of the lawyer were even more
valuable than those of the nobleman for waging the warfare of the

Church Militant. It was perhaps better still to combing the law-

yer’s cutting edge with the nobleman’s robust self-assurance; for

this was the combination ol worldly gifts which triumphed, in an
Innocent I\^ and a Clement IV, over the demonic energies of

Frederick II and his offspring. If we follow’ our argument as far

as this, however, w’c shall find ourselves in deep waters
;
for Boniface

VIH w^as a nobly born lawyer likewise; and it was Boniface’s in-

fatuation that brought down the whole magnificent structure of

the Pap^al Respublira Christiana wdth a crash, to lie in ruins side by
side with that Holy Roman Empire which had been shattered, less

than half a century back, by an Innocent’s implacability. These
two stiff-necked and self-confident men of the world, w ith their

aristocratic imperiousness and their legal exactingness, did fir more
than the soft-hearted and incompetent Abruzzesc peasant’s son

to destroy all that had been built up by Pope after Pope for tw^o

centuries on end upon the Hildebrandinc foundations.^

* Calixtus II’s father was the Sovereign Count of Burgundy.
^ Ps. c\. 21-2.
3 ‘I should not agree with the remarks about Boniface Vlil It is the old Creighton

view; but compare, in criticism, Pov'ickt’s C’rcighton lecture, puiihshe i in IJntorv^ vol.

xviii, pp. 307-29. My view would be inodihed bv tal irg deeper ai count of the Franco-

Angevin policy: 1 e. I should look further back in this ct oia*xjc^p ind in others ’—Mr. G
Barraclough in a letter to the writer. Mt Barraclough s own vicv. ot the pontificate of

Innocent IV' will be found in 7V;e IJntortuiI Re7 >tf>7v, \oI. xlix, p 212. While the

writer of this Study would be n aking himself ridiculous if he ventured to contest either

Mr. Bairaclough’s or Professor Powu ke’s judgement in this tlomain, he dois \cnture

to submit that his own acceptance—for what ic may be worth—of an antique judgement
is perhaps not altogether unjust'fied on the criterion which he him-.clf is following.

The drr] incurred by Pope Boniface VIII was not, ol course, the end of all things m the

history of the Papacy. In administrative efficiency, for cxami>le, the Papal Curia may not
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If Hildebrand himself on his death-bed couid have confronted,

with foreknowledge of the event, the long array of his coming
successors, he would assuredly have cried out, in his Master’s

words, ‘verily I say unto you that one of you shall betray me’ and
the only plea that could have been offered in self-defence by a then

unborn Benedetto Gaetani or Sinibaldo Fieschi would have been
that his future betrayal of Hildebrand was already predetermined

by Hildebrand’s own betrayal of himself. Our catalogue of great

Popes, from Gregory VII to Boniface VIII inclusive, proclaims that

the elements of greatness which created the Papal Respublica Chris-

tiana were also the elements that destroyed it, and that these seeds

of destruction were being sown from the outset.

I'he fall of the Hildebrandine Church is as extraordinary a

spectacle as its rise; for all the virtues that had carried it to its zenith

seem to change, as it sinks to its nadir, into their own exact anti-

theses. The divine institution which had been fighting and win-

ning a battle for spiritual freedom against material force was now
infected with the very evil which it had set itself to cast out from
the body social of Western Christendom. The Holy See which had
taken the lead in the struggle against simony now required the

clergy throughout the Western World to pay their dues at a Roman
receipt of custom for those ecclesiastical preferments which Rome
herself had forbidden them to purchase from any local secular

power.^ The Roman Curia which had been the head and front of

moral and intellectual progress— a tower of strength for the saints

who were raising the monastic life to new heights, and for the

schoolmen who were creating the universities—now turned itself

into a fastness of spiritual conservatism. The ecclesiastical sovereign

power in the Christian Republic now suffered itself to be deprived

by its local secular underlings—the princes of the rising parochial

states of Western Christendom—of the lion’s share of the product

of financial and administrative instruments which the Papacy itself

had skilfully devised in order to make its authority effective and
this forfeiture of a share in the product was followed by a forfeiture

have reached jts apogee until after the migration to Avignon, and the autocratic authority
of the Papacy over the Church was only established in and after the pontificate of
Martin V (see the present chapter, pp 573-6, below) On the other hand the moral
authority of the Papacy did, surely, ne\er recover from the shock which it had sustained
in the days of Innocent IV and lloniface VIII.

' Matt XXVI. 21
* Fees for investiture with ecclesiastical offices had, of cour<!e, always been paid to

some one—1 e to the local ordinary and his officials—before ever the controversy over
Investituie arose, and, moreover, the payment of a fee upon appointment w'as not the
same thing as the purchase of an office. Yet the essence of the evil which Hildebrand
was attacking was the subjection of the life of the spirit to the power of the purse; and
this was an evil in which the Papal Curia itself became deeply implicated when its

budget was swollen by the portentous cost of the internecine conflict with the Emperor
Frederick II.

3 On this point see further pp 539-40, below.
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of the means of production as well when in England a King Henry
VIII took over the Papal machinery within the frontiers of his own
realm and thenceforward worked the machine with his own hands
for his own profit exclusively. In the face of this final act of spolia-

tion the Holy See found itself helpless. And as the local prince of

a Papal principality the Sovereign Pontiff eventually had to content

himself—like Napoleon on Elba—with the paltry consolation-prize

of sovereignty over one of the least of the ‘successor-states’ of his

own lost empire.* Has any other institution ever given so great

occasion as this to the enemies of the Lord to blaspheme ?- The
downfall of the Hildebrandine Papacy is a more extreme case of

7T€pi7T€T€La than any that we have yet encountered in our study of

the nemesis of creativity. How did it happen, and why ?

How it happened is foreshadowed in the first recorded trans-

action in Hildebrand’s public career.

The creative spirits in the Roman Church who set themselves

in the eleventh century to rescue our Western Woild from a feudal

anarchy by establishing a Christian Republic then found themselves

in the same dilemma as their spiritual heirs w ho are attempting in

our day to replace an international anarchy by a politioal world

order. The essence of their aim was to substitute a reign of spiritual

authority for the reign of physical force, and in their struggle against

violence the spiritual sword was the weapon with which their

supreme victories were w^on. No physical force was exerted in

Hildebrand’s act of deposing and excommunicating the Emperor
Henry IV

;
yet the moral effect of the Pope’s winged words upon

the hearts of the Emperor’s Transalpine subjects was so intense

that within a few months it brought Henry to Canossa. There

were, however, other occasions on which it seemed as though the

established regime of physical force was in a position to defy the

strokes of the spiritual sword with impunity; and it w'as in such

situations that the Roman Church Militant was challenged to give

its answer to the Riddle of the Sphinx, Was the soldier of God to

deny himself the use of any but his own spiritual arms, at the risk

of seeing his advance brought to a standstill ? Or was he to fight

God’s battle against the Devil wdth the adversary’s owm weapons,

if the only practicable way of ejecting the adversary from his en-

trenchments was to hoist him with his own petard ? Which w'as

the true Christian act of faith? To eschew all weapons but God’s,

and trust in God to make David’s sling prevail against Goliath’s

^ The comparison, of course, Is imperfect in one vital point; for after losing his

administrative and financial empire over the Western W^orld the Pope still retained an

infinitely more important spiritual empire of a kind which a Napoleon could never

acquire and which even an Innocent IV could never completely destroy
* a Sam. xii. 14.
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panoply? Or to remind himself that the Devil and his armoury, like

everything else in the Universe, were the Crcatoi’s creatures, and
to believe that no created thing could remain unhallowed if it were
used in the Creator’s service ? ‘What God hath cleansed, that call

not thou common’* was a text which might appear to support the

second of these two alternative answers, and it was also a text which
might seem to have been directly addressed to the Vicar of Peter.

The question presented itself in an urgent practical form to the

would-be reformer Pope Gregory VI when he assumed the burden
of the Papal office in a.d. 1045. In order to serve as the instrument

of reform, the Holy See must be efficiently organized; to be organ-

ized, it must have money; and the necessary supplies of this material

means to a spiritual end were not forthcoming; for, while the old

Papal revenues from the Patrimonia Petri had disappeared wdth the

Patrimonia themselves, the new revenues arising from the offerings

of the pilgrims were being stolen from the very altar of Saint

Peter’s own church by the brigand-nobles of the Ducatus Romanus^
—the one place in Western Christendom where the Prince of the

Apostles had no honour, just because it was the countiy which he

had made his own. No one would dispute that this sacrilegious

robbery wms as wicked in itself as it wras damaging to the interests

of the Papacy and the Christian Republic; and there w'as no pros-

pect of the criminals becoming amenable to spiritual appeals or

spiritual censures. The physical force which they themselves w^ere

employing w’as the only human agency to which they w^ould yield.

Was it justifiable to meet force with force in this flagrant case?

The question was answered wffien the gentle Giovanni Graziano

ascended the Papal throne as Gregorys VI and appointed Hilde-

brand to be his capcllanus; for the guardianship of Saint Peter’s

* Acts X 15.
2 The scanty evidence in regaid to the Papal finances m this age is marshalled by

K Jordan ‘Zur papsthchen I inanzgesthichtc iin ii und 12 Jahrhundi rt’ in

und Forschungen heransgegehen vom Preusstschen Histonschen Institut tn Rom, vol xxv
(Rome ic;33~4, Regenhcigh pp 61-104 Bet\secn the date ot the Lombard irruption
into Italy in a d 568 and that of Pope Stephen Ill’s journey to hrankland in a d 753-*;
the Papal Patrimonia in the term of landed estates scatterecl far and wide over the vast

domain of the Roman Patriarchate had all been lost save for the remnant contained in

tlie Ducatus Romanus itself, and the Umporarv financial relief which the Papacy had
cjI stained in the latter part of the eighth century thanks to the donations of Pcpm and
C ' arlemagne had been more than oftset, between the end oi the ninth century and the
middle of the eleventh, by the onset of a feudal anarchy which had diverted into alien

hands the revenues of estates of which the Papacy was still nominally the owner (Jordan
op cit

, pp. 62-4) The moment of Pope Gregory VPs accession seems to have com-
c idt d with the nadir ot the Papacy’s finances (Jordan, op cit., pp 64-';). It is true that,

in I ompensation for the lost revenues from the Papacy’s own landed property, the Papal
ti casurj was b> this time already beginning to receive rev enucs of a new kind—dues from
monasteries under Papal patronage, and Peter’s Pence and tribute from kingdoms on
the fringe of Western Christendom which recognized some kind of Papal overlordship
(see IV’. C (ill) (c) 2 (j

3), \ol iv, pp 378-9, and the present chapter and volume, p 525,
footnote 4, above)— but these new sources of revenue do not appear to have yielded
appreciable sums until the twelfth century (Jordan, op. cit., pp. 70-80).
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altar, with the gifts that were heaped upon it, was the capellanm's

principal duty;* and Hildebrand promptly fulfilled it by raising an
armed force and routing the brigands manu militaru

In taking this first momentous step in his career the Papal
capellanus was making Muhammad’s response to a challenge that

had confronted the Arabian prophet in his native city of Mecca.
Like Muhammad in Mecca in the seventh century of the Christian

Era, Hildebrand in Rome in the eleventh century had to cope with
the problem of performing a spiritual task in a political vacuum
and, in support of a solution in which he was unwittingly following

an Islamic precedent, Hildebrand could have quoted Christian

Scripture for his purpose. He could have quoted to the brigands
‘my house shall be called the house of prayer, but ye have made
it a den of thieves’ and quoted to the Pope ‘the zeal of thine

house hath eaten me up’.*^ But which of the scenes in the mystery
play was Hildebrand really acting? Was he playing the part of

Jesus when he ‘made a scourge of small cords’^^ and ‘went into the

'Peniple of God and cast out all them that sold and bought in the

Temple and overthrew the tables of the moneychangers’?^ Or
was he doing in fact what Jesus had been falsely accused\)f doing

when the Pharisees said ‘this fellow doth not cast out devils but

by Beelzebub the prince of the devils’ P
At the moment H'hen Hildebrand took action the inward moral

character of his act was difficult indeed to divine. At his last hour,

torty years after, the answer to the riddle was already less obscure;

for in A.D. 10S5, when he was dying as a Pope in e\ile at Salerno,

the more venerable city that was his see lay prostrate under the

weight of an overwhelming calamity w^hich her bishop’s policy had

brought upon hei only the year before. In 1085 Rome had just been

looted and burnt by the Normans—more ferocious brigands than

any native Roman breed—w^hom the Pope had called in to assist

him in a military struggle w hich had gradually spread from the steps

of Saint Peter’s altar, where it had startv,d forty years before, un-

til it had engulfed the whole of Western Christendom. The climax

of the physical conflict between Hildebrand and Henry IV gave a

foretaste of the deadlier and more devastating stniggle which was

to be fought out a outrance between Innocent IV and Frederick II

;

and by the time w^hen we come to the pontificate of Innocent IV

* A general control over the Papal finances seems to have been one of the functions of
the office of ‘Archdeacon of the Koman Churth’ to which Hildebrand was subsequently
appointed in A. u 105Q (Jordan, op cit , p 66).

2 Sec III. C (11) (b), Annex II, voi m, especially pp 470-2, above
3 Matt. xxi. 13 Mark xi 17 - Luke xix 46 (see V. C (11) (a), Annex II, vol. vi,

pp, 425-6, below).
John II. 17. ' John 11. 15* * Matt. xxi. la.

Matt. XU 24.
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our doubts will be at an end. Sinibaldo Fieschi bears witness

against Ildebrando Aldobrandeschi that, in choosing the alternative

of meeting force by force, Hildebrand was setting the Hildebrandine

Church upon a course which was to end in the victory of his adver-

saries the World, the Flesh, and the Devil over the City of God
which he was seeking to bring down to Earth.

No Politick admltteth nor did ever admit
the teacher into confidence : nay cv’n the Church,
with hierarchy in conclave compassing to install

Saint Peter in Caesar’s chair, and thereby 's\in for men
the promises for which they had loved ard worship’d Christ,

relax’d his heavenly code to stretch her temporal rule *

If we have succeeded in explaining how the Papacy became
possessed by the demon of physical violence which it was attempt-

ing to exorcize, we have found the explanation of the other changes

of Papal virtues into their opposing vices
;
lor the substitution of

the material for the spiritual sword is the fatal and fundamental

change of which all the rest are corollaries.

How was it, for example, that a Holy See whose main concern

with the finances of the Western clcigy had been in the tlevrcnth

century the eradication of simony, should have become so deeply

engaged, by the thirteenth century in allocating for the benefit of

its nominees, and by the fourteenth century in taxing for its own
benefit, those ecclesiastical revenues which it had once redeemed
from the scandal of prostitution to secular powers for the purchase

of ecclesiastical preferment } ’^Phe unhappy transformation of the

Papal Curia’s financial role in Western Christendom was manifestly

due to the ever increasing demands upon the Papal Exchequer
which were being made b> the perpetually recurring warfare be-

tw^een the Papacy and the Empire. On this point the dates speak

for themselves.^ A financial screw which had been given one turn

when Alexander III had been at war with Frederick I, was turned

again—and this time without mercy—when Gregory IX and Inno-

cent IV were waging their more desperate warfare against Frederick

11. It was the clergy of France and England who were chiefly

distrained upon; for in Germany the Emperor’s authority was still

so far effective that it could hinder the clergy of that country from

* Bridges, Robert 7 he Testament of Beauty (Oxford 1929, Clarendon Press), Book IV,
11 259-64

2 In at least one important department of Papal administration and finance, howc\cj,
the apparent testimony of the dates proves to be deceptive The institution of i'apal

‘provisions’ grew up betvseen the middle of the twelfth and the middle of the thirteenth

century—that is to say, contemporaneously with the fighting out of the hundred years’

war between the Papacy and the Hohenstaufen Yet this development turns out neither

to have taken place on the Curia’s initiative nor to have worked, at this stage, to the
Curia’s financial profit (On this point see Barraclough, G • Papal Proiiswns (Oxford

1935, Blackwell), pp 153-5 )
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contributing to the war-chest of the Emperor’s Papal antagonist;

and in Italy—though she was the richest country in thirteenth-

century Europe—the Pope found it as difficult to extract subsidies

from the Italian clergy as to wring blood from a stone. In England
by the middle of the thirteenth century it was being asserted that

the revenue flowing out of the country to the Pope, and to the other

foreign ecclesiastics who had been ‘provided for’ by the Pope out

of English ecclesiastical resources,* was considerably larger than

the revenue that was reaching the treasury of the King of England
himself.2 Both in England and in France this financial exploitation

excited a resentment and provoked a restivencss which found voice

in energetic protests but, although Innocent IV w^as enough of a

statesman to realize that he was placing an intolerable strain upon
an invaluable loyalty, he w'as too hard pressed by the financial

exigencies of his w^ar to the knife with the Hohenstaufen to be able

to relax his own pressure upon England and France appreciably.

^

For this remorseless turning of the financial screw upon the

provincial clergy the Roman Curia was forced in the end to pay an

ironical penalty.^ It was compelled to surrender a share—and
eventually the lion’s share—of its provincial spoils to*"the local

secular princes. While the clergy writhed under the Papal exactions

and lamented the invention of the fiscal machinery through which
they were put into execution, the princes merely resented the fact

that this new-fangled taxing-machine, which w^as showing itself

so admirably effective, was not at their disposal, and they set

themselves, not to destroy it, but to capture it for their own benefit.

The transfer of the Papal taxing-machine from the Pope’s to the

* While the l.nglish Crown and clergy may have lost financially through Innocent 1 V’s
’provisions' out of English ecclesiastical rcsouices these did not, at this date, bring the
Curia any apprctiable financial gam (btc p ^38, footnote 2 above) 1 he advantages
derived by Innocent IV from his ‘provisions’ were not financial but political They
were a means of installing his own supporters m, and excluding his adversarv’s sup-
porters from, a number of key-posittons on the eccle-'iastical map of Western Christen-

dom. On the othfr hantl the Papal drafts upon the revenues of the provmcial churches

that were levied on other accounts came in the course of the thirteenth v.entury to play

so important a part m the financial life of the Western W’^orld that firms of inleinational

bankers were formed to collect and remit them.
2 Mann, op cit

,
vol xiii pp 353-4

3 For the protests of the F^nglish clergy to Innocent IV see Mann, op cit
,
vol xiv,

pp 233 -66
^ ‘Innocentius Papa

,
nimia dun tempons tunc eum impt«riunitatc cogentc, plura,

quamquam forte invitus, fecisse dinosntur quae ipsemet propoi.. bat tuccedentt oppor-
tunitate utiliter immutare.’- -Pope Alexander IV, m < letter dated the i8th August, 1255
(quoted by Mann, op. cit

,
vol xiv, p 299) Coming f.^rn Innocent’s own successor on

the morrow of Innocent s death, this discreetly expressed criticism of Innocent’s policy

18 impressive It has, however, to be discounted to some extent in the light ot the

relations between the two pontiffs here in question (see p 531, above) In a letter to

the writer of this btudy Mr G Barraclough recalls that ‘Alexander was a firm oppement
of Innocent, and had been virtually “retired” during his predecessor’s pontificate’. In

Mr. Barraclough’s judgement Alexander was moved by animus ‘to attribute to Innocent
many things that were more tar-reaching’

s See pp. 534-5, above.
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princes’ hands began with the occasional concession, by the Pope
to some prince, of a royalty on the Pope’s own takings fiom the

clergy in that prince’s dominions—either as an inducement to the

prince to facilitate the collection of the balance by the Papal agents,

or in consideration of the prince’s undertaking to spend his royalty,

when he received it, on a crusade against the Muslims or the

Ilohenstaufen. As early as A.D. 1252 Pope Innocent IV and King
Henry III of England were suspected of being engaged in this kind

of collusion and m 1254 the Pope actually authorized the King
to divert, for the conquest of the Kingdom of Sicily from the

Hohenstaufen, the proceeds of a tithe \hich the King had been
collecting from the ecclesiastical revenues of England since 1250,

on the Pope’s authority, for the purpose of a Crusade to the Holy
Land!^

The Kings of England and France and the other countries of

Western Christendom beyond the pale of the Holy Roman Empire
were wiser m their generation than ‘the Wonder of the World'

when they turned a deaf ear to Frederick IPs appeals to his peers

to make common cause with him in resisting the aggression of the

Papal Power against himself and his house .

3

Frederick tried to

frighten them into coming to his help by warning them that, if

and when the Papacy did succeed in crushing the greatest of all

the secular Powers in the Western body social, the monster would
then have the smaller fry at its mercy and would proceed to mete

the same measure to them as to the Hohenstaufen Emperor-King
TL’he unwillingness of Frederick’s brother princes to respond to

his call—notwithstanding their manifest lack of enthusiasm for

the cause of Frederick’s Papal adversar}r^—seems to show that

they did not take the Emperor’s w^arning very seriously'^ and that

they had a shrewder idea than Frederick professed to have, or than

Gregory IX and Innocent IV can have had in fact, of what the

actual consequences of this Tunic W^ar’ between the Empire and

the Papacy would be.

* Mann, op cit., \oI xiv, p 258. 2 ii),j p 271
3 Tredtrick made a gencial appeal to the other princes of Western Christendom in

1227, after his excommunication by Gre<?ory IX, and aRain m 1230 alter his ex-

communication by the same Pope for the second time (Mann, op tit , vol xiii, pp 217-
19 and 286-7)

* An advocate of Frederick’s thesis uould have been able to adduce some historical

evidence of recent date in support of It lie could ha% c pointed out that the v»ai of 115c)

77 between Pope Alexander III and the Fmperor I rederick I had been matched .n

Enfiland, by the contemporary struggle—fiom 1162 to 1174—between Archbishop
Thomas Dccket and King Htnry II In this provincial conflict between Church and
State, howe\er, the ecclesiastical combatant had proved more formidable after hiS

martyrdom m \ D 1170 than before it In his lifetime Becket had not found it easy to

enlist on his side either the clcrgv of England or the Roman Curia in a quarrel with

King Henry II on what was largely a personal issue The Pope at the time had his

hands full elsewheie and he had no desire to incur the King of England's hostility On
the othir hand the C una did not miss its opportunit> oi taking advantage of the crime
by which the Kinp in the end put himself hopelessly m the wrong
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The outcome was, of course, the usual outcome of a great war
which is fought out to the bitter end. The nominal victor succeeded
in dealing the death-blow to his authentic victim at the cost of
sustaining fata’ injuries himself; and the real victors over both the
belligerents were the neutral tertiigaudentes. When Pope Boniface
VIII acted as though Frederick’s forecast had been correct, and
hurled against the King of France the pontifical thunderbolt with
which the Emperor had been blasted by Boniface’s predecessor
Innocent IV, the sequel demonstrated that, as a result of the deadly
struggle of A.D. 1227-68, the Papacy had sunk to the level of weak-
ness to which it had reduced the Empire, while the Kingdom of
France had become as strong as cither the Papacy or the Empire
had been before they had destroyed each other. In a trial of strength

in which King Philip emerged unscathed by the Papal thunder-
bolt’s blast, Pope Boniface was shown to be defenceless against

the sacrilegious buflretings of a Guillaume Nogatet and a Sciarra

Colonna; and Boniface’.* successors learnt this cruel lesson so will

that they meekly came to Avignon to sit on the door-step of a new
secular master who w^as quite as imperious as the Ijjjcnrvs and
the Fredericks, without possessing the shadow of an Emperor’s

traditional title to exercise secular jurisdiction over a Pope.

'rhe events of a.d. 1303-5 made it certain that the local secular

princes would inherit, sooner or later, within their respective terri-

tories, the %vhole of the administrative and financial powder and

organization which the Papacy had been gradually establishing for

itself all over Western C^hristendom The process of transfer was

only a matter of time. We may notice, as landmarks on the road,

the passage in England of the Statute of Provisors in 1351 and the

Statute of Praemunire in 13;-; the concessions which the Curia

was compelled to make, a century later, to the secular powers in

France and Germany as the price of the abandonment of their

support of the Council of Basel tl * Franco-Papal concordat

negotiated at Bologna in 1516, in which the Roman See made an

unequal division, wdth the French Crown, of existing Papal pre-

rogatives in French territory, at the expense of the Gallican Church

and the University of Paris; and the passage in England of the Act

of Supremacy in 1534. This scries of landmarks may remind us

that the transfer of the medieval Papacy’s prerogatives to the local

secular Governments had begun, all o\ ^ 1 Western Christendom,

some two hundred years before the Reformation, and that it worked

itself out to its conclusion in the states which remained Catholic

as well as in those which became Protestant. In both groups of states

alike the sixteenth century saw the process completed; and it is,

* See IV. n (m) ib) u, pp. 217-18, above.
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of course, no accident that the same century also saw the laying

of the foundations upon which the ‘totalitarian’ parochial states of

the modem Western World have been built up in the course of

the last four centuries.

In earlier parts of this Study* we have traced the genesis of these

modern parochial sovereign states of the kingdom-state calibre

back to the city-states of medieval Italy. We can now see that the

impact of Italian Civic Efficiency upon Transalpine Government
is not the only clash of historical foices out of which our latter-day

juggernauts have taken their formidable shape. A second, and pei-

haps equally prolific, source of the plenitude of power which these

parochial sovereign states have now acquired has been the impact

of their parochialism upon the Papal Respublica Christiana.^ When
the Papacy exhausted its strength in its deadly conflict with the

Holy Roman Empire, it placed itself at the mercy of the parochial

secular states; and it was then promptly despoiled by them of the

panoply with which it had equipped itself for fighting its medieval

battle. The oecumenical admimstiative and financial machinery

through which the medieval Curia governed and taxed the provin-

cial churches survives to-daym the corresponding apparatus of each

of the parochial states of the modern Western World ^ The oecu-

menical system of representative councils—from the First General

Council of the Lateran (a.d. 1123) to the Council of Basel (a d.

1431-49)—through which the members and the head of the Ilildc-

brandine body ecclesiastic periodically adjusted their relations with

one another, has a counterpart, if not a relic, to-day in our parochial

secular parliaments.'^ Above all, the devotion which the pro\incial

clergy, throughout medieval Western Christendom, once learnt to

give to the Pope, as the living human head of an oecumenical

society which w’as a mundane embodiment of the Civitas Dety now

’ See Til C (n) (h), \ol 111, pp 350 03, ind I\ . C (jm) {n) S, in the pn stnl Nolumc.

pp iqS zoo
,
abov<

^ See IV C (im) (b) ii, pp 214 22, abo\c
3 lor the financial mu hint rv of the imdieval Papny set Barradoui^h Cr Papal

Prornsions (Oxford IQIS, Blafkwcll), Lunt, W^ T 'The 1 mancial System uf the
Medieval Papacy* in The QuarUrh Jour?tal of Fomonius, vol xxiii, pp 251 seqq
(Boston igog, fills), t undern Papal Rcrenuts ir th AhddU Igts (I ondon 103 Mil-
ford), Samaran, C

,
and Mollat, Ct La Fistahte Portifi<alc en Ptame tiu \n^ siccle

(Pans igo!^, } ontemoiiiK), Moll it, (» Lt^ f'api s d*Aiignon (Pans igi2, I ccoftrc)
* The i^enerul tonncil-. of the rntdieval Western C hurcli were a Western revival of

the otrumcnical councils of the C atholu Church in the fourth rind hfth centuries

Some of the eailust of the Western parochial stculir parliamtnts—c g the parliaments
convent d in Fnjjland in 1246 and m Apulia in an I the Estates General convened
m r-Vance in 1302—vveit summoned tor the purpose of rtsislinp an extension of the
Papal preropative Wert thvsc parochial parluments -m which the locil tlcrgy were
at least as well represented as the local laiU -inspired by the example ol the i^eneral

councils of tht Church, on the principle of hi^htinp the Holy hie with its own weapons^
'I'he verdict of the experts appears, at the moment to be that the mam principles of
conciliar and parliamentary organization and procedure are so different as to make it

difficult to imagine that the ecclesiastical institution can have served as the model for
the secular.
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survives in the loyalty which the parochial secular ‘successor-states’

of the medieval Christian Republic receive to-day from their sub-
jects without much distinction between laymen and clerics.

This hold upon human hearts is the most precious of all the

spoils which the ‘successor-states’ have taken from the greater and
nobler institution which they have plundered

;
for it is by command-

ing loyalty, far more than by raising and spending revenues or

maintaining and employing armies, that these ‘successor-states’

have succeeded in keeping themselves alive At the same time this

spiritual heritage from the Hildebrandine Church is the element in

the constitution of our modern parochial states which has turned
these once harmless and useful institutions into a grave menace to

the welfare of our civilization. For the spirit of devotion which
was a beneficent creative power in Western Christendom when it

was directed through the gates of a Civitas Dei towards God him-
self^ has degenerated into a maleficent destructive force in the pro-

cess of being diverted from its original divine object and being

offered instead to an idol made by human hands. ^ Parochial states,

as our medieval forebears knew, are man-made institutions, useful

and even necessary in their place, w’hich deserve fromTus that con-

scientious but unenthusiastic performance of a minor social duty

which we render, in our time, to our municipalities and county

councils. To idolize these pieces of social machinery, which have

nothing divine about them, is to court a spiritual disaster; and this

is the disaster towards which our modern Western World is head-

ing to-day2 as an ultimate consequence of the spiritual spoliation of

the Holy See by the secular principalities which were once kept

m their place by the Papacy’s moral authority.

'Fhe sole, and paltry, compensation w^hich the Papacy received

from its despoilers was a tiny share in the territorial sovereignty

which the local secular princes were forging for themselves out of

their Papal spoils. The effective establishment of the Pope’s terri-

torial sovereignty proceeded pari passu with his virtual eviction

from the moral presidency of an oecumenical Christian Common-
wealth, In the great age of the Hildebrandine Church the Popes,

as we have seen,^ were content—notwithstanding the donations of

Pepin and Charlemagne and Matilda—to forgo the practical exer-

cise of territorial sovereignty even in Rome itself. The first piece

of territory over which any Pope exercised full powers of civil

government de facto as well as de jure was the Venaissin—a frag-

ment of ^he Burgundian portion of the heritage of the Counts of

Toulouse v^hich was ceded to Pope Gregory X by King Philip III

* See IV. C (m) (r) 2 (P), p. 303, above.
3 Sec IV. C (lid (c) 2 (J), pp. 318-20 and 405-8, above. ^ Sec pp. 523-^. above.
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of France in 1274, while the Council of Lyon was in session.

Ostensibly this Council—at which Rudolf of Hapsburg sought

and obtained the recognition of his election as King of the Romans,
and the Greeks sought and obtained their restoration to communion
with Rome, on the Pope’s own terms^—v\as a Papal triumph which
placed the coping-stone upon the Iliklebrandine edifice. Actually,

however, the foundations of the mighty structure had been fatally

undermined before its upper-works wxre finished off; and the

collapse of a.d. 1303 -’5 occurred before the Pope’s territorial domi-

nions received their next extension through the purchase of the

city of Avignon by Pope Clement VI in 13 ^8. Thereafter, between

1353 and 1367, W'hen the lepublican movement in Rome had been
discredited—after two centui ies of licence— by the antics of Rienzi,

and when civic liberties were on the wane all over Central and

Norihern Italy, a Spanish soldier, Cardinal Albornoz, made an

effective conquest of the greatei part of the Donation of Charle-

magne on behalf of a Papal master w^ho w^as then still hugging

the golden chains of a humiliating ‘Babylonish Capti\ ity’; and at the

turn of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, at the height of the

Great Schism, Albornoz’s work w^as rcpc;»tcd and confirmed by

Pope Boniface IX with one hand, while with the other hand he w^as

contending w ith his rival Benedict of Avignon. In the course of the

next hundred years these Italian possessions of the Papacy became
securely welded together into one of the ten despotically governed

principalities into which the sixty or seventy medieval city-states

of Central and Northern Italy wx're consolidated during the transi-

tion from the Medieval to the Modem Age.'^ In this one field the

Papacy achieved, in its decline, a success w’hich had nc\er come
its way in the period of its Ilildebrandinc greatness

;
and the achieve-

ment was not undone, or even intcrmpted, by a series of un-

precedented disasters: the ‘Babylonish Capti\ity’ of 1309-76,^ the

Great Schism of 1378-1417, the Reformation, and the Sack of

Rome in 1527. The reason was that the erection of the Papal

principality was an almost automatic consequence of the establish-

ment of a new^ international order—or anarchy—in the Western

World; and in yielding to this new^ dispensation, which was an

utter reversal of the Ilildebrandine regime, the Papacy was simply

allowing itself to drift on an irresistible tide which was not, this

* See IV. C ('hi) (< ) 2 (j9), Annex II, p 616, beIo\\
2 For this process of consolidation see III C (n) (6), vol in, pp 1^4-7, above.
3 The disaster lav in the ‘capture’ of the Papacy by the b tench Crown, and not in the

scene of the ‘captivity’; for the metaphorical Babylon on the banka of the Rh6ne was
much better placed than the metaphorical Zion on the hanks of the Tiber for serving

the fourteenth-century Papal Curia as a centre for the administration of an ecclesiastical

empire which e ctended at the time from Sicily to Ireland and from Portugal to Finland.
*^00 this point see p. 520, footnote 2, above.)
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time, of the Papacy’s own raising. The modern Papal State was one
of the Machiavellian secular ‘successor-states* into which the Hilde-
brandine ecclesiastical commonwealth was partitioned

;
and it lasted

as long as the rest of the territorial system of which it was part and
parcel—maintaining itself on the Rhone till a.d. 1791 and on the
Tiber till a.d. 1870.

The consciousness that it was now drifting with the tide, and
that it had lost control over its own destinies, was no doubt the

psychological cause of the conservatism to which the Papacy aban-
doned itself from the time when it received the shock of the Protes-

tant Reformation until the time when it began to recover from the

later shock which was administered to it by the Italian Risorgi->

mento. Realizing that it was now at the mercy of wind and w'avc,

the Ptpacy came to see its safety in stagnation.

‘When thou wast young, thou girdedst thyself and walkedst whither
ihou wouldest; but when thou shalt be old thou shalt stietch forth thy
hands, and another shall gir ! thee and carry thee whither thou wouldt^t
not.’^

For a person or institution that has come to this pass, change
is foimidable, because it will not be a change that is voluntary,

and may be a change for the worse. It w'as in this spirit that the

Papacy set its face, not only against the hierarchical and theological

innovations of the Protestant Reformation, which were deliberately

antagonistic to the Ilildebrandine order of society, but also against

some of the new discoveries of modern Western Physical Science

and new ideas of modern Western Social Philosophy.

We have now perhaps found some answer to the question how
the Papacy came to suffer its extraordinary Tr^pcTTcreia; but in

describing the process we have not explained the cause. We may
be justified in our thesis that the downfall of the Papacy in every

sphere can be traced back to its abandonment of the spiritual in

favour of the material sword, and that this fatal charge can be

traced, in its turn, to Hildebrand’s choice in the first act of his

public life. Yet, even if it \vere demonstrable that Hildebrand’s

decision in a.d. 1045 to pdrry force with force w^as the ruin of

the Hildcbrandine enterprise as a matter of fact, this would not

prove that w’hat did happen w'^as hound to happen a priori. The
bingle example of the Hildebrandine trag. dv, impressive though it

may be, can prove no more, in itself, than the truism that the use

of material means towards a spiritual end is always a dangerous

game. To live dangerously, however, is the inevitable condition of

being alive at all; and there is no decisive evidence for the opera-

tion of a moral Gresham’s Law to make it certain that, whenever
* John XXI. 18
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force is employed in a spiritual cause, this dangerous manceuvre
will always incur defeat. There may be cases in which the same
manoeuvre can be resorted to with a chance of success, and some
cases, perhaps, among these, in which no other line of action holds

out any prospect of victory, so that there the choice will lie between
risking defeat in a hazardous move and accepting defeat without a

struggle. In fact, notwithstanding the experience of the Hilde-

brandine Church, this Riddle of the Sphinx remains inscrutable

still. And in our own later generation, when we find ourselves con-

fronted once more by Hildebrand’s dilemma, with the advocates

of an uncompromising pacifism arrayed ancipiti Matte against the

advocates of enforcing peace, we cannot pronounce that Hilde-

brand’s choice was intrinsically the wrong one simply because

it resulted in a disaster in Hildebrand’s case. It is therefore not

enough to show how this disaster occurred; we have also to answer,

if we can, the question why.

Why was it that the medieval Papacy became the slave of its

own tools, and allowed itself to be betrayed, by its use of material

means, into being diverted from the spiritual ends to w^hich those

means had been intended to minister } In the history of the Roman
See, as in that of the Roman Republic, the explanation of an ulti-

mate defeat is to be found (so it would seem) in the untoward
effects of an initial victory. The dangerous game of fighting force

with force had in these cases fatal results bee mse, to begin with, it

succeeded only too well. Intoxicated by the successes which their

hazardous manoeuvre obtained for them in the earlier stages of

their struggle with the Holy Roman Empire, Pope Gregory VII
and his successors persisted in the use of force, and carried it to

extremes, until it defeated the users’ purpose by becoming an end
in itself. While Gregory VII fought the Empire with the object

of removing an Imperial obstacle to a reform of the Church, In-

nocent IV iought the Empire two hundred years later with the

object of breaking the Imperial Power. The downfall of the Hilde-

brandine Papacy was a supremely tragic performance of the drama
of Kopog-v^pig-aTT],

We can verify the working out of this Leitmotiv in two ways. We
can discern it in a contrast between some earlier and some later

scene in the play; and we can detect it by an analysis of the plot.

The first pair of outwardly similar but inwardly diverse scenes

is one in which three rival claimants to the Papacy are summoned
before the judgement-seat of a council of the Church under the

presidency of a Holy Roman Emperor, with the result that two of

them are declared illegitimate, the third is permitted to avoid

deposition by abdicating, and the Holy See thus rendered vacant is
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filled in due course by the election of a new candidate. In A.n,

1046 it was Pope Gregory VI who was compelled by the Emperor
Henry III to abdicate, at the Synod of Sutri, in order to make way
for Suidger of Bamberg to ascend the Papal throne as Clement II

;

in A.D. 1415 it was Pope John XXIII who was compelled to ab-
dicate by the Fathers of the Council of Constance, under the
auspices of the Emperor Sigismund, in order that Oddone Colonna
might become Pope Martin V. Externally the two scenes might
seem almost indistinguishable, but there is a difference in ethos
between the two protagonists which gives some measure of the
moral disaster to which the Papacy had succumbed in the course
of the four intervening centuries. Pope Gregory VI was an un-
worldly saint who had rendered himself technically guilty of the

offence of Simony by purchasing the Papal office, with money
legitimately acquired, in order to rescue it from the hands of his

unworthy god-son, Pope Benedict IX. The offence had been so

strictly formal, and the motive so plainly pure, that John Gratian’s

action had been acclaimed by Peter Damian as the salvation of

the Church, wffiile Hildebrand showed his opinion of k by taking

service under his old schoolmaster as his capellanus and assum-
ing this master^s pontifical name when his own turn came, long

afterv^^ards, to ascend the Papal throne as Gregory VII. The con-

demnation of Gregory VI was a travesty of justice which aroused

indignation all over Western Christendom and inspired Hilde-

brand* to devote his life to fighting for the liberation of the Church
from an arbitrary ‘Caesaro-papism’. Yet the victim of this judicial

act of injustice accepted and endorsed the sentence without a mur-
mur. Not so the condottiere Baldassare Cossa, ‘the most profligate

of Mankind’, 2 whom the Oji.ncil of Constance had to deal vidth

as Pope John XXIII. ‘lie fled, and was brought back a prisoner;

the most scandalous charges were suppressed; the Vicar of Christ

was only accused of piracy, murder, rape, sodomy, and incest;

and, after subscribing his own condemnation, he expiated in prison

the imprudence of trusting his person to a free city beyond the

Alps,’‘^ The poison of worldliness had worked potently in the

course of less than four hundred years to produce the contrast

between this scene and that.

There is another pair of scenes in whi'^l t Pope invades Southern

Italy with an armed force, meets with aii ignominious defeat from

* See pp. 512-13, above.
2 Gibbon, E : The History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, ch. bcx.

3 Gibbon, op cit., cap. cit. Since the date at which Gibbon wrote these demurely

deadly sentences, a substantial iiimmarv of the evidence apainst John XXIII has come
to light (see Waugh, W. T., in The Cambridge Medieval History, vol. vui fCambridge
IQ36, University Press), p. 7, footnote 2). The reason why ‘the most scandalous charges

were aupprcBsed’ is still, however, unknown (op. cit., p. 8, footnote 1).
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the Power whom he is attacking, and dies of chagrin. In the first

scene it is Pope Leo IX who is defeated in 1053 by the Normans;*
in the second scene it is Pope Innocent IV who is defeated in 1254
by Manfred. Outwardly the ci-devant Bruno of Egisheim was more
deeply humiliated than the ci-devant Sinibaldo Fieschi; for he
led his army in person, was taken prisoner on the battle-field, and
died in virtual captivity, while his more prudent successor two hun-
dred years later assigned the command of his army to his nephew
and died a free man. The difference, however, is all the other way
when we take account of motives and states of mind. Pope Leo
was attempting, in co-operation with the secular arm of the Em-
perors of both East and West, to carry out a police operation against

a band of brigands whom their victims spoke of not as Normans
but as Hagarenes, to signify that they were the truceless enemies of

Chuich and State. Yet, even in so good a cause, this nobleman’s

son who had been brought up among men of war was filled with

compunction at the thought that he had lent the countenance of

his Papal office to the shedding of blood and ^\hat broke his

heart was the slaughter of his followers and not his own defeat and
capture by the outlaws whom he had hoped to subdue. Innocent,

on the other hand, was on the war-path against the son of a dead
and defeated enemy against whom he nursed such an implacable

hatred^ that he must needs pursue his vendetta into the second

and the third generation. 'Fhe chagrin that killed him was his rage

at being foiled in an attempt to carry the war into the enemy’s

country and to chevy out of his father’s ancestral kingdom a prince

who had abandoned his father’s aggressive ambitions and who was

only anxious to be left in peace.^ Militarily, Innocent’s and Leo’s

Apulian expeditions ended in much the same way, but morally

there is no comparison between them; and this moral gulf gives

the measure of the Papacy’s spiritual degeneration during the

intervening span of two hundred years.

Yet another pair of scenes whose likeness and difference tell the

same tale of a moral decline and fall is a pair which offers the out-

wardly identic spectacle of a Pope being kidnapped and brutally

handled by men of violence with the cold-blooded intention of

* See IV. C (ill) (r) 2 Annex II. pp, 611-12, below
^ Herein Bruno’s temperament presents an instructive contrast to that of his adviser,

and eventual successor, Hildebrand.
3 In substitution for the words ‘implacable hatred’ Mr G Barrac lough suggests the

phrase ‘consistent policy based on a conviction of the impossibility of co-operation with
the Hohenstaufen, and of the danger of their presence in Italy’.

* This statement of Manfred's attitude and intentions is, in Mr. Barraclough’s sub-
mission, ‘beside the point from Innocent’s point of view, just as Hitlerian protestations

of goodwill and peacefulness are beside the point for France to-day’. In the opinion of
the writer of this Study Mr Barraclough’s striking parallel damns Poincare-la-Gucrre
without exculpating Sinibaldo bicschi.
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breaking his nerve and so bringing him to make a great concession
which he would never have conceded on its merits. In the first of

these two scenes we see Pope Paschal II being seized in a.d. iiu
by the Emperor Henry V at the high altar of St. Peter’s and carried

away captive into the Campagna; in the second we see Pope Boni-
face VIII being assaulted at Anagni in a.d. 1303 by Guillaume
Nogaret and Sciarra Colonna. 'Phe purpose of Henry V was to

extort from Pope Paschal an acknowledgement of the Emperor’s
right to confer Investiture; the purpose of Guillaume Nogaret was
to extort from Pope Boniface a retractation of certain bulls which
the Pope had promulgated against Nogaret’s royal master. To this

extent the two scenes are in conformity; it is when we consider the

respective antecedents of this pair of outrages against the Pope’s

saciosanctity that the moral difference comes to light. Behind
Nogaret’s brutal assault upon Boniface there was no treachery and
much provocation. For nearly two years past the Pope had been
conducting against the King of France an ever more violent war Cif

words, with the evident intention of coercing the King into a public

submission and thereby leading him in triumph as a r^^yal captive

of the pontifical bow and spear. The first shots had been fired in

Clencis laicos and Inejfabilis amoris, Salvator mundi and Ausculta

Jilt had been follow’^ed up by Unam sanctam—a bull which roundly

asserted the supremacy of the pontifical over the secular sword

—

and Unam sanctam by Super Petri solio, a bull in w^hich the King
was excommunicated. In raising the question of swords, Boniface

had been ‘asking for trouble’
;
and, when he gets it, vve cannot feel

that the coin of violence in which Nogaret pays him is \ cry different

from the Pope’s ow^n mintage. On the other hand the antecedents

of Heniy’s brutal assault upon Paschal were such as to leave the

Emperor altogether without excuse. On that very morning, and

in those very precincts, he had just concluded wath his victim a

concordat^ in which he had renounced the very claim which he now
compelled the Pope to concede under physical duress; and he had

renounced it in exchange for a renunciation of equal magnitude

on Paschal’s part. The agreement was that, in consideration of

Henry’s abandonment of a claim to confer Investiture upon eccle-

siastics, the Church should surrender all the te^jalia—the powers

and rights and revenues of a secular order—which it had acquired

in the course of ages, and should content itself with the proceeds of

its tithes and free-will offerings. If this agreement had been rati-

fied and carried out, it would have achieved a radical settlement of

* Henry’s asseta does, it is true, appear to have been given subject to the condition

that the agreement should be ratified ‘iirma cr autentica ratione, con^ilio quoque vel

Concordia totius ecclesiae ac rcgni pnncipum assensu’ (Carl>le, op cit ,
vol iv, p. n6,

quoting Ekkehard’s Chronicle sub a.d. iiii).
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the question over which the Empire and the Papacy were then at

issue; and Henryks failure to ratify was not Pope Paschal’s fault.

Henry failed because he could not carry with him the bishops of

Germany, who did not care to obtain their liberation from Lay
Investiture if the sacrifice of their regalia was to be the price; and,

having failed, he not only went back upon his bargain but deter-

mined to extort a recognition of his previous claim by committing

an act of the grossest treachery and violence. If Boniface largely

deserved what he got, Pope Paschal assuredly did not.

Finally we may contrast the spectacle of Pope Celcstine V
making his ‘Great Refusal’ in a.d. 1294 wi‘h the spectacle of that

other ‘harmless old man’ who ‘was left in a solitary castle to ex-

communicate twice each day the rebel kingdoms which had de-

serted his cause’, I and who persisted in this exercise from his

deposition in 1417 until his death in 1422/3. If the approach of

moral decay is foreshadowed in Celestine’s pathological flight from
responsibility,^ its advent is proclaimed in Benedict’s pathological

clinging to power. In either gesture there is that note of exaggera-

tion w^hich is one of the surest symptoms ot moral as well as physical

misgrowth.^ The exaggeration runs to the length of caricature;

and in either case it is the caricature of an element which is to be

found in the character of other Popes of very different spiritual

stature. In the soul of each of those spiritual giants the conflicting

impulses to which a Celesline and a Benedict respectively gave way
had both been perpetually piescnt, and therefore perpetually at

war, without ever overriding a will which was able to keep them
both in order because it was stronger than either of tliern. A
Gregory VII or a Gregory I had been tormented by the burden of

the Papal office because he had all the time been aware of an Other
World from which the cares of This World were keeping him in

exile; yet he had carried the burden indomitably to his journey’s

end because he had divined that his duty lay in This World so long

as he was a sojourner in it, and that only ‘he that endureth to the

end shall besaved’.'^ This ceaseless struggle between conflicting im-

pulses under a higher control—this inward spiritual warfare which
wrings from the titan’s breast the cry ‘O wretched man that I

am!’"’—is the well-spring of Ilildebraiidine lives and achievements.

When we pass from a Hildebrand to a Celcstine and a Benedict, and

see in them the same creative impulses deprived of all their virtue

* Gibbon, op ut
,
cap cit.

* ‘A historian mif^ht argue that his renunciation was the only sensible thing that
Morrone did as Pope —it was not the “Hight fiom responsibility” that was questionable,

but the weakness of will that led to its acceptance, and the siupiJily ot the policy of the
cardinals who made the election ’—Mr G Barraclough, in a letter to the writer.

i On this point see IV. C (in; (r) 2 (y), Annex, below
* Matt. X 22 5 Rom vii. 24
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by a fatal divorce from one another and an equally fatal breakage
of their bond of spiritual discipline, we perceive that the end of the
Hildebrandine order is at hand.

The operation of Kopos-v^pts-arr] which we have detected
in these comparisons of successive pairs of scenes is revealed still

more clearly when we take the play as a whole and analyse the

plot.

The first act opens in a.d. 1046 with a challenge to the Roman
Sec which is taken to heart by Hildebrand.

In Hildebrand*s generation the Western Christendom was pass-

ing out of the first into the second chapter of its history—out of a

defensive state of mind in which the height of ambition was to

keep alive, as the Abbe SieyAs boasted in a later age that he had
lived through the French Revolution, into an adventurous state of

mind in which this vegetative life for life’s sake began to seem
hardly worth living unless it could now be transcended, on the

Aristotelian scheme of social growth^ in an effort to make life a

stepping-stone towards attaining the true end of Man. This troub-

ling of the waters of Western life in the eleventh century of the

Christian Era revealed itself most powerfully in a migRty move-
ment for refc»rming the conduct of the Church, 2 which in that age

was another name for the Western Society itself; and this move-
ment presented a challenge to the Roman See because, in the

relations between the Papacy and the Western body social, it made
it impossible for the status quo ante to persist. It was only in a

society that was numb with misery— as Western Christendom had
been from the twilight of Charlemagne’s generation to the dawn
of Otto the Great’s—that the prerogative of moral leadership could

be left, even nominally, in the hands of an institution which w^as

disgracing itself as the Roman See disgraced itself during that

profligate passage in its history. From the moment when the

Western World as a w^hole began to sha' e off its moral torpor and

aspire to a better life, the Roman See was confronted with the

alternative of leaping at one bound from the lowest to the highest

rung of the moral ladder as it stood in that age, or else being pilloried

in its actual state of degradation and seeing its kingdom numbered
and finished and divided and given to the Medos and Persians.'^

There was a danger-signal for discerning eyes in the Lateran in the

tremor of indignation w^hich ran through \v cstern Christendom

—

^ Aristotle: Politics, Book i, chap. 2, § 8 (p. 1252 b): reXcios ttoXis . . . yivoiianj

oZv TOV €V€K€l'f OvaO Sc TOV (tJV.

* In the eleventh century ‘Ja renaissance de la richesst-
,
I’casor des nations, la vipueur

dcs ^tats permet A rficlise d'abandonner lea taches dont la defaillance de I’Empire

Romain Ta peu ^ peu ^arg^e, et cle se conaacrer toute & sa mission spirituelle^ ii son
oeuvre 6dificatrice.*—Dufourcq, A., op. cit., vol. vi, 4th edition, p. 2. Compare Carlyle,

op. cit,, vol. IV, pp. 4^51 and 58^0. ^ Dan. v. 25-8.
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and with particular vehemence in the Transalpine parts—^when it

was reported in 1024 that the Greeks were in negotiation with the

Papacy for the purchase of Papal acquiescence in the Patriarch of

Constantinople's long-maintained and long-contested pretension

to the title of ‘Oecumenical This explosion of anger at an only

too credible rumour that the Pope was selling his birthright for a

mess of pottage showed that the profligacy of the Roman Sec was
notorious and odious to the Western Plebs Christiana, And when,
a score of years later, the Papal caprilanus Hildebrand, in whose
own soul the spirit of the age was w^orking, saw an Emperor conduct

the trial and procure the condemnation >f a Pope on a charge of

Simony, he read the meaning of this writing on the wall and went
into action. In that hour Hildebrand set himself the tremendous
task of reversing the judgement upon the Roman See which had
just been pronounced at Sutri; and in thirty years of titanic labour

he succeeded in achieving the impossible. By 1075 double

battle against the sexual and the financial corruption of the clergy

had been won throughout the Western World, and the victory had

been gained by tlie moral prowess of a Roman See whose profligacy

had been the greatest of all the scandals of the Western Church in

the preceding century'. This victory had been Hildebrand's per-

sonal work. He had fought for it beyond the Alps and behind the

Papal I'hrone until the fight had carried him at last into the office

which he had raised from the dust; and he had fought with every

weapon, spiritual or material, that had come to his hand. It w^as

at the moment of triumph, in the third year of his reign as Pope
Gregory VII, that I^lildebrand took a step which his champions

can plausibly represent as ha\ing been almost inevitable^ and his

critics— no less plausibly—as having been almost inevitably disas-

trous.^ In that year Hildebrand extended his field ol battle from
the sure ground of Concubinage and Simony to the debatable

ground of Investiture.

Logically, perhaps, the conflict over Investiture might be justi-

fied as an inevitable sequel to the conflicts over Concubinage and

* For the controversy o\er this title see IV C (in) (<) 2 (j5), p 311, above
* UntMtablt’ has to be qualified by ‘almost’ ( onsidennK that jn the view of the leaders

of the Cluniac movement the domtstn. moial leforin of the ( hurch b\ htr own cftoits,

which Cluny had initiated, was not impossible to carrv through without undti taking the

second and still more formidable task of lecovering the C hurrh’s frttdoni from external

control by liberating her from lay influence In the C luniac view the t\\o issues were not

inseparable, and therefore Clunv parted compan> with the Roman Curia when the battle

over Investiture was engaged b> Hildebrand.
3 Hildebrand possesses in common with another militantly idealistic lehgious in-

novator, Ikhnaton, an apparently perennial rapautv for arousing passionate feelings,

whether of devotion or of hostility, in the hearts of all who cross his path tn saecula

saeculorum. The controversy that rages ov ei the characters and careers of these two great

men among the scholars of our own geneiation is conducted with at least a touch of the

animus which was displayed by Hildebranci’s and Ikhnaton’s own respective con-
temporal ICS.
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Simony if all three struggles were looked upon as aspects of one
single struggle for the liberation of the Church. To a Hildebrand
at this critical point in his career it might almost seem labour lost

to have freed the Church from her servitude to Venus and to Mam-
mon, if he were to leave her still fettered by her political subjection

to the Secular Power. So long as this third shackle lay heavy upon
her, would she not still be debarred from doing her divinely

appointed work foi the regeneration of Mankind? This argument
on the lips of the apologists for Hildebrand's new departure in the

year 1075 begs a question which Hildebrand's critics are entitled

to ask, even if they fail to prove conclusively that the answer to it

IS in their own favour. In a.d. 1075, were the circumstances such
that any clear-sighted and strong-minded occupant of the Papal
throne was bound to judge that there w^as no longer any possibility

of sincere and fruitful co-operation between the reforming party

in the Western Church, as represented by the Roman Curia, and
the Secular Power in the Western Chiistian Commonwealth, as

represented by the Holy Roman limpire? On this question the

onus of proof lies with the Ilildebrandmes on at least two accounts.

In the first place neither Hildebrand himself nor his ffi.nisans ever

sought—either before or after the promulgation of Hildtbrand^s

deci ec prohibiting Lay Investiture in 1075—to deny that the secular

authorities had a legitimate role to play in the procedure for the

election of the clerical officers of the Church from the Pope himself

downwards.^ In the second place, within the thirty years ending

in 1075 Roman See had been working hand in hand with the

Holy Roman Empire in the older conflict over the issues of Con-

cubinage and Simony. Indeed, their co-operation had become so

sincere and so cordial that the Emperor Hcniy III, who had forced

Pope Grcgor>^ VI out of office and into exile in 1046, chose Pope

Victor II ten years later, when the Emperor was on his death-

bed, to be the guardian of his six-yea^s-old son.- It is true' that, in

the domain of the Empire, if not in tb^ Western Woild as a whole,

Henry TIPs premature death in a.d. io5(> had been billowed by

a moral relapse—especially in the matter of Simony—wffiich had

begun during the minority of Henry Ill’s namesake and son and

successor Henry IV and had not ceased v^hen tlie young prince

had taken over the reins of government himself in \.d. 1069.^ In

fact, 'behind any particular occasions JifFcrence there lay a more

general cause, and this was the fact that after the death of Henry III

* On this point see Carlyle, op. cit., vol. iv, Part I, chs. 2 and 3, and Part II, passtm,

especially ch. 2. ...
2 For the fiiendlinesH of the Emperor Henry HFs relations with the reiorm party

in the Curia alter, as well as beton A.u. 1046 see p 512, footnote 1, above.

3 See Carlyle, op. cit., vol iv, pp. 55, bi-2, and 170-1.
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the temporal authority was no longer co-operating with the spiri-

tual in the attempt at reform, but seemed rather to be responsible

for the continuance of grave evils, such as Simony and the secu-

larization of the clergy. It was under these circumstances that

the Papacy began to develop the policy of limiting or prohibiting

the intervention of the secular authority in ecclesiastical appoint-

ments. This may have been justifiable and even necessary, but it

must be admitted that it was a step of an almost revolutionary

character';* and if, m spite of all justifications and provocations,

Hildebrand had foreborne to throw down the gauntlet in a.d. 1075,

it is conceivable that the relations of the Emperor Henry IV with

Pope Gregory might have ended m being not less happy than his

father’s relations with Pope Victor.

To raise the new issue of Investiture with a militancy wdiich

was bound to set Empire and Papacy at variance was the more
hazardous inasmuch as this third issue happened to be far less

clear than those others on which the two authorities in Western

Christendom had, not so long since, seen eye to eye.

One source of ambiguity arose from the fact that, by Hilde-

brand’s day, It had become established that the appointment of

a clerical officer of episcopal rank requiied, in order to make it

valid, the concurrence of sevetal different parties in taking action

of several different kinds. It was one of the primeval rules of

ecclesiastical discipline that a bishop must be elected by the clergy

and people of his see and must be consecrated by a quoniin of the

validly consecrated bishops of the province. And the secular power
had never at any time—since the isbue had been raised by the con-

version of Constantine—attempted to usurp the ritual prerogative

of the bishops or to challenge, at any rate in theory, the electoral

rightvS of the clergy and people. The role which the secular author-

ities had exercised de facto—without prejudice to the question of

what the situation might be de jure—was that of nominating can-

didates and wielding a power of veto over elections
;
and this power,

which was grounded in Roman Imperial practice, had been success-

fully reasserted in the West by the Holy Roman Emperors Charle-

magne and Otto I, in anticipation of Henry III, against the Papacy

itself, which was the highest ecclesiastical office in the Western
World. There may be some uncertainty about the scope of the

powders which, on the moriow of the Synod of Sutri, were con-

ferred upon Henry as patricius by the Roman clergy and people;

but it is certain that the first step in the making of a Pope Leo IX
out of a Bruno Bishop of Toul, and of a Pope Victor II out of a

Gebhard Bishop of Eichstett, was the despatch of a diplomatic

* Carlyle, op. cit
,
vol iv, p 66.
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mission across the Alps from Rome to the Emperor to ask for an
Imperial nomination; and in the second of these instances the
Roman mission came with Hildebrand at its head. Even as late

as the year 1059, after Henry’s death, Hildebrand took care to

jbtain the assent of the Empress Regent before he gave his own
support to the candidature of Gerard Bishop of Florence; and at

the famous Lateran Council which was held in the same year by
Hildebrand’s candidate after he had been duly elected to be Pope
Nicholas II, when the Fathers laid down a procedure for Papal
elections in the future, the Emperor’s rights in the matter were
once again formally acknowledged, even though they were left un-
defined. If the traditional role of the Secular Power in the appoint-

ment of the highest ecclesiastical dignitary in the West was as

substantial as this, the case for the exercise of a corresponding lay

influence over the appointment of ordinary bishops and abbots

might almost be taken as proven a fortiori, and it is not certain

that the legitimacy of this influence, within its traditional limits,

was disputed by Hildebrand even after the promulgation of the

decree of 1075.^

This uncertainty arises out of a second ambiguity w'hich is of a

verbal order and which ‘runs through the whole literature of the

subject’.^ 'JTe word ‘Investiture’ is ambiguous in itself. It may
be used in the general meaning of appointment, or in the technical

meaning of the bestowal of the pastoral staff and ring. And an

opponent of Lay Investiture may be opposing the practice in this

narrow technical sense without necessarily at the same time seeking

to exclude the secular authorities from influencing appointments

to clerical offices in the traditional ways.

By the eleventh century the traditional case for the exercise of

some degree of secular control over clerical appointments had been

reinforced by a new convSidoration of a practical kind which likew^ise

applied to the lower ranks as well as to the apex of the Western

hierarchy and which introduced yet a third ambiguity into an

already complicated problem. This third ambiguity lay in the

matter of the clergy’s functions. The ‘Caesaro-papistical’ thesis^

manifestly gains in strength if the clergy over whom the secular

power claims to exercise control become possessed, on their part,

of secular as well as ecclesiastical emoluments and authority; and

this had actually been happening all ove»* Western Christendom

during the three centuries ending in the reign of the Emperor
Henry HI. ’Fhc donations of Pepin and Charlemagne to the Papacy

* For the evidence on this head see Carlyle, op. cif., vol. iv, pp. 69-72.
^ Carlyle, op cit., vol iv, p. 74.
3 hor the nature of ‘Caesaro-papism’ see IV. C (111) (c) 2 (jS), pp. 34^-53 »

above.
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were merely the classical examples of a wide-spread transfer, into

clerical hands, of the civil power’s regalia; and this oecumenical

secular movement had been at no time so active as during the two
centuries between the death of Charlemagne and the birth of

Hildebrand. By the year 1075, when Hildebrand launched his

campaign against the Lay Investiture of clerics, a very large part

of the civil administration ofWestern Christendom was in the hands
of clerics w^ho held it as of feudal right, so that the exemption of the

clergy from Lay Investiture in the broader sense would now carry

with it an abrogation of the Secular Power’s authority over large

tracts of its own proper field and a tran^formation of the Church
into a civil as well as an ecclesiastical imperium in tmperio,^ To
demand this— if Hildebrand did unequivocally demand so much

—

was to declare war; and, if we ask ourselves what can have led so

great a man as Hildebrand to take so grave a step, the most con-

vincing answer will be that his judgement was clouded on this

critical occasion by the intoxicating consciousness of his previous

triumphs.2 ‘All things are possible to him that believeth’^ is a

dangerous text for a human being to act upon, even w'hen the

man is a Gregory VII.

The gravity of Hildebrand’s action in 1075 is revealed by the

dimensions of the catastrophe which was its sequel. On this issue

* It will be seen that this awkward logical consequence (on one inttiprttation of

the teim ‘Investiture’) of Hildebrand’s declaration of war upon Lav Investiture in \ D
1075 was the inverse of th^ equally awkward loKital consequence of the Orthodox
Church’s conversion of the Khan of Bulgaria in a D Sf)4 5 L ndcr the then prevailing

East Roman regime of ‘Caesaro papism’ the Khan of Bulgaria was as we have seen
(in IV C (ill) (c) 2 (^) pp 379 81, above) implicitlv placing himself under tlu secular

sovereignty of the I ast Roman Emperor in the act of submitting himself to the ccclc-

Riastual authoriU of the I ast Roman F.mperor s civil servant the Oecumenical Patriarch

Conversely, Hildebrand in 1075 was implicitly claiming, for the Pope and other prelates

of the Western Chuuh, a secular independence of, in addition to an ecclesiastical

authority ovt r the Holy Roman Emperor and other secular princes of Western Christen-
dom In the West in the eleventh century a new idea was colliding with old facts, wlicre-

as in Orthodox Christc ndoni in the ninth centurv an old idea had collided with new facts

But, notwithstanding these antitheses, the two collisions had the identical effect of pre-
cipitating a disastrous ccmflict

^ A hostile critic might perhaps prefer to vindicate Hildebrand’s judgement, at the
expense of his character, by suggesting that he had never forgiven the Emperor Henry
HI for having humiliated the Papacy m the person of Hildebrand s own revered master
Gregory VI

;
that in 1075 he at last took a revenge to which he had been looking forward

for thirty veais, and that he had waited to spring until his redoubtable enemy had been
succeeded by an inexpt*ricnced son, and until the young man had his hands full with
the insurrection that had broken out in Saxony in T073 almost at the moment of Hilde-
brand’s own acc ession to the Papacy No doubt Henry IV’s Saxon troubles did influence

Hildebrand’s choice of his moment for sinking, for so great a man ot action as Hddc-
brand was could not be blind to sue h considerations, and the Saxons did in fact become
his close allies m the struggle against a common enemy. Yet a Machiavellian picture

of Hildebiand is unconvincing If he was lealiy nursing hia revenge throughout
tViosc thirty years, why did he not induce one of his three predecessors on the Papal

throne, who were all under his influence, to strike at the Salian Dynasty before Henry IV
came of age ? He did not think of it because his mind was set in a larger mould and was
intent on nobler things than paying off old scores Canossa was not just a riposte to

Sutn in Hildebrand’s mind, though to smaller minds than his it might assume tliat

appearance in historical perspective
3 Mark ix 23.
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of Investiture Hildebrand staked the whole of the moral prestige

which he had won for the Papacy in thirty years; and his hold upon
the consciences of the Plebs Christiana in Henry IV’s Transalpine
dominions was strong enough, in conjunction with the strength

of Saxon arms, to bring the Emperor to Canossa. Yet, although
Canossa may have dealt the Imperial dignity a blow from which
it perhaps never quite recovered,' the sequel to that moral triumph
was not an end, but a resumption, of the struggle \n hich Hildebrand
had let loose two years before. The end was not brought even by
Paschal IPs fundamental but abortive settlement with lleniy IV's

son and namesake in 1 1 1 1, nor again by Calixtus IPs successful but
superficial settlement with the same Emperor in 1122; for, although

the question of Investiture w^as officially disposed of by the Con-
cordat of Worms, those fifty years of conflict had produced a rift

between the Papacy and the Empire which might perhaps be pre-

cariously bridged but which was now too wide to be closed and too

deep to be filled. When a Frederick I succeeded to the heritage of

the Ilenrys and was armed, by Bolognese doctors of the disinterred

Corpus Juris, with a Juslinianean conception of the Imjieriiil pre-

rogative to match the Hildebrandine conception of the Apostolic

power, the unhealed w^ound in the Western bod> social broke open
again, and the new Justinian’s battle with an ineffective Hadrian
]Y and an indomitable Alexander III reproduced the battle that

had been fought by his predecessor Henry V with a saintly Paschal

and a masterful Calixtus. The lire which Hildebrand had kindled

in 1075 w^as still burning fiercely a hundred years later

The second act in the tragedy opens wdth a respite which coin-

cided in time with the pontificate of Pope liincicent HI {fiuu^ebatur

A.D. 1198-1216).

This precious brcathing-spacc had not been secured by the

labours of the young man who ascended the Papal ihn^ne in 1 198

at the age of thirty-seven. In so far as n was due to statesmanship,

the credit belonged to Innocent’s predecessors Ale\ar‘der HI and

Lucius III, the respective Papal negotiatois ot the Peace of Venice

(1177) and the Peace of Constance (1183). Statesmanship, how-

ever, had done less for Innocent than the Chance which had

drowmed Barbarossa in Calycadnus in 1190 and had then carried

off his formidable son and successor Henry VI onlv seven years

later, in the very year before Innocent’s ow u accession. These two

premature deaths in rapid sequence left the House of Hohenstaufen

I ‘Had all other humiliation been spared, that one srenc in the vaid of Matilda’s

castle . , . was enough to mark a decisive chanj'e and inflict an irretrievable disgrace on
the crown so abased. Its wearei could no more, the same lofty confidence, claim

to be the highest powei on Earth, crested by and answeiable to C^od alone, Gregory
had extorted the recognition of that absolute superiority of the spiritual dominion
which he was wont to assert so sternly.*—Bryce, James* The Holy Roman Empuc^ < h. lo.
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without a competent grown man to defend its interests; and the

double accident might seem providentially designed to nullify the

effects of the Haimibal-stroke by which Henry VI in 1194 had
reaped the fruits of a political marriage which his father had
arranged, and had offset the loss of Lombardy by the acquisi-

tion of Sicily. In 1198 the two crowns—Sicilian and Imperial

—

which Henry VI had succeeded in uniting were once again on
different heads; and although both the wearers were still Hohen-
staufen they were in no position to act together against the Holy
See because they were both of them politically paralysed ; the King
of Sicily, Henry’s son Frederick II, by his tender age, and the

Emperor, Henry’s brother Philip, by the rivalry of a Gegenkaiser

belonging to the rival German house of Welf. With Germany torn

in two by civil war, and with the child-king of Sicily under
Innocent’s own guardianship, the young Pope had his hands free

to play the part of President of the Christian Republic as Hilde-

brand had conceived it; and Innocent HI did duly become the

Solomon or Suleyman the Magnificent or Harun-ar-Rashid of the

Hildebrandine Papacy. ^

This was a brilliant role, and it was impressively sustained by a

noble figure; but, if there is any substance in the analogies by
which we have just described it, Innocent’s pontificate was not so

triumphant in reality as it appeared to be on the surface. The
three secular potentates with whom we have compared this prince

of the Roman Church were all of them spoilt children of Fortune
who had entered into other men’s labours—Solomon into David’s,

Suleyman into Selim’s, and Harun into As-SafFah’s —and all of

them, again, were lordly spendthrifts who ran through their own
inheritance and left a reckoning to be paid by their successors.

This is the company to which Innocent HI belongs. As a man of

action—and it is as this that he stands or falls—he is unques-

tionably noble; yet this nobility is tarnished by a touch of vppL<;

and baulked by a grain of obtuseness.

The fallibility of Innocent’s judgement is revealed in his hand-

ling of the weapon of the crusade; in his dealings with the Empire
and the Hohenstaufen; and in his attitude towards the greatest

man of his generation, Saint Francis.^

His first act after his accession was to preach a crusade for the

rescue of the remnants of the Frankish principalities in Syria from
the clutches of the Ayyubid Power; and this enterprise went
grievously awiy. Though the outposts of Western Christendom

* For the Solomons on the thrones of universal states who sun themselves in the
fleeting warmth of Undian Summers’, see V C (ii) (a), vol. vi, pp. 191-6, below.

* For the connexion between the first and the third of these three points see IV. C
(in) (c) 3 (fi). Annex, below
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in the Holy Land were now in desperate straits, the rescue-party
which set out, at Innocent’s call, upon the Fourth Crusade were
successfully diverted, by deft turns of a Venetian financial screw,

to the irrelevant and nefarious work of fighting their fellow-

Christians—first as mercenaries and then as adventurers on their

own account. While the sack of Zara was being followed by the

first and the second sack of Constantinople and the partition of the

East Roman Empire among the buccaneers, the Pope was first

cajoled and then deceived and eventually confronted with a fait

accompli by the ruffians who had gone upon the war-path on his

authority. In this painful pass Innocent’s idealism was displayed

in his distress at a scandalous betrayal of the honour of Western
Christendom, his largeness of mind in his concern for the fate of

a C’hristian community who in his eyes were schismatics, and his

fineness of conscience in his insistence that the conquered Greeks
were not to be coerced into union w^ith the Roman Church. But
these evidences of a noble spirit increase our wonder at seeing him,

only four years after the lesson of 1204, deliberately launching

another assault of Christians upon Christians, and this time not

even on the alien soil of Orthodox Christendom, but in Languedoc,

at the heart of his own Western Christian Commonwealth.* Did
the Pope who had deplored the horrors of the sack of Constanti-

nople by French crusaders imagine that his Frenchmen would
behave less brutally, or show’ themselves less mercenary or less

rapacious, if they were let loose upon one of the richest provinces

of the W^cstem Respublica Christiana, when this time, instead of

being put upon their defence for the crime of having played tniant,

the crusaders could justify their actions by quoting the Pope’s own
mandate ? Did Innocent suppose that he would succeed any better

this time than before in controlling the fearful forces of violence

and wickedness that he was letting loose ^ And when he had failed

to prevent a crusade against the Mi* dims of Syria from being

diverted to the conquest of the Christians of Romania, did he

seriously expect that he could manage to divert to the conquest of

* Innocent’s policy towards the Albigenses has been touched upon already in IV.

C (iii) (r) 2 (^), p. 360, above. So blind does Innocent appear to have been to the

lesson of the Fourth Crusade that he actually made his first approaches to King Philip

Augustus— with a view to the armed intcrv^ention of the I r( nch Crown against the

heretics in Languedoc—in May 1204 and Februarv 1205, when the miscarriage of the

Fourth Crusade was in the act of taking place, l^'ot-^ver he renewed these overtures

in November 1207. It is true that he did not ex<‘onimunicate Count Raymond of

Toulouse, or absolve his vassals from their allegiance to him, until after the murder of

Peter of Castelnau in January 1208; but he had been persistently playing with fire for

some four years before he finally threw the lighted match into the powder magazine.
In this lurid light it is difficult to excuse Innocent’s recourse to the sword in dealing

with intransigent Cathars, even if it is possible to explain it as the negative side of a

policy which revealed its positive side in Innocent’s acquiescence in the Dominican and
Franciscan movements. (For the two sides of Innocent Ill’s policy towards Catharism
ace IV. C (iii) (c) 3 (jtf), Annex, below.)
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the Muslims of the Iberian Peninsula a crusade which he himself

had directed against the Christians of Languedoc ? Innocent ap-

pears to have been not only just as unhappy and just as helpless

but also just as much surprised when his crusaders ran amok the

second time as he had been on the first occasion; and it is this sur-

prise that astonishes an observer to whom it can only seem a matter

of course that the repetition of an act should be followed by a

recurrence of the previous consequences.

This vein of ineptitude which comes out in Innocent’s handling

of his crusades is also apparent when he is dealing with the affairs

of the Empire and the House of Hohenstaufen. Finding, at his

accession, the Imperial Crown in dispute between a Hohenstaufen
candidate and a Wclf, he threw all the influence of the Holy See
into the anti-Hohenstaufen scale without being able to prevent

Philip of Swabia from holding his own against Otto of Brunswick
for ten years. The Pope’s action defeated its own aim by alienating

a number of Otto’s partisans in Oermany whose desire to secure

the triumph of their own candidate for the Crown was overborne

by their unwillingness to see the traditional prerogative of the

Transalpine Electors usurped by the Roman Curia.' In the end
it was not Innocent’s moral authority but an assassin's crime that

removed Philip from the German arena; and even then, ^\hen

Chance had intervened in Innocent’s favour once more, he made
nothing of her gift. The Welf candidate whom Innocent had been
supporting for a decade immediately disappointed his Papal bene-

factor's long-cherished expectations. As soon as his rival’s death

set him free to descend upon Italy and receive the Imperial Crown
from the Pope's willing hands, he showed himself as aggressive as

any of his Hohenstaufen or Sahan piedeces^ors in asserting his

Imperial pretensions. The two allies fell out ; and Innocent’s only

reward for the pains which he had taken to raise the Wclf emperor
up was the trouble of having to cast him down again. In address-

ing himself to this thankless task. Innocent made the traditional

series of moves in the traditional order. First he excommunicated
Otto; then he dedaied him deposed; as a third step he launched

against him a rival claimant to the Imperial CroA\n, and w^hen he

came, at last, to this Papal ulthna ratio for bringing a recalcitrant

emperor to book, he could think of no more original plan than to

enlist a Hohenstaufen to overthrow*' the W^elf whom he had pre-

viously brought into power in order to overthrow^ a Hohenstaufen.

In thus supporting a Hohenstaufen candidature to the Imperial

Crown, Innocent not only reversed what had been his own policy

and the policy of his predecessors for more than seventy years

1 See Carlyle, op. cit ,
vol. v, pp 207-14.
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past; he actually selected for his candidate, among the members of
the Hohenstaufen House, a boy who already wore the Sicilian

Crown, and who would therefore be in a position to execute his

father Henry’s design of taking the Roman See between two fires

if Innocent’s assistance enabled him to win the Imperial Crown as

well. Innocent’s estimate of Frederick IPs character and intentions

seems to have been as wide of the mark as his estimate of Otto’s

had been a few years before. No doubt Frederick was anxious
to take his revenge upon Otto for having overrun the Sicilian

dominions on the Italian mainland, but Innocent had no evidence

that the boy was either grateful to Innocent himself for having
intervened on his behalf, or well-disposed to the Papacy as an
institution. At the interview between the fifty-two-years-old Pope
and the eighteen-years-old king in a.d. 1212 Innocent was com-
pletely taken in by Frederick’s precocious plausibility.

‘One of the first acts of Frederick was to renew to the Pope in person

the homage he had already paid to his deputy for the Kingdom of Sicily.

Innocent, charmed with the youth’s courage and docility, espoused his

cause with vigour. By letter he called upon the communes of North
Italy and the people of Germany to cast in their lot with Frederick; he
poured money into the youth’s purse, procured for him a Genoese fleet

to conduct him to their city, and sent a cardinahlegate with him to win
for him greater obedience.’’^

Thanks to Innocent’s support Frederick was crowned King of

the Romans at Mainz before the year was out, and Otto’s star duly

sank as Frederick’s rose to^vards its zenith. Yet, when Innocent

was thus exerting all his powers in order to make his protdge master

of Germany, he does not seem to have taken the precaution of

exacting from him in advance a pledge that he would surrender

his Sicilian Kingdom if he we/e successful in his Transalpine

enterprise.^ It was not till the year 1216, when Innocent was on

his death-bed, that P'rederick issued a bull engaging himself, as

soon as he should have received the Imperial Crowm, to hand on

the Sicilian Crowm to his son, ‘in order to preclude the suspicion

of anything in the nature of a union between the Kingdom and

the Empire ... to the possible detriment of the Apostolic See and

of our owm heirs’.*^ The declaration, w^hen it came, w^as specious,

like most of Frederick’s acts; but from Innocent’s point of view it

1 Mann, op. dt., vol. xi, pp. .414- 15 The autlvTities aic cited in Carlyle, op. cit.,

vol. V, pp. 230-1
2 Perhaps Innocent was counting on the fact that Fr^edenck, before assuming the

Imperial title and leaving Sicily for Rome en route for Germany, had not only sworn
fealty to the Pope and accepted a concordat on Innocent's terms, but had had his

infant son Henry crowned as King of Sicily,

3 Latin text quoted in Mann, op. dt., vol. xi, p. 220, footnote 3, and in Carlyle,

op. cit., vol. V, p. 2J7, footnote 3 ,
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came too late; for by 1216 Frederick, though he had still to be
crowned Emperor in Rome, was already in the saddle in Germany
without having yet evacuated his seat on the Sicilian Throne. In
these circumstances the execution of his promise rested in his hands
alone. Meanwhile, he held the Roman See in a vice, as his father

had momentarily held it in the years 1 194-7 ; thus Innocent
left the great institution which had been placed in his keeping in

so prosperous a political condition eighteen years before, at the

mercy of a son of Henry VI and a grandson of Frederick Bar-

barossa.

This lack of intuition in divining character, which Innocent

showed when he lent his support to an Otto against a Philip and
to a Frederick against an Otto, is more flagrantly apparent in his

attitude towards Saint Francis. This shepherd of souls who was
unduly soft and credulous in accepting at their face value the

specious protestations of princes, showed himself unduly coM and
cautious when he had to appraise the sainthood that shone like the

Sun through Francis’ countenance; and here it is difficult to draw
the line between obtuseness and vjSpt?. Was Innocent unaware of

Francis’ greatness or indifferent to it? Did his aloofness from the

deepest spiritual movement of his age reflect the pre-occupation of

a man of affairs or the superciliousness of an aristocrat?^ Even if

we give Innocent the benefit of the doubt and acquit him, as

Francis himself would have hastened to acquit him, of v^pis on
Francis’ account, at any rate we must count it for righteousness to

Innocent’s great-nephew Ugohno de’ Conti that the future Pope
Gregory IX was more sensitive than his relative and predecessor

to Francis’ sainthood, though he too was an aristocrat and a man
of the world. And there is another count against Innocent III on

which the charge of cannot be rebutted. A Pope whose pre-

decessors had been content to style themselves ‘Vicar of Peter’

assumed the style of ‘Vicar of Christ’.^ This was an ominous

* For the relations between Innocent and Francis see Sabatier, P Fir de Saint
Franfots d'Asstse chap 6, and Grundmann, H Heltgidse Betiegiingcn tm Mutelalter
(Berlin 193s, Ebenng), pp 128-51 For the relations between Innocent and the
religious movement ot which Saint Francis was the pioneer within the bounds of the
Church see Grundmann, op cit

,
passtm, but especiall>, perhaps, the passages quoted

in the present study in IV C (in) (c) 3 (/5 ), Annex, belo^^
* 'Soon after he ascended the Papal Thron*^, Innocent III begin to use the phrase

"Vicar of Christ" in connexion with his office It had not bten used before his time,
and the implication that the successors of Peter were not his deputies, but received their

commission, as he did, immediately from Christ, is significant ot tlu conviction upon
which the policy of Innocent was founded The assertions of Innocent III went
far to establish the Papacy in the possession of semi-divine honours ’—Tbompaon,
A H , in The Cambridge Medteial History, vol vi (< ambndge 1929, University Press),

p. 644 On p 43 of the same volume Professor F P Jacob quotes an illuminating

passage (which is also quoted from Migne, Patrologta Latina, vol ccxvii, col 665 A
and B, in Carlyle, op cit

,
vol v, p 153, footnote 2) from a sermon (III) which was

preached by Innocent III himself on one of the anniversaries of his consecration

‘Nam caetcri vocati sunt in partem sollicitudinis, solus autem Petrus assumptus cst
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departure from the humility of a Gregory the Great, who had
taken the title of Servus Servorum Dei when his colleague John the
Faster at Constantinople had proclaimed himself ‘Oecumenical’
Patriarch. In the year of Innocent’s death John’s ‘Oecumenical’
successor was a refugee at Nicaea from a Patriarchal See that was
under the heel of Innocent’s truant crusaders. The omen was un-
favourable to the successors of the first Roman ‘Vicar of Christ’.

‘Woe unto you when all men shall speak well of you’^ is Innocent’s
epitaph.

Innocent’s failure of judgement can be measured best, like

Hildebrand’s, by marking its sequel; for the breathing-space which
had opened with Innocent’s accession did not outlast his deatli. It

was followed by a battle between the Papacy and the Emperor
Frederick II which surpassed in furv the battles of earlier Popes
V ith the first Hohenstaufen Frederick and with the last two Fran-

conian Ilenrys. Up to a certain point history repeated itstlf. In

the first round of the struggle the gentle role of a Paschal II or a

Hadrian IV was played by the unwarlike and undecided Pope
Honorius III,-^ while in the next round the harder and more
worldly Pope Gregory IX played the militant role of^i Cahxtus H
or an Alexander III. This time, howevei, it took moie than one

militant pontificate to wtu down tlu strength of the Papacy’s

Imperial antagonist; and the worldly-wise l^golmo de’ Conti, who
had patronized as well as appieciated Saint Francis, and who ex-

cf»minumcated Frederick in 1227 111 the mood of a realist who
means to stand no nonsense, died fourteen years later re mfecia.

It needed Sinibaldo Fieschi’s two-handed sword to shear through

the Saracenic armour that had turned th( edge of an Ugolino’s

lazor-bladc; and that terrible wTapon in those implacable hands

made havoc of c\erything lu its path a^ it swung to and fro across

the face of Europe m pursuit of its elusive prey.

‘In those days wickedness pievailed, le people of (>od were without

in pknitudineni potc*.tatis In '>j^miTn spintij«nium ^.ontulit mihi milrarn in

tr n^poraJium eledit rnihi coronarn, mitram pit sacudotio, <oronam pro n I'lio, me
ronstituens vicaiium qui habet m vcstmicnto tt in umoic suo sciiptum ‘Rex repum
el dominus doniinantiuin, sjctrdos m acUinum, sicundain iirdinem Mf Ichi&cdtrh” *

F\cn this iR not the hipbcst flipht of Innotent’s hi another si rrnon ( 11 ) on
the same subject (ciuotcd from Mipm, op cir ,

vol tit ,
cols (1157 8, in C ailylc, op cit ,

vol. cit
, p w-it

,
footnote i) Innocent follows up a stntcncf ’ihuh is identical w ’h the

hrst sentence of the passage, ciuoted above, with the alnio t ^ Mspl>»*mous as,citions

‘lam ergo vidctis quis iste sirtus qiii super f.n dtam conotituitur piofecto vicariiis

lesu Chnsti, successor Petri, christus I^omini, dec* ’ araonis inter Deuni et hominem
incdius constitutus, citra Deiim, sed ultra homincm, minoj D<*o, sed rnaior nomine, qui

dc omnibus ludicat, ct a nemine ludicatur, Apostoh vorc pronuntians ‘qui me ludicat,

Dominus est*'.’

Could call down judgement upon itself more \ociferously thin this?

* Luke M. 26
* Honorius s statement of policy after his clectton in a n 16 was that ‘he wished to

proceed bv clemency rather than by vigour’ (Fpt\tula€ Ifonotii, 1, 31 ,
quoted bv \lann,

op. cit , vol. xiii, p 209).
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a ruler; Rome lay desolate; the glory of the clergy departed; and the

people of God were divided. Some followed the Church, and these took

the Cross [against Frederick], while others followed Frederick the ci-

devant Emperor, and these insulted the Divine Religion. . . . Mercy and
Truth and Justice were no longer to be found on Earth.’*

Germany Had not seen such a war since Charlemagne’s attrition

of the Saxons, and Italy not since the extermination of the Ostro-

goths by Belisarius and Narses. In Italy, in this fifth decade of

the thirteenth century,

‘Men could neither plough nor sow nor reap nor cultivate the vine nor

gather the vintage nor live on the farms—t“;pecially in the territories of

Parma, Reggio, Modena, and Cremona. Close to the cities themselves,

however, men tilled the ground under the guard of the city militia, who
were divided into quarters corresponding to the city gates. Armed
soldiers guarded the labourers all day, and the country^ people earned on
their agricultural work under these conditions. This was necessary on
account of the highwaymen, thieves and robbers who had multiplied

exceedingly and who kidnapped people and carried them off to dun-

geons to be ransomed for money. They also lifted the cattle, and ale or

sold them. If their prisoners did not raise a ransom, they hanged them by
the feet or the hands and pulled out their teeth and put paddocks and
toads {buffom s sh e riispos) in their mouths to hurry them up in producing

the ransom money; and these tortures w^re more bitter and abominable

to thorn than any form of death. The brigands were more cruel than

demons; and in those times one human being was about as glad to meet
another human being on the road as he would have been to meet the

Devil himself; for everyone was living in perpetual suspicion of every-

one else—suspecting his neighbour of intending to kidnap him and
throw him into a dungeon, in order that “the ransom of a man’s life”

might be “his riches” (Proverbs xiii. 8). So the land was reduced to a

desert, empty of both husbandman and wayfarer. For in the davs of

Frederick— and especially after his deposition fiom the Imperial office,

and after Parma had rebelled against him and had lifted her heel- -“the

highways were unoccupied, and the travellers walked through byw^ays”

(Judges V. 6). And e\ils multiplied on the Earth. Wild birds and wild

animals multiplied quite beyond measure—pheasants, partridges and
quails, hares, roebuck and fallow-deer, buffaloes, vvild-boars and raven-

ing wolves. These wild beasts no longer found creatures—lambs or

sheep— to eat, as they had been used to finding them, on the farms, be-

cause the farms had been burnt to ashes. And so the w'olves used to

gather in packs round the moat (?) of a city {tin afan as alicuius civitahs)

* ‘hodem tempore prevaluit iniquitas, ct populus l^ci sjne rcctore fuit ct Roma in

dcsolationc, et decor clericalis periit, et divisus cst populus Dei—partim sequeuantur
Ecclcsiam, el hii si^nati sunt, partim favebant bridiito quondam impcraton, et hii

insultabant Divine Rclit'ioni . . . Et Miseruordia tt Veritas et Judicium de Terra sublata

aunt .’—Annales Schcftlanense^ Maiores, sub anno 1246, apud Monumcniu Germamae
Histoiua, ed. by Pert/, b. il., vol xix of the whole senes - vol. xvn of the Senptores
(Hanover 1861, Hahn), p. 342. (The Monasterv of Schfiftlarn stands on the banks of

the River Isar, above IVIuriKh, in the diocese ot Freising.)
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and howl aloud under the extreme torment of their hunger. And they
used to creep into the cities by night and devour people—^women and
children among them—who were sleeping under porches or in waggons.
Sometimes they even burrowed through the house walls and strangled
the babies in their cradles. No one who had not «een them—as 1 saw
them—could believe the horrors which were committed at that time, not
only by men, but by beasts of various kinds.’

^

This was the darkness that descended upon Western Christen-
dom after the brief noon-day of Innocent IIPs pontificate. And
it was not for nothing that Sinibaldo Fieschi chose Lotario de’

Conti’s pontifical name when his own turn came to ascend the

Papal throne. Notwithstanding the sharpness of the contrast be-
tween the characters of the Roman nobleman and the Genoese,
the pontificate of the fourth Innocent followed that of the third as

inevitably as night follow^s day.

The tliird and culminating act of the tragedy opens on the 13th
December, 1250, which is the date of Frederick IPs sudden and
premature death. Would Pope Innocent IV accept this hcavcji-

sent opportunity of restoring peace to Western Christendom, or

would he pursue his vendetta against Frederick’s ^ouse to the

bitter end? Peace was not only demanded by the misery and
devastation which this latter-day Hannibalic War had spread; it

w^as cried out for by the conscience of the Plebs Christiana^ which
found its spokesman in Saint Louis. The King of France was as

unwilling to place his sword at Innocent’s service for the destruc-

tion of Frederick as he was to make common cause with the Em-
peror against the Pope. I lis single-minded aim was to bring to an

end this impious civil war in the bosom of Western Christendom

in order to release and unite her forces for a fresh crusade. Saint

Louis made vain attempts mediation in 1245, and again in 1246,

and his anxiety was well w^arranted
;
for in the latter year Innocent

actually forbade the preaching of the crusade d'outre mer within

the boundaries of the Holy Roman i .mpire, and ordered that cer-

tain moneys which had been raised in the Empire for the conduct

of the war against the Muslims should be diverted to the coffers of

the Pope’s own puppet Gegenkaiser, William of Holland. The
Frisian crusaders who had already enlisted under Louis’s banner

were allowed, and perhaps encouraged, to commute their vows

and acquire their merit by fighting mstead, for William against

* Sahmbene’s Chronicle, first edition (Parma 1857, Fiaccadorn), pp. 70-71. ««««

1247. The last touch in this grim picture recalls to the writer of this Study a vision of

Western Anatolia as he saw it, during the Gracco-Turkish war-after-the-war, in 192^.

when the only plough-marks on the surface of a desolate country-side were the rootings

of the wild boars who had entered into the heritage of the vanished human inhabitants.

The picture as a whole will recall to the minds of readers of our generation the aspect

of China as it has come to be since the outbreak of the Revolution m a.d. 191 t.
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Frederick. The utmost concession that Innocent would make to

Louis’s protests was that the crusade d*outre mer should be preached
in five Lotharingian dioceses on the fringe of the Empire along the

French border.^ In 1248, when Louis en route for his Mediter-
ranean port of embarkation had his last interview with Innocent
at Lyon and sought to mediate between Pope and Emperor—once
more in vain—the royal saint is reported to have told the Papal

sinner that tlie sin would be on his head if the Egyptian expedition

failed and by the date of Frederick’s death this curse was in

operation; for, eight months before Frederick died in Apulia,

Louis had been taken prisoner in the DtUa.3 Now that Frederick

was dead, would Innocent lift the curse by making peace with
Frederick’s children ? Innocent’s answer was in the negative; and
this negative answer—which assuredly^ was no mere error of judge-

ment but was a moral aberration as well—spelt the suicide of the

Hildebrandine Papacy.

The death of his arch-enemy did not move Innocent from the

stand which he had taken three years before, when he had declared

his determination never to make peace so long as either Frederick

himselfor any of his sons remained king or emperor. ^ In this declara-

tion Frederick’s brood was deliberately included in a ban which
had been confined, in an earlier Papal anathema,^ to Frederick’s

own person; and Innocent did not now abate one jot or tittle of

the war-aims to which he had committed himself. His rejoinder

to the news of Frederick’s death was to command the notables

of Sicily to place the kingdom at his own disposition. When
Frederick’s son Conrad took up his father’s Sicilian heritage,

Innocent renewed the excommunication against him and ransacked

Christendom to find a Papal nominee to the Sicilian "J’hronc who
could and would take the kingdom from Frederick’s heirs by foice

of arms. When Conrad, dying only four years after his father at

^ Mann, op iit , \o] xiv, p 169 The five dioceses in question wert Lie^e, Cambrai,
Toul, Mttz, and Verdun It is interesting to observe that these >Aert all French-speaking
districts In the Papal pei mission accorded to these French-speaking Lolhanngians to

march with the King ot France can we see a first glimmer of our latter-day Western
linguistic nationalism?

2 Mann, op til,vol xiv, p 170, on the authority of Matthew Pans (CAroMica
f-uard's edition in the Rolls benes, vol p 175) The story ma>, of touisi, have
been ben trovato, either for the political pu»-posc of deepening Innocent’s infamv or for

the artistu purpose ot heightening the tragic pathos c^t the subsequent fortunes of
Louis’s ill staired enterprise, yet there is no positive ground for assuming that the

incident is fabulous, and it is in entire conformity with the character of both partus
3 See IV C (lu) (c) 2 (y), pp 447-0, above
Puce the plea of a distinguished modern Western historian which has beer quoted

on p footnote 3, above
5 ‘Promittimus . nec etiam paceni aliquatenus cum praefato Frederico refonnabi-

mus ita quod ipse vtl aliquis filioruni suorum rex aut impcrator existat ’ —Innocent IV,
letter of the 4th May, 1247, quoted by Mann m op cit., voJ. xiv, p 07, footnote r

^ In a letter of the 2Sih January, 1247, the formula had oeen promulgated with refer-

ence to Frederick alone (see Mann, op cit , vol xiv, p. 96).
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the age of 26, commended his infant son Conradin to the protec-

tion of the Holy See, the Pope rejected the bequest and announced
his intention, pending the child’s coming of age, to take over the

government of the kingdom himself. This was the policy which
Innocent bequeathed to his successors; and it duly ended in the

extinction of Frederick’s line through Manfred’s death in battle in

1265 and Conradin’s on the scalfold in 126S.

Their executioner w’as Charles of Anjou—a most unsaintly

brother of Saint Louis—yet it is significant that even this hard and
covetous secular prince should have hesitated for nearly eleven

years before he accepted in 1264, at the hands of Pope Urban IV,

an offer of the Kingdom of Sicily that had been made to him by
Pope Innocent IV as early as 1253. To what considerations in

Charles’ mind was this extraordinary hesitation due? It was not

that he was unambitious, for the passion of his life was to acquire

a kingdom as great as that which his brother had inherited; and
when once he was launched upon his Sicilian enterprise his lustful

vision overshot the Straits of Otranto, as w'ell as the Straits of

Messina, and embraced the Empire of Romania. Nor was it that

Charles doubted the Pope’s ability to ‘deliver the gobds’
;
for the

Kingdom of Sicily was a fief oi the Holy Sec which was legally at

the overlord’s disposal if the tenure could be shown to have fallen

vacant or forfeit
;
and in 1246 Innocent had actually enabled Charles

to acquire the County of Provence, though this Imperial fief had

not been Innocent’s to bestow. The consideration which moved
Charles’ counsellors to oppose his acceptance of Innocent’s offer

in 1253,* and led Charles himself to leave the question in abeyance

for ten years after that, was the consciousness that this Papal invita-

tion to do a terrier’s work and exterminate Frederick’s brood in

the hole where they had gone to earth was an invitation to commit
an enormity which would cry aloud for vengeance. When Charles

eventually succumbed to the temptation which was dangled before

his eyes by Innocent and his success^TS, the enormity was indeed

committed and the vengeance duly followed. Manfred and Con-
radin were avenged upon Charles in the Sicilian Vespers, which

paralysed Charles’ power and blighted his ambitions three years

before his death. They were avenged upon the Papacy when
Innocent IV’s thirteenth successor, Boniface VIII, picked his

quarrel with the second successor of Saint Louis, Philip the Fair.

» When this opposition was raised, Innocent 'suggested to his legate a way out ot the

difficulty which did much more credit to him as a lawyer and a diplomat than as a Pope.

Albert was to promise m his namr to agree to such recommendations on the disputed

points as should be made to him by two prelates and a knight nominated by Charles.

But the Count was previously to give the legate an undertaking m writing that the said

promise was to be without real effect. But the advisers of Chailes wi re not satisfied.'

—

Mann, op. cit., vol. xiv, p. 135.
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*Woe to that man by whom the offence cometh!^* The Papacy's

Angevin agent escaped with the loss of half his ill-gotten kingdom;
the Papacy itself was punished with the loss of the whole of its

Hildebrandine heritage; and it was condemned, in addition, to

execute this sentence with its own hands.

If an Athenian tragic poet of the fifth century B.c. could have

been given the story of the Hildebrandine Papacy as the theme for

a trilogy, he would probably have impersonated /copo? in Gregory
VII and iJjSpt? in Innocent IV, and in that case he would certainly

have cast Boniface VIII for the role of arr]] for in the pontificate

of Boniface the Papacy, now distraught by the blood-guiltiness

which Innocent had fastened upon her, strode over the edge of a

precipice with eyes that were open yet unseeing.

The note of v^pts which Innocent III had struck when he pro-

claimed himself ‘the Vicar of Christ.’ and Innocent I when he

included Frederick’s children in the remorseless vow w^hich he had

taken against Frederick himself, was sounded for the third time by
Boniface VIII when he seized the occasion of the turn of the cen-

tury to inaugurate the institution of the Papal Jubilee. It was the

enthusiasm of the response to his call and the multitude of the pil-

grims who flocked to Rome in the Holy Year 1300 from all quarters

of Western Christendom that fostered in the Pope’s imagination

his fatally delusive belief in his own terrestrial omnipotence. The
fervour was genuine, and the heads could be counted; but this

pilgrimage to the Apostle’s shrine was an act of homage to the idea

of the Papacy as Hildebrand had impressed it upon Western minds,

and not to the reality as it had been shaped by the coarser hands

of Hildebrand’s successors. Boniface saw the pilgrims but not

their neighbours who had stayed at home; he heard the acclama-

tions around him, and these agreeable voices drovined, in his ears,

the murmurs of a provincial clergy who were still being called upon
to pay the Papal war-taxes a generation after the Papal Punic Wars
had been brought to their dreadful termination. He did not under-

stand that neither the clergy nor the Plebs Christiana would be

willing to risk life and fortune in order to support a Papal against

a secular tyranny; he assumed that they would rise at his call as

they had risen at Hildebrand’s. In this delusion he provoked the

King of France into drawing his sword, and then ran straight

upon the extended sword-point, in confidence that any secular

weapon must crumple under the drum-fire of his own ecclesiastical

artillery.

The sequel to this suicidal act was the outrage at Anagni and

‘the Babylonish Captivity’ at Avignon and the Great Schism which

* Matt, xvui 7.
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rent Western Christendom in two; and each of these calamities

might have been foreseen and feared and averted by Boniface him-
self if his vision and judgement and action had not been con-
founded by the am) that was incarnate in him.

A coup de force against the Pope’s own person was the first

counter-attack that any Pope had to expect from a secular prince
upon whom he had declared war. Had Boniface forgotten in 1303
how Paschal II had been kidnapped by Henry V in iiii, and
Hildebrand himself by Cencio on Christmas Day 1075? If a
Henry IV could find a Cencio to do his dirty work, why should
not a Philip the Fair find a Sciarra Colonna?

Again, the attraction of the Papacy into the orbit of the French
Crown did not begin in 1305 when the Gascon Bertrand de Goth
was elected, by grace of King Philip, to be Pope Clement V, and
obediently came to be crowned at Lyon and lodged at Avignon on
his secular master’s threshold. Long before that, Pope after Pope
had sought asylum in France from the moment when the struggle

between the Papacy and the Empire began. Urban II had come
to Auvergne to preach the First Crusade; Paschal II had been safe

from outrage when he was negotiating with Henry V aCCh^lons-
sur-Marne; Gelavsius II had died out of Henry’s reach at Cluny;

Calixtus 11 had fought the same Emperor from a French base of

operations until his ascendancy over his adversary w^as sufficiently

well established to enable him to set foot in Rome; Innocent II

had fled to France before the face of the Jewish aritipope Pietro

Pierleone; Alexander III had withdrawn into a French citadel

when Frederick I, at the zenith of his powder, had made Italy too

hot for him; and Innocent IV had followed Alexander’s tactics at

the height of his own struggle with Vrederick II. Even when the

destruction of the 1 lohenstaiifcn and the Great Interregnum in

the Empire had relieved the Papacy from all danger of being

attacked by an emperor in Italy, Pope rregory X looked beyond

the north-western bounds of the Italir 1 Peninsula and fixed his

choice upon the French-speaking city of Lyon, on the last stage of

the road leading out of the Holy Roman Empire into the French

Kingdom, as the trysting-place for a council which was to deal

with three matters of such capital importance tor the whole of

Western Christendom as the reconstruction of the Empire and the

reconciliation of the Greeks^ and the res,*.nption of the Crusades.

Could not Boniface feel it in his bones that the pull of France had

become the greatest danger by which the Holy See was threatened

now that the threat from Germany had been removed ? And could

not he understand that the surest way of making this pull irresis-

* Sec IV. C (in) (f) Ji (/?), Annex II, p. 616, bclos^v.
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tible was to challenge the King of France, who now held the Papacy
in the hollow of his hand, to a trial of strength ?

As for the Great Schism, it had been already foreshadowed by
the time of Boniface’s pontificate in the series of interregna which
had been interrupting the Hildebrandine succession for some fifty

years past. A twenty-seven months’ interregnum had preceded
the election of Boniface’s own immediate predecessor Celestine V
in 1294; there had been a thirty-three months’ interregnum before

the election of Gregory X in 1271 ; and a nineteen months’ inter-

regnum before the election of Innocent IV in 1243. inability

of the cardinals to agree upon a successor to Gregory IX at the

supreme crisis of the struggle between the Papacy and Frederick II,

when Hannibal was thundering at the gates, was proof in itself that

the electoral machinery which had been installed on Hildebrand’s

initiative in 1059 was badly out of gear. ’Fhe Hildebrandine pro-

vision for regular and orderly and peaceable elections to an office

which was apt to fall vacant at short mterv'als was one of the

essential foundation-stones of the whole Hildebrandine edifice,

just as, conversely, the turbulence and corruption of the Papal

elections during the preceding century and a half had been one of

the principal causes of the Papacy’s abasement m that unhappy
period. If the Hildebrandine conclave which had then exorcized

the Marozian pandemonium of violence and intrigue were now' to

beget interregna, the last state of the Papacy might be worse than

the first. A corrupt election or a contested election might be less

disastrous than a failure to make any election at all. The evil was
borne in upon Pope Gregory X by the antecedents of his own
election; and three years later, in 1274, the Council of Lyon, sit-

ting under his presidency, passed, in the teeth of the College of

Cardinals, the constitution Uhipericulum for expediting Papal elec-

tions in the future. This constitution, how^ever, was promptly

abrogated by Pope John XXI in 1276; a fresh interregnum between

the death of Nicholas IV and the election of Celestine V was the

consequence; and Boniface VIII, who had been a member of the

conclave that stuck in the mud on that unseemly occasion, knew
well enough that the eventual choice of the shy Abruzzese hermit

had not been an inspiration of the Holy Spirit, or even a sop to

public opinion, but had been a counsel of despair. This despair had

been justified in the event by the ‘Great Refusal’ which had opened

the way for Benedetto Caetani himself to mount the Papal throne.*

No living man had had better opportunities than his of apprehend-

ing the seriousness of the heart-disease which was the Papacy’s

legacy from the terrible overstrain of its struggle with Frederick IL
* See p. 550, footnote 2, above.
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A heart which was subject to such protracted stoppages as these
might fail altogether if the patient were exposed to another great
exertion or great shock. That Boniface, of all men, knowing what
he knew, should have challenged the King of France when the
Papacy was in th»s parlous state would be inexplicable in a man
who was altogether in his right senses.

The fourth and last act in the Hildebrandine tragedy opens after

the turn of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries with the advent
of the Conciliar Movement.
The scandal of the C^reat Schism^ moved the children of the

Papacy—a provincial clergy whom a Hildebrand had once rescued
from the heavy hand of the secular power, and universities whom
an Alexander III had nursed through their infancy—to come to

the rescue of the most venerable institution in Western Christen-

dom. Their misgivings at the rancour and rapacity of an Innocent
IV and their resentment at their own sufferings fiom the growing
fiscal and administrative tyranny of the Curia were now reinforced

by two further considerations: a concern for the life of the West-
ern body social, which might sustain a fatal injury through the

self-destruction of its most vital organ; and a coinpuitction to-

w^ards an institution whose Hildebrandine virtues were once again

remembered, side by side with its Iiinocentian vices, now that

Hildebrand’s work was in mortal danger of being utterly undone.

Accordingly a Holy See which had commanded devotion in the

days of a Hildebrand and an Alexander HI, and had then bred dis-

illusionment in the days of an Innocent IV and a Boniface VIII,

came to inspire a different emotion again when the house divided

against itself was on the verge of collapse. I'his new attitude, of

which the Conciliar Movement w^as the outcome, combined a filial

piety with a moral reprobation. T'he reformers were anxious to

save the Papacy Irom suicide, but their anxiety was for the sake

of the Christian Republic as w^ell as fi • the sake of the Papacy

itself. They were determined to reconst^'uct the falling house, but

not on the former plan, ^^'halever Hildebrand’s original design

may have been, his building, as it had grown under his successors’

^ 'Fhc Great Schism c\ identic made .1 far more painful impression upon the four-

teenth-century Western const lencc than ‘the Babylonish Capti'n^y* The migration of

the C una to Avignon might be tlie Homans’ funeral
,
but lor the V ..stern Plebs ChrtsUana

at large, who regarded the Papacy as iheir common os^ession, it did not much matter

where the Pope took up his abode as long as he icmaiii nnewhere within the borders

of the W’estern Commonwealth, and Avignon (see p footnote 2, aho\e) «itood

only second to L\on (sec p, sbg, above) in respect of its geographital convenience as a

centre for the ecclesiastical adiaimstration of the W'estern Patriarchate On the other

hand the Great Schism, which the Romans did not much mind so long as one of the

rival Popes again made Rome his headquart'^ ^ h, filled the rest of Western Christendom
with dismay because it was destructive of the unity of the Respuhltca Christiana. On
this account tliC Papal schism tvokid a much more vigorous reaction than the Papal

sojourn at Avignon in the W’estern W^orld ab a whole
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hands, had become top-heavy. The ancient primacy of the Roman
See among the thousand bishoprics of Western Christendom had
towered up into a modern centralized autocracy; the Papal aegis

that had been stretched over the devoted heads of the Plebs Chris*

tiana had turned into a cope of lead. This increasing top-heaviness

was the fault in the pontifical architecture which was bringing the

building down in ruin. It would be folly to re-erect the house on
the old lines and so invite a repetition of the catastrophe. The
reconstructed pyramid must have a low'er apex and a broader base.

It will be seen that in the programme of the Conciliar Move-
ment the Papacy was being offered a Lhance of retrieving its posi-

tion, but that the offer was conditional—as any offer of salvation

must be if it comes at the thirteenth hour when it is already too

late to restore the status quo ante. In this act the former relations

between the Roman See and the provinces of the Western Eccle-

siastical Commonw^ealth were inverted. It was the provinces, now,
that were taking the initiative and coming to the rescue; and a

rescuer has an intrinsic right to exercise a certain control over the

conduct of the party that is receiving his aid, while, conversely, he

who has to accept the help ot others because he has failed to help

himself has an intrinsic duty to yield to his helpers’ guidance.

The condition to which the Papacy was asked to assent as the

price—and guarantee—of its lehabilitation was the introduction of

a parliamentary element into the constitution of the Western body
ecclesiastic. In the ecclesiastical field this idea was nothing new.

In the history of the Church, Oecumenical Councils were an older

institution than Patriarchs
;
and we have seen above* how^ the Hilde-

brandire Papacy deliberately revived the Conciliar system in the

West in the twelfth century in order to fortify itself against the

Empire, and how in the following centuries the Kings of England
and France—perhaps herein taking a leaf out of their Papal adver-

sary’s book—took care to fortify themselves with parliamentary

support when they summoned up their courage to resist the Papal

pretensions. In the fifteenth century the Papacy was asked to

carry one stage farther in the ecclesiastical field the development

of an institution which had been re-intioduced into that field by

Pope Calixtus II and had since been adopted in the field of

parochial secular affairs by King Edward I of England and King

Philip IV of France. Would the Papacy be willing to atone foi its

past and assure its future by bowing, in this matter, to the will of

Western Christendom ? Once again a Pope had to take a decision

which was momentous for the fate of the Western World as well

as for that of the Roman See
;
and, once again, the answer was in

* See p 542, above.
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the negative. I'he Papacy rejected the parliamentary principle and
opted for an unrestricted sovereignty in a restricted field as the
alternative to accepting a limited constitutional authority over a

loyal and undivided Christian Commonwealth.
The decision was taken at the Council of Constance {sedebat

A.D. 1414-18) in the crucial year 1417. After the Council had per-

formed its negative task of ridding the Western Church of the

three unworthy pretenders who had been contending for the title

to the Papal office, two further tasks lay before it: the reform of

the government of the Christian Commonwealth in both principle

and practice; and the election of a worthy incumbent for its

highest magistracy. In what order were these tasks to be taken ?

The Conciliar Party desired that the Council should first decide

upon the reforms and then elect a Pope who would be bound in

advance to govern in accordance with the new constitution ; the

Curial Party desired that the Pope should be elected first, in order

that the proposed reforms might be worked out under Panal

auspices. In this dispute over procedure the question of substance

was at stake; and the Conciliar Party accepted defeat when the

h'mpcror Sigismund agreed on their behalf that the "hew Pope
should be elected first. When once this crucial point had been

conceded, it was in vain that Sigismund stipulat(‘d for the post-

ponement of the new Pope’s coronation until after the reforms

had been promulgated; in vain that the Council hastened to pass

the decree Frequens,^ which provided for the Council’s own re-

assembly at stated regular intervals; and in vain that, when the

conclave was formed, the twenty-three cardinals were reinforced

by thirty non-Curial electors representing the five nations into

wffiich the Council was articulated. The first act of Cardinal

Oddone Colonna, after his election to be Pope Martin was to

confirm the rules of the Papal Chancery which had been issued by

Pope John XXIII
;
and this was an ommous act; for John was the

most disreputable of Martin’s three ilval predecessors, and his

rules embodied abuses which the Council had marked down for

reform, as well as non-contentious standing orders which had to

be legally in force if the wheels of Papal administration were to be

kept running. Thereafter Pope Martin made proposals for reform

on his owm part; but he evaded the crucial point of defining the

causes for which a Pope might be adiiiunished or deposed; the

statutes which were passed under his auspices^ covered only a few

> On the 9th October, 1417. * On the nth No\ember. 1417.
3 On the 2 1 St March, 1418, seven reformatory decrees weic approved and accepted

by the Council in fulfilment ot a decree of the 30th (October, I417> which had provided,

among other things, th.it, befoic the dissolution of the C’oumil, the new Pope (who ^
that date had still to be elected) was, with the C^ouncil’s assistance, to reiorm the C hurch

in eighteen specified matters.
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of the questions which the Council had placed on the agenda; and
the rest were left over for the Pope to deal with in separate con-

cordats which he was to negotiate with the several nations of the

Western Commonwealth. ^ By the time when the Council ad-

journed and the Pope left Constance for Rome, the course of the

next chapter of Western history had been determined
;
for the out-

come of the Council of Constance was confirmed by the heavier

defeat which the Conciliar Movement sustained at the subse-

quent Council of Basel {sedebat a.d 1431-49) in the pontificate of

Eugenius IV.

‘The same year and almost the same da; were maikcd by the deposi-

tion of Eugenius at Basel and, at Florence, by his reunion of the Greeks
and Latins. In the former synod (which he styled, indeed, an assembly

of demons) the Pope was branded with the guilt of simony, perjury,

tyranny, heiesy and schism and declared to be incorrigible in his \ices,

unworthy of any title, and incapable of holding any ecclcsiaslicil office.

In the latter he was revered as the true and holy Vicar ol Chiist, who,
after a separation of six hundred years, had reconciled the Catholics of

the East and West in one told and under one shepherd. The act of union
w^as subscribed by the Pope, the [East RomanJ Empcroi, and the pnn-
cipal members of both churches . . . ^\ clamour was ai ifully propagated

against the remnant of a schism in Swit/eiland and Sa\oy winch alone

impeded the harmony of the Christian World The vigour of opposition

was succeeded by the lassitude of despair, the C ouncil o{ Basel was
silently dissolved; ... all ideas of reformation subsided; the Popes con-

tinued to exercise and abuse their ecclesiastical despotism.’^

This outcome of the rival councils of Basel and Florence might
seem to have reinstated the Papacy in the triumphant position

which it had occupied at the close of the Council of Lyon in the

pontificate of Gregory X, and to have wiped out all the liumilia-

tions through which this extraordinary institution had passed during

the intervening chapter of its history which had begun at Anagni
with the outrage upon Boniface VIII and had closed at Constance

with the election of Martin V. In reality that chapter could not be
expunged from the pontifical records as though it were an acci-

dental misfortune without any causal relation to its historical ante-

cedents and therefore without any practical significance ^ Actually,

* These concordats were duly negotiated, and thc»r tcims were legisttred on the
15th April, 1418, but they were only concluded for a term of five years and they v t*re

nowhere propeily put into effect (see The Cambridge Aiediex^al Histo}y^ vol \iii, p i8)
^ Gibbon, E . Ihe History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, ch. Iwi
J ‘Point after point of the charges brought forward at the Council of C onstance against

the Papal administration of the preceding thirty years is equally apposite to the conditions
obtaining eighty years later. The misdemeanours which were a chronic disease of the
Curia in and after the second half of the fifteenth century are in the fullest sense a legacy
from the time of the Schism *—Hofmann. W. von. Forschungen zur Geschichte der
Kurtalen Rehbrden vom Schisma bis zur Reformation (Rome 1914, Loeschcr, 2 vols ),

vol 1, p. 1.
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as we have seen, the fall of a.d. 1303 had followed hard upon the
heels of the triumph of a.d. 1274 because the triumph had masked
a perilous state of exhaustion and weakness, and in masking it had
blinded the Papacy to the urgent need in which it stood of minding
its steps and mending its ways. To ignore the lesson of the
humiliations of 1303-1417 in an hour when the Papacy was at last

triumphant once again was to court a fresh disaster; and this was
the mistake which was made by the Curia in the critical years
between the election of Pope Martin V in 1417 and the dissolution

of the Council of Basel in 1449. Popes Martin V (fungebatur a.d.

1417-31) and Eugenius IV {fungebatur a.d. 1431-47) were not
indeed hostile to reform in principle; so far from that, the former,
at any rate, did seriously attempt.to carry out many of the measures
which the Council of Constance had demanded.^ But these Papal
effoits at reform were stultified by the fatal weakness of their not

being the Papacy’s paramount aim or interest. During these critical

pontificates the Pope’s overriding concern was to assert his own
pretension to exercise an autocratic authority; and in this frame of

mind he was less inclined to welcome the Conciliar Movement as

a potent reinforcement to the cause of reform than he ¥i'a? to turn

against that cause for fear that its promotion by the Conciliar

method might produce, as a by-product, a limitation of the Papal

prerogative. This Papal impulse to subordinate the reform of the

Church to the aggrandisement of the Papacy was perhaps respon-

sible, more than any other factor, for that misunderstanding be-

tween the Papacy and the Conciliar Movement which came to an

open breach in the quarrel between Pope Eugenius IV and the

Council of Basel. And in the intoxication of its victor)^ over the

Conciliar Movement in this naked trial of strength the Papacy

abandoned itself once more to the lust for power^ which had been

its besetting sin since the days of Hildebrand. With one hand it

clung to the despotic ecclesiastical pov -^r over the provinces of the

* ‘In facr of the attitude of the Pope (which vvas indeed onh' the attitude that W'as to

be expected)—and especially after the decree piomulgatin^ the Chancery rules [see

the present chapter, p. 573, above— A.J.T.] whicn reafhrned in tradiponal fashion all the

reservations, including those to which exception had been taken, without regard to the

negotiations [at the Council of Constance]—no v'erv energetic measures on the part of

the new’ Pope [Martin VJ were to be looked for. A considerable tmu was, in fact, to

pass before the appearance of anything like a thorough-going reform bull. Unobtrusively,

however, one individual measure after another was taken for bringing some provisional

order into the situation in the individual offices i''e Curia], tightening the control

over the existing arrangements, and thus preparing tne w’ay for a general reform. . . .

There was hardly any motion that the Reform Movement had made which was destined

to be left unconsidered in the further course of [Martin \ ’sj pontificate. . . . [And]

yet the activity of Martin V’a endeavours in this field did not bear fruit in any correspond-

ing success.’—Hofmann, op. cit., vol. i, pp. 11-12.
. . j- • i

* For the encroachment of a capricious Papal absolutism upion the Cuna s traditional

regard for legality and regularity during the interv’al between the failure of the Conciliar

Movement and the outbreak of the Reformation see Hofmann, op. cit., vol. i, pp. 323-6.
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Western Church which it had been unexpectedly successful in

retaining; with the other hand it continued to build up its secular

territorial power in Central Italy, and, in playing their part as

fifteenth-century Italian despots, the Popes became steeped in that

pride of life which was the dominant note of the medieval Italian

culture in its fifteenth-century over-ripeness. In this generation

and this mood a Rodrigo Borgia on the Papal throne out-heroded

a Baldassare Cossa;^ and, once again, the fox was caught.^ Within
less than a hundred years after the dissolution of the Council of

Basel in 1449 the Papacy was in even worse case than it had been

in when the Council of Constance had opened in 1414.^ The Pope
had defeated the Conciliar Movement to his own undoing. ‘He
made a pit and digged it, and is fallen into the ditch which he
made.’^

After the turn of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries the power
which the Papacy had refused to share constitutionally with a par-

liament of the Christian Commonwealth was lawlessly snatched

out of its hands by the parochial secular princes, who might have

been kept within bounds by the oecumenical authority of a Pope
in Council, but who now found an easy prey in a Pope who
alienated and disillusioned the Plebs Christiana by recklessly

setting his own will to power against the people’s yearning for

reform and relief. The Papacy had rebuffed the Conciliar Move-
ment as Rehoboam once rebuffed the congregation of Israel, and

the same consequences followed.

‘The king answered the people roughly, and . . , spake to them . . .

. . . saying: “My father made your yoke heavy, and I will add to your

yoke; my father also chastised you with whips, but T will chastise you

with scorpions.*^ ... So when all Israel saw^ that the king hearkened not

unto them, the people answered the king saying : “What portion have we

* Cossa reigned as Pope John XXIII from 1410 to 1415; Borgia, as Pope Alexander
VI, from 1492 to 1503 Mr Barraclough objects that ‘this moral judgement com-
pletely ignores the administrative (and other) capacities of the Borgia’; but respue finem.

* ‘A hole to catch foxes in’ was Pope John XXI IPs exclamation when, on his dis-

consolate journey to Constance, he caught his first sight of the city lying in a hollow of
the hills.

3 'Far from preparing the way for a lasting improvement, the restoration period of the

Papacy played its part in leading on to the subsequent situation. Its merit lay in its

success in overcoming a number of defects and getting nd of a number of abuses. But
this improvement was only a rally; it was not a cure. This comes out in the fact that

from this time onwards the same measures had to be renewed again and again at

relatively short intervals in regard to the same points. In spite of the warning lessons

of the Schism, which had been thoroughly taken to heart at the Council of Constance,
the task of striking at the root of the evil— i.e. combating the causes of the increasing
deterioration of discipline—was perpetually being put off; and there was a long per-
sistence in the mistaken idea that all defects and misdcvclopments could be got rid of
merely by issuing ordinances, without at the same time taking severer measures to ensure
that such ordinances should be strictly carried out. There was not a total blindness
to this inner contradiction; in the later reforms the appropriate means were often
proposed, but they were never applied.’—Hofmann, op. cit., vol. i, p. 16.

* Psalm vii. 15.
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in David ? Neither have we inheritance in the son of Jesse. To your
tents, O Israel. Now see to thine own house, David’'. So Israel de-
parted unto their tents’*

—

and in every tent they found some Henry Tudor who was eagerly

waiting for his opportunity to play Jeroboam’s part. It was by
licence of the disillusionment of a popular feeling which had tried

and failed to rally round the Papacy in the Conciliar Movement
that the parochial princes could venture with impunity, a century
later, to rise up against the Papacy and despoil it.^

The losses of power that were inflicted on the Papacy in the

sixteenth century were staggering.

As an Italian territorial sovereign the Pope now saw himself

dwarfed, as hopelessly as his peers the Grand Duke of Tuscany
and the Signoria of Venice, by the rising Transalpine and Trans-

maiine Powers-^ It was in vain that he had welded Tivoli and
Viterbo onto Rome, and Umbria and the Marches onto the \gro
Romano, and the Legations onto the Marchec. A Papal princi-

pality which had extended itself from the Tyrrhene Sea to the

Adriatic and from the Garigliano to the Po might be a Great

Power in Italy, but it was a pygmy in a new world •^.vhich con-

tained the France of Louis XI and the England of Henry VII and

the Spain of Ferdinand and Isabella ^ AfteT attempting to stmt in

arms on this giant’s stage, and exposing itself to such humiliating

experiences as its war of a.d. 1556-7 with King Philip II of Spain,

the Papacy learned the lesson which Athens learned in the Chremo-
nidcan War,^ and withdrew as far as possible from active parti-

cipation in an international war-game which it had found too

boisterous.^ But this tardy Papal recognition of the drawbacks of

territorial sovereignty did not save Pope Innocent XI from being

bullied by Louis XIV or Pope Pius VII from being dragged at the

chariot-wheels of Napoleon.

While the Pope suffered this fate as an Italian secular prince, he

suffered still more grievous misfortunes as the oecumenical sove-

reign of the Western Church. In this latter capacity he saw the

* I Kings XU. 13-16.
^ ‘It i& the lack of feeling on either side—and notably on ihe royal side which is the

startling thing about Henry Tudor’s “reformation’’ Iniifference r(»t only where in-

difference was to be expected, but where indifference ‘^houlc n »t have been that is the

key-note, and that is the failure of the Papacy (before Trent) that u produced, not feel-

ing—even hostile feeling—but indifference*.—Mr. ' - ’^irracloiigh in a letter to the writer.

J For this dwarfing of the Ital'sn states by the iMliunired Powers of an outer cir^'le

see III. C (11) {b), vol. iii, pp. 290-305, above.
+ On this point see III. C (11) (/»), vol ui, pp. 356“7 »

above

See III. C (u) (6), vol. 111, pp. 338 and 340, above.

^ The withdrawal of the Papal principality into a position of persistent neutiality in

the seventeenth century was an anticipation of the policy which was adopted in the

nineteenth century by the surviving small states of Western Europe* Switzerland, IJeJ-

gium, Holland, and the Scandma/ian Kingdoms,
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whole of his power reft away from him in the states that turned

Protestant, and four-fifths of it in those that professedly remained
Catholic —for their Catholic Majesties were not less rapacious than

their Protestant Majesties in robbing the Papacy of its powers for

their own benefit; the only difference in their policy was that they

left the Papacy in possession of that fraction of its powers which,

in the countries that turned Protestant, was abandoned by the

prince to his subjects as a prison-yard exercise-ground for the

individual conscience.

These sixteenth-century blows were the nemesis of the Papacy’s

fifteenth-century relapse into vppig; but they were also the stimulus

of a sixteenth-century revival.* In this extremity the Catholic

Church was snatched from the jaws of destruction by the very

present help^ of a band of saints who utterly eclipsed the respectable

but prosaic fathers of Constance and Basel, and whose like had not

been seen in Western Christendom since Saint Louis had died in

1270 on the last crusade and Saint Thomas in 1274 on his way
to the Council of Lyon. Saint Ignatius Loyola {vizebat a.d. 1495-

1556)3 captured the intellectual prowess of Italy, which had minis-

tered to a Papal pride of life when a Giovanni de’ Medici was
reigning as Pope Leo X,^ and bent it to the service of reform by
yoking it with a Janissarian discipline.*^ Saint 'Peresa {vivebat a.d.

1515-82) and Saint John of the Cross {vivebat a.d. 1542-91)
restored the lapsed austerities of the Carmelite Order and found
their way through this door into a new world of mystical illumina-

tion. Saint Philip Neri {vivebat a.d 1515-95) set a new standard

of loving-kindness towards the poor and the sick, and a new
standard of devotion for the ministrj" of secular priests. Saint

Charles Borromeo {vivebat a.d. 1538-84) wholly succeeded, w^here

Pope Innocent III had half failed,^ in performing the exacting task

of an ecclesiastical administrator. Saint Francis de Sales {vivebat

A.D. 1567-1622) was as intrepid a missionary of the Catholic Faith

in the Protestant lion’s den at Geneva as Saint Francis Xavier

{vivebat 1506-52) was among the heathen in the Indies. These
super-human men and women worked a work in our Western
World which is still operative to-day and which has perhaps not

For the stinnulus of blows see IT D (j\ ), vo! n, above.
^ Psalm xJvi. 2
3 For Saint Loyola’s life as an illustration of the movement of Withdrawsl-

and-Retum see III C (ii) (6), Ami ui, p 270, above.
Papa Leo X munete fungehatur ad 1513 21

5 The first General of the Society of Jesus, vhen he organized his spiritual arm>,
anticipated the secular pripces of the West by more than a century in rivalling the dis-

cipline of the Ottoman Padishah’s Slave-Household. A contemporary * Osmanli might
have described the Jesuits as the qullar of the Patriarch of Rome.

* See the present chapter, pp 557-63, aboAc, and IV. C (iii) (t) 3 (/?), Annex, pp 652 6,

below.
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yet begun to bear its richest fruits. In their own age, however, (if

it is not sheer nonsense for historians to pin down saints within
temporal bounds), the dead weight of the Papal tradition brought
the sixteenth-century saints* impetuous advance to a premature
halt. They liberated the Papacy from the pride of life, but its

lust for power proved too strong for them; and so the sixteenth-

century rally failed, after all, to save the day. In the seventeenth

century the Roman Church relapsed into a spiritual torpor which
awoke into a counter-revolutionary activity—both political and
intellectual—when it was stirred by the impact of an eighteenth-

century Philosophy and a nineteenth-century Physical Science;

and by the three hundredth anniversary of Saint Ignatiuses death

a Papacy which had once been the heart of the Western body
social seemed to have become an atrophied member, in which the

blood no longer coursed and the life no longer throbbed. The
pontificate of Pius IX {fimgebatur a.d. 1846-78), who saw the

territorial sovereignty of the Papacy extinguished when the armed
forces of the Kingdom of Italy entered Rome in 1870, marked as

abysmal a fall in the fortunes of the Holy See as the pontificate of

Clement VII {fungebatiir a.d. 1523-34), who saw Rdtne sacked in

1527 by the Protestant mercenaries of the Emperor Charles V, or

the pontificate of John XXIII (fungebatur a.d. 1410-15), who w^as

brought to book at Constance.

As we read this tale of rout and rally and relapse which brought

so great an institution so low in the course of some six hundred
years, we shall be struck by a series of signal failures to learn from

experience. Hildebrand himself, who had obtained his opportunity

because the Emperor Henry III had over[>Iayed a strong hand m
1046, made precisely Henry Ill’s mistake when, thirty years later,

he overplayed his own strong hand in dealing with Ilenr}^ IV.

Innocent III, as we have seen, was not deterred by the deploiable

outcome of the Fourth Crusade from launching his crusade against

the Albigenses w^ith equally deplorable consequences; and the

exposure of his credulity towards Otto Welf did not put him on

his guard against P^rederick II. Innocent IV did not perceive that

the Holy See would be as much at the mercy of a King of Sicily

who was brother to the King of France as it had been at the mercy

of a King of Sicily w^ho was himself the King of Germany—though

the essential danger lay in being taken between two fires, without

its making any substantial difference whether the Transalpine fire

was German or French. Boniface VIII did not apprehend that

if an insistence upon legal pretensions insufficiently supported by

material power had been fatal to the Emperor Frederick I in his

dealings with the Lombard communes, it would be equally fatal to
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Pope Boniface in dealing with the Kingdom of France. A Martin V
and a Eugenius IV, when they set themselves to frustrate the Con-
ciliar Movement, did not remind themselves that King Philip IV
of France and King Edward HI of England had deliberately forti-

fied themselves with parliamentary support before their successful

defiance of the Papacy in the fourteenth century, and therefore did

not draw the statesman-like inference that an oecumenical parlia-

ment of the Western Ecclesiastical Commonwealth, so far from
being a menace to the Pope’s authority, was likely to be a tower of

strength to him in a coming struggle with the parochial secular

princes. A Julius II did not reflect that a pagan virtuosity in arts

and arms, which had not saved from destruction the Papacy’s

arch-enemy Frederick II, was unlikely to bring salvation to the

power by which Frederick had been conquered. And, in general,

the experience of the Papacy in the fifteenth and sixteenth cen-

turies in its encounters with the Renaissance and the Reformation

did not make it any the more expert in dealing, in the eighteenth

and nineteenth centuries, with the new forces of Democracy and
Physical Science which had been generated by a fresh eruption of

the Western social volcano.

As we contemplate this record of flood-lit truths unheeded and
golden opportunities untaken, we cease to wonder at the un-

paralleled series of calamities by which the Ilildebrandine Papacy

has been afflicted in the long agony of its decline and fall: ‘the

Babylonish Captivity,’ the Great Schism, the Protestant Reforma-

tion, the Italian Risorgunento. Are these the final fruits of the

tree which Hildebrand planted? If so, the nemesis of cieativity

surpasses itself when it takes the form of the intoxication of

victory.

The tragedy of the Ilildebrandine Papacy is the tragedy of Peri-

clean Athens. Athens became the oppressor of her sister city-states

whom she had liberated from the oppression of the Achaemenidae

;

the Roman See became the oppressor of her sister churches whom
she had liberated from the oppression of the Secular Power in

Western Christendom. In both tragedies the protagonist inverts

his role; in both, the change is the outward visible sign of an in-

ward spiritual dib^cle; and, in both, this mortal sin is visited with

a condign punishment. In the Hellenic drama the devastation

which the sin and the punishment deal does not stop short at

the affliction of the victims and the abasement of the villain of the

piece; it takes its course until it brings about the breakdown of the

whole civilization in whose life the actors are playing their parts.

In our Western drama, in which we ourselves are actors as well

as spectators, are the sin and punishment of the Hildebrandine
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Papacy destined to bring the history of Western Christendom to

the same tragic ending ?

As we gaze round our spiritually devastated world in our genera-
tion, we can take the measure of the evil which has been brought
upon us by the Hildebrandine failure now that its consequences
have had nearly seven centuries to work themselves out since

Innocent IV fought his Ilannibalic War. And in the light of this

latter-day knowledge we can see that the Hildebrandine Papacy’s
greatest crime against our Western Society has been, not its ex-

termination of the Hohenstaufen or its assassination of the Con-
ciliar Movement, but its felony against itself. In committing those

crimes the Papacy did its best to commit suicide; and in dealing

itself this prostrating blow it has left the house vacant for the entry

of seven—and seventy times seven—other spirits who are all more
wicked than the supplanted householder.^ In the four hundred
years that have now been added to the tale of Western history

since the outbreak of the Reformation the sins of Jeroboam
have far surpassed the sins of the degenerate scion of David's

house who gave the usurper his chance to seize nine-tenths of the

Kingdom.

‘And Jeroboam said in his heart: “Now shall the kingdom return to

the house of David. If this people go up to do sacrifice in the house of the

Lord at Jerusalem, then shall the heart of this people turn again unto

their lord, even unto Rehoboam King of Judah; and they shall kill me
and go again to Rehoboam king of Judah.'' Whereupon the king took

counsel and made two calves of gold, and said unto them: “It is too

much for you to go up to Jerusalem; behold thy gods, O Israel, which

brought thee up out of the Land of Egypt." And he set the one in Bethel,

and the other put he in Dan. And this thing became a sin. . .

The golden calves which our latter-day Jeroboams have set up

in our Western World are called ‘totalitarian states’; and these are

the gods wEich they invite—nay, i jmmand—us to worship in

place of the God of Benedict and the God of Gregory and the God
of Hildebrand and the God of Francis. To-day these false pro-

phets of an odious idolatry^ sit in Hildebrand*s seat. But their

* Matt. xii. 45 = Luke xi. 26. ^ Kings xii. 26-30.
3 'I'he disastrousness of the sequel to the breakdown of .iur medieval Western Papal

hierocracy is underhned by Auguste Comte in his (Jonnderattons on the Spiritu^

(reprinted from his Systime de Politique ol. iv (1854), Appendix, in

Essays on Social Philosophy^ translated from the j icnch of Auguste Comte by H. D.

Hutton, second edition (London, no date, Routledge)):

*Of all the revolutionary prejudices which have sprung up during the last three cen-

turies owing to the decline of the old social system, the most ancient, the most deeiny

rooted, the most generally accepted, the one that lies at the root of all the rut, is the

principle which proclaims that no spiritual power should exist in Society, or, comes

to the aame thing, that this power should be entirely subordinated to the Temporal

Power’ (op. cit., p. 283).
Comte goes on to point out (op. cit., pp. 285-7) that in international relations the
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mandate is not inexhaustible, and, by the same token, our own
doom is not sealed.

The cup of these usurpers’ iniquities has run over in a generation

which has seen the Papacy drink its own cup of humiliation to the

dregs. On the 20th September, 1870, the wheel of Destiny com-
pleted its Great Year by coming round, full circle, to the pre-Hilde-

brandine situation of the 20th December, 1046. In the long flood of

adversity the that was the Holy See’s undoing has perhaps

at last been washed away, and already history has begun to repeat

itself. When the blow which was dealt to the Roman Church by
a militant Italian nationalism in 1870 wa. immediately followed in

a militantly nationalist Germany by the launching of the Kultur-

kampf^ it almost seemed as though the last hour had struck for the

Catholic Faith; yet that bloodless war of attrition on German soil

ended in the first victory which the Church had gained for three

hundred years—and this in a conflict with Bismarck, the most
redoubtable Jeroboam of the age. Nor was the Catholic Church
defeated in the struggle with state-worship in France which broke

out in 1904 So far from that, it was becoming apparent in the

fourth decade of the twentieth century that in France the future

lay, not with the anti-religious ideas in the Ideology of 1789, but
with the spiritual influence of the lives of a nineteenth-century

band of saints whom the challenge of the French Revolution had
called into action in France and Piedmont, as the sixteenth-cen-

tury saints had been called into action in Spain and Italy and
Savoy by the challenge of the Reformation.^ In Saint J ean-Baptiste

Vianney, the cure d’Ars {vivebat a.d. 1786-1857), there was an

epiphany of sainthood in the life of a parish priest; in Don Gio-

vanni Bosco {vivebat a.d, 1815-88) there was an epiphany in the

life of a social worker’; in Saint Bernadette Soubirous of Lourdei>

{vivebat a.d. 1844-79) there w^as an epiphany in the life of a child

of the Proletariat; in Saint Theresc Martin, ‘the Little Flower’

{vivebat a.d. 1873-97), theic was an epiphany in the life of a child

of the Bourgeoisie. This outburst of sainthood in the continental

strongholds of a nineteenth-century secularism was the movement

Papal autlionty has been replaced by nothing bnt a Balance of Power between parochial

secular governments, and (op. cit., pp. 288-95) that, within the bosom of each parochial

communitv, the fruits have been a mental anarchy, a lack of public morality, a social

materialism, and a corrupt bureaucracy. He damns the Holy Alliance with faint prai.>«*

(op cit
, p 328, footnote i) as a pis allet^ which is not quite so bad as the Balance of

Power, in a society that has not succeeded either in preserving the Spiritual Power or

in restoring it.

For Comte’s advocacy of the separation of the two poweis see further Caird, E :

TJte Social Philosophy and Religion of Com/e (Glasgow 1885, MacLehose), pp. 47-8 and
210-1 1 . Comte saw clearly (Caird, op cit

, pp. 44 and 51) that the Spiritual Power could

only exercise its own proper function on condition of resisting all temptations to resort

to direct action in the temporal sphere.
* See p. 578, above.
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from the depths which was reflected on the surface oi life in the
successful resistance of the Church, as an institution, to the
assaults of the German state post 1871 and of the French state

post 1904. In the year 1938 it looked as though the victor in those
preliminary skirmishes were now going into action in a pitched battle

in which the whole strength of either side might be engaged; and
in this conflict, if it was indeed at hand, the fate of Western
Christendom would once more be in the balance.

At this hour of decision it is meet and right that all men and
women in the Western World who ‘have been baptized into Christ’

as ‘heirs according to the promise’^— and, with us, all the Gentiles

who have become ‘partakers of’ the ‘promise’ and ‘fellov heirs of

the same body’^ through the adoption of our Western way of life

—should call upon the Vicar of Christ to vindicate the tremendous
title which Pope Innocent 111 has bequeathed to subsequent suc-

cessors of Saint Peter. Did not Peter’s Master say to Peter him-
self that ‘unto whomsoever much is given, of nim shall be much
required, and to whom men have committed much, of him they

will ask the more’ To the Apostle at Rome our forefathers com-
mitted the destiny of Western Christendom, which walf> the whole

of their treasure; and when ‘that servant, which knew his Lord's

will’, ‘prepared not himself, neither did according to his will,’ and

w^as beaten, in just retribution, ‘with many stripes’,^ those blow^s

fell with equal weight upon the bodies of ‘the menservants and

maidens ’5 whose souls had been entrusted to the keeping of the

Servus Servorum Dei.

Quidquid delirant reges plcctuntur Achivi,

Seditione, dolis, scclere atqiie libidiue ct ira

Iliacos intra muros pcccatur et e\tra.^

The punishment for the v^pis of the servant who has said in his

heart ‘My lord delayeth his coming’^ has been visited upon us;

and it is for him who has brought us to this pass to deliver us from

it, whosoever we may be: Catholics or Protestants; Chrisiians or

men of other faiths; believers or unbelievers; bond or free.

‘They were scattered because there is no shepbtrd, and they became

meat to all the beasts of the field when they wf le scattered.’^

David has no defence against Eliab’s taunt.^* \etw"ljo but this very^

David, w^ho has once deserted his flock, h (S the strength and hardi-

hood to beard and smite and slay the lion and the bear and to

deliver the lamb out of his mouth Will our truant David once

* Gal iii. 27 and 29. ^ Eph. in 6. ^ Luke xii. 48.

Luke xii. 47. s Luke xn. 45.
** Horace. Eptstulae, Book I, Fp. 11, II. 14-16 ^ i-uke xn 45.
8 Ezekiel xxxiv. 5

**
1 Samuel xvii 28 i Samuel \vn 35.
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more take the field, to gather what Rehoboam has scattered and
unite what Jeroboam has divided ? And if, at a zero hour when all

is sin and shame, a second Hildebrand does come to the fight and
the rescue, will our deliverer this time be fore-armed, by the wis-

dom that is born of suffering,* against that fatal intoxication of

victory which has ruined the great work of Pope Gregory VII ?

* 7ra0€i fiaffos—Aeschylus Agamemnon

^

II 177-8, quoted in this Study in 1 C (iii)

(6), vol 1, p. 169, tootnote 1 ,
II C (a) (6) i, vol 1, p 298, and IV C (hi) {b) 1 1, in the

present volume, p. 218, above, and in V C (1) (f) 2, vol v, p 78, V C (1) (J) 4, vol

p 416, footnote 3, and \ C (11) (ti), vol vi p 275, below



ANNEX TO IV. C (i)

WHICH ARE THE TRUE CATASTROPHES: THE BREAK-
DOWNS OF CIVILIZATIONS OR THEIR BIRTHS?

In the passages of Plato that we have quoted in the chapter to which
this Annex attaches, there is a noteworthy discrepancy between the

and the Timaeus on the one hand and the Politicus on the
other.

The passage from the Pohticus agrees with the passages from
the Laws and the Timaeus in the assumption that the fortunes of
Mankind are bound up with the vicissitudes of Physical Nature
and that these two co-ordinated series of physical and human
events move in a cyclic alternation of prosperity and adversity. It

differs from them, however, in its philosophy of human history.

According to the Lazos and the Timaeus

y

the prosperous phases of
human history are those which, in this Study, we have called the
growth-phases of civilizations, and it is these growths of civiliza-

tions (which are conceived as desirable) that are disastrously cut
short by the periodic cataclysms. According to the Politicus, on
the other hand, the prosperous phases ofhuman history correspond
to what, in this Study, we have called the static Yin-state of primi-
tive societies^—idealized into an im Kpovov

‘When God was shepherd, there was no state and no ownership of
women and children, . . . All the historical conditions of life were absent,
while on the other hand they enjoyed fruits in abundance from trees and
other plants, which were not the product of cultivation but were raised

spontaneously by the Earth herself. For the most part they camped in

the open without clothes or bedding, the climate having been tempered
so as to do them no injury, and they found soft couches in the grass

which was produced by the Earth in abundance.’^

According to the Politicus, moreover, it was this state of Nature

—

which was likewise a state of Grace—that was brought to an end
by the abrupt reversal of direction in the rotatory motion of the

Cosmos at the moment when the divine helmsman let go his

rudder and tlie sinister change in human fortunes which was
involved in this cosmic catastrophe was not the change from the

growth of a civilization to its breakdown but was the antecedent

transition to the genesis of a civilization from the static condition

of a primitive society in its Yin-state. In other words, the recurrent

* See Part 11 . B, vol. i, pp. 192-5, above.
* Plato: Politicus, 27 lE 5-272A, Compare the Too Te King, clap. 80.
5 See IV. C (i), pp. 26-7, above.
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calamity that overtakes Mankind is not the breakdown of civiliza-

tions but their outbreak.

Consistently with this philosophy of history the births and
growths of civilizations are explained in the Politicus z&tht response
of Mankind to the challenge of the abandonment of the Cosmos
by God.

‘When Mankind had been deprived of the care of the Spirit who had
been our shepherd, the majority of wild beasts that were fierce by nature

turned savage, while Man himself became weak and defenceless. In
consequence he was harried by the wild beasts, and in this first phase he
was destitute of all equipment and resources since his spontaneous food-

supply had failed before he had been taught, by the stress of necessity,

to provide for himself. For all these reasons Man found himself in the

direst straits, and this is the origin of those legendary Gifts of the Gods
with which we have been presented, together with the instruction and
t»-aining necessary for the use of them—fire from Prometheus, the ans
and crafts from Hephaestus and his consort, and seeds and plants from
other benefactors. Every stone in the foundations of human life has

been hewn from this quarry. The watch (aforementioned) which had
been kept over Man by the Gods had now suddenly failed, and Man was
forced to live by his own efforts and to keep watch over himself, evactlv

like the Cosmos as a whole, with which we are ever partakeis m its

imitation and following of God through all the alternating phases of our
own life and growth.**

According to the philosophy of the Politicus this heroic achieve-

ment of Human Civilization, in response to the challenge of Man*s
desertion by God, is—and can be—nothing but a forlorn hope.

‘What God abandoned, these defended’
;
but the human defences

are doomed to fall, because the Cosmos ‘always performs its

functions best during the phase least far removed from its release’,

while, ‘as time goes on, the . . . original disharmony begins to gam
the upper hand, until in the final phase it breaks out openly’.^ Ulti-

mately Mankind is saved, not by Man’s own efforts, but by a fresh

intervention of God—an intervention which is as abrupt and as

arbitrary as His original withdrawal. And God saves Man by wind-
ing the painful attempt at Civilization up and bringing Human
Society back to the blissful primitive level.

On this showing, the attempt at Civilization is not the quest of

an attainable and desirable goal, but is at best a creditable aller.

On the other hand in the Laws (in the immediate sequel to the

passage quoted on p. 24, above) and in the Timaeus (in the

passage above-quoted on pp. 24-5) the births and growths of

* Plato Poltltcus, 274 B-i).
^ The passage ut the Pohticm in which these sentences occur has been quoted in the

present volume, on p 27, abo\e, in the chapter to which this Ann< x attaches
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civilizations, though they are described in much the same terms,
are placed in a radically different setting. Instead of being re-

presented as responses to the challenges of cosmic catastrophes,

they are represented as following these catastrophes only after vast

intervals of time, when the survivors of the catastrophes begin at

last to recover from their prostration and stupefaction. Instead of
being represented as a pis alter and a forlorn hope, these eventual

new stirrings of life are assumed to be both admirable and promis-
ing endeavours. And instead of being cut short, when they have
reached the brink of a disaster, by a beneficent intervention of God
which makes all tilings new by making all things primitive again,

these promising endeavours are cut short, when they are on the

verge of achievement, by a cruel cataclysm which sweeps away the

cumulative results of social progress and brings Man down again

to a primitive level which is regarded, in these dialogues, as a state

of Nature which is not a state of Grace but a state of Savagery. The
difference between the two philosophies may be summed up by
saying that the human disaster which the cosmic catastrophe entails

is the destruction of civilizations according to the Laws and the

Timaeusy and the perpetration of civilizations according to the

Politicos

,

The attempt at Civilization, which is the one philo-

sophy’s good, is the other philosophy’s evil.

It will be seen that the philosophy of the PoUticus is identical

(apart from the cyclic element) with that of the Syriac myth of the

Fall of Man as this is presented in the Book of Genesis, where the

state of Nature in the Garden of Eden is regarded as a state of Grace,

w’^hile Man’s response to the challenge of expulsion from the

Garden—the response in which he builds up a civilization in the

sweat of his brow—is regarded as the working out of a perpetual

sentence of penal servitude : a sentence imposed upon Man as the

penalty for the sin of disobedience on account of which he has been

expelled from the Earthly Paradise.

It will also be seen that it is the Plato of the Politicm rather than

the Plato of the Laws and the Timaeus whom Virgil follows in the

Fourth Eclogue, when he represents the whole history of the Hel-

lenic Civilization as a criminal aberration from which a long-tor-

mented Humanity is now to be released at la^t through a return to

an idealized state of Primitive Nature:

Te duce, si qua manent sceleri^ \estigia nostri,

irrita perpetua solvent formidine terras . . .

ipsae lacte domum referent distenta capellae

uhera, nec magnos metuent armenta leones . . .

molli paulatim flavescet campus arista,

incultisque rubens pendebit sentibus uva,
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et durae quercus sudabunt roscida mella . .

.

cedet et ipse mari vector, nec nautica pinus

mutabit merces; omnis feret omnia tellus.

non rastros patietur humus, non vmea falcem;

robustus quoque lam tauris iuga solvet arator.'

So much for the contradiction in the minds of the philosophers

and poets of the Hellenic breakdown and disintegration. But we,

in our world and our generation, assuredly cannot be content

simply to take note of this contradiction and to leave it unresolved;

for it raises a problem which concerns us to-day as deeply as it

once concerned a Plato and a Virgil. We shall return to this pro-

blem at a later point.^

* Virgil Edogue IV, 11 T3-14, 21-2, 28-30, 38-41 ^ In Part VII, below.
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THE TRANSADRIATIC EXPEDITION OF THE EMPEROR
CONSTANS II AND ITS ANTECEDENTS IN HELLENIC
HISTORY

As the memories of childhood reawaken in old age in the conscious-
ness of a human being, so, in the life of a human society, there is

sometimes a repetition, in the last chapter of its decline and fall, of
some situation which has occurred in its history once already in an
earlier chapter. With this clue to guide us we may detect a parallel-

ism between the Emperor Constans IPs expedition in the seventh
decade of the seventh century of the Christian Era from the latter-

day capital of a moribund Hellenic universal state* to the remnant
of its Transadriatic dominions and a previous series of expeditions

from the homelands of the Hellenic Society to its Transadriatic

colonial annexes which were undertaken successively by Tiinoleoii

of Corinth in 344 B.c.^ and King Archiddmus of Sparta in 342 and
King Alexander of Epirus in 333 and Prince Cleonymus of Sparta

in 303 and King Pyrrhus of Epirus in 280-274.3

This ancient scries of Greek military expeditions from east to

west of the Adriatic had an object which, wutatu mutandis^ was
identical with Constans’ object a thousand years later. Constans

set out to rescue the Province of Sicily, and the other relics of

the Exarchates of Italy and Africa, from the doom with which they

were threatened by the simultaneous aggression of the Arabs in

Africa and the Lombards in Italy; the Corinthian and Spartan and

Epirot knight-errants who led the Hellenic 'crusaders’ of the fourth

and third centuries B.c. came to defend the colonial Greek com-
munities in Sicily and Magna Graecia against a similar attack on

two fronts: a Carthaginian attack in SLily and an Oscan attack in

Italy which was delivered in successive Bruttian and I .ucanian and

Samnite and Roman waves.^ On the earlier occasion the enter-

prise failed irretrievably after five attempts ;
and we may suppose

I The transference of the centre of gravity of the Roman Empire from Rome to

Constantinople in the course ol the fourth and fifth ccntun**s of the Christian Era is an
instance of the general ‘law’ that the governing power in a un’v# rsal state first arises on
the periphery of the world which the universal s^^atc embraces, and then gravitates

towards the centre as time goes on. This ‘law’ is i>hi‘'»'ated and discussed m Part VI,

below.
^ See V. C (ii) (a), vol. vi, pp. 248 and 251, below.
3 All these earlier Hellenic knight-crranta in the west except Timoleon made their

first landing, like the Emperor Constans, at Tarentum.
* For this South Italian front of Hellenism and its elimination see further V. C (i)

(r) 2, vol. V, pp. 213—4, below. The analog hct%v^en the Reneventan Lombards and
the Samnites is drawn m Gay, J.: UItalic M^idionale et VEmpire Byzantin, 86^-ioyi
fParis 1904, Fontemoing), p. x.
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that it would have failed ultimately likewise upon its repetition a

thousand years later—even if Constans had lived out his life to its

natural term and found successors to carry on his policy—since the

factors which were the manifest causes of the failure in the fourth

and third centuries B.c., when the experiment was tried out to the

bitter end, were also in operation in the seventh century of the

Christian Era, w^hen the repetition of the experiment was cut short

after a trial of no longer than six years’ duration.

On the earlier occasion the enterprise failed for four distinct

reasons. In the first place the Western Greeks were heavily out-

matched by their assailants; in the second place their champions
from the Greek homelands were unable to bring over with them
large enough forces to redress the balance; in the third place the

effectiveness of the reinforcements, such as they were, was dimi-

nished by a lamentable lack of cordiality in the co-operation be-

tween the knight-errants and their proteges; in the fourth place

the relieving forces were distracted and dissipated by being called

upon to intervene on two different fronts simultaneously. All these

adverse factors reappear in the local situation as it stood in the

seventh century of the Christian Era, For example, Constans

found himself just not strong enough to subjugate the Lombard
principality of Benevento, as Alexander of Epirus had once failed,

by a comparably narrow margin, to subjugate the Samnite Con-
federacy; and Constans, had he lived, would assuredly have quar-

relled with his principal Italian protegee the Papacy,* as Alexander

of Epinis did live to quarrel with his principal Italian protegee the

city-state of I’arentum.

On the earlier occasion perhaps the most potent of all the factors

that militated against success was the sheer inferiority of the

Western Greeks to their ring of assailants in weight of numbers
and extent of territory. The Greek communities in Sicily were so

far alive to the danger to which they were exposed by this nume-
rical weakness that, time and again, they submitted to the surrender

of their parochial autonomy and their civic liberty for the sake of

pooling their resources.^ Yet, although they distinguished them-

selves by this readiness—which was a rare virtue in the Hellenic

World— to pay the nccessarj^ pnee for the benefits of solidarity, the

strength which the Sicilian Greeks found in their unity under the

successive despotisms of the Deinomenidae and the Dionysii and

Agathocles and Hiero was still not enough to save them in the end

* Tht protracted martyrdom which had been inflicted by Constans upon Pope Martin
from A D 653 to \ D 655 must ha\c been perpetually in the mind of Martin’s successor,

Pope Vitalian, during the Cmperoi’s twelve da>8’ visit to Rome in a.d 663.
1 bor this recurrent and characteristic feature of Sicilian Greek history see III C

(11) {h), vol 111, p. 357, footnote 1, above, and V, C (11) (a), vol vi, p 183, below.
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from being trampled under foot when their island became the

battleground of the Carthaginians and the Romans. In this final

struggle for supremacy in the Western Mediterranean, in which
the victor’s prize was the privilege—and burden—of becoming the

founder of a Hellenic universal state, * the Sicilian Greeks were not

in the running.* On this showing we may conjecture that, even if

Constans had lived on long enough in Sicily to repeat the perfor-

mance of those ancient Sicilian Greek empire-builders, his building

could not have withstood for long the shock of successive Arab and

Berber and Lombard and Frankish assaults. In the seventh

century of the Christian Era Syracuse had really no more chance of

supplanting Constantinople as the last capital of the Hellenic uni-

versal state than she had had of becoming its first capital, instead of

Rome, in the third century B.c. From the beginning to the end of

Hellenic history Sicily was never at any time capable of providing

the basis for a Hellenic world power.

In fine, we may conclude that if either Constans or his grand-

father Heraclius had succeeded in carrying out their plan they

would have erased, once for all, the last faint shadow of an Imperial

Government at Constantinople, but this without suoveeding in

replacing it by any substantial or enduring Imperial Government

at Carthage or Syracuse or Ravenna.

* Omnia cum belli Irepido concussa tumultu

hornda contrcmucrc sub altis aetheris ons,

in dubioque fuere utrorum ad rci?na caclendum

omnibus humanis essci icrraque manque . . .

Lucretius - De Rerum NaUtra, Book III, 11 . R34-7.

2 In the third centur>' B.c. the Sicilian Greek Power of lliero and Hieronymus was as

utterly outclassed by Carthape and Rome as m the sixteenth century of the Christian

Era Venice and Milan were outclassed by France and Spam and the Danubian liaps-

burg Monarchy (see III. C (ii) {h), vol. iii, p 357, above).
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THE ABORTIVE RESISTANCE OF THE CHURCH TO
THE REVIVAL OF ‘CAESARO-PAPISM* IN ORTHODOX
CHRISTENDOM

In the chapter to which this Annex attaches, we have noted that in

Western Christendom the Church eventually asserted its supremacy
over the Temporal Power, and that, in successfully enforcing this

pretension in the second chapter of Ov’r Western history, the

Papacy performed a creative act which enabled our Western
Civilization to proceed a stage farther in its growth.^ In the same
connexion we have seen that in Orthodox Christendom the Church
succumbed to a pretension on the part of the Temporal Pov^er to

possess and exercise the ‘Caesaro-papal* authority which had once

been wielded in a Christian Roman Empire by a Constantine the

Great and a Justinian,^ and that this defeat of the Orthodox Church
by the East Roman Government is to be regarded, in the history of

the society in which both these institutions lived and moved and
had their being, as a social aberration which was demonstrably re-

sponsible for this Orthodox Christian Society's premature break-

down, For an observer, in retrospect, of these accomplished facts

it is a tempting exercise of his historical judgement to summon the

Orthodoxand theWestern Churchbeforehismentaljudgement-seat,
hold a summary inquiry into their respective records in these two
historic transactions, and render a comparative verdict eulogizing

the Western Church in the measure of its defacto success and con-

versely censuring the Orthodox Church in the measure of its de

facto failure. Such a verdict would be as injudicious as it is facile,

and we must be vigilantly on our guard against being seduced into

accepting it.

To put ourselves on our guard we may remind ourselves of the

simple fact that the generation of Hildebrand is separated by a

Time-span of not much less than six hundred years from the

generation of Odovacer, and that, throughout this long period

which intervened between the de facto break-up of the Roman
Empire in the West and the initiation of a deliberate endeavour to

establish a Papal Respublica Christiana, the persistent policy of the

Papacy was to replace itself under an Imperial tutelage from which

it had been liberated against its will by force majeure.^ At first the

Papacy had clung forlornly to the skirts of a still surviving Imperial

Government at Constantinople, and then—when the rotten fringe

I Sec IV. C (in) (<*) z (j8), pp. 339 and 405, above.
^ See cap. at., pp. 346-53, above, 3 See cap. cit., pp. 33S-9 i

above.
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of the wom-out Byzantine scaramangium tore away in the Papal

suppliant’s desperately clutching hands—a Pope Stephen II (III)

had gone in search of a substitute-protector beyond the Alps, and a

Pope Leo III had invested this barbarian deus ex machina with a robe

of office which was fondly expected to wear better because it was

a counterfeit, woven of coarser stuflF than the genuine Imperial silk.

This chapter in the history of the Papacy is neither inspiring in

itself nor prophetic of the magnificently creative chapter which

actually followed. And our observation of this vein of unexpected-

ne.ss in the course of our Western ecclesiastical history should warn
us, when we come to pass judgement on the Orthodox Church,

against hastily jumping to the conclusion that, just because the

Orthodox Church succumbed to the Temporal Power, it must have

brought this fate upon itself by offering its neck poor-spiritedly to

the yoke. As a matter of fact we shall find, upon examination, that

the Church which was defeated by a Leo Syrus and a Leo Sapiens

fought as good a fight as the Church which was victorious over a

Henry IV and a Frederick Barbarossa. .v

The Orthodox Church which w^as challenged to prove its mettle

by a revival of *Cacsaro-papism’ in the eighth century had in-

herited from the Primitive Christian past as fine a tradition of

resistance to the Imperial Power as any of which the West could

boast. During the struggle of the Primitive Church with the Pagan

Empire the Christian martyrs in the Greek and Oriental provinces

had been as numerous and as valiant as in the Latin;* and in the

ensuing Post-Constantinian Age, when the Church had been almost

lulled to sleep on the Empire’s bosom^ and had not yet experienced

the rude awakening which was destined to overtake her upon the

Empire’s imminent death and dissolution, the rather rare examples

of clerics who went into opposition against the Christian Imperial

Power include Greeks and Orientals^ as well as ‘Hesperians’. The

* In absolute numbers the Greek and Oriental martyrs were far more numerous,
no doubt; but these absolute numbers, if we knew them, would have to be reduced to

the percentage which they represented of the total Christian community in the different

regions, and down to the generation of Constantine, at an> rate, the Christian community
in the Latin provinces was in itself a smaller portion of a ^'mailer total population than
the Christian communitv was in the other two-thirds of the Empire, Even on this

proportional basis, however, there is reason to beliete that the toll of martyrdoms in the

Greek and Oriental provinces was at least as h6^v>' as m the Latin provinces, relatively

to the difference in the rcspcctiv c absolute numbers of possible candidates for martyrdom
in the different regions.

2 See IV. C (iii) (c) 2 (6), pp. 349-50, above.
^ In the Oriental provinces of the Roman Empire the fifth century saw the Nestorian

and Monophyaitc mass-movements against the 'IVlelchite' adherents of the Imperial
Catholic Church. These movements, however, w'ere endeavours, not so much to free

the Church from the domination of the Temporal Power, as to free the still submerged
portion of the Syriac W'orld fiom the Hellenic ascendancy to which it had been subject
since the days of Alexander the Great. (For this aspect of Nestonanism and Mono-
phvsitism see I. C (i) (fc), vol. 1, p. 91; IT. D (vi), vol. ii, p. 236; and II. D (vii), vol. ii,

pp. 286-7, above, and V. C: (1) (c) 2, vol. v, p. 127, below.)
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insistence of Ambrose that Theodosius the Great should do public

penance for the sin of the Salonica Massacre was certainly a magni-
ficent display of clerical courage which happened to be crownedwith
success. Yet the Bishop of Milan’s successfully courageous act in

calling Theodosius to account is not more worthy of admiration

than die unsuccessful bravery of a justly famous Patriarch of Con-
stantinople in publicly protesting against the misdemeanours of

Theodosius’s son and successor Arcadius. Indeed, we may be in-

clined to appraise John Chrysostom’s defeat at a higher moral value
than Ambrose’s victory when we bear in mind the difference in the

temperaments, endowments, and antecedents of the two saints.

Ambrose—the son of a Praetorian Prefect, and himself already

launched upon a promising career in the Imperial service before

the people of Milan commandeered him for their bishop by main
force—^was a man of action of the same mettle as Theodosius him-
self; John Chrysostom was a scholar who would have led the

sheltered life of a professor of literature if the dedication of his

eloquence to the cause of Religion had not moved his conscience to

go into action in the field of public life and inspired him with the

faith to endure the pains of defeat in what vvas for him a strange

and formidable arena. We may also remind ourselves that Saint

John’s see of Constantinople was not merely an Imperial capital

but was essentially that and nothing else ;
for an interregnum of

more than a hundred years’ length effectively insulated the tradi-

tions of the New Rome founded by Constantine the Great in

A.D. 330 from those of the ancient Greek city-state of Byzantium

which had been devastated, and deprived of its statehood, by

Septimius Severus in a,d. 196. On the other hand Saint Ambrose’s

see of Milan was a ci-devant city-state which had preserved its

sense of continuity with its own past in spite of being used as an

Imperial capital temporarily and provisionally. It is clear that

Saint Ambrose would be fortified by his social environment in his

resistance to the Imperial Power, while Saint John, on the contrary,

would be weakened by his.

If we leap the interregnum which follows the break-up of the

Roman Empire, and proceed to examine the respective records of

the Orthodox and the Western Church in the critical period that

begins with the launching of the Iconoclastic policy of the East

Roman Emperor Leo Syrus, we shall find that every famous

Western champion of the rights of the Church has his counterpart

and peer in Orthodox Christendom.

Pope Gregory II and his successors in St. Peter’s Chair were not

more stalwart in their opposition to Leo’s Iconoclastic decree of

A.D. 726 than the Oecumenical Patriarch Germanus, who held out
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under the Emperor’s nose until at the end of four years the

Emperor could find no better means of countering this formidable

intransigence than the ultima ratio of throwing the Patriarch out of

office. If the Papal opponents of Iconoclasm were able to indulge

in the same intransigence without incurring the same fate, this was
simply because the rehabilitated Government at Constantinople

had made up its mind that it could not afford to take energetic

action so far afield as Italy beyond the bounds of Calabria.* In

retaliating against the Papacy Leo therefore contented himself

with the forcible withdrawal, from the Pope’s ecclesiastical juris-

diction, of all the eastern part of his former ecclesiastical domain
from Calabria and Sicily to Crete and Salonica inclusive and these

territories were transferred to the jurisdiction of the successors of

Germanus at Constantinople, whom the Emperor expected to find

more amenable to his will now that they had Germanus’s fate

before their eyes as a warning example of the penalty of clerical

opposition to the ‘Caesar-Pope’ in the Imperial capital. Neverthe-

less, when Iconoclasm—repealed for a season by the Empress Irene

(imperabat a .d . 780-90 and 797-802)3—was reinstituted by the

Syrian Leo’s Armenian namesake l^eo V {imperabat a.d. 813-20),

the indomitable Iconodule Patriarch Germanus found a worthy
successor in the reigning Patriarch Nicephorus,who opposed Icono-

clasm no less stalwartly, held out no less intransigently, and had
likewise to be put out of the way by an eventual recourse to the

ultima ratio of deposition. Nor was Nicephorus the only famous
cleric of his generation in Orthodox Christendom who had the

courage to suffer for opposing the Emperor Leo V’s religious

policy. He had good companions in Theodore of Studium {vive~

bat A.D. 759-826)^ and in Theodore’s uncle Abbot Plato.

Thus the Oecumenical Patriarchate was at least as fearless as

the Papacy in opposing an Iconoclast Imperial Government in act

and deed, and this at a much greater material risk
;
and a fortiori the

Orthodox Church outstripped the Western Church in fighting

the same battle in the field of theological controversy, in which the

> For this East Homan policy of conserving energy anf< avoiding a dispersal of force

see IV. C (ill) (c) 2 iP), pp. 342- 4 1
above.

2 Sec IV. C (ill) (c) 2 (j5), pp. 337 and 346, footnote 2, above.
1 During her first term Irene was acting as regent for her son the Emperor Constan-

tine VI ;
during her second term she was reigning as his supplanter. The dale of the first

repeal of Iconoclasm was 787.
^ Theodore of Studium appealed from the successor of Constantine to the successor of

Peter. His policy was to find in the Papacy a rallying-point and a leadership for all the

Iconodule forces in the East Roman dominions; and this policy was reasonable, since

the Pope was the most powerful of the Iconodule Catholic Patriarchs w'ho were not at

the East Roman Government’s mercy. Unhappily Theodore found the Papacy a broken
reed; and this was perhaps inevitable, since the Papacy in Theodore’s day was anxious,

not to assert itself against the Temporal Power, but to take shelter under its wing (see

IV. (iii) (c) 2 (jS), pp. 335-9, above).
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Latins were notoriously tiros and the Greeks past-masters. This
war of ink and paper against Imperial Iconodasm had, of course,

to be conducted by a scholar in some tranquil retreat where he was
beyond the reach of the East Roman Emperor’s arm; but the

historic malleus iconoclastarum was not a Latin doctor wielding his

pen under the aegis of an Iconodule King of the Franks, but a

Greek controversialist, John Damascene, whose patron and pro-

tector was a Muslim Umayyad Caliph.*

After the resistance of Popes Gregor\^ II {fungebatur a.d. 715-

31 ) and Gregory III {fungebatur a.d. 731-41) to the Iconoclastic

policy of the Emperor Leo Syrus the next signal occasion on which
a Pope set himself in opposition to an Emperor was when Pope
Nicholas I {fungebatur a.d. 858-67) refused to countenance the

offence of King Lothaire II of Lorraine in repudiating his lawful

wife in favour of another woman, and persisted in this refusal even

when the Emperor Lewis II took up his kinsman’s cause and
sought to coerce the Pope by making a military demonstration

against Rome. This is the earliest prominent example of one of the

most honourable, as well as courageous, ways in which the Papacy,

in its prime, was to assert its authority against temporal princes.

Pope Nicholas I’s bold motion to curb and castigate the licentious-

ness of Lothaire of Lorraine was rewarded, after a long struggle,

by the capitulation of the royal culprit; and this passage of arms
inaugurated a long series of victorious Papal assaults upon the

matrimonial misdemeanours of princes—a series which was only

brought to an end by Pope Clement VII’s unlucky experience

with King Henry VIII of England some seven centuries later.

This long-9ustained Papal tour de force of ‘lion-taming’ was, of

course, a magnificent performance; for the Pope was utterly out-

matched in physical force by the temporal rulers whom he so

resolutely called to order; and yet, time and again, these wild beasts

quailed under the spiritual coercion of an unarmed priest—snarling

and lashing their tails at the first crack of the Papal whip, yet creep-

ing up for pardon in the end with ears laid back and tails between
their legs.^ The forcefulness—^and artfulness—of these Papal

tamers of princes is admirable; and the performance is perhaps the

* It is perhaps worth noting that the three men—the Emperor Leo Syrus {imperabat
A.D. 717-40), the Pope Gregory III {fungebatur a.d. 731-41), and the theologian John
Damascene, alias MansGr ash-Shfimi {vivebat prae a.d. 700 - prae 754)—who between
them did so much to produce the schism between Orthodox Christendom and Western
Christendom, were, all three of them, either Syrians or of Syrian origin, though
Syria lay outside the domains of both the nascent civilizations whose destinies these three

men were deciding. This trivial fact is a small but pointed nail in the coffin of the racial

explanation of the histories of civilizations.
* The secret of the Papacy’s apparently miraculous power of bringing temporal rulers

to heel was, no doubt, the sensitiveness of public feeling and public opinion throu^out
the Western Respuhlica Christiana in responding to Papal pronouncements and Papal
acts. The temporal subjects of a local prince were all of them at the same time the
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supreme demonstration of the medieval Papacy’s moral and intel-

lectual power. Yet we may observe that in exercising this moral
censorship ever the princes of Western Christendom, as in oppos-
ing the ritual and doctrinal innovations of the Iconoclast Emperors
of Constantinople, the Papacy, while risking much, was not staking

its very existence. The limitations of the risk involved were brought
out in the final encounter in which one royal lion at last broke this

Papal spell, and broke it for ever, by truculently refusing to obey.

The militant contumacy of King Henry VIII cost the Papacy the

allegiance of England, and this was certainly a serious blow
;
yet the

wound thereby inflicted on the Holy See was patently very far from
being a mortal one, for it was manifest, from first to last, that the

Patriarchate of Western Christendom was not in danger of bleed-

ing to death in consequence of the amputation of a couple of out-

lying archbishoprics.

We may now observe that the censorship of princely morals,

which was exercised by the Papacy from Pope Nicholas I’s time

onwards in the tradition of Saint Ambrose, was likewise exercised—^with equal fearlessness but, again, at a far greater risk—by the

Oecumenical Patriarchate in the same age.

For example, Pope Nicholas I himself was moved to support his

contemporary the Patriarch Ignatius, who had been deposed in

A.D. 858 for his public protests against the evil living of the Caesar

Bardas—the virtual master of the East Roman Empire at the time.

Ignatius’s stand against Bardas cannot be accounted less courageous

or less admirable than Nicholas’ stand against Lothaire simply be-

cause the East Roman Emperor Basil I managed to use Ignatius

(without Ignatius’s intention or connivance) as a pawn in his

political game, whereas Nicholas managed to get the better of the

clumsy and impotent Western Emperor Lewis II. In view of the

spiritual subjects of the Pope; and if their temporal ruler was rash enoui;;h to nsk a con-
flict of allegiances he was likely to find that his subjects’ allegiance to the Pope had the
stronger moral hold upon them, so that the contumacious prince was threatened with a
loss of his own local authority, as well as with the moral disapproval of all the rest of
W’^estem Christendom. These were forces against which no medieval Western princeling

could permanently contend. But the ability of the Papacy to mobilize these formidable
moral forces in the Papal cause on any given occasion clearly depended upon the main-
tenance of a moral prestige which was overwhelmingly superior to that or any temporal
ruler. This essential superiority of prestige was possessed in the ninth centuiy by Pope
Nicholas 1 as against Charlemagne’s unimpressive diadochi and epigoni; and it was
possessed again in still greater measure by a sufficient number of Popes in a scries

that opened with Hildebrand and closed with Innocent HI. From the middle of the

eleventh to the middle of the thirteenth century the Papacy could feel confident of

emerging victorious m the long run from any conflict with any Western temporal ruler.

Thereafter the moral prestige on which this rapal potency depended was ruined by the

Papacy itself in its hybristic self-idolization. \ et the accumulated prestige of the master-
institution of the medieval West was so immense that it took centuries of folly and mis-
conduct to dissipate it. ‘The Babylonish Captivity’ had to be followed by the Great
Schism, and the Great Schism by the Conciliar Movement, before a Hcniy VIII could
defy the Papal censorship of royal morals with impunity (see IV. C (iii) (c) 3 (fi),

pp. 512-84, above).
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political circumstances, Basil’s restoration of Ignatius to his Patri-

archal chair in a.d. 867 cannot, perhaps, be regarded as a moral

victory for the Patriarch over the Imperial Power; indeed, the

true situation was made cruelly apparent ten years later when,
upon Ignatius’s death in 877, Basil promptly appointed to succeed

him his erstwhile supplanter, the pliant worldling Photius. Yet
this rather ignominious sequel to Ignatius’s bearding of Bardas did

not deter a more famous and forceful Patriarch in the next genera-

tion from discharging in his turn this formidable Patriarchal duty

of calling the ruling personality in the East Roman Empire to

account.

When the Emperor Basil I’s son and successor, the Emperor
Leo the Wise, set his heart in a.d. 905 upon marrying for the fourth

time, and requested the reigning Oecumenical Patriarch Nicolaus

Mysticus^ to give his blessing to this Imperial project, the Patri-

arch refused to countenance an act which would be a flagrant

breach of canon law—without allowing himself to be influenced

by the fact that the Emperor w^as his personal friend and that he

held his office by the Emperor’s appointment. I'hc farthest that

he would go was to baptize and recognize the son who had just

been born to the Emperor, out of wedlock, by the lady with whom
the Emperor now desired to regularize his relations; and the

Patriarch went thus far only on the understanding that the lady

herself should be dismissed from the Imperial Court. When Leo
accepted these terms and then broke them—three days after the

Patriarch had performed his stipulated part—by having the mar-

riage ceremony celebrated for him by another hand and then

crowning this fourth wife as his Augusta, Nicolaus became intran-

sigent
;
and on Christmas Day 906, when nearly twelve months had

passed, he gave publicity to his attitude by a gesture which was
worthy of Saint Ambrose himself. On Christmas Day 906 the

Patriarch closed the doors of Saint Sophia in the Emperor’s face

;

and this time the contest was not ended by the Emperor’s retort

—

which was, no doubt, a foregone conclusion—of arresting and
deporting and deposing the intransigent holder of the Patriarchal

office and appointing a more pliant personality to replace him.

Nicolaus lived to be restored to the Patriarchate by Leo’s brother

and successor Alexander after Leo’s death in 912,^ when Leo’s un-

lawful fourth wife was also duly compelled, after all, to retire from

” The surname meant, not mystic, but confidential secretary or Gefteimrat (Hussey,

J. M.: Church and Learning in the Byzantine Empire, 867-J185 (Oxford 1937, University
Press), p. 136, footnote 3).

2 Leo himself appears to have repented on his death-bed and to have given orders for

the Patriarch Nicolaus's reinstatement {The Cambridge Medieval History, vol. iv (Cam-
bridge 1923, University Press), p. 257).
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the palace to a convent. Nicolaus then lived on to become, after

Alexander’s death, the President of a Regency Council which took
over the government of the Empire on behalf of Leo’s—and his

fourth wife’s—son Constantine Porphyrogenitus; and he still re-

tained his Patriarchate when he lost his political position in a.d.

913, after a four months* tenure, through the return of the young
Emperor’s exiled mother to power. He remained in office long

enough to see the guardianship ofthe boy-Emperor, and the master-

ship of the Empire which this guardianship carried with it, wrested

out of the hands of the Empress-Dowager in a.d. 919 by the

Admiral Romanus Lecapenus;* and under this new regime the

Patriarch had the satisfaction of formally registering his own com-
plete official victory in the struggle upon which he had entered

some fifteen years before. In a.d. 920 the Patriarch Nicolaus, then

in undisputed occupation of his Patriarchal Chair, was able to bring

to an end, on his own terms, the schism between his own supporters

and those of his temporary supplantcr the Anti-Patriarch Euthy-
mius. In an 'Act of Union’, ^ which received the signatures of both

parties, fourth marriages were condemned categorically, though in

general terms.

Since the ultimate issue in the conflict between the Patriarch

Nicolaus and the Emperor Leo the Wise had been not the particular

question of fourth marriages but the general question of whether

in Orthodox Christendom the Imperial office was subject to

Patriarchal censorship, it might seem as though the signature of

‘the Act of Union’ signified a victory of the Church over the State

of the same stamp as Pope Nicholas I’s victory over the Emperor
Lewis II. Indeed, a disinterested observer, had he been called

upon to estimate the relative prospects of the Oecumenical Patri-

archate and the Papacy in that year 920, would almost certainly

have prophesied that the Patriarchate would have both the greater

and the nobler future In a.d. 920 the Papacy—bereaved of Im-
perial protection through the deliberate abstention of the East

Roman Government and the lamentable debacle of the Carolingians

—was in the disgraceful plight of being u<?ed as a political tool by

a gang of parochial Roman adventurers. From 904 to 966 the

Papacy was in the hands of the ‘family’ of Theophylact the Vesti-

arius, as represented by the lovers and the sons and the grandsons

of this gangster’s wife and daughters. As late as 974 his grandson

^ The political aspect of these events in the domestic history of the East Roman
Empire has been dealt with already, in its relation to the Romano-Bulgarian War of

A.D. 913-27, in IV. C (iii) (c) 2 (j3), pp. 384-5, above. * *0 Tofios rijs

3 It i.s significant that throughout the struggle between the Patriarch Nhcolaus and
the Emperor Leo VI it was. the Emperor and not the Patriarch that enjoyed^the coun-
tenance and support of the Papacy ( The Cambridge Medieval History^ vol. iv (Cambridge

1923, University Press), pp. 256-8).
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Cencius was able to depose and murder a Pope and install a pre-

tender; and when this Antipope had to evacuate Rome he took

refuge at Constantinople and was restored in 984 by an East Roman
expeditionary force—^to such good effect that he died in possession

of St. Peter’s Chair. ^ Thereafter, in 997, the anti-German faction

in the Ducatus Romanus chose a Greek for their Antipope after

they had driven out Otto Ill’s Pope Bruno. Nor was it only for

material assistance that Rome in this age addressed herself to

Orthodox Christendom. At the turn of the tenth and eleventh

centuries such spiritual life as was to be found in Rome at the time

was inspired by Basilian monks who had been drawn to Rome from
Calabria by the crying need for filling a spiritual void.^ On the eve

of Hildebrand’s birth there was nothing whatever in the Roman
scene to suggest the imminence of the Hildebrandine revival. Even
beyond the Alps the Cluniac movement, though now well under
way, had not yet revealed its potentialities. ^ In fact, for a full

century after the Oecumenical Patriarch Nicolaus’s triumph in

A.D. 920 a disinterested observer might reasonably have pro-

nounced that the spiritual citadel of Christianity was neither Rome
nor Cluny but Constantinople. Yet any such pronouncement
would have been promptly confuted by the sequel. Our hypothetical

observer would not only have been astonished to see Marozia’s

grandson Pope John XII succeeded by Hildebrand within ninety

years; he would have been perhaps even more surprised to see the

Oecumenical Patriarch Nicolaus Mysticus succeeded by—nobody!

The truth seems to be that though Nicolaus was a much stronger

character, as well as a much abler man, than his predecessor

Ignatius, he was nevertheless outmanoeuvred by the upstart

Emperor Romanus Lecapenus in 919 in much the same way as

Ignatius had been manipulated by the upstart Basil I in 867. In

any case the Patriarch Nicolaus’s ostensible victory did not accrue

to the advantage of the Oecumenical Patriarchate—and this in spite

of the fact that it could not have come at a more opportune

moment for enabling the Patriarchate to recover the position which
it had occupied, three hundred years before, in the time of the

Patriarch Sergius. From the death of Leo the Wise in a.d. 912 till

the end of Basil IPs minority in a.d. 985 the legitimate occupants

of the Imperial Throne were all the time either minors or political

nonentities. Here was an unparalleled opportunity for some other

power or institution in the body of the Orthodox Christian Society
* For this incident sec IV. C (iii) (r) 2 (j3), p. 338, footnote 1, above.
2 See IV, C (iii) (c) 2 (/?), p. 357, above.
3 Indeed, since about a .d . 9^0 the Ciuniac and other monastic reformers of France

and Lotharingia had been coming for inspiration to the Basilian monastic settlements
on Monte Gargano (see Gay, J.: Ultalie MiridionaU et VEmpire Byzantin (Paris 1904,
Fontemoing), p. 385).
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to assert itself at the expense of the Imperial Crown and thus do
Society the service of putting an end to that unhealthy predomi-
nance of one single institution which had prevailed for the past two
hundred years. The power marked out for playing this role was
the Oecumenical Patriarchate, which had just won a great moral
victory over the Imperial Crown on the eve of the Crown’s eclipse.

Yet the Patriarchate failed to seize the opportunity that was offered

to it. The Patriarch Nicolaus’s regency in the year 913 did not
create a precedent. Perhaps the deciding factor was the perilous-

ness of the position in which the East Roman Empire found itself

at this moment zis-d-vis Bulgaria; and this peril, as we have seen,^

was part of the nemesis to which the Orthodox Christian Society

had exposed itself through having subordinated the Church to the

State during the eighth and ninth centuries. Whatever the ex-

planation may be, the historical fact is that the regency of the East

Roman Empire was not now secured by the Oecumenical Patri-

archate as a permanent constitutional prerogative, but was usurped
from 919 onw^ards until 976 by a series of military adventurers,

beginning with Romanus Lecapenus and his sons and ending with

Nicephorus Phocas and John I’zimisces. This military regency

w^as a vigorous but a violent regime; and it met the foreign peril

that had brought it into power by a grandiose policy of conquest

which was a new and, as it proved, a disastrous departure in East

Roman statesmanship.^ It was after the East Roman Empire’s fifty-

seven years of military dictatorship that the Orthodox Christian

Civilization broke down
;
and the breakdown and the dictatorship

are demonstrably related to one another in the relation of effect and
cause. If, during those ci ideal years in the middle of the tenth

century, the unhealthily predominant role of the East Roman Im-
perial Government in the life of Orthodox Christendom had been

moderated by a touch of clericalisir instead of being accentuated,

as it actually was, by a bout of militarism, it seems probable that the

disaster might have been staved off, and possible that it might have

been averted.

3

If we now glance back, from this point, over the history of the

Orthodox Christian Civilization during its prematurely interrupted

I In IV, C (iii) (r^ 2 (j3), pp. 377-91, above.
^ For this latter-day East Roman militarism see IV. C (lii; (c) 2 (j5), pp. 399“403f

above.
3 More than a century after the time of the Patriarch Nicolaus Mysticus, his successor

Michael CeTularius {fungebatur a.D. 1043-58) took advantage of the weakness which had
overtaken the imperial Power, after the death of the Emperor Basil 11 in 1025, in order
to grasp at the prize which Nicolaus had missed. Cerularius seems to have come rather

near to success in his dealings with the Emperors Michael VI Stratioticus and Isaac

Comnenus; but even if his succe.ss had been complete it would have come too late, since

the breakdown of the Orthodox Christian Civilization had by then already taken place.

(The episode of Cerularius's Patriarchate is discussed in Hussey, J.M.: Church and Learn-
ing in the Byzantine Empire, 867-1185 (Oxford 1937, University Press), pp. 152-7.)
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growth-phase, we can perceive both the extent and the limits of the

State’s ascendancy over the Church.
In the course of the two centuries that elapsed between the

accession of Leo Syrus and the beginning of the regency of

Romanus Lecapenus the East Roman State did effectively reduce

the hierarchy of the Orthodox Church in its dominions to the

status of a public service which had to be as amenable as any other

branch of the Imperial administration to the will of a Government
which was an absolute autocracy. When a Germanus came into

collision with a Leo Syrus, or a Nicephorus with a Leo Armenius,
or an Ignatius with a Caesar Bardas, or a Nicolaus with a Leo
Sapiens, it was always the Emperor, and never the Patriarch, whose
will prevailed; and this 'law* of East Roman history was illustrated

just as pointedly w^hen Ignatius w as reinstated by Basil 1 or Nicolaus

by Basil’s son Alexander. On the other hand the Imperial Crown
discovered that it could only carry off this cherished assertion of its

sovereign authority over the Oecumenical Patriarchate by consti-

tuting itself the unimpeachable guardian and the zealous exponent
of an Orthodoxy of which it could not at the same time constitute

itself the judge. If the precious political precedent that had been

set by Leo’s drastic treatment of Germanus was to be harvested by
Leo’s successors on the Imperial Throne, then they must pay for

this political advantage in religious coin by accepting Germanus’s
views, instead of Leo’s, on the subject of the proper place of icons

in Christian worship; and, on the same principle, if the Admiral
Romanus Lecapenus was to make quite certain that the regency of

the Empire, which he had usurped for himself, should not revert

to the Patriarch Nicolaus, then, again, he must pay in the same
religious coin for the same political commodity by accepting Nico-

laus’s views on the subject of the unlawfulness of fourth marriages.

From the Crown’s standpoint the vital necessity, on every occasion

of encounter, w^as to put the Patriarchate in its place : that is, to

advertise the fact that the Emperor and not the Patriarch was the

master. If this fundamental proposition of East Roman political

theory was effectively demonstrated in consequence of an Em-
peror’s decision to purge Christian worship of icons or to contract

a fourth marriage, then, when once the demonstration had been

made, the Crown could afford to abandon Iconoclasm and to admit
that fourth marriages w^ere unlawful—and, henceforth, woe betide

the Patriarch who dared to preach or practise what the Emperor
had now renounced! So long as he was acknowledged to be master

the Emperor was willing to be Orthodox; and so long as he was
allowed to assert his mastery by his own tests he was willing to

leave the definition of Orthodoxy to his clerical servants.
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If this is a correct account of the relations between Church and
State in the Orthodox Christian Society during its growth-phase,
it will not be found applicable to the ‘Time of Troubles’ which set

in after the breakdown in the tenth century. In the course of this

later and more calamitous age we shall notice a considerable shift

in the Balance of Power between the two leading institutions of the

Orthodox Christian social system, and we shall observe that the

change is in the Church’s favour. The discomfiture of the State by
the Church in this chapter of Orthodox Christian history is proved
on the touchstone of the burning question of the age.

As the Orthodox Christian Society disintegrated it grew steadily

weaker by comparison with its neighbours—the coeval sister society

of Western Christendom on the one side and the nascent Iranic

successor of the moribund Syriac Society on the other- -and, as

this happened, there was a change of emphasis in the field of re-

ligious controversy. The icon question, which had long ago been
settled by compromise,* was now no longer a living issue; the

question of ecclesiastical censorship over Imperiarmorals was in

abeyance; the burning question now was that of the relation be-

tween the Orthodox and the Western Church. This question, of

course, had its doctrinal aspect—the omission or insertion of the

Filioque in the Creed—and its hierarchical aspect—the ecclesiastical

independence of the Eastern Patriarchates or their subordination

to the Roman See—but at bottom it was a question of politics.

If the two churches could compose their differences, then Ortho-

dox Christendom might hope to secure Western help against

Turkish aggression. Conversely, if these differences were to rankle

into a permanent and ackriowledged scliism, then Orthodox Chris-

tendom had to fear that the Franks might anticipate the Turks in

making her their prey. I'his polith al issue was manifestly crucial;

the fate of the East Roman Empire, and of the Orthodox Christian

Society itself, was in the balance; and once again, as in the eighth

and ninth centuries, the Orthodox Church and the East Roman
Government were ranged on opposite sides—but this time under

new conditions and with a different result.

This time it was not possible to arrive at a compromise on
the previously accepted lines of tacit?] separating the political and

ecclesiastical aspects of the conflict from one another; for the poli-

tical issue, now, was not simply the question whether the Church
should admit the superior authority of the Imperial will on the

unwritten and even unspoken understanding that the Constanti-

nopolitan ‘Caesar-Popc’ should exercise the Papal functions of

his ‘totalitarian* authority in accordance with ecclesiastical nilings.

* See V. C (i) {d) 9 (/5), vol. vi, p. 117, below
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The answer to the political question in the present controversy

depended neither upon the Orthodox Church nor upon the East

Roman Imperial Government, but upon an alien power: the other,

and now far stronger, Christendom in the West. This alien power
now had the fate of Orthodox Christendom in its hands; it had the

choice of either saving Orthodox Christendom or destroying her;

and it would not choose the political course that meant her salva-

tion unless the hierarchical and doctrinal issues were first of all

settled to its satisfaction. In these circumstances East Roman
statesmanship was bound to exert itself to the utmost in order to

satisfy the Western Christians’ ecclesiastical demands; and there-

fore, this time, it was not open to the East Roman Government to

achieve its political aim by the time-honoured expedient of leaving

the definition of Orthodoxy to the clerics. This time the ecclesi-

astical question and the political question hung together indis-

solubly; and the Emperor therefore had to insist d outrance upon a

definition of Orthodoxy that would make his policy possible. He
found, however, that the limits of his authority in the ecclesiastical

sphere were unaltered and inelastic. In the definition ofOrthodoxy
the Church still had the last word; and now that the East Roman
Imperial authority was perceptibly on the wane the Imperial states-

manship could not induce the Church to relinquish a prerogative

to which it had clung, in the teeth of the Imperial Government,
when the Empire had been at its zenith. On the questions of the

Filioque and the Papal supremacy, as on those of icons and fourth

marriages, the Church had its way; and the East Roman Govern-
ment had to resign itself to the inevitable political consequences,

though these were nothing less than the annihilation of the last

vestige of the East Roman Empire and the forcible political uni-

fication of a long-distracted Orthodox Christian World under the

pall of a Pax Ottomanica.^

In this connexion it is noteworthy that the attitude of the East

Roman Government on the questions of the Papal supremacy and

the Filioque was from first to last conciliatory towards the Papacy

by comparison with the attitude of the hierarchy of the Orthodox
Church.^

I For the role of the Ottoman Empire in Orthodox Christian history as the Orthodox
Christian universal state see Part III, A, vol. iii, pp. 26-7, above, and V. C (ii) (a),

vol. vi, pp. 190-1, and V. C (ii) (b), vol. vi, pp. 29S-300, below.
* The Orthodox hierarchy was never ready to acknowledge the Papal supremacy in

matters of discipline or of doctrine—even when it was in desperate need of support
against the East Roman Imperial Power. In the last resort the Orthodox hierarchy

preferred the political yoke of an Emperor to the ecclesiastical yoke of a Pope if it was
driven to make a choice between the two setvitudes. On the other hand the Basilian

monks, who had no hierarchical considerations to deter them, did not hesitate to place

themselves under the banner of the Pope in their struggle against the Iconoclast East

Roman Emperors.
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This difference became apparent during the first crisis in the
relations between Orthodox and Western Christendom—a crisis

which began v/ith Pope Nicholas Fs championship of the ci-devant

Oecumenical Patriarch Ignatius after his deposition in a.d. 858,^

and which died away after the second deposition of Ignatius’s

supplanter Photius in a.d. 886.^ The crisis was a dangerous one
because the original conflict over a question of ecclesiastical dis-

cipline was enlarged and envenomed, not only by the introduction

of a question of doctrine, but also by a competition for the ecclesi-

astical allegiance of the whole interior of South Eastern Europe
from the Adriatic to the Carpathians and from the head-waters of

the Maritsa to those of the Elbe.^ In this formidable transaction

* For the collision between the Patriarch Ignatius and the Caesar Dardas sec pp.
597-8, above.

^ The fonnal healing of the schism appears to have been accomplished in the years
A,D. 898-000 (77ie Cambridge Medieval History

^

vol. iv (Cambridge 1923, ITniversity
Press), pp. 255-6, and Hussey, J.M.; Church and Learning in the Byzantine Empire^
S6 y-ij8^ (Oxford 1937, University Press), p. 135).

^ This competition was a consequence of the removal of certain obstacles which had
latterly insulated the two Christendoms from one another on the la,i;)dward side. Under
the Roman Kmpire within the Continental European frontiers that had been secured for
it by Augustus (see V. C (i) (c) 3, Annex i, vol. v, pp. 591 5, below) there had, of
course, been direct commumcation overland, round the head of the Adriatic, between
the Balkan and Asiatic provinces ol the Empire on the one side and the W’est European
provinces on the other; but Naises’ march from a Balkan base of operations to an
Italian theatre of war in A.n. 552 was the last recorded use of this overland route in the
Empire’s history. The overland communications between Constantinople and Milan,
or Constantinople and Cologne, were severed by the Nomad pseudo-Avars’ occupation
of the Hungarian Aifold in a.d. 567 and the Nomad Bulgars* occupation of the southern
dS well as the northern half of the Lower Danube Basin in a.d. 680 in the wake of the
Slav infiltrations of the sixth century. (See Part 111. A, Annex II, vol. lii, pp. 425 and
427, above.) By the middle of the ninth century, however, the insulation which had
resulted from the combined effect of these barbarian intrusions had been overcome,
partly ihiough Charlemagne’s extirpation of the incurably barbarous Avars in a.d. 791,
and partly through the peaceful radiation of both the two adjoining Christian cultures
into Bulgaria and the Slavinias. . the seventh decade of the ninth century the pull of
the two Christendoms upon the barbarians of South Eastern Europe became strong
enough to make the barbarians themselves feel that they could no longer hold their own
in the new homes which their immigrant forefnthers had bequeathed to them unless they
came to terms with one or other of the fori, dable, and at the same time fMcinating,

cultures that were exerting an ever-increasing influence upon these barbarians’ lives;

and, having all come more or less simultaneously to this conclusion, they severally de-
cided that the adventure in civilization on which they had now determined to embark
would be less hazardous if they chase the more distant, rather than the nearer, of the
two Christendoms to he their god-parent. Accordingly we find Rostislav (or Rastislav),

the barbarian prince of the Slavonic principality of Moravia, whose dominions lay close

up against the expanding eastern frontier of the Carolingian Empire, applying to the
Ea.st Roman Government at Constantinople for missionaries to instruct his subjects

in the Christian Faith (Dvornfk, F. ; Les Slaves^ Byzance et Rome au fx* Siicle (Paris 1926,
Champion), pp. 147 and 157-9), while Boris, tiit rontemporary Khan of Bulgaria, whose
dominions lay in an equally uncomfortable pu>ximity to the Thracian frontier of the

East Roman Empire, retorted to the East Roman Goveinment’s prompt dispatch to

Moravia of the missionaries Cyril and Methodius—a move which ffireatened him with

encirclement—by allying himself, in the same year, with the Western Emperor Lewis II

(Dvornfk, op. cit., p. 186). This Bulgarian move led the East Roman Government, in

its turn, to hustle Bulgaria in 865 into an acceptance of Christianity from Orthodox
Christian hands by the adroit combination of a military demonstration (see IV. C (lii)

(c) 2 (^), p. 380, above) and a territorial douceur (see the same chapter, p. 343, foot-

note 2, above). Boris, thus outmanoeuvred by East Roman statesmanship in 8^, sought
to safeguard a Christian Bulgaria against the overwhelming pressure of the Orthodox
Christian Power which was her immediate neighbour by the clever stroke of placing

Bulgaria under Papal juri'-diction in 866—a counter-move which promised to neutralize
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the East Roman Government limited itself to two moderate aims

and contented itself with achieving these and these only. The first

aim was to make it unmistakably clear that the Emperor and not

the Pope was the Oecumenical Patriarch’s master; the second aim
was to prevent the Pope from recovering his ancient ecclesiastical

jurisdiction over Illyricum, of which he had been deprived in

A.D. 732 by the Emperor Leo Syrus.* The aims of the Patriarch

Photius were more ambitious and more aggressive. He wanted to

discredit once for all the Papacy’s claim to ecclesiastical supremacy
over the other Patriarchates, and in order to compass this aim he
was ready to open a doctrinal as well as a disciplinary breach be-

tween the Churches by convicting the Pope of heresy. The East

Roman Government, however, was careful not to extend its sup-

port of its servant the Oecumenical Patriarch any farther than the

Imperial policy required.

When Pope Nicholas I insisted upon the restoration of Illyricum,

Calabria, and Sicily to his own jurisdiction, as a condition of his

recognizing the legitimacy of Photius’s investiture, the Imperial

Government gave Photius its support. But after Photius, in 867,

had gone so far as to denounce the Pope publicly for his concur-

rence in the Western heresy of adding the Filioque to the Nicene
Creed, the newly enthroned Elmperor Basil I deposed the over-

militant Photius and restored Ignatius (whose act of lese-majeste

had not been committed against Basil personally, and whose spirit

had been chastened in the meanwhile by some nine years of

languishing in the wilderness). Thereupon the Emperor wrote to

the Pope ‘to ask him to send legates to a council at which the past

should be forgotten, the Roman precedence stated and supremacy
hinted, and no one should mention the word Filioque"^ At this

Constantinopolitan Oecumenical Council of a.d. 869-70 Basil was,

indeed, concerned with other things—to wit, the two fundamental
aims of the Imperial policy—and he took the Papal legates by sur-

prise in displaying an efficiency in the pursuit of his own interests

which contrasted strongly with his indifference to the interests of

his Patriarch. The Emperor saw to it that the procedure for the

cx-Patriarch’s trial should be arranged to the Emperor’s own liking

and not to the legates’ liking; and when a Bulgarian embassy
applied to the Council for a judgement as to whether the ecclesi-

astical allegiance of Bulgaria was owing to Rome or to Constan-

the East Roman success of the preceding yeai. It will be seen that the action taken by
a barbarian Rostislav and a barbarian Boris in the years 862-6 raised the whole question
of the ultimate ecclesiastical and cultural allegiance of South Eastern Europe. There
is an illuminating discussion of this question in Dvomlk, op. cit., chs. 5-9.

^ See IV. C (iii) (r) 2 (/3), p. 337 and p. 346, footnote 2, and the present Annex,
p. 595, above.

* Runciman, S.: A History of the First Bulgarian Empire (London 1930, Bell), p. 1 12.
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tinople, the Emperor saw to it, again, that the representatives of
the four Eastern Patriarchates should all pronounce in favour of
Constantinople over the Papal legates’ heads. ^

When, after this, the Papacy continued to make obstinate efforts

to entice Bulgaria back to that ecclesiastical allegiance to the Roman
See which she had acknowledged during the five years ending in

870,2 Basil took the opportunity of Ignatius’s death in 877 to re-

appoint Photius to the Patriarchal Chair, with instructions, this

time, to solicit the Pope’s approval for his appointment and to

accept the condition, which the Pope proceeded to lay down, that

the ecclesiastical jurisdiction over Bulgaria must be retroceded to

the Papacy by the Patriarchate. This Photian volte face by Im-
perial command induced the Pope to send legates to a new council

which met at Constantinople in 879; and here the Papal legates

were persuaded to concur in referring the question of Bulgaria’s

ecclesiastical allegiance to the decision of the East Roman Emperor.
Presumably they were given to understand in advance that if the

Emperor’s title to make the award were recogffized he would
render the award in their Pontifical master’s favour. In any case

the Emperor did actually decide in this sense
;
and the transaction

is characteristic of the Imperial policy. What the Imperial

Government really had at heart was to obtain a public acknow-
ledgement that on the question of the ecclesiastical allegiance of

Bulgaria the last word lay neither with the Patriarchate nor yet with

the Papacy but with the Imperial Government itself; and for the

sake of securing this victory in principle the Imperial Government
was not unwilling to make a provisional concession on a point of

practice.

As a matter of fact this award in the Papacy’s favour cost the

East Roman Empire nothing; for he Bulgarians (disillusioned by
their short experience of Papal juri.. diction)^ annulled the Imperial

* On the historical merits of the case the Eastern Patiiarchs were substantially in the

right; tor both the contemporary Bulgarian capital of Phska, and the subsequent capital

of Preslav, which was substituted for Pliska in the reign of Symeon {imperabat A.n, 893-
027), lav within the former bounds of the ci-devant Roman Province of Mocsia Secunda,
which belonged to the Imperial Diocese of Thrace, which, in turn, was under the eccle-

siastical jurisdiction of the Patriarchate of Constantinople. At the same time it is true

that the ninth-century acquisitions of Bulgar the interior of the Balkan Peninsula,

from Sardica soutli-westwards, lay within the lunticr bounds of the ci-devant Roman
Prefecture of Iliyricum, which had originally fallen within the jurisdiction of the Roman
See. As for Transdanubian Bulgaria, which lay within the bounds of the original

Roman Province of Dacia, this was an ecclesiastical no-man’s-land to which neither the

Roman nor the Constantinopolitan Patriarchate could lay claim, since Dacia had been
re-abandon«*d to the baiharians by Aurehan in the third century before the ecclesiastical

geography of the Christian Roman Empire had been worked out.
^ For this passing incident m Bulgarian ecclesiastical history see IV. C (iii) (c) 2 (jS),

pp. 380-T, and the present Annex, p. 605, footnote 3, above.
3 In his reply to Boris’ original overtures to the Roman See in a.d. 866 Pope Nicholas I

had returned a non-committal answer to the Bulgarian Khan’s request that he should

be allowed to have a Patriarch of his own (Dvornfk, op. cit,, p. 192). Thereafter the
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award defacto by a policy of ‘masterly inactivity’
;
and no doubt the

Emperor had informed himself that this would be the sequel before

he entered into his understanding with the Papal legates.* Thus
the Emperor managed to deprive the Papacy of any plausible

ground for convicting him of injustice, or even of unfriendliness,

in his dealings with the Roman See, while at the same time he
effectively secured that the whole of the interior of the Balkan
Peninsula—both the ci-devant Diocese of Thrace and the ci-devant

Prefecture of Illyricum—should be incorporated into the body
social of Orthodox Christendom instead of gravitating towards the

now alien and rival Christendom of the West.
In pursuing this policy of gaining the gist of what he wanted

without goading the Papacy into making a breach with him Basil

was also careful not to push his cultural imperialism in South
Eastern Europe farther afield than seemed strictly necessary for the

East Roman Empire’s political security. So long as he could make
sure of Bulgaria, which lay at his gates, he was content to let the

distant Moravia go; and in this Moravian field the tactics of our
modern Western imperialism

—
‘first the missionary, then the con-

sul, then the soldier’^^—were not pursued by the cautious ninth-

century East Roman statesman. Basil appears to have borne no
grudge against the Photian missionaries, Cyril and Methodius, for

their early decision^—which they took on common-sense geo-

graphical grounds—to place their new Moravian Church under
the Papal jurisdiction.-^ And when, after the death of Cyril’s sur-

same Pope had recalled from Bulgaria his legate Bishop Formosus of Porto because he
suspected him of pandering to Boris’ ambition to obtain ecclesiastical autonomy
(Dvorrdk, op. cit., pp. 193-4). The last stroke that alienated Boris Irom Rome was the
intransigence of the Curia in refusing to appoint as Bishop of Bulgaria the candidate on
whom Boris had set his heart (Dvornfk, op, cit,, p. iQ.s).

* In fact, on the question of the ecclesiastical allegiance of Bulgaria the Papal legates

were the victims of a trick, and they also succumbed to two other pieces of East Roman
diplomatic sharp practice. Without realizing, apparently, what they were doing, they
subscribed to an anathema against anybody who added anything to the Nicene Creed
(that is, an anathema against the Pope for accepting the Filtoque)\ and they also sub-
scribed to a conciliar resolution rejecting the Pope’s proposal to prohibit the nomination
of laymen to the Episcopate (i.e. rejecting the Pope’s manoeuvre for disqualifying
Photius).

^ This description of our modern WVstem method of encroachment upon the lives

of non-W’^estern societies is attributed to the Emperor Theodoic of Abyssinia, who duly
met his end at the hands of a Western expeditionary foice.

‘Je connais, avait-il dit, la tactiquc des gouvemements europ^ens quand ils veulent
prendre un etat d’Orient. On lance des missionnaires d’abord, puis des consuls pt»ui

appuyor les missionnaires, puis dcs bataillons pour soutenir les consuls. Je ne suis pas
un rajah de I’lndoustan pour fitre berne de la sorter j’aime inieux avoir atfaire aux
bataillons tout de suite.’—Lejean, G. (ancien vice-consul de P'rance k Massaoua):
Thiodore II, le Nouvel Empire d^Abyssinie, et les Int^rits Franfais dans le Sud de la Mer
Rouge (Pans 1865, Amyot), p. j6o.

3 This decision seems to have been taken not later than a.d. 867, for the Pope to
whom the two Photian missionaries made their application was Nicholas I, who died
on the 13th November of that year.

The persistence of the friendship between the Imperial Court and the Photian
missionaries in Moravia is proved by the fact that, circa a.d. 881, Methodius received
and accepted an invitation from the Emperor Basil I to pay liim a visit at Constantinople,
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vivor Methodius in 885, the fledgeling Methodian Church was
forcibly broken up, with the Papacy’s connivance, by German
missionaries of the Latin rite,* Basil appears again to have refrained
from protesting against a high-handed act which implied the
unqualified and definitive incorporation of the Moravian half of
the South-East European no-man’s-land into the body social of
Western Christendom. The East Roman Government contented
itself with rescuing the survivors of the Moravian clergy of the
Slavonic rite and placing their services at the disposal of the Bul-
garians,^ who had revealed their intention to throw in their lot with
Orthodox Christendom by tactfully ignoring the Emperor’s own
award of the year 879.2

This display of moderation and humanity was a master-stroke of

East Roman diplomacy
;
for it served three purposes simultaneously.

It gave the Bulgarians a concrete proof of East Roman goodwill

and good faith; it emphasized the advantages of allegiance to a

Church which tolerated and encouraged the ecclesiastical use of the

local vernacular, by contrast with the irksomene^ of the Western
Church’s oppressive imposition of an alien Latin; and in the third

place it widened the gulf between a Bulgaria which took kindly to

the Slavonic Liturgy and a Roman Church which would presumably
be unwilling ever to concede to Bulgaria an indulgence which it

had revoked so quickly, and so ruthlessly, in Moravia.^ Thus Basil

anchored Bulgaria to the Orthodox allegiance; and his son and
successor Leo the Wise clinched Basil’s work by calling in the

Nomad Magyars,’^ with the result that these pagan barbarians

and also acceded to the Empti^r’s lequcst to him to leave behind him a priest and ?

deacon of his party, with Slavonic books (Dvornlk, op. cit., p. 278).
I After the death of Cyril during the two brothers' visit to Komt*, Methodius had suc-

ceeded, with some difficulty, in persuading Pope Nicholas I’s successor, Pope Hadrian II,

to give the Moravian Church a quid pro quo, in exchange for its acceptance of the
Papal jurisdiction, in the shape of a Papal authorization to cpiployla Slavonic Liturgy
(see IV. C (iii) (b) 11, p. 21b, footnote i, above). This insistence of Methodius upon
the use of the local vernacular, combined with his refusal to follow the Papacy in

introducing the Ftltoque, were the offences which drew down destruction upon the

Moravian Church after the death of the second of its two great founders (see IV. C
(iii) (c) 2 (jS), p. 381, above).

^ Runciman, op. at., pp. 124-6; Dvornlk, op. cit., pp. 298-9; see also the pre.sent

Study, IV. C (lii) (c) 2 (jS), p. 381, above.
3 See pp. 607-8, above.
^ It is an intriguing, though perhaps an unanswerable, question whether there was

any continuity of tradition between the short lived Cyrillo-Methodian Slavonic Church
of Moravia, which was founded in a.d. 862 and was suppressed by violence in a.d. 885,
and the likewise ephemeral Hu.ssite Slavonic Church winch aro-^c in the Bohemian part

of Rostislav’s Moravian principality some five centuries later. Both these ‘Czecho-
slovak’ religious movements were distinguished by a passionate attachment to the mother
tongue, a deep hostility to Germanism, and an unwillingness to accept the supremacy
of the Roman See except on their own tetms. Are these remarkable resemblances
simply the outcome of a fortuitous similarity of circumstances? Or was there in

fourteenth-century Bohemia a subterranean ‘folk-memory’ of the Cyrillo-Methodian
Church which was brought to the surface by the attraction of the kindred ideas of a latter-

day English W'yelif?
5 For the circumstances see Part III. A, Annex II, vol. iii, p. 442, above.
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occupied the Hungarian Alfold and thereby insulated the Cis-

danubian remnant of an Orthodox Christian Bulgaria from the

Transdanubian remnant of a Western Christian Moravia.* No
doubt the East Roman Government was relieved to see the prob-

lems that had been raised in a.d. 862, by the establishment of

contact between the two Christendoms overland, disposed of in

A.D. 895 by the reintroduction of that wedge of insulating paganism
which had been provided by the Avars before their annihilation in

A.D. 791.^

The East Roman Emperor Basil I showed equal tact in handling

the delicate relations between the East Roman Government and
the Papacy that were involved in the expansion of the East Roman
Empire’s political dominions in Southern Italy.^ In a.d. 732 Basil’s

predecessor Leo Syrus had transferred from the ecclesiastical juris-

diction of the Papacy to that of the Oecumenical Patriarchate^ the

East Roman territory of Calabria, which in Leo’s day was confined

to the ‘toe’ of Italy (from the basin of the River Crati, inclusive,

southwards) together with the enclave of Gallipoli in the ‘heel’.s

Between 876 and 915 this modest overseas holding of the East

Roman Empire on Continental Italian ground was expanded into

an imposing dominion which included the whole of Soutliern Italy

up to Gaeta on the one coast and the Gargano Peninsula on the

other; and all the territory between the new frontier of 915 and the

old frontier of 876^* was, at the time of the East Roman conquest,

* The Magyars evicted the Moravians and the Bulgars from their respective posses-
sions in the AlfSld; the Pechenegs, treading on the Magyars’ heels, evicted the Bulgars
from their remaining Transdanubian possessions in the territories now known as

Moldavia, Wallachia, and Transylvania (sec IV. C (lii) (c) 2 (j3), p. 383, footnote 1,

above).
2 7'hcre is an unmistakable conformity between the respective variations of tlie

ecclesiastical relations between the Orthodox and Western churches and the geo-
graphical relations between the Orthodox and Western Christian worlds. The eccle-

siastical relations became bad at the time of the first re-establishment of geographical
contact overland in a.d. 862; this first ecclesiastical crisis passed off about the time when
this geographical contact was broken by the Magyar occupation of the Alfold circa a.d.

895 ; a fresh crisis in ecclesiastical relations broke out after the second re-establishment
of contact overland through the conversion of the Magyars to Western Christiamty at

the turn of the tenth and eleventh centuries. This time the re-establishment of geo-
graphical contact was permanent, and—-conformably —the ecclesiastical schism was
definitive.

3 For the history and motives of this East Roman expansion in Southern Italy

—

which began with the occupation of Bari in 876, was consummated in the campaign
of Basil’s general Nicephorus Phocas the elder in 885, and was confirmed by the extirpa-
tion of the nest of African Muslim pirates on the Garigliano m 915—see IV. C (iii) (c)

2 (P), pp. 343-4. above.
See IV. C (ui) (c) 2 (jS), pp. 337 and 346, footnote 2, and the present Annex,

p. 595, above.
5 The rest of the ‘heel* had been conquered by the Lombard principality of Bcne-

vento between a.d. 671 and a.d. 687, after the death of the Roman Emperor Constans II.

For Constans’ pievious attack on Benevento see IV. C (iii) (c) 2 (/3), Annex I, above.
^ This territory falls into three categories: first the ci-devant possessions of the Lom-

bard Duchy of Benevento in Apulia which had been contjuered from the Lombards
by Muslim raiders from Ifriqiyah in A.D, 840-5, wrested from these African conquerors
by the East Roman Government in 876, and annexed to the East Roman Empire out-
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1

under the ecclesiastical jurisdiction of the Papacy. It would have
been logical for the Emperor Basil to extend the ecclesiastical juris-

diction of his Patriarch, at the expense of the Pope, paripassu with
the extension of his own political sovereignty at the expense of the
previous political masters of Southern Italy; but a step that would
have been logical would also have been highly impolitic, and Basil

was careful to refrain from taking it. It has been conjectured that

his son and successor Leo the Wise had a tacit understanding with
the Roman See over the ecclesiastical allegiance of the South
Italian bishoprics on the borderline. ' In any case the three dio-

ceses of Taranto, Oria, and Brindisi remained under the Papal
jurisdiction and continued to use Latin as their liturgical language

and the only new diocese of Greek language and Constantino-
politan allegiance that was created in Southern Italy ai this time
was that of Santa Severina in old Calabrian territory which had
been under East Roman rule all along.^

This statesmanlike moderation of Basil and Leo remained the

norm of East Roman ecclesiastical policy in Southern Italy so long

as the East Roman dominion lasted—with a single exception, which
proves the rule, during the reign ofthe military dictator Nicephorus
Phocas the younger (imperahat a.d. 963-9).^ Having quarrelled

with the Western Emperor Otto I over the political possession of

Southern Italy, the East Roman Emperor Nicephorus revenged

himself on the Papacy—which had called Otto in and had taken

shelter under his aegis^—by setting himself to detach from the

Roman allegiance a number of bishoprics in the East Roman
provinces of Laghovardhia and Vasilicata—a move to which the

Papacy replied by strengthening its own ecclesiastical organization

in the East Roman protectorates of Benevento and Salerno.^ This

change in East Roman ecclesiast-cal policy may have been one of

the causes of the revolt of the Eir pire’s Apulian Lombard subjects

against the Imperial Government in a.d. 1009 but the strain im-

posed upon the relations between that Government and the Papacy

was not so serious as to prevent these two Powers from taking con-

certed military action in a.d. 1053 against the Norman adventurers

right; second the surviving ‘successor-stat****’ of the Lombard Duchy of Benevento

—

the Duchies of Benevento, Capua, and Sale. 1.0 -which were compelled to accept an
East Roman protectorate in 885 ; third the three city-states of Amalfi, Naples, and Gaeta
which had never been conquered by the Lombards and which paid to the East Roman
Emmre of Leo Syrus md Basil 1 the allegiance which they had never ceased to pay to

the Roman Empire of Justinian and Heraclius.
* Gay, J.: VItalic Miridionale et VEmpire Byzantin (Paris 1904, Fontemoing), p. 188.
* Gay, op. cit., p. 191. 3 Gay, op. cit., p. 190.
* The Emperor Nicephoi ub was the grandson, as well as the namesake, of the general

who rounded ofif the East Roman domain in Southern Italy in the campaign of a.d. 885.
5 See IV. C (iii) (c) 2 (jS), p. 338, above.
^ An account of this struggle will be found in Gay, op. cit., pp. 347-64.
7 See IV. C (iii) (c) 2 ()3), p. 401, above.
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who were at that time threatening to sweep away the whole political

status quo in Southern and Central Italy.*

From the foregoing survey it will be apparent that one of the

uses to which the East Roman Government put its ‘Caesaro-papal*

authority over the Orthodox Christian Church—at any rate, from
the reign of Basil I onwards—was to prevent the ecclesiastical

rivalry between the Oecumenical Patriarchate and the Papacy from
leading to an irremediable rupture. And this use of the monopoly
of power which Leo Syrus had concentrated in the East Roman
Government’s hands was good as far as it went. The monopoly
itself, however, was a social evil of such intrinsic maleficence that,

as we have seen,^ it involved not only the East Roman Empire,
but the entire Orthodox Christian body social, in a premature
breakdown. And as soon as this breakdown produced one of its

inevitable fruits, in a weakening of the East Roman Government’s
power, the Orthodox Church took its revenge upon an oppressively

‘totalitarian’ political institution by casting off these galling politi-

cal chains and trampling vindictively upon the tyrant who now lay

prostrate. This belated revolt of the Orthodox Church against the

East Roman Imperial Government^ in the days of the Orthodox
Christian Society’s decline was natural, but it was also suicidal;

for the point on which the tardily emancipated Orthodox Church
chiefly delighted to oppose and frustrate the East Roman Govern-
ment’s policy was in the matter ofthe Empire’s good understanding

with the Papacy; and when this indispensable column in the archi-

tectural design of East Roman statesmanship was pulled down,
furore Sampsonico, by a subversive-minded Church Militant, the

whole edifice of Orthodox Christian Society collapsed.

This disastrous consequence of a rather abrupt change in the

Balance of Power between the Orthodox Church and the East

Roman State was demonstrated by the success of the Oecumenical
Patriarch Michael Cerularius (fungehatur a.d. 1043 -58) in deliberately

producing a schism between the Orthodox Church and the Western
Church in defiance of the unanimous wishes of the East Roman
Government and the Papacy and at the very time of the military

alliance of these two Powers against the Normans which has been

mentioned above. At this delicate moment, when the existence of

the East Roman dominion in Southern Italy was at stake and when
* The joint Papal and East Roman operations of a.d. 1053 were, of course, a fiasco.

The East Roman expeditionary force (commanded by Arpyrus, the Byzantinized son of
the Apulian Lombard rebel Mclo) uas driven oft the field, while Pope I^o IX’s German
troops failed to save their master from being taken prisoner. (Pope Leo IX’s military
expedition against the Normans is touched upon in IV. C (iii) (t) 3 (^), p, 548, above.)

2 In IV. C (ill) (r) z (/3), pp. 3S2-404, above,
•' ’^i'his ecclesiastical insurrection against the incubus of the East Roman Empire

was part of a wider movement— extending over most of the non-political field of social

life—which has been touched upon m IV. C (iii) (c) 2 (j3), pp. 353-64, above.
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friendly relations with the Papacy were therefore more than ever
desirable from the East Roman Government's standpoint, Ceru-
larius opened a bombardment of the Roman Church from those
latterly silent theological batteries which had first been mounted
by his predecessor Photius. On the occasion of Photius’s attempt
to play this dangerous game his mischievous activities had been
promptly and severely quashed by the Emperors Basil I and Leo
the Wise; and, when Cerularius assumed the Photian role, an
attempt to repress the Patriarch in the traditional Imperial manner
was duly made by Constantine IX Monornachus, the Emperor of
the day; but, instead of accommodating himself to the Imperial

policy like his pliant predecessor, Cerularius proved recalcitrant

and unmanageable.

Imperial pressure did, indeed, so far avail as to conscript Ceru-
larius’s ungracious co-operation in an attempt to preserve those

correct official relations between the Imperial Government and the

Papacy that had subsisted, for the most part, since the healing of

the Photian schism in a.d. 898-900; and the Imperial diplomacy
was able to insist that the first move in these ecclesiastical negotia-

tions should be made by a cleric who was perhaps rather less out

of sympathy with the Imperial policy than the Patriarch himself.*

The negotiations were started by a letter from the autocephalous

Archbishop of Ochrida (an Orthodox prelate whose see lay in the

West Bulgarian territories of the East Roman Crown, which were
outside the Oecumenical Patriarch's jurisdiction)^ to the Arch-
bishop of Trani (the most Byzantinopliil of the I.atin prelates in

Southern Italy, by contrast with his neighbour and rival of Bari,

who was the protagonist in the anti-Byzantine party). * This attempt

at an ecclesiastical rapprocheinent had the warm approval and

support of Argyrus, the Byzanti ized son of the Apulian Lom-
bard rebel Mclo,^ who had been scat out to Italy by the East Roman
Government in 1051 on the mission of restoring the Imperial

authority after it had been shaken by the double blow of the Nor-
man invasion and the treason of the previous East Roman Go\ ernor

Maniakis. In fact, it is possible that Argvrus—by origin a Lom-
bard of the Latin rite—was the actual author of the policy, for at

the time of his appointment we find :iim protesting against Ceru-

larius’s idea of weaning from the Latin rite the limpirc’s Latin

* Archbishop l-,eo ol Orhnda cannot have struck the Latins as being conspicuously
sympathetic to their cause, or he would not have been included, as he was, in the

anathema hich was pronounced against the }*jtriarch by the Papal legates m 1054 aftei

the deposit of their bull of excommunication (see p 614, below)
* For the preservation ot the ecclesiastical autonomy of this cx-devant West Bulgarian

Patriarchate after the annexation of the West Bulgarian Kmpire to the East Roman
Empire in a.d. 1019 see IV. C (111) (t) 2 (jB), p 394, footnote i, above.

3 For this first stage of the negotiations see Gay, op. cit., pp. 491-5*
* See p. 6i;f, footnote i, above.
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subjects in Italy. ^ Cerularius, on his part, may have feared that the

policy promoted by Argyrus might work together with the con-

temporary increase in the prestige and power of the Papacy* to

checkmate the Oecumenical Patriarchate’s South Italian ambitions

and perhaps even to eliminate its authority altogether in the regions

west of the Adriatic.^ Cerularius was determined to prevent the

Imperial Government and the Papacy from securing their respective

interests in Southern Italy by a bargain at the Oecumenical Patri-

archate’s expense; and so he displayed an intransigence and an
aggressiveness that were calculated to provoke, and did provoke,

a rupture.

In 1053 Cerularius forcibly closed the churches of the Latin rite

in Constantinople
;
and when three Papal legates arrived in Constan-

tinojile in the spring of 1054 the Patriarch refused to meet them.
The representatives of the Pope were hospitably entertained by the

Emperor and were cordially received at the monastery of Studium
with its philo-Roman tradition; but the courtesy of the Imperial

Government and the monks could neither overcome nor outweigh
the Patriarch’s studied hostility; and finally, on the i6th July, 1054,
the Papal legates deposited on the altar of St. Sophia a document
declaring Cerularius excommunicated m the name of their master.

The Emperor not only failed in an effort at the thirteenth hour to

repair the breach; he was actually compelled by the pressure of

public opinion to write the Patriarch an open letter apologizing for

his own complacency towards the Roman See and throwing the

blame upon Argyrus. Thereafter, with the Emperor’s reluctant

assent, the Patriarch convened a council of the prelates within his

jurisdiction, and on the 20th July, 1054, this Council formally con-

demned the Papal bull. Thus the East Roman Government’s
attempt to secure an ecclesiastical rapprochement ended unhappily

in producing the opposite result of a formal and open schism which
was the Patriarchate’s tardy but telling revenge upon the Imperial

Government for three centuries of humiliation.

This ecclesiastical breach did not break the entente between the

Papacy and the East Roman Government, but in alienating the

sympathies of the East Roman Empire’s Latin subjects it played

into the hands of the Normans,^ and it must therefore be regarded

as one of the factors responsible for the extinction of East Roman
rule in Italy in the course of the next twenty-five years. In-

* Gay, op. cit., p 471,
^ Pope Leo IX {fungebatur a.d 1049-54) was a capable and strong-minded Trans-

alpine cleric w ho had reabzed the need f^or reform and had taken the most effective step
possible towards setting a reform movement in motion when he had chosen lldebrando
Aldobrandeschi the Tuscan to be his right-hand man (sec IV C (iii) (c) 3 (j3), p. 529,
above)

3 Gay, op cit., p. 497. See IV. C (111) (c) 2 (jS), pp. 401-2, above.
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cidentally the conquest of the East Roman dominion in Southern
Italy by the Normans carried with it the retransference of all the
conquered territories—including Calabria and Sicily—from the
ecclesiastical jurisdiction of Constantinople to that of Rome. But
the Orthodox Christian hierarchy did not draw the obvious in-

ference. Its Italian losses simply exasperated it into an obstinate

determination to make sure that the schism of a.d. 1054 should
never be closed except—quod erat absurdum—through a complete
and uncompromising acceptance of the Orthodox Church's terms;
and the permanent alienation from one another ofthe two Christen-

doms, which was the result of this ecclesiastical intransigence, was
a far graver consequence—not only for the East Roman Empire,
but for Orthodox Christendom as a whole—than the loss of a

Transadriatic outpost.

The policy of keeping on good terms with the Papaev, which
had been bequeathed by the Emperor Basil I to his successors on
the East Roman Imperial throne, was maintajned, with momentary
lapses, by the East Roman Government so long aslhe East Roman
Empire continued to exist

;
but the later Emperors were as unsuc-

cessful as Constantine Monomachus in then attempts to put the

policy into effect in the teeth of the Orthodox hierarchy's resis-

tance; and this resistance became all the more fanatical as the dis-

integration of the Orthodox C'hristian Society demonstrated, at

each further stage of its disastrous course, that the Government
and not the hierarchy ^\as in the right.

From the morrow of thf‘ restoration of a shadow of the East

Roman Empire at Constantinople in a.d, after the disastrous

interlude of a Western usurpation, aown to the moment of its final

obliteration through the Ottoman Conquest in a.d. 1453, the line

of Emperors which began with tht e-conqueror of Constantinople,

Michael VIII Palaeologus {im[)e. ibat \.D. 1259-82), and which

ended with his descendant Constantine XI Dhraghasis {imperahat

A.D. 1448-53), made repeated efforts to close the breach that had

been opened in a.d. 1054; and these latter-day P'ast Roman states-

men displayed the traditional East Roman sense of political realities.

They faced the fact that the Balance of Power between the two

Christendoms had now turned o\ . whelmingly in favour of the

West, and they conformed their policy to this change of circum-

stance by consenting now to come, both literally and metaphorically,

on to Western ground. Michael Palaeologus himself was so far

from being dazzled by his personal success in recovering the

* For the work of the Greek principality of Nicaea in expelling the Western usurpers
who had seized Constantinople and Greece in a.d 1204, under pretext of conducting

a 'Fourth Crusade*, see Part III. A, vol. 111, p. 27, above.
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Imperial City that he lived in dread of seeing this audacious vindi-

cation ofan historic right bringdown upon him the Western revanche

of another ‘crusade’ with the Greek ‘schismatics’ for its victims

instead of the Muslim ‘unbelievers’
; and this prudent anxiety led

him, in A.D. 1274, to attend an oecumenical council, convened by
Pope Gregory X in the Transalpine city of Lyon,' where the

schism was officially closed by the Emperor’s acceptance of the

Papal supremacy and the Filioque. As early as 1282, however,

Michael’s weaker successor Andronicus II was compelled to de-

nounce the Union of Lyon under Orthodox ecclesiastical pressure;

and the same fate overtook the Emptror John Palaeologus’s repeti-

tion of Michael’s act in 1439 during the Council of Ferrara and
Florence. Once again the articles of capitulation to which an East

Roman Emperor had given a facile assent in a Western council-

chamber were repudiated by his clergy and people at home; and
though, this time, the Imperial Government avoided the additional

humiliation of being compelled by its own subjects to denounce
a compact with an alien Power which was humiliating enough in

itself, this last assertion of the Imperial will profited the Empire
nothing.

The last of the Palacologi, the heroic Constantine Dhraghasis,

whose fate it was to play Hector’s role in the excidium of the Third
Troy, was still in communion with Rome when he stood in the

breach, awaiting the Janissaries’ irresistible assault, on the 29th

May, 1453; but he had been basely betrayed by the Western
allies whose bounden duty it was to succour their beleaguered co-

religionist. Giustiiiiani and his like no more availed to save the

de\oted city from its doom than Rhesus had availed to bring effec-

tive relief to the Byzantine Hector’s Homeric prototype. I'he same
day saw the fall of the Imperial City and of the Imperial namesake

of Constantine the Great; and, if we may venture to sum up the

common cause of their ruin in a single sentence, we may say that

this tragedy occurred in the fifteenth century of the Christian Era

because the ‘Caesaro-papism’ of the Roman Emperor Constantine

had been first successfully revived in the eighth century by the East

Roman Emperor Leo Syrus and then successfully defied in the

eleventh century by the Oecumenical Patriarch Michael Cerularius.

If we probe somewhat deeper into the causes of the shift in the

Balance of Power between the East Roman Government and the

Orthodox hierarchy during the four centuries, ending in the year

1453, which witnessed the Empire’s extinction, w e shall probably

come to the conclusion that the change is not fully explained by
the progressive weakening of the Imperial Pow’^er. This negative

* bee IV. C (111) (c) 3 03), pp. 532 and 544, above.
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factor would hardly have operated with such potent effect if it had

not been reinforced by a positive increase in the strength of the

Church; and if we inquire, in turn, into the causes of this advance

in ecclesiastical authority, we shall discover two : one of them ex-

ternal to the life of the Church, and the other intrinsic to its

development in this age.

The external factor which strengthened the hands of the Ortho-

dox hierarchy in its successful opposition to the Imperial Govern-

ment’s policy of reconciliation with the Papacy was the force of

feeling and opinion in the Orthodox Christian World, which became

increasingly hostile to the West and therefore increasingly ready

to allow the Church to mobilize it against the Imperial Government

on behalf of an anti-Western policy.

From the moment when the two Christendoms first re-encoun-

tered one another upon the recovery of the Western World from

the post-Carolingian interregnum,^ they each displayed an in-

stantaneous antipathy for the other. On the Western side this

feeling declares itself w'ith a ludicrous violence in almost every line

of the report on his diplomatic mission to Constantinople in

A.D. 968 which the North Lombard bishop Liutprand of Cremona

wrote for his Saxon master the Western Emperor Otto I.^ On the

Orthodox Christian side the learned Imperial authoressAnna Com-

nena (vivehat a.d. loS^^post 1 14^)> itt her Alexiad or history of the

life and times of her father the East Roman Emperor Alexius I

{imperabat a.d. 1081- ii 18), displays a dislike for the Westerners

and all their works which is not less intense for being less vulgarly

expressed than Liutprand’s animus against Anna s world. ^ From

* For this interregnum see IV. C (iii) (c) 2. (/?), pp- 322 3, above.
, „ , ,

2 See the Lenatio, passim, in Liutprandi Fptscopt Utmonensis Opel a (ed by Becker, J.

.

Hanover and Leipzig 1915, Hahn) It ma) '*e noted that this was ®

visit to Constantinople, and that, in his ac* ount of his first vi '.it, w
. V

(see the Antapodosis, Book \ I, in ed. cit., pp. 151-?)’ oXXx
hostile. How are we to account lor this change in Liutprand s feelings

Christendom during the comparatively short internal of ^*-“*

7
*

and A.D. 968 ? Is it simply a personal change which is to be explained by

his second visit he was in the .service of a prince who at that moment was on bad terms

With the Constantinopolitan Government? Or arc we to detect

of tone the reflexion of a general change for the worse in public feeling towards

Christendom throughout the Western World? In this connexion we may o^’^erve that

Liutprand’s Anti-Byzantimsm. as he ^sph v. I it in * L.omba'rda^^on-
Liutprand’s We?tern contemporaries. His own ktiismen, tlie boulhem Lombards ,

.

tiiued to take k.ndiy to Byzant.ne culture for at
“,"Saet"

was true a fortioii of those Italian (ommunities--an Amalfa and a Naples and a Oa^ta

and a Ducatus Romanus—which had never lallcn under Lombard rule.

noticed, in IV. C (iu) (c) 2 (?), p. 357 . and m the ^"nex, p 600 above^ t^^^

influence of Basilian monachism upon the religious life of the

the tenth and eleventh centuries. The secular masters of Rome m the same age the

family of the Vestiariua Theophylact and their descendants the Crescenui and Ae

Coums of Tusculum—were manifestly more ‘Byzantme than {V"' *
j ^

ture and their ethos. And even the Tranaalp.ne conquerora of ^
under the Byzantine spell from Otto II and Otto III to Frederick II inclusi . ...

3 See, for example, ^na’a account of the Western invenuon of the cross-bow, which
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that time onwards until the latter part of the seventeenth century

this antipathy persisted on both sides; but, as often happens, the

weaker of the two parties to the relation made up for its physical

impotence by the vehemence of its feelings.

Within less than a hundred years of Anna’s day these feelings

had risen to such a pitch of intensity on the Orthodox Christian

side that, when the people secured an accomplice on the Imperial

throne in the person of the disreputable Comnenus Andronicus I

{imperabat a.d, 1182-85), they instantly indulged in a general

massacre of all the Western residents in the East Roman dominions,*

The feelings which had prompted this atrocity were naturally not

assuaged by the prompt and savage reprisals that were taken by
the Sicilian Normans and the Venetians; and the detestation of

Western Christendom in the Orthodox Christian World was burnt

into the souls of all later generations when Venetian diplomacy

diverted ‘the Fourth Crusade’ from Palestine to Constantinople,

with the result that in a.d. 1204 the Imperial City was captured

and sacked, and the East Roman Empire itself partitioned, by a

piratical gang of Latin military adventurers.

Thereafter a rabid Anti-Westernism became the master-passion

of the Orthodox Christian Society; and this was the one field in

which the otherwise discordant nations of Orthodox Christendom,

who had wrecked their common civilization by their internecine

strife,^ could bring themselves to make common cause. The Latin

conquerors of the East Roman Empire found, to their dismay and
their undoing, that the Bulgars—who, after 167 years of political

servitude, had successfully thrown off the Last Roman yoke in a d.

1186, only eighteen years before the Latin conquest of Constanti-

nople—were as implacably hostile to the Western interlopers as were

their Greek co-religionists. This spirit in Orthodox Christendom
not only frustrated the efforts of East Roman statesmanship to

achieve a rapprochement With the West during the two centuries that

followed the Greek reoccupation of Constantinople in 1261 ;
in the

has been cited in III. C (ni), vol iii, pp. 385-6, above In dealing uith Western people,
as distinct from Western things, Anna reserves the cream of her invective for be-
spattenng *he Normans, who had, of course, surpassed all other Westerners up to date
in the amount injury that they had inHicted upon the hast Roman Empire (and who,
for that matter, weie hated just as intensely, and with just as good reason, by their own
fellow WcBtcrncrs, and Anna’s fellow victims, the t>outhern Lombaids and the £ng-
bsh) At the same time Anna arraigns all Westerners, without distinction, for their

egotism, self'conccit, loquacity, impulsiveness, inconstanc>, and boonshness (see the
Alexiad, passim.). Anna’s contempt for the Western culture is vindicated by an argu^
mentum ad homtnem in her anecdote of the fighting priest {Alextad, Book X, chap. 8).

* This Near Eastern atrocity of the year 1182 of the C hnstian Era may be compared
with the general massacre of all the Roman residents in Asia Minor in the year 88 b.c.'

a similar act of popular fury which was likewise committed under the aegis of a political

adventurer who in that episode was King Mithradates Eupator of Pontic Cappadocia
(sec V. C (1) (c) 2, vol. V, p. 69, below).

* Sec IV. C (11) (6) 2, p. 82, footnote 3, and IV. C (in) (c) 2 (j3), pp. 320-408, above.
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same measure, it assisted the contemporary efforts of Ottoman
statesmanship to impose the boon of political unification upon
Orthodox Christendom by force. After a long and intimate and
painful experience of both the two neighbouring societies the
Orthodox Christians found the Ottoman version of Islam less un-
palatable than the Latin version of Christianity; and when, in the
end, they were forced to make the choice between Latin patronage
and Ottoman domination, they did not hesitate to choose the latter

as the lesser evil. The Greek grandee who declared in a.d. 1453,
when Mehmed the Conqueror’s hand was already raised above
Constantinople to deliver the coup de grace, that ‘the turban of the
Prophet* was preferable to ‘the tiara of the Pope’,^ was accurately

expressing in his mordant epigram the sentiments of all liis co-

religionists—Bulgars and Serbs and Rumans, as well as Greeks

—

who were now in the act of being united with each other, and
divorced from the Christians of the West, through the triumph of

a non-Christian Power.
Thus, from the eleventh century onwards, popufer feeling fought

potently on the side of the Orthodox Church in its contest with the

East Roman Imperial Government over the capital question of

Orthodox Christian relations with the West; but the Church’s
eventual victory over the East Roman State was not solely due to

the support of this external ally in this part of the battle-field. The
Church eventually established its ascendancy over the State not

only in the matter of relations with the West but along the whole
front on a battle-field that extended over almost every province of

life; and this general change to the Church’s advantage in the

Balance of Power between Church and State must be ascribed to

an intrinsic strengthening of the Church—^both in organization and
in moral—wdiich began in the velfth century^ and continued

thereafter.

When the Comnenian Dynasty {imperabant a.d. 1081-1185)3

temporarily rallied the East Roman Empire^ from the shock which
* Gibbon, Edward; The History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire,

ch. licviii, quoted already in I. B (ui), vol, j, p. -^9, and in IV. C (11) (fr) 1, in the present
volume, p. 71, above.

* At the turn of the eleventh and twelfth centuries the moral standing of the Orthodox
Church had been low—the feebleness of thi s ' 'ular clergy being matched by the im-
morality of the regulars (for a careful yet vi»il! picture, see Occon6mos, L.: La Vie

Religieuse dans VEmpire Byzantin au Temps des Comnhies et des Anges (Pans 1918,
Leroux), chs. h-q). The subsequent rally was heralded by the careers of Saint Christd-

dhoulos and Bishop Eustathius.
3 These are the dates of the continuous rule of the Comneni as East Roman Emperors

at Constantinople. They do not include the reign of the forerunner Isaac Comnenus
{imperabat a.d. 1057-9), who stands to his Comnenian successors as the Holy Roman
Emperor Rudolf of Hapsbuig stands to the later Hapsburg wearers of the W'estem
Impenal Crown. Again, these dates do not include the reigns of those scions of the

Comnenian House who ruled at Trebizond over a local *succcssor-state’ of the East

Roman Empire from a.d. 1204 to a.d. 1462.
4 For this rally sec further V. C (ii) (6), vol. vi, p. 298, below.
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it had received in the middle of the eleventh century through the

simultaneous assaults of the Normans and the Saljuqs, they duly

re-asserted the Imperial Government’s ‘Caesaro-papal* preten-

sions;* but this was not the leading note of the relations between
State and Church in the new age. The forerunner of the new
dynasty, Isaac Comnenus, had recompensed the Patriarch Michael
Cerularius for his good offices in hoisting Isaac on to the Imperial

Throne by transferring to the Patriarchate in perpetuity certain im-

portant rights of patronage and administration in ecclesiastical

affairs which had hitherto been retained in the Imperial Govern-
ment’s hands. The Restitutor Imperii^ Alexius I, himself made a

momentous new departure, tantamount to an abandonment of

‘Caesaro-papism’ in principle, when he conceded civil as well as

ecclesiastical autonomy to the Basilian monastic communities on
the peninsula of Athos^ and the island of Patmos;^ and at Athos this

concession in principle obtained its full practical effect when the

supervisory control over the monastic federal republic, which
Alexius I Comnenus had retained in his own Imperial hands, was
transferred to the hands of the Oecumenical Patriarch^ by the

Emperor Andronicus II Palaeologus {imperabat a.d. 1282-1328).

The effect of Alexius’s and Andronicus’s generosity upon the

fortunes of the Orthodox Church is comparable to the advantage

which the Papacy secured in the West through the donations of

Pepin and Charlemagne. ^The Holy Mountain’, like ‘the Holy
See*, became an inexpugnable stronghold from which the Church
could confidently take the offensive against the Secular Power, in

the knowledge that its opponent could never retaliate by cancelling

the gift that it had irrevocably made. With Athos as their base of

operations, a new party of ‘Zealots’ arose in the Orthodox Church
in the course of the twelfth century, to do battle with the Photian-

* Sec Vasiliev, A. A.: Histoire de VEmpire Byzanttn (Paris 1932, Picard, 2 vols.), vol.

ii, pp. 1 2 1-2, and Oecon6mos, L.; La Vte Rehgteuse dans LEmpire Byzantin au Temps
des Comn^nes et des Anges (Pans 1918, l„eroiix), chs. 4 and 6. The latter author gives

chapter and verse for the view that ‘Ics empereurs du xu® si^cle ne furent pas a Tigard
de leurs patriarches plus tol^rants que leurs pr^decesseurs Bien au contraire, le chef
de I'lSglisc hyzantine est alors subordonne au basileus plus complctement quo jamais’

(p. 104).
* The monastery of the Great Laura, which v, as the nucleus of the cluster of monas-

teries on the Athos Peninsula, had been founded by St. Athanasius, the spiritual director

of Nicephorus Phocas the younger, in a.d. g6i, when the peninsula had once more be-
come a safe place for monks to inhabit thanks to Nicephorus’s success in destroying the
nest of Andalusian pirates in Crete.

3 Vasiliev, op. cit., vol. n, p. 124, Por detail of Alexius’s act of cession of the island

of Patmos to the would-be reformer of Basilian monachism. Saint Christddhoulos, see
Oecondmos, op. cit., pp. 147-9, following the documents printed in Miklosich, F., and
Muller, J.: Acta et Uiplomata Graeca Medii Aevi Sacra et Profana (Vienna 1860-90,
Gerold, 6 vols.), vol. vi, pp. 44-8.

* Saint Chnstddhoulos’ abortive monastic republic on the island of Patmos had been
expressly exempted from the Oecumenical Patriarch’s control by the terms of the
Emperor Alexius I’s charier (Oecondmos, op. cit., p. 149). For the history of the
Patmian experiment see also Hussey, op, cit., pp. 190-3.
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minded ^politicals’.* And the outcome of the Emperor Androni-
cus’s act of placing Athos under the authority of the Oecumenical
Patriarchate de jure was to enable the Mountain and ‘the Zealots’

to capture the Patriarchate defacto and to retain their control over
it in perpetuity.^ This union sacree between the prelates and the

monks of the Orthodox Church against the East Roman Imperial

Government and the Papacy was both a consequence and a cause

of the Imperial Power’s decay. It could hardly have been achieved

if the hierarchy had not ceased to be subservient to the Emperors
or if the monks, on their part, had not ceased to need the support

of the Papacy in order to set the Emperors at defiance. At the same
time this alliance of the prelates and the monks, under the leader-

ship of the latter, notably increased the fighting power of the

Orthodox Church Militant ,

3

and proportionately decreased the Im-
perial Government’s chances of carrying out a philo-Papal policy

against the Orthodox Church’s will.

Moreover, by that time the Patriarchate had at last established

the right—for which it had fought so courageouslyMgainst a Caesar

Bardas and a Leo the Wise^—of censoring an Emperor’s morals.

In A.D. 1262 Andronicus IPs predecessor on the Imperial throne,

the redoubtable re-conqueror of Constantinople Michael Palaeo-

logus, had been excommunicated by the Patriarch Arsenius in

punishment for his crime of blinding his political victim the ex-

Emperor John Lascaris; and, when Michael made the traditional

Imperial retort of proclaiming the presumptuous cleric’s deposi-

tion, Arsenius refused to consider himself deposed. From his place

of exile at Proconnesus he exerted a greater spiritual influence over

the Emperor’s Orthodox ..objects than he had wielded when he w^as

in material possession of the Patriarchal Throne at Nicaea and Con-

stantinople
;
and his moral victor}' w^as commemorated in the name

of the Arsenites: a new party in ivie Church, who stood for eccle-

siastical independence of the Imperial authority in spiritual things.

A similar independence of mind w^as displayed, in a different cause,

by John Vekkos, a cleric who was Arsenius’s younger contemporary

and who first made himself prominent as an opponent of Michael

Palaeologus’s project for the Union of the Churches. On this

account Vekkos was imprisoned the Emperor; and although

he became a convert to the Unionist cause and was promoted by

* Vasiliev, op. cit., vol ii, pp. 354 seqq. A W^estern student who thinks in terms of

his own history will be reminded of the controversy in France, some four hundred
years later, between the Catholic League and the Pohtiques.

* Vasihev, op. cit., vol, li p 360.
3 ‘In matters of individual spiritual development, Emperor and secular clergy could

only stand aside and share, or enA'y, the reverence which rich and poor alike gave to

those monks whom they could recognize as holv men.’—Hussey, op. cit., p. 119.

< See pp. S97-9f above.
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Michael to the Patriarchate in 1275, after the Union of Lyon, he
proved the sincerity of his conversion when, in 1282, the Emperor
Andronicus II revoked the Act of Union in deference to the pre-

vailing current of feeling in Orthodox ecclesiastical circles. On
this occasion Vekkos refused to abandon a cause which he had
deliberately, and profitably, embraced, now that it had turned out

to be unpopular; and he remained faithful to his Unionism until

his death, thirteen years later, in prison.

In entrenching itself on Athos, and asserting itself in Constan-
tinople, during the second, and culminating, phase of the Orthodox
Christian ‘Time of TroublesV the Orthodox Church was equipping
itself—no doubt unconsciously and unintentionally—for the task

which was assigned to it by the great Ottoman statesman Mehmed
the Conqueror. The ruthless Ottoman slayer and supplanter of

the last of the East Roman Emperors not only gave a gracious in-

vestiture to a new Oecumenical Patriarch, ^ but proceeded to confer

upon his creature Gennadius^ a jurisdiction to which no incumbent
of the Oecumenical Patriarchate would ever have dreamed of

aspiring so long as an East Roman Emperor or a Bulgarian Tsar or

a Serbian Despot still retained his throne.'* The Padishah Mehmed
made the Patriarch Gennadius his milleUbdshy for the Millet-i-

RUm, which, being interpreted, s means that he made him the

deputy-shepherd of all the Padishah’s raHyeh of the Orthodox
Christian Faith throughout the Padishah’s dominions. Thus, when
the Ottoman Empire attained its widest extent during the century

that opened with Mehmed TI’s reign, the Greek Patriarch of Con-
stantinople found himself—no doubt to his owm bewilderment

—

reinstated over his former Greek flock, given authority over them
in civil and temporal affairs, and empowered to exercise the same
authority over his Greek subjects’ Bulgar and Serb and Ruman
and Greek and Arab co-religionists in the ecclesiastical domains
of his own peers: the Patriarchs of Alexandria and Jerusalem and
Antioch, the President of the Autocephalous Church of the Greek
island of Cyprus, the Patriarch of Bulgaria, and the autonomous
archbishops of Ochrida and Pec.^ At this moment of simultaneous

* For this relapse sec V. C (ii) (^), vol. vi, pp. 298 -9, below.
2 See V. C (li) (n), vol. VI, p. 203, footnote 4, below.
3 Gennadius was at this time the leader of the Anti-Unionist party in the Orthodox

Church. Before taking his monastic vows he had been piominent, under his secular
name of George Scholarius, as the private secretary of the Emperor John VI II Palaeo-
logus and a supporter of the Union. He had been converted to the Anti-Unionist
persuasion by Mark of Ephesus, who had been the leading *Die-Hard’ at Ferrara
and Florence.

* This pomt has been touched upon by anticipation in IV. C (iii) (c) 2 (j8), p. 346,
footnote 2, above.

3 For the Ottoman social and political system see Part III. A, vol. iii, pp. 22-50, above.
* For the restoration of the 'autocephaly* of PeC {Turcici Ipek) by Sultan Suleyman’s

Serb-born Grand Vizier, Mehmed Sokblltt, in a.d. 1557, see Part III. A, vol. iii,
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exaltation and abasement the Patriarchate of Constantinople at last

justified the title of ‘Oecumenicar, which it had assumed nearly a

thousand years before,* by effectively exercising at least a civil

jurisdiction over the Orthodox Church throughout the World.^
It will be seen that, in a sense, the fortunes of the Oecumenical

Patriarchate were made by the Ottoman conquest of the main body
of Orthodox Christendom in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries,

somewhat as the fortunes of the Papacy had been made, a thousand
years earlier, by the barbarian conquest of the Latin provinces of

the Roman Empire in the fourth and fifth centuries of the Christian

Era. During the intervening millennium the Papacy had first slowly

built up an oecumenical dominion over Western Christendom and
had then slowly lost the pre-eminent position that it had previously

gained.3 It is curious to observe that the Oecumenical Patriarchate’s

belated rise approximately coincides, stage by stage, with the

Papacy’s decline and fall. The Oecumenical Patriarch Arsenius

{fungebatur a.d. 1255-67), who brought the East Roman Emperor
Michael VIII Palaeologus to a moral Canossa, Was not far from
being the contemporary of Pope Boniface VIII (fungebatur a.d.

1294-1303), at whose expense the spell of Papal invincibility was
so brutally broken by Philip the Fair of France. The rise of ‘the

Zealots’, and of Athos, was contemporaneous with ‘the Babylonish

Captivity’ and the Great Schism; and the triumph of the secular

power of the ‘Osmanlis, who brought the whole of the Orthodox
Christian World under the Oecumenical Patriarch’s authority,

was quickly followed in the West by the establishment of those

modern parochial sovereign Powers that have now broken the Papal

Respublica Christiana into fragments

p. 40, footnote I. above. The Greek imperialism of the Phanariots (see II. D (vi), vol.

ii, pp. 222-8, above) procured the aboliti* of Sokollii’s Serb Patriarchate of Ped in

A.D. 1766; and in 1767 this Greek ecclesiastical triumph was c’-ovvned by the abolition

of the West llulgarian Archbishopric of Oi-hrida (Gibb, H. A. R., and Bowen, H.:
Islamic Society and the vul. 1 (Oxford ifjV), University Press), ch 14). The
Arabophone Orthodox community had long since felt the weight of a Greek eccle-

siastical tyranny that was backed by the irresistible force of the Ottoman Government's
political and military power. After the conquest of the metropolitan provinces of the

Arabic World by Sultan Selim I (sec I. C (i) {b), Annex I, vol. i, pp. 387 -8, and IV. C
(iii) (r) 3 (a), in the present volume, pp. 450-2, aboM-^ the first Orthodox Patriarch

of Jerusalem w'ho was a Modern Greek m nationality, Cermanos II {arcessit A.D. 1518;

see Bertram, Sir A., and l.uke, H. C.: Report t f the Commission appointed by th*’ Govern-

ment of Palestine to inquire into the Affairs ^ ‘ .he Orthodox Patriarchate of Jerusalem

(London 1921, Milford), p. 23), prohibited the acceptance of Arabophone postulants in

Orthodox monasteries and thereby excluded the Arabophones from all possibility of ever

becoming bishops, since by this time it was one of the established conventions of the

Orthodox Church that its bishops should be taken from the ranks of the regular clergy

exclusively (Gibb and Bow'en, op. cit
,
cap. cit,).

J See IV. C (iii) (c) 2 (^), p. 333, above.
2 The whole of the Russian Church remained under the ecc’esiastical jurisdiction of

the Oecumenical Patriarchate from the conversion of Russia to Orthodox Christianity

at the close of the tenth century (see II. D (vii), vol. li, pp. 35i~3» above) down 10 the

establishment of the autonomous Patriarchate of Moscow in a.d. 1582-9.
3 Sec IV. C (ill) (c) 3 (/J), pp. above.
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PAULICIANS, BOGOMILS, CATHARS

Any religious community which has been branded as ‘heretical

has suffered, ex hypothesis the misfortune that has overtaken the

Boeotians and the Philistines.* Its reputation has come to be at

the mercy of victorious adversaries whose victory has been so com-
plete that it has enabled them not only to stamp out, or keep under,

the discomfited sect, but also to make sure that its features shall

be known to Posterity through no other picture than the victors’

own hostile and malevolent caricature. This was the fate of the

Paulicians, until an authentic and original, though mutilated, litur-

gical book of the Paulician Church—The Key of Truth—was dis-

covered^ in 1891, and published in 1898, by an English scholar .

3

Dr. Conybeare’s edition of this text has thrown a wholly new light

upon the character and history of a movement which both fas-

cinated and puzzled Gibbon and his introduction is a monument
of scholarship and a mine of erudition—though it is unfortunately

marred by an odium fheologicum against the ‘Incarnationist* (i.e.

‘Conceptionist’) persecutors of this ‘Adoptionist’ Church.^

From Dr. Conybeare’s researches it w^ould appear that the

Paulician community was a piece ofjetsam that had been deposited

in the folds of the Taurus and Anti-Taurus Ranges^ by an archaic

‘Adoptionist’ wave of Christianity which preceded the 'Concep-

tionivSt’ wave in spreading outwards from a common centre of dis-

persion in Syria^ but which was overtaken and obliterated by the

pursuing wave on every^ sector of their common circular field of

expansion except for one or two points where the jetsam cast up
by the earlier wave \vas preserved high and dry in some mountain

* See II. D (ii), vol. ii, p. 50, above.
2 The manuscript of The Key of Truth had been lodged in 1837 in the archives of the

Holy Synod of the Gregorian Monophysite Armenian Church at Echmiadzin, after

having been confiscated from a group of Paulician Armenians who had migrated from
the Ottoman to the Russian side of the Russo-Turkish frontier in 1 lanscaucasia after

the Russo-Turkish W'ar of 182S-9.
3 C''onybeare, F. C.: The Key of Truth: A Manual of the Paulician Church of Armenia:

the Armenian text edited and translated with illustrative documents and introd.iction

(Oxford 1898, Clarendon Press).
4 Sec Gibbon, Edward: The History of the Dei line and Fall of the Roman Empire^

ch liv.

sin places, Dr. Conybeare’s animus almost equals that which was once displayed by
this latter-day Western scholar’s ‘ Int arnationist’ betes noires against their ancient

'AJoptionist’ victims whom he has so chivalrously taken under his wing and so romanti-
cally idealized.

6 For other religious survivals in these secluded highlands see II. D (vi), vol. ii, pp.
257-8. above.

7 For this primitive ‘Adoptionist’ version of Christianity see Meyer, E.: Ursprung
und Anfdnge des Christentumsy vol. iii (Stuttgart and Berlin 1923, Cotta), pp. 236-8.
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fastness.* On the opposite edge of the field, ‘Adoptionism’ found
another fastness in the mountains of Asturia, in the remote north-
west of the Iberian Peninsula.^ Dr. Conybeare hazards the specuH-
tion that another relic of ‘Adoptionist* Christianity may be found
in the Far Western C''hurch of *the Celtic Fringe*, and that the
irreconcilability of an ‘Adoptionist’ with a ‘Conerptionist* Christo-
logy may have been the real stumbling-block in the way of a goo J

understanding between the Church of St. Columba and the Church
of Rome.^
The essence of the ‘Adoptionist*, as opposed to the ‘Concep-

tionist*, faith is a belief that Jesus was not born divine, but that in

virtue of his human spiritual achievements and merits he was desig-

nated by God as the Son of God w^hen, at the moment of his baptism,
he was taken possession of by the I loly Spirit as a human vehicle

for its divine activity.*' This ‘Adoptionist* Christology has been
nobly formulated by the statesman-theologian Paul of Samosata,
who w^as Patriarch of Antioch from a.d. 260 to a.d. 272 and from
whom the Paulicians appear to have derived their^name.s

Tn fixity and resoluteness of character he likened himself to God, and,

having kept himself free from sin, was united to God, and was em-
powered to grasp, fls it were, the power and authority of wonders. By
these he was showm to p(>ssess, over and abo\e the will, one and the

same activity [with God], and won the title of Redeemer and Saviour of

our Race. . . ,

‘We do not award praise to beings which submit merely in virtue of

their nature, but we do award high praise to beings which submit be-

cause their attitude is one of love -and, so submitting, because their in-

spiring motive is one and the same, they are confirmed and strengthened

by one and the same indwc - ing power, of which the force ever grows, so

* For the phenomena of concentric waves of dispersion and fossils in fastnesses see

II. D (m), vol. ii, pp. 255-Q, with Annex; an TI. D (vii), vol. ii, pp. 36i-«>3, above.
2 For this Asturian ‘Adoptionism' see Ctnvbearc, op. cjt., po. clxx-clxxix. It W'as

in the Iberian Peninsula lha» this form of Chustianity assumed this name, P'or Asturia’s

historic role of serving as a f.istncss see 11 . D (vii), vol. ii, p. 362, footnote 4, and II. D
(vii), Annex VIIl, vol. ii, pp. 446-7, above, and V. C (1) (c) 3, vol. v, pp. 205-6, below.

3 Conybeare, op. cit., pp. clxxix-clxxx. To n layman the evidence which Dr. Cony-
beare cites for this view may seem rather lacking in substance. Indeed, Dr. Conybeare
is manifestly prone to espy suppressed and persecuted 'Adoptionists* everywheie. For
the Far Western Church sec II. 1.) (vii), n, pp. 327 .^o, with Annexes II, III, and
IV, above.

The Christology which Dr. Conybeare raMs Tncarnationist’ ought properly to be
called ‘Conceptionist’, since it holds no mom. i\ of the fundamental Christian belief

that God has been incarnate m the human personality of Jesus on Earth. The reality of

the Incarnation is not denied hy the ‘Adoptionists’. The point on which these differ

from the ‘Conceptionisis’ is in regard to the moment in the human life of Jesus at which
the Incarnation took place. According to Mark it took place, not at the moment of

Jesus’s conception in his mother’s womb, but at the moment of his baptism by John in

Jordan, "i'his ‘Adoptionist’ Marcan Christology still shimmers through the ‘Con-

ceptionist’ veneer with which 't has been overlaid m the Gospels according to Saint

Matthew and Saint Luke, and it is not contradicted in the Gospel according to Saint

John (see further V. C (ii) (a), vol. vi, pp. 267-75, below).

s See p, 627, below,
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that it never ceases to stir. It was in virtue of this love that the Saviour
coalesced with God, so as to admit of no divorce from him, but for all

ages to retain one and the same activity with him—an activity perpetually

at work in the manifestation of good.’^

Holding this belief about the means by which a human Jesus

became a Christ the Son of God, the ‘Adoptionists' were led into

the further belief that a human follower of Jesus who went through
the same spiritual struggle undei the inspiration of the same love

might win the same guerdon if he were admitted to the same rite

of baptism at the same age. The eighth-century ‘Adoptionists’ of

Asturia were said to say ‘Et ille Christus, et nos Christi’ and the

dogma is elaborated in the symbolum fidei of their leader Elipandus:

‘Si conformes sunt omnes sancti huic filio Dei secundum gratiam,

profecto et cum adoptive adoptivi, et cum advocate advocati, et

cum Christo Christi’.^ In the first half of the ninth century the great

Paulician missionary in the East Roman Empire, Sergius, appears

to identify himself with Christ in a passage from an alleged epistle

of his which is quoted by the Greek Orthodox controversialists of

the age.4 One of the Paulician emigres from Ottoman to Russian

territory in 18375 deposed, in a recantation made to the authorities

of the Gregorian Church, that he had heard a certain Gregory of

Kalzwan, who was one of the Paulician adepts, say: ‘Behold, 1 am
the Cross; light your tapers on my two hands, and give worship.

I am able to give you salvation, just as much as the Cross and the

Saints.’^

This ‘Adoptionist’ version of Christianity was not only pre-

‘Conceptionist’; it was also pre-iconic, pre-hierarchical and pre-

monastic. Ariaiiism was a sophisticated version of it, Nestorianism

a partial reversion to it, Icoiioclasm an excerpt from it—an excerpt

which was so ample in the Hypcr-Iconoclasm of the Emperor Con-
stantine V that Conybeare claims him as a Paulician m all but

name .7

The name ‘Paulician’ proves, on philological analysis, to have

been given to the sect by their opponents in an Armenian-speaking

social milieu; for ‘Paulician’ is an Armenian adjectival form denot-

i Passages quoted, from the surviviiiR trapments of Paul of Samosata*s Discourses to

SabinuSy by F. C. Conybeare in The Encyclopaedia Britanmca, eleventh edition, a.v.

‘Paul of Samosata*.
* Just as the adepts in the worship of Osiris became Osindes (see I. C (ii), vol. i,

p, 14^, above) and the Bacchanals Baccht. This notion is less repugnant to the Orthodox
than It is to the Western branch of the Catholic Church. For deiheation as the
goal of Orthodox Christian mysticism see Hussey, J. M,: Church and Learning in the
Byzantine Empire

y
(Oxford 193V, University Press), chap. ii.

3 These passages are quoted by Conybeare, in op. cit., pp. clxxin and clxxv, from the
Epistula Heterii et Sanett Beati ad Elipandum^ a Catholic attack on the heretic wliich waa
composed in a.d. 785,

4 Conybeare, op. cit., pp. li-lii. s See p. 6^4, footnote 2, above.
6 Conybeare, op. cit., pp. xxvii and Iii. ? Ibid., pp. xlii and ervi-exvii.
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ing association with Taulik’ ; and ‘Paulik’ is a derogatory Armenian
diminutive of Taul*. This depreciatory element in the formation
of the word shows, further, that the Paul with whom the sect was
thus insultingly associated cannot have been St. Paul the Apostle;
and there is, in fact, positive evidence that they were named after

Paul of Samosata. The derivation of their tenets from this third-

century heresiarch is expressly asserted by the Byzantinized Armen-
ian Gregory Magister^ who persecuted the Paulicians of Armenia,
on the East Roman Government’s account, in the sixth decade of the
eleventh century; and this testimony is borne out by a comparison
of The Key of Truth with the authentic fragments of Paul of Samo-
sata’s doctrine that have survived. In short, the Paulicians were the

spiritual descendants of the Tauliani’ who were condemned by
the Council of Nicaea in a.d. 325.^

One seventh-century Paulician missionary, however, seems to

have been so little aware of the origin of the faith which ht held

and propagated that he accepted the abusive sobriquet which the

sect had received from its enemies and proceedoil to identify the

Paul, to whom the sect was referred, with the Apostle himself.

This Pauline Paulician was the Constantine who came from the

North-East Armenian district of Mananalis (next door to the

present village of Chaunn, w^hich w^as the home of the Paulician

emigres of a.d. 1837)-^ and who founded a new branch of the Pauli-

cian Church in the Greek-speaking territory of the East Roman
Empire in North-Eastern Anatolia, west of the Euphrates, in a.d,

660. This Constantine took the Pauline name of ‘Silvanus’, and

he called his new church ‘Macedonia’. His successors followed his

example—four of them iking, respectively, the names of ‘Titus’,

‘Timotheus’, ‘Epaphroditus\ and ‘Tychicus’, and calling their new
foundations ‘Achaia’, ‘Philippi’, ‘I .aodicca’, ‘Ephesus’, and ‘Colos-

sae’.^ This group of Paulician c, lurches on East Roman ground

is the best known pan of the Paulician Church, because it was this

group that came into collision wuth the East Roman Government

in the ninth century and that propagated the faith in Europe. But

this Pauline conceit appears to have been peculiar to them, and to

have been unknown in the earlier home of the Paulician Church

in the Ai'menian territories on th(’ other side of the Euphrates.

There is no other evidence that tJie Paulicians were especially

devoted to the Apostle Paul, and there is no evidence at all that

this alleged attachment to Paul led them (as their enemies averred)

» See the extracts from Gregoi7 Magisler’d letters in Corvbeare, op. cit.. Appendix
III.

^ Conybeare, op. cit., pp. cv-evi. 3 Ibid., pp. Ixix-lxx.

See J. B. Bury’s editto minor of Gibbon’s The History of the Decline and Fall of the

Roman Empire

t

vol. vi, 2nd edition (London igo2, pp. Methuen), 112-13.
3 Conybeare, op. cit., p. cxxix.
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into displaying a hostility towards Peter. The Key of Truth merely
declares that the Church rests on all the Twelve Apostles, and not
on Peter alone;* and in the Paulician liturgy for the ordination of

the elect, which is preserved in this book, the candidate appears

actually to receive the ritual name of Peter at the hands of the

officiant, as a sign that he has become, like his Apostolic namesake,
a rock on which the Church is built and an authority empowered
to bind and to loose.^

Again, the Paulicians were neither Marcionites (as certain modern
scholars have conjectured) nor Manichaeans (as their contemporary
Catholic opponents persistently asserted in order to defame them
with an odious name)."* Both the Greek and the Armenian Anti-

Paulician controversialists testify that this sect, which they sought

to brand as Manichaean, actually anathematized Mani and one
of these Armenian theologians, the Gregorian Catholicus Nerses

Shnorhali (fungebatur a.d. 1165-73), who attacks his Paulician con-

temporaries, also testifies to the existence, in his day, of genuine

Manichees in Armenia who were quite separate from the Pauli-

cians, and whom the Catholicus deals with in a different context.^

'Phe Paulician and the Manichaean Church resembled one another

in being divided into two orders, and two only, of the catechumeni

Of auditores on the one hand and the electi or perfecti on the other,

and also in making the electus an object of ritual adoration. But
these common features are also to be found in other religions—c.g.

the Orphic Faith—which may have been their common source;

and the differences that they display are more striking : for example,

the Manichaean electi were celibate, vegetarian ascetics of an Indie

type, whereas the Paulician electi had to be married and to bring

up children and to earn their own living, like other rnen.^ The
Paulicians were not only pre-monastic but wxre also anti-monastic;

and we may reasonably trace to them the anti-monastic vein in the

Iconoclasm of Leo III and Constantine V. The only evidence that

the Paulicians—or the Bogomils or the Cathars—were Manichaeans,

in the sense of holding dualistic views of a Zoroastrian type, comes
from the mouth of their enemies ;7 and this evidence muat be

heavily discounted, since these enemies, having once branded them
with the Manichaean name, would very readily attribute to them,

a priori^ all the tenets wffiich the authentic Manichaeans were

recorded to have held.® As a matter of fact, in the crucial field of

> Conybeare, op. Cxt,, p. exxx, 2 Ibid., pp. xxxvii, xxxix, and cxiiii-cxiiv.

3 Ibid., p. txxx. Ibid., pp. xlv and cxxxi.
s Sec Conybeare, op. cit., p. cxxxii, with the quotations from Nerses in Appendix V.
Conybeare, op cit.

, pp. cxxni and cxxxj, ? Ibid., pp. xlv-xivi.
* ‘Orthodox Christians often used the word “Manichaean” to describe heretics whose

doctrines were imperfectly understood but seemed to impugn the goodness of God or
the salv ability of the human body. The Bogomils of Bulgaria, the “Cathari” and
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Christology the authentic Manichees stood much nearer to the
Catholics than to the Paulicians, as appears from The Acts of
Archelaus^ a controversial theological dialogue purporting to have
been held in the eighth decade of the third century between Mani
and a certain Archelaus who is described as being the Bishop of

Kashkar in Lower ‘Iraq. In this dialogue the ‘Conceptionist*

position is maintained by the founder of the Manichaean Faith,

while his Christian opponent maintains the ‘Adoptionist’ position

which was afterwards the cardinal tenet of the Paulicians.

^

Finally, we can discard the conjecture that either the seventh-

century ‘Adoptionism* of the Armenian Constantine of Mananalis
or the eighth-century ‘Adoptionism* of the Spaniard Elipandus of

Toledo was a direct and deliberate reaction of the local Christian

Church to the impact of Islam. On this view ‘Adoptionism’ was
a post-Muhammadan movement which was designed to keep the

“Patarenes” of Lombardy, and above all the Albigenaians, ha^e often been called

Manichees in ancient and modern times. It is likely that fiagments of their teaching
were really dciivcd from Manichaean sources. But, now that we have so much more
exact knowledge of what the Religion of the Manichees really w as, I think it misleading
to call these sects, even the Albigcnsians, by the name ol Manichees. In any case it

is hazardous to use Albigensian material to illustrate the religion we are studying.’

—

Burkitt, F. C.: The Relifnon of the Mauuhees (Cambridge 1925, University Press), pp.

‘Catholic W'riters, convinced that the Albigenecs weie Manichacans, were content to

go to the works of Saint Augustine against the Manichaeans and to attribute indis-

criminateh to the Albigenses all the crrois enumerated in those pages. Such a pro-

cedure, not necessarily adopted in any spirit of conscious unfairness, was so obviously
unscientific that it makes it difficult to use the evidence of these WTiters W'lth any
confidence.’

—
'I’urberville, A. S., in The Cambridge Medieval History^ vol. \i (Cambridge

1929, University Press), p. 699.
‘After the close of the tw'clfth century the Catholic polemics against the heresy laid

their principal emphasis upon . . . the heretics’ dualistic speculations and upon the out-

growth of these—the more eagerly bt cause in these questions Catharism was least able

to justify itself by [its favourite argument ofj appealing to the New Testament. This
exercised suf:h a persistent inQuence on .subsequent views about the heresy that, ever

aftei'wards, this dualism was assumed to be the heresy’s kernel and foundation, and all

the other tenets were disposed of as mere corollaries of this one. In reality, how^ever,

down to the end of the twelfth century, it is not the speculative problems of dualism,

but invariably the questions of the religious li.'e and of the Church that are at the heart of the

controversy between Heresy and Catholicism. At the first appearance of the heresy in

the W’est, in the first halt of the eleventh century, its tenets include, so far as we know,
no dualistic doctrines whatsoever. Nevertheless the Catholic literature on the subject

styles the heretics “Manichaeans” from the outset. And this practice has often seduced
the ecclesiastical polcmists into looking up, in the works of Augustine, what the teaching

of the Manichaeans w^as, and then simply ascribing this teaching to the heretics of the

writers’ own time. [In a footnote the author cites examples of this practice—A.J.T.]

Where this is not the case—w'here, that is to say, we can be certain, beyond possibility

of mistake, that our source i.s reproducing genuine convictions and teaching of Uie

contemporary heresy—and more especially in all official ecclesi.'istical documents dealing

with the heresy question, there is either no trace at all of dualistic speculations, or else

these speculations retire quite into the background.’—Grundmann, H.: Religiose

Betuegungen tm Mittelalter (Berlin 1935, Ebcring), pp. 24 5- Cf. p. i 7 -

* Foi The Acts of Archelaus sec C'onybeare, op. cit., pp. xcvn-civ. There seems to

be some uncertainty about the location of the bishopric that is attributed to Archelaus

in this work. If it is the city and district in Lower Traq which are known as Kashkar in

Syriac and as Kaskar in Arabic, then the scene of the dialogue has been laid next door
to Mant’s home-country, Mesene. If, on the other hand, Arehelaus’s see is, as Cony-
beare suggests, to be found, not in Lower *Iraq, but in Middle Kurdistan, at Kharkar

(not Kasnkar), this would be not so far from Paul of Samosata’s see of Antioch.
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Christian flock within the fold by revising certain features of the
Christian Faith which were particularly vulnerable under a Muslim
attack. The theory, however, is decisively refuted by two facts.

In the first place the ‘Adoptionist* Christology, so far from being
post-Muhammadan, is, as we have seen, pre-Nicene, and it can
be detected in so early a Christian document as The Shepherd of
Hermas, In the second place the Primitive Muslim Arab con-
querors were not concerned to convert their Christian subjects and
neighbours outside the limits ofArabia itself. In their non-Arabian
dominions they preferred to keep the non-Muslim 'People of the

Book’ as supertax-payers, rather than convert them at the expense
of the public revenues of the Caliphate.* Hence the pastors of the

Christian flock in or near the Arab Empire were under no pressure

at that time to forestall a threatened secession of Christians to Islam
by revising their Christology in an Islamic direction. So far as there

isanyresemblancebetweenthelslamic and thePaulician Christology,
this is to be traced to the influence, upon Islam, of Nestorianism;

for Nestorianism was a partial reversion to the ‘Adoption ist’

position which the Paulicians had never abandoned. In so far as

Islam did influence the fortunes of the surviving remnant of the

‘Adoptionist’ Church, this influence was unintentional and indirect.

In both its Armenian and its Spanish fastness this archaic form
of Christianity was stirred into fresh activity and dragged out into

the light in the eighth century of the Christian Era through the

accident that in that age both these fastnesses were violated. The
highlands of the Taurus and Anti-Taurus now became a debatable

borderland between the Arab Caliphate and the East Roman Em-
pire,^ while the highlands of Asturia came to play a similar role

between the Caliphate and the Austrasian Frankish Power. 3 There-

with, two regions which had both hitherto lain secluded and ignored,

far oflF from the main thoroughfares of the life of the World, rather

suddenly acquired an unprecedented importance and notoriety as

crucial war-zones and vital marches between contending empires

and both the two resuscitated ghosts of the Roman Empire were

thereby compelled to adopt a definite attitude towards the ancient

form of their religion which they each now rediscovered on their

respective Syriac frontiers. In these parallel circumstances the

Austrasian and East Roman statesmen took opposite lines—Charle-

magne lending his authority to an attempt to suppress the Asturian

‘Adoptionist’ Elipandus, while Leo Syrus—whose family came

* See IV C (ill) (6) 12, p 226, above, and V. C (i) (d) 6 (5), Annex, vol. v, pp.
674-7, below

* See IV. C (iii) (c) 2 (/?), p. 365, footnote 4, above.
3 See II. D (vii). Annex VIII, in vol 11, above.
* For the btcrary consequences see V. C (1) (r) 3, vol. v, pp. 252-61, below.
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from Germanicea,* next door to the birthplace of Paul of Samosata
—apparently drew inspiration from the remnant ofthe ‘Adoptionist’
Church in the Anti-Taurus for launching a new religious move-
ment of his own which he attempted to impose by force upon
Orthodox Christendom.
The outcome of this encounter between Paulicianism and Ortho-

doxy, which began with the opening of Leo’s iconoclastic campaign
in A.D. 726 and ended with the collapse of the Paulician Republic
of Tephrice between a.d. 871 and 875, has been touched upon
already in the present volume.^ In this Annex it only remains to

support the statement, which has been made in the same place,

^

that the Cathars of Lombardy and Languedoc, as well as the
Bogomils of Bulgaria and Bosnia, were direct offshoots of the

Asiatic Paulician Church.
The substantial identity of the Paulician, the Bogomil, and the

Cathar faith is not in doubt. The common features aie too similar

and too numerous to be explained away as fortuitous,^ and it is

clear that we are in the presence of a single religion masquerading
under different names in different places. The only question at

issue is whether the Bogomils and the Cathars were European con-
verts of the Paulicians— which would mean that they only became
‘Adoptionists’ in an age posterior to the transplantation of Pauli-

cian hnigris hom the regions of Malatiyah and Erzerum to Thrace
in A.D. 756 (or 75S)5---or whether they were respectively des-

cended from local ‘Adoptionists’, which would mean that their

‘Adoptionism’ was as ancient as that of the Paulicians themselves

and that they were separate and independent relics of the same
archaic pre-Nicenc W3\t f C hristian propaganda.

This second view is advocated by Dr. Conybeare;^ and the

opinion of a scholar who is a past-iraster in this subject is evidently

entitled to the greatest respect. Yer a layman may perhaps hazard

the opinion that on this point Dr. Conybeare’s scholarship has been

1 See III C (11) (fc), voi iii, p 274, footnote 2, above.
See IV. C (lu) (c) 2 (/S), pp 364 "“b, above

3 in IV. C (lu) (c) 2 (p), pp. 366-9, above.
For example, the Albigenses and their contempoiarv ^^o-religionists in the Rhine-

land not only made the electus an object of ritual adorat on (see Conybeare, op cit.,

pp. Iv Ivii and cxxxiv-cxxxv), they also conferred the ritual name of Peter upon the re-

cipient of their rite of consolamentum (see Conj*’'e je, op ui , pp. cxliii and clxv).

i Theophanes, who reports this transplantation \uh anno mundt 6247 (~ A .D . 756 or

755)» observes that it resulted in a diffusion of the Paulician heiesy It was, indeed,

to be expected that these imtgris would include a considerable number of Paulicians,

since the migration was evidently en masse^ while the regions from which the settlers

came all lay wit^n the triangle between Samosata (the home of Paul), Manalalis (the

home of Constantine-Silvanus), and Colonea (the field of Constantme-Silvanua*s

missionary labours). Theophanes does not tell us whether there were any Paulicians

as well as Monophysites among ‘the heretic Syrians* whose deportation to, and settle-

ment in, Thrace he records anno mundt 6270 (= a .d . 778) (see IV. C (lii) (c) 2,

p. 367, footnote 5, above).
o Conybeare, op. cit., pp. cxlvi~cl and exevi.
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biased by his odium theologicum. He has formed a mental picture

of the Tncarnationist’ (i.e. ‘Conceptionist’) Catholic Church as an
oppressive institution with a precarious tenure—^holding down,
temporarily and by force, an older ‘Adoption ist’ Christianity which
has not only been the first in the field everywhere but has also

managed everywhere to hold its ground and to reassert itself against

its oppressor in the fullness of time. This picture shows up the

Catholic Church as a usurper without legitimate title, and reveals

the latent ‘Adoptionist' Church as the true heir of the Primitive

Church Universal.^ The undisguised pleasure which Dr. Cony-
beare takes in this view of the history of Christianity gives his

readers cause to suspect that he may have unconsciously pushed

the evidence in support of it rather farther than it will really go.

A case in point is his attempt to claim the Celtic Church^ as a part

of his ubiquitous ‘Adoptionist* Church; and the reductio ad ab-

surdum of the view is the suggestion^ that the Bogomils of Bulgaria

may have been descended from the local ‘Adoptionists* of the Bal-

kan Peninsula, instead of being converts of the Asiatic Paulicians^

who are known to have been planted on the Bulgarian frontier

of the East Roman Empire m a.d. 756 (or 755) by Constantine V,

to have been reinforced in the eighth decade of the tenth century

by John Izimisces, and to have suiTived at Philippopolis

—

wdiere John Tzimisces had planted them—till the eighteenth cen-

tury.s On the eve of the collapse of the Paulician Republic of

Tephrice, its indomitable citizens were planning to enter into

competition with the Church of C^onstantinople and the Church
of Rome for the spiritual conquest of Bulgaria—according to the

testimony of a Greek witness, Petrus Siculus, who spent nine

months at Tephrice in a.d. 870^’—and w^e can hardly doubt that

* ‘The Adoptionist ( hurch remained one and undi\idcd, and was unaffected by the

scission of I ast and W'est . 1 henc< forward the only real union of Cast and W^est was
a union of heresy or heresies, and the only bond between the great persecuting churches
was their common hatred of the persecuted stets 'Iherc continued after the fourth
century th< same unrestricted intercourse between tht Adoptionisls of the West and
those of the Last as there had bien up to that age’ (Conybeare, op cit

, p 126) Here,
surely, we can see the critical scholar changing, before our eyes, into the pious composer
of an edifying legend. ^ Seep (12 s, above. 3 Jnop. cit.,p cxcvi.

^ 1 or the relation between the Asiatic Paulieians and the Bogomils sec IV. C (111)

(r) 2 (j9), pp 167-8, above
5 For the survival of Paulieians (not Bogomils) at Philippopolis Dr Conybeare him-

self (op cit
, pp cxxxvni-evxxix) cites a letter of Lady Mary Worlley Montague’s dated

Adrianople, 1st April, 1717 'The Lmperor Alexius I Comnenus {imperabat a.d 1081-

1118) had found the descindants of John
’

1 /inusees Paulician deportees ensconced in

Philippopolis chcck-by-jowl with a community of Bogomils and another community of

Armenian Monophysite Christians (possibly descended from the deportees of a d 778),
and he had made a determined attempt to convert them to Orthodox Christianity

—

but this without success, though he had resorted to force when aigument had proved
of no avail (Anna Comnena Alexias, Book XIV, chs. 8-9) The same emperor was
equally unsuccessful in a subsequent attempt to convert the Bogomils (Anna Comnena,
op cit., Book XV, chs. 9- 10)

^ See Petrus Siculus Historta Mamchaeorum seu Paultttanorum, ad init, ct ad fin.

(cited m IV. C (111) (c) 2 (j8), p 367, footnote 6, above).
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the Bogomil Church is a monument of the successful execution of

this project, which the Paulicians who were already established in

Thrace w^ere doubtless able to expedite The debatable case is

that of the Albigenses; for, even if there is no evidence for the

existence of a primitive ‘Adoptionist’ Church in Gaul, the existence

of ‘Adoptionism' in the North of Spain in the latter part of the

eighth century is well attested
; and on apriori geographical grounds

it would, no doubt, seem more credible that the twelfth-century

‘Adoptionism’ of Languedoc shouldbe derived from eighth-century
Spain than that it should have to be traced all the way across Europe
and Asia Minor to eighth-century Armenia. Nevertheless there are

certain pieces of evidence—and these are placed in our hands by
the conscientious scholarship of Dr. Conybeare himself—which
do suggest that the more remote derivation is the true one.

For instance, we find some German repiesentatives of a school

of heretics who, ‘having taken their rise in Gascony, from some
unknown author, had multiplied like the sand of the sea in France,

Spain, Italy and Germany*, being convicted at*Oxford in a.d.

1160 under the name of Publicani; in 1179, again, the Puhlicani

arc condemned, by name, by the Third Lateran Council, and are

expressly identified with the Albigenses, Cathari, and Patarini;

and this word Puhlicani is simply a Latinization of Pauliciani in its

contemporary Greek pronunciation.* Now the name ‘Paulicians*

does not seem to have attached to the eighth century Spanish
‘Adoptionists*, or even to the Armenian Paulicians east of the

Euphrates, who are called Thonraketzi (i.e. inhabitants of the dis-

trict of Thonrak) by their Gregorian compatriots. The name only

attaches with certainty to the North-East Anatolian followers of

Constantine of Mananalis; and we may fairly infer that, if the

name of this Anatolian ‘Adoptionis** community is borne, five cen-

turies after Constantine’s time, by the twelfth-century ‘Adoptionist’

Church in Languedoc, then the ‘Adoptionist’ Faith itself, as well

as its Asiatic title, must have come to the valley of the Garonne
from the valley of the Euphrates.

There is also a piece of etymological evidence for the passage of

the Cathar Faith from Tephrice to Albi via the valley of the Maritsa

;

for in medieval France the populai term of abuse for the Cathars

> Conybeare, op. cil,, pp. cxxxix-cxl. Dr. Conybeare suggests (op cit., p. cxlvii)

that in the latter part of the twelfth century the Paulician name was learnedly applied

to indigenous Gallic ‘Adoplionists’ by W'estem Catholic divines who had already come
across the Paulicians in the Levant in consequence of the Crusades and who perceived

that the two sects were identical in their beliefs. Such a discovery, however, is more in

the line of a twentieth-century student of ‘comparative religion’ than in that of a twelfth-

century inquisitor, and in fact the medieval Western adversaries of the Albigenses

betray in their own polemics the haziness of their knowledge of the tenets which they

were endeavouring to refute. (On tliis point sec the present Annex, p. 628, foot-

note 8, above.)
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—^and, by analogy, for heretics in general—^was Bougres (i.e. Bul-

gars).* And, apart from this presumptive evidence, we find a

connexion between the Cathars of the West and the Bogomils of

the Slavinias explicitly attested by contemporary Western observers.

It is recorded, for example, that there were delegates from Bulgaria

at a General Council which was held by the Cathars in the neigh-

bourhood of Toulouse in A.D. 1167.^ And this statement is re-

inforced by further evidence which dales from the thirteenth cen-

tury, when, owing to the work of the Inquisition, the beliefs and
practices and affiliations of the Cathars had come to be rather better

known than they had been in the latter part of the twelfth century,

when the existence of the sect in the West had first begun to attract

attention. Stib anno 1223 Matthew Paris chronicles a report that

the Albigenses paid allegiance to a Pope who lived on the confines

of Bulgaria, Croatia, and Dalmatia;^ and another Western writer,

whose floruit was in the middle of the thirteenth century, states

that the various Cathar churches of Europe—of which he gives a

list ranging from Noithern and Southern France and Northern and

Central Italy to Slavonia and Constantinople—are all derived from

the two parent churches of Bulgaria and ‘Dugranicia’ ( ?
po-Granica,

Krain, Carniola).'* Conybeare seeks to explain this twelfth-century

association by the hypothesis that by this time the ancient ‘Adoption-

ist’ churches of Western and South-Eastern Europe, having now
each emerged from their respective lurking-places, had recognized

and joined hands with one another. But this hypothesis docs not

explain how it was that the West European Cathars had come,

not only to admit their kinship with their brethren in the Balkans,

but also to concede to the latter a primacy in the Faith. The natural

explanation of this fact is that which is given by the contemporary

Western authorities for it, who explain it by telling us that the

Catharism of the Balkans was the /onr et origo of Catharism in the

West. We may therefoie allow ourselves to believe, pace Dr.

Conybeare, that the Western Publicant were really spiritual descen-

dants of the Anatolian Paulicians through the Balkan Bogomils.

* Turberville, A S
,
in Fhe Catnbrtdge Medtez^nl History^ vol vi (Camhndge 1929,

Umvprsity Press), p. 702.
^ Turberville, loc. cit.

^ Conybeare, op. cit., p cxlvu ^ Ibid
, p. cxlviu.
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IDOLATRY AND PATHOLOGICAL EXAGGERATION.*

It is a commonplace that idolatry, in the narrower technical sense,

nms to pathological exaggerations of which the legendary sacrifice

of Iphigenia in Aulis

—

tantum religio potuit suadere malorum^—and
the authentic ritual of human sacrifice in Mexico^ and procession

of Juggernaut’s car in Bengal are three classic examples. The same
tendency can be observed in a number of other manifestations of

idolatry in the broader sense in which the term is used in this

Study; and this wider range of the same phenomenon is worth
glancing at, because idolatry is one of those things whose essence

is illuminated, and not obscured, by caricature.

As our point of departure, we may take a passage from the pen
of Monsieur Bergson:

‘Is Primitive Humanity accurately mirrored in the “primitives” who
are under our observation to-day } That seems improbable, since among
them, as among ourselves, Nature is covered by a thick layer of habits

which have been preserved by the social milieu and which are deposited

by it in each individual. There is reason, however, to believe that this

layer is here not so thick as it is in Civilized Man, and that it allows

Nature to show through more transparently. The multiplication of

habits in the course of centuries must, indeed, have operated among the

primitives in a different way—operated, that is, on the surface, by a pass-

age from analogue to analogue, and under the influence of accidental

circumstances, in contrast to the progress of technique or of knowledge

or, in short, of civilization—a progress w^hich continues in some one
single direction over quite long periods, and which is not superficial but

cumulative, inasmuch as it is produced by variations w^hicli are super-

posed upon, or dovetailed into, one another, and which accordingly result

in profound transformations and not just in superficial elaborations. . . .

Tt must not be forgotten that the primitives of to-day or yesterday

have lived through just as many centuries as we have, and that they have

thus had plenty of time to exaggerate —or, as one might put it, to ex-

acerbate—whatever irrational elements there may have been in primitive

tendencies which, in themselves, were natural enough. The true primi-

tives were almost certainly more sensible, if [we may assume that] they

kept within the limits of the tendency and of its immediate effects. [But]

everything is subject to change, and, as we have stated above, the change

will take place on the surface if it cannot work dowm into the depths.

^ This Annex has a bearing on IV. C (iii) {b) i, above, as well as on the chapter to

which it has been attached.
1 Lucretius, De Rerum Natura, Book I, I. 101.
3 See the ghastly description in Frazer, J. G. : The Golden Bough, 3rd edition, part vi

:

The Scapegoat (London 1913, Macmillan), cb. 7.
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There are societies which progress . . . and the change here takes the

form of an increase in intensity : its direction is relatively constant, and
the movement is towards an ever higher degree of efficiency. On the

other side there are societies v^hich [just] keep their level— and this,

necessarily, a low one. Since these societies [likewise] change all the

same, there occurs in them something which is no longer the intensifica-

tion implied in qualitative progress, but is a multiplication or exaggera-

tion of what has been there to start with. In this domain, invention—if

the word is still applicable—no longer demands effort. A belief which
once responded to a need leads to a new belief which bears an external

resemblance to its predecessor and accentuates some one of its super-

ficial characteristics, but which no longer serves any purpose. Thence-
forward the society marks time, adding and amplifying incessantly.

Through the twofold operation of repetition and exaggeration, irration-

ality turns into absurdity, and oddness into monstrosity.’*

The pathological exaggeration which is here presented to us by
a modern Western philosopher as the characteristic penalty of an

infatuation with a particular phase of human social life, displays

itself in general in two variant forms. The simpler form is a sheer

augmentation of size; the slightly more sophisticated form is an

unhealthy exaggeration of characteristic features. I'he augmenta-
tion of size may take place in either one or two or three dimensions.

A hideous illustration of the one-dimensional augmentation is

the immoderate growth of a rat’s tooth upon the loss of the corre-

sponding tooth, in the opposite jaw, which normally grinds, and is

ground by, it. If this natural check is removed, the tooth that no
longer has an ‘opposite number’ to keep it within bounds will

proceed to grow ad infinitum until it has tortured its wretched owner
to death by first making it impossible for him to close his mouth
and then, if it is a lowcr-jaw tooth, transfixing his palate and pierc-

ing his brain.

The human analogue of this super-toothed rat is the Macedonian
phalangite, whose pike {sarisa)^ like the rat’s tooth ran incontinently

to length as soon as it was left without any ‘opposite number’ to

keep its elongation within reasonable limits. The virtue of this

Macedonian pike lay in its outranging the Theban or Spartan

spear without outweighing this advantage by simultaneously reduc-

ing the mobility of the pikeman;* and for this purpose the mini-

* Bergson, H. : Les Deux Sources dc la Morale et de la Religion (Pans 1932, Alcan), pp.
*33 and 143; cf. pp. 171 and 182.

* For the conception ot human tools as detachable limb*?, or of animal limbs as un-
detachablc tools, see Part III, A, vol in, pp. 79-88, and III. C (1) (c), vol. in, p. 177,
above.

J The Spartan hoplite’s spear was the longest weapon that could be manipulated with
one hand, and used for stabbing, over the rim of the large round shield with which the
hoplite’s other hand was occupied. The Macedonian phalangite was able to manipulate
a pike that outranged this Spartan spear because he gave both hands to it at the price of

diminishing his defensive equipment by contenting himself with a small round target
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mum, and therefore optimum, length of pike-staff was eighteen
feet. It was with an eighteen-foot-long pike that the phalangites of
King Philip II and Alexander the Great defeated all-comers;^ but
the sarisa had no sooner borne down all resistance, and made itself

the master-weapon in the world of the day, than it spiouted—in

a boundless competition with itself —to a length w^hich transformed
it from a potent weapon into a fatal encumbrance. In the genera
tion of the Diadochi the Spartan captain Cleonymus {vivebat circa

330-270 B.C.), finding himself in command of an old-fashioned
Spartan phalanx and facing a Macedonian phalanx in which the
pike was now twenty-four feet long instead of eighteen, won a

crushing victoiy’^ by the simple expedient of making his two front

ranks discard their spears, seize the enemy’s unwieldy pikes in their

naked hands, and hold them immobilized while the rear ranks filed

round and stabbed the helpless pikcmcn to death from the flanks

and the rear at tficir leisure.^ On this occasion the Macedonian
phalangite met the toothy rat’s miserable fate; and after this

melancholy experience the length of the sarisa was^rut dowm again

But it w^as only cut down from tw^enty-four feet to twenty-one ,
' and

this compromise still left the length so excessive that it not only

debarred the Macedonian pikeman from all prospect of w^inning

any more victories, but condemned him to be massacred en masse

when, at Cynoscephalae in 197 b.c. and at Pydna in 168 b c., he
had to contend with the Roman swordsmand

that uus slung on the kft elbow The fust in th< process of knpthtning the sp'^ar

and simiilLincouslv lighttning the shield seems to ln\c bten l\ltn hs the \lhenian
(OhdoUitrf IphRiatcs m 374 f’c (l*aikc 11 W (jrcck Mtuctn}\ Solduis (Oxfi rd

I lhiucrsit> Prtss), pp 70 80, quoting Ihodorus d f thtnn of t nsa^ }itKtnr\,

Book XV eh 4.^.) And the equipment of tlu M leedonian phalanpiK. seems to hd\r been
a ilf‘\ clopmtnt ot the \thtinari rnmloltutt \ imtntun (IMrlce,

{ jj > iss h nod
236) The Spartan phalanx itstlb was tAtntiially rt -equipped m the Matedonnn
fashion bv King Cleomerus 111 towards tb tnd of the third quarter ol tlit thud
centur\ ir c ('Plutarch s I t 7 (s of and Cl mums, ch 32)

i 1 he Ijgiiic ol eighteen Itet, as a niaxiinut Imgth i> attested Ov an it culental refer-

ence in ore of the vsorks ol a eontcmporar\ H< llenit ruin of sdime, T ntfiphrastus ot

Lresus {Hi’itoiia Plantmum Bk III, <h 12, (^2 \ B Kromaxer, J ,
and \eith, G .

in Heetzustn und Kitefifuhen dir Griirhm tind U mur (Munich iqzS Bnk'‘, p I 34 i

interpret this passage of Pheophrastus as nuplving that 1 1 thit apt ,
the different ranks

of the phalanx wert equipped with sunsus of difftrenl lengths) Jn all the figures for

the length of the sartsa at different dates that art given the prt sei^t A.nnt it is assumed
that the cubit (in terms of which the figures nrt given ir t le origin il Gitek authorities)

IS the equivalent ot eighteen inches It is possible, howiver, that the cubit in which
lengths wert reckoned for th.s purpose may ua *• be*t n a ‘short cubit of some length

between 18 inc he and 12, and this s mgestion 1 taiouicd by the fu t that \rrian actually

substitutes ‘feet’ for the ‘t ul its’ of the other authorities This ivould bring down the length

ot the sartsa, at its longest, to somi thing very near the maximum length of the modern
Western sixtcenth-century and sevt nie^enth-centurj pikt 1 he traditional figures for

the length of the sarisa at different datts are treated with extreme scepticism by
Hogarth, O G ‘The Arinv of Auxandei’ m Thi Journal of Philology, vol. xvii

(London X C ambndge 1888, Macmillan), pp t-

S

* Polvaenus Sttate^emata Book II, ch 29, Anecdote 2
3 Poi\bius, Book XVIII, th 29

The evolution of the Macedonian phalanx is also discussed in IV C (111) (r) 2 (y),

pp. 413-9. above
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In the two-dimensional field we have already come across an
example of pathological exaggeration in the correlation, that is

brought out by an empirical survey, between geographical expan-
sion and social disintegration.* In the three-dimensional field we
also have examples ready to hand : the big buildings of the termites

and the Egyptiac Pyramid-Builders and the Ramsids and Con-
stantine the Great and our own twentieth-century Homo Occident

talis-y^ the vast hulks of King Ptolemy IVs Egyptian quadraginta-

reme and King George VPs British battleships; and the gigantic

bodies of Goliath and the plesiosauri.^

When we pass from sheer augmentation of size to an accentuation

of characteristic features, the first example that is likely to come
into our minds is the pathological distortion of the human body
by the pinching in of waists and toes and the distension of lips and
ears.^ Analogously, the decline of Jewry and of Athens advertised

itself in a pathological insistence upon pushing to extremes the

master-institution—in the one case the Mosaic Law and in the

other case the Solonian Democracy—which was the supreme monu-
ment of the declining community’s former faculty for creation.

The Egyptian Mamluks and the French noblesse were most vexa-

tiously exacting in the levying of their feudal dues in an age when
they had ceased to render any social services.^* And in the last

generation of the ancien regime in England (circa a.d 1800-32)

there was a corresponding accentuation of the severity of the Game
Laws in particular^ and of repressive penal legislation in general.

The Papacy, again, procured the formal proclamation of its own in-

fallibility by a council of the Roman Catholic Church at a moment
in the nineteenth century of the Christian Era when the ci-devant

master-institution of medieval Western Christendom was at the

very nadir of its authority and prestige in the modern Western
World.® In our post-war England we may detect an inclination

> See III C (1) (a), vol lu, pp 139-51, above.
* See III C (il (a), vol in, pp 153-4, above.
3 See IV. C (ill) (c) 2 (y), pp 425 8 and 431-2, above.
* See III. C (1) (c), vol. 111, pp 179-80, above.
5 See IV. C (ill) (c) 2 (a), pp. 262-3 263-9, above
^ *Ceci amenait une sorte d’absenteismc dc cocur, si je puis m^exprimer ainsi, plus

frequent encore et plus efficace que Tabsenteisme proprement dit De vmt que le

gentilhomme r^sidant sur ses terres y inontrait souvent les viie*! et les sentiment's qu’au-
rait eus en son absence son intendant; comme celui>ci, il ne voyait plus dans les

tenanciers que des debiteurs, et il exigcait d’eux k la rigueur tout ce qui lui revenait
encore d*apr^ la loi ou la coutume, ce qui rendait parfois la peiception de ce qui rcstait

des droits f^odaux plus dure qu’aj temps dc la f^odalit^ mime ’—<ie Tocqueville, A *

UAncten Bigime et la Revolution, seventh edition (Pans 1866, Ldvy), pp. 180-1. Cf.

PP- 44-7
See Hammond, J. L. and Barbara. The Village Labourer, 1^60-1832 (London 1919,

Lonmans, Green), pp 199-206.
® The doctrine of Papal Infallibility was elevated to the status of a dogma by the

Oecumenical Council which was held at the Vatican in 1869-70, on the eve of the col-

lapse of the Papacy's temporal power. Even m the carefully tempered and guarded
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to canonize, as the latter-day Arcana Imperii Britanmci, the in-

veterate British practices of ‘making no commitments’ and ‘mudd-
ling through’; and this self-contradictory impulse to elicit a priori
principles out of empirical rules of thumb is more reminiscent of

the ultramontane spirit of Pope Pius IX than of the insular English

tradition. Finally, we may refer, by anticipation, to the phenomenon
of ‘Zealotism’ : a psychological state—as unmistakably pathological

as it is unmistakably exaggerated—^which is one of the two possible

alternative reactions of the passive party in a collision between two

civilizations. ‘

This short excursion into the field of social pathology may per-

haps serve tf drive home the truth that every form of idolatry is

intrinsically disastrous for the idolater.

formula m which it was expressed, the new dogma gave rise, at the time, to dissensions

in the Council and to searchings of heart in the Churth, as well as to widespread

demonstrations of hostility in the Non-Catholu World A psychologist mighi coiiiecturc

that in forcing the dogma through the Council Tope Pius IX was seeking ‘compensation*

on the plane of theology tor the grievous losses that he was about to suffer on the

plane of politics ^
* I or this phenomenon ot ‘Zealotism* act Part IX, below
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MILITARISM AND THE MILITARY VIRTUES

That ‘Militarism’ is suicidal—as we have tried to show empirically

in the chapter to which this Annex attaches—is a proposition which
will hardly be disputed by any one whose opinion carries weight;

but, if this proposition is almost a truism, then it is unlikely to offer

a solution of the moral problem that *s presented by the institution

of War; and, in fact, the word ‘Militarism’ in itself implies that this

suicidal and iniquitous way of using military force is not the only

way, but is rather a perversion—for which we have to coin a special

name— of an institution w hich is not proved to be evil in its essence,

ipso facto, by the admission that it lends itself to a monstrous
abuse.

This morally non-committal attitude towards the institution of

War in itself has been tacitly accepted in this Study up to a point.

For example, in examining the stimulus of blow^s and the stimulus

of pressures^ we have drawn the majority of our illustrations from
the domain of warfare, and have assumed that in this field of

human activity, as in others that are less gruesome, the moral law

inherent in Challcnge-and-Respoiise holds good. It is true that,

on the other hand, we have also drawm two of our illustrations of

arrested civilizations from communities which have been given ovei

to the practice of War* the Spartans and the ‘Osmanlis.^ But this

only stamps us as neutrals. It does not place us in the camp of those

w^ho have declared a moral war on War as such. Is War intrin-

sically and irredeemably evil in itself.? This is a question which
cannot be shirked by any student of history or by any member of

our Western Society in our generation, when it is the cnicial

question on which the destiny of our civilization hangs. The time

has come when we must grapple with it; but, before we come to

grips, we must make sure that wc are taking account of all the

difficulties.

The grand difficulty, of course, is the evident existence and im-

portance of ‘the military virtues’. These confront us as a monu-
mental fact which cannot be whittled down or explained away. It

is one of the commonplaces of popular sociological observation

that the military peoples, castes, and classes are apt to win more
admiration from us than their neighbours who earn their living by
occupations which do not entail the risking of one’s own life in the

attempt to take some one else’s. To English people in our day the

* In II. D (iv) and (v), in vol. 11, above. ^ In Part III. A, in \ol. iii, above.
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classic example is the difference which we observe between the
diverse peoples and castes of India. We admire the Gurkhas more
than the Kashmiris, and the Rajputs more than the Bengalis; and
this is not just a prejudice which can be accounted for by our
peculiar relation to our Indian fellow subjects; for, by the same
token, we admire Colonel Newcome more than Jos. Sedley. There
is, indeed, an old-fashioned type of English military or naval

officer—nice in his sense of honour, considerate to his fellow human
beings, and kind to animals (though he enjoys killing them for

sport!)—who has been regarded, for at least two centuries past,

as one of the finest English products of our Western Christian

Civilization. Nor can this admiration be dismissed wdth contempt
as being naive or snobbish. If we look into it seriously and with
no parti pris, w^e shall assuredly be confirmed in our belief that it

is deserved. For *the military virtues’ are not in a class apart; they
are virtues which are virtues in every walk of life. Courage which
is the most prominent of them, is a cardinal virtue in every action

to which a human being can set his hand— or hers^ and the other

virtues which we have ascribed to our legendary colonel or com-
modore are also patently legal tender in civil as well as in military

life. Colonel Newcome and the Chevalier Bayard ; Coeur-de-Lion

and Roland
;
OlafTryggvason and Siegfried

;
Regulus and Leonidas

;

Partap Singh and Prithlraj; Jalal-ad-Din Mankobirni and 'Abd-

allah al-Battal; Yoshitsune Minamoto and Kuang Yii; what a

goodly company they are, and how large a place they fill in

the historical landscape of these last five or six thousand years

within which Mankind has embarked upon the enterprise of

Civilization!

What arc we to make of the vein ’’n our social tradition which

till yesterday was still inspiring heroes such as Tuese and which

to-day still moves tlie rest of us ti admire them? If we wish to

understand either the value of ‘the military^ virtues’ or the sin-

cerity of the admiration which they win, we must take care to look

at them in their native social setting; and one feature of tl* ' which

is pertinent to our present inquiry leaps readily to the eye. ‘The

military virtues’ are cultivated and admired in a milieu in which

social forces are not sharply distinguished in people’s minds from

the non-human natural forces, and m which it is at the same time

taken for granted that natural forces are not amenable to human
control.

‘Down to modern times, War was almost universally regarded as

something which in itself required no justification. Its drawbacks and

horrors were, indeed, recognised, but at worst it was considered an in-

evitable evil, a calamity, a scourge sent by God, of the same unavoidable
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nature as the plague.* To a community threatened by Vikings, or other

aggressive neighbours, this was the obvious way to regard it. From the

victim’s point of view there was no distinction in principle between the

sudden incursions of such people and those of a horde of locusts or a

cloud of disease germs. But this made it all the mor^ natural to admire
and honour the prowess of an Alfred or a Charlemagne, who could pro-

tect his people from disaster in such circumstances. Down to modem
times, though the justification for a particular war might be questioned,

and its hardship realized, fighting was all in the day’s work, an incident

of human existence the abolition of which was hardly an imaginable

possibility. In these circumstances, while few may have praised war,

everyone valued the warrior, and submitted willingly to his leadership

and control. Down to the nineteenth century the army was regarded as

almost the only profession open to a gentleman, and a gentleman is

armiger .
^

I'he gentleman and scholar who has communicated these ob-

servations to the writer of this Study goes on, in the course of the

same letter, to make an illuminating comparison between War and
‘Sport’.

*In prehistoric times, before the domestication of animals, the hunter
discharged a very necessary function in providing food . Sunounded by
raiding barbarians, the soldier equally ser\^ed to make life more tolerable

and justice more capable of attainment. The finest men attached them-
selves to these pursuits, and their achievements w^eie rightly honoured,

and the same type of man tends to inherit their instincts with their

qualities. Tliis is why we prefer Colonel Newcomes to Jos. Sedle\s.

But their functions have become less necessary; in the case of the

hunter, perhaps, entirely useless.’

The comparison is illuminating because, in the case of hunting,

we see a pursuit w^hich, at a primitive level of life, has been socially

valuable and even vitally necessary becoming unquestionably super-
fluous at an early, and a frequently attained, stage of economic
advance. At this stage the practice of hunting for a livelihood

becomes transformed, perhaps usually by a gradual process of

change, into an economically otiose ‘sport’. On this analogy, can

we posit a stage of social progress at which the practice of War in

sheer self-defence against uncontrollable hostile forces becomes
comparat’y transformed into a socially otiose ‘Militarism’.^ On
this analogy the sinister ‘Militarism’ which we can distinguish

empirically from the innocent prowess of the happy w^arrior might
perhaps be defined as a practice of W^ar for War’s sake when the

* 'Choose thee either three years* famine ; or three months to be destroyed before
thy foes, while that the sword of thine enemies overtaketh thee

,
or else three days the

sword of the Lord, even the pestilence* (i Chron. xxi. 1 1-12
; cf. 2 Samuel xxiv. 12-13).

* Mr. G. M. Gathomc-Ilardy in a letter to the present writer.
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institution has ceased both to be, and to be regarded as being, a

social necessity.

In our Western World in the so-called ‘modern* chapter of its

history we have seen War placed on the same shelf as hunting
during an eighteenth-century ‘lull* when War was only in vogue
as ‘the sport of kings’.^ The bad name of ‘militarist*, which glances

off the armour of a Cocur-de-Lion or a Bayard, is a Devirs cockaa*

which sticks fast in the tricorne of a Charles XII or a Frederick the

Great. The kings who took their sport on the Western battle-fields

of that age were ‘militarists’ beyond question. Yet, in the light of

our later experience, it has to be said in their favour that Frederick

and his kind were not the most pernicious exponents of ‘Militarism’

that were to afflict our modern Western Society. Frederick, for

example, would never have dreamed of glorifying War as it has

been glorified in a classic passage from the pen of a later Prussian

militarist, Hellmuth von Moltke.

‘Perpetual Peace is a dream—and not even a beautiful dream—and
War is an integral part (ein died) of God’s ordering of the Universe

(Weltordnung), In War, Man’s noblest virtues come into play {entfalien

sich): courage and renunciation, fidelity to duty and a readiness for

sacrifice that does not stop short of offering up Life itself. Without War
the World would become swamped in materialism.’^

In this extravagant eulogy of War there is a note of passion, of

anxiety and of rancour which is a far cry from the urbane and

philosophic scepticism of a Frederick the Great. So profound a

change of tone is presumably the echo of comparably profound

changes of temper and circumstance which had come over the

Western World within the period of less than a hundred year»

that had elapsed between PVederick’s death in A.D. 1786 and the

year in which von Moltke wrote this letter to Bluntschli. We can

observe two such changes which are of this magnitude.

By the time when our nineteenth-century Prussian militarist

was an old roan, the eighteenth-century cultivation of War as ‘the

sport of kings’ had, in fact, evoked two reactions which were not

only distinct but were antithetical. Both reactions proceeded from

the common postulate that to fight for fun was shocking; but, while

* For War as ‘the sport of kings* see IV. C (iii) (b) 3, pp. 143-9, above. For the ‘JulJ’

in the eighteenth century see V. C (ii) (^), vol. vi, pp. 315-16, below. The intimacy'

of the association between the two forms of ‘Sport' with which our eighteenth-century
Western kings amused themselves is commemorated in the name chasseurs or jUger
which is still borne by a number of regiments in the historic Continental European armies.

The name is a reminder of the fact that, in th** eighteenth century, the same footmen were
employed as huntsmen and as soldiers, turn and turn about, to suit the convenience or

the caprice of their royal masters.
» Letter, dated the nth December, 1880, from Hellmuth von Moltke to Johann

Kaspar Bluntschli, published in Bluntschli’s Gesammelte Kleine Schriften (Nordlingen

1879-81, Beck, 2 vols.), vol. ii, p. 271.
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one school of refornaers took the line that an evil which had been

turned into a sport both could and should be abolished altogether,*

the other took the line that the evil could not be borne if it were

not to be endured for a serious purpose. Thus, when the royal

sportsmanship of the eighteenth centuiy fell into a unanimous
discredit, the nineteenth-century 'pacifists’ found themselves con-

fronted by a nineteenth-century brood of ‘militarists’ of von

Moltke’s type who were far more lurmidable than their frivolous

eighteenth-century predecessors.

This quarrel over the reform of an eighteenth-century abuse

between tw^o opposing parties of nineteenth-century ‘progressives’

perhaps accounts for von Moltke’s tone in the passage that we have

quoted. In this extravaganza he is bidding defiance to contem-

porary ‘pacifists*.

‘It is when an institution no longer appears necessary, that fantastic

reasons are sought or invented for satisfying the instinctive prejudice in

its favour, which its long f)crsistence has created. It is just the same with

the sport of the hunter; you will find its most elaborate defence in \ery

recent literature, precisely because what is now challenged was at an

earlier period taken for granted.’^

In this contest betw^eeii the ‘pacifist’ who seeks to abolish ‘the

sport of kings’ and the ‘militarist’ who seeks to re-convert it into

a serious business of the peoples, what are the omens to-day ? We
can hardly forbear to ask a question which may be the riddle of

our Society’s destiny; but the omens, as far as wc can read them,

are not at present reassuring. In our own day wc sec von Moltke’s

provocative thesis being adopted as one of the fundamental articles

of their creed by the piophets of Fascism"^ and National-Socialism,

and being accepted with enthusiasm by the masses w’hom these

prophets have succeeded in converting to their faith, ddiis so-

called ‘heroic’ attitude towards life is being w^clcomcd with open

arms, and taken in deadly earnest, at this moment by millions of

young men, and the reason wh;y it appeals to them is manifest.

They are greedy for the virtues in the form of ‘the military virtues’

because they have been starved of other kinds of spiritual bread,

like the Prodigal Son who, when starved of human food, ‘would

* J or the tardiness of the developmrnt of this movcircnt for the abolition of War
see IV. C On) (/>) pp. above.

^ J\Tr. G M. Gdfhoine-lldrdv, in the UtUr quoted above.
’ ‘We aic becoming and shall bcconu so inncasingly, because this is our desire—

a military nation A militaristic nation, I will add, since we arc not afraid of words. 'Fo

complete this picture v' arlike—that is to say, endowed ever to a higher degree with the

virtues of obedience, sacrifice, and dedication to country’ (Signor Mussolini, in a speech
delivered on the 24th August, 1914, at the close of the Italian armv manceuvies of that

summer). ‘W^ar alone brings all human energies to their higlicst tension and sets a seal

of nobihty on the peoples who have the virtue to face it* (Mussolini: ‘The Doctrine of

Fascism’ in the Enciclopedta Itahana, vol. xiv, no date [area 1934]).
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fain have filled his belly with the husks that the swine did eat’.*

Moreover we know what these prodigals’ spiritual sustenance used
to be, and when their starv’ation began. These latter-day Western
worshippers of ‘the military virtues’ are the epigopi of generations

which were nurtured in ‘the Christian virtues’; and they began to

be starved of the traditional Christian morality, upon which their

forebears had been brought up, w^hen, at the turn of the eighteenth

and nineteenth centuries, the unbelief of a cultivated minority in

the Western World began to infect the less sophisticated masses.

The truth is that the spirit of Man abhors a spiritual vacuum;
and, if a human being, or a human society, has the tragic misfor-

tune to lose a sublime inspiration by which it has once been pos-

sessed, then, sooner or later, it will seize upon any other spiritual

food that it can find—how^cver coarse and unsatisfying this new
fodder may be—rather than remain without any spiritual sus-

tenance at all. In the light of this truth the recent spiritual history

of our Western Society can be told—and the glorification of War
can be explained—as follows: Owdng to the breakdown of the

llildebrandine Papacy, which w^as the master-institution of our

mcdie\al Western Christendom, our Western Plcl/s Christiana re-

ceived such a grievous moral shock that the Christian way of life,

in \riiich our forebears had been brought up, vcr\^ largely lost its

hold upon us;- and, finding ourselves, at the end of a series of

calamities and disillusionments, with our house swept and gar-

nished^ by an intellectual Aufkidrung, but untenanted by the Chris-

tian spirit that had formerly dwelt' in it,^ w^e cast about for other

tenants to fill an agonizing spi^'itual void. In this search we ad-

dressed ourselves to the alternatives that hy nearest to our hand.

Our Western culture had three sources —namely, the internal pro-

letariat and the external proletariat and the dominant minority of

the Hellenic Society to which our Western Society was ‘affiliated’s

—and when Christianity, which w’^as the religious legacy of the

Hellenic internal proletariat, appeared to fail us we turned hungrily

to the religions of the Hellenic external proletariat and the Hellenic

dominant minority. As it happened, these two religions were

virtually the same; they were, both of them, variants of the primi-

tive idolatrous w'orship of the tribe or state and therefore the

' Lukt \v. 16. On this point sec IV. C (ui) (i) 3 (^), pp. 580-1, abo\c.

Matt XII. 44 -= Luke xi. .^5

See V. C (1) (d) t) (5), Annex, vol. pp. 66y -72, below.

Sec 1 . C (1) f«), vol, 1, pp. 52-62, above
It strange that the creators ot the Hellenic Ci\ilization should have remained on

the same reliKious level as the Teutonic barbarians in the po-man’s-land beyond the

northern frontiers of the Roman Lmpiie; but we hove seen (in 1 C (1) (6), vol. i, pp.
95-100, above) th-at the Hellenes derived their religion, not from the Minoans who had
cieated the culture to v\hieh Hellenism was ‘alhliatcd’, but from the Achaean barbarians

who had eventually overrun a derelict Alinoan W'orld; and we have also seen (in II. D
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modem Western apostate from Christianity, in his search after a

new god, found the same idol awaiting his adoration in whichever

of the two alternative directions he cast his eyes. Machiavelli con-

sulting his Livy and Rousseau his Plutarch and De Gobineau his

Sturlason and Hitler his Wagner were each led, by his respective

literary or musical oracle, to the altar-steps of the same Abomina-
tion of Desolation : the Totalitarian Parochial State. In this pagan
worship of the parochial community—be it Hellenic or Gothic or

Scandinavian in its inspiration—^the cult of ‘the military virtues’

is an obligatory practice, and the glorification ofWar a fundamental

article of faith. And we can now understand why von Moltke
exclaims, with a passion which is assuredly sincere, that ‘Perpetual

Peace is not even a beautiful dream,’ and why he deprecates the

abolition of War in a fear, which is manifestly genuine, lest the

realization of the ‘pacifist’s’ dream may simply plunge our neo-

pagan world back again into a spiritual vacuum.

In fact, we may be driven to admit that von Moltke is right in

taking this stand if he is right in his underlying assumption that

modern Western Man is confined to a choice between two, and

only two, alternatives. If we have really lost the power or the will

to practise the virtues of Gethsemane, then it is certainly better to

practise those of Sparta or Valhalla than to practise none at all.

And in a tudevanV^ Christian society this conclusion is no longer

academic; for, in turning our conditional clause into the simple

indicative, von Moltke is now being followed by the masses; and
his disciples in our generation can claim, without fear of contradic-

tion, that they have the big battalions on their side. The latter-day

Western cult of ‘the military virtues* as the Ten Commandments
of a Totalitarian Parochial State is fast becoming the prevalent re-

ligion of the age; and this faith, archaistically^ barbaric though it

be, will never be overcome by the Mephistophelian spirit of sheer

negation^ against which it is itself a victorious protest. Socie-

ties are apt to get the religions, as well as the governments, that

they deserve; and, if we have become unworthy of our Christian

birthright, then we have condemned ourselves to worship the

resuscitated ghost of an Odin or an Ares. This barbaric faith is

better than none at all; in the deaths of a Leonidas and an Olaf

Tryggvason the heroism which ‘Militarism’ inculcates has risen to

(vii), vol. II, pp. 315-23, and m II. D (vii), Annex V, vol ii, pp 434-7, above) that these

Achaean barbarians were the cultural kinsfolk of the Teuton barbarians who overran
a derelict Hellenic World some eighteen centimes later.

> See I. B (ill), vol i, p. 39, above.
» The expedient of Archaism, which is one of several alternative attempts to find a

satisfactory response to the challenge of social disintegration, is examined m IV. C (1) (d)

8, vol vi, pp. 49~97, below.
3 ‘Ich bin der Geist, der stets vemcint’*

—

Faust, I. 1338, quoted already in II. C (11)

(ft) I, vol. 1, p 277, above.
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the height of sublimity; but this is not the sublimity of the saints,

and not a heroism which leads an3rwhere except to suicide. Wit-
ness the fates of the abortive Scandinavian Civilization and the

arrested Spartan Civilization, which we have surveyed elsewhere.^

And such will likewise be the fate of our Western Civilization if

von Moltke is right in his underlying assumption of fact, as well

as in his moral deduction from it. It remains to be seen whether
this assumption is correct, or whether on the other hand Chris-

tianity, so far from being out of the running, has still the power
to release the soul of Homo Occidentalis from the grip of a hideous

and destnictive paganism by offering him, once more, a higher

positive alternative. Can Hildebrand arise again in his might to

heal the wounds inflicted upon the souls of his flock by the sins of

a Rodrigo Borgia and a Sinibaldo Fieschi This is the greatest of

all the questions that have to be answered in our Western World
in this twentieth century.

In following the clue that has been given us by von Moltke, and
examining the hold which the worship of ‘the military virtues’ has

been reacquiring over our Western souls in these latter days, we
may find that we have made some progress towards solving our

problem of whether the institution of War is intrinsically and
irredeemably evil in itself. We have discovered, in cflPect, that the

problem has been wrongly propounded. Perhaps the truth is that

no created thing can ever be evil intrinsically and irredeemably,

because no created thing is incapable of serving as a vehicle for

the virtues that flow from the Creator, ‘The military virtues’ are-

virtues none the less for being jewels set in blood and iron; but

the value lies in the Jeuels themselves and not in their horrible

setting; and it is flying in the face of all experience to jump to the

conclusion that the only place where we can ever hope to find

these precious things is the slauehterhouse where they have hap-

pened to make their first epiphanv^ to human eyes, '^fhe diamond

that is secreted in the clay does not remain there, but finds a fitter

setting in the crown of a king; and when once the diamond-mine

has yielded up its treasure it ceases to be anything but a death-

trap for the miner who cannot now teai himself away from the

scene of his habitual toil and his accidental trove. What is true of

the dross in which the diamond has lain buried is likewise true

of the ephemera] institution of War in w^hich an eternal principle of

goodness has glimmered darkly for a season, in the guise of ‘the

military virtues’, in order that it may shine out brightly hereafter

in the perfect physical peace of the City of God. It is the divine

* In II. D (vii), vol. ii, pp. 340-^0, and in Part III. A, vol. lii, pp. 50“79 i
above.

^ See IV. C (ill) (c) 3 ifi), pp. 583-4, above.
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virtue—unchanging in itself, but always changing its temporal

abode—that casts the reflexion of its own inner light upon each

of its successive dwelling-places; and each of these dwelling-places

assumes a derelict ugliness as soon as the temporarily indwelling

spirit has ceased to lighten its darkness.

‘There is hardly any occurrence or phenomenon about which we need
always be of the same mind if we trace it back through the ages. That is,

no evil was originally an evil, but only became so Many . . . instances

of things originally good, but which have outlived their ])Ufpose, could

be quoted
;
and among them perhaps we might include War. Like every-

thing which has life, War never remains stationary, but is always de-

veloping. Animals did not wage war, but human beings did, and our
descendants—the “supermen**, as Goethe and Nietzsche call them

—

will cease to do so. . . . The [institution of] War, with which history has

acquainted us, was once born ; it was young and now is old. But, just as

the love of a maid seems to us lovely and that of an old woman 1 epulsivx,

even S{> it is with War: we cannot and must not judge alike two things

which from their very nature and meaning are wholly different. There
is nothing whatever in common between Achilles* eternal bong of Hate
arid Lissauer’s Hymn of Hate to England; and similarly there is the pro-

foiindcst difference betw'een the battles in the Scamander Valley and the

fighting between the Meuse and the Moselle.’^

If w e have persisted in the worship of War when the goodness

wdiich once found a genuine though inadequate expression in ‘the

military virtues’ has been given an incomparably higher sphere for

its exercise in the Christian life, then we have been guilty of that

idolization of an ephemeral institution which is one form of the

nemesis of creativity.^ And our sin is aggravated if, after centuries

spent in attempting the impossible feat of serving two masters, we
have latterly held to the lower and despised the higher — relapsing

altogether into the service of Odin and Ares, and repudiating even

that half-hearted service which was rendered to Christ by our

forebears. This last state of paganism is vastly worse than the first

for the deliberate and self-conscious perversity of von Moltke’s and
Mussolini’s archaistic ‘Militarism’ is as different from the innocently

archaic ‘military virtues’ of the Chevalier Bayard and Colonel New-
come as the dusk of evening is different from the gleam of dawn.
The innocence which the Colonel inherited from the Chevalier

can never be recaptured in our Western World by the heirs of

Frederick’s and Napoleon’s cynicism. Colonel Newcome’s own
author was w^ell aware, when he created this lovable character in

the middle of the nineteenth century, that his creature’s charm

1 Nicolai, G. 1'.: 77ic Biology of War^ English translation (London 1919, Dent), pp.
420-1. 2 See IV. C (lii) (/) 2 ()3), pp. 303-423, above.

3 Matt VI. 24 Luke xvi. 13. ^ Matt. xji. 45 - Luke xi, 2O.
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and tragedy both owed something to the fact of his being already

an anachronism. The devotees of a Mussolinian Mars Redivivus

will not be Newcomes or Bayards; they will be Robots and Mar-
tians. This process of perversion, which is the Dead Sea fruit of

an Idolatry mated with Archaism, is the exact reverse of that pro-

cess of ‘etherialization’, and that progressive transference of the

field of action from the Macrocosm to the Microcosm, in which,

at an earlier point in this Study, we have discovered our criterion

of growth.* If this criterion is the true one, it informs us a priori

that the institution of War-cannot be morally static. Granting that

this gruesome institution has provided a field for the exercise of

‘the military virtues* yesterday, we may be sure that to-morrow
the ‘chivalrous’ kind of War will cither rankle into a ‘Militarism’

without a vestige of virtue or beauty or else will be tiansfigured

into a militia Christi in which the physical warfare of one man
against another will have been translated into a spiritual warfare

of all men united in the sertfice of God against the powers of evil.

If our present apostasy proves only to be the last convulsion of

a paganism in articulo ?nortis, and if this supreme crisis in the long-

drawn-out struggle between paganism and Christianity is to end

in paganism being driven completely off the field, we may dream
of an age to come in which Physical War will have passed out of

our life and faded out of our memory until the very word ‘war*

loses currency—as the kindred word ‘sacrifice’ has lost it already

—except in a meaning which w’^as originally a metaphor. In those

days, when me^ speak of \var’, they will be referring to the war of

the spirit; and if they are ever reminded of the physical w^arfare

which was the constant scourge of their predecessors for some si.v

or seven thousand years, they wdll think of it in the category of one

of those cruel initiation rites to which Homo Catechiirnemis u?>cd to

submit himself in order to win his way at last into a Communion
of Saints in which the theatre of War has been transferred from

an outward to an inw^ard battlefield. The warfare of that perfect

Respublica Christiana has been depicted with a poetic wealth of

military imager}’^,-* and has been described with the prophetic vision

of sainthood,^ by one of its citizens who came to proclaim the

advent of the Civitas Dei many hundreds or thousands of years in

advance. Saint Paul was delivering his message to the citizens of

the war-stricken cities of a Hellenic universal state in an age of

Hellenic history w’^hen the gleam of ‘the military" virtues’ coiill still

catch and captivate the eye from beneath the tarnish deposited by

the ‘Militarism’ of a ‘Time of Troubles’; and the Apo.stle seizes

* See III. C (1) (f) and (d), vol iii, pp 1 7.4-21 7» abo\e.
2 Eph. VI. 10-17. ^ ^ 3

~
5 -
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upon all the noble and glorious connotations of War that still sur-

vive in his converts* minds in order to convey to them, in a chain

of military metaphors, the more etherial glory and nobility of the

Christian life.

‘Though we walk in the flesh, we do not war after the flesh (for the

weapons of our warfare are not carnal, but mighty through God to the
pulling down of strong holds) : casting down imaginations, and every

high thing that exalteth itself against the knowledge of God, and bring-

ing into captivity every thought to the obedience of Christ.’*

Additional Note

Perhaps the considerations set out above may partially meet the

following criticism of an earlier part of this Study which the author

has received from Mr. G. F. Hudson of All Souls College, Oxford:

‘What troubled me in my reading of the chapters on “Challenge-and

-

Response” was the fear that too much emphasis on the role of hard

conditions in producing Civilization may work in favour of the “heroic”

Nazi idea, which I am sure is the last thing you would wish! The
advocates of unrestricted economic con.petition and o{ Machtpolitikh2L\e:

always urged that their kind of world makes for progress and high

achievement, while a humanitarian social and international order would
lead to stagnation and futility. Jl seems to me essential to distinguish

between the value of different kinds of responses and to differentiate a

type of challenge presented by power and wealth from that presented by
hardship and oppression. Challenges of the latter kind bring responses

that are primarily economic and military, and along with great achieve-

ment in these fields goes an outlook which tends to be harsh, brutal and
“uncivilized” by the finer standards of Civilization (cf. in various ways

* The following comment on this passage from the Second Epistle of Saint Paul to

the Corinthians lias been communicated to the wiiter of this Study by Mr. G. M.
Gathorne-Hardy

:

'Saint Paul’s great picture of the Christian in Ephesians is rendered attracti\e by being
dressed in all tlie panoply of War; and herein, to my mind, lies the true signihcance of
the passage of 2 Corinthians which you quote at the end of this section. The stress is

by no means on the renunciation of fleshly warfare, but on the substitution of something
more terribly effective. This is how it runs in MofFatt’s translation:

* “My mind is made up to tackle certain people who have made up their minds that I

move on the low level of the flesh. I do live m the flesh, but I do not make war as
the flesh does\ the weapons of my warfare aie not weapons of the flesh, but divinely
strong to demolish fortresses—I demolish theories and any rampart thrown up to resist

the knowledge of God, I take every project prisoner to make it obey Christ, I am pre-

pared to court-martial any one who remains insubordinate, once your submission is

complete.”
'The striking thing hei e is the sustained use of a military metaphor, as calculated to

appeal to man’s noblest instincts. Had St. Paul shared the views of the modern “paciflst”

with regard to war, or had his hearers done so, the metaphor would sound absurd. It is

easy to test this. “The poison with which I seek my ends is not carnal”, or “I do not
use an earthly 'jemmy’ to crack the heavenly crib!” The meaning would be the same,
but the argument would lose its appeal. No, St. Paul’s constant use of militaiy metaphor
signifies that in his day warfare was regarded as a noble and glorious occupation.’

At the same time this use of military metaphor in the Epistles of Saint Paul is the
first step~and a long step—towards a transfiguration of the word ‘War’ from a physical

to a spiritual meaning.
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Rome, Prussia and the North British, Yankee Puritan, Industrial re-

sponse). But success in the economic and military responses inevitably

brings wealth and power: i.e. it eliminates the conditions which gave rise

to the civilization; and the challenge now to be met is that of success it-

self. If such success must bring degeneration, the only remedy is to

retain the adverse conditions, or some discipline equivalent to them,

artificially. But this introduces a contradiction into human effort, for

every response to a challenge is a genuine effort to overcome that

challenge. The response to the challenge of the American wilderness

was Chicago, but the success of the response eliminates the wilderness.

Thus the problems of modern America are of quite a different kind from

those of the Frontier Age, and the idea of some Americans (expressed in

a film The World Changes^ which you may have seen) that Industrialism

has been all a mistake, and that America can only save her soul by get-

ting back to subsistence-farming, is in fact a counsel of despair, for

logically it implies that all Man’s effort to conquer Nature and increase

wealth is self-defea;ing. The answer, however, appears to be given by
the histories of two places which you quote as examples—Athens and

Venice. In both cases a community not favoured by Nature compen-

sates itself and grows great by trade. But in both cases""it is only after the

economic problems have been solved, and the hardships of living on the

“thin soil of Attica” or the Lido mudflats have long been forgotten,

that the cities make their great contributions to Civilisation in the

higher sense. Athens and Venice were “sitting on the top of the World”

and no longer grappling with “hard countries” when they produced

Sophocles and Plato, Giorgione and Titian. It is, I contend, harder to

live well in Capua than to cross the Alps; and to suggest that Capua

represents the absence of challenge, and emphasize material hardship

as a spur to creation, is to weigh down the scales against the finer in-

tellectual and aesthetic and “Epicurean” development of Civilization in

favour of Spartans, Puritans, “strong men”, “go-getters”, “militarists”,

Cato and Herr von Papen (who have quite enough of the game

already!).’
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INNOCENT IirS RESPONSE TO THE CHALLENGE OF
CATHARISM

At two points in this Part of the present Study^ we have touched

upon the connexion between Pope Innocent Ill’s proclamation of

a martial crusade against the Albigensian Cathars and his approval

of the spiritual movements that were oeing initiated in Western
Christendom at the time by Saints Dominic and Francis. Innocent’s

approval of the spiritual revival within the bosom of the Church
was as lukew^arm as his recourse to the sword against the heretics

was half-hearted
;
and this lukewarmness in a good cause will per-

haps more than offset the half-heartedness in a bad cause when we
are appraising Lotario de’ Conti’s spiritual worth as a human
being. If, however, we mercifully allow that great Pope tlie easier

option of being judged, not as a man, but merely as a statesman,

we shall find evidence of statesmanship of an exceedingly high

order in the dual policy which Innocent w^orked out and applied

as his solution for the problem of Catharism. The nature of this

policy has been clarified in an illuminating w^ork from the pen of

a modern Western scholar.^

The problem of Catharism was even graver than that of the rela-

tions between the Spiritual and the Temporal Power which con-

fronted the Western Church in the same age. The two problems

had both presented themselves in the course of the eleventh cen-

tury, and their common root was the corruption of the Western
Church in general, and the Papacy in particular, in the immediately

preceding period of Western history.^ This scandal provoked the

simultaneous attacks which the Western Church sustained at the

hands of the heretics and of the secular powers respectively. Both
attacks were formidable, but the heretics’ onslaught was the more
dangerous of the two because it had a longer reach. While the

secular powers did not look beyond one or other of the alterna-

tive aims of exploiting the Church or reforming it, the Cathars

threatened to destroy it by proclaiming principles which shook the

Church’s existing structure to the foundations.

The crucial issue between these converts to an Oriental heresy

and the authorities of a Western Church against which they were

* In IV. C (ill) (c) 2 (jS), pp. 369-71, and IV. C (111) (c) 3 (fi), pp. 558-60 and 562,
above.

2 Gnindmann, H. : Religiose Betvegungen im Mittelalter (Berlin 1935, Ebering).
3 For this corruption see IV. C (111) (c) 2 (/9), pp 370-1, and IV. C (lu) (t) 3 ()?),

pp. 521-3 and 5SI-2, above.
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in revolt was not the Christological dispute between a Paulician

‘Adoptionism* and an Orthodox ‘Conceptionism’.J^ Still less was
it the more general theological issue between a Manichaean dualism
which was attributed to the heretics by the Catholics a priori^ and
a monism which the Catholics professed in theory without always

managing to avoid the pitfall of dualism in their own theological

speculations when they were off their guard. The principles ovc.

which the medieval Western battle between orthodoxy and heresy

was fought were not matters of theology at all, but were matters of

practical life.

‘The notion of Christian poverty and of living the Apostolic life of the

itinerant preacher is the essential content of the heresy [which made its

appearance m Western Christendom in the eleventh century]. This is so

at Cologne as well as in the South of France; and this notion always

continued in fact to be the principal motif of the heresy, among Cathars

and Waldensians alike, down to the beginning of the thirteenth century.

To lead the life of the Apostles and to be their true successors is the gist

of the heretics’ claim; and it was this claim that brought about their

breach with the Church. . .
.
[Theological] speculations retire quite into

the background in face of wbat was really the principal question—^the

question whether the true Church of Christ is to be found among those

w'ho claim for themselves the Apostolic Succession and, with it, the

exclusive and effective authority to confer all ecclesiastical orders, or

whether, on the contrary, it is to be found among those w^ho live as the

Apostles lived and as the Gospel demands.

These two evangelical ideals of the Apostolic life and a voluntary

poverty made a powerful appeal to the Plebs Christiana of the

Western World in the second chapter of Western history: in

the first place because at this time and place these ideals had the

charm of novelty;^ in the second place because they shone out so

dazzlingly against the dark foil of < irrent conduct in the life of the

Established Church; and in the third place because the advocates

of this new evangelicalism were impressive practisers of w^hat they

were preaching. The Cathars were not disgruntled proletarians^

who, under a show of piety, were seeking—even if only half-con-

sciously—to reduce their more prosperous neighbours to a level

of poverty above which they themselves had no hope of rising.

Catharism was not a protest agains. die experience of poverty; it

was a revulsion from the experience of wealth.^ Waldes, for

* For the distinction between an ‘Adoptiomst’ and a *Conceptionist’ vcision of
Christianity see IV. C (in) 2 (^S), Annex III above, and V. C (11) (a), in vol. vi, pp.
267-75, below,

* See the passage quoted from Grundmann in IV. C (in) (c) 2 (j3), Annex III, p 628,
footnote 8 (on p. 629), above.

3 Grundmann, op. cit., pp. 21 and 25-6. Ibid., p. 15
s Ibid., pp. 29 and 157. * Ibid., pp. 58-9, 1(18-9, and t94“5*
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example, the eponymous founder of the Waldenses, was a rich

man who had made his fortune by usury.* And, while some of the

heretics were uneducated {rusticani),^ the cultivated and well-to-

do element predominated. ^ Clerics and nobles, but never pro-

letarians, are expressly mentioned as joining their ranks, and the

legal profession was well represented among them.-* It was the

self-imposed rules of these religious communities, and not any
involuntary circumstances in the previous state of life of their

members, that debarred them from retaining wealth and from
accumulating it;^ and, if their preaciiers acquired the name of

weavers, this was because they were preachers-tumed-weavers (on

the model of Saint Paul), not weavers-tumed-preachers.<»

When the rich and noble thus embraced an evangelical poverty

for Christ’s sake, this was a sure sign of the genuineness of their

religious conviction.^ The potency of their preaching was propor-

tionate to the degree of their own personal sacrifice. This was a

movement which the medieval Western Established Church could

not afford either to flout or to ignore. Yet the first reaction of the

Church to Catharism was aridly negative. When the ecclesiastical

authorities found that they could not snuff Catharism out by giving

it the bad name of Manichaelsm, they denounced the Cathars on
the better substantiated grounds that they were setting up a

Counter-Church and that their programme of going back to the

Gospels involved the abandonment of a number of vital Catholic

institutions.* Even when the authorities did not set themselves to

suppress the heresy by force, they refused the heretics permission

to put their evangelical ideals into practice. For instance, when in

A.D. 1179 the Waldenses petitioned the Roman Curia for licence

to live their Apostolic life, they were refused the right to preach

after being put through a mere travesty of an examination.*^ Such
levity and lack of vision in high places, of course, merely confirmed,

instead of refuting, the heretics’ indictment of the Church, and
accelerated the progress of the heresy instead of retarding it.

This was the state of affairs as Innocent III found it on his

accession
;
and the policy that he devised for dealing with it is his

chief title to be regarded as a great pontiff.

‘The decisive turn in the relations between the hierarchical Church
and the religious movement was taken during the pontificate of Innocent

III. Until then the religious movement had grown, through its own
native forces, outside the Church and in increasing opposition to it

—

^ Grundmann, op. cit., p. x6i. ^ Ibid., p. 29.
5 Ibid., p. 267. Ibid., pp. 34-5, 159-61, 162, i65~6.
» Ibid., pp. 159-61. • Ibid., pp. 32-4.
f Ibid., op. cit., p. 38. * Ibid., pp. 23-4.
• Ibid., pp. 59-61.
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while the Curia had neglected (apart from the relatively trivial attempts

at the beginning of the twelfth century) to look for ways of creating a

field of activity inside the Church for the new forms of religious life:

voluntary poverty and itinerant preaching. All efforts to secure ecclesia-

stical recognition for these forms of life had been answered by the

Church with a veto and with an instruction that any transgression of this

veto was to be punished as heresy. But at the same time the Church
lacked both the means and the energy to enforce this veto in practice and
to suppress the religious movement effectively.

‘This was the strained situation w^hich Innocent III found when he

mounted the Papal Throne at the beginning of 1 198. In this situation he
did not immediately intervene with a definite comprehensive pro-

gramme; and in fact he never attempted to transform the situation on
uniform and radical lines by taking systematic creative measures. On the

other hand, from the beginning of his pontificate until his death, in all

the measures which the Curia felt itself obliged to take m-d-w the

religious movement and the heresy, Innocent steadfastly and unwaver-

ingly maintained a position, and pursued aims, which betokened a funda-

mental departure from the policy of his predecessors. He sought to

bridge the gulf between the religious movement anfi the hierarchical

Church by conceding to the demands for Apostolic itinerant preaching

and for evangelical poverty a possibility of finding scope for action in-

side the Church—but this only on condition that the orthodox doctrine

w^as not tampered with and that the Papal and hierarchical authority

received an unqualified recognition. By this policy he compelled the

devotees of the evangelical life, voluntary poverty and Apostolic preach-

ing to make the choice betw'cen the Church and heresy—without main-

taining the previous ruling that allegiance to the Roman Church should

imply a renunciation of the ideals of the religious movement. On the

other side he showed an uncompromising severity, and brought into

action ail the forces and the means at his command, in combating heresy

in so far as it refused to accept, in consideration of these concessions, its

own reincorporation into the ecclesiastical order. And finally he enlisted

for this struggle against heresy precisely those circles which shared with

the heretics their participation in the religious movement but which had
duly consented to be incorporated into the society of the Catholic

Church. This policy resulted on the one hand in the formation of a

series of communities, congregations and orders (the mendicant orders,

above all) in which the movement for religious poverty found its ecclesi-

astically recognized orthodox expressions, while on the other hand it

produced the new ways of combating heresy: the Albigensian War and
later the Inquisition. This does not mean that Innocent either created

or even willed these new structures and new methods. The living forces

that led to them had not proceeded from him, and he had no part or lot

in them. His policy was not the expression of a religious conversion of

the governing element m the Church; it sprang fron. a clear insight into

the Church’s tasks vis-d^vis the religious movement of the age—^a move-
ment that could never be mastered by mere vetos and condemnations
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without any constructive work on the Church’s part. Innocent III did
not experience in himself the religious forces of his time, but he did
x<6cognize their existence; and he has to his credit the important achieve-

ment of having known how to incorporate these forces into the hier-

archical Church and having exercised the cleverness and the tact, the
foresight and the energy, that were requisite for this task. Thereby he
not only averted the danger that the hierarchical Church might irre-

trievably cut itself off from the living religious forces of that age; he also

smoothed the path and pointed the way for the reformation of the Chris-

tian life in the Catholic Church of the thirteenth century. His policy

decided that the formless fermentation ofthe religious movement should
succeed in bringing forth the great new orders and ordinances.’^

If Innocent had not adopted this policy in his Roman Curia,

Francis in his Umbrian city-state might have been driven out of

the Church’s fold into the Cathars’ wilderness. Both Francis him-
self and Bernard of Quintavalle came from just the same social

milieu as Waldes;* the first generation of Franciscans, like their

Cathar contemporaries, were mainly drawn from the well-to-do

bourgeoisie and the nobility and the clergy; 3 and they were mis-

taken for heretics on their first appearance in France.-^ This affinity

between Franciscanism and Catharism in respect of their common
virtue of unworldliness enabled the spirit of Saint Francis to pre-

vail over the spirit of Waldes and Bogomil-Theophilus and Con-
stantine-Silvanus and Paul of Samosata when the Western Church
had signally failed to quell this alien spirit by calumny and ob-

structiveness and violence. And on this showing we must conclude

that, while Francis might never have been given the scope for

doing his work within the bosom of the Church if it had not been
for Innocent, it is equally improbable that Innocent’s dual policy

would have been blessed with success if it had not'been for Saint

Francis and Saint Dominic. If this is our conclusion, we shall be

more than ever at a loss to understand the apparent supercilious-

ness of Innocent’s bearing towards Francis at his first encounter

with this heaven-sent executant of the worldly will of a hard-

pressed ecclesiastical statesman.

* Grundmann, op. cit., pp. 70-2. Compare pp. lo-ii. * Ibid., p. 164.
3 Ibid., p. 165. * Ibid., p. 154.
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